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FREE
HALLAM'S TRAPPERS
and Sportmen i Supply

Catalogue.

fully illustrated—containing 36 pages
and cover—showing every necessary

in camp equipment.

TRAPS-ANIMAL BAIT
Guns, Shoepacks, Tents, Camp Stoves,

Headlights, Miners' Lamps, Fish Nets,

and Tackle, etc., all at very
low prices. We carry the

largest assortment of animal traps in Can-
ada.

^ 1 -^T "ll Write to-day. Address in full as below.

;^Oimpaii§ni Hallam Building, TORONTO

EDGAR D. HARDY JAS. E. REYNOLDS

E. D. HARDY & CO.
INSURANCE

Specialists in LUMBER and WOODWORKING Plants

HEAD OFFICE: OTTAWA, ONT.

Shimer Circular Bit Jointing Heads
A circular shear cut head that is unsurpassed as a Jointing Head for stock

from 1" to 3"; always ready for the job without a set up, saving you money,

and assuring a perfect square joint. Made in four, six or ei^ht bits with or

without Self Centering Colet.

Write for Prices

SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO. OF CANADA, LTD., GALT, ONTARIO
Successors to Samuel J. Shimer & Sons

ASBESTOS
We manufacture practically every article

that can be made of Asbestos—including

Asbestos
Packings
Boiler Gaskets
Pipe and Boiler

Coverings

Atlas Asbestos Co., Limited, Montreal

Buy for Long

Satisfaction

It is assured when

you order

Smart-Turner

Pumps

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON CANADA

Soo Line Pike Poles^ Peavies, Cant Hooks and Sager Axes
in the hands of your woodsmen will give you satisfaction and save your money.

Ask your dealer or order

direct.

Mad* by

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 60 Classified Directory to Advertisements, Page 70
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Garlock-Walker Machinery Company

Can supply you with any type of machine re-

quired in the wood working industry

The following is a partial list of

machines in stock
American No. 77 15x6 Fast Feed Matcher

American No. 65 15 x 6 Fast Feed Matcher

American 54 in. Ball Bcarins; Resaw, 7 in. blade>;

Amt^rican 48 in. Resaw
American 26 x 6 No. 14() (j roll Heavy Duty Duubic ^urtacer

Woods 30 X 6 No. 58 6 roll Heavy Duty Double Surfacer

American No. 2 Heavy Duty Self-Feed Circular Rip Saw
Yates 49 in. Endless Bed Sander

Wliitney 36 in. x 7 Sinirlr '^iivfaccr w itli -ccti' >iial rrill and Chi

breaker

Preston Double Spindle Ball llcaruig ^hapcr

American 12 in. Solid Roll Scraping Machine

C.M.C. (Sherman Type) Single End Matchers

iip-

Novv is the time to put your plant in efficient condition to

handle your share of the Big Business both domestic and ex-

port that is bound to come.

V/e can help you make your plant more efficient. Get in touch with us.

Garlock-Walker Machinery Company , Ltd.
32-34 Front Street West, TORONTO, Ont.

TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG

^^Everything in Woodworking and Metal Working Machinery'*
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Spruce Hemlock
STOCK ON HAND UNSOLD FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

MERCHANTABLE SPRUCE
2 X 4 X 10/13 Scant 56,800 ft.

2 X 5 X 10/13 Scant 76,100 ft.

2 X 6 X 10/13 Scant 133,900 ft.

2 X 7 X 10/13 Scant 106,200 ft.

2 X 8 X 10/13 Scant 44,600 ft.

2 X 9 X 10/13 Scant 175,100 ft.

2x4 and up x 6/9 Scant 5,590 ft.

1 X 4 X 10/13 185,800 ft.

1 x 5 X 10/13 103,500 ft.

1 X 6 X 10/13 159,000 ft.

1 X 7 X 10/13 89,000 ft.

1 X 8 X 10/13 48,300 ft.,

1 X 9 X 10/13 9,400 ft.

1 X 4 and up X 6/9 48,700 ft.

MERCHANTABLE SPRUCE 1917 Sawing
1 X 4 and up x 8/U. 50,000 ft.

Ij4 X 4 X 8/16 80,000 ft.

2 X 4 X 8/16 75,000 ft.

2 X 5 X 8/16 50,000 ft.

CULL SPRUCE and JACK PINE
1 X 4 and up x 6/13 350,000 ft.

2x4 and up x 6/13 Scant 165,000 ft.

MERCHANTABLE SPRUCE
2x3 and up x 8 and up 88,000 ft.

3 x 3 and up x 8 and up 567,000 ft.

4x5 and up x 8 and up . . , . . . 75,000 ft.

HEMLOCK
1 X 8 X 10/16 Merchantable 100 M.
1 X 9 X 10/16 Merchantable 42 M.
2 X.6 and U]) x 10/16 Merchantable . . 45 M.

Bartram & Ball Limited
WHOLESALE LUMBER

Drummond Bldg., 511 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, Que.

Specialists in British Columbia Stock
Hemlock, Spruce, Fir, Cedar and Pine

Eastern Representatives

VICTORIA LUMBER & MFG. CO., CHEMAINUS, B. C.

Straight or Mixed Cars for General Yard Stock
Boards, Shiplap, Flooring, Decking, V. J. Sheathing, Manitoba Siding, Clear

Finish, 2 in. Dimension and Timbers

SPECIALS—Coast Hemlock worked to 13/16 in.

Shipbuilding Material Our Specialty

Rough Clears for Factory Purposes
in B.C. Hemlock, Fir, Spruce, Cedar and Pine

California White and Sugar Pine

KNOX BROTHERS, 707 Bank of Hamilton, TORONTO, ONTARIO
Head Office, Montreal, Que. Main 4685 B. C. Office, Vancouver, B. C.
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CHEMAINUS FIR
Clear Kiln Dried

B. C. Douglas Fir

We can make prompt shipment on
straight or mixed cars of clear kiln

dried B. C. Douglas Fir in all sizes

rough or dressed. Also flooring, ceil-

ing, mouldings and siding.

If quality can talk to you — get in

touch with us.

VICTORIA LUMBER &
MFG. CO., LIMITED

Head Office and MUI

CHEMAINUS, B.C.
Eastern Representatives:

KNOX BROS.,
Bank of Hamilton Building, Toronto,

and

Drummond Building, Montreal

High Grade Lumber and Timber
SPRUCE
Ready for Shipment

DOUGLAS FIR
Ready for Shipment

2 X 4 10/16 3 X 5 12/16
2 X 5 10/16 3 X 6 12/16
2 X 6 10/16 3 X 7 12/16
2 X 7 10/16 3 X 8 12/16
2 X 8 10/16 3 X 9 12/16
2 X 9 10/16 3 X 10 12/16
2 X 10 10/16 3 X 11 12/16

8 X 8 to 16 X 16 16/32 ft.

Pitch Pine

6x8,
8x8,
8 x 10,

10 X 10,

14/20
12/20
14/16
18/20

Pattern Pine a Specialty

Can Re-saw the above in any size required, rough

or planed. Mail us your enquiries.

The James Shearer Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail Dealers
in Lumber and Timber « p^^rickst; MONTREAL
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WE extend to the trade our sincere

wishes for a GOOD NEW
YEAR. We hope that with the ad-

vent of peace our customers will enjoy
a full measure of prosperity and
happiness.

Thanking you for business in the
past, we hope to serve you in the future.

We can assure you an unfailing service

throughout 1919.

The Long Lumber Company
Hamilton

Ontario

Single Band Saw Mill For Sale

HTffT
1^

Complete equipment consisting of the following

:

Mill Frame in good condition.

Garland Heavy Elastic Tension Band Mill with 8 ft.

Wheels for 12 in. Saws.

3-Block 40 in. Carriage with Allis-Chalmers Offset.

Garland 3-Saw Edger, with two sets feed rolls.

Emery-Garland 20 ft. Right Hand Trimmer complete.

15-Saw Slab Slasher, complete with Steel "H" Beams.

Complete Filing Room Equipment.

Hamilton Corliss Engine, 227 H. P.

2 MacKinnon Fire Proof Boilers built in 1908.

Shafting, Pulleys, Bearings, Steam Piping, Hill Steam

Nigger.

Mill has been in operation ten years and is in first class running order

We solicit your inquiries and invite inspection.

R. Hanson & Sons >- Grayling, Michigan
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Geo. Gordon & Co
Limited

Cache Bay Ont.

White and Red Pine
Stock on Hand for quick shipment

6 X 6- 12/16 50,000 6 X 12- 12 X 16' 7,000'

8 X 10- 12/16' 30,000 8 X 12- 12 X 16' 14,000'

10 X 10- 12/16' 100,000 10 X 12- 12 X 16' 25,000'

4 X 12- 12/16 60,000 12 X 12- 12 X 16' 150,000'

Complete assortment i '- 2"- and 3" White Pine

WRITE us FOR PRICES

AN IDEAL LUMBER MILL
Running Continuously

AH the Year Round
Capacity, modern equipment, and shipment

facilities are factors that combine to make the

Fassett Lumber Mill one of the best in the

country for quality and service.

We are now sawing hardwood and have
five million feet of

BIRCH, MAPLE
BASSWOOD, ELM

and ASH
Put up on grade. Get in touch with us.

Large stocks of Hemlock and Spruce always on hand.

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited QlfEBEC
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SELL PRUDENTLY

BUY WISELY

PAY PROMPTLY

The Service we give is

•ati«factory from our

cuctomerc viewpoint

COLLECT PROMPTLY

Some sound advice we had given us yesterday.

We are having it properly done with gold frame for our office.

If you have confidence in yourself, a sincere belief in the future of your

own business and keep these four points ever before you, Nineteen

Nineteen will be a

UNION LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
701 DOMINION BANK BUILDING

BUSY
PROSPEROUS
and

HAPPY NEW YEAR

We wish you and yours every Success

TORONTO CANADA
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Davison Lumber & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Bridgewater, N. S.

THE LARGEST LUMBERING INDUSTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA PRODUCTION 40 MILLION FEET PER ANNUM

Send us your enquiries for

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock or Hardwood Lumber
Box Shooks and

Dry Pressed Baled Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Chips
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Nova Scotia White Spruce and Hardwood Flooring
We are equipped with everything appertaining to Modern Saw Milling and operate from the Woods to the finished product.

If you want something special quickly, try us. We will cut, dry, work and ship within a few days from receipt of order.

We are located on the main line of the Halifax and South Western Railway and on Tidewater.

We Operate:

A Double Band Mill at Springfield, N.S.,

A Rotary and Gang at Mill Village, N.S.

A Rotary and Gang at Bridgewater, N.S.,

A Planing Mill at Bridgewater, N.S.,

Capacity 120,000 ft. per day
" 40,000 ft. per day
" 80,000 ft. per day
" 100,000 ft. per day

A Box Shook Factory at Bridgewater, N.S., Capacity 50,000 ft. per day
A Dry Kiln at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100,000 ft. per day
A Chipping Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100 cords per day
A Ground Wood Pulp Mill at Charleston, N.S., Capacity 40 tons Spruce

Pulp per day.

PHONE: BRIDGEWATER 74

DUNFIELD
& COMPANY LIMITED

Halifax, N.S.

Grading

BIRCH
BEECH

and

MAPLE
a Specialty

The Largest

Lumber
Exporting

House in

Nova Scotia

Head Office:

8 Prince St , Halifax N.S.

Branch Office :

8 Market St., St. John, N.B.

Exporters and Dealers in

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

Spruce Pine

Hemlock Hardwood
Laths
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''British Columbia Fir"

TIMBERS
Rough Clears

Flooring, Ceiling and Finish

Alberta Lumber Co., Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Office. "!?'5.Si'Sf' Ottawa, Can.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

and Selling Agents for

Fraser & Co.
Mills at

DESCHENES QUEBEC

White Pine
Red Pine
Spruce
Lumber and Lath

California White Pine

California Sugar Pine

and Arizona Soft Pine

Best Stock for Factory and Pattern Lumber

^ LOUIS WUICHET
Room 716 Railway Exchani^e, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Austin& Nicholson
CHAPLEAU, ONTARIO

Lumbermen and General

Contractors

Railway Ties and

Pulpwood

PILING

Rough and Dressed

Lumber and Lath

MILLS AT NICHOLSON, ONTARIO

Basswood
I in., 1% in., in., 2 in., and 3 in..

Dry Basswood

Dry Birch Stock
All thicknesses and grades in

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood and Brown Ash

Also. Cottonwood, Tupelo, Gum, Magnolia

and Buckeye

Spruce,Hemlock and Pine
Can saw to order at MacDonald's Siding

Let us quote on your requirements

HART & McDONAGH
513-1415 Continental Life Bldg. • TORONTO
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"Yesterday is dead-
Forget it,**

"To-morrrow has not come —
Don*t worry.**

"TO-DAY IS HERE-
USE IT,**

Start the Year Right and Send Us Your Enquiries for

Ontario Products

—

White Pine, Red Pine, Jack Pine, Hemlock, Spruce and Lath

British Columbia Products—

DOUGLAS FIR.
Flooring, Trim, Mouldings, Boards, Dimension and TIMBERS
RED CEDAR
Shingles, Siding, Bar Boards, Sheeting

WESTERN PINE
All sizes of I " cut to Ontario Standards as to thickness, widths and grades
Widths are piled separate.

TERRY 6l GORDON
Eastern Canada Agents

:

F. H. Steams & Co.;

;!06 Transportation Bldg.

Montreal, Que.

Head Offic :

704 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO, ONT.

Vancouver Brancli

:

408 Metropolitan Building.

Ontario Representatives of
The British Columbia Mills, Timber & Trading Co. of Vancouver, B.C.

U. S. Sales Agents

:

Berry Lumber Company,
:!0 Church Street,

Xew Vork City.

Genoa Bay for Lumber Value

Fir Timbers

Lumber

Lath

Cedar, Shingles

Fir Flooring

Ceiling

Finish

Kiln Dried

Mill Cuts up to 85 foot

Lengths.

BIG STOCKS-IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

Up-to-date Plant on

East Coast of

Vancouver Island.

Good Harbor Taking

Vessels drawing up

to 32 feet.

Special facilities for

Shipment by Rail or

Water to all Parts.

GENOA BAY LUMBER CO. Genoa Bay, B. C.
Dealers in Lumber, Lath, Cross-Arms, Mouldings, Doors, Sash, Shingles

Telegraph Address, Duncan, B. C. Code: A.B.C. 5th Edition Phone 25 Duncan
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FIR TIMBERS
AND

British Columbia Red Cedar

SHINGLES
Rough Clear Fir,

Fir Ceiling

Interior Finish

Ship Timbers and Planking

Ship-Decking

Red Cedar Bevel Siding

Tank Stock

Fir Flooring

Silo Stock

We have on hand a large stock of

fir boards in the rough which we can

run to any pattern, ^ thick, skiplap or

surfaced boards SiS or S2S or tongued

and grooved. Get our prices on these

boards.

Daily output of Red Cedar Shingles,

five cars.

These shingles are the very best

manufactured, cut from the finest old

growth red cedar timber. Write or '

wire at our expense for prices.

Cars of Fir Timbers and Red Cedar Shingles always in transit Our

representatives can give you specifications, or if more convenient wire us direct

Montreal Representative

:

U. E. GERMAIN,
43 St. Sacrament St.,

Montreal, Que.

Toronto Representative :

D. WILLIAMS,
40 Major St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Western Ontario

E. A. LEBEL
Sarnia,

Ontario

TIMMS, PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
Head Office: Yorkshire Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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John McKbrgow, W. K. Grapftrt,
President Manairlnr-Dlrector

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office i Montreal Office :

46 Bleln St. 759 Notre Dame St.. W

H. Cardinal O. Page

Cardinal & Page
Wholesalers and Exporters of

FOREST PRODUCTS
180 St. James St. Montreal

Specialties:—

Spruce and Red Pine

Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce
QUALICUM QUALITY LUMBER

Rough Fir Timbers
Any size up to 60 feet long

Select Grades a Specialty

FIR PIPE and TANK STOCK
Market wanted for Rough Cedar Timbers

Inquire for prices

Office and Mills

:

Qualicum Beach, V. I., B. C.

WE ARE BUYERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Handles

Staves Hoops
Headings

JamesWEBSTER&Bro.
Limited

BootU, Livarpool, Engluiil

London Office

Dashwood Home 9 New Broad St. B.C.

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shinglet
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shinglet

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

LUMBER
Midland Stock

White Pine
Complete line every grade

in 4/4 and 8/4

also large stocks of

No. 1 and No. 2 Cull Stocks

and Sidings

Rush your enquiries
before the winter
car shortage arrives

also SPRUCE
Complete range

C. G. Anderson Lumber

Company, Limited

Manufacturers and Strictly Wholesale

Dealers in Lumber

705 Excelsior Life Building

Toronto

Timber

Estimates
JamesW.Sewall
OLD TOWN. MAINE

JAMES R. SUMMERS
01 Kinu St. Eart TORONTO, Ont.

JACK PINE

HEMLOCK

SPRUCE

Lumber, Lath
Flooring, Cedar
Poles and Posts

Railway Ties
Doors, Windows, Archi.
traVes and all kinds of Mill
Work, done by experts.

Ask for our prices and services
of onr architect

J. P. DUPUIS, LTD.
592 Church Ave. Verdun. Montreal. P.Q.

Spruco, Balsam, Poplar
Pulpwood

Bought and Sold for Canadian or
American delivery.

Quotations furnished on request.

P. M. JOST & Co.
Br*h«ri aB^CcBBnaioB Merchants

Room 201, 180 St. ]amcsSt.. MONTREAL

Cant & Kemp
82 St Enodi Squr.

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Al and A B C Codes used

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Addrcsa: Farnworth. Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS

2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and
Scafoith Road, Seaforth, Liverpool,

England
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SAW MILL

MACHINERY

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Having decided to discon-

tinue saw mill operations at

Penetang have the following

machinery for sale. This

machinery is all in operating

condition and is open for in-

spection at Penetang, Ont.

Mill Machinery

Extra heavy log haul-up works with

inch round and flat chain, 128 ft.

centres. .
,

2—Waterous log unloaders or kickers,

3 arms, 10 in. cylinders.
.

l_Waterous log loader, 3 arms, lO in.

cylinderf. . . , .
'

l_Waterous right-hand double cutting

band mill, 11 in. saws, 8 ft. wf-eel,

with 3-block carriage; 24 in. opening;

Payette set works and dogs; 8 in. x

36 ft. steam feed. . u
l_Waterous double edger for 20-incn

saws, lever shifter.

1—Payette double edger for 18-in. saws,

lever shifter. . j

48_Uve rolls about 8 ft. long by 10 in.

dia. ; extra heavy, sprocket drive.

20—High cars with roller tops. 24 in

heavy wheels on 3 in. axles, standard

l_?Mfr\hon 4 saw gang resaw, takes

squared cants or just one face, ideal

machine to cut small logs and centres

of large after good has been taken off.

1—Payette picket machine, made speci-

ally for shade roller stock, will feed

pieces 16 in. long, also sorting table

with chain top.

1—Rogers Iron Works circular resaw

for making box lumber from slabs;

fool-proof machine.
1—Payette edger for box and short

stock.
1—Rogers twin circular or tie maker.

1—Payette lath bolter and lath machine.

1—Pair lath trimmers.
1—Picket trimmer (bunch trim).

Conveyor drives and chains.

Pulleys, gears, heavy line shafting and

countershafting with bearings.

Send us your requirements.

We have a large stock of double and

triple leather belting in widths from

10 in. to 46 in.

Power House Equipment

3—Return Tubular Boilers, Goldie Mc-
Culloch make, 66 x 16, Dutch oven
settings, 85 lbs. steam allowance

Ontario Government.
Breeching and smoke stack for above

boilers, BO in. dia., newlv painted,

600 ft. new yi in. guy and plate for

brick pier.

1—Northey boiler feed pump, outside

packed, 8 in. x 8 in. x 12 in., for 3 in.

suction pipe.

1—Pair Poison "Brown" type enjrtnes,

coupled on quarters, 22 in. x 50 in.,

with 16 ft. X 48 in. belt, balance

wheel. Excellent engines.

1—Pair American feed water heaters

for above engines; 10 in., copper

coils.

Filing Equipment

1—Waterous band saw grinder, for 6

in. saws.
1—Baldwin retoother for band saws.

l_Wm. Hamilton band saw shear. 12".

2—Reversible saw levelling blocks.

2—Chilled band saw anvils.

Hanchet band saw swages; Crescent

circular saw swages; shapers and
dressers."

Yard Equipment

Booms and boom chains, ^, H & M-
Winches and other mill supplies.

Prompt shipments and bargains for

quick sale. Will send all particu-

lars and prices on application.

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Penetang, Ont.

"WELL BOUGHT IS HALF SOLD"

A Thought for 1919

Our stocks of - -

White Pine

Norway

Spruce

and

Hemlock
are large, varied and high

class.

We are at your service and
await your commands.

Canadian General Lumber Co,
Limited

FOREST PRODUCTS
TORONTO OFFICE :— 712-20 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

Montreal Otfice:—203 McGill Bldg.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

PETRIE'S LIST
of

NEW and USED

WOOD TOOLS
for Immediate Delivery

Wood Lathes
20" Sidney, Famous
IG" Chamberlain, back geared.

Canada Machinery Corporation.
10" Cowan.
If' Sidney, Famous, patternmakers.
14 Sidney, Famous.
2" X 30" Cowdry, gauge lathe.

Band Saws
30 circular re.

.30

30'
30'

30

MacGregor-Gourlay,
saw.
West Side, pedestal.
Cowan, bracket.
Goldie & McCuIloch, bracket
Ideal, pedestal (4>.

27" Sidney, pedestal.
20" Sidney, pedestal.

Saw Tables
No. 2 Sidney, Famous, variety.
No. 2 Crescent, combination.
No. 6 Sidney, Famous, variety,
'allantine variable power feed rip
Fisher, iron frame rip.
MacGregor-Gourlay power feed cut off.
Greenlee automatic cut-off.

Fay, swing saw.
Vaughan, portable drag saw.
American, drag saw.
C. M. C. dimension saw.
No. 4 Canadian, pole saw.

Planers
301 Whitney pattern single surfacer.
26'' double surfacer, with chip breaker.
24''^ Hermance, double surfacer.
24" Sidney, Famous, single surfacer.
24" MacGregor-Gourlay.
24" Champion planer and matcher, with

moulding attachment.
24" Gait, planer and niatclicr.
18" Sidney, Famous, single surfacer.
16" Gait, pedestal, buzz.
16" Buzz, with slotted he.id.

Moulders
1.3" Clark-Demill four side.
12" Cowan four side.
12" Woods, four-side, inside.

Houston four side.
Dundas four side.
Cowan four side.
Dundas sash sticker.

10"
8"
6"
6"

Mortisers
Cowan, upright power.
Gait, upright, compouiifi table.
No. 1 MacGregor-Gourlay upright.
No. 5 New Britain chain.
Fay, upright, boring attachment.
No. 2 Smart, foot power.

Clothespin Machinery
Humphrey automatic lathes (6).
Humphrey double slotters (3).

Miscellaneous
No. 30 Sidney, universal woodworker.
No. 58 Crescent universal woodworker.
No. 7 Sidney, post boring machine.
No. 100 Gait, post boring machine.
No. 920 C.M.C. post boring machines

Fay, single spindle, boring machine.
Cowan moulder and panel ra'.ser.

MacGregor Gourlay 12 spindle dove-
tailer.

Fay & Egan 12 spindle dovetailer.
No. 1 Ballantine dowel machine.
12" Canada Mach. Corp. sander.
24" Fay, double drum.
(No. 2 Defiance belt sander.
Egan sash and door tenoner.
M135 Cowan, sash and door relisher.

No. OA Fox wood trimmer.
2-spindIe Cant-Gourlay shaper.
20" American wood scraper.
M63 Cowan spindle carver.
Hall, automatic shinsle machine.
Boss automatic sliingle machine.
No. 2 Dominion, lath machine & bolter.

No. 3 Defiance, rim and felloe round-
ing machine.

No. 1 Defiance, automatic, spoke drive*-.
8' Linderman, automatic, glue jointer.

Wanted for cash. Machine Tools, such
as Planers, Shapers, Boring Mills,

Millers, Lathes, etc.

H.W.PETRIE,LTD
Front St. West

TORONTO, ONT.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRUCE
In All Sizes and Grades

We are Specialists in this Line-

R. P. Shannon Lumber
408 Pacific Building

'Write us.

Company
VANCOUVER, B. C.

" For Immediate Shipment "

100 M. ft. 1 X 4 Mill Run Si)iucc, culls out.

50 M. ft. 1 X 5 Mill Run Spruce, culls out.

40 M. ft. 1 X 6 Mill Run Spruce, culls out.

50 M. ft. 2 X 4 Mill Run Spruce, culls out.

150 M. ft. 2 X 6 Mill Run Spruce, culls out.

20 M. ft. 2 X 8 Mill Run Spruce, culls out.

20 M. ft. 2 X 10 Mill Run Spruce, culls out.

15 M. ft. 1 X 3 Mill Culls, Spruce.

25 M. ft. 1 X 4 Mill CulLs, Spruce.

15 M. ft. 1 X 5 Mill Culls, Spruce.

50 M. ft. 2 X 3 Mill Culls, Spruce.

35 M. ft. 2 X 4 Mill Culls, Spruce.

15 M. ft. 3x5 Mill Culls, Spruce.

35 M. ft. 3 X 6 Mill Culls, Spruce.

30 M. ft. 3 X 7 Mill Culls, Spruce.

20 M. ft. 3 X 8 Mill Culls, Spruce.

2 cars 1 x 5 Norway Pine Mill Culls.

3 cars 1 x 6 White Pine Mill Culls.

2 cars 2x4 White Pine Mill Culls.

500 Pes. Spruce and Red Pine Piles, for quick ship-

ment. 20 to 50 ft. long.

ARTHUR N, DUDLEY
Manufacturer and Wholesaler

Mills at—
Elbow Lake and Dane

109 Stair Building,

TORONTO, ONT.

For Special Prices

on

XXX Shingles

and

Transit Cars
WIRE

The Foss Lumber Co,
Limited

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Established 1905

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldib, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Mannfactnrers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

MilU at Victoria Harbor, Ont. 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
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Wholesale Lumber
OTTAWA

White and Red Pine, Spruce,
Box Shocks,

CANADA

Write us your requirements.

Hemlock, Lath, Shingles, Boxes,
Factory Material

Planing Mill, Ottawa and Rockland

Ready for Immediate Shipment

700,000 ft. ys Merchantable Spruce.

200,000 ft. 1 in. Mill Cull Spruce.

50,000 ft. 4/4 to 8/4 in. Canadian Chestnut.

100,000 ft. Good Canadian Oak ; can saw to order.

30,000 ft. 4/4 Basswood, Log Run.

30,000 ft. 4/4 and 8/4 Beech, Log Run.

15,000 ft. 4/4 and 8/4 White Ash.

Write me or phone for prices.

PERCY E. HEENEY, Wholesale Lumber
207 Weber Chambers, KITCHENER, Ont.

I HAVE IT

All Grades in White Pine

Lath A Specialty

Milling in Connection

E. J. MOORES, Jr.
MIDLAND CANADA

LET'S GET TOGETHER

Planing Mill Stock

CYPRESS
Soft, Dry Stock, Finest Grades

—

All Thicknesses— 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

Yellow Pine Finish
Kiln Dried, Soft, Short Leaf Kind

Stock Widths siljby 4", 6", 8", 10'\ 12"

Also OAK, ASH, POPLAR, CUM

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & NIXON
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

We Specialize in

—

New Brunswick

White Cedar Shingles

We also manufacture

Spruce and Pine Lumber,

Lath, Cedar Ties, etc.

Shipments by Rail and Water.

W. H. MILLER CO., LTD.
Campbellton, N. B.

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
MANUFACTURERS OP

Douglas Fir, Spruce, Cedar and Hemlock Lumber
Rough Timbers, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Interior and Exterior

Finish of all kinds including Mouldings. Fir, Spruce and Cedar Lath

Prompt shipment of Fir timbers in all sizes and up to 100 feet in length

i in I^DTCfl /^|7T^ AD QUTMr^T FQ specialize in supplying air dried Cedar Shingles, these cost more
HIIV UI\l£iI/ v£ii/i\IV OiliilljLEiiJ than kiln dried Shingles but make a better roof and last much longer
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Watson &Todd Limited
OTTAWA
DRY STOCK

1 X 7 12/16 Good White Pine

6/4 X 7/up 12/16 Good White Pine

I X 7/up 12/16 Good White Pine

6/4 X 4/6 12/16 Good White Pine

6/4 X 4/up 6/11 Good White Pine

1 to 3 in. Mill Run Norway.
1 to 2 in. Stained Outs C. and C. Face.

3 in. Mill and Dead Cull Norway.

Write for prices.

Western Spruce or Soft Pine

Full Thickness and Width

We have a well assorted stock of Western
Forest Products. Cars in transit for the
benefit of customers who want immediate
delivery.

Timber
Any dimension supplied on short notice.

Ontario White Pine, Red Pine,

Spruce and Hemlock
Wire or phone, our expense, for attractive

prices.

Prompt Shipments

-THE-

Fesserton Timber Co., Ltd.
Main 795-796

15 Toronto St. - TORONTO

STRATFORD
OAKUM

Qualify Guaranteed

Jersey City and Everywhere

GEO. STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

165 Cornelison Ave. - - JERSEY CITY, U.S.A.

The

Harris Tie & Timber Co.
Limited

Ottawa - Canada

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Cedar Poles and Posts

Railway Ties - - Piles

Plant of The Stearn* Salt and Lumber Co.

STEARNS SELECTED

Lumber >»i Timber
Hardwood, Hemlock
and White Pine from
the Michigan Forests

We have a complete assort-

ment of hardwoods in pile

ready for rush shipments.

Your enquiries will have

our prompt attention.

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co.
LUDINGTON, MICH.

Railway and Track Supplies

For Lumber and Contractors'

requirements

Rails, Locomotives, Accessories,

Cars, Lion Brand Babbitt Metal

Correspondence solicited

Sessenwein Bros., Montreal
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Ten Band Mills to Serve You

.0*
"- -v";

-^1
X.

E W

•*' c. »• •',1 r
/ > ^Fredericton^;^^

A

4 V

Mills and Railway Connections
Fredericton, N.B.
Plaster Rock, N.B.
Nelson, N.B.
Edmundston, N.B.
Baker Brook, N.B.
Glendyne, Que.
Escourt, Que.
Cabano, Que.
Whitworth, Que. (No. 1, No. 2)

Railway connection C. P. R.

C. P. R.
I. C. R.
C. P. R. or Temiscouata Ry.
Temiscouata Ry. and N.T.R.
N. T. R.
N. T. R.
Temiscouata Ry.
Temiscouata Ry.

Fraser Companies, Limited, Fredericton N.B.

ROUGH AND DRESSED SPRUCE, WHITE CEDAR SHINGLES. SPRUCE LATH, PIANO
SOUNDING BOARD STOCK.
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Mason, Gordon &Co. ^"^'^.t Montreal, Que.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS

(Wholesale Only)

FIR TIMBER and Finish, CEDAR SHINGLES and Lumber

Transit Cars of the above always on the Road
Western Fir Doors

Sole Selling Agents for Eastern Canada for WHEELER OSGOOD CO., Tacoma, Wash.—Doors. Turned Stock etc.

Toronto Office : 510 Lumsden Building
Hugh A. Rose, Representative

Vancouver Office : 304 Pacific Building
Herbert C. Gordon, Repre*entatlve

DRESSING
IN

TRANSIT
Our new and efficien* facilities

make it possible to do your milling

in transit quickly and at low cost.

Prompt service is assured by three

railway lines.

We are always glad to quote you

very attractive prices and show you
the quality of our work.

A-sk Lumbermen who know and

they will tell you to

TRY

Renfrew Planing Mill

Renfrew, Ontario

Get Our Special Prices on

White Pine

Norway
and Spruce

Dry Stock Ready for Shipment

JAMES G. CANE & CO., V^,
McKinnon Building

TORONTO, ONTARIO

We offer you the Best Grades of

WHITE PINE,

SPRUCE, HEMLOCK,
HARDWOODS

IVrite for quotations

OLIVER LUMBER COMPANY
of Toronto, Limited

6 King St. West, Toronto

Established

1873
GV V V W d n O ^\ C* Head Office

ILLiilliO t5KUO# BRAESIDE, ONT
Limited

Manufacturers of

WHITE PINE
RED PINE SPRUCE

New York City: Guy E. Robinsbiil, Brpadwiiy
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We carry a targe stocK or

Fir Doors

And 2'4" X 6'8"

Two Panel 2'6" x 6'6"

Bead 2'0" x 6'8"

And 2'4" X 6'6"

Cove 2'6" X 6'8"

13/8

IJ^

13/^

13/g

1^
Sticking 2'8" X 6'8 1%

Canada Lumber Co., Limited
WESTON, - ONT.

J. B. Snowball Company
LIMITED

Chatham, N.B.

SPRUCE
Now ready for Shipment

100 M 1x3
150 M 1 X 4

150 M 1x5
200 M 1x6
100 M 1x7 &

up.

Also

200 M 2x4
700 M 2x5
500 M 2x6
100 M 2x7 &

up.

Mill Run
Culls out

] MiMill Run
Culls out

This stock is fairly well air seas-

oned, some of it having been cut

in 1917.

With our Planing Mill and re-

saw we are open for orders for

stock manufactured to suit buy-

ers and would be pleased to quote

on application.

30 M 3 in. Cull Hemlock, which we can resaw and dress

2,000 M spruce laths.

C. Beck Mfg. Co. Limited
PENETANGUISHENE, ONT.

Stock now in pile, dry :-

1 X 4 to 12 in. Mill Run White Pine.

5/4 X 4 to 12 in. Mill Run White Pine.

8/4 X 4 to 12 in. Mill Run White Pine.

2 X 4 to 10 in. Hemlock.
2 X 4 to 12 in. Norway.
1 x 4 to 8 in. Norway.
1 and 2 in. Mill Run Spruce.

Write for Quantities and Prices

REMEMBER OUR MILUNG FACILITIES SAVE FREIGHT

Standing Timber
in Large or Small Blocks

FOR
SALE

Special

Prices

THE undersigned offer for sale,

in large or small blocks all their

remaining timber lands and town
property situated in the town of

Parry Sound, Ont.

We have sold quite a number of

timber parcels but still have some

good bargains left iri Townships of

McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Mon-
teith, Carling, Christie, McConkey,
Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge

and Street.

Special bargains in the Town-
ships of Falconbridge and Street for

small mills.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co.
26 Ernest Ave. Limited

Toronto, Canada

REDWOOD for Clear Finish, Mouldings,

Windows and Door Frames
Tank Lumber, Bevel Siding and many special uses

Write for descriptive booklets
and price list.

Sample lots and L.C.L. shipments from
our Chicago warehouse.

RCCISTERCO

THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.
REGISTERED

OF ILLINOIS JOHN D. MERSHON, President
3612 South Morgan Street,

CHICAGO
NEW YORK, No. 1 Madicon Ave. SAGINAW, 210 Bearinger Bldg. KANSAS CITY TRAPe MARr^
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AlabamaHewnOakTimber
Trade Mark

Reg. U. S. A.

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER CO.
Mobile, Alabama

Prince Rupert Lumber

Company
J. S. EMERSON

SITKA
SPRUCE

Specialties

:

Timbers and Dimension

Office and Mills : Prince Rupert, B.C.

Vancouver Office: 216 Pacific Bldg.

Saw Mill Machinery
FOR SALE

The following machinery is in good condition and is the balance
of the Wm. Peter Estate Saw Mill at Parry Sound.

Write for quotations on any or all of this equipment.

1 right hand 3-BIock Carriage, 40 inch, titled with Payette set

works, friction receder, 5 trucks, frame of carriage oak; never
been used, except set works, which have been retitted; carriage
built by E. Long Mfg. Co., Orillia.

1 Steam Feed, 10 inch dia., 36 ft. long, vertical valves; never been
used since being installed.

Track and Flat (new).

1 Steam Nigger, Waterous Co.

1 Steam Loader, Waterous Co.

1 Steam Kicker, with shaft and arms.

1 right hand Champion Edger (Waterous Co.», 48 inches, j, station-

ary saws, 2 movable saws.

1 left hand Hamilton Edger, 54 inch. 4 stationary saws, 1 movable
saw.

1 Engine, 14 x 20 slide valve, Payette fly-wheel, 5 ft. diameter, :iO in.

face.

1 Engine, 11 x 18, slide valve, Inglis & Hunter fly-wheel, 6 ft. diam-
eter, 16 in. face.

1 Patterson & Berryman Water Heater.

Gordon Hollow Blast Blower, located in mill.

1 Ewart's Detachable Chain.

Special Heavy Forged Chain, about 800 feet.

We have also on hand Live Roll Drives, Pulley, Gears, Shafting,
in addition to Filing Equipment, etc.

W. L. HAIGHT, Barrister

PARRY SOUND, ONTARIO

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Head Office and Mills at :

St. Pacome, Que., Canada
On 1. C. Ry. 75 Miles East of

Quebec City

Manufacturers of

SPRUCE
Lumber Lath Pulpwood

Also Mills at

:

Crown Lake, Powerville Riv. Manie

On Nat. Transcontinental Ry.
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P. O. Box 914 Phone Main 948

Exchange Lumber Co,, Reg.
Special

Sawing
for

U.S. Trade

WHOLESALE LUMBER

180 St. James Street

MONTREAL

Spruce
Deals
for

Export

We are able through our many years of practical ex-

perience to offer you the best of Service and Satisfaction.

We solicit your enquiries for all grades of lumber.

International Land & Lumber
Company, Limited

Lumber, Railway Ties

Shims, Shingles, etc.

Head Offices, Ottawa, Ont.

Limit, and Mills: ST. FELICIEN, LAKE ST. JOHN DISTRICT, QUEBEC

About Face !

!

The "Big Job" is finished—the Boys are coming back—and so

is the Lumber Industry—back to the pre-war days of efficient service

to the commercial user. We all had our difficulties—Government

needs were first-but "ow-^^g^gjj^^gg Usual/'

Chicago Lumber & Coal Co.
Manufacturers

General Offices, East St. Louis, 111.

All users of Lumber are particularly interested in their source of supply and the service
they should expect—OUR

16 MODERN SAW MILLS
Are on the job prepared to ship your requirements in

Long and Short Leaf Yellow Pine, Red and White Oak, Ash, Tupelo, Cottonwood, etc.

Genuine Louisiana Red Cypress
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

structural Timbers
Railroad and Car Material

Our Specialties

KEEWATIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of White and Red Pine, Spruce and

Poplar Lumber, Boxes, Shooks, Lath and Ties.

Dry White Pine Uppers and Factory Plank

Dry White Pine Common Boards
Also BOX and CRATING STOCK
in PINE, SPRUCE and POPLAR

Saw Mills, Planing Mills and Box Factories at

Keewatin and Kenora, Ontario

Correspondence solicited

General Office - KEEWATIN, ONTARIO

New RAILS Relaying

12 to 80 pounds per yard.

LOGGING CARS

Jno. J. Gartshore
58 Front St. West, Toronto
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OUR NEW TIMBER MILL
(Capacity 100,000 Feet Ten Hours.) NOW IN OPERATION

We solicit your enquiries for Hcavy Constructioii Material and Yard Stock

ANY SIZE TIMBERS UP TO 100 FEET
Give us an opportunity to prove to you that we have earned a reputation for Quality and Service.

TIMBERLAND LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Office: Westminster Trust Building. NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Mills at South Westminster, on B.C.E.R. Shipments by C.P.R., C.N.R., G.N.R., N.P.R., and C. M. & St. P. Ry

SPRUCE
From the

FAR NOR' WEST
Direct to you

SOFT and WHITE
Small; Sound-Knotted Stock

Baards, Shiplap, Flooring, Siding

2 in. & 3 in. Planking

TIMBER UP TO 40 FEET
for QUICK SHIPMENT

Write or wire

Allen-StoltzeLumber Co,
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Spruce, Hemlock, Pine

and Hardwoods
Deals, Boards, Timber and Dimension material

of every description

Piling Ships Knees Ties
We are in a position to fill any sized order, and have
every facility for shipping either by rail or water,
making prompt shipments.

MUSGRAVE & CO., LIMITED
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia

EXCELSIOR LUMBER CO.
33 RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO

OFFER
F.O.B. Car Haliburton

100,000 feet 1 x 4 to 12—6/16 feet Hemlock. Log Run
fjO.OOO feet 2x 4 to 10—8/16 feet Hemlock, Log Run
15.000 feet 1 inch Ulack Ash, Log Run
25,000 feet 1 x 4 to 8 Spruce, Log Run
12.000 feet 1 and 2 inch Elm, Log Run.

Drv Stock

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

British Columbia Red Cedar Exclusively
Cedar Bevel Siding, Finish, V»Joint and Mouldings

Straight or mixed cars with XXX andjXXXXX'Shingles. Stocks carried at Lindsay,^Ont., for quick shipment.

Full particulars from our Eastern Agents.
Ontario Agents:

Head Office and Mills, Port Moody, B. C.
Gull River Lumber Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont

Quebec and Maritime Provinces Agents:
Mason, Gordon & Company, Montreal.
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Hardwoods in Buffalo
Piled on our Buffalo Yard ready for Immediate Shipment

1st and, 2iids .

.

No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com. .

.

1st and 2nds .

Selects
No. 1 Shop . .

1st and 2nds .

No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. . .

1st and 2nds .

No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. . .

1st and 2nds .

No. 1 Com.. .

No. 2 Com. . ,

1st and 2nds .

No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

50,000 ft. I'A' i

About 500,

in. 1 in.

1,000 ft 51,000 ft

. . 1,000 ft 32,00 ft

18,500 ft

24,000 ft

44,000 ft

13,000 ft

. 3,500 ft 30,000 ft

. 1,000 ft 124,000 ft

' 12,000 ft

. 2,100 ft 14,000 ft

. 500 ft 23,000 ft

1,500 ft

CHESTNUT.
I'A in. i'A in.

12.000 ft 11,000 ft

42,000 ft .35,000 ft

4,000 ft 3,200 ft

CYPRESS.
47,000 ft 40,000 ft

30,000 ft 23,000 ft

000 ft GOO ft

HARD MAPLE.
27.000 ft 24,000 ft

14.0M ft !-;4,000 ft

4,500 ft 5.000 ft

SOFT MAPLE.
2,000 ft 9,000 ft

1,000 ft 9,000 ft

700 ft SOO ft

2 in.

.38,000 ft

55,000 ft

4,000 ft

34,000 ft

72,000 ft

2,500 ft

83,000 ft

190,000 ft

24,000 ft

29,000 ft

5,400 ft

11,000 ft

2'/2 in.

12,000 ft

10,000 ft

1,200 ft

33,000 ft

23,000 ft

2,400 ft

13,000 ft

03,000 ft

2,000 ft

23,000 ft

3,300 ft

500 ft

PLAIN RED OAK.
24,000 ft 44, .000 ft ^'5,000 ft 50,000 ft

52.000 ft 04,000 ft 119,000 ft 01,000 ft

1,500 ft 3,200 ft 13,000 ft 10,000 ft

PLAIN WHITE OAK.
7,000 ft 13,000 ft 54,000 ft .30,000 ft

20,000 ft 17,0(;0 ft 356,000 ft 237,000 ft

3,500 ft 3,000 ft 40,000 ft 15,000 ft

IMPLEMENT GRADE WHITE OAK (free
200,000 ft. 2 in. 70,000 ft. 2'A in. 100,000 ft. 3 in.

SOUND SQUARE EDGED WHITE OAK
000 ft. 2 in. and 3 in. x 0 8 in.. 10 in., 12 in. and up to 10 .x

. 0,400 ft 09,000 ft

. 14,000 ft 107,000 ft

40,000 ft

. 2,400 ft 10,000 ft

. 3,900 ft 55,000 ft

58,000 ft

3 in.

10,000 ft

8,000 ft

2,000 ft

1,700 ft

33 000 ft

1,000 ft

16,000 ft

59,000 ft

25,000 ft

20,000 ft

30,000 ft

12,000 ft

35,000 ft

24.000 ft

7,000 ft

60,000 ft

211,000 ft

36,000 ft

of heart)
45,000

10 in.

4 in.

3,300 ft

2.500 ft

3,000 ft

12,000 ft

3,300 ft

11,000 ft

24,000 ft

14,000 ft

2,600 ft

2,800 ft

.32,0(:0 ft

14,000 ft

1,500 ft

13.000 ft

60,000 ft

2,100 ft

ft. 4 in.

We also carry a nice stock of Ash, Basswood.Cherry, Gum, Hickory, Quartered Oak, Poplar
or Whitewood, Crating, etc.

A Few Miicellanecus Cars

We Wuh to Move

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

8 cars

2 cars

1 car

2 cars

2 cars

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 in. 1 and 2 White Ash.

I'A in. 1 and 2, White Asli.

2J^ in. 1 and 2 White Ash.

1 in. No. 1 Com. Wh. Ash.

lyi in. No. 1 Com. Wh. Ash.

VA in. No. 1 Com. Wh. Ash.

3 in. No. 2 Com. Wh. Ash.

IIA in. No. 1 Com. Beech.

2, 214, and 3 in. Beech and

Maple Road Plank.

1 in. No. 1 Com. Cherry.

1% in. No. 1 C. Cottonwood.

3 in. 1 and 2 Elm.

3 in. No. 1 Com. Elm.

1 in. 1 and 2 PI. Red Gum.
llA in. 1 and 2 PI. Red Gum.
2 in. 1 and 2 PI. Red Cum.
1 in. 1 and 2 Poplar.

2'A in. 1 and 2 Poplar.

I'A in. Sap and Sel. Poplar.

1 in. C. and B. Sycamore.

1 in. No. 1 Com. Walnut.

1 in. No. 2 Com. Walnut.

The demand for Hardwood Lum-

ber will undoubtedly be extremely

large as soon as business gets un-

der way on a peace basis.

Production is about 50 per cent,

of normal and will remain so for a

year or two at least.

few months of normal business

will take every stick of dry hard-

woods in the market.

This lumber is here in our Buf-

falo yard—ready for imitiediate

shipment. Why not let us send

some of it to you now while (in

most cases) permits can be ob-

tained? Upon what can we quote

you ?

Would also appreciate your in-

quiries for Ash, Basswood, Gum,
Hickory, Quartered Oak, Poplar

(or Whitewood) and Sound Beech

and Maple Planking.

Your enquiries will receive our careful attention,

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
1 100 Seneca Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

An economy too large to postpone

r\ BSERVE the big part

of every cord of wood
wasted where wood is bark-

ed the old way. All your

wood goes into pulp when
you use the barking drum
pictured above.

Write today for the figures

If your mill barks wood the old-fasliioned way, let our

engineer tell you the actual saving our method will ac-

complish in your mill. It will in no way obligate you to

get the facts.

T^WO of these men and our barking drum
will release all the rest for other work.

The annual saving reaches an astonishing fig-

ure. Labor is scarce. Investigate this short-
cut.

Fibre Making Processes Inc.,
440 South

Dearborn St. Chicago
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I Nr.SWEH^
In The Small Saw

Here, as well as in the large
mill the economical superior-
ity of Simonds-Saws is easily

demonstrated. They hold their

cutting edge; they saw true;

they make high gradingiumber.
These things mean profit to any
millman. Write us about the
saws you want.

Simonds Canada Saw Co. Ltd.
"The Saw Makers"

Montreal, Que.

Vancouver E C. St. John, N.B.

ODU-G^li^

Feeding the Camp
TF that is your problem, remember that it is our

business, too. We do a tremendous lumber camp
trade and are fully acquainted with the food require-

ments of logging camps. We shall be glad to quote

you on any lines you need this year, and will submit

special quotations if you will drop us a card. We
can supply you with all that's best in provisions and
fresh meats, and give you a service you will appreciate.

WRITE OR WIRE US AT OUR
EXPENSE—TODAY

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

LONG CLEAR BACON

BARRELED PORK

SAUSAGE

DAVIES PURE LARD

PEERLESS SHORTENING

MINCEMEAT, ETC.
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Review and Preview of the Lumber
Situation in General

With the close of one year and the beginning of another there

iire always many thoughts surging to the front, not only by reason

of the historic associations and festive celebrations, but also in re-

gard to business prospects and manufacturing outlook. With most
enterprises the inventory period is now at hand and stocktaking is in

progress with manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers. The situation

at the present time is fraught with much interest owing to the ter-

mination of the war, the reversal of the uses to which wood has been

put, the return to ordinary channels of distribution and demand and

the bright perspective for export trade.

Every effort is being made by Canadian lumbermen in conjunc-

tion with the new Trade Mission at Ottawa and the Canadian Mission

in London to ascertain the classification and kinds of wood products

required for reconstruction purposes in the Old Land. As soon as

this information is forthcoming and it is definitely known what Can-

ada is in a position to supply, in what quantities and when deliveries

fan be made, as well as ocean tonnage provided, the lumber industry

may expect to hear of something very much to its interest.

Much discussion is now going on with regard to the best meth-

ods of getting after export trade, how the lumbermen should come

together and act as a unit, what the price prospects are for the com-

ing reason, when conditions will refiiru to normal, what will be the

extent of logging operations during the present winter, and whether

prices will fall early in the summer and building operations be unus-

ually active? So much is heard on this subject and from so many
sources that it is difficult to analyze the situation and present any-

thing like a clear, authoritative and comprehensive review. On the

whole, however, a spirit of confidence prevails and there is every

reason to believe that the lumber industry in Canada will enjoy dur-

ing 1919 one of the best years in its history. Everything points in

this direction and from information secured by the "Canada Lumber-

man" from different representative centres, there is only one opinion

expressed and that is, values will be maintained, at least, for several
months, that woods operations this year will not be as extensive as
last, when there was a general reduction of 25 to 33 1/3 per cent.

In view of the strong market that is likely to develop and the

splendid foreign demand it may be asked why manufacturers are

adopting a rather conservative attitude instead of branching out to

the fullest extent and producing as much lumber as it is possible for

their plants to turn out. There are several reasons why production
will be restricted and over these the lumberman has no control. In

the first place the release of labor by reason of the close of the war
and the shutting down of munition plants, did not come in time to

be of much practical benefit in woods operations. Generally all the

cutting is done by January 1st and much of the labor was not re-

leased until early in December, whereas had such help been available

in August or September a great improvement would have been wit-

nessed in the output.

Another fact which interfered materially in the situation was
the outbreak of influenza in October and November, which placed

operations, in many camps, at a standstill, and drove men out of the

bush by the hundreds. Several of these have never returned. This
fall has been a particularly trying one by reason of incessant rains

and the amount of water lying in the bush, all of which impedes cut-

ting. Wages have .shown no tendency to come down and will not

likely be aflPected until the scale of living expenses is lowered. Many
manufacturers feel that economic conditions will readjust themselves

in time, but there is no disposition to interfere in the wage question

at present, until clothing, rent, provisions and other supplies grow
very much less in cost. The only thing that can be done is to see

that the most efficient help is engaged for the wages paid, while from
this out there will be a wider selection of efificient woodsmen.

The past year has been a trying one in many respects, with costs

growing all the while and many other difficulties to contend with,

yet the lumberman has come through it all with credit to himself.

He has shown that during the war. period he played his part and play-

ed it well in view of the many unusual situations which he had never

encountered in the history of the industry. While the price of the

finished product did not keep pace with the increasing cost of pro-

duction, and the advance in lumber compared with the increase in

values in all other materials was relatively small, the condition to-day

is» not one that should alarm. On the other hand the future is full

of promise. Expansion should be the watchword and if alert and
aggressive the trade as a whole should enjoy during the coming year

one of the most successful and prosperous periods ever witnessed.

The Mutual Protection of Both
Wholesaler and Retailer

The question of where wholesaling ends and where retailing

begins and who are legitimate members in the ranks of each body

will always be one that arouses a certain amount of difiference. By
co-operation and mutual concessions much may be done to eliminate

frequent causes of irritation and misunderstanding. From the retail-

er is heard complaints now and then against wholesalers selling stock

to certain parties who are by no means entitled to the benefit of the

prices at which lumber can be purchased in carload lots. The same

observation applies to shingles, lath, posts and other lines. It is

generally recognized that the wholesaler is a vital and important

link in the marketing of the products of the forest, that he performs

a distinct service, opens up new fields of business and renders valued

and timely assistance in ways that only a large concern with a high-

ly organized selling force could plan and provide. The wholesaler is

also the natural outlet for the product of the small mill man and a

ready reference and friend in time of need to the manufacttirer in

other lines or retail lumber dealer who wants a certain line of stock

and does not know where or how to get it. It is conceded that the

function, service and status of a legitimate wholesaler has proved

one of the best mediums in the distribution of lumber, the projection

of wider fields, eliminating waste and establishing new and varied
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uses for wood. It is, therefore, not pleasing to read in reports of re-

tailers' gatherings that a few wholesalers apparently dp not ade-

quately recognize the work and worth of the retail dealer who is up

against stiff competition and has to maintain a large stock, conven-

ient premises, and render a service that is supposed to meet the needs

of everyone in his section requiring anything in the building line.

Lumber is generally the only source of revenue which the retail

lumber merchant has. Of course, some of them carry coal, but, gen-

erally speaking the disposing of lumber is his sole business, along,

of course, with shingles, posts, doors, sash and trim. The retail lum-

berman does not trench upon the sphere of activity of the hardware

man, the blacksmith, the miller or the wagon maker, yet these gen-

tlemen will now and then handle a carload of posts, shingles, or i)ut

in a small stock of lumber which not infrequently is slaughtered in

price. Th^ conviction thus gains ground in the minds of some that

the legitimate retail dealer is making enormous profit. Too often the

men doling out these side lines do not care whether they clean up

a dollar on them, as the handling of such goods possibly serves as an

advertisement and develops activity in other lines. It is like the

bargain counter at a departmental store or the wiping out of certain

merchandise in a retail business. It is expected with these baits

enough trade will be done on other commodities to offset any loss

through the cut price feature in a few departments. This move is

regarded as an excellent publicity plan—a service, as one blacksmith

getting in a carload of shingles recently called it.

It seems to be the general opinion that a wholesaler should not

sell any consumer of lumber who does not buy in full carload quan-

tities. It is not fair to the regular retail lumber dealer who maintains

a yard and office that he should be up against competition with the

liveryman, the miller or the hardware merchant. He would not be

if wholesalers observed the legitimate channels of distribution. Hap-

pily the complaints are few, and when local associations are formed,

if the offence is re*peated in any community, the trade can unite to

strike the name of the offending wholesaler off the list. This will

probably bring him to time. Some complaints have been investigatr

ed, and gradually the trouble, which existed to a considerable extent

a couple of years ago, is being removed.

Wherever a retail dealer recognizes the wholesaler as a legiti-

mate factor in sales and distribution surely that wholesaler, on the

other hand, should take every step to protect the interests of the re-

tailer who is just as essential in his line and equally as important a

link in merchandizing. The interest of the two go hand in hand, and

what injures one injures the other. It is only by unity, complete un-

derstanding and mutual concessions that the highest good of all can

be achieved. The trade relations committee in connection with the

Wholesale Lumber Dealers Association, is making progress, and it is

understood will meet a similar committee* at an early date from the

Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers Association and a satisfactory ad-

justment of this vexed question will likely be reached.

The Proper Basis of Accounting and
and What it Means

The question being asked by many is what will be their profits

in the lumber business in 1919. This is almost as interesting and

pointed a problem as the volume of trade which. will be done, the

prices that will prevail and the outlook for the industry generally.

With the period of readjustment more attention is given than ever

to values and the cost of doing business. The lumber manufacturer

will tell the wholesaler that his costs have gone up very materially

since the war and are still advancing, and that operating expenses to-

day are from ten to fifteen per cent more than during the correspond-

ing period last year. The reason for this augmentation is the higher

wages prevailing in the camps and the increase in the outlay for sup-

plies which are bought in large quantities. Then there are added

towing and driving disbursements, freight rates, costlier machinery,

heavier taxes, etc. The retail lumber dealer has to face exactly the

same situation. He finds that his fuel bill is much heavier, the cost of

his belting and other machines ascending all the while, his taxes are

excessive, while rent, cartage, insurance, business assessment and

everything else al«;ng with wages of his office staff, superintendent

and foreman have been advancing month by month. It has been
found impossible to keep down expenses to anything like a minimum.
The consensus of opinion is that it costs the retail lumberman from

5 to 10 per cent more to do business to-day than it did a year ago.

Some say that they have been able to get a price out of the finished

product commensurate with rising costs. Others affirm that this has
been impossible owing to the demand slackening on certain lines, and
that it was necessary to keep jlown quotations in order to dispose

of these slow-moving articles.

"The "Canada Lumberman," during the coming year will devote

considerable attention to the cost of doing business, the method of

computing profits and other vital matters in connection with the fin-

ancial problems of the lumber trade, in its various branches. We
believe that a proper and efficient cost accounting system—one that

is simple, comprehensive and effective—is a prime requisite in the

success of any undertaking, great or small. With this object in view
we present in this issue the first of what we hope will be a series

of helpful and timely contributions on proper cost accounting. The
special articl-e refers particularly to woods operations, showing vari-

ous accounts, forms and entries that should be used and how many
economies and much overlapping and duplication may be effected by
a system of accounts and the preparation of costs that will give the

information desired at any time. The plan also shows the expendi-

tures and disbursements, the cost of labor, supplies, etc., the stock of

timber taken out, the men's time, outlay for wages as well as a

monthly checking system. In fact, it is believed that if the system

outlined by the writer is definitely and conscientiously followed, it

will tell the operator practically everything that he wants to know
and when, where and why.

Editorial Short Lengths
Writing to the "Canada Lumberman" an .enthusiastic member

of the new district branch of lumber retailers, which was recently

formed at Orangeville, Ont., says that he believes the formation of

local groups is a capital idea and will create a spirit of friendly co-

operation among those engaged in a similar line in neighboring towns.

Frequently local matters can be dealt with and a satisfactory settle-

ment reached.. These local branches will be live feeders to the pro-

vincial organization and after giving preliminary consideration to

many matters can present for the deliberation of the larger body the

decision which has been reached or the course that it deems best to

pursue. '

There is no uncertainty regarding the attitude of the pulp and

paper industry, one of the leading national activities of the Domin-
ion. It is expected that the exports this year will reach $100,000,000,

which will do much to keep Canada's trade balances on the right side.

That there must be "no truck or trade" with the enemy or no half

way measures pursued, the Executive Council of the Association

lately passed a resolution which, in force and directness, speaks for

itself. Copies of the resolution have been printed and freely distri-

buted among allied trades.

The bulletin, which appears in red and white, and may be seen

displayed prominently in offices, factories and work shops, is headed

"No German-Austrian Goods Wanted Here." It reads:

Whereas the state of war existing between the British

Empire and the Central Powers of Germany and Austria has
demonstrated to the world the utter impossibility of recon-

ciliation until such time as a change of mental attitude is

shown towards the accepted standards of moral and com-
mercial decency.

Be it resolved that every pulp and paper manufacturer
of Canada shall be asked to refuse to purchase any goods of

German or Austrian manufacture and that the strictest

scrutiny shall be given to all goods stated to be of Swedish,
Dutch or Swiss origin, and

Further, that every purchasing agent shall be notified

of this resolution.

Be it also resolved that a copy of this resolution be for-

warded to all Allied Trade Associations with the request that

it receive similar attention.
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Canada Must Go After Export on Big Scale
Definite Co-operative Move for British Reconstruction Requirements Must Be

Launched Direct, Declares Major-General McRae in Clarion Call

Major-General A. D. McRae, Vancouver, B.C.

"Canada can get large orders

from the British government but

it is imperative that united,

aggressive action be taken at once.

Ordinary business methods and
the usual channels must be radic-

ally changed and a definite, deter-

mined move made by the industry

as a whole. The Canadian manu-
facturers must unite and state

positively what they can supply
in the way of the products of the

forest and set forth in detail the

grades, dimensions and quantities.

There should not be a moment's
delay, as so-called neutral coun-
tries, such as Norway, Sweden
and Finland, which are situated

close to the British Isles, are al-

ready negotiating for the lumber
requirements for the reconstruc-

tion of Europe.
"There must be co-operation

and unity between all the pro-

vinces of the Dominion in furnishing building materials for the Mother
Country in the great reconstruction programme, and the business
should be done on a unit basis, through the federal authorities at

Ottawa. 1 cannot emphasize this point too strongly. The lumber
yards of Great Britain are drained practically dry and a great future

awaits the lumber industry of Canada in the matter of export business,

but to 'cash in' on this demand requires something much more than
isolated efifort, the sending of special trade representatives or the

customary negotiations," declared Major-General A. D. McRae, who
was in Toronto recently after being overseas for several years, in an
interview with the "Canada Lumberman."

Major-General McRae was former Quartermaster-General of the

Canadian forces and recently chief of staff under Lord Beaverbrook
on the British Ministry of Information. He has resigned from the

army and is once more in mufti and will spend the winter in Mexico.
Major-General McRae is former vice-president and general manager
of the Canadian Western Lumber Company. Eraser Mills, B.C., in

which organization he is still largely interested. The Eraser Mills

are the biggest in the British Empire and as a luniDerman Major-'

General McRae speaks with knowledge and authority, broadened by
his long overseas experience and close observation of conditions

abroad.

The Field Marshal of Canadian Industry

Continuing he said : "The Minister of Trade and Commerce for

Canada must be the field marshal of industry for the Dominion, and
must have the capacity to fill that position. The lumber manufac-
turers of this country should get together without the loss of a mo-
ment and advise just how much lumber they can supply the Old
Country. Then the order must be placed through the Government
Trade Board at Ottawa direct with the Imperial Government. Owing
to the splendid part played by Canada in the war and the achieve-

ments of her soldier sons .on the field of battle, there is every disposi-

tion on the part of the Imperial authorities to favor the Dominion at

the present time.

"Where the individual deals direct with reconstruction orders,

there will be much uncertainty as to his getting the required tonnage,
but where the business is placed by our Government direct with the

Imperial Government, the latter will naturally see that tonnage is

provided for their reconstruction materials, and in this way, Canada
will get a preference as regards tonnage for all her exports,' which is

of the utmost importance for the next two years at least.

"The main thing, as I have already stated, is for the lumber
manufacturers to get together. Let us say, for instance, that they

can supply a billion feet of lumber for export during the coming year

and the same quantity the year following. Of this amount the West
might agree to furnish three or four hundred million feet, and the

other provinces the remainder. An agreement should be reached as

to standard sizes, grades and kinds, care being taken by Western in-

terests so that as large a percentage of the log as possible may be

used. The amount which each firm or section can provide should be
definitely known to the Trade Mission which is being formed at Otta-
wa to act in conjunction with the Canadian Mission in London.

Coping with the Period of Reconstruction
"The question of available quantities positively settled, Canada

can then go to the Imperial Government and put the facts clearly be-
fore them and ask for these orders as being essential in successfully
coping with the period of reconstruction in this country. In my judg-
ment the Imperial Government is prepared in connection with recon-
struction orders to take, under the mantle of Imperialism, her Do-
minions to the extent to which they may be able to supply her re-
quirements, a'nd while this would not be termed a preference, in reality
it would be a preference of the most pronounced and material kind,
and when once established may form a precedent which may be of
inestimable value to our industry."

"Individually, it is impossible to compete with other countries,
but collectively our lumber manufacturers can be successful. The need
is great, both in regard to the stock desired for the housing plans
abroad and for proceeding about this business on a thorough, national
basi^."

"Look at the manner in which contracts for munitions have been
placed in the Dominion for the British Government through the agency
and activities of the Imperial Munitions Board. There has been no
friction and no misunderstanding and millions have been expended.
Each firm that was in a position to cater successfully to the require-
ments of the situation received its proportion. Now let the process
be reversed and Canadian lumber manufacturers act unitedly and co-
operatively, on a basis of mutual understanding, through the Trade
Mission at Ottawa in all negotiations with the Imperial authorities.
The time is ripe for action. We cannot sit down and let the develop-
ments of the future dictate what shall be our course and policy in this
important matter."

Deal Direct w^ith Imperial Authorities
"The Canadian Government through its Prime Minister should

deal direct with the British Premier as to Canada's needs and the part
of Britain's reconstruction requirements which Canada is in a position
to supply and point out that this business is necessary to enable us
to successfully meet the abnormal conditions which we must face in
the next two years owing to our prolonged anticipation in the war. It
rernains for our government to push for and establish with Great
Britain the principle that British reconstruction requirements should
be placed within the Empire so far as the Dominions are able to sup-
ply them.

"Every efi'ort should be made at standardization, and if this is
done, I firmly believe that Canada will secure not only all that she
asks in the way of supplying lumber for the great housing schemes in
the Old Land, but also for doors, sash, windows, and interior trim,
which will prove a great boon to the woodworking industries of the
Dominion. A trade preference, about which so much has been heard,
will, in all likelihood, come later on, but just now the chief problem'
to be met and solved is proceeding in the matter of getting foreign
business on the plan that I have outlined. All questions of special re-
presentatives, dealing through timber brokers, commission men and
heads of departments must be thrown to the wind. Other countries
are awake, as I have stated, and, unless the Canadian manufacturers
of lumber are prepared to co-operate at this juncture and put the issue
squarely before the British Government and a clear cut, specific under-
standing arrived at, Canada will, notwithstanding the prestige and
pre-eminence which she now enjoys in Imperial circles, find herself
out in the cold."

Other Countries are Hard at Work
The business will be placed through the usual departments and

will revert to the well established and strongly reinforced pre-war
channels, in which event so-called neutral countries and the United
States will get the great bulk of it unless we are aggressive. It will
be readily appreciated that the lumber firms and brokers representing-
the lumber interests of the nearby neutral countries are not asleeiT,
but are hard at work and fully expect to offset the preferential desire
which Great Britain has for the commodities from her Dominions, by
a lower price in dollars and cents, which their close proximity to the
markets of Great Britain, with the resulting economy in tonnao-e, en-
ables them to make.

^

"We have to anticipate the requirements of the reconstruction
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period and find out what our ability is, and then our Government
should apply for the job and rest assured, we will get it. We need
big, business administration. I have had exhaustive conferences with
many British industrial men, and they all say there are plenty of con-

tracts for us if we go about this undertaking in the right way. Britain

will be our principal buyer and desires to purchase standard lines in

large blocks. The officials who negotiate the Canadian business must
be men with authority, intelligence and high standing, backed up by
a knowledge of what we have and can supply."

The Arrangement of Financial Matters
"We should carry on our negotiations with Great Britain and let

her supply the requirements of France and Belgium, as she undoubt-
edly will, and our government could no doubt easily arrange any
financial matters which might be necessary in connection with our
exports to the Motherland. Personally, I think so far as the lumber
business is concerned. Great Britain's requirements for the next two
years will be more than Canada can supply, but let us 'grab it all' to

the extent that we can, and, if their requirements are not sufficient,

undoubtedly the needs of P'rancc and Belgium can be utilized to some
extent, although I am inclined to think we can let the United States

and neutrals have the other European requirements, which will be on

a competitive basis. The idea that manufacturers have no cause to

worry and that there will be more than enough orders to go around
is the greatest folly. The capacity of United States plants alone could
supply European requirements."

The Day of Small Matters is Over

Concluding, Major-General McRae declared that this is not the
day for small deals, close competition and petty misunderstandings;
that the Dominions have shared i;i common with Great Britain the
sacrifices of war and now the people of Great I'ritain arc only too will-

ing to show the Dominions such consideration as is necessary to enable
them to successfully carry on during the period of reconstruction
which is at hand."

"As for the lumber business, an (Ji)portunity is presented such a~
only the war could make possible. We can lift British requirements
entirely out of the hands of the wholesalers and brokers who, in th(

past, have placed the trade (almost entirely) in every portion of the
world except the Dominions. Eet us supply British requirements so
far as we are able for the next two years, and thus firmly-established
in the markets of Europe, we have reason to hope for further exports
of Canadian lumber on a greatly enlarged scale."

''Something Overlooked'' in the Peace Terms
Major Streight Who Is Leading Retail Lumberman and Military Man Would Have

All Silent Guns in Germany Removed -No ^'Object Lessons'' Left

Major J. E. L. Streight. Islington. Ont.

Major J. E. L. Streight, lumber
merchant of Islington, Out., w'ho

captained the first 200 men leav-

ing Toronto at the outbreak of

the war, and was for three years

a prisoner in Germany, knows
the temper, treachery, conceit,

selfishness and meanness of the

11 un as only those do who have
suffered from bitter experience

and direct contact.

At the banquet tendered the

members of the Ontario Retail

Lumber Dealers' Association,

held at Toronto in September
last. Major Streight, who .was

taken captive after the battle of

St. Julien, thrilled his hearers

with the recital of the diabolical

treatment which he and other

Canadians received.

Major Streight is an enthusias-

tic member of the O. R. L. D. A.,

and is as aggressive and en-

ergetic in business as in matters military. He believes that unless the

coming peace conference changes the morals of Germany it will have

failed in its ultimate objective. The guns now^ displayed in the public

squares and parks of Germany, which once belonged to Britain and

France in this and previous wars, should be entirely removed and

made a terrn in the final peace treaty, so that the youth of that country

may not be "inspired" by the presence of these relics or have their

imagination or ambition any longer stirred by the past associations,

achievements or deeds of their sires or grandsires.

On this point Major Streight writes

:

Kill German Arrogance and Falsehood
The coming together of delegates from the Allied Nations, about

the peace table at Versailles, is bound to be one of the most momen-
tous happenings of all time.

The rulings of this peace conference may change the map of the

world, but unless the rulings and the results combine to change the

morals of the world—beginning with Germany—the peace conference

will have failed in its ultimate objective.

The demands so far made upon Germany by the Allies are so

spectacular and bulk so largely against a possibility of her ever again

becoming a world menace that we forget that in the mere material

shearing of Germany we shall not have clipped therewith her spirit

unless we snip deep into that whereon her spirit grows—German
arrogance and falsehood.

For example : There are scattered throughout Germany to-day

guns which once belonged to Britain and France, in this or previous

w^ars. These guns are displayed in prominent squares and the public

parks and no (jerman long-range gun was ever more dangerous to

Paris than are these silent guns of our Allies in the land of the ene-

my. Their silent appeal to the German youth, bred for generations to

militarism, could not foster forgetfulness in the generations to some.
But these trophies are not there as silent reminders of the father-

land's victories—real or so-called—they are made to speak, and that

most forcibly. It is part of the German "youngsters' " education to

be taken to these relics by trained instructors who explain to them
from a German point of view—always a German point of view—how
such hated relics come to have a place in the great fatherland.

During the early years of this war, when "Gott strafe England"
was the common voice—we cannot say "prayer"—of Germany, Eng-
land was the most hated of Germany's enemies. To juvenile Germany
these object lessons were explained somewhat as follows:

"Behold, young Germany, the cannon with which our enemy tried

to kill us! But the Almighty fights on the side of the great father-

land and He has willed that the arrogant nations of the earth who
seek to make war with us, a peace-loving people, they must perish

forever from before our face. Gott strafe England !" And young Ger-
many, quick to learn, piously responds, "Gott strafe England," and
there is taught him that first lesson in falsehood and hatred which
later, had the war lasted long enough, would have blossomed into

further atrocities such as have already shocked the world.

Perhaps another lesson would be something like this: 'Behold,

you sons of this great fatherland, how the greedy English were jeal-

ous of our growing power on land and sea! For do we not spread

through all lands and over (he meant 'under') all waters ? Is our
flag not the flag of power unmatchable, and could w^e not eat up these

English dogs, wert we not such a peace-loving people? But when
provoked too far, even our great fatherland must fight, and Gott mit

uns, we are going to win. Yes, we have already won. See these g^ns,

they do not lie. How else could they rest in the great fatherland, did

we not have bigger guns and better guns than the piggish English,

and if 'Gott' was not on our side?"

Maybe it is a French gun. "The French ! Nein ! They are but a

feeble folk :ind would long ago have been licked up as the dust before

our valiant armies but for those beastly English—Gott strafe Eng-
land ! The gieat fatherland has eaten up his enemies once. See? Let
the guns speak

—'We are the guns which foughi. against the great

fatherland in 1870, but we could not hope to stand against invincible

might ; and soon there will be other guns coming from the French
front to join us, for France can never hope to win against this stretch-

ing giant, Germany!' Yes, children of Germany, Germany IS

stretching herself, not because she wants to, but because she is forced

to it ; and when she does—God pity England and, France."

The "object lessons," so-called in Germany, do not so far come
under any clause of the Peace Treaty and yet, to take Germany's ships

and Germany's freight cars, Germany's money and Germany's guns,

and leave in Germany these guns—"object lessons"—relics of this or

other wars, is like trying to cure a cancer by treating the surface in-

dications rather than by eradicating the roots.
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Lumbermen Oppose Railway Demands
Wholesalers Aroused Over Extra Exactions by Carrying Companies—Lists of Unsold

Stocks will be Compiled and may be Exchanged

The monthly ""meeting- of the Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Asso-
ciation, Incorporated, was held at the Albany Club, Toronto, on Fri-

day, December 13th, and was one of the most interesting and best

attended meetings which the Association has held. Mr. A. E. Clark

occupied the chair, and there were also present at the meeting, Mr.

O. C. Beale, of Australia, past president of the Associated Chamber
of Manufacturers of Australia, and vice-president of the British Im-
perial Manufacturers' Organization ; and Mr. Hugh. Macdonald, As-

sistant Secretary of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association.

A number of important matters were dealt with by the members.
One of these grew out of an announcement by the Chairman that the

Canadian railways had applied to the Board of Railway Commission-
ers for Canada for permission to increase the stop-ofif charge in con-

nection with shipments of lumber from Ic per hundred pounds with

a minimum of $5.00 per car, to 2c per hundred pounds with a minimum
of $8.00 per car. The Chairman reported that the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association had already passed a strong resolution opposing the

proposed increase.

On motion of Mr. W. J. Lovering, seconded by Mr. E. A. Gor-

don, it was carried that the Transportation Committee should be in-

structed to take immediate steps to oppose this application on the

part of the railway companies.

More Exactions by the Railways

The chairman also reported that his firm was being charged $3.00

each for reconsignment of cars billed to his firm and released to cus-

tomers within the same terminal as that to which they were billed.

This matter was also referred to the Transportation Committee.
A long discussion followed in regard to "Circular No. 86." issued

by the Canadian Railway War Board, effective January 1st, 1919, can-

celling credit accommodations in connection with freight transporta-

tion charges, by railways operating in Canada, and placing them upon
a cash basis. The members expressed their indignation in connection

with this matter, several of them pointing out that the Canadian Rail-

way War Board consisted entirely of representatives of the railway

companies, and that now the war was over, there was no excuse for

permitting them to carry out such drastic measures.
Finally, on motion of Mr. W. C. Laidlaw, seconded by Mr. C. W.

Wilkinson, it was carried :

—

"That Circular No. 86 issued by the Canadian Railway War Board,
effective January 1st, 1919, is of such a drastic and arbitrary charac-

ter that, if it is allowed to be operative, serious hardships will fall-

upon the shippers—We therefore ask the Dominion Government to

suspend it—That a copy of this resolution be sent to" the Canadian
Railway War Board, The Dominion Government and the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association."

One of the important objections to this enactment by the Canadian
Railway War Board, which was pointed out by the Chairman, is the

fact that it works a distinct hardship upon wholesalers, not only cur-

tailing their credits,' but almost compelling them to have the manu-
facturers, from whom they buy, ship the stock direct to the customer

;

in other words, divulges the names of the wholesalers' customers to

the men from whom they purchase.

Benefits of Canadian Trade Commission

The recent creation x)f the Canadian Trade Commission, to deal

with trade problems arising- since the return of peace was discussed
by the members and received their unanimous approval. On motion
of Mr. W. C. Laidlaw, seconded by Mr. W. J. Lovering, the following
resolution was carried in connection with this matter:

—

"We, the Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, Incorporated,
this day assembled, do recognize the benefits to accrue to this country
through the appointment of the new trade commission, and do hereby
tender you our services and any assistance we can render."

Mr. C. W. Wilkinson, Chairman of the Membership Committee,
reported that the Seaman, Kent Company, Limited, formerly of Mea-
ford, Ont., whose head office has been moved to Toronto, had joined
the Association since its last meeting. Mr. W.

J. Lovering also re-

ported that the Fesserton Timber Company, Limited, Toronto, had
asked him to place their name before the Association for membership.

On motion of Mr. Frank Oliver, seconded by Mr. H. A. Hamilton,
the Secretary was instructed to send a letter of condolence to Messrs.

J. P., Johnson & Son, Toronto,' in connection with the recent death of

Mrs. J. P. Johnson. The Secretary was also instructed to send a re-

membrance in the form of flowers to Mr. John Donogh, Toronto, who
has been confined to his home with ill health for several months.

The Listing of All Unsold Stocks

An interesting discussion took place in regard to a proposal to

list with the Secretary all unsold stocks owned by members of the
Association. It was felt that some plan of this nature should be
worked out, and finally, a motion was presented by Mr. H. G. Mc-
Dermid, seconded by Mr. A. E. Gordon and carried, that the mem-
bers should send to the Secretary once a month a list of all their un-
sold stocks and that the Secretary should compile from these reports
a general report showing totals of the various dimensions and classifi-

cations of stock, copies of which are to be furnished to each member
submitting a report. The working out of this plan was left in the
hands of a committee, appointed by the Chairman, consisting of

Messrs. C. W. Wilkinson, A. C. Manbert, and A. E. Eckardt. It was
also decided that the Secretary should write to the Mountain Lumber
Manufacturers' Association of British Columbia and the British Col-
umbia Lumber & Shingle Manufacturers' Association, asking these
associations if they will consent to exchange stock lists with the
Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association.

Do Wholesalers Sell to Contractors?

A letter from a prominent Ontario retail lumber dealer was read
by the Chairman, in which complaint was made about wholesalers
selling to large contractors. The retailer asked the Wholesale Asso-
ciation to discuss the matter and endeavor to work out something in

the form of a definition of legitimate lines of trade for a wholesale lum-
ber dealer. After a discussion of this subject it was submitted to the

Trade Relations Committee with instructions that they give it their

attention and be prepared to meet a committee of the Ontario Retail

Lumber Dealers' Association, who may be appointed to deal with the

same matter, on a date to be fixed by the Secretary.

Mr. W. C. Laidlaw, Chairman of the Committee on the Cost of

Conducting- a Wholesale Lumber Business, reported that his commit-
tee had discussed the matter and had found that, on account of the

varied classes of wholesale lumber business into which the general

trade could be subdivided, it was impractical to attempt to draw up
a definite report upon the cost of doing business. He substantiated
this b}^ reference to an extensive report upon the situation in the

United States, showing how greatly the cost of doing business varied,

not only between different kinds of firms, but also from year to year.

Under these conditions he stated that his committee found it impos-
sible to comply with the purpose for which they had been formed.

Export Lumber Business Will be Large

Mr. Frank Kent, of the Seaman, Kent Co., Ltd., was introduced
to the meeting as a new member of the Association, and addressed the

members briefly. He reported that the headquarters of his firm were
being moved from Meaford, Ont., to Toronto, Ont. Speaking of the

trade situation he remarked upon the many difficulties which had been
met with during the war, but felt satisfied that greatly improved busi-

ness conditions were now about to develop, particularly in connec-

tion with the demand for lumber in the Old Country. His firm had
had good business connections in the Old Country in the pre-war
da3'S, and they had recently had correspondence with some of these

concerns. He was convinced, as a result of this correspondence, that

the amount of export trade to be developed was undoubtedly enormous.
He had seen it reported that in Scotland alone they required, and
were planning to build, 500,000 houses. The British Government was
also planning to build houses on an enormous scale. They would
have to have a little patience, but there was no doubt that in three or

four months a lot of the new business created by the reconstruction

necessities of Europe would be coming out. He urged the members
of the Association to do everything in their power to be prepared for

the great trade development which would then result.

What British Nation Stands For

Mr. O. C. Beale, of Australia, delivered an exceptionally inspiring

and interesting- address, chiefly devoted to a consideration of the won-
derful ideals and successes of the British Nation. Mr. Beale was on

his way across the Pacific Ocean between Australia and Canada when
the war_broke out, and he is now on his way back to Australia. He
told an interesting tale of the events on board ship when coming to
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Canada in the early days of the war, when there was danger of an
attack by German commerce raiders. He also gave interesting re-

miniscences of the conditions in Great Britain and Europe at the close

of the Franco-Prussian war in 1871. The destruction at that time
was on a very considerable scale, though, of course, nothing whatever
compared to that resulting from the recent war. He recalled very
clearly the state of commerce existing after 1871. There had been a

great boom in business and it had been practically impossible to ob-
tain building materials. He had no doubt at all that similar condi-
tions would prevail in the lumber trade to-day. When the full demand
made itself felt, the prices of building materials would go "right into

the air." Not only building materials, but many other lines would be
similarly affected. One such line would be window glass, which, he
believed, would be hopelessly in arrear of the demand, but first and
foremost would be the demand for lumber.

The Guarding of "Key Industries"

A side light upon the situation was afforded by the case of the

large munition plants in England, the Vickers plant for instance, with
its enormous number of lathes for turning shells and machining ma-
terials would be largely turned over to the work of turning out ma-
terials which will be necessary for construction work. In conclusion,

Mr. Beale referred particularly to the necessity for guarding those in-

dustries which were related to important "key" materials, that is to

say, materials which were the key or foundation of industrial pro-

gress in any important industry. It was essential for the future pro-

gress of the world that such key materials should not go into the

hands of private individuals or corporations. Moreover, the exploita-

tion of such materials was in itself a very large problem for, the gov-
ernments to handle. It was apparent, therefore, that a great neces-

sity existed for the creation of mercantile and industrial organiza-

tions, such for instance, as the Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Associa-

tion, which could assist the governments in all their efforts to improve
the general industrial and commercial situation.

Preparing to Meet Peace Problems

Mr. Hugh Macdonald, Assistant Secretary of the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association, also addressed the meeting, giving an interest-

ing outline of the assistance which the Association had already given

to the Canadian Government in preparing to meet the problems de-

veloping with the return of peace. The Association had drawn up
many definite and practical recommendations, in advance of the sign-

ing of the armistice, and had submitted them to the government so

that when peace came many of these plans were already well developed
and ready to be put into effect.

The annual meeting of the Association will be held on Friday,

January 10th.

Canada Can Supply Europe With Lumber
Few men in the Canadian army have earned a more deserved pro-

motion than Brig.-Gen. J. B. White, Director Canadian Forestry oper-

ations in France, writes F. H. Blacklock, of London, Eng., who is the

correspondent of several Canadian daily papers. For efficiency this

corps is unexcelled among the auxiliary services in the Canadian over-

seas forces. One cannot make reference to Gen. White without asso-

ciating Avith him Gen. Jack Stewart, director general of railway con-
.^truction in France. These two men are so similar in their shunning
of publicity, their organizing ability, and the success of their work.
Both had a thorough training in the work to which the fortunes of

war directed their efforts. One a great railway builder, the other an
(Experienced lumberman, they put into their military careers the same
energy and thoroughness that brought them into prominence in civil

life. After nearly a year's residence here, mingling with the army in

France, the Canadian forces in England, with the French people and
English officials it can be said that not one word derogatory to either

of these great Canadians has been heard. On the other hand, all speak
of their great work, and this success has not given rise to jealousy
on the part of those less successful. This in itself, in abnormal times,

when men are ambitious and critical, is a wonderful testimonial to the
appreciation in which the commanders of the two great Canadian
auxiliary corps are held in Europe. They knew their work, and knew
the men capable of doing it, they played no favorites and won through
with credit to themselves, with the enthusiastic loyalty of their corps,

and to the honor of the Dominion. Both are intense Canadians, jeal-

ous of Canada's honor and reputation, and they inspired their men
with the same sentiment. In the army in the field they are held in

the same esteem as the senior commanders. Gen. White is returning
home, his task in Europe has been completed. Gen. Stewart will

probably follow shortly as the day of chasing Huns by Canadian-built
railways is over. They have done a great work in Europe, they will

do still more for Canada at home.
At a dinner recently to Brigadier-General McDougall, of the For-

estry Corps, Sir Albert Stanley, President of the Board of Trade,

urged that Canada put forth every effort to meet the timber demand
in England, France and Belgium. He frankly stated that during the
war the European neutral nations had bled the allies to the last cent
for tirnber and were preparing to reap a further harvest in the recon-
struction period by a combination to maintain war prices. It has been
pointed out to Sir Albert by Canadian lumbermen here that Canada
can supply the whole requirements, is prepared to do so, and all that
is required is to place the orders there. At present Norway, Sweden
and Finland have the advantage of short haul and cheap labor. Can-
adians can compete with them, but to assure the required supply, or-
ders should be placed in Canada now for a period extending over two
or three years. There is a possibility that the Northern European for-
ests have been considerably depleted during the past four years and
the supply from these will not be forthcoming as in the past. How-
ever, Canadians feel they have earned the right to preferential treat-
ment over European neutral nations and the allies are in duty bound
to place orders as far as possible in Canada. Over twenty thousand
Canadian lumbermen now in service here will shortly be released and
can be utilized at home if the British Government is sincere in its ex-
pressed desire to give the lumber trade to Canada that formerly went
to countries who during the war were more assistance to Germany
than to the allies.

British Columbia Going After Export

Hon. T. D. Pattullo, Minister of Lands for British Columbia,
recently returned to the west after a visit to Ottawa and other point^^

east. He took up with the Minister of Marine the question of securing
a number of vessels of the Imperial Munitions Board to carry lumber
cargoes to Great Britain, and has received assurances that the Domin-
ion Government will use every effort in conjunction with the Imperial
authorities to ensure transportation of such timber as the Imperial
authorities may buy. Mr. Pattullo reports that the revenue of the
lumber industry of the province during the past year will be ahead of
the estimates by at least $250,000 and perhaps more. The revenue
during October was the highest since 1913.

With respect to the pulp industry, the Minister of Lands said:

"We are now taking stock of the pulp resources of the province
with a view of interesting more capital in the ]Hilp industry and look
for a great increase to come in that industry. With a large number
of former members of the forestry and survey departments about to

return from overseas to resume their governmental duties a great
increase in that work is expected. Most of these men have been re-

ceiving from the government the difference between their military
and civil pay while overseas, but provision must be made for their

return to field work. The surveyor-general's staff will be quite
doubled as a result of demobilization.

"The greatest difficulty which British Columbia has to face in

competing for the lumber market in Great Britain," he added, "is that

we have a long haul as compared with the short haul from Archangel
and the Baltic. In the Scandinavian Peninsula, too, the lumbermen
had been accumulating great stocks during the war, there being about
four billion feet of lumber awaiting the end of the war for export.

"I am advised," he continued, "that price enters very greatly into

the calculations of the European lumber buyer. Instead of working
out scientific data as to the breaking strains and qualities of different

woods, wood is just wood to him, and he buys accordingly. One of

the mistakes we have made in our export trade in the past has prob-
ably been that we sent only the very best qualities abroad, and ham-
pered our own mills by having a surplus of common stock. W^e must
export more of the log than we have done. We are told that the

European buyers want more than large timbers, and Mr. Beale has
been directing his efforts to opening up markets for our common
varieties of lumber as well as for the choice finish qualities."

Mr. Pattullo stated that in his efforts to secure guarantees of

shipping to handle the export orders, he had wired Hon. Mr. Ballan-
tyne, at Ottawa, pledging himself to provide the cargoes if the min-
ister would provide the ships. "I was glad to see next day," he said,

"that the minister of marine told an audience of eastern manufacturers
that he would provide the ships if they would provide the cargoes."

One request made b)' Hon. Mr. Pattullo is that every one of the

Imperial Munition Board steamers leaving British Columbia for

England be instructed to load a cargo of lumber.

"If we get the proper assistance from the Dominion and British

shipping authorities our lumber mills can have immediate e.xport busi-

ness. Actual business is in plain sight. The governments and the

lumbermen must co-operate if we are to build up a big export trade

for our lumber," said the minister.

In regard to Australia, South Africa and the Orient, Mr. Pattullo

stated that extensive markets awaited there. So far the Washington
and Oregon lumbermen had dominated that market owing largely to

the fact that the lumber interests there have pooled their efforts to

secure a fleet of vessels.
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More Business for the Retail Lumberman
The Yardman Who Desires to Capture His Share of Trade in Approaching Building

Activity Should Do Some Effective Advertising—Plan Wisely for Future

Every business, whether of a manufacturing, wholesale or retail

character, is at this particular time looking forward with more than
ordinary interest to the outcome of the coming year's volume of trade.

The reason for this unusual activity in the development of the future

is occasioned by the cessation of the war, the gradual return of affairs

in general to a normal state and the restoration of conditions to the

as-you-were basis of the early days of 1914, before the natural course

of events was disturbel by the European combat. During the period

of reconstruction and expansion there is every reason to believe that

the retail lumberman will, if he is alert and aggressive, share in the

in the prosperity that everyone feels is not very far distant. One of

the quickest and most effective ways of getting business and still more
business is by going energetically after it.

It is true that a certain amount may float in by reason of long

establishment, personal connection, and past associations. There is

a fair proportion which everyone receives no matter how many start

up, but that will not satisfy the live wire yardman. If it is the in-

tention to build on a solid foundation and to grow larger with each
succeeding year, it is necessary for him to take every means possiWe
to attract attention to the stock and facilities which he possesses and
back up quality, service and merchandising methods by a well directed

campaign of publicity. Arguments are heard that, during dull times,

one should not spend money very liberally in advertising for the simple

reason that no trade is being done. By a strange analogy the same
persons who proclaim that advertising is really not necessary and
unprofitable in quiet periods will, when solicited for business by the

daily and weekly newspapers, during a season of unusual activity,

declare that there is no need for spending money in printers' ink as

"they have all the business they can attend to," "could not fill any more
orders," "are operating now to capacity, etc." It is often difficult to

convince either of these classes of merchants of the wisdom, economy
and advisability of advertising year in and year out, whether times are

good, bad or indifferent. A man does not take down his sign, move
into a smaller office or show other outward evidences of lack of confid-

ence during the days when trade is limited, yet the self same individual

thinks that he can get along fairly well without spending any money in

advertising.

Keeping Up The Good Work.

There are two periods when the retail lumberman should enlarge

his usual publicity appropriation and these are during the months of

stagnation and in eras of prosperity when building is on the boom and
new structures are being reared everywhere. It is an old saying that

"nothing succeeds like success" and the more attention given by the

yardman to advertising in the weeks of structural activity, the better

results he is going to secure and the more money will he make. Shorn
of all pretence, most men are primarily in the retail business to make a

living and to show a satisfactory profit on investment and operation.

They are not carrying large stocks, keeping up an expensive equip-

ment, office and yard staff, putting in long hours and running a service

which is of benefit to the community, just for the sake of passing the

time or inducing the circulation of the blood. Therefore, when a man
is in business he might as well be in it for all he is worth and the
larger volume he can command, the more he will clean up providing he
sells his goods at a profit, has a well assorted stock and knows the cost

of doing business so that he can properly establish the selling value of

his lumber, lath, shingles, posts, interior trim, flooring, etc.

Too few retail lumbermen advertise. They seem to think that

theif's is a business of necessity and if people require anything in their

line they will come to them in any event. Apparently they do not

realize that there is such a thing as arousing desire and stimulating

interest, thus creating in the minds of many people the wish to carry

out long contemplated improvements, make certain additions or erect

new homes. In the rural districts there are all sorts of farm buildings

that the average yeoman- knows that he requires, but he lets matters
slide along from day to day, postponing action simply because his at-

tention is not called pertinently and forcibly to the fact that he should
buy material now ; that it would be a great convenience to have such
a building erected ; that advice and assistance, plans and estimates will
be furnished by the retail lumberman and there is really no valid reason
for deferring any project as times are now good and, with the brisk

reconstruction period following the war, any expenditure is fully
justified.

Stimulating Action and Effort,

A great many people in the country have been telling the yardman
that when the war was over they were going to lay hardwood floors,
erect a new verandah, put up a portico, summer house or outdoor bal-
cony. The male member of the household has possibly been informing
his friends that he proposed to erect a garage, a chicken house, a tool
house, silo, implement shed or other outdoor conveniences. These
people have had all this and more in mind. The object of all retail
lumber advertising at the present juncture should be to induce these
"prospects" to convert their thoughts into action. Timely and effective
advertising, ^ few personal visits, interviews, and illustrated booklets
will result in retail lumbermen getting a great deal of these under-
takings carried out if his efforts are rightly guided and properly fol-
lowed up. His advertising should, of course, be backed up by the
proper service, stock and delivery system.

One of the livest concerns in attractive publicity is the R. E.
Butler Lumber Company, of Woodstock, Ont., who thoroughly believe
every dollar expended in the daily and weekly papers amply repays
them. Mr. P. L. Canfield, of that firm, has devoted not a little attention
to this end of the business and, in a special article in the last Annual
Number of the "Canada Lumberman" said : "a man may read our ad a
dozen times and, not at that particular moment being in need of any
building material, perhaps not pay much attention to it, but at the same
time if he has any building to do, or is thinking of making any exten-
sions or improvements, he naturally associates our name with the
purchase." The R. E. Butler Lumber Co. seek to drive home a few
facts daily about their business, and recently started conducting their
publicity on a more systematic plan, believing that well thought out,
specially prepared and artistic advertisements would be more eflfective
iri pulling power and productive of good results than intermittent large
display announcements spread over a great amount of space.

How Results Are Being Achieved.

The result of the new plan is working out satisfactorily and the
firm are of the opinion that the less reading matter put in an ad and the
more plainly and neatly it is set up, the greater are the returns from
the expenditure. A series of ads two columns wide and six inches
deep, which they have recently been running, carry attractive headings,
while the firm's name stands out prominently in a scroll on a black
background. Some of their late ads are here reproduced in order that
they may afford other retail lumber merchants pointers and reveal sug-
gestions of a practical, helpful and encouraging character.

Buy your silo stock now. We have enough stock left for
about four silos. You take no chance by securing this high
grade material as we have sold it for years and know it has
satisfied hundreds of silo builders. First come, first served.
Our Hnes of hemlock, pine, spruce, fir, lath, British Columbia
red cedar shingles and Butler's Imperial Rubber Roofing
always dependable. Mail or phone orders given prompt atten-
tion.

Now is the time. Shingle that building; build that gar-
age

;
repair that barn. Remember our motto : "Quality and

service." Mail or phone orders given prompt attention.

Lest you forget. Big supply always on hand. Butler's
Imperial roofing and building pagers. Best that money can
buy. Put up in one, two and three ply. Special discount for
ten rolls or over. Prompt attention to phone or mail orders.

Quality and Service is our motto. Prompt attention to
all mail or 'phone orders. Good supply of 2, 3 and 5X shingles
always on hand.

Red cedar shingles stand the test. They laugh at years—they defy all weather conditions—they outlive the buildings
of which they form a part. Don't consider a substitute when
you can have the real thing. We have a good supply of 3 and
5x on hand. Mail or phone orders given prompt attention.

R. E. Butler Lumber Co. Lumber, Lath and Shingles.
Phone 54 Woodstock.
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Future of the B.C. Lumber Industry
United Effort Needed in Providing Proper Transport

and an Efficient Selling Agency
By George B. Cross, New Westminster, B.C.

British Columbians are "thinking furiously," so says a Vancou-
ver paper. This probably means that we must look out for our share

of the "Pork Barrel."

I trust we may be all "thinking furiously" and doing what we
can towards making Canada a better, happier and safer place in which
to live and raise good large families of native born British Canadians.
If not, then why all this sacrifice of blood?

But, seriously, the lumber manufacturers of British Columbia
have good cause to do some hard thinking and "doing" in order to

establish themselves on a sound basis for the great work that is be-

fore them.
In the past score of years they have accomplished at least this

much, viz., their lumber and timber is now well known and wanted
pretty much all over the world. Wherever it has gone, it has been
received with favor and demands have come for more of the same.

But the returns to the manufacturers have been, so far, rather

disappointing. The lean years have counterbalanced the fat years and
we have had "much labor for little wool."

Cater Too Much to Building

United action is all that is now required to make our business a

great success. The Canadian market, whilst being the best for us,

is not all that is needed to occupy our much increased capacity. Not
that we have exploited the Canadian market to its fullest extent. We
have catered too much tp the building trade, whereas our lumber is

well adapted for many other industrial purposes. For instance in the

building of railway rolling stock, the making of agricultural imple-

ments and vehicles of all kinds, the making of crates and boxes, etc.,

we have not half covered the ground.
Another feature in the domestic market has been against us,

namely, the scarcity of orders during the fall and winter months.
For many years, large buyers have taken advantage of this fact, and
have induced manufacturers to contract to supply them with large

quantities of lumber, enough to keep the manufacturers going for sev-

eral months (and through the very best months of the year) !March

to July, at 25 to 30 per cent, below prices current in these good
months, and very often at a loss.

The banks have, probably unconsciously, accentuated this evil.

They have been generous in their assistance, but have insisted that

their customers should show them orders in hand for their product,

often before the logs were cut in the woods that is six to 12 months
before delivery. In other lines of business this may be all right, but
it catches the lumber manufacturer at the very worst time of the year

to make such contracts, when lumber is at its lowest, and when buy-
ers are in no need of it. I suggest that banks should have experienced

lumber manufacturers, who have "gone through the mill" to advise

them in making their credits, as is done in other countries. It would
be a great benefit to the industry and save man)' a sore heart.

Dr. Howe Speaks on Forestry Needs

A stirring address was delivered before the Electric Club in To-
ronto, recently, by Dr. C. D. Howe of the Faculty of Forestry, Uni-
versity of Toronto, in which he emphasized the point that fire rangers

should be efficient and appointed on the basis of merit and service,

instead of political influence or party service. He declared our for-

ests should be managed intelligently and that Canada had two great

timber producing areas. Dr. Howe said that each contains 200,000

square miles, and they are separated by plains and prairies of the

same size. Connecting these two forest areas from the Atlantic to the

Pacific on the north is a great belt of soft-wood forest, containing

about 1,500,000 square miles. We know comparatively little about

this, except that, probably it does not contain much sawlog material.

It may contain large pulpwood supplies.

The amount of timber destroyed by fire is almost beyond belief.

More sawlogs have been killed by fire, in British Columbia, for ex-

ample, than can be found to-day in the whole Dominion of Canada.
Our Eastern Provinces have been as severely burned, according to

area. The most destructive effect of repeated forest fires is that the

young commercial trees are killed. These young trees, if allowd to

live, would replace the forest.

Various Government organizations are spending ceveral millions

yearly on fire protection, and the safety of our forests still depend
upon weather conditions. There isn't a Government fire protective

organization sufficiently developed to cope with the situation in ex-

ceptionally dry seasons. Continuing, he added

:

"The reason is that fire-fighters are not hired primarily because
of their efficiency, but for other reasons, Our Provincial Government

deserves great i)raise for reorganizing its forest protection service in

the last two years. However, we can never have successful and ef-

fective fire protection until it is run on a non-political and business
basis.

"This has been recognized in other ])rovinceh. I'or instance, in

British Columbia fire rangers are a])pointcd by a non-political board
of experienced men."

Splendid Programme for Shingle Congress
The second annual Red Cedar Shingle Congress will be held in

Seattle on January 8th and 9th. The Washington Motel has tenta-
tively been decided upon as a meeting place. According to Mr. J. S.

Williams, Secretary of the Shingle Branch, West Coast Lumber-
men's Association, the programme arrangements are coming along in

a most satisfactory manner, and indications point to the biggest and
best meeting of shingle manufacturers ever held. There will be dis-

cussed such live aiul vital subjects as the "Possibility of Exporting
Red Cedar Shingles," Problems Incident to the Manufacture of Better
Shingles," "The Consideration of Factors Eflfecting the Greater Ser-
viceability of Red Cedar Shingles," "Improved Methods of Merchan-
dising Red Cedar Shingles," and other kindred subjects.*

A feature of the congress that promises to attract much interest

is the oflfer of a cash prize of $50.00 by the M. R. Smith Lumber &
Shingle Co. of Kansas City, to the writer of the best article on
"Crimps—The Cause and the Cure." Crimps have been the cause of
more conijjlaints by retail dealers than any other one defect found
in shingles. Some manufacturers by constructing kilns in a certain

manner, have almost entirely eliminated this defect.

Death of Well-Known Eastern Lumberman
ICrnest Hutchison, of Douglastown, X.H., died recently at Col-

umbia, South Carolina. He was a retired northshore lumber operator,

was 71 years of age and leaves a wife and two children. Mr. Hutch-
ison finished and handed over to the trustees the magnificent Mira-
michi hospital, at Newcastle, which was built and equipped entire-

ly by himself at a cost of about SIOO.OOO. He also built the Associ-
ated Lodge Hall for Douglastown at a considerable outlay. For many
years Mr. Hutchison was a member of the Southwest Miramichi
Boom Company and during his long and active career came in con-
tact with many people.

Deceased, when a young man, bought out from his father. Rich-
ard Hutchison, who had once been a member of the firm of Gilmore
&Rankine, his interest in the lumber mills at Douglas town, which
business he ran successfully until he sold out to the Miramichi Com-
pany about ten years ago. He knew the business thoroughly, being
liimself an expert of lumbering and milling. He took a great interest

in politics and sat eight years in the New Brunswick legislature.

,The Rock Bay Camps Win Honor Flag

Ever to the fore on occasions of national importance, the B. C.

Mills Timber and Trading Company, the pioneer lumbering concern
in the province, and its employees responded finely in the Victory
Bond Campaign, the total amount subscribed being no less than $170,-

000. The employees in the several logging camps at Rock Bay and
Cardero Channel made a splendid response, applications totalling

$64,000 (most of them paid in full) being received from that source,

which response was very gratifying to the officials of the company.
The camps are naturally proud of their achievement, for it gives

them a larger per cai)ita amount than any other camp situated between
Vancouver and the North ; and thereby entitles them to the Honor
Flag for the district.

The subscriptions received from the employees of the Hastings
•nill, Vancouver, together with that from the company, totalled $106,-

000, an excellent showing, especially when one considers the fact that

a good many of the enij)loyees were aiYected with the "flu," and

could not be reached. Thus, with the $64,000 from the camps, the total

amount subscribed by the company and its employees was $170,000.

The company gave to all its employees who wished to take advan-

tage of it, the benefit of an extended payment plan ; and it gladly under-

takes all the clerical work in connection with the payments, and the

safe-keeping of the bonds. The foregoing facts are evidence of the

good feeling and the hearty spirit of co-operation which exists between

the company and its employees.

A member of the staflf of the company canvassed the Hastings

mill employees, and the company facilitated the work of the canvassers

of the Victory Loan Committee at the camps in every possible way.

Arrangements were previously made for their convenience. They were

personally assisted on their rounds by Mr. P. DesBrisay, the logging

superintendent; and the company placed at their disposal the yacht

"Davy Jones," for their trip to the companv'^ nnd other logging rnmp-
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Go-Operation is the Key to Peace Problems
President Power of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association Extends New Year's Greetings to the

Industry— Period of Unprecedented Prosperity Looming Up—The Coming Convention

As it is an impossibility for me to meet each one of my
fellow members of the lumber trade, I wish to convey to

them, each and every one, through the "Canada Lumber-

W. Gerard Power
President of the Canadian Lumbermen's

Association

man," my heartiest good wishes for a happy and prosper-

ous New Year.
At this time, about the best wish one business man can

extend to another is the wish that he be not a pessimist.

I am convinced that there is a period of unprecedented
prosperity opening up for the Canadian lumbermen, the
only doubtful question being : Will we have the courage
to go after the business ?

There will be new problems to be solved, that is sure,

but the problems that will present themselves in the tran-

sition of trade froni a war to a peace baiss, will not be any
greater than other problems that have been met and
successfully solved by our Canadian business men.

Co-operation will be the key to most of these difficul-

ties. The manufacturers of the East understand this, and
have come together in the formation of the new Spruce
Manufacturers Association of Eastern Canada

That is the right spirit; but lumbermen should remem-
ber that they have an organization in the Canadian Lum-
bermen's Association that covers Canada from Coast to

Coast, which is, and should remain, the parent body.

It is through the Canadian Lumbermen's Association
that its members will be able to get together and prepare
for the enormous trade that will undoubtedly come to us
from war-torn Europe.

The forthcoming convenion in St. John, N.B., will be
a golden opportunity for the members to become acquaint-
ed with those in the trade, more especially our friends in

the East.

As President of the Canadian Lumbermen's Associa-
tion, I extend to all a most hearty invitation to attend.

W. Gerard Power,

St. Pacome, Que., Dec. 26th, 1918.

Eastern Quebec Cut will be Smaller

Chas. H. Nadeau, of Port Daniel East, P. Q., along with his

partner, Colin C. Tyrer, purchased the sawmill shown in the illustra-

tion from the estate of P. O. Viall, just a year ago. The past season

was. a fairly busy one, the firm cutting- 1,750,000 feet, while next sum-
mer they expect to cut 2,500,000 feet, the greater portion of which
will be exported to the English market.

Port Daniel East has one of the finest harbors along the eastern

coast and large cargoes were despatched in the past before tonnage
became so scarce. The mill is also situated near the railway station

which makes it ideal for car shipments. The accompanying picture

also presents a general view of Port Daniel Bay and the booming
rights of the mill. In regard to operations during the past season Mr.
Nadeau says that, during the early fall, the lumbermen were hampered
owing to the scarcity of help and then in the months of October and
November the "flu" struck that section which meant a big loss to

operators, both in expense and production. Of late, men have been

more plentiful, and around that district snow fell earlier than usual.

The cut, however, will only be about 50 per cent, of normal times.

Mr. Nadeau asserts that this is the most expensive season the lumber-
men down his way have had to contend with and it is costing from
$4 to $5 more per thousand to get out the logs than it did a year ago.

Stocks on hand are at present low and mostly all the shippers are
looking for an export trade.

Referring to the pulpwood stituation it has never attained any
great proportion down in the country around Port Daniel East, and
according to advices received, will be the smallest in 1919 of any.

During 1915 and 1916 Mr. Nadeau shipped heavy cargoes which
he purchased from the dif¥erent mills along the coast, to the English
market, and he is looking forward to transacting a large export busi-

ness again this summer. The Imperial Government has not relaxed
the control of lumber shipments as yet, but no doubt by spring the
restrictions will be considerably modified and eastern lumbering firms

will be allowed to charter and ship although tonnage will in all prob-
abilit}'' be high for some time to come.

The sawmill and booming rights of Charles H. Nadeau at Port Daniel Bay, Quebec Province.
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May Operate in the Black Forest
Brig.-Gen. White Says Six Companies of Foresters (}o

Forward with Army of Occupation

Brig.-Gcn. J. B. White, D.S.O,
who has been in charge of P'or-

estry operations in France for the

past two years, recently landed

in Montreal on three months'
leave. At the end of that time
he will return overseas to re-

sume his duties as there will

be needed his serices in the for-

estry corps as long as there are

allied troops in the field in any
capacity. Brigadier-Gen. White,
who has won many honors in con-

nection with his work, the latest

being promotion to his present

post, was employed for many
years by the Riordan Pulp &
Paper Company and had charge
of their sawmill and pulpwood
operations previous to going over-

seas. He had the necessary tech-

nical training and knowledge to

qualify him for any responsibi-

lity in connection with timber
operations. Two years ago he came back to Montreal and raised the

242nd battalion. On crossing overseas Brig.-Gen. White went to

France in charge of the Canadian Forestry Corps on active service

and was also made Deputy Director of Forestry for the British

authorities. It may be added that prior to the war Brig.-Gen. White
had a squadron in the old 17th Duke of York Royal Canadian Hus-
sars. In France the Brigadier had under his charge 14,000 Cana-
dians and 7,000 attached men. These units were scattered all over
France and were to be found in the peaceful forests of Normandy
by the coast one week and within a few weeks up on the line with the

Canadians at Vimy Ridge, or with the French armies in the Argonne,
so that the corps sustained quite a number of casualties. That their

work with the French armies was appreciated was indicated by the

fact that several Croix de Guerre were distributed to the Canadian
lumber men. They also received a number of decorations from the

British authorities.

One section of warfare which benefitted considerably through
the operations of the forestry corps was the Royal Air Force. There
were eight companies kept busy on the provision of aerodromes, and
these worked mostly up on the lines. Even if they did not, they were
especially liable to be bombed by the boches, as the aerodromes were
always made targets by the enemy, and naturally the forestry com-
panies busy in the vicinity were amid the bombing. Since January,
1916, it is estimated that two million tons of timber had been sup-

plied to the armies up to the time of the signing of the armistice, this

being required for pit props, the construction of trenches, the mak-
ing of "corduroy" roads, and the erection of huts, all this quite apart

from the aerodrome needs referred to.

Brig.-General J. B. White
Montreal, Que.

The Timber Assets of Finland

The most important peace time industry of Finland, the new
independent power on the fringe of the north of Europe, revolves
around the timber, which covers more than 60 per cent, of the total

surface of the kingdom.
The process by which the logs are got down from the forests to

the mills is one of great interest. As soon as the snow falls in the

autumn the felling of the trees begins. The life of the woodcutters is

anything but an easy one. They leave their homes for weeks at a

time and settle in the forest so as to be near their work.

They cut down the trees, rough-hew them with axes, peel off the

bark, pile them on sleds and take them to the nearest waterway. Fin-

land is laced with great lakes and numerous rivers, so that the getting

out of logs, in spite of the time it takes, is very cheap.

When the spring comes they are floated to the sea. Down the

rivers it is comparatively easy work, for the stream carries them
slowly along. But when the logs emerge from the rivers to the great

lakes artificial traction is necessary. Booms are formed, like huge
rafts. The passage of these rafts is very slow, and the men in charge
of them build a hut on board and settle down comfortably for the

summer.
The old method by which they got their raft to move was very

primitive. They rowed out as far as possible with anchor attached to

z line, dropped anchor, returned to the boom-raft, and wound up the

line on a capstan until the raft was pulled along ,i- i.u .i- uk mchor,
after which the process was repeated over and over again indefinitely.

Nowadays tugs do most of the work, but, even with the aid of
tugs, if often takes one or two summers for the logs to make the entire
voyage from their first floating place to the mills.

Ontario Concern Secures Eastern Factory
The Thos. Pink Company, Ltd., of Pembroke, Ont., have secured

a controlling interest in the MacFarlane-Neill Mfg. Company, of
North Devon, N. B. E. A. Dunlop, M. L. A., of Pembroke, is the
president of the new organization, and M. A. Tweeddale, of Frederic-
ton, vice president and general manager. Thos. Pink and J. F. Munro,
of Pembroke, are on the board of directors. It is the intention of the
new owners to enlarge and equip the MacFarlane-Neill plant with the
most improved and up-to-date machinery for the manufacture of

lumbering tools. The MacFarlane-Neill Mfg. Company was organ-
ized in North Devon in 1900, and has enjoyed a prosperous and suc-
cessful career.

The Cut in Ontario Will be Less

J. E. Littleton, of the R. Laidlaw Lumber Company, Toronto,
who visits all the leading camps in Ontario, has returned to Toronto,
after an extended tour around the north shore. He states that the
past fall has been an exceptionally wet one in the bush and he has not
seen as much rain in a quarter of a century as during the past few
weeks, while the water in the streams is very high. Logging com-
panies are now well sujiplied with labor, but the help that has been
secured from munition and other plants, will only about balance the

number of men who disappeared by reason of the "flu" outbreak, and
caused general disorganization in the work. Mr. Littleton says that

he was in one camp about the end of October and the number em-
ployed was around 35. Outside of the cook and foreman all were
either under 16 years of age or over 45, showing the class of labor that

has hitherto been available. It is estimated that it will cost operators

in Ontario from $1 to $2 per thousand more to have their logs skidded
than during the past winter, and this increase will naturally be heavier

by the time the logs are on the dump. Mr. Littleton estimates, from
a general ob.^ervation of the situation and interviews with leading

concerns, that the cut throughout Ontario will be from 25 to 30 per

cent, less than last vear.

How the Spruce Situation Shapes Up
It is reported that a {)rominent Massachusetts firm recently re-

ceived an order from a foreign representative for any quantity of

spruce from 10,000,000 up to 50,000,000 feet at an advance of over 10

per cent on to-day's prices. It is stated that the offer was declined.

This is unmistakable evidence of the strength of the market and the

lively possibilities that loom up in regard to the requisitions from

abroad for spruce lumber. It is stated that some of the operators in

Quebec are asking Ontario wholesalers $6 more a thousand for the

cut in 1919 than they did at this time last ye^r. On the whole the

spruce situation, both from a domestic and export standjjoint, appears

reassuring.

A Valued Work of Reference

Catalogue No. 244 has just been completed by the Jeffrey Mfg.

Company, of Columbus, Ohio, and shows the advantages of using the

standardized elevators of this firm. This book which is entitled

"Jeffrey Bucket Elevators," contains some 40 pages devoted to details

of elevators, selected out of numerous styles used in the handling of

a wide range of materials for practically every industry in the coun-

try. A page is given to each standard elevator which is illustrated in

both perspective and line drawing, giving dimensions. The publica-

tion is printed on heavy coated stock and in design and craftmanship

is most attractive and impressive.

A supplementary estimate for $500,000 has been issued by the

British Government for "Expenses of Afforestation." Mr. Stanley

Baldwin, Financial Secretary to the Treasury, explains that in view

of the urgency of the question an Interim Forestry Authority has been

set up to carry out the necessary work pending the passing of legisla-

tion setting up permanent machinery for the purpose.

Edwin J. May, for many years a lumberman in Weston, Ont., died

recently in Toronto. Mr. May, and his father before him. operated a

sawmill in W'eston. Several years ago. owing to ill-health, he had to

give up the business. Mr. May lived in Weston all his life until a

few months ago, when he moved to West Toronto. He is survived

by his wife and one daughter.
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What Live District Branch Can Undertake
Branch No. 6 of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers Association

was formed recently at an enthusiastic district meeting, held in Orange-
ville, Ont. Representative officers were elected and a number of im-
portant matters considered.

J. A. Matthews, of Orangeville, is the district chairman, while

J. B. MacKenzie, of Georgetown, is district vice-chairman and hon-
orary secretary. Udney Richardson, M. L. A., of Elora, W. G. Gor-
vett, of Arthur, John Howes, of Harrist'on, and Eugene Murphy, Jr.,

of Mount Forest, form the district committee.
All these members of the retail lumber trade are live wires who

believe that, in organization much good can be effected, whereas in-

A. Matthews, Orangeville, Ont.
District Chairman

J. B. MacKenzie, Georgetown, Ont.
Vic»-Chairman and Secretary

dividual effort can accomplish little or nothing. A complete report of

the proceedings of the inaugural meeting of the new district branch
was presented in the last issue of the "Canada Lumberman." Among
the topics discussed were the inequalities of the present business as-

sessment, unfair competition in the trade, the using of timely adver-
tising literature, plan books, specifications, and itemized bills of

materials. There are many other matters of importance to which the

district can give attention. Some of these may be disposed of locally

while others will be brought up for deliberation in the larger body,
known as the Ontario- Retail Lumber Dealers Association, which will

hold its annual session in the near future.

One particularly progressive move made by the new district

branch is in the request for the O. R. L. D. A., to lay before the On-
tario Legislature the inequalities of the Ontario Business Assessment
Act and to urge upon that body to pass such amendments as well
result in the retail lumber dealer being assessed more in accordance
with the assessments of other trades. Udney Richard.son, M. L. A.,
of Elora, who is an active member of the district committee of Branch
No. 6, has promised to give this problem his personal direction and
will bring the question to the attention of the Legislature at the forth-
coming session.

One of the members pointed out in connection with the Ontario
Business Assessment Act that he was being assessed 60 per cent, of
the value of his property, while a coal merchant paid only 50 per cent,
and a hardware merchant in the same town only 35 per cent. The
reason for this is not exactly clear and why an extra levy should be
placed upon the retail lumber dealers is difficult to understand. It

requires much more space to carry a stock of lumber than one of
ordinary merchandise and space in the majority of our towns and
cities, by reason of larger ground area means heavier assessment and
taxation.

Another question which was raised was the practice of some
wholesalers in selling lumber and shingles to wagon makers, hard-
waremen, blacksmiths and others who are not entitled to handle these
lines or to receive the goods at wholesale prices, coming as they do,
directly in competition with the retail lumberman who is the legiti-

mate medium of sale and final distribution to the consumer.

Besides, it is pointed out that such persons often cut prices un-
justifiably and convey the impression, by this spectacular stunt, that
the retail lumberman is waxing fat on unusually large profits. It was
pointed out by the speakers that such outsiders only handle lumber,
shingles and posts now and then as a mere side line, in order to create

an impression that they are "good fellows" and draw custom to other
branches of their regular business, where no doubt a fine clean-up is

made. The retail lumberman retains a yard, stocks, office and mer-
chandising facilities, year in and year out. He is on the job all the
while rendering service and giving good value, and should he protect-

ed by the wholesaler who is straightforward and above board in all

his sales transactions.

Spain is Latest Country After Lumber
Now that peace has come and war is to be no more, the eyes of

the men with lumber to export may well be turned toward Spain, for

it is known that there is a shortage of supply there which is beginning
to be felt. In the enforced failure of supply during the war the scanty
forest lands of Spain have been called upon to make up the deficit to

such an extent that the government has taken alarm and is now plan-

ning extreme conservation measures which will pretty well shut off

the domestic supply of timber.

Eugene Murphy, Jr., Mount Forest, Ont.
Member of District Committee

Udney Richardson, M.L.A., Elora, Ont.
Member of District Committee

W. G. Gorvett, Arthur, Ont.
Member of District Committee
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Proper Cost System in Woods Operations
A Practical and Comprehensive Method ofAccounting for Logging Camps— The

Various Accounts, Forms and Entries Clearly Outlined
By W. J. Rahn, Bolger Bridge, Ont.

In planning a set of books and cost records for logging operations,
it is essential to bear in mind that facts are more desirable than "red
tape," and that sim])licity, practicability and uniformity in the sys-
tem tend toward best results, not only from the viewpoint of owners
and auditors, but also of those responsible for the keeping of accounts
and preparation of costs. Direct and open relationship and smooth
co-operation should be maintained between camps and headciuarters
office, and comparisons encouraged in results obtained.

The origin of .woods production being in the logging camps, we
will consider that department first, and herewith ofter an outline of
camp bookkeeping system :

Books Used—Day-book, time-book, time-order book, van book
and logging records. In addition to these use the Pay Roll Statement
and Distribution of Labor sheet. No ledger required with this system.

Clerk's duties should be :

To keep time and accounts of men.
Distril)ute labor charges (with assistance of foreman).
Issue time-orders.

Attend to van.

Order supplies.

Current Check sui)plies received against waybills and invoices.
Keep day-book.
Keep van accounts.
Keep records of logs cut, skidded and hauled.
Render rejiorts of accidents for Workmen's Comp. Bd.
Sundry Duties.

Check monthly statement of merchandise received.
Inventory stocks of supplies, feed and van.

Monthly Render pay-roll statement.
Camp cost report.

Turn in cash.

Explanation of Clerk's Duties

Keeping Time—Use an ordinary small time-book, of pocket size,

and sufficient pages to last the season. Enter names of men in the
order of arrival in camj). Check them up after breakfast and dinner
each day, entering time. At the end of the month or period man
worked show the total time in column "Total Days."

Accounts—Instead of using a ledger, the entries to a man's ac-
count are assembled on the Pay Roll Statement (Fig. 1) in the follow-
ing manner:—Enter names in same order as in time-book. State oc-
cupation. Total of days from time-book. Obtain the prevailing or
agreed rate from foreman for each man (as near as possible at the
time), and place in "Rate" column. The rate may be adjusted in any
subsequent month or at time of settlement. After completion of state-
ment no changes must l)e made in figures, but taken care of on state-

ment of month then current. The "Wages" column shows actual
amount earned by man for month, total days at rate. "Adjusted" col-
umn IS lor wage increase or decrease at time of settlement or when
reported by foreman. Show decrease in red ink. Memorandum of
adjustment can be made at bottom of statement. "Balance Forward"
is amount due men from previous month's pay roll. Men settled dur-
ing the month droj) from pay roll automatically. Total the credits of
'' '~ ~ ' Total" column.three foregoing columns into

Debits or Deductions

"Van." Total of man's van charges for month from van-book.
Prove the total of this column by adding totals from van-book and
comparing with statement. Charge "Board" for month, if any, from
tmie-book. "Fares" as per advice from head office. "Doctor" and
"Washing" according to agreement. "Cash Orders" on account,
showing number and amount. "Total deductions," total all debit col-
umns. "Balance Due" is net due man or company (latter in red) the
difiference between "Total Credits" and "Total Debits." When a man
is paid, stamp the date with a dater in column "Date Paid in Full,"
and also follow with "Order Number." Begin the next month's Pay
Roll Statement by forwarding unpaid balances. The footings of the
pay roll statement must cross-prove, testifying to the accuracy of the
work, and must be insisted upon. Total footings of days must check
with time-book. Days and amount of wages and adjustments must
check with "Distribution of Labor" totals. Time-orders issued must
agree with total from time-order book. "Van" as stated above. At
the bottom of statement fill in "Average number of men employed"
and "Average wage per day." Upon completion, the pay roll state-
ment should be certified correct by clerk and approved by foreman, the
original to remain in camp office and the duplicate forwarded to head
office. Journal entries are prepared from this statement for posting to
ledger accounts.

Time Order— (Fig. 2)—This form provides for a copy of detail
appearing on lasi pay roll statement and constitutes the camp clerk's
order for payment of cash or bank-check on head office, as balance
due the man on his account it is not negotiable. W hen balance is due
the com])any issues statement of man's account and endeavor col-
lection, also sending copy to other camps, in the event of his seeking
em])loyment there, for future deduction. X'arious forms of time-orders
can be used with equal satisfaction, but the detail furnished on this

form is considered sufficient since detail of prior account can be had
from duplicate pay roll statements on file in head office.

Distribution of Labor— (Fig. 3)—Daily distribution of time over
various operations for i)urpose of furnishing data for Camp Cost Re-
port and entries for general books at end of month. Thi-; di-trihntinn
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of time must be checked daily' with total on time-book, and can be
further distributed according- to the requirements of the operation.

Monthly totals of days and amount should check with Pay Roll State-

ment.

Attending to Van—A store of clothing, tobacco, etc., is placed in

each camp in charge of the clerk, who is responsible for it. Goods are

invoiced to him at selling price. As soon as invoice comes to hand
same should be checked with goods received, and if O.K. in all respects,

entered as a debit to the van account in van-book, and filed for refer-

ence. The cash and charge sales and transfers to other camps supply

the credits to this account, and the balance must at all times agree

with the inventory on hand.

Keeping the Day-book—For original record of any transactions

each day which in any way affect entries to other books or records, not

made direct to same, for example

:

Arrival of new men.

Arrival of supplies or merchandise not accompanied by way-bill

or invoice. (To be listed in detail).

Shipments to other camps.

Other charges.

Charges for Van Goods to Men—The day-book is simple in opera-

tion and should, if necessary, be used by foreman in clerk's absence,

in preference to slips or mental memoranda. Post all entries from this

book to other books and records. Exercising care when making en-

tries in the day-book is often the means of settling future arguments
and doubt, and, though somewhat antiquated for use in modern offices,

it is well adapted to camp use.

Keeping Van Book—This book is mainly used for men's individu-

al charge accounts, a page to each man, postings made from day-book,

debit entries only. A small section in the van book should also be set

R£Ca.'FTS
Cfi3H

aside for cash sales, and general van account. (See above, "Attending
to Van").

Keeping Log Records—The Department of Lands, Forests and
Mines furnishes one record with instructions for use in camp. An-
other record, however, should be kept by the company, showing re-

sults each day of the work of the difYerent woods gangs, and totals car-

ried forward to the end of the season. Any ordinary blank book of

api)ropriate size can easily be ruled for this purpose. (See Fig. 4).

For Checking Invoices for Supplies, etc., received at camp, the

head office, in addition to the regular charges made during the month,
should also submit to the clerks a statement (Fig. 5) recapping these

charges to "Supplies, Feed, Equipment, Van, Expense," and this state-

ment, when checked and found O.K. by clerk, supplies him with a

complete record of goods received for entry of totals under "Stores"

section on Camp Cost Report. The original invoices should be sorted

according to classification and dates to correspond with statement, and
attached to same for permanent record. Note: (Shipments made to

other camps should be deducted from the totals on this statement to

show net receipts of each class of merchandise).

Monthly Inventory—For this purpose, printed forms, alphabetic-

ally listing commodities on hand, divided into sections for supplies,

feed and van, providing space for quantity, price and amounts, are

most convenjent and guard against omissions.

Camp Cost Report— (Fig. 6)—All other clerk's work and camp
records must be completed before this report can be compiled. It is

taken for granted that terms of hiring are on a monthly and board
basis. If any men are hired on day basis, a distinctive mark must be

made after their name on pay roll statement, and such men charged
with board and the amount omitted in extending board cost on report,

since the wages paid them covers this charge and is included in col-

umn of labor "Amount."
Proceeding then to fill in this report, the "Man Labor". and "Team

Labor " for all operations is taken from " Distribution of Labor

"

sheet, and grand total footings checked. Under "Stores" section then

enter net amount of supplies, feed and van received as per statement

submitted l)y head office (Fig. 5), and the inventories of the first and
last of the month, extending amount "Used." This, together with the

labor item as previously entered under "Camp Overhead," is needed

to figure "Cookery Cost," and when divided by number of meals
served gives "Cost per Meal" and "Cost per Day." which is used to

arrive at cost in "P>oard" column. Figure "Stable Cost" in a similar

way. When the extensions on the Camp Cost Report have been made
to the column headed "Total," it becomes necessary to apportion the

"Camp Overhead" to other operations and improvement costs. This is

done on a percentage basis, according to the number of days of labor

charged to each item, and, when added to the total of labor and board

as stated, will supply the figure of "Camp Cost" on i)roductive and
improvement accounts, as far as obtainable at the time. The "Unit"

and "Per M" cost can then be obtained bv filling in the section "Detail

Costs."
^

,
.

The Cash Report explains itself, and the total must be deposited

with the head office monthly.

Equipment, Depreciation, Ground Rent, Stumpage, Dues,

General Overhead

The figure of Camp Cost above stated, as will be seen, includes

only such items of cost facts as are obtainable at the time.

In addition to this figure, in order to arrive at the total cost of

log production, there must further be considered the following

charges

:

(a) Use of equipment, such as axes, saws, iron, hardware and

tools of all kinds, wagons and sleighs, plows, tanks, jammers, etc.

p. C &PHK
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(b) Depreciation on horses and harness, buildings and i)lant,

dams, river improvements, boats, roads and bridges.

(c) Stunipage.

(d) Ground rental.

(e) Crown dues.

(f) General Overhead—Administrative, interest, taxes, insurance,
travelling, etc.

Almost all logging jobs are conducted under different conditions.
The life of different 0])erations varies greatly. Unless, therefore, an
operation has been under way several seasons it is almost impossible
to gauge costs from previous experiences, except, of course, with
items that remain fixed for the entire period. The latter class usually
includes ground rental, stumpage and dues.

Since the inventories of equipment are usually taken only at

opening and close of a season, an accurate monthly cost of its use can-
not be determined, and it remains for the final inventory to establish

a certain difference, which forms a camp overhead cost for the sea-

son. This is a direct charge to camp operations, likewise the dei)re-

ciation on horses and harness, building and plant. The depre-

ciation on cadge roads and bridges is usually considered on same
basis, but may, by their location, bring the item into general over-
head. Depreciation on dams and river improvements is a charge to

driving cost. Boat depreciation to boat operating, this to be charged
to driving, cadging, or as otherwise required.

All of the foregoing items can be apportioned as direct camp or

drive costs, either on unit basis or actual amount, and the result will

sujjply Total Camp Costs, for reliable and fair comparison.
There remains the items of General (Overhead, comixtsed of a class

of charges which can only be considered as api)lying against the ope-

ration as a whole, and when reduced to a cost of feet production

and added to "Per M" average camp cost, will equal the final cost

per M of logs produced.

Detached Temporary Camps

I'or camps, such as the head of a drive, dam or bridge construc-

tion, where small crews are detached from main operations it is ad-

visable and economical to use a system which will minimize clerical

work and be simple enough for the average foreman to keep up along
with his other duties, and still furnish reliable and jjrompt records to

ifo.
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the head office whereby to control the operation, the following sys-

tem is outlined :—This, as will be seen, leaves nearly all of the exten-

sion and totalling- of figures to the head office bookkeeper, who is per-

haps better qualified to do this work than the practical man on the job,

who often doesn't care to assume more clerical duties than are neces-

sary.

Forms Used

Monthly Individual Account— (Fig. 7) Loose-leaf binder form, in

duplicate.

Work Diary— (Fig. 8).

Final Period Settlement— (Fig. 9).

Regular time-order, for payments on accounts only.

The Monthly Individual Account presents an itemized record of

all information needed to obtain balance on labor accounts. The fol-

lowing work on this form is required to be done in camp,

—

Head the account with name, camp, rate, etc.

Enter time each day in "Time" column.

Post orders issued on account.

Enter van charges.

The rest is done at the head office at the end of each month when
original sheets are turned in.

The Work Diary is merely an account (blank book) of the time

spent on job, and charges to other companies, if any, and furnishes a

check on total time as paid by wages. Kept up daily, this record pre-

sents no difficulties to the average man capable of using the English

language, and tends to preserve records and stop leakage.

The Final Period Settlement form should be filled in with ink,

thereby providing safeguard against change, and is handed to men as

an order for settlement to be made at the head office, as necessity

arises during the month. It covers the account only from the first

of current month, the period prior to this being on file in head office,

thus enabling the bookkeeper to settle the account to date. The In-

dividual Account Form supporting the Final Period Settlement should

be submitted at the same time, and the two should be checked before

payment is made. To be effective, the Final Period Settlement Form

must be filled in at camp at least as to the van account charged and

the number of days credited. This is the only occasion when addition

is required in camp.
The General Accounts

Cash.
Purchase Journal.

Stores Journal (Sales and Distribution).

Ledgers (General, Individual and Camp).

Recap Book.
Journal Vouchers for Journal Entries.

Log Sales from Invoices by Journal Voucher.

Books of Record:
Merchandise Received.

Employees' Register.

Log Book (Summarized and recapped from

Scaler's Reports).

Price List and Perpetual Inventory of Supplies.

In the case of most logging operations the general accounts are

numerous enough to warrant subdivision into various ledgers. This

provides opportunity for more detailed cost accounting and likewise

facilitates trial balance work. The General, Individual and Camp

Ledgers are recommended as covering about all requirements in this

regard. Their titles are almost self-explanatory, but a brief list of

illustrative accounts may be of assistance :

—

Stumpage (deferred cost of sales)

Headquarters Buildings

Camp Buildings

Dams and River Improvements
Roads and Bridges

Camp Equipment

Books

General Ledger Accounts

—

Assets—Fixed
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Current

Liabilities—Fixed
Current

Proprietorship

—

Reserve

—

Expense—IVoductive

Expense—Non-Productive

Income-

General Equipment
Boats
Tlorses and Harness
Waf>ons and Sleighs
Merchandise
Camp Vans

. Notes Receivable
Cash

Ground Rental
Notes Payable
Individual Ledger (Accts. Pay-

able Bal.)

Capital

Dues
Interest

Taxes

Camp Ledger

Salaries

Insurance
Travelling"

Interest

Taxes
Dues
General

Sales

Discount
Miscellaneous Revenues

'Individual Ledger" controlling ac-Note "Camp Ledger" and
counts.

Individual Ledger—Personal Accounts Receivable and Accounts
Payable. The balance is usually "Payable."

Camp Ledger Accounts— Labor
Cookery
Stable

Expense
Depreciation, Buildings'

Depreciation, Equipment
Van Profit

Pay Roll

Cash Book— (Fig. 10)—P^or both bank and petty cash receipts

and disbursements. A petty cash voucher (I'ig. 11) should be re-

quested for all petty cash disbursements.
Purchase Journal— (Fig. 12)—For entry of invoices, showing dis-

tribution of charges.

Stores Journal—Fig. 13)—For merchandise sales to individuals

and stores distrilnition to camps. Entries to this book are supi)lied

by a recap of all separate charges for merchandise during the month.
This is facilitated by charging only one class of merchandise on each
original invoice, at the time shipments are made to camps, which can
then be easily listed and totalled in the Recapitulation Book.

Journal Voucher— (Fig. 14)—For journal entries. This process

of journalizing eliminates duplication of work, since journal entries

ordinarih' made in a bound book require full explanations, supporting

data or vouchers for authorization, and all of this is effected by the
voucher form. All detail is cither attached or itemized on the inside,
and postings made direct from voucher as per accounts shown debited
and credited on face. The total debits and credits of Camp and Indi-
vidual Ledgers must also be posted to controlling accounts in -General
Ledger. When postings are completed vouchers are filed numerically
in a permanent file for the puri)ose, thereby at all times furnishing
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full data connected with the entry where quickly and casilv available.
Merchandise Received—

( Fig. 15)—A convenient and valuable re-
cord of all shipments of merchandise received. It serves a multitude
of purposes in the regular routine of the business, and if properly kept,
a reliable check on invoices. Also a handy freight and express record.

Employees Register— ( I*"ig. 16)—A practical record, as will be re-

vealed by a study of the columnar headings. Each item is important,
especially the ready check i)rovided against empk)yment agent's in-

voices. In this connection a rule should be established by all logging
companies requiring new arrivals to report at head office before enter-
ing camps. The camp-clerks should promptly advise head office of
new arrivals in camp, so as to facilitate the proper charging of fares,

etc.. against them.
Price List and Perpetual Inventory— (Fig. 17)—Card or loose-

leaf system. F"or use in head office. This system furnishes an in-

valuable alphabetical purchase record and guide, especiallv useful in
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logging operations where such an indiscriminate variety of stores is

purchased. It is simple in operation and readily verified in any par-

ticular by physical inventory. Statements and statistics of supplies

purchased, used, and on hand can be prepared from this record con-

veniently and accurately.

Cadgers Way-bill— (Fig. 18j—in duplicate. .\ useful and prac-

tical form for covering teamsters' loads of sup])lies. The original,

bearing signature of teamster, remains on file in head office, providing

the necessary data for invoicing. The duplicate accompanies load to

camp clerk for check and entry on day-book, and later for comparison
with invoice. The total weight shown regulates size of load.

Leather Belting and Its Efficiency

It is not every engineer or user of belts that understands thor-

oughly the meaning of the terms "working tension," "grii)" or "co-

efficient," or in what manner their respective values are obtained.

Even though it might involve a rather lengthy explanation, it is cer-

tainly an instructive detail, and one well worth understanding. The
term "working tension" is used to denote the net pull which a belt has

upon the pulley which it is driving—in other words, its driving force,

says a mechanical engineer, writing in "The Leather Trades' Review."
This varies with the quality of grip, or, as it is termed, the coefficient

of a belt, meaning the power of cling to the face of a pulley and tend-

ing to revolve it against resistance. There is, of course, a pull both

upon the tight and the slack side of a belt, but the transmissible power
is derived from the amount of pull on the tight side, after that exist-

ing on the slack side is deducted therefrom.

I will illustrate this in a simple but practical way: Take a smooth-

faced, clean pulley, 15 to 18 inches in diameter and have it fixed on

a shaft, not in motion, well within the reach of the floor. Then get a

length of leather belting of any width and about 4 to 6 feet in length.

Place this over the pulley and allow it to hang down equally at either

end. To each end attach some arrangement whereby weights can be

carried, and start by suspending an equal weight, say 56 pounds, at

either end of the belt. At this stage the belt w'ill have an equal ten-

sion on each side, but no driving pull or working tension will be oper-

ative for the reason that, results are balanced. Now, at one end of the

belt place additional weights until the belt just commences to slip

on the pulley, then stop. If now the excess weight which I will as-

sume is 75 pounds, is divided by the total weight upon the belt at the

point of slipping, there will be as the quotient the value of the co-

efficient of friction, or the amount of grip.

There are the equalizing weights, 56 pounds each, then the extra

weights added, making a total on one end of the belt of 131 pounds,

and the coefficient of friction is expressed thus

:

75 75
= — = 0.4

75 -1- 56 + 56 187

Now it might be thought that a wider belt than that used in this

experiment, and a pulley of larger diameter, would show a greater co-

efficient of friction, but the truth is that no difference whatever would
be apparent. If a belt ten times the width of that used were employed
and a pulley ten times the diameter, the results would be j^ractically

the same. And for this reason : The total grip of the belt remains the

same for the total tension, because the grip per square inch of contact

area is relatively much less. This shows that the only effective meth-

od of increasing the power of a belt is to increase the co-efficient of

friction, or, in other words, its grip.

It must therefore follow that the condition of a belt will be an

important factor to efficient driving, since a dry, glazed, uncared for

belt would have a working face quite unfitted to cling to the face of

a pulley, and to give that amount of grip necessary to transmit which
a. belting of the width would be expected to do. On the contrary, it

must be equally as apparent that the softer and more pliable a belt

is—as exemplified in new leather of good quality, or belting which
has been treated regularly and systematically with a good dressing

—

the higher will be its co-efficient, hence an enhanced power develop-

ment would be obtainable with a reduced working tension
;
obviously

a feature in all cases to be desired, and one to be kept in view by every

power user.

Shipbuilding: News East and West
The Cap Vert, the fifth schooner of the fleet of six being built by

the Wm. Lyall Ship Yards Ltd., Vancouver, B.C., was launched re-

cently. The "Cap V'ert" is a wooden auxiliary schooner of the latest

type. The sixth hull is now^ almost ready for launching.

The tern schooner " Flowerdew " was launched recently by the

Shelburne Shipbuilders Company at Shelburne, N.S. She is the third

large vessel to be launched from the Shelburne Shipyards this season,

and is a fine looking craft of 392 tons gross register and of special con-

struction throughout!

A splendid tern schooner built by the Yarmouth Shipbuilding

Company was successfully launched recently. She was christened

"Marsh" and is the largest vessel launched from a Yarmouth yard
during the past forty years. She measures 158 feet over all, 33 feet

beam and 13 feet depth, and her accommodation is splendidly arranged
for the comfort of officers and men.

The new schooner "Marjorie Austin." built at Harvey Bank, N.S..

by Hon. C. W. Robinson and Brewster Bros., was launched lately.

The keel of the schooner was laid in March last. The "Marjorie Aus-
tin" is staunchly built and of ])articularly graceful lines. Her length

of keel is 76 feet and beam 28 feet. Immediately after the launching
she w-ent to Shulee to load lumber for an .American port and later will

take a cargo to the West Indies.

Contracts for two ocean-going 320-foot lake freighters, to be built

at the plant of the Port Arthur Shipbuilding Company, Port Arthur.
Ont., are now completed, according to J.

1*". Paige, general manager of

the company. "These boats will be built at our berths," said Mr.
Paige, "and will have to be taken through the canal in two sections,

as the longest boat which can lock through the canal must not exceed
261 feet." Mr. Paige .said the boats w^ere to be constructed to the or-

der of the Canadian government. He announced that the War Karma,
the last of the freighters contracted for to the order of the Imperial
Munitions Board, had been turned over to the owners at ^lontreal,

after a successful tri]) down the lakes.

The Busy Shipyards of Western Canada
The accompanying illustration shows the laying of

keelsons of a -wooden ship in a big shipyard at North

Vancouver, B. C, and recently appeared in the "Weekly
Bulletin," issued by the Department of Trade and Com-
merce, Ottaw'a, to whom the "Canada Lumberman" is in-

debted for the loan of the engraving.

Moving pictures of all the ship-building operations in

B. C- were recently taken by the Exhibits and Publicity

Bureau of the Commercial Intelligence Branch, and will

be exhibited in every country where Canada is represented

by Commercial agents or Trade Commissioners.

Shipbuilding on the Pacific Coast has been a particu-

larly busy industry during the war and has developed into

one of large proportions. The prospects for the continu-

ance and expansion of this comparatively new line of en-

terprise are very bright. British Columbia possesses sev-

eral large wooden shipbuilding yards which have carried

out numerous large contracts.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate o{

20 cents per agate line (14 agate lines make
one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion,
payable in advance. Space measured from
rule to rule. When four or more consecutive
insertions of the same advertisement are or-

dered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 23 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a
word, net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 50 cents.
Advertisements must be received not later

than the 10th and 20th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

I Wanted-Lumber

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter cut

preferred. Apply Firstbrook Brothers, Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont. 8-t.f.

Hemlock Wanted
One block of Hemlock Wanteil. Ouotc

prices to Box 820, Canada Lunibeiman, To
ronto, Ontario. 1

Maple and Birch Wanted
We are open to buy for prompt delivery

:

lyi in., 2 in., 2^ in., Maple and liirch, No.
2 Common and Better.

State lowest cash price with point of load-

ing. Grade to be stated and guaranteed.

Box 825, Canada I,uniberman, Toronto, Ont
24:'

For Sale-Lumber j

Piling and Square Timber

2,000 pes. piling, 30 ft. to GO ft. long, 7 or

in. top.

100,000 ft. square timber, 4x4 in. to 10 x
ID in., 12 to 10 ft. long.

Box 828, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.
Ont. 1-2

Bircli Saw Logs For Sale

Also Maple, Ash, and Basswood Logs ; also

500 cords dry soft wood cedar posts.

22-1

P. ADAMS & CO.,

North Bay, Ont.

Maple For Sale

60 M. ft. Maple, 1J4 in. x 3% in. x 18 in. up
to 72 in. long; practically clear stock, 50 per
cent, white maple; a good percentage quarter
cut. For further particulars, apply Box 777,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. lO t.f.

Lumber For Sale

Two cars 4x4 Maple Boxed Hearts.
One car 5x5 Maple Boxed Hearts.
One car 6x6 Maple Boxed Hearts.
Seven cars Fir Doors.
Three cars Fir Columns.

GEO C. GOODFELLOW,
Montreal, Que.

Sprnce and Hemlock For Sale
1 car of 1 X 4 merchantable spruce, dry.
;! cars of 1 x 5 merchantable spruce, dry.

cars of 1 X 6' merchantable spruce, dry.
2 cars of 1 x 8 merchantable spruce, dry.
2 cars of 2 x 0 hemlock, dry.

W'c can supply this rough or dressed to order.

Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd.,
24-.'! Peterborough, Ont.

Spruce For Sale
48 M. ft. 5/4 X 4 —10/10

M. ft. 5/4 x 5 —lO/Ki
.-)(> M. ft. 5/4 3t 6 —10/l(i
.•!7 M. ft. 5/4 X 8 —10/10

100 M. ft. 5/4 X 10—10/10
."{0 M. ft. 2 X 4 —14/1(!
2(iO M. ft. 2 X 6 —10/l(i
5S M. ft. 2 X G —10

. 210 M. fl. 2 X 7 —10/10
00 M. ft. 2 X 7 —10
71) M. ft. 2 X 8 —13/14
100 M. ft. 2 X 8 —IG

!!."> M. ft. 2 X 9 —10/10
:',m ft. 2 X 10—12/10
i:t(i M. ft. 2 X 10—10
1!)0 M. ft. 2 X 12—10/14
IIK) M. ft. 2 X 12—10
1.S!) M. ft. :$ X G —10/14
120 M. ft. .\ 6 —10
no M. ft. .{ X 7 —10/lC
.!7 M. ft. 3 X 8 —13/14
4G M. ft. ;{ X 8 —10
70 M. ft. 3 X 10—10/14
46 M. ft. 3 X 10—10
:50 M. ft. 4 X G —10/10

100 M. ft. 5/4--8/16 M. C.

KiO M. ft. 8/4—8/16 M. C.

70 M. ft. 1 X 6 —10/16 N
50 M. ft. 1 X 8 —10/16 ^
90 M. ft. 1 .\ 10—10/lG N
100 M. ft. 1 X 4 and up N

J. E. Harroun & Son
Walertown, N. Y.

Wanted-Machinery

WAX TEl)— 1 Pointer, 1 Winch and Boat
for same. Terms Cash. The I^aberge Lum-
ber Co., Limited, Sudbury, Ont. 1

i For Sale-Machinery I

Boiler For Sale

100 IT. p. "Frost" Horizontal Tubular Boiler,

used three months, in Manitoba, 125 lb. steam.
]s a bargain. Also several tine Corliss En-
ijines and Refuse Burners. Box 831, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 1

Shipbuilders!

Buzz Planer, Cowan make, 24 in. wide, in

line condition. Cheap. Also Timber Sizer,

1(> in. x ;{0 in., Band Resaws, Surfacers,
Moulders, etc. Box 832, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 1

Locomotive For Sale

Fifty-ton standard gauge Clima.\ geared

locomotive in first class shape. Immediate

delivery. Box 827, Canada Liunberman, To-

ronto, Ont. 1

Logging Equipment For Sale
Including ten teams with big wheels, sleighs,
etc., anil steam log loaders, skiddcrs and all

material necessary for camp use. .Ml in first-

class condition and can be released promptly.
For particulars write Post Office Drawer
" D," Ludinglon, Mich. 22-1

Equipment For Sale

1 MacGregor-Gourlay double head tennoncr.
1 Mattison variety lathe, 24 in.

1 pony planer, 24 in.

1 elbow sandcr.
2 Reynolds screw drivers. No. 2.

1 15 H P. C.G.E. motor, 220 volt.

1 50 H.P. C.G.E. motor, 550 volt.

1 35 in. Sturtevant fan.

Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd..
24-3 Peterborough, Ont

For Sale
1-^17 X 24 Atlas Engine, with 36 in. x 10 ft.

flywheel.

3—No. 94 Berliri Matchers, 15 in., fitted with
hard steel knives on top and bottom sylin-
dcrs—one pair shiplap, jointer and floor-

ing heads with bits for each machine.

1—No. 182 Berlin Double Surfacer, 30 in. x
6 in.

1—No. 199 Berlin Buzz Planer.
1—No. 290 Berlin Picket Header.

The Otis Staples Lumber Company. Ltd..
19 t.f. Wycliffe. B.C.

Wanted-Employees |

Advcrtiiementt under this hcadinf two cents i

word per insertion. Minimum charfc 60 cents.

WANTED—ONE OR TWO MEN capable
of operating jiortablc mills cutting hardwood

—

by thousand preferred. Several years' run,
winter and summer. Near Sault Stc. Marie.
Good timber. We deliver logs and haul lum-
ber. Box 829, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.
Ont. 1-2

I Wanted-Employment ^

Advertisements under this heading one cent •

word per inseration. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 26 cents.

WANTED POSITION BY PRACTICAL
LUMBERMAN; fifteen years' experience in

all branches. Last ten years Sales Manager
for large Canadian company. Box 7.''5. Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto. IS-tf.

Wanted Position
BY AN ACCOUNTANT with ten years' ex-

perience in the lumber business, three years
at large mill, balance in whilesale and retail.

At present employed as Secretary-Treasurer.
Able to take full charge. Box No. 252, Can-
ada Lumberman, 119 Board of Trade Bldg..
.Montreal. 1-3

Business Chances!

For Sale

Building and Machinery of good Sawmill,
well equipped with steam feed, canter, loaders,
etc.

If pou want a good mill, address Box 762,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 15-t.f.

Opportunity for Live Salesman
Having disposed of my sawmill am opening

an office in "roronto to wholesale lumber and
wish to get in touch with a live, energetic,
experienced lumber salesman who understands
buying from the mill and has had experience
in selling in car lots to the trade in Toronto
and Western Ontario. I will invest sufficient

capital to carry the business. Profit to be
divided after allowing for salary and expenses
or would form a partnership with the right

man. In first letter give full details of ex-
perience, also state age and reli.qion. Must
have excellent references. Strictly confiden-
tial. Box S15, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 23-2

Ships Knees
We are open to make contracts for de-

livery during winter and spring of all siitf
Spruce and Juniper Knees, 5 inch to 12 inch.

For further particulars, apply,

Musgrave & Co., Ltd.,
Eastern Trust Building,

24 3 llahfax. N.S.

Agency Wanted
Gentleman living in South Wales, Great

Britain, with a lar^e pit prop and collie ry tim-
ber connection, wishes to act as 'ii . .

agent for a lumber merchant or i

.Newfoundland or elsewhere, and
purchase loads of pit props cut I'

tion. Advertiser would come over
view merchants anxious to do buM i

Griffith Jones, Colliery Timber Mcrciiaiit.
Llanelly, S. Wales, Great Britain. 1-4

Box Shooks
.Montreal lirm would like to act as Agents

for reliable Box Shook Manufacturers. Car
load or less. Box ^.{^•, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 1-2

For Sale—Valuable Saw Mill

.•stave and heading pl.i

Carrjiina, accessible to b<>

bcr. water and rail traii

kilns and all other apiioiniiut cu~ iA a lir?t

class jiroperty. Stave and heading machinery
recently newly installed. .\ddress,

•STAVES & LUMBER." Box 1C7, Bur-
gaw. North Carolina. 1-4

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE

Relaying Rails
200 tons 60 lbs.

500 tons 56 lbs.

Reinforcing Steel Bars
100 tons.

100 tons (round) 1 in. x 16 to 17 feet

long.

R. T. OILMAN & CO.,

211 McGill St. Montreal

TAKING CARE OF THE
STOCK IN THE RETAIL

LUMBER YARD
This is a very important feature

in the conducting of a successful

lumber business, especially when
there is a planing mill in connec-

tion.

In planning your piling ground
proper grading is the first essen-

tial. The gutter at the rear of your
pile rows should be a couple of

feet lower than the crown of your
driveways, and provision made
for these gutters to carry off the

water.
Pile footings for ordinary stock

should be in separate sections in

preference to being continuous.

This will facilitate renewals and
adjustments of unequal settlement -
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which will occur. Eor ordinary

stock the distance between
front and rear footing should be

a little over 10 ft. so as to allow

the ten-foot lengths to catch the

back crossing, and a fall of from
10 in. to 1 ft. is none too miich.

Two crossings are sufficient for

ordinary stock boards, etc., but it

it advisable to drop an extra one
between when piling narrow
strips. This will avoid breakage

by walking over the tiers when
piling or loading. A third footing-

is not necessary.

Timbers should not be used

for footings, but blocks of cement
with a plank on top or a plank

on the ground (cedar preferred),

then blocks of 6x8 or 8x8, and
another plank on top. This will

allow ventilation under your piles.

Be sure and keep your crossings

directly one above another. A
great deal of lumber is badly bent

by neglect of this precaution. Be
sure lo keep a good cover on stock

that is intended for milling, and
you will reap ample reward both
in saving of time necessary for

machining as well as the cleaner

and smoother appearance of your
finished product.

$2.00 a Year
24 Issues

Big value to any Lumber
Manufacturer or Dealer.

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER?

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide St. W., TORONTO

CUT YOUR
SELLING
COSTS
Use MacLean
Daily Reports
and know wliere

the projects are that offer the most pro-
fitable business. Reduce the percent-
age of wasted time and lost orders by
concentrating on the most likely oppor-
tunities.

Rates and Samples on Request.

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS, Ltd.

345 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

L. & H. Lumber Co., Inc.
77 Kilby St., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Successors to

William E. Litchfield
and

Herbert F. Hunter

MANUFACTURERS
AND DEALERS IN

Western and Northern

HARDWOODS
WE WILL BUY

Factory Flooring.
1 and 2 in. Ash, Log Run.
Clear Maple Square, 4 in. to 8 in., in

lengths 8 ft. and longer.
Maple and Birch, Good and Common.
1 to 2 in. Basswood, Log Run.

WE OFFER
Ash, Oak, Walnut, Sycamore, from

Litchfield Broc, No. Vernon, Ind.

Selected Philippine Mahogany.
From Boston and the Coast

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-

Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in

width, which we can sell at interesting
prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. - Toronto, Ont.

Tea that is all genuine leaf and produces the
greatest quantity of flavoury satitrying infuslsn

"SUilF
Send for samples and prices.

SALADA TEA CO. TORONTO

Manufacturers of

For TYING, BUNDLING
and many other purposes.

NAILS, etc.

LAIDLAW BALE-TIE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. ONT.

WIRE

DR. BELL'S
Veterinary Wonder Remedies
10.000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free

to horsemen who give the Wonder a lair

trial. Guaranteed for Colic. Inflamma-
tion of the Lungs, Bowels, Kidneys,
Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send 25c for
Mailing Package, etc. Agents wanted.
Write your address plainly. DR. BELL,
V.S., Kingston, Ont.

We offer for Immediate
delivery

—

:iO M. 4/4 lieech. No. 2 C. & ]!.

50 M. (j/4 Beech, No. 2 C. & li.

l.TO M. 4/4 Maple, N. 2 C. & 15.

100 M. 4/4 Bircli, No. 2 C. & B.

.iOO M. 4/4, 8/4 & 12/4 Soft Elm,

20 M. 4/4 Oak, plain, No. 2 & 1!.

Prices are very attractive

PEDWELL HARDWOOD
LUMBER CO.

79 Spadina Ave • TORONTO

R.R. BRADLEY
Forest Engineer

and Mem. Can. Soc. F. E.

Consulting Forester to The New
Brunswick Railway Co. Timber
and Pulpwood Estimates. For-
est Maps. Advice on the Man-
agement of Wood Lands. Tim-
ber lands listed for sale.

Globe Atlantic Bldg.

ST. JOHN - N. B.
Also OTTAWA. ONT., P.O.Box No. 5

UNION STOCKYARIS
or TORONTO, Limited

•Canada's Greatest Live Stock Market'
Capital, $1,500,000. Two Hundred
Acres. Dundas St. cars to Keele St.,

West Toronto. Auction Sales every
Wednesday. Private Sales Daily.

Correspondence Solicited

WALTER HARLAND SMITH
Manager Horse Dept.

Put "ASBESTOL" Gloves or

Mittens to Any Test
When you consider the unusual wear—the comfort and the

service that "ASBESTOL" Gloves and Mittens bring to wear-

ers it is not surprising of the wonderful popularity they enjoy.

Next time you want gloves or mittens, be sure to specify

"ASBESTOL.'' You can then be sure of getting the best

hand protection that can

be had.

"ASBESTOL" Gloves

and Mittens are econom-

ical, too, because they will

outwear the ordinary kind.

Every "ASBESTOL "

Glove and Mitten has
the "ASBESTOL"
trademark. It is your
guarantee.

Eisendrath Glove

Company
2001 Elston Ave.

CHICAGO - - - ILL.

JOHNSON'S
Veterinary Remedies

are the surest, the most economical arwJ the best

medicines with which to equip your stables They
have been on the market for twenty-five years and
still retain their superiority over all others.

The quality never varies, it is our first consideration.
Prices taking effect July 1st are as follows:

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Per Gal. $7.00

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Quarts, Per Doz. 19.00

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Pints, Per Doz. 10.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy Per Gal. 10.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy . . Quarts (8 Doses each) Doz. 30.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy . . . Pints (4 Doses each) Doz. 15.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Ointment (Gall Cure)
2 lb Tins each 2.25 Doz. 24.00

54 lb. Tins Per Doz. 4.00

Johnson's Concentrated Condition Powders, 1 lb. Pkgs. Doz. 6.00

Johnson's Condition Powder, No. 2 doz. 2.75

Johnson's Horse Worm Powders, Pkgs., Per Doz. 2.60

Johnson's Purging Balls Per Doz. 2.50

Johnson's Antiseptic Dusting Powder
(For Drying and Healing Sores, Proud Flesh, etc.) Per Doz. 8.00

"Kreoline," antiseptic, deodorizing Per Gal. 1.50

Our Family and Van Remedies are as follows:

—

Pine and Tar Cough Syrup Big 4 Liniment—Mosquito Oil
Purgative Pills X Ray Liniment
Little Liver Pills Cholerine Mixture (Diarrhoea)
Porous Plasters Headache Powders
Stomach Bitters Sarsaparilla

Laxative Cold Tablets All Healing White Ointment

All Drugs and Patent Medicines at Market Prices.

Mail orders solicited — Prompt shipments made.

A. H. JOHNSON -°u-sif^

Collingwood, Ontario
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Review of Current Trade Conditions

Ontario and the East

Naturally with the holiday season in full swing there has. not
been as much attention devoted to business as under ordinary cir-

cumstances. Trade, on the whole, has been rather quiet in every line

and the chief interest has been in reviewing conditions and taking a

survey of what the future has in store. One progressive measure that

cannot fail to benefit the whole trade, is afforded in that which is

being carried out by the Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association to

obtain .statements of the total stocks in hand, in the various woods.
This will af¥ord some conception of what marketable stuff is on hand
to sup])ly local and foreign requirements. In the meantime the mem-
bers, of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association are keeping in close

touch with the newly apjjointed Trade Mission at Ottawa, which is

going to act in intimate conjunction with the Canadian Mission in

London. By unity of action it is expected that .some satisfactory

orders will come to Canada through negotiations conducted by the

Federal authorities with the Imperial Government. The fact that

Great Britain will require 100,0()0 standards a month of soft wood
for rebuilding purposes, is a lio])eful indication of the demand that is

likely to spring from the Old Country. Many orders are reported
for large quantities of spruce and spruce deals at prevailing ])rices,

and, in some instances, 10 per cent higher than present quotations.

It is of course, difificult to establish the correctness of some of these

rumored transactions. Such big things are in prospect and the trade

is looking for such huge develo])ment that there is possibly consider-

able exaggeration in many stories going the rounds. Ontario travel-

lers who have returned from the eastern provinces report a very
enthusiastic attitude on the part of buyers in the Maritime district.

There, as well as in Quebec and Ontario, building is expected to

be very active and retail lumbermen as well as wood-working indus-

tries are looking forward to a brisk season. In regard to what Eng-
land requires and how this business can be secured an interview

which apj)ears in another column with Major (ieneral A. D. McRae,
clearly outlines the situation.

In reference to prices these arc remaining steady and the feeling

seems to be impregnating the whole trade that values are going to

hold during the coming season, at least, until well on into the sum-
mer, when, owing to the usua.1 slowing down, there may be a shade
in reduction, 'i'hose who study closely the situation cannot see why
or how prices should (Jome down. Logging operations are being car-

ried on at an advance of 10 to 15 per cent over last lear, and the lum-
ber which is now in the yards—limited as it is in many cases—could

not be replaced for anything like present values.

There has been considerable improvement in the labor situation,

l)ut the release of men came too late to efTect any decidedly increased

cut.

Work of this kind generally terminates about the first of the

year, starting in in August. Wages cantinue to hold firm and there i.s

not any prospect of a decrease. Many things will have to transpire

before the pay end of the business will undergo any radical change.

There are many questions involved in this, such as the cost of living

and supplies, the industrial revival, the openings in allied industries,

the emigration movement, the house rent problem, and the present

restlessness which seems to characterize men in divers walks of life.

The whole situation from a producing, operating and distribu-

tion standpoint was pretty fully reviewed by representative manu-
facturers in the last issue of the "Canada Lumberman." They are

almost a unit in their expression of opinion that present costs can not

be immediately decreased, that stocks are' lower than usual, that the

cut during the coming winter will be small, and that with the in-

creased overhead expenses and general uncontrollable charges, such

as the higher prices for machinery, belting, taxes, income assessments,

etc., there can be no logical come-down in the figure for the finished

product. The retail lumbermen report that while there was not

much building going on during the past year, still on the whole busi-

ness from one source and another kept coming in with the result that

in many cases the turnover was a little better than last year.

The building outlook for 1919 is brighter than it has been for

some time, but some retailers fear that the continued high prices will

prevent people from building. Repair work will be quite heavy as in

many cases it is not possible to neglect any longer attention to delayed

alterations and necessary renovations. It is believed that prices will

be fairly stationary and no change is looked for during the next six

months in any event.

One of the leading retailers in Western Ontario, comprehensively

sums up the general situation when he says that the expense of doing
business last year was considerably more than in the previous one.
Everything necessary for the carrying on of yard facilities and manu-
facturing in the i)lant advanced very materially and it was found diffi-

cult to keep step in the matter iif prices to oflf-set the additional ex-
pense. The demand in some cases was insufficient to warrant the
retailer getting a fair profit and in certain instances he had to be satis-

fied with turning over his stock at j)ractically cost. However, every-
thing looks well for trade during the coming year and just how soon
the rebuilding revival will set in is,of course, problematic. The con-
sensus of opinion, however, is that 1919 will be a good one for the
manufacturer, the wholesaler, and the retailer, if courage, patience,
foresight and confidence arc exercised.

United States

During the holiday ])eritid business has been seasonably quiet.

The various lumber organizations are making ready for a very active
selling campaign during the coming season and to secure a large pro-

])ortion of the business which is likely to come into American chan-
nels through the heavy foreign requisitions for building materials.

The industry is now generally undergoing a process of reverting
to conditions as before the war. All government regulations, embar-
goes and other restrictions have been eliminated and the prices, which
have been fixed for the government, have practically expired. Things
are rapidly settling down to normal conditions. The general trade has
been rather quiet, but everything points to renewed development.
The manufacturers of ])assenger automobiles have been notified that

they may now make these automobiles to 75 per cent, of normal capa-
city while the War Industries Board announces that the furniture

conservation schedule, which was to have gone into effect at the be-

ginning of the year, has been rescinded. Many other measures which
were taken owing to the pressing necessity for the conservation of

material, labor and transportation for strictly war needs have been
eliminated. Thus the barriers are being cleared away and the trade

confidence expects an active building programme.

New enterprises are talked of in many cities. Already orders

from over-seas with which to replenish wiped out .stocks are coming
in. Italy is one of the new sources of outlet and has placed orders

for over 7,000.000 feet of timbers with the Douglas fir industry. It is

expected that much evidence of big business will manifest itself in

many sections of the country within a few weeks. Once the move-
ment sets in to l)uild up depleted supplies, it is thought the momen-
tum will gain force and the influence of active conditions spread them-
selves throughout the country and do much to fill the gap created by
the curtailment of Government requirements.

It is said that Italy requires a very large amount of railway

ties in addition to material for housing and other industrial enter-

prises. A big national reconstruction programme is in progress there

and everything looks bright for the future. Other overseas countries

of course will do likewise in due time. Rumors have told of inquiries

for gigantic quantities of lumber being circulated in the United States

by various reconstruction agencies abroad, and all this will soon come
to a head. This winter will be spent by Europe in formulating defin-

ite reconstruction policies and plans and in drawing up specifications

and the like, and when the spring building season arrives a great

movement of American lumber across the Atlantic may be expected,

to continue and grow as time goes on. The fore-runners of this busi-

ness have already made their appearance ; very shortly something
more definite will materialize, and then the American lumber industry

should be prepared, in policy and with materials, to meet the heavy
demands that it surely will be called upon to meet.

The whole of the recovery of regular business depends very

much on the action of prices, it being evident that many interests are

determined to await lower price levels before engaging in any note-

worthy activity. There has not as yet been any general or striking

change in the price situation, but that the markets eventually will

turn more and more to the buyer's favor is everywhere regarded a- n

sure development.

From all reports, the southern j^ine market is in a health}- con-

dition. Many inquiries are constantly making their appearance, and
many good orders are offering; but most mills hesitate to book too

heavily at this time, really preferring to stay off the market until

such a time as they have had the opportunity to replenish their badly

broken stocks, and also to rcjiair their plants in preparation for the
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View of Mills in Samia.

BUY THE BEST
Retailers and woodworking establishments who like to

get Al NORWAY and WHITE PINE LUMBER al-

ways buy their stocks from us because we can ship them

on quick notice. It pays to have the goods, but it pays

better to '^deliver" them.

' We also make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to or-

der any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

Rush Orders Rushed

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO

B. P. BoLK, Pres. F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barre, Gen. Mgr. W. A. Saurwkin, Ass't. Mgr.
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era of great activity and ])rosperity that they expect t6 come.
The furniture and musical trades are active which creates a fair

demand for hardwoods and manufacturers are quite optimistic over
Iniihling prospects. They have also a large export business in view,
which it is believed will eventuate as soon as {)relimniary adjustments
abroad can be aflfected to permit reconstruction. Prices are on the
whole well maintained and in a few sections there have been stmie

advances.

Great Britain

A good deal of confusion will arise during the next few weeks,
but this, is inevitable, and merchants must exercise patience during
the transition period, especially as they will not have long to wait for

the peace demand which will rapidly gather in strength, says the
"Timber Trades Journal." We belie-ve that everything possible is

being done to avoid dislocation of trade and the throwing of em-
ployees out of work, and so far is this policy carried that we hear of

some instances where ammunition boxes, etc. are, at any rate, were
a few days ago, still being manufactured under the old contracts.

This seems a great waste of time and material, but our war organ-
ization had become a vast and complicated concern, and the most we
can hope for is that losses of this nature may be minimized. The home
growai trade will soon receive a great impetus from the expected
partial withdrawal of control. There is little prospect of wages being
reduced, at any rate, until living becomes much cheaper, which we fear

cannot happen for many months.
The reaction from the strenuous times that have passed, when all

business was practically directed into channels for the energetic prose-
cution of the wai", has brought about entirely new aspects of trade

which call for a pause while matters adjust themselves and take a

definite shape. A halt has been called in the huge demands for hard
and soft woods that were needed for the above reequirements, and on
which the trade has existed during the last few years ; no new con-
tracts arc forthcoming from these sources, many .'\dmiralty contracts,

indeed, having been under clause cancelled, and the trade in these
directions is solely confined at the present time to the completion of

unfinished orders. In the meantime the disorganization that has taken
place during the war in industrial circles has hardly commenced to

reconstitute itself; a gradual return of labor is necessary for this

object, and until this takes place the demands from these normal
sources of consumption may be expected to be entirely inactive.

In this transition period matters cannot be anything but station-

Trade Seasonably Quiet in Ottawa District

With sales slow and few- orders coming in the Ottawa lumber
market during the closing period of December indicated promise of

better times ahead. The customary Christmas -and New Year's lull

asserted itself and consequently few of the trade looked out toward
business. That is in the terms of shipments and sales.

While there was littlte going on outwardly there was apparently
on the inside a great deal of thinking and speculation being indulged
in as to the prospect of future conditions. Jn short, even with shell

box orders cut off, there still ran a vein of optimism that conditions
sooner or later Avould right themselves and that good business was

During the month of December the market showed i)ractically

no change so far as prices and stocks went. On the other hand the
efforts of the lumbermen to build up or create business seemingly
began to bear fruit. Quite a few inquiries were received by Ottawa
firms from South Africa, West Indies, and South America, indicating

that the export situation is beginning to show interest and perhaps
soon open up.

The immediate concern of Ottawa lumbermen was not that of

local sales. Everybody interested looked toward the export end and
was keen to get the first word when it was going to open uj). Repre-
sentative lumbermen spoken to agreed that a great export demand
soon promises to arise and to meet it lumbermen have got to have the

stock in sight and go hot-foot after foreign business.

Up to Christmas Day no w^ord had been officially received when
the export market, governed by the restrictions of the War Shipping
Board would open up. The lumbermen want to know when and where
they can get bottoms and the grade of stock required before they start

closing orders which some inquiries indicate are coming.

To South America, Africa, and the Indies, it was believed there
would be competition. To England and France, SAveden and Russia
with the United States, were looked upon as the most successful com-
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ary, and in ni(jst (juarters there is a state of marking time, everypne
waiting for consequent developments which, it may be presumed, will
follow the changed conditions.

To what extent the Government will control the hardwood trade
is the question that the trade is concerned about at the moment. It

dominates the position, and while it remains indefinite, arrests any
movement that might be forthcoming in regard to purchasing in readi-
ness for future demands.

There is an urgent call from producers of aeroplane spruce in

British Columbia for a market that would absorb the vast amount of
inferior Sitka spruce that has accumulated during the war period at

the different mills in Western Canada. They might, perhaps, when
the opportunity arrives, take into consideration, in looking for a pro-
fitaWe outlet for this stock, to the markets of this country. A large
field for its consumption might be found in the cabinet trades, if the
wood could be shipped at a reasonable cost and in such desirable con-
versions as are favored by these trades. In former years large quan-
tities of Quebec pine (5f the higher grades were in strong demand for

polished work in these industries, and, although spruce may not be so
kindly working as the pine, it would present a vastly more handsome
appearance when polished, and would i)robably soon establish itself

as a popular wood for the purpose.

Energetic endeavors are being made by French firms on the

French Congo, in conjunction with the (iovcrnor-General, to interest

American consumers in the hardwood products of that Colony, es-

pecially in regard to okume and the several varieties of wood that

pass into consumption as mahogany. They claim that both okume
and the mahoganies have been successful as materials for aeroplane
construction, and that the first-named wood is admirably adapted for

plywood work.

Although the war is not yet over and demobilization cannot be
carried out on a large scale, the Government are trying to solve that

heavy task by well considered organization, so that when the condi-

tions of ])eace are signed the country will not be flooded with ex-

soldiers without employment. In the meantime, however, and whilst

many men can be spared, the Government are arranging the release

of men previously engaged in important industries, including the tim-

ber trade. Those employers in that trade should act accordingly, for

the sooner their men are at peace work again the better it will be for

the State and the future of the timber industry.

SPECIAL REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS AT
HOME AND ABROAD

petitors, so far as the Canadian trade was concerned. The increase

in injuries was regarded as a good sign or tending brighter things

ahead, even though big orders were not immediately placed.

Buying for Canadian account did not amount to much. Locally

a few shipments, most of which had been purchased months ago,

went forward. Otherwise, general business was quiet. The demand
for lath, shingle, and the building grades was practically nil.

Outside of the increase in inquiries perhaps the most hopeful

symptom of future trade was that the market all around continued to

remain firm as to price. According to rcjiorts no price cuttincr was
going on.

Wholesalers had little to say and thus it was hard to gauge their

intentions as to the buying of next season's cut at the rumored ad-

vance in prices. The general outlook with the ending of the year did

not show any signs to warrant a drop in prices ; rather the tendency

seemed to be that the cost of next year's cut would advance. Ever
since the w-ar began the cuts have been growing leaner and leaner as

the successive season's went on and consequently dealers point to the

fact that the stocks in the country to-day are below what they were on

a peace footing. With the influenza epidemic this year the woods cut

in Otta\va Valley is predicted to be only from anywhere from fifty to

sixty per cent, of last year's operations. The cost of log production is

also materially increased.

All Opinions Are Just Guesses

Writing to the "Canada Lumberman" on the present condition

and prospects of the square timber trade a leading Eastern exporter

says: "Experience counts for nothing and the man on the street

can to-day form as good an opinion of business as any of the principals.

All opinions are guess work and of no benefit to the general com-

munity.

CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORK ICR

Market Correspondence
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A delicious drink
—A nourishing food

Just as surely as you can carry canned meats, vegetables and fruits in to your camp, so
surely can you carry in Nature's first and best food and drink—Milk.

Klim is the solution of the problem of milk transr

portation to out-of-the-way places. It is pasteurized

separated milk in the form of a dry powder. Not
cooked or boiled, but the natural milk solids, which
when whipped into water, become again exactly as

the original separated milk. There is no change in the

flavor and no loss of food value.

You cannot enjoy drinking canned milks-
The ID lb. tin is the most economical to buy.

get your other grocery supplies.

Klim IS genuine— the fla\>or proves it
—Drink, it.

Bring Klim to the aid of your cook. Let him pro-
vide the men with milk to drink at every meal, by
whipping Klim into water. Let him improve puddings,
vegetables, fruits, sauces, gravies, soups, etc., by the
addition of Klim direct from the tin. He'll find it the
most convenient form of milk he ever used, and the
men will appreciate its genuine flavor and goodness.

Try KLIM,
You can get any amount where you now

Canadian Milk Products, Limited
Toronto Montreal

Stocked by all Wholesale and Retail Grocers.

Canada Food Board License No. 14-242.

Vary your Bill of Fare
"Y^OUR Men will work with a better will if you

serve variety meals. They cost less.

Cold weather now makes it possible to use Fresh

Meat in your Camps.

FRESH BEEF
Sausages

Headcheese
Bologna

Beeif Hearts

Beef Livers

Hog Livers

Beef Kidneys
Beef Tripe

ALLOW us TO QUOTE YOU PRICES

The Harris Abattoir Company, Limited
WEST TORONTO - CANADA.

Branches at; SUDBURY and OTTAWA. ONT. - HALIFAX and SYDNEY, N. S. - MONTREAL and QUEBEC, QUE. ST. JOHN, N.B.
Canada Food Control—Blanket No. 165
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St. John Says There Will Be No Cheap Lumber
The Iinnber market at St. John, as far as sales are conceriiccl, is

at this writing-, entirely in charge of the buying and shipj)ing of all

wood goods for the United Kingdom. It is intimated that this con-

dition is to keep up for nine to twelve months, but this may only

be a guess and without foundation. It is believed by the manufactur-

ers in Canada that the .Mother Country is certainly not going to do

anything to the detriment of her colonics and that sooner or later a

return to per-war conditions w'ill take place. One of the mainstays

of Canada is her lumber resources and if a fair opportunity to market

her good.'- is not given her, it will work a great fniancial hardship to

the i)r()dncers and country in general.

There is no American business oll'cring, as building in United

States, especially in the east, is at a standstill. Although stocks are

low in the east, the yards claim they will not buy until later when
they are able to see what is ahead, which, at the i)rescnt time they

cannot do

There Avill certainly be no cheap lumber for 1919, as up to date

it has been a very expensive winter to operate. Men are now get-

ting mors plentiful, but it is too late to help the lumbering in the

woods, as crews were hired early and at very high wages. Large ship-

ments of deals are going forward by transports from St. John, but all

being past purchases of the British Munition Board.

Local, retail and factory business is beginning to show a falling

off, although not as bad as in past years, as always winter brings a

slowing up of joiners' work on account of bad weather conditions.

Stocks of refuse are very light. Spruce boards, both merchantable

and refu-^e, are hard to find at any price. Laths, shingles and boxes

show only fair sales.

It is felt that no change will take place both in conditions and

price, not prevailing until after the first of the year, when, without

doubt, a change for the better will come.

Montreal Situation is Strong and Promising

Naturally at this period of the year, business in Montreal is re-

stricted. The holiday sea.son and the end of the year are not inducive

to buying on any large scale. Wholesalers report very little doing in

any lines, and no activity of importance is looked for until the near

approach of spring. There is, however, a decided feeling that we
shall theri see a pronounced revival in constructional directions. The
building contractors are of opinion that provided prices of materials

will recede a little there is hope for an extended i)rogramme of build-

ing. Montreal is very short of houses and flats, and the return of our

boys from across the water will aggravate the situation and almost

compel the construction of a large number of residences.

While builders and contractors are looking for reductions in the

cost of materials, they have no illusions- as to the strength of the

lumber market. Some of them state that they do not anticipate any

lower lumber market. Some of them state that they do not anticipate

lower lumber prices, although they say that a lessened cost in this

direction would form a factor in the encouragement of more exten-

sive canstiuction.

The Montreal wholesalers interviewed expressed the opinion that

the market generally would hold firm for many months. W^ith the

undoubted increase in the price of manufacturing lumber and the

probability of a stronger demand for overseas, the chances are all in

favor of quotations advancing rather than declining.

The export outlook is most encouraging. Great Britain, we
know, is in urgent need of all the lumber she can secure, and the

deciding question is as to the number of bottoms which can be

spared to convey lumber to the other side. Cable advices from Lon-

don speak quite optimistically as to prospects. The Canadian repre-

sentative-, in England have taken up this subject with the British

Ministry of Shipping, and while the North Atlantic freight service

is likely to remain for a considerable time under control there is

every reason to believe that the amount of space allocated for com-

mercial business will be very considerably increased. Canadian ex-

porters, last season, were very hardly hit by the necessary restric-

tions, and they will welcome getting back to something like normal

condition :,, particularly as they hold some very extensive stocks.

Opening New Sales Office in Montreal

Canadian SKF Co., of Toronto, will open this week a sales office

at 412 St. James St. W., Montreal, Que., under the direction of Mr.

Geo. Sheppard, Avhere they will carry a large stock of SKF double

row self-aligning ball bearings, single row ball bearings, automatic

drill chucks, ball bearing hangers and pillow^ blocks, "Quality" steel

l)alls.

It is intended to give to Eastern users the best service possible

in the matter of shipment and also to extend the SKF engineering
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service f(,y ball bearing designs and apijlications. SKF product- an
sold on an engineering basis by engineers, the first consideration he-
ing to recommend the correct bearing and method of application for

the work ^^ubmitted. The growth of the SKF coni]janies has been re-

markable Commencing in 1907, in Swx-den, with an initial staff of

twenty p'Ople, it now comprises a i)lant emjjloying 16,000 persons,
controlling three mines where the special grade of ore for this pro-

duct is mined. Plants are also establi^lu fl in l-"ranee, I'.ngland. Hart-
ford, Con;;., rhiladel])hia, etc.

Getting After Portable House Business

An export outlet for spruce, pine and hemlock >uitable for build-

ing purposes was, seemingly, provided for at a meeting of the Cana-
dian Timber Products Association, held December 20th, at the Cha-
teau Laurier, Ottawa.

The Canadian Timber Products As.sociation was incorporated
.some time ago and is comprised of some sixteen representative firms.

The object is to promote the sale abroad of the products of Canadian
woodlands.

At the recent meeting new olificers were elected and it was decid-

ed to push the sale of knock-down and standard-built houses in the
Old Country. With this end in view attempts Avill be made to .secure

large contracts for portable or knock-down houses from the French
and British Governments.

The meeting, of course, was more or less private, the chief mat-
ter being the agreeing of the i)rice at which the houses would be
turned out and sold at. The price averages about $400 f.o.b. ocean
port Canada. In the winter months the shipping point will be in the
Maritime Provinces, and in the summer, at Montreal.

The following new officers were elected: William Rutherford.

W. .Rutherford & Sons, Montreal, chairman ; Mr. A. G. Rose. James
Davidson's Sons, Ottawa, vice chairman; Mr. Fred Potvin, the Geor-
gian Bay Shook Mills, Midland, Ont., secretary; directors, Messrs. F.

Kent, Seaman-Kent Co., Meaford, Ont., J. S. Schultz, Brantford,

F. C. Thompson and \N. C. Edwards, Ottawa.

It was decided to send Mr. A. G. Rose to London to look after

the securing of orders and survey the ground. He will leave early in

January. The plan of operation is to secure orders in blocks of one
thousand or if possible, ten thousand. It is believed the French Gov-
ernment will deal with Canada direct, and that the British authorities

will look after the Belgium end of the business. When Mr. Rose ar-

rives in London he will get in touch with the Canadian Purchasing
Commis'iion, of which Lloyd Harris and Frank Jones are members.

An aggregate order for ten thousand houses is being aimed at,

and if more can be secured they will be taken. The number of feet in

each house is to be 4,500. There are two types of houses figured on:

T\'pe "A," having two rooms, being put in at $375, and the other a

three-room house, of which no particular type was listed, is to sell

at $415. Blueprints from the French Government were followed.

When the orders are received the work will be proportioned to

the various plants of which the members of the Canadian Timber
Products are associated with. The distribution will be on the basis

of the capacity of the plant. It was estimated that with the combined
capacity of the factories concerned that two hundred houses could be
turned out each week.

Organization for the Foreign Trade

It takes a great deal of money to transfer our lumber from the

mills into the hands of the ultimate users in foreign countries. Our
competitors in the State of Washington and Oregon are fortunate

in having financially strong companies looking after the selling and
transportation of their lumber into foreign markets. This missing

link we need in British Columbia. The manufacturers are unitedly

well able to supply the funds, but the matter requires organization

and united action, says Hon. T. D. F*attullo of \'ictoria.

In regard to transportation the fact that it requires a great deal

more money to tran.sport our lumber into foreign markets than to

buy the logs and manufacture it at home, renders it difficult in many
instances, without close united action, -to get more than cost for our

lumber.

This is the case even in the Eastern Canadian market. The freight

on a carload of box grade lumber for instance, delivered in Ontario,

is more than the mill gets for it. What costs the buyer in Toronto

from $700 to $750, the manufacturer receives about $300.00—the bal-

ance goes to the railway company.

There is still plenty of easih' available timber in British Colum-
bia. No chance to corner it yet awhile, and plenty of sawmill capacity,

so that our next united effort must be in providing an efficient selling

agencv and proper means of transport.

CA.NADA I.UM i; Iv RMAN AND W O o 1 ) \\ ( ) U K !•. R
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The Best is what you want

/^UR Lumbermen's Clothing is acknowledged to be the

Acme of Perfection, our large and full fitting Garments save

time and expense in handling by your clerks, each article

is always found to measure up to the size marked on the

ticket, and the quality is fully guaranteed. We can give you
prompt delivery of.

Mackinaw Coats, Pants and Knickers

Fancy Mackinaw Shirts, Jumpers and

Sweaters, Kersey Shirts, also underwear

Socks, Mitts and Caps.

WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
Ottawa, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg

Boilers in Stock
2—72 " X 18' H.R.T. Boilers, 125 lbs. W.P., Ontario Code.

2—54 " X 14' H.R.T. Boilers, 125 lbs. W.P., Ontario Code.

VERTICAL TYPE
1—30 H.P., Ontario Code.

1—25 H.P., Ontario Code.

2—20 H.P., Ontario Code.

Subject to Prior Sale

LOCOMOTIVE TYPE
1—50 H.P., Standard Inspection.

1—30 H.P., Standard Inspection.

1—20 H.P.. Standard Inspection.

1—9" X 12'" Double Cylinder, Jenckes Cableway Hoist, complete with carriage, cable, sheaves, etc.

1—Open Top Tank, 10' long x 2' deep x 3' wide ^" plate.

1—Concrete Buckel:, 24"" x 24"' x 30"' deep with open bottom.

We Manufacture :—

Marine, Horizontal Tubular, Vertical Tubular, and Locomotive Type Boilers

also Smoke Stacks, Breechings, Tanks, Penstocks and

CASTINGS up to 15 tons

Send us your inquiries.

Engineering & Machine Works of Canada, Limited
Formerly St. Catharines Works of

The Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Works and Head Office:

St. Catharines, Ont.
Eastern Sales Office

:

Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
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Lumber Will Maintain Present Prices
Leading Firms Believe Cost of Production Must First Come Down

Before Any Change Occurs

Since the last issue of the "Canada Lumberman" additional ex-

pressions of opinion on the present conditions in the lumber market
and the future outlook have come to hand. These all bear out the

conviction that, owing to the high cost of operation and production,

there is not much prospect of the products of the forest coming down
in price, at least, not until such time as there is a decrease in wages
and the expense of supplies and the high scale of living drops.

One of the largest firms operating in the Georgian Bay district

state that 1918 was a very difficult one owing to the shortage of men
and by reason of the enormous fall of snow a large amount of timber
was left in the bush this spring. Then the low water in the rivers

added to the troubles of driving. The firm report that during the past

fall there has been a very heavy rain fall while labor has been none
too plentiful and production so far has been delayed. The outlook,

however, is improving, but the firm are of the opinion that it is too

late to be of much advantage. They look for lumber prices that will

be in advance of last year by reason of high operating costs.

Labor Situation is Improving

The John Carew Lumber Company, Lindsay, Ont., consider that

there will be a great deal of lumber required to build up the devastat-

ed countries and that a lot will be required at home, as there has been
very little construction in progress during the last four years. Since

the war lumber has been used particularly for munition purposes.

Continuing, the company say "that the prices of lumber are high at

the present time, but while wages keep up the product cannot be
manufactured to sell any cheaper. In the winter of 1914-15 we could

get all the bushmen we required at $22 a month and board. To-day
we are paying the same men $65 per month and board and even at

this wage we cannot fill our camps. We have had one camp since

August and another since September, and have now put in two addi-

tional camps, although all these are not filled. We expect that after

the holiday season there will be no difficulty in fully manning them.
In this part of the country the stocks taken out will not be heavy
as very few lumbermen are operating extensively. The lumberman
has to spend his money, at least one year ahead, before getting any
return and, with the existing conditions, if he takes out heavy stocks,

he might run quite a chance in that building may not pick up quite

as quickly in the spring as imagined. However, the outlook is good."

Prices and Demand will be Maintained

Chew Bros., of Midland, Ont., say "that the urgent need through-
out Canada for additional housing accommodation, together with the

financial provision contemplated by the Dominion government under
which the various provinces can secure loans respecting building-

will now, since war is over, result in creating a demand for lumber,
etc., to meet the domestic need.

"In regard to the export trade, we thing the way to secure Can-
ada's share of this is to arrange promptly for necessary representa-
tives overseas whose duty it will be to look after Canadian interests.

We understand an organization, known as Canadian Industrial Re-
construction Association has organized and are soliciting and secur-
ing large sums of money from Canadian industries for just this pur-
])ose. They state their agents being sent over will cover the cull trade
interests. We are not an authority on export shipment, but think if

lumber could be manufactured into the more finished product, it

would result in affording work for thousands of laborers throughout
Canada who could be employed in this class of industry ; also benefits

would accrue during the period of lumber transportation facilities due
to abnormal losses, during the war, of merchant shipping, in that each
cargo would consist of a much greater quantity of finished product
than if shipped in rough. Of course, there may be some objection on
the ground of damage to finished stock due to handling, etc., for

transportation.

"Respecting conditions in the woods this season, we think the
output will be less, due to scarcity of labor during the early part of

season and also to the "Flu" epidemic. Our output will be smaller
than last year and just at present we are unable to say to what ex-
tent. Wages are probably 15 per cent, higher than last season and
certain lines of supplies are also more costly.

"'In reference to prices, although shell box orders will be at an
end, it seems to us that our domestic building requirements, together
with the share of export trade that we should be able to secure, should
certainly more than take the place of the shell box business now dis-

continued. Supply and demand usually regulate prices and as the
prospects are that the supply will be limited and the demand great, ,

we see nothing to justify a reduction in prices. The cost of produc-
tion thus far has been higher than hitherto."

Speaking of operations in the woods the Schroeder Mills & Tim-

ber Comp;ujy, of I'akeslcy Station, Ont., say that costs are going to
be very high this year, fully 25 per cent, more than last year, owing
to mcrease in wages of $10 per month and higher figures for all kinds
of supplies. Weather conditions up to the first week in December had
been very bad. Labor was scarce up'to the middle of November, and
since that time the company have been able to get all the men they
require. Wages have not been lowered at all and it is the opinion of
the manager that they should not be until the cost of living drops,
which is not likely to eventuate for some time. The opinion is ex-
pressed that it would be advisable to keep wages up for a year or so
after the boys return from the front in order to let those who have
ofifercd their lives for Canada and the Empire share in the big wages
which have been paid foreigners and slackers.

No Reduction Until Producing Costs Lessen

The Spanish Mills Co., Cutler, Ont., say: "We think the sugges-
tion advanced by the Hon. Mr. Ferguson, Minister of Lands and
Forests, to send a representative of the Ontario manufacturers over-
.-!eas to advertise our product is a very good one and we hope the
lumbermen will not lose sight of it.

"As to conditions in the woods this season, up to date they have
been the worst that we have ever heard of. Scarcity of labor and the
poor quality of such as we got, along with the influenza and the al-

most continuol wet weather of October and November, tended to
make an almost impossible condition. Now, however, things are
looking a little better, getting plenty men, although it is somewhat
late in the season to help matters very greatly, but should we not
have too great a snowfall before the middle or last of January, we
may be able yet to make some showing in the production of logs.

Wages are from $60.00 to $70.00 per month, which is about $12.00
per month higher than last year. Supplies cost about the same- We
would say that in the provinces of Ontario and Quebec production
of white pine and Norway this season will be not much- more
than half of what it was last season.

"As to the price of lumber in the near future, we do not antici-

pate much change. Those in the lumber business, from the manu-
facturer to the retailer, must hold prices or lose money, and what is

being produced to-day is costing more than last year. We think lum-
ber will hold its own for six to nine months, and perhaps longer, and
with the reduction in cost which we would anticipate in the season
of 1920, then we should say that lumber will drop in price proportion-

ately.

Personal Parag^raphs of Interest

Mr. Jas. Donovan, of Toronto, left recently on an extended bu.-«i-

ness trip to the mills in British Columbia and will be absent six weeks.

Jas. Russell Sutherland died recently in Toronto, after a short

illness from pneumonia. He was 31 years of age and for a time was
in the lumber business in Quebec and since removing to Toronto was
an inspector for the Canadian Aeroplanes Ltd.

J. E. Walsh, who for many years has been manager of Transporta-
tion in connection witl^ the Canadian Manufacturers' Association,

Toronto, has been appomted the general manager of the C. M. A.,

with supervision of the staff in all departments, branches and sections.

Mr. Walsh is widely known to the lumber industry, in the afifairs of

which he has always taken deep interest, and many friends will con-

gratulate him on his well deserved promotion.

R. H. Campbell, Dominion Forestry Supervisor, who was seri-

ously injured in a railway collision at The Pas and was in the hospital

io Winnipeg, has entirely recovered and recently paid an official trip

to Alberta.

Harding Downey was instantly killed in Downey Bros.' lumber
mill at Hopewell Hill, N.B., recently. He was engaged rolling logs

on to the bed when one of the large belts running an edger snapped
and the end struck him a terrific blow on the head crushing right

through the skull. He was a cousin of the owners and is survived

by his wife and six children.

Another Company Ceases to Exist

The Vancouver Timber and Trading Company—one of the chain

of companies promoted in this province by Alvo von Alvensleben

—

was placed in liquidation at the request of the Dominion Bank, Van-
couver, which is a creditor for over a quarter of a million dollars.

Mr. F. W. Tiffin, who made the application, stated that as there

are no assets in sight he would not ask that the provisional liquidator,

Mr. J. W. McFarland, put up any security.

The company had at one time owned a large number of timber

licenses, but over a hundred of these had been hypothecated to the

Dominion Bank as security for advances, and the remainder are held

by P. Burns and Co., who are the next largest creditors.
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All "Reliance" Chains are pro-

vided with a wide-wearing shoe
on one side of the link.

Note also the double-keyed
pin head to prevent the pin

from turning.

F-4 (B. & F.)

"Reliance" Chain
With F-4 (or B. & F.) Attachments; the best thing for Saw Dust

and Light Refuse Conveyers. Used also for Lumber Conveyers.

The Jeffrey Square Shank Pin Con-
struction eliminates all rock-
ing motion in the side bar.

Jeffrey Square Shank Pin Construction

The hard smooth steel pins with the square shanks fit into per-

fectly square holes. The bearing surface is the full width of the

pin. We are the originators of this type of chain and have been

building and improving it for 25 years.

JEFFREY
CHAINS
For Conveyer Service in Handling

Logs, Lumber, Mill Refuse, Slabs,

&c.

Not just chains, but chains that combine all

the qualities and features demanded where

greatest production or capacity is to be ob-

tained.*

Our 36 years of Chain building experience

and knowledge of the Lumber Industry's

needs makes the recommendations of Jeffrey

Engineers valuable to you.

We ask the opportunity to prove our
claims to you. Write for Catalog.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms

MONTREAL

Jeffrey Detachable Chain
The type most genefally used for Chain Drives. With F-2 At-

tachments to carry flights, Detachable Chains make good saw dust

Conveyers.

Long Link Coil Chain
For Log Hauls with S-1^ Spurs
For Heavy or Light Refuse and Slab Conveyers, use U Bolt or

K-5 Attachments to caTvy flights or scrapers.
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Newsy Briefs From St. John
A report reached St. John recently that the iiritish schooner, Ab-

bic Keast, lost 40,000 feet of lumber from her deck during a recent

storm. She was enroute from Parrsboro, N.S., to Boston. The lumber
in the hold shifted and punctured a large opening in the stern of the

schooner.

S. G. W. O'Reilly, of Ottawa, was in St. John and Halifax re-

cently in connection with the shipment of lumber overseas during
the winter season. He was looking after the exportation of lumber
for the Imperial Munition Board.

The office of the Newville Lumber Company was destroyed by
fire a few days ago and unfortunately the fixtures were not insured.

The Company have secured another office and arc again carrying on
their business.

Many Schooners Under Way at Farrsboro
Quite a fleet of schooners has been built on the shores of Minas

Basin this season, and several of them were launched last month.
Among them was the handsome four master."Governor Parr," the larg-

est vessel ever built at Parrsboro, N. S. "Governor Parr" was the first

Lieutenant-Governor who ever visited this part of the i)rovince, and
the township, comprising that part of Cumberland county lying along
the shores of Minas Basin, was named Parrsborough in his honor.

When Mill Village began to assume the proportions of a town, the

name of the township was quite commonly applied to the village and
when incorporation took ])lace it became. the legal name. Now, after

the lapse of nearly one hundred and forty years since the Governor's
visit, his memory is revived and freshened by having Parrsboro's big-

gest and best shij) named for him.

Two days before the "Governor Parr" was launched another four-

masted schooner of somewhat smaller size was turned off at Scott's

Hay, an arm of Minas Basin. This fine vessel, like the "Governor
Parr," is fitted with auxiliary engines to burn crude oil and be used for

propulsion in calm weather. These, of course, are in addition to a

gasoline engine such as all big schooners now carry for hoisting pur-

poses. The same week the above vessels were launched, a tern

schooner was put off at Port Greville, and another and larger one was
launched at Noel. A four masted schooner of moderate size is ready
for launching at Diligent River, and will be turned off as soon as con-

ditions are favorable. It is probable that several tern schooners will

be launched along the Parrsboro shore about the same time. These
are all fine vessels and would make a splendid addition to the Parrs-
boro fleet, but the builders are not permitted to keep them, for in most
cases, even before the vessels arc completed, outsiders offer prices for
them that prove too tempting to be resisted. During the i)ast two or
three years one Ontario man alone is .said to have acquired something
like a score of the new vessels built along this shore. However, there
may yet be a chance to make some needed additions to the Parrsboro
fleet. It is understood that all or nearly all the builders in the vicinity
will continue in the business another year at least. The builders of
the "Governor Parr" will build two vessels next year instead of one,
and it is quite possible may show even greater results during the com-
ing season than have been attained this year.

Revival of Spruce Activity in the East
During the past two years the embargo on deal shipments to the

United Kingdom and the .scarcity of labor have reduced the output of
deals so low that it became a negligible quantity. This was almost
literally true of last year, but new markets have been found this sea-
.son for several million feet of lumber, consisting largely of deals and
scantling. One Nova Scotia dealer, whose total shipments amounted
to more than 9% million feet, shipped by rail 4,140,000 feet of spruce
and 1,444,000 feet of hardwood to various points in Canada and the
United States. Add the lumber exported to the United States by sea
and the cargoes shipped to South Africa and the Canary Islands, and
we have a total more than twice as large as the whole output last year.
Yet the total output this season was not as large by more than nine
million feet as the shipments of deals alone to the United Kingdom
in 1916.

The only condition that will prevent a largely increased output
next winter will be the impossibility of securing sufficient labor. If

the operators can get all the men they want the output will undoubt-
edly assume record proportions. If the men can not be had the oper-
ators will have to be contented with a smaller cut, but they will em-
ploy the largest gang possible. Considering the number of men that
will be required for producing ship timber and for shipbuilding the
prospect of getting all the men wanted in the lumber wood does not
look very encouraging, but, judging by the quantities of supplies
that are being sent into the woods, it is evident that some operators
expect to feed large numbers of men and horses.

What are You doing with Your Slabs ?

No. 25, Slab Resaw

'T^HE shortage of men in the woods
-- will no doubt continue for

another year or two.

It will be necessary to get every
possible foot of lumber out of each
log to meet the demand.

A Mereen Johnson Slab Re-
saw will insure your getting the max-
imum of lumber with the minimum
of labor.

That last piece close to the

bark will be needed.

Let us tell you about our
RESAWS. Write for circular.

MEREEN JOHNSON MACHINE COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS, .... MINN., U. S. A.
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NEW ZEBRA, WOOD, WESTERN UNION, and PRIVATE CODES USED.

Telephones

:

1391 Long Distance

400 Private

Cables

^- ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^ A " HILLAS," HULL
3 Branch Exchange. ^ « KM

^ VtiLLAS & COMp.
• WOOD BROKERS VV

FOR FVFRY CT ASS OF TTMRFR ^FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER

Head Office : HULL, England

To the Lumber Companies of Canada

:

You have the Goods. Place your Lists with full

particulars in our hands. We are in daily touch with all the

Buyers in the United Kingdom.

PLEASE NOTE.—We pay cash against all documents, and

take the whole of the Delcredere risk on Buyers.

YOUR opportunity in Wood Pulp

Every Canadian Saw Mill or Plant could

profitably take advantage of this oppor-
tunity. By installing an inexpensive Kraft

Soda Mill, all the slabs, tops, bottoms and
waste wood may be utilized to produce
Wood Pulp. We can place long term con-

tracts for all that Canadian concerns are

able to supply. The Swedish supply is

practically cut off and Canada has a free

field for this business. We will be pleased

to send you details of this opportunity.

Write Today

Becker & Co., Limited
34-40 Ludgate Hill

LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND

We are the largest

British Importers

of CANADIAN
WOOD PULP

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES :

Becker & Co. of America, Limited
Post Office Box 609, HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

SOLE AGENTS FOR
CHICOUTIMI PULP CO., Chicoutimi, Canadian Hot

Ground Spruce.

MACLEOD PULP COMPANY, Liverpool, Canada.

RIORDON PULP AND PAPER CO., Montreal. Easy
Bleaching Canadian Sulphite Pulp.

ST. LAWRENCE SULPHITE PULP COMPANY.
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Head Office at Montreal.

BIRCH, BASSWOOD
AND SPRUCE

(DRY) 1917 CUT
Saw Mills at Dressing Mills at

MONT LAURIER, QUE. ST. JEROME, QUE.
STE. MARGUERITE, QUE.

Northern Office

:

MIDLAND, ONT.
Southern Office:

HATTIESBURG, MISS

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.
2601 Elston Avenue,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Wishes you a

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

CEDAR

Shingles
CampbeU, MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade BuildinK, MONTREAL

Ontario Representative : F. L. Reed, 139 Glendale Ave., Toronto

Phone Parkdale 4448

SPRUCE
AND

BIRCH
GOOD STOCKS PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTION

C. A. SPENCER, LIMITED
Wholeaal* Dealer* in Rough and Dresied Lumber, Lath and Shingle*

Offices—McGill Building MONTREAL, Quebec

EDGINGS
Ontario

It is said that a great number of men have flocked north during the past
few weeks to work m the mines around Porcupine and Timmins and in the
lumber camps. One large lumber concern recently engaged two hundred men
for work in their woods operations.

The Mitchell, McDonald Company Ltd., has been incorporated with head
office at Berkeley, Ont., and capital stock of $50,000. The incorporators in-
clude Thomas Mitchell, M. A. Mitchell and E. T. Walters, all of Berkeley.
The company is empowered to carry on business as sawmillers and dealers in
timber, logs, lumber and lumber products.

It is announced that the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of Toronto is preparing to do some original research work along
the line of aeroplane construction. Some time ago an air tube, four feet in
diameter, and sixty feet in length, was constructed in the Thermo-Dynamics
Building. The department received two planes recently which they stored
in the foyer of Convocation Hall.

The Tavistock Lumber Company Ltd., has been incorporated with a cap-
ital stock of $20,000 and head ofTice in Tavistock, Ont. The new organization
is authorized to carry on in all its branches a timber and lumber business,
and buy, sell and deal in logs, lumber and wood of all kind. Among those
interested in the company are Henry N. Roth and Edward Roth, Tavistock;
C. J. Zehr, S. B. Zehr, all of East Zorra Township, Oxford County.

The Camden Paper Mills Ltd., has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $250,000 and headquarters in Toronto. Among the incorporators are An-
gus McLean of Bathurst, N. B., Hugh McLean and M. E. Preich of Buffalo,
N.Y. The company is empowered to manufacture, sell, import and export
paper and to deal in all kinds of paper and products thereof, as well as rags,
sulphite, etc., and to carry on in all its branches a pulpwood, lumber and
timber business.

Word has been sent from Ottawa that the construction of the new Wel-
land Ship Canal, work on which was stopped owing to the war, will be pro-
ceeded with at an early date. Some $12,000,000 have already been expended
at the waterway and five sections were started. The Trent Valley will also
be completed. That portion between Lake Simcoe and Lake Ontario has
been open for some time and it is now proposed to complete the remaining
portion between Lake Simcoe and Georgian Bay.

P. B. Wilson, vice-president of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills,
Sault Ste Marie, Ont., recently celebrated his fifty-second birthday. Mr. Wil-
son was born in London, Eng.. and came to Canada, after a successful career
as a financier and accountant in the Old Country, just nine yers ago this
month. He was secretary and director of the Forest Mills of British Colum-
bia, Revelstoke, B.C., for two years and later was appointed comptroller and
a director of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Sault Ste Marie, and
three years ago was made vice-president of that organization.

A staff of surveyors, said to be in the employ of M. J. O'Brien, Limited,
Montreal, are engaged in survey work at Des Quinze, about twenty-five miles
north west of Cobalt. This spot is a great natural water power and, when
developed, there will be furnished between 200.000 and 250,000 horse power
The surrounding country is rich in minerals and pulp wood and as cheap
power is one of the requisites of development, it would not be surprising to

see several new enterprises undertaken in the way of plants for the manufacture
of woodenware, pulp, paper, and wall board. The north country is looking
to a great boom in the near fuutre.

The Keewatin Lumber Company, Keewatin, Ont., have made extensive
alterations to the boiler house of the big mill formerly owned by the R. P.

Lumber Company and is installing new and larger boilers. The big mill of the

company in the west ward of Keewatin will be rflnning next season, but is

not yet known whether the second mill will be in operation. Much depends
on the situation in the woods. Help has been scarce and inefficient and the

company may not be able to get out sufficient logs to keep both plants going
to capacity. It is the intention, however of the Keewatin Lumber Company
to have the R. P. Lumber Company's mill in readiness should they desire

to put it in commission.

The Ontario Department of Lands, Forests and Mines, in an effort to as-

sist in alleviating the fuel shortage, is placing about 15,000 cords of hardwood
on the market. The wood is at Algonquin Park, and is what is left over after

the requirements of the public institutions in Ontario have been met. The
Government is' prepared to supply this wood to the municipalities at $6.75 a

cord, f.o.b. point of shipment. There is one condition attached to the offer,

and that is that the municipalities in turn sell it to the citizens at what it costs

them. Wood cutting operations are being continued, and it is expected that

during the winter there will be from 10,000 to 15,000 cords more available for

disposition in the same manner.

James Whalen, of Port Arthur, who is President of the Port Arthur Ship-

building Co., and also of the Whalen Pulp and Paper Mills, says that the

coming year should be a bright one for the "twin cities" of Port Arthur and
Fort William. Keels were recently laid at the Port Arthur shipyards for two
freighters, each Welland canal size. These are the first boats for the Depart-

ment of Marine under the new merchant marine policy of the Dominion. Mr.

Whalen also thinks the prospects are good for the establishment of more
pulp and paper mills in Port Arthur, and believes that city will become one
of the great pulp and paper centres of Canada. The Port Arthur Pulp and
Paper Co., which has been in operation for one year now, has enjoyed a very

prosperous season and has orders ahead for sulphite pulp for many weeks.

Eastern Canada

The St. Maurice Lumber Co.. 2 Notre Dame St., Three Rivers, P.Q., are

contemplating the erection of paper and pulp mills at Three Rivers. The
manager is Mr. R. F. Grant and he will purchase site for above, which will

be an extension to their present plant.

The Laurentide Company, Grand Mere, P.Q., which has enjoyed many
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years of successful operation in the pulp and paper line, recently placed its

stock on a 12 per cent, basis. The dividends have doubled within the past seven
years, showing a fine record of earnings and careful management.

The Hampstead Lumber Company Ltd., has been granted letters pat-

ent, with head office at Hampstead, N.B., and capital stock of $12,000, to carry

on business as manufacturers of timber, lumber, pulpwood and products of

the forest generally. Among those interested are W. L. McAdoo, of Kars,

N.B., lumberman; R. B. McKean, of St. John, lumberman; and W. E. Gold-
ing of St. John.

A typical logging scene is presented in an appropriate calendar sent out

by E. Baillargeon, dealer in lumber, pulpwood and ties, 147 Mountain Hill,

Quebec. Half a dozen husky river drivers are shown in picturesque attire

"Breaking the Jam," this being the title of Philip R. Goodwin's well-known
painting.

Ellwood Wilson, chief forester of the Laurentide Company, writing in

American Forestry, tells of a visit to the sawmills of New England and Que-
bec, and refers to reports received by him from New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia. He says the quality of the trees left in the woods is growing poorer
and poorer, and that quantity production is the only end now sought.

The Quebec Forest Protective Association will hold its annual meeting on
Jan. 29th. The St. Maurice Forest Protective Association and Southern St.

Lawrence Protective Association will hold their meetings at 10 p.m. on the

30th, and at 2..30 of the same day the members of the Woodlands Section of

the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association will hold their meeting. The annual
meeting of the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association will be held on the 31st.

All the meetings are to be in Montreal.

The River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Company, St. Pacome, P.Q., have sent

out a large and artistic calendar to their many friends and customers in the
lumber trade. There is an attractive reproduction in colors of Philip R. Good-
win's noted painting "A Successful Call," in which two hunters are in the act

of shooting a handsome buck just as the animal has crossed a stream. The
figures of the different days of each month are printed in dark blue on a pale

blue background and stand forth prominently making the calendar very ac-

ceptable for office use.

Notice appears in connection with the Workmen's Compensation Board
of New Brunswick of the rate of assessments on the pay rolls of the trades

and industries. It is noticed that the lumber industry comes under class 2,

and the rate of commercial, a yard, is $1.50 per $100 annual wage bi'l,

and a lumber yard including the delivery of lumber carried on in connection
with the sawmill, the rate is $2. The same rate applies to pulp and paper
mills, while on sawmills, shingle mills, lath, box and shook mills, the figure

is $2.50. In the hauling of lumber and railroad ties, the assessment is $2, and
in the manufacture of boxes and packing cases, not otherwise specified, $1.50

is the annual levy on each $100 paid out in wages.

It is said that during the past peeling season, owing to the high price of

poplar the production of that class of wood has increased two huudred per
cent in New Brunswick and that the cut of spruce wood has fallen off nearly
one-half. The spruce mills at the present time are not especially anxious to

obtain spruce wood, the rough wood in particular, which in previous years
has been shipped in large quantities out of Eastern and Northern New Bruns-
wick. Peeled wood is demanding a fair price. However, it has not the bullish

tendencies that were indicated one year ago. The amount of green wood that

will be cut this season for shipment to Maine mills will be practically nil.

There are sevral reasons for this. Green wood is much heavier than peeled
wood, and the heavy freight rates make the price paid for freight much higlier

than the cost of the wood in a great many instances. Yet the Maine mills,

even when the freight rate is small, are not handling the green wood in hard-
ly any case.

Western Canada
The Carey Lumber & Implement Company Ltd., Carey, Man., have been

incorporated.

The Atlas Lumber Company, Lacombe, Alta., are contemplating the erec-

tion of lumber sheds and office at Bentley, Alta.

The Capilano Timber Co., 510 Hastings St.. West, Vancouver. B. C.
are contemplating the erection of sawmills at North Vancouver, B.C. The new
mill is being erected"to double the capacity of the present output.

The Tidewater Copper Company, an extra-Provincial Company, has been
registered with head office at 618 Alaska Bldg., Seattle, Wash., and provincial

stock of $1,000,000. The company is empowered, among other things, to pur-
chase or otherwise acquire and to own, lease, sell, and convey timber lands
and limits, and to acquire, build, lease, and operate sawmills, etc.

The Virginia Lumber Company Ltd., has been incorporated with head
9ffice at Coombs, B.C., and capital stock of $60,000, to carry on business as
timber merchants, sawmill, shingle mill and pulp mill owners, loggers; to

buy, sell, prepare for market, import, export and deal in saw logs, piles and
poles, and wood of all kinds, and to manufacture and deal in lumber, timber,
shingles, laths, sash, doors, etc.

Prince Albert is considered to be a very suitable location on account of
its proximity to the sources of lumber supply, for a new industry which is

being promoted in Saskatchewan. It is proposed to establish a toy factoi-y

to be operated on a conservative basis for the benefit of partially disabled
soldiers. The details are now being arranged with F. M. Riches, head of the
Department of Soldiers Civil Re-establishment in Saskatchewn.

Production, in the matter of aeroplane spruce lumber, will be greatly
decreased in the future. In April last there was a production of 500,000
feet of aeroplane spruce in British Columbia, which in November last reach-
ed a total of 6,850,000 feet for the aeronautical department of the Imperial
Munitions Board. These figures do not include the output of aeroplane fir.

When it is remembered that the aeroplane lumber constitutes not more than
30 per cent, of the cut, it will be realized what a tremendous operation has
been carried on.

The Federal Lumber Company Ltd., has been incorporated with head
office at Vancouver, B.C., and capital stock of $50,000, to purchase, take over
or otherwise acquire from the Federal Lumber Company, a company incor-
porated under the laws of the State of Washington, and head office in Seattle,
Wash., the business now carried on by them in Vancouver, B.C. They will
be empowered to deal in lumber and timber of all kinds, operate lumber mills,
sawmills, pulpmills, etc. Among those interested are Wm. Clark, Alta Vista^
B.C., E. B. Day and P. Day, lumbermen of Kerrisdale.

DRY

Spruce, Pine, Birch,Mapl

and Winter Cut Basswood

1917 Cut
In All Thicknesses and Widths

"EVERYTHING IN LUMBER'

McLENNAN LUMBER CO., Limited
21 Dorchester Street W., MONTREAL, CANADA

John L Shafer Hardwood Co.
Farmers Trust Bldg., SOUTH BEND, IND.

PARTIAL INVENTORY
ASH

2 in. Ists and Snds and No. 1 Common 44 323 ftZ% in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common ... 32 880 ft
3 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common . . 25176 ft

HICKORY
154 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 15 412 ft
2 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common

. . . . . 38 362 ft
214 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common ... 66 974 ft

HARD MAPLE
2 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 12 115 ft
ZYi in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common

. . .
'. 23 709 ft

3 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 15 679 ft

PLAIN OAK
2 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 99 339 ft
254 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common [[[ [\ 98'217 ft
3 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common

.

.

.
'

'

' 128 234 ft
4 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common

'

, .

' '

6D 910 ft

H. BOURGOUIN
Dominion Express Bldg., 145 st. james St., Montreal
WHOLESALE LUMBER AND TIMBER

Dressed and Rough

B. C. FIR TIMBERS
Ship Timbers and Planking. Ship Decking, Tank Stock, Bridge

Timbers, 'Fir and Spruce Lumber
Also White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Banksian Pine,
Birch, Maple, Rock Elm, Oak, Yellow Pine, Railway Ties,

Fence Posts, Poles and Piling.

DIMENSION OAK CUT TO SPECIFICATION
Prompt shipment Satisfactory stock Good service Write or wire for prices

A. F. B. AUSTIN, Manager

Install a "By-Pass Exhauster
in your Saw Mill, Planing Mill or Plant
Our " By-Pass " Exhaust systems save your power
and give better service. They handle green sawdust or
wet, stringy material that usually clogs up an ordinary
Blower system. The fan wheel is not overhung. No
heating, clogging, or shaking. Three bearings.

Write for information.

We manufacture and install systems complete.

Toronto Blower Company
156 Duke St., Toronto
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FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Whether your problem is one of power trans-

mission, elevating or conveying, we have a type

of Link-Belt especially designed for the purpose.

And when we say "especially designed," we mean
it. For our engineers have spent years in the

study of the peculiar conditions and requirements

which various industries place upon Link-Belt.

Each type has been designed not with the thought

of how cheaply it can be made, but how perfectly

it can serve its purpose. We show two types

of Link-Belt here. Our catalogue shows many
others. Send for a copy.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT COMPANY, LIMITED
265 West Wellington Street, Toronto

MADE AND CARRIED IN STOCK IN CANADA

Keep the Home Fires Burning
The following are a few opinions of the trade regarding

Plibrico Jointless Fire Brick
for Furnace Linings, Dutch Ovens, Woodburners, Dry Kilns, etc. Photos of originals will be sent

on request. PLIBRICO FIRE BRICK can be installed by your own men and is being used from
Halifax to Vancouver for all purposes instead of Fire Brick and Fire Clay.

THE BALDWIN LUMBER
CO., LTD.
RED CYPRESS

Baldwin, La.,
November 1, 1918.

To Whom it May Concern :

—

We wish to state that we have for the
past year used Jointless Fire Brick ma-
torial ftirrtishedl by Qhas. Gruneberg &
Co. We have found this Brick a very
great service, as far as arch building is

concerned. It is especially good for patch
work. We have never been able to equip
completely any one furnace in order" to give
it a thorough trial, because all of our fur-

naces were built before we started using
Jointless Fire Brick. Therefore, our ex-

perience has only been in replacing torn

out places with this fire brick and it has
given success.

With kindest regards, we are.

Yours truly,

THE BALDWIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
J. Allen Barrett,

Sec.-Treas.

J. M. BRIDGES
Manufacturers of

YELLOW PINE LUMBER
P.O. Pleasant Hill, La.

(Box 103)

November 11, 1918.
Gentlemen :

Replying to yours of the {ith inst. in re-

gard to the merits of your Jointless Fire
Brick.

I have been using it in constructing my
Dutch Ovens for more than a year now.
and find that there is economy in using it,

and can heartily recommend it to anyone
for that purpose.

Yoius very truly,

J. M. BRIDGES;

JOHN E. DU BOIS
Manufacturer of

Yellow Pine and Hardwood Lumber

Home Offic, DuBois, Pa.

Reply to Lake Mississippi,

November 6, 1918.
Gentlemen :

—

Your letter of the 5th. asking about our
experience with Jointless Fire Brick, re-

ceived. We have used this brick for re-

pair work on our Dutch ovens and are well
I)leased with the result. Some of the work
has now been about one year and is still in

good condition.

We expect to use more of it.

Yours very truly,

JOHN E. DUBOIS,
Bv T. E. Welch.

VACHERIE CYPRESS CO.
St. Patrick P. O., La.

November 6, 1918.
Gentlemen :

—

In reply to yours of the 5th inst. asking
our opinion of the merits of your Jointless
Fire Brick, beg to say, that as far as we
have used this material, we are highly
pleased with the results.

We find it very easy to apply, any one.
even not a brick layer can use it with best
of results. We have used it only to do re-

pair work on our furnaces, but are certain
that it would be a good thing for new work
and would outlast ordinary Fre Brick by a
large majority. If we are considering the
building of new furnaces, we should cer-
tainly try this material.

Very truly,

Vacherie Cypress Co.,

Geo. N. Tibbits, Supt.

Mill Supply Dept.

Beveridge Paper Co., Limited «
MONTREAL, P. Q.
and ST. JOHN, N. B.

AGENTS FROM COAST TO COAST
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ALLIGATOR BRAND HARNESS
Famous

for

Fifty

Years

has proven its value in the lumber camp where it is always ready to

stand the trying tests. It is neat in appearance and easy to handle.

There are many reasons why you should use Alligator Brand.

One is sufficient. You can depend upon it.

Write for latest Catalog and Prices to the Lumber Trade

Lamontagne Limited
MONTREAL—338 Notre Dame St. W.

WINNIPEG—85 Prince.. St.

QUEBEC—52 Crown St.

TRAOI MAIt*

The Glue Book

What it Contains:

Chapter i—Historical Notes.

Chapter 2—Manufacture of Glue.

Chapter 5—Testing and Grading.

Chapter ^—Methods in the Glue Room.

Chapter 5—Glue Room Equipment.

Chapter ^—Selection of Glue.

Price 50 cents

Canada Lumberman &.Woodworker
347 Adelaide St. West, Toronto

Grooves cut with Huther Bros. Dado Heads.

Fits Any
Saw Mandrel
A Huther Broi. Dado Head

consiiti of two out.ide cut-
ter, and enough iniide cutter,
to make the required cut. Thi*
Head will cut perfect groove.,
with or acre, grain, any width.
It i. an ea.y Head to keep in
perfect condition, ha. a .implc
quick adjustment, and may b.
enlarged any time after pur-
chase. Sent on approval and
if not .ati.factory return at
our expen.e.

Write for New Illustrated Catalog.

HUTHER BROS. SAW
MFG. COMPANY, Inc.

1103 UiuT«r.itT At*.
ROCHESTBR. N. Y.

USED STEAM ENGINES

FOR SALE

One Left-Hand Improved Horizontal Simple

Automatic Laurie Corliss Engine.

Diameter of Cylinder 28"

Length of Stroke of Piston 48"

No. of Revolutions per minute. . 75

Fly Wheel 18" x 12^" Face

Weight 40,000 lbs.

Rated Horse Power 625

I. H. P 700

Max 950

One 25" x 50" Left-Hand Wheelock Engine.

One 20>^" x 46" Left-Hand Wheelock Engine.

These engines are in excellent condition.

Photograph and full particulars will be sent on

application to

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER
LIMITED

Toronto, Canada

MACHINE NO. 47274
191 I

1912

1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

PROCTOR SERVICE
We do not lose interest in Proctor Dryers immedi-

ately after selling and installing.

Once each year we aim to send an expert to in-

spect every Proctor Dryer in operation. If the dryer
isn't right he MAKES' IT RIGHT before leaving.
We want every Proctor Dryer to be O.K. all the time.

Naturally, this service is of great value to the user
and is appreciated, and this is one of the reasons
why owners are always so willing to recommend
Proctor Dryers,

Yes, it pays to install a Proctor Dryer from the
service standpoint alone.

In addition we offer minimum floor space, minimum
labor requirements, minimum heat and power con-'
sumption, maximum capacity, absolute constancy of
temperature and humidity conditions and highest
qiiality product.

Tell us your drying problem in detail. There's
Proctor Dryer for every drying need.

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
Builder* of Drying Machinery

SEVENTH STREET AND TABOR ROAD, PHILADELPHIA. PA.
Hamilton, Ont., Canada,—W. J. Westaway, 6 Sun Life Building.
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the unproductive

scrap heap

Is your mill up-to-date or are you still

content to allow that pile of sawdust,

shavings, ends, slabs, etc., to prove a bur-

den instead of big source of income

With the big prices which prevail for

wood pulp and those chemicals distilled

from waste wood it will pay you to con-

sider installing the necessary plant to

make the scrap heap productive—and

then write us! We have specialized in

chemical-producing plant for over 80

years and have installations in all parts

of the world.

DISTILLATION PLANTS:
Slabs, Limbs, etc.

ALCOHOL PLANTS:
Sawdust, Shavings, etc.

PULP MILL EQUIPMENT: Soda, etc.

OXALIC ACID PLANTS: Sawdust, etc.

WASTE SULPHITE LIQUOR
FERMENTING PLANTS: Alcohol.

"The Plants with Reputations"

Blair, Campbell & McLean
WORKS AT

PHILADELPHIA, PA. GLASGOW, SCOTLAND
MAKERS OF CHEMICAL PLANT AND MACHINERY

Established 1838

Gerlach Machinery

PRODUCES THE BEST
as Well as the Cheapest

Tight or Slack Staves,

Headings, Kegs,

Barrels and

Short Box Shocks

100;^ to 400% profit in Cooperage
Stock today. Be wise and purchase

the best Machinery.

DIXIE PORTABLE GASOLINE DRAG SAW
Present Price $225.00 with 1 Blade

Circular, Drag and Cylinder Saws
made since 1854

The Peter Gerlach Co,
Established 1854

Cleveland, Ohio

Maple Leaf Saws
Manufactured in Gait, Canada

We absolutely guarantee every Maple Leaf Saw. The fine Razor Steel used in all our saws is manufactured exclusively for us.

Our secret tempering process refines and toughens the raw material to such an extent that Maple Leaf Saws will stand up

under the most severe tests and last longer than any other saws on the market.

Write for our catalogue and prices

SHURLY-DIETRICH COMPANY, LIMITED
GALT, - CANADA

\VESTERN BRANCH—1642 Pandora St., Vancouver B.C. EASTERN BRANCH—306-308 Wellington Street, Ottawa, Ont.
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I^ATHER BELTIIVG
Like the Mighty Oak

that stands the test of time and wear.

D. K. McLaren's Leather

Belting will prevail for years against

the gruelling strain of machinery

running continously at heavy pressure.

See that you obtain the max-

imum output from your machinery by

selecting the genuine—

D. K. McLaren's Leather Belting

• • • ;!;v

Absolutely Dependable

wmm
*l^pP

••

Hill 11

Head Office and Factory—351 St. James St., MONTREAL

ST. JOHN, N.B.

90 Germain St.

TORONTO, ONT.
194 King St. W.

VANCOUVER, B.C.

849 Beatty St.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
A

Alberta Lumber Company i)'

Allen-Stoltze Lumber Co 22
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Skidding and Loading Machinery To Suit Every Need
Do you want a Light Portable Outfit ? Try our
Ten Horse Power Gasoline Driven Machine,
We believe this is the handiest little outfit ever of¥ered the

Lumberman for Skidding or Loading Logs.

We don't make the gasoline engine. Any standard engine
can be used.

The whole outfit can be mounted on a wagon or sleigh if

desired.

On a single line it will skid or load any log up to a ton and
a quarter in weight.

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

Do you want a Large Powerful Outfit for skid-

ding heavy logs or for pulling loaded trains ?

We can supply you with such an outfit—an engine that will

lift or pull ten tons or more on a single line, for skidding

or loading purposes, and will operate four skidding lines at

once, if desired.

We can also supply you with the right machine, at the right

price, for moving a whole train of logs for loading car by car.

Ettablished 1846

Sales Agents, Mussens Limited, Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.

Belleville, Ont.
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The ThreeGoodhue Belts
"EXTRA" "STANDARD" "ACME WATERPROOF"
These three brands are made for three diflferent services and each brand is the best quality

made from selected hides with the stretch taken out.

"Goodhue Belts" stretch less than any other belt by 15 to 25 per cent. This
quality effects a great saving because it is unnecessary to be continually shorten-

ing the belt to keep it taut.

"Acme Waterproof" brand is made for the wet places in a mill and will

give a remarkable service under the most trying conditions.

When you buy a belt—buy a Goodhue. Prices and particulars on request.

J. L. Goodhue & Co.^ Limited
DANVILLE, QUE.

WINNIPEG AGENTS—Bissett & Webb, Ltd., 151 Notre Dame Ave., East

VANCOUVER AGENTS—Fleck Bros., Ltd., 1142 Homer St.

Standard Machinery & Supplies, Limited, Bank of Toronto Building, St.

James St., Montreal, Que., Agents for the Island of Montreal.

Peace,

Prosperity

and Progress

CC O S. PAT. OPT.

Henry Disston & Sons, Ltd.
Keystone Saws, Tool Steel and File Works

2 Eraser Ave. Toronto, Canada
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Many Fires in Lumber

Mills have been caused

by Hot Boxes
This risk can be eliminated by the use of

Chapman Double Ball Bearings
IN—

Shafting^ Hangers^ Pillow Blocks

Loose Pulleys, etc.

Chapman Double

Ball Bearings
decrease the friction loss 75% and do not generate

heat.

No oil is used, a little Tranco Grease once or twice

a year is the only lubricant required, consequently

dust does not adhere to the outside of the bearing.

There is no spoilage from oil drip, and cleanli-

ness may be easily maintained.

If you realized what these savings mean you
will agree that

You pay for Chapman bearings

whether you buy them or not

Chapman Double Ball Bearing

Co., Ltd.

347 Sorauren Avenue

705 Shaughnessy Bldg.

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Transmission Ball Bearing Co., Inc.

1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.

PRATT & WHITNEY CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

SMALL TOOLS
Taps — Dies — Reamers — Cutters — Drills

MADE IN CANADA
As good as mooey can buy—Guaranteed absolotely

!

Head Office and Works, DUNDAS, ONT.

MONTREAL
Drummond Bids.

SALES OFHCES:

VANCOUVER WINNIPEG
Bank of HMiltoB Bldi.

FIRE BRICK
Differs in Quality and Variety

" For instance, a certain quality or kind of brick that gives

satisfaction when used in a Refuse Burner, may show

up poorly if used in a Dutch Oven.

It all depends on getting the right kind and the right

quality for your particular needs.

Just tell us what you want it for, and we'll send a fire-

. brick that was made for that very purpose.

We Manufacture the Following Weil-Known Brands

"Elkco Special" "Elk Steel,"

"St. Marys," "Keystone" and"Rotex"

Write for a copy of our Catalog.

Refractory Efficiency Engineering"

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Limited
HIGH GRADE FIRE BRICK & CLAY

Sun Life Building, Hamilton, Canada
Representatives for Maritime Provinces

:

RHODES, CURRY COMPANY, LTD., Head Office, AMHERST, N. S.

Branches at Halifax, Sydney and New Glasgow, N.S.

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited

GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters and

Mortise Chisel
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Dunlop ^^Gibraltar
RedSpecial" Belting

Abnormal Friction Pull

VS. Elasticity of Friction

Note the

Short Grain

Rubber
Friction

This Belt
Section
illustrates a

Heavy
"Poundage-Pull"
Friction.

To secure this

result the
Friction Grain is

short and stiff.

Elasticity and
Flexiility

have been
sacrificed to
secure such
a result.

BETWEEN every ply of specially-selected,

heavy Cotton Duck in Dunlop ''Gibraltar

RedSpecial" Belting is a layer of pure Rubber

which, through a Dunlop calendering process,

so permeates the fabric that it binds the several

plies into one integral piece.

Some belt manufacturers offer to sell their

product on the basis of "Heavy-Poundage in a

Friction-Pull" Test. To obtain the latter re-

sult it is not necessary to secure such an expen-

sive Rubber Friction as is used in. ''Gibraltar

RedSpecial." This fact alone ought to be a

pretty good gauge of the value of the "friction-

pull" test.

In buying "Gibraltar RedSpecial" you get

the advantage of years of careful laboratory

work on our part with this result : The friction

is of that "just -right" elastic quality which al-

lows for the give and take necessary in round-

ing the pulleys ; hence the reason "Gibraltar

RedSpecial" is known for maximum Power,

Speed and Service.

Note the

Long Grain

Rubber
Friction

Dunlop
"GIBRALTAR
REDSPECIAL"
has a Friction
of Special
Dunlop Rubber
that retains its

life indefinitely.

"Note the long
grain Rubber
Friction,"
as illustrated.

Elasticity has
not been
sacrificed for
Abnormal
Friction Pull.

UNLIMITED capacity for service is an intrinsic quality with

Dunlop " Gibraltar RedSpecial " Belting. The success of

nearly a quarter of a century in the manufacture of Rubber
Products is built into Gibraltar. The original Made-in-Canada Red
Rubber, Frictioned Surface Belting, " Gibraltar RedSpecial " has

stood the infallible test of time in turning the wheels of industry

in a multitude of Canadian plants from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

The Dunlop

Unreserved

Guarantee

If you have a difficult drive anywhere in your factory
drop a line to our Head Office, or to our nearest
branch, and we will send a man experienced in belt
engineering to consider your requirements. If it is

an instance where the "Gibraltar" Belting may be
suitably employed we will recommend its use; and
we will stand behind our recommendation with the
fullest guarantee ever issued by a firm producing
rubber products.

DUNLOP TIRE & RUBBER GOODS CO., UNITED
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORIES: TORONTO

Branches: Victoria, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Saskatoon,

Regina, Winnipeg, London, Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal, St. John, Halifax.

MAKERS OF
High-grade Tires for Automobiles, Motor Trucks, Bicycles, Motorcycles,
Carriages; High-grade Rubber Belting, Packing, Fire Hose, and General
Hose, Dredge Sleeves, Military Equipment, Mats, Tiling, Heels and Soles,
Horse Shoe Pads, Cements, and General Rubber Specialties. D.iiO
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Morgan Machine

Company

ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Manufacturers

of-

Nailing

Machines,

Lock Cor-

ner Box
Machinery,

Box Board
Matchers,

Box Board

Printing

Machines.

Every manufacturer of boxes; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in
any article, or_packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan Machine Company for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Wood Tanks
All kinds and sizes

We specialize in the manu-

facture of Wood Tanks,

Tank Fixtures, Steel sub-

structures for Tanks, etc.,

suitable for railways, towns

and villages, Sprinkler Sys-

tems and private Water Sup-

ply for factories, private

institutions and suburban

homes.

Eatimatea will be submitted
promptly. A»k for our
"Tank and Water
Supply" catalogue

ADDRESS

Ontario Wind Engine and
Pump Company, Ltd.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary

Lumbermen's Tents and Clothing
Pure wool, Waterproof Mackinaw Coats, Pants and Shirts,

the kind you have been looking for.

Repellant Brand Army Duck Tents
The best duck that money can buy.

We can equip your van complete.

Pure wool Blankets, Sweaters,

Underwear. Hand Knit Mitts

and Socks. Palmer's Shoe
Packs, Buck and horse hide

Moccasins, etc.

Grant^Holden^Graham, Limited
Factory and Warehouse

147 to 151 Albert Street, Ottawa, Can.
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The Log Jack for Heavy Work
New Double Powered

Log Jack

The accompanying illustration gives

a correct idea of our new Double
Power Log Jack, designed for hauling

heavy timber into Saw Mills.

GEAR.—The large Gear Wheel is

36 in. in diameter, with 72 teeth, 4 in.

face, and 15^ in. pitch.

PINION oil intermediate Shaft has
13 teeth, 4 in. face and 1^2 in. pitch.

PAPER FRICTION is 10 in. in

diameter and 10 in. face. Iron Friction
Pulley is 30 in. in diameter and 10 in.

face.

CHAIN is made of extra heavy
steel, and the bunks have steel spikes,

the whole outfit being calculated for

heavy logs.

The G. Walter Green Company, Limited
Send for Catalogue PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Rubber Goods
FOR LUMBERMEN

Beltin? Our long experience in the making of Rubber Belts enables us to specialize

g on this line. "P.M.S.," "Special Drive" and "Lion" are our leading brands
for power transmission.

Packing's "Redstone" High Pressure Sheet Packing has proved by test that it

w will outlast any other similar packing on the market. We make Spiral

and Ring Packings, etc., that are equally reliable.

Hose Steam, Water, etc., in various grades, made especially to give satisfactory

i—i— and economical service under different conditions.

Hire tlose more of our twenty brands of Fire Hose will be found, not only——i— in the best equipped Factories, Mills, etc., but in almost every Fire

Department in the Dominion.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited

lORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG REGINA SASKATOON CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES—WHOLESALE
TORONTO. ONT.

Pricei in Carload Lots, F.O.B. can Toronto.

White Pine:
1 X 4/7 Good Strips $50 00 $62 00

VA and VA X 4/7 Good Strips.. 63 00 66 00

2 X 4/7 Good Strips 63 00 66 00

1 X 8 and up Good Sides 75 00 77 00

1<A and VA X 8 and wider Good
Sides

88

00 90 00

2 X 8 and wider Good Sides . . 90 00 92 00

1 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts .... 55 00 58 00

5/4 and 6/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 65 00 67 00

2 in. No. 1. 2 and 3 Cuts .... 70 00 72 00

1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 47 00 49 00

1x6 Mill Run

48

00 61 00

1 X 7, 9 and 11 Mill Run 49 00 50 00

1x8 Mill Run
50

00 52 00

1 X 10 Mill Run 53 00 B5 00

1 X 12 Mill Run
54

00 57 00

5/4 and 6/4 x 4 Mill Run 47 00 49 00

5/4 and 6/4 x 5 Mill Run 47 00 49 00

2x4 Mill Run

47

00 49 00

2x6 Mill Run

48

00 50 00

2x8 Mill Run
48

00 50 00

2 X 10 Mill Run 51 00 53 00

2 X 12 Mill Run

53

00 55 00

1 in. Mill Run Shorts 39 00 40 00

1 ^x 4^and' 5 Mill Run 43 00 45 00

1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 41 00 " 43 00

1x6 Mill Run 44 00 46 00

1x8 Mill Run

45

00 47 00

1 X 10 Mill Run

50

00 52 00

2x4 Mill Run

43

00 45 00

2x6 Mill Run

44

00 45 00

2x8 Mill Run

44

00 45 00

1 in Clear and Clear Face ... 53 00 54 00

2 in. Clear and Clear Face ... 53 00 54 00

Sl>ruce

:

1x4 Mill Run

41

00 42 00

1x6 Mill Run

43

00 41 00

1x8 Mill Run

45

00 47 00

1 x 10 Mill Run

47

00 49 00

Mill Culls

34

00 36 00

Hemlock, No. 1 : „„ „„
1 X 4 and 5 in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 31 00 33 00

1 X 6 in. X 9 to 16 ft 37 00 38 00

1 X 8 in. X 9 to 16 ft 38 00 39 00
1 X 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 38 00 39 00

1 X 7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 35 00 37 00
•2 X 4 to 12, 10 and 16 ft 36 00 37 00

2 X 4 to 12 in., 12 and 14 ft. . . 35 00 36 00

2 X 4 to 12 in., 18 ft 37 00 38 00

2 X 4 to 12 in., 20 ft 38 00 39 00

1 in. No. 2, 6 ft. to 16 ft. ... 28 00 29 00
2-in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width. 6 to 16 ft 28 00 29 00

Douglas Fir

:

Dimension Timber up to 82 feet:

6x6 and 8, 10x10 and 12, 12x12 $52 00

6x10, 8x10, 10x14, 12x14, 14x14 52 50
6x12, 8x12 C3 00
14x16, 16x16 53 BO

6x14, 8x14, 10x16, 12x16 54 00
14x18 64 50

8x16, 10x18, 12x18 55 00

18x18, 20x20 65 50
12x20, 24x24 56 00

Timber in lengths over 32 feet subject to

negotiation.
Fir flooring, 1 x 3, edge grain . . C2 00
Fir flooring, 1x4, edge grain . . 62 00
Fir flooring, 1x4, jat grain . . 44 75
No. 1 and 2, 1-in. clear Fir dough 50 00 60 00

(Depending upon widths).

No. 1 and 2, I'A and lyi in.,

clear Fir rough 60 00 64 00
No. 1 and 2 2-in. clear Fir rough 53 00 61 00
1 X 5 and 1 X 6 Fir casing ... 62 00
1 X 8 and 1 X 10 Fir base 64 00

VA and 1J4 X 8 X 10 X 12 E. G.
stepping 72 75

VA and 154 X 8 X 10 x 12 F. G.
stepping 62 75

l in. clear Fir, d. 4 sides 49 50 57 50

VA X VA in. clear Fir, d. 4 sides 57 50 59 50
XX B. C. cedar shingles 3 50
XXX 6 butts to 2 in 4 40
XXXXX 5 butts to 2 in 5 17

TORONTO HARDWOOD PRICES

The prices given below are for carloads,

f.o.b. Toronto, from wholesalers to retailers,

and are based on a good percentage of long
lengths and good widths, without any wide
stock having been sorted out.

Ash, white, dry weight 3800 lbs. per M. (t.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $75.00 $58.00 $40.00 $30.00

5/4 & 6/4 . 80.00 6.3 00 45.00 35.00
8/4 110.00 75.00 45.00
10/4 & 12/4 130.00 lOO.OO 60 00
16/4 .. .. 140.00 115.00 65.00

Ash, Brown
4/4 70.00 50.00 .15.00 25.00

6/4 75.00 60.00 60.00 80.00

8/4 78.00 65.00 52.00 82.00
Birch, dry weight 4000 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

$ $ I
4/4 65 66 48 50 38 40
5/4 and 6/4 . . 67 70 50 55 40 45
8/4 70 72 51 57 42 45
10/4 and 12/4.. 85 90 70 73 50 5-1

lC/4 95 9S SO 83 55 60
Basswood, dry weight 2800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 8
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $70.00 $55.00 $40.00 $35.00
5^4 & 6/4.. 80.00 65.00 50.00 35.00
8/4 . . . . . 82.00 67.00 50.00 37.00

Chestnut, dry weight 2800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 Sound
li & 2s Com. Wormy

4/4 $66.00 $60.00 $46.00
6/4 & 6/4 .. .. 72.00 5«.00 48.00
8/4 72.00 B«.00 48.00

Elm, soft, dry weight 3100 lbs. per

4/4 .. ..

6/4 & 8/4.
12/4 ....

Is &2s
. 58.00

. 63.00

. 85.00

No. 1
Com.
$45.00
60.00
75.00

No. 2
Com.
$35.00
40.00
60.00

M. ft.

No. 3
Com.
$28.00
28.00
32.00

Gum, red, dry weight 3300 lbs. per M. ft.

If & 2t No. 1 Com.
4/4 $66.00 $42.00
6/4 & 6/4 . . . . 70.00 60.00
8/4 70.00 60.00

Gum, Sap
la ic 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 $50.00 $45.00
5/4 & 6/4 64.00 47.00
8/4 65.00 47.00

Hickory, dry weight, 4600 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
la & 2s Com. Com.

4/4 $75.00 $46.00 $30.00
6/4 100.00 76.00 60.00
8/4 90.00 60.00 38.00

Maple, hard, dry weight 3900 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $68.00 $46.00 $38.00 $28.00
6/4 & 6/4. «S.0O 48.00 88.00 80.00
8/4 70.00 60.00 50.00 35.00
12/4 .. .. 96.00 80.00 60.00 40.00
16/4 . . . . 105.00 90.50 55.00 45.00

Soft Maple
The quantity of soft maple produced in

Ontario is small and it is generally sold on
a log run basis, the locality governing the
prices.

Mill run grade, No. 3 and better .... $38.00
No. 2 and better 47.00

White and Red Oak. plain sawed, dry weight
4000 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $85.00 $60.00
5/4 & 6/4" 92.00 65.00
8/4 100.00 70.00
10/4 lOOW) 95.00
12/4 105.00 95.00
16/4 115.000 96.00

White Oak, quarter cut, dry weight 4000 lbs.

per M. ft.

No. 1

Is & 2s Com.
4/4 $130.00 $86.00
5/4 and 6/4 132.00 95.00
8/4 135.00 100.00

Red Oak, quarter cut.

la & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $ 05.00 $70.00
5/4 & 6/4 110.00 86.00
8/4 116.00 90.00

OTTAWA. ONT.
Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:
1-in. X 7-in. and up $00 00
l^ in. and 1^-in. x 8-in. ft up 70 00
2 in. X 7-in, and up 72 00
No. 2 cuts 2 X 8 in. and up .. 46 00

Pine good strips:
1-in

l!4-in. and l/-in
2-in

Pine good shorts:
1-in. X 7-in. and u|>

1-in. X 4-in. to 6-in

IJi-in. and IH-in
2- in

7-in. to 0-in. A sidings

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings ... 47 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips ... 40 00
Pine. No. 1 dressing shorts ... 38 00
Pine. 1-in. x 4-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 7-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine. 1 X 8-in. s c.. 12 to 16 ft
Pine. 1-in. x 10-in. M.R
Pine, s.c. sidings, IVi and 2-in.

Pine, s.c. strips 1-ln

VA, 1^ and 2in
Pine. s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 to 8 in.

Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts 1 x B
Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts, 1x6
Pine. s.c. shorts, 6'- 11', I'x 10"
Pine box boards:
l"x 4" and up, 6'- 11'
I"x3". 12'- 16'

Pine, mill culls, strips and sid-

ings. 1-in. X 4-in. and up, 12-

ft. and up s

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.

and up, 6-ft. to li ft

O. culls r & w p
Red Pine, log run:

mill culls out, 1-in 32 00
mill culls out, l}j-in.
mill culls out, lU-in
mill culls out, 3 in 34 00
mill culls, white pine, fxT
and up

Mill run Spruce:
l''x4'' and up, «'-U' S2 00
l''x4'' and up, 12'- 1«' ....
I'xB'-lO" and up, 12'- 16'. 40 00
lii"!?" S-*" and up, 12'- 16' 40 00

1%'xlO" and up, 12'- 16' ...

m" ft a' s 12' and up, U'- 16'

70 00
76 00
76 00
60 00

63 00
60 00
60 00

60 00
40 00
68 00
68 00
40 00

50 00
45 00
40 00
44 00
44 00
46 00
46 00
48 00
51 00
47 00
40 00
42 00
38 00
86 00
40 00
46 00

38 00
42 00

38 00

36 00

26 00

86 00
88 00
38 00
41 00

84 00

88 00
84 00
42 00
43 00
46 00
46 00

Spruce, 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B)

Hemlock, 1-in. cull 26 00
Hemlock, 1-in. log run 30 00
Hemlock, 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' . . 30 00
Tam.rac 24 00
Basswood, log run. dead culls out 40 00
Basswood. log run. mill culls out 46 00
Birch, log run 30 00
Soft Elm. common and better, 1,

lyi. 2 in 26 00
Ash, black, log run 32 00
1 X 10 No. 1 barn
1 X 10 No. 2 barn
1 X 8 and 9 No. 2 barn
Lath per M:
No. 1 white pine, IJ^-in. x 4-ft. 4 75
No. 2 white pine
Mill run white pine
Spruce, mill run IH'in
Red pine, mill run
Hemlock, mill run
32-in. lath 2 00
White Cedar Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in
Clear butt, 18-in
18-in. XX

Spruce logs (pulp) 18 00

46 00
27 00
36 00
35 00
26 00
60 00
60 00
82 00

80 00
40 00
62 00
46 00
42 00

16 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
Cts.

Per Cubic Foot
White Pine

First class Ottawa waney. 18-in.
average, according to lineal. 80 90

10 in. and up average 86 96
Spruce Deals

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 4 in. to Per M. Ft.
6 in. thick $31 00 $34 00

3 in. unsorted, Quebec, 7 in. to
8 in. thick 36 00 37 00

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 9 in.

thick 40 00 46 00
Cts.

Oak Per Cubic Ft.
According to average and quality
66 ft cube 86 96

Elm
According to average and quality.

40 to 45 feet, cube 95 1 05
According to average and quality,

30 to 35 feet 76 86

Birch Planks
1 to 4 in. thick, per M. ft 40 00 46 00

SARNIA, ONT.
Fine, Common and Better

1x0 and 8 in $.S0 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 90 00
1<A and \'A in. and up wide 100 00
2 in. and up wide 106 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better .... 75 00
6/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better S5 00
8/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 87 00

No. 1 Cuts ,

1 in., 8 in. and up wide 63 00
I'A in.. 8 in. and up wide 72 00
VA in., 8 in. and up wide 73 00
2 in., 8 in. and up wide 76 00
2'A and 3, 8 in. and up wide 100 00
4 in., 8 in. and up wide 105 00

ST. JOHN, N.B.

Spruce

Wholesale to the Retailer

Random Lengths 10 to 35 feet.

2 X 3 D 1 edge and 3 x 3 D 1 edge. . $34 00
2 X 4 D 1 edge and 3 x 4 D 1 edge. . 34 00
2x5 Rgh. and 3 X 5 .S4 00
2x6 Rgh. and 3 X 6 34 00
2x7 Rgh. and 3 X 7 36 00
2x8 Rgh. and 3 x 8 30.00
2x9 Rgh. and 3 X 9 47 00
2 X 10 Rgh. and 3 x 10 47 00
2 X 12 Rgh. and 3 X 12 47 00
Timber at corresponding prices:
Merch. Spruce Bds., Rgh.. Ran. lengths 31 00

1 X 3 4 5 6
Merch. Spruce boards, 7 and up 36 00
Refuse boards, plank deals 25 00

Per M.
Laths $3 25
Shingles, Extra Cedar 5 25

Clears 4 75
2nd do 4 00
Ex. No. 1 2 75
Spruce 3 10

Pine Lumber
1" Planer Pine Bds., Large $70 00
1" Planer Pine Bds.. small 60 00
Smooth Shipper Pine Boards 60 (X)

West India Shipper Pine Boards 50 00
VA and 2 in. Planer Pine 70 00
IH and 2 in. Shipper Plank 55 00
Small Shipper Pine Brs. 40 00
Poor 4th Pine Bds 34 OO

WINNIPEG. MANITOBA
No. 1 Spruce

Dimension S.l.S. and 1.'

6 ft. 8 ft.

2x4 $26 60 $29 60
2 x 6 28 50 29 50
2 x 8 28 50 30 50
2 X 10 29 50 31 50
2 X 12 31 50 32 50

12 ft. 14 ft.

2 x 4 31 00 31 00
2 x 6 31 00 31 00
2 x 8 31 00 31 00
2 X 10 32 00 32 00
2 X 12 33 00 33 00
For 2 inches, rough, add 60 cents.
For S1E only add 60 cents.

10 ft.

$32 00
33 00
33 00
34 00
35 00
16 ft.

32 00
31 00
32 00
32 00
.H3 00

For SIS rin<l 2E. S4S or lJ&.\I, add $;J.IJ«J.

I'or T X h, add 5tJc. lor
c;n each way.

1 or . _ I ft., add $1.00 lor
cac;i ai;

For select' $5.00.
For No. 2 , lA) less than No. I.

For 1x2 and 2 \ iJ. ii.oie tlian 2x4 No. 1.

For Taniarac add $3.U0.

FIR. HEMLOCK, SPRUCE AND LARCH
Mountain Stock

No. 1 Dimension and Timbers
2 X 4. 2 X 6, 2 X 8. 8 ft.. SISIE $30 00
2 X 4, 2 x 0, 2 X 8, 10 ft., SlSlE 32 00
2 X 4, 2 X 0, 2 X 8, 12/10, SlSlE 31 00
2 X 4, 2 X G, 2 X 8, lS/22, Sl.SlE 33 (JO

2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 24/32, SlSlE 35 (JO

2 X 10, 8 ft., SlSlE 31 00
2 X 10, 10 ft . SlSlE 33 00
2 X 10, 12/16. SlSlE 32 00
2 X KJ, 18"22, SlSlE 34 00
2 X 10, 24/32, SISIE 36 00
2 X 12, 8 ft. SISIE 31 6')

2 X 12. 10 ft., SISIE 33 60
2 X 12, 12/16, SISIE 32 W
2 X 12. l,S/22, SISIE 34 50
2 X 12, 24*32. SISIE .'J6 50

No. 1 Common Roards
Well Curbing and Tank Stock. $6 00 per M.
more than same size of Dimension.

Mixed widths 30 80
1 X 6 29 50
1 X 8, 1 X 10 31 60
1 X 12 32 00
Specified lengths, add $1 ; D & M add $2.

Floorins
1x4. No. 1x2 F.G. . 36 OO
1 X 0, No. 2 F.G 3S 50
1x4, No. 3 29 OU
1 X 0, No. 3 .^00
1 X .3, 1 X 4, E.G 45 00

Shiplap
1 X 6, No. 1 31 60
1 X 8, 1 X 10, 1 X 12 32 60
.Specified Icngtlis, add $1.00.
FIR. HEMLOCK, SPRUCE AND LARCH

Siding
1 X 6. No 1 and 2 .- 38 00
1 X 6, No. 3 34 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST FIR.
Dimension SIS and E.

2x4 in.. 6 and S ft 30 25
2x4 in., 12 and 14 ft 31 25
2x4 in., 10 and 16 ft 32 26
2x4 in , IS and 20 ft 26
2x4 in.. 22 to .32 ft 36 26
2 X 10 in. 12 and 14 ft 32 60
2 X 10 in., 16 ft 33 60
2 X 10 in., LS and 20 ft 34 60
2 X 10 in.. 22 to 32 ft 30 80
2 X 14 in.. 8 to 14 ft 38 60
2 X 14 in.. 10 ft 39 60
2 X 14 in., IS and 20 ft 40 60
2 X 14 in., 22 to 32 ft 42 50
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in. 8 to 14 ft .38 60
3x3 and 3x4 in., 16 ft 39 50
3 X 3 and 3 X 4, 18 and 20 ft 40 50
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in., 22 to 32 ft 42 50
0 X 6, 6 X 8 and 8 X 8, 6 to 16 ft. .. . 40 60
0 X 0. 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 18 and 20 ft 41 00
0 X 0, 6 X 8, 8 X 8. 22 to 32 ft 42 00
Shingles, XXX B.C. Cedar 3.96

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.Y.

White Pine
Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers. 4/4 $116 00
Uppers 6/4 to 8/4 100 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 130 00
Selects 4/4 110 00
Selects 8/4 to 8/4 110 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 120 00
Fine common 4/4 60 00
Fine common 8/4 85 00
Fine common 6/4 82 00
Fine common 8/4 88 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 63 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 72 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 78 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 76 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 46 00
No. 2 Cuts 6/4 50 00
No. 2 Cuts 6/4 60 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 67 00
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 48 00
Dressing 5/4 62 00
Dressing 6/4 x 10 68 00
Dressing 6,/4 x 12 70 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 72 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 72 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 72 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 6,/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 64 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 61 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 62 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 64 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 48 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 62 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 46 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 48 00
Box 1x6 and up 48 00
Box 1 X 10 48 00
Box 1 X 12 44 00
Box 1 X 13 and up 46 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buffalo
and Tonawandk

:

MAPLE
Is ft 2s No. 1 Com. No. 2 Com.

4/4 43 - 45 20 - 28 IS - 19
5/4 to 8/4 55 - 57 34 - .36 20 - 23

10/4 to 16*4 C6 - 67 46 - 48 27 - 2S

"(Continued on pag« 68)
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Oldest and Best

HOE
Chisel Tooth Saws

Choice of Lumbermen Everywhere

The even temper of these saws and the fine quality of steel from which they are made
have proved Hoe saws reliable for nearly one hundred years.

More than one hundred thousand "Hoes" are to-day successfully sawing lumber in all

parts of the globe. The Hoe Chisel Tooth Saw, invented 40 years ago, is still the best for

cutting hardwood.

Special Flanged Shanks and Superior Bits Supplied

R. HOE & CO.
504-520
Grand
Street New York City

America's Oldest Saw Manufacturers

Immediate Delivery, Montreal Stock
Motors, 3 Phase, 60 Cycle

2 H. p.

10 H. P.

15 H. P.

30 H. P.

40 H. P.

50 H. P.

550 V.

550 V.

550 V.

550 V.

550 V.

550 V.

1700 R. P. M. I

1200 R. P. M. 9
1200 R. P. M. 2

900 R. P. M. 2

1200 R. P. M. I

900 R. P. M. 2

75 H. P. 2200 V.

125 H. P. 550 V.

150 H. P. 550 V.

200 H. P. 2200 V.

400 H. P. 2200 V.

220

850 R. P. M.

690 R. P. M.

600 R. P. M.

514 R. P. M.

160 R. P. M.

Transformers, Pole Type, 2200 -
ff^ Volts

M K. W. II

1 K. W. 15

l^ K. W. 26

2 K. W. 24

2>^ K. W. 19

3 K. W. 12

3% K. W. 6

5 K. W. 55

Our stock changes constantly, if not listed above please enquire anyway.

Dominion Iron & Wrecking Co., Limited
General Offices: Transportation Building, Montreal
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

RED BIRCH
4/4 68 - CO 38 - 40 22 - 24

6/4 to 8/4 60 - 62 40 42 24 - 26

4/4 51 - 53 30 - 32 18 - 20
6/4 and up 53 - 55 32 - 34 20 - 22

4/4 43 - 45 28 - 30 20 22
45 - 47 30 - 32 20 - 22

BASSWOOD
4/4 47 - 49 37 • 39 25 - 27
Thicker 49 - 51 39 - 41 20 27

PLAIN OAK
4/4 55 - 57 30 - 32 18 • 20

^/4 to 8/4 56 - 58 34 - 36 20 - 22

ASH. WHITE AND BROWN
4/4 55 - 57 30 - 31 20 - 22

5/4 to 8/4 65 - 67 35 - 37 21 - 23
10/4 and up 75 - 88 42 - 50 24 - 26

BOSTON. MASS.
Quotations given below are for highest

grades of Michigan and Canadian white pine
and Eastern Canadian Spruce as required in
the New England market in carloads.
Wliile pine uppers, s 1 to 2 in. l.'!4 00
White pine uppers. 2</2 and 3 in. 149 00
White pine ui)pers, 4 in KKJ 00
Selects, 1 to 2 in 125 00
Selects, 2J4 and 3 in 140 00
Selects, 4 in 100 00
Fine common, 1 in., 30 per cent.

12 in. and up 90.00
Fine common. 1 x 8 to 11 in. 87 00
Fine Common, V/t to 2 in. ... I(i5 00
Fine Common. 2j^ and 3 in. . . I.'i5 00
Fine Common, 4 in 140 00
1 in. shaky clear 72 00
1!4 to 2 in. shaky clear 77 00
1 in. No. 2 dressing 64 00
1!4 to 2 in. No. 2 dressing C8 0(J

No. 1 Cuts. 1 in 80 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 J4 to 2 in 87 00 90 00
No. 1 Cuts. 2J4 and 3 in 112 00
No. 2 Cuts. 1 in 65 00
No. 2 Cuts. 1^ to 2 in 74 00 70 00

SAFE!

NEW Standard 60-in. Band Resaw

South Chicago, 111.,

Feb. 16, 1918.

Gentlemen :—We have now
operated one of your New
Standard 60-in. B?ind Re-

:saws about one year, and it

certainly is a perfect mach-
ine in every particular. It

has always done everything
we have ever asked it to do.

without any difficulty.

We expected to have
some trouble in operat-

ing it, but we now have
three men here in the

yard that can handle it,

which ])roves that it is

a safe and easy mach-
ine to operate.

Hausler Lumber &
Coal Company

Wm. B. Mershon & Company
Saginaw, Michigan

i'.arn Hoards, .No. 1, 1 x 12 . . .

No. 1, 1 X 10 ...
No. 1, 1 X 8 . . .

No. 2. 1 X 12 . . .

No. 2, 1 X 10 . . .

No. 2. 1 X 8 . .

.

No. :J. 1x12...
No. 3, I X 10 ...
No. 3. 1 X 8 . .

.

Can. spruce, clear, 1 x 4 to 8 in. 48 00
1 X 10 in
No. 1 1 X 4 to 7 in.

No. H X 8 & 9 in.

No. 1 1 X 10 in...
No. 2 1 X 4 & B in.
No. 2 1 X 6 & 7 in.

No. 2 1 x 8 & 9 in. 45 00
No. 2 1 X 10 in. .

.

No. 2 1 X 12 in. .

.

Spruce. 12 in. dimension
Spruce, 10 in. dimension
Spruce. 9 in. dimension
spruce. 8 in, dimension
2 X 10 in. random lengths.

8 It. and up 44 00
2 X 12 in., random lengths,. .

72 mm 00
64 00
62 00
65 00
62 00
01 00
60 00
.•59 00

60 00
62 00
65 00
66 00
67 00
38 00
45 00
46 00
48 00
62 00

58 00
56 00
49 00
48 00

45 00
48 00

2 X 3, 2 X 4. 2 X 6. 2 X 6, 2 X 7 36 003x4 and 4 x 4 in 3S 00
2 X H in 4fMX»
All other random lengths, 7-in.
and under, 8 ft. and up 3« 00

6'inch and up inerchanl«ble
boards. 8 ft. and up. p li . . . 40 00

} « 2 40 00
1 X .3 *» 00
IH <n. spruce lath 4 (Jo
\'/2 in. spruce lath 4 go

New BruDfwick Cedar Shinglei
Extras 5 26
Clears 4 75
Second Cleais 4 25
Clear Whites 3 76
Extra li (Clear whitei in) 3 38
Extra li (Clear whitei out) ... 1 QO
Red Cedar Extras. lO in. B butts

„ to 2 in 5 08 5 18
Red Cedar Eurekai, 18-inch B

butts to 2 in B 40
Red Cedar Perfections, B butts

to 2^4 e 07
Washington 18-in. B butts to 3-

in. extra red cedar 4 80

B
D-S
BOND

DOUBLE-SURE
QUALITY

Bond Patent "Spiro"

Compression Couplings
When the inner and outer shells of the "Spiro" Compression
Coupling are drawn up over the tapered and spiral-slotted

.sleeve aild bolted, every square inch of the inner surface of

the sleeve comes in direct contact with the shaft.

The result is enormous gripping power—at least 50% greater

than in any other type of compression coupling, as proven by
l)ractical and scientific tests.

This is one of the reasons why " Spiro" Compression Coupl-
ings are the make you should specify when your master
mechanic or millwright says he wants the " best."

You will find "Spiro" Compression Couplings and our com-
plete line of "Double-Sure" Transmission Equipment fully

described and illustrated in our catalog No. 38-PA. A copy
should be on your desk; you can secure it for the asking.

Bond Engineering Works^ Limited
Harbour Industrial District

TORONTO, Canada

Size Fuel Consumed
B.H.P. at Full Load

121/2 34 gals, oil

25 1^ gals, oil

2J4 gals, oil

50 3 gals, oil

75 gals, oil

BURNOIL ENGINES
Operate Perfectly on Cheap Fuel Oils

No carburetor, batteries or magneto.

No preheating, blow torch or hot surface.

Simple, economical, sturdy. This engine can be run indefinitely at slow speed
and then immediately speeded up to maximum power. Just the type needed
for continuous towing, rafting and general manouvering. Starts instantly.

Representatives in Eastern Canada -

PYKE MOTOR & YACHT CO., 371 St. James Street
Montreal, Canada

BURNOIL ENGINE CO., no4 High si..

South Bend, Ind., U.S.A.
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Beardmore Extra Quality Waterproof

CementLeatherBelting

For the Wet

Place

Tell us your belting troubles

and we can help you.

The General Supply Company of Canada, Umited
OTTAWA MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Large stocks available for immediate shipment

The

Worm Drive Truck

Delivers the Goods
This is particularly true of its service to

lumbermen. Its sound construction, and
holding capacity render it the most suitable
truck for heavy lumber work.

Another important feature of the GIANT
Truck is that the cost of upkeep is down
to a minimum, because it can be run on
cheap fuel.

You will do well to consider the GIANT
for your deliveries.

Let us demonstrate its value to you.

USE KEROSENE
The DUNTLEY Hydro-Pneumatic Gas

Generator is an exclusive feature of GIANT
MOTOR TRUCKS. With this device the Giant TRUCK may be operated on kero-
sene or gasoline, at a saving in fuel cost of over 50 per cent.

Canadian Pneumatic Tool Co., Limited
345 CRAIG STREET WEST, MONTREAL TORONTO BRANCH : 107 Church Street
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CANADA LUMBERMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
The following regulations apply to all advertisers:—Eighth page, every issue, three headings;

quarter page, six headings; half page, twelve headings; full page, twenty-four headings.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

AXES
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

BABBITT METAL
Canada Metal Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hoyt Metal Company.

BALE TIES
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

BALL BEARINGS
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

BAND MILLS
Hamilton Company, William.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELT DRESSING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELTING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Beardmore Belting Company
General Supply Company
Goodhue & Co.. J. L.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co.
D. K. McLaren Limited.
McLaren Belting Company, J. C.

BELTING (Transmission, Elevator,
Conveyor, Rubber)

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

BLOWERS
Ramey Manufacturing Company
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

BOILERS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

BOILER PRESERVATIVE
Beveridge Paper Company

BOX MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Morgan Machine Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BOX SHOCKS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

CABLE CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

CAMP RANGES
Smith Foundry Co.

CAMP SUPPLIES
Canadian Milk Products Limited.
Davies Company, William.
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co .

Harris Abattoir Company
Johnson, A. H.
Palmer Medical Company.
Turner & Sons, J. J.

. Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

CANT HOOKS
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Pink Company, Thomas.

CARS—STEEL BODY
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

CEDAR
Foss Lumber Company
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

CHAINS
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jefifrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Pink & Co., Thomas.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

CHINA CLAY
Bovvater & Sons, W. V.

CHEMICAL PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean. Ltd.

CLOTHING
Grant, Holden & Graham.
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company
Woods Mfg. Company

COLLARS (Shaft)

Can. Bond Hanger and Coupling Co.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CORDAGE
Consumers Cordage Company.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Can. Bond Hanger and Coupling Co.

COUPLINGS (Shaft)
Can. Bond Hanger and Coupling Co
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

CRANES FOR SHIP YARDS
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

CROSS ARMS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company

CUTTER HEADS
Shinier Cutter Head Company.

CYPRESS
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Long Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon.

DERRICKS AND DERRICK
FITTINGS

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

DOORS
Beck Mfg. Company, C.

Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
Terry & Gordon.

DOUGLAS FIR
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
British American Mills & Timber Co.
Coal Creek Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.
Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.

Terry & Gordon.
Timberland Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

DRAG SAWS
Gerlach Company, Peter
Pennoyer & Company, J. C.

DRY KILNS
Sheldons Limited.

DRY KILN TRUCKS
Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.

DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Company.

DUST COLLECTORS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EDGERS
William Hamilton Company, Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, G. Walter
Haight, W. L.

Long Mfg. Company, E.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ENGINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

EXCELSIOR MACHINERY
Elmira Machinery and Transmission
Company.

EXHAUST FANS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

FILES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Nicholson File Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

FIRE BRICK
Beveridge Paper Company
Elk Fire Brick Company of Canada.

FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

FIR FLOORING
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

FLOORING (Oak)
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

GEARS (Cut)
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

GRATE BARS—Revolving
Beveridge Paper Company

GRAVITY LUMBER CARRIER
Can. Mathews Gravity Carrier Co.

GRINDERS (Bench)
Can. Bond Hanger and Coupling Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HARDWOODS
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Bartram & Ball.

Bennett Lumber Company.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Cameron & Co.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Fassett Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.
Knox Brothers.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Stearns Salt and Lumber Company.
Summers, James R.
Taylor Lumber Company, S. K.
Webster & Brother, James.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Long Lumber Company.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
MACHINERY

.\merican Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HANGERS fShaft)

Can. Bond Hanger and Coupling Co.

HEMLOCK
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Company, W. C.

Foss Lumber Company
Hart & McDonagh.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
The Long Lumber Company.

HOISTING AliD HAULING
ENGINES

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

HORSES
Union Stock Yards.

HOSE
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

INDUSTRIAL CARS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

INSURANCE
Hardy & Co., E. D.

INTERIOR FINISH
Beck Mfg. Company, C.

Eagle Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Terry & Gordon.

KNIVES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Peter Hay Knife Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LATH
Austin & Nicholson.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Dupuis Limited, J. P.

Eagle Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd,
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company
River Quelle Pulp and Paper. Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Victoria Harbor Lumber Company.

LATH BOLTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. o£ Canada, Ltd.
Green Company, C. Walter.

LOCOMOTIVES
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturiing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Climax Manufacturing Company.
Montreal Locomotive Woi;kks.

LATH TWINE
Consumers' Cordage Company.

LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-

couver.

Continued on Page 72)
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Put a Belt as.

Good as this on
Your Pay-roll

This Graton & Knight 40" 3-ply Heart

Brand Belt is five years old. It has been

running on heavy duty for the Milford Light

and Power Co., Milford, N.H. The cost of

this belt in cash has been $1.81 a Week, or

. 004 per delivered horsepower per Week..

Put a belt as good as this on your fTay-roll. Its

low cost of upkeep is the result of Graton & Knight
Standardization. That means the proper belt for any
given requirement. It means the right quality of

leather and the right kind of tanning for a given

purpose. It means true economy—full delivery of

power, without waste.

Leather is the ideal belting material. It has a

characteristic pulley-gripping quality. It Has pli-

ability with light weight. It has the stretch and the

come-back that gives and takes. It stands mauling

by shifters and the gruelling strain of main drives.

It is firm and strong. It is tough, but tractable.

These are the characteristics that good belting must
possess.

Every year nearly 300,000 hides are tanned in the

G. & K. factory. That gives uniformity. The more
stock handled, the more latitude there is for picking

equal-quality material for a given specification. And

G. & K. Tanning is of a fixed standard of quality for

specific i^quirements. We make all kinds of leather

belting, for every use—large and small.

Load carried and conditions of operation must
figure largely in the length of service of any belt.

Some drives limit belting to a few months or even a

few weeks. Graton & Knight Standardized Series

Belts are made to give the longest possible delivery

of efficient power at the lowest possible cost. And
they do it. It may be that belts all look alike to

you—and it may be that you are spending more than
is necessary for some belting requirements. We can
and will help you find out.

Many of the best-belted plants ask us to specify

the belting for every drive. Try the plan yourself.

Then, when buying, call for "Graton & Knight
Brand or equal." This won't commit you to

buying our belts." It will put your buying on the

one basic consideration—the work to be done.

WRITE FOR NEW BOOK ABOUT STANDARDIZED LEATHER BELTING.

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO.
Oak Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather Belting,

Lace Leather. Packings, and Specialties.

WORCESTER, MASS., U.S.A.

Canadian Graton & Knight, Limited, Montreal, Canada
Representatives in Canada:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Vancouver, Victoria.

GRATON & KNIGHT
standardised Serias

LEATHER BELTING
Tannrd hy ui for htitinx lue
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LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

LOGGING ENGINES
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

LOG HAULER
Green Company, G. Walter
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

LOGGING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBER TRUCKS
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBERMEN'S CLOTHING
Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

METAL REFINERS
Canada Metal Company.
Hoyt Metal Company.
Sessenwein Brothers.

MILLING IN TRANSIT
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOLDINGS
Genoa Bay Lumber Co.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOTOR TRUCKS
Duplex Truck Company

OAK
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

OAKUM
Stratford Oakum Co., Geo.

OIL ENGINES
Burnoil Engine Company

OLD IRON AND BRASS
Sessenwein Brothers.

OVERALLS
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company

PACKING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

PAPER
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PAPER MILL MACHINERY
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Cap. Bond Hanger and Coupling Co.

PINE
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Austin & Nicholson.
Beck Manufacturing Company, C.
Bourgouin, H.
Cameron & Co.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Company.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Eagle Lumber Company.
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Excelsior Lumber Company.
P'raser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Gillies Brothers Limited.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Gordon & Co., George.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Hart & McDonagh.
Hettler Lumber Company, Herman H.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Montreal Lumber Company.
Moores. Jr., E. J.

Parry Sound Lumber ConTpany.

Shearer Company, Jas.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers, James R.
Terry & Gordon.
Watson & Todd, Limited.
Williams Lumber Company
Wuichet, Louis.

PLANING MILL EXHAUSTERS
(Jarlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.

PLANING MILL MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

PORK PACKERS
Davies Company, William
Harris Abattoir Company

POSTS AND POLES
Auger & Company
Dupuis Limited, J. P.
Eagle Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Terry & Gordon.

PULLEYS AND SHAFTING
Can. Bond Hanger and Coupling Co.
Canadian T^iiik-Helt Company
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Green Company, G. Walter
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company

PUMPS
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Smart-Turner Machine Company
Waterous Engine Works Company

RAILS
Freedman, Wm.
Gartshorc, John J.

Sessenwein Bros.

ROOFINGS
(Rubber, Plastic and Liquid)

Beveridge Paper Company
RUBBER GOODS

Atlas Asbestos Company
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Company

SASH
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Renfrew Planing Mills.

SAWS
Atkins & Company, E. C.
Disston & Sons, Henry
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd
(ierlach Company, Peter
Green Company, G. Walter
Hoc & Company, R.
Shurly-Dietrich Company
Simonds Canada Saw Company

SAW MILL LINK-BELT
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-

couver.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Burns & Roberts.
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
Firstbrook Bros.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Haight, W. L.

Hamilton Company, William
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Company
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Parry Sound Lumber Company
Payette Company, P.

Smith Foundry Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Co., P. B.

SHEATHINGS
Beveridge Paper Company
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

SHINGLE MACHINES
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

(Continued on Page 74)

TO LUMBERMEN
We have large stocks of

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
BABBITT

for All General Machinery Bearings

IMPERIAL GENUINE BABBITT
for Crank Pins and Heavy Engines

vie Guarantee Excellent Service

THE CANADA METAL COMPANY, Limited

Branch Factories—

Head Office, TORONTO
HAMILTON MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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To Combat The Shortage of Labor

Buy a

Portable

Gasoline

Drag Saw
"The Vaughan" has no

equal. It saves man power
and gives real service because
it is the outcome of first hand
knowledge.

"The Vaughan" is made
and designed by Engineers
who have had fifteen years

of. hard practical working ex-

perience in the timber and
lumber camps of the Pacific

North West.

Lumbermen
Note

The ''Vaughan" Drag Saw
is guaranteed to give you satisfaction—no chance work about it.

Send your orders immediately and they will

be filled by express or freight.

All parts carried in stock. Read our guar-

antee.

All the working parts of these machines are

guaranteed against defective material and
workmanship. Parts found defective should

be forwarded to the factory for an inspection

at once—Prepaid. New parts will be returned
without delay.

Price $184 f.o.b. Memphis, Tenn.

Price $155 f.o.b. Portland, Ore.

Worlcs Well

Anywhere

Write for all particulars to

J. C. Pennoyer Company
226 South U Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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SAW MANDRELS
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co.

SAW SHARPENERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

SAW SLASHERS
Waterous Engine Works Company

SAWMILL LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company

SHINGLES
AUan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Cardinal & Page
Eagle Lumber Company
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Heeney, Percy E.

Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Miller Company, Ltd., W. H.
Shingle Agency of B. C.

Terry & Gordon.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

SHINGLE & LATH MACHINERY
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

Green Company, C. Walter
Hamilton Company, William.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Payette Company, P.

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

SLEEPING ROBES
Woods Mfg. Company, Limited

SMOKESTACKS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SNOW PLOWS
Pink Company, Thomas.

CANADA LUMBERMAN

SPARK ARRESTORS
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

SPRUCE
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited:
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Gillies Brothers.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grant & Campbell.
Hart & McDonagh.
Lauder, Spears & Rowland.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
Nicholson & Co., E. M.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Snowball Co., J. B.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.

STEEL CHAIN
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL HAMES
McKinnon Dash Company.

STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

STEAM PLANT ACCESSORIES
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co,

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

AND WOODWORKER
SULPHITE PULP CHIPS

Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

TARPAULINS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

TAPS AND DIES
Pratt & Whitney Company.

TEA
Salada Tea Company.

TENTS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Mfg. Company

TIES
Auger & Company
Austin & Nicholson.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.

TIMBER BROKERS
Bradley, R. R.
Cant & Kemp.
Farnworth & Jardine.
Hillas & Co., W. N.
Hunter, Herbert F.

Smith & Tyrer, Limited

TIMBER CRUISERS AND
ESTIMATORS

Sewall, James W.

TIMBER LANDS
Department of Lands and Forests.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Can. Bond Hanger and Coupling Co.
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Jeflfrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

TRIMMERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Waterous Engine Works Company

January i, I'.jl'j

TUGS
West & Peachey.

TURBINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

VALVES
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

VENEERS
Webster & Brother, James.

VENEER DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Co.

VENEER MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Philadelphia Textile Machinery Co.

VETERINARY REMEDIES
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co.
Palmer Medical Company.

WATER HEATERS
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

WATERPROOFING
Beveridge Paper Company

WATER WHEELS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

WIRE
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

WOOD DISTILLATION PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean. Ltd.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
.\merican Woodworking Machy. Co.
(iarlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

WOOD PULP
Austin & Nicholson.
New Ontario Colonization Co.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.

ATKINS

Inserted Tooth Saws, Bits and Holders are reducing the expenses and

increasing the output in hundreds of Canadian mills.

The excellence of Sterling Steel and our improved methods of manufac-

ture make this possible.

Write for our free book "C.L." Full details of our entire line of "Saws for all Purposes."

Let your next order specify ATKINS—We'll do the rest.

E C. ATKINS & CO.
Factory: HAMILTON, ONT. :-: Branch: 109 Powell St., VANCOUVER
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CLIMAX Improved Geared LOCOMOTIVES ^°,Son°rails

1 A 62-ton

! Climax
Locomotive

Designed

Especially (or

Heavy
Logging Work.

Climax Locomotives are successfully operated on steep grades and sharp curves. Any
weight or gauge. Locomotives in stock for immediate shipment. Get Catalog " H."

CLIMAX MANUFACTURING CO., 313 W. Main Street, CORRY, PA.
VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LTD., VANCOUVER, B. C.

J. J. TURNER & SONS
PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Government Contractors and

the largest Manufacturers

and Dealers in Canada

of

Lumbermen's Tents, Bed Ticks, Grey Blankets, Nose

Bags, Waterproof Goods, Steel Ranges and General

Camp Outfits.

Write for Catalogue. Prompt shipments.

Put Your Locomotive Problem Up to Us

We are specialists in

building locomotives

We build all types and sizes, also

all kinds of spare and repair parts
for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in position to give you expert advice as to what
particular type and size of locomotive is best suited to your needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING. MONTREAL, CANADA.

Pink's Lumbering Tools
The Standard Tools in every province of the Dominion, New Zealand, Australia, etc.

We manufacture all kinds of lumber tools. Light and Durable.

Long Distance Phone, No. 87
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Sold throughout the Dominion by all Wholesale and Retail Hardware Merchant*.

The Thomas Pink Company, Limited
Manufacturer* of Lumber Tools

PEMBROKE

MADE IN

CANADA

It'a a Pink
anyway, you
take it, and

_ -„ . it'» the beat
ONTARIO PeaT.y

made.
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HAMILTON ' CIRCULAR
RE-SAWS

II ere is a strong, rig-id, well de-

signed machine,- specially gotten uj)

for resawing slabs. The feed rolls

are carried on a sliding frame that

is easily adjustable to cut lumber

any desired thickness. The binding

or press roll is \?> in. diam., fitted

with saw discs and power driven.

The saw used is 42 in. diam., driving

pulley 18 in. diam. x 12 in. face. Cut

shows Left Hand Machine.

We also make this machine with

wooden frame, having the mandrel

and saw carried on an adjustable

sliding frame.

Descriptive circular sent upon request.

44HAMILTON" HUSK FRAMES
Made in diflferent sizes

to suit all requirements.

I'rames are all of cast iron,

of heavy section through-
out, planed on top and
bottom, with mandrel
boxes lined with high
grade babbitt Mandrels
are exceptionally large, of

forged steel with forged
collar, and the guide is the

famous Parkhurst steel

saw guide with steel split-

ter.

We manufacture a
complete line of up-
to-date Sawmill
Machinery for eitti-

er Band or Circular
Mills.

William Hamilton Co., Limited
Peterboro, Ontario

AGENTS:—

Geo. H. Jameson, Vancouver, B. C. J. L. Neilson & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
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"Most Powerful^
Most Economical

Truck on Market^'

SCORES of lumbermen tell us that Duplex 4-Wheel Drive
Trucks are absolutely dependable—are the only practical and

economical means of solving their transportation problems.

Among them is G. A. Sanders of Mississippi, who declares

that "we could not get along without our Duptcx Truc^.
"

For the hard pull—up steep grades—over soft spots—through
sand or mud—a truck must have abundant tractive power.

Because the Duplex wheels grip the road surface at four

points, all power generated by the Duplex motor is actually utilized

as a pulling and hauling force.

The Duplex 4-wheel drive principle accounts for its mighty
power—its dependability under most rigorous haulage conditions.

Let us senid you our latest booklet containing photos of Duplex
trucks as operated by lumbermen in all sections of the country. We
will gladly send you " Duplex Doings," the heavy hauler's magazine.

DUPLEX TRUCK COMPANY
2062 South Washington Ave. Lansing, Mich.

With tire mileage greater—
And fuel consumption less—
Duplex cost per ton-mile is always lower.

FOUR

TRUCK
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Saw Carriages
We Make all sizes for every type mill

Our steel saw carriages are well known throughout the industry

in Canada.

The Carriage illustrated is our No. 44 Three block outfit. Knees
recede 44" from the saw line. Maybe furnished in any number of head blocks

or axles, also with steam set works attached to either our No. 3 or No. 4

set. This is one of the most substantial carriages ever designed.

We make mill machinery of all kinds. Send for our catalogues and
detailed information of any machinery you require.

THE E. LONG MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED

ORILLIA, ONTARIO
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Time

Demonstrates

Ability

1844 1919

In Business

for 75 years

TT is not the occasional success of
^ a Band Mill or Edger that makes
an astonishing record, that demon-
strates ability. It is the long record

of many years of steady reliability

—of building each machine a little

better than called for—that has kept

Waterous products in the lead.

For three quarters of a century the

name WATEROUS has stood for

dependability and service.

Every time Waterous is put on
an article it increases Waterous re-

sponsibility ; for it represents our
recognition of the fact, that this

past record must be maintained. It

is your assurance that your ma-
chinery is built upon all the experi-

ence that the past can contribute to

the needs of the present. For this

reason, when you buy WATEROUS
products you get more than a mere
machine— you get a machine that

has dependability, efficiency and service

built in.

Our Products must satisfy

us first.

ous
BRANTFORD, 01SrTARI0,CANAIDA
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$5,000,000.00
worth of mixed metal

sold annually.

"FROST KING " METAL
Our thirty-five years' experience in metal mixing enables us to place on the market a babbitt that we

believe to be absolutely perfect. For high speed machinery and engine work it is without an equal. It is

specially designed for saw-mills, planing mills, threshing engines, traction engines, pumps, rolling mills,

pulp machinery, and all classes of stationary engines, ft is a high grade metal, made of the very best

selected stock, and carefully compounded.

If your dealer does not stock FROST KING send us a money order for your requirements. Price
35c per lb.. Fort William and East; West of Fort William, 40c per lb., delivered nearest railway station;

packed in 30 lb. and 60 lb. boxes.

For extra duty, such as over-hanging saws, our TROJAN BABBITT will stand where all other
metals will fail. Price, Fort William and East, 85c per lb.; W'e^t of Iw.rt William, R^c, 'loliverc'] to yonr
nearest railway station; packed in 30 lb. and 60 lb. boxes.

HOYT METAL CO., Toronto. Canada
Have factory and office at Eastern Avenue and Lewis Street, Toronto, Canada

Factories alto at :

—

New York, N. Y. London, Eng. St. Louis, Mo.

I
Not altogether what we
say, but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug manu-
factured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-

sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French. River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey Simcoe, Ont.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAfS
KNOwr-

OUR

EXTRA
ig. ...

_^

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

The J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

McKinnon Boom Chain
Proof Coil

B B Coil

B B B Coil

Loading Chain

Mode to any pattern — In all sizes

ALL CHAIN CAREFULLY INSPECTED AND TESTED

McKinnon Columbus Chain Limited, St. Catharines, Ontario
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In tro ducing

JOHN LECKIE LIMITED
77a Wellington St. West, TORONTO, ONT.

WIRE and MANILA ROPE
BLOCKS of all kinds

OILED CLOTHING
COTTON DUCK and all Articles manu-

factured from same

EDGAR D. HARDY JAS. E. REYNOLDS

E. D. HARDY & CO.
INSURANCE

Specialists in LUMBER and WOODWORKING Plants

HEAD OFFICE OTTAWA, ONT.

"Carss" Clothing Stands Steady Work
It's Quality that counts in Clothes for Lumbermen

Warm waterproof clothing will go a long way to keep the men contented and work-
ing well. "Carss" has always been noted for Quality and we mean to keep up that

reputation.

Better send a card to-day for information. If you wish to see samples, let us know.

Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co., Limited
ORILLIA, ONTARIO

GENUINE "TURBROS"

Balata Belting
Waterproof and Stretchless.

The best belt for sawmills.

Atlas Asbestos Co., Limited
MONTREAL

Buy for Long

Satisfaction

It is assured when

you order

Smart-Turner

Pumps

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON CANADA

Soo line Pike Poles, Peavies, Cant Hooks and Sager Axes
in the hands of your woodsmen will give you satisfaction and save your money.

Ask your dealer or order
direct.

Mad* by

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
ST. CATHARINES. ONT.

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 58 Classified Directory to Advertisements, Page 68
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AmericanWood
ROCH

SALES OFFICE FOR BRI

AGENTS FOR THE REST OF CANAD
AGENTS FOR GREAT BRI

KING MachineryCo
N. Y.

BIA. PORTLAND. OREGON
-WALKER MACHINERY CO . TORONTO
ROJECTILE CO.. LONDON

FIRST IN QUALITY

Do You Want a Copy of the

American Calendar for 1919?

AmericanWoodworking MachineryCompany
ROCHESTER
NEW YORWCITY
CHICAGO

lerican Colui

Scroll Saw

NfcW ORLEANS
SAN rtANCI SCO
POrt-TUAND OPE

American Drawer Side Dove Tailer and Groover
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American 3S-lnch

Band Saw
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I
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FIRST IN OUALirv

Of course you do. Send us your name and address.
Our 1919 Calendar is a beautiful l2-page hanger—thoroughly practical as a calendar

and interesting as an advertising medium of American Wood-working Machines.
Write To-Day For Copy Send Your Request to Agents or Direct to Rochester

CANADIAN SALES AGENTS

Gairlock-Walker MaLChinery Compainy

TORONTO

32-34 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO

MONTREAL

LIMITED

WINNIPEG
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Spruce Hemlock
STOCK ON HAND UNSOLD FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

MERCHANTABLE SPRUCE
2 X 4 X 10/13 'Scant 56,800 ft.

2 X 5 X 10/13 Scant 76,100 ft.

2 X 6 X 10/13 Scant . .

~ 133,900 ft.

2 X 7 X 10/13 Scant 106,200 ft.

2 X 8 X 10/13 Scant 44,600 ft.

.2 X 9 X 10/13 Scant 175,100 ft.

2x4 and up x 6/9 Scant 5,590 ft.

1 X 5 X 10/13 103,500 ft.

1 X 6 X 10/13 159,000 ft.

1 X 7 X 10/13 89,000 ft.

1 X 8 xJO/13 48,300 ft.

1 X 9 x^ 10/13 9,400 ft.

1 X 4 and up x 6/9 48,700 ft.

COLL SPRUCE and JACK PINE

1 X 4 and up x 6/13 350,000 ft.

2x4 and up x 6/13 Scant 165,000 ft.

WERCHANTABLE SPRUCE
2x3 and up x 8 and up 88,000 ft.

3x3 and up x 8 and up 567,000 ft.

4x5 and up x 8 and up 75,000 ft.

HEMLOCK
1 x 8 X 10/16 Merchantable 100 M.
1 X 9 X 10/16 Merchantable 42 M.

Bartram & Ball Limited
WHOLESALE LUMBER

Drummond BIdg., 51 1 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, Que.

Headquarters for British Columbia Forest Products

Fir, Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and Cedar
Long Timbers Deep Joists

Ship Timbers, Ship Planking, Ship Decking
Boards, Ship Lap, Flooring, V.J. Sheathing, Clear Finish,

Rough Kiln Dried or Dressed for General Yard Stock

We represent the best mills in the Mountains and on the Pacific Coast
Exclusive Agents in Eastern Canada for

VICTORIA LUMBER & MFG. CO., CHEMAINUS, B. C.

UNIFORM GRADES
California Sugar and White Pine

PERFECT MACHINE WORK
Factory and Pattern Lumber

Write, Phone or Wire your inquiries

KNOX BROTHERS, 707 Bank of Hamilton, TORONTO, ONTARIO
Head Office, Montreal, Que. Tel. Main 1685 ft. C. Office, Vanconver, B. C.
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FIR TIMBERS
AND

British Columbia Red Cedar

SHINGLES
Rough Clear Fir,

Fir Ceiling

Interior Finish

Ship Timbers and Planking

Ship-Decking

Red Cedar Bevel Siding

Tank Stock

Fir Flooring

Silo Stock

We have on hand a large stock of

fir boards in the rough which we can

run to any pattern, 3^ thick, shiplap or

surfaced boards SiS or S2S or tongued

and grooved. Get our prices on these

boards.

Daily output of Red Cedar Shingles,

five cars.

These shingles are the very best

manufactured, cut from the finest old

growth red cedar timber. Write or

wire at our expense for prices.

Cars of Fir Timbers and Red Cedar Shingles always in transit Our

representatives can give you specifications, or if more convenient wire us direct

Montreal Representative

:

U. E. GERMAIN,
43 St. Sacrament St.,

Montreal, Que.

Toronto Representative :

D. WILLIAMS,
40 Major St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Western Ontario

E. A. LEBEL
Sarnia,

Ontario

TIMMS, PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
Head Office: Yorkshire Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Long-Bell Lumber Branded
The Long-Bell Lumber Company, the largest

distributor of Southern Pine in the United States,

announces that hereafter all its lumber and timbers

will be branded. All lumber will carry the trade-

mark, which is mechanically stamped on one end of

each piece, and timbers will have the same mark

stenciled upon them. That trade-mark

—

Tpne-ReLL
is "The Mark On Quality Lumber."

Long-Bell lumber products have long held a

well merited reputation for uniform high quality.

Since they are now trade-marked, the retail lumber

dealer who sells these products will get the full

benefit of their good reputation.

For bigger, better business, place your orders

for Long-Bell branded lumber.

The Long-Bell Lumber Company
R. A. Long Building Kansas City, Mo.

Manufacturers of

Southern PinCy Hardwood^ Oak Flooring and
Creosoted PostSj Poles and Wood Blocks.
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Geo. Gordon & Co.
Limited

Cache Bay - Ont.

White and Red Pine
Stock on Hand for quick shipment

6x6- 12/16 50,000 6 X 12- 12 X 16 7,000

8 X 10- 12/16' 30,000 8 X 12- 12 X 16 14,000

10 X 10- 12/16' 100,000 10 X 12- 12 X 16' 25,000'

4 X 12- 12/16 60,000 12 X 12- 12 X 16 150,000'

Complete assortment i'- 2"- and 3" White Pine

WRITE us FOR PRICES

The Wm. Rutherford & Sons Company, Limited
MONTREAL, P.Q.

Can Ship Immediately From Stock

B. C. and SPRUCE TIMBERS
Hemlock and Spruce Joists Rough and Dressed Lumber

Flooring (Hardwood and Softwood)

% & V4 Fir Sheathing and Flooring

STOCK MILLWORK (aii Kinds)

A Well Equipped Mill for Special Millwork Orders

The Largest Assorted Stock In Eastern Canada
at Right Prices.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Reguest,
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Hardwoods in Buffalo
Piled on our Buffalo Yard ready for Immediate Shipment

Isl

No,
No.

and 2nds.
1 Com.
2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
Selects . . . .

No. 1 Shop .

1st and 2nds
.\'o. 1 Com.

'

No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com..
No. 2 Com. ,

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com.

in. 1 in.

1,000 ft 51,000 ft

. . 1,000 ft 32,00 ft

18,500 ft

24,000 ft

44,000 ft

i;{,ooo ft

3,500 ft

1,000 ft

2,100 ft

500 ft

. C,400 ft

.14,000 ft

2,400 ft

a,f«X) ft

50,000 ft. I'A in. 200,

AI)oiit 500,000 ft. 2 i

CHESTNUT.
I'A in. 1 'yi in. 2 in, Z'A in.

12,000 ft 11,000 ft 38,000 ft 12,000 ft

42,000 ft 35,000 ft 55,000 ft .10,000 ft

4,000 ft ;i,200ft 4,000 ft 1,2(K) ft

CYPRESS.
47,000 ft 40,000 ft .34,000 ft 33,000 ft

30,000 ft 23,000 ft 72,000 ft 23,000 ft

500 ft 000 ft 2,500 ft 2,400 ft

HARD MAPLE.
27,000 ft 24,000 ft 83,000 ft 13,000 ft

14,000 ft 84,000 ft 190,(K)0 ft 03,000 ft

4,500 ft 5,000 ft 24,000 ft 2,000 ft

SOFT MAPLE.
2,000 ft 9,000 ft 29,000 ft 23,000 ft

1,000 ft 9,000 ft 5,400 ft 3,.300 ft

7(J0 ft 800 ft 11,000 ft 500 ft

PLAIN RED OAK.
G9,000 ft 24,000 ft 44„000 ft 85,000 ft 50,000 ft

107,000 ft 52.(K)0 ft 04,000 ft 119,000 ft 61,000 ft

40,000 ft 1,500 ft 3,200 ft 13,000 ft 10,000 ft

PLAIN WHITE OAK.
16,000 ft 7,000 ft 13,000 ft 54,000 ft 30,000 ft

55,000 ft 20,000 ft 17,000 ft 356,000 ft 2.37,000 ft

58,000 ft 3,500 ft 3,600 ft 46,000 ft 15,000 ft

IMPLEMENT GRADE WHITE OAK (free
000 ft. 2 in. 70,000 ft. 2K' in- 100,000 ft. 3 in.

SOUND SQUARE EDGED WHITE OAK
in. and 3 in. x 6-8 in,, 10 in., 12 in. and up to 10 x

3 in.

10,000 ft

8,000 ft

2,000 ft

4 in.

3,300 ft

2.500 ft

A Few Miicellaneous Car*

We With to Move

30,000 ft

124,000 ft

12,000 ft

14,000 ft

23,000 ft

1,500 ft

1,700 ft 3,000 ft

33.000 ft 12,000 ft

1,000 ft 3,.300 ft

10,000 ft 11,000 ft

59,000 ft 24,000 ft

25,000 ft 14,000 ft

20,000 ft 2,000 ft

30,000 ft 2,800 ft

12,000 ft

35,000 ft .32,000 ft

24,000 ft 14,000 ft

7,000 ft 1,500 ft

60,000 ft

211,000 ft

36,000 ft

of heart)
45,000 ft

10 in.

13,000 ft

60,000 ft

2,100 ft

4 in.

We also carry a nice stock of Ash, Basswood.Cherry, Gum,
or Whitewood, Crating, etc.

Hickory, Quartered Oak, Poplar

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

8 cars

2 cars

1 car

2 cars

2 cars

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 car

1 in. 1 and 2 White Ash.

I'A in. 1 and 2, White Ash.

2'/2 in. 1 and 2 White Ash.

1 in. No. 1 Com. Wh. Ash.

I'A in. No. 1 Com. Wh. Ash.

I'A in. No. 1 Com. Wh. Ash.

3 in. No. 2 Com. Wh. Ash.

I'A in. No. 1 Com. Beech.

2, 2'A, and 3 in. Beech and

Maple Road Plank.

1 in. No. 1 Com. Cherry.

I'A in. No. 1 C. Cottonwood.

3 in. 1 and 2 Elm.

3 in. No. 1 Com. Elm.
1 in. 1 and 2 PI. Red Gum.
I'A in. 1 and 2 PI. Red Gum.
2 in. 1 and 2 PI. Red Gum.
1 in. 1 and 2 Poplar.

2'A in. 1 and 2 Poplar.

I'A in. Sap and Sel. Poplar.

1 in. C. and B. Sycamore.

1 in. No. 1 Com. Walnut.

1 in. No. 2 Com. Walnut.

The demand for Hardwood Lum-
ber will undoubtedly be extremely

large as soon as business gets un-

der way on a peace basis.

Production is about 50 per cent,

of normal and will remain so for a

year or two at least.

few months of normal business

will take every stick of dry hard-

woods in the market.

This lumber is here in our Buf-

falo yard—ready for immediate
shipment. Why not let us send

some of it to you now while (in

most cases) permits can be ob-

tained? Upon what can we quote

you ?

Would also ai)preciatc your in-

quiries for Ash, Basswood, Gum,
Hickory, Quartered Oak, Poplar

(or Wliitewood) and Sound Beech
and Jfapic Planking.

Youir enquiries will receive our careful attention,

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
1100 Seneca street BUFFALO, N. Y.

Vancouver Lumber Co.
LIMITED MANUFACTURERS OF

B. C. Fir, Cedar and

B.C. Hemlock Products

TWO LARGE MODERN
MILLS AT YOUR SERVICE

View of our Fir Mill from log pond, Vancouver, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office:

Fir Finish

Fir Flooring

Fir Timbers

"BIG CHIEF BRAND" SIDING

RITE GRADE SHINGLES

701 EXCELSIOR LIFE BUILDING
Represenlative-C. J. BROOKS TORONTO, ONT.
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WE ARE READY
To quote THE TRADE interesting prices on our unsurpassed stocks of

—of—

ONTARIO WHITE PINE, NORWAY and JACK PINE, LUMBER, TIMBER and LATH

SPRUCE, HEMLOCK and HARDWOODS
BRITISH COLUMBIA WESTERN PINE, SPRUCE, CEDAR, FIR TIMBER,

LUMBER, MOULDINGS and DOORS

•T. & G. QUALITY" & "T. & G. STANDARD" Brands of Choice B.C. RED CEDAR SHINGLES

Special Offering in B.C. Mountain Spruce, sawn full size, No. 1 Common and Better.

1 X 6—8/18 ft 28,000 ft.

-8/18 ft 20,000 ft.1 X

2 X 10—12 ft r3,500 ft. 3 X 8—12 ft 4,(X)0 ft.

2x10-14 ft 18.000 ft. saltish ^oSofl'
2x10-16 ft 23,000 ft. 3xl2lll6h U 000 ft

1 x 10—8/18 ft 2/ ,000 It. 2 x 10—18 ft 26,000 ft. 3 x 12—18 ft 13,000 ft.

1 X 12—8/18 ft 25,000 ft. 2 x 10—20 ft 25.000 ft. 3 x 12-20 ft l/^OOO ft.

TERRY & GORDON
Eastern Canada Agents:

F. H. Stearns & Co.,

306 Transportation Bldg.,

Montreal, Que.

Head Office :

704 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO, ONT.

\'ancouver lirancli :

408 Metropolitan ISuilding.

Ontario Representatives of
The British Columbia Mills, Timber & Trading Co. of Vancouver, B.C.

U. S. Sales Agents

:

Berry Lumber Company,
30 Church Street,

N'ew York City.

AN IDEAL LUMBER MILL
Running Continuously

All the Year Round
Capacity, modern equipment, and shipment

facilities are factors that combine to make the

Fassett Lumber Mill one of the' best in the

country for quality and service.

We are now sawing hardwood and have
five million feet of

BIRCH, MAPLE
BASSWOOD, ELM

and ASH
Put up on grade. Get in touch with us.

Large stocks of Hemlock and Spruce always on hand,

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
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PEACE MEANS BUSINESS
AND PROSPERITY

Its not a day to soon to make arrangements for your

spring business.

If things are a little quiet with you now advantage

should be taken of this condition to put your stocks in

shape for your spring requirements.

Whether you have made up your mind to buy this month or not

send in the coupon below and we will give you all the information we
can.

We can ship at your convenience almost any size or grade of

White Pine as well as Red Pine, Jack Pine or Spruce.

We are selling quite a few Lath. How about your supply.

UNION LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
701 DOMINION BANK BUILDING

TORONTO CANADA

MAIL
THIS COUPON

FOR
INFORMATION

ABOUT
NORTHERN
ONTARIO
LUMBER

Union Lumber Company, Limited,

Toronto, Canada.

We would be interested in knowing your best price, quantity, dryness, etc., on

Address Name

1919
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Watson &Todd Limited
OTTAWA
DRY STOCK

1 X 7 12/16 Good White Pine

6/4 X 7/up 12/16 Good White Pine

I X 7/up 12/16 Good White Pine

6/4 X 4/6 12/16 Good White Pine

6/4 X 4/up 6/11 Good White Pine

1 to 3 in. Mill Run Norway.
1 to 2 in. Stained Outs C. and C. Face.

3 in. Mill and Dead Cull Norway.

Write for prices.

KEEWATIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of White and Red Pine, Spruce and

Poplar Lumber, Boxes, Shocks, Lath and Ties.

Dry White Pine Uppers and Factory Plank

Dry White Pine Common Boards
Also BOX and CRATING STOCK
in PINE, SPRUCE and POPLAR

Saw Mills, Planing Mills and Box Factories at

Keewatin and Kenora, Ontario

Correspondence solicited

General Office - KEEWATIN, ONTARIO

STRATFORD
OAKUM

Quality Guaranteed

GEO. STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

Jersey City and Everywhere
165 Cornelison Ave., Jersey City, U.S.A.

The

Harris Tie & Timber Co.
Limited

Ottawa - Canada

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Cedar Poles and Posts

Railway Ties - - Piles

STEARNS SELECTED

Lumber ^ Timber
Hardwood, Hemlock
and White Pine from
the Michigan Forests

We have a complete assort-

ment of hardwoods in pile

ready for rush shipments.

Your enquiries will have

our prompt attention.

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co.
LUDINGTON, MICH.

F. N. Waldib, President. R. S. Waldib, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. 12-14 WemStorSteeet East, TORONTO, ONT.



" British Columbia Fir
"

TIMBERS
Rough Clears

Flooring, Ceiling and Finish

Alberta Lumber Co., Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Office, Ottawa, Can.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

and Selling Agents for

Fraser & Co.
Mills at

DESCHENES QUEBEC

White Pine
Red Pine
Spruce
Lumber and Laih

California White Pine

California Su^ar Pine

and Arizona Soft Pine

Best Stock for Factory and Pattern Lumber

^ LOUIS WUICHET
Room 716 Railway Exchange, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

AND WOODWORKER

Au$tin&Nicholson
CHAPLEAU, ONTARIO

Lumbermen and General

Contractors

Railway Ties and

Pulpwood

PILING

Rough and Dressed

Lumber and Lath

MILLS AT NICHOLSON, ONTARIO

Basswood
I in., 1% in., in., 2 in., and 3 in.,

Dry Basswood

Dry Birch Stock
All thicknesses and grades in

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood and Brown Ash

Also Cottonwood, Tupelo, Gum, Magnolia

and Buckeye

Spruce,Hemlock and Pine
Can saw to order at MacDonald's Siding

Let us quote on your requirements

HART & McDONAGH
513-14-15 Continental Life Bldg. - TORONTO
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Davison Lumber & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Bridgewater, N. S.

THE LARGEST LUMBERING INDUSTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA PROpUCTION 40 MILLION FEET PER ANNUM

Send us your enquiries for

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock or Hardwood Lumber
Box Shooks and

Dry Pressed Baled Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Chips
OUR SPECIALTIES;

Nova Scotia White Spruce and Hardwood Flooring
We are equipped with everything appertaining to Modern Saw Milling and operate from the Woods to the finished product.

If you want something special quickly, try us. We will cut, dry, work and ship within a few days from receipt of order.

We are located on the main line of the Halifax and South Western Railway and on Tidewater.

We Operate.

A Double Band Mill at Springfield, N.S.,

A Rotary and Gang at Mill Village, N.S.

A Rotary and Gang at Bridgewater, N.S.,

A Planing Mill at Bridgewater, N.S.,

Capacity 120,000 ft. per day
" 40,000 ft. per day

80,000 ft. per day
" 100,000 ft. per day

A Box Shook Factory at Bridgewater, N.S., Capacity 50,000 ft. per day
A Dry Kiln at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100,000 ft. pet day
A Chipping Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100 cords per day
A Ground Wood Pulp Mill at Charleston, N.S., Capacity 40 tons Spruce

Pulp per day.

PHONE: BRIDGEWATER 74

DUNFIELD
& COMPANY LIMITED

Halifax, N.S.

Grading

BIRCH
BEECH

and

MAPLE
a Specialty

The Largest

Lumber
Exporting

House in

Nova Scotia

Head Office:

8 Prince St, Halifax N.S.

Branch Office :

8 Market St., St. John, N.B.

Exporters and Dealers in

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

Spruce Pine

Hemlock Hardwood
Laths
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BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRUCE
In All Sizes and Grades

We are Specialists in this Line-

R. P. Shannon Lumber
408 Pacific Building

'Write us.

Company
VANCOUVER, B. C.

SPRUCE
From the

FAR NOR' WEST
Direct to you

SOFT and WHITE
Small, Sound-Knotted Stock

Boards, Shiplap, Flooring, Siding

2 in. & 3 in. Planking

TIMBER UP TO 40 FEET
for QUICK SHIPMENT

Ready for Immediate Shipment

700,000 ft. s/s Merchantable Spruce.

200,000 ft. 1 in. Mill Cull Spruce.

50,000 ft. 4/4 to 8/4 in. Canadian Chestnut.

100,000 ft. Good Canadian Oak ; can saw to order.

30,000 ft. 4/4 Basswood, Log Run.

30,000 ft. 4/4 and 8/4 Beech, Log Run.

15,000 ft. 4/4 and 8/4 White Ash.

Write me or phone for prices.

PERCY E. HEENEY, Wholesale Lumber
207 Weber Chambers. KITCHENER, Ont.

Write or wire

AUen-StoltzeLumberCo.
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Planing Mill Stock

CYPRESS
Soft, Dry Stock, Finest Grades

—

All Thicknesses— 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

Yellow Pine Finish
Kiln Dried, Soft, Short Leaf Kind

Stock Widths 111 by 4", 6", 8", 10'', 12"

84J

Also OAK, ASH, POPLAR, GUM

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & NIXON
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nothing like leather, when it's well put together
We are the manufacturers that put it together right—and our

prices are right

Tailor COLLARSMade
that outwear other

makes

HARNESS
of all kinds made the way

you want it

WATERPROOF MOCCASINS and SHOEPACKS
Send for samples or have our traveller call

BEAL BROS., LIMITED, TORONTO, ONT.
ANYTHING IN LEATHER OR HARDWARE
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AlabamaHewnOakTimber
Trade / *T Jf Mark

\/
Reg. U. S. A.

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER CO.
Mobile, Alabama

Prince Rupert Lumber

Company
i. S. EMERSON

New RAILS Relaying

12 to 80 pounds per yard.

LOGGING CARS

Jno. J. Garishore
58 Front St. West, Toronto

SPRUCE
Specialties

:

Timbers and Dimension

International Land & Lumber
Company, Limited

Lumber, Railway Ties

Shims, Shingles, etc.

Head Offices, Ottawa, Ont.

Limits and Mills: ST. FELICIEN, LAKE ST. JOHN DISTRICT. QUEBEC

Office and Mills : Prince Rupert, B.C.

Vancouver Office: 216 Pacific Bldg.

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of Head Office and Mills at:

w Y '^^* Pftcome, Que., Canada

O r tx U Ej^ * ^ Also Mills at:

_ ^ _ - ^ 1% t Ji
Crown Lake, Powerville Riv. Manie

Lumber Lath rUlpWOOa On Nat. Transcontinental Ry.
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1919
LET'S COOPERATE

Cooperation is the secret of business

success.

As manufacturers we've found that

out in our line. As wholesalers and

retailers you've found it true in your

business

Is there any reason under the sun

why we can't extend that same princi-

ple to cover our mutual relations—and

to our mutual advantage.

We'll play the game - do
part. Will you do yours ?

our

We're going to put British Columbia

Red Cedar Shingles on the map during

1919 as never before.

We're going to advertise—extensively

too— tell the consumer just how good

they are. That means grist for your

mill. We don't deal with consumer

enquiries. We refer them to you.

We've got out attractive display cards

and literature on roofing that will be

mighty interesting for your patrons—and

we're planning to issue a series of book-

lets on shingles that will get right there

with the consumer.

Above all—we re turning out a trade-

marked shingle that for quality and

grade can't be equalled for roofing.

Will you cooperate with us ?

Send for our Display Cards. Get a

package of our literature. We'll send

them in quantities to suit your needs.

Write us—tell us about the Shingle

situation in your district—give us any

suggestions you think will be to our

advantage.

1919—Let's Cooperate
With best wishes for a prosperous year.

REGISTERED

Issued by the

Publicity Section of

The Shingle Agency
of British Columbia

Standard Bank Bldg.

VANCOUVER - B.C.

TRADE MARK

C. Beck Mfg. Co, Limited
PENETANGUISHENE, ONT.

Stock now in pile, dry :-

1 X 4 to 12 in. Mill Run White Pine.

5/4 X 4 to 12 in. Mill Run White Pine.

8/4 X 4 to 12 in. Mill Run White Pine.

2 X 4 to 10 in. Hemlock.
2 X 4 to 12 in. Norway.
1 X 4 to 8 in. Norway.
1 and 2 in. Mill Run Spruce.

Write for Quantities and Prices

REMEMBER OUR MILLING FACILITIES SAVE FREIGHT

Mill Yard.

Spruce, Tamarac, Whitewood and
Poplar Lumber

SPRUCE ANDWHITEWOOD LATH
Planing Mill in connection with Saw Mill

ROSSED SPRUCE PULPWOOD
Full supply of Seasoned Lumber always on hand.

RICH CLA Y LOAM LANDS FOR 5AL£—Townships of

Haggart and Kencjjy. District of Temiskaming. Excellent oppor-

tunities for the settler. Write for particulars.

New Ontario Colonization Company, Limited
Sales Office, BUFFALO, N.Y.

Mills :—Jacksonboro, Ont. Located on Transcontinental R.R., 32 miles west of Cochrane.

P. O. Box 914 Phone Main 948

Exchange Lumber Co., Reg.
Special

Sawing
for

U.S. Trade

WHOLESALE LUMBER

180 St. James Street

MONTREAL

Spruce
Deals
for

Export

We are able through our many years of practical

experience to offer you the best of Service and Satis-

faction. We solicit your enquiries for all grades of
lumber.
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John McKergow, W. K. Grafftey,
President Managrlnsr-Dlrector

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office: Montreal Office:

46 El^ln SI, 759 Notre Dame St., W

LUMBER
Midland Stock

White Pine
Complete line every grade

in 4/4 and 8/4

also large stocks of

No. 1 and No. 2 Cull Stocks

and oidings

Timber

Estimates
lamesW. Sc^waII
OLD TOWN. - MAINE

H. Cardinal O. Page

Cardinal & Page
Wholesalers and Exporters of

FOREST PRODUCTS
180 St. James St. Montreal

Specialties:—

Spruce and Red Pine

JACK PINE

HEMLOCK

SPRUCE

JAMES R, SUMMERS
Wholesale Lumber

95 Kint Si. Eul TORONTO, Ont.

Main 7329

Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce
QUALICUM QUALITY LUMBER

Rough Fir Timbers
Any size upto 60 feet long

Select Grades a Specialty .

PIPP anrl TANK STOCK
Market wanted for Rough Cedar Timbers

Inquire for prices

Office and Mills

:

Qualicum Beach, V. I., B. C.

Lumber, Lath
Flooring, Cedar
Poles and Posts

Railway Ties
Doors, Windows, Archi-
trares and all kinds of Mill
»T wi uune oy expcns.

Ask for our prices and services
of our architect

J. P. DUPUIS, LTD.
592 Church Ave., Verdun. Montreal, P.Q.

Rush your enquiries

before the winter
car shortage arrives

also SPRUCE
Complete range

WE ARE BUYERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Handles

Staves Hoops
Headings

lamesWFRSTFR & BrO

Limited

Bootle, Liverpool, England
London Office

Dashwood House 9 New Broad St, E. C.

Spruce, Balsam, Poplar
Pulpwood

Bought and Sold for Canadian or
American delivery.

Quotations furnished on request

P. M.JOST&Co.
Broker* and CammiMion Mwckants

Room 201, 180 St. James St , MONTREAL

Cant & Kemp
52 St. Enoch Squara

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
.
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Al and ABC Codes used

TARNWORTH
1 & JARDINE

Cable Addresa: Famvrortfa, Livopool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS

2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and
Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool,

England

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N.Y.

C. G. Anderson Lumber

Company, Limited

Manufacturers and Strictly Wholesale

Dealers in Lumber

705 Excelsior Life Building

I Ofonto
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SAW MILL

MACHINERY

Firstbrook Bros.
Linuted

Having decided to discon-

tinue saw mill operations at

Penetang have the following

machinery for sale. This

machinery is all in operating

condition and is open for in-

spection at Penetang, Ont.

Mill Machinery

Extra heavy log haul-up works with

inch round and flat chain. 128 ft.

centres. , ...
2_Waterous log unloaders or kickers,

3 arms, 10 in. cylinders.
.

l_Waterous log loader, 3 arms, 10 in.

cylinders. . . ,

,

l_\Vaterous right-hand double cutting

band mill, 11 in. saws, 8 ft. wheel.

with 3-block carriage ; 24 in. opening

;

Payette set works and dogs; 8 in. x

36 ft. steam feed. „,v • u
1—Waterous double edger for 20-inch

saws, lever shifter. , .

1—Payette double edger for 18 in. saws,

lever shifter. „ , , . ,n •

48—live rolls about 8 ft. long by 10 in.

dia.; extra heavy, sprocket drive.

20—High cars vrith roller tops. 24 in

heavy wheels on 3 in. axles, standard

gauge. ,

1—Mershon 4 saw gang resaw. takes

squared cants or just one face, ideal

machine to cut small logs and centres

of large after good has been taken off.

1—Payette picket machine, made speci-

ally for shade roller stock, will feed

pieces 16 in. long, also sorting table

with chain top.

l_Rogers Iron Works circular resaw

for making box lumber from slabs;

fool-proof machine.
1—Payette edger for box and short

stock. .

1—Rogers twin circular or tie maker.

1—Payette lath bolter and lath machine.

1—Pair lath trimmers.
1—Picket trimmer (bunch trim).

Conveyor drives and chains.

Pulleys, gears, heavy line shafting and
countershafting with bearings.

Send us your requirements.

We have a large stock of double and

triple leather belting in widths from

10 in. to 46 in.

Power House Equipment

3—Return Tubular Boilers, Goldie Mc-
Culloch make, 66 x 10. Dutch oven
settings, 85 lbs. steam allowance

Ontario Government.
Breeching and smoke stack for above

boilers, 60 in. dia., newly painted,

600 ft. new 5^ in. guy and plate for

brick pier.

1—Northey boiler feed pump, outside

packed. 8 in. x 6 in. x 12 in., for 3 in.

suction pipe.

1—Pair Poison "Brown" type engines,

coupled on quarters, 22 in. x 50 in.,

with 16 ft. X 48 in. belt, balance

wheel. Excellent engines.

1—Pair American feed water heaters

for above engines; 10 in., copper

coils.

Filing Equipment

1—Waterous band saw grinder for 6
in. saws.

1—Baldwin retoother for band saws.

l_Wm. Hamilton band saw shear. 12".

2—Reversible saw levelling blocks.
2—Chilled band saw anvils.

Hanchet band saw swages; Crescent
circular saw swages; shapers and
dressers.

Yard Equipment

Bootns and boom chains, J4. H & H-
Winches and other mill supplies.

Prompt shipments and bargains for

quick sale. Will send all particu-

lars and prices on application.

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Penetang, Ont.

''WELL BOUGHT IS HALF SOLD"

A Definite Off

e

for your

Definite Needs

c
0 iv/rIVl. It. 1 X ^t ana up ana r. i\orway.

5 M. It. 6/4 X 4 and up "
"

30 M. ft. 8/4 X 4 and up

10 M. ft. 1 X 6—10/18 ft. Merchantable Norway;

33 M. ft. 1 X 4 and up—10/18 ft.
"

35 M. ft. 2x4 and up— 10/18 ft.
"

75 M. ft. 2 X 6—10/16 ft.

60 M. ft. 2 X 8—10/16 ft.

17 M. ft. 2 X 10— 10/16 ft.

8 M. ft. 2 X 12—10/16 ft.

50 M. ft. 2 X 6—18 ft.

50 M. ft. 2 X 8—18 ft.

50 M. ft. 2 X 10—18 ft.

5 M. ft. 2 X 12—18 tt.

23 M. ft. 3 X 6—10/16 ft.

13 M. ft. 3 X 6—18 ft.

18 M. ft. 3 X 8—10/16 ft.

10 M. ft. 3 X 8—18 ft.

20 M. ft. 4 X 4—10/18 ft.

11 M. ft. 8 X 10—10/18 ft.

3 M. ft. 10 X 12—10/18 ft.

1 M. ft. 12 X 12—10/18 ft.

ABOVE IN PILE AT CUTLER.

Canadian General Lumber Co.

Limited

FOREST PRODUCTS
TORONTO OFFICE :— 712-20 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

Montreal Office:—203 McGiil Bldg.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Quick

Action

You

Can

Have

It

Try the Canada Lum-

berman Wanted and For

Sale Department. Have

you anything you wish to

buy or sell in the Lumber

Industry? You will find

this department inexpen-

sive, and a very effective

business getter.

Our Classified Adver-

tisers do not repeal the

ad, often. They don't

have to. They report im-

mediate results. Use these

columns to your own ad-

vantage.

CANADA
LUMBERMAN
and WOODWORKER

347 Adelaide St. W.

TORONTO
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REDWOOD for Clear Finish, Mouldings,

Windows and Door Frames
Tank Lumber, Bevel Siding and many special uses

Write for descriptive booklets
and price list.

Sample lots and L.C.L. shipments from
our Chicago warehouse.

REGlSTCnCO

THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.
RCGISTCRCD

TRAPe MARK

OF ILLINOIS

NEW YORK, 103 Park Avenue

JOHN D. MERSHON, President
1 1 South LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY, 404 Grand Avenue, Temple BIdg. TRAOC HARK

For Special Prices

on

XXX Shingles

and

Transit Cars
WIRE

The Foss Lumber Co.
Limited

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Established 1905

"For Immediate

Shipment

"

100 M. ft. 1 X 4 Mill Run Spruce, culls out.

50 M. ft. 1 X 5 Mill Run Spruce, culls out.

. 50 M. ft. 2 X 4 INIill Run Spruce, culls out.

150 M. ft. 2 X 6 Mill Run Spruce, culls out.

70 M. ft. 1 X 3 Mill Culls, Spruce.

40 M. ft. 1 X 4 Mill Culls, Spruce.

7 M. ft. 1 X 5 Mill Culls, Spruce.

13 M. ft. 1 X 6 Mill Culls, Spruce.

80 M. ft. 2 X 3 Mill Culls, Spruce.

35 M. ft. 2 X 4 Mill Culls, Spruce.

25 M. ft. 3 X 5 Mill Culls, Spruce.

40 M. ft. 3 X 6 Mill Culls, Spruce.

40 M. ft. 3x7 Mill Culls, Spruce.

35 M. ft. 3 X 8 Mill Culls, Spruce.

20 M. ft. 3 X 9 and up Mill Culls. Spruce.

500 Pes. Spruce and Red Pine Piles- for quicK ship-

ment. 20 to 50 ft. long.

ARTHUR N. DVDLEY
Manufacturer and Wholesaler

Mills at— 109 Stair Building

Elbow Lake and Dane TORONTO, ONT.

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

British Columbia Red Cedar Exclusively
Cedar Bevel Siding, Finish, V-Joint and Mouldings

Straight or mixed cars with XXX and XXXXX Shingles. Stocks carried at Lindsay, Ont., for quick shipment.

Full particulars from our Eastern Agents.
Ontario Agents:

<,J:^^Z:;^:'^:;^:::^:r°'"- Head office and Mills, Port Moody, B. C.
Mason, Gordon & Company, Montreal.
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Ten Band Mills to Serve You

"It"'!

^0'

E W

^FredencW

% A.

A
>/

Mills and Railway Connections
Fredericton, N.B.
Plaster Rock, N.B.
Nelson, N.B.
Edmundston, N.B.
Baker Brook, N.B.
Glendyne, Que.
Escourt, Que.
Cabano, Que.
Whitworth. Que. (No. 1, No. 2)

Railway connection C. P. R.

C. P. R.
I. C. R.

C. P. R. or Temiscouata Ry.
Temiscouata Ry. and N.T.R.
N. T. R.
N. T. R.
Temiscouata Ry.
Temiscouata Ry.

Fraser Companies, Limited, Fredericton N.B.

ROUGH AND DRESSED SPRUCE, WHITE CEDAR SHINGLES. SPRUCE LATH, PIANO
SOUNDING BOARD STOCK.
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Mason, Gordon &Co. x.'«wC Montreal, Que.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS

(Wholesale Only)

FIR TIMBER and Finish, CEDAR SHINGLES and Lumber

Transit Cars of the above always on the Road
Western Fir Doors

Sole Selling Agents for Eastern Canada for WHEELER OSGOOD CO., Tacoma, Wash.—Doors, Turned Stock etc.

Toronto Office : 510 Lumsden Building
Hugh A. Rose, Representative

Vancouver Office : 304 Pacific Building
Herbert C. Cordon, Representative

Your Chance
to buy

Saw Mill Machinery
Any or all of the following, from Wm, Peter estate

—

first class condition

1 right hand 3-Block Carriage, 40 inch, fitted with Payette set.

works, friction receder, 5 trucks, frame of carriage oak; never
been used, except set works, which have been refitted; carriage

built by E. Long Mfg. 'Co., Orillia.

1 Steam Feed, 10 inch dia., 36 ft. long, vertical valves;, never been
used since being installed.

Track and Flat (new).

1 Steam Nigger, Waterous Co.

1 Steam Loader, Waterous Co.

1 right hand Champion Edger (Waterous Co.), 48 inches, 3 station-

ary saws, 2 movable saws.

1 left hand Hamilton Edger, 54 inch, 4 stationary saws, 1 movable
saw.

1 Engine, 14 x 20 slide valve, Payette tly-wheel, 5 ft. diameter, 30 in.

face.

1 Engine, 11 x 18, slide valve, Inglis & Hunter fly-wheel, G ft. diam-
eter, IG in. face.

1 Patterson & Berryman Water Heater.

Gordon Hollow Blast Blower, located in mill.

1 Ewart's Detachable Chain.

Special Heavy Forged Chain, about 800 feet.

We have also on hand Live Roll Drives, Pulley, Gears, Shafting,
in addition to l-'iling Equipment, etc.

W, L. HAIGHT, Barrister

PARRY SOUND, ONTARIO

We Manufacture the Following Well Known Brands

"Elkco Special," "Elk Steel,"

"St. Marys," "Keystone" and "Rotex"

FIRE BRICK
Each brand is specially suited to a separate use.

We have the experience to manufacture and sup-

ply the finest grade of Fire Brick for the varying
uses of the Lumber Industry. The same brick may
not meet the requirements of your Dutch Oven
and of your Refuse Burner.

This is a product that should have your most
careful attention. When so much depends directly

on the successful operation and dependability of

Fire Brick in your plant, it will repay you many
times to make a most careful investigation before
the installation. Let us show you where our pro-

duct has been successfully used for years. Let us
suggest a special brand for your particular purpose.

We have an interesting catalogue that will be
sent you. It will give you an insight into the pro-

per methods of Fire Brick construction.

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Limited
HIGH GRADE FIRE BRICK & CLAY

Sun Life Building, Hamilton, Canada
Representatives for Maritime Provinces:

RHODES, CURRY COMPANY, LTD., Head Office. AMHERST, N. S.

Branches at Halifax, Sydney and New Glasgow, N.S.

Established

1873 GILLIES BROS.
Limited

Manufacturers of

Mills and Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

RED
WHITE PINE

PINE SPRUCE
New York City: Guy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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We Have To Offer:

1 Car 2 X 4— 12 Mercantable Spruce

2Cafs2x5— 12'

Eastern Stock. 1917 Cut

50 M. ft. Edge Grain I's & 2's Clear Fir Flooring

20 " " 1 X 6 & Up 8/16 Clear Western Spruce

Canada Lumber Co., Limited
WESTON, - ONT.

J. B. Snowball Company
LIMITED

Chatham, New Brunswick

Dealers in

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
Laths, Railway Ties

Band mill at Chatham with Resaw and
Planer mill in connection with same.

Rotary mills at Chatham and Millerton
and Gang mill at Tracadie.

Our Planing and Resaw plant makes it

possible to meet buyers require-

ments.

RAILWAY SIDINGS IN OUR MILL YARDS

Would Sell

Rotary Mill at Millerton
Good opportunity for a millbusiness

of four million capacity per year.

ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

Get Our special Prices on

White Pine

Norway
and Spruce

Dry stock Ready for Shipment

JAMES G. CANE & CO.. TORONTO, ONTARIO

We have a good assorted stock of

Hemlock

White and Red Pine

and Spruce

We also have 5 cars 3 X B.C. Shingles

in transit

Send us your inquiries.

It will be worth your while.

The Long Lumber Co.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

OUR NEW TIMBER MILL
(Capacity 100,000 Feet Ten Hours.) NOW IN OPERATION

We solicit your enquiries for Heavy Construction Material and Yard Stock

ANY SIZE TIMBERS UP TO 100 FEET
Give us an opportunity to prove to you that we have earned a reputation for Quality and Service.

TIMBERLAND LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Office: Westminster Trust Building, NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Mills at South Westminster, on B.C.E.R. Shipments by C.P.R., C.N.R., G.N.R., N.P.R., and C. M. & St. P. Ry.
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British America Mills and
Manufacturers of Pnrifif Cnns

FIR TIMBERS
General Offices

Quebec >ad Maritime ProTincec EASTERN SALES REPKESl

F. H. STEARNS & CO, 402 MacKay St., MONTREAL. Que.

I Timber Co. Limited
t Timber Products

''SHAMROCK" BRAND
RED CEDAR SHINGLES

VANCOUVER, B,C.

ENTATIVES : Oot.rio:

D. WILLIAMS, 30 Brunswicx Ave, TORONTO, Ont.

Standing Timber
in Large or Small Blocks

npHE undersigned offer for sale,

17 f\ Ww A in large or small blocks all their

^ \J J|\ remaining timber lands and town

property situated in the town of

W it 1 1^ Parry Sound, Ont.

We have sold quite a number of

timber parcels but still have some

good bargains left in Townships of

^ McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Mon-

teith, Carling, Christie, McConkey,

Q • 1 Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge

OPCCISII and Street.

^\ • Special bargains in the Town-

1 rices ships of Falconbridge and Street for

small mills.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co.
26 Ernest Ave.

Toronto, Canada

SERVICE
Is it not worth something to you ?

We are in a position to supply

your every requirement in

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
and the quality of our stock is absolutely dependable.

Send us your enquiries.

SERVICE LUMBER CO., LIMITED
Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Milling in Transit
A Well Equipped Mill

CP., G.T., & C.R. Railway Connections

LargeDry Kilns SpecialMillwork

J. R. Eaton & Sons^ Limited
ORILLIA, ONT.

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
MANUFACTURERS OF

Douglas Fir, Spruce, Cedar and Hemlock Lumber
Rough Timbers, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Interior and Exterior

Finish of all kinds including Mouldings. Fir, Spruce and Cedar Lath

Prompt shipment of Fir timbers in all sizes and up to 100 feet in length

4 wwj TXDTCr^ A D GUIKir'T I7Q specialize in supplying air dried Cedar Shingles, these cost more

AlK UKILU LLUAlV OtlllluLLiJ than klln dried Shingles but make a better roof and last much longer
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I HAVE IT
~

All Grades in White Pine

Lath A Specialty

Milling in Connection

E. J. MOORES, Jr.
MIDLAND CANADA

LET'S GET TOGETHER

Put "ASBESTOL" Gloves or

Mittens to Any Test
When you consider the unusual wear—the comfort and the

service that "ASBESTOL" Gloves and Mittens bring to wear-

ers it is not surprising of the wonderful popularity they enjoy.

Next time you want gloves or mittens, be sure to specify

"ASBESTOL.'* You can then be sure of getting the best

hand protection that can

be had,

"ASBESTOL" Gloves

and Mittens are econom-

ical, too, because they will

outwear the ordinary kind.

Every "ASBESTOL"
Glove and Mitten has
the "ASBESTOL"
trademark. It is your
guarantee.

Eisendrath Glove

Company
2001 Elston Ave.

CHICAGO - - - ILL.

We Specialize in

—

New Brunswick

White Cedar Shingles

We also manufacture

Spruce and Pine Lumber,

Lath, Cedar Ties, etc.

Shipments by Rail and Water.

W. H. MILLER CO., LTD.
Campbellton, N. B.

Demand this Trade-Mark

INSPECTED

On All Your Shingles

It means—
—Demanding a shingle that is up-to-

the specifications of grade purchased.

—Demanding that the mills making

your shingles help you sell them.

—Demanding that the makers of the

shingles you sell, assist you in

creating a demand for such shingles.

—Demanding that the mills making

your shingles, get back of strong

associated effort to improve and

stabilize the shingle industry.

You are the Gainer

You have nothing to lose and much
to gain in specifying "Rite-Grade

inspected." Sales assistance is

freely rendered and rendered free

to dealers handling those brands

that bear this symbol of grade certi-

fication and integrity of manufacture.

Write for Grading and Packing

Rules, and full particulars of the

*'Rite-Grade" Plan.

Shingle Branch

West Coast Lumbermen's
Association

SEATTLE U. S. A.
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In The Small Saw MUl
Here, as well as in the large

mill the economical superior-
ity of Simonds Saws is easily

demonstrated. They hold their

cutting edge; they saw true;

they make high gradinglumber.
These things mean profit to any
millman. Write us about the
saws you want.

Simonds Canada Saw Co. Ltd.
"The Saw Makers"

Montreal, Que.

Vancouver. B.C. St. John, N.B.

mmo D V-CTs

Feeding the Camp
IF that is your problem, remember that it is our

business, too. We do a tremendous lumber camp
trade and are fully acquainted with the food require-

ments of logging camps. We shall be glad to quote

you on any lines you need this year, and will submit

special quotations if you will drop us a card. We
can supply you with all that's best in provisions and

fresh meats, and give you a service you will appreciate.

WRITE OR WIRE US AT OUR
EXPENSE—TODAY

LONG CLEAR BACON

BARRELED PORK

SAUSAGE

DAVIES PURE LARD

PEERLESS SHORTENING

MINCEMEAT, ETC.

MUM
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
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gnadalumberman
djidM^odworker

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, General Manager.

OFFICES AND BRANCHES :

TORONTO - - Telephone A. 2700 - - 347 Adelaide Street West
VANCOUVER - - Telephone Seymour 2013 - - Winch Building
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
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"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest

of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and
allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion

by its readers.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For
manufacturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention

of owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories,

pulp mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly

the most direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed

to the "Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.

Authorized by the Postmaster-General for Canada, for transmission as

second-class matter.

Entered as second-class matter July 18th. 1914, at the Postoffice at Buf

falo. N.Y., under the Act of Congress of March 3. 1879.
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The Export Business and What It

Means to Canada
It is gratifying to record that according to apparently reliable

sources of intelligence, there is something doing in the export lumber

line. It has been felt for some time that if Canada wanted to secure

its just proportion of structural material for the building of houses

in Great Britain it must go after the business in a large way and on a

unit basis, that the usual channels of procedure would not avail, but

co-operation and aggressive action were the chief considerations of

the moment.

During the past few ^ays, word has come from London

that the British Timber Controller has purchased a billion feet, board

measure, of Canadian timber material. The details of the plan have

yet to be worked out. It is possible that when the grades, sizes, quan-

tities and finish are made definitely known that the west will supply

four hundred million feet or perhaps more. The happy outcome is the

result of timely and effective action taken by the Canadian Mission

in London, England, supported by the Canadian Lumbermen's As-

sociation, who decided at a meeting some weeks ago that the Dominion

was in a position to furnish much of the wood products that would be

required, not only in Great Britain, but throughout the devastated

countries of Europe. It was known that other nations were at work

endeavoring to land big business, but all things being considered it was

seen a strong disposition existed on the part of the Mother Country to

favor her Dominions to as large an extent as possible, owing to the

splendid part played by their soldier sons in the gigantic struggle for

liberty and civilization.

Canada to-day enjoys a pre-eminence in British circles never at-

tained before and the result is that big things are now developing in

the export line. It is pointed out that Canada gets first pick of the

European lumber business and much credit is due the Trade

Mission in London, England. The spirit and purpose as outlined by

a leading Canadian lumberman in a recent interview in this journal,

is being carried out. Small deals, close competition and petty mis-

understandings were denounced, and it was pointed out that as Can-

ada had shared in common with Britain the sacrifices of war, now that

peace and prosperity are returning, the Mother Country is willing to

show Canada such consideration as is necessary to enable her to

"carry on" successfully during the period of reconstruction. Shorn

of all sentimentality and chauvinistic considerations. Great Britain,

in a practical, commercial way, is doing her bit for us in 1919, as Can-

ada and Canadians did for the stability and permanency of the Empire

during the previous four years.

An Association That Has Grown
in Service and Worth

What confederation was to the scattered provinces of this coun-

try over half a century ago in welding together divers interests and

divided sections of Canada into one influential and steadily expand-

ing parent body, known as the Dominion, so has the Canadian Lum-
bermen's Association proved to the great pioneer industry of lum-

bering. Less than a dozen years ago there was no unity of interests,

no bonds of sympathy, no coming together, no common meeting

ground, between the representatives of the trade. It was felt that,

while there might be local organizations of one kind and another,

still the need for a strong national body was very apparent. After

a decade the Canadian Lumbermen's Association stands out to-day

sturdier and more active than ever. It is more national in scope

and purpose and less of the provincial permeates its being. With
few exceptions each year has witnessed the association gathering

strength and influence. The Canadian Lumbermen's Association

stands for much in the way of accomplishment and concord. The
reason for its existence is to be of service and value to the members
in particular and the public in general.

Greater problems than ever will be dealt with at the forthcom-

ing convention, to be held in St. John, on February 5th and 6th.

Issues will be deliberated, on the outcome of which the prestige and

status of Canada as one of the great Avood producing countries of the

world will largely rest. If the lumber industry of this commonwealth
is to attain that measure of importance and influence which all its

exponents hope to witness, there must be eliminated from the ranks,

so far as the export trade at any rate is concerned, all idea of pro-

vincialism. The slogan "that east is east and west is west and never

•the twain shall meet," must be thrown to the winds; and instead

must prevail national sentiment and entire harmony, for it is only

through cohesion and co-operation that big business can be landed.

In giving effect to these principles the founders of the Canadian

Lumbermen's Association did a great deal and builded better than

they knew. To-day these principles are emphasized to a larger

degree than ever. This fact is evidenced in that for the first time in

its eleven years, the Canadian Lumbermen's Association is meeting

outside the provinces of Ontario and Quebec. The east is now claim-

ing attention and there is no doubt in the near future the west will

receive an equal measure of recognition, for it is desired to make the

organization as truly representative and national in character and

vision as possible.

The policy of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association is to look

forward and not backward, to invigorate the industry as a whole in

the great work of readjustment and transition from a war basis to a

peace footing. In this spirit the Association will continue and no

doubt as the years go by, its usefulness and effectiveness will be more

widely felt and recognized. It is, therefore, of the greatest import-

ance that the attendance at the forthcoming conclave in St. John

should be the largest in the history of the parent body. The prob-

lems to be tackled are many, and they should be settled with the idea

of the greatest good to the greatest number. This cannot be satis-

factorily effected without everyone who belongs, being in his place

and taking part in the deliberations that will contribute to the

welfare and upbuild of the industry, both at home and abroad.
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Getting Out of All Projects What
Is Put Into Them

In the afifairs of life men generally get out of every pursuit exactly

what they put in to it. If a man conducts his business in a listless,

halfhearted and indifferent way, he is pretty sure to reap like results,

but if he brings to bear upon its management thought and energy,

system and efificiency, he will generally find himself forging ahead of

his fellows and earn the satisfaction which comes from doing well

everything that is worth doing.

What applies to the wholesale, retail and manufacturing business

is equally pointed in its reference to association work and, while there

are a few men in every community and every trade who will have no-

thing whatever to do with organizations, they represent a hopeless

minority and are not among the most active and aggressive represent-

atives of their vocation.

The isolated attitude or selfish spirit of "I am going to run my
own business and nobody can tell me how to conduct my affairs,"

still prevails to a limited extent. Such men lack the co-operative idea

and fail to recognize that in unity there is strength and that more can

be accomplished by concrete, well directed and harmonious endeavor

in one month than could be effected in a year by any individual or

sporadic spurt. Nowadays it is cumulative force that counts. It is

the driving power that makes business go in this era of the world's

progress, that stimulates production, creates turnover and finds new
avenues for trade. No better expression of this silent, powerful force

is seen than in association work. In all the affairs of business team

play on the part of those associated with any firm is what tells and

tallies and in general affairs, legislative, economical, administrative

and financial, a union of interest and an association of ideas, through

a guild or public body, will achieve many desirable results.

Bearing this in mind it should be the pleasure

—

as it is the privil-

ege—of every retail lumber merchant in Ontario to attend the first

annual convention of the O.R.L.D.A., which will be held in Toronto,

on Tuesday, February 11th. That a membership of nearly 150 should

be attained within twelve months is a record which stands out as

unique in the way of trade organizations and stamps the associatiort

as being one whose worth and work is appealing to all. There are

many after-the-war problems to be considered by the retail lumber-

men and as in the multitude of counsel there is wisdom, so the dealer

can best meet and overcome these issues by approaching them in a

broad, liberal spirit and learning just how the other fellow is going

to line up his business

The coming year promised to be one of the best and brightest in

the history of lumber trade in general. It should also be most fruit-

ful and satisfactory to everyone in particular and in all likelihood

will be if there is cohesion and harmony in the retail ranks and the

members approach and solve the various problems in a spirit of en-

terprise, co-operation and mutual good will.

Some Editorial Short Lengths
In commenting on the enactment of the New Brunswick forest

act and forest fires act, and the creation of a forestry advisory com-

mission, the Canadian Society of Forest Engineers, in a recent report,

pays the following tribute : "Through the recent enactment of the

forestry and forest fires acts in New Brunswick, this province has

now taken its place among the leaders in the matter of progressive

legislation respecting the protection and administration of the Crown
lands. The law as it now stands embodies the best features of the

laws of the other provinces and of some of the States. Altogether

this legislation comprises what is probably as advanced a body of

forestry legislation as there is to be found in Canada or the United

States.

The War Department has created a special agency, with a dir-

ector of sales, to dispose of vast quantities of timbers and other wood
products which were on hand at various cantonments, and building

projects throughout the United States at the time the armistice was

signed. The sudden ending of the war, with all the great work for

the government under way, for a time threatened to create a ser-

ious problem. It was feared that millions of feet of lumber, not

consumed on the government contracts would be thrown back on the

market, and that a species of commercial chaos might result. The
action of the governmental departments is declared by Wilson Comp-
ton, of Chicago, Secretary-Manager of the National Lumber Manu-
facturers' Association, to have gone a great way toward solving some

of the problems confronting the lumber industry of the country. The
Director of Sales, whose offices are in the Munitions Building, at

Washington, will confer with committees representing industries

affected by disposal of different kinds of supplies, in order that bu.si-

ness conditions may be disturbed as little as possible.

In co-operation with the Quebec Forest Protective Association

and the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, the Canadian Forestry

Association will hold a public meeting on Wednesday afternoon, Jan.

w'Oth, in Montreal, when Col. Henry S. Graves, Chief Forester of the

United States, who has recently returned from France, and the Hon.

W. R. Brown, of Berlin, N. H., will be among the speakers. The Can-

adian Pulp and Paper Association is arranging for the presentation

of the reports of the committees appointed at the last conference on

logging methods. It is also proposed to have papers on lumbering in

Scotland, and on aerial photography as applied to forest maps, a

discussion on slash burning Avill take place. The meetings of the

various Forest Protective Associations, the Canadian Forestry As-

sociation, and the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, covering two

days, proved very successful last year, and it is proposed to carry out

the same arrangement on January 29th and 30th next.

It is a trite but, nevertheless, true saying that the only way to

get business in quiet times is to go after it. At all times resource.-

and initiative count for a good deal and the salesman who uses hi-^

brains is the one who scores most frequently over his competitors.

Clear thinking, good judgment and prompt action, together with

some originality, have carried many men to the front in spite of in-

superable difficulties. A good illustration of this is afforded in a

story now going the rounds. It tells how a live insurance man landed

a prospect whom it had never been possible previously to corral 1.

The tale concerns Tom Lov.ry, of Milwaukee. wYto was a widely-

knwn traction magnate. He did not believe in life insurance and

had never taken out a policy ; in fact he took a special pride in turn-

ing down all solicitors. Whenever a new man was taken on and his

boss wanted to try him out he always sent him around to see Lowry.

If he lived through the ordeal and came out with any confidence in

his ability, the chief agent knew that the beginner would survive

and likely make good.

Now, Lowry would bet on anything that contained any element

of chance. At a ball game he would bet that out of the next five mei

up, three would fly out ; in a hotel lobby he would bet that out of the

next twenty men to come in, five would have whiskers.

One day a new solicitor called at Lowry's office, and sent in his

personal card, giving only his name. Back it came with the request

for the man's business. The insurance agent said he wanted to make

a bet. He was instantly admitted.

"Mr. Lowry," he began right off, "I want to'wager $100,000 to

$1,800 that you will die within the next year."

"You're on !" said Lowry.

"All right," replied the agent, "just sign this." And he passed

over an insurance application blank that had been previously made

out

!

Lowry signed it. Time of sale, three minutes.

An interim Forest Authority has been appointed to make pre-

liminary arrangements for developing afforestration in the United

Kingdom. The members are: Mr. F. D. Acland, M.P. (Chairman).

Lord Clinton. Major David Davies. M.P.. Colonel Walter Stuart Foth-

ringham, Brig.-General Lord Lovat, Mr. T. B. Ponsouby. Mr. R. L.

Robinson, and Mr. A. MacCallum Scott, M.P.
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Many Unique Features for Big Convention
Eleventh Annual Gathering of Canadian Lumbermen's Association in St. John on

February 5 and 6 will be Most Important and Far-reaching

The eleventh annual meeting of the Canadian Lumbermen's As-

sociation will be held in St. John on February 5th and 6th. This will

be an outstanding session as many live issues, particularly those re-

lating to the export trade, will come up for discussion. It is, there-

fore, both a matter of urgency and expediency that the attendance

should be large and representative as possible.

It is only a little over a decade ago that the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association was organized. At that time its membership was
small and confined largely to two or three provinces but, with the

ensuing years, expansion and cooperation have been the watchwords.
Now the Canadian Lumbermen's Association is broadly representa-

One of the docks owned by Stetson, Cutler & Company, St. John, N. B.,

There are 5,000,000 feet of spruce deals piled on the wharf ready for

shipment overseas and some to the United States. The
lumber was all turned out at the large mill

shown in the illustration

tive of the great woods industry of the entire Dominion and national

in scope and outlook. The annual meetings have generally been held

in Montreal, Ottawa or Toronto, and the movement of the gathering

to St. John is a distinctly progressive step. Many eastern spruce

manufacturers have recently joined the organization, and it is under-

stood that important sessions of the spruce men will be held in St.

John on Monday and Tuesday, February 3rd and 4th.

It is probable that, for the first time, the delegates will travel

from Montreal to the scene of the convention in special cars, and the

attendance promises to be the largest ever. There are several unique

features in connection with the proceedings which will be appreciated

by all. It is essential in the development of the wood products busi-

ness in Canada that the West should be thoroughly conversant with
the East. By meeting in a convention and becoming better acquainted
a larger and more liberal idea of affairs generally is developed and
domestic and foreign conditions and market outlook are more widely
comprehended.

The sessions of the Association will be held in the Board of Trade
rooms, Prince William Street and, outside of business agenda, the so-

cial attractions will be a dinner on an ocean liner, banquet at the

Union Club, moving pictures of timber and shipbuilding activities,

a visit to the docks and other points of interest.

St. John and other eastern lumbermen are actively engaged
making complete arrangements for the big gathering and a warm
welcome will be extended the visitors by the civic authorities. Frank
Hawkins of Ottawa, secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Associ-
ation resently returned from St. John where he spent some time look-

ing after preliminaries for the coming gathering.

In an official notice sent to the members the following of interest

appears: It only remains for our members in Ontario and West to

do their part by attending the convention. Apart entirely from the

social advantages, we are satisfied that a visit to St. John will not
only be very entertaining, but will give you an insight as to what
they are doing in St. John in the way of it being a most important
shipping port, the exports amounting to some $200,000,000 for 1918.

The Doings Day by Day
Monday, February 3rd.—Leave Montreal for St. John by special

cars, 7 p.m.

Tuesday, February 4th.—Arrive at St. John after luncheon,
(luncheon being served on the dining car.) The party will be met at

the station in St. John by automobiles, and will be driven around the
city, seeing the various points of interest, and also a considerable
portion of the shipping of the port. A visit to the Atlantic Sugar
Refineries is also being arranged, and after dinner a visit to one of
the moving picture houses, to see some special lumber pictures, and
after that a "bread and cheese" supper.

Wednesday, February 5th.—Convention assembles 10 a.m. and
continues throuhgout the day, with a short interval for luncheon.
The meetings will be held in the Board of Trade Rooms, St. John,
which have been placed at the disposal of the Association.

Wednesday evening.—The 11th annual banquet to be held either
in the Union Club, or if arrangements can be made, the banquet will

take place on board an ocean liner in the harbor. This is a very at-

tractive feature.

Thursday, February 6th.—Convention at 10 a.m. Board of Trade
Rooms, after which our New Brunswick friends Avill entertain the
members at luncheon. Special cars will be attached to the regular
train, leaving at 6.10 p.m. for Montreal, due to arrive at the latter
city 10.20 a.m., Friday, the 7th.

Caspar Lamarche Boosts the St. John "Meet"
Editor Lumbermans Canayenne :

—

Im write a few line for tel you Im get your lettre las

wik O K, an dat calendrier you sen me.
Have place de calendrier on de foot ma bed on de chan-

tier an look dat pretee girl mos all de tam wen Im not sleep.
She mak me tink ma wife Glorianna, wen we first marry.

But say: Wats dat ting you have steek on de back your
lettre ? "Go to St. John for the Convention, February 5 and
6." ^

You d'amwelright Im not go to St. John for nettings.
Im go home for Chreesmas an it take me mos a wik for get
back on de chanier. But mebbe praps dats not mean me but
some dose sport Im see on de Lumberman Sup'per few wik
ago on Toronto.

De Boss he write bout de chantier beezness an he say
mebbe praps he come an see me before he go on St. John
an he say again mebbe he not go on St. John because he have
so much work for look after.

Ba Gosh, dats mak me tire hear her talk lak dat. Too
much work. De work shes go along jus de same if he Boss
are on her office or on de car. He have few clerk on her of-
fice, do mos de work anyhow, an few day for pleasure are
not do much harm.

An beside, he meet nudder feller from all over re coun-
tree an talk bout her aflfair an de price dey gone ask for de
stufif Im cut on Lac au Loup an nudder good mans lak me-
self, cut some nudder place. An den, if St. John are not one
dem scottax place, mebbe dey have leetle drink once a while
for luck.

For sure Im lak go to St. John but de Boss are gone tel

me bout date meat when he come back.
Im jus look on dat calendrier you sen me, for see wat

are de date for to-day, an dat girl on it, she wink hees eye
at me.

Ba Gosh ; Im gone see Glorianna nex Sunday, sure.

Bien a vous,

Caspar Lamarche.
Lac au Loup, Quebec.

The present officers of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association
are

:

J. R. Booth, Hon. President, Ottawa, Ont.
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W. Gerard Power, President, St. Pacome, Que.
Vice-Presidents: Dan McLachlin, Arnprior, Ont. ; Walter C.

Laidlaw, Toronto, Ont.
Hon. Treasurer—R. G. Cameron, Ottawa, Ont.
Secretary, Frank Hawkins, Ottawa, Ont.
Directors—W. G. Power, St. Pacome, Que. ; Dan McLachlin,

Arnprior, Ont.; Walter C. Laidlaw, Toronto, Ont.; W. E. Bigwood,
Toronto, Ont. ; Duncan McLaren, Toronto, Ont. ; R. G. Cameron,
Ottawa, Ont. ; Gordon C. Edwards, Ottawa, Ont. ; P. C. Walker, Ot-
tawa, Ont. ; A. E. Craig, Toronto, Ont. ; A. E. Clark, Toronto, Ont.

;

Jas. G. Cane, Toronto, Ont.; W. M. Ross, Ottawa, Ont.; Arthur H.
Campbell, Montreal, Que.; G. W. Grier, Montreal, Que.; Wm. Thos.
Mason, Montreal, Que. ; Alex. MacLaurin, Montreal. Que.

;
Angus

McLean, Bathurst, N. B.; Sir D. C. Cameron, K.C.M.G., Winnipeg,
Man.; E. C. Knight, Vancouver, B.C.; E. W. Hamber, Vancouver,
B.C.

Lumbermen Section's New Officers
A. C. Manbert Succeeds J. B. Reid as Presiding Officer for

the Coming Year

The annual meeting of the Lumbermen's section of the Toronto
Board of Trade was held in the Council Chamber of that body on
Friday, January 3rd. There was a large and representative attend-
ance, and the proceedings were harmonious and enthusiastic. John
B. Reid, Chairman, presided and, after stating the object of the gath-
ering, business was proceeded with, the first item being the election

of officers for 1919. Mr. Reid declared that he though the honor
should go around and some new blood should be injected in the sec-

tion, which, since its inauguration three years ago, had done much to

A. C. Manbert, Toronto, John B. Reid, Toronto,
The newly elect chairman The first chairman of the Section

bring about unity and comity in both the wholesale and retail ranks,

for the section embraces both bodies in its membership.
The report of the secretary-treasurer, H. Boultbee, showed a

substantial balance on hand. The election was conducted by ballot,

and after several nominations had been made, the following officers

were chosen for the present year.

Chairman—A. C. Manbert.
Vice Chairman—W. J. Lovering.
Sec.-Treas.—H. Boultbee.

Committee (re-elected)—A. E. Clark, A. K. Johnson, W. F. Ol-

iver, H. J. Terry and Hugh A. Rose.

Representative for election on Council of the Board of Trade

—

C. W. Wilkinson.

Representative for election on Board of the Canadian National

Exhibition—John B. Reid.

Representative for Board of Trade Arbitration—W. J. Lovering.

It was decided to leave the matter of the annual banquet of the

section over until a later date for further consideration, in view of

the fact that the first annual meeting of the Ontario Retail Lumber
Dealers' Association will be held at the King Edward hotel, Toronto,
on Tuesday, February 11th, when the wholesale lumbermen of To-
ronto will entertain the visitors to a dinner in the evening.

Feeling reference ^was made to the long, continued confinement
to his home of John Donagh, who has always taken a great interest

in the aflfairs of the section. It was decided to send him flowers dur-

ing the period of his illness, and also to forward letters of sympathy

to J. P. Johnson, on the loss of his wife, and to the family of Hugh
Brennen, on the death of the hu.sband and father.

Mr. Manbert, who has been vice chairman, and is now chairman,
in assuming the office, took occasion to ofTer thanks for his appoint-
ment and to exjiress the hope that he would, in some degree, be able
to live up to the reputation created b\^ his worthy predecessor, John
B. Reid.

The Work of the Past Reviewed
On motion of A. E. Eckardt, .'econded by W. J. Lovering, a cor-

dial vote of thanks was tendered the retiring chairman, John B. Reid.
for the able and courteous manner in which he had presiedd over the
deliberations of the section during his term of office.

In replying, Mr. Reid expressed his appreciation for their con-
fidence and said if his successor, Mr. Manbert, took as much pleasure

through filling the position as he (the speaker) had he would be v. i 1!

repaid. During the three years that he had occupied the chair, Mr.
Reid stated there has been much evidence of friendly, kindly feeling

among the members, which would always linger as a pleasant mem-
ory of the work of the organization. He had been given hearty sup-

port and encouragement in his humble efforts to raise the dignity,

standing and good feeling in the ranks and felt that the tone of the
lumber business as a whole in Toronto had been elevated through
the eflforts of the section, which was now recognized as one of the

best and most substantial in the Board of Tra4de organization. All

the petty jealousies and misunderstandings which has cropped up
in the business for many years had been eliminated. He would still

do all in his power to carry oh the good work and desired no other
reward than that he had done his part to help bring about this bet-

ter state of affairs and remove the suspicions and strife of the past.

Mr. Reid added that he would have rather have this reputation than
any other to hand down. The retailer should use his brains, collect

his accounts promptly, not overthrow and keep his stock within reas-

onable margin. They should be honest and fair in all their dealings,

and thus help the other fellow to make a living. There was busines>
sufficient for all and when it was conducted in an open, above-board
manner, all striving to do their best in a mutual, helpful spirit, the

gospel of good-will was carried out. When it came his time to pas-

away he would rather have it said of him that he did what he could
to make the world of business better and brighter for all engaged in

it than he would to hoard money and die wealthy, leaving only the

memory of a selfish, self-centred existence. Business has its ups and
downs and should be done in an agreeable, social spirit, and toward
this end he felt that the Lumbermen's Section of the Board of Trade
had accomplished much during the last three years.

Mr. Manbert said that Mr. Reid had touched the keynote of the

whole situation. In the creation of the better understanding, integ-

rity, cohesion and general responsiblity of the lumber trade they owed
him a great deal and were perhaps inclined to accept the present

happy condition without adec|uate appreciation of what had been done
through the effective efforts of the section in general and more espe-

cially Mr. Reid. This satisfactory situation had not existed always,

and, during his term of office, Mr. Manbert added that he hoped to

supplement the good work of the retiring chairman.

Retail Lumbermen Will Meet in Toronto

The first annual meeting of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers'

Association will be held in the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, on
Tuesday, February 11th for the election of officers, the presenta-

tion of reports and the consideration of a number of post-war prob-

lems. The morning session will begin at 10 o'clock and the after-

noon at 2 o'clock. On Monday. February 10th, there will be a gen-

eral meeting of the Board of Directors, at which a full attendance

is requested.

At the convention several important addresses will be delivered

and aggressive action taken in a number of directions. President

Thos. Patterson of Hamilton and the Secretary of the Association

are Avorking diligently to make the first annual gatheiing a dis-

tinct success. It will be remembered that a general meeting of re-

tail dealers was held in Toronto during the- progress of the Canadian

National Exhibition, " in September last, and was attended by over

100 visitors. At the forthcoming assembly, on February 11th. it is

hoped that there will be an even larger attendance at matters of

great importance will be considered The delegates will be tendered

a banquet by the wholesale lumbermen of Toronto in the evening

and a most "enjoyable and profitable time is anticipated.

It is particularly desirable that all retail lumbermen should

make it a point to visit Toronto on Tuesday. February Uth, as there

will be many topics discussed that affect the welfare and advance-

ment of their interests in general. It is only a year ago that the O. R.

L.D.A. was organized and during the past twelve months it has

made substantial progress, the present membership being in the

neighborhood of 140.
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RetailLumbermen ExpectGoodBuilding Year
Turnover During 1918 was Better Than Many Expected— Opinion Prevails That

Lumber Values will be Maintained—How Costs Are Climbing

It is always interesting to review the operations of the past

year and to take a look out over the new one. On the whole, during

1918, business was pretty fair with the retail lumbermen, while some
report the largest turnover since the outbreak of the war. Reports
received from various dealers of Ontario and Quebec and the Mari-

time provinces indicate that while there was no great activity in

the building line, still from one source and another, considerable

trade came their way. There was a good deal of work done in the

way of repairs, alterations and additions, while special lines of war
work and factory extensions afforded an outlet for much of the

stock of the yard men.
The cost of doing business has naturally been ascending all the

while, but the majority of retailers have been getting prices com-
mensurate with the augmented expense of maintaining their yards,

equipping them and serving the public in an efficient way. The out-

look for 1919 is considered to be of bright character and the

retail lumberman faces the coming seasofi with confidence and the

largest measure of satisfaction that he has felt since 1914. The pros-

pects for building are exceptionally promsiing. There will be erect-

ed new houses in many industrial centres, repairs long neglected

will have to be undertaken, farm buildings will require overhauling,

new garages will be put up and it is believed there will be exten-

sions of one kind and another that should make 1919 a banner year

in local trade. There is not a gloomy note heard in any part of the

country and the horizon, so far as it can be scanned at the present

time, is clearing. Many retailers have been kind enough to express

their views on the prospective situation and, out of a large number
of letters received, the following representative opinions will l>e read

with interest.

Scarcity of Steel Helped Timber Sales

Patterson & Crosthwaite of Hamilton, in regard to the activi-

ties of 1918, assert : "The demand for material for dwellings, stores,

and office buildings has been very limited ; in fact not 50 per cent,

of the normal, and our trade has been very largely the result of ex-

tensions of factories, and certain lines of material used in their usual

routine. The fact that we are a large manufacturing centre has prob-

ably made this a more conspicuous feature than in most cities. The
scarcity of steel during the past year has also helped the timber

sales materially and the wood sash has been in fair demand for fac-

tory purposes. Wood tanks for acid solutions and other purposes

have been a conspicuous feature of our 1918 production.

"With regard to the stocks carried here we should judge they

are about an average as compared with 1916 and 1917, but lighter

than in previous years. The feeling that we retailers have is that

we will not be able to buy anything coming out of the bush this

winter at any reduction in price, nor do we anticipate any material

advance.

"The closing year has been of a particularly trying nature owing
largely to the unsettled condition of the labor market, and the fact

that men were able to command such high wages on munition work
has naturally produced a discontented condition which caused a

great deal of friction and annoyance. /

"The cost of production has materially increased, but fortun-

ately the demand has been such that we have been able to command
fair returns for what we have handled, and we hope that 1919 will

produce less worries even should profits dwindle.

"Contractors have had a very good year and arc meeting their

bills promptly—in fact, better than for 1917. The outlook for the

coming season is fairly bright but we expect that there will not be

anything done that can be postponed in anticipation of an approxi-

mate resumption of normal prices."

Believes Lumber Will be at Premium

The Laberge Lumber Company of Sudbury, declare: "We have
handled about the same quantity of material this year as we did

last. There was not much repair work on account of the high cost

of material. The mining companies built in the neighborhood of

100 houses, which kept the factories and the contractors quite busy.

The stocks around this district are very small, and quite a few lines

are not to be had at any price, so that we think lumber will be at

a premium in the spring.

"We believe that it will cost us from 5 to 10 per cent, more to

do business this year than it did last, on account of the high wages

we have to pay for our office staff, superintendent, foremen, etc.

The prices that are obtaining for our various lines are about com-
mensurate with the advancing cost. Payments are very satisfac-

tory."

Conditions are Right for Good Steady Trade

J. B. Mackenzie, of Georgetown, Ont., states "As regards the
volume of business done in 1918, compared with 1917, we find by
comparison of our books that we have turned over as much, if not
more, material than the previous year, and that our total, measured
in dollars, is much more. We had three new factory buildings this

season, and several new farm houses. A great deal of repair work
had to be left over as we did not have the help to get it through.

W^e have had no shortage of materials as we carried a heavy stock.

"Regarding the prospects for 1919, while nothing of a large

nature is in sight, we have confidence that conditions are right in

our community for a good, steady trade."

Expense of Doing Business Creeps Up
The Wm. Shirton Company of Dunnville, Ont., observe that

trade with them during 1918 was not as large in volume as in 1917,

falling off about twenty-five per cent. They add : "Building was
light and repair work although probably a little heavier than the

year before did not make up the difference. The outlook for 1919 is

brighter although the continued high prices will prevent many peo-

ple from building. Repair work will be quite h^avy, as it will be
necesary in many cases for this work to be no longer neglected.

"The expense of doing business in 1918 was considerably more
than in previous years. Fuel, taxes, belting, machinery, wages, and,

in fact, everything necessary for the carrying on of our plant advanc-
ed very materially during the year. We found it hard to keep step

with our prices to offset the additional expense. We feel that we
did not always get prices commensurate with advancing costs as we
were satisfied that we would lose custom and "half a loaf is better

than no loaf at all." The demand was not sufficient to warrant us

getting a fair profit.

"The payment by our customers was well up to the average up
to the last two months, when it has seemed difficult to collect. This
is no doubt partly due to the influenza epidemic. Many of our cus-

tomers have not been able to make their payments promptly on this

account. Our stock is well filled as we anticipate a shortage of cer-

tain grades of lumber in the spring. We may be mistaken in this

but we have been led to believe that this well be the case. We be-

lieve that prices will be fairly stationary and do not look foj much
change either way for, at least, the first six months of 1919."

Volume Was Ahead, of Previous Year

The Ligleby-Taylor Co. of Brantford, say: "Business during

the year 1918 has been very good with us and the volume consider-

ably over that of 1917. There has not been a great deal of house

building, but considerable repair work and factory extensions. We
have not experienced any decided shortage in the grades of lumber

which we require in our business and no doubt look for any notice-

able advance in prices.

"'We have found the expense of doing business materially in-

creased during the past year but consider the prices which we are

obtaining to be commensurate with costs thus far, and have no
complaint regarding the way payments are being met by our cus-

tomers.

"It would be difficult for us to state anything definite regarding

the outlook in the building for 1919, but feel that with the number
of good factories which have grown up here in the past few years,

and with the present scarcity of dwelling houses, that building is

bound to go ahead."

Thinks Prices Will be Very Firm

Harry Hazen, of Tillsonburg, Ont., observes: "In consideration

of the ups and downs of the past season I don't think we should

have any kick coming. Shipping, of course, has been slow, but I

have been very fortunate by ordering ahead and managed to avoid

delay to a certain extent. In spite of high prices of material and

labor I have found my business gradually increasing.

"A's to the future I must say that high prices are going to con-

tinue in all wood material.. I had the pleasure of a trip up in our
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Northern Ojitario this fall and, visiting some of the principal mills,

[ was surprised to see so little dry stock on sale.

"Now, if our country moves ahead, which we arc looking for-

ward to, and our towns and cities start to build, that wilf mean ma-
terial and a greater requisition than ever, to say nothing about our

export trade. As suppl}' and demand control the price of everything,

what are we to look for but .a firmer price than ever."

Expects Much More Business During the Coming Year

J. O. Chalifour, secretary of the Quebec City Retail Lumber
Dealers' Association, writes : "There was very little building and
repair work done in our city during 1918. If some retail dealers

succeeded in doing the same ampunt of business as they did in 1917

it was through the efforts they made to get new business—by sell-

ing outside of the city and for other purposes than for house build-

ing. However, we hope for a large turnover in 1919. There was
so little structural work carried on during the past year that one
cannot easily expect any less during 1919. On the other hand, we
have every reason to believe that there will be a good demand for

residences owing to the return of our brave soldier boys. In not a

few instances we have seen two or three families (with some of their

members overseas) dwelling together in one tenemeat, and I would
like to know how many young men, willing to get married, did not

do so owing to the war ? How many industries have been forced

to reduce production on account of the shortage of labor ? We have
every hope that the retail lumber dealer can confidently look for-

ward to more business during 1919.

"We are inclined to think that stocks are about the same as

they were last year, but we are in no position to make any positive

statement on this point. To our knowledge the present demand for

lumber is smaller than it was at this date in 1918 and for that reason

we are of the opinion that there may be a slight drop in prices.

However, it is difficult to make any prediction until spring. The
wholesaler should be the men to answer this c^uestion. He knows
what he is going to offer and what he expects to sell as well as what
stock he has on hahd. We may add that the cost of doing a retail

lumber business was last year heavier than the previous twelve

months, but just what the percentage of increase is, we cannot tell

at present, as our books are not finally made up yet. Collections from

building contractors have been rather more difficult, but from other

customers payments have been better than usual."

Does it Pay to Operate Planing Mill?

Mr. Chalifour touches upon a vital point in the retail lumber
line when he inquires if retail dealers generally find it profitable

or advantageous to operate a planing mill in connection with their

business, and adds : "We do not have a mill and we find its absence

at times, an expensive thing. It puts us under the obligation of buy-

ing our stock in the rough and, therefore, we have to pay more
freight, more insurance, require more space, pay more taxes, etc.

If the retail lumberman could get all his milling done in transit

or by the saw mill man or wholesaler from whom he bviys his stock,

it seems to us there would be entire satisfaction and we would pre-

fer not -to own and operate a planing mill. Sooner or later the plan-

ing mill will be part of the equipment and business of ever saw-

mill owner and wholesale lumber dealer, the same as generally ex-

ists in British Columbia, and if all mills adopted uniform standard

sizes the change would prove a decided advantage to the trade. We
believe that, as in other lines of business, the retail lumber dealer

should be able to get all the stock that he requires finished and
ready for sale. Then he would only have to have a warehouse and

sheds. Just think how much would be saved in transportation

charges alone in these days of high freight tariffs. How much less

would it cost to have the stock of say, ten retail lumbermen milled

at one plant rather than each having his own mill. This is a pertin-

ent and important question to the live, retail lumber merchant and

we would like to see an expression of opinion in your columns on

the points which we have briefly outlined.

Scarcity of Houses in the North

A. J. Young of the Young Lumber Co., North Bay, Ont., says

that the amount of business done during the past year was about

the same as in 1917. A considerable quantity of material was used

by the railways for the building of houses while the demands for

timber from the mining section for shoring, stopeing, shafts, etc.,

was fair. Collections, on the whole, had been good. While it was
too soon to make any predictions, Mr. Young added that there

should be a good building season, as more houses are needed, not

only at North Bay but at several other points. With the cost
, of

getting out timber is as high as it is and the cut will be only about

two-thirds of what it was last year, in the district, (or only about

half of wha't it was in normal times—that was previous to the war)

—he did not see how prices could come down. Replacement values

had to be taken into consideration and, with increased demand and

shortened supply, he believed that present quotations would hold.

The Young Co. are operating three camps this season, taking out
about seventy-five per cent, birch and the remainder jack pine, much
of which will go into railway ties.

Barrett Bros., of Ottawa, report that although their returns are
not finally made up for 1918, they believe that they have done as
much business as they did in 1917—in fact a little more They state

that they have endeavored to advance their prices sufficient to cover
the increased cost of doing business. At the present time they add
that it is not possible to give a definite opinion in regard to the
building prospects for 1919 in Ottawa, but the prospects are aus-
picious.

How Eastern Frms Found Conditions

Although building business in 1918 was larger than in the pre-
ceding year, it was a long way below normal in Montreal. Lumber
retailers naturally depend for the main portion of their business upon
building operations, and it therefore follows that trade in 1918 was
not brisk.

"In my opinion," said Mr. William Rutherford, of Wm. Ruther-
ford & Sons Co., Limited, "we cannot expect people to start building
houses while the high prices of material and labor obtain. Many are
waiting for reductions in these prices. The past year was better than
1917, but it was still a poor year, owing to the lack of construction.

So far as we are concerned our stocks are about normal. The ques-
tion of supply and demand was a factor in the matter of price. Col-
lections were fair."

Mr. J. G. Shearer, President and managing director of the James
Shearer Co., Limited, declared: : rProspects for building depend as

to whether the Government intends to go into the matter of industrial

housing and public works of all descriptions. It is, I think, up to the
Government to formulate a plan under which they would guarantee
any loss by depreciation to those who are willing to build. I believi

that the Government should adopt a scheme of industrial housing;

through the municipalities, and arrange at the end, say, of five year-,

to make a thorough appraisal of the value of such houses erected un
der the scheme, and make good any depreciation which has occurred.
There is little chance of people building now. owing to the high price

of materials unless such scheme as I have suggested is carried out

Prices of lumber for 1919 will naturally depend upon the question oi

supply and demand; they should be higher, but it is impossible to

foretell the conditions which will exist. Owing to the comparative
paucity of building last year it was hard to get prices to correspond
with the increased cost of doing business. Retail prices in Montreal
have been practically wholesale market prices, and retailers were in

a position to do business on these terms, as they were trading to a

considerable extent on old stocks."

Mr. 1. Dupre. of L. Villeneuve & Co., Limited, states: "I do not

expect that the retail lumber business will show jmy appreciable im-
provement for several months, unless, of course, construction should
increase. Prices of retail lumber will, I think, be about maintained;
I certainly do not think they will decrease. Our stocks are light. The
cost of doing business in 1918 increased, and although we obtained

good prices for our lumber, they were not equivalent to the increased

cost of carrying on business. Collections were fairly good."

Mr. Davis Discusses the Profit End
"Business during the past year with us has been about the same

as the year before, owing to the operation of the shell box business,"

said Mr. Mayno Davis of the McAulilTe, Davis Lumber Co., Ottawa.
As regarding stocks Mr. Davis added that he had sufficient on hand
and, as a matter of fact, considered his yard stock a "very nice one."

and better than during a corresponding period last year. "I think

prices generally will sta}^ as the}- are. Of course, some lines princi-

pally spruce, are weaker, but others, such as white pine, are growing
stronger." The situation is just this, if you want anything you havn't

got, you have to pay more money for it."

"Collections on the big accounts are good, but on the smaller ac-

count they are slow and have been so ever since the commencement
of the war." As regarding the return of profit Mr. Davis points out

that in doing business with forty dollar lumber in order to get the

same percentage of profit it is necessary to sell twice the value as if

one was dealing in twenty dollar stock. "You take twenty dollar

lumber and sell it from twent-six to twenty-eight dollars per M,
and you make money. Take forty dollar stock and to make the same
percentage you have to dispose of it at fifty-two or fifty-six dollars

to get the same margin. It is a different proposition and when you
turn it over with a profit of twelve or sixteen dollars the wholesaler

thinks you are making a lot of money," concluded Mr. Davis.

Looking for Steady Improvement.

The Guelph Lumber Co., of Guelph, of which James Harrison is

manager, remarks: "As to the trade possibilities in the district of Wel-
lington county for the New Year, and also as to how 1918 busines-

compared with the previous year, the general building trade was much
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Idwer last year than 1917. Although there was a lack of new build-

ings, yet there was considerable repair work and small addition work
going on all the time, both in the towns, cities, and farming district,

and While.we hope and look for an improvement this year, we can not

see how it will be of a very decided nature.

"In conversation with many prospects we find that the feeling

is people are looking for easier prices, if not immediately, then some-
time during this year; consequently they will hold back and only do
whatever is actually necessary.

"As to lumber stocks, most of the yards are carrying all that is

necessary—for the volume of business that is offering. We do not

anticipate any material change in prices in 1919, either up or down.
W^hen one considers that the product being marketed this year was
produced at last year's costs, and while the number of men available

are more numerous than last year, yet there does not appear to be
any drop in the wage scale ; so that looking at all points one can not
reasonably expect very much change this year in present prices.

Regarding the expense of doing business, etc., it certainly has
cost more in 1918 than formerly, and the retail prices have not kept
pace with these extra expenses. Settlements have been good, and
accounts have been cleared within a reasonable time'. The outlook

in this district is however most encouraging for steady growth, but
we feel we will not get back to anything like normal conditions till

1920."

The volume of business transacted by George M. Mason, Ottawa,
during the past year compared favorably with that done during 1917.

"Business was fair," said Mr. Mason. "We have on hand, perhaps, a

little more stock than we had a year ago. I think it is too early yet to

predict what is going to happen in the future. At meetings of Asso-
ciations we hear a lot of optimistic talk, but so far as I have been able

to find it has not proved itself." Mr. Mason was strongly of the

opinion that building would not show any great activity on account
of the high cost of lumber and other building materials. Collections

were reported as being very satisfactory.

Price Changes Kept Many Guessing.

The Ludam-Ainslie Lumber Co., of Leamington, Ont., report:

"Business during the past year with us has been fully up to that of

1917. The various changes in the price of material and labor kept
one guessing as to how to adjust prices. Of course, m our retail

business, in dealing with the contractors, the price prevailing at the

time the contract was made has to be maintained to the completion of

the work, so it seemed necessary this year to always keep your stock
fully up to cover your obligations. We do not know as to the out-

look for 1919. There seems to be an optimistic feeling. The entry
of the British Government into our market for a large amount of

timber may materially affect the supply and price of same, so we
are quite in the dark as to what this year of 1919 may bring forth.

We wish that we were able to tell you, then we would be able to

shape our own course.

Many Trade Restrictions Caqcelled

Important cable dispatches have been received by Mr. G. T.

Milne and Mr. F. W. Field, the British Trade Commissioners, at

Montreal and Toronto respectively, from the Imperial Department
of Overseas Trade in London, pointing out that since the armistice

was "signed many restrictions on commerce have been withdrawn,
while in the case of those which remain, licenses are being granted
much more freely than previously. Particulars regarding these re-

laxations will be published weekly in the "Board of Trade Journel,"
the official organ of the Imperial Government for notices regarding
trade.

Orders placed during the war period now have good prospects
of being executed and arrangements for new business should be made
without delay.

The following relaxations in particular should be noted

:

1. Permits to manufacture and Priority Certificates in connection
therewith are no longer necessary.

2. Firms are at liberty to accept civil or commercial orders for

immediate execution, thus freeing the engineering industry among
others, for commercial work.

3. All the principal kinds of raw materials may now be used for

the commercial manufacture of goods for export, but these raw
materials themselves may not be exported in certain cases without
licenses. Among those to which this conditions applies are the fol-

lowing: Aluminum, brass iron, nickel, steel, antimony, copper, lead,

spelter or zinc, tin.

In general, restrictions on the export of manufactured goods
have been removed, while they have been retained in the case of raw
materials.

The following list indicates the most important items the export

of which was formerly prohibited to all countries, but are now per-
mitted to be exported to any part of the British Empire

:

Articles of aluminurn, articles—manufactures of asbestos, belting,
cotton—including belting impregnated with balata or rubber, bicycles
—complete, bicycle tires and parts, boots and shoes (except child-
ren's with soles or uppers of leather), brooms, brushes (except tooth
brushes), copper—and manufactures of—except wire, bars, plates,

rods, sheets stripe, tubes—galvanized sheets—corrugated or flat, grind-
stones, glass for optical instruments, hand tools for agriculture, hol-
low ware, domestic—of iron or steel plate, iron and steel rivets, nuts
and screws, iron and steel wire cloth, incandescent mantles and rings,
jute cordage and twine, padding and webbing, twist and piece goods,
linoleum, magnesite and magnesite bricks, magnetos and parts, nails
(wire), photographic materials, rubber manufactures—except surgical
gloves—surgical bandages and dressings, steel sheets (black), tools
(small), wagons and carts—and parts, wool and hair—manufactures
of—not to include raw wool or yarns.

Certain factors will continue to hamper the export trade, notably

(1) shortage of labor till the army is demobilized, (2) shortage of
tonnage, (3) the need for reorganization of plant in certain indus-
tries before resuming normal work, but it is considered that the eft'ect

of these factors will diminish greatly in a few months.

Mr. Rose is After Portable House Business

A. G. Rose, who is Vice-
Chairman of the Canadian Timber
Products Association, which body
recently held a meeting in Ottawa
to consider the problem of export
trade, is now in England with a

view to securing orders and to

survey carefully the ground. He
will keep in close touch with the

members of the Association. One
particular feature which will be
pushed will be landing contracts
for portable or knock down houses
from the British and French
governments. Mr. Rose, who is

well known to the lumber indus-

try in Canada, has for many years

been prominently identified with
the firm of James Davidson's
Sons, Ottawa, and is a director of

the Ontario Retail Lumber Deal-
ers Association, in the aft'airs of

which he has always taken a deep
interest.

The idea of his going to London and Paris is to be on the ground
floor in case any orders for these ready cut houses are given out. He
will also get in touch with Lloyd Harris of the Canadian Mission,
\v'ho has an ofifice in London, and will report back anything that

occurs to F. P. Potvin, of Midland, Ont., secretary of the Canadian
Timber Products Association, which embraces in its membership
sixteen representative firms. It is estimated that the combined cap-
acity of the factories interested in the production of portable houses,

will be about two hundred per day. An aggregate order of ten

thousand houses is the objective, and it is hoped to secure the busi-

ness in big blocks. There are two types of houses being aimed at,

and the number of feet in each house will be about 4,500. One type
of house has two rooms, being put in at $375 ;• the other has three

rooms and is being listed at $415. The principal woods used in their

construction will be spruce, pine and hemlock.

The Canadian Timber Products Association although only in

existence a few months, is certainly losing no time in getting after

export business and in the selection of Mr. Rose as their representa-

liA^e abroad, they have chosen a capable and aggressive man.

A. G. Rose, Ottawa

Death of Julius E. Waterous

Julius E. Waterous, one of the founders of the Waterous Engine
Works Company, Limited. Brantford, passed away recently in that

city in which he was one of the industrial leaders. He was connected
as mechanical engineer and vice-president of the Waterous Company
until he retired from active business in 1910. The late Mr. W^aterous
was 75 years of age and is survived by his wife and two sons, Reginald
and Bertram, who have just returned from overseas. Mr. W^aterous
was connected with the installation of a number of waterworks plants

in various cities in Ontario and was an outstanding figure in the de-

velopment of the great industry bearing his name, which is so widely
known in connection with sawmills, pulp and other lines of machinery.
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Personal Paragraphs of Interest

R. E. Butler, of the R. E. Thitler. Euinl>er Company, Woodstock.
Ont., who has been ill for some time, is able- to be around again.

A. H.. Campbell, of the Campbell-McLaurin Lumber Co.. Mont-
real, was in Toronto recently on business.

J. P. Dupuis, president of J. P. Pupuis, Limited, Monlrcal, has

left for a trip to the South, for the benefit of his health.

R. F. Carter, of the Fesserton Timber Co., Toronto, who has been
ill with influenza and pneumonia for some time, is now convalescent.

Mr. Kaye, representing Smith, Fassett & Co., North Tonawanda,
N.Y., was in Toronto recently calling upon the trade.

J. L. Campbell, of Campbell, Walsh & Paynes, Toronto, has re-

turned after spending some time at Atlantic City for the benefit of

his health, which is much improved.

R. Halliday, late chief clerk in the ofifice of M. IL Brown, district

freight agent, C. P. R., Toronto, has taken a position with the R.

Laidlaw Lumber Company, as assistant to A. E. Eckardt.

R. B. Elgie, of the Elgie and Jarvis Lumber Co., Toronto, who
was in New York for some time undergoing medical treatment, has
returned home. He is feeling much better and is able to be at his

desk once more.

W. H. Harris, of Toronto, left recently to attend the Ohio con-

vention of the yellow pine wholesalers in Cincinnati, and will spend
some time at the Harris-Brooks Lumber Company's mills at High
Point, Miss.

Samuel McBride, wholesale lumber dealer, Toronto, who was an

alderman for several years and in 1918 was elected a- Controller, was
at the recent municipal elections again returned as a member of that

body, standing fourth on the list in a field of seven candidates.

J. W. Harding, of E. M. Nicholson & Co., wholesale lumber deal-

ers and exporters. Board of Trade, Montreal, has returned from the

front. He was a voluntary worker for the British Red Cross, driving

an ambulance wagon. Mr. Harding was away for eight months.

M. E. Casey, who has been for ten years the sales agent in the

Montreal district of the P. B. Yates Machine Co., of Hamilton, Ont.,

and Beloit, Wis., will in future represent the company in Eastern On-
tario, Quebec, Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland, doing business

in his own name at 263 St. James Street. Montreal. Mr. Casey will

also represent other Canadian and United States manufacturers in

iron and woodworking machinery and supplies.

Capt. Arthur W. Grafiftey, the son of W. K. Grafftey, of the Mont-
real Lumber Co., Limited, has been awarded the Military Cross. He
was wounded at Courcelette in September, 1916, and after returning

to Canada on convalescent leave, joined his battalion in France in

July, 1917, when he was promoted to a Captaincy and given command
of "D" Company of the 42nd Battalion. Lie was the first British

officer to enter Mons, some hours before the Armistice was signed.

Frank W. Gordon, of Vancouver, Western representative of

Terry & Gordon, spent a few weeks in Toronto recently with his

lirother, A. E. Gordon, and left for the West recently in company with
H. J. Terry, who will visit many of the company's connections in the

Pacific coast province. Mr. F. W. Gordon reports that the majority
of the mills on the Pacific coast are closed down at the present time
and have been busy taking inventories, but that they are all looking

forward to an active season during 1919 and confidently expect that

a big export business will be developed.

N. L. Smith, late of Guelph, has been appointed assistant man-
ager of the Riverdale Lumber Company, Queen Street East, Toronto,
succeeding Hugh Brennen, who passed away on November 1st last.

Mr. Smith is an experienced lumber salesman and is thoroughly famil-

iar with the merchandising methods, having been with the Wm. Lak-
ing Lumber Company for fourteen years and covering the larger part

of Ontario, west of Toronto. He has been temporarily in charge of

the Riverdale Lumber Company during the past few weeks, but has
now been permanently appointed. Llis work in -Western Ontario is

being looked after by George Kinnon, of the Wm. Laking Lumber Co.

Sir Douglas Cameron, of Winnipeg, who is a member of the ex-

ecutive of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, and a leading fig-

ure in Pacific Coast timber operations, spent a few days in Toronto
recently on his return from New York to the West. Sir Douglas is

the provisional president of the Returned Soldiers' Co-operative Lum-
ber Company, which is being incorporated and has for its object the
launching of returned men in the lumber business in B. C. He reports
that good progress is being made in the work, but, of course, the
scheme is a large one and its consummation cannot be effected for a
considerable time. Mr. Thomas Meredith is at present in England on
matters connected with the great enterprise. Sir Douglas is looking
for a large export timber trade from B. C. during the coming year
and was particularly gratified to learn through the newspapers that

Great Britain had placed such a large order for Canadian wood pro-

Harry Pedwell. Thornbury, Ont.

ducts. His two sons have been overseas for a long time, the younger
returning a few weeks ago after serving on the R. A. F., latterly as an
instructor. The other boy, who is with the artillery in France, is now
with the Army of Occupation and may remain abroad indefinitely.

Has Spent Forty Years in Lumber Business
Harry Pedwell, Reeve of Thornbury, is Public Spirited Citizen

Who Has Done Much For the Community

Harry Pedwell, who for near-
ly forty years has been connected
witth the lumber and saw mil!

business in Grey County, and re-

sides in Thornbury, was in To-
ronto on a visit when the nomina-
tion of municipal candidates for

the year 1919 took place. He was
re-elected Reeve of the village by
acclamation which shows that the
office sought the man and not the
man the f)ffice. This will make
his third term in the chair, al-

though he has been identified with
the council for a long period, be-
ing a "town-father. . when Thorn-
bury was incorporated. Mr. Ped-
well has never been defeated in a

contest with the exception of one.
which was a long while ago. He
has had an interesting and suc-
cessful career and was born in

Wales in the district in which
Lloyd George, the famous British

statesman, was brought up. Coming to America as a young man, he
had a dime left in his pocket when he landed, but was not long in
finding a job. After spending some months in the United States he
located in Collingwood, following for a considerable time the trade of
machinist blacksmith. He then moved to Thornbury, which is 2S
miles from Owen Sound and 14 miles from Collingwood. There he
operated a blacksmith and carriage shop, which he subsequently traded
for a saw mill, which he conducted for many years. He also ran mills
at Owen Sound and in Keppel township, and cut up large quantities
of hard woods, such as maple, elm and basswood. At Thornbury
white pine was at first converted into lumber and then attention was
devoted to other timber. A large proportion of the stock was secured
at Tiny Beach, on Georgian Bay and towed across to Thornbury. Mr.
Pedwell also owned limits in the Bruce Peninsula, and during .some
seasons cut as high as five and six million feet. When the limits gave
out the mill was removed to the country and finally dismantled. Mr
Pedwell has, however, always conducted a retail lumber yard in Thorn-
bury and has a successful one to this day.

The wholesale end of the business was taken over by the Pedwell
Hardwood Lumber Co., and eventually removed to Tor'onto.

Mr. Pedwell is a public spirited citizen, and devotes much time
and attention to the welfare and progress of the community in which
he resides. His patriotic efforts during the war, and the fuel famine
of 1918 will not soon be forgotten. To the first man who enlisted with
the 148th (Grey County) Battalion he gave a present of one hundred
dollars and to ever}' one who joined subsequently, he personally donat-
ed a five dollar gold piece. He also secured coal for Thornbury when
the stock ran out last winter and took an active part in the Victory
Bond and recruiting campaigns. Mr. Pedwell is a prominent member
of the Masonic order, and some years ago was an enthusiastic curler.

Although nearing the three score and ten mark he is enjoying
excellent health and is active as ever in forwarding the interests of the
place in which he owns a very comfortable home. Three sons are en-
gaged in the lumber business in various parts of Ontario.

Who Can Supply This Bill of Timber?
There has been received at the ofhce of Fred W. Field. British

Trade Commissioner, Confederation Life Building, Toronto, on in-

quiry from Egypt for the following timber:
Pitch or Oregon Pine, 103,717 cubit feet;

Hickory, 7,330 pieces;

Pines (Beams) 468 cubic feet;

Mahogany, 4,214 cubic feet

;

Satin Walnut, 350 cubic feet.

The different dimensions and detailed list will be mad^ known
to any one making inquiry, all prices to be f.o.b. port of shipment.
Mr. G. T. Milne, H. M. Trade Commissioner, 367 Beaver Hall Square,
Montreal, or Mr. F. W. Field, H. M. Trade Commissioner, 257 Con-
federation Life Building, Toronto, will supply the name and addres."
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Lumbermen Who Make Provincial Laws
Representatives in Legislative Assemblies of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia Who

Mould Public Opinion and Handle Products of the Forest

The "Canada Lumberman" in a recent issue had the pleasure

of presenting its readers with a group portrait of the lumbermen
legislators of the Province of Ontario. This was the first of a series

which will appear, covering the. industry from coast to coast. In the

December 15th issue there was featured the pictures of the represent-

atives of the people in the Maritime Provinces who follow the calling

as manufacturers, wholesalers or retail dealers.

A short reference to the business and public activities of these

gentlemen will be read with much interest considering that they are

well and worthily known, not only to their constituents, but to the in-

dustry as a whole. The majority of them have spent many years in

the calling in which they have achieved a large measure of success,

and at the same time they have found it possible to devote much
thought and attention to the interests and welfare of the people. Pub-
lic spirit is an admirable quality in any citizen and when it manifests

itself so strongly among the followers of any trade as it does in the

ranks of the lumbermen, reference is of more than a passing interest

Several of these gentlemen have attained the status of Cabinet Min-
isters or Speakers of the Legislature, and enjoy the confidence and
esteem of a wide circle of friends.

In New Brunswick Hon. E. A. Smith is Minister of Lands and
Mines. Hon. Wm. Currie is the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly,
and the lumbermen members of that chamber are Hon. John P. Bur-

chill, former Speaker, Thos. B. Carson, John L. Peck, Jas. K. Pinder,

Geo. H. King, B. E. Smith, W. S. Sutton and John A. Young.
In Nova Scotia, Hon. Fulton J. Logan is a member of the Legis-

lative Council, while Hon. Robert M. MacGregor is a member of the

Executive Council without portfolio. Rufus S. Carter, who represents

the historic county of Cumberland, in the local house, is also a well

known lumberman.
Hon. E. A. Smith, is a lumberman, a dentist, a general merchant,

and a cabinet minister. He holds the portfolio of Lands and Mines,

and since entering upon his duties in that responsible position, has in-

augurated several progressive moves, including the Forest Act and the

Forest Fires Act, which were passed last session. The new policy

of the sale of timber licenses on a stumpage basis instead of a mileage
was inaugurated by him. Other important matters successfully carried

out by the head of the Lands and Mines Department are the new tim-

ber regulations of the province, the details of which were fully set

forth in the September 1st issue of the "Canada Lumberman."' Born
in Shediac, N. B., in 1864, Hon. Mr. Smith, or "Doctor," as he is

familiarly known to his friends, was educated in a private school at

Charlottetown, P. E. I. He obtained the degree of Docto.r of Dental
Surgery from the Pennsylvania Dental College. Hon. Mr. Smith oc-

cupied the mayor's chair in Shediac for two years. A Liberal in

politics, he has been a member of the Legislative Assemblly for some
three years and has pushed his way steadily to the front by reason of

his energy, ability and administrative capacity.

Hon. Wm. Currie, Speaker of the New Brun.swick Legislative As-
sembly, over which body he has presided with distinction and accept-

ance since May, 1917, is a leading figure in the lumber arena. He is

vice-president and manager of the Continental Lumber Company, of

River Charlo, who manufacture dimension timber, lumber, cedar
shingles and railway ties. Hon. Mr. Currie has been a member of the

Legislative Assembly for many years, representing Restigouche coun-
ty. He was first elected in 1907 and again in 1908, .occupying the seat

until 1912. Five years later he was one more returned at the general
election. Politically he is a Liberal and in religion a prominent mem-
ber of the Presbyterian church. He is identified with a number of

fraternal societies and is a public spirited and highly esteeemed public
servant and a capable business man.

Hon. John P. Burchill is a member of the firm of George Burchill
& Sons, lumber and general merchants, South Nelson, Miramichi. He
is president of the Miramichi Steam Navigation Co. and the North
West Boom Co. Previous to entering upon parliamentary life, he was
a member of the Northumberland Municipal Council for several years
and also warden of the county. He is the hero of no less than ten
political fights, in eight of which he has emerged triumphantly. Mr.
Burchill who was Speaker of the Legislature from 1892 to 1899 is a

native of the province, being born in 1855, and is the broad-minded and
enterprising representative of Northumberland county.

Thos B. Carson hails from St. John County and celebrated his

fiftieth birthday a few years ago, by being elected a member of the

New Brunswick Legislature in the Conservative interests. He was re-

turned in 1917, but previous to entering upon his legislative career he
was warden of St. John municipality for two years, and is still a mem-
ber of the council. He is a lumberman, a contractor and a builder,

with a wide circle of friends and enjoys the confidence of his associates.

Mr. Carson resides in West Quaco.

John L. Peck, who resides in Hillsboro, N. B., is a director of the

Albert Lumber Company, Hillsboro, where he has extensive business

interests. He is a member of the Lewis Peck Company, general mer-
chants, and is a Consarvative in politics. Mr. Peck was born in 1857, at

Hopewell Hill, N. B., and in addition to his interests in lumbering,
woodworking and mercantile lines, he is engaged in banking. His first

political fight was in 1897, when he was an unsuccessful candidate, but
he was returned in February, 1907, after a spirited contest. Of the

four candidates the highest man received 984 votes and the lowest 903.

Mr. Peck stood second, with 967. It is most unusual to see four

aspirants for public office come within 81 votes between the highest

and the lowest. Mr. Peck represents Albert county.

George Herbert King, who represents Queens County, is a son of

Hon. George Gerald King, who has been a member of the Canadian
Senate since 1896. Senator King is now in his 82nd year, but is en-

joying excellent health, returning recently from a long trip to the West,
going as far North as Skagway, Alaska. His son George Herbert
King, was returned to the New Brunswick Legislative in 1917. He
is associated with his father in the King Lumber Company, of Chip-
man, which organization manufacture pine, spruce, hardwood lumber,
as well as lath, shingles, sheathing, etc., and are dealers in general

merchandise. They have built up a large and extensive business and
have always been warm supporters of the Liberal party, being well

spoken of by a wide circle of friends.

Jas. K. Pinder is the Conservative member for York, and during
his youth went to Fredericton to serve as an apprentice at carpentry

and building with Alex. Mitchell, a noted carpenter in those days.

Mr. Pinder continued to reside in the Capital city of the province for

sixteen years and in 187.1 removed to Temperance Vale. He establish-

ed a lumber and milling business in which he has ever since been en-

gaged. Temperance Vale is located in the parish of Southampton,
and for nineteen years Mr. Pinder occupied a seat in York County
Council and was also warden of the municipality. He was first

elected to the Legislative Assembly in 1892, and among the candidates

on the opposing ticket who went down to defeat were the late Hon. A.

G. Blair, then premier of New Brunswick and three of his colleagues.

Mr. Pinder was re-elected three years later, but was unsuccessful in

1898. However, he got back into public life in 1908, and he was re-

turned in 1912 and 1917. Mr. Pinder is president of the Southampton
Railway Company.

Benjamin F. Smith is a successful lumber and produce merchant
and started his business career very early. He believes that persist-

ency wins in any good cause and was a candidate in several campaigns
before being elected for the constituency of Carleton, in 1915. Mr.
Smith resides in East Florenceville and his ancestors were the descend-

ants of the United Empire Loyalists. He is a Conservative in politics

and a Baptist in religion, and his natal spot is Jacksonville, N. B.,

where he was born in 1865.

Wm. S. Stitton, like many other New Brunswick legislators, served

an apprenticeship in municipal circles before entering the higher arena

of activity. He was a member of the Council of Woodstock tor two
years and mayor of the town in 1915 and 1916. He was first elected

to the Legislature in September, 1916, for the county of Carleton, in

the Conservative interests, his colleague being Benjamin F. Smith.

Mr. Sutton has resided all his life in Woodstock, where he is manager
of the Woodstock Woodworking Company, and also connected with
the Wood.stock Foundry Company. The Woodstock Woodworking
Company manufacture doors, sash, mouldings, flooring, school desks,

church pews and building material of all kinds and carry large stocks

of quartered oak, white wood, cypress, hard pine and other native
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woods. The slogan of the firm is " We can sell in competition with any

firm in Canada."

Hon. Fulton J. Logan, member of the Legislative Council of Nova
Scotia, has been identified with the lumber business for many years.

A former member of the Legislative Assembly he was -appointed to

the Legislative Council in May, 1916. He is a Liberal in politics, and

has always been a public-spirited and influential representative. Hon.
Mr. Logan was born in 1857, in Colchester County, and is of Scotch

and English extraction. His home is at Musquodoboit.

John A. Young, of Taymouth, N. B., follows the vocation of a

lumberman and a farmer. He has been interested in the lumbering

business all his life and owns and operates at Taymouth a mill with an

output of about 1,000,000 feet a year. .The greater part of this timyer

is taken ofif his own lands some of which are freehold and the remain-

der held under lease by the Crown. The timber is cut and hauled to

the mill during the winter and the same is sawn at once and piled in

yards for drying. The mill is operated only during the cold weather

months. Mr. Young was first elected a mernber of the Legislative

Assembly in 1908, in the Conservative cause, and was returned in 1912

and 1917. He was born at Taymouth, in 1854, and is a life long, pro-

gressive citizen of that place, who engages in farming extensively.

Hon. Robt. M. MacGregor is a son of the late Jas. D. MacGregor, a

former Lieut.-Governor of Nova Scotia. First returned as a member
for Richibucto, in 1904, he has been successful in every subsequent

contest. Mr. MacGregor is a member of the Executive Council in

Nova Scotia without portfolio, being appointed in 1911. A Liberal in

politics and a Presbyterian in religion, the subject of this brief refer-

ence resides in New Glasgow and is 43 years old. He is a member of

the firm of J. D. & P. A. MacGregor, Limited, lumber merchants, and
has other extensive business interests, to which he devotes close at-

tention and under his able guidance they are growing and successful.

Rufus S. Carter represents the historic county of Cumberland, so

long associated with the political battles of the late Sir Chas. Tupper,
who became known throughout Canada as the "Cumberland War
Horse." Mr. Carter is both a lumberman and a farmer,' and was elect-

ed to the Municipal Council previous to becoming a member of the

Legislature, being first returned to the latter body in 1911, and again

in 1916. Mr. Carter has had a rather interesting career, and took an

active interest in the 93rd Regiment, retiring with the rank of captain.

He also served as a Commissioner to the Maritime Winter Fair for

three years, and was a member of the Canadian Bisley Rifle Team in

1897, and attended the late Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee. He is

fond of curling and his family is one of a long and honorable descent.

Big* Lumber Negotiations Are Under Way
A leading exponent of the timber trade of the Dominion, who is

now in London, England, writing to the "Canada Lumberman," under

date of December 6th, says : "We have had some stirring times in

London since the armistice was signed. Some of the French vivacity

has apparently permeated the life of the usually staid English people,

and scenes of great rejoicing in the streets and restaurants have been

of daily occurence. There is really nothing much to tell you of the

lumber situation. All importations and distributions are still under

the British government controller and how long such control will

continue no one seems to know. The war evidently stopped some few

months sooner than was generally expected and then this country has

been in the throes of a general election. These things all help to

delay prompt decisions in big matters, but we are extremely hopeful

of- the outlook -so far as Canadian timber is concerned. Negotiations

for big trade are under way but definite decrees have not yet been

reached .and mav not be for some time."

National Method of Forest Matters

Ellwood Wilson, chief forester ' of the Laurentide Company,
Grandmere, Que., thinks it is high time that the Dominion took some
effective steps in a national method of forest utilization and produc-

tion. He hopes that the people of Canada are not so shortsighted

or so foolish as to leave this important matter until it is too late and

will not wait to shut up and lock the stable door after the horse has

been stolen.

In a recent letter in the press the following, which will be read

with interest appears

:

Some time ago a very interesting discussion took place in respect

to the supplies of spruce in the eastern part of Canada. This dis-

cussion being started by some statements which were made by Mr.

William Little, who, from his long experience in the lumber business,

is well qualified to make the statements that he does. In this con-

nection a letter has been received at the office of the Canadian I'ulp

and Paper Association from Mr. Wilson, in which he says:
"As far as the acceptable timber supplies of Eastern Canada arc

concerned, I am only in a position to speak from the deductions which
I am able to make.

"In regard to Quebec, however, I am better posted, and in regard
to the valley of the St. Maurice River, which is a fair sample of East-
ern Quebec timber, of the best class, I should say that at the present
rate of consumption, there is enough pulpwood standing to last be-
tween 35 and 40 years. The consumption has, however, been in'

ing by leaps and bounds; in the past five years it has increased m
200 per cent. Of course, at any such rate of increase in the future, our
supplies would be correspondingly decreased.

"The situation for the future is certainly serious enough to
one with which I have been familiar since my first coming into the
Canadian woods, and it was at my instigation that Dr. Howe and the
Commission of Conservation commenced their work.

"The situation for the future is certainly serious enough to

cause us to examine into the matter very carefully, and to commence
to take steps which will look toward the perpetuation of our pulp-
wood supply.

Lumber Merchant Now Mayor of Brandon
A. R. McDiarmid, who wa-

recently elected Mayor of Bran-
don, Man., on the business menV
ticket, is a widely known lumber-
man, being a member of the firm
;>f McDiarmid and Clark, Limited,
retail lumber merchants. This
firm also conduct a sash and door
factory, doing a wholesale busi-
ness and during the past few
> ears have built up an extensive
connection. Previous to his re-

cent victory at the polls, Mr. Mc-
Diarmid had never entered muni-
cipal life, but the Board of Trade
of the Wheat City decided that
aggressive and efficient manage-
ment of civic affairs was nece>^-

sary and nominated Mr. McDiar-
mid for the Mayorlty and several
others as members of the Coun-
cil. In a lively contest the Board
of Trade representatives came out
ahead, winning by satisfactorv

majorities. Mr. McDiarmid accompanied by his wife and little daugh-
ter, spent several weeks in Toronto recently with his brother-in-law,
Mr. Hugh A. Rose, representative of Mason, Gordon & Co., and also
with Mrs. McDiarmid's parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Burr, of Guelph.
While ill the east, Mayor McDiarmid met a large number of the mem-
bers of the lumber industry, who warmly congratulated him on his

recent victorv.

A. R. McDiarmid, Brandon, Man.

Co-operation with the Forest Service and the National Bureau
of Census in securing a comprehensive census of the forest resources
of the United States, is to be undertaken shortly by the National
Lumber Manufacturers' Asociation, it was announced by Wilson
Compton, Secretary-Manager. Recently Dr. Compton was authorized
at a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Association, to submit
the matter to the presidents and secretaries of the various regional

associations affiliated with the National body. Dr. Compton said the

proposition had been most favorable received, and that immediate
plans would be made to get representatives of the association in

touch with Census Bureau officials. Provision for expenses of such
co-operation has been made.

Unless Lt.-Col. W. A. Bishop, the world's premier airman, misses

his guess, folks will be travelling from Ottawa to Toronto, Montreal
and other Canadian cities via aerial routes within a year—making the

trips in a fraction of the time now required, and with the addition of

no greater risk than they take when covering the distance by the

more commonplace method provided by the railways. The famous
Canadian aviator is enthusiastic respecting the commercial possibili-

ties of the airplane, and eagerly looks forward to the day when the

Dominion will have its regular service from city to city.

"Safe? It's as safe as a church. Under present conditions, no
danger attaches to flying. However, I think a number of changes will

have to be made in the adapting of airplanes for commercial use ; I

do not think conversion of war machines will prove successful."
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Supply What is Wanted in the Way it is Wanted
This is How Foreign Business in Wood Products can be Developed— Conditions

Abroad Must Be Studied and Every Effort Put Eorth to Meet Them

A comprehensive and logical review of the present situation

and business outlook, so far as lumber and timber are concerned, has

been received from a well known authority in Tacoma, Wash., by
Hugh A Rose, of Toronto, representing Mason, Gordon and Co,,

Montreal The writer states that, during the period of the participa-

tion of the United States in the war, and particularly during all of

1918, up to the time of the signing of the armistice, the whole fir in-

dustry was under embargo by the government, by which is meant
that the entire product of the mills was under option of the U. S.

federal authorities. This provided that all lumber cut at the mills

should be assigned to government uses so far as it could be made
to apply, which uses were principally for cantonment building, air-

plane stock, ship timbers and all other items entering into wood-
en ship construction Every order, which any of the mills took dur-

ing that time for a commercial customer, had to be passed upon by
the government embargo office and released from that option. That
made business difficult to do and the result was that the mills were
not looking for commercial business.

The writer continues : When about the first of November the

end of the war seemed to be in sight, I made the comment to some
of my associates that I thought the busiest thing that the mill men
would be doing for the next two weeks would be acknowledging
cancellation of orders. It turned out just that way, and that mill

has the least office work to do which had the fewest orders, and
thereby the fewest letters to write. Apparently with a sweep of the

hand the Government rubbed everything ofif the book. There is no
complaint, whatever, about that ; we are all so glad that the war is

over that we accept the consequences with resignation and com-
plete satisfaction. It is the same with the entire industry.

Much Equipment Left in the Bush

If you could be out here in the West and see sonic of the debris

lying around after the chief of cancellations has gotten through,

you would be surpised and thunderstruck. Millions and millions of

dollars are dead in this district. They cover logging equipment of

every kind and in almost inconceivable quantity; logging railroads

in various stages of completion, built into the timber with no other

thought than to get the best stock quickly and regardless of ex-

pense; and other millions in lumber of various kinds lying around
at the mills, which was a by-product from the main endeavor to get

the maximum quantity of the stock wanted by the government. It

will take many months to adjust the mill, machinery and allied in-

dustries in this district.

We had a lot of business cancelled and only enough was left to

us to keep our organization together and to continue business dur-

ing the transition period.

However, the outlook is not hopeless, but far from it. We be-

lieve that as soon as the country gets itself together and heads to-

ward an era of peace instead of war, we shall have commercial busi-

ness in far larger volume than ever before. Buyers are now hesit-

ating for several reasons. In the first place, there is usually very
little building at this season of the year in the territories to which
we ship, the exception being in the southern climates where build-

ing can be conducted at all seasons. But I feel that the principal

reoson for hesitancy is the uncertainty about prices. Dealers do not

want to order stocks forward now until after the inventory time,

and building projects will be held up until capital sees which way
"the cat is going to jump." That is perfectly natural and we could

hardly expect anything else. Owing to the tremendous stocks of

common dimension lumber at the mills, which is part of the accu-

mulation of side lumber to which I referred before as a by-product
of the government frenzy to get their timber needs, common lumber
has softened somewhat. Clear lumber is very strong and I do not

look for a corresponding decline. Furthermore, the stocks of com-
mon dimensions are not so large, but that a few weeks of commer-
cial buying on no larger scale than we have seen in many recent

years would quickly absorb it. The whole situation then is strictly

psychological as I view it.

Value of Lumber Cannot Recede

\ What is most compelling in my optimism for the future, how-
ever, is that in a large way prices of lumber and lumber products
cannot go lower until costs are reduced. The market on prime logs
is $20.00 per thousand, which is cjouble the cost of a few years ago,

and the same can be said of labor. Other items of cost, which are
important in themselves, machinery, logging equipment, supplies,
and everything else are in the same relation or worse. There is a
feeling among the large employers that labor should not be reduced
in wage until the cost of living goes down, and so you move around
in a circle. If buying does not begin, then the only readjustment
can come after a complete shut down and a demoralization in prices
of logs, materials, living and labor. I do not look for that, but rdther
am inclined to think that there is going to be a tremendous foreign
demand for reconstruction in the devastated sections of Europe.

In the period of transition, therefore, there may be some slight
softening in prices, but the spring will see present prices affirmed
or made higher. Recently in Chicago, there was a meeting of the
National Lumber Manufacturers Association and I am taking the
liberty of sending you a letter containing a comprehensive report of
the proceedings as it contains some valuable information. Here are
some of the extracts: General Marshall of the Construction Divi-
sion of the Quartermaster General's Department, stated their gov-
ernmental statistics recorded that there was no mill or yard stocks
of lumber in the United States; that labor disorganization was so
great in the milling sections it will require some time before normal
operations or pre war operations can be hoped for and this will have
the effect of keeping down retail yard stocks ; that two million doors
were used by Uncle Sam since April 5, 1917, requiring 6,528 freight
cars to transport the doors and other mill work used; that over one
billion feet of lumber had been used by Uncle Sam in cantonment
and like work since April 5, 1917.

The Foreign Trade Will be Enormous

The President of one of the largest and strongest financial in-

stitutions in Chicago said in part: Do not get discouraged over
what seems to be a depression; it is merely a lull ih the natural
course of events in changing from a war basis to a peace basis. Prices
will not go down—do not cut prices. Foreign trade for this country
will be enormous, but we must know foreign trade conditions and
do business their way just as .had England, Germany, France and
other great exporting countries. We must make a careful and thor-
ough survey of foreign requirements, credits,- etc., and supply what
is wanted in the way that it is wanted. When asked if he would
extend credits to foreign countries on commercial projects, the
speaker said: "No, because I do not know their ways of doing busi-
ness. He further remarked : Raw materials are the same as legal
tender when we consider the supply and demand of to-day; that more
than one-third of the world's gold supply is now in the United States

;

that in all probability the readjustment period will extend over three
or four months, and then we shall begin to realize our aims; that
labor wages will go down very slowly and not at all until those com-
modities contributing to the cost of high living have been reduced in

price, and that was not now in sight; that banking institutions would
lend all the money necessary to carry on the commerce of the coun-
try in the new era upon which we are about to enter and there will

be no money shortage. There is not enough material of any kind
to supply the entire world even if it could be distributed to the world.

Impetus in Building Will be Far Flung

The following- interesting- statistics were also given by a mem-
ber of the War Industries Board. From September 5, 1918, to Nov-
ember 11, 1918. the Board issued permits for buildings in Chicago,
aggregating $13,000, and for the whole of the United States, but
$6,000,000. An order had been issued withdrawing without reserva-
tion all building restrictions in America. Chicago had now in con-
templation over one hundred million dollars worth of buildings of

various kinds, largely, however, factory and industrial projects. Un-
delivered orders for ship timbers for the Emeregnecy Fleet Corpora-
tion aggregated somewhat in excess of one hundred and seventy mil-

lion feet, board measure, and shipbuilding would likely go on for

some time ; that the government would not dump their logs or unused
lumber on the open market and demoralize price conditions, but
would hold the stock indefinitely if neces.sary to avert a price break.

It was also stated that railroads were four years behind with im-
provements and extensions and must go ahead with their work ; that
out of the sum set aside by the U. S. Government for railroads 596
millions of dollars has not been spent, but this sum will be spent
from now on and beginning at once. This is highly significant to us
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as while wc might not be getting out car and railroad materials, the

more work of this character and the greater the demand upon the
yellow pine districts, the greater the demand upon the Coast mills

not engaged on like work for yard stock.

Nothing to be Gained by Price Cutting

The farmers all over the country have plenty of money, in fact

more than ever before and ])rosj)erity is assured in a commercial
sense. It is said that Russia formerly exported to England about
fifty per cent, of the lumber needs of England and that Canada and
the United States will get now practically all of Russia's former per-

centage of export of lumber to Great Britain; that it would he twen-
ty years before France can replenish her forests and that foreign

governments would likely transact all their business in foreign lum-
ber bi^iying', instead of it being done by, with, and through individual

concerns, and that there will be a scarcity of shii)s for some time to

come. It was predicted by big operators that lumber prices would
go up, and that none of the manufacturers present should run home
and just because they did not get all the orders that they wanted in

a few weeks, start cutting prices and demoralizing the market. It is a

known fact that the lumber industry is not now getting as much for

their products as they are entitled to and absolutely need. It will

require several months before we get our bearings and during that

time we must reshape our afl'airs and undergo the change from war
operations to peace operations. All retail lumbermen are confident

that a big building season is ahead and the outlook in regard as ex-

cellent. Most men in the industry are optimistic and believe there

are good times in store and at a date not far distant.

Wood Testing" Laboratory Begins Operations

The new Wood Testing Laboratory of British Columbia is now
in operation and much interest has been aroused in its work. For
many years lumbermen and woodworkers of the Pacific Coast Prov-

ince had dreamed of such a convenience, but, at last it has become a

reality. The Laboratory is housed in a specially constructed building

at the University of British Columbia, in which there is also the

recently formed forestry class for returned soldiers. L. L. Brown is

Woodworking shop in connection with the B. C. Wood-Testing Laboratory

in charge of the work. He is a former member of the wood testing

stafT at McGill University, Montreal, and after the war broke out

went overseas as a lieutenant in the tunnelling corps. He received

his discharge after two years' service in July last. His assistants are

W. J. Johnson, of Toronto University, J. A. Carson, of McGill Uni-

versity, Montreal, W. Templeton, late of R.N.A.S., and others. As
it was felt desirable to test aeroplane spruce on the spot, the Labora-
tory was primarily established as a war measure. As the Laboratory
in McGill has almost been depleted of help, owing to the war, an

arrangement was made to ship its entire equipment to the Coast

;

otherwise it would have taken many months to secure new machines,

and it was felt that the activity of the Eastern Laboratory could better

be held up temporarily. Mr. Brown has been testing Sitka spruce

for aeroplane purposes, but now that the war is over, it is possible

that this will not be continued. If it is decided, however, to discon-

tinue the test of this wood, the Laboratory will make a comprehen-
.sive study of Douglas fir in structural dimensions.

The nature of the wood tests made at the Laboratory are very

interesting and cover bending, impact bentling, compression parallel

to grain, compression per|)endicular to grain, hardness, shearing par-

allel to grain, clevage, tension ]>erpendicular to grain, etc.

In the accompanying illustration, showing the interior of the

woodworking shoj), in connection with the B. C. Wood Testing
Laboratory, the Olsen Universal 'J'esting Machine is seen. About a
year ago some small, clear specimens of Douglas fir were tested in

the Laboratory of Montreal, and the re.sults were issued in IntUetin

form. The Vancouver Laboratory prfi|)Oses, as stated, to continue
the work by testing Douglas fir in structural dimensions as the fir

is the most important tree growing in the forests of B. C.

Wood Preserving Conference at St. Louis

The 15th annual meeting of the .\merican Wood Preservers' As-
sociation will be held at the Hotel Statler, in St. Louis, Mo., on Tues-
day and Wednesdya, January 28th and 29th. A most interesting

programme has been prepared. A. R. Joyce is acting president of the

assocition and F. J. Angier is secretary treasurer. It is expected that

there will be a large attendance as the 1919 convention will be given
over to the consideration of new projects which have been brought
about in the wood preserving industry owing to the war. The strife

in Europe disorganized ocean shipping to such an extent that the

supply of creosote was curtailed and this forced the substitution of

other preservatives. Uniform specifications and centralized purchas-

ing of cross-ties made necessary radical readjustments in this indus-

try. These are the problems which have to be faced and the associa-

tion hopes that everyone whether connected with a railway or a com-
mercial treating plant, or in any way engaged in the production of

preservatives, ties or lumber, will make it a point to be present and
contribute their ideas as well as receive the benefit of others. Not
only will several valuable and instructive committee reports be pre-

sented, but timely and helpful papers will be read on the creosote oil

situation, the zinc chloride situation, the development of uniform
practices in procuring and preserving cross-ties, etc.

Annual Reunion of Wholesale Lumber Staff

The annual dinner of the staff of Terrv and (jordon, wholesale

lumber dealers. Toronto, was held at the Queen's Hotel on Friday.

Januarv 3rd. and is an event always looked forward to with interest.

After a full measure of justice had been done to the many good things

orovided, a few pleasant hours were spent. H. J. Terry presided and

those present were A. E. Gordon. .V. E. Gates. Clark .Mien. L. M.
Doughertv. R. .\. Watt and L. J. Linton, of Toronto; Frank W. Gor-

don, of \''ancouver. Western representative, and W. C. Thuerck. of

Haileybury. northern representative. A general discussion took place

with regard to results of the past year's and the prospects for 1919

It was reported that the firm had during 1918 closed the most suc-

cessful and satisfactory volume of business in their history and looked

forward with confidence to still greater returns during the coming

twelve months. .Ml those present made timely and interesting

speeches in which a number of valuable suggestions were presented

for further perfecting the system and service of this enterprising firm.

Budget of Briefs From Ottawa

During the second week of January the Ottawa lumber trade

learned of an embargo being placed on the New York Central lines

to the Atlantic piers, at Boston, New York. Hoboken. and Jersey

City. It was believed that the great amount of American War mat-

erial gathered at these ports had become so great as to cause con-

gestion. As very few shijjments were going forward over the N.Y.C.

from Ottawa little difficulty was caused.

Keith Davidson, of James Davidson's Sons went through his third

aerial accident at Shawberry Camp, England, recently and after fall-

ing one thousand feet escaped with the loss of a few teeth and a

scratched face. The accident happened on December 13th, when the

"joy-stick" of his machine went out of business, when he was looping

the loop. While training at Camp Borden he had a spill and shortly

after arriving in England he had another before his latest mishap.

John R. Booth and W. C. Edwards report their bush operation as

"going fine" for the opening period of the new year. The W. C.

Edwards Company expect to be able to operate their factory through-

out the winter, running on commercial boxes and other grades. James
Davidson's Sons will operate their plant in manufacturing doors and

sash, in anticipation of future orders.

The estate of James Davidson up to the beginning of the year

had cut 100.000 logs and will attempt before the season ends to cut

another twenty-five thousand. These logs have yet to be hauled to

the water. The cut this year will amount to about 6,000,000 feet, in

comparison with 9,000,000 feet in 1918.
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Canada Lands Big Order for Wood Products
Consignments to Meet Old Country Requirements will be Billion Feet and will be Filled

from Various Sections of the Dominion

Widespread interest has been aroused in Canadian lumber circles

with respect to the cabled despatch from London, England, that the
Timber Controller of Great Britain would purchase in Canada half a

billion standards of lumber, which is practically equivalent to one
billion feet, board measure. It is also declared that lumber would be
of all grades, and bought under the direction of the Timber Controller
through British brokerage firms and Canadian timber agencies in Lon-
don, who will deal direct with the Canadian lumber producers.

The despatch further states that negotiations had been carried on
between the Canadian Mission in London, England, of which Mr.
Lloyd Harris is the head, and the Timber Controller for Great Britain,

and the foregoing is the outcome.
It is also understood that every Canadian producer who is reg-

istered on the lists of the Trade Board at Ottawa will be given an
equal opportunity to sell. ^There is also to be an allocation of pur-

chases upon a territorial basis, thus assuring a fair proportion of pur-
chases to Western Canada. All the British Columbia lumbermen are

represented in London by L. B. Beale, Timber Commissioner for the

Province, who is attached to the stafif of F. C. Wade, K.C., Agent-
General for the Province in Great Britain, and he will deal directly

with the Timber Controller. This lumber is to be bought within the

next twelve months. It will represent a total transaction in money
value of about $40,000,000.

The Report Bears Official Endorsation

The cablegram was sent by the Canadian Press to all the leading

newspapers in the Dominion. The "Canada Lumberman" has been
asked several times if the report is authentic. So far as it is pos-

sible to ascertain the essential facts are correct in every detail and
bear all the outward marks of official sanction. In the first place, the

news was cabled by John W. Defoe, one of the outstanding figures of

Canadian journalism, and editor-in-chief of the Winnipeg Free Press.

He is known as a broad-minded, enterprising, and well informed news-
paper man, and is at present in England on behalf of the Department
of I'ublic Information, Ottawa. In this capacity he will be attached

to the Canadian delegation which is to represent the Canadian inter-

ests at the Peace conference. It was also asserted at the time of his

departure from Canada that Mr. Defoe would keep Canadian people

advised by special cables sent as each event warranted, which would
reach the Dominion through the agency of the Canadian Press, Ltd.

It is further known that it is at the personal request of the Premier,

Sir Robert Borden, who has been for some weeks in England, that

Mr. Defoe is acting in his present official capacity. In view of these

facts there can be no doubt that the news is reliable, but, of course,

the details of the big purchase have yet to be worked out.

In regard to the arrangements of credits a press despatch from
Ottawa says :—The necessary Canadian credit which rendered the

large lumber transaction announced by cable from London possible

was arranged some weeks ago between the Dominion Government at

Ottawa and the Imperial Government. This credit is to be availed-

of to the extent that is rendered necessary by the state of international

exchange. The British Government is to supply the shipping to carry

this lumber to Great Britain. The transaction indicates the character

of the business which it is expected the Trade Mission will be able

to obtain from now on, particularly upon the Continent.

How Ottawa -Views Big British Purchase

Press desi)atches announcing that the British Timber Controller

was to place orders for one billion feet of Canadian lumber and tim-

ber, was taken by representative interests at Ottawa as the expected

outsome of the persistent activities of and representations made by
the Canadian Mission and the Canadian Lumbermen's Association,

says our Ottawa correspondent.

For some time past, as the members of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association privately knev\% efforts have been put forth, both

toward the Canadian and Imperial Governments, to bring about a

readjustment of normal conditions through the usual (pre-war) chan-

nels. The result desired has been accomplished.

Practically nothing at the time of writing was known in Canada
as to how the order would be shared. It was believed, however, that

the established trade channels would first be given consideration. Any-
thing that was not taken up by such sources would be open to other

branches. Tenders, it is believed, would be submitted for the over-

How, and prices for various grades asked for.

Another significant point is that the European powers that be
are to arrange for the bottoms and ship])ing facilities. Consequently
Canadian lumber and timber is to be sold f.o.b. ocean shipping point in

Canada. At the present time it is not advisable to go into this jjhase
too deeply. Britain will arrange the shipping, also regulate it and the
cargoes the ships carry.

The actual influence of the letting of the order, which in value
amounts, to some $40,000,000, is not likely to be felt in Canada for
some months at least. If the whole order is consumed by Canadian
dealers it will make a big hole in the sawmill cut of 1919. The tre-

mendous amount of stock in the sizes desired indicate this. What was
thought at Ottawa would be done in the letting of the order is that
the bulk of it would go through the regular pre-war avenues and
through the established houses. Any margin that was left would be
offered to competitive bidding. Thus specifications would be sent
out and tenders asked for on certain grades of stock.

The Order as Seen in Montreal

Our Montreal correspondent says: "There are a few lumbermen
here who are skeptical of the billion feet purchase for England. One
asserted that the stocks held by the exporters are not nearly as heavy
as generally supposed; that there is not a billion feet of lumber in

the country available for export, and that the Government has already
very heavy stocks in this country which are now only being moved.
His idea was that the whole thing is an exaggeration and certainly
that the lumber could not be shipped in the course of a year.

Lumbermen Should Elect Their Nominees
The Lumbermen's Section of the Toronto Board of Trade which

was organized three- years ago, has made splendid progress. New
officers have been elected and an extended reference to the proceed-
ings will be found in another column of this issue. The Section has
nominated three of their livest members for higher honors in Toronto
Board of Trade afifairs. These are C. W. Wilkinson, for a place on
the Council

; John B. Reid, as a member of the Board of the Canadian
National Exhibition ; and W. J. Lovering, for the Arbitration Board.

It is not enough to merely nominate these gentlemen, but every
member of the Section should take an active part in seeing that they
are elected by united effort and energetic work. There is no doubt
that the Lumbermen's Section of the Toronto Board of Trade can
wield sufficient weight and influence to see that their representatives
are successful in the eleections which will be held at an early date.

Mr. Reid has proved a live wire in Canadian National Exhibition
afifairs as all who attended the Retail Lumber Dealers Convention in

Toronto, in September last can testify. Mr. Wilkinson is a hard-
headed, keen business man who enjoys the confidence of his associates

and would make an admirable representative on the Council of the
Board of Trade, while Mr. W. J. Lovering, who has been identified

with the lumber business for many years, is closely in touch with all

its affairs and would prove a fair, open minded man on the Board of

Arbitration.

250,000 New Houses in Eng-land

Of the 300,000 new houses which, it is estimated, will be required
after the war, according to the London, Eng.. "Times," nearly 250,000
have been promised by local authorities, with the financial aid of the
government. Sites are being selected, and designs are under consider-
ation. The government have circulated model plans, and the Royal
Institute -of British Architects are publishing the approved designs
resulting from local competitions throughout the country. In the se-

lection due attention must be given to the character of local architec-

ture. A design which might be suitable for a manufacturing town in

Lancashire would be quite out of keeping in rural surroundings. The
work is to be done by local architects, and there will be a verv wide
choice of designs.

The steamer "Antonias" was recently launched at the yards of

the Pacific Construction Compan}^ Port Coquitlam, B.C. The vessel

is 2,345 gross tonnage, and her speed load is 10 miles an hour. She
is classed by the British Lloyds as the very highest and it is under-
stood will enter the Atlantic trade.
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N.S. Lumbermen had Profitable Year
Operations Were Carried on in Much Different Manner Than

Ever Before, Says B. H. Dunfield

In reviewing the lumber industry for the past year in Nova Sco-

tia, B. H. Dunfield, of Dunfield & Co., Halifax, says the results- were
profitable to the manufacturers, although manufa.cturing was car-

ried on in a very different way than ever before. He says that ex-

porters were forced to look for other new outlets owing to there

being no buying during the year for the English market. In this

respect they are fairly successful. The advent of the United States

into the Great War opened up heavy buying from that country, and
large quantities of boards, plank, and even thre^-inch spruce were
railed into the New England States.

In addition to the demand from the American market, the past

season has been an unprecedented demand for our local markets.

Instead of sawing practically all three-inch deal and scantling, as

during many years past, the mills were sawing dimension sfock, and
large quantities of boards and two-inch plank. The woodworking
factories along the lines of railway have been busy all during the

season re-sawing, planing and matching, etc., in order to supply the

local demands for sheathing, flooring, etc.

The production in this province during 1918 was well up to the

previous year, and the close of the year shows only a moderate
stock on hand. Labor has been a matter of vital importance during

the war, many mills being operated by old men and boys, who re-

ceived much higher wages than previvously paid for this class of

work. Conditions indicate a prosperous year ahead for the lumber
operators, with prices ruling perhaps a shade higher during the pre-

sent year.

From present indications the output for 1919 will be about the

same as during the present year, although of course much depends

upon weather conditions. Some manufacturers have alreadv made
considerable progress with their operations, and expect after the

holiday season is over to continue with full crews. Some camps
have been temporarily closed on account of influenza, but it appar-

ently has not retarded operations to as great an extent as in other

Provinces.
Buying for the English Market

Prices for 1918 have been slightly in advance of those realized

in 1917, and after adding the increased cost of production, will leave

satisfactory net results for the year's output. It is expected buying

will soon be resumed for the English market, in fact some sales have

recently been made. Heavier buying might be taking place were^ it

not for the scarcity of tonnage. It is understood that the British

and French Governments still have large quantities of lumber on

hand in Canada which the purchased during 1916 and 1917, and this

they are now endeavoring to move before the new stocks are ready,

and at the present rate of shipping it is expected it will take at least

six months to move these old stocks. It is therefore not expected

that heavy shipments of 1919 stocks will be moving until well along

into next summer. The buying is still absolutely controlled by the

British Government through their agents at Ottawa.

The American market at present is dull and inactive on account

of a large number of Government contracts having been cancelled

and no house building going on. The local markets in Nova Scotia

are well supplied, and there is only an occasional demand for cars

of special sizes. In general, conditions indicate a prosperous year

ahead for the lumber operators, with prices ruling perhaps a shade

higher during the present year.

Death Claims James William Hackett

James William Hackett, who was a pioneer contractor and

sawmill owner in the West, died at his home in Vancouver on

Christmas day. He was seventy-one years of age and was born in

Truro, N.S., where he spent the early years of his life. Going to the

West he first located in Winnipeg, but in 1888 moved to the Coast.

The deceased was a member of the firm of Robertson & Hackett.

general contractors, the Bank of B. N. A., the Bank of Montreal, and

other substantial structures being of their construction. They have

a sawmill on False Creek. Mr. Hackett always took an active inter-

est in public matters in the city, and at the time of his death, in ad-

dition to being vice president of the Robertson & Hackett Sawmills,

Limited, he was president of the B. C. Lumber and Shingle Manu-
facturers, Limited, an organization with which he had been closely

associated since its inception. He was a director of the Vancouver
Exhibition Association and vice-president of the Metropolitan Build-

ing Company. Mr. Hackett was a past president of the Terminal

City Club, a member of the city council in 1897, and of the licence

board in 1912. He has been' a member of the board of trade for the

past 20 years.

He is survived by his wife, one son, Mr. George R. Hackett,

manager of the sawmill business ; one daughter, Miss Elsie Hackett,
a trained nurse, who waited on her father during his long illness,

and an elder brother, Mr. Hugh Hackett, residing on Kingsway.

Motor Trucks are More Heavily Taxed
Retail lumbermen, who make use of motor trucks for delivery

of consignments of lumber and building material, will have to jiay

more for their licenses in the future. The Department of Highways
in Ontario, owing to the increase in the number of trucks and the

heavy strain they are putting on the roads, is inaugurating a new
scale of fees for the present year. In the past one and two-ton truct,-

have had to pay $10. For each additional ton of maximum "ca; a

city" there has been a feet of $5. In the future $10 will be the mini-
mum charge for a truck of two tons "combined weight and carrying
capacity," which corresponds approximately to a single ton truck
under the old method of fixing weight. Up to eight tons the extra
fee is $5 per ton as formerly, but the actual amount paid will be in-

creased by the new basis. On trucks of over eight tons up to ten the
rate will be $7.50 per ton, and on all trucks of over ten tons the rate

will be $10 per ton.

Another change made in license fees makes the rate for a deal-

er's license and markers $20, the dealer having the right to use the
markers on any car in his establi.'^hment apart from cars used for

hire. This does away with the system that allowed a dealer to pay
$10 for the license and original markers and $5 for each extra set of

markers. This .system is discontinued because of misuse of the ex-

tra markers.

Western Men will Meet in Calgary
The 28th annual convention of the Western Retail Lumber As-

sociation will be held at the Palliser Hotel, Calgary. Alta., on Janu-
ary 22nd, 23rd and 24th. An interesting programme has been pre-

pared and numerous problems concerning the distribution and sale

of lumber in Western Canada will be considered. W. A. Mcllrath. of

Radville, Sask., is the president. Among the outstanding features o;'

the convention will be an address by Edward F. Trefa, of New York
City, and a practical talk on "Using up Odds and Ends," by H. B.

Armitage, of the Manning-Sutherland Lumber Company, Camrosc.
Alta. A. L. Porter, secretary of the Western Retail Lumbermen'-
Association, Spokane, Wash , will give a talk on "Association Activ-

ities." There will be group conventions on January 23rd. and the

following groups will convene: Credits, chairman, W. H. Heywood,
Rouleau, Sask.; Purchasing, chairman, F. C. Manning, Calgary, Alta.;

Sales, chairman, C. W. Temple, Moose Jaw, Sask. ; Superintendents,
chairman, E. B. Aylsworth, Melville, Sask.; Accounting, chairman,

J. B. Sinclair, Winnipeg, Man.
One of the difficulties of past conventions has been that experi-

enced in getting individual members up on their feet to express their

sentiments regarding any subject, before a large group of men. The
idea of the Group Convention is that they will be held in smaller

rooms, and will be straight heart-to-heart talks between the differ-

ent members. It is hoped that, with this idea, m^ny new active mem-
bers of the Association with brand new ideas will be developed
Resolutions will be made in the Group Convention to be submitted to

the Convention as a whole. This is a new departure in Convention
plans, and very successful results are anticipated.

New Point Raised in Lumber Shipments

"If it is not one thing that is giving you trouble in traffic matter-

it is another," declared a leading Ontario wholesaler this week. It

seems that disputes with railways are cropping up all the time and
the ground taken now and then by some of the transportation com-
panies' representattives is so amusing and refreshing that one must
really smile in the midst of perplexity and irritation. "Some month-
ago," he continued, "we shipped a carload of white pine, cutting up
lumber to Pennsylvania. It reached the consignee all right, but there

was a leak in the roof of the car. The rain got in upon the lumber
and we had to make an allowance of $100. Naturally we thought
the railway should make good this amount, but after conducting

negotiations for some tinie to recover the same, here is an extract

from a letter which I received to-day from the freight department
of the road which says : 'We believe that the box car in which the

lumber was shipped was of your own selection and you were appar-

ently satisfied with it at the time. We cannot therefore see why we
should be held responsible and we must decline to entertain this

claim..'

"Can you beat it?" asked the speaker. "That excuse is certainly

original and I may tell you that our company had about as much to

do with the selection of that car at the point of shipment as we will

have to do with the peace terms of Europe, or the formation of the

new league of nations.
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Effective Work of the Credit Bureau
Membership ; Fee. Will BetOnelHundredlDolIars After'April 1st

—W.^G. Irvin Succeeds A.?E Eckardt AsiChairman

The annual meeting of the Lumbermen's Credit Bureau was held

on January 10th, in the Council Chamber of the Board of Trade.

There was a large attendance of members, and the meeting turned

out to be one of the most important and interesting that the Bureau
has yet held. Mr. A. E. Eckardt occupied the chair. The treasurer's

report, presented by Mr. J. B. Reid, showed a balance on the right

side of the ledger. The secretary's report was brief, outlining the

work of the year, and referring also to the operation of the collection

department.

The chairman, in his address, said that they had had quiet times

during 1918, yet the need for an assocition such as the Lumbermen's
Credit Bureau had been quite apparent to everyone. When business

commenced to pick up again, as undoubtedly it would in the near

future, the organization would be even more useful than it had been
in the past.

During the past year, an important step of progress had been
made in the selection of a solicitor to act for the members of the As-
sociation in matters relating to liens- While there had not been
many mechanics leins put on during 1918, probably during the next

few years the services of this solicitor would be in greater demand.
Changes in Mechanics' Lien Act.

Recently, the chairman said, he had an interview with Mr. Jen-
nings, of the firm of Jennings & Clute, who acted for the members in

connection with liens, and had discussed the necessisty for .changes

in the Mechanics' Lien Act. Mr. Jennings had suggested that a

strong deputation should be sent to interview the Ontario Govern-
ment and ask for such changes as were desired. Last session, a few
satisfactory amendments had been put through, and others had been

left over because of the session being so near an end when the matter

came before it. He understood that the Ontario Retail Lumber
Dealers Association would probably take this matter up at its annual

meeting, on February 11th. He hoped that if this were done the Lum-
bermen's Credit Bureau would be notified, so that it couuld join in the

deputation.
' The chairman then called upon various members present to ex-

press their views in regard to the services they had obtained from the

Bureau during the past year. Each member expressed appreciation

of the work of the Bureau, and everyone was well satisfied with the

reliability and importance of the information they had obtained from
it. Several useful suggestions were made in regard to the working
of the Bureau.

Several suggestions were also made in connection with the ad-

visability of enlarging the membership. The chairman said that he

would like to see a committee appointed to prepare a list of names of

prospects for membership, and that the names on the list should be

divided among the members in order that they might be canvassed

effectively.

The Work of the Bureau Reviewed.
Mr. J. B. Reid said that the Bureau had now established itself as

a success and he believed that outside firms needed the Bureau more
than the Bureau needed them. If they were to put an increased

price upon membership, and let the public know that they were doing

so, he believed that those who had not yet joined would appreciate

the importance of doing so more definitely. He moved that members'
seats in the Lumbermen's Credit Bureau should be placed at the

value of One Hundred Dollars each, and that each member already in

good standing should be given a receipt for his seat upon the Bureavi.

This motion was discussed and finally amended to provide that new
members could come into the Bureau until April 1st, without paying
the fee of One Hundred Dollars for their seat, but that after that date

the new charge should prevail, and also to provide that the segretary

should get out framed certificates of membership, to be furnished to

each member in good standing. In this form the motion was seconded

by Mr. T. E. Rathbone, and carried unanimously.
The Election of New Officers.

The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows

:

Chairman, Mr. W. C. Irvin; Treasurer, Mr. J. B. Reid; Secretary,

Mr. Horace Boultbee ; Directors : Messrs. T. E. Rathbone, T. A.

Paterson, O. M. Moore, F. Ryan, and F. Rogers.

The new chairman occupied the chair during the balance of the

meeting. A committee was then named to carry out the suggestion

previously made by the retiring chairman in regard to calling upon
prospects for membership, the committee being as follows : Messrs.

R. A. Rastall, W. Sutherland, S. McCord, F. Ryan, M. H. Eaton,
Wm. Britnell and O. M. Moore, with Mr. Moore as convenor.

Railway Demands Are Deferred Until March
At a conference held in the offices of the Canadian Manufacturers'

Association, Toronto, between representatives of the manufacturers
and the Secretary of the Railway War Board and the officers of the

Accounting Departments of the various railroads, the question of

freight and express charges and credit arrangements was fully dis-

cussed. It was finally agreed that the date at which the regulation

should go into effect should be postponed until March 1. In the mean-
time, Mr. J. E. Walsh, of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association,

will appoint a special committee of manufacturers to study the ques-

tion and make a counter-proposal. This will be presented before the

Railway War Board prior to March 1 for a final settlement of the is-

sue. .

Real Exploitations By Canadian Foresters

The accompanying illustration is both pointed and humorous
and forms the central picture on a holiday greeting card sent to many
Canadians by the Headquarters Stafif of the Canadian Forestry Corps,

B.E.F., France. On the outside of the Yuletide momento there is a

maple leaf and beneath it are the werds, "All good wishes for Christ-

mas and the New Year." In mailing a copy to the "Canada Lumber-
man," Captain L. M. Ellis says the picture presents an idea of army
forest exploitations as they are carried on in France, in the Vosges
mountain section. It also affords some conception of the speed and
efficiency with which timber cutting operations were conducted by
the Canadians.

For what does it profit a man if he gain five minutes by taking a

chance if he loses a week's time by an accident? or what gain has he

if a moment's carelessness makes him a cripple for life?

Islingr^on Lumber Merchant Is Expanding^

Major J. E. L. Streight, Islington, Ont., has purchased new pre-

mises opposite his present site and has commenced putting in switches

and unloading stocks there. It is his intention in the near future to

erect a two-storey, up-to-date brick factory, 80 x 120 ft. The office

building, wagon and lumber shed, stables and garage, will be built first,

and the work will, start as early in the spring as possible, after which
construction will be proceeded with on the planing mill. Major
Streight has been in the retail lumber and fuel business at Islinoton

for many years, and has built up a wide connection.
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How Water Shipping Rates Advance
In Nine Years They Have Jumped From $6.75 Per Thousand

Superficial Feet to $65.00 on Spruce

It costs real money now and a heap of it too to ship spruce and
white pine from Nova Scotia ports to South America. The charges
are ten times to-day what they were in 1910. The rates are retaining

their aeroplane altitude. The tariff to South American ports had
risen to sixty-five dollars per thousand superficial feet about the time
the armistice was signed. There was a drop of fifteen dollars, but in

a few days it was back to the old figures, and it is rumored that the

schedule is still mounting.
Nine years ago the ship, Kings County, of over two thousand tons,

was chartered to load lumber at Hantsport for Buenos Ayres or Rio
de la Plata. The conditions of the charter party were that the ship

was to load at Hantsport and carry between the ports named, one and
one half million feet of spruce or white pine at six dollars and seventy-
five cents ($6.75) per thousand superficial feet.

This was probably about the minimum, but for years the rate

never went above $9.00 per thoivsand. Now $65.00 or more is paid

to the same ports, and when it is remembered that the price of lumber
at the port of shipment is now several times as large as it was then,

one is inclined to wonder what lumber in South America costs the

ultimate consumer. One thing is sure, however, and that is the price

in South Africa will be equally high, for the freight rate from Nova
Scotia to Capetown is not less than seventy-two dollars per thousand.

Why Not a Perpetual Inventory?

How many times have you an inquiry over the telephone some-
thing as follows : "Can you furnish us at once 350 pieces 2x6x12 rough
hemlock?" How many retail dealers could answer that inquiry

promptly by sa^ying "yes" or "no, we have only 325 pieces 2x6x12
hemlock, but can furnish the balance or the whole number in yellow

pine," says Harry E. Romley, of Medina, N. Y. We could not answer
it without going into our shed and counting our stock of the item de-

sired while our customer waited for us. A few minutes later we might
have a call for another item which would mean another trip to count
stock.

It occurred to us that a system of some kind might be devised

whereby we could tell at any time from our records, exactly what and
liow much stock we had on hand. We considered the matter from
various angles and examined the perpetual inventories used in several

other lines of business but found nothing which we thought would be
suitable for the retail lumber business. We wanted some system
which would be handy for reference, which could easily be kept up to

date, and which wovdd not take up very much space. After consider-

able study, we devised a card system which we started to use January
1, 1918.

The system is handled as follows : You will note that under each
size are two columns. On January 1st at the conclusion of our inven-

tory, we transferred the various amounts to the proper places on the

cards using the left hand column for stock on hand and which we might
receive. In the right hand column is then entered from day to day
the number of pieces sold during the day, which amount is deducted
from the amount in the left hand column bringing down the balance
which shows the stock remaining on hand at the beginning of the next
day. The quantities sold each day are taken from our sales slips and
for a gross annual business of say $150,000 should not take more than
thirty or forty minutes each day to enter upon the cards. When a card
is full on one side we reverse it and use the other side and when both
sides have been used we transfer the balances to a new card, giving it

the same number as the old card so that our index is not affected by
the change. At each inventory period we correct the cards if necessary
to correspond with the inventory as taken by actual count.

The question as to how to index the system is a matter of individ-

ual choice. In general, we have indexed according to the various kinds

of wood which we handle such as hemlock, yellow pine, fir, etc., mak-
ing subdivisions under each as we may need them. Others might pre-

fer to classify according to the use of the lumber rather than as to the

kind of wood, for example, grouping all floorings under one index
card, all novelty siding under another, and so on. In fact your index
may be arranged to suit your own convenience after you once get the

stock on the cards.

We have already spoken of the convenience of being able to in-

form our customers promptly as to the stock we have on hand. There
is also another great convenience, for we find that by simply glancing
over our cards once in a while, we are able to keep our stock bet-

ter balanced than under the old system when we might be nearly out
of a certain item or items and not realize it. We can now sit in the

office and make up our order for broken sizes with an accurate know-
ledge of what we already have in stock and by referring to our filed

cards, It ul.s(j gi\c> u> a line <jn llie (piantities of the various sizes
which have been required during the year.

The foregoing advantages are largely those of convenience. There
is one more advantage which in our opinion is worth far more than
the cost of system, and that is the possession of accurate facts in case
of loss by fire. How many fires can you recall where there have been
disputes as to the amount of loss because the amount of stock de-
stroyed could not be determined easily. Many firms have had serious
difficulty in making their adjustments for this reason. If you u.>>e a
perpetual inventory system, there simply can be no question in case
of loss. We do not have to guess ; we know the actual number of
pieces, sizes, and lengths of each kind of stock. The insurance com-
panies are glad to take this kind of evidence when it comes ti> making
a settlement. We started it as an exi)eriment, but it has more than
proved its worth and is now a permanent ])art of our records.

The Hills and Dales of Lumberman's Life
By A. Soliloquy

It is a somewhat far cry from wheeling sawdust at the ago of
eleven years to owning and operating several sawmills, but in the
interval much has been crowded into my career that jierhaps, without
egotism or eflFrontery, I may review, in the hope that it will prove, at
least, interesting to some.

There is perhaps no phase of achievement more absorbing than the
struggle and steps by which one masters difficulties and clears bar-
riers, both seen and unseen, in the pathway of progress. In the realm
of literature there is nothing that arouses keener appreciation or stirs

and)ition more than the biographies of leaders of the race who have
had their trials and triumjjhs and, in the end, have, to use a terse e.x-

pression, "made good," while succeeding generations have placed a
stamp of approval upon many deeds and acclaimed their motives,
who, in the years gone by and at the time and place in which the
outstanding representatives lived, moved and had their being were
censured and condemned. This is all by way of a preliminary para-
graph, merely to justify offering a few observations in my own humble
way, which the "Canada Lumberman" had repeatedly requested me
to do.

It has been remarked that persistency in any good cause always
wins, and I believe one of the main elements of success in any under-
taking is the quality of stick-to-it-iveness ; and another one which
might be called "nerve." When I make use of this term I do not do
so in any uncomplimentary sense. By it I mean courage, tact, ag-
gressiveness and optimism. You will pardon me for using the first

personal pronoun so many times, but«I know of no other way in com-
mitting one's thoughts to paper than by employing the vertical symbol,
sometimes known as the 9th letter in the alphabet.

One of the most important matters in the lumber world to-day
is that of keeping up production and keeping down costs. The spread
between selling price and cost price is not sufficiently wide to allow of

any laxity or inefficiency in operation or production. I have always
been extremely solicitous in the matter of finding out costs. There are

too many men in every line of business who have no idea of what
their overhead charges are, their percentages of profit, actual outlav
for raw material and the conversion of that raw material into the

finished product. If I had the time and could be persuaded to touch
upon any one point, it would be that of economics showing extrava-
gance in overhead charges—for instance, finding out the amount and
cost of pork that a man consumes per day.

I have witnessed many changes in the lumber business. From
the old up and down saw cutting a thousand feet a day to the opera-
tions in British Columbia, cutting 250,000 feet a day and from sawdust
being removed in wheel barrows to the immense conveyer chains and
refuse burners of the present. Yes, the evolution in the sawmill and
lumbering lines have been wonderful, keeping pace with the spirit and
development of the times.

There are some queer kinks in human nature, especially when one
has met with a moderate degree of success. Perhaps he is inclined to

have his head turned by the prosperity which seems coming his way,
or his hat may be a couple of sizes too small. Herein lies a source of

danger and weakness that has upset many promising careers. I be-

lieve, for instance, that a chap may sometimes get too much publicity,

if he is a bit prosperous, and then again take a chap without any
technical education and having passed the teachable age and finding

himself out on the commercial avenue, I fear that it is very hard for

him to use language with which he can best express himself to the

public, so that he can, be easily understood. The lumber shack terms,

with which I am more familiar by reason of early associations than
pure, classic English, may not be quite so well rounded or polished as

the more artistic and euphonious modern phrases, but. in the words of

an old song, "They Get There Just The Same."
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Canadian ^'Timber Butchers'' Met Every Demand
In the Days of Rush Durirfg the War They Followed Production Rather Tha

Economy— World Later Amazed By Their Speed and Efficiency

One day the King, inspecting a Canadian forestry camp in Eng-
land, laughingly remarked to the ofificer who was escorting him : "L
believe you Canadians would cut down my forest atWindsor if you
had the chance."

"We certainly would. Your Majesty," replied Brig.-Gen. Alec

McDougall, who happened to be the officer.

About a year afterwards, says Roland Hill, Canadian War Cor-

respondent, when the submarine menace was acute and ships were
needed for food and not for lunmber, to save tonnage from overseas,

the King gave orders and the Canadians commenced cutting in Wind-
;

sor Forest. The King remembered the brigadier and jokingly remark-
;

ed that his words had come true. Ever since both His Majesty and
J

the Queen have been keenly interested in the work of the Canadians

on their estates and interested spectators at almost every field day.

The Growth of Wood Chopping Brigade /

Since Brig.-Gen. Alec. McDougall raised the 224th Battalion,

"The Woodchoppers," picked from all over Canada, the Canadian
|

Forestry Corps has grown tremendously. There are now eighteen \

thousand men in the corps and the mills are counted by the score, i

The last figures give their daily cut for war purposes at v3,000,000

feet, anything from delicate spruce for aeroplanes to huge oak beams
j

that support the new bridges we have built alongside those destroy-

ed by the Huns. Gen. McDougall's activities took him from the Swiss
border to Bordeaux and the south of France ; from the north of Scot-

land to the south of England. He has travelled many thousands of

miles watching operations in the last few months, and as the trains

were not fast enough for him he was provided with a private aero-

plane and pilot by the British Government. Now he literally "drops
in" on his commands to see how work is progressing. He shuts up
his desk in the ofifice ofif Piccadilly, London, at ten in the morning
and is at the Bordeaux, France, branch by evening. If the aeroplane
industry wants a boost for industrial after-war business it can get

one from Alec. McDougall.
McDougall was born the son of Lorne McDougall in a little

town in Eastern Ontario in 1878 and comes of timber sires. He fol-

lowed in his fatehr's footsteps by becoming a gold medalist in mathe-
matics at Toronto in 1899. His grandfather was a canny Scot who
worked as a factor for the Hudson Bay Co. McDougall finished his

education at Cornell, where he took a post graduate course in engin-

eering and hydraulics. At the end of his college career he became
construction engineer on the Mexican Street Railways, in which
Canadian capital was interested.

From Mexico McDougall returned to Canada and was at first

on the survey section of the Georgian Bay Railway. Then the con-
tracting fever got hold of him and he took a sub-contract from Mac-
Arthur on the National Transcontinental at Dryden and in a few
months joined the firm of O'Brien, Fowler and McDougall Brothers,

which built other sections of the road. The two McDougalls, always
interested in timber, just before the war were owners of large limits

in Northern Ontario and Quebec and had one large mill at work.
Since "Alec" went to war another has been started.

Col. McDougall, as he was when he took his battalion overseas,
was looked upon with suspicion by the Imperial Royal Engineers, to

which his unit was attached. There was no question of the Canadians'
efficiency, but they were too fast for the company they were in. They
started cutting at war pressure instead of slowly and perfectly, as

was the custom of the engineers. The Imperials complained first of

the slouchiness and lack of discipline of his lumbermen and millmen.
^McDougall soon remedied this—no light task that might have dis-

concerted a smaller man. He had them saluting like Grenadier Guards
But the call for timber was growing more urgent every hour as hund-
reds of thousands of feet were destroyed in the battle zone daily.

McDougall and his picked men were hustled ofif to the shrapnel-pitted
forests near the line and here they created new rcords for output,
travelling up and down the front wherever there were war-scarred
trees

.

Like Oliver Twist the British command demanded more. Mc-
Dougall said : "You want rough wood, not the planed, piano-top stufif

you are wasting time on. Let me go to Canada and get more Cana-

[

dian machinery and mill men and we will turn out what you want."

i

They sent him back across the Atlantic with an appropriation of

I something like $250,000. McDougall scoured Canada and the United

I
States and placed orders for several million dollars' worth. His credit

was good in the lumber world. He took the chance of having it

thrown back on him and "sweated blood," according to his own ac-

count, in case the war should end before' it was all delivered. Some
time after the British Government wanted even more machinery, but
it was not to be had. All plant makers were busy on munition mach-
inery.

They Got Results When Most Needed
At first the Canadian forestry companies in France were looked

upon as "timber butchers." The French utilize every bit of wood and
even the sawdust that comes from the mill. In the days of rush calls

for two-by-fours the Canadians perhaps did ruthlessly slash down the
forests and waste in sawing. They looked for production rather than
economy. But when the demand was caught up with, some time in

1917, the big men in the corps began to improve the mills and cut
carefully. They got their power from the sawdust and they cut the

slabs that used to be wasted into slim, half-inch strips.

Brig.-Gen. Alec. McDougall had around him big guns in the
lumber world of Canada and they were on their mettle. Col. J. B.
White, who has just been promoted brigadier, and who is managing
director of the Riordan Company, was one. He commanded all the
districts in France. He had also Col. T. Jones, of the Spanish River
Mills, who went over in command of the battalion he raised in West-
ern Ontario, and when it was absorbed threw his whole energy into

. the development of the Forestry Corps in central France. Also there
jwas Col. J. B. Johnston, formerly lecturer in mechanics at McGill,
jand an expert adviser to many of the largest engineering concerns in

I the Dominion. He took charge of the far-off Jura and Vosges moun-
Itain groups and generally solved all the engineering j)roblems. All
big-salaried men in Canada, working for colonel's i)ay and letting their

business at home vegetate while "doing their bit."

In the last year of the war the Canadian mills have been brought
to perfection, better in operation, production and economy than any

^in Canada, France or Britain, and the Canadians have gained a

splendid name for efficiency. In addition, they have learned a thing
or two themselves from which Canada will derive a benefit when
they return. Some of the large tracts they have cut in France they
have reafiforested—every acre—and have cleaned up the forests in

such a.way that in a few years there will be fine trees again.

Ancient Oaks Will Get Surgical Attention

George and Martha Washington, two of the largest live oaks on
earth, which are among the chief arboreal ornaments' of Audubon
Park in New Orleans, are to have attached to their suite a special

surgeon to look after them and preserve them from the ravages of
time. These trees have a diameter of eleven feet, and they are near-
ly perfect specimens of the chenevert or live oak, that adds so much
romantic beauty to the coastal regions of Louisiana.

Harold Neal, a graduate of the Boston Institute of Technology,
is the expert who will keep harm away from the half-century old
giants, which despite their sizes, are extremely temperamental, and
by no means as hardy as their rugged exterior and enormous dimen-
sions would indicate-

Owen Sound Firm Buys Island Timber
The John Harrison and Sons Company, Limited, of Owen Sound,

have purchased the timber on Fitzwilliam Island (Horse Island)
southeast of the Manitoulin Island, and have one camp located there,
and if the weather holds good another may be opened this winter. It

is estimated that there is about a million railway ties on the island, be-
sides a considerable amount of oak and pine. 200,000 ties will be taken
out each year and at that rate it will be at least five years before the
available timber has been taken off. The timber was purchased from
an American firm, owners of the propertv, at a figure said to be in

excess of $100,000.

The returns of the traffic of the I,achinc Canal for the past sea-
son show a decrease of 4,821,500 feet of luml^er, board measure, pass-
ing through the canal from the Ottawa Valley to U. S. Ports by Am-
erican canal boats. The returns also indicate a decrease of 8,623 cords
of pulp wood and 35,437 tons of pul]). It should be mentioned, how-
ever, that the port was particularly busy in forwarding supplies for
overseas, and that a larger volume of traffic than usual went by rail,

owing to the lack of boats.
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Wholesale Lumbermen Hear Good Reports
Work of the Association Reviewed and Expansion is the Watchword—Some Problems

That Will Arise During 1919~Election of Officers

Progress and development were evidenced all along the line in

reports presented, and the good work done by the Wholesale Lum-
ber Dealers' Association, Inc., which held its first annual meeting on

January 10th at the Albany Club, Toronto,. The attendance was the

largest of any gathering during the year and much interest was mani-

fested in the proceedings, including the election of officers which
aroused a spirited, but good-natured contest.

The report of the secretary-treasurer, H. Boultbee, showed a sub-

stantial balance on the right side of the ledger, and on motion of D.

A. E. Clark, A. E. Eckardt,

Re-elected Chairman for 1919 Re-elected Director for 1919

K. Johnston, seconded by Guy H. Long, a hearty vote of appreciation

was tendered him for his efficient services, along with a substantial

honorarium.
One of the most important features of the evening was the elec-

tion of officers, and when the nominations were being opened for the

board of directors, no less than 18 names were proposed, five to be

elected. Although all the directors of 1918 modestly requested to be

relieved of their duties, in order that new blood might be introduced

in the organization, and the honors go around, the rank and file would
not listen to any such proposal and thought that they should stand for

another year. All were placed in nomination again and there was only

one change on the board, W. J. Lovering taking the place of H. J.

Terry, who was unable to be present, owing to absence from the city

on business.

The choice of directors resulted as follows:—A. E. Clark, A. C.

Manbert, A. E. Eckardt, C. W. Wilkinson, and W. J. Lovering. A. E.

Clark was re-elected chairman for the coming year.

A gratifying evidence of the growth of the membership is that

now 35 wholesale firms are connected with the W. L. D. A., whereas

a year ago there were 22. This represents an increase of 60 per cent.

The two" latest concerns to become identified are the Victoria Harbor
Lumber Company, Toronto, and the Hyde Lumber Company, of South

Bend, Ind., who do considerable business in Toronto.

Mr. Clark Tells of What Has Been Done

The Chairman, Mr. A. E. Clark, delivered an interesting ad-

dress, outlining the work of the past year, and referring to the import-

ance of co-operation among the wholesale lumber dealers during the

coming year. At the close of the first year of the Association's his-

tory, he said, they found themselves with a membership list of thirty-

five wholesale lumber dealers, as compared with twenty-two members
when the Association was organized, a year ago. This represented

an increase of 60 per cent., and he was pleased also to be able to re-

port that financially the Association was reasonably well on the right

side.

During the past year the Association had carried on several dif-

ferent kinds of important work. One of the chief subjects of interest

had been matters relating to transportation. These problems had re-

quired considerable watching. Order-in-Council and regulations is-

sued by the Canadian Railway War Board, which consisted entirely
of representatives of the railway companies, had made it very neces-
.sary for people who made use of the railways for the shipment of
freight, to keep a close watch upon aflfairs. It would be very neces-
sar}' during the coming year that the Association should keep a care-
ful eye upon the little quibbles and more important innovations that
would be introduced by the railway companies into their rates and
tarififs. Probably, during the coming year, they would be relieved of

Order-in-Council government, but there would be huge re-organiza-
tion of railway work in Canada and one of the chief problems of the
Association would be to see that the shippers received reasonable ser-

vice in connection with railway affairs.

The Chairman then referred to the work of the Credit Bureau,
operated by the Association. Everyone who had subscribed to the
Association was well aware of the good work that was being carried

on by this Department in the way of checking up credits and elimin-
ating trade parasites. He hoped that during the coming year the co-

operation of the members would make the Credit Bureau even a much
greater success than it had been in the past.

Referring to the subject of trade relations, the Chairman drew
attention to the harmonious feeling existing between retailers and
wholesalers through their Association. The unity of interest already
developed among retailers and wholesalers would help to clear awa\
many of the difficulties which had previously disturbed the- trndc

The Co-operation of His Associates

x\s Chairman of the Association during its first year, Mr. Clark
said that he had had the assistance of four as strong men as could bi

obtained for the service of any Board of Directors. Being a member
of the Board of Directors of the Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Associa
tion was not all pleasure. There was considerable work to be ac-

complished and he felt that if the work was followed up as it should
be during the coming year, the new Board would have a very ardu-

ous year's work. There were a great many matters to be considered
and it would also be incumbent upon the incoming Board to direct

the Association in such a manner that it would live up to its responsi-

bilities in connection with the general work of reorganization now
in progress throughout Canada. Their interests in the lumber busi-

ness should be made to coincide with their interests in the State. He
believed that in looking after their business interests they would, at

the same time, be developing their sense of citizenship. He felt con-
vinced that in their regular meetings, the members of the Association

were obtaining a clearer and more effective conception of their duties

to the State.

The Chairman then referred to the importance of such problems
as those connected with labor, farming interests, tariff alterations, etc..

pointing out the importance of co-operation among wholesalers to sec

that their interests were properly represented whenever occasion

arose. The questions arising out of the rehabilitation of the returned

soldier would also present many problems, some of which would be

difficult to handle. Moreover, business men themselves would prob-

ably have a little rehabilitation to consider on their own account.

There would also be very important problems to deal with in con-

nection with railway ownership. These were all matters that lum-

bermen, both as lumbermen and as citizens, must view from the stand-

point of unbiased opinion, setting aside selfish interests and working
them out for the good of Canada, as well as for the good of the lum-

ber business, whenever this could be done without sacrifice of the

general welfare.

The Enjoyment of Business Life

Mr. A. C. Manbert, one of the Board of Directors, was next called

upon to address the meeting. He said that he had very little to add

to what the Chairman had said. It had been his pleasure, in times

past, to have belonged to a number of lumbermen's associations, un-

der various conditions, but he had not enjoyed, in any of these asso-

ciations, relationships that were more pleasant, nor accomplishments

that were more compelling or enduring than those of the Wholesale

Lumber Dealers' Association during the past year.

Starting out with a small group df lumbermen, not all convinced

of the possibility of doing what they were setting out to do, he thought

that it spoke volumes for the efforts that had been brought into the

work of the Association, that they should hav€ realized so much of

sincerity, generosity and general good feeling which had brought to
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the Association, not only an added membership, but an added tone
in the relationships between its members. Their lives were built up-
on these daily and regular relationships and enjoyments and they
found that their enjoyments came out of the people they knew best

and the situations that were best ascertained and clearest to them, and
so, when they came to the meetings and felt that there was a spirit

of good fellowship among the members—although they did not for-

get the rivalries of trade or get down to cutting out business keen-

ness—they were satisfied to temper to all that keenness and competi-
tion with a spirit of fair play and geniality. They had accomplished
this during the past year, and in doing so he felt they could feel sat-

isfied that they had accomplished a great deal.

Mr. A. E. Eckardt expressed the pleasure which it had been to

him to act as one of the Directors during the past year. He referred

also to the valuable results secured by co-operation among retail lum-
bermen in Toronto through the Lumbermen's Credit Bureau, drawing
attention to the fact that at their annual meeting, that afternoon, the

members of the Lumbermen's Credit Bureau had decided that in future
a seat at the Bureau would have a value of $100 in addition to the
annual fees which members would pay.

A special sub-committee was appointed consisting of A. K. John-
son, R. McDonagh, J. R. Summers and C. G. Anderson, to arrange for

a dinner which will be given by the members of the Association and
other wholesalers in Toronto to the retail lumbermen on the occasion
of the first annual convention of the O. R. L. D. A. in Toronto on
Tuesday, February 11th, at the King Edward Hotel.

After the business of the evening was over, J. W. Bengough en-
tertained the members for an hour by a series of humorous cartoons
and lively anecdotes. Mr. Bengough is particularly adept with the
crayons, and sketched a number of national characters, along with
some local members of the organization, including Messrs. Manbert
and Boultbee, who, by reason of their hirsute adornment, he declared
to be the most "Imperialistic" gentlemen in the gathering.

Importance of Trueing Up Band Wheels

Once each year, and during the holiday generally, every progres-

sive band mill has an overhauling, and the grinding or trueing up of

the band wheels becomes the most important job on hand. All mill

mechanics dread this job because of its tedious nature, says R. C.

Leibe in the "American Lumberman." The trueing of band wheels
must be right, and if the job is not done right it is wrong and the

wheels would have been better ofif if not touched, for there are many
evils which will surely result. The importance of keeping the wheel
faces true by refacing can not be overestimated, but the writer knows
of a number of large band mills whose wheels have not been refaced

for three years and more and yet expect g^ood lumber from such a

mill condition and seem to think it cheaper to invest in countless band
saws rather than have the wheels refaced.

I mention shortening the cutting edge to overcome a worn
wheel face. That is made possible by expanding the front quarter of

the saw with the saw stretcher or roll so as to let the extreme cutting

edge down on the low wheel face edge and stretching out the saw's
back edge to balance up the disturbed tension. It stands to reason
that such "fit-the-wheel" saw practice brings undue strain on the saw
and causes serious cracking and breakage as well as weakened cut-

ting edge, resulting in decreased output of the mill.

Now the advantages of having perfectly flat wheel faces may be
summed up as follows: First and of greatest importance is the ideal

condition produced for the band saw—fov the saw is the heart of the

mill and its producing ability depends thereon. The filer is enabled to

fit up and tension his saws to a true circle tension from edge to edge,
knowing the saws are to run on flat wheel faces. The saw strain gets

advantage of the full saw width, and a high rate of feed may be main-
tained, which adds hundreds of thousands of feet of lumber to the

day's cut. Furthermore, there is a saving of not less than one pair

of band saws and in many cases three pairs a year with proper care

of the saws by the filer, and even one pair of large bands saved from
breakage and cracking means a neat little sum which might be better

spent in belts which cause stops and lost time. There have been more
competent saw filers condemned and discharged from filing rooms
and mills because of this prevailing evil and neglect on the part of

the mill managers than any other thing and a wise filer will never un-
dertake to fit saws for a mill where it is a case of "fit-the-wheels"

with your saws, for "we do not feel like buying a band wheel grinder
when it is put to use only ortce a year." That is poor logic for any mill

manager to offer the filer, but it's oflFered quite often and to the com-
pany's great harm. It is like spending $10 to save $1. The writer once
took a filing position where the saw bills regularl)- amounted to a

pair of saws every sixty days and the company seemed satisfied. The
saws were cracked and brazed when quite new.

The wheel faces should always be examined by the filer the first

thing to determine whether its a case to fit his saws "regular" or fit

worn wheel faces. This examination showed a pair of the worst wheel
faces I had ever taken note of, and when the manager was asked for

a wheel grinder the prompt reply was that it did not matter at all

:

that they had not been ground since the mill was built, and that was
three and a half years past. The writer liked the location and mill

and personally purchased a small refacer and refaced the wheels at

night without loss of time. The cut increased and cracking stopped
after the saws were readjusted to regular condition and a set of three
saws was the next year's saw expense, with but one fracture in one
saw. Three inches were worn off the cutting edge, while the com-

pany was satisfied with an inch worn off. This is an extreme case. I

will admit, but many cases are to be found little less extreme than this
one.

Again, another case, only different, but showing the importance
of refacing. The wheels had been refaced only six months past and
on examination showed little worn. The saws kept cracking and es-
pecially the brazes bursting open. The writer took notice of the top
wheel seeming out of balance a trifle, but thought it dust in the rim
of wheel

; but to be sure took off the saw and, turning the wheel slow-
ly with a pointer against the wheel face and at rest against the mill
frame, found that the wheel face had a flat spot in it some 18 inches
in length which was about 1/16-inch low in the middle. The wheel
had doubtless a soft place at this point due to improper cooling when
cast or a flaw in the metal. When the wheel was refaced or ground
until this place came out the saw trouble ended at once. The flat spot

Fig. 1 (Left). Measurement of Band Wheel and Adjustment of
Re-surfacer. Fig. 2. Test for Trueness of Wheel After

Re-surfacing

tended to subject the saw under heavy strain to jerks, which produced
the fractures.

Refacing becomes a simple matter, though dreaded by millmen.
The writer has prepared drawings which show clearly his method of
refacing band wheels to avoid mistakes. In Fig 1 will be seen a view
of the top band wheel (front view). To determine the amount of
grinding needed I first measure the edges with a steel tape line as
shown in sketch. See (A), wheel, (B) and (C)—steel tape line, (D)
is shaft. Next, I measure the distance from shaft to wheel edge at
(E) ; then the same at (F) on the other edge; then place my refacer
machine (let it be an emery wheel refacer of the old make, or Gebott
machine, of the carborundum-block type) as shown at (G), and corres-
ponding dotted lines and after getting the machine square with the
shaft (not the wheel face) as shown at (H) and (I), then proceed to
reface the wheel. I make examination often during the refacing to be
sure the machine is square with the shaft.

In Fig. 2 is shown drawing of my tests after grinding or refacing;
(1) is straight edge, (2) is wheel, (3) large square across wheel face.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" Or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate o(

20 cents per agate line (14 agate lines make
one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion,

payable in advance. Space measured from
rule to rule. When four or more consecutive
insertions of the same advertisement are or-

dered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-

close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 23 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a

word, net. Cash must accompany the order.

Minimurii charge 50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later

than the 10th and 20th of each month to

insure insertion in the subseciuent issue.

I Wanted-Lumber

"

Hemlock Wanted
T>lock of dry No. 1 and No. 2 Hemlock.

Write the EiRie S: Jarvis Lumber Co., Ltd.,

IS Toronto .St., Toronto, Ont. 2-3

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter cut

preferred. Apply Firstbrook Brothers, Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont. 8-t.f.

2000 Cords Pulpwood Wanted
Am open to Iniy all kinds of pulpwooil

F.O.B. Cars. State lowest price with point

of loading, .Advance furnisheel. Box 841.

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ontario. 2-5

Birch Wanted
Wanted lOn.OfM) feet of Birch, IChn and

Maple in log, f.o.b. cars.

HYSLOP & SONS,
2 Greensville, Ontario.

Wanted Cuts of Lumber

We will buy your cut of pine, spruce, hem-

lock and hardwood lumber and pay you cash

or finance your operation. Advise what you

have, to Box S38, Canada Lumberman, To-

ronto, Ontario. 2

Maple and Birch Wanted

We are open to buy for prompt delivery

:

ryi in., 2 in., 2>/2 in- Maple and Birch, No.

2 Common and Better.

State lowest cash price with point of load-

ing. Grade to be stated and guaranteed.

Box 825, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont
24-;'

i1% For Sale-Lumber

Maple and Beech For Sale

Lumber cut to order and some long Pine.

J. C. SCRIPTURE,
('oll)orne, Ont.

Piling and Square Timber

2,000 pes. piling, 30 ft. to 60 ft. long, 7 or

8 in. top.

100,000 ft. square timber, 4x4 in. to 10 x

10 in., 12 to 16 ft. long.

Box 828, Canada Lumberman, loionto,

Oait.

Shavings For Sale

Baled Shavings, car loads and small J'i';v

The Boake Manufacturing Co., J^til.,

2-5 Toronto, Ont.

Hemlock and Birch For Sale

2 ears of 2 .\ fi Hemlock, dry.
1 ear of 1 x 7 and wider dry liircli, toni.

Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd.,
f) Peterborough, ()nl.

Mill Cull for Prompt Shipment
1 ill. and 2 in. No. 1 Mill Cull and No. 1

and .\o. 2 mill cull mixed for prompt ship-
ment. Write for cjuotations. The Elgie &
Jarvis Lumber Co., Ltd , IS Toronto Street,
Toronto, OtU. 2-3

Lumber For Sale

Two car» 4x4 Maple Boxed Hearts.
One car 6x6 Maple Boxed Hetrti.
One car 6x0 Maple Boxed He»rti.
Seven carg Fir Doori.
Three cars Fir Columns.

GEO C. GOODFELLOW,
Montreal, Que.

For Sale Machinery
|

Vertical Boiler For Sale
\ ertical Boiler, 12 11. P., height 7 feet 6 in.,

fully equipped and in first-class condition;
lui leaks. Smallman & Ingram, Ltd., London,
Ont. 2

Jenckes Corliss Engine For Sale

One secondhand Jenckes Corliss Engine,
12 in. X 30 in. cut. Description and price on
application to

Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Company, Ltd..

2 t.f. Toronto, Ont.

For Sale -At Low Prices

One Wood Table Cut-OlT Saw.
One Wood Table Rip Saw.
One 3U" Wood Table Band Saw.
One 7-foot Table Jointer, 14" Round Head.
One Single Spindle Shaper.
One Wood Frame—one Side Sticker.

Address, R. L. WEBB LUMBER CO..
1! Sturgis, Mich.

Locomotive For Sale

Fifty-ton standard gauge Climax geared

locomotive in first class shape. Immediate

delivery. Box 827, Canada Lumberman, To-

ronto, Ont. 2

Equipment For Sale

1 Portable Saw Mill, fully equipped -.viih

Trimmer, 3 saw Edger, Jack and slusii

chains.

IT. L Case Co. Traction Engine.

1 Twenty-five foot Towing Boat, with 12

II. P. gasoline engine.

A quantity of light steel rail, 8 x 12 lb.

23 sets logging sleighs.

J Water Tanks.
1 Patent -Snowplow.

3 teams heavy horses, and other logging

equipment.

This outfit can be seen in operation at No-

var Ont., after January 20th, and possession

given March 1st. I'.H!). Will sell separately or

collectively.

The Ontario Bark Company, Limited,

2-5 Huntsville, Ont.

Proctor Dryer

45 X 15 X 0, in gooil condition, 45<X) ft. 1^
steam pipe radiation. Will sell cheap. P.
Steiger Trunk Co., 037 Broad St., Newark.
N.J., U.S.A. 2

Equipment For Sale

1 MacGregor-Gourlay double head tennoner.
1 Mattison variety lathe, 24 in.

1 pony planer, 24 in.

1 elbow Sander.
2 Reynolds screw drivers. No. 2.

1 15 H.P. C.G.E. motor, 220 volt.

1 50 H.P. C.G.E. motor, 550 volt.

1 35 in. Sturtevant fan.

Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd..
24-3 Peterborough, Ont

For Sale
1—17 X 24 Atlas Engine, with 36 in. x 10 ft.

flywheel.

3—No. 94 Berliri Matchers, 15 in., fitted with
hard steel knives on top and bottom sylin-

ders—one pair shiplap, jointer and floor-

ing heads with bits for each machine.

1—No. 182 Berlin Double Surfacer, 30 in. x
6 in.

1—No. 199 Berlin Buzz Planer.
1—No. 290 Berlin Picket Header.

The Otis Staples Lumber Company, Ltd., .

lO t.f. Wycliffe, B.C.

Wanted-Employees

Advertisements under this heidln( two cents •
word per insertion. Minimum chsrfc 10 cents.

W.\NTED—First class sawyer for single
cut Band Saw, left hand. Steam feed and nig-
ger. Give references and best price. Ad-
dress, n. G. Rheault, Mont Joli, P.Q. 2

Saw Mill Superintendent

Wanted

Large Lumber Company wants capable and

experienced saw mill superintendent to take

charge of saw mill and barking plant in North-

ern Ontario. We want a good executive with

knowledge of bush and driving operations.

Reply in strict confidence giving full details of

experience, salary expected, etc. Address Box

839, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2

WANTED—ONE OR TWO MEN capable
of operating portable mills cutting hardwood

—

by thousand preferred. Several years' run,

winter and summer. Near Sault Ste. Marie.

Good timber. We deliver logs and haul lum-
ber. Box S29, Canada Lumberman, Toronto,
Ont. 1-2

I Wanted-Employment

Advertisements under this beading one cent s

word per inseration. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 26 cents.

Wanted Position
BY AN ACCOUNTANT with ten years' ex-

perience in the lumber business, three years

at large mill, balance in whilesale and retail.

At present employed as Secretary-Treasurer.

Able to take full charge. Box No. 252, Can-
ada Lumberman, 119 Board of Trade Bldg.,

Montreal. 1-3

WANTED POSITION BY FIRST CLASS
BAND SAW FILER, 2f» years' experience;
can furnish first class reference. Box KUi,
Canada I^umberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-3

WANTED POSITION BY PRACTICAL
LUMBERMAN; fifteen years' experience in
all branches. Last ten years Sales Manager
for large Canadian company. Box 7S5, Can-
ada I^umberman, Toronto. IS if.

WANTED POSITION AS MILL SUPER-
INTENDENT by first class man. '

suits. 20 years' experience. Cai
February. Box V.'i7, Canada Lumi

i

ronto, Ont. 2 b

.\dvertiser desires position
Experienced office man.
financial secretarial duties, si

Montreal, Eastern States. Eleven years' ex-
perience wholesale business. Box 13, Canada
Lumberman, Board of Trade, Montreal. 2

By |>ractical sawmill foreman - > -in

tendent, thoroughly understands ri I

operating and can give results; I.,

perience in Georgian Bay and N'. ~ .ic

mills, both band and gang. No mill too large.

Box Xo. 840, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.
Ontario. 2-3

Wanted position as Double Cut Band Saw
Filer or mill superintendent. I am also an
all-round millwright. Will go anywhere if

the money warrants it. Can furnish excellent
references. Reason for changing is our sea-
son's shortening. E. .S. Chalut, 05 Harvey
St., Chatham, Ont.

Position wanted by gentleman. '_**'

age, speaking French fluently,

thorough knowledge of lumber
every branch, holding a Lnn ii

cense. Good education with t.g and
typewriting knowledge and em-
ployed four years as Chief anq i .

\.

amincr in lumber department of i

Ministry of Munitions. Have a it

selling experience with good conncciiuiis in

New England States. Can furnish good re-

commendations and start work at once. Box
503, Canada Lumberman, 119 Board of Trade
Bldg., Montreal, Que. 2

1 Business Chances p

Box Shooks
Montreal firm would like to act as Agents

for reliable Box Shook Manufacturers. Car
load or less. Box 830, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 1-

For Sale

Building and Machinery of good Sawmill,

well equipped with steam feed, canter, loaders,

etc.

If pou want a good mill, address Box i62.

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 15-t.f.

Ships Knees
We are open to make contracts for de-

livery during winter and spring of all sizes

Spruce and Juniper Knees, 5 inch to 12 inch.

For further particulars, apply,

Musgrave & Co., Ltd.,

Eastern Trust Building.

24-3 Halifax, N.S.

Opportunity for Live Salesman

Having disposed of my sawmill am opening

an office in Toronto to wholesale lumber and

wish to get in touch with a live, energetic,

experienced lumber salesman who understands

buying from the mill and has had experience

in selling in car lots to the trade in Toronto

and Western Ontario. I will invest sufficient

capital to carry the business. Profit to be

divided after allowing for salary and expenses

or would form a partnership with the right

man. In first letter give full details of ex-

perience, also state age and religion. Must
have excellent references. Strictly confiden-

tial. Box 815, Canada Lumberman, ^To-

ronto, Ont. 23-2

t
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Timber Land For Sale
500 acres of timber land in Parry Sound,

miles from station, estimated about 3 mil-

lion feet and about 30 thousand tics. A splen-

did proposition for portable mill. Would con-

sider partnership. Box 842, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ontario. 2

For Sale—Valuable Saw Mill

Stave and heading plant in eastern North
Carolina, accessible to both pine and gum tim-

ber, water and rail transportation, brick dry
kilns and all other appointments of a first-

class property. Stave and heading machinery
recently newly installed. Address,

"STAVES & LUMBER," Box 167, Bur-
gaw. North Carolina. 1-4
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Agency Wanted
Gentleman living in South Wales, Great

liritain, with a large pit prop and colliery tim-

ber connection, wishes to act as distributing
agent for a lumber merchant or exporter in

.Newfoundland or elsewhere, and would also

purchase loads of pit props cut to specifica-

tion. Advertiser would come over and inter-

view merchants anxious to do business. J.

(Iriffith Jones, Colliery Timber Merchant,
l.lanelly, S. Wales, Great Britain. 1-4

MILL AND LIMITS FOR SALE in New
( )iitario.

Would sell outright_ or half interest.

Excellent opportunity for a lumberman.
Reason for selling, short of capital. A for-

tune awaiting the right man.
Address, J

Apartment 3 A,
578 Dorchester St. W.,

2 Montreal, Que.'

In order to close Estate in Town of 3,000
population in Province of Quebec on G.T.R.,
Factory now making Sash and Doors, House
Trim, ets., 125 Horse Water Power, Dry
Kilns, etc., is for sale or would consider or-

ganizing stock company with party having
some capital capable of managing the business,
or plant could easily be converted into Handle
and Woodware factory. Unlimited supply^ of

birch, maple, and beech lumber in vicinity.

Party with capital thoroughly understanding
the manufacturing and marketing of these
lines would be offered an attractive proposi-
tion.

Interested parties address Box No. 844,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-7

Big Pine Property

For Sale
Eastern associates, for business reasons, will

sell their Western timber holdings and mill.

Plant now operating.

Annual capacity, 30 million feet.

Product firmly established in extensive mar-
kets.

32,000 acres Western Soft Pine Timber.

5(X) million feet tributary to mill.

Exceptional opportunity with moderate cash
investment.

Principals only.

For full particulars, address Box 421, Can-
ada Lumberman, Winch Building, Vancouver,
B.C. ' 2-3

FOR SALE

Relaying Rails
2000 tons 60 lbs.

500 tons 56 lbs.

Reinforcing Steel Bars
100 tons.

100 tons (round) 1 in. x 16 to 17 feet

long.

R. T. OILMAN & CO.,

211 McGill St. Montreal
1-2

Pushing Storm Door and Sash
Trade

Two factors have taken some
uf the impetus away from the
campaign started early last fall to

sell more storm doors and sash.

One is the advent of peace, which
has made saving coal for war in-

dustries a less pressing necessity,

and the other is the mild weather
which has been generally experi-

enced, says the "Southern Lum-
berman."
This should not deter the re-

tailer, however, from taking ad-

vantage of the improved market
for this equipment which the pub-
licity run by the manufacturers in

leading newspapers has created.

The writer was reminded of the

value of this publicity recently

when passing the warehouse of a

dealer who has put up a big sign

carrying the following words

:

"Buy Your Storm Sash Here."
The sign suggested that the

lumbermen realized the effect that

the advertising had already creat-

ed—the greater appreciation of

storm sash on the part of the pub-
lic. It had got beyond the argu-

ment stage, for he was appealing

directly to those who had been
converted by the storm sash ad-

vertising, and who were at the

point where the principal ques-

tion was where to buy.
Likewise, the sign must 'have

had an effect on those who had
not seen or been influenced by
the advertising. " Buy Your
Storm Sash Here " is a good deal

like the sign of "Rubbers" on a

shoe store window on a rainy day

;

it suggests that sales argument in

favor of the products are not need-

ed, but that the weather condi-

tions constitute an argument that

every sensible person will admit
the force of. Hence the very ab-

sence of qualification in the as-

sumption of the need of storm
sash helps to create a similar as-

sumption in the mind of the pro-

spective user, whether it has ex-

isted there before or not.

Retailers have been missing a

sales opportunity in not pushing
storm sash and doors heretofore,

and the fact that conditions have
changed since the general cam-
paign to promote the sale of these

goods was started should not af-

fect the plans of the dealer who
has the market, the stock and the

will to put it into, the hands of

those who can make the best pos-

sible use of this equipment.

How Cost System is Advancing

Cost accounting is receiving

more attention and special study
to-day than ever, not only by the

progressive individual lumber-
man, but b}^ all business and trade

organizations. In a recent no-

tice received from a western lum-
ber association, the following sig-

nificant reference appears: "Plans
for the introduction of a uniform
system of accounting in all the
mills now are complete and will

be outlined to the delegates. It is

plain that the industry never will

be able to secure an accurate ana-
lysis of its operating costs unless
the mills keep their accounts uni-

formly alike. After months of

preparation the committee in

charge of this work is ready to in-

troduce a system which all will

be urged to adopt."

I Am Your Worst Enemy
I am the ruler of retail reverses.

I am the Lord High Potentate
of Failure.

I am the reason for that down-
ward slant on your profit curve.

I am the cause of the silent

sickness that stills your cash reg-

ister bell.

I am the origin of dissatisfied

customers and loss of trade.

I am the leaven of uncertainty
in the midst of certain profits.

I am the element of chance that

turns a winning business into a

losing gamble.
I am the fountain-head where

springs the majority of your
troubles and worry.

I am the key to the problem
why more than 15.000 retailers fail

every year.

I am the why and the where-
fore, the direct and proximate
cause, the germ and the genesis of

unsuccessful merchandising.
I am the Sticker, the Shelf-

I^ounger, the Left-Over, the
nameless child of an unknown fa-

ther.

I am the unadvertised product

!

—-Retail Public Ledger.

$2.00 a Year
24 Issues

Big value to any Lumber
Manufacturer or Dealer.

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER?

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide St. W., TORONTO

CUT YOUR
SELLING
COSTS
Use MacLean
Daily Reports
and know wliere

the projects are that offer the most pro-
fitable business. Reduce the percent-
age of wasted' time and lost orders by
concentrating on the most likely oppor-
tunities.

Rates and Samples on Request.

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS, Ltd.

346 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

L. & H. Lumber Co., Inc.
77 Kilby St., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Successors to

William E. Litchfield
and

Herbert F. Hunter

MANUFACTURERS
AND DEALERS IN

Western and Northern

HARDWOODS
WE WILL BUY

Factory Flooring.
1 and 2 in. Ash, Log Run.
Clear Maple Square, 4 in. to 8 in., in

lengths 8 ft. and longer.
Maple and Birch, Good and Common.
1 to 2 in. Basswood, Log Run.

WE OFFER
Ash, Oak, Walnut, Sycamore, from

Litchfield Bros., No. Vernon, Ind,

Selected Philippine Mahogany.
From Boston and the Coast

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-

Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in

all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in

width, which we can sell at interesting

prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. - Toronlo, Ont.

Tea that Is all genuine leaf and produces the
greatett quantity of fUvoury Mtifryina lnfu*l«B

"SUilF
Send for tamplei and price*.

SALADA TEA CO. TORONTO

Manufacturers of

For TYING, BUNDLING
and many other purposes.

NAILS, etc.

LAIDLAW BALE-TIE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. ONT.

WIRE

DR. BELL'S
Veterinary Wonder Remediea
10.000 one dollar ($L00) bottles Free

to horsemen who give the Wonder a fair
trial. Guaranteed for Colic. Inflamma-
tion of the Lungs, Bowels, Kidneys,
Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send 25c for
Mailing Package, etc. Agents wanted
Write your address plainly. DR. BELL
V.S.. Kingston, Ont.

We offer for Immediate
delivery

—

30 M. 4/4 Beech, No. 2 C. & 1!.

50 M. G/4 Beech, No. 2 C. & B.

150 M. 4/4 Maple, N. 2 C. & 1!.

100 M. 4/4 Birch, No. 2 C. & B.

•JOO M. 4/4, 8/4 & 12/'4 Soft Elm.
20 M. 4/4 Oak, plain. No. 2 & B.

Prices are very attractive

PEDWELL HARDWOOD
LUMBER CO.

79 Spadina Ave TORONTO

TIMBER LANDS
Bought and Sold

Timber and Pulp
Wood Estimates

R.R.BRADLEY
Consulting Forester
Globe-Atlantic Bldg.

ST. JOHN - N. B.

HNION STOCKYARIS
OF TORONTO, Limited

•Canada's Greatest Live Stock Market*
Capital, $1,500,000. Two Hundred
Acres. Dundas St. cars to Keele St.,

West Toronto. Auction Sales every
Wednesday. Private Sales Dally.

Correspondence Solicited.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH
Manager Horse Dept.
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Review of Current Trade Conditions

Ontario and the East

The most interesting news of the week is the cable despatch
that the timber controller of Great Britain will purchase in Canada
half a billion standards of forest products or about one million

feet, b.m. The intelligence has been received with much satis-

faction by the industry in general. It is felt that this will create

remarkable prosperity in the trade and it is understood that every
Canadian producer who is registered on the list of the trade board
at Ottawa will be afforded opportunity to sell. Purchases will be
allocated upon a territorial basis and there is encouragement exud-
ing on all sides. It is further stated, although the details have not
yet been worked out, that the lumber must be delivered within the

next twelve months and will aggregate in value between $40,000,000
and $50,000,000. In negotiations which will be carried on direct with
Canadian lumber producers, word received from Ottawa states that

the British Government will supply the requisite bottoms to carry
the wood products to Great Britain. The big order is largely the re-

sult of the successful work and energy of the War Mission in Lon-
don, England, which is headed by Mr. Lloyd Harris and the Cana-
dian Lumbermen's Asosciation.

It is said that the necessary Canadian credit which renders the

huge lumber transaction possible was arranged between the Domin-
ion Government and the Imperial Government some time ago and
the credit is to be availed of to the extent that is rendered necessary
by International Exchange.

Wholesale lumbermen who have been doubtful about the early

placing of foreign business, have come to the conclusion that things
are going to open up more rapidly and auspiciously than at first ex-

pected. Instead of present prices ])revailing, they are talking of an
advance on certain lines, particularly commcMi lumber in 1 in. boards.

Good siding, 3 in. deals and cutting-up lumber are in active demand
while there is a scarcity of No. 2 culls. The number of enquiries con-
tinue to improve and everything looks bright for the future. There
will be no lowering in the cost of logging this year as wages are be-

ing maintained at their present level while supplies range high and
everything else in like proportion.

Shrewd dealers have been ])lacing orders ahead of time. One
leading buyer, in a neighboring city across the border, bought thirty-

three cars of one inch, common poplar the other day. The salesman
who called, was rather astonished at the size of the business, but the
purchaser said: "I am willing to take a chance and pay present prices

for I expect that values will go much higher. Toward the end of Jan-
uary every one will be looking around for stock and making inquiries

and by that time I will have mine in. When every one enters the mar-
ket you know what results, ascending prices, detentions in shipment,
etc. I intend to be forehanded so as to avoid all this, and do not
think that I am making a mistake."

Some Toronto firms report that mills in Quebec are already ask-

ing from four to six dollars higher for merchantable spruce for 1919
cut than they were at this time last year. A leading hardwood whole-
saler states that, during the holiday period, he sold more birch

and basswood to factories than he ever did during a corresponding-

season. The orders came from automobile and motor truck plants,

piano and furniture factories, gramaphone and other concerns, who
seemed particularly pleased that they could secure the quantities

required, and be assured of deliveries and, in all this business, there

was no price cutting.

In some of the inquiries, which are being sent out by the Ottawa
authorities, there does not appear to be suflficient data given. Terms
are too loosely applied, especially when business has to be secured
on a competitive price basis. One recent invitation was "for two inch-

es and thicker, merchantable hardwood." The kind was not stated

whether it was birch, maple, elm, etc., "Merchantable" is a widely dif-

fering term in certain provinces and may mean log run with culls out
or perhaps something else. It is also too comprehensive and not spe-

cific enough, and then the woods desired should be definitely classi-

fied. There are no national rules or regulations in Canada determin-
ing just what is "merchantable." To the experienced lumberman who
enters the market for supplying what is required on the basis of

price, of¥icial terms should be more specific. Being capable of a very
wide interpretation and a too general application loads frequently to

misunderstanding and dissatisfaction.

The market for B. C. shingles is pretty firm at the present time,

and there is not a surplus stock on the market. Owing to large ex-

hortations to the United States since the close of the war eastern re-

presentatives are finding it somewhat difficult to secure supplies. It

is reported that fully 80 per cent, of the B. C. shingle mills are in full

operation. The market for lath has also picked up ^f>mc- dtirincr the
past few days and the outlook is considered fair.

United States

There are encouraging possibilities for a good demand for earl\

spring business, with prices holding firm and already inquiries <

a favorable character are being received from many quarters. In
all leading centres there is a spirit of optimism and confidence pre-
vailing which augurs happily for the future. Buying is, as yet, lim-
ited, but this is to be expected as the recovery from the holiday
quietness will be slow. With the demand for export looming strong-
er all the while the feeling grows steadily that export trade will be
very large. During the last year or two much necessary work ha-
been set aside or held up, so that the new era should bring a tre

mendous improvement- It is felt that 1919 will be a banner year.
It is said that the cut in Maine this season will be from twenty-five
to fifty per cent, short, but, with the opening of the Panama Canal
and lumber shipments coming through from the West Coast, thi-

will more than offset any shortage in certain eastern sections.

A well-known Pittsburg firm presents a comprehensive revie\N

of the situation, saying that for several years domestic speculative

building has been at a standstill, so that in all of the large centre-

there is a noticeable lack of housing facilities, which will necessitate

a considerable revival in the building industry just as soon as every
one is satisfied that present values have come to stay. We are <>i

the opinion that the present values are fixed and for the next few

years to come we do not anticii)ate any lower values, but on the con
trary believe that all commodities will command an even higher
price than has prevailed under Government supervision in view of

the fact that the demand will be greater. In addition to the revival

of domestic building, we believe that all American manufacturer-
will secure an unusually large volume of export business which will

more or less favorably affect the lumber industry since everythinL;

that is exported to the other side must be properly crated and bo.xcd,

which means prosperity for the box makers and a strong demand
for all low grade material. In addition to this, while we are not able

to conceive the large volume of lumber that will be required for re-

construction work, we firmly believe that the demands will be tre-

mendous, so we can not help but feel optimistic as to the coming
year.

It may mean a couple of months for the lumbermen to mark
time and to keep a stiff' backbone until business gets properly turn-

ed to a fixed peace basis, but we belie.ve that this change will come
quicker than many have expected and believe that before many
months in the new year the mills will all be enjoying unusual pros-

perity.

It is regarded by the trade as practically certain that because
of the virtual elimination of all imports of American hardwoods and
timbers into Great Britain, France, Belgium and other foreign coun-
tries during the war, except for purely war purposes, there will be
great demand from Europe. It is recognized that there is at present

a scarcity of ocean freight room for the transportation of these com-
modities. It is also recognized that there is timber control in Great
Britain and France and that, so far as other countries are concerned,

there is little in the way of shipping room available. But it is point-

ed out that this demand must be filled if private industry abroad i-^

to be rehabilitated and put back to work on anything like a normal
basis and that, between the United States and British governments,
between the British mercantile fleet and the American merchant ma-
rine, a way will be found to provide sufficient increase in shipping

room to bring about gradual but steady increase in the quantity of

lumber and forest products moving overseas during 1919. Inquiries

have been already received for millions of feet among southern hard-

wood lumber manufacturers and the Southern Hardwood Traffic

Association is organizing an export department that will put forth

its best efforts to insure a cheap and rapid movement of lumber and
forest products to Great Britain, France and other European coun-

tries.

The prevalent view regarding prices is not that they may be

maintained, but that they must be maintained if actual loss is not to

be suffered by hardwood producers. There has been no reduction

in the cost of producing hardwoods. Labor is as high as heretofore.

Foodstuff's cost as much as usual, if not more than at any previous
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View of Mills in Sarnia.

BUY THE BEST
Retailers and woodworking establishments who like to

get Al NORWAY and WHITE PINE LUMBER al-

ways buy their stocks from us because we can ship them

on quick notice. It pays to have the goods, but it pays

better to
*

'deliver" them.

We also make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to or-

der any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

^^Rush Orders Rushed 99

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co.^ Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO

B. P. Bole, Pres. F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barrk, Gen. Mgr. W. A. Saurwein, Ass t. M^r.
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time. Machinery and timber are as high as ever. Logs must be haul-

ed longer distances than ever before and the proportion of small trees

is larger than it has ever been.

The market for the coming year, it is contended by a leading

manufacturer, will depend entirely on the manufacturers themselves.

Everything, he believes, depends on their intimate knowledge of

costs to manufacture their product and" do business; and combining
this knowledge with a good measure of courage and initiative, he
declares, will produce greatest results. This after-the-war business

will be carried on on a dififerent basis from the business of the past.

It will not permit the former laxness, the former ignorance of its

fundamentals and details, the former misinformation, based on in-

accurate and merely superficial analyses. It will require a fuller in-

troduction of science into production and marketing, closer appli-

cation, a more complete knowledge of its details and of the condi-

tions and influences regulating it. If one is to produce and market
one's products intelligently, to best advantage and greatest profit,

of the most necessary things to know intimately is costs. Without
this knowledge the manufacturer can not fairly or "profitably meet
the competition of his neighbor who does know his costs and bases

all his transactions on this knowledge. The future holds much in

store, and in order to receive his full share of it the wise manufac-
turer will immediately set about remodeling his business along more
scientific and modern lines, the first step of which is ascertaining his

costs.

Great Britain

The relaxation in control of lumber and the relieving of the

trade of a number of restrictions, which have prevailed during the

greater portion of the war, have been received with a large measure
of satisfaction. There is not yet complete emancipation, but it is

oure to come in a few weeks. At a recent meeting of the Importers'

Section of the Federation a resolution was carried to the effect that

in the opinion of this meeting, the control should be removed at the

earliest possible moment, and that, in the meantime, the system of

permits should be abolished at once. The following are the conces-

sions which have been granted
;

Home-grown wood may now be
purchased without a permit ; hardwood stocks of the Government
are to be released to the trade

;
imported softwood may be sold in

bigger quantities without restrictions. This last concession will

probably necessitate the issue of larger quantities into the yards of

retailers, and therefore make generally for greater freedom of ac-

tion.

In regard to the imports of timber the reduction in November,
as compared with a year ago, is not so heavy as it has been of late.

In November, 1918, 185,964 loads, to the value of £1,855,009; in

November, 1917, 272,512 loads, to the value of £2,614,628. This is

a reduction of 31 per cent, in quantity and 29 per cent, in value.

During the last two or three months the reduction, both in quan-

tity and value, has been nearly 50 jjcr cent., and some improvement
has therefore been made.

.Speaking of the hardwood situation the "Timber Trade Journal"
in a recent issue says : It is gratifying to have to report that a for-

ward movement has been initiated by the Controller, whereby an
approach towards the freedom of trade, as enjoyed in pre-war times,

is effected. By the terms of the official notice relating to sleepers

and softwoods, the Controller has cancelled the clause in the order
of October, 1918, which made it obligatory on the part of the trade
and consumers, to obtain permits for the sale or purchase of any
imported or native-grown hardwoods and plywoods. This removes
most aggravating restrictions which have tried the patience and fet-

tered the action of the trade since the measure came into force. Sales
and purchases or agreements for the same can therefore now pro-

ceed without restrictions and as freely as in former days. This is

a first step towards emancipation. The next, and most important,
is how the supplies are to be obtained in order to profit by the relief

that has been afforded.

We understand that, at the prices fixed by brokers and agent-
on specified parcels of dunnage wood that were placed in their

hands by the Government, business is taking place, a considerable

demand having' been found in many quarters for several de.scriptions

of the stock. No regular or fixed prices have been put on these

goods by the Controller—a wise proceeding, considering that, al-

though graded in a certain measure, much diversity exists, as is usu-

al, in the specifications, condition, and general quality of these par-

cels. Prices for the goods are considerably lower than most of the

extreme rates that have ruled of late, but are nevertheless, and a-

might be expected, on an advanced scale. Such rates we have got to

get used to, for it is extremely doubtful whether we shall ever again

descend to a basis of rates such as ruled in pre-war days.

With these stocks and such negligible supplies that are still left

in various directions in the market, trade is slowly moving, and the

outlook in regard to future activity in most quarters appears gener-

ally satisfactory.

Canadian pine stocks were slightly reduced during the month.
For waney pine, first class, about 3,000 cubic feet consumption left

the present stock at 30,000 cubic feet, all held in Manchester. For
second class there was little inquiry. For square pine, red pine, oak
and elm there were no stocks. The light import of pine deals was
again exceeded by deliveries. Stocks very light.

The imports of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia spruce to the

Mersey, including the Manchester Canal, amounted to 2,540 stand-

ards, which included an entire cargo to Liverpool on Admiralty ac-

count. The consumption was restricted to 1.080 standards, rather

more than half going from Manchester. Stocks, however, are on a

very low footing, the total holdings of Liverpool and the Manches-
ter Canal being only 4,370 standards.

Market Correspondence SPECIAL REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS AT
HOME AND ABROAD

Five Million Feet of Deals Sold at St. John
The New Year has ushered in a spirit of optimism for the lumber

manufacturers of this section of the country. They certainly feel that

with all the risks they take from time to time and are taking this

winter they should have a fair profit on their year's business. If

the manufacturers could sell direct they would be better off financial-

ly, but at the same time the element of credit would undoubtedl}^

cause a greater risk to themselves. During the opening days of the

year a further sale of some five million feet of deals has been put
through to the British Munitions Board, at or around forty dollars

per thousand feet free alongside ship. In the near future we shall

likely see further sales to the British Government, as it is under-
stood they are to purchase one billion feet of deals, etc., in Canada,
that the question of credit has been settled and all that remains is the

matter of price and the allotment of different quantities to various

sections of the country. When this will be settled remains to be
seen. The manufacturers are certainly waiting developments and are

hoping to learn before long what they will have to look ahead to for

tlie coming season.

The cut of logs on the St. John river and tributaries will be about
the same as in 1918. This, of course, is providing snow remains to

haul with and the driving in the spring is a success. Labor is not

nearly so scarce as a month ago and woods wages are if anything
somewhat easier, but the chopping season is well advanced and now
it is horses and hauling logs to streams. It is said that the American

operators in Maine are increasing their cut over the early fall and
winter plan and will now get about two-thirds their normal cut.

Many deals are being loaded in transports at St. John, and will con-

tinue shipments as fast as boats are provided. Each steamer, if

loaded to full capacity, will carry three and a half to five million feet

but the liners besides taking package cargo are all taking deals.

Local trade in factory material for the building trade shows a

falling off the past two weeks and no doubt this condition will remain

until such times as conditions settle themselves onto what demands
the future will make on the trade. No building of houses or repair

work is being attempted at present. Prices remain as firm as during

the past two weeks and show no sign of weakening as there are no
surplus stocks.

Montreal is Pleased Over Large British Purchase

Conditions in the Montreal market have not changed to any ap-

preciable extent. Local trade is dull, but there has been an increase

in inquiries from across the border. Wholesalers report that prices

keep firm, and that there is no indication of any weakening—the trend

is in the other direction. Generally speaking the view is that business

will gradually pick up, although nothing in the shape of a boom is

expected.

The chief topic of discussion is the report from London that the

British Government will take a billion feet of Canadian lumber. It
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No trouble to get this milk into camp

—

Freshly pasteurized separated milk is reduced 90% in weight and bulk
when by removing that percentage of water it becomes the dry powder
KLIM. Its flavor is not changed, nor its food value lessened.

KLIM is the cheapest milk to ship, and the most nutritious for every day use. It comes to

you from your supply house in cases holding six 10 pound tins. Ship any distance you wish
as long as it is kept dry, and it will not freeze nor spoil. Store in any dry place. It is al-

ways ready for use, direct from the tin for mixing dry with flour, sugar, etc., in baking or
cooking, or for whipping into water for use as a liquid.

KLIM is the best pasteurized milk in its most convenient form.

Wholesale supply houses will ship Klim in handy 10 lb. tins~6 tins

to a case. Order a case with your next lot of grocery supplies.
You will never regret it, neither will your men.

Canadian Milk Products Limited

TORONTO MONTREAL
Stocked by all Wholesale and Retail Grocers

Canada Food Board License No. 14-242.

Vary your Bill of Fare
^^^OUK Men will work with a better will if you

serve variety meals. They cost less.

Cold weather now makes it possible to use Fresh

Meat in your Gamps.

FRESH BEEF
Sausages

Headcheese
Bologna

Beef Hearts

Beef Livers

Hog Livers

Beef Kidneys

Beef Tripe

ALLOW us TO QUOTE YOU PRICES

The Harris Abattoir Company, Limited
WEST TORONTO - CANADA.

Branches at; SUDBURY and OTTAWA, ONT. - HALIFAX and SYDNEY, N. S. - MONTREAL and QUEBEC, QUE. ST. JOHN, N.B.
Canada Food Control—Blanket No. 165
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has been known for sometime tliat negotiations were taking place,

so that the announcement was not a surprise to many lumbermen

;

the amount cabled, however, was larger than was expected. It is

probable that the shipments will be spread over a period of more
than twelve months. , The effect of the purchase will be to steady the

general market, and also to harden values. Although stocks held for

export are known to-be very considerable, owing to restricted ship-

ments last year, the taking off the market of such a large quantity of

lumber cannot fail, it is held, to beneficially affect values. The news
of the proposed purchase was very welcome to Montread firms, who
found their commercial business cut down to a low point during last

year. A considerable amount of lumber left the port during the past

season, but it was nearly all on Government account, part of which
passed through the hands of exporters. Advices from Great Britain

state that the restrictions on the lumber trade are being removed, and
that all signs point to the business getting down very shortly to a

normal basis.

The building permits for the year indicate that the season was
better than was at one time anticipated. The total was $4,882,873, a

gain of $495,235—this being the first year that an advance has to be
recorded since 1913. Of the total, $3,951,665 represented now build-

ings, and $1,291,108 repairs. Only 269 new houses were erected.

The combined exports of pulpwood, pulp and paper continue to

increase. For the month of October, the value of pulpwood was $912,-

114, a gain of $259,480; chemical pulp was $2,914,255, a gain of

$951,969; mechanical pulp $396,189, an increase of $12,427; and of

paper, $3,317,237, an addition of $479,000. Figures for the first

seven months of the current fiscal year show a total of $57,245,135,
a gain of $14,873,782 over the corresponding period of 1917, and of

$28,864,533 over 1916.

Ottawa Reports Little Chang^e in the Situation

Little if any outward general change was shown in the Ottawa
lumber market during the first two weeks of January as compared
with the closing two weeks of last year. In comparison with a corres-

ponding period a year ago the market was hardly as brisk. There was
not the requisition for shell box stock nor was the demand from the

United States the same.
Prices in all grades held firm. Sales were few and far between.

Transportation remained good and labor conditions, if anything,
picked up a little. Orders were reported a little more plentiful than
during the closing period of December and inquiries remained about
the same.

Following upon the holiday period the general tone of reports,

while not the brightest, could have been a whole lot worse. In short,

while there was not a great deal of activity, lumbermen were a long
way from being downhearted and seemed quite content to wait until

later on in the winter and early spring months for business to pick up.

The situation with the lumbermen seemed to be that "Rome was
not built in a day," and even in the wildest dreams of their imagina-
tion they do not expect that conditions built up and brought about by
four years of world war will change overnight into normal times and
revert to ordinary business channels.

Business is coming, may be good business—better business than
they ever had before, is the prospect, and the lumbermen are con-
fident it will come. They are prepared to wait its arrival as time and
conditions so will and welcome it when it gets back home again.

Of course, any of the trade that sees trade approaching ahead of the

other fellow is not going to wait till it arrives, but is going out to

meet it. Meanwhile while nobody sees anything they all sit tight.

Taken all around the lumber trade seemed to be enjoying its

usual winter nap, with this exception—everybody with lumber to sell

"slept" with one eye open.

The outlook as to the spring months and early summer trade

seemed more or less a hit-and-miss proposition. With the exporters

to Furopcan countries the trade should strengthen considerably. On
the other hand retailers and some wholesalers report that architects

are not overly busy and have got no great amount of work ahead.

They take this as a criterion of a slow summer. On the other hand,

there are those who are quite content with the business they are do-

ing—it may be small at present, but it is steady and they have strong

hopes it will grow bigger.

Re])orts regarding woods operations were the brightest that have
come through for many weeksi Operators are straining every nerve
to catch up with the programme as originally mapped out and see if

they can try to equal last year's output. The season, while it has been
excellent for cutting, has so far been poor for hauling. Many bogs and
swamps have not been frozen over sufficiently to permit teams to

cross them.
The outlook for factory work for the next few months is not the

brightest unless an unexpected big order for commercial houses
comes from Europe soon. W. C. Edwards Company expects to con-

tinue through the winter on commercial boxes and other grades, but

with the remainder of the woodworking plants it looks like quiet sea-

son ahead. Shingle, lath, sash and door, and building grades remained
practically at a standstill.

Canadian Lumbermen Honored by the Kinsr

In the list of New Year honors, it is pleasing to record ili;a re-

cognition has come to two well-known young Canadian lumbermen
who have been rendering splendid service overseas.

Lieut.-Col. Frank J. Carew, officer commanding No. 1 district,

Canadian Forestry Corps in France, has been made an officer of the
Order of the British Empire. He is the eldest <on of John Cnrcw.

Lieut.Col. Frank Carew, Lindsay. Ont.

M.L.A., Lindsay, and previous to going abroad was associated with
his father in the John Carew Lumber Co. Lieut.-Col. Carew is

now in Alencon, F'rance.

Major A. B. Gillies, of Gillies Bros., lumber manufacturers,

Braeside, Ont., and a son of David Gillies of Carleton Place. Ont.,

has also been made an officer of the Order of the British Empire.
The many Canadian friends of Col. Carew and Major Gillies will ex-

tend hearty congratulations on the honors they have won.

Newsy HappeninfTS from St. John
From the present outlook a record will be established at St. John

this season in the shipments of lumber overseas. Large ocean liners

and sailing vessels are weekly carrying away quantities of deals for

the British and F^rench governments for reconstruction work in de-

vastated regions in France and Belgium. On the C. P. O. S. liner,

"Corinthian," which was recently wrecked on the north west ledge

of Briar Island, in the Bay of Fundy, there were 106 standards of

deals. Large quantities of Douglas Fir have been coming through to

this port from the west for shipment overseas and are being forward-

ed by ocean liners to their destination. Quantities of clear spruce

for aeroplane construuction is also being shipped for the British

government.
William L. McAdoo, of Kars, King's County, N. B.; George R.

McKean, of St. John ; and W. E. Golding, of St. John, have been

incorporated under the name of the Hampstead Lumber Company
Limited, with a capital stock of $12,000. Their head office is to be

at Hampstead, N. B. The company is empowered to carry on a

general lumbering, milling and pulpwood business.

G. H. Prince, chief forester of New Brunswick, recently returned

from Halifax, N. S., where he attended a conference with forestry

experts upon matters of greater forest development in Nova Scotia.

Word received a few days ago by Elwood Burtt, of Fredericton,

N. B., from Cranbrook, B. C, stated that the crew working in his

logging camp, some seventeen miles from that town, had been struck

badl}^ by influenza. Despite this, however, the report said that oper-

ations were continuing although handicapped by loss of help.

R. O'Leary, of Richibucto, N. B., reports that logging operations

are now in full progress in his district. There is enough snow in the

woods to carry on, but unless more falls work will be retarded.

Mrs. Brand, wife of James B. Brand, a lumberman, passed away
recently, after a brief illness from pneumonia. Mr. and Mrs. Brand

were on a trip to the States and on their return Mrs. Brand contracted

a cold which quickly developed and death resulted.
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A positively waterproof fabric, manu-

factured by us especially for

Horse Covers Tarpaulins

Stock Covers Waggon Covers

or for any purpose when a waterproof cov-

ering is required.

Samples and Booklet with Prices Ready for Mailing

—Your Address Please

—

WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
OTTAWA

Boilers in Stock
2—72" X 18' H.R.T. Boilers, 125 lbs. W.P., Ontario Code.

2—54" X 14' H.R.T. Boilers, 125 lbs. W.P., Ontario Code.

VERTICAL TYPE
1—30 H.P., Ontario Code.

1—25 H.P., Ontario Code.

2—20 H.P., Ontario Code.

Subject to Prior Sale

LOCOMOTIVE TYPE
1—50 H.P., Standard Inspection.

1—30 H.P., Standard Inspection.

1—20 H.P.. Standard Inspection.

1—9" X 12" Double Cylinder, Jenckes Cableway Hoist, complete with carriage, cable, sheaves, etc.

1—Open Top Tank, 10' long x 2' deep x 3' wide ^" plate.

1—Concrete Bucket, 24" x 24" x 30" deep with open bottom.

We Manufacture :—

Marine, Horizontal Tubular, Vertical Tubular, and Locomotive Type Boilers

also Smoke Stacks, Breechings, Tanks, Penstocks and

CASTINGS up to 15 tons

Send us your inquiries.

Engineering & Machine Works of Canada, Limited
Formerly St. Catharines Works of

The Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Works and Head Office:

St. Catharines, Ont.
Eastern Sales Office:

Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
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The Purpose of the Saw Filing Room
Too Much Care Cannot Be Exercised in the Selection

of the Gummer or Grinder

The fundamental principle of a filing room, is to put saws into

condition for cutting lumber. With this basis it will be our encleavor

in the following discourse to show how this may be done in an eco-

nomical and efhcient manner, says C. A. Charles.

After we have decided to use saws, the next thing is to determine
how these saws should be fitted in order to get the maximum output
with the minimum input, since the expense of installing saws means
that a return in dollars and cents of profit must naturally follow, for

no man, or men, are in business for philanthropic notoriety.

The filing room should be equipped as nearly perfect as the na-

ture of a mill will permit ; some mills undoubtedly need more fil.ing

paraphernalia than others, while in other mills the reverse is true.

Beginning then, with those things most essential to the fitting

of saws, the first thing to provide for the filing room is A. Filer, since

the best equipment on the market is worth no more than scrap iron

in the hands of a man who does not know how to use that equipment
intelligently.

Many employers look upon the filing room as "one of those nec-

essary evils" which attend the process of manufacturing any article

of commercial value, and are content to entrust their money and pro-

fits to the hands of a $2.00 a day filer, who in all probability does not

really know the brazing tongs from a toothstop.

The Man in Charge and the Tools

When we have hired a man to do our filing, whom we know to

be a good mechanic, we next should consult with him in regard to

tools for the filing room, remembering at the same time to get those
tools which are really needed, no more, and most certainly no fewer,

than the work actually requires.

The heart of any filing room is, in our opinion, the saw gummer
or grinder and too much care cannot be exercised in the selection

of this important article. There may be the best of rolls installed

(we take it for granted that the old time hammer arti.st has beaten
his last tune and hung up his hammers, except for touching up small

spots), the finest of swages and shapers, the keenest of grinding
wheels, but with a grinder "that does not grind square, is not free from
vibration, and does not leave each succeeding tooth in the place its

predecesosr occupied, and above all one that does not operate smooth-
ly both going into the gullet and also in raising over the backs of

teeth,—unless the gummer has all these good points, our heartfelt

prayer is "God Help the Poor Filer," his troubles will date from then
until he leaves, is fired, or a new gummer is installed.

The following guide may be safely used when the question of

purchasing a gummer arises; first, be sure to get a machine which
will allow the saw to be hung around it : in other words, get a machine
of the same hand as the saws. There are several reasons for this,

but the most important one is, that the burr from the grinding wheel
will then come on the inside of the saw blade, and will not tend to

rub on the material as it is passing through the saw, because any rub-

bing of material on the blade tends to heat the saw and cause snaking.

Another reason is to conserve floor space, and we think most filers

will agree with us that the majority of filing rooms do not have an
over-abundance of unoccupied space. We might almost say as the

poet did: "We ain't got room to cuss a cat, we have to back out of

here to change our minds." It is also better to get a grinder a little

larger than necessary, for by so doing there is a little more body and
weight to the machine which will help to do away with any vibration

when power is applied. This question of vibration is certainly an im-
portant one. Lack of vibration gives us a nicely shaped and balanced
tooth with the proper tooth form, while any grinder having excessive
vibration will make the teeth more or less irregular and certainly will

burn the face side of the teeth, causing them to case harden, and either

crack of¥ in the cut, or else crumble at the next -\vaging-, and at the

same time deform the swage die.

The Advantage of the Single Die

Be sure that the tooth is formed over one die. Some machines
are built with two dies, and there is always more or less change in

the position of the grinding head when going from one die to the

other, which is not a very good feature. It is a great deal easier to

set one die than two, to get the required shape, and then again the

tooth shape can be kept more nearly correct by the use of the single

die, which should be so designed that the grinding head falls easily

into the gullet until it rises over the tip of the tooth-point.

The next point in grinder discussion is that of a spring end thrust

for the grinding wheel. This should always be provided for no matter
how heavy and rigid the machine may be built the tooth spacer will

not always place teeth in exactly the same position and if this is not

done "blued points" is the result, which, in turn, results in "cracking
of?" or "crumbling."

Just a word in closing, and we have covered the "Heart of the

Filing Room." Keep all lost motion and loose joints out of the ma-
chine ; fix all worn parts and bearings as soon as discovered, see that

all wheel dust is carried away from the machine, and finally, go over

the grinder at least once in two months to clean it up and see that all

parts are "up to snuff."

Timber Limits on St. Aone Change Hands
The Canada Paper Co., Limited, of Windsor Mills, Que., have

purchased the timber limits, No. 1 to 6, on the St. Anne River, which
were formerly owned by William Power and Hiram Calvin. The
area of the limits is about 200 square miles, and not a stick has ever

been cut on them. There is a large quantity of white pine and spruce

on the property, and the Canada Paper Company feel certain that in

acquiring this timber land they are assured of an unlimited supply of

pulp wood for very many years. The Canada Paper Company will

adopt modern methods in cutting and reforestration. F. J. Campbell,

who is general manager of the company, is also President of the Can-
adian Julp and Paper Association.

Five Thousand New Houses Wanted
The Toronto Building Trades League sent on a number of sug-

gestions regarding the housing problem to the Board of Control,

Toronto. They suggest that the city take steps to provide for the

financing and erection of 5,000 six-room detached houses on lots at

least 25 feet wide and 150 feet deep, to cost approximately $2,750 each.

The Ontario Government's Housing Scheme is recommended as a

source of financing the scheme.

They also suggested that a large public hall, with seating capacity

for 10,000 people, be built in the vicinity of College and Yonge streets,

to be named Victory Hall, in honor of the downfall of Kaiserism.

Erection of pavilions in the parks, and more public lavatories in the

city, is also suggested.

Honest Clay Engines
Built for Dependability
C"ombiniiig every improved mechanism of the modern gasoline engine, with

the reliability of the steam engine. The Clay does the heavy duty speedily

.ind efficiently, and may be operated economically on gasoline, kerosene or

distillate. Especially adaptable for tugs or stationary work in the lumber

camp. Send for descriptive booklet.

Honest Clay En-

gines have been on

the market for

twenty-one years,

and most of the

first engines put

out are still in ser-

vice.

Dealart write us regarding territory now open

Clay Engine Manufacturing Co.
564 East 72nd St., « « ClcTeland, Ohio.
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The British Paper Markets are

Your Opportunity
Establish a market for your paper stock now and it will

be a great asset to you in after war trade with Great

Britain. We can make very advantageous contracts for

Canadian paper of all kinds and especially newspaper stock.

This is a big opportunity for Canadian mill men. We are

the largest paper makers' agents in Great Britain and will be

glad to hear from manufacturers interested in export trade.

Write us to-day,

W. V. BOWATER & SONS, LIMITED
Paper Makers, Wholesale and Export Stationers, Etc.

159 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND
Please address all communications to Woolworth Building, Broadway, New York, U.S.A.

Ajgnma light steel rails
^ Jki M \^ MMM %^ For Mining and Lumbering PurposesMining

All Complete with Splice Bars

WEIGHT A B C D E F G

Pounds Kilos
PER PER Inches M/M Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M.
Yard Meter

8 3 97 ure 39.09 l?i-. 39.69 '?« 20.64 11.91 20.64 7.144 3.969

12 5.95 2 50. 8U 2 50.80 1 25.40 ?r. 14.29 27.78 8.73' 4.763
16 7.94 2% 60.33 1% 60.33 29.77 «J<4 16.27 34.53 H 9.525 5.556
20 9.92 66.68 i% 66.68 1% 34.13 18.26 37.31 11.11 6.350
25 12.40 69.85 254 69.85 38.10 19.84 37.70 12.30 % 7.541
30 14. 8S 79.38 3H 79.38 42.86 H 22.23 43.66 13.49 8.334
35 17.36 35r6 84.14 m 84.14 44.45 24.21 45.24 14.68 9.128
40 19 .«4 3H 88.90 88.90 m 47.63 25.80 1'% 47.23 % 15.88 '56 9.922
45 22.32 3'% 93.66 93.66 2 50.80 26 99 50.01 16.67 10.72

Algoma Steel Corporation
Limited

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
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Lumber
For Sale

Feet

16/4 Ists and 2nds Birch 15,000

16/4 No. 1 Common Birch 13,000

16/4 No. 2 Common Birch 13,000

16/4 No. 3 Common Birch 8,000

12/4 No. 1 Common Birch 23,000

10/4 No. 1 Common Birch 7,000

10/4 No. 2 Common Birch 9,000

8/4 No. 1 Common Birch 12,000

8/4 No. 2 Common Birch 37,000

8/4 No. 3 Common Birch 40,000

6/4 Ists and 2nds Birch . . . . . 29,000

6/4 No. 1 Common Birch 29,000

4/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr. Birch . . 45,000

12/4 Ists and 2nds Soft Elm .... 27,000

12/4 No. 1 Common Soft Elm .... 5,000

8/4 Ists and 2nds Soft Elm .... 25,000

8/4 No. 1 Common Soft Elm .... 7,000

Above are some item.s piled in uur surliny

yard at Montreal.

Also three million seven hundred and fifty

thousand (3,750,000) feet dry birch, three

million (3,000,000) feet dry spruce in mill

yards. "All class A suitable for active ser-

vice." Let us fill up the depleted ranks in

your yards.

Present winter supply of logs cost 20 to

30 per cent, more than last winter.

Lumber Barometer Reads :

—

'Steady, Inclined to Rise
99

E. M. Nicholson & Co.
202 Board of Trade Bldg.

Montreal, P. Q.

Canada Can Supply Timber Demands
Brigadier-General White Asserts that All Depends I pon Push

and Aggressiveness to Capture European Business

'Die demand for lumber in France and England will be tremen-
dous, said Brigadier-General J. B. White, D.S.O., director of Can-
adian forestry operations in France, in an interview with a represent-
ative of the "Canadian Lumberman." Brigadier-General White, who
is manager of the woods and .saw mills department of the Riordon
Pulp & Lumber Co., Limited, Montreal, is home on leave.

The General went on to say that not only have the forests of
England and France been depicted, but there has been practically no
construction or renewals during the war. This work will have to be
started now. It will all depend upon the aggressiveness and push of
Canada lumbermen as to what share they will get of the trade. He is

satisfied that Canada can supply any demands on her, provided the
necessary bottoms are available, as we have the equipment and
lumber to fill the requirements.

"One thing, however, must be borne in mind—we must live up to
our contracts. If we promise to deliver certain grades of lumber we
must do it ; Canadian lumbermen have done so in the past, and must
continue to do so, if we are to successfully compete with Norway and
Sweden. We are now in a better position to do this than formerly,
because those countries will not get labor at the former low wages,"
declared General White.

He could not insist too strongly upon the necessity of going
after the European trade in an enterprising fashion. England has
cut down many of her forests, thus depleting the domestic source
of supply. Further, unless one has been over the devastated areas

in France and Belgium and also other parts of these countries which
have been in the hands of the Germans, he has no idea of the com-
plete ruin which has been wrought by the Huns and of the neces-

sities of France and Belgium in the way of structural materials.

The General's advice is to find out exactly what Great Britain,

France and Belgium require, as he is convinced that Canada can sup-

ply the bulk of anything in the way of lumber that Europe wants.
The Canadian foresters have done by far the largest amount of

forestry work in France. The Imperials and the French have done
a goodly share, while the Americans have had a considerable force of

foresters. The amount cut per man of the Canadian foresters was
more than that of any other forestry units with the British and French
armies, for the reason that the Canadians were better acquainted with
forestry operations. Our men have produced over two million tons

of lumber in France alone. There were 58 lumber companies on lum-
ber production, in addition to eight companies building aerodromes
for the Royal Air Forces. Six of the forestry companies and the eight

aerodrome companies worked right up with the armies at all time>.

Big Meetingr of Forestry Association

The annual meeting oi the Canadian Forestry Association will be

held in Windsor Hotel, Montreal, on Wednesday and Thursday,

January 29 and 30. The programme prepared is a most interesting

one and it is hoped there will be a large and representative attend-

ance. The proceedings are as follows

:

Wednesday Morning, January 29th.—Annual Business Meeting
Canadian Forestry Association.

W^ednesday Afternoon.—Dual address by F. J. Campbell, Presi-

dent Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, and W. Gerard Power,
President Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

Address by Major Barrington Moore, of New York, a well known
American forester, recently returned from France.

Address by a Canadian forester, with overseas experience.

Address by Hon. W. R. Brown, (Brown Corporation), giving

the results of clear cutting and selective cutting on the company's
limits. Motion pictures.

Wednesday Evening.—Annual Meeting Quebec Forest Protec-

tive As.sociation.

Thursday Morning and Afternoon, January 30th. (Auspices

Quebec Forest Association).—Address by E. C. Hirst, State Forester

of New Hampshire, on "Lumbering in Scotland."

Address by Lieut. Lewis, R.A.F., on "Aerial Photography."

Address by Lieut. Biggar, R.A.F., on the value of the Aeroplane

in forest protection.

Address by J. W'. Swaine. (Entomological Branch, Ottawa), on

slash disposal in reference to protection to timber from insects.

Address on the feasibility of shash disposal.

The annual report of the Woodlands Section of the Canadian

Pulp and Paper Association will be brought in and discussed. Motion
pictures of aeroplane building, etc.

Thursday Evening.—Annual Meeting Canadian Society of For-

est Enoineers.
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NEW ZEBRA, WOOD, WESTERN UNION, and PRIVATE CODES USED.

Telephones

:

1391 Long Distance

400 Private

Cables

"
T. u . ^ A r\ " HILLAS," HULL

i Branch Exchange. ^ ^ « JL O

.
*• WOOD BROKERS VK

FOR RVRRY CLASS OF TIMRFR ^FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER

Head Office : HULL, England

To the Lumber Companies of Canada

:

You have the Goods. Place your Lists with full

particulars in our hands. We are in daily touch vs^ith all the

Buyers in the United Kingdom.

PLEASE NOTE.—We pay cash against all documents, and

take the whole of the Delcredere risk on Buyers.

CANADIAN WOOD PULP
We are the

LARGEST
BRITISH

IMPORTERS

of Canadian

WOOD
PULP

Canadian Wood Pulp is in great demand to-day, and every

timDer man should take advantage of the opportunity to

add this profit to his business. A small Kraft Soda Mill is

inexpensive, and will handle all the wood waste, slabs, bot-

toms, tops, etc., around the mill or yard. You can dispose of

any quantity at good prices, or on long-term contracts, if

desired. The previous sources of supply for the business

have been cut off almost entirely, and Canadian business

men can reap the benefit with little risk or investment.

Send to us for information

WE ARE AGENTS
FOR—

Chicoutimi Pulp Co.,

Chicoutimi, Canadian

Hot Ground Spruce.

Macleod Pulp Co., Liv-

erpool, Canada.

Riordon Pulp and Paper

Co., Montreal, Easy
Bleaching Canadian

Sulphite Pulp.

St. Lawrence Sulphite

Pulp Company.

Canadian Representatives: BECKER & COMPANY OF AMERICA, LIMITED, Post Office Box 609, HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

BECKER & COMPANY, LIMITED
34-40 Ludgate Hill, LONDON, E.C., England
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Head Office at Montreal.

BIRCH, BASSWOOD
AND SPRUCE

(DRY) 1917 CUT
Saw Mills at Dressing Mills at

MONT LAURIER, QUE. ST. JEROME, QUE.
STE. MARGUERITE, QUE.

Northern Office: Southern Office:

MIDLAND, ONT. HATTIESBURG, MISS.

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.
2601 EUton Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Dealers

White Pine, Red Pine
and Yellow Pine,
Lumber and Lath

Excellent Planing Mill Facilities. Prompt Shipments.

Everything
in Spruce

Dressed and in the Rough

Campbell, MacLaurin Lmnber Co.
Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL
Ontario Representative: F. L. Reed, 139 Glendale Ave., Toronto

Phone Parkdale 4448

SPRUCE
AND

BIRCH
GOOD STOCKS PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTION

C. A. SPENCER, LIMITED
Wholesale Dealers in Rough and Dressed Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Offices—McGill Building, MONTREAL, Quebec

EDGINGS
Ontario

One hundred and forty thousand shell boxes, worth approximately $138,-
000, were reported at Ottawa to have been turned over to the civic wood
yard for fuel purposes, gratis, by the Imperial Munitions Board.

The Fesserton Timber Company, of Toronto, have sent out to the trade
a unique and attractive calendar which bears a reproduction of J. L. Jerome
Ferris' historical picture '"Her Weight in Gold." The nuptial scene and envi-
rons are magnificently executed.

Terry & Gordon, of Toronto, have sent out to the" trade one of the lar-

gest and most convenient office calendars that has been received. The figures
are strikingly clear, while the printed matter in red and black stands out im-
presively

.

Thos. Pink Company of Pembroke, who recently purchased the McFar-
lane-Neill plant at North Devon, N.B., intend making the same line of lum-
ber tools in that factory as they have been turning out for years in Pem-
broke. The company also make whiffletrees, neckyokes, hamcs, threshing
machine teeth and forks for unloading hay.

The following promotions will be gazetted shortly: Brigadier-General
Alex. McDougall, Director-General of Timber Operations in England and
France, to be Major-General ; Col. Hepburn, M.P., his second in command,
to be Brigadier-General; and Col. J. B. White, who commanded the Forestry
detachments which did most of the timber work in France, to be Brigadier-
General.

The Union Lumber Company of Toronto are loading a schooner at
Halifax, N.S., with a half a million feet of white pine, which is being ship-
ped to South America. This is an indication of the resumption of former
trade activities and the release of more ships for export business. It is two
years since the Union Lumber Company disposed of any merchandise in

South America and much interest naturally attaches itself to the first con-
signment, which, it is hoped, will be the forerunner of continued expansion.

A charter has been granted to the Kyro River Improvement Company
with a capital stock of $20,000 and headquarters in Port Arthur, Ont. The
conif)any is empowered to improve and develop the navigation of the Cur-
rent and Mclntyre Rivers and their tributaries and headwaters in the dis-

trict of Thunder Bay and, for that purpose, to construct and maintain reser-
voirs, canals, dams, peers, booms, etc.. in order to run, drive, boom, sort and
raft logs and other timber in the rivers. Among the incorporators are
K. Kyro and M. Rissanen of Port Arthur.

Sir Joseph Flavelle, Chairman of the Imperial Munitions Board, in c.»ii-

iiection with his gift of l.'U.OOO shell boxes to the City of Ottawa, states that
a similar course is being adopted in regard to other cities and towns through-
out the Dominion. At the present time there are surplus supplies of boxes
at different points, ranging in number from 200 to 1.50,000. All these will be
jircscnted to the municipalities in which they are located. Sir Joseph said

there would be no demand for these boxes now that all munition manufac-
turing in Canada had ceased, and that to store them was out of the question.

Judgment by consent has been entered by Justice Middleton of Toronto
in the action brought by Hon. Peter McLaren, of Perth. Ont.. against Col.

.\. G. Pcuchen. of Toronto. Defendant agrees to pay plaintiff the sum of $50,-

000 and costs fixed at $1,250. Plaintiff sued defendant for $158,385.45, prin-

cipal and interest of a promissory note for $141,000, dated .August 11th, 1914,

in connection with an alleged agreement to purchase certain timber limits

and merchandise in the Province of Alberta for the sum of $461,300. De-
fendant claimed that he had paid plaintiff, and claimed a large sum as a set-

off for shortages and deficiencies, etc.

Eastern Canada

J. p. Dupuis, 592 Church St., Verdun, P.Q.. is in the market for a saw-
mill with engine 60 to 70 h.p., also large log saw, double edger with acces-
sories, etc.

The Riverside Mfg. Co., of Three Rivers, recently incorporated, has taken
over the sawmills at Cap Madeleine, known for many years as the Burrill

Mills. The mills at present are closed down, but will recommence manufac-
turing about June next.

.A. very handsome calendar has been sent out by the Fassett Lumber
Company, of Fassett. P.Q. It is a beautiful piece of scenery, entitled "The
Oaks at Sunset, Sana Ynez, Cal." and is a reproduction of Coutts famous
painting.

The Eagle Lumber Company, Montreal, has issued a dainty and unique
calendar entitled a \'enetian Palace, being a reproduction of one of the finest

canvasses from the brush of Sir Thos. Moran that master of color who spent
many years in the ancient city of Doges.

It is announced that Price Bros., and Co., intend installing another paper-
making machine in their large plant at Kenongami, Que., which will make five

machines in all and afford a production of newsprint of over three hundred
tons a day.

The T. G. McLaurin Co., Limited, Montreal, has been granted a federal

charter with a capital stock of $20,000, and among other things is empowered
to buy, sell and deal in logs, ties, poles, posts, bo.xes, box board, wall board,
pulp and paper and other. products.

.\ federal charter has been granted to the Gravel Lumber Co., Limited,
with head office in Montreal, and a capital stock of $50,000 to carry on the
business of manufacturer.s and dealers in logs, timber, pulp wood, railway ties

and other products of the forest and to acquire, own and construct paper
mills, saw mjlls, rossing plants, etc.

The Kipawa Fibre Co. Ltd., 355 Beaver Hall Square, Montreal, P.Q..

have awarded contracts for the erection of their sulphite mill and power
Ivuse at Temiskaming, P.Q., the cost to be $3,106,000. C. B. Thome, care
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of company, is the manager of manufacturing, and Geo. A. Fuller Co. Ltd.,

45 St. Alexander St., Montreal, are the general contractors.

The Pinder Lumber & Milling Co., Ltd., has been incorporated with

head office at Pinder, N.B., and a capital stock of $49,000, to purchase, ac-

quire and take over the lumber, mill, mercantile and farming business now
carried on by J. K. Pinder and G. T. Pinder of Pinder, N.B., and to conduct

a general lumbering business in all its branches. James K. Pinder and George
T. Pinder, of Pinder, the the chief incorporators.

The Hampstead Lumber Co. Ltd.,' has been incorporated with capital

stock of $12,000, and chief place of business at Hampstead, N.B., to construct,

establish or otherwise acquire, own, maintain and operate mills and factories

for the manufacture of timber, lumber, pulpwood and any and all articles

capable of being manufactured from the products of the forest. Among those

interested are W. L. McAdoo of Kars, N.B., and G. R. McKean of St. John.

The Belgo-Canadian Pulp & Paper Company of Shawinigan Falls, P.Q.,

sufTered a heavy loss by fire on January 3rd. It is estimated that the damage
will reach $100,000 and is covered by insurance. The blaze broke out in the

large shed which is used for storing paper, preparatory to shipment and is

thought to have started through a defective electric wire. There were some
fifteen cars loaded with pulp and paper in the shed at the time and these

along with the building were totally destroyed. The entire plant was threat-

ened for a while.

The O'Brien Power Pulp & Paper Company, Ltd., has been incorporat-

with head office at Montreal, P. Q., and capital stock of $2,500,000, to carry on
in all its brances a lumber, timljer and pulpwood business and to manufac-
ture, produce, buy, sell and deal in timber, logs, lumber and wood of all kinds

and for all purposes and the products and by-products, thereof; to construct

and maintain and operate lumber and sawmills, etc. Among the incorporators

are L. A. Cannon, King's Council, G. Parent, King's Council, and L. Cas-
grain, advcoate, all of Quebec, city.

A federal charter has been granted to the Gravel Lumber Co., Limited,

with head office in Levis, Que., and a capital stock of $600,000. Among the

incorporators are Sir William Price, Henry E. Price and Arthur J. Price of

Quebec, and Alfred S. Gravel and Louis G. Gravel of Levis. The company
will take over the business of the A. Gravel Lumber Co. of Levis. Wide pow-
ers are conferred on the new organization in the way of acquiring, owning,
and operating sawmills, shingle mills, rossing plants and pulp and paper mills

as well as buying, selling and dealing in the products thereof.

The Coburn Lumber Company Ltd., has been incorporated with head
office at Ripples in the Parish of Sheffield in the County of Sunbury, N.B.,

and capital stock of $48,000, to purchase, acquire and take over the lumber
business heretofore carried on by Frank C. Coburn and Ernest M. Coburn,
under the partnership name of F. C. Coburn & Son, at the Parish of Shef-
field in the County of Sunbury, and generally to carry on and operate a

lumber business in all its branches, including the logging, driving, sawing,
manufacturing, shipping and selling of lumber and lumber products, etc.

Among those interested are F. C. Coburn and E. M. Coburn, lumbermen of

Sheffield, N.B., and A. R. Slipp, barrister of Fredericton, N.B.

Western Canada
The Pioneer Lumber Company, Leader, Sask., recently lost their lumber

yard by fire.

The Jewell Lumber Co., Caithness, B.C., recently lost their lumber mills

by fire. The loss is estimated at $25,000.

The Shawnigan Lake Lumber Co. Ltd., Shawigan Lake, B.C., recently
suffered a serious loss by fire to their lumber mill and dry kilns.

A disastrous fire resulted in the complete destruction of the mill and dry
kilns of the Shawnigan Lake Lumber Co., Ltd., on the east side of Shawni-
gan Lake. The loss was heavy, as the mill had a capacity of 60,000 feet per
day.

Hon. T. D. Pattullo, Provincial Minister of Lands, states that the Gov-
ernment is obtaining surveys of Queen Charlotte Islands water powers with
a view to assisting the establishment of a large new pulp and paper industry
there.

.

The B. C. Stave and Heading Co. Ltd., has been incorporated with head
office at Vancouver, B.C., and caiptal stock of $25,000, to carry on business
as coopers and manufacturers of barrels, kegs, casks, tubs, vats, tanks, buck-
ets, pails, staves, veneer, headings, etc.

The Virginia Lumber Company, Ltd., has been incorporated with head of-
fice at Coombs, B.C., and capital stock of $60,000, to carry on business as tim-
ber merchants, sawmill, shingle mill and pulp mill owners, loggers, lumber-
men and to buy, sell, export, import and deal in saw logs, timber, piles, poles,
lumber and wood of all kinds.

The Seabird Shingle Company, Ltd., has been incorporated with head
office at Agassiz, B.C., and capital stock of $25,000 to carry on the business
of timber merchants, sawmill and shingle mill owners, loggers, lumbermen,
and to prepare for market, import, export and deal in saw logs, shingle bolts,
timber, lumber and wood of all kinds.

The Timberland Development Co. Ltd., has been incorporated with head
office at New Westminster, B.C., and capital stock of $1,000,000, to carry on
business as box makers, woodworkers, timber merchants, lumbermen, log-
gers, sawmill, shingle mill, pulp mill and paper mill proprietors, and to deal
and trade in lumber of every description.

Baskin and Stedman's new electric sawmill at Granite, B.C., is now
running full blast. About 50 men are employed. They are at present working
on a contract of 50,000 ties for the Canadian Pacific railway, which are being
cut from white pint. Construction is nearly completed on the camp
buildings, including the bunk house. Electricity is used for lighting purposes
in the bunk house and boarding house.

It is the intention of the Ma,sset Lumber Co. to erect a large pulp mill at
Masset Inlet, B.C., in order to take care of the. low-grade timber that has to
be logged in their extensive spruce logging operations. The company arc
taking out between eight and ten million feet a month. A large wharf, four
hundred feet long to which ocean-going vessels can tie up, has been built at
Buckley Harbor, Masset Inlet. The company have recently installed a radial
mill which is of the latest type and are erecting permanent homes for their
workmen.

DRY

Spruce, Pine, Birch,Maple
^HMM^^^HHH^^Ht MHHH^HBH^ H^^B^HI^^^^^M a^^^^^HHHaaMBBH

and Winter Cut Basswood

1917 Cut

In All Thicknesses and Widths

"EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

McLENNAN LUMBER CO., Limited
21 Dorchester Street W., MONTREAL, CANADA

John L Shafer Hardwood Co.

Farmers Trust Bldg., SOUTH BEND, IND.
PARTIAL INVENTORY

ASH
2 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 32,177 ft.

2^/2 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 42,879 ft.

3 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 25,176 ft.

HICKORY
in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 11,508 ft.

2 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 35,144 ft.

ZYz in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common ... 36,752ft.

HARD MAPLE
2 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 11,500 ft.

in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 35,400 ft.

3 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 15,679 ft.

PLAIN OAK
2 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 99,899 ft.

2^ in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 98,217 ft.

3 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 138,845 ft.

4 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 60,910 ft.

H. BOURGOUIN
Dominion Express Bldg., 145 st. james St., Montreal

WHOLESALE LUMBER AND TIMBER
Dressed and Rough

B. C. FIR TIMBERS
Ship Timbers and Planking, Ship Decking, Tank Stock, Bridge

Timbers, Fir and Spruce Lumber
Also White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Banksian Pine,
Birch, Maple, Rock Elm, Oak, Yellow Pine, Railway Ties,

Fence Posts, Poles and Piling.

DIMENSION OAK CUT TO SPECIFICATION
Prompt shipment Satisfactory stock Good service Write or wire for prices

A. F. B. AUSTIN, Manager

Saw Mill Exhausters
*'By-Pass" Blower Systems are Indestructible

"By-Pass" exhausters will handle the green sawdust
from your saw mill without clogging or trouble of any
kind. Material does not pass through or around fan
wheel. Fan is not overhung. Three bearings. No
heating or shaking. The best and most economical
system made today.

We manufacture and install systems complete

Write for information

Toronto Blower Company
IS6 Duke St.) Toronto
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What are You doing with Your Slabs ?

npHE shortage of men in the woods
will no doubt continue for

another year or two.

It will be necessary to get every
possible foot of lumber out of each
log to meet the demand.

A Mereen Johnson Slab Re-
saw will insure your getting the max-
imum of lumber with the minimum
of labor.

That last piece close to the

bark will be needed.

Let us tell you about our
RESAWS. Write for circular.

No. 25 Slab Reiaw

MEREEN JOHNSON MACHINE COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS, . MINN., U.S.A.

Illustrating portable unit of Mathews

Conveyor for unloading cars.

I'lioto by courtesy of Windsor Lumber Co.,

Ltd., Windsor, Ont.

Illustrating permanent installation of

Mathews Lumber Conveyor, between

mill and shipping and distributing

platform.

Photo by courtesy of Vancouver Cedar Mills,

Roche Point, B.C.

Write for Catalogue L.

CANADIAN MATHEWS GRAVITY CARRIER COMPANY, LIMITED
484 RICHMOND STREET WEST - - TORONTO, CANADA
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We also furnish

ASHTON GAUGES

MASON REDUCING

VALVES

and a general line

of highest grade

power plant

equipment.

The Coppus Turbo Blower
Works wonders in producing the maximum of

heat from waste or moist refuse fuel, even when
the moisture content runs as high as 50 . No
change in boiler setting necessary.

The Coppus Turbo Blower
Will Double Your Boiler Efficiency

Where Refuse is Burned
EDGEWATER SAW MILLS CO.

TAMPKINSVILLE, N. Y.
Sept. 30, 19].).

Gentlemen:

—

Replying to yours of the 2rth inst., regarding the Coppus Turbo
Blowers, which we have purchased from you at different times since
1912, are pleased to say that the machines have operated quite satis-

factorily and we consider them an essential part of our furnaces, when
burning wet wood refuse.

Yours truly,

EDGEWATER SAW MILLS COMPANY,
JOHN MILLER, Manager.

The Reilly MulticoU

Has proven its claim as the most com-

pact and efficient Feed Water Heater

on the market, by its universally suc-

cessful service under all conditions dur-

ing the past fifty years. Its accessibility,

non-sealing quahties, and the readiness

with which it can be repaired are im-

portant factors in boiler house efficiency.

The Reilly Multicoil is a paying invest-

ment because it is

The Ideal Feed Water Healer

Bulletins sent on request, and prices on receipt of details of requirements.

Do you know about ^* Babbitt Adjustable Sprocket Rims** {For Overhead Valves)

and ''Everlasting Blow-Off Valves**

TheMason Regulator& Engineering Co.
LIMITED

153 Dagenais St., MONTREAL 506 Kent Buildin TORONTO
Works: 135 to 153 Degenais Street, MONTREAL
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

A
Alberta Lumber Company
Algoma Steel Corporation ... .". ")1

Allen-Stoltze Lumber Co 11

American Woodworking Machin-

ery Company 3

Anderson & Co., C. G 14

Atkins & Co., E. C 72

Atlas Asbestos Company 1

Austin & Nicholson 'J

B
Bartram & Ball 1

Beal Bros U
Beck Manufacturing Co., C 13

Becker & Company 53

Bell Veterinary Wonder Co., Dr. 43

Beveridge Paper Co 60

Rlakeslee, I'errin & Darling .... ")

Bond Engineering Works
Bourgouin, H 55

Bowater & Sons, W. V 51

Bradley, R. K 43

British American Mills and Tim-

Ijer Company 20

Burnoil Engine Company

C
Campbell MacLaurin Lumber Co. 54

Canada Lumber Company 19

Canada Metal Company 70

Canadian General Lumber Co. ... 3 5

Canadian Link-Belt Company ... 74

Canadian Mathews-Gravity Car-'

rier Company 56

Canadian Milk Products 47

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co. 1

Cane, Jas. G
Cant & Kemp 14

Carborundum Company 74

Cardinal & Page 14

Carss Mackinaw Company . ...

Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co. 65

Chicago Lumber & Coal Co. ...

Clay Engine Company ." 50

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co... 45

Climax Manufacturing Company. 73

Consumers Cordage Co 67

D
Davison Lumber Company .... 10

Davies Company, William 22

Department of Lands, Forests and
Mines, Ontario 61

Disston & Sons, Henry 64

Dominion Iron & Wrecking Co..

Dudley, A. N 16

Dunfield & Company 10

Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co. 63

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

Duplex Truck Company
Dupuis Company, J. I' 14

E
Eagle Lumber Company 54

Eaton & Co., J. R 20

Edwards & Co., W. C. .

-Eisendrath Glove Co 21

Elk Fire Brick Company 18

Elmira Machinery and Transmis-

sion Company 73

Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada, Ltd 49

Excelsior Lumber Company . ...

Exchange Lumber Co 13

F
Farnsworth & Jardine 14

Fasset Lumber Company, Ltd... 0

I'^esserton Timber Company . ...

l'"ibre Making Processes, Inc

l'"irstbrook Brothers 15

Foss Lumber Company 16

l'"raser Companies, Ltd 17

I-'raser Bryson Lumber Co., Ltd. ij

I'reedman, \\'illiam 05

G
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co... 2

Gerlach Company, Peter 60

Gartshore, John J 12

General Supply Companj- 59

Gillespie, James 14

Gillies Brothers, Ltd 18

Gloucester Lumber & Trading Co.

Genoa Bay Lumber Co
Goodhue & Co., J. L 59

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 60

Gordon & Co., George 4

Grant, Holden & Graham
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co 71

Green Company, G. Walter .... 61

Gutta Percha and Rubber Ltd... 60

H
Haight, W. L 18

Hallam, John
Hamilton Company, William .... 69

Hardy, E. D 1

Harris Abattoir Company 47

Harris Tie and Timber Company 8

Hart & McDonagh 9

Hay Knife Companj-, Peter

Heeney, Percy E 11

Hettler Lumber Company, H. H. 54

Hillas & Company. W. N 53

Hoe & Company, R
Hoyt Metal Company 78

Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Co., Inc. 73

I

I Mtcrnational Land & Luniljer Co. 12

J

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Johnston, A. H
Jost, 1'. M II

K
Keewatin Lumber Company .... 8

Knox Brothers l

L
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company .... 43

Lake Lumber Company . 14

Lamontagne Limited ... .

Leckie, Ltd., John 1

L. & H. Lumber Co i ;

Long-Bell Lumber Company .

.

Long Lumber Company r.i

Long Manufacturing Co., E 76

M
MacLean Daily Reports 43

Marsh Engineering Works, Ltd.. 5S

Mason, Gordon & Co 18

Mason Regulator Company .... 57

McKinnon Columbus Chain Co...

McKinnon Industries, Limited .. 65

McLaren Belting Company, J. C. 78

McLaren, Limited, D. K
McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd. ... 55

Mereen-Johnson Co 56

Mershon & Co., W. B
Miller Company, W. H 21

Montreal Locomotive Works ... 73

Montreal Lumber Company .... 14

Morgan Machine Mfg. Co 63

Moores, Jr., E. J 21

Musgrave & Company

N
New Ontario Colonization Co... 13

Nicholson, E. M 52

O
Oliver Lumber Company
Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co. 03

P
Pacific Lumber Co 16

Parry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 20

P. Payette Company 71

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.. 43

Pennoyer Company, J. C
Petrie H. W
Philadelphia Textile Machinery
Company 04

Pink Companj-, Thos 78

Prince Rupert Lumber Co 12

Pratt & W hitney 05

R
Rat Portage Lumber Company .'o

Renfrew Planing Mills

River Ouelle Pulp and Lumber i <>. iii

Rutherford & Sons, Wni 4

S

Salada lea Companj 43

Service Lumber Co. 20

-Sessenwein Brothers

Sewall, James W. . . it

Shafer Hardwood Co., John 1. .. 53

Shannon Lumber Co., K. P 1

1

Shearer Company, James
Sheldons Limited : i

Shimer Cutter Head Company
Shingle Agency of B. C. . i ;

Shurly, T. F
Snowball Co., J. B i

i

Shurly-Dietrich, Limited

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd.... 22

Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd. ... l

Smith, N. . . . N 43

Spencer Limited, C. A. .. '.
i

Stratford Oakum Co., Geo
Stearns Salt and Lumber Co. ... »

Summers, James R 14

T
Taylor, S. K. . . . i

'

Terry & Gordon i)

Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Co. .. JO

Timberland Lumber Company ... 19

Timms, Phillips & Co 2

Toronto Blower Company i".

Turner & Sons, J. J

U
L'nion Lumber Company T

Union Stock Yards 4-

V
Vancouver Lumber Company ... 5

Victoria Harbor Lumber Co. . . 8

\'ictoria Lumber and Mfg. Co. .

.

W
Waterous Engine ^\'^^ks Com-

pany, Ltd 77

Watson & Todd 8

Webster & Brother, Ltd., James 14

West & Peachey 78

West Coast Lumbermen's Assn... 21

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 11

Woods Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.. 49

Wuichet, Louis '.'

Y
Yates Machine Company, P. B... 75

50 MILLIONS
That is the estimated value of the

overseas order for lumber that

Canada will receive

IN 1919

DO YOU WANT YOUR SHARE OF THIS

Skidding and Loading Machinery will help you to reduce

Have you investigated

our proposition ?

export trade, or for a large portion of the greatly increased

home trade that is developing.

Established 1846Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Sales Agents, Mussens Limited, Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.

Belleville, Ont.
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When
You
Overhaul

Install

"Acme Waterproof"
Leather Belting

This brand is especially well suited to the wet places in a saw or pulp mill and will run
true as long as it is in service. When you are overhauling your mill equip it with
"Goodhue Belts" and you will never regret it. They are honestly made of solid leather

—

every inch a good belt and they won't stretch.

Get or details and prices

J. L Goodhue & Company, Limited
DANVILLE QUEBC

WINNIPEG AGENTS—Bissett & Webb, Ltd., 151 Notre Dame Ave., East, Winnipeg, Man.
VANCOUVER AGENTS -Fleck Bros., Ltd., 1142 Homer St., Vancouver, B.C.

Standard Machinery & Supplies, Ltd., Bank of Toronto Bldg., St. James St., Montreal, Que., agents for the Island of Montreal.

The Home of "CONDOR" Belting

Made of 32 oz. duck and the best

grade of rubber procurable.

Manufactured on giant presses weighing 550,000 pounds each,

giving the greatest friction of any belt on the market.

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
OTTAWA MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Large Stocks Carried in Canada
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Gerlach Machinery

PRODUCES THE BEST
as Well as the Cheapest

Tight or Slack Staves,

Headings, Kegs,

Barrels and

Short Box Shocks

100% to 400% profit in Cooperage
Stock today. Be wise and purchase

the best Machinery.

DIXIE PORTABLE GASOLINE DRAG SAW
Present Price $225.00 with 1 Blade

Circular, Drag and Cylinder Saws
made since 1 854

The Peter Gerlach Co.
Established 1854

Cleveland, Ohio

USED STEAM ENGINES

FOR SALE

One Left-Hand Improved Horizontal Simple

Automatic Laurie Corliss Engine.

Diameter of Cylinder 28"

Length of Stroke of Piston- 48"

No. of Revolutions per minute. . 75

Fly Wheel IS" x Uy^" Face

Weight 40,000 lbs.

Rated Horse Power 625

I. H. P 700

Max 950

One 25" x 50" Left-Hand Wheelock Engine.

One 201/2" X 46" Left-Hand Wheelock Engine.

These engines are in excellent condition.

Photograph and full particulars will be sent on

aiii)lication to

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER
LIMITED

Toronto, Canada

Do Not Take Our Word For It
The following are a few opinions of the trade regarding

Plibrico Jointless Fire Brick
for Furnace Linings, Dutch Ovens, Woodburners, Dry Kilns, etc. Photos of originals will be sent

on request. PLIBRICO FIRE BRICK can be installed by your own men and is being used from
Halifax to Vancouver for all purposes instead of Fire Brick and Fire Clay.

THE BALDWIN LUMBER
CO., LTD.
RED CYPRESS

Baldwin, La.,
November 1, 1018.

To Whom it May Concern :

—

We wish to state that we have for the
past year used Jointless Fire Brick ma-
taiial SurnishadJ by Qhas. Gruneberg &
Co. We have found this Brick a very
great ' service, as far as arch building is

concerned. It is especially good for patch
work. We have never been able to equip
completely any one furnace in order to give
it a thorough trial, because all of our fur-

naces were built before we started using
Jointless Fire Brick. Therefore, our ex-

perience has only been in replacing torn
out places with this fire brick and it .has

given success.

With kindest regards, we are,

Yours truly,

THE BALDWIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
J. Allen Barrett,

Sec.-Treas.

J. M. BRIDGES
Manufacturers of

YELLOW PINE LUMBER
P.O. Pleasant Hill, La.

(Box 103)

November 11, 191S.
Gentlemen :

Replying to yours of the 5th inst. in re-

gard to the merits of your Jointless Fire
Brick.

I have been using it in constructing my
Dutch Ovens for more than a year now,
and find that there is economy in using it,

and can heartily recommend it to anyone
for that purpose.

Yours very truly,

J. M. BRIDGES.

JOHN E. DUBOIS
Manufacturer of

Yellow Pine and Hardwood Lumber

Home OfBc, DuBois, Pa.

Reply to Lake Mississippi,

November 6, 1918.
Gentlemen :

—

Your letter of the 5th, asking about our
experience with Jointless Fire Brick, re-

ceived. We have used this brick for re-

pair work on our Dutch ovens and are well
pleased with the result. Some of the work
has now been about one year and is still in

good condition.

We expect to use more of it.

Yours very truly,

JOHN E. DUBOIS,
By J. E. Welch.

VACHERIE CYPRESS CO.
St. Patrick P. O., La.

November 6, lOlS.
Gentlemen :

—

In reply to yours of the 5th inst. asking
oiir opinion of the merits of your Jointlcfs
Fire Brick, beg to say, that as far as w tr

have used this material, we are highly
pleased with -the results.

We find it very easy to apply, any one.
even not a brick layer can use it with best
of results. We have used it only to do re-

pair work on our furnaces, but are certain
that it would be a good thing for new work
and would outlast ordinary Fre Brick by a
large majority. If we are considering the
building of new furnaces, we should cer-
tainly try this material.

Very truly,

V'acherie Cypress Co.,

Geo. N. Tibbits, Snpt.

Mill Supply Dept.

Beveridge Paper Co., Limited " and ST.JOHN, N.B.

AGENTS FROM COAST TO COAST
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The Ideal Edger for Light Mills

I

Specifications

Our new Double Edger is built on entirely new lines, and
possesses many features that commend it to mill men. The
saving in material alone will soon pay for the machine. The
output of a mill with this machine can be increased by one-third.

It is best adapted for medium-sized or portable mills that cut

from 5,000 to 25,000 feet of lumber per day.

SAWS—This Edger is fitted with either two or three saws
as required. The saws are 16 in. in diameter, and 10 in. gauge.

The greatest distance between saws is:—Two saw machines, 24

in.; three saw machine, 20 in., the least distance between saws,

2 in.

DRIVE PULLEY—The Drive Pulley is 9 in. x 9 in., afTord-

ing a good belt grip, and is supported by an outside bearing.

SAW ARBOR—The Saw Arbor is made of 2^ in. steel, and
las very wide bearings.

For Shingle, Lath and Port-

able Saw Mill Machinery
write the well known manufacturers

The G. Walter Green Co.
Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Send for Catalogue

ONTARIO
Canada^s Banner Province

Ontario's timber production last year

valued at $26,774,937 or 40% of Canada's

total output.

Pine production, 905,442,000 ft. B.M.

Pulpwood, 246,282 cords.

Railway Ties, 5,704,459-

Ontario's woodworking industries, using 34

different kinds of wood, provide a ready

market for the lumberman. Eighty-two per

cent, of lumber used in Ontario's industries

purchased within the Province.

Ontario's vast resources offer unsurpassed opportunities to the lumberman.

For maps and full information regarding Ontario, apply to

HON. G. HOWARD FERGUSON,
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines,
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1,
TORONTO. ONT.

Trices in Carload Lots, l-'.O.U. cars point of

sliipment

White Pine:
1 X 4/7 Good
1'4 and l'/2 X.

2 X 4/7 Good

Strips $55 00
4/7 Good b'trips «2 00
Strips 02 00

1x8 and vip Good Sides 78 00
1'4 and I'A y. H and wider Good Sides 85 00

2x8 and wider Good Sides 85 00

1 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 55 00

5/4 and 0/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 02 00

2 in. NoT 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 02 00

1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 40 00

1x0 Mill Run 44 00

1 X 7, 9 and 11 Mill Run 44 00

1x8 Mill Run 45 00

1 X 10 Mill Run 48 00

1 X 12 Mill Run 50 00

5/4 and C/4 x 4 Mill Run 41 00

5/4 and 6/4 x 5 Mill Run 41 00

2x4 Mill Run 41 00

2x0 Mill Run 44 00

2x8 Mill Run 45 00

2 x 10 Mill Run 48 00

2 X 12 Mill Run 50 00

1 in. Mill Run Shorts 34 9"

1x4 and up 0/lC No. 1 Mill Culls .

1 X 10 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls.

1 X 12 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls.

1x4 and up 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls. .

1 X 10 X 12 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls. .
.

1x4 and up 6/16 No. 3 Mill Culls.

Red Pine:
1x4 and 5 Mill Run 38 00

X 6 Mill Run 40 00

X 8 Mill Run 40 00

X 10 Mill Run 45 00

X 4 Mill Run 38 00

X 0 Mill Run ^8 00

X 8 Mill Run . . . 40 00

in. Clear and Clear Face 48 00

in. Clear and Clear Face 48 00

Spruce : or. nn
1 X 4 Mill Run 35 00

1x0 Mill Run 38 00

1 X S Mill Run 40 00

1 X 10 Mill Run 45 00

Mill Culls , • • V i T .

Hemlock, No. 1, in carload lots, f o.b loron^

1 X 4 and 5 in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 31 00 «
1 X 6 in. X 9 to 16 ft 37 00

1 X 8 in. X 9 to 16 ft 38 00

1 X 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 38 00

1 X 7. 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 35 00

2 X 4 to 12, 10 and 16 ft. . . . . - . 36 00

2 X 4 to 12 in., 12 and 14 ft. • 35 00

2 X 4 to 12 in., 18 ft 37 00

2 X 4 to 12 in., 20 ft 38 00

1 Tn No. 2, 6 ft. to 16 ft. ... 28 00

2in. No. 2, 4-in. and up «n

width, fi to 1« ft 28 00

Douglas Fir, delivered in Toronto:

Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

0x6 and 8, 10x10 and 12, 12x12 $50 00

CvIO, SxlO, 10x14, 12x14, 14x14 51 00

r.vv> Sxi'' . . .*. 52 on

14x10, 16x10 •

6x14, 8x14, 10x16, 12x16 B4 00

stie, loxis,' 12x18 w go

18x18, 20x20 05 »0

12x20 24x24 00 w
Timber in lengthi over 82 feet tubject to

negotiation. „ , r,a nn
Fir flooring, 1 x 3, edge grain o8 00

Fir flooring, 1x4, edge grain o8 W
Fir flooring, 1.x 4 flat grain 41 00

No 1 and 2, 1-in. clear Fir dough 50 00

(Depending upon widths).

No. 1 Md 2. \y* «nd 1J< „„ ^
clear Fir rough / 52

No 1 and 2 2-in. clear Fir rough 53 00

1 X 5 and 1x6 Fir casing . . .

1x8 and 1 x 10 Tir base . ...

V4 and 154 X 8 X 10 X 12 E. G.

stepping

VA and 1/, x 8 X 10 X 12 F. G.

stepping . .

1-in. clear Fir, d. 4 sides ...

1!4 x 1^4 in. clear Fir, d. 4 sides

XX n. C. cedar shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2 in

XXXXX 5 butts to 2 in

30 W)
40 00
40 00
27 0<J

30 00
20 00

33 00
38 00
39 00
39 00
37 00
37 00
36 00
38 00
.SO 00
29 00

29 00

No. 1 Sound
It k 2i Coin. Wormr

4/4 lOD.OO $00.00 $40.00
0/4 ft 6/4 .. .. 73.00 B«.00 48.00
8/4 73.00 06.00 48.00

Elm, ioft, dry weight 3100 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
It & 2i Com. Com. Com.

4/4 68.00 $46.00 $35.00 $28.00
6/4 & 8/4.. 68.00 00.00 40.00 28.00
12/4 85.00 75.00 50.00 32.(X)

Gum, red, dry weight 3300 Ibt. per M. ft.

It & 2t No. 1 Com.
4/4 $66.00 $42.00
6/4 & 6/4 . . . . 70.00 60.00
8/4 70.00 60.00

Gum, Sap
It k 2t No. 1 Com.

4/4 $60.00 $45.00
6/4 & 6/4 64.00 47.00
8/4 55.00 47.00

Hickory, dry weight, 4000 Ibt. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
It & 2i Com. Com.

4/4 $75.00 $45.00 $.30.00

6/4 100.00 75.00 60.00

8/4 80.00 60.00 30.00

Maple, hard, dry weight 8900 Ibt. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
It & 2t Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $68.00 $46.00 $.38.00 $28.00

0/4 k 0/4 . 63.00 48.00 38.00 80.00

8/4 70.00 60.00 60.00 35.00

12/4 . . . . 95.00 80.00 60.00 40.00

10/4 . . . . 105.(K) 00.50 55.00 45.00

Soft Maple

The quantity of toft maple produced in

Ontario it tmall and it it generally told on
a log run batit, the locality governing the

pricet.

Mill run grade. No. 3 and better .... $38.00

No. 2 and better 47.00

White and Red Oak, plain tawed, dry weight
4000 Ibt. per M. ft.

It & 2t No. 1 Com.
4/4 $86.00 $60.00

5/4 & 6/4 92.00 65.00

8/4 100.00 70.00

10/4 100.00 96.00

12/4 106.00 9.V0O

16/4 116.000 96.00

White Oak, quarter cut. dry weight 4000 Ibt.

per M. ft.

No. 1
Is & 2s Com.

4/4 $130.00 $80.00

5/4 and 6/4 132.00 95.00

8/4 136.00 100.00

Red Oak, quarter cut.

It & 2t No. 1 Com.
4/4 $ 96.00 $70.00

6/4 & 6/4 110.00 86.00

8/4 116.00 90.00

60 00

64 00
61 00
.w 00
61 00

72 76

62 75
55 50
57 50
3 40
4 40
5 00

TORONTO HARDWOOD PRICES

The pricet given below are for carloadt,

fob Toronto, from wholetalert to retaflert,

and are bated on a good percentage of long

lengtht and good widtht, without any wide

ttock having been tprted out.

Ath, white, dry weight 8800 Ibi. per M. ft

No. 1 No. 2 i«» »

It ft 2t Com. Com.
4/4 . $75.00 "$68.00 $40.00

5/4 & 6/4 . 80.00 63.00

8/4 . . . 110.00 75.00

10/4 & 12/4 130.00 lOO.OO

.. 140.00 116.00

Ath, Brown
. 70.00 50.00
. 70.00 60.00
. 78.00 60.00 —

Birch, dry weight 4000 Ibt. per M
No. 1

It &2t

16/4

4/4
6/4
8/4

46.00
45.00
60.00
65.00

36.00
00.00
02.00

No. 8
Com.
$.30.00

35.00

4/4

S/4
10/i
16/4

and 6/4 ..

and 12/4..

Com.

48* 00

26.00
80.00
82.00

ft.

No. 2
Com.
f

38 40
50
51
70
80

66
67
73
83

40
42
50
65

BastwoodVdry weight 2000 «>»• pej M. ft.

45
45
54
60

It &2t
4/4 $70 00
5/4 & 6/4.-. 72.00
8 '4 78.00

No. 1
Com.
$5."»0ft

60.00
6,3.00

No. 2
Cora.
$40.00
50.00
50.00

No. 8
Com.
$35 00
.35.00

37.00

Chestnut, dry weight 2800 Ibt. per M. ft.

OTTAWA, ONT.
Manufacturert' Pricet

Pine good tidingi

:

1-Jn. X 7-in. and up $60 00
I'^-ln. and l>4-in. x 8-In. ft up 70 00
2-in. X 7-in, and up 73 00
No. 2 cutt 2 X 8-in. and up . . 48 00

Pine good ttript:

l-in

154 -in. and 1 /-in

2in
Pine good thortt:

l-in. X 7-in. and up
1-in. X 4-in. to 6-in

V/i-in. and lj4-in
2-in • •

7-in. to 9-in. A tidingt

Pine, No. 1 dretting tidingt ... 47 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips ... 40 00
Pine, No. 1 dretting thortt ... 88 00

Pine, l-in. x 4-in. t.c. ttript . .

.

Pine, l-in. x 0-in. t.c. ttrips . .

.

Pine, 1-irt. x 6-in. t.c. ttript . .

.

Pine, l-in. x 7-in. t.c. ttript . .

.

Pine. 1 X 8-in. s c., 12 to 16 ft.

Pine, l-in. x 10-in. M.R
Pine. t.c. tidingt. and 2-in.

Pine, t.c. ttript 1-fn

la, lyi and 2-in

Pine. t.c. thortt. 1 x 4 to 6 in.

Pine. t.c. and bet., thortt 1x0
Pine. t.c. and bet., thortt. 1x6
Pine. t.c. thortt. 6'- 11', l"xl0"
Pine box boardi

:

l"x 4" and up, 6'- 11'

I"x3". 12'- 16'

Pine, mill cullt, ttript and tid-

ingt, l-in. X 4-in. and up. 13-

ft. and up

Mill cull thortt, l-in. x 4-in.

and up, 6-ft. to li ft

O. culls r & w p

Red Pine, log run

:

mill eullt out, l-in 32 00
mill cullt out, IJi-in
mill cullt out, lV4-in
mill cullt out, 2-in 84 00
mill cullt, white pine, l-xT"
and up

Mill run Spruce:
l"x4'' and up. 6'- 11' 82 00
l"x4'' and up, 12'- 16' ....

l-'xt'-lO- and up, 12'- 16'. 40 00
IH-xT- and up, 12'- 16' 40 00

lU-xiO" and up, 12'- 16' ...

lyl' ft 2' X 13' and up, 12'- 16'

TO 00
76 00
76 00
60 00

08 00
00 00
60 00

00 00
40 00
08 00
08 00
40 00

00 00
40 00
40 00
44 00
44 00
46 00
46 00
48 00
01 00
47 00
40 00
42 00
38 00
86 00
40 00
40 00

38 00
42 00

38 00

36 00

26 00

86 00
88 00
88 00
41 00

84 00

88 00
84 00
42 00
42 00
46 00
46 00

Spruce, l-in. clear (fine dretting
and B)

Hemlock, l-in. cull 20 00
Hemlock, l-in. log run 30 00
Hemlock, 2x4. 6. 8, 10. 12/16' . . 30 00
Tam»rac 24 00
Bastwood, log run, dead cullt out 40 00
Baatwood, log run, mill culls out 40 00
Birch, log run SO 00
Soft Elm, common and better, 1,

1^, 2-in 20 00
Ash. black, log run 32 00
1 X 10 No. 1 barn
1 X 10 No. 2 barn
1 X 8 and 9 No. 2 barn
Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine. 1^-in. x 4-ft. 4 70
No. 2 white pine
Mill run white pine
Spruce, mill run 1^-in
Red pine, mill run
Hemlock, mill run
S2-in. lath 2 00
White Cedar Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in
Clear butt, 18 in

18-in. XX
Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

46 00
27 00
30 00
36 00
26 00
00 00
00 00
82 00

SO 00
40 00
62 00
46 00
42 00

00
00
70
00
20
00
20

6 00
4 00
2 70

10 00

QUEBEC. QUE.
Cts.

Per Cubic Foot
White Pine

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in.

average, according to lineal. 80 90
19 in. and up average 80 90

Spruce Deals
3 in. unsorted Quebec, 4 in. to Per M. Ft.
6 in. thick $31 00 $34 00

3 in. unsorted, Quebec, 7 in. to
8 in. thick 30 00 37 00

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 9 in.

thick 40 00 46 00
Cts.

Oak Per Cubic Ft.
According to average and quality

66 ft cube 86 05

Elm
According to average and quality,

40 to 46 feet, cube 96 1 00
According to average and quality,

30 to 36 feet 76 80

Birch Planks
1 to 4 in. thick, per M. ft 40 00 46 00

SARNIA, ONT.
Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in. $.sO OO
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 90 OO
I'A and ly, in. and up wide 100 00
2 in. and up wide 105 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 76 00
6/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 86 00
8/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 87 00

No. 1 Cutt
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 6.3 00
1% in., 8 in. and up wide 72 00

lJ/5 in., 8 in. and up wide
Z"'

00
2 in., 8 in. and up wide 76 00

2!/5 and 3, 8 in. and up wide 100 00
4 in., 8 in. and up wide 105 00

Xo. 1 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long $53 00 $tW OO

I'/i, ly^ and 2 in., 10/10 ft. ... 58 00 04 00

2y2 to 3 in., 10/16 ft 73 00

No. 2 Barn
1 in.. 10 to 16 ft. long ."iO 00 56 00

1%, ly, and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 51 OO 56 00

2 in. to 3 in 66 00

No. 3 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 40 00 51 00

Wi, and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 47 00 51 00

Box
1 in., l;-4 in. & IK- in., 10/10 ft. 42 00 44 00

Mill Culls
Mill Run Culls

1 in., 4 in. and up wide, 6/16 ft. . . $37 00

VA, ly^ and 2 in 37 00
Lath

Xo. 1 48 in. White Pine 5.60

Xo. 2 48 in. White Pine 5 10
Xo. 3 48 in. White Pine 4 60
32 in. Pine 2 10
48 in. Hemlock 4 60

;52 in. Hemlock 2 00

ST. JOHN, N.B.

Spruce

Wholesale to the Retailer

Random LengtVis 10 tn 35 fe't.

2 X 3 D 1 edge and 3 x 3 D 1 edge. . .$36 00
2 X 4 D 1 edge and 3 x 4 D 1 edge . . .36 00
2x5 Rgh. and 3 x 5 36 00
2x6 Rgh. and 3 x 6 .37 00
2x7 Rgh. and 3 X 7 .38 00
2x8 Rgh. and 3 X 8 40 00
2x9 Rgh. and 3 X 9 47 00
2 X 10 Rgh. and 3 X 10 47 00

2 X 12 Rgh. and 3 X 12 47.00
Timber at corrcsnonHinif p'ices

:

Merch. Spruce Bds., Rgh., Ran. lengths 32 00
1 X 3-4-5 6

Merch. Spruce boards, 7 and up 36 00

Refuse boards, plank deals 27 OO
PerM.

J.aths $3 25
Shingles, Extra Cedar 5 25

Clears 4 76
2nd do 4 00
Ex. No. 1 2 75
Spruce 3 10

Pine Lumber
1" Planer Pine Bds., Large $70 00
1" Planer Pine Bds., small 60 00
Smooth Shipper Pine Boards 60 00
West India Shipper Pine Boards .... 60 00
iy2 and 2 in. Planer Pine 7*t 0»i

ly, and 2 in. Shipper Plank 65 00
Small Shipper Pine Brs 4(J 00
Poor 4th Pine Bds 34 00

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
No. 1 Spruce

Dimension SIS. and I E
6 ft. 8 ft. 10 ft.

2 X 4 $26 SI) $29 00 $32 00
2 X tJ '28 60 29 00 Xi 00
2 X 8 28 50 30 00 33 00
2 X 10 29 SO 31 00 84 UU
2 X 12 31 60 32 00 86 00

12 ft. 14 ft. IB ft.

2 X 4 31 00 31 00 32 00
2 X 6 31 00 31 00 31 00
2 X 8 31 iX) 31 00 32 (X)

2 X 10 32 00 32 00 32 00
2 X 12 33 00 33 00 33 00
For 2 inches, rough
For SIE only add 1

add 60 cenca.
iO cents.

X 4 in.

X 4 in.

X 4 in.

X 4 in.

I

X 4 in..

For SIS and 2E, S4S or D&M. add $3.00.
For timbers larger than 8x8. add 50c. for
each additional 2 inches each way-

For lengths longer than 20 ft., add $1.00 for

each additional two feet.

For selected common, add $6.00.
For No. 2 Dimension, $3.00 less than No 1.

For 1 X 2 and 2 x 2, $2 more than 2x4 No. 1.

For Tamarac add $3.00.

FIR, HEMLOCK, SPRUCE AND LARCH
Mountain Stock

No. 1 Dimension and Timbers
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 8 ft., SISIE $30 00
2 x 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 10 ft., SlSlE 32 00
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 12/16, SlSlE 31 00
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 18/22, SlSlE 33 00
2 X 4 , 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 24/32, SlSlE 36 00
2 X 10, 8 ft , SlSlE 31 00
2 X 10, 10 ft., SlSlE 33 00
2 X 10, 12/16, SlSlE 32 00
2 X 10, 18*22, SlSlE 34 00
2 X 10, 24 '32, SlSlE 38 00
2 X 12, 8 ft. SlSlE 31 60

BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST FIR.
Dimension SIS and E.
6 and 8 ft .- 30 26
12 and 14 ft 31 25
10 and 16 ft 32 20
18 and 20 ft 33 20
22 to 32 ft 35 26

10 in. 12 and 14 ft 32 50
10 in., 16 ft 33 60
10 in., 18 and 20 ft 34 60
10 in., 22 to 32 ft. 36 SO
14 in., 8 to 14 ft 3S 50
14 in., 16 ft 39 60
14 in., 18 and 20 ft 40 50

2 X 14 in., 22 to 32 ft 42 50
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in. 8 to 14 ft 38 50
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in., 10 ft 39 60
3 X 3 and 3 X 4. 18 and 20 ft 40 60
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in., 22 to 32 ft 42 60
6 X 6. 6 X 8 and 8 x 8, 6 to 16 ft. . . . 40 60
6 X 6, 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 18 and 20 ft 41 00
6 X 6. 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 22 to 32 ft 42 00
Shingles, XXX B.C. Cedar 3.96

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.Y.

White Pine
Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers, 4/4 $110 00
Uppert 0/4 to 8/4 100 00
Uppert 10/4 to 12/4 180 00
Selects 4/4 110 00
Selectt 0/4 to 8/4 110 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 120 00
Fine common 4/4 80 00
Fine common 0/4 80 00
Fine common 6/4 82 00
Fine common 8/4 80 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 «S 00
No. 1 Cuts 0/4 72 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 78 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 76 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 46 00
No. 2 Cuts 0/4 i» 00
No. 2 Cuts 6/4 60 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 67 00
No. 8 Cuts 0/4 47 00
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 48 00
Dressing 0/4 ." 62 00
Dressing 6/4 x 10 68 00
Dressing 6/4 x 12 70 00
No. 1 Moulding 0/4 72 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 72 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 73 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 64 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 61 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 53 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 04 00
No. 2 Bam 1 x 6 and 8 48 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 03 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 40 00
No. 8 Barn 1 x 10 48 00
Box 1x6 and up 48 00
Box 1 X 10 48 00
Box 1 X 12 44 00
Box 1 X 13 and up 48 00
jThe following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the joDber buying price at Buffalo

and T'onawandk

:

MAPLE
Is ft 2t No. 1 Com. No. 3 Cora.

4/4 43 - 45 26 • 28 18 - 19
5/4 to 8/4 55 57 34 - 36 20 - 23
10/4 to 16*4 66 - 67 46 - 48 27 - 28

(Continnad on pac« Oi)

4
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Morgan Machine

Company

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Manufacturers

of—

Nailing

Machines,

Lock Cor-

ner Box
Machinery,

Box Board

Matchers,

Box Board

Printing

Machines.

Every manufacturer of boxes; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in

any article, or packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan Machine Company for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Galvanizing
Work
OF ALL CLASSES

Our galvanizing plant is the largest

of its kind in Canada. All con-

tracts, large and small, for Hot
or Electro Galvanizing can be

completed promptly. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

A sic for quotation

ADDRESS

Ontario Wind Engine and
Pump Company, Ltd.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary

Original "Dunbar" Machines
We are the original and the only makers of "Dunbar*'
Shingle Machines, Lath Machines, Clapboard Machines,
Steam and Gasoline Logging Engines. Each is the best

for its particular work. Are you using the best ?

Lath Machine
From our many years of experience

we evolved this "Dunbar" Original Lath
Machine. Every improvement that could
be suggested, every time-tested idea for
the betterment of product and for
greater speed, has been incorporated in

this machine. We believe it has no
equal, and there are a great number of
mill men throughout Canada who share
this belief with us. Carefully constructed
of high grade materials and designed to
work steadily under the hardest condi-
tions.

Steam and Gasoline

Logging Engines
Conditions in Canada necessitate an

engine that will stand any amount of
strain and hard work in the lumber in-

dustry. With this idea in mind we have
brought out the "Dunbar" engines per-
haps a little stronger than is really
needed. They do their work easily and
willingly, and stand a great amount of
hard usage. Built entirely in Canada for
the Canadian lumber trade.

Clapboard Machine
You will need no excuse for the qual-

ity of your product if you use the ori-

ginal "Dunbar" Clapboard Machine. Ex-
pert in every detail. This machine will

give you the very best service under
most trying conditions. It will turn out
work without delays. It will need prac-
tically no repairs and will increase your
output. We cannot recommend it too
highly because it is giving this very ser-

vice to lumbermen in all parts of this

country.

Send for catalogues of any or all of these machines.

Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
WOODSTOCK, N.B.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

RED BIRCH
4/4 68-60 38 - 40 22 24

6/4 to 8/4 60-62 40 - 42 24 26

SAP BIRCH
4/4 51 - 5.3 30 - 32 is" 20

5/4 and up 53 - 55 32 - 34 20

SOFT ELM
4/4 43 - 45 28 - 30 20 22

5, 6 & 8/4 45 - 47 30 - 32 20 22

BASSWOOD
4/4 47 - 49 37 - 39 25 27
Thicker 49 - 51 39 - 41 2G 27

PLAIN OAK
4/4 65 - 57 30 • 32 18 20

6/4 to 8/4 66 - 68 34 • 36 20 22

ASH, WHITE AND BROWN
4/4 55 - 57 30 - 31 20 • 22

5/4 to 8/4 65 - 67 35 - 37 21 23
10/4 and up 75 - 88 42 - 50 24 26

BOSTON, MASS.

Quotations given below are for highest
grades of Michigan and Canadian white pine
and Eastern Canadian Spruce as required in
the New England market in carloads.
White pine uppers, s 1 to 2 in. 1,34 00
White pine uppers, 2^, and 3 in. 149 00
VVhite pine uppers, 4 in ItiO 00
Selects, 1 to 2 in 125 00
Selects, 2K and 3 in 140 00
Selects, 4 in 155 00
Fine common, 1 in., 30 per cent>
12 in. and up 90.00

Fine common, 1 x 8 to 11 in. 87 00
Fine Common, 1J4 to 2 in. ... 105 00
Fine Common, 'iVi and 3 in. . . 135 00
Fine Common, 4 in 145 00
1 in. shaky clear 72 00
V/i to 2 in. shaky clear 77 00
1 in. No. 2 dressing 64 00
1}4 to 2 in. No. 2 dressing 68 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 in 80 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 ^ to 2 in 87 00 90 00
No. 1 Cuts, IVi and 3 in 112 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 65 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1J4 to 2 in 74 00 75 00

Ham Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 . . . 72 00
No. 1, 1 X 10 . . . 08 00
No. 1, 1 X 8 . . . (M 00
No. 2. 1 X 12 . . . 62 00
No. 2, 1 X 10 . . . 65 00
No. 2, 1 X 8 . . . 62 00
No. 3, 1 X 12 . . . 61 00
No. 3, 1 X 10 . . . 6ft 00
No. 3, 1 X 8 . . . 59 00

Can. spruce, clear, 1 x 4 to 9 in. 48 00 60 00
1 X 10 in 62 00
No. 1 1 X 4 to 7 in. 65 00
No. 1 1 X 8 & 0 in. 66 00
No. 1 1 X 10 in... 67 00
No. 2 1 X 4 & 6 in. 38 00
No. 2 1 X 6 & 7 in. 45 00
No. 2 1 X 8 & 9 in. 45 00 46 00

No. 2 1 X 10 in. . . 48 00
No. 2 1 X 12 in. . . 52 00

Spruce, 12 in. dimension 58 00
Spruce, 10 in. dimension 66 00
Spruce, 9 in. dimension 49 00
Spruce, 8 in. dimension 48 00
2 X lO in. random lengths,
8 ft. and up 44 00 45 00

2 X 12 in., random lengths,.. 48 00

2x 3, 2x 4, 2x 5, 2x 6, 2x7 36003x4 and 4 x 4 in 38 00
2 X 8 in 40 00
All other random length*, 7-in.
and under, 8 ft. and up 36 00

6-inch and up merchantable
boards, 8 ft. and up, p li . . . 40 00

1x2 40 001x3 40 UO
IH in. spruce lath 4 SO

in. spruce lath 4 00
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles

Extras 5 25
Clears 4 75
Second Clears 4 25
Clear Whites .3 75
Extra Is (Clear whites in) 3 28
Extra Is (Clear whites out) ... 1 00
Red Cedar Extras, 16-in. 6 butts

to 2 in 5 08 6 18
Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-incb 6

butts to 2-in 5 40
Red Cedar Perfections, B butts

to 254 « 07
Washington IS-in. B butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar 4 80

Peace,

Prosperity

and Progress

Henry Disston & Sons, Ltd.

u s. PAT. orr.

Keystone Saws, Tool, Steel and File JVorl^s

2 Fraser Ave. ^ Toronto, Canada aia u a. pat. orr.

BOOKS FOR SALE Special Prices

Baughman's " Buyer & Seller The
handiest labor-saving book for lum-

bermen ever devised. Desk size, 300

pages, $2.50. Pocket edition, 188

pages, $1.25.

" The Kiln Drying of Lumber," a Prac-

tical and Theoretical Treatise, by

Harry Donald Tiemann, M.E., M.F.

Just published by J. B. Lippincott

Co. 316 pages, illustrated. Price $4.

The Preservation of Structural Tim-

ber, by Howard F. Weiss. Pubbshed

in 1915 by McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, 312 pages, illustrated. Price $3.

Scribner's Lumber & Log Book. 1917

Edition. Price 35c.

" Climax " tally book, bound in sheep,

with hand straps. Size i% x 8^,
110 pages. Price $1.00.

Seasoning of Wood ; A Treatise of the

Natural and Artificial Processes Em-
ployed in the Preparation of Lum-
ber for Manufacture, with Detailed
Explanations of its Uses, Character-
istics and Properties, by Joseph Wag-
ner. Published by D. Van Nostrand
Co., in 1917. 274 pages, illustrated.

Price $3.00.

Utilization of Wood-Waste (Second Re-
vised Edition), by Ernst Hubbard.
Published in 1915 by Scott, Green-
wood & Sons. 192 pages, illustrated.

Price $1.50.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide Street West TORONTO

MACHINE NO. 47274

(OK. ai^

H /M'

1911
1912

1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

PROCTOR SERVICE
We do not lose interest in Proctor Dryers immedi-

ately after selling and installing.

Once each year we aim to send an expert to in-

spect every Proctor Dryer in operation. If the dryer
isn't right he MAKES' IT RIGHT before leaving.

We want every Proctor Dryer to be O.K. all the time.

Naturally, this service is of great value to the user
and is appreciated, and this is oae of the reasons
why owners are always so willing to recommend
Proctor Dryers.

yes, it pays to install a Proctor Dryer from the
service standpoint alone.

In addition we offer minimum floor space, minimum
labor requirements, minimum heat and, power con-
sumption, maximum capacity, absolute constancy of
temperature and humidity conditions and highest
quality product.

Tell us your drying problem in detail. There's
Proctor Dryer for every drying need.

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
Builders of Drying Machinery

SEVENTH STREET AND TABOR ROAD, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Hamilton, Ont., Canada,—W. J. Westaway, 6 Sun Life Building.
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Relaying Rails
Second Hand Machinery and

Equipment

Burners ; Lumber Cars
; 56 lb. Rails

a Specialty
;
Scrap and Metals.

WM. FREEDMAN
536 Wellington Street OTTAWA, OMT.

IDREADNAUGHTI

Two pieces of selected steel are forced together in

a powerful hydraulic press to make the perfect

Dreadnaught truss. Points where greatest strain

comes are built of forged overlapping parts for

DOUBLE STRENGTH
Draft studs are forged steel. Rings are electrically

welded—will not break, buckle, or bend. Correct in

design, fits the collar snugly, anti-rust treated.

Guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

Write for Descriptive Folder

We can fui nish low tops and high tops
;

light hames and heavy
hames in all kinds of finishes.

DEALERS—Write for our dealer proposition and selling helps.

McKINNON INDUSTRIES, LIMITED
Dept. L ST. CATHARINES, Ontario, Can.

PRATT &WHITNEY CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

SMALL TOOLS
Taps — Dies — Reamers — Cutters — Drills

MADE IN CANADA
At good as money can buy—Guaranteed absolutely!

Head OMce and Works, DUNDAS, ONT.

MONTREAL
Drauaad Bids.

SALES OFFICES

:

VANCOUVER WINNIPEG
Bank HaaUtoB BMg.

Many Fires in Lumber

Mills have been caused

by Hot Boxes
This risk can be eliminated by the use. of

Chapman Double Ball Bearings
-IN—

Shafting, Hangers, Pillow Blocks

Loose Pulleys, etc.

Chapman Double

Ball Bearings
decrease the friction loss 75% and do not generate
heat.

No oil is used, a little Tranco Grease once or twice
a year is the only lubricant required, consequently
dust does not adhere to the outside of the bearing.

There is no spoilage from oil drip, and cleanli-

ness may be easily maintained.

If you realized what these savings mean you
will agree that

You pay for Chapman bearings

whether you buy them or not

Chapman Double Ball Bearing
Co.y Ltd.

347 Sorauren Avenue

705 Shaughnessy Bldg.

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Transmission Ball Bearing Co., Inc.

1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.
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More Lumber Mill Testimony
Extra Power in Splendid Shape

After Three Years of Use
TN practically every line of indus-

trial endeavor belt buyers are

learning the merit of Extra Powder

Belting by testing it on the hard and
troublesome drives.

Now comes a verdict from the

far west. Mr. S. Thorp of the

Forrest Mills of British Columbia
tested an Extra Power Belt on a

difficult drive.

This belt runs on the edger en-

gine — under conditions as severe

as can be found anywhere. The
load is jerky and heavy. The belt

speed is high~6050 feet per minute.

A heavy tightener, set close to the

drive pulley holds the belt down.

An idler pulley also holds the belt

down on the driven pulley.

"Your Extra Power Belt," he says, "which is 10-

inch, 7-ply, has run on the edger for three years and
has not given one minute's trouble, and at the pres-

ent time doesn't look 10 per cent worse than when
it was put on."

In selecting belting for your plant, remember that it does

not pay to be sceptical. Get in touch with the nearest Good-
year belting man. Let him relate to you how the steam and

water in pulp and paper mills; the slow, heavy pulls and the

shifting pulleys in shell factories and machine shops; the high

speed machines and heavy tighteners in lumber mills ; the

multiple pulley drives in textile mills; the exposed work of

quarries, mines, cement plants and brick plants—all have been

belted economically and well by Goodyear Extra Power.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
of Canada, Limited

Branches: Halifax, St. John, Montreal,
Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London,
Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary, Edmonton,
Vancouver.

Service Branches in Smaller Cities
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LION BRAND
Cordage - Transmission Rope - Lath Yarn

LION

LION J5RAND is

the safe and sure

cordage for the heavy

hauls. It is made to

stand the test.

TN t r a n s m ission

^ Rope and Lath

^'arn Lion Brand

stands for absolute

reliability. Our ser-

vice represents per-

fect satisfaction.

illllllllllllllllll

BRAND

BE SURE YOU SPECIFY "LION BRAND"

CONSUMERS CORDAGE CO., LIMITED, ^tiVNTREktolir*
MONTREAL HALIFAX ST. JOHN, N.B. TORONTO, 11 Church St.

Agents and Stocks at

Tees & Persee, Ltd., Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Moose Jaw, Calgary, Edmonton, Fort William.

James Bissett & Co., Quebec. Macgowan & Co., Vancouver.

ARROW HEAD SAWS
VANADIUM STEEL

Solid Tooth Circular Saws
Chisel Tooth Circular Saws

Gang Saws
Why is it that every lumberman using "ARROW HEAD"
VANADIUM STEEL SAWS will use no other?

QUALITY is the answer.

This saw will make more logs than any other saw on the market.

T. F. SHURLY CO., Limited, St. Catharines, Ont.
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CANADA LUMBERMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
The following regulations apply to all advertisers:—Eighth page, every issue, three headings;

quarter page, six headings; half page, twelve headings; full page, twenty-four headings.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

AXES
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

BABBITT METAL
Canada Metal Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hoyt Metal Company.

BALE TIES
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

BALL BEARINGS
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

BAND MILLS
Hamilton Company, William.
VVaterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BAND RESAWS
Mershon & Company, \V. B.

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELT DRESSING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELTING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

Beardmore Belting Company
General Supply Company
Goodhue & Co.. J. L.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co.

D. K. McLaren Limited.
McLaren Belting Company, J. C.

BELTING (Transmission, Elevator,

Conveyor, Rubber)
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

BLOWERS
Ramey Manufacturing Company
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

BOILERS
Hamilton Company, William.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

BOILER PRESERVATIVE .

Beveridge Paper Company

BOX MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

Morgan Machine Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BOX SHOOKS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

CABLE CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CAMP RANGES
Smith Foundry Co.

CAMP SUPPLIES
Canadian Milk Products Limited.

Davies Company, William.
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co .

Harris Abattoir Company
Johnson, A. H.
Palmer Medical Company.
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

CANT HOOKS
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Pink Company, Thomas.

CARS—STEEL BODY
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

CEDAR
Foss Lumber Company
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

CHAINS
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
rink & Co.. Thomas.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R,, Van-
couver.

CHINA CLAY
Bowater & Sons. \V. V.

CHEMICAL PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean, Ltd.

' CLOTHING
Grant. Hoiden & Graham.
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company
Woods Mfg. Company

COLLARS (Shaft)

Bond linsiiieering \\'orks

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier

(."ompany.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CORDAGE
Consumers Cordage Company.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Bond lingiiieering Works

COUPLINGS (Shaft)

Bond Engineering Works
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

CRANES FOR SHIP YARDS
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

CROSS ARMS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company

CUTTER HEADS
Shimei- Cutter Head Company.

CYPRESS
Blakeslee. Perrin & Darling
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Wistar. Underhill & Ni.xon.

DERRICKS AND DERRICK
FITTINGS

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

DOORS
Beck Mfg. Company, C.

Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
Terry & Gordon.

DOUGLAS FIR
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.

British American Mills & Timber Co.

Coal Creek Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.

Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.

Terry & Gordon.
Timberland Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

DRAG SAWS
Gerlach Company-, I'eter

Pennoyer & Company, J. C.

DRY KILNS
Sheldons Limited.

DRY KILN TRUCKS
Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.

DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Company.

DUST COLLECTORS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EDGERS
William Hamilton Company. Ltd.

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, G. Walter
Haight. W. L.

Long Mfg. Company, E.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Compajiy.
Jenckes Machine Company. Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ENGINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

EXCELSIOR MACHINERY
Elmira Machinery and Transmission
Company.

EXHAUST FANS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

FILES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Nicholson File Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

FIRE BRICK
Beveridge Paper Company
Elk Fire Brick Company of Canada.

FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS
Dunlop Tire & I^ubber Goods Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

FIR FLOORING
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

FLOORING (Oak)
'

Long-Bell Lumber Company.

GEARS (Cut)
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

GRATE BARS—Revolving
Beveridge Paper Company

GRAVITY LUMBER CARRIER
Can. Mathews Gravity Carrier Co.

GRINDERS (Bench)
Bond Engineering Works
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HARDWOODS
Anderson Lumber Company. C. G.

Bartram & Ball.

Bennett Lumber Company.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Cameron & Co.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Fassett Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Gillespie. James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.

Knox Brothers.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Stearns Salt and Lumber Company.
Summers, James R.
Taylor Lumber Company, S. K.
Webster & Brother, James.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Long Lumber Company.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
MACHINERY

American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery

HANGERS /Shaft)
Bond Enginetrin;4 Works

HEMLOCK
Anderson Lumber Company. C. G.
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin. H.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Company, W. C.

Foss Lumber Company
Hart & McDonagh.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
The Long Lumber Company.

HOISTING AND HAULING
ENGINES

(jarlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada. Ltd.

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

HORSES
Union Stock Yards.

HOSE
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

INDUSTRIAL CARS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

INSURANCE
Hardy & Co., E. D.

INTERIOR FINISH
Beck Mfg. Company, C.

Eagle Lumber (Company.
Mason. Gordon & Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Terry & Gordon.

KNIVES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Peter Hay Knife Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company

LATH
Austin & Nicholson.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.

Cardinal & Page
Dupuis Limited, J. P.

Eagle Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company
River Quelle Pulp and Paper Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Victoria Harbor Lumber Company.

LATH BOLTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Green Company, C. Walter.

LOCOMOTIVES
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturiing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Climax Manufacturing Company.
Montreal Locomotive Workks.

LATH TWINE
Consumers' Cordage Company.

LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

Williams Machinery Co., A. R.. Van-
couver.

Continued on Page 70)
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HAMILTON ' CIRCULAR
RE-SAWS

Here is a strong, rigid, well de-

signed machine, specially gotten up

for resawing slabs. The feed rolls

are carried on a sliding frame that

is easily adjustable to cut lumber

any desired thickness. The binding

or press roll is 13 in. diam., fitted

with saw discs and power driven.

The saw used is 42 in. diam., driving-

pulley 18 in. diam. x 12 in. face. Cut

shows Left Hand Machine.

We also make this machine with

wooden frame, having the mandrel

and .saw carried on an adjustable

sliding frame.

Descriptive circular sent upon request.

44HAMILTON" HUSK FRAMES
i\lade in different sizes

to suit all requirements.

Frames are all of cast iron,

of heavy section through-
out, planed on top and
bottom, with mandrel
boxes lined with high
grade babbitt Mandrels
are exceptionally large, of

forged steel with forged
collar, and the guide is the
famous Parkhurst steel

saw guide with steel split-

ter.

We manufacture a
complete line of up-
to-date Sawmill
Machinery for eith-

er Band or Circular
Mills,

William Hamilton Co., Limited
Peterboro, Ontario

AGENTS:—

Geo. H. Jameson, Vancouver, B. C. J. L. Neilson & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
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LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

LOGGING ENGINES
Dunbar Engine and I'^oundiy Co.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

LOG HAULER
Green Company, G. Walter
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

LOGGING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBER TRUCKS
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBERMEN'S CLOTHING
Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

METAL REFINERS
Canada Metal Company.
Hoyt Metal Company.
Sessenwein Brothers.

MILLING IN TRANSIT
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOLDINGS
Genoa Bay Lumber Co.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOTOR TRUCKS
Duplex Truck Company

OAK
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

OAKUM
Stratford Oakum Co., Geo.

OIL ENGINES
Burnoil Engine Company

CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER
OLD IRON AND BRASS

Sessenwein Brothers.

OVERALLS
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company

PACKING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

PAPER
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PAPER MILL MACHINERY
Bowater & Sons. W. V.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Bond Engineering Works

PINE
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Austin & Nicholson.
Beck Manufacturing Company, C.
Bourgouin, H.
Cameron & Co.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas! G.
Cardinal & Page
C hicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Company.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Eagle Lumber Company.
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Excelsior Lumber Company.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Eraser Limited.
Gillies Brothers Limited.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Gordon & Co., George.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Hart & McDonagh.
Hettler Lumber Company, Herman H.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Montreal Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Parry Sound Lumber Company.

Shearer Company, Jas.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers, James R.
Terry & Gordon.
Watson & Todd, Limited.
Williams Lumber Company
Wuichet, Louis.

PLANING MILL EXHAUSTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.

PLANING MILL MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Mcrslion & Company, W. B.
Sheldons Limited.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

PORK PACKERS
Davies Company, William
Harris Abattoir Company

POSTS AND POLES
Auger & Company
Dupuis Limited, J. P.
Eagle Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Terry & Gordon.

PULLEYS AND SHAFTING
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Green Company, G. Walter
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company

PUMPS
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Smart-Turner Machine Company
Waterous Engine Works Company

January l.'j, I'Jl'j

RAILS
Freedman, Wm.
Gartshore, John J.

Sessenwein Bros.
ROOFINGS

(Rubber, Plastic and Liquid)
Beveridge Paper Company

RUBBER GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
tioodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Company

SASH
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Renfrew Planing Mills.

SAWS
Atkins & Company, E. C.

Disston & Sons, Henry
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
(jerlach Company, Peter
Green Company, G. Walter
Hoe & Company, R.
Shurly-Dietrich Company
Simonds Canada Saw Company

SAW MILL LINK-BELT
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Burns & Roberts.
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
Firstbrook Bros.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Haight, W. L.

Hamilton Company, William
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Company
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Long Manufacturing Company, E.
Mer.shon & Company, W. B.

Parry Sound Lumber Compa..y
Payette Company, P.
Smith Foundry Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Co., P. B.

SHEATHINGS
Beveridge Paper (Vimpany •

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

SHINGLE MACHINES
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

(Continued on Page 72)

TO LUMBERMEN
We have large stocks of

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
BABBITT

for AH General Machinery Bearings

i

IMPERIAL GENUINE BABBITT
for Crank Pins and Heavy Engines

We Guarantee Excellent Service

THE CANADA METAL COMPANY, Limited

Branch Factories—

Head Office, TORONTO
HAMILTON MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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Planing Mill Improvements
Every Manufacturer in the Lumber Industry realizes

that to be " up-to-date " their Factory should be installed

with Shaving Exhaust Fans.

The Sheldon Shaving

Exhaust Fan
is especially designtd to suit

your particular requirements

giving greater efficiency and

independence than any other

on the market.

See our New Catalogue

Sheldons Limited - Gait, Ontario
Toronto Office, 609 Kent Building

AGENTS :

Messrs. Ross & Greig:, 412 St. James St. Messrs. Walker's Limited, 259-261 Stanley St.

Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man.
Messrs. Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton, Alta.

Messrs. Robt. Hamilton & Co., Ltd.. Bank of Ottawa Bldg., Vancouver, B. C.

Put a Belt

as good as

this on your
pay roll.

This Graton & Knight 40 in. 3-ply Heart Brand Belt is

five year.s old. It ha,s lieen running on heavy duty for the
Milford Light and Power Co., Milford, N.H. The cost of
this belt in c^sh has l)een .$1.81 a week, or .004 per delivered
liorsepower per week.

This is the result of Graton & Knight Standardization
whicli means the proper l)elt for every drive.

Write for new book about Standardized
Leather Belting

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO.
Oak Leather Tanners and Belt Makers

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS. U.S.A.

Canadian Graton & Knight, Limited.
Montreal. Canada.

Representatives in Canada

:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co..
Limited.

Si. John, Quebec, Montreal, Oitawa,
'i'oronto, Hamilton, X'aiicoiiver, Victoria

GRATON & KNIGHT
Standar4lzed Series

LEATHER BELTING
7...,/ ^,

128,350 Laths in Ten Hours
Our Lath-Mill and Bolter have made a test cut in ten hours of 128,350 four foot laths, i}4 in. by ^ in.,

counted, tied and piled.

A Few of the "400" who use

Payette's Lath-Machinery:

Four-Saw
Bolter

Graves, Bigwood Co., Byng Inlet, Ont.

Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Victoria Harbor, Ont.

Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Waubaushene, Ont.

Colonial Lumber Co., Pembroke, Ont.

Theo. A. Burrows, Grand View, Man.

Wm. Milne & Sons, North Bay, Ont.

C. Beck Mfg. Co., Penetanguishene, Ont.

Manley Chew, Esq., Midland, Ont.

Chew Bros., Midland, Ont.

James Playfair Co., Midland, Ont.

McFadden & Malloy, Spragge, Ont.

Pembroke Lumber Co., Pembroke, Ont.

Petawawa Lumber Co., Ltd., Pembroke, Ont.

Firstbrook Box Co., Penetang, Ont.

Gres Falls Lumber Co., Three Rivers, Que.

Foley Bros. & Northern Coast Co., Scot, Ont.

Spanish Mills Lumber Co., Ltd., Cutler, Ont.

Spanish Mills Lumber Co., Spanish Station, Ont.

P. Payette Co.
Engineers and Machinists,

PENETANGUISHENE, ONT., CAN.
J. T. Payette, Prop.
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Bond
SAW MANDRELS

KnsiiieeriiiK Works

SAW SHARPENERS
Garlock-Walkcr Machinery Co.
VVaterous Engine Works Company.

SAW SLASHERS
Waterous Engine Works Company

SAWMILL link-belt"
Canadian Link-Belt Company

SHINGLES
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Cardinal & Page
Eagle Lumber Company
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumljer Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Heeney, Percy E.

Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Miller Company, Ltd., W. H.
Shingle Agency of B. C.

Terry & Gordon.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

SHINGLE & LATH MACHINERY
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Hamilton Company, William.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Payette Company, P.

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

SLEEPING ROBES
Woods Mfg. Company, Limited

SMOKESTACKS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SNOW PLOWS
Pink Company, Thomas.

SPARK ARRESTORS
Jenckcs Machine Company, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

SPRUCE
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Exchange Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Gillies Brothers.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grant & Campbell.
Hart & McDonagh.
Lauder, Spears & Rowland.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
Nicholson & Co., E. M.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Snowball Co., J. B.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.

STEEL CHAIN
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL HAMES
McKinnon Dash Company.

STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

STEAM PLANT ACCESSORIES
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

SULPHITE PULP CHIPS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

TARPAULINS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

TAPS AND DIES
Pratt & Whitney Company.

TEA
Salada Tea Company.

TENTS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Mfg. Company

TIES
Auger & Company
Austin & Nicholson.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.

TIMBER BROKERS
Bradley, R. R.
Cant & Kemp.
Farnworth & Jardine.
Hillas & Co., W. N.
Hunter, Herbert F.

Smith & Tyrer, Limited

TIMBER CRUISERS AND
ESTIMATORS

Sewall, James W.

TIMBER LANDS
Department of Lands and Forests.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Ensinccrinj^ WOrks
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
VVaterous Engine Works Company.

TRIMMERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Waterous Engine Works Company

January 15, 1919

TUGS
West & Peachey.

TURBINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckcs Machine Company. Ltd.

VALVES
Alason Regulator & . EngiiK-'-rin C't

VENEERS
Webster & Brother, James.

VENEER DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Co.

VENEER MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Philadelphia Textile Machinery Co.

VETERINARY REMEDIES
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co.
Palmer Medical Company.

WATER HEATERS
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

WATERPROOFING
Beveridge Paper Company

WATER WHEELS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd,

WIRE
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

WOOD DISTILLATION PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean, Ltd.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
-Vmerican W oodworking Machy. (

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
JetTrey Manufacturing Company.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.
Mcrshon & Company. W. B.

Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

WOOD PULP
Austin & Nicholson.
New Ontario Colonization Co.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.

ATKINS
STERLING STEEL SAWS

Give the results you are looking for. They run easier, cut faster and are

guaranteed to hold their edge longer than any other make of saw.

Each one is an investment that will bring large returns.

Try them and see—you'll not be disappointed.

Specify ATKINS on your next

order — It means economy,

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Factory: HAMILTON, ONT. Branch: 109 Powell St., VANCOUVER
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Excelsior

Cutting Machinery

Manufactured By

The Elmira Machinery

and Transmission Co.
Elmira, Ont.

Write for Circular and Prices

Peace Year 1919
Finds us optimistic for the future and wel

stocked with Horse Blankets, Feed
Bags, Tarpaulins, Oil Clothing

Tents, Flags, Straw Ticks

and Grey Blankets

We Guarantee Prompt Shipment

of Ordei;^ Entiusted to us

J. J. Turner& Sons
Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Put Your Locomotive Problem Up to Us

Wc are specialists in

building locomotives

We build all types and sizes, also
all kinds of spare and repair parts
for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in position to give you expert advice as to what
particular type and size of locomotive is best suited to your needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING. MONTREAL, CANADA.

CLIMAX Improved Geared LOCOMOTIVES FOR WOOD
IRON RAILS

A e2-ton

Climax
Locomotive

Designed

Especially for

Heavy
Logging Work.

Climax Locomotives are successfully operated on steep grades and sharp curves. Any
weight or gauge. Locomotives in stock for immediate shipment. Get Catalog " H."

CLIMAX MANUFACTURING CO., 313 W. Main Street, CORRY, PA.
VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LTD., VANCOUVER, B. C. Grooves cut with Huther Bros. Dado Heads.

Fits Any
Saw Mandrel
A Huther Broi. Dido Head

consifts of two outside cut-
ters and enough inside cutters
to make the required cut. Thii
Head wilt cut perfect groovei,
with or across Kr*'"> ^"7 width.
It is an easy Head to keep in
perfect condition, hat a simple
quick adjustment, and may bt
enlarged any time after pur-
chase. Sent on approval and
if not satisfactory return at
our expense.

Write for New Illustrated Catalog.

HUTHER BROS. SAW
MFG. COMPANY, Inc.

1103 UnivarsitT Av«.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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FOR EVERY PURPOSE
•

Whether your problem is one of power trans-

mission, elevating or conveying, we have a type

of Link-Belt especially designed for the purpose.

And when we say "especially designed," we mean
it. For our engineers have spent years in the

study of the peculiar conditions and requirements

which various industries place upon Link-Belt.

Each type has been designed not with the thought

of how cheaply it can be made, but how perfectly

it can serve its purpose. We show two types

of Link-Belt here. Our catalogue shows many
others. Send for a copy.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT COMPANY, LIMITED
Wellinglon and Peter Streets, Toronto

MADE AND CARRIED IN STOCK IN CANADA

T/iey Said-

" We want to reach the Canadian Lumber Field by
working along the line of least resistance. What would
you recommend ?

"

We Said—
" The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker

is the medium for you to use. It is the national lumber
paper of the Dominion and covers thoroughly the Industry
from coast to coast. An excellent medium, indeed, to

reach the Canadian Lumber Industry."

Are you interested ? If so, why not have us forward
our advertising rates ?

Canada Lumberman and Woodworker
347 Adelaide St .W., Toronto
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. Wherever mouldings are to be made
;

especially where a machine is

needed which is so sturdily built that it will run year in and year out with few
or no repairs,

No. 108 Open-Side Moulder

is the "Invariable Choice of the Man Who Knows." Besides its sturdiness

and dependability, it has many labor saving features to commend it. All

adjustments convenient for the operator. Knives ground and jointed on
machine,* set-ups quickly and easily made; these are but a few of the many
things) you will appreciate in the "I08." Send for free illustrated circular.

/fS.yatesMachineQompanif£^d.
HAMILTON. ONT. CANADA

U. S. PLANT : BELOIT, WISCONSIN
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Lath

Machine

and Bolter
This machine is a combination of

our No. 2 Bolter and No. 2 Lath

Machine mounted on a single frame.

The lath machine is made the opposite

hand to our single machine.

The illustration shows the

lath machine side of the

combination. In mills where

the floor space is limited and

the output must be large this

machine is an ideal combin-

ation. The details of con-

struction found in our No.

2 Lath Mill and No. 2

Bolter apply to the combined

machine.

When you overhaul your mill get in

touch with us about new equipment.

We have the following on hand

ready for shipment.

one Portable Saw Mill outfit with Right Hand Saw Frame and Car-

riage—set of track timbers, also the following items:

No. 1 Log Jack with foot wheel and idlers.

No. 7 Log Jack with foot wheel and idlers.

10 inch by 42 ft. Steam Feed—furnished with vertical or hori-

zontal valves.

Double acting set works in No. 1, 2 and 3 sizes.

We have one second hand plain slide valve engine, right hand,

side crank, 9 x 15, suitable for a small sawmill plant.

Write at once for information regarding the above

or any other machine you may need.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co.^ Ltd.

ORILLIA
Robt. Hamilton & Co., Vancouver

Gorman, Clancy & Grindley, Ltd.

Calgary and Edmonton

CANADA
Williams & Wilson, Limited, Montreal

A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Ltd.

Winnipeg
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Nothing About Machinery

Just About Ourselves

—

Criticising one of our advertisements the other day, a member of a well-

known advertising agency brought up the following point:

—

"Here," said he, *' is a nice looking cut of a man piling lumber, and the

words 'Sawmill Machinery' strung across it. That's fine. So is the copy

that tells me you furnish complete machinery and power plants for Portable,

Medium and Heavy Sawmills, and so forth. At the bottom are the words,

'Waterous Engine Works, Brantford, Canada.' "

"Did you ever stop to consider that you are telling the public absolutely no-

thing about yourselves? "

"You say you build Sawmill Machinery, but some firm with no experience

or organization could put their name to that ad. and it would apply equally

well."

"You know, and I know, all about your firm,— but does the general pub-

lic ?—Do the men you are trying to reach with this, know that you have

been in business for over 75 years ?—That you are the largest Manufacturers
of Sawmill Machinery in Canada?—That the first bandmill manufactured by
you in 1H90 is still running to capacity

P

— That it was the Waterous Engine

Works Co. who made the double cutting bandmill a success ?—That you
have equipped over 60 per cent, of the largest mills in the country ?— If they

don't know, why don't you tell them ?"

After he had left, that "Why don't you tell them" kept bothering us so that

we sat down and wrote what you have just read.

Then we walk over to the Sales Manager and let him read it. This is what
he said:—"The public don't want to know about us, they want to know if

we build what they what to buy—they won't read that stuff."

Well, maybe so. * Twenty-three issues out of the twenty-four a year we try

to tell you about our Edgers, Our Band mills, that we specialize in heavy
carriages and so forth. Perhaps this will be a change.

WaterousW W BRANTFORlD,ONTARIO,CANAI>A
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$5,000,000.00
worth of mixed metal

sold annually.

"FROST KING" METAL
Our thirty-five years' experience in metal mixing enables us to place on the market a babbitt that we

believe to be absolutely perfect. For high speed machinery and engine work it is without an equal. It i>

specially designed for saw-mills, planing mills, threshing engines, traction engines, pumps, rolling mills,

pulp machinery, and all classes of stationary engines. It is a high grade metal, made of the very best
selected stock, and carefully compounded.

If your dealer does not stock FROST KING send us a money order for your requirements. Price
35c per lb.. Fort William and East; West of Fort William, 40c per lb., delivered nearest railway station;
packed in 30 lb. and 60 lb. boxes.

For extra duty, such as over-hanging saws, our TROJAN BABBITT will stand where all other
metals will fail. Price, Fort William and East, 65c. per lb.; West of Fort William, 68c., delivered to your
nearest railway station; packed in 30 lb. and 60 lb. boxes.

HOYT METAL CO.. Toronto. Canada
Have factory and office at Eastern Avenue and Lewis Street, Toronto, Canada

Factories also at:

—

New York, N. Y. London, Elnf

.

St. Louis, Mo.

Not altogether what we
say, but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug manu-
factured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-

sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAfS
KNOWN

OUR

EXTRA

Montreal

-ANNtO O/

Toronto Winnipeg

The J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

Pink's Lumbering Tools
The Standard Tools in every province of the Dominion, New Zealand, Australia, etc.

We manufacture all kinds of lumber tools. Lig^ht and Durable.

Long Distance Phone, No. 87
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Sold throughout the Donunioii by all Wholoaalo and Retail Hardware Merchant*.

The Thomas Pink Company, Limited
Manufactarmr* of Lumber Tools

MADE IN

CANADA

PEMBROKE

it's a Pink
anyway, yea
take it, and
it'* the best

ONTARIO PaaTey
made.
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TRAPS-ANIMAL BAIT
We carry in stock the largest assoFtment of

anima! traps in Canada. HALLAM'S ANI-
MAL BAIT for Wolf, Fox, Mink, and all

animals that eat meat, $1.00 per bottle, or G

bottles for $5.00, postpaid by us.

No. 44 Justrite Headlight will not blow out;

burns carbide; two lens; self lighter, 20

candle power, $5.00. Cap 40 cents extra.

Mailing weight three pounds.

Hallam's Trapper's and Sporlman's Supply
nxlULi Catalogue

fully illustrated—containing 36 pages and
cover—showing every necessity in camp
equipment.

No. 44 Justrite
Headlight

M Limited

Write to-day. Address in full as below.

Hallam Building, TORONTO

EDGAR D. HARDY JAS. E. REYNOLDS

E. D. HARDY & CO.
INSURANCE

Specialists in LUMBER and WOODWORKING Plants

HEAD OFFICE

:

OTTAWA, ONT.

Shimer Circular Bit Jointing Heads
A circular shear cut head that is unsurpassed as a Jointing Head for stock

from 1" to 3"; always ready for the job without a set up, saving you money,

and assuring a perfect square joint. Made in four, six or eight bits with or

without Self Centering Colet.

Write for Prices

SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO. OF CANADA, LTD., GALT, ONTARIO
Successors to Samuel J. Shimer & Sons

ASBESTOS
We manufacture practically every article

that can be made of Asbestos—including

{Packings

Coverings

Atlas Asbestos Co., Limited, Montreal

Buy for Long

Satisfaction

It IS assured when

you order

Smart-Turner

Pumps

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON CANADA

Soo Line Pike Poles^ Peavies, Cant Hooks and Sager Axes
in the hands of your woodsmen will give you satisfaction and save your money.

Ask your dealer or order
direct.

Made by

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
ST. CATHARINES. ONT.

^plmbetjcaHnd^^^Adverti^^ Classified Directory to Advertisements, Page 78
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AmericanWood
ROC HI

SALES OFFICE FOR BRI
AGENTS FOR THE REST OF CANAD

AGENTS FOR GREAT BRI-

KING Machinery Co.
, N . Y.
lA, PORTLAND. OREGON
WALKER MACHINERY CO.. TORONTO
ROJECTILE CO.. LONDON

S:.

FIRST IN QUALITY

American Model 5-77A Planer & Matcher

Everything is in this machine that is desirable in a High Speed Planer & Matcher.
The Automatic Belt Release and Tighteners; the built-in Cutter Head Knife Jointers
for both top and botton heads; a system of Feed Roll Gearing where there are no
chains and sprockets or immediate gears; quick and accurate adjusting and positive
locking Matcher Legs; micrometer adjustment of Feed Rolls and Platen, are
features that put the Model 5 ahead of all competitors.

Our New Catalog

We expect our New Catalog off

the press by the time this reaches
you. Send your request for a

cop> to our representative in

your territory.

American No. 34-C Inside Moulder

The general design and form of construction of

the frame ; the direct and simple system of Gear-
ing; the massive Bed Plate sup])orting the Matcher
Legs ; the Side Clamping Boxes quickly removable
for change of heads ; the accurately fitted and easy

adjustments throughout, are all features that make
this the most up-to-date inside moulder on the

market to-day.

CANADIAN

COUPON
Garlock Walker Machinery Co.

Toronto, Canada
Please send lis a copy of the New American 12th Edition

Catalog. Wc are in tht market for the following machines:-

-

Tow 1 Provinci

SALES AGENTS

Gairlock^WaJker MaLchinery Compainy

TORONTO

32-34 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO

MONTREAL

LIMITED

WINNIPEG
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Spruce Hemlock
STOCK ON HAND UNSOLD FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

MERCHANTABLE SPRUCE
2 X 4 X 10/13 Scant 56,800 f

2 X 5 X 10/13 Scant 76,100 f

2 X 6 X 10/13 Scant 133,900 f

2 X 7 X 10/13 Scant 106,200 f

2 X 8 X 10/13 Scant 44,600 f

2 X 9 X 10/13 Scant 175,100 f

2 X 4 and up X 6/9 Scant 5,590 f

X 5 X 10/13 103,500 f

X 6 X 10/13 159,000 f

X 7 X 10/13 89,000 f

X 8 X 10/13 48,300 f

X 9 X 10/13 9,400 f

X 4 and up x 6/9 48,700 f

MERCHANTABLE SPRUCE
2x3 and up x 8 and up 88,000 ft.

3x3 and up x 8 and up 567,000 ft.

4x5 and up x 8 and up 75,000 ft.

CULL SPRUCE and JACK PINE
1 X 4 and up x 6/13 350.000 ft.

2x4 and up x 6/13 Scant 165,000 ft.

MERCHANTABLE HEMLOCK
1 X 8 X 10/16 100,000 ft.

1 X 9 X 10/16 45,000 ft.

LATH, MILL RUN
1^-4 ft. Spruce 525,000 pes.

1/2 -4 it. White Pine 825,000 pes.

Bartram & Ball Limited
WHOLESALE LUMBER

Drummond Bldg., 51 1 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, Que.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Hemlock Spruce, Fir, Pine, and Cedar

CALIFORNIA
White and Sugar Pine

Eastern Representatives

VICTORIA LUMBER & MFG. CO ., CHEMAINUS, B. C.

Straight or Mixed Cars of

Boards^ Shiplap, Flooring, Decking, V. J. Sheathing, Finish and Dimension

Heavy Timbers and Deep Joists

SHIPBUILDING MATERIAL
Get our quotations

KNOX BROTHERS, 707 Bank of Hamilton, TORONTO, ONTARIO
Head Office, Montreal, Que. Tel. Main 168S B. C. Office, Vanconver, a C.
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CHEMAINUS FIR
Clear Kiln Dried

B. C. Douglas Fir

We can make prompt shipment on
straight or mixed cars of clear kiln

dried B. C. Douglas Fir in all sizes

rough or dressed. Also flooring, ceil-

ing, mouldings and siding.

If quality can talk to you — get in

touch with us.

VICTORIA LUMBER &
MFG. CO., LIMITED

Head Office and Mill

CHEMAINUS, B.C.
Eastern Representatives:

KNOX BROS.,
Bank of Hamilton Building, Toronto,

and

Drummond Building, Montreal

High Grade Lumber and Timber

SPRUCE
Ready for Shipment

DOUGLAS FIR
Ready for Shipment

2 X 4 10/16 3x5 12/16
2 X 5 10/16 3x6 12/16
2 X 6 10/16 3x7 12/16
2 X 7 10/16 3x8 12/16
2 X 8 10/16 3x9 12/16
2 X 9 10/16 3 X 10 12/16
2 X 10 10/16 3 x 11 12/16

8 X 8 to 16 X 16 16/32 ft.

Pitch Pine

6x8,
8x8,
8 X 10,

10 x 10.

14/20
12/20
14/16
18/20

Pattern Pine a Specialty

Can Re-saw the above in any size required, rough
or planed. Mail us your enquiries.

The James Shearer Co., Limited
MONTREALWholesale and Retail Dealers

in Lumber and Timber
OFFICE AND YARDS:

225 St Patrick St.
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Long-Bell Branded Lumber
Nationally Advertised

In order that the public may become familiar

with the uniform high quality of Long-Bell branded
lumber, we have inaugurated a large national ad-

vertising campaign. Consumers will be told that

Tpne-ReLL
is "The Mark On Quality Lumber."

Each advertisement refers the consumer to the
retail lumber dealer. Such magazines as The Sat-
urday Evening Post, Literary Digest, Review of

Reviews, Scientific American, Country Life and
architectural, building, engineering, manufacturing,
railway and farm publications will carry advertise-

ments impressing readers with the fact that Long-
Bell branded lumber is lumber of quality and that

every piece is trade-marked.

Long-Bell, nationally advertised, trade-marked
lumber will satisfy your customers and increase
your sales. Place your orders now.

The Long-Bell Lumber Company
R. A. Long Building Kansas City, Mo.

Manufacturer of

Southern PinCf Hardwood^ Oak Flooring^ and
Creosoted Posts^ Poles and Wood Blocks.

February 1, 1919
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Geo. Gordon & Co
Limited

Cache Bay Ont.

White and Red Pine
Stock on Hand for quick shipment

6x6- 12/16'

8 X 10- 12/16'

10 X 10- 12/16'

4 X 12- 12/16

50,000

30,000

100,000

60,000

6 X 12-

8 X 12-

10 X 12-

12 X 12-

12/16

12 16'

12 16'

12/16

7,000

14,000'

25,000'

150,000'

Complete assortment i - 2"- and 3' White Pine

WRITE US FOR PRICES

AN IDEAL LUMBER MILL
Running Continuously

All the Year Round
Capacity, modern equipment, and shipment

facilities are factors that combine to make the

Fassett Lumber Mill one of the best in the

country for quality and service.

We are now sawing hardwood and have
five million feet of

BIRCH, MAPLE
BASSWOOD, ELM

and ASH
Put up on grade. Get in touch with us.

Large stocks of Hemlock and Spruce always on hand.

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited QlfEBEC
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Quality and Service both satisfactory

from our customers' viewpoint.

WHO SUPPLIES YOUR LUMBER ?

You may be entirely satisfied

with the lumber you are buying

now, perhaps you have been get-

ting the same stock for years, but

if you can buy White Pine that

shows more profit per thousand

than what you have been getting

would you be open for a deal?

Let us know the sizes and grades

you are using and we will give you

. our mill inspection and prices.

The way our stocks are put up, the

prices we ask, and the service we give,

merits a share of your business.

Let us quote on your next order, per-

haps we can save you some money.

UNION LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED

701 DOMINION BANK BUILDING

TORONTO CANADA
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Davison Lumber & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Bridgewater, N. S.

THE LARGEST LUMBERING INDUSTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA PRODUCTION 40 MILLION FEET PER ANNUM

Send us your enquiries for

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock or Hardwood Lumber
Box Shooks and

Dry Pressed Baled Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Chips
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Nova Scotia White Spruce and Hardwood Flooring
We are equipped with everything appertaining to Modern Saw Milling and operate from the Woods to the finished product.

If you want something special quickly, try us. We will cut, dry, work and ship within a few days from receipt of order.

We are located on the main line of the Halifax and South Western Railway and on Tidewater.

We Operate.

A Double Band Mill at Springfield, N.S.,

A Rotary and Gang at Mill Village, N.S.

A Rotary and Gang at Bridgewater, N.S.,

A Planing Mill at Bridgewater, N.S.,

Capacity 120,000 ft. per day
" 40,000 ft. per day

80,000 ft. per day

100,000 ft. per day

A Box Shook Factory at Bridgewater, N.S., Capacity 50,000 ft. per day
A Dry Kiln at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100,000 ft. per day
A Chipping Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100 cords per day
A Ground Wood Pulp Mill at Charleston, N.S., Capacity 40 tons Spruce

Pulp per day.

PHONE: BRIDGEWATER 74

DUNFIELD
& COMPANY LIMITED

Halifax, N.S.

Grading

BIRCH
BEECH

and

MAPLE
a Specialty

The Largest

Lumber
Exporting

House in

Nova Scotia

Head Office:

8 Prince St, Halifax N.S.

Branch Office

:

8 Market St., St. John, N.B.

Exporters and Dealers in

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

Spruce Pine

Hemlock Hardwood
Laths
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"British Columbia Fir"

TIMBERS
Rough Clears

Flooring^ Ceiling and Finish

Alberta Lumber Co., Limited
• VANCOUVER, B. C.

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Office. "S'Su^SS"' Ottawa, Can.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

and Selling Agents for

Fraser & Co.
Mills at

DESCHENES - - QUEBEC

White Pine
Red Pine
Spruce
Lumber and Lath

California Wliite Pine

California Sugar Pine

and Arizona Soft Pine

Best Stock for Factory and Pattern Lumber

^ LOUIS WUICHET
Room 716 Railway Exchange, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Austm&Nicholson
CHAPLEAU, ONTARIO

Lumbermen and General

Contractors

Railway Ties and

Pulpwood

PILING

Rough and Dressed

Lumber and Lath

MILLS AT NICHOLSON, ONTARIO

Special Prices to

Clean Up
At Midland, (Dry)

1 car 1x4 and up No. 1 M. C. White Pine.

At Powassan, (Dry)

50,000 1 X 10 and 12 in. No. 1 M. C. White Pine,

54.000 2 x 4 and up Merchantable Spruce.

10,000 1 x 4 and up Merchantable Spruce.

14,000 2 x 4—10/16 Merchantable Hemlock.
10,000 2 x8
27,000 2 x 10 and 12

14,000 1 X 4 and up " "

At Moffatt
4 cars 4

" and up 8' Cedar Posts.

In Transit
5 cars 3 X B. C. Shingles.

The Long Lumber Co.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO
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"UNSURPASSED"

This may truly be said of our stock of

—

Red Pine and White Pine at Midland, Ontario
Complete assortment of sizes. Prices reasonable.

Now sawing Hemlock and Jack Pine
Can saw special bills. Let us quote you.

Don't forget to get our quotations when enquiring for all kinds of-

British Columbia Forest Products

TERRY & GORDON
Eastern Canada Agents:

F. H. Stearns & Co.,

306 Transportation Bldg.

Montreal, Que.

Head Office :

704 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO, ONT.

Vancouver Branch :

408 Metropolitan Building.

Ontario Representatives of
The British Columbia Mills, Timber & Trading Co. of Vancouver, B.C.

U. S. Sales Agents

:

Berry Lumber Company,

30 Church Street,

New York City.

Genoa Bay for Lumber Value
BIG STOCKS-IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

Fir Timbers

Lumber

Latb

Cedar, Shingles

Fir Flooring

Ceiling

Finish

Kiln Dried

Mill Cuts up to 85 foot

Lengths.

Up-to-date Plant on

East Coast of

Vancouver Island.

Good Harbor Taking

Vessels drawing up

to 32 feet.

Special facilities for

Shipment by Rail or

Water to all Parts.

GENOA BAY LUMBER CO. Genoa Bay, B. C.
Dealers in Lumber, Lath, Cross-Arms, Mouldings, Doors, Sash, Shingles

Telegraph Address, Duncan, B. C. Code: A.B.C. 5th Edition Phone 25 Duncan
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FIR TIMBERS
AND

British Columbia Red Cedar

SHINGLES
Rough Clear Fir,

Fir Ceiling

Interior Finish

Ship Timbers and Flanking

Ship-Decking

Red Cedar Bevel Siding

Tank Stock

Fir Flooring

Silo Stock

We have on hand a large stock of

fir boards in the rough which we can

run to any pattern, ^ thick, shiplap or

surfaced boards SiS or S2S or tongued

and grooved. Get our prices on these

boards.

Daily output of Red Cedar Shingles,

five cars.

These shingles are the very best

manufactured, cut from the finest old

growth red cedar timber. Write or

wire at our expense for prices.

Cars of Fir Timbers and Red Cedar Shingles always in transit Our

representatives can give you specifications, or if more convenient wire us direct

Montreal Representative

:

U. E. GERMAIN,
43 St. Sacrament St.,

Montreal, Que.

Toronto Representative :

D. WILLIAMS.
40 Major St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Western Ontarto

E. A. LEBEL
Sarnia,

Ontario

TIMMS, PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
Head Office: Yorkshire Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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John McKergow, W. K. Grapftbt,
President Managrlnf-Dlrector

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office : Montreal Office :

46 ElKln it- 759 Notre Dame St., W

H. Cardinal O. Page

Cardinal & Page
Wholesalers and Exporters of

FOREST PRODUCTS
180 St. James St. Montrea'

Specialties:

Spruce and Red Pine

Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce
QUALICUM QUALITY LUMBER

Rough Fir Timbers
Any size up to 60 feet long

Select Grades a Specialty

FIR PIPE and TANK STOCK
Market wanted for Rough Cedar Timbers

Inquire for prices

Office and Mills

:

Qualicum Beach, V. I., B. C.

WE ARE BUYERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Handles

Staves Hoops
Headings

Jame.WEBSTER&Bro.
Limited

BootI*, Liverpool, England
London Office

Dashwood Houce 9 New Broad St. E. C

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shinglei
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingle*

North Tonawanda, N.Y.

LUMBER
Midland Stock

White Pine
Complete line every grade

in 4/4 and 8/4

also large stocks of

No. 1 and No. 2 Cull Stocks

and Sidings

Rush your enquiries

before the winter
car shortage arrives

also SPRUCE
Complete range

C. G. Anderson Lumber

Company, Limited

Manufacturers and Strictly Wholesale

Dealers in Lumber

705 Excelsior Life Building

Toronto

Timber

Estimates
JamesW. Sewall
OLD TOWN. . MAINE

JACK PINE

HEMLOCK

SPRUCE

JAMES R. SUMMERS
Wholesale Lumber

95 Kin, St. E.it TORONTO, Ont.

Main 7329

Lumber, Lath
Flooring, Cedar
Poles and Posts

Railway Ties
Doors, Windows, Archi-
traves and all kinds of Mill
Work, done by experts.

Ask for our prices and services
of our architect

J. P. DUPUIS, LTD.
592 Church Ave, Verdun, Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce, Balsam, Poplar
Pulpwood

Bought and Sold for Canadian or
American delivery.

Quotations furnished on request.

P. M. JOST & Co.
Broker* and Commiuian Mercheata

Room 201. 180 St. JamesSt., MONTREAL

Cant & Kemp
52 St. Enoch Squara

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Al and ABC Codes used

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Addrest: Fam\vortfa, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS

2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and
Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool,

England
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SAW MILL

MACHINERY

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Having decided to discon-

tinue saw mill operations at

Penetang have the following

machinery for sale. This

machinery is all in operating

condition and is open for in-

spection at Penetang, Ont.

Mill Machinery

Extra heavy log haul-up works with

inch round and flat chain, 128 ft.

centres.
2 Waterous log unloaders or kickers,

3 arms, 10 in. cylinders.

l_Waterous log loader, 8 arms, lO ln.

cylinderi.

I Waterous right-hand double cutting

band mill, 11 in. saws, 8 ft. wheel,

with 3-block carriage; 24 in. opening;

Payette set works and dogs; 8 in. x

86 ft. steam feed. „» .

l_Waterous double edger for 20-tnch

saws, lever shifter.

l_Payette double edger for 18-ln. saws,

lever shifter.

48—live rolls about 8 ft. long by 10 in.

dia. ; extra heavy, sprocket drive.

20—High cars with roller tops. 24 in

heavy wheels on 3 in. axles, standard

gauge-
. ,

1—Mershon 4 saw gang resaw, takes

squared cants or just one face, ideal

machine to cut small logs and centres

of large after good has been taken off.

1—Payette picket machine, made speci-

ally for shade roller stock, will feed

pieces 16 in. long, also sorting table

with chain top.
1—Rogers Iron Works circular resaw

for making box lumber from slabs;

fool-proof machine.
1—Payette edger for box and short

stock.
1—Rogers twin circular or tie maker.
1—Payette lath bolter and lath machine.
1—Pair lath trimmers.
1—Picket trimmer (bunch trim).

Conveyor drives and chains.

Pulleys, geai-Sj heavjr line shafting and
countershafting with bearings.

Send us your requirements.

We have a large stock of double and
triple leather belting in widths from
10 in. to 46 In.

Power House Equipment

3—Return Tubular Boilers, Goldie Mc-
Culloch make, 66 x 16, Dutch oven
settings, 85 lbs. steam allowance

• Ontario Government.
Breeching and smoke stack for above

boilers, 60 in. dia., newlv painted,

600 ft. new yi-in. guy and plate for

brick pier.
1—Northey boiler feed pump, outside

packed, 8 in. x 6 in. x 12 in., for 3 in.

suction pipe.
1—Pair Poison "Brown" type engines,

coupled on quarters, 22 in. x BO in.,

with 16 ft. X 48 in. belt, balance
wheel. Excellent engines.

1—Pair American feed water heaters

for above engines; 10 in., copper
coils.

Filing Equipment

1—Waterous band saw grinder for 6
in. saws.

1—Baldwin retoother for band saws.
1—Wm. Hamilton band saw shear, 12".

2—Reversible saw levelling blocks.
2—Chilled band saw anvils.

Hanchet band saw swages; Crescent
circular saw swages; shapers and
dressers.

Yard Equipment

Booms and boom chains, '^, & H-
Winches and other mill supplies.

Prompt shipments and bargains for

quick sale._ Will send all particu-
lars and prices on application.

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Penetang, Ont.

WELL BOUGHT IS HALF SOLD"

"Look Over"
but

"Don^t Overlook"

the following

DRY SPRUCE
65M 1 X 3 —8' and up Merch.

lOOM 1x4 and
u itup—

25M 2x3 U tl

200M 2x4 U It

ZOOM 2x5 (( <<

300M 2x6 (( <(

ISOM 2x8 (< <<

68M 2x9- it li

25M 2x 10
it it

12M 2x11 and up—

60M 1 X 3"
• Cull

125M 1x4 and up "

120M 5/4 X 6 and up Box and Cull.

avge. "—about 60%—16'

50M 2x3 and up Cull

lOOM 3 X 4/6" It

135M 3x7 and up

Prices and full particulars

on request

Canadian General Lumber Co.

Limited

FOREST PRODUCTS
TORONTO OFFICE :— 712-20 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

Montreal Office:—203 McGill Bldg.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

PETRIE'S LIST
of

NEW and USED

WOOD TOOLS
for Immediate Delivery

Wood Lathes
20" Sidney, Famous

^''^"berlain, back geared.

}n„ h^"^''* Machinery Corporation.
10 Cowan.

1'.^"^^' Famous, patternmakers.
14 bidney, famous.
2" X 36" Cowdry, gauge lathe.

36"
Band Saws

MacGregor-Gourlay, circular re-
saw.

36" West Side, pedestal.
30" Cowan, bracket.
30" Goldie & McCulloch, bracket
30^ Ideal, pedestal (4;.
27" Sidney, pedestal.
20" Sidney, pedestal.

Saw Tables
No. 2 Sidney, Famous, variety.
No. 2 Crescent, combination.
No. 6 Sidney, Famous, variety
^allantine variable power feed' rip
Fisher, iron frame rip.
MacGregor-Gourlay power feed cut-off
Greenlee automatic cut-off.
7' Fay, swing saw.
Vaughan, portable drag saw.
American, drag saw.
C. M. C. dimension saw.
No. 4 Canadian, pole saw.

Planers
30" Whitney pattern single surfacer

?°"ble surfacer, with chip breaker
,/

"."=''ni3"ce, double surfacer.
24" Sidney, Famous, single surfacer.
24 MacGregor-Gourlay.
24" Champion planer and matcher, with

^
moulding attachment.

24|| Gait, planer and matcher.
IS" Sidney, Famous, single surfacer.
10" Gait, pedestal, buzz.
16" Buzz, with slotted head.

Moulders
13" Clark-Demill four side.
12" Cowan four side.
12" Woods, four-side, inside.
10" Houston four side.
8" Dundas four side.
6" Cowan four side.
6" Dundas sash sticker.

Mortisers
Cowan, upright power.
Gait, upright, compound table.
No. 1 MacGregor-Gourlay upright
No. 5 New Britain chain.
Fay, upright, boring attachment.
No. 2 Smart, foot power.

Clothespin Machinery
Humphrey automatic lathes (6).
Humphrey double slotters (3).

Miscellaneous
No. 30 Sidney, universal woodworker.
No. 58 Crescent universal woodworker.
No. 7 Sidney, post boring machine.
No. 100 Gait, post boring machine.
No. 920 C.M.C. post boring machines

(2).
Fay, single spindle, boring machine.
Cowan moulder and panel ratser.

MacGregor Gourlay 12 spindle dove-
tailer.

Fay & Egan 12 spindle dovetailer.
No. 1 Ballantine dowel machine.
12" Canada Mach. Corp. sander.
24" Fay, double drum.
(No. 2 Defiance belt sander.
Egan sash and door tenoner.
M135 Cowan, sash and door relisher.

No. OA Fox wood trimmer.
2 spindle Cant-Gourlay shaper.
20" American wood scraper.
M63 Cowan spindle carver.
Hall, automatic shingle ni,Tchine.

Boss automatic shingle machine.
No. 2 Dominion, lath machine & bolter.

No. 3 Defiance, rim and felloe round-
ing machine.

No. 1 Defiance, automatic, spoke driver.
6' Linderman, automatic, glue jointer.

Wanted for cash. Machine Tools, such
as Planers, Shapers, Boring Mills,

Millers, Lathes, etc.

H.W.PETRIE,LTD
Front St. West

TORONTO, ONT.
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Ten Band Mills to Serve You

j5?

,91!:.

^0'

E W

V iil^ \ 7 ^

> fe..
.J::.'//7r'i6̂

Mills and Railway Connections
Frcdericton, N.B.
Plaster Rock, N.B.
Nelson, N.B.
Edmundston, N.B.
Baker Brook, N.B.
Glendyne, Que.
Escourt, Que.
Cabano, Que.
Whitworth, Que. (No. 1, No. 2)

Railway connection C. P. R.

C. P. R.
I. C. R.

C. P. R. or Temiscouata Ry.
Temiscouata Ry. and N.T.R.
N. T. R.
N. T. R.
Temiscouata Ry.
Temiscouata Ry.

Fraser Companies, Limited, Fredericton N.B.

ROUGH AND DRESSED SPRUCE, WHITE CEDAR SHINGLES. SPRUCE LATH, PIANO
SOUNDING BOARD STOCK.
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Hardwoods in Buffalo
Piled on our Buffalo Yard ready for Immediate Shipment

1st and 2nds. .

No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com. . .

1st and 2nds .

Selects
No. 1 Shop . .

1st and 2nds .

No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

.

1st and 2nds .

No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

.

1st and 2nds .

No. 1 Com.. .

No. 2 Com. .

,

1st and 2nds .

No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

,

50,000 ft. lyi i

About 500:

Vs-Vs in. 1 in.

1,000 ft 51,(K)0 ft

. . 1,000 ft 82,00 ft

18,500 ft

24,000 ft

44,000 ft

i:{,000 ft

. 3,500 ft 30,000 ft

. 1,000 ft 124,000 ft

12,000 ft

. 2,100 ft 14,000 ft

. 500 ft 23,000 ft

1,500 ft

. G,400 ft 09,000 ft

.14,000 ft 107,000 ft

46,000 ft

CHESTNUT.
I'A in. Ti'A in. 2 in. Z'A in.

12,000 ft 11,000 ft 38,000 ft 12,00<J ft

42,000 ft ;{5,000 ft 55,000 ft 10,000 ft

4,000 ft 3,200 ft 4,000 ft 1,200 ft

CYPRESS.
47,000 ft 40,000 ft 34,000 ft 33,000 ft

30,000 ft 23,000 ft 72,000 ft 23,000 ft

500 ft GOO ft 2,500 ft 2,400 ft

HARD MAPLE.
27,000 ft 24,000 ft 83,000 ft 13,000 ft

14,000 ft 84,000 ft 190,000 ft G3,000 ft

4,500 ft 5,000 ft 24,000 ft ,2,000 ft

SOFT MAPLE.
2,000 ft 9,000 ft 29,000 ft 23,000 ft

1,000 ft 9,000 ft 5,400 ft 3,300 ft

700 ft 800 ft 11,000 ft 500 ft

PLAIN RED OAK.
24,000 ft 44„000 ft 85,000 ft 5G,000 ft

52,000 ft G4,000 ft 119,000 ft G1,000 ft

1,500 ft 3,200 ft 13,000 ft 10,000 ft

3 in.

10,000 ft

8,000 ft

2,000 ft

4 in.

3,300 ft

2,500 ft

1,700 ft 3,000 ft

33 000 ft 12,000 ft

1,000 ft 3,300 ft

10,000 ft 11,000 ft

59,000 ft 24,000 ft

25,000 ft 14,000 ft

20,000 ft 2,G00 ft

30,000 ft 2,800 ft

12,000 ft

35,000 ft 32,000 ft

24,000 ft 14,000 ft

7,000 ft 1,500 ft

2,400 ft 1G,000 ft

3,900 ft 55,000 ft

58,000 ft

PLAIN WHITE OAK.
7,000 ft 13,000 ft 54,000 ft 30,000 ft

20,000 ft 17,000 ft 356,000 ft 237,000 ft

3,5(H) ft 3,G00 ft 46,000 ft 15,000 ft

IMPLEMENT GRADE WHITE OAK (free

200,000 ft. 2 in. 70,000 ft, 2'A in. 100,000 ft. 3 in.

SOUND SQUARE EDGED WHITE OAK
000 ft. 2 in. and 3 in. x 6-8 in., 10 in., 12 in. and up to 10 x

13,000 ft

60,000 ft

2,100 ft

60,000 ft

211,000 ft

36,000 ft

of heart)
45,000 ft. 4

10 in.

We also carry a nice stock of Ash, Basswood.Cherry, Gum, Hickory, Quartered Oak, Poplar
or Whitewood, Crating, etc.

A Few Miscellaneous Cart

We Wuh to Move

1 car 1 in. 1 and 2 Wliite Asli.

1 car lyi in. 1 and 2, White Asli.

1 car 2'/2 in. 1 and 2 White Ash.

1 car 1 in. No. 1 Com. Wh. Ash.

1 car 1% in. No. 1 Com. Wh. Asli.

1 car 1J4 in. No. 1 Com. Wh. Ash.

1 car 3 in. No. 2 Com. Wh. Ash.

1 car I'A in. No. 1 Com. Beech.

8 cars 2, 2</i, and 3 in. Beech and

Maple Road Plank.

2 cars 1 in. No. 1 Com. Cherry.

1 car 1J4 in- No. 1 C. Cottonwood.

2 cars 3 in. 1 and 2 Elm.

2 cars 3 in. No. 1 Com. Elm.

1 car 1 in. 1 and 2 PI. Red Gum.
1 car lyi in. 1 and 2 PI. Red Gum.
1 car 2 in. 1 and 2 PI. Red Gum.
1 car 1 in. 1 and 2 Poplar.

1 car 214 in. 1 and 2 Poplar.

1 car I'A in. Sap and Sel. Poplar.

1 car 1 in. C. and B. Sycamore.

1 car 1 in. No. 1 Com. Walnut.

1 car 1 in. No. 2 Com. Walnut.

The demand for Hardwood Lum-
her will undoubtedly be extremely

large as soon as business gets un-

der way on a peace basis.

Production is about 50 per cent,

of normal and will remain so for a

year or two at least.

few months of normal business

will take every stick of dry hard-

woods in the market.

This lumber is here in our Buf-

falo yard—ready for immediate
shipment. Why not let us send

some of it to you now while (in

most cases) permits can be ob-

tained? Upon what can we quote

you ?

Would also appreciate your in-

quiries for Ash, Basswood, Gum,
Hickory, Quartered Oak, Poplar

(or Whitewood) and Sound Beech

and Maple Planking.

Your enquiries will receive our careful attention.

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
1100 Seneca street BUFFALO, N. Y.

SPARS and TIMBERS
For Eastern Shipbuilders

ALLEN-STOLTZE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Head Office, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Toronto Representative

R. G. CHESBRO, 504 Bank of Hamilton BIdg.
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Watson &Todd Limited
OTTAWA

I to 3 " WHITE PINE
All Grades and Widths

1" to 6 NORWAY
Registered

Trade Mark

Export Trade
Our Specialty

Registered

Trade Marl<

KEEWATIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of White and Red Pine, Spruce and

Poplar Lumber, Boxes, Shocks, Lath and Ties.

Dry White Pine Uppers and Factory Plank

Dry White Pine Common Boards
Also BOX and CRATING STOCK
in PINE, SPRUCE and POPLAR

Saw Mills, Planing Mills and Box Factories at

Keewatin and Kenora, Ontario

Correspondence solicited

General Office - KEEWATIN, ONTARIO

STRATFORD
OAKUM

Quality Guaranteed

Jersey City and Everywhere

GEO. STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

165 Cornelison Ave. - - JERSEY CITY, U.S.A.

The

Harris Tie & Timber Co.
Limited

Ottawa - Canada

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Cedar Poles and Posts

Railway Ties - - Piles

Callander Saw Mills
Callander, Ontario

"All Forest Products"

Varied and High Class

WhiteandRed Pine

Hemlock Lumber
and Lath

Cedar Poles

Write for prices to-

Head Office

1310 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

TORONTO

F. N. Waldik, President. R. S. Waldik, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Mannfactnrers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. 12-14 Weu£S{ton"steeet East, TORONTO, ONT.
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REDWOOD for Clear Finish, Mouldings,

Windows and Door Frames
Tank Lumber, Bevel Siding and many special uses

Write for descriptive booklets
and price list.

Sample lots and L.C.L. shipments from
our Chicago warehouse.

RCeiSTCRCD

THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.
REGISTERED

TRAPE MARK

OF ILLINOIS

NEW YORK, 103 Park Avenue

JOHN D. MERSHON, President
1 1 South LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY, 404 Grand Avenue, Temple BIdg. TRADE MARK

For Special Prices

on

XXX Shingles

and

Transit Cars
WIRE

The Foss Lumber Co.
Limited

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Established 1905

"For Immediate

Shipment

"

100 M. ft. 1 X 4 Mill Run Spruce, culls out.

50 M. ft. 1 X 5
"

50 M. ft. 2 X 4 ".

150 M. ft.-2 X 6
"

50 M. ft. 1 X 3 Mill Culls, Spruce.

40 M. ft. 1 X 4
"

7 M. ft. 1 X 5
"

13 M. ft. 1 X 6
"

60 M. ft. 2 X 3
"

17 M. ft. 2 X 4
"

25 M. ft. 3 X 5
"

40 M. ft. 3 X 6
"

40 M. ft. 3 X 7
"

35 M. ft. 3 X 8
"

20 M. ft. 3 X 9 and up Mill Culls, Spruce.

500 Pes. Spruce and Red Pine piles for quick ship-

ment, 20 to 50 ft. long.

ARTHUR N. DUDLEY
Manufacturer and Wholesaler

Mills at—
Elbow Lake and Dane

109 Stair Building,

TORONTO, ONT.

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

British Columbia Red Cedar Exclusively
Cedar Bevel Siding, Finish, V>-Joint and Mouldings

Straight or mixed cars with XXX and XXXXX Shingles. Stocks carried at Lindsay, Ont., for quick shipment.

Full particulars from our Eastern Agents.
Ontario Agents:

Gull River Lumber Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont. ww j g^rc* 1 O J. IVil J DO
Quebec and Maritime Provinces Agents: tlead UttlCe ailCl MlilS, rOrt JVlOOay, D. L^.

Mason, Gordon & Company, Montreal.
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Mason, Gordon &Co. x.'!;^::: Montreal, Que
BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS

(Wkoluale Only)

FIR TIMBER and Finish, CEDAR SHINGLES and Lumber

Transit Cars of the above always on the Road
Western Fir Doors

Sole Selling Agents for Eastern Canada for WHEELER OSGOOD CO.. Tacoma, Wash.—Doors, Turned Stock etc

Toronto Office : 510 Lumsden Building
Hugh A. Rose, Representative

Vancouver Office : 304 Pacific Building
Herbert C. Gordon, Representative

Your Chance
to buy

Saw Mill Machinery
Any or all of the following, from Wm. Peter estate

—

first class condition

1 right hand 3-Block Carriage, 40 inch, fitted with Payette set

works, friction receder, 5 trucks, frame of carriage oak; never
been used, except set works, which have been relitted; carriage
built by E. Long Mfg. Co., Orillia.

1 Steam Feed, 10 inch dia., 36 ft. long, vertical valves;, never been
used since being installed.

Track and Flat (new).

1 Steam Nigger, Waterous Co.

1 Steam Loader, Waterous Co.

1 right hand Champion Edger (Waterous Co.), 48 inches, 3 station-

ary saws, 2 movable saws.

1 left hand Hamilton Edger, 54 inch, 4 stationary saws, 1 movable
saw.

1 Engine, 14 x 20 slide valve, Payette fly-wheel, 5 ft. diameter, 30 in.

face.

1 Engine, 11 x 18, slide valve, Inglis & Hunter fly-wheel, 6 ft. diam-
eter, 16 in. face.

1 Patterson & Berryrnan Water Heater;

Gordon Hollow Blast Blower, located in mill.

1 Ewart's Detachable Chain.

Special Heavy Forged Chain, about 800 feet.

We have also on hand Live Roll Drives, Pulley, Gears, Shafting,
in addition to Filing Equipment, etc.

W. L. HAIGHT, Barrister

PARRY SOUND, ONTARIO

Hemlock

Spruce

Pine
Full Stocks for Prompt Shipment

THE

Fesserton Timber Co., Ltd.
Main 795—796

15 Toronto St. - TORONTO

Established

1873 GILLIES BROS.
Limited

Manufacturers of

Mills and Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

RED
WHITE PINE

PINE
New York Citsr: Guy E. Robinton, 1123 Broadway

SPRUCE
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P. O. Box 914 Phone Main 948

Exchange Lumber Co., Reg.
Special

Sawing
for

U.S. Trade

WHOLESALE LUMBER

180 St. James Street

MONTREAL

Spruce
Deals
for

Export

Balance of a choice lot of Merchantable Spruce that we
have at Gaspe, P.Q.

3x9 x10/18' 85,000 ft. 3 x 10 x 10/18 60,000 ft.

SHORTS
3 X 4" & up X 3 to 9 ft. 37,000 ft.

Good average widths and lengths

Write for particulars

Also 500 M. 3 in. Pine Culls 100 M. 2 in. Spruce Culls

International Land & Lumber
Company, Limited

Lumber, Railway Ties

Shims, Shingles, etc.

Head Offices, Ottawa, Ont.
*

Limit* and Mil!*: ST. FELICIEN, LAKE ST.fJOHN DISTRICT, QUEBEC

Southern "Insurance" for Future Labor Supply.

WRITE
FOR

OUR
PRICES

TODAY

Structural Timber and Car Material

Kiln Dried White Oak Flooring in same
car with Yellow Pine

—in the Sunny South" where nature

is always busy—growing many things

—

among which are those magnificent trees

destined to be made into magnificent

lumber by modern scientific up-to-date

saw mills cutting:

Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Short Leaf Yellow Pine

Ash, Oak, Elm, Gum
Tupelo, Cottonwood^ etc.

Louisiana Red Cypress

CHICAGO LUMBER & COAL CO.
MANUFACTURERS General Offices: EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

Railway and Track Supplies

For Lumber and Contractors'

requirements

Rails, Locomotives, Accessories,

Cars, Lion Brand Babbitt Metal

Correspondence solicited

Sessenwein Bros., Montreal

New RAILS Relaying

12 to 80 pounds per yard.

LOGGING CARS

Jno. J. Gartshore
58 Front St. West, Toronto
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BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRUCE
In All Sizes and Grades

. We are Specialists in this Line-

R. P. Shannon Lumber
408 Pacific Building

-Write us.

Company
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Prince Rupert Lumber

Company
J. S. EMERSON

SITKA
SPRUCE

Specialties

:

Timbers and Dimension

Office and Mills : Prince Rupert, B.C.

Vancouver Office: 216 Pacific Bldg.

DRESSING
IN

TRANSIT
Our new and efficien* facilities

make it possible to do your milling

in transit quickly and at low cost.

Prompt service is assured by three

railway lines.

We are always glad to quote you
very attractive prices and show you
the quality of our work.

Ask Lumbermen who know and
they will tell you to

TRY

Renfrew Planing MiU
Renfrew, Ontario

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of

SPRUCE
Lumber Lath Pulpwood

Head Office and Milk at

:

St. Pacome, Que., Canada
On I. C. Ry. 75 Miles East of

Quebec City

Also Mills at:

Crown Lake, Powerville Riv. Manie

On Nat. Transcontinental Ry.
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We Have To Offer:

1 Car 2 X 4—12 Mercantable Spruce

2C?rs2x5-12'

Eastern Stock. 1917 Cut

50 M. ft. Edge Grain I's & 2's Clear Fir Flooring

20 " " 1 X 6 & Up 8 16 Clear Western Spruce

Canada Lumber Co., Limited
WESTON, ONT.

C. Beck Mfg. Co, Limited
PENETANGUISHENE, ONT.

Stock now in pile, dry:-

1 X 4 to 12 in. Mill Run White Pine.

5/4 X 4 to 12 in. Mill Run White Pine.
8/4 X 4 to 12 in. Mill Run White Pine.

2 X 4 to 10 in. Hemlock.
2 X 4 to 12 in. Norway.
1 X 4 to 8 in. Norway.
1 and 2 in. Mill Run Spruce.

Write for Quantities and Prices

REMEMBER OUR MILLING FACILITIES SAVE FREIGHT

J. B. Snowball Company
LIMITED

Chatham, New Brunswick

Dealers in

Spruce, PinCf Hemlock
LathSf Railway Ties

Band mill at Chatham with Resaw and
Planer mill in connection with same.

Rotary mills at Chatham and Millerton
and Gang mill at Tracadie.

Our Planing and Resaw plant makes it

possible to meet buyers require-
ments.

RAILWAY SIDINGS IN OUR MILL YARDS

Standing Timber
in Large or Small Blocks

Would Sell

Rotary Mill at Millerton
Good opportunity for a mill business

of four million capacity per year.

ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

FOR
SALE

Special

Prices

THE undersigned offer for sale,

in large or small blocks all their

remaining timber lands and town
property situated in the town of

Parry Sound, Ont.

We have sold quite a number of

timber parcels but still have some
good bargains left in Townships of

McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Mon-
teith, Carling, Christie, McConkey,
Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge

and Street.

Special bargains in the Town-
ships of Falconbridge and Street for

small mills.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co.
26 Ernest Ave.

Toronto, Canada

Limited

OUR NEW TIMBER MILL
(Capacity 100,000 Feet Ten Hours.) NOW IN OPERATION

We solicit your enquiries for Hcavy Constfuction Material and Yard Stock

ANY SIZE TIMBERS UP TO 100 FEET
Give us an opportunity to prove to you that we have earned a reputation for Quality and Service.

TIMBERLAND LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Office: Westminster Trust Building, NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Mill, at South We.tmin.ter, on B.C.E.R. Shipment, by C.P.R., C.N.R., G.N.R., N.P.R., and C. M. & St. P. Ry.
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Milling in Transit
A Well Equipped Mill

CP., G.T., & C.R. Railway Connections

LargeDry Kilns SpecialMillwork

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Limited
ORILLIA, ONT.

SERVICE
Is it not worth something to you ?

We are in a position to aupply

your every requirement in

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
and the quality of our stock is absolutely dependable.

Send us your enquiries.

SERVICE LUMBER CO., LIMITED
Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.

GLOUCESTER LUMBER AND
TRADING COMPANY

BATHURST, N.B.

Manufacturers of

SPRUCE and
PINE LUMBER

LATH and SHINGLES
Mills at

Write us your requirements

Bathurst

N. B.

Bumsville

Gloucester Co., N. B.

Petit Rocher

Gloucester Co., N. B.

Trade Mark

Reg. U. S. A.

ALABAMA HEWN OAK TIMBER :-

HARDWOOD LOGS:-
Ash, Hickory, Poplar, Oak, Satin Walnut,
Mobile Bay Poplar, Dogwood

HARDWOOD LUMBER :-
Hewn Pitch Pine Timber, Pitch Pine Lumber

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER COMPANY
Exporteri Mobile, Alabama, U.S.A. Cables

"Taylor, Mobile"

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited

GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters and

Mortise Chisel
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RIGHT GRADES
QUICK SHIPMENTS

Canadian Western Lumber Co.
FRASER MILLS, B.C.

Eastern Sales Omcc—Toronto—L. D. Barclay, P. J. McCormack

ALBERTA
Hugh Cameron

MANITOBA
Winnipeg—H. W. Dickey
Brandon— Chas. R. Skene

SASKATCHEWAN
E. M. Simonson
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Spruce, Hemlock, Pine

and Hardwoods
Deals, Boards, Timber and Dimension material

of every description

Piling Ships Knees Ties
We are in a position to fill any sized order, and have
every facility for shipping either by rail or water,
making prompt shipments.

MUSGRAVE & CO., LIMITED
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia

STEARNS SELECTED

Lumber Timber
Hardwood, Hemlock
and White Pine from

the Michigan Forests

We have a complete assort-

ment of hardwoods in pile

ready for rush shipments.

Your enquiries will have

our prompt attention.

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co.
LUDINGTON, MICH.

Get Our Special Prices on

White Pine

Norway
and Spruce

Dry Stock Ready for Shipment

JAMES G. CANE & CO.,
411 McKinnon Building

TORONTO, ONTARIO

EXCELSIOR LUMBER CO.
33 RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO

CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH
Cedar Posts, 8 to I2 ft. long

Spruce Piling 30 to 40 ft. long

300,000 ft. Jack Pine Box Lumber

100,000 ft. 1x4 to 12 Hemlock, Log Run

Basswood
I in., 1^4 in., in., 2 in., and 3 in.,

Dry Basswood

Dry Birch Stock
All thicknesses and grades in

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood and Brown Ash

Also Cottonwood, Tupelo, Gum, Magnolia

and Buckeye

Spruce,Hemlock and Pine
Can saw to order at MacDonald's Siding

Let us quote on your requirements

HART & McDONAGH
513-14-15 Continental Life Bldg. TORONTO

We offer you the Best Grades of

WHITE PINE,
SPRUCE, HEMLOCK,

HARDWOODS
Special for February: !"» VA" and 2" Soft Elm

IVrite for quotations

OLIVER LUMBER COMPANY
6 King St. West,

of Toronto, Limited

Toronto
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Wholesale Lumber
OTTAWA CANADA

.White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Lath, Shingles, Boxes,
Box Shocks, Factory Material

Write us your requirements. Planing Mill, Ottawa and Rockland

Ready for Immediate Shipment

700,000 ft. ^ Merchantable Spruce.

200,000 ft. 1 in. Mill Cull Spruce.

50,000 ft. 4/4 to 8/4 in. Canadian Chestnut.

100,000 ft. Good Canadian Oak ; can saw to order.

30,000 ft. 4/4 Basswood, Log Run.

30,000 ft. 4/4 and 8/4 Beech, Log Run.

15,000 ft. 4/4 and 8/4 White Ash.

Write me or phone for prices.

PERCY E. HEENEY, Wholesale Lumber
207 Weber Chambers, KITCHENER, Ont.

I HAVE IT

All Grades in White Pine

Lath A Specialty

Milling in Connection

E. J. MOORES, Jr.
MIDLAND CANADA

LErS GET TOGETHER
Planing Mill Stock

CYPRESS
Soft, Dry Stock, Finest Grades

—

All Thicknesses— 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

Yellow Pine Finish
Kiln Dried, Soft, Short Leaf Kind

Stock Widths li\by 4", 6", 8", 10'\ 12"

8/4 J

Also OAK, ASH, POPLAR, GVM

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & NIXON
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

£ LiMiTfE

i^PBELLTONr"

We Specialize in

—

New Brunswick

White Cedar Shingles

We also manufacture

Spruce and Pine Lumber,

Lath, Cedar Ties, etc.

Shipments hy Rail and Water.

W. H. MILLER CO., LTD.
Campbellton, N. B.

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
MANUFACTURERS OF

Douglas Fir, Spruce, Cedar and Hemlock Lumber
Rough Timbers, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Interior and Exterior

Finish of all kinds including Mouldings. Fir, Spruce and Cedar Lath

Prompt shipment of Fir timbers in all sizes and up to 100 feet in length

AIR DRIED CEDAR SHINGLES
We specialize in supplying air dried Cedar Shingles, these cost more
than kiln dried Shingles but make a better roof and last much longer
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NDSAW S^TEEL PRODUCT
All Simonds Saws, whether for wood or

metal cutting are DEPJsNDABLE and the

resultsobtained are invariablysatisfactory.

Write for Qaotatlons

Simonds CanadaSaw Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.

Vancouver, B.C. St. John, N.B.

Feeding the Camp
TF that is your problem, remember that it is our
• business, too. We do a tremendous lumber camp
trade and are fully acquainted with the food require-

ments of logging camps. We shall be glad to quote

you on any lines you need this year, and will submit

special quotations if you will drop us a card. We
can supply you with all that's best in provisions and
fresh meats, and give you a service you will appreciate.

WRITE OR WIRE US AT OUR
EXPENSE—TODAY

LONG CLEAR BACON

BARRELED PORK

SAUSAGE

DAVIES PURE LARD

PEERLESS SHORTENING

MINCEMEAT, ETC.

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
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Canada's Opportunity to Extend Her
Export Lumber Trade

The full realization of the tremendous possibilities of the export

trade in forest products is dawning forcibly upon the mind of the

manufacturers and wholesalers of the Dominion. They appreciate the

fact that the door of opportunity is open and they intend to gain an

entrance by impressing upon the mind of the buyers, brokers and

consumers in the Old Land that the Dominion stands in the forefront

in regard to supplying their lumber requirements. The producers are

aware that quick action is necessary. The decision which was reached

recently to send a capable and vigilant representative to the Mother

Country to conduct a broad publicity campaign in the interest of

native wood commodities, particularly those froin Ontario, is one

that strongly commends itself and should be productive of fruitful

results. The Ontario Government is co-operating with the industry

in this important and far-reaching step and will assume all the cost

and provide all the facilities at the disposal of the administration with

the exception of the salary, which will be borne by the lumbermen.

It is felt that by concerted action and well directed advertising

and educational media that the uses of white pine and other woods

may be vastly enlarged. It is believed that not only can the export

of the standard products, which went forward before the outbreak of

the war be greatly increased, but that by enlightenment through the

medium of intensive propaganda work, additional thicknesses, sizes

and grades may be included in requisitions from abroad.

Other countries are alert and seeking to capture huge portions of

the business, and it is pleasing to read that, all things being equal,

there is every disposition to favor the products of the Dominion. This

attitude on the part of the Mother Land is well known and is force-

fully presented in a recent editorial in the "Timber Trades Journal,"

of London, which advocates the importation of Canadian instead of

Russian or Scandinavian woods.

Here is what is said on the subject, and the references will be
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read with timely interest and appreciation. It is now up to the Can-

adian lumbermen to do their part and by united, aggressive action

make Canada one of the greatest lumbering exporting countries in the

world.

When timber importers and merchants talk about return-

ing to the old ways, they must not overlook facts which will

make such a return impossible for several seasons to come.

Before the war, our largest source of supply for soft woods

was Russia; the three chief ports in Russia were Archangel,

Petrograd, and Riga, and during the coming season there is

not the faintest chance of any of these places shipping a really

appreciable quantity of timber. We shall certainly secure

something from Archangel—probably not a quarter of her

pre-war export—but as to Riga and Petrograd the prospects

are very poor. On the other hand, the United States and

Canada have been preparing during the war for a great expan-

sion of their export trade; and for several reasons it is likely

that Canada will, during this and the following season, as-

sume a position as regards timber far more important than

that she held before the war. Before the General Election

the Premier announced his acceptance of the principle of Col-

onial preference, and. having been returned to power with an

overwhelming majority, Mr. Lloyd George will now be in a

position to put his ideas into practice. The difference between

the import cost of Canadian and Scandinavian wood has never

been great, because the woods have had to compete in the

same market, and lately Scandinavian wood has risen in price

more than Canadian. Were a preference given to imports of

wood from our Colonies by means of an import duty on wood
from neutral countries, a great impetus would be given to the •

Canadian industry, which would have lasting effects. In the

distant future the vast, resources of Russia will ensure that

country the position of the chief wood-exporting nation, but

this cannot be yet, and timber merchants, dealing with matters

of the moment, will do well to turn their attention more to

the Canadian products, and to accustom themselves to that

market.

Stimulate Home Building By Well
Directed Local Advertising

With the opening up of the spring season and the bright pros-

pects for building operations the enterprising retail lumberman will

not sit down in his office and expect business to come his way. The
fact that he has been established so many years, has a well-equipped

stock and delivers commodities promptly is not enough to attract

trade. He must not think that because a better and bigger state of

affairs is being ushered in that he naturally will get his share of it

through force of circumstances or the natural law of average.. The
dealer who is going to have the largest turnover this year and keep

pace with the times in development and results, is he who is planning

now for spring structural operations and by a logical publicity cam-

paign sees that the desire to build which many people have in mind,

is cultivated and strengthened in every way.

There is no doubt that advertising is a tremendous force, a pro-

ductive agency and too little attention has been given to it by the

retail yardman. This is the reason that the "Canada Lumberman"
from time to time has so much to say, upon the absorbing topic. It

has been pointed out that advertising of the right kind is just as po-

tent to create the desire for a new house, a barn, a granary, a garage,

a sleeping porch, a verandah, or other structure, useful or ornamental,

as it is to incite the desire to own a new automobile or a new piano.

The more publicity of a well directed, thoughtful and helpful char-

acter that can be put out by retail lumbermen concerning the home,

its comfort, beauty, attractiveness, associations and delights, the larger

will be the returns. These are features that cannot be played up too

strongly. All that the alert lumber merchant has to do is to pick up
some of the well-known weekly publications or write certain lumber

associations and he will see that the home is the one big, central theme
and around it has been built an appeal and sentiment which would

CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER
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make any householder think of erecting a new house for himself or

kindle the hopes of one, not already mated, to build a nest along the

lines and ideas that are portrayed. This kind of advertising may be

criticized by certain i)ractical, matter-of-fact lumber retailers, but there

can be no doubt that it arrests attention, stirs the imagination and

translates thought into action.

The prospective is the most interesting in the afifairs of life and

imagination plays a conspicuous part along with sentiment and the

rearing of ideals. Anything that can be done by the vigilant dealer

to stimulate a desire for a home will prove in the end effective and

remunerative. It has been asked how much money should the retailer

spend for advertising, and while no hard and fast lines can be laid

down, as much depends upon his stock, the community in which he

resides, the possil)ilities for expansion, etc., certain facts may prove

helpful. It must be remembered, however, that advertising should

be continuous and planned with care and discrimination—not under-

taken in a haphazard or hit and miss manner. It requires as much
supervision and study as buying, selling or general merchandising.

Here is some data that should be of .assistance to the members

of the retail lumber trade. At a recent meeting of retailers engaged

in various lines the subject of v^^hat proportion of sales shotild be

spent for advertising, was discussed at length, the prevailing opinion

centering on 2 per cent, as a proper normal basis, to be increased un-

der special circumstances. One dealer .said that his method was to

appropriate 3 per cent, of the last preceding year's sales, plus 3 per

cent, of the expected increase for the ensuing year. From this it will

be seen that in most retail lines 2 per cent, of gross sales is regarded

as a conservative basis of advertising exjjenditure. Probably 2'/j per

cent, would be nearer the average among live merchants. On the

basis of 2 per cent, a lumber retailer whose annual sales amount to

$.SO,0(X) would be justified in advertising to the extent of $1,000 a year,

while one whose sales reach $100,000 could appropriate $2,000 with-

out exceeding the average limit prevailing in other lines of business.

JVobably the lumber retailers who spend less than 1^ per cent, for

advertising are more numerous than those who exceed that amount.

Read what the "Lumber Co-operator" suggests that every yard

man should have inserted in his home newspaper:

—

Don't wait to build or repair—If you, like others, have

been holding off—waiting for the cost of labor and materials

to drop—take our friendly advice and postpone no longer.

We, like you, have been hoping that costs would drop,

but the best information we can get points the other way. For

instance, labor organizations have gone on record that wages

shall not be reduced. In New York the building trades have

reached an agreement with the contractors that wages shall

be neither increased nor decreased for ONE YEAR. What
is done in New York sets the pace for the State.

The Steel Corporation has announced a stabilized price

—

no reduction this year. Other building supplies follow steel.

The object of this announcement is to place before you

what wc know about the situation and to point out to you

what, in our o])inion, will happen, namely—there will be little,

if any, change in building costs for at least a year.

If you have building to do or repairs to make nothing

will be gained by waiting. Might better go ahead and get it

done, have the use of it or save the destruction that lack of

repairs entails.

This is a new era with new price levels. The sooner we
accustom ourselves to the new conditions the better chance

we have to come through.

How Leading Lights in LumberArena
View Immediate Future

The attention of the lumber industry is now directed to the meet-

ing: of new conditions which have been created bv the close of the war

and gauging the requirements of the year 1919, in both the domestic

and foreign arena. In a recent issue the "Canada Lumberman" pre-

sented a comprehensive review of conditions as outlined by leading

manufacturers in divers parts of the Dominion, who pointed out, in no

uncertain manner, that so far as they could discern, present prices

would prevail, if not be advanced ; that production from various causes

would not be as large as last season, and that, with operating costs

at such a high level and an increased demand, owing to an anticipated

industrial revival, there was basically every reason for confidence,

prosj)erity and fruitful results.

There is no doubt that the world is calling industry to new en-

deavor and greater exertion and in this constructive programme, the

exponents of the products of the forest will answer the call. The re-

trospective is always interesting, but the j)rospective is decidedly

more so, particularly at this juncture. It is ever refreshing to learn

the views of others. President W. Gerard Power, of the Canadian

Ltimbermen's Associati6n, in a recent message to the industry, stated

that there were many after-war problems to be faced, but there were

npne greater than many others that had been met and successfully

.solved by the Canadian lumberman. A period of unprecedented pros-

perity was opening up, and if the industry in Canada has the courage

to go after the exjjort business in a large, broad-minded spirit and on

a co-operative basis, the period of transition and readjustment will

be splendidly overcome and adequate preparation be made for the

enormous trade, which will gravitate to the Dominion from war-torn

Europe.

A message of a somewhat similar character and spirit has been

sent out to the trade across the line by J. H. Kirby, President of the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association. It is interesting t<i

note that it is redolent of the same high purpose that co-operation will

bring pro.sperity and that the duties and responsibilities of the industry

are commensurate to the vast task confronting the people on this side

of the Atlantic . Mr, Kirby further says: Profiting by the experiences

and sacrifices of a long war. the nations have come to a new under-

standing of their mutual ol)ligations. As a great industry you will

be called upon to share in these responsibilities. Out of the experi-

ences of war you have learned that great things are accomplished to-

day through organization and in your effort to find in the future pros-

perity for yourself you will know that your prosperity is dependent

not upon the ruin of your neighbor but upon your willingness and

readiness to share with him the fruits of a greater jirosperity that will

be for both.

The organized efforts of the lumber industry have been rewarded

with uncommon success during the last year. The association of

lumbermen represent the best thought and ability and the highest

ideals of the industry. You will wisely follow that leadership and

accept those high business ideals as your own, and you will contri-

bute more generously and with greater interest and devotion to the

activities of your various associations, upon which depend their success.

From far and near have come interviews and opinions of all

branches of the trade on present conditions, outlook and prices. One
that stands out clearly and forcibly in the atmosphere it breathes, the

attitude adopted, the message conveyed and comprehensive sum-

ming up, is from W. M. Rittef. of Columbus, Ohio. It is so striking

in character and so admirably portrays the present and future that

the following excerpt will find a responsive echo in the heart of everv

progressive and patriotic leader of the industry.

"I believe the future is bright and full of promise and a great op-

portunity awaits the lumber industry as we enter the new year and

the new and definite era of peace ; and we should prepare for it with

absolute confidence that it is coming. Nothing else will more effect-

ively hasten its advent.

"But do not let us miss some of the lessons that the war has taught

us. One of these that stands out in bold relief, is that in co-ordination

and co-operation lies industry's greatest strength and through this its

greatest gains may be achieved. Unrestricted competition and bitter

rivalry are destructive, wasteful, unnatural and uneconomic and should

be eliminated. Industry owes it to itself to see that such laws are

wisely enacted as*are necessary not only to make legal but to encourage

organizations and combinations, with, however, intelligent govern-

mental supervision and regulation to prevent unfair monopoly. And
the combined power of all lumber trade associations should at once

be directed to securing the enactment of such laws.

"Again, we have learned from the war the lesson of humanity.
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If this war has taught us anything, it is that the time for the pursuit

of any kind of business or industry, with purely selfish, sordid motives,

has passed. Absolute justice must be done to all parties in industry

—

the producer, the consumer and labor. Employers must be educated to

a higher standard in their business methods, and to a better vision of

their duty and responsibility to each other and their employees. Fair

conditions and reasonable wages for labor should always be provided.

Labor is entitled to receive sufficient compensation to insure a decent

living under improved conditions, that will encourage progress and

development of ability and efficiency. On the other hand labor must

be expected and required to do its duty and deal fairly with the em-

ployer; and the principle must always be recognised that the

less efficient should receive less and the more .efficient receive

more than the average. The aim and desire of both should be

mutually of service, upon the principle that the most useful and valu-

able servant of society, whether individual or industry, is the one able

and willing to render the most efficient service. And the same mutu-
ality of service must obtain between the producer and consumer. The
rights of both must be preserved on a broad basis of justice and

equity.

"Only by application of these principles shall we achieve the best

results and establish that assurance of mutual trust, esteem and con-

sideration which will result in the success and permanent prosperity

of all."

Some Editorial Short Lengths
It was once said by a noted statesmen that the 20th century be-

longed to Canada, and it looks from present indications as if the year

1919 would stand out as the great export era in the manufacture of

wood products. The foreign field never presented as inviting a pro-

position as it does to-day and by going right after this business the

lumbermen of the Dominion are showing a spirit and confidence which

refuses to droop or falter just because things may be a little slow at

the present time.

It may be asked what the average retail lumberman is doing to

create building activity in his own community. Is he calmly waiting

for business to come to him or is he getting out and meeting the pub-

lic and doing all that he can by way of advice, interest and assistance

to develop the go-ahead spirit of the centre in which he should be a

live factor? The average yardman must remember that it is only by

persistently hammering home the theme that now is the time to build

and that wood is the best material to use for every purpose where

wood is suitable that expansion will result. If the lumber industry is

to share in the degree that it should in the era of prosperity that seems

to be right at hand, there must be persistent pushing on the part of

the retailer by every means in his power to see that no opportunity

is neglected and that other industrial and commercial interests do not

steal a march on the timber trade.

It is easy to cut prices. Any individual with less than an average

amount of mentality can dispose of a product at a sacrifice, but it takes

selling ability, courage and confidence to close a transaction in a regu-

lar way and get the prevailing figure. The wholesale lumbermen as

a unit are not worrying over present quotations, but are fully confi-

dent that they will get for their stocks in hand every dollar that the

merchandise is worth. The retail dealer should have the same stamina

and decision. He has no excuse for cutting prices. If a bill figures $22

and the customer says, "If you will make it $20 I will give you the

order and will not figure anywhere else," right then is when you need

your "nerve" and salesmanship. $2 sounds small, but it is ten per

cent, of the amount of the bill, which is a good profit in itself that he

is asking you for.

Afe you a member of the lumber organization in your district,

county or province? If not there is no time like the present to link

up with your fellows in the trade. In most business propositions if

the investor gets a little more out of them than he puts in he is thor-

oughly satisfied. In Association work, however, he gets much more
than he gives. Do not hold aloof and selfishly denounce organization

for some little shortcomings that it may have, but seek to lend it your

support, co-operation and sympathy in order to make it as virile and

active as possible. In educational work, in civic life, in public spirited

bodies and trade bodies, as well as many other avenues of human en-

deavor there are too many people standing outside criticizing and

knocking instead of getting in and working. It is a comparatively easy

thing to tear down, but it is not so simple to construct. Be a builder

and not a destroyer, a "boomster" instead of a "blighter." Attend the

first annual meeting of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Associa-

tion, which will be held at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, on Tues-
day, February 11th. Come out and rub shoulders with your fellows.

It will make you a bigger man in every way, mentally, morally and
commercially.

During the first eleven months of 1918 there were 8,922 fires in

Ontario, compared with 9,681 during the whole of 1917. The damage
done up to December 1, 1918, was $14,237,813, as against $10,365,539

the previous year. Insurance covered $9,129,523 of the loss during

1918. Matches were the largest individual factor in causing fires,

being responsible for 82 outbreaks. Fire Mar.shal Heaton in his re-

port recommends action by- the legislature to prevent children and
others from using the "strike-anywhere" match.

The public mind is being quickly educated to the point of de-

manding redress and satisfaction from those who cause fires by care-

lessness and culpable neglect.

It is understood that the Canadian Trade Comniission, of Ottawa,

in regard to the purchase of lumber for Great Britain have sent out

a letter in which it is stated that the Imperial Government will not

make any purchase direct of lumber and timber in Canada. While
the exact method of purchasing and the manner in which it will be

carried out cannot be definitely stated, the information in the pos-

session of the Canadian Trade Commission is that the Timber Con-

troller in Great Britain, is to ask all timber brokers and importers in

the United Kingdom to purchase a definite quantity of Canadian tim-

ber which in turn will be distributed by them. By this means brokers

and importers in the United Kingdom will be made familiar with and

have direct dealings with Canadian producers. The Canadian Trade

Commission will furnish lists of Canadian lumbermen desirous of en-

gaging export business and the Canadian Trade Commission is as-

sured that every producer will be afforded an opportunity of com-

peting for the business.

An important deputation representing Northern Ontario in-

terests, waited upon the Federal Government at Ottawa recently,

and urged the canalization of the French River between Georigan

Bay and Lake Nipissing. The lumbering, mining, pulpwood, paper

ma:king and other interests were represented, as well as Boards

of Trade and various municipalities. It was pointed out by the prin-

cipal speakers, one of whom was A. J. Young of North Bay, head

of the Young Lumber Company, that the proposed canalization

would cost in the neighborhood of $16,000,000, or annual interest

charges of $720,000 at 4^ per cent, interest. These interest charges

would be met by an estimated yearly revenue of $750,000 from wa-

ter powers. It was stated that the total cost of this great undertak-

ing would be liquidated in eighteen years by additional customs

receipts due to increased traffic and the saving in freight rates along

by the shorter route available would in four years meet the cost

of construction.
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Ontario Lumbermen Going After Export
Enthusiastic Meeting Held and Aggressive Representative Will Be Sent Abroad By

Provincial Government to do Educational Work

It is the intention of the lumber manufacturers of Ontario to

place the wood products of the Province on the map so far as ex-

port trade to Great Britain is concerned. Definite, aggressive steps

will be taken by means of an educational campaign to expand the

general knowledge regarding Ontario forest products and by this

method, it is hoped to secure a larger proportion of the business

accruing in Great Britain as a result of the closing of the war-
It is felt that the intrinsic merit, varied uses and superior qual-

ity of white pine especially, are not widely enough known in the

Old Land. and, in order to afford this particular kind of wood the

prominence and prestige which it deserves, a competent and thor-

oughly trained representative will be sent abroad to conduct effec-

tive publicity work. Such a representative will not act as a sales

a^nt, but will conduct a vigorous educational propaganda. It is

recognized, to use a colloquial expression, that "Ontario has the

goods."
The representative of the Ontario lumbermen will receive the

official endorsement and credentials of the Ontario government, who
will see that the necessary of?ice facilities are provided. He will en-

joy the full prestige of a direct appointee of the Department of

Lands, Forests and Mines. Hon. G. Howard Ferguson, provincial

minister, is acting in co-operation with the lumber manufacturers
and the Ontario government will defray all the expenses in connec-
tion with the work and publicity campaign, except that the salary

will be paid by the lumbermen.
^

At a well attended meeting of the lumbermen of Ontario, at

which all parts of the province were represented, the important step,

already outlined, was taken. The gathering was held at the Queen's
Hotel, Toronto, on January 17, and the proposition discussed from
every angle. W. E. Bigwood, of (iraves, Bigwood & Co., presided,

and among those who gave the delegates many pointers on the for-

eign market and the splendid opportunities which awaited the wood
products of the province was Brigadier-General J. B. White, D.S.O.,

who recently returned from overseas on three months furlough.

Brigadier General White, who, for many years, has been woods
manager of the Riordon Pulp and Paper Co., had charge of the

work of the Canadian Forestry Corps in France during the past two
years and possesses a practical, intimate knowledge of the export

market.
The Line of Action Pursued

After thorough consideration the following resolution, which
fully explains itself, was adopted, being moved by W. J. Bell of the

Spanish iRver Lumber Co., and seconded by, Hon. George Gordon,
of George Gordon & Co.

WHEREAS the Hon. G. H. Ferguson, Minister of Lands,
Forests and Mines, under date of November 12th, 1918,

addressed a letter to the Ontario lumbermen regardiaig the

advisability of the Ontario lumbermen sending a repre-

sentative to Great Britain to represent their interests, but
who should be attached to the Ontario Government.
AND WHEREAS the lumbermen assembled to-day have
fully discussed the subject, therefore, be it resolved: that

it is the sense of the meeting that the Ontario Government *

send a man to Great Britain who is well trained in tlie tech-

nique of the business to represent the lumber industry of

Ontario.

2. That this representative should be nominated by the

lumberman.
3. That the duties of this representative shall be in a

general way those of a Trade Commissioner, to promote, by
suitable publicity, the common knowledge of the intrinsic

merits of Ontario timber products, and increase their favor

with the consuming public ; to develop by all suitable means
Ontario's right to share in British trade preference; and in

all ways to emphasize the importance to British dealers

and consumers of Ontario as a reliable source of timber sup-

ply; to enlarge the common knowledge of grades, thick-

nesses and styles of manufacture of Ontario products that

new lines of use may be developed.

4. That this meeting recognizes the value of existing chan-

nels of conduct in the export trade, and that it is the idea

in this appointment to aid and develop existing channels

and also the extension in all possible ways of the use of

Ontario timber products.

5. That this representative be attached to the staff of the

Ontario Government in Great Britain and supplied by them
> with the necessary credentials and office facilities to the end
that he may enjoy in full the prestige of the Government in

this relation.ship.

6. That the salary of the representative be met by the

Ontario Lumbermen, but all other expenses be defrayed by
the Ontario Government.
7. That the details of any arrangement be left to the fol-

lowing committee : J. R. Booth, W. C. Edwards & Co., Mc-
Lachlin Bros., Gillies Bros., Pembroke Lumber Co., Geo.
Gordon & Co., Spanish River Lumber Co., Graves Big-

wood & Co., McFadden & Malloy.

On motion of H. J. Bartlett of the Barlett Lumber Co., second-

ed by J. S. Gilliies, of Gillies Bros., a committee of Chairman W. E.

BigAvood, Gordon C. Edwards, of W. C. Edwards & Co., and Hon.
George Gordon, was appointed to name the committee to carry out

the details of the arrangement. The firms whose names appear at

the end of the resolution, will act with full power in the matter.

After the business proceedings were concluded the lumbermen
visited the office of Hon. G. Howard Ferguson, Minister of Lands,
Forest and Mines, where they were cordially received. The Minister

promised them every support and encouragement, and congratul-

lated them warmly on the progressive move that they had made
which, he felt, would .prove of great benefit to the province in gen-

eral and the lumber industry in particular. He promised that the

Government would do all in its power to facilitate the work and
educational propaganda of the Ontario lumbermen and was pleased

that such prompt and unanimous action had been taken in the im-

portant matter of developing the foreign timber trade of the pro-

vince.

Mr. Manbert Named as Representative

In regard to the representative who could in every way qualify

for the position, the name of A. C. Manbert, President of the Cana-
dian General Co., Ltd., Toronto, was endorsed. There was complete

unanimity regarding the wisdom of the selection. Mr. Manbert,

who is widely known to the lumber industry, needs no extended

reference in the columns of the '"Canada Lumberman." He has

had a life-long experience in the merchandizing end of the business

and the general technique of the industry. He is a director of the

Wholesale Lumber Association, Inc., Toronto; Chairman of the

Lumbermen's Section of the Toronto Board of Trade, and a partner

in Graves, Bigwood & Co. Previous to coming to Toronto, eleven

years ago, Mr. Manbert was one of the leading figures with the firm

Graves, Manbert, George & Co., in Buffalo, and on the formation

of the Canadian General Lumber Co., Ltd., in Toronto, 1918, he was
made President. Not only is he eminently fitted for the important

duties from his long association with the merchandizing branch,

but in publicity plans he is equally at home. An organizer and
staunch advocate of the benefits of association work and the ad-

vantages of co-operation he stands in the front rank.

Speaking at the meeting Mr. Bigwood stated that he was, in-

deed, grateful for the many appreciative references made to his

partner, Mr. Manbert, and thanked the proposers kindly for their

words of praise of that gentleman. Mr. Bigwood added that he

did not know whether Mr. Manbert could be spared from the "firm,

as there are only three executive heads in the company now to look

after the work which had been formerly carried out by five. This,

however, was a time when serious consideration should be given

to economic problems of the day and some personal sacrifices made.

The matter would, be fully and carefully weighed.

The Importance of Ontario Woods
In connection with the white pine industry it may be said that

the annual output in Ontario is from 600,000,000 to 700,000,000 feet,

b.m. Previous to the war white pine was exported to nearly every

country on the globe. It is estimated that there are probably thirty

mills in Ontario which are in a position to do an export business-

In the past the British consumer has taken three inch thick-

ness with a comparatively small portion of the thinner lines. It is

believed, by the educational work which will be carried on through
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well directed mediums in Great Britain, that not only will the

standard sizes bought in the past be purchased in large quantities,

but that the demand will be increased to take in other thickness,

sizes and grades produced by the Ontario mills.

In regard to the marketing of white pine and other wood pro-

ducts abroad, as pointed out in the resolution adopted by the On-
tario lumbermen, the value of the prevailing channels is recognized.

It is merely the intention of the representative of the lumber inter-

ests to aid and develop these existing sources in all ways possible.

The appointee of -the industry will in no sense act as a selling agent,

but will devote his entire time and attention to making known in

all available fields the intrinsic merit of Ontario wood products.

The Firms that Were Represented

Among those present at the meeting were: Hon. Geo. Gordon,

North Bay, (Geo. Gordon & Co.); W. J. Bell, Sudbury, (Spanish

Mills Co.); J. R. Stover, Blind River, (Eddy Bros.); H. H. Bishop,

Nesterville, (Bishop Lumber Co.); G.W.Mitchell, N. Tonawanda,
N.Y. (Hope Lumber Co.)

; J. J. McFadden, (Spragge, McFadden &
Malloy; Geo. D. Jackson, Bay City, Mich., (Little Current Lumber
Co.); Henry J. Bartlett, Orillia, (Skillings, Whitneys & Barnes);

E. H. Walker, Midland, (Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.) ; B. W.
Arnold, Albany, N.Y. (Spanish Mills Co.); F. N. Waldie, Toronto,

(Victoria' Harbor Lumber Co.); C. N. Carney, Thessalon, (Hope
Lumber Co.); M. T. Raymond, Cutler, (Spanish Mills Co.); R. L.

Blackburn, Ottawa, (Hawkesbury Lumber Co.); Gordon C. Ed-
wards, Ottawa, (W. C. Edwards & Co.); Walter M. Ross, Ottawa,

(J. R. Booth); J. S. Gillies, Braeside, (Gillies Bros.); D. J. Mc-
Lachlin, Arnprior, (McLachlin Bros.); W. R. Beatty, Pembroke,
(Colonial Lumber Co.); E. A. Dunlop, M. L. A., Pembroke, (Pem-

broke Lumber Co.); Brig.-Gen. J. B. White, D. S. O., Montreal,
(Riordon Pulp & Paper Co.); Walter C. Laidlaw, Toronto, (R.

Laidlaw Lumber Co.); C. W. Wilkinson, Toronto, (Union Lumber
Co.); A. C. Manbert, Toronto, (Canadian General Lumber Co.);

W. E. Bigwood, Toronto, (Graves, Bigwood & Co.). Among others

present, as visitors, were W. Gerard Power of St. Pacome, P.Q.,

president of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association ; Geo. H. Bel-

ton, London, (Geo. H. Belton Lumber Co.), and C. H. Belton, Sar-

nia, (Laidlaw Lumber Co.), and Mr. Bailey, (Alger-Smith Co., Du-
luth, Wis.

Letters of regret at their inability to be present, but heartily

endorsing the project of sending a representative abroad, were read
from George B. Nicholson, M.P., of Austin & Nicholson, Chapleau,
and H. H. Hettler of Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co., Midland.

Mr. Manbert Accepts the Post

At a meeting of the committee, held in Toronto on January 28,

to carry out the details of sending a representative to Great Britain

to conduct a propaganda campaign on behalf of the wood products
of Ontario, the project was unanimously endorsed. A. C. Manbert,
president of the Canadian General Lumber Company, whose name
had been suggested at the general gathering on January 17, as the
most competent and best qualified man available, was appointed to

go overseas at as early a date as possible. It is understood that Mr.
Manbert, with the consent of his associates in the. Canadian General
Lumber Company, Toronto, and Graves Bigwood & Company, Byng
Inlet, Ont., will leave about the middle of February for the Old Coun-
try. The announcement that Mr. Manbert will take up the duties of

the responsible position is one that will be received with much satis-

faction on the patt of the Ontario lumberman.

Railways Again Bring Up Stop-Off Service
They Would Double the Present Tariff and Impose Other Exactions—Lumber Man-

ufacturers Are Opposed to Proposed Changes

It appears that the railways are entering upon a very aggressive

campaign at the present time and that each week sees some new de-

mand made upon shippers. It will be remembered that last spring

something was heard of the proposal to increase the stop-of¥ charge

so far as dressing lumber in transit is concerned, from Ic. to 2c.

per hundred lbs. and to raise the minimum charge per car from $5 to

$8. The lumber companies put up vigorous opposition at the time,

pointing out the injustice of the proposition and showing conclusively

how it would effect certain mills adversely. The matter was then

dropped and it was not supposed that the question would come up
again, but with the ushering in of the new year, the proposition once
more presents itself. This has caused S. B. Brown, assistant manager
of the Canadian Manufacturers Association, Toronto, to send out notice

to various lumber manuufacturers in which it is asked that they voice

their objections to the regulations in such a form that the transporta-

tion department may readily determine exactly what effect the exac-

tions would have on the movement of traffic and to furnish details of

any extra charges or costs which would result from the adoption of

the new order of things.

A meeting of the lumbermen will be held this week and steps

taken to lay before the Dominion Railway Board the objections to the

proposed regulations going into effect. The arguments being set

forth by the wood product manufacturers are that the recent freight

increases have been sufficiently heavy without this additional tax being

brought to bear. It is also stated that the service furnished by the

railways has not been up to" the mark. The new charges it is con-

tended would bear heavily upon the small wholesaler and sawmiller,

who have not a planing mill service at their disposal and the trade

would in many other respects be hampered by irksome and non-es-

sential rules and handicapped so far as the distribution of the products
of many mills is concerned.

A Resume of the Restrictions.

The notice sent to the lumbermen, under date of January 22, by
the Transportation Department of the C M. A. reads in part as follows :

You will remember some time ago the carriers proposed
to make certain changes in their regulations regarding the

stopping off of lumber for dressing, kiln drying, resawing or

sawing, and after several meetings with the carriers the matter
was apparently dropped.

The Grand Trunk Railway have again sent another draft

of proposed regulations which they desire to put in effect. We
are advised that the other Canadian lines. Fort William, Port

Arthur, Westfort, Armstrong, and east, namely the C. P. R.,

Canadian National Railways, T. H. & B., Michigan Central

and the various other lines, intend to adopt the same regu- •

lations.

The chief changes appear to be as follows

:

1. • An increase in the stop-off charge from the i)resxint Ic.

to 2c. per 100 pounds, and in the minimum charge per car

from the present $5 to $8.

2. Inclusion of a list of what will be considered by the rail-

ways as hardwood and softwood.

3. Inclusion of note that the arrangements will apply only on -

lumber and not on other commodities shown in the lumber
tariffs.

4. Rearrangement of regulations under heading of "Dress-
ing, Kiln-drying, Resawing or Sorting" as shown in Regu-
lation "B:"
5. Bill of lading requirements making it necessary to show
number of feet and kind of lumber, that is, spruce, maple or

birch, etc.

In addition to the above, whilst the charge for haul out

of direct line remains at Ic. per ton per mile, minimum 20

miles, the clause requiring that the short line mileage must
govern competitive traffic has been eliminated. Regulation

"H" should also receive careful consideration.

The Railway Regulations Outlined.

The draft of the i^roposed regulations as sent by the railway is

:

A. To be entitled to this arrangement, original shipping order,

bill of lading and way-bill must clearly show the following informa-

tion :

Measurement in feet.

Kind of lumber, i.e., whether spruce, maple, birch, etc.

Purpose of stop-over, i-e., whether for dressing, re-sawing, kiln-

drying, must also show consignee and final destination.

If change in destination is required, request must be made by
shippers prior to arrival of car at stop-over point.'

B. Waybilling to stop-over points.

Agents will in all cases waybill inbound cars to stop-over point

at carload rate, actual weight, subject to tariff minimum weight.

Waybilling from stop-oft' point.

Lumber must in all cases be re-shipi)ed from stop-oft' point by

same party to whom the material was originally consigned, and to
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the same consignee and destination shown in original shipping order
and bill of lading.

Dressing Kiln-drying, Re-sawing or Sorting. On re-shipment
the car will be billed at balance of rate, actual weight, after deducting
percentages authorized in paragraph G, subject to tariflf min. weight,
and surplus weight over and above percentages .shown must be
charged at local carload rate, applicable stop-ofT point to final des-

ttination, such surplus weight may be used in making up the C. L.
minimum weight.

Where surplus weight is added at stop-oflf point, .shippers have
the privilege in lieu of payment of local carload rate from stop-off

point on excess quantity, of surrendering for cancellation an addition-

al expense bill from same point of origin and for same destination.

Such additional expense bill must be cancellled in its entirety.

Transit privilege will not be applied on expense -bills covering
lumber originally consigned to stop-off point for local consumption,
such shipments must be charged as provided in item "B."

C. If stop-off point is not on the direct run, a charge of one (1)
cent per ton per mile (minimum 20 miles) for haul out of the direct

run, will be made in addition to stop-off charge.

D. Stop-off charge and charge for haul out of direct run, if any,

will be based on inbound weight to stop-off point. Where additional

expense bill is surrendered, as provided for in item "B" stop-off charge
will be assessed on weight of inbound tonnage cancelled.

E. Original receipted expense bill, covering inbound shipments,

must be surrendered for cancellation at time of reshipment, and out-

bound billing must show reference to inbound waybill.

F. If cars are required to be switched to the tracks of a con-

necting railway at stop-off point, switching charges both inbound
and outbound of such connecting lines, will be in addition to through
rates.

G. Where dressing, re-sawing or kiln-drying in transit is per-

formed the outbound weight upon which transit privilege is granted

must not exceed the following percentages of the weight shipped to

stop-off point

:

85 per cent when re-sawn and dressed.

90 per ccnc. when dressed only.

cS5 per cent, when kiln-dryed.

95 per cent, when re-sawn in the rough.

No deduction when sorting only is performed.

H. Wher lumber is shipped to stop-off point for sorting, etc.,

and is reconsigned to another delivery in the same terminal, the

published local switching charges will govern from such dressing mill

or sorting yard to final delivery.

6>^. Lumber, C. L., for dressing, kiln-drying, re-sawing or sort-

ing and reshipment.
•Shipments of rough lumber, carloads, originating in Canada at

Westford, Armstrong, Ont., and east thereof, for dressing, kiln-drying,

re-sawing, or sorting and re-shipment (for time limit see Note) may
be given the benefit of through rate, original shipping point to final

destination, in effect at the time of shipment from point of origin,

plus stop-off charges of 2 cents per 100 lbs., minimum $8 per car

((subject to item C) under the following conditions:

Time allowed

after arrival

stop-off point.

Only one stop-off will be allowed.

When reshipped to points in Canada for Domestic
consumption : 30 days

When reshipped to points in L^nited States for Domestic
consumption

:

When dressed, resawn or kiln-dryed : 30 days

When sorted: 6 months
When reshipped for export : 6 months
Dressing— (See Notes)

—

This privilege will apply only to rough lumber that is to be

surface planed or tongued and grooved, and will not apply to lumber

that is \Yorked into shape, which comes under the heading of "Joiner's

Work" in the Canadian Freight Classification.

Re-sawing— (See Notes)

—

This privilege will apply only to lumber re-sawn the full length

of the board.

No Substitution Will Be Allowed.

Note 1.—The stop-off privilege will apply only to straight car

loads of hardwood, or straight car loads of soft wood, not on mixed
cars of hardwood and soft wood, i.e., soft wood lumber must not be

substituted for hardwood or vica versa, nor can one kind of soft wood
be substituted for another, or one kind of hardwood for another ; for

example : pine substituted for spruce ; oak for maple ; pine for oak or

maple, etc. Neither is it permissible to substitute United States lum-

ber for Canadian lumber.

To prevent substitution, and for the information of agents, a list

of softwood and hardwood lumber is given below

:

Hardwood—A.sh, basswood, beech, birch, butternut, chestnut,
elm, hickory, maple, poplar, oak, whitewood.

Softwood—Balsam, cedar, fir, hemlock, pine, spruce tamarac.
Note 2.—This privilege will apply only to lumber and not to other

commodities shown in the lumber tariff.

Note 3. Where there is any substitution of lumber, current
tariff rate will ai)ply from stop-of¥ point.

Note 4.—On shipments destined to points on connecting line^,
the connecting lines are to be allowed in re-billing their proportion
of the through rate from original point of shipment to final destina-
tion based on the outbound weight from re-shipping point. If the
balance of the rate from stop-off point is not sufficient to meet con-
necting lines' revenue, the difference required is to be waybilled as a
foreign prepay and agents will make application to freight claims
auditor for clearance of the amount so billed.

Note 5.—On shipments of lumber originating at stations on one
line and stopped in transit at stations on another line, the following
rule will govern the adjustment of charges. In re-billing from stop-
off point the weight on which the transit privilege is granted will be
charged the through rate point of origin to final destination in effect

at the time shipment was forwarded from the point of origin ; such
charges will be divided on established percentages point of origin to

final destination. The difference between the weight at original point
of shipment and the weight on which transit privilege is granted
from stop-off point will be charged at the joint rate in effect point
of origin to stop-off point; such charges to be divided on established
percentages point of origin to stop-off point.

Newsy Briefs from the Busy East
Properties of the Swedish Canadian Lumber Company in Richi-

bucto, N.B., were sold by auction in the court house, recently. It was
one of the biggest sales of lumber properties by auction ever held in

that country, and many leading lumbermen were irt attendance. H.
A. Powell, K.C., of St. John, was there in the interests of the credit-

ors, and to act in an advisory capacity. The properties were bid in

as follows: Lots 1724 and 1725 at Bartibogge, 5 square miles, by
W. D. Gunter of Fredericton. for $1,250. Lot 2360 to lot 2366, nine'-

teen and one-half square miles at Blackville. by Archie Alcorn of

Blackville for 2,150. The balance of the Swedish Canadian Lumber
Company property, consisting of a mill at Rexton, a mill at Richi-

bucto and all other properties such as lands in Kent County, a num-
ber of farms in the county of Kent, and all the wharves and scows,
etc., were bid in by W. D. Gunter for $6,700.

Information received at the department of lands and mines in

Fredericton indicate that the cut of lumber on crown lands in New
Brunswick this winter will equal that of last year. This is contrary
to the expectation at the first of the winter season, when influenza

made such inroads in the crews in the woods. The labor situation

has also remedied itself, due to the ending of the war and the sub-

sequent discharge of soldiers. Hon. E. A. Smith, Minister of Lands
and Mines, is pleased with the prospects of the cut, which is expect-

ed to approach the average.

A heavy movement of manufactured lumber out of New Bruns-
wick will take place in the spring. It is expected that a portion of

the order of the British Government will, be filed in this province.

There will also Jie a heavy shipment to the States and overseas.

Senator N. M. Jones, general manager of the Nashwaak Pulp &
Paper Mills at Union Point, St. John, speaking to a representative of

the "Canada Lumberman." said that the proposal to remove the mill

from St. John to Marysville is a business deal and has been under
consideration for nearly three years. The timbers for the erection

of a dam, he .said, had been gathered some time ago and taken to

Marysville. Regarding the output of the new mill the Senator said

that eighty tons of finished product would be turned out daily, coiji-

pared with fifty from the mill in St. John. The new mill will employ
from 200 to 250 men. New machinery will be installed, as much of

the equipment of the old mill at Union Point is antiquated. .Already

about 10,000,000 feet of pulp wood is lying at the mouth of the Nash-
waak or in about the streams and along with this winter's cut will

ensure raw material for two years.

Piano manufacturers in the Maritime Provinces have been having
difficulty securing sounding boards for their instruments owing to the

great demand for clear spruce, which was made by the government
for the construction of airplanes. Sounding boards and airplane beams
call for the same quality of stock and now that the great demand
for the later will be lessened owing to the cessation of hostilities, the

piano men will be able to secure the desired wood.
Newcastle, N.B., is beginning to be recognized as one of the

large lumber manufacturing centres. A large mill is being built there

by James Robinson of Millerton. The new structure is over 200 feet

long and 65 feet wide and is to be equipped with machinery
of the most modern type. The mill will have a capacity of 60,000 feet

a day and will give employment to a large number of men.
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How Capt. Robt. Dollar Went ''Over the Top
"

From Chore Boy in an Ottawa District Logging Camp He Has Become One of the

Greatest Figures in Lumbering Industry— What He Faced and Learned

The early clays of logging and lumbering in the Muskoka and

Georgian Bay districts are vividly recalled by two recent incidents

and the reminiscences related will be perused with more than passing

interest.

One of these incidents is the receipt of a letter from J. S. Thomp-
son of the Badger Box and Lumber Co., Grand Rapids, Wis., a

pioneer lumberjack, by Monteith Brothers of Rosseau, Ont. The oth-

er is the graphic and racy sketch of the picturesque career of Captain

Robert Dollar, one of the foremost figures in timber operations on

the American continent, from the pen of B. C. Forbes in the "Ameri-

can Magazine".
In a communication to the "Canada Lumberman," Monteith

Brothers, who are widely known lumber dealers and manufacturers,

state that, during the past summer one of the guests at the Monteith

House, in the course of a casual conversation, mentioned the name
of a relative, who came from the vicinity of Barrie, Ont., and knew
the Monteith family in the old days. Monteith Bros, immediately

wrote to this gentleman, J. S. Thompson, of Grand Rapids, Wis. His

highly interesting reply follows and fully explains itself:

December 31st, 1918.

"Your communication is almost like a letter from home. Years

ago, so many that the writer, who still believes himself a young man,
hates to think of them having gone into the discard, chased around
Muskoka and the Georgian Bay in various pursuits in connection with

lumbering. I recall when Gravenhurst was the end of the line and
Bracebridge, Huntsville, Rosseau were only accessible by boat or on

foot. Waubaushene, Penetang, and Midland, Muskosh and Victoria

Harbor all cut up millions of feet of the kind of white pine that now
one,only reads about. Byng Inlet, Parry Sound and the French River

also did their share of it ; then we moved West and Spanish River,

Cooks Mills, and various other Georgian Bay points kept up the

slaughter. I wonder how much there is left:

"I swamped and run the caboose for "Bob" Dollar near Bays-
ville. By the way, the current issue of the "American Magazine" has

a wirite-up of Dollar, that is worth anyone's while to read, who knew
of his Bracebridge and Muskoka days, and the kind of a genuine de-

cent Scotchman he was. He has become a very big man in this coun-

try. I do not believe any of his old friends will begrudge him his

success; I knew his whole family of brothers, John, Bill and Joe, also

the whole cab-oodle of his foremen, Archy Graham, Jack Brennan,

Sandy Cameron, and dozens of others of them.

"I knew H. H. Cook when he was cock-of-the-walk at Midland,

and for whom Dollar Avas boss of timber operations. I knew Cook
Brothers and was with them when they drove the first pile for their

mill at Serpent River, now I believe called Sprague. OrilHa, Barrie,

Collingwood and Owen Sound were familiar playgrounds when work
got too much on one's nerves and recreation was needed

;
Lindsay

and Peterborough also got their share of attention, but my really and
truly hang-out was Midland.

"Thirty years ago, or perhaps thirty-five, the people in that burg
or within 100 miles of it, who did not know "Jack" Thompson, had
failed to get an education along his lines of least resistance

;
possibly

to their advantage, but be that as it may, he .survived, and for a long,

long time has never had the pleasure of meeting or hearing from 'any

of the old gang, who used to make things hum. Now he is paying up
for past rolling stone proclivities by being happy and contented, the

dad of a dandy son, who has just been mustered out with a Commis-
sion after three years' service in the American Army; a daughter with
iw.o of the finest kids a grand-dad ever fussed over, and a business,

that while not the bigest on earth, is yet fairly representative in its

class and which, so far, under his management, has succeeded in keep-
ing the wolf from the door, and is gathering some of the moss that

did not get a chance to stick, when the 24th of May was the Fourth
of July and "God Save the Queen" his National Anthem. Of course,

I know this screed has not interested you, but for all that it has serv-

ed its purpose. It has given me a chance to look back and recall old

limes and old acquaintances and I believe it is true that later asso-

ciations never quite replace the memory of those which have gone
before."

The Career of a Wonderful Scotchman

And here follows the story of the trials and triumphs of Captain
Robert Dollar as narrated by B. C. Forbes, who presents in detail the

sterling qualities, indomitable will, sound common sense, indefatig-

able energy and remarkable vision of the distinguished lumberman,
who is not only well and worthily known in Canada, but all over the
civilized world

:

"Succef^s is largely a matter of foresight."

"But how can foresight be cultivated?"

"Think for yourself, think hard and think ahead. Then jjrej'aro

for your next move. The man or nation that is fully prepared has the

advantage. Germany's wonderful initial successes were due wholly to

her foresight and her preparations for war.
"Clear vision comes from clear thinking, and clear thinking can

come only from accurate knowledge. To gain accurate knowledge
lon't go by hearsay. Before you make any vital decision investigate

all the facts and circumstances for yourself.. Go to the spot, no mat-
ter where it is, and see things with your own eyes. Gather all

ihe data you can at first hand. Of course, listen to what others tell

you and examine whatever statements they submit. But do your own
thinking, based on your own knowledge of the facts, and make your

own decisions. Shape your own course. You can arrive at a better

judgment than anyone else could make for you, since you are the one

mainly concerned and you are likely to give it more painstaking

thought than anyone else.

"In time, by zealous application, foresight becomes sort of intui-

tive. You feel whether your judgment is likely to turn out right or

wrong. For example, I had a 'hunch' that an upheaval was coming in

1907, and we put our business in order in all parts of the world to

meet it. When the terrible panic of that year broke it found us pre-

pared, solid, and we weathered the storm successfully."

Our speaker is Robert Dollar, the foremost business man on the

Pacific, creator and owner of the famous Dollar Steamship Lines, a

penniless lumberjack who became a "lumber king"; the man who has

done more than any other human being to promote friendship and

commerce between the yellow races and the United States, and whose

reputation for integrity and ability is such that he was recently com-

missioned by the. United States Government to arrange a thirty-mil-

lion-dollar shipbuilding contract with the Chinese Government, and

was made the depository for Teciving, these millions without even be-

ing asked by either nation to put up a bond! -

How came Robert Dollar to attain such con>picubus'^ success in

business and such a superlative reputation for ability and integrity ?

He says others can do more than he has ever achieved because

the opportunities at this time are greater, the facilities are better, and

the difficulties are less.

"Tell me how you did it !" I exhorted.

"You are very' familiar with my whole career," he countered.
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'"I'm not so fond of talking as I am of acting. You know how I went
about it—and surely no boy ever had a poorer start or less encourag-
ing experience as a youth than I had."

"Will you tell me," I asked, "how you are exercising foresight
now?"

"Well," he replied, "every long-headed business man is not only
doing everything he can to help in winning the war, but he is figur-

ing upon after-the-war conditions and opportunities. Great Britain
has no fewer than thirty-seven organizations getting ready to cope
with after-the-war problems of every conceivable kind. Every nation
in Europe is getting ready. We are the only nation that. is lagging.
We are doing practically nothing yet.

"Our own company, for one thing, is spending several hundreds
of thousands of dollars in building new docks and other shipping faci-

lities at one port alone in the Orient. We are also making extensive
preparations at other Far Eastern points. Some of these facilties

may not be actually needed for years, and they strike certain people
as foolish, as a waste of money. True, the halfmile of docks we are

constructing at one place may* seem unnecessary at this stage pf world
development ; but we are laying broad foundations for the future. We
know they will be needed ; as a national asset, we know they will

become immensely valuable, for a correct reading of the history of

the human race enables us to see what is coming. Always the nation
that has the greatest fleet of ships has commanded first place in the
world. And always the centre of commerce moves westward. It is

destined next to pass to the Pacific. America will have the greatest
number of merchant ships ever possessed by any nation. Trade must
be found for them. The greatest field in the whole world for com-
mercial development in China, with its population equaling one-third

of the world's total inhabitants. The nations on the Pacific, notably
America, China and Japan, are to become leading nations hereafter.

That is why our company is laying plans for expansjon at both sides

of the Pacific.

The Foresight of the British

"Years ago the American Government possesed a large conces-

sion site in Shanghai ; but it did not have enough far-seeing business

gumption to hold on to it, and two years ago had to pay three hund-
red thousand dollars for what they formerly had for nothing. The
British loked ahead, and retained a beautiful site of fifty acres for

their consulate right in the heart of this growing commercial city.

This is an illustration of foresight.

"The young man in any walk of life shouldn't find it hard to cul-

tivate the forward-loking habit. I don't see how he can avoid develop-
ing it if he enjoys his work and concentrates his mind on it-

"Hindsight, properly utilized, promotes foresight ; that is, a care-

ful study of past causes and eflfects is likely to throw at least some
light on future possibilities and probabilities. But before deciding on
action, fortify and enlighten yourself with all procurable facts, and
post yourself on probabilities, trends, undercurrents, et cetera. Be
sure your facts are facts. Having got them straight—and all you can
get of.them—and having surveyed the whole outlook as discerningly

as you can, then decide and act.

"And when you act, act wholeheartedly. Don't be timid. Don't
tread gingerly. Have confidence ; have self-reliance ; have courage

;

have nerve ; have faith. Don't let obstacles or hardships worry you

—

a goodly share of difficulties and hardships have the same effect upon
the right kind of young man as blows have upon a piece of steel that

is being tempered. Setbacks train you to fight better. The 'Black

Friday' panic of 1873 bankrupted me just after I had made my first

start in busines, when twenty-eight, and I will recall an older man
then saying to me, by way of consolation, 'Happy and lucky is the

man who fails when he is young.' I can better appreciate the wis-

dom of his words to-day than I did then. Age and experience, you
know, teach one many homely lessons."

Born in Scotland in 1844, Dollar was reared in a humble abode
above the office of a lumber yard where his father worked; but his

mother's death set his father to drinking; unemployment followed;

Robert was taken from school at twelve and put to work in a mach-
ine shop at sixty cents a week, and emigration to Quebec was decided

upon when the lad was fourteen. After filling various rough jobs, the

young, hard-up imigrant was engaged as "chore boy" for a lumber
camp in uncivilized territory a hundred or more miles above Ottawa.
His chief duties were assisting the cook, and when the food was not

up to the mark—which was often !—the uncouth lumberjacks not in-

frequently revenged themselves upon the helpless cook boy. He was
made cook two years later.

How He Started His Education

The semi-savage life of the lumber camp had almost completely

rubbed off the superficial schooling he had received in Scotland ; but

the conviction overtook him, when he was nineteen, that if he was
to make headway in the world he must start educating himself. One
day after finishing his work he was practicing how to write and figure

on a piece of birch bark—the only writing "paper" he could obtain

—

when in popped the manager and the treasurer of the company." What
are you up to ? Is that all you've got to do ?" they asked as he tried
to conceal his writing materials. On inspecting the cook-house and
finding everything shipshape, they questioned him less grufTly, and
then left. His industry was rewarded by promotion the following
year to the position of clerk to the foreman, although the clerking
had all to be done nightly after a full day's lumbering.

This life, which he continued for years, latterly as a foreman,
taught him resourcefulness, .self-reliance, doggedness, frugality. As
foreman of a large camp he had to set broken legs, pull teeth, stitch
and dress bad cuts, prescribe for the sick and cure "night blind," a
rnalady which struck victims stone-blind nightly from sunset to sun-
rise, and which was caused by a constant, unvaried diet, month after
month, of salt pork, flour and peas—nothing else. (The favorite cure
was to eat a piece of cheese or drink milk for five or six days, when
such medicines could, by hook or crook, be procured.) He had to
know how to keep under control a gang of none-too-gentle huskies;
how to build new waterw^ays and make untried rivers navigable for
logs—he was the first to bring logs over the Chaudiere Falls and past
the city of Ottawa ; how to sleep when necessary on frozen ground
without freezing to death

;
how, in short, to live a Robinson Crusoe

life in wild, inhospitable, remote regions.

When He Operated in North Ontario
All this time he read and studied, taking with him each year a

library of standard works. Also, he saved almost every penny he
earned, and was owner, jointly with his brother, of an unmortgaged
farm before his wages had risen above twenty-six dollars a month.

This stern training fitted him to seize opportunity. Opportunity
carne to him—or, rathel", he went after it—in the form of new territory
which the Canadian Government opened north of Toronto. He had
capital enough to form a partnership to purchase timber on virgin
farms. They cut thousands of logs, borrowed money to carry them
until the following summer in the hope of securing big prices, branch-
ed out bravely, had rapidly growing visions of clearing up a modest
fortune, when—crash ! Jay Gould and other gladiatorial speculators
were caught in the notorious gambling frenzy which exploded when
gold fell with a sensational bang on "Black Friday," as it ever after

was called. Financial wreckage strewed the United States and
Canada. Robert Dollar lost his all, and found debts of twenty-five
hundred dollars handing round his neck.

While struggling as a wage-earner to repay his creditors, a
struggle which took three years, he married, "And from this time,"
he says, "my success in life began, as I was fortunate in getting a

good helpmate who counseled me, spurred me, tended me. and aided
me." Before long he had started eight camps in the Muskoka dis-

trict. But this did not satisfy his ambition or his pioneering instincts.

He invaded an island in the Georgian Bay, near Parry Sound, where
giant logs were obtainable. This camp was accessible only in the
summer months, as the whole zone was frozen over all through a long
winter. The camp ran short of fodder, and Captain Dollar personally
undertook to convey supplies over sixty miles of treacherous ice.

"We started oflf over the ice," he says, "with four teams of horses
and four loads of feed. We soon came upon wide cracks which we
had to bridge over with planks which we had taken the precaution to

carry with us. Before night a terrific snowstorm and hurricane came
without handclap of warning. It was so violent that one team was
swept oflf its feet. We formed a hollow square with the loads, and
men and horses huddled together in the center. But nobody believed
we could survive the night in this exposed place. My chart showed
we were far out of sight of land, but indicated a small island or rock-

about a mile directly to windward, and, armed with an ax, I started to

find it, in the hope that we could obtain some degree of shelter.

Clothes Frozen as Stiff as Iron.

"Before I had gone a quarter of a mile I was driven back by the
wind. But I couldn't find the teams in the blinding storm. As it was
impossible to stand still, I lay down and yelled with all my might on
the chance that the men might hear me. I began to choice. Rising,

I was driven along at the mercy of the wind—which had shifted, thus
mystifying me. One moment I would be spinning and falling oVer
slippery ice, the next I would be floundering in water. The bones of

my hand were broken by the ax handle; my clothes began to freeze

as stiflf as iron ; I fell repeatedly, and knew my strength was giving
out. One particularly vicious gust knocked me over, and my head
hit the ice so hard that I was stunned.

"Snow driven against my face revived me, But I felt I was
doomed and that I might as well curl up and die. Soon, however, I

felt a litttle rested, and I determined to try once more. Raising my-
self on my elbow, I saw with astonishment and delight land not fifty

feet from me. It was barren, inhospitable and uninhabited, but it

seemed Paradise to me. I survived the night, which was away below
zero—and so had the men, by using a load of hay to keep a fire going.

"But all our provisions were lost, except bran mash without salt.
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The men refused to proceed farther ; but somehow I managed to per-

suade them to persevere—they knew they could not find their way
back without me. After other adventures we at last found the camp.

By this time the ice showed signs of breaking up, so I ordered the

men to return at once with the teams before it should be too late.

They point-blank refused to go without an Indian guide. I was ill

and sore all over, scarce able to move a muscle. But to avert dis-

aster, I consented to have them get me out of bed and into a sled.

On the return journey nothing more serious happened than the

horses falling through the ice into the water several times. Of course

it took me several months to get over the effects of my experiences."

Fortune could not long refuse to smile on a man with such grit,

with such qualities of leadership, with such heroic determination,

with such enterprise. His business grew, he looked further afield.

Why not export lumber to Britain? To send consignments all the

way from Western Canada across the ocean was a task then beset

with difficulties. But he would blaze the trail.

Bought Timber Lands at $1.25 Per Acre.

So rapidly did his operations extend that he foresaw he must
move to a center where there could be harvested a wealth of giant

trees suitable for export trade. After journeying to various districts

and examining prospects with his own eyes, he bought large tracts

of Government lands in Michigan at $1.25 an acre, and was soon
despatching a lumber-laden ship every month to England as well as

supplying American with millions of feet of lumber a year, which was
manufactured at the new mills at Dollarville, Michigan.

At forty, the immigrant who at eighteen could neither write nor

figure with facility, had become a lumber king ! But he sat on no
gilded throne of ease. From his unbroken diary, which he has kept

for fifty years, we learn that in one year, 1887, he travelled 31,141

miles—29,100 by water, 1,050 by rail and 991 by horses, or more than

enough to circle the earth. In addition, he covered hundreds of miles

on foot, often through forests—lumber men have told me that Cap-
tain Dollar, even at seventy, could Avalk most lumberjacks ofif their

feet.

"I began to survey the world's potentialities," said Captain Dollar,

speaking of .this stage of his career, "and, looking to the future, I

analyzed that the vastest undeveloped market for lumber was the

Orient, particularly China. Before making a final decision I went
twice -to China and looked over the whole ground.

"'How could this trade best be handled?' I next asked m^'self.

I was inland. Moreover, Michigan's supplies of big lumber were
nearing exhausion. Clearly, San Francisco was the natural, the

ideal location
;
besidefe, California had rich supplies of redwood. So

I moved there in the late eighties. We found by and by that it was
easier to get lumber, and to get customers, than it was to get vessels.

The Famous Dollar Line of Steamships.
"I investigated. I discovered that ships were making abnormal

profits at the high freight rates charegd. There was obviously only

one thing to do—acquire ships. My first ship paid for itself within

the first year. We did not merely carry over to China and . Japan
our own cargoes of lumber, but industriously sought return freight,

going after it wherever it was to be found, and making three-legged

voyages, if necessary, to insure full ships homeward.
"The creation of commerce between The States and the Far

East then became one of my major aims. I visited China eighten

times and made it my business to form as many friendly connections

as possible between the two nations. We found both the Chinese
and the Japanese most dependable people to do business with—in

fact, we have never been swindled out of a single cent in all our deal-

ings with these peoples, a thing I wish I could say about our own
and other white nationalities. Of course the most exacting care

had to be taken on our part to live up to the very letter—to every
dot of an 'i* and stroke of a 't'—of all our agreements."

A Pacific lumber man once told me, in this connection, that

oftener than once Captain Dollar has gone aboard one of his ships

loading lumber for the Ofient and, on finding that the lumber did

not exactly tally with the order, has ordered every stick of it un-

loaded. To protests that the lumber was distinctly better than con-

tracted for, he would reply : "When the Chinaman orders a certain

thing, he expects to get that identical thing, and nothing else. He
is entitled to get what he wants. Give it to him—and never depart
from this rule."

"Do no business on Sunday, or in the evening at home. It was
decreed in the Book of Wisdom, 'Six days shalt thou labor and do
all thy work.' Man is not meant, he is not constituted, to work seven
days a week. Work up to the limit for six days, but not a stroke

on the seventh. It won't go. It doesn't pay. Relax completely every
Sunday. Then you can and will tackle your job on. Monday morn-
ing full of new vim. You will feel eager and fit. By the way, I al-

ways read a pasage from the Bible eVery morning and, among other
things, attribute much of my success to the teaching derived form
this reading.

"Let no young man seek a soft snap. Glass cases develop frail

plants: Avoid the easy, lazy job. Shun the position that calls for
little or no exertion, that does not keep you constantly on tiptoe in
an effort to fill it well—better, in fact, than it was filled before.
Don't run away from difficulties, from hard work, from hard knocks,
if need be. Hammering hardens and strengthens a yung man. It
tests his mettle. It develops him. It teaches him self-reliance, self-

confidence, grit. It drums out cowardice or timidness, and makes
him unafraid to stand up and fight until he learns how to win out.

"By 'real job' I don't mean a big, responsible position. It was
a real 'job' felling trees and floating logs down difficult rivers and

"Avoid the easy, lazy job. Shun the position that calls

for little or no exertion, that does not put your powers to
the test, that does not keep you constantly on tiptoe in an
effort to fit it well—better, in fact, than it was ever filled

before Don't run away from difficulties, from hard work,
from hard knocks, if need be. Hammering hardens and
fti engthens a young man. It tests his mettle. It develops
him. It teaches him self-reliance, self-confidence, grit. It

drums out cowardice or timidness, and makes him unafraid
Lo stand up and fight until he learns how to win out."

—

Captain Robert Dollar.

over rapids—I more than once almost lost my life and once had
three of my men drown right in front of my eyes. The truth is that
most jobs can be made 'real jobs' if they are filled by a real fellow,
who wants to put all he can into it, not merely to get all he can out
of it.

"The growth in this country's business has been so much greater
than the growth in population that there are, relatively, a greater
number of big jobs to fill than there used to be. To-day the only
way to get men is to make them."

Pembroke's Lumberman Mayor Gets Second Term
W. R. Beatty, secretarv-

treasurer of the Colonial Lumber
Company, Ltd., Pembroke, Ont.,
was re-elected mayor of that pro-
gressive town for another term,
at the recent nominations. This
makes the second year that Mayor
Beatty has been appointed to the
highest position in the gift of the
ratepayers and each time so im-
plicit was the confidence in him
that he was chosen by acclama-
tion. He entered the town council
in 1914 and in 1917 was elected
reeve. He has always possessed
public spirit and believes in de-
voting a share of his time and tal-

ent to the interest and welfare of
the community. His Worship has
been for three or four years one of
the governors of the Cottage Hos-
pital Board, served on different

committees and taken a deep con-
cern in local patriotic fund work

and in Board of Trade affairs. Mayor Beatty is a native son of Pem-
broke, where he was born in 1882. He left school in 1900 and started
out by obtaining a position as junior clerk in the office of A. & P.
White, lumber manufacturers. Five years later this concern sold out
to a syndicate and formed the Colonial Lumber Company, Ltd. Mr.
Beatty has been engaged with this organization ever since its in-
ception, first holding a clerical position and in 1910 being appointed
secretary-treasurer of the company. He is also a director of the
Petawawa Lumber Company, Ltd., and of the Canada Lumber Com-
pany, Ltd., of Toronto and Weston, and managing director of the
Pembroke Transportation Co., Ltd.

W. R. Beatty, Pembroke, Ont.,
Re-elected Mayor for 1919

Captain Edward Oric Perley died in Fredericton a few days
ago. He was formerly in command of tugboats employed by Gla-
ziers and the St. John Log Driving Company. He was sixty-three
years of age.

A report from Augusta, Me., says that there will probably be
no log-s of the Kennebec drive manufactured below Augusta during
the coming season, for the first time in the history of the lumber
business on the lower Kennebec.
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They Handle Wood Products andMake Laws
The Men Who Are Rendering Public Service in the Upper Chamber—An Outline

of Their Activities in Political and Lumbering Arena ofDominion

There are several lumbermen legislators in the Senate of Canada
—men, who have had life-time identification with the lumber and
timber industry, and have also fought many a strenuous political

battles. Prior to their elevation to the Upper House they were ac-

customed to giving and receiving hard party blows, but in the more
peaceful and permanent sphere of public service—the Red Chamber
—they are not as frequently heard as in days of yore on the hustings
during election campaigns, or in nominating conventions. They are,

nevertheless, doing their bit in a legislative and administrative capa-

city and their power and influence is manifested in the direction of

national affairs. The weight of their counsel and ripened judgment
in deliberations on leading issues and outstanding problems is still

felt, even if their utterances and attitudes on certain questions do
not command as large a share of public attention as those who oc-

cupy seats in the House of Commons.
To use a colloquial expression, the Senate is perhaps not as

much "in the spotlight" as the Commons, but in spite of criticism

aimed spasmodically at the former, that body continues to do useful

and effective work. Many progressive measures have emanated
from within its walls. Unmindful of the knocks received at the hands
of both political parties every now and then, the Upper House has

been steadily doing business since Confederation. There is no reason

to suppose that it will not be as active and watchful of the public

interest and national welfare for another half century, as it has been
in the past.

The "Canada Lumberman" is publishing group portraits of the

lumbermen legislators of the Dominion from Coast to Coast. This
makes the third installment of the series, which has aroused much
interest. The portraits of members of the Senate who are connect-

ed with the timber and lumber industry of Canada are shown on
another page, and a brief outline of the political and business

career of each honorable gentleman will prove both timely and in-

structive . The group pictures of the lumbermen members of the

House of Commons and the remaining provinces of the Dominion
will appear in susequent editions. The lumbermen legislators of On-
tario and also of the Maritime Provinces were featured in recent

issues of this paper.

Hon. Joseph Bolduc, Speaker of the Senate, is a seasoned poli-

tical warrior, representing Beauce, P.Q., in the House of Commons,
from 1S76 to 1884, when he was summoned to the Senate. He ran

a remarkable election in 1882 against Sir Francois Lemieux, as in

that fight, in his own parish and in the two adjoining parishes, only

two electors registered their votes against him. Hon. Mr. Bolduc
has ben the presiding officer of the Upper House since June, 1916,

and is a representative, broad-minded French Canadian, who has

alvvays been favorable to the Bonne Entente between the different

nationalities of Canada. He is a former mayor of his parish, a for-

mer warden of the county of Beauce, as well as a school trustee

and a member of other local bodies,—agriculture, telephone and
railway Senator Bolduc is a lumber merchant, a farmer and a no-

tary by profession, and resides in St. Victor de Tring, Que. In poli-

iics he is a Conservative.

Hon. Nathaniel Curry has had an extended and outstanding bus-

iness career. He resides the major portion of the time at 581 Sher-

brooke St., Montreal, while his country residence is at Tidnish, N.S.

He has been a member of the Senate for the last six years. The ac-

tivities qf Hon. Mr .Curry are numerous and varied, and he has al-

ways taken a deep interest in educational, religious, charitable, ath-

letic and other pursuits. He is president of Rhodes, Curry Co. Ltd.,

Canadian Car & Foundry Co., and several other companies, holding

the position of presiding officer in no less than twelve organizations

and being a director of thirty. Naturally he is a very busy man. He
has been intimately associated with the lumber business all his life

and consumes a vast amount of wood products in connection with
the operations of the progressive concerns which he has the honor
to direct. Senator Curry was born in King's County, N.S., in 1851,

and previous to establishing the large enterprises in Amherst, N.S.,

which have flourished under his direction, he spent some years with
railway and mining companies in the United States. He is a past

president of the Canadian Manufacturers Association and a Conser-
vative in politics.

Hon. James J. Donnelly, previous to stepping in the larger spher
of political activity, was reeve of Greenock Township for two years,

and a member of the Bruce County Council for four years, being
warden of the county in 1902. Senator Donnelly is both a lumber-
man and a farmer, and has been a member of the Upper House for

the past six years. He sat in the House of Commons for several years

as a member for South Bruce. Senator Donnelly, who is a Conser-
vative, resides in Pinkerton, Ont., and was summoned to the Senate
in 1913.

Hon. W. C. Edwards, of Ottawa, needs no extended reference to

his busy and aggressive career. He is a national figure in the lum-
ber arena, having been associated with the industry for over fifty

years and great plants have been built up at Rockland, Ont., and the

junction of the Rideau and' Ottawa rivers in the Capital city of Can-
ada. Senator Edwards founded the business which bears his name,
away back in 1868, and the golden jubilee of the mill at Rockland
was celebrated last f-all. Senator Edwards takes a deep interest in

many lines of activity and usefulness outside of the lumber busi-

ness. Agriculture, stock raising, power development, cement, bank-
ing and other interests claim a large share of his time and attention.

The Senator is now in his 75th year, but is as alert and vigilant as

many men at half his age. He was summoned to the Senate sixteen

years ago, and previous to that, sat in the House of Commons as the

Liberal representative for Russell County, being returned at the gen-
eral elections of 1891, 1896 and 1900.

Hon. George Gordon is a big figure in the lumber arena and a

former president of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association. He
commenced his career as a clerk and culler for Booth and Gordon,
lumber dealers of Kippawa and began business for himself in 1900.

He is president of Geo. Gordon & Co. Ltd., Cache Bay, a director of

the Strong Lumber Company, Cache Bay, the Bartlett Lumber Com-
pany, Sheldrake, Mich., president of the Expanse Lumber Company,
North Bay, and a director of the Young Lumber Company Ltd.,

North Bay, the Abitibi Power & Paper Company, as well as other

organizations, including the Petawawa Lvunber Company, Pembroke.
Senator Gordon first entered the House of Commons by being elected

for Nipissing county in the Conservative interests in 1908. He sat

in that body until 1912, when he was made a senator. Senator Gor-
don resides at North Bay and is a frequent visitor to Toronto, Mon-
treal and other points by reason of his large business connection.

Hon. George G. King is a veteran lumberman and parliamentar-

ian, being now in his 83rd year. He is head of the King Lumber Com-
pany Ltd., of Chipman, N.B., and has a son, G. Herbert King, who
occupies a seat in the New Brunswick Legislative Assembly. Senator

King was warden of Queen's County in 1877 and the following year

was elected to the House of Commons, where he sat until 1886. He
was then out of public life for one term, but came back in 1891 and
was also returned in 1896. He was elevated to the Senate in Decem-
ber of that year, and is active and alert for a man of his advanced
years. He is a great traveller and spent the larger part of last sum-
mer in the West, going as far north as Skagway. Alaska. Senator

King is a Liberal.

Hon. Alexander McCall resides at Simcoe, Ont., and is a well-

known lumber merchant of United Empire Loyalist extraction. His
first entry to public life was in 1908 when he was returned as the

Conservative member for Norfolk County. Five years later he was
created a senator. Hon. Mr. McCall comes of a historic family, his

great grandfather, Donald McCall, being a Highland soldier who was
engaged in the capture of Quebec, under Wolfe, and also fought on

the King's side in the American Revolutionary war. The family set-

tled on the Lake Erie shore in the County of Norfolk, in 1794, where
the subject of this reference was born.

Hon. Peter McLaren is one of the first citizens of the historic

town of Perth, the county seat of Lanark. There he has resided all

his life and taken much pride and interest in the development of the

substantial "Stone Town." For 28 years Hon. Mr. McLaren has been

a member of the Canadian Senate. He is interested in timber limits

and holds large areas of wooded and iron lands in Virginia. He also
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Lumbermen Legislators in Canadian Senate

Hon. Peter McLaren, Hon. Geo. G. King, Hon. F. P. Thompson, Hon. Irving R. Todd,

Perth, Ont. Chipman, N.B. Fredericton, N.B. Milltown, N.B.
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has extensive lumbering and timbering interests in Western Canada.

Senator McLaren's home is one of the most hospitable and attractive

in Perth, which place is noted for its many solid, well built resi-

dences.

Hon. Wm. Mitchell, who resides in Drummondville, P.Q., has

been interested in the lumber business for many years. He is Presi-

dent of the Drummond Lumber Co., and also has large outside af-

fairs, being general manager and director of the Drummond
County Railway, president of the Drummondville Bridge Co. and

a director of Richmond, Drummond and Yamaska Fire Insurance

Company. Senator Mitchell is a Liberal and has been an occupant

of a seat in the Upper House for fifteen years. Of Irish extraction

he was born in the township of Durham in 1851. He is a successful

business man and has always evinced much interest in education, serv-

ing as chairman of the Protestant Board of School Commissioners.

Hon. Valentine Ratz, who resides in New Hamburg, is still in-

terested in timber limits to a large extent, but is out of the manufac-
turing line at the present time. Mr. Ratz is president of the South

River Lumber Company, and was first elected to the House of Com-
mons in 1896. He was defeated at the general election four years

later, but came back strong in 1904, and was summoned to the Senate

ten years ago. Hon. Mr. Ratz was born in St. Jacobs, Waterloo
County, in 1848. He has been ill ever since last April, but his many
friends will be glad to learn that he is improving. The Senator is a

Liberal in politics and a Methodist in religion.

Hon. F. P. Thomp-son, who hails from Fredericton, N.B., is in-

terested in the lumbering and milling business and has had an in-

dustrious career. He was a member of the York Council for six years

and warden for three years. Thirty-one years ago he was elected to

the Provincial Legislature, where he sat until 1885, when he was ap-

pointed to the Legislative Council, from which body he resigned in

1891 to contest York County for the House of Commons in the Lib-

eral inteersts. He was again elected to the Provincial Legislature

in 1899, of which body he was a member until summoned to the Sen-

ate in 1902. Senator Thompson is president of the McFarlane-Neill
Mfg. Company, managing director of the N. B. Telephone Company,
and interested in a number of other important concerns.

Hon. Irving R. Todd, who was made a senator in March, 1918,

is still interested in timber limits. He spent several years in the lum-
ber business, from which he retired after a successful career. He was
born ivi 1861 in Milltown, N.B., and has always been a broad-minded,
progressive man. At the time of his selection as a member of the

Upper House it was distinctly stated in the press of his native pro-

vince that his appoinment was based on merit, service and public

spirit, rather than on party affiliation or political influences. Hon. Mr.
Todd has already created a good impression in legislative circles at

C)ttaw£.

Ocean Freight Rates Are Being Reduced
Ocean freight rates have been reduced on commercial traffic, and

the British Government is releasing a certain amount of space for

commercial cargoes. These two facts are the first indications of a

return to normal in translantic shipping.

Rates all round show a considerable reduction, and the indications

are that by the time the season opens again in the port of Montreal,
freight rates will have been materially declined. Three months ago
the fate on general cargo was $6.50 per 100 pounds. After two months
at this rate it was reduced to $4.75 per 100 pounds, and recently there

was a further reduction, and it now stands at $1.50 per 100 pounds.
Shipping men state that there was no embargo on commercial

traffic, and that the reported embargo only concerned the Govern-
ment shipments on exports and imports, and in no way afi'ects the

regular commercial business of the country. The Government auth-
orities have placed many temporary embargoes such as this upon ex-

ports and imports in order to clean house themselves before sending
any more goods forward.

Will Saw Fifteen Million Feet This Season
That the Victoria Mills, Fredericton, N. B., will be operated at full

capacity during the entire 1919 season was the statement made by Mr.
Donald Eraser, of Plaster Rock, one of the principals of Eraser Lim-
ited, owners of the big milling property and other extensive lumber
properties throughout Eastern Canada, Mr. Eraser stated that the
owners were arranging foj the necessary supply of logs to keep the
Victoria Mills in operation throughout the whole season, as at least

15 million feet would be available. The figures for the 1918 output
of the local mills were not as yet complete, he said, but would prob-
ably be about the same quantity as mentioned for 1919 manufacture.

Lumbering conditions on the Tobiquc were not unfavorable at the

present time, Mr. Eraser said, there being between 15 inches and two
feet of snow, while there was plenty of snow in the Quebec woods,
too, so that the company will be able to get out about their usual
cut of logs this winter, and this they will probably do, as the labor

situation has already commenced to ease off and many men who
were employed on munitions are now going back to their former
employment.

It is understood that a considerable quantity of lumber which the
Eraser Company now have manufactured and which is piled in their

yards in Fredericton, as well as elsewhere is already sold and this

same situation is said to refer equally to the 200 million feet or more
now piled on the North Shore.

Some shipments of lumber to foreign markets are now being made
from New Brunswick, including Great Britain, Europe, South Amer-
ica and some to South Africa, but charters remain very high, recent

quotations from South American ports being from $60 up to almost

$70 per thousand.

Number of Accidents Show Big Increase
In the fourth year of the operation of the Ontario Workmen's

Compensation Act, just closed, the number of accidents and the

amount of compensation awarded considerably exceeded the figures

for the previous year. The number of accidents reported during 1918

was 47,848. The amount of compensation awarded was $3,514,648.47.

The number of accidents reported during 1917 was 36,514. The amount
of compensation awarded was $2,913,085.81. Of the total of 47,848

accidents, 440 were fatal.

A notable feature of the accident calendar for 1918 was the ex-

ceptionally large number of railway accidents during the early part of

the year, largely owing to the very severe winter weather.

A large part of the increase in the amount of compensation is ac-

counted for by the increased wages, the general principle of the act

being that the workman receives 55 per cent, of lost wages.

Turkish Bath for Canadian Railway Tics

How to lessen the drain on Canadian forests by using scientific

means to preserve railway ties was the subject of an address deliver-

ed before the Canadian Railway Club, in Montreal, by Mr. H. E.

Wicksteed, Assistant Engineer of the Canadian Northern Railway.

Toronto.
The main point brought out by Mr. Wicksteed was the growing

scarcity of good timber for railway ties, and the necessity of finding

some means whereby less valuable woods could be utilized for this

purpose. The system he advocated was "a species of Turkish bath,"

which opened the pores of the wood, and then a thorough drying,

which left the Wood practically clear of all material that might lead

to decay. Timber so treated, he believed, was practically indistrucr-

ible, save by fire, and as a waterproofing a heavy oil bath had been

found to answer perfectly. The dried-out ties were simply dipped

in the oil bath, and then given a dose of a sand blast to make them

easy to handle. The results of this treatment, he said, had been found

very good with Canadian Northern, to such extent that woods ordin-

arily considered unfit for ties had been utilized with valuable eflfect,

lasting for years.

To what extent this would save the forests Mr. Wicksteed showed

when he stated that the Canadian Northern alone needed more than

four million ties a year, while the ordinary life of a tie was only six

years. The total needs of the Canadian railways he figured at 15,000,-

000 ties a year, a drain which the Canadian forests could not stand

for any length of time.

Sudden Death of Adair Lockman
Adair Lockman, vice president of the Germain Co., lumber, tim-

ber and ties, Pitsburgh, Pa., passed away recently after only one

week's illness from influenzi and pneumonia. He was thirty-four

years of age and was born in Houston, Tex?.^ A iter completing his

education he entered the Kirby Lumber organisation and was latei

sales manager of the Thompson-Tucker Lumber Co. and also for the

American Lumber Co. at Merry ville. La. He became associated

with the Germain Co. in 1913, as sales manager, and for the last two

years had been vice-president. During 1917 and part of 1918, Mr.

Lockman was in charge of western sales in the Chicago office ,and

enjoyed the confidence and esteem of the trade. He leaves a wife and

one daughter, besides his parents residing in Houston, Texas, and

other relatives.

The Canada, first of the wooden 1,500-ton steamers being built

in British Columbia for the French Government, was launched from

Lyal Shipyards, Vancouver, B. C. Twenty of the ships are being

built in Vancouver and twenty at Victoria.
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New mill of the Timberland Co., Ltd., looking north across Fraser River, with City of New Westminster in background

New Timber Mill Erected in Record Time
Plant of Timberland Lumber Co. Now Operating On Fraser River Possesses

Splendid Location and Every Modern Manufacturing Facility

Erected and fully equipped in less than six months, the new
sawmill of The Timberland Lumber Co., Ltd., on South Westmin-
ster waterfront, was started December 23. It is now being pointed

to with pride by every citizen of the Royal City as the latest notable

addition to their expanding industries, the total investment in plant

land and timber limits being over the million mark. The site com-
prises 65 acres with 2,000 feet of water frontage, and 32 acres of fore-

shore rights for booming grounds—approximately 100 acres in all.

The iriain building is of very heavy type of construction, the

dimensions being 52 x 280 feet, two storeys, the upper being the

saw floor. The mill has been specially designed and equipped to

handle heavy dimension and timbers up to 100 feet in length with

speed and economy of operation, and has a capacity of 100,000 feet

in ten hours. The planing mill has adequate facilities for dressing

heavy timbers and smaller stock, while the size of the timber dock,

100 X 350 feet, is a guarantee that there will be no congestion of

material at any time, no matter how hard the mill inay be driven

when cutting "rush" orders. The power plant consists of a battery

of 72 in. X 18 ft. boilers supplying steam to powerful engines sep-

arately operating the front and rear ends of the mill.

Shipping arrangements made through the British Columbia
Electric Railway Company give Coast rates and direct connections

with five trans-continental railways — Canadian Pacific, Canadian
Northern, Great Northern, Northern Pacific and Chicago, .Milwaukee
& St. Paul. It cost the mill company a lot of money in the way of

trackage, two miles of heavy steel having to be laid from the main
line of the B.C.E.R. The trackage is arranged so that it affords

exceptional facilities for the quick handling of shipments. A good
wagon road parallels the railway line. The mill was erected under
the direction of Louis Livingston, of Winlock, Wash., a builder

View looking downstream showing part of the Timberland Lumber Company's fine

booming ground

well known on the Pacific Coast. His work throughout has been
extremely satisfactory to the company, and creates a time record
for construction of a plant of this size. Commenced on June 25 last,

the mill was in shape to run Dec. 23. A number of neat cottages to

house the workmen have also been constructed. They are so located

as not to interfere with the company's plans for future expansion,

which cover the erection of another sawmill and large box factory.

Has Large Area of Noble Timber
The timber supply will be brought from Vancouver Island,

where the company last year acquired several thousand acres of

very choice limits now being opened up by their logging superin-

tendent, D. E. Stewart. His task includes the construction of sev-

eral miles of standard gauge logging railway, which he hopes to

make the best stretch of logging road in the province. The steel

is 60-lb. and heavier, and rails of similar weight will be used for

track extensions. The rolling equipment will comprise a 70-ton Cli-

max loco., standard logging cars, fitted with air brake, and a

considerable number of heavy disconnected trucks to be used in tak-

ing out long timber sticks. The railway is so built that timber up
to 135 feet in length can be handled with ease. Deliveries to the

mill will start in February and in the meantime booms will be pur-

chased in the open market.

J. G. Robson, president and managing director of the Timber-
land Lumber Co., Ltd., and Paul E. Murphy, general superintendent

and assistant manager, naturally feel considerably relieved now that

their new mill has reached the operating stage. The company's saw-
mill at Craig Station, Fraser Valley, cutting 50,000 feet daily, had
cleaned up the adjacent supply of timber on Dec. 12, after a steady

run of eight years, so that only a few days elapsed between the clos-

ing of the old plant and the starting of operations at the new one.

The former is now being dismantled preparatory to the sale of the

equipment.
President Robson informed the "Canada Lumberman" represen-

tative that he does not propose to manufacture finish lumber at the

new plant. The company will specialize in heavy dimension and
timbers, the side lumber being moved in the form of boards, ship-

lap and small yard stock. The management feel confident the trade

will realize that in this way a higher grade will be supplied for gen-

eral construction work than would be possible if the clears were
being saved for finish purposes. It will be the aim of the company
to build up a very high reputation for the new mill on the line of

quality and service.

We are fortunate when we consider the " quality of our trade

papers. There is not a number that is issued which would not be

cheap from an educational standpoint at the cost of an ordinary

book. Questions are discussed by experts on different lines, men
who make a careful analysis and study of the subjects; thus may
be obtained knowledge in general of the lumber business, inspection

and grading rules, peculiarities or characteristics of the diflFerent

kinds of lumber, purposes for which the kinds are suitable, salesman-

ship, accounting (particularly opinions as to cost systems, etc.); in

fact, all lines are discussed ably and pointedly.
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Personal Paragraphs of Interest

Alfred Read, of Read Bros., Ltd., Toronto, is now on an ex-

. tended business trip to the Pacific Coast.

J. L Bennett, of the Bennett Lumber Co., Ltd., Montreal, whole-
sale and export lumber dealers, is on a business trip to England.

A. E. Clark, of Toronto, was in Chicago recently attending a

board meeting of the National Hardwood Lumber Association, of

which organization he is a director.

Clark Allen, of Terry & Gordon, Toronto, has been elected i)resi-

dent for the coming year, of the Toronto Triple Link Club, LO.O.F.,
in the work of which he has always taken a deep interest.

Gordon C. Edwards, of Ottawa, and W. Gerard Power, of St.

Pacome, Que., were in New York recently attending a meeting of the

Board of Trustees of the National Wholesale Lumber Association.

Stewart F. Rutherford, of William Rutherford & Sons, Co.,

Ltd., Montreal, has been elected an alderman for the city of West-
mount, heading the poll.

T. Z. Pariseau, of Pariseau Freres, Ltd., box makers and lumber
merchants, has been elected an alderman of the city of Outremount,
Province of Quebec.

C. L Adcox, who for several years has been salesmanager of the

Canadian Western Lumber Company, Eraser Mills, B. C, has taken

a similar position with the Reynolds Timber & Trading Company,
Vancouver, and has entered upon his new duties.

George Petry, who was formerly associated with J. P. Johnson
and Son, has taken a position as assistant to R. G. Chesbro of Toronto,
who represents the Allen-Stoltz Lumber Company, ^of Vancouver,
and the Prince Rupert Lumber Company, of Prince Rupert.

J. B. Knox, of Knox Bros., Ltd., Montreal, is paying a visit to

the leading mills in B. C. J. M. McNeil, of the Toronto office of the

firm, is in Montreal for some time while T. M. Lewis, of Toronto, is

looking after their interests in Ontario.

Coolidge & Carlisle, forest engineers, Bangor, Maine, arc now
in partnership and are widely known to the timber interests of the

east. At present Mr. Coolidge is in Newfoundland, where he is en-

gaged in some important work. The firm of Coolidge & Carlisle make
a specialty of furnishing timber estimates and maps and also plans for

logging operations.

E. F. Foster, late of Michigan, has been appointed manager for

the Holt Timber Company, at Bolger Bridge, Ont. Mr. Foster has
been associated with the company for a nuinber of years. He takes

the place of Geo. W. Taylor, who has gone to Florida to discharge
important duties in connection with other large enterprises.with which
Mr. Holt is associated.

The death occurred recently of Archibald McEachren, of Miller-

ton, N.B., who was outside manager for the Miramichi Lumber Co.
He was in the woods in the interests of his concern when stricken

with influenza, and was brought home, but died three days later. Mr.
McEachren was well known and well thougth of and his passing
caused wide regret in eastern lumbering circles.

W. Gerard 'Power, St. Pacome, P. Q., president of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association, spent a few days in Toronto recently on
business connected with the 1919 convention in St. John, N. B. Mr.
Power, who was accompanied by his wife, expects the gathering on
February 5th and 6th to be the most representative ever held in the
history of the Association.

At the annual meeting of the Toronto Board of Trade the elec-

tions for members of the Council for the coming year aroused much
interest. C. W. Wilkinson, vice-president of the Union Lumber
Company, -who was nominated by the Lumbermen's Section of the
Board of Trade for a seat in the Council, was one of those who were
successful. He succeeds "J. L. Campbell. John B. Refd, who was
nominated as a representative on the Canadian National Exhibition
from the Lumbermen's Section, was defeated. Mr. Reid, who has
served for a number of years on the Exhibition Board, rendered
faithful service.

L. B. Beale, Lumber Commissioner of B. C, to the British Isles,

has been appointed British Trade Commissioner in Western Canada.
He will have the territory from Winnipeg to the Pacific Coast under
his jurisdiction, and will possibly make his headquarters in Winnipeg.
Mr. Beale has been in London for a considerable period and his wide
experience and thorough knowledge of the lumber industry well qual-

ify him for the duties of his new post. Mr. Beale will return to Can-
ada in February, and will spend some time in the office of G. T. Milne,
H. M. Trade Commissioner, Montreal, and later will visit Toronto,
w]-!ere he will be associated with F. W. Field, H. M. Trade Commis-
sioner, after which he will proceed to Winnipeg.

Details of Big Order Still Uncertain
Will the reported big order of a billion feet of Canadian lumber

for the British Government materialize? This is the question which
stares the lumber trade of the Dominion in the face, so far as official

Ottawa is concerned.
The situation at present, as summed up in a nutshell is: While

the Canadian Trade Commission received an inquiry which did not
contain sufficient instructions, and knew generally that there was a
possibility of Canadian lumber being purchased by the British Gov-
ernment, it had not official, definite instructions.

As near as anyone can describe things at present, since the
despatches appeared, the business in Canada is in "statu quo."

Divergent views regarding what has happened have been express-
ed by responsible persons. One tends toward the effect that a Can-
adian Government official went to the Timber Controller in England
and apparently got some satisfaction that a big order would be given
to the Dominion. From what was presumed the British Timber
Controller was to distribute the billion feet between nine or ten
dealers in the Old Country, giving it out in blocks and asking them
to absorb it.

The real fact as the information from the Canadian Trade Com-
mission stands is, that they 'received an inquiry, which did not con-
tain sufficient information. They cabled back asking for details.

The upshot was that after a week or ten days a reply was re-

ceived putting the question of supplying bottoms up to Canada.
Hon. A. K. MacLean, acting Minister of Marine, took the proposition
up with the result that another message to England was sent putting
the matter of shipping up to the British Admiralty to deal with.

At the date of writing, says the Ottawa correspondent of the

"Canada Lumberman," there were no specifications, no orders given,

no allotments, nor did the Canadian Trade Commission in the Capital

know definitely what was wanted, or how transportatipn was to be
arranged.

The general view taken by parties interested in the placing of the

order is that if the whole business in Canada were placed to-morrow,
there would still be many obstacles in the way. Shipping is one of

them, sizes, widths, and grades is another, but perhaps most import-

ant to certain interests is that the busmess if it is going to be done,

goes through the ordinary channels and trade reverts to pre-war
times.

Since the press despatches the Canadian Lumbermen's Associa-

tion have taken the matter up and have evidenced a great deal of in-

terest. It is their idea that the business should go through the ordin-

ary grade lanes, through established houses, and that preparation

for the handling, examining, and grading of the stock to be shipped

has to be previously arranged for.

Finally Revised Figures on Lumber Industry

A census of the lumber industry in Canada has just been com-
pleted by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, embracing 2,879 oper-

ating concerns, of which 52 were in Alberta. 251 in British Columbia,

29 in Manitoba, 255 in New Brunswick, 462 in Nova Scotia, 603 in

Ontario, 60 in Prince Edward Lsland, 1,151 in Quebec and 16 in Sas-

katchewan.

The total capital invested in the industry, including land, build-

ings and plant, machinery and tools, stocks in process and supplies,

and working capital is given at $149,266,019.

The number of employees on salaries was 2,874 males and 285

females, who received a total of $3,554,097. The average number of

employees on wages was 25,516, engaged in logging operations, and

28,820 in the mills, and their combined wages amounted to $34,412,411.

The aggregate value of production in 1917 was $115,884,905.

The census covered 29 kinds of lumber, 11 of shingles, 10 of lath, 6

of pulpwood and 10 of miscellaneous products, including cooperage

stock, veneer, ties, poles, posts, dressed lumber, etc.

The principal kinds of lumber by species of wood used, were

spruce, 1,466,558^11. ft., white pine 791,609 m. ft., Douglas fir 706,996

111. ft., hemlock 322,722 m. ft., cedar 149,999 m. ft., red pine 119,321

m. ft., balsam fir 102,373 m. ft., and all other varieties including cus-

tom sawn lumber 483,293 m. ft.

The total quantities and values of lumber, lath, shingles and

pulpwood cut, and of miscellaneous products were as follows:

Lumber, 4,142,877 m. ft., $83.655,097 ;
Lath, 616,949 m. ft., $1,828,-

018; Shingles, 3,020,956 m. ft., $8,431,215 ;
Pulpwood, 988,444 cords,

$10,543,630; Miscellaneous products valued at $11,436,945.

The new Government steamer, Canadian Voyageur, which was
completed recently, has sailed from Quebec for Halifax. She will be

handed over to the control of the Canadian National Railways at

Halifax.
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Great Gathering of Ontario Dealers
Annual Meeting of Retail Lumbermen will be Held in Toronto

Tuesday Feb. 11—Important Trade Matters

Everything is now in readiness for the big Retail Lumber Dealers
Convention, which will be held in Toronto, at the King Edward Hotel,

on Tuesday, February 11th. There will be two sessions for the elec-

tion of officers, the receiving of reports, and general discussion on the

many matters of moment to the retail lumber merchants. The morn-
ing session will start at 10 o'clock, and the afternoon at 2 o'clock.

In the evening the visitors will be tendered a banquet at the King
Edward Hotel, by the wholesale lumbermen of Toronto, and arrange-

ments are being completed for the success of the dinner.

On Monday, February 10th, there will be a general meeting of

the Board of Directors, at the King Edward Hotel, and a full attend-

ance is requested.

It is just a year ago since the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers
Association was instituted and now that body is strong and promising.
Much good work has been carried out, but there is a great deal more
to engage the attention of the members. The success of the general
meeting held in Toronto during the progress of the Canadian National
Exhibition, in September last, is still fresh in the minds of those who
were fortunate enough to be present. It is expected that the forth-

coming occasion, Tuesday, February 11th, will be the greatest get-

together assembly of lumber retailers that the province has ever seen.

Not only are members of the Association cordially invited, but all

dealers will be made welcome. There will be much to interest, in-

struct and stimulate. Let the first annual conclave be a hummer
from beginning to end.

Some of the questions to be considered and dealt with are

:

Workmen's Compensation Assessment, some shortcomings and sug-
gested amendments

;
Proposed changes in Mechanics Lien Act, Cost

Accounting System, Advertising, Standard plans, etc.

The regular sessions will open, as stated, on Tuesday morning,
February 11th, at 9 o'clock, with registration of members. At 10
o'clock President Patterson, of Hamilton, will call the meeting to

order and deliver his address. Then will follow the reports of other
officers and committees, after which will come the presentation of

resolutions, general discussion, new business, election of officers, etc.,

all of which will provide a busy and important meeting.

The present officers of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers As-
sociation are: President, Thos. Patterson, Hamilton. Directors:
A. G. Rose, Ottawa; E. M. Barrett, Ottawa; W. M. Tupling, Orillia

;

J. A. Laberge, Sudbury ; Howard Hesson, Sault vSte. Marie ; A. S.

Nicholson, Burlington; K. J. Shirton, Dunnville; J. C. Scofield, Wind-
sor; B. F. Clarke. Glencoe. Secretary-Treasurer, H.- Boultbee, To-
ronto.

New Interests OperatingT in Brockville Plant

The Brockville Lumber Company, Ltd., of Brockville, Out.,
which has been in liquidation for several months, with H. W. Going
as liquidator, has practically closed up its luHiber business and sold
the plant, land and buildings to new interests, who have reorganized
the concern. They will carry on an up-t-odate lumber yard along;

aggressive lines under the name of the Brockville Lumber Company.
John Caruth, who has been with the organization for over 30 years
remains with the new owners and will have charge of the yard end,
selling and delivery. Miss Grace Joy, formerly secretary-treasurei
of the old company remains in charge of the office and financial end.
The planing mill to take care of all work for house building and a
modern box making shop will look after boxes and shooks.

Mr. MacLaurin Discusses Export Outlook
Alex. MacLaurin, manager of the St. Maurice Pulp & Paper

Company, Limited, Three Rivers, Que., in a recent interview, .said

that the European buyers would have to pay more for their lumber
than they did last year. Wages have gone up from $20 to $30 a month,
and prices must ascend to keep pace with them.

Mr. MacLaurin is of the opinion that there is not a ])illion feet
of lumber in the eastern part of Canada if the order calls for immed-
iate delivery, in which case the market will have to search for the
material as far west as the Pacific coast. Even with the Pacific coast
market included, it is doubtful if there is a million feet of lumber
available for anything like immediate delivery, he said.

"Contrary to popular opinion," Mr. MacLaurin added, "the prov-
ince of New Brunswick has been almost cleaned out of lumber sup-
plies. There is very little cut lumber in that province awaiting ship-
ment. The province of Quebec is in a similar position. There is no
very large amount of lumber on hand. We have about 3,000,000
feet, and a couple of firms in Quebec, I understand, who are not mill

operators, have purchased several cuts, and have a quantity on hand
ready for the market.

"Undoubtedly if this order for a billion feet of lumber is confirmed
it will be the biggest boon to the lumber industry that Canada has
experienced during the last half century, but we lumbermen must get
a reasonable price, and in addition to that we must get the labor to

get the lumber out.

"For the past few years the annual cut in the province of Quebec
as well as in New Brunswick has been steadily decreasing. This is

due to the fact that the large sticks are being quickly culled out, and
that to-day the lumber operators must cover a much larger area than
before in order to obtain sticks of the proper size.

"The cut of the season has been practically completed in the
province of Quebec, and from now on hauling will take up the atten-

tion of the lumber operators, after which the spring drives will be at

hand."

W. C. Irvin, Toronto
Head of the Irvin Lumber Co., Ltd.

It Is Now The IrvinlLumber Co., Limited

Wm. C. Irvin, of Toronto,
who was elected chairman of the
Lumbermen's Credit Bureau for

the coming year at the recent an-
nual meeting, has been a staunch
supporter of that organization
since its inception. It was largely

through his instrumentality and
influence that the Builders' Supply
Dealers joined forces with the
Tumbermen's Credit Bureau a
couple of years ago, thus increas-

ing the work and worth of the lat-

ter institution, a seat on which
will cost $100.00 after April 1st

next in addition to the regular

fees.

Mr. Irvin, who has been act-

ively identified with the lumber
and sawmill business all his life,

is now the head of the Irvin Lum-
ber Company, Ltd., the style of

the firm of Gibson, McCormack,
Irvin Company, Ltd., being

changed this month to the Irvin Lumber Company, in which the sub-

ject of this reference has been the central figure for seventeen years.

Mr. Irvin has always taken a deep interest in the work of lumbermen's
associations and is a member of the O.R.L.D.A. His father, John
Irvin, was a mill man and in 1867, the year of Canadian Federation,

launched a mill near Hornby, Esquesing township, Halton County.
There Mr. Irvin, Sr., conducted business for many years, sawing all

timber in that neighborhood, and later removing to Brampton, estab-

lished a retail lumber yard in that town while mills were operated in

"Pontypool, Durham County, and Dundalk, Gray County. On leaving
Hornby Mr. W. C. Irvin located in Pontypool, where for eleven years

he conducted a successful lumbering business. After all the white
pine in that section was converted into the finished product, he removed
to Dundalk where he carried on a sawmill established there by his

father for seven years. It was in 1902 that he came to Toronto and
formed a partnership with the late R. L. McCormack and R. E. Gib-
son. This organization was known as the Toronto Junction Lumber
Company Ltd. In 1909 the style was changed to Gibson, McCormack,
Irvin Company, Ltd., and the latest development is' the new title of

the Irvin Lumber Company, Ltd. In 1908 a large planing mill and sash

and door factory were erected on Vine Street, West Toronto. The
company, which deals in lumber, builders' supplies, and coal, has three

branch yards located at 1114 Bathurst Street, Main Street, Weston,
and 2410 Dundas Street. Mr. Irvin has three sons, one of whom,
Charles Irvin, is secretary-treasurer of the Irvin Lumber Company,
and, another John C. Irvin, is manager of the Weston branch. During
the long period that he has been connected with the organization which
now bears his name, -Mr. Irvin has built up a growing business, and is

highly regarded by the trade, being at all times a genial, obliging and
sincere member of the retail lumber ranks.

Most Complete Book on Lumbering Tools
The Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Company, Ltd., St. Cath-

arines, Ont., have issued an admirably illustrated and neatly printed

catalogue of their axes and lumbering tools. The handsome and
convenient catalogue is most complete and supersedes all former
issues. The company announce that their factory is equipped with
the most modern machinery and under the supervision of men of long

experience, and that their product in the shape of Sager axes and Soo
Line of logging tools, the favorite of practical lumbermen throughout
Canada, will still evidence the highest quality and workmanship.
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Dr. Wilson Compton
Secy.-Manager of National Lumber Manufac-

turers' Association

Canadians Attend Buffalo Gathering
New York State Retail Lumber Dealers Listen to Inspiring

Talks and Enjoy Many Social Functions

The 25th anniversary con-

vention of the Retail Lumber
Dealers Association of New York
was held at the Iroquois Hotel,

Buffalo, on January 21st, 22nd
23rd, The gathering was in every

way successful and enjoyable and
many practical addresses along

the lines of confidence, reconstruc-

tion and expansion were delivered

by leaders, not only in the lumber
business, but in allied industries.

The social features of the gather-

ing were also particularly attrac-

tive. The "Prosperity Smoker,"
given by the Niagara frontier lum-
bermen, on the evening of Janu-
ary 21st, being the most ambitious
and varied undertaking in its line

ever attempted.

Arnong those present from
Toronto were W. F. Oliver, H.
Brooks, Maurice Welsh, D. C.

Johnston, A. E. Gordon, W. G.
Paynes, W. C. Laidlaw, J. K. Muir, F. H. Horning and H. Boultbee.

The New York State Retail Lumber Dealers Association has
about 400 members and there were, along with the visitors fully 600
persons in attendance. One striking feature of the conclave was a

building material service exhibit, which was open to all visitors and
aroused much interest. It was announced that the association cost

accounting system was there for inspection and the committee toge-

ther with the cost council explained the details to anyone desiring to

know them. Two or three effective announcements in connection with
the final invitation sent out are particularly appropriate to all con-

vention work.

These were: "We have Won the War. We face the uncertain-

ties of readjustment and the opportunities of peace. To determine
our future position in the field of business is our present talk. Come—

•

it will pay you big dividends and better business."

"Non members are welcome at our sessions. If you have such
a competitor bring him with you and warm him up with the real

association spirit. We will make him welcome.

"If you have an idea spring it. Do not leave the convention
without striking some brand new idea from the flint and steel of give
and take."

Among the speakers was Dr. Wilson Compton, secretary-man-
a/ger of the National Lumber Mfrs. Association, Chicago. His theme
was "Can the Retail Dealer now Expect a large Expansion of Busi-
ness and Why?" Dr. Compton spoke quite hopefully concerning the
future and gave an outline of a conference held recently in Washing-
ton between the government and the representatives of the N.L.M.A.,
and the retailers. It was the original intention of the U. S. adminis-
tration to dispose of the large quantity of war lumber and timber
which was left on their hands, to the retail dealers. It was repre-

sented that this would flood the market and upset conditions gen-
erally. In the first place the retail merchants would not be in a posi-

tion financially to handle this enormous quantity. After full con-
sideration of the subject the government will clear the supplies on
hand through the wholesalers and manufacturers at present market
quotations. This will not undermine present conditions and will give

stability and permanence in the distribution and consumption 'of wood
products. Dr. Compton outlined the prospects for building, the

shortage of houses, the repatriation and settlement of returned
soldiers and incidentally referred to the labor unrest and other prob-
lems which would have to be watched and handled very carefully.

Attorney A. Senior, of Utica, told of the work done last year in

the campaign to have a new Mechanics Lien Act passed by the State
Legislature. It embodied all the desirable features which the retail

lumber trade wished to have incorporated for their protection. Al-
though the measure had gone through the house it was later defeat-

ed owing to the strong lobby conducted by the banking and building
interests. Now another draft has been made and any objections

which the banking institutions formerly had, have been removed, so
that there is a fair prospect of the amended measure being passed at

the next session of the State Legislature. A resolution was passed
by the Association which in every way will back up the action of

the lumber dealers to obtain a strong and effective Mechanics Lien
Act.

Many other important topics were taken up ftuch as terms of
sale and trade practices, and the anniversary banquet, held on Janu-
ary 22, was a delightful event. The address of Dr. Willard Scott,

Brookline, Mass., on the "Physician of Good Cheer," was decidedly
clever and humorous. Another feature of the gathering was a visit

of the delegates, on January 23rd, to the mill of the Beaver Board
Companies, at Thorold, Ont.

Are AttendlnfiT CL. A. Convention

The eleventh annual meeting of the Canadian Lumbermen's As-
sociation will be held in St. John, N. B., on February 5th and 6th,

and a most interesting and instructive programme will be carried out.

There are several important matters to come up for consideration
particularly with regard to export problems and a number of ad-
dresses will be delivered by leading representatives of the industry.

The St. John committee, who have been making the local arrange-
ments have completed their work and a profitable and pleasant time
is assured all the delegates.

Among those from Toronto who will attend the Canadian Lum-
bermen's Association are J. G. Cane, A. E. Clark, W. E. Bigwood, A.
C. Manbert, W. J. Lovering, Maurice Welsh, W. C. Laidlaw, Dun-
can McLaren, A. E. Craig and G. A. Paxton (Firstbrook Bros.), To-
ronto ; E. H. Walker, Midland ; Norman C. Hocken, Otter Lake Sta-

tion, and others.

Engrine that Withstands Every Test

The Clay Engine Mfg. Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, have been
building Clay engines for over 21 years. The "Canada Lumberman"
is advised that practically every engine this firm had produced, in-

cluding those shipped out many years ago, is still in operation and
giving satisfaction. Clay engines are all of the four cycle, heavy duty
type, especially adapted for commercial boats and fishing boats, or

wherever a thoroughly dependable, economical engine is desired.

They are built in 1, 2 and 4 cylinders from 4 h.p. to 110 h.p.. and are

constructed also for extremely heavy duty operation. Each part is

designed to take many times the strain to be used for towing lumber,

supply boats, etc., for the marine installation and the portable sta-

tionary engine for hoisting, power plants, etc. On account of their

overhead construction they operate economically and their simple

design makes them easily understood by anyone having only limited

experience with engines. They are so easy to operate that the firm

have never found it necessary to issue an instruction book. The pur-

chaser receives an engine that, it is said, will give 100 per cent, satis-

faction in operation and which, on account of its rugged construction

will provide service for an unlimited number of years with the utmost
satisfaction if just ordinary care is bestowed. The engine can be

throttled down to very slow and then speeded up without carburetor

adjustment, making it operate more like a steam engine than a gaso-

line one. All the fittings such as nuts, bolts, etc., are standard thread.

Would Reg-ulate Portable Mills by Legislation

Safety of Maine timber lands and farm wood lots demands im-

mediate legislation, declares Forest Commissioner Forrest Colby.

Mr. Colby states that the two most serious menaces to the forest

growth of this state are the portable mills and the failure of their

operators and others to observe the provisions of the slash law.

The portable mill is exactly what its name indicates, a sawmill

outfit of small dimensions quickly moved from one place to another

Their owners buy small lots of timber in the organized towns of the

state, move their mill there, set up and proceed to denude the land.

They take every tree which will make a board three inches wide and
up. If they take 200,000 or 300,000 feet of lumber off the lot they arc

satisfied.

Slash is the waste of the trees cut for lumbering purposes. The
state law requires that all operators shall destroy this. In the great

lumbering regions of Maine, where the operations aggregate millions

of feet annually, the law, states Commissioner Colby, is well observed.

There the department has power and funds to work with. This is

due to provisions of the law creating the Maine forestry district, which
has for its purpose the protection of the forests. Outside the district,

while the same law applies, the department has no fund with which
to work. The condition is taken advantage of by the portable mill

workers, who leave their slash on the ground to dry and become a

constant source of danger from fire.

The National Hardwood Lumber Association will hold its Twen-
ty-second Annual Convention, at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, Thurs-

day and Friday, June 19th and 20th, 1919.
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Lumberman Welcomed Journalists
Major Arthur Hill of Forestry Corps was First to Greet the

Party at Rouen Just Before Aerial Raid

Describing a night aerial raid by the Huns on the city of

Rouen, France, which took place when he, as a member of the Can-
adian newspaper party, visited the front, Frank Carrol, of Quebec
city, who is a well-known traveller and journalist, says in a recent

issue of his paper

:

It was dark when we entered Rouen, and it was only by the

tramway track that we were made aware of being in the city, for

everything else was in complete darkness. We had considerable

difficulty in reaching the Hotel de la Poste, about nine o'clock. En-
tering a shuttered door, we were greeted by Major Arthur T. Hill,

of Quebec, who is attached to the Forestry Corps, about forty-five

miles away.
Major Hill is a brother of J. K. Hill of the Radclifif Saw Mfg.

Co., Toronto, and is well known to the Canadian lumber trade. He
operated a mill at Belle River, Ont., and was for several years with

Price Bros., & CoT of Quebec. We were begrimmed with dust, and
our faces looked like those of coal heavers, but the pleasant sight

of a cozy lounge, filled with Canadian soldiers and a sharpened ap-

petite after our lengthy motor ride of over 125 miles, made us relish

a supper of omelettes, for which this hotel is justly famous.
Shortly after midnight the firemen rushed through the streets

warning the citizens of the presence of enemy air raiders. The elec-

tric lights went out just as we were half way up the last of the four

flight of stairs and we had to climb to get to our room. Half-dressed

maids were flying around the passages, placing little spirit lamps in

the halls, and then making a quick descent to the rotunda. Perman-
ent guests followed, but few of the members of our party ever moved
from their rooms, or awoke from their slumber. We descended to

the ground floor because there had been a mistake in our room key,

and there found a gathering of guests and help all wearing a rather

doleful appearance. We enquired what all the e'xcitement was about,

and we were told that the Germans were bombing the town. We
went out into the street to see the commotion. Here the people were
rushing out of the buildings and making for the cellars. It was a

fine, clear moonlight night, and away up in the sky was a huge saus-

age dirigible balloon, which, we were informed, was a friendly one
searching for enemy planes. We remained out-doors for over half

an hour, watching the sky for the approach of the Bosche, but they
never succeeded in breaking through the barrage, which we heard
in the distance, on the outskirts of the city, making a fearful uproar.
Then we heard the firemen sound the alarm that the danger was
all over, and everybody went back to rest again. Such was our first

experience of a city night raid. The majority of our party never
knew what happened until the next morning, while others thought
that something had gone wrong with the electric lighting system,
and quietly helped themselves to the spirit lamps in the passage-
ways, to light them to bed.

Next morning we visited the old Cathedral of Rouen, and the

immortal spot near the market, where Joan of Arc was burned at

the stake. Then we drove through some very narrow streets, having
a good view of the long lines of people standing in front of the bread
stores, waiting for their turn to be served with their allowance cards.

Otherwise, Rouen, one of the most interesting cities of France, was
much the same as usual. The tram cars were being run entirely by
women.

This city is the Clearing Record Depot for the Canadian Army,
which department is in charge of Colonel Lorne Hamilton, formerly
of Quebec, who, unfortunately was in London when we were there.

A record of every soldier going to the front has to be filed here, a
copy of which accompanies him through all the different stations

and places which he may pass until he returuns home.
We had barely reached the outskirts of the city when we met

a long procession of ambulances, probably several hundred, loaded
with wounded going back from the Rheims-Soissons offensive, which
had started a few days previously. Even the maimed Tommies were
full of good spirits, and responded to our salutations of recognition
of their valor and good luck.

Then for hours we passed camps of Hindu Cavalry, Canadians,
Australians and English. They were all under canvas, along the
roadway, interspersed with hospitals.

Bigr Forestry Scheme Planned for France
Norway intends to help out the restoration of the devastated part

of France, in the front zone, by planting a belt of Norwegian forest
trees. Much enthusiasm has developed for the scheme, and it is in-

tended to begin this spring. It comprises the planting of 250 acres
annually, for five years, and the money is streaming into Consul Hei-
berg, at Christiania. The idea is to send a forestry party of about

fifty Norwegians, fully equipped with trees, tools, tents and stores,
so as not to impose the slightest burden on France. The tentative
zone for planting the belt of trees is from Adrennes toward the Bel-
gian frontier, behind Arras, where there formerly was fine forest, but
action will be taken in accordance with the desires of the French.

High Honor for Major A. B. Gillies

Major A. B. Gillies, who was
recently made an officer of the
Order of the British Empire, is

widely known in both lumbering
and military circles. He has ren-
dered splendid service, overseas,
and comes from a family which
has played a leading part in the
recent war. Major Gillies grad-
uated from the Royal Military
College, Kingston, in 1905, and-
later was, for several years, at
Gillies Depot, near Cobalt, Ont.,
in connection with the lumber op-
erations of Gillies Bros. Ltd.,
whose headquarters are at Brae-
side, Ont., where they have been
established since 1873. In March,
1915, Major Gillies, who is a son
of David Gillies, President of
Gillies Bros., Ltd., joined the ar-
tillery branch of the service and
crossed overseas • in February,
1916, in command of the 30th
Battery, 8th Artillery Brigade. In July, 1916, he went to France in
command of this Battery and was in charge of it for several months,
taking part in the actions at Vimy Ridge and on the Somme. He was
shell shocked and invalided to England. Later he acted as brigade
major of the First Reserve Brigade of Canadian Artillery at Whitley
and Borden Camps, and was recently made a general staff officer.

Two other members of Gillies Bros. Ltd., have also served over-
seas with distinction. Capt. Allan R. Gillies, of Clover Bar, Alta.,
went over in September, 1914, in the first contingent, with the 3rd
Battery, and served two years in France, at the end of which time he
was invalided home. His brother, Lieut. Clyde C. Gillies, was
a mming engineer on the Rand, South Africa, when the European
strife broke out and shortly after returned and served in France with
one of the pioneer battalions until he was wounded and sent home
to Canada.

Major A. B. Gillies, Braeside, Ont.

Fixingr the Salary of Mill Managrer
According to information given in Supreme court in Vancouver,

in support of a motion to fix the remuneration of J. P. Walsh, the
liquidator of the Giscombe Lumber Company, says a press despatch,
managers or superintendents of milling companies or lumber con-
cerns generally are paid attractive salaries, ranging around $10,000
a year. It was stated that L. D. Rogers, a Portland lumber expert,
had refused to undertake the management of the Giscombe Lumber
Company for less than $10,000 a year.

The evidence was adduced in support of a motion to fix the salary
of the above liquidator, who, it was stated, was acting in the dual
capacity as liquidator and manager of the company, at $600 a month,
while the mill was operating in full, and at $300 while the planing
mill was closed down. The inspectors in the liquidation had recom-
mended this payment, as had the creditors, with one exception.

Mr. O'Dell, for the disputing creditor, opposed the motion. He-
said there was no good reason for the fixing of the remuneration at
this time. It had not been shown what the liquidator had done;
what he had collected or disbursed. It was more than the liquidator
of the Dominion Trust was paid.

Mr. Justice Macdonald adjourned the matter, but in the mean-
time would make an allowance of $1,500 as an interin allowance.

The Quebec Shipbuilding and Repair Company, of Quebec, are
clearing out their ways preparing for the construction of two large
schooners, the work on which will be started soon. As soon as the
timber, which has been ordered for the vessels, arrives, there will be
no delay in starting the work.

Regarding the British Government's programme of 500,000
houses. Sit- Eric Geddes declared recently that 160,000 had already
been arranged for, and it was hoped that the remaining 340,000
would come along very fast.
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ExportOutlook for Red Cedar Shingles
H. R. MacMillan Before the Congress in Seattle Declares

the Prospects are Not Encouraging

At the second annual Red Cedar Shingle Congress, held recent-

ly, in Seattle, Wash., some practical subjects were discussed, which
included export outlook, grading, inspecting and advertising. One
of the principal speakers at the profitable conference was H. R.

MacMillan, of Prince Rupert, B.C., who was formerly provincial

forester for British Columbia, and is, at present assistant director

of the Imperial Munitions Board. He discussed the possibility of in-

creasing the export trade in red cedar shingles. Regarding the out-

look for foreign business in the shingle line,, he did not consider it

very bright or encouraging at present.

It will be remembered that a few years ago Mr. MacMillan was
sent by the Dominion Government on an extended tour of the world
for the purpose of gathering information looking to the extending
of the market for British Columbia forest products. He admitted
th^re was some possibility of developing the export shingle business
but in countries with similar climate to this country, like England
and France, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, he found an
absence of wood coverings for buildings. In the countries mention-
ed iron and slate and other "substitutes" are used for roof covering
and the real advantages of shingles must be shown. A most natural

H. R. MacMillan, Prince Rupert, B.C., one of P. D. Roe, Port Moody, B.C., President of
the speakers at the Red Cedar Congress in the B. C. Lumber & Shingle Association

Seattle. for 1919.

field to. cultivate is Australia and New Zealand, where originally

hardwood shakes were first used, and then followed galvanized iron

and plates. Not more than 2,000,000 shingles have ever been ex-

ported annually to Australia and they went practically all to Sid-

ney. He found' that it cost at the time he visited Australia, $7.20 to

cover a square of roof with galvanized iron ; $10.80 for tile and $16.80
for shingles, wihch were then selling on Puget Sound at $1.85 a

thousand and freight was not over $1.50 a thousand. Shingles were
retailed at Sidney for $9 a thousand which cost the dealer laid down
$5.50, and on which he obtained a profit of $3.50. One reason that

shingles are expensive to use in South Africa is that solid lumber
sheathing has to be put under them there, and lumber sells for from
^60 to $70 a thousand feet there.

Those regions were originally settled by English who were ac-

customed to tile roofs. He noticed, however, that in Australia with
the advent of motor cars people are now living farther out in the
suburbs, and the redwood manufctaurers of California put up a
sample bungalow of redwood partly sided with shingles, which was
serving a good purpose in creating an interest in more comfortable
and artistic homes. He spoke of the prejudice in that country against
using water coming off of shingle roofs and also told of the great
expense in laying shingle roofs, which, however, could eventually
be overcome to some extent.

Mr. MacMillan was personally of the opinion that there would
not be much of a demand in Europe for shingles for rebuilding after

the war because of the large amount of demobilized labor that must
be employed and would be put to work in making slate and other,
roofing. To develop an export shingle business would need an or-

ganized campaign and he was of the opinion that there are coun-
ties or States in this country that will use more shingles than could
be sold in all the foreign countries of the world and that the same

effort and expense would get greater results in this country than
in foreign markets in promoting a greater use of shingles.

Officers Elected by B.C. Lumbermen
A most successful and enjoyable banquet was held recently at

the Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, when a number of important mat-
ters were discdssed by the B. C. Lumber and Shingle Association
and the B. C. Loggers Association. Among the matters considered
was that of the government orders for lumber, but no definite steps

were decided on in the latter instance, the members deciding it was
better to await positive information.

The election of officers for the two organizations has taken place,

P. D. Roe, of Port Moody, having been elected president of the lum-
bermen, and N. S. Lougheed, of Port Haney, of the loggers.

The officers of the B. C. Lumber & Shingle Association for 1919
are: President, P. D. Roe; vice-presidents, E. C. Knight and F. R.
Pendleton ; Directors. J. D. McCormack, G. R. Hackett, L. A. Lewis,
E. J. Palmer, A. L. Hendry and D. McLeod.

The officers of the B. C. Loggers' Association for 1919 are:

President, N. S. Lougheed, Abernethy & Lougheed Limited, Port
Haney; vice-president, F. C. Riley, Bloedel, Stewart & Welch, Lim-
ited

;
secretary, W. B. W. Armstrong ; assistant-secretary, Geo. F.

Rofe. Directors: T. A. Lamb, Lamb Lumber Co., Limited ;• G. G.

Johnston, Capilano Lumber Co., Limited ; M. D. Rector, International

Timber Co. ; L. H. Weber, Brooks-Scanlon-O'Brien Co., Limited

;

A. E. Munn, Gordon Development Co., Limited ; J. M. Dempsey,
Dempsey Logging Co., Limited ; E. G. English, Nimpkisk Lake Log-
ging Co., Limited ; F. R. Pendleton, Straits Lumber Co. ; P. A. Wil-
son, Wilson-Brady Limited; J. R. McDonald, of P. B. Anderson.

Freight rates on regular steamships plying between Canada and
the British Isles have dropped to $1.50 per cubic foot. This announce-
ment by shipping companies is accepted by Montreal .^^hippers as in-

dicating that in the next few months space will be seeking cargoes.

The rates before the war were thirty cents per cubic foot.

Nr. Barclay Finds Coast Men Optimistic

L. D. Barclay, Toronto, manager of the Toronto office of the

Canadian Western Lumber Company, Eraser ^lills, B.C., returned

recently from an extended visit to the Coast and to his parents in

Edmonton. He goes west once a year to spend several weeks and
get a line on the general outlook. Mr. Barclay reports that there is

a distinct feeling of optimism prevailing throughout B. C, and that

mill men are looking forward to a large export trade. An order of

100,000,000 feet for B. C. fir will be placed by the British Govern-
ment just as soon as the transportation facilities are arranged. It is

understood this consignment will be mostly for stock stuff and con-

sists of boards, sheeting, flooring, ceiling, general house trim and
small dimension which can.be filled from the ordinary yard supplies.

The prices named have been accepted by the British Timber Con-
troller and the order will be filled as .soon as the Admiralty provides

the necessary ships. Mr. Barclay looks for prices on various lines

to stiffen somewhat and says there is a brisk demand for shingles.

Since the embargo was taken off them at the close of the war a

lively market has developed across the border, and shingles, which
have declined from 40c to 50c., are now commanding their regular

figures. Fully 80 per cent, of the shingle mills are in operation.

P. J. McCormack, who has been associated with Mr. Barclay for

the past two years and went west with him, will not return to To-
ronto. He is now with H. J. Mackin, assistant manager, and will

have supervision of the sales department. During his residence in

the east, Mr. McCormack, by his courtesy, geniality and attention

to business, made numerous friends, who will wish him every suc-

cess in his new sphere of activity.

National Association Will Meet in March
An important meeting of the Board of Trustees of the National

Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, at which W. Gerard Pow-
er, of St. Pacome, P.Q., and Gordon C. Edwards, of Ottawa, were
present, was held in New York on January 15th. Many matters of

weight and interest were brought up and it was reported that the

membership of the Association is to-day 455, which is the largest on

record.

There was considerable discussion as to the time and place of

holding the next annual meeting of the Association. Invitations were

recived from several citie,s and the trustees unanimously voted to

meet in Philadelphia on Wednesday and Thursday, March 19th

and 20th. This will be the twenty-seventh annual meeting of the As-

sociation and the growth of the organization indicates that the con-

vention this year will be one of the most successful in the history of

the Association.
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Boom and Improvement Companies
Officers Elected for the Coming Year and Good Reports

Presented on the Past Season's Operations

The' annual meetings of several organizations of Ontario lumber

manufacturers operating in the Georgian Bay district were held in

Toronto at the Queen's Hotel on January 15, 16 and 17, and con-

siderable important business was transacted. Everything in connec-

tion with the business of the different concerns was reported to be

satisfactory considering existing conditions, and the reports of the

year's work revealed the excellent effects of cooperation in the mat-

ter of handling logs and in carrying out various improvements in

driving and rafting.

The French River Boom Co., Limited, which handles all the logs

F. N. Waldie, Toronto, Secy.-Treas.
Mississauga River Improvement Co.

A. E. Beck, Thessalon, Member of Manage-
ment Committee, Log Picking Association.

of the various owners coming down the French river to Georgian
Bay, elected W. J. Sheppard of the Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Wau-
baushene, as President, and W. F. Beck of the C. Beck Manufacturing
Co., Penetanguishene as Secretary-Treasurer. The directors for the

coming year are F. N. Waldie, of the Victoria Harbor Lumber Co.,

Victoria Harbor; Wm. Irwin, Peterborough; W. E. Bigwood, Graves
Bigwood & Co., Byng Inlet ; and W. J. Bell, Spanish Mills Co., Sud-
bury.

The Mississauga River Improvement Co., Limited, which handles
the logs coming down the stream which bears this name and looks
after all improvements, elected John R. Stover of Eddy Bros, and Co.,

Blind River, as President, and F. N. Waldie of the Victoria Harbor
Lumber Co., as Sec.-Treas. The directors are C. N. Carney of the

Hope Lumber Co., Thessalon
; J. J. McFadden, McFadden and Mal-

loy, Spragge, and W. E. Bigwood, Graves, Bigwood & Co., Byng
Inlet.

The Spanish River Improvement Co., Limited, presented an in-

teresting report on the improvements carried out on the Spanish river.

The officers for 1919 are: President, W. F. Bigwood; vice-president,

George R. Gray, Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Sault Ste Ma-
rie

;
Secy.-Treas., Charles McCrea, M.L.A., Sudbury. The directors

are W. J. Bell, J. J. McFadden and F. N. Waldie.

The Sable & Spanish Boom and Slide Co. of Algoma, Limited,

which handle the logs .out of the Spanish river, elected W. E. Big-

wood, President, and W. J. Bell as Secretary-Treasurer. Directors,

W. J. Bell, J. J. McFadden, George T. Jackson, Little Current Lum-
ber Co., Little Current, and J. A. Ferguson, Spanish Mills Co., Mas-
sey.

W. J. Bell, Sudbury, Sec.-Treas. Sable and
Spanish Boom and Slide Co. of Algoma,

John R. Stover, Blind 'River, President,
Mississaugua River Improvement Co., Ltd.

The Log Picking Association, which operates on Georgian Bay,
in the matter of the recovery of logs lost in the operation of towing
rafts, etc., elected the following committee to look after its aft'airs

during the coming year : W. J. Sheppard, Georgian Bay Lumber Co.,

Waubaushene ; F. N. Waldie, Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Victoria
Harbor; W. E. Bigwood, Graves, Bigwood & Co., Byng Inlet; E.
Letherby, Chew Bros., Limited, Midland; C. N. Carney, Hope Lum-
ber Co., Thessalon ; W. J. Bell, Spanish Mills Co., Sudbury ; J. J. Mc-
Fadden, McFadden and Malloy, Spragge ; A. E. Beck, C. Beck Manu-
facturing Co., Thessalon ; George D. Jackson, Little Current Lumber
Co., Little Current; H. H. Bishop, Bishop Lumber Co,, Thessalon;

J. R. Stover, Eddy Bros. & Co., Blind River; W. F. Beck, C. Beck
Manufacturing Co., Penetanguishene.

W. J. Sheppard, Waubaushene,
President, French River Boom Co.

W. E. Bigwood, Byng Inlet, President,
Spanish River Improvement Co., Ltd.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate o(

20 cents per agate line (14 agate lines make
one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion,

payable in advance. Space measured from
rule to rule. When four or more consecutive
insertions of the same advertisement are or-

dered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-

close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a
word, net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 50 cents.
Advertisements must be received not later

than the 10th and 20th of each month to

insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

Pine Slabs For Sale

For sale 1000 cords of soft pine slabs. Im-
mediate delivery. Uishop Lumber Company,
Nestcrville, Ont. 3-4

Mill Cull for Prompt Shipment
1 in. and 2 in. No. 1 Mill Cull and No. 1

and No. 2 mill cull mixed for prompt ship-

ment. Write for quotations. The Elgie &
Jarvis Lumber Co., Ltd., 18 Toronto Street,

Toronto, Ont. 2-3

Pulpwood For Sale

Ten thousand cords of pulpwood situated

within 200 miles from (Juebec city, and ten

million ft. of spruce and hardwood lumber,
winter cut. We can fill almost any order.

Ouotations will be finished on demand. Que-
bec Lumber Co., 08 St. Peter St., Quebec,
P.Q. 3-8

I Wanted-Lumber | Wanted-Machinery

Hemlock Wanted
Rlock of dry No. 1 and No. 2 Hemlock.

Write the Elgie & Jarvis I^umber Co., Ltd.,

IS Toronto St., Toronto, Ont. 2 3

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter cut

preferred. Apply Firstbrook Brothers, Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont. 8-t.f.

Hemlock Wanted
Peeled Hemlock pulpwood, 4 ft. lengths

;

state ouantity. and price, f.o.b. cars your sid-

ing. Rox f-'4,'), Canada Lumberman, Toronto.
Ont. S

Pine Shorts Wanted

From 300,000 to half a million feet, of

shorts from 12 in. to 72 in. in length, and any
width. Can use White, Red, or Jack Pine,

and Spruce. What can you oflfer, either dry
or green? Hox FHl, Canada Lumberman.
Toronto, Ont. 8

2000 Cords Pulpwood Wanted
Am open to buy all kinds of pulpwood

F.O.B. Cars. State lowest price with point

of loading. Advance furnished. Box S41,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ontario. 2 5

For Sale-Lumber

Shavings For Sale

Baled Shavings, car loads and small lo*:i.

The Boake Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

2-5 Toronto, Ont.

Hemlock and Birch For Sale

2 cars of 2 x 6 Hemlock, dry.

1 car of 1 x 7 and wider dry Birch, Com.
Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd.,

2-5 Peterborough, Ont.

Lumber For Sale

Two cars 4x4 Maple Boxed Hearts.
One car 5x6 Maple Boxed Hearts.
One car 6x6 Maple Boxed Hearts.
Seven cars Fir Doors.
Three cars Fir Columns.

GEO C. GOODFELLOW,
Montreal, Que.

Equipment Wanted s

Good second-hand box matcher, pony plan-

er, and open back nailing machine wanted.

.Apply to Fletcher Pulp and Lumber Co.,

Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que. 3

i For Sale-Machinery 1

Jenckes Corliss Engine For Sale

One second-hand Jenckes Corliss Engine,

12 in. X 30 in. cut. Description and price on

application to

Canadian IngersoU-Rand Company, Ltd.,

2.t.f. Toronto, Ont.

Locomotive For Sale

Fifty-ton standard gauge Climax geared

locomotive in first class shape. Immediate

delivery. Box 827, Canada Lumberman, To-

ronto, Ont. 3

Equipment For Sale

1 MacGregor-Gourlay double head tennoner.

1 Mattison variety lathe, 24 in.

1 pony planer, 24 iij.

1 elbow Sander.
2 Reynolds screw drivers. No. 2.

1 15 H.P. C.G.E. motor, 220 volt.

1 50 H.P. C.G.E. motor, 550 volt.

1 35 in. Sturtevant fan.

24 3

Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd.,
Peterborough, Ont

Equipment For Sale

1 Portable Saw Mill, fully equipped vvit!i

Trimmer, 3 saw Edger, Jack and slush

chains.

1 J. 1. Case Co. Traction Engine.

1 Twenty-five foot Towing Boat, with 12

H.P. gasoline engine.

.\ quantity of light steel rail, S x 12 lb.

2.1 sets logging sleighs.

_' Water Tanks.
1 Patent Snowplow.
3 teams heavy horses, and other logging

equipment.

This outfit can be seen in operation at No-
var Ont., after January 20th, and possession

given March 1st, 1919. Will sell separately or

collectively.

The Ontario Bark Company, Limited,

2-5 Huntsville, Ont.

Equipment For Sale
One P. Payette Co. lathe machine and

bolter, lathe trimmer and sorting table, pul-
leys and belting. All in first class condition.
Address Box f5S, Ca/iada Lumberman, Tor-
onto, Ont. 3-C

Two Big Bargains
Berlin No. 90 High Speed Matcher, size l.'i

x6; profiler attachment complete with matcher,
also shiplap heads, also siding and V-coiling
heads for profiler, first-class condition.
American No. 77 High Speed Matcher, size

15 X C) in. Shimer Expansion Matcher Heads,
Shimer Shiplap Heads 3-4 in., and American
1 in. or 2 in. Shiplap Heads. Condition first-

class. Box TOO, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.
Ont. 34

For Sale

1—17 X 24 Atlas Engine, with 36 in. x 10 ft.

flywheel.

3—No. 94 Berlin Matchers, 15 in., fittetl with
hard steel knives on top and bottom sylin-

ders—one pair shiplap, jointer and floor-

ing heads with bits for each machine.

1—No. 182 Berlin Double Surfacer, 30 in. x

6 in.

l_HIo. 199 Berlin Buzz Planer.
1—No. 290 Berlin Picket Header.

The Otis Staples Lumber Company, Ltd.,

19 t.f. Wycliffe, B.C.

1 Wanted-Employees

Advcrtiicments under this headlnc two cents a

word per insertion. Minimum char(t 10 cents.

STENOGRAPHER—Experienced, to do let-

ters anil billing neatly and accurately. Box
f-.W. Canada Lumberman, Toronto. Ont. 3

ASSISTANT SALESMAN for Toronto re-

tail yard—must be a hustler. S'tate qualifica-

tions and salary to start. Box S58, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 3

BOOKKEEPER with retail lumber exjfcri-

ence, as assistant in Toronto office—Shorthand
and Typewriting not necessary. Apply with

copy of references and salary expected, to

Box 857, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 3

WANTED—TRAVELLING SALESMAN
for Sash and Door Factory, with established

trade in Ontario and points east. Require an
experienced salesman who is thoroughly famil-

iar with sash and door business, interior trim

products, and general lumber trade. In applj;-

ing state fully experience along tliese lines, if

possible giving references. Any information

given will be treated confidentially. If appli-

cation warrants personal interview applicant

will be advised accordingly. Apply to P. W.
Gardiner & Son, 30 Harris St., Gait, Out. 3

1
3!
Wanted-Employment

Advertisements under this heading one cent i

word per inseration. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents.

WANTED POSITION AS DOUBLE CUT
BAND SAW FILER. 25 years on Band and
Circular Saws. Also all-round millwright.

Last 12 years full charge of mill and filing.

Can furnish best of references. Reason for

changing seasons shortening. Box 849, Can-

ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 3-5

Wanted Position
BY AN ACCOUNTANT with ten years' ex-

perience in the lumber business, three years

at large mill, balance in wholesale and retail.

At present employed as Secretary-Treasurer.

Able to take full charge. Box No. 252, Can-

ada Lumberman, 119 Board of Trade Bldg.,

Montreal. .

EXPERIENCED SHIPPER, 'M. desires
position. K) years with prominent English im-
jjorters. Will go East or West. Best refer-
cncis. C. Benson, Dunnville, Ont. 3

WANTED POSITION BY FIRST CLASS
BAND SAW FILER, 20 years' experience;
can furnish first class reference. Box 85J6,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-8

WANTED POSITION BY PRACTICAL
LUMBERMAN; liftecn years' experience in
all brandies. Last ten years Sales Manager
for large Canadian company. Box 7b5, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto. IS-lf.

WANTED POSITION AS MILL SUPER-
INTENDENT by first class man. Can get re-

sults. 20 years' experience. Can start first

February. Box 837, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 28

LUMBER INSPECTOR m
Hardwoods, Henihjck and ^ --i

tion as .Shipper or Vard S i, ^ai

isfactory references furnished. Address Box
So. fc54, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

34

POSITION WANTED WITH LUMBER
COMPANY by competent accountant with ten
yi ars' iiractical experience in lumber business.
Thoroughly experienced in both clerical and
outside work. Apply Box 852, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont S

ADVERTISER WITH 26 YEARS' EX-
PERIENCE, ert aid
wiiodworking m,: i

Would make ye dc

tiirer to go abroii'l. i;<>.\ >4'>, i ana-la Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 3-4

By practical sawmill foreman or superin-
tendent, thoroughly understands repairing and
operating and can give results; have had ex-

perience in Georgian Bay and North STiore

mills, both band and gang. No mill too large.

Box No. 840, Canada Lumberman, Toronto,
Ontario. 2-3

^Business Chances

|

For Sale

Building and Machinery of good Double Cut
Band Sawmill, well equipped with steam feed,

canter; loaders, etc.

If you want a good mill, address Box 762.

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 15-t.f.

Ships Knees
We are open to make contracts for de-

livery
.
during winter and spring of all sizes

Spruce and Juniper Knees, 5 inch to 12 inch.

For further particulars, apply,

Musgrave & Co., Ltd.,
Eastern Trust Building.

24 3 Halifax. N.S.

For Sale—Valuable Saw Mill

Stave and heading plant in eastern North
Carolina, accessible to both pine and gtim tim-

ber, water and rail transportation, brick dry

kilns and all other appointments of a first-

class property. Stave and heading machinery
recently newly installed. Address,

"STAVES & LUMBER," Box 167, Bur-

gaw. North Carolina.

Agency Wanted
Gentleman living in South Wales, Great

Britain, with a large pit prop and colliery tim-

ber connection, wishes to act as distributing

agent for a lumber merchant or exporter in

Newfoundland or elsewhere, and would also

purchase loads of pit props cut to specifica-

tion. Advertiser would come over and inter-

view merchants anxious to do business. J.

Griffith Jones, Colliery Timber Merchant,
Llanelly, S. Wales, Great Britain. 1-4
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MILL AND LIMITS FOR SALE in New
Ontario.
Would sell outright or lialf interest.

Excellent opportunity for a lumberman.
Reason for selling, short of capital. A for-

tune awaiting the right man.
Address, J

Apartment 3 A,
578 Dorchester St. W.,

2 Montreal, Que.

For Sate—Timber Limits

About 1G(K) acres, mostly Hardwood, in Hali-
l)urton County ;

partly cut. About 200 M.
ft. on skids. Also Saw Mill in connection,
situated on edge of Limit. Capacity about
20 M. ft. per 10 hours. In perfect running
order ; and large 4 sided Matcher fitted up
in running order. This is an Al Machine.
Also Horses, Sleighs, and all equipment.

Purchaser could have immediate possession.
Owner retiring from the business.
.\pply Box S55, Canada Lumberman, To-

ronto, Ont. 3

In order to close Estate in Town of 3,000
population in Province of Quebec on G.T.R.,
Factory now making Sash and Doors, House
Trim, ets., 125 Horse Water Power, Dry
Kilns, etc., is for sale or would consider or-

ganizing stock company with party having
some capital capable of managing the business,
or plant could easily be converted into Handle
and Woodware factory. Unlimited supply of

birch, maple, and beech lumber in vicinity.

Party with capital thoroughly understanding
the manufacturing and m.arketing of these
lines would be offered an attractive proposi-
tion.

Interested parties address Box No. 844,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-7

Big Pine Property

For Sale

Eastern associates, for business reasons, will

sell their Western timber holdings and mill.

Plant now operating.

Annual capacity, 30 million feet.

Product firmly established in extensive mar-
kets.

.32,000 acres Western Soft Pine Timber.

500 'million feet tributary to mill.

Exceptional opportunity with moderate cash
investment.

Principals only.

For full particulars, address Box 421, Can-
ada Lumberman, Winch Building, Vancouver,
B.C. 2-3

Miscellaneous

Tenders for Timber on

Lower French River

Indian Reserve

Sealed tenders addressed to the undersigned
and marked on the envelope "Tender for
Lower French Timber,"' will be received un-
til noon of Wednesday, the 26th day of Feb-
ruary, 1919, for the merchantable Basswood,
Kim and Birch timber on the Lower French
River Indian Reserve, in the district of Parry
Sound, in the Province of Ontario.

Tenderers should state the amount of cash
bonus they are prepared to pay for the tim-
ber over and above Crown dues payable un-
der sworn returns furnished by a licensed
culler. An accepted cheque on any Canadian
chartered bank for ten per cent, of the bonus
tendered should accompany each tender, the
balance of the bonus to be paid within thirty
days from date of notification of acceptance
of tender.

An annual license will be granted to the
successful tenderer, and five years will be al-
lowed for the removal of the timber under the
regulations of the Department.
Any further information desired may be ob-

tained upon application to the undersigned,
or to Alexander Logan, Indian Superintendent
at Parry Sound.
The unauthorized publication of this adver-

tiBement will not be paid for.

DUNCAN C. SCOTT,
Deputy Superintendent General

of Indian Affairs.

Department of Indian Affairs,
Ottawa, January 17, 1019. 3.4

Coolidge & Carlisle

Forest Engineers

Timber Estimates and Maps

Plans for Logging Operations

Bang^or, Maine

DR. BELL'S
Veterinary Wonder Remedies
10.000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free

to horsemen who give the Wonder a fair

trial. Guaranteed for Colic, Inflamma-
tion of the Lungs, Bowels, Kidneys,
Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send 25c for
Mailing Package, etc. Agents wanted.
Write your address plainly. DR. BELL,
V S.. Kingston, Ont.

Tea that is all genuine leaf and produces the
greatest quantity of flavoury satisfying infuslen

Send for samples and prices.
SALADA TEA CO. TORONTO

CUT YOUR
SELLING

COSTS
Use Mac Lean
Daily Reports
and know where

the projects are that offer the most pro-

fitable business. Reduce the percent-
age of wasted time and lost orders by
concentrating on the most likely oppor-
tunities.

Rates and Samples on Request.

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS. Ltd.

346 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

HNION STOCKYARDS
OF TORONTO, l-imitecl

•Canada's Greatest Live Stock Market*
Capital, $1,500,000. Two Hundred
Acres. Dundas St. cars to Keele St.,

West Toronto. Auction Sales every
Wednesday. Private Sales Daily.

Correspondence Solicited.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH
Manager Horse Dept.

$2.00 a Year
24 ssues

Big value to any Lumber
Manufacturer or Dealer.

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER?

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide St. W., TORONTO

Sale of Pulpwood Lands
in Northern Ontario

The Lake Superior Corporation and
Algoma Eastern Railway Company are

open to negotiate for the disposal of cer-

tain lands

Approximately 682,000 Acres
situated for the most part in that section of North-
ern Ontario known as the Clay Belt, and com-
prising the Townships of Storey, Langemarck,
Dowsley, Nassau, Shetland, Staunton, Orkney,
IMagladery, Caithness, Rykert, Doherty, Whigham,
Coppell, Newton, Dale, McOwen, Frater.

The lands* in question are accessible to the

Algoma Central, Trans-Continental, Cana-

dian Northern, and Canadian Pacific Rail-

ways, and should be of particular interest to

pulp and paper makers, also to settlers, in

view of their agricultural possibilities.

General information will be furnished and plans exhibited

at the office of Mr. Alex. Taylor, secretary of the Lake
Superior Corporation, 1428 Bank of Hamilton Building,

Toronto, or at the office of Mr. G. A. Montgomery, vice-

president of the Algoma Eastern Railway Company, Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large ouantity of Second-

Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in

all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in

width, which we can sell at interesting
prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. - Toronto, Ont.

WIRE
Manufacturers of

For TYING, BUNDLING
and many other purposes.

NAILS, etc.

LAIDLAW BALE-TIE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. ONT.

TIMBER LANDS
Bought and Sold

Timber and Pulp
Wood Estimates

R.R. BRADLEY
Consulting Forester
Globe-Atlantic Bldg.

ST. JOHN - N. B.

We offer for Immediate
delivery

—

30 M. 4/4 Beech, No. 2 C. & B.'

50 M. 6/4 Beech, No. 2 C. & B.

150 M. 4/4 Maple, N. 2 C. & B.

100 M. 4/4 Birch, No. 2 C. & B.

300 M. 4/4, 8/4 & 12/4 Soft Elm.
20 M. 4/4 Oak, plain. No. 2 & E.

Prices are very attractive

PEDWELL HARDWOOD
LUMBER CO.

79SpadinaATe . TORONTO

PRATT &WHITNEY CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

SMALL TOOLS
Taps — Dies — Reamers — Cutters — Drills

MADE IN CANADA
As good as money can buy—Guaranteed absolutely

!

Head Office and Works, DUNDAS, ONT.

MONTREAL
DrammoBd BUm.

SALES OFFICES

:

VANCOUVER WINNIPEG
•k •( HaaiUtoB BUg.
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Review of Current Trade Conditions

Ontario and the East

In a general way trade is quiet at the present time and retail

dealers are not buying very much lumber or other building supplies

except for immediate use. While considerable discussion is heard

with respect to building operations there is one thing to be remem-

bered, and that is, large structural projects do not take definite shape

until about the middle of March. There are a number of enquiries

being received from contractors and housing companie.s, but just

how many of these will materialize remains to be seen. Those who
are disposed to take a conservative view of the situation, believe that

the amount of building to be done this year, in conjunction with long

neglected repairs and renovations will result in a bigger turnover

than in any period since the war. Some house owners, warehouse

men and manufacturers may still be holding aloof in the hope that

lumber will fall in price, but all economic and administrative points

of view demonstrate that there is little foundation for the expressed

hope. It is costing much more to get out the timber this year than

it did last. One leading firm states that lumber will cost at least $2

a thousand more that it did in 1917-18 from all the reports that it can

gather. Others place the amount as high as $5.

The mild weather of January did not help logging operations as

the roads were impassible, owing to the wet ground and frequent

thaws, streams in many cases were not frozen over and hauling the

logs was impossible. The warm days caused the lumbermen many
anxious moments. The month was the balmiest in many winters

which was very welcome to the consumer of fuel, but not at all pleas-

ing to the lumber manufacturer, who sought to catch up in his cut and

get out as large a quantity of timber as possible. Owing to the de-

creased cut of last year and the promising increased demand in 1919

—which will, in all likelihood result this season—due princpially

to the large export business certain firms have felt that they could

put on a little more sail, so to si)eak, and push production to the

highest possible point, considering the labor handicap in the early fall.

There is on the whole a quiet confidence jjrevailing in the trade

and at a representative meeting of Ontario lumbermen, held in To-

ronto, when it was decided to send a delegate abroad in the inter-

ests of bigger business, not a discouraging note was heard. ILveryone

expressed the belief that everything was going to turn out all right

in 1919 and the year would see as large a production as did 1918 if

weather conditions enable the operators to get out the material.

Labor is plentiful at the present time, the number of enquiries is en-

couraging and so far as the average onlooker can discern, while

business may not unfold as rapidly as some ardent exponents expect,

still the volume is bound to come. It may be slow in starting, bvtt

once on the way it will gather speed and force. There is no disposi-

tion to cut prices on the part of the larger firms and the fact that it is

now three months since the European chaos has terminated and gen-

erally values have held, should prove conclusively that everything

is going to come along all right and is basically sound. Any hesita-

tion or caution that may be evidenced at the present time should not

be interpreted as want of confidence or a sign of weakness. On the

contrary such manifestations are only the natural development of the

large economic readjustment through which Canada is passing after

the displacement of regular business and market facilities during the

last four years. Naturally if a perceptible check has been experienced,

it need not create any surprise or prove an indication that something

is wrong fundamentally. There need be no apprehension about the

future if the trade stand firm and face conditions for the next few

months as quietly, calmly and confidently as they have been shown

during the month just closed.

Great Britain.

The market for hardwoods remains firm, and there is a consid-

erable amount of activity owing to the Government holdings being

offered round the market by the brokers. As the restrictions on pri-

vate trading have been removed there will doubtless be considerably

more competition to secure suitable parcels of American oak, red

gum, etc.

In regard to native grown timber the market is generally firm

with a fairly good demand. All kinds of home-grown woods are in

request, and there are considerably brighter prospects for trade when

business begins to settle down after the holidays. As it is likely to

be some time before any large quantities of American woods reach

this market, there is every reason to believe that the demand for

native timber will continue strong.

The relaxation of the Control regulations has afforded a great
sense of relief to the trade. The powers of the Timber Contrnjlrr
may now be enumerated as follows:

(1) Permission is still required to purchase abroad.

(2) Maximum prices for home and imported timber remain in

force.

(3) The Pitwood Order fixing areas of supply and maximum
prices of pitwood continues to apply.

In plywoods the market has been in rather a "jumpy" state lately,

though matters will probably right themselves very shortly. The
quantity of plywood in the country is not excessive, and there will

probably be a very fair demand for the wood later on for furniture

making. The manufacture of furniture has been practically at a

standstill for some long time, so there is plenty of work to be made
up here. The stocks of plywood available in the country will come
in very useful for the purpose, as in furniture making large quantities

of this wood are utilized.

There has been a fair demand for South Wales mining timber,

and although the imports from France were not so heavy, still col-

lieries were well supplied. Most collieries had good stocks on hand,
and were, therefore, in a position to withstand the curtailed deliver-

ies. There was a fair amount of Irish wood received, but the total

quantity was not so heavy as was the case during the past few weeks.
Deliveries of wood from the adjacent counties has been slow owing to

the inclement weather experienced.

The shortage of tonnage continues to be very severe, though
when the Government sets free some of the boats that are at present

being used for other work the situation should be much relieved.

For the transport of troops alone a very large number of tramp
steamers arc being used. Many of these will shortly be available,

owing to the launching of new boats, which is going on every day.

Standardized ships are appearing in gradually increasing numbers,
and these boats are making all the difference to the freight question.

The Canadian shipyards, too, says an exchange, have lately been
turning out many new wooden steamers; and although they are most-
ly of small carrying capacity they will come in most useful in these

times. It is gratifying to know, too, that nearly all these Canadian-
built boats are being used for timber-carrying. This is very satis-

factory, so far as the wood trade is concerned. Other steamers will

also probably be given over for the carrying of wood cargoes, though
all, of course, will be under the control of the Ministry of Shipping.

United States.

While there are no outstanding features and trade is compar-
atively quiet, it is the general belief as spring approaches there will

be a great deal more business ofTering. The general condition of

the market will depend very largely on export. It is felt that lumber
prices will not fall. It could be supposed that the fact that prices

for lumber for a multitude of reasons will not and can not come down
from its present far from unreasonable levels, for years perhaps, by
this time would be universally recognized ; but apparently there still

are vast numbers of would-be home builders, architects, contractors,

even lumber retailers, and other consumers, who believe a decline in

lumber prices imminent and who therefore judge it as their duty
toward therfiselves to stay off the market a little longer, until then.

The trouble with these people is that they are not properly informed
as to the underlying fact6rs that will determine the trend of future

lumber prices. They need to be educated on this point, and quickly.

The needs of the country are such as to demand a large construction

l)rogramme, to be started <ind completed as soon as physically pos-

sible. At the "Readjustment congress," recently held in Houston.
Tex., an idea was advanced that advertising would start people build-

ing. That seems the real solution to the problem. It would have im-

measurably valuable results would the dealer when speaking to the

people through his advertisements in the community newspaper poin

out to them the reasons why lumber though higher is likely to g
still higher, and why lumber prices can not come down to anywhere
near pre-war levels perhaps for years to come, and why, therefore

the wise man builds now.

A further increase in the demand for hardwoods, of practically

all the commercial varieties, and in the number of inquiries received

is reported from nearly all points in the hardwood belt. It is apparent
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View of Mills in Sarnia.

BUY THE BEST
Retailers and woodworking establishments who like to

get Al NORWAY and WHITE PINE LUMBER al-

ways buy their stocks from us because we can ship them

on quick notice. It pays to have the goods, but it pays

better to '^deliver" them.

We also make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to or-

der any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

" Rush Orders Rushed "

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO

B. P. Bole, Pres. F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barre, Gen. Mgr. W. A. Saurwein, Ass't. Mgr.
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that a steady though perhaps gradual improvement in the hardwood
trade from now on can be expected. Building operations begin to

expand, and this is reflected in a heavier call for flooring, ceiling,

siding and interior trim. Box interests are actively on the market,

taking all offerings of low grade cottonwood and gum. Automobile
manufacturers are buying heavily, gathering in all the material pos-

sible in preparation for a heavy production of pleasure cars and trucks

during the year. Furniture interests also, though as yet uninformed
as to the coming season's styles and therefore not yet seriously on
the market, are working a little more freely and are purchasing now
and then. The export trade is expected to materialize soon into a

strong factor, and many manufacturers profess not to see how, with

a tremendous domestic demand also awaited, both can satisfactorily

be handled. But despite all this there still are buyers who try to

force down prices by staying of¥ the market except for hand-to-mouth

requirements; but they meeet with little if any success. The manu-
facturers have too much confidence in the future to consider givinj

up their fight for fair prices and profits now.
Conditions in the southern pine industry are sound and are"

rapidly returning to normal, all reports agree. Domestic inquiries

and orders continue to come in, in a constantly growing volume a.s

a matter of fact ; and some manufacturing centers claim that their
mills actually have more than they can do. And this in face of a
huge export demand that everything indicates will soon develop.
Doubt has been expressed if, when this business materializes, the
industry will be capable of satisfactorily meeting all demands that
will be made upon it. Under these conditions prices naturally hold
very strong, and there remains only one guess as to their future
trend. Most of the business at present transacted apparently i.s

direct-with-the-mill trade from industrial and railroad sources.

Market Correspondence SPECIAL REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS AT
HOME AND ABROAD

St. John Manufacturers are Moving^ Some Stocks
The outlook for sales to the British Government of deals from

St. John is more promising. The manufacturers feel there is a possi-

bility of getting rid of the old stocks which they have on hand and

were sawn in 1918, and probably the new stocks to be sawn in 1919.

A few sales of some 20 million feet have been put through during the

iast two weeks. While the prices are not all than can be asked for,

still they are fair for some classes of logs which, in certain cases,

are not costing as much as others. Logs that are being cut near

the city and have no long drive or expensive rafting to bear, can be

sawn up and the manufactured lumber sold much cheaper than the

logs which have a long expensive drive from Maine and Quebec
coming over the St. John. The present prices being offered by the

Munition Board in England do not warrant selling the highest price

log lumber, as it will not pay the cost of logs, plus' the expense of

manufacturing. Deals are being sold at or around $35 per M. on

wharves at St. John. Country sawn rotary deals are bringing

around $30 per M. delivered in St. John, but very few are wanted,

as the buyers desire city cut well-sawn deals. The rotary-cut deals

are usually inferior both as to size of log and to manufacturer. Stocks

of pine boards are bringing fair prices and very little is to be had.

The local building market is not good and factory work is get-

ting scarce. The present prospects are not bright and what the fu-

ture has in store is quite a conundrum, which no one as yet can an-

swer .

Work in the woods is going "on in fine shape and at present

writing the hauling is good. Should conditions remain as at present

all operations will be able to get their logs to the river banks.

Laths, shingles and short stocks are in poor demand. The mills

at St. John are all idle, undergoing their usual winter's repairs.

Labor is more plentiful and all men needed for the woods are now
available.

Montreal Outlook is Regrarded as Encouraging
Trade in Montreal is quiet, and in no department is there any

business worth mentioning. For all that, there are expectations of

better things ; these may not materialize for a couple of months, but

with the opening of spring, wholesalers look for an appreciable all-

round improvement, especially if the British orders come along.

From the local point of view, the outlook is encouraging. Arch-
itects state that they have a considerable amount of work in hand,

and there are also many projects held over from the war period.

How far this work will be carried out depends to a certain extent

on a reduction in prices of material. Already certain classes of ma-
terial are cheaper. As to labour, the supply is now more abundant,
but wages for skilled men in the construction trade are still high,

and are likely to continue so until the cost of living is lower.

Wholesalers state that prices asked by the mills in the province

are stiff, and that further East the quotations are away ahead of last

season
—"crazy" one whole.saler termed them, but of course this all

depends upon whether a firm is a buyer or seller.

Inquiries from the United States have picked up slightly.

Reports from several points in the province show that conditions

are against large cut. Apart from the difficulty of securing labor

in the early part of the season, the influenza epidemic hampered
woods operations. On top of this, the fall of snow in many districts

is very small, thus making it difficult to adequately deal with haul-

ing. Labor, for the woods and manufacturing, however, is more

plentiful, but it comes too late to be of any substantial value to

lumbermen. Wages, too, are reported to be on the down grade.
The pulpwood situation continues good. The demand is fair,

with prices firm. American and Canadian mills are heavily stocked,
having bought freely last year. The conditions are against any large
supplies for the present season., owing to operations being handi-
capped by want of men and climatic conditions.

Ottawa Reports Business Generally Quiet
A very quiet two weeks so far as sales were concerned featured

For the whole month sales and business generally never got within
striking distance of the "peak" of the upward curve.

Orders were slow, shipments few, and inquiries were only fair.

These adverse indications are more or less noticeable every year about
this time, but the opinion generally had an inclination that the symp-
toms of dull business were more pronounced than with a correspond-
ing period a year ago. The signs of depression mentioned above
must not be taken to mean that the bottom has fallen out of things.

Quite the contrary was the case. The market for the whole month
remained just as firm as to price as it had been. There was simply
very little business going on.

Looking ahead and anticipating the future the lumbermen on
the whole were a long way from being discouraged. Brighter and
better times and conditions they asserted were bound to come, with
the natural re-opening of the export trade, following the cessation of

war.

Some expected the export trade to open up as early as April,

while others did not think that much would be done in the line of

sales until the latter part of March. Just where stocks are and what
is going to be done with them as to price or selling in big blocks was
a matter of some concern

.

The wholesalers were buying practically from hand to mouth in

a slow period. On the other hand it was reported the manufacturers
were not breaking their necks to get rid of any standard stocks they
had at a decrease in price. If the wholesalers had to have the stock

he usually put up the amount asked or went without.
All retail lines were decidedly slow. The outward signs appeared

to be that the manufacturers Avere not going to cut any prices on the

present held stock, believing that with the opening of export that

present prices would at least command present levels, if they did not

go higher. Consequently it appeared to be a case of sitting tight all

around.

Two of the biggest factors in making the trade slower at this

season, as compared with last year, was the cessation of the shell

box industry and the practical non-continuance of orders going to

the United States for war purposes. Transportation and embargoes
rather than an abundance of orders, worried the trade last year, but
now the reverse reflects the situation—lots of cars, few embargoes

—

but orders and shipments curtailed.

Taking reports of representative interests all around the conclu-

sion seemed to be that the period of "readjustment" was actually be-

ginning to be felt as between war and peace-time demands. Orders
hardly reflected the situation properly, and there seemed to be a

deeper feeling to the effect that lumber manufactured and produced
at high costs must necessarily be disposed of at some profit at least,

if operators were not going to suffer. This, while a theoretical ex-

planation, might easily be the actual one, as lumber was one of the

last commodities to advance in price after the war began, and owing
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Klim is needed every day in camp
Though far away from cows and milkmen your men can enjoy the flavor

and food value of genuine separated milk every day. A supply of Klim is all that

is needed. Klim is in powder form ready to be mixed dry with flour, sugar etc.

in baking and cooking. Whip into water for use as liquid, it makes a delicious

nourishing, natural-flavored milk drink. Klim is not boiled nor cooked, the "life" of

the milk is not impaired, and the flavor is unchanged.

Klim is economical. Costs less than any other form ot milk, cheaper to

ship, bulks smaller, weighs less, no waste, will not freeze or sour.

Try a case— 6 ten-pound tins

Equal to 60 gallons

Canadian Milk Products Limited

TORONTO -:- MONTREAL
Stocked by all Wholesale and Retail Grocers

Canada Food Board License No. 14-242.

If You Were A Lumberman
WithA Lumberman'sAppetite—

You would surely relish any change from the usual Bill of Fare. The Commissariat Department of any Lumber
Camp is in a position to give its men the variety in meals any First Class Canadian Hotel now offers. By means
of our Branch Houses and our Refrigerated Car Deliveries we are able to supply any Lumber Camp in East-
ern Canada with our fresh product.

We Place Our PackingHouse at YourCamp
Give us an opportunity of showing what our organization can do in

delivering Fresh and Attractive Meats to you at your Chef's command

Fresh Beef
Sausages

Headcheese
Bologna

Beef Hearts

Beef Livers

Pork Livers

Beef Kidneys
Beef Tripe

Place your Keep-Over Order with us for Barrelled Pork, Etc.

The Harris Abattoir Company, Limited
WEST TORONTO - CANADA.

Branches at; SUDBURY and OTTAWA ONT. - HALIFAX and SYDNEY, N. S. - MONTREAL and QUEBEC. QUE. ST. JOHN, N.B
Canada Food Control—Blanket No. 165
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to the nature of the operations—supplying of camps, labor, wages,

etc., should correspondingly be one of the last to go down

.

The whole issue seemed to be that if the price of lumber kept up,

there were going to be fewer buyers and less building operations

go on. On the other hand, with the .opening of export any faniced

surplus of stocks would be removed and demand and supply .vould

draw closer together. In other words it seemed the high cost of pro-

duction, owing to war conditions, would be ultimately passed on.

With perhaps one exception the woodworking factories were

much worse ofif than a year ago. Some were reported to actually be

running at a loss. Operations were curtailed to eight hours, though

tlie scale of wages was not cut. Factory labor was plentiful. The
wages of labor, both in the factories and the sawmills, according to

reports, will be at a lower scale next season. One operator stated that

the expectation was that the general wage for sawmill labor would
eventuully decline. All building grades (except for repairs), sash

and door, shingles and lath, remained slow.

Big Increase Shown in Lumber Exports

A report from Parrsboro, N.S., shows that during the past year

18,651,176 feet (sup.) of boards, deals, planks and scantling were
exported to the United States, valued at 438,416.71. The ship-

ments of deals and other lumber to South Afirca and elsewhere

amounted to 2,642,899 feet, valued at $84,609.84, making a grand

total of 21,294,075 feet valued at $523,026.55. This is a big advance

over 1917, when the total shipments of the same kinds of lumber
amounted to 10,001,909 sup. feet, valued at 177,656.95. The exports

of piling during the year aggregated 13,404 pieces, valued at $33,-

088.00. The figures last year showed 9,605 pieces valued at $21,-

652.50. In laths there was a large falling oflf the total exports being

4,228,000, valued at $10,810.55, while in 1917 the total reached 7,058,-

700, valued at $21,653.75.

How Sitka Spruce Operations Were Conducted

D. M. Hatt, M. A., secretary of the Y.M.C.A. at Moresby Isl-

and, B.C., Administration Camp of the department of aeronautical

supplies of the Imperial Munitions Board, at . Thurston Harbor,

Queen Charlotte Islands, who returned to Vancouver when the

camps were closed down recently, tells an interesting story of the

spruce industry on the Queen Charlottes. Mr. Hatt went up to the

Islands in June last year and established Y.M.C A. headquarters

at Moresby Island.

Sitka spruce, which is light and tough and of a fine grain, was
cut on the islands for the making of aeroplanes. The ordinary spruce

is of a fine grain, but has not the combined qualities of the Sitka

spruce, and therefore the latter variety was the only spruce cut. The
department of aeronautical supplies of the Imperial Munitions Board
let contracts for the cutting of this spruce, the contractors being
guaranteed a year's returns for one year, while the expense of plac-

ing the mills and camps was also paid by the department.

Two groups of camps were built, one at Masset Inlet, which
contained 24 camps besides the ordinary hand-loggers. The other

group of camps was at Moresby Island. The Board built a headquar-
ters camp at Thurston Harbor. These camps were established as

close to the water as possible. Camps were chiefly on Skidegate In-

let, Cumshcwa, Selwyn, Atli Inlets and Sedgwick Bay. The logs

were placed in the water and towed to the booming grounds at

Thurston Bay. At Thurston Bay large rafts containing 500,000 to

600,000 feet were towed by ocean-going tugs to Prince Rupert,

Georgetown, and Swanson Bay, where they were cut by the mills.

This was a dangerous practice and during the winter three large

Davis rafts, valued at $35,000 each, were lost owing to rough weath-
er. The Imperial Munitions Board then decided to requisition the

sawmill at Buckley Bay and other small mills, one being at Queen
Charlotte City, one at Thurston Harbor and one at Cumshewa. Just
when these mills were ready to begin sawing the spruce the armis-

tice was signed, and there was no further use for them. Only one
mill was running at the time the armistice was signed. The others
would have been ready to start within a few days.

The Moresby Island camp had felled 30,000,000 feet at the time
of 'the signing of the armistice, while the other camps had about
the same amount.

Organizations of an export combination under the Webb Law
under the auspices of the Southern Pine Association is reported to

be practically complete. The combination will probably be known
as the American Pitch Pine Export Company. The understanding is

that approximately 50 mills with a productive capacity for export
purposes estimated at about 4,000,000 board feet will be represented.

Retailers Confident Regarding Future
More Representative Lumber Merchants Review

Conditions of Past Year and Prospects for 1919

J. R. Eaton & Sons Ltd. of Orillia, Out., state that during the

past three years they have found trade conditions somewhat trying

from their standpoint. With the gradual advance in the cost of

lumber and wages, and the steady decrease in the amount of build-

ing, it has been rather difficult to secure at all times the price which
the firm feel their lines should command. During the year the labor

situation grew more acute and they found they had to increase wages
from time to time and, with higher wages, the lower the efficiency.

The company add:
—

"In reference to the outlook for 1919, we
would say that new work is rather slow in coming out, but under
former conditions we have always found that in our particular line

the months of January, and February are quiet. The small amount
of work under construction last year, and added to this the cessa-

tion of hostilities early in November, had the tendency if anything,

to make December below that we would have experienced under
normal conditions.

Stocks are very slow, but at present while very little stock is

moving there is very little if any tendency towards lower prices.

In fact, we cannot see how the prices can be reduced on this year's

cut. The cost of getting out the lumber was practically all fixed

before the signing of the armistice ; therefore it now appears that

the only possible saving there can be on this season's cut is that

which may be affected in the handling of the stock at the mills.

This would at present appear to be so small as to not be worthy
of consideration

.

We cannot expct much new work for the next few months as

it will take some little time for the building trade to even become
partly readjusted, but we feel that the future is full of good pros-

pects. The planing mill and lumbermen came through the war
period much better than they anticipated and since we came through
the greater struggle so well, we have every confidence that we will

come through the readjustment period equally as well.

Jas. Matthews, of Orangeville, Out., chairman of the new dis-

trict association No. 6 of the O.R.L.D.A., reports that business

with him was very fair during his past season. Most of the work
consisted of small jobs and repairs, but on the whole the outcome
was satisfactory. The Dad Knitting Company, of Orangeville,

erected an addition to their mill 54 x 75 — four storeys high. This

was the largest job which Mr. Matthews secured. He states that

the prospects for 1919 are not as bright as they might be, as there

appears to exist a general feeling that prices should come down,
although there does not appear much prospect in that direction at

present. Payments are coming in very good, but Mr. Matthews re-

ports that there are always a few slow ones who require "jogging

up."

H. J. Hall & Son, of Kitchener, Ont., say that the only buildings

done in that city to amount to anything in the past year, were sev-

eral factory additions. Although it is yet too early to comment on
the outlook for 1919, they are looking forward to better business

than the last four years has witnessed.

Has Built New Saw Mill at Lion's Head
• Charles Pedwcll, of Mc\"icar, Ont., is erecting a new sawmill at

Lion's Head, which will be running early in February. The mill has

the usual machinery contained in a small circular mill with gunshot
feed, carriage, double edgers, trimmers, butting saws, etc. Mr.
Pedwell's mill at McVicar will also run next summer cutting a fair

quantity of stock. He has three camps in the woods this season.

The mild weather has not upset his operations to any extent as the

cantps only started about December 15th and cutting and skidding

will be carried on all winter. A recent light snowfall has been of

considerable help. In the past three years Mr. Pedwell has been

compelled to curtail production, owing to the large number of his

men who went overseas, only a few of the old crew remaining. With
the return of the boys from the .front Mr. Pedwcll expects to carry

on operations more extensively.

The War Badger was launched from the decks of the British

American Shipbuilding Company, Welland, Ont., the ceremony be-

ing witnessed by thousands of citizens. Construction of the vessel

was started in ^lay last. She is of 3,500 tonnage, being 261 feet

long, 43 feet beam. She will be ready for ocean service early this

spring. The boat was christened by Mrs. H. E. Davidson, wife of

one of the directors of the British American Shipbuilding Company,
which built the War Badger. A sister ship, the War Weasel, was
launched early last fall and is rapidly nearing completion. Two more
ships 320 feet long are being built by this company in Welland.
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^^^^ TRArkF" MAf?fC ^^^^^

A positively waterproof fabric, manu-

factured by us especially for

Horse Covers Tarpaulins

Stock Covers Waggon Covers

or for any purpose when a waterproof cov-

ering is required.

Samples and Booklet with Prices Ready for Mailing

—Your Address Please

—

WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
OTTAWA

Boilers in Stock
2—72" X 18' H.R.T. Boilers, 125 lbs. W.P., Ontario Code.

2—54" X 14' H.R.T. Boilers, 125 lbs. W.P., Ontario Code.

VERTICAL TYPE
1—30 H.P., Ontario Code.

1—25 H.P., Ontario Code.

2—20 H.P., Ontario Code.

Subject to Prior Sale

LOCOMOTIVE TYPE
1—50 H.P., Standard Inspection.

1—30 H.P., Standard Inspection.

1—20 H.P.. Standard Inspection.

1—9" X 12" Double Cylinder, Jenckes Cableway Hoist, complete with carriage, cable, sheaves, etc.

1—Open Top Tank, 10' long x 2' deep x 3' wide plate.

1—Concrete Bucket, 24" x 24" x 30" deep with open bottom.

We Manufacture :—

Marine, Horizontal Tubular, Vertical Tubular, and Locomotive Type Boilers

also Smoke Stacks, Breechings, Tanks, Penstocks and

CASTINGS up to 15 tons

Send us your inquiries.

Engineering & Machine Works of Canada, Limited
Formerly St. Catharines Works of

The Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Works and Head Office:

St. Catharines, Ont.
Eastern Sales Office;

Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
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Hamilton Lumber Firm Opens New Branch

Wm. M. Findlay, who for the

past five years has been on the

staff of the Long Lumber Com-
pany, Hamilton, Ont., covering

all parts of Western Ontario and

the Niagara peninsula in the inter-

ests of the firm, has taken up his

residence in Toronto, as manager
of the branch which the Long
Lumber Company has opened in

the city, at 25 Toronto Street, cor-

ner of Adelaide Street. Mr. Find-

lay is well and worthily known to

the trade and for a number of

years previous to joining the Long
Lumber Company was a success-

ful contractor in the Ambitious

y J City, where he served twelve years

A- 'wt^mJ \ ^ member of the city council

and was Chairman of the Board
of Works for two terms. He was
the first man to introduce the lay-

ing of tar macadam roadways in

Ontario. Mr. Findlay knows the

lumber business from both the buying and selling ends and his firm

handles all kinds of soft and hard woods, B. C. forest products, tim-

bers, ties, shingles, lath, etc.

Lieut. Roy C. Anderson, who was formerly manager of the

Consumers' Lumber Company, Hamilton (which is the retail branch

of the Long Lumber Company), has returned from overseas service

and assumed the duties of Mr. Findlay. Lieut. Anderson was in the

Mechanical Transport Division for a considerable time at Camp Bor-

den and later was with one of the tank battalions,

law of Guy H. Long.

Wm. M. Findlay,
Hamilton, Ont.

He is a brother-in-

Shipbuildine in the East Likely to Continue

Several large schooners—two of them four-masters—were launch-

ed in the vicinity of Parrsboro, N.S., in the latter part of December,

but several others that were to have been put afloat last year, were

held up by rainy weather and scarcity of labor. However, the mild

weather of the last three or four weeks has favored the builders, and

some of them have undoubtedly done all they possibly could to make

up for lost time. One of the first vessels to leave a Nova Scotia -ship-

yard this year, and perhaps the very first, was a tern schooner of 400

tons register, which was launched at Hantsport on the 2nd instant.

Another of 391 tons was put off at Port Greville on the 4th inst., and

a four-master of 527 tons register, Avas launched at Advocate Harbor

on the 7th. A tern schooner at Eatonvillc is ready for launching, and

will, if the weather permits, be turned off the next high tides. There

ihave been other launchings since the new year came in—quite a num-

ber of them—in other parts of Nova Scotia, but the ones mentioned

above were all built on the shores of Minas Basin and its tributaries.

There is quite an object in getting the new vessels afloat as soon as

possible, for there is a big demand for lumber in South America, and

suitable carriers that are ready for sea can get cargoes immediately

at profitable rates.

There is at present a great diversity of opinion concerning the

future of wooden shipbuilding. Some authorities are decidedly pes-

simistic and predict a tremendous slump in freight rates and an over-

supply of bottoms. Others, while admitting that there must be a big

decline in the prices paid for transportation, claim that for a year at

least there will be a demand for all the vessels afloat. Some shipyards

may close this year, but it is probable that the number of vessels

built will not fall far below last year's output. So far as is known at

present, all the shipyards on this shore will be working, with the

possibility of some new ones being started. At Parrsboro one vessel

that was commenced last year will not be completed until next spring.

The builders of the big four-master "Governor Parr" have a tern

schooner partly in frame and will probably build another before the

year ends. No doubt prices will go down, but more vessels are need-

ed on this shore and shipbuilding is likely to continue for years to

come

.

Shipbuilding News from East and West

The steel shipbuilding department of the Imperial Munitions

Board has removed from Ottawa to the Drummond Building, St.

Catherine St. West, Montreal.

The construction of two four-masted wooden schooners will soon

be undertaken by the Quebec Shipbuilding & Repair Company at its

St. Charles river yards. One of the two vessels will be built along the
same lines as the schooner Edgewood, recently launched by this com-
pany and now at Halifax after a must successful trip. She will be 170
feet of the keel, 200 feet over all ; a mounlded beam of 30 feet with a

depth of hold of 15 feet. Her tonnage will be 1,240 deadweight. The
other schooner to be constructed will be along the lines of the M. P.

Connolly, also built by the Quebec Shipbuilding & Repair Company,
and will be 223 feet long, with a 42 ft. 6 in. beam and 19 ft. 10 inch
depth of hold. Her tonnage will be 2,200 deadweight.

Rumors are current in well informed circles that an extensive
building plant will be operated at Oromocto, N.B., and there is every
likelihood that in the near future the building of wooden ships will

be commenced. New Brunswick and Old Country interests are be-
hind the project.

Twenty-five vessels, eight steel and seventeen wooden, with a

gross tonnage of 108,500 tons, represents the product of four Van-
couver shipyards during 1918. 'Of these seventeen are now on the

high seas or taking cargo. All the yards are working to capacity.

During the year the Wm. Lyall Shipyards were particularly busy
turning out eleven wooden steamers with a total of 29,300 gross ton-

nage. The Western Canada Shipyards turned out six fine wooden
steamers for the Imperial Munitions Board with a total gross ton-

nage of 16.800. Five ships are now under construction for French in-

terests. The Wallace Shipyards, which are the pioneer shipbuilding

plant in B. C, have been engaged exclusively in steel shipbuilding.

The Coughlin yards turned out eight steel steamers and employed
3,000 men. The payroll was approximately $6,000,000.

The wooden ships built at Lyall's and the Western Canada yards
in 1918 were as follows

:

War Budget—February 2800
War Cariboo—April 2800
War Cayuse—April 2800
War Atlin—May 2800
War Nicol—June 2800
War Suquash—July 2800
L. H. Greenshileds—September 2500
y\lice Beauclerk—October 2500
Helen Lyall—November 2500
Cap Finisterre—December 2500
Cap Vert—December • 2500
War Nootka—Januarv 2800
War Selkirk—March ' 2800
War Tatla—Mav 2800
War Casco—July 2800
War Chilcat—August 2800
War Tanoo—August 2800

Nakingr All Kinds of Steel Wire Rope
The Canada Wire & Cable Co., Ltd., are installing machinery

for manufacturing a full line of steel wire rope in their plant at Lea-
side, Ont. They expect to have this plant in operation by March 15th,

1919, and will then be in a position to supply all sizes and kinds of

steel wire rope.

Brompton Company Had Good Year

For the year ending October 31st, the profits of the Brompton
Pulp and Paper Co. Ltd., East Angus. Que., totalled $1,051,274.00.

as against $1,073,562.00. After allowing for depreciation and inter-

est, preferred and common dividend, a balance of $287,274 remains,

making with the previous balance a total of $607,100. Mr. F. N. Mc-
Crea, M.P., the president, points out that during the year the Com-
pany was confronted with serious manufacturing difficulties, and
under these conditions, the statement may be considered quite sat-

isfactory. Referring to the purchase of the Odell Company of Grove-

ton, Mr. McCrea states that the transaction gives the Brompton
Company the most diversified output of any pulp and paper com-
pany in Canada.

Important Conference on Water Powers

At a conference in Ottawa recently between Provincial and Fed-

eral representatives of departments and public organizations con-

cerned with water powers and their development, tentative plans

were arrived at for co-ordinating methods of investigation, standard-

izing field and office methods, and arriving at a common scheme for

indexing data with regard to Canadian resources in water powers so

that facts and figures from all over the Dominion can be easily col-

lated and made available for general use. It was also decided that

Western representatives should meet once a year, and another meet-

ing he held annually of Central and Eastern Canada representatives,

with a meeting of representatives from the whole Dominion every

two years.
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"Reliance" Chain
With F-4 (or B. & F.) Attachments ; the best thing for Saw Dust
and Light Refuse Conveyers. Used also for Lumber Conveyers.

Jeffrey Square Shank Pin Construction
The hard smooth steel pins with the square shanks fit into per-

fectly square holes. The bearing surface is the full width of the

pin. We are the originators of this type of chain and have been
building and improving it for 25 years.

Jeffrey Detachable Chain
The type most generally used for Chain Drives. With F-2 At-
tachments to carry flights, Detachable Chains make good saw dust

Conveyers.

Long Link Coil Chain
For Log Hauls with S-lJ^ Spurs
For Heavy or Light Refuse and Slab Conveyers, use U Bolt or

K-5 Attachments to carry flights or scrapers.

JEFFREY
CHAINS
For Conveyer Service in Handling

Logs, Lumber, Mill Refuse, Slabs,

&c.

Not just chains, but chains that combine all

the qualities and features demanded where

greatest production or capacity is to be ob-

tained.

Our 36 years of Chain building experience

and knowledge of the Lumber Industry's

needs makes the recommendations of Jeffrey

Engineers valuable to you.

We ask the opportunity to prove our
claims to you. Write for Catalog.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms

MONTREAL
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Place War Tax On All Shipments
West Coast Lumbermen's Association Urges Such Legisla-

tion Regarding B. C. Manufactures

At the recent annual meeting of the shingle branch of the West
Coast Lumbermen's Association, held in Seattle, Wash., a resolu-

tion was adopted urging legislation to require British Columbia
shingle manufacturers and shippers to pay a war tax on shipments
into the United States. This met with the approval of C. E. Mer-
ritt, a British Columbia shingle manufacturer, who said that he did

not want to have the advantage of his competitors on this side of

the line in that way, and did not think that any makers of Rite-

Grade shingles in British Columbia desire this advantage.

A. Flavelle, of Port Moody, B.C., and C. E. Merrit, of Vancou-
ver, were elected members of the Advisory Committee, and among
the speakers at the gathering were R. D. Hyde, of Vancouver, and
C. E. Merrit.

John McMaster, of Seattle, gave some facts about what the

a.s.sociation had done. In 1916 it paid out $38,000; in 1917, $22,000,

and in 1918, $18,000, a total of $78,000 for advertising. During the

same period it paid out about $2,650 for preparation of advertising.

In 1916 it paid out for plan books, electros, etc. $7,000; in 1917,

$1,000; in 1918, $1,000, making a total of $9,000. In its work in pre-

venting the exclusion of shingles by building codes throughout the

country, in its office work and so forth it has expended $30,000. In
the three years of its existence it has raised and paid out $135,000-

It has distributed 400,000 plan books, 150,000 pieces of other litera-

ture and given out 2,000 electros. It has planned shingle displays

for association meetings and other places and has fought anti-

shingle ordinances in sixty dilYerent cities having an annual con-

sumption of shingles of 1,200 cars. It has arranged sixteen shingle

exhibits at State and regional fairs. All of which, Mr. McMaster
thought, spoke well for the activities of the organization during its

brief young life.

In Washington there arc 1,300 shingle machines, and only
about one-third of these belong to the association. He declared the

association should have about 80 per cent, of the shingle output of

the north Coast ; that .would give an annual income of $85,000, with
which much could be accomplished.

Secretary J. S. Williams presented his annual report, which out-
lined some of the work he hoped to accomplish. He said that 1918
was an eventful year for the shingle branch. By all the laws of pre-
cedent the Rite-Grade advertising campaign should have failed be-
cause of the decreased funds available for advertising last year. In
spite of this, however, the shingle branch emerged into the new year
with a gerater prestige and with a distinct tendency of a number of
new mills to investigate and come into the Rite-Grade movement
and with the prospect of the rejuvenation of the industry for the
current year. He said : "There is unanimous opinion that this is des-
tined to be a big building year, but just how big it is going to be is

going to depend upon us." Secretary Williams said that the Rite-
Grade plan had proved fundamentally sound.

Percy Tyler made an address outlining the advantages of ad-
vertising. Referring to the shingle industry he pointed out that the
ajjproximate annual output of 7,500,000,000 shingles shows a decrease
and indicated that something must be done to stimulate the con-
sumption of shingles throughout the country. He attributed mugh
of the decline in demand- for shingles to the forging ahead of the
manufacturers of substitutes because of their energy in advertising
and up to date methods. They are well concentrated and are con-
cerns that are strong financially and could spend much money in

advertising that makes the public believe that there must be merit
in their products." They could not have gained the foothoW they
have if one concern had owned all the shingle mills on the Pacific

coast and had taken hold of things with a strong hand and by ad-
vertising and other modern methods had held and increased the
shingle market. He thought it spoke well for the industry that its

advertising has held up as well as it had during the last three trying
years. During the next five years, he believes, a great increase in

the market for Rite-Grade shingles will be brought about by proper
advertising and exploiting of them. This he believes to be the psych-
ological moment for advertising because the world knows the value
of and appreciates advertising. He advocated the Rite-Grade ad-
vetrising the present year to consist of, at least, six full pages in the
.Saturday Evening Post as well as using space in the leading lumber
trade journals and several technical journals.

The annual meeting of the Millwork Cost Information Bureau
will be held in Chicago on Wednesday, April 23.

Footwear for the Lumberman

That's the Boot You Want
for River Driving

No. 1 SPORTING
DRAW STRING
BOOT

No. 1, IG inch Sporting. Price ... $8.00

No. 21, 15 " " • 7.50

No. 41, 10 " " • 6.00

No. 51, 0 " " 4.50

Leg 16 in. liigli, of No. 1 inenonite grain
with hooks and eyelets. Side lacing with
bellows, which enables wearer to put on
with ease.

"We also liave a complete line of orth'nary

Shoepacks. We are not afraid to publish our
prices. What do you think of them? Our
goods are guaranteed. Send for new catalogues
and price list.

No. 151 Sin.

RIVER
DRIVING BOOT
Price $7.25.

This boot is equal to a regular 9

inch boot. (> inch Driving Boot,
Price $6.75, equal to a regular 7

inch boot. Built of tlie best select-

ed material and all hand made.

The COPELAND SHOEPACK CO.,
MIDLAND
ONTARIO, CANADA
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NEW ZEBRA, WOOD, WESTERN UNION, and PRIVATE CODES USED.

Telephones

1391 Long Distance

400 Private

Cables

Exchange. 4^ ft " H'LLAS." HULL

.
*• WOOD BROKERS "^-^VV

FOR EVERY CI ASS OF TIMBER ^FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER

Head Office : HULL, England

To the Lumber Companies of Canada

:

You have the Goods. Place your Lists with full

particulars in our hands. We are in daily touch w^ith all the

Buyers in the United Kingdom.

PLEASE NOTE.—We pay cash against all documents, and

take the whole of the Delcredere risk on Buyers.

YOUR opportunity in Wood Pulp

Every Canadian Saw Mill or Plant could

profitably take advantage of this oppor-

tunity. By installing an inexpensive Kraft

Soda Mill, all the slabs, tops, bottoms and
waste wood may be utilized to produce

Wood Pulp. We can place long term con-

tracts for all that Canadian concerns are

able to supply. The Swedish supply is

practically cut off and Canada has a free

field for this business. We will be pleased

to send you details of this opportunity.

Write Today

We are the largest

British Importers

of CANADIAN
WOOD PULP

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES:

Becker & Co. of America, Limited
Post Office Box 609, HAUFAX, Nova Scotia.

Becker & Co., Limited
34-40 Ludgate Hill

LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND

SOLE AGENTS FOR
CHICOUTIMI PULP CO., Chicoutimi, Canadian Hot

Ground Spruce.

MACLEOD PULP COMPANY, Liverpool, Canada.

RIORDON PULP AND PAPER CO., Montreal. Easy
Bleaching Canadian Sulphite Pulp.

ST. LAWRENCE SULPHITE PULP COMPANY.
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90 St. James Street

Sl'KUCE (Mc-icliantaljle) 1918 Cut.
rm.mn) ft. i x 4, 5, c, 7, s in

SOO.OOO ft. 2 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 in. ...

500,000 ft. 3 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 in.

200,000 ft. 3 X 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 in.

SPUUC:E (Mill Cull)
SOO.OOO ft. 1, 2, U'A, and 3 in.

WIHTE PINE (Mill Kun)
1,200,000 ft. 1, i'/i, V/i, 2 and 3 in.

HEMLOCK (Mercliantal)le and Mill Cull)
.'.OO.OOO ft. 1, 2 and 3 in.

li.\.S.SW()OD (Mill Run)
200.00(1 ft. 1, i'A, and 2 in.

BIRCH (Mill Run)
(iOO,0(IO ft. 1. I'A, I'A, 2, 3, and 4 in.

UROWN A.SH (Mill Run)
100,000 ft. 1 X 4 and up in. . . . C/13 ft.

lO/JO ft.

l(J/l(i ft.

10/1(5 ft.

17/20 ft.

Saw Mills at

Mont Laurier, Que.

Ste. Marguerite, Que.

Dressing Mills at

St. Jerome, Que.

Northern Office

:

MIDLAND, ONT.
Southern Office

:

HATTIESBURG, MISS.

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.
2601 EUton Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Dealers

White Pincy Red Pine
and Yellow Pine,
Lumber and Lath

Excellent Planing Mill Facilities. Prompt Shipments.

LATH
Campbell, MacLawin Lumber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL
Ontario Representative: F. L. Reed, 139 Glendale Ave., Toronto

Phone Parkdale 4448

SPRUCE
AND

BIRCH
GOOD STOCKS PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTION

C. A. SPENCER, LIMITED
WholM»l« Dealer* in Rough and Dreated Lumber, Latk and Shinglea

OfficM-McGUl Building. MONTREAL, Quebec

EDGINGS
Ontario

J. A. Cody & Sons, Newmarket, Ont., are contemplating the erection of
a sawmill at Manvers, Ont.

•The Standard Chemical Iron and Lumber Company of Canada Ltd., with
head office at Toronto, Ont., have been granted supplementary letters patent
to change their name to the Standard Chemical Company Ltd.

The Georgian Bay Shook Mills. Limited, Midland, Ont.; McKinnon In-
dustries, Limited, St. Catharines, Ont.; Marsh Engineering Works. Limited.
Belleville, Ont.; and the Seaman. Kent Co.. Limited. Meaford, Ont., will
exhibit at the Lyons International Fair, France, in March next.

Edward Clark & Sons, Toronto, have removed from 509 Bank of Hamilton
Bldg. to 807 and 809 in the same building, where they have very commodi-
ous quarters. The private offices of Edward Clark. A. E. Clark and VV. A.
Walker, accountant, are admirably arranged and most convenient.

.According to a letter sent to all the municipalities of Ontarto from the
Department of Forests and Mines, the Government has now cut and ready
for shipment. 1.5,000 cords of wood in .Algonquin Park. The wood consists
of beech and maple and will be delivered for the cost on the cars.

E. P. Foley, of the Foley-Rieger Pulp and Paper Co., Thorold. has
been elected President of the Board of Trade in that town, and Dan Dav-
erin. who is the superintendent of the Montrose Division of the Provincial
Paper Mills Co., has been elected Vice-President. The Board is arranging
for the opening of suitable club rooms for returned soldiers in Thorold, and
will also carry on an agitation for a new post office building.

The Matheson Lumber Company. Ltd.. has been incorporated with
capital stock of $40,000, and head office at Matheson. Ont., to carry on bus-
iness as manufacturers of and dealers in timber and lumber of all kinds; to
own and operate sawmills, planing mills, lumber yards, etc. The chief par-
ties interested are W. A. Gordon and F. A. Day, of Haileybury, Ont.

The John Carew Lumber Company, of Lindsay, Ont., have sent out an
artistic calendar, entitled "The Path of Dreams." The efTect Is very pleasing
and is a reproduction from an original painting of C. Ward Traver. A fair
young girl is seen bv the window and the soft cushion on the scat beside
her suggests interesting possibilities and perhaps a subject for her maiden-
ly meditation.

The T. E. Bissell Co. of Elora. Ont., will remove to IngersoII. where
they will be granted exemption from taxes for ten years and be provided
with suitable premises for manufacturing purposes. The company manufac-
ture farming implements. Another concern which will locate in IngersoII
is the IngersoII File Co.. formerly the Port Hope File Works, which will
be given similar concessions. A by-law was recently carried by the rate-
payers to secure the two new industries and carried by an almost unani-
mous vote.

The statement of production of the .Abitibi Power & Paper Company
of Iroquois Falls, Ont.. for the three months ended December 31st. 1918.
shows that in the period 16.884 tons of paper. 4.700 tons of sulphite pulp
and 2.'?.'5 tons of ground wood pulp were produced. For the full year, news-
print production amounted to 67,402 tons, sulphite pulp 18.1.11 tons, and
ground wood 13.4:?,T tons. It is stated that the company's financial statement
is now in course of preparation and will be ready in about a month's time.
Results of the year are said to have been satisfactory.

Eastern Ginada

The Gravel Lumber Company have obtained a charter with head office

at Levis, P.Q.

Capt. Storm is contemplating the erection of a pulp and paper mill at

St. Johns, Nfld., on Terra Nova River, at a cost of $1,000,000.

The Nashwaak Pulp & Paper Company, St. John, N.B.. are contem-
plating the erection of a pulp mill to cost $400,000. at Marysville, N.S. The
general manager of the company is N. M, Jones.

The Fletcher Pulp & Lumber Company Ltd.. Sherbrooke. P.Q.. are in

the market for second-hand board matcher, an open back mailing machine
and 1,500 feet of No. 6 weather-proof electric wire.

The office and some stock in the joinery room of the sash and door
factory of H. Mathieu & Company, Clarke Street, Montreal, were destroyed
by fire on January 9th. The damage was about $5,000. The company are
rebuilding.

The four-masted barquentine T. H. MacDonald was successfully launch-
ed at Meteghan, N.S.. recently. She is one of the finest vessels built in

Nova Scotia during the present shipbuilding season. She measured 220 feet

over all and registers 1,088 net tons.

The Bonny River Lumber Co. Ltd.. have been incorporated with head
office at Bonny River, N.B., and capital stock of $15,000. to carry on busi-

ness as manufacturers of and dealers in timber, lumber, pulp wood and
products of the forest. Among the incorporators are .A. T. O'Connor, W.
E. Golding and G. R. McKean of St. John.

Bock & Tetreau Ltd., have been incorporated with head office at Mon-
treal, P.Q., and capital stock of $40,000, to carry on business as manufac-
turers of wood, pulp and paper; to construct and operate sawmills and to

carry on business as lumber merchants, etc. Among the incorporators are

H. J. Tetreau, H. Bock and B. Benoit, of Montreal.

Price Bros. & Co. Ltd., 56 Peter St., Quebec, P.Q., are contemplating
the erection of a pulp mill at Chicoutimi, at a cost of $1,000,000. The presi-

dent is Sir Wm. Price, Quebec, Engineer, Mr. Hardy. New York, and sec-

retary-treasurer. H. E. Price, Quebec. The Chicoutimi Council has granted
tax exemption for ten years to Price Bros. & Co., for the construction of the
plant.

The Forest Protective Association Ltd. has been incorporated with
head office at Quebec, P.Q., and capital stock of $10,000, to exchange ideas
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and consult as to the best methods of formulating, installing and operating

a thoroughly efficient system to protect the forests in the province. The in-

corporators include W. Gerard Power, St. Pacome, Ellwood Wilson, Grand
Mere, and R. P. Kernan of Quebec.

The DufTy-Blinn Co. Ltd., Saulnierville, N.S., have started work on a

shipbuilding plant. The Master Builder is Jerry S. d'Etnremont, who will

look after the erection of a workshop, which will be equipped with handsaw
and other machinery. The company's men are at present getting the tim-

ber, etc., from the woods. The first vessel built will be a "Fisherman" from
a plan made by the Master Builder.

A deputation from Lt Tuque waited on Mr. W. A. Kingsland, assistant

general manager of the Canadian National Railways, Montreal, and asked
for an improved service between Montreal and La Tuque, advocating a

more direct line. Mr. W. H. Churchill represented the Brown Corporation
and Mr. G. MacLaren the Laurentide Co. It was stated that a direct ser-

vice would benefit the lumber and pulp industries.

The Canada Pulp and Lumber Company have been granted letters apt-

ent to do business in the province of Quebec, with head office at Montreal,
P.Q., and capital stock of $750,000. The new company will acquire by
purchase, lease or otherwise, and own and operate sawmills, shingle mills,

and lath mills, paper mills, pulp mills and generally carry on the business
of lumber merchants and manufacturers in all branches thereof. Among
those interested are J. R. Melancon, L. D. Clement and E. Ostigny, of Mon-
tr€al.

The Resida Mining & Exploration Company Ltd., have been incorpor-
ated with head office at Montreal, P.Q., and capital stock of $20,000, to carry
on the business among other things of lumbermen in all branches and to

manufacture, buy, sell and deal in timber, lumber, wood, pulp and paper,
and to acquire by any title sawmills and other mills, factories, etc. Among
those interested are A. R. McMaster, King's Council, of Westmount, and
A. Angers, advocate, Outremont.

The net surplus profit of the Wayagamack Pulp and Paper Co., Ltd.,

of Three Rivers, amounted to $544,036 in 1918, as compared with $512,965 in

1917, the surplus representing earnings at a rate of a shade less than 11

per cent., against 10.3 per cent, the year before. The feature of the balance
sheet is a large reduction in current liabilities and a decided improvement
in the working capital position of the company as a result of the liquidation

of all indebtedness to the banks. The directors' report notes that the im-
proving facilities for shipping goods should materially assist in the develop-
ment of the company's export trade.

Western Canada
The Cedar Mill Company, Hammond, B.C., have started work on im-

provements to their lumber mill. The general repairs and new machinery
consist of additional power, new and larger boilers. No. 10 Berlin timber
sizers, sticker, feed ripsaws. Underwriters' fire pumps, capacity 800 gallons
per minute, etc.

The sawmill of the Jewell Lumber Co., Ltd., at Caithness, was totally

destroyed by fire last month. The planing mill was saved, although only 16

feet away from the main building. The loss of about $25,000 is partially

covered by insurance.

The Village Bay Logging Company, Ltd., has been incorporated with
head office at Vancouver, B.C., and capital stock of $10,000 to carry on bus-
iness as loggers, foresters, timber merchants, and lumbermen; to manufac-
ture and deal in lumber, logs, timber, etc.

The Abbotsford Lumber, Mining & Development Co. Ltd., has been
incorporated with head office at Abbotsford, B. C, and capital stock of $1,-

00,000, to import, export, sell, grow, and deal in saw logs, timber, lumber,
shingles, wood pulp and paper of all kinds, etc.

The Nippon Trading Company Ltd., has been incorporated with head
office at Victoria, B.C., and capital stock of $500,000, to organize and carry
on the business of importers and exporters of all kinds of general merch-
andize; to import and export and otherwise deal in lumber, wood pulp, etc.

Amar Singh Sanghe, of Coombs, B.C., one of the best known Hindu
lumbermen in the province, died suddenly from the effects of influenza.

Amar Singh Sanghe was the secretary and managing director of the Vir-
ginia Lumber Company which owns a large mill and other interests at

Coombs.
L. L. Broadfoot is again in control of the Acme Timber Co. sawmill on

the North Arm of the Fraser,. near the foot of Ontario street, which has
been idle since midsummer owing to financial troubles. The plant, which
has a daily capacity of about 50,000 feet and is very well equipped, has start-

ed up again.

The Brooks-Bidlake Cedar Co., Ltd., Vancouver, is again operating its

two shingle mills at Powell Lake, which closed when the embargo was plac-
ed on United States shingle shipments a few months ago. Bolts are being
towed in cribs to the firm's shingle mill at Opal Harbor, Vancouver. The
cedar mill at Powell Lake is at present shut down.

The Campbell River Lumber Company of White Rock, B.C., has just
acquired the Carter timber on the west side of the Brown road, at Hoping-
ton, and is erecting spacious accommodation for the logging outfit. Chief-
ly cedar and fir, this is one of the finest blocks of timber in the section, where
the Campbell River Lumber Company has been logging for several years.

The reven-ue from all timber resources in British Columbia for the
month of December reached the highest figure ever known in the depart-
ment of Lands, the amount being $384,000. The return for November was
$282,000, while the estimate for the current fiscal year anticipated a return
from all lumber resources of not less than $2,000,000. Hon. T. D. Pattullo
is hopeful that the estimated sum for the year will be exceeded by half a
million dollars.

The Provincial Lumber Company has been incorporated with head of-
fice at Victoria, B.C., and capital stock of $25,000, to acquire and take over
all the right and interest of James Spencer Patterson under an agreement
dated the 13th day of December, 1918, and made between the Beaver Lum-
ber Company Ltd., whose registered office is in the city of New Westmin-
ster, of the one part, and the said James Spencer Patterson, of the other,
part. The powers of the company include carrying business as general
lumber and timber merchants, sawmill proprietors, shingle manufacturers,
etc., and to deal in sawlogs, timber, lumber, shingle bolts, piles and wood
of all kinds.

DRY

Spruce, Pine, Birch,Maple

and Winter Cut Basswood

1917 Cut

In All Thicknesses and Widths

EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

McLENNAN LUMBER CO., Limited
21 Dorchester Street W., MONTREAL, CANADA

John L Shafer Hardwood Co,

Farmers Trust Bldg., SOUTH BEND, IND.
Partial Inventory

HICKORY
I'A in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 11,500 ft.

2 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 23,800 ft.

2'A in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 32,700 ft.

HARD MAPLE
2 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 23.659 ft.

2'/2 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 48,220 ft.

3 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 15,679 ft.

PLAIN OAK
2 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 110,000 ft
2'A in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 122,700 ft.

3 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 106!400 ft!
4 in. Ists and 2nds and No. 1 Common 6l!400 ft.

Oak Ship Timbers and Contracting Material
We are prepared to furnish large sizes and long lengths for Oak

contractmg material, also can cut FJitches for ship timber.

H. BOURGOUIN
Dominion Express Bld^., 145 st. jamei st., Montreal
WHOLESALE LUMBER AND TIMBER

Dressed and Rough

B. C. FIR TIMBERS
Ship Timbers and Planking, Ship Decking, Tank Stock, Bridge

Timbers, Fir and Spruce Lumber
Also White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Banksian Pine,
Birch, Maple, Rock Elm, Oak, Yellow Pine, Railway Ties,

Fence Posts, Poles and Piling.

DIMENSION OAK CUT TO SPECIFICATION
Prompt shipment Satisfactory stock Good service Write or wire for prices

A. F. B. AUSTIN, Manager

"By-Pass" Blower Systems
for green saw dust and wet stringy material

Material that usually clogs the ordinary Blower
is handled easily" and continuously by our "By-
Pass" Blowers. No material passes through or
around the fan. That is the big secret of "By-
Pass" success. Slow speed and minimum power
are other strong features. Write for literature
and all details.

We manufacture and install complete systems

Toronto Blower Company
156 Duke St., Toronto
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Allierta Lumber Company . . .

.

Algoma Steel Corporation . . .

.

Allen-Stoltze Lumber Co. . . .

.

American Woodworking Machin-

ery Company
Anderson & Co., C. G
Atkins & Co., E. C.

Atlas Asbestos Company
Austin & Nicholson

Bartram & Ball

Beal Bros

Beck Manufacturing Co., C
Becker & Company
Bell Veterinary Wonder Co., Dr.

Beveridge Paper Co
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

Bond Engineering Works . . .

.

Bourgouin, H
Bowater & Sons, W. V
Bradley, R. R
British American Mills and Tim-

ber Company
Burnoil Engine Company . . .

.

Callander Saw Mills

Canadian Western Lumber Co. .

.

Carborundum Co
Canadian Consolidated Rubber

Co
Campbell MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Canada Lumber Company
Canada Metal Company
Canadian General Lumber Co. .

.

Canadian Link-Belt Company .

.

Canadian Mathews-Gravity Car-

rier Company
Canadian Milk Products

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

Cane, Jas. G
Cant & Kemp
Cardinal & Page
Carss Mackinaw Company . . .

.

Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

Chicago Lumber & Coal Co. . .

.

Clay Engine Company
Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co. .

Climax Manufacturing Company
Coolidge & Carlisle

Copeland Shoepack Co
Consumers Cordage Co

Davison Lumber Company . . .

.

Davies Company, William . . .

.

Department of Lands, Forests

and Mines, Ontario

Disston & Sons, Henry
Dominion Iron & Wrecking Co.

9 Dudley, A. N 17

64 Dunfield & Company 8

15 Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

2 Duplex Truck Company 85

13 Dupuis Company, J. P 12

82

^ Eagle Lumber Company 58

0 Iiaton & Co., J. R 22

Edwards & Co., W. C 25

3 Eisendrath Glove Co 65

Elk Fire Brick Company 68

21 Elmira Machinery and Transmis-
57 sion Company 7.3

•17 Engineering & Machine Works of

64 Canada, Ltd 5.3

15 Excelsior Lumber Company .. 24

74 Exchange Lumber Co 19

59

47

74

16

23

67

67

58

21

80

13

66

51

1

24

12

12

70

19

Farnsworth & Jardine 12

Fassett Lumber Company, Ltd. . . 6

Fesserton Timber Company .... 18

Fil)re Making Processes. Inc. . . 76

Firstbrook Brothers 13

Foss Lumber Company 17

Eraser Companies, Ltd 14

Eraser Bryson Lumber Co., Ltd. 9

Freedman, William

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co... 2

Cierlach Company, Peter 68

Gartshore, John J 19

General Supply Company 75

Gillespie, James 12

-Gillies Brothers, Ltd 18

Gloucester Lumber & Trading Co. 22

Genoa Bay Lumber Co 10

Goodhue & Co., J. L 61

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co
Gordon & Co., George 6

Grant, Holden & Graham 75

Graton & Knight Mfg. Co 79

Green Company, G. Walter .... 71

Ciutta Percha and Rubber Co. ...65-71

49 Haight, W. L 18

83 Hallam, John 1

47 Hamilton Company, William ... 84

:'>6 Hardy, E. D 1

Harris Abattoir Company 51

Harris Tie and Timber Company 16

8 Hart & McDonagh 24

26 Hay Knife Company, Peter 22

Heeney, Percy E 25

Hettler Lumber Compnay, H. H. 58

01 Hillas & Company, W. N 57

73 Hoe & Company, R 73

Hoyt Metal Company 88

Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Co.. Inc. 65

International Land & Liinilm (. O, 19

Jeflfrey Manufacturing Company 55

Johnston, A. H 74

Jost, P. M 12

Keewatin Lumber Company .... 16

Knox Brothers 3

Laidlaw Bale Tie Company .... 47

Lake Lumber Company 12

Lamontagne Limited 65

Leckie, Ltd., John
Long-Bell Lumber Company .... 5

Long Lumber Company 9

Long Manufacturing Co., E 86

MacLean Daily Reports 47

Main Belting Co .. 77

Marsh Engineering Works. Ltd. 60

Mason, Gordon & Co 18

Mason Regulator Company . . .

.

McKinnon Columbus Chain Co... 88

McLaren Belting Company, J. C. 88

McLaren, Limited, D. K 62

McLennan Lumber Co.. Ltd 59

Mereen-Johnson Co 69

Mershon & Co., W. B 70

Miller Company, W. H 25

Montreal Locomotive Works ... 83

Montreal Lumber Company .... 12

Morgan Machine Mfg. Co 76

Moores, Jr., E. J 25

Musgrave & Company 24

New Ontario Colonization Co. .

.

Nicbnlison, E. M

Oliver Lumber Company 24

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co. 76

Pacific Lumber Co 17

Pary Sound Lumber Co. Ltd... 21

P. Payette Company 66

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co. . 47

Pennoyer Company, J. C 81

Petrie. H. W 13

Philadelphia Textile Machinery

Company 65

Pink Company, Thos 83

Prince Rupert Lumber Co 20

Pratt & Whitney

Rat Portage Lumber Company.. 25

Renfrew Planing Mills 20

River Ouelle Pulp and Lumber
Co .'0

Rutherford & Sons, Wm. . 4

Salada Tea Company 47

Scythes & Co 70

Service Lumber Co. . 22

Sessenwein Brothers 19

Sewall, James W 12

Shafer Hardwood Co., John I. . . 59

Shannon Lumber Co., R. P 20

Shearer Company, James . 4

Sheldons Limited 71

Shimer Cutter Head Company .. l

Shingle Agency of R C 13

Shurly, T. F i.O

Snowball Co., J. B 21

Shurly-Dietrich, Limited 68

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd. . . 26

Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd.. 1

Smith, N 47

Spencer Limited, C. A. . . ".s

Stratford Oakum Co., Geo lo

Stearns Salt and Lumber ( 24

Summers, James R 12

Taylor, S. K 22

Terry & Gordon 10

Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Co. . . 17

Timberland Lumber Company . . 21

Timms, Phillips & Co. .. 11

Toronto Blower Company >9

Turner & Sons, J J 83

L'nion Lumber Company . :

Union Stock Yards 4 7

X'ancouver Lumber Company . .

.

N'ictoria Harbor Lumber Co. ... 16

\'ictoria Lumber and Mfg. Co. .. 4

Waterous Engine Works Com-
pany, Ltd 87

Watson & Todd 16

Webster & Brother, Ltd., James 12

West & Peachey 88

West Coast Lumbermen's Assn..

Wisar, Underbill & Nixon .... 25

Woods Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 53

Wuichet, Louis 9

Yates Machine Company, P.B...

50 MILLIONS
That is the estimated value of the

overseas order for lumber that

Canada will receive

IN 1919

DO YOU WANT YOUR SHARE OF THIS

Skidding and Loading Machinery will help you to reduce

Have you investigated

our propotition ?

export trade, or for a large portion of the greatly increased

home trade that is developing.

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited E.ubii.hed i846

Sales Agents, Mussens Limited, Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver,

BelleviJIe, Ont.
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lis 0?
TO/<the saw mill and woodworking industries we offer an unusually good belting value in our

"Acme Waterproof." This belting is specially made from the best hides to run in wet places

where only the best quality belt can "make good." If you require any belting you should
enquire into the merits of "Goodhue Belts," then you will buy a "Goodhue."
-According to the conditions under which the belt has to run, we recommend "Extra," "Standard"
or "Acme Waterproof"—each brand the best quality, but each made for a different service

rr."/''c« J. L. GOODHUE & CO., LIMITED, Danville, Quebec
Standard Machinery & Supplies, Limited, Bank of
Toronto Building, St. James St., Montreal, Que.,

Agents for the Island of Montreal.

WINNIPEG AGENTS:
Bissett & Webb, Ltd., 151 Notre Dame Ave., East.

VANCOUVER AGENTS:
Fleck Bros.. Limited, 1142 Homer Street.

•ta u s. ^AT. orr.

Nou) for Reconstruction
HENRY DISSTON & SONS, LIMITED

Keystone Saws, Tool, Steel and File Works
2 Fraser Ave. - - - TORONTO, Canada
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Ifs all we say

it is, and more

GENUINE OAK TANNED

Right now a vast volume of power is

being transmitted smoothly, efficiently,

and without waste, D. K. McLaren's
Belting is silently at work delivering
the force from mighty machinery.

Engineers are trusting this trans-

mitter of power because they have pro-

ven its worth. They know that D. K.
McLaren's may be depended upon to

consistently uphold its good reputation

at all times.

Head Office and Factory—351 St. James St., MONTREAL

ST. JOHN, N.B. TORONTO, ONT. VANCOUVER, B.C.

90 Germain St. , 194 King St. W. 849 Beatty St.
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LUMBERMEN
For real serviceable camp equip-

ment, Clarke's Clothing is unequall-
ed. It is designed and produced by
a firm who understands the require-
ments of Lumbermen. Our 1919
lines are now ready, and offer the

best value obtainable. Complete
outfits are supplied.

Our men are now on the Road and will

call on you in the near future.

A. R. CLARKE & CO.
LIMITED

Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver, Quebec
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Algoma LIGHT STEEL RAILS
For Mining and Lumbering Purposes

All Complete with Splice Bars

WEIGHT A B C D E I- G

Pounds Kilos
PER PER Inches M/M Inches M/M. Ingres M/M. Inches M M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M.
Yard Meter

S 3 97 1% 39.69 IK 39 69 20.64 11 91 20.64 )ii 7.144 3.969

12 5.95 2 50. 8U 2 50.80 1 25.40 Jr. 14.29 27.78 "yd 8.73' y* 4.763

16 7.94 2'A 60.33 2J^ 60.33 29,77 16.27 l"4i 34.53 H 9.525 5.556
20 9.92 2% 66.68 66.68 1% 34.13 18.26 1% 37.31 11.11 8.350
25 12.40 2'A 69.85 2>A 69.85 38.10 19.84 i"4i 37.70 "4i 12.30 'U, 7.541
30 14. 8S 3y» 79.38 sy. 79.38 l'!li 42.86 H 22.23 1»}6 43.66 13.49 'J6 8 334

35 17.36 84.14 3% 84.14 I'A 44.45 24.21 45 24 14.68 '56 9.128
40 19.84 3H 88.90 314 88.90 VA 47.63 25 80 l»5<i 47.23 15 88 9 922
45 22.32 3'!Y. 93.66 3'16 93 66 2 50 80 26 99 I'Ki 50 01 'J6 16 67 '36 10 72

—c
r—

o!

1

-r-—

^

I

I

t

I

I

Algoma Steel Corporation
Limited

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario

r

PLIBRICO is

ll'i
I' stance that makes

mmeml asolidone-pieceLin-

' '^ing witlout Joints by

,il i,

' your own men for your

Ulliilii||/
Steam Boilers, Wood-

||

I F Burners, Kilns, Dutch-

I' Ovens, &c. Will outwear

any fire-brick made and doet

,

away with Fire-Clay.
Mill Supply Dept.

BEVERIDGE PAPER
Co., Limited

Montreal and St. John, N.B.

Agent*

Coast to Coatt

UUUULlULlijUUiJU'L'UliyiJL'Ul

LIGNOPHOL
Shingles treated with Lignophol would obtain

higher prices and last indefinitely longer

Vox treating Hardwood ttoor.s or board.s be-

fore they leave your factory. Replaces the natur-

al gum in the wood, and keeps moisture to 3 jjer

cent, or 5 per cent., assuring you of a floor that

will not splinter or rot.

STORMTIGHT •"'fj^iry"'' CEMENTS

Make a permanent, one-piece, leakless roof at

the lowest possible cost. Always ready for use

by anyone, regardless of weather conditions.

The simplest and cheapest method for sealing

leaks and making repairs on any surface, includ-

ing shingles. Apply now and forget your roofs

until 1928.

.\lso for weatherproofing walls, floors, founda-
tions.

lAPIDOLUHmi^^mam trade mark Hh^^
W ill make Concrete "Hard as Granite," .so that

floors will not develop holes that require patch-

ing.

Will also be Dustproof and Moistureproof.

I
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ALLIGATOR BRAND HARNESS
Famous

for

Fifty

Years

has proven its value in the lumber camp where it is always ready to

stand the trying tests. It is neat in appearance and easy to handle.

There are many reasons why you should use Alligator Brand.

One is sufficient. You can depend upon it.

Write for latest Catalog and Prices to the Lumber Trade

Lamontagne Limited
MONTREAL—338 Notre Dame St. W.

WINNIPEG-85 Princesi St.

QUEBEC— 52 Crown St.

^'Asbestol" Gloves and Mittens

are Popular and Economical
Economical because of the unusual wear that is had from every pair, and
popular with thousands of lumbermen because of their warmth and comfort.-

"ASBESTOL" Gloves and Mittens afford absolute hand protection to

men in the lumber camps. They are durable and dependable and will out-

wear gloves and mittens of the ordinary kind.

"ASBESTOL" Gloves and Mittens are built for service. They are of

proven merit in quality, construction and value.

EISENDRATH GLOVE CO. JK'?5"tL7

Grooves cut with Hutber Bros. Dado Heads.

Fits Any
Saw Mandrel
A Huther ' Bros. Dado Head

consist! of two outside cut-
ters and enough inside cutters
to make the required cut. This
Head will cut perfect grooTes,
with or across grain, any width.
It is an eas^

_
Head to keep in

perfect condition, baa a simple
quick adjustment, and may ba
enlarged any time after pur-
chase. Sent on approval - and
if not satisfactory rctura at
our expense.

Write for New Illustrated Catalog.

HUTHER BROS. SAW
MFG. COMPANY, Inc.

1103 UniTaraitr At*.
ROCHESTOt. N. Y.

USED STEAM ENGINES

FOR SALE

One Left-Hand Improved Horizontal Simple

Automatic Laurie Corliss Engine.

Diameter of Cylinder 28"

Length of Stroke of Piston 48"

No. of Revolutions per minute. . 75

Fly Wheel 18" x 12^" Face

Weight 40,000 lbs.

Rated Horse Power 625

I. H. P 700

Max 950

One 25" x 50" Left-Hand Wheelock Engine.

One 20>4" x 46" Left-Hand Wheelock Engine.

These engines are in excellent condition.

Photograph and full particulars will be sent on

application to

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER
LIMITED

Toronto, Canada

:DRYERS

For Exacting Conditions
Your individual problems of veneer drying may be dif-

ferent or the conditions more exacting. Because it is sel-

dom that two drying problems are the same our engineers
make a special study of your particular conditions, con-
sidering the relation of the drying to preceding and fol-

lowing operations, quantity to be dried, number of men
employed, heat available, cost of power, etc.

Proctor Vcnccr Dryers give a perfectly flat and
pliable product without checks or splits

Send for our practical Catalog—It will intsrest you

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
Builders of Drying Machinery

SEVENTH STREET AND TABOR ROAD, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Hamilton, Ont., Canada,—W. J. Westaway, 5 Sun Life Building.
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FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Whether your problem is one of power trans-

mission, elevating or conveying, we have a type

of Link-Belt especially designed for the purpose.

And when we say "especially designed," we mean
it. For our engineers have spent years in the

study of the peculiar conditions and requirements

which various industries place upon Link-Belt.

Each type has been designed not with the thought

of how cheaply it can be made, but how perfectly

it can serve its purpose. We show two types

of Link-Belt here. Our catalogue showB many
others. Send for a copy.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT COMPANY, LIMITED
Wellington and Peter Streets, Toronto

MADE AND CARRIED IN STOCK IN CANADA

A Boon to Lumbermen
Payette^s Famous Patent Mill Dogs

650 Sets already sold

B
E
C
A
U
S
E

(1) They will dog with perfect ease and safety in any class of timber.

(2) Will dog just as easily, frozen maple or hardwoods of any description.

Will dog the last board, just as easily as they dogged the first one.

(4) They do not tear the board or stock.

^5) Many other reasons, too numerous to mention here.

Write us for full particulars and booklet on same.

P,

We also manufacture the following High-Grade Saw-Mill Machinery:—New Modern
Saw-Mill Carriages, with either three or two head blocks; P. Payette's New Patent
Saw-Mill Dog, for use in either winter or summer. P. Payette's Grip-Set Works;
Steam Feed Valves, Steam Lifter and Loaders, Valves. Five different classes and styles
of Edgers, for either light or heavy duty, Combined Gang-Circulars and Edgers, or
Independent Gang Circulars.
Steam-Canters, Steam Lifters and Loaders, and a general line of saw-mill machinery.
Detachable Chain-Sprockets, Castings of Gray-Iron, Semi-Cast Steel, and brass cast-
ings for general use.
Descriptive Booklet and prices mailed free upon request.

Payette & Company
Engineers and Machinests

Penetanguishene, Ontario
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor
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Dominion Belting
is the "Proved Up"
Lumber Mill Equipment

Over fifty years spent in making belts to meet the

needs of individual branches of industry have given us

an invaluable fund of knowdedge.

As in other lines, we have worked out many of the

transmission problems which confront the lumber
mill man—we have determined to a scientific degree

of exactness the requirements in each instance. And,
further, we have developed Dominion Friction Sur-

face Belting to a point where it gives a maximum pul-

ley grip, the highest tensile strength and the greatest

durability. We have attained this by the careful de-

termination of fabric and rubber, the proper curing and
the correct construction.

"Proving up" is a big feature of Dominion Friction

Surface Belting—and every Dominion Belt sold to the

lumber trade is a belt of the type that has stood up
under the "proving up" test. This insures its quality,

uniformity and its superiority for its particular pur-

pose.

Dominion Friction Surface Belting for lumber mills

—

for all kinds of wood-working plants, no matter where
located—is backed by the free special service depart-

ment of the Dominion Rubber System. This technical

service of belting experts is maintained to work out

your belting problem, whether you are a customer or

not. i.;:.J

If in your lumber mill you are experiencing transmis-
sion or conveyor belting troubles, write or phone our
nearest branch and test our emergency service.

Manufacturers

of

Dominion Hose,

Packing and

Rubber Goods of

all kinds for

Lumber Mills

and Lumbermen

Service Branches :—Halifax, St. John,
Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,
Hamilton, London, Kitchener, North
Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Bran-
don, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton,
Calgary, Lethbridge, Vancouver, Vic-
toria.

^Illllillllllllilllllilililllllllllllillllilllllllllllllllllllllliiilllllllllllllllllilililililt:

I When You Put an

I Aloxite Saw Gummer
i on Your Machine

—

You have taken a big step

towards saw gumming effi-

ciency.

You will be working with a

fast cutting wheel—a cool-

cutting wheel—a wheel that

holds its shape and will not

bum the saw.

Made in vitnfiecl and shellac

bonds—straight, concave and

covel shapes—all standard

sizes and grits.

The I

Carborundum Company |

Niagara Falls, N. Y. |

aiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininmiiiiiii
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FIRE BRICK
You will get the best results from your Refuse Burners,

Boiler Settings, Kilns, Dutch Ovens, etc., only when they are

fitted with the proper Fire Brick to suit the dififerent condi-

tions. Our Fire Brick are

''Elkco

SpeciaV*

''Elk Steel"

"St. Marys
''Keystone^^

"Rotejc"

99

made to meet every require-

ment of the Lumber In-

dustry. For years we have

supplied Canadian firms with

the most satisfactory Fire

Brick construction to be

obtained. We offer you the

benefit of our experience.

Write us giving details of

your requirements and we
will advise you as to the

proper Fire Brick to use.

We have a complete cata-

logue that will give you interesting information on this

subject. It will be sent free at your request.

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Limited
HIGH GRADE FIRE BRICK and CLAY

Sun Life Bldg., Hamilton, Canada
Representatives for Maritime Provinces:

RHODES, CURRY COMPANY, LTD., Head Office, AMHERST, N. S.

Branches at Halifax, Sydney and New Glasgow, N.S.

Gerlach Machinery

PRODUCES THE BEST
as Well as the Cheapest

Tight or Slack Staves,

Headings, Kegs,

Barrels and

Short Box Shocks

100% to 400% profit in Cooperage

Stock today. Be wise and purchase

the best Machinery.

DIXIE PORTABLE GASOLINE DRAG SAW
Pretent Price $225.00 with 1 Blade

Circular, Drag and Cylinder Saws
made since 1834

The Peter Gerlach Co.
E!itabltshed 1854

Cleveland, Ohio

Maple Leaf Saws
Manufactured in Gait, Canada

We absolutely guarantee every Maple Leaf Saw. The fine Razor Steel used in all our saws is manufactured exclusively for us.

Our secret tempering process refines and toughens the raw material to such an extent that Maple Leaf Saws will stand up
under the most severe tests and last longer than any other saws on the market.

Write for our catalogue and prices

SHURLY-DIETRICH COMPANY, LIMITED
GALT, - CANADA

WESTERN BRANCH—1642 Pandora St., Vancouver B.C. EASTERN BRANCH—306-308 Wellington Street, Ottawa, Onl.
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What are You doing with Your Slabs ?

No. 25 Slab Resaw

npHE shortage of men in the woods
will no doubt continue for

another year or two.

It will be necessary to get every
possible foot of lumber out of each
log to meet the demand.

A Mereen Johnson Slab Re-
saw will insure your getting the max-
imum of lumber with the minimum
of labor.

That last piece close to the

bark will be needed.

Let us tell you about our
RESAWS. Write for circular.

MEREEN JOHNSON MACHINE COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS, .... MINN., U.S.A.

ARROW HEAD SAWS
VANADIUM STEEL

Solid Tooth Circular Saws
Chisel Tooth Circular Saws

Gang Saws
Why is it tliat every lumberman using "ARROW HEAD"
VANADIUM STEEL SAWS will use no other?

QUALITY is the answer.

This saw will make more logs than any other saw on the market.

T. F. SHURLY CO., Limited, St. Catharines, Ont.
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Many Fires in Lumber

Mills have been caused

by Hot Boxes
This risk can be eliminated by the use of

Chapman Double Ball Bearings
-IN-

Shaftingy Hangers^ Pillow Blocks

Loose Pulleys, etc.

Chapman Double

Ball Bearings
decrease the friction loss 75% and do not generate
heat.

No oil is used, a little Tranco Grease once or twice
a year is the only lubricant required, consequently
dust does not adhere to the outside of the bearing.

There is no spoilage from oil drip, and cleanli-

ness may be easily maintained.

If you realized what these savings mean you
will agree that

You pay for Chapman bearings

whether you buy them or not

Chapman Double Ball Bearing
Co., Ltd.

347 Sorauren Avenue

705 Shaughnessy Bldg.

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Transmission Ball Bearing Co., Inc.

1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.

MERSHON

New Standard

54-in. Band Resaw

\ STURDY, powerful and de-

pendable 54-in. Resaw carry-

ing 6-in. saws,—a resaw that will

meet the most exacting require-

ments and satisfy anyone who is

contented with nothing short of

the best. Will saw

thick or thin, long or

short, wide or narrow

stock on the fastest

possible feed, up to

150 lineal feet per

minute. A resaw that

does its own talking

right in the sawdust.

Wm. B. Mershon & Company
Saginaw, Michigan

OILED CLOTHING
Red and.Blue Label

Wet Weather Garments

"Red Label"

Double

Garments
are made to meet

Lumbering

and

Mining

Requirements

Manufactured by

SCYTHES & COMPANY LIMITED
Montreal TORONTO Winnipeg
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The Carriage You Are Looking For
Our No. 1 Size

CARRIAGE—Has three head blocks, as shown in cut, usually

set i) and (i feet apart, will be placed any distance a.part to suit pur-

chaser. Knees open 38 in. from saw, and is fitted with Knifiht or

Peel dogs, as desired. Taper movement on each knee. 1 1.5-16 in.

steel set bar with steel pinions and coil spring receder, and friction

lever brake for stopping knees where required. Timbers are 5x0
in., or heavier if desired, well bolted and braced. Diameter of truck

wheel, 12 in. Axles 1J4 in. diameter, and extend clear across car-

riage, are furnished with self-oiling bearings. Front block is fitted

with timl)er rule, placed as desired; 54 feet of V and flat track

furnished with each carriage.

SET WORKS—As shown in cut, is made up of ratchet wheel
13 in. diameter, 4 in. face, with set lever carrying 7 steel pawls of

varying lengths; also, same number of check pawls set in (juadrant.

lioth sets of pawls are disengaged from either side of carriage when
required to recede knees. This is a positive set, without lost motion.

FEED WORKS—As shown in cut, consists of 16 x 13 in. drum,
with si)ur gear keyed to shaft. Pinion or friction shaft in saw frame
engages with this gear. Cable takes two or three turns around
drum, and is passed around end sheaves and attached to carriage.

We also furnish 26 in. drum wjth internal gear in place of 10 in.

drum when desired.

For Shingle, Lath and Portable Saw Mill Machinery
write the well known manufacturers

The G. Walter Green Co., Limited
Send for Catalogue PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Rubber Goods
FOR LUMBERMEN

DAlfivig' long" experience in the making of Rubber Belts enables us to specialize

P on this line. "P. M.S.," " Special Drive" and "Lion" are our leading brands
for power transmission.

PfllckinffS
* 'Redstone" High Pressure Sheet Packing has proved by test that it

will outlast any other similar packing on the market. We make Spiral
and Ring Packings, etc., that are equally reliable.

Hose ^'^^ Steam, Water, etc., in various grades, made especially to give satisfactory

and economical service under different conditions.

Fire Hose more of our twenty brands of Fire Hose will be found, not only
————_ in the best equipped Factories, Mills, etc., but in almost every Fire

Department in the Dominion.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited
lORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG REGINA SASKATOON CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES—WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

I'lices in Carload Lots, F.O.I5. cars Toronto.

While Pine:
1 X 4/7 Good Strips $59 00 $02 00
114 and I'A X 4/7 Good S'trips.. 03 00 GO 00
2 x 4/7 Good Strips 03 00 00 00
1x8 and up Good Sides 75 00 77 00
I'A and I'A x 8 and wider Good

Sides

88

00 90 00
2 X ,S and wider Good Sides ... 90 00 95 00
1 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 55 00 58 00
5/4 and 0/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 05 00 07 00
2 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 70 00 72 00
1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 47 00 49 00
1x0 Mill Run

48

00 51 00
1 X 7, !» and 11 Mill Run 47 00 50 00
1x8 Mill Run

50

CMJ 52 00
1 x 10 Mill Run

53

OO 55 00
1 X 12 Mill Run

54
00 57 00

5/4 and 0/4 x 4 Mill Run 47 00 49 00
5/4 and 0/4 x 5 Mill Run 47 00 49 00
2 X 4 Mill Run

47

00 49 00
2x0 Mill Run

48

00 50 00
2x8 Mill Run

48

00 50 00
2 X 10 Mill Run

51

00 53 00
2 X 12 Mill Run

53

00 55 00
1 in. Mill Run Shorts 39 00 40 00
1 X 4 and up 0/10 No. 1 Mill Culls . . 38 00
1 X 10 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls.. 42 00
1 X 12 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls.. 42 00
1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls.. 42 00
1 X 4 and up 0/10 No. 2 Mill Culls. . . 29 00
1 X 10 X 12 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls... 32 00
1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 3 Mill Culls. . . 22 fXJ

Red Pine, f.o.b. cars point of shipment:
1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 38 00
1x6 Mill Run 40 00
1x8 Mill Run 40 00
1 X 10 Mill Run 45 00
2x4 Mill Run 38 00
2x6 Mill Run 38 00
2x8 Mill Run 40 00
1 in. Clear and Clear Face 48 00
2 in. Clear and Clear Face 48 00
Spruce

:

1x4 Mill Run 35 00
1x6 Mill Run 38 00
1x8 Mill Run 40 00
1 X 10 Mill Run 45 00
Mill Culls 33 00
Hemlock, No. 1, in carload lots, f.o.b. Toronto
1x4 and 5 in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 31 tlO 33 l>o

1 X 6 in. X 9 to 16 ft 37 00 38 00
1 x 8 in. X 9 to 16 ft 38 00 39 00
1 X 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 38 00 39 00
1 X 7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 35 00 37 00
2 X 4 to 12, 10 and 16 ft 36 00 37 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 12 and 14 ft. . . 35 00 36 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 18 ft 37 00 38 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 20 ft 38 00 39 00
1 in. No. 2, 6 ft. to 16 ft. ... 28 00 29 00
2-in. No. 2, 4-tn. and up in

width, fi to 16 ft. 28 00 29 00
Douglas Fir, delivered in Toronto

:

Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

6x6 and 8, 10x10 and 12, 12x12 $50 00
6x10, 8x10, 10x14, 12x14, 14x14 51 00
6x12, 8x12 52 00
14x16, 10x16 52 50
6x14, 8x14. 10x16, 12x18 54 (k)

14x18 54 60
8x16, 10x18, 12x18 65 00
18x18, 20x20 65 60
12x20, 24x24 66 00
Timber in lengths over 82 feet iubject to

negotiation.
Fir flogring, 1x3, edge grain . . 59 00
Fir flooring, 1x4, edge grain . . 59 00
Fir flooring, 1x4, flat grain . . 44 00
No. 1 and 2, l in. clear Fir dough 50 00 60 00

(Depending upon widths).
No. 1 and 2, I'A and 1J4 in.,

clear Fir rough 60 00 64 00
No. 1 and 2 2-in. clear Fir rough 53 00 61 00
1x5 and 1 x 6 Fir casing ... 61 00
1x8 and 1 X 10 Fir base 63 00
1 X 8 and 1 X 10 X 12 E. G.

stepping 74 00
I'A and 1!4 X 8 X 10 X 12 E. G.

stepping 64 00
1-in. clear Fir, d 4 sides 48 00 56 50
VA X I'/z in. clear Fir, d 4 sides. 55 50 58 00
XX B. C. cedar shingles 3 40
XXX 6 butts to 2 in 4 40
XXXXX 5 butts to 2 in 5 00

TORONTO HARDWOOD PRICES
The prices given below are for carloads,

f.o.b. Toronto, from wholesalers to retailers,

and are based on a good percentage of long
lengths and good widths, without any wide
stock having been sorted out.

Ash, white, dry weight 3800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 .$80.00 $60.00 $40.00 $30.00
5/4 & 6/4 . 85.00 63.00 45.00 35.00
8/4 95.00 75.00 45.00
10/4 & 12/4 110.00 100.00 60.00
16/4 . . . . 125.00 115.00 65.00

Ash, Brown
4/4 70.00 60.00 35.00 25.00

a/4 76.00 60.00 60.00 30.00

8/4 78.00 85.00 52.00 82.00
Birch, dry weight 4000 lbs. per M. ft.

No.l No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

% % t
4/4 65 68 48 60 38 40
6/4 and 6/4 . . 67 70 60 65 40 46
8/4 70 72 61 57 42 45
10/4 and 12/4.. 85 90 70 73 50 54
16/4 95 98 80 83 55 60

Basswood, dry weight 2500 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 8
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $70.00 $55.00 $40.00 $35.00
5/4 & 6/4 . . 72.00 60.00 60.00 35.00
8/4 78.00 63.00 60.00 37.00

Chestnut, dry weight 2800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 Sound
Is & 2s Com. Wormy

4/4 $86.00 lOU.OO $45.00
S/4 & 8/4 .. .. 72.00 68.00 48.U0
8/4 72.00 08.00 48.00

Elm, soft, dry weight 3100 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 68.00 $45.00 $35.00 $28.00
8/4 & 8/4.. 63.00 60.00 40.00 28.00
12/4 85.00 75.00 50.00 32.00

Gum, red, dry weight 8300 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No 1 Com.
4/4 $60.00 $50.00
5/4 & 6/4 . . . . 62.00 52.00
8/4 65.00 56.00

Gum, Sap
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 $50.00 $4600
5/4 & 6/4 54.00 47.00
8/4 55.00 47.00

Hickory, dry weight, 4600 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

4/4 $76.(X) $45.00 $30.00
6/4 100.00 75.00 60.00
8/4 .. .: .. .. 90.00 60.00 36.00

Maple, hard, dry weight 3900 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $68.00 $46.00 $38.00 $28.00
6/4 & 8/4 . 83.00 48.00 38.00 30.00
8/4 .... . 70.00 60.00 60.00 35.00
12/4 .. .. 95.00 80.00 60.00 40.00
10/4 . . . . 105.00 90.50 55.00 45.00

Soft Maple

The quantity of soft maple produced in

Ontario is small and it is generally sold on
a log run basis, the locality governing the

prices.

Mill run grade. No. 3 and better .... $38.00
No. 2 and better 47.00

White and Red Oak, plain sawed, dry weight
4000 lbs. per M. ft.

Is * 2» No 1 Com.
4/4 $75.00 $55.00
r,/4 & 0/4 80.00 00.00
8/4 .S5.00 (i5.00

10/4 90.00 70.00
12/4 95.00 75.00
16/4 100.00 80.00

White Oak, quarter cut, dry weight 4000 lbs.

per M. ft.

No. 1
Is & 2s Com.

4/4 $105.00 $.S0.O0

5/4 and 6/4 110.00 90.00
,S/4 11.5.00 85.00

Red Oak, quarter cut.

Is & 2s No 1 Com.
4/4 $ 85.00 $60.00
5/4 & 6^4 100.00 75.00
S/4 105.00 80.00

OTTAWA, ONT.
Manufacturers' Prices

IMne good sidings:
1-in. X 7-in. and up $80 00
VA-in. and lJ4-in. x 8 in. & up 70 00
2-in. X 7-in, and up 72 00
No. 2 cuts 2 X 8-in. and up . . 45 00

Pine good strips:
lin
IJi-in. and l/-in
2in

Pine good shorts:
1-in. X 7-in. and up
1-in. X 4-in. to 8-in
154-in. and 154-in
2-in

7-in. to 9-in. A siding^s

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings ... 47 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips ... 40 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts ... 88 00
Pine, 1-in. x 4-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 7-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1 X 8-in. s.c, 12 to 18 ft
Pine, 1-in. x 10-in. M.R
Pine, s.c. sidings, IVi and 2-in.

Pine, s.c. strips l-fn

I'A. IH and 2-in

Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 to 8 in.

Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts 1x5
Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts, 1x8
Pine, s.c. shorts, 8'- 11', fx 10"
Pine box boards:
l"x 4" and up, 6'- 11'

I"x3", 12'- 16'

Pine, mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. X 4-in. and up, 12-

ft. and up

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.

and up, 6-ft. to li ft

O. culls r & w p

Red Pine, log run:
mill culls out, 1-ln 82 00
mill culls out, IH-in.
mill culls out, lU-in
mill culls out, 2-in 34 00
mill culls, white pine, I'x 7"

and up

Mill run Spruce:
l"x4'' and up, 8'- 11' 32 00
l''x4'' and up, 12'- 18' ....

fx 9"- 10" and up, 12'- 18'. 40 00
lM"x7" S-t" and up, 12'- 18' 40 00

IK^xlO- and up, 12'- 18' ...

\yi' ft S' X 12" and up, U'- 18'

70 00
75 00
76 00
60 00

63 00
80 00
80 00

50 00
40 00
68 00
68 00
40 00

60 00
45 00
40 00
44 00
44 00
48 00
48 00
48 00
51 00
47 00
40 00
42 00
88 00
88 00
40 00
45 00

38 00
42 00

38 00

36 00

28 00

88 00
88 00
88 00
41 00

84 00

S3 00
84 00
42 00
42 00
48 00
48 00

Spruce, 1-in. clear (line dressing
and B)

Hemlock, 1-in. cull 25 00
Hemlock, 1-in. log run 30 00
Hemlock, 2x4, 6, 8. 10, 12/18' .. 30 00
Tam.rac 24 00
Basswood, log run, dead culls out 40 00
Basswood, log run, mill culls out 46 00
Birch, log run 30 00
Soft Elm, common and better, 1,

1^, 2 in 26 00
Ash, black, log run 32 00
1 X 10 No. 1 barn
1 X 10 No. 2 barn
1 X 8 and 0 No. 2 barn
Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine, lJ4-in. x 4-ft. 4 76
No. 2 white pine
Mill run white pine
Spruce, mill run IH-in
Red pine, mill run
Hemlock, mill run
32-in. lath 2 00
White Cedar Shingles

:

xxxx, 18-in
Clear butt, 18-in
18-in. XX

Spruce logs (pulp) IS (X)

48 00
27 00
35 00
35 00
28 00
60 00
50 00
82 00

80 00
40 00
62 00
46 00
42 00

00
BO
75
00
25
00
26

1 00
4 00
2 76

16 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
Cts.

Per Cubic Foot
White Pine

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in.

average, according to lineal. 80 90
10 in. and up average 86 96

Spruce Deals
3 in. unsorted (Quebec, 4 in. to Per M. Ft.
8 in. thick $31 00 $34 00

3 in. unsorted, Quebec, 7 in. to
8 in. thick 85 00 37 00

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 0 in.

thick 40 00 45 00
Cts.

Oak Per Cubic Ft.
According to average and quality
66 ft cube 86 95

Elm
According to average and quality,

40 to 46 feet, cube 96 1 00
According to average and quality,

SO to 36 feet 76 80

Birch PUnks
1 to 4 in. thick, per M. ft 40 00 46 00

SARNIA, ONT.
Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in $80 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 90 00
I'A and lyi in. and up wide 100 00
2 in. and up wide 106 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 75 00
6/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 85 00
8/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 87 00

No. 1 Cuts
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 63 00
154 in., 8 in. and up wide 72 00
1J4 in., 8 in. and up wide 73 00
2 in., 8 in. and up wide 78 00

2'A and 3, 8 in. and up wide 100 00
4 in., 8 in. and up wide 106 00

No. 1 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long $63 00 $63 00

1J4, lyi and 2 in., 10/16 ft ... 68 00 64 00

2'/2 to 3 in., 10/16 ft 73 00

No. 2 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 50 00 56 00

I'A, I'A and 2 in., 10/16 ft... 61 00 56 00

2^ in. to 3 in 66 00

. No. 3 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 46 00 51 00

I'A, 154 and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 47 00 51 00

Box
1 in., lyi in. & I'A in., 10/16 ft. 42 00 44 00

Mill Culls
Mill Run Culls

1 in., 4 in. and up wide, 6./16 ft.. $37 00

I'A, 1^^ and 2 in 37 00
Lath

No. 1 48 in. White Pine 5.60

No. 2 48 in. White Pine 5 10
No. 3 48 in. White Pine 4 60
32 in. Pine 2 10
48 in. Hemlock 4 80
32 in. Hemlock 2 00

ST. JOHN, N.B.

Spruce

Wholesale to the Retailer

Random Lengths 10 to 35 feet.

2 X 3 D 1 edge and 3 x 3 D 1 edge. . . $36 00
2 X 4 D 1 edge and 3 x 4 D 1 edge. . . 36 00

2x5 Rgh. and 3 X 5 36 00
2x0 Rgh. and 3 X 6 37 00

2x7 Rgh. and 3 X 7 38 00
2 X 8 Rgh. and 3 x 8 40 00

2x9 Rgh. and 3 X 9 47 00

2 X 10 Rgh. and 3 x 10 47 00

2 x 12 Rgh. and 3 x 12 47.00

Timber at correst>onding prices:

Merch. Spruce Bds., Rgh., Ran. lengths 32 00
1 X 3-4-6 6 „ ^

Merch. Spruce boards, 7 and up 36 00

Refuse boards, plank deals 27 00
Per M.

Laths *3 25
Shingles, Extra Cedar 5 25

Clears 4 "5

2nd do 4 00
Ex. No. 1 2 75
Spruce 3 10

Pine Lumber
1" Planer Pine Bds., Large $70 00
1" Planer Pine Bds., small 60 (JO

Smooth Shipper Pine Boards fVi (Ki

West India Shipper Pine Boards .... r

I'A and 2 in. Planer Pine
1J4 and 2 in. Shipper Plank CO i/i

Small Shipper Pine Brs 40 <jii

Poor 4th Pine Bds 34 00

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
No. 1 Spruce

Dimension S.l.S. and l.E
6 ft. 8 ft.2x4 $28 60 $20 60

2 x 6 28 60 29 602x8 28 50 30 60
2 X 10 20 50 31 60
2 X 12 31 60 32 60

12 ft 14 ft.

2 x 4 31 00 31 00
2 x 6 31 00 31 00
2 x 8 31 00 31 00
2 X 10 32 00 32 00
2x12 33 00 33 00
For 2 inches, rough, add 60 cents.
For SIE only add 60 cents.
For SIS and 2E, S4S or D&M, add $3.0U.
For timbers larger than 8x8, add 60c.
each additional 2 inches each way.

For lengths longer than 20 ft., add $1.00
each additional two feet.

For selected common, add $5.00.
For No. 2 Dimension, $3.(X> less than No. 1.

For 1x2 and 2 x 2, $2 more than 2x4 No. 1.

For Tamarac add $3.00.

FIR, HEMLOCK, SPRUCE AND LARCH
Mountain Stock

No. 1 Dimension and Timbers
2 x 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 8 ft, SISIE $30 On
2 X 4, 2 x 6, 2 X 8, 10 ft, SlSlE 32 0<i

2 X 4, 2 x 6, 2 X 8, 12/18, SlSlE 31 fX'

2 X 4, 2 X 6. 2 X 8, 18/22, SlSlE 33 Oo
2 X 4, 2 X 8, 2 X 8, 24/32, SlSlE 35 00
2 X 10, 8 ft., SlSlE 31 (Ki

2 X 10, 10 ft, SlSlE 33 00
2 X 10, 12/16, SlSlE 32 0<i

2 X 10, 18*22, SlSlE M lK>

2 X 10, 24/32, SlSlE 38 0*'

2 X 12, 8 ft, SlSlE 31 »

I

BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST FIR.
Dimension SIS and E.

X 4 in., 8 and 8 ft
,

X 4 in., 12 and 14 ft

X 4 in., 10 and 16 ft

30
31
32

18 and 20 ft 33X 4
X 4 in., 22 to 32 ft
X 10 in. 12 and 14 ft 32
X 10 in., 16 ft 33

34
36
38
39

10 in., 18 and 20 ft
X 10 in., 22 to 32 ft. .

X 14 in., 8 to 14 ft ..

X 14 in., 16 ft
X 14 in., 18 and 20 ft 40
X 14 in., 22 to 32 ft 42
X 3 and 3 X 4 in. 8 to 14 ft. .. ; aS
X 3 and 3 X 4 in., 18 ft 39
X 3 and 3 X 4. 18 and 20 ft 40
X 3 and 3 X 4 in., 22 to 32 ft 42
X 6. 6 X 8 and 8 X 8, 6 to 16 ft. ... 40

8 X 6, 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 18 and 20 ft 41
6 X 6, 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 22 to 32 ft; 42
Shingles, XXX B.C. Cedar 3

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA. N.Y.
White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price
Uppers. 4/4 $116 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 100 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 180 00
Selects 4/4 110 00
Selects 5/4 to 8/4 110 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 120 00
Fine common 4/4 80 00
Fine common 6/4 85 00
Fine common 6/4 82 00
Fine common 8/4 88 00
No. 1 Cuu 4/4 68 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 72 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 78 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 78 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 48 00
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 n 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 80 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 87 00
No. 8 Cuts B/4 47 00
No. 8 Cute 8/4 47 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 48 00
Dressing 5/4 82 00
Dressing 6/4 x 10 88 00
Dressing 5/4 x 12 70 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 72 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 72 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 72 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 84 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 84 00
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 84 00
No. 1 Barn 1x12 81 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 0 and 8 82 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 M 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 48 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 M 00
No. 8 Barn 1 x 8 and 8 48 00
No. 8 Barn 1 x 10 . . . . -. <» 00
Box 1x6 and np 48 00
Box 1 X 10 48 00
Box 1 X 12 44 00
Box 1 X 13 and up 48 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buffalo
and "Tonawandk

:

MAPLE
Is ft 3s No. 1 Com. No. 2 Com

4/4 43 -45 26 - 28 18 - 19
5/4 to 8/4 55 - 67 34 - 36 20 - 23
10/4 to 18*4 66 - 67 46 - 48 27 - 28

(CoDtlnuadon pace 74)
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Oldest and Best

HOE
Chisel Tooth Saws

Choice of Lumbermen Everywhere

The even temper of these saws and the fine quality of steel from which they are made
have proved Hoe saws reliable for nearly one hundred years.

More than one hundred thousand "Hoes" are to-day successfully sawing lumber in all

parts of the globe. The Hoe Chisel Tooth Saw, invented 40 years ago, is still the best for

cutting hardwood.

Special Flanged Shanks and Superior Bits Supplied

R. HOE & CO.
504-520
Grand
Street New York City

America's Oldest Saw Manufacturers

Immediate Delivery, Montreal Stock
Motors, 3 Phase, 60 Cycle

2 H. p.

10 H. P.

15 H. P.

30 H. P.

40 H. P.

50 H. P.

550 V. i/oo R. P. M. I

550 V. 1200 R. P. M. 9

550 V. 1200 R. P. M. 2

550 V. 900 R. P. M. 2

550 V. 1200 R. P. M. I

550 V. 900 R. P. M. 2

75 H. P. 2200 V.

125 H. P. 550 V.

150 H. P. 550 V.

200 H. P. 2200 V.

400 H. P. 2200 V.

220

850 R. P. M.

690 R. P. M.

600 R. P. M.

514 R. P. M.

160 R. P. M.

Transformers, Pole Type, 2200 - yyo Volts

^ K. W. II

1 K. W. 15

iy2 K. w. 26

2 K. W. 24

2% K. W. 19

3 K. W. 12

3^ K. W. 6

5 K. W. 55

Our stock changes constantly, if not listed above please enquire anyway.

Dominion Iron & Wrecking Co., Limited

General Offices: Transportation Building, Montreal
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

RED DIRCH,
4/4 58 - 60 38 - 40 22 24

42 24 26

SAP BIRCH
4/4 51 - 53 30 - 32 18 20

0/4 and up 53 - 55 32 - 34 20 22

SOFT ELM
4/4 43 - 45 28 - 30 20 - 22

6, e Si 8/4 45 - 47 30 - 32 20 - 22

BASSWOOD
4/4 47 - 49 37 - 39 25 27
Thicker 49 - 51 39 - 41 20- • 27

PLAIN OAK
4/4 65 - 57 30 - 32 18 - 20

6/i to 8/4 66 - 58 34 - 36 20 - 22

ASH, WHITE AND BROWN
4/4 55 - 57 30 - 31 20 22

5/4 (o 8/4 65 - 67 35 - 37 21 - 23
10/4 and up 75 - SS 42 - 50 24 - 20

BOSTON, MASS.

Quotations given below are for highest
grades of Michigan and Canadian white pine
and Eastern Canadian Spruce as required in
the New England market in carloads.
White pine uppers, s 1 to 2 in. 134 00
While pine uppers, 2'/i and 3 in. 149 00
White pine uppers, 4 in 160 00
Selects, 1 to 2 in 125 00
Selects, 2>^ and 3 in 140 00
Selects, 4 ill 155 00
Fine common, 1 in., 30 per cent.

12 in. and up 90.00
Fine common, 1 x 8 to 11 in. 87 00
Fine Common, I'A to 2 in. ... 105 00
Fine Common, 2'/4 and 3 in. . . 136 00
Fine Common, 4 in 145 00
1 in. shaky clear 72 00
1^^ to 2 in. shaky clear 77 00
1 in. No. 2 dressing 64 00
I'A to 2 ill. No. 2 dressing .... 68 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 in 80 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 ^ to 2 in 87 00 90 00
No. 1 Cuts, 2 and 3 in 112 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 65 00
No. 2 Cuts, IH to 2 in 74 00 75 00

JOHNSON'S
Veterinary Remedies

are the surest, the most economical and the best

medicines with which to equip your stables They
have been on the market for twenty-five years and
still retain their superiority over all others.

The quality never varies, it is our first consideration.
Prices taking effect July 1st are as follows:

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Per Gal. $7.00

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Quarts, Per Doz. 19.00

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Pints, Per Doz. 10.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy Per Gal. 10.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy . . Quarts (8 Doses each) Doz. 30.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy . . . Pints (4 Doses each) Doz. 15.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Ointment (Gall Cure)
2 lb Tins each 2.25 Doz. 24.00

lb. Tins ... Per Doz. 4.00

Johnson's Concentrated Condition Powders, 1 lb. Pkgs. Doz. 6.00

Johnson's Condition Powder, No. 2 doz. 2.75

Johnson's Horse Worm Powders, Pkgs., Per Doz. 2.60

Johnson's Purging Balls Per Doz. 2.50

Johnson's Antiseptic Dusting Powder
(For Drying and Healing Sores, Proud Flesh, etc.) Per Doz. 8.00

"Kreoline," antiseptic, deodorizing Per Gal. 1.50

Our Family and Van Remedies are as follows:— *

Pine and Tar Cough Syrup Big 4 Liniment—Mosquito Oil
Purgative Pills X Ray Liniment
Little Liver Pills Cholerine Mixture (Diarrhoea)
Porous Plasters Headache Powders
Stomach Bitters Sarsaparilla

Laxative Cold Tablets All Healing White Ointment

All Drugs and Patent Medicines at Market Prices.

Mail orders solicited — Prompt shipments made.

A. H. JOHNSON -°ucc.sV^

Collingwood, Ontario

I'.arn lioards, No. 1, 1 x 12 ...
No. 1, 1 X 10 ...
No. 1, 1 X 8 . . .

No. 2. 1 X 12 . .

.

No. 2, 1 X 10 . . .

No. 2, 1 X 8 . . .

No. .3, 1 X 12 . .

No. 3, 1 X 10 . . .

No. .3, 1 X 8 ...

Can. spruce, clear, 1 x 4 to 9 in. 48 00
1 X 10 in
No. 1 1 X 4 to 7 in.
No. 1 1 X 8 & 9 in.

No. 1 1 X 10 in. .

.

No. 2 1 X 4 & 0 in.
No. 2 1 X 6 & 7 in.

No. 2 1 X 8 & 9 in 4.- 00
No. 2 1 X 10 in. .

.

No. 2 1 X 12 in. .

Spruce, 12 in. dimension
Spruce, 10 in. dimension
Spruce, 9 in. dimension
Spruce, 8 in. dimension
2 X 10 in. random lengths,

8 ft. and up 44 oo
X 12 in., random lengths,..

72 00
68 00
64 W)
62 00
05 0(J

(12 00
(;i 0(1

(>() 0(J

00

50 00
62 00
65 00
66 00
67 00
38 00
45 00
40 00
48 00
52 00

58 (M)

60 00
4U 00
48 Oo

45 00
48 00

2 X 3, 2 X 4, 2 X 5. 2 X 6, 2 X 7
3 X 4 and 4 x 4 in
2x8 in

All oilier random lengthi, 7-in.
and under, 8 ft. and up

5'inch and up merchantable
hoards, 8 ft. and up, p Is ...

1x2
1 X 3
15< in. spruce lath
I'/i in. spruce lath

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles
Extras
Clears
Second Clears . . . .

("lear Whites
Extra Is (Clear whites in)
Extra Is (Clear whites out) . .

.

Red Cedar Extras, 16-in'. 6 butts
'o 2 in 5 OS

Red Cedar Eurekas, l&inch 6
butts to 2 in

Red Cedar Perfections, 8 butts
to 2'A

Washington 16'in. 6 butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar

30 00
.•{H If
40 Ij'i

30 <ji)

40 (JO

40 00
40 00
4
4 00

6 18

8 40

e 07

4 m

B
D-S
BOND

DOUBLE-SURE
QUALITY

Bond Patent "Spire"

Compression Couplings
W hen the inner and outer shells of the "Spiro" Compression
Coupling are drawn up over the tapered and spiral-slotted

sleeve and bolted, every square inch of the inner surface of
the sleeve comes in direct contact with the shaft.

The result is enormous gripping power—at least 50% greater
than in any other type of compression coupling, as proven by
I)ractical and scientific tests.

This is one of the reasons why ' Spiro" Compression Coupl-
ings are the make you should specify when your master
mechanic or millwright says he wants the " best."

You will find "Spiro" Compression Couplings and our com-
plete line of "Double-Sure" Transmission Equipment fully

described and illustrated in our catalog No. 38-PA. A copy
should be on your desk; you can secure it for the asking.

Bond Engineering Works, Limited
Harbour Industrial District

TORONTO, Canada

Size Fuel Consumed
B.H.P. at Full Load

13J4 3»4 gals, oil

25 1/4 gals, oil

2]4 gals, oil

50 3 gals, oil

75 4H gals, oil

BURNOIL ENGINES
Operate Perfectly on Cheap Fuel Oils

No carburetor, batteries or magneto.

No preheating, blow torch or hot surface.

Simple, economical, sturdy. This engine can be run indefinitely at slow speed
and then immediately speeded up to maximum power. Just the type needed
for continuous towing, rafting and general manouvering. Starts instantly.

Representatives in Eastern Canada

PYKE MOTOR & YACHT CO., 371 St. James Street
Montreal, Canada

BURNOIL ENGINE CO., iio4 High St.,

South Bend, Ind., U.S.A.
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Beardmore Extra Quality Waterproof

1 CementLeatherBelting

For the Wet

Place

Tell us your belting troubles

and we can help you.

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
OTTAWA MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Large stocks available for immediate shipment

Lumbermen's Tents and Qothing
Pure wool, Waterproof Mackinaw Coats, Pants and Shirts,

the kind you have been looking for.

Repellant Brand Army Duck Tents
The best duck that money can buy.

We can equip your van complete.

Pure wool Blankets, Sweaters,

Underwear. Hand Knit Mitts

and Socks. Palmer's Shoe
Packs, Buck and horse hide

Moccasins, etc.

Grant^Holden^Graham, Limited
Factory and Warehouse

147 to ISl Albert Street, Ottawa, Can.
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Morgan Machine

Company

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Manufacturers

of—

Nailing

Machines,

Lock Cor-

ner Box
Machinery,

Box Board

Matchers,

Box Board

Printing

Machines.

Every manufacturer of boxes; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in
any article, or packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan Machine Company for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Wood Tanks
All kinds and sizes

We specialize in the manu-

facture of Wood Tanks,

Tank Fixtures, Steel sub-

structures for Tanks, etc.,

suitable for railways, towns

and villages, Sprinkler Sys-

tems and private Water Sup-

ply for factories, private

institutions and suburban

homes.

Estimates will be submitted
promptly. Ask for our
"Tank and Water
Supply" catalogue

ADDRESS

Ontario Wind Engine and
Pump Company, Ltd.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary

An economy too large to postpone

/RESERVE the big part

of every cord of wood
wasted where wood is bark-

ed the old way. All your
wood goes into pulp when
you use the barking drum
pictured above.

Write today for the figurea

If your mill barks wood the old-fashioned way, let our
engineer tell you the actual saving our method will ac-

complish in your mill. It will in no way obligate you to

get the facts.

'T'WO of these men and our barking drum
will release all the rest for other work.

The annual saving reaches an astonishing fig-

ure. Labor is scarce. Investigate this short-

cut.

Fibre Making Processes Inc.,
440 South

Dearborn St. Chicago
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Now For the Utmost
In Efficient Production

Industrial recovery demands the minimum waste of

power. Power leakage may be generally traced to

inefficient transmission. Are you getting the best

possible service in this part of your plant?

Leviathan and Anaconda

Belting
on your drives will insure you against loss of power in carriage. It will positively eliminate

the menace of "stretch" and "slip" and can be adapted to your exact needs.

LEVIATHAN and ANACONDA Belting is the solution

for every transmission problem and may be supplied

for your specific requirements.

Let us demonstrate to you the advantages of

LEVIATHAN and ANACONDA in your plant.

Ask for our monthly edition of "Main Facts", of interest

to all users of belting.

Main Belting Co.
of Canada, Limited

'elevating'

[TfiANSNITTING]

XONVEYINCL,

MONTREAL- 10 St. Peter St. TORONTO-32 Front St. West

WINNIPEG-W. W. Hicks, 567 Banning St.

CALGARY and EDMONTON
Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Edmonton
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CANADA LUMBERMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
The following regulations apply to all advertisers:—Eighth page, every issue, three headingt;

quarter page; six headings; half page, twelve headings; full page, twenty-four headings.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

AXES
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

BABBITT METAL
Canada Metal Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hoyt Metal Company.

BALE TIES
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

BALL BEARINGS
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

BAND MILLS
Hamilton Company, William.
Watcfous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BAND RESAWS
Mershon & Company, W. B.

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELT DRESSING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELTING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

Beardmore Belting Company
General Supply Company
Goodhue & Co., J. L.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co.
D. K. McLaren Limited.
McLaren Belting Company, J. C.

BELTING (Transmission, Elevator,
Conveyor, Rubber)

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

BLOWERS
Ramey Manufacturing Company
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

BOILERS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

BOILER PRESERVATIVE
Beveridge Paper Company

BOX MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Morgan Machine Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BOX SHOOKS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

CABLE CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CAMP RANGES
Smith Foundry Co.

CAMP SUPPLIES
Canadian Milk Products Limited.
Davies Company, William.
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co .

Harris Abattoir Company
Johnson, A. H.
Palmer Medical Company.
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

CANT HOOKS
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Pink Company, Thomas.

CARS—STEEL BODY
Marsh Engineering Worki, Limited

CEDAR
Foss Lumber Company
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

CHAINS
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Pink & Co., Thomas.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-

couver.

CHINA CLAY
Bowater & Sons. W. V.

CHEMICAL PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean. Ltd.

CLOTHING
Grant, Holden & Graham.
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company
Woods Mfg. Company

COLLARS (Shaft)

Bond Engineering Works

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CORDAGE
Consumers Cordage Company.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Bond Engineering Works

COUPLINGS (Shaft)
Bond Engineering Works
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

CRANES FOR SHIP YARDS
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

CROSS ARMS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company

CUTTER HEADS
Shinier Cutter Head Company.

CYPRESS
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon.

DERRICKS AND DERRICK
FITTINGS

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

DOORS
Beck Mfg. Company, C.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
Terry & Gordon.

DOUGLAS FIR
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
British American Mills & Timber Co.
Coal Creek Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.
Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Terry & Gordon.
Timberland Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

DRAG SAWS
Gerlach Companj', Peter
Pennoyer & Company, J. C.

DRY KILNS
Sheldons Limited.

DRY KILN TRUCKS
Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.

DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Company.

DUST COLLECTORS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EDGERS
William Hamilton Company, Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, G. Walter
Haight, W. L.

Long Mfg. Company, E.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ENGINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

EXCELSIOR MACHINERY
Elmira Machinery and Transmission
Company.

EXHAUST FANS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

FILES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Nicholson File Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

FIRE BRICK
Beveridge Paper Company
Elk Fire Brick Company of Canada.

FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

FIR FLOORING
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

FLOORING (Oak)
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

GEARS (Cut)
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

GRATE BARS—Revolving
I'evcridge Paper Company

GRAVITY LUMBER CARRIER
Can. Mathews Gravity Carrier Co.

GRINDERS (Bench)
Bond Engineering Works
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HARDWOODS
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Bartram & Ball.

Bennett Lumber Company.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Cameron & Co.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Fassett Lumber Company.
Eraser Limited.
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.
Knox Brothers.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Pcdwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Stearns Salt and Lumber Company.
Summers, James R.
Taylor Lumber Company, S. K.
Webster & Brother, James.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Long Lumber Company.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
MACHINERY

American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HANGERS fShaft)
Bond Engineering Works

HEMLOCK
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin. H.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards A Company, W. C.

Foss Lumber Company
Hart & McDonagh.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
The Long Lumber Company.

HOISTING AND HAULING
ENGINES

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

HORSES
Union Stock Yards.

HOSE
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

INDUSTRIAL CARS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

INSURANCE
Hardy & Co., E. D.

INTERIOR FINISH
Beck Mfg. Company, C.
Eagle Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Terry & Gordon.

KNIVES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Peter Hay Knife Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LATH
Austin & Nicholson.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Dupuis Limited, J. P.

Eagle Lumber Company.
Eraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company
River Ouelle Pulp and Paper Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Victoria Harbor Lumber Company.

LATH BOLTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada. Ltd.
Green Company, C. Walter.

LOCOMOTIVES
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturiing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Climax Manufacturing Company.
Montreal Locomotive Workks.

LATH TWINE
Consumers' Cordage Company.

LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

Continued on Page 80)
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Doing the thing that "Couldn't Be Done
This Graton & Knight Spartan 24" double belt was installed in July, 1912, on a gener-
ator drive in the plant of the Bosch Magneto Co., Springfield, Mass. The extremely
short pulley centers caused some belting men to throw up their hands and say, "It

can't be done." But this Spartan Belt has been doing it successfully for more than
six years. Now, note its low cost. At the purchase price per foot, the bill

figures ninety-six cents per week or .OO41/2 per delivered horsepower per week.

9f

The above result, at so low a cost, is due to the

Graton & Knight standardization—using the right

belt for the work to be done, at a price that it ought
to cost—no more and no less. Economy in belting

means the longest and best service possible under
given conditions. We make all kinds of leather belt-

ing for all uses—large or small.

The nature of the drive always governs the wear
of any belt. Two belts of exactly the same quality on
two different drives will make showings varying
greatly in length of service. Using Graton & Knight
Standardized Series Leather Belts means full deliv-

ery of power for every dollar invested.

The G. & K. Idea is ecomony through standardiza-
tion. It means the right belt in the right place. For
example, Spartan—the belt illustrated—is especially

adapted for hard drives where pliability, strength and
unusual frictional value are needed, high speed over
small pulleys and where belts are subjected to the

action of water and atmospheric conditions. It may
be that you are using too good a belt for some pur-

poses and belts not good enough for another. Cost

Equalization will spell Economy for you in capftal

letters.

One factor in the solution of your belting problems

is the use of belting made from properly tanned leath-

er. The hide of a steer is Nature's tough, elastic,

resilient protection during years of activity. G. & K.

tanning preserves all of those qualities. Nothing can

really take the place of the matted fibre of leather

which locks and unlocks in response to the demands
of expansion and contraction, to the very end of its

life.

It will save you money to let us recommend belts

for every drive in your plant. Then, in buying, spe-

cify "Graton & Knight Brand or equal." This does

not commit y6u to buying our belts. It does put your

buying on the one economical basis—that of the work
to be done.

Write for booklet on "Standardization as Applied to Belting
"

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO.
Oak Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather Belting,

Lace Leather. Packings, and Specialties.

WORCESTER, MASS., U.S.A.

Canadian Graton & Knight, Limited, Montreal, Canada
Representatives in Canada: ,

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Vancouver, Victoria.

GRATON & KNIGHT
Standordized Series

LEATHER BELTING
Tanneti hy uj /or Mtmj^ tuf
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LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

LOGGING ENGINES
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

LOG HAULER
Green Company, G. Walter
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

LOGGING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBER TRUCKS
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBERMEN'S CLOTHING
Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

METAL REFINERS
Canada Metal Company.
Hoyt Metal Company.
Sessenwein Brothers.

MILLING IN TRANSIT
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOLDINGS
Genoa Bay Lumber Co.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOTOR TRUCKS
Duplex Truck Company

OAK
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long-Bell Lur»ber Company.

OAKUM
Stratford Oakum Co., Geo.

OIL CLOTHING
Leek, Limited, John

OIL ENGINES
Burnoil Engine Company

OLD IRON AND BRASS
Sessenwein Brothers.

OVERALLS
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company

PACKING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

PAPER
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PAPER MILL MACHINERY
Bowater & Sons. W. V.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Bond Engineering Works

PINE
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Austin & Nicholson.
Beck Manufacturing Company, C.

Bourgouin, H.
Callander Sawmills
Cameron & Co.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Company.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Eagle Lumber Company.
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Excelsior Lumber Company.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Gillies Brothers Limited.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Gordon & Co., George.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Hart & McDonagh.
Hettler Lumber Company, Herman H.
Lauder, Spears & Rowland.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Montreal Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J:

Parry Sound Lumber Company.
Shearer Company, Jas.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers, James R.

Terry & Gordon.
Watson & Todd, Limited.
Williams Lumber Company
Wuichet, Louis.

PLANING MILL EXHAUSTERS
Garlock-Walker Macliinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.

PLANING MILL MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Sheldons Limited.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

PORK PACKERS
Davics Company, William
Harris Abattoir Company

POSTS AND POLES
Auger & Company
Dupuis Limited, J. P.
Eagle Lumber Company
Harris Tic & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Terry & Gordon.

PULLEYS AND SHAFTING
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Green Company, G. Walter
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company

PUMPS
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Smart-Turner Machine Company
Waterous Engine Works Company

RAILS
Freedman, Wm.
Gartshore, John J.

Sessenwein Bros.

ROOFINGS
(Rubber, Plastic and Liquid)

Beveridge Paper Company

ROPE (Wire and Manilla)
Lcck, Limited. John

RUBBER GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Company

SASH
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Renfrew Planing Mills.

SAWS
Atkins & Company, E. C.
Disston & Sons, Henry
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Gerlach Company, Peter
Green Company, G. Walter
Hoe & Company, R.
Shurly-Dietrich Company
Simonds Canada Saw Company

SAW MILL LINK-BELT
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Va
couver.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Burns & Roberts.
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
Firstbrook Bros.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Haight, W. L.

Hamilton Company, William
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Company
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.
Parry Sound Lumber Compa..y
Payette Company, P.
Smith Foundry Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Co., P. B.

SHEATHINGS
Beveridge Paper Company
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

SHINGLE MACHINES
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

(Continued on Page 82)

LUMBERMEN
We have large stocks of

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
BABBITT

for All General Machinery Bearings

IMPERIAL GENUINE BABBITT
for Crank Pins and Heavy Engines

We Guarantee Excellent Service

THE CANADA METAL COMPANY, Limited

Branch Factories

Head Office, TORONTO
HAMILTON MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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Save Man Power
with a "Vau^han" •^Sfk
DRAG
S AW
For real usefulness there's

no equal to the "Vaughan."
Lumbermen everywhere
speak highly of its work

—

it gives real service because
it is the result of hard
earned experience.

Designed and made by En-
gineers who have had over

15 years practical know-
ledge of wood and timber
conditions in the Pacific

North West.

For you, there is no chance
work in the purchase of a

Vaughan Portable Gaso-
lene Drag Saw. It is guar-
anteed to satisfy you.

Orders can be filled im-
mediately by express or
freight. All parts carried
in stock.

Guarantee

All the working parts of these
machines are guaranteed
against defective material

and workmanship. Parts

found defective should be
forwarded to the factory for

an inspection at once— Pre-

paid. New parts will be re-

turned without delay.

Price $175.00 f.o.b. Memphis, Tenn.

Price $155.00 f.o.b. Portland, Ore.

Write for all particulars to

J. C. Pennoyer Company
226 South U SaUe St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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SAW MANDRELS
Bond Engineering Works

SAW SHARPENERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SAW SLASHERS
Waterous Engine Works Company

SAWMILL LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company

SHINGLES
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Cardinal & Page
Eagle Lumber Company
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Heeney, Percy E.

Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Miller Company, Ltd., W. H.
Shingle Agency of B. C.

Terry & Gordon.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

SHINGLE & LATH MACHINERY
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Hamilton Company, William.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Payette Company, P.

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

SLEEPING ROBES
Woods Mfg. Company, Limited

SMOKESTACKS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SNOW PLOWS
Pink Company, Thomas.

SPARK ARRESTORS
Jenckes Machine Company, I^td.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

SPRUCE
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Exchange Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Gillies Brothers.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grant & Campbell.
Hart & McDonagh.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
Nicholson & Co., E. M.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Snowball Co., J. B.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.

STEEL CHAIN
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jef?rey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL HAMES
McKinnon Dash Company.

STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

STEAM PLANT ACCESSORIES
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

SULPHITE PULP CHIPS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

TARPAULINS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

TAPS AND DIES
Pratt & Whitney Company.

TEA
Salada Tea Company.

TENTS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Mfg. Company

TIES
Auger & Company
Austin & Nicholson.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.

TIMBER BROKERS
Bradley, R. R.
Cant & Kemp.
Farnworth & Jardine.
Hillas & Co., W. N.
Hunter, Herbert F.

Smith & Tyrcr, Limited

TIMBER CRUISERS AND
ESTIMATORS

Sewall, James W.

TIMBER LANDS
Department of Lands and Forests.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

TRIMMERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Waterous Engine Works Company

TUGS
West & Peachcy.

TURBINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

VALVES
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.]

VENEERS
Webster & Brother, James.

VENEER DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Co.

VENEER MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Philadelphia Textile Machinery Co.

VETERINARY REMEDIES
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co.
Palmer Medical Company.

WATER HEATERS
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

WATERPROOFING
Beveridge Paper Company

WATER WHEELS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

WIRE
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

WOOD DISTILLATION PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean, Ltd.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
.American Woodworking Machy. L

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.

Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

WOOD PULP
Austin & Nicholson.
New Ontario Colonization Co.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.

ATKINS
ALWAYS AHEAD!

The most advanced improvements in Saw manufacture have placed

us far ahead in the manufacture of Saws for all uses.

Our Band and Circular Saws are worthy examples. They cut more

timber—do it with less power and require less repair to be kept in

perfect condition.

Economy in mill operation has proved their value. Put them

through competitive tests with other Saws.

The Sterling quality of

Atkins Sterling Steel Saws
will overcome your difficulties.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Factory—HAMILTON, ONT. Branch—109 Powell St., VANCOUVER

i
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CLIMAX Improved Geared LOCOMOTIVES '^^.SoTrails

A e2-ton

Climax

Locomotive

Designed

Especially for

Heavy
Logging Work.

Climax Locomotives are successfully operated on steep grades and sharp curves. Any
weight or gauge. Locomotives in stock for immediate shipment. Get Catalog " H."

CLIMAX MANUFACTURING CO., 313 W. Main Street, CORRY, PA.
VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LTD., . VANCOUVER, B. C.

Peace Year 1919
Finds us optimistic for the future and well

stocked with Horse Blankets, Feed
Bags, Tarpaulins, Oil Clothing

Tents, Flags, Straw Ticks

and Grey Blankets

We Guarantee Prompt Shif mtnt

of Orders Entiusted to us

J. J. Turner& Sons
Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Put Your Locomotive Problem Up to Us

We are specialists in

building locomotives

We build all types and sizes, also
all kinds of spare and repair parts
for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in position to give you expert advice as to what
particular type and size of locomotive is best suited to your needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA.

Pink's Lumbering Tools
The Standard Tools in every province of the Dominion, New Zealand, Australia, etc.

We manufacture all kinds of lumber tools. Light and Durable.

Long Distance Phone, No. 87
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Sold throughout the Dominion by all Wholesale apd Retail Hardware Merchants.

The Thomas Pink Company, Limited
Manufacturer* of Lumber Tools

MADE IN

CANADA

PEMBROKE

it's a Pink
anyway, you
take it, and

_ it's the best

ONTARIO Peav.y
made.
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"Hamilton'*Lath Machines

"Hamilton"

Lath Mill
All iron frame, excep-

tionally heavy, rigid and
strongly braced, top and
bottom rolls power driv-

en. Extra wide table.

Carries six 14" saws.

Guaranteed capacity 50,-

000 lath in ten hours.

Get Our Special

Catalogue

« Hamilton
"

Lath Bolter

Extra heavy all iron frame,

Feed Rolls driven, top and
bottom, fitted with adjust-

able steel guide.

Carries four 20" saws.

Saws readily changed for

filing.

Both of above Machines
Carried in Stock

William Hamilton Co., Limited
Peterboro, Ontario

AGENTS :-
Geo. H. Jameson, Vancouver, B. C. J. L. Neilson & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
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More Evidence of

Duplex Supremacy
WHEREVER the Duplex 4-Wheel Drive Truck

has competed in demonstrations against any other
type of motor truck, the Duplex has conclusively
substantiated our claims of superiority.

With the front wheels always pulling—and the rear
wheels always pushing—the Duplex has the truck poroer

to accomplish difficult hauHng never attempted by
any other type of truck.

The Mississippi Veneer Company's indorsement,
reproduced upon this page, is but one of many un-
solicited testimonials which we have received affirm-

ing Duplex supremacy in logging work.

Let us refer you to lumbermen in your locality who
are operating Duplex trucks under most severe road
and weather conditions. We'll gladly send you our
lumber booklet which offers ample evidence of the

Duplex truck's ability to do the unusual.

DUPLEX TRUCK COMPANY
2062 Washington Avenue LANSING, MICHIGAN

With tire mileage greater—
And fuel consumption less—
Duplex cost per ton-mile is always lower.

FOUR
WHEEL
DRIVE
TRUCK
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STEAM FEEDS
Our Direct Acting Feeds are built in any desired size

This mark on your

saw-mill machinery is

an indication that

your lumber manu-
facturing equipment
is the best and most

economical money can

buy.

We have a 1 0 in. x 42 ft. Feed in stock for

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
The above illustration gives a good general idea of our direct acting, or shot gun,

steam feed, which we build in the following sizes: 8 in., 10 in., 11 in., 12 in., and 14 in.

bore, or in any desired size.

The cylinders are made in 6 ft. sections, and are bored to exact diameter. The

flange on cylinders are faced perfectly true, and finished to templets, so that each

section is interchangeable. The flanges are also turned on the outside, which is a

great convenience for levelling or lining the feed when placing same in mill.

The front cylinder head is our improved pattern.

The piston rod is made from double thickness, seamless steel tubing, of extra large

diameter.

Our illustrated catalogue contains full details.

A copy will be sent you on request.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co.^ Ltd.

ORILLIA CANADA
Robt. Hamilton & Co., Vancouver

Gorman, Clancy & Grindley, Ltd.

Calgary and Edmonton

Williams & Wilson, Limited, Montreal

A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Ltd.

Winnipeg
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Sawmill Machinery

The Waterous Circular Resaw
This machine is specially designed for handling rough, knotty slabs or thick lumber indiscrimately. It is very heavy
and substantial, and will give satisfactory service -under the severest duty.

Besides being able to stand more hard usage than a Band Re-Saw, its first cost is considerably less, as is also the

cost of maintenance. When used on slabs, the extra sawdust—in excess of that cut by a band re-saw—coming, as

it does, out of the slab or waste portion, is unimportant, and thus the machine is practically as economical as a

Band Re-Saw for this purpose.

One of our customers who uses a four-log gang, a circular, and one of these W.aterous Re-Saws, states that the latter

regularly handles 600 logs, each 16 feet in length, per da_v of eleven hours, besides all the slabs, which contain at

least one board 3 inches wide and 6 feet long each, from 500 other logs. The 600 logs referred to are first sized

by the circular into 6-inch squares by running them through to make two thick slabs and two thin ones, and then
sent to the re-saw. If the log will not size to 6 inches square, the circular splits it into two thick slabs and sends
the two slabs on to the re-saw. The timber that our customer is cutting is hard spruce, and is so hard that he in-

forms us that he is obliged to change saws four times during the daily run of eleven hours.

WaterousW W BR.ANTFORD,0]SrTARIO,CANAi:>A
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"FROST KING" METAL
Our thirty-five years' experience in metal mixing enables us to place on the market a babbitt that we

believe to be absolutely perfect, bor high speed machinery and engine work it is without an equal. It is

specially designed for saw-mills, planing mills, threshing engines, traction engines, pumps, rolling mills,

pulp machinery, and all classes of stationary engines. It is a high grade metal, made of the very best
selected stock, and carefully compounded.

If your dealer does not stock FROST KING send us a money order for your requirements. Price
35c per lb.. Fort William and East; West of Fort William, 40c per lb., delivered nearest railway station;

packed in 30 lb. and 60 lb. boxes.

For extra duty, such as over-hanging saws, our TROJAN BABBITT will stand where all other
metals will fail. Price, Fort William and East, 63c. per lb.; West of Fort William, 65c., delivered to your
nearest railway station; packed in 30 lb. and 60 lb. boxes.

$5,000,000.00
worth of mixed metal

sold annually.

HOYT METAL CO.. Toronto, Canada
Have factory and office at Eastern Avenue and Lewis Street, Toronto, Canada

Factories also at:- New York, N. Y. London, Eng. St. Louis, Mo.

Not altogether what we
say, but what users say

"We have used the AHigator or Warping Tug manu-
factured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-

sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey Simcoe, Ont.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT5
KNOWN

OUR

EXTRA
-EXTRA:

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

The J. C. McLaren Belling Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

McKinnon Boom Chain
Proof Coil

BB Coil

B B B Coil

Loading Chain
L/

Made to any pattern — In all sizes

ALL CHAIN CAREFULLY INSPECTED AND TESTED

McKinnon Columbus Chain Limited, St. Catharines, Ontario
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Introducing

JOHN LECKIE LIMITED
77a Wellinston St. West, TORONTO, ONT.

WIRE and MANILA ROPE
CLOCKS of all kinds

OILED CLOTHING
COTTON DUCK and all Articles manu-

factured from same

EDGAR D. HARDY JAS. E. REYNOLDS

E. D. HARDY & CO.
INSURANCE

Specialists in LUMBER and WOODWORKING Plants

HEAD OFFICE

:

OTTAWA, ONT.

"Carss^' Clothing Stands Steady Work
It's Quality that counts in Clothes for Lumbermen

Warm waterproof clothing, will go a long way to keep the men contented and work-
ing well. "Carss" has always been noted for Quality and we mean to keep up that
reputation.

Better send a card to-day for information. If you wish to see samples, let us know.

Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co., Limited
ORILLIA, ONTARIO

GENUINE "TURBROS

Balata Belting
Waterproof and Stretchless.

The best belt for sawmills.

Atlas Asbestos Co., Limited
MONTREAL

Buy for Long

Satisfaction

It

you ord

IS assured when

er

Smart-Turner

Pumps

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON CANADA

Soo Line Pike Poles, Peavies, Cant Hooks and Sager Axes
in the hands of your woodsmen will give you satisfaction and save your money.

Ask your dealer or order
direct.

Made by

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
ST. CATHARINES. ONT.

kbetical Index to Advertisers, Page 60 Classified Directory to Advertisements, Page 70
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AmericanWood
ROCH]

SALES OFFICE FOR BRI

,
AGENTS FOR THE REST OF CANAD

AGENTS FOR GREAT BRI-:

KING Machinery Co.
, N . Y.

IBIA. PORTLAND. OREGON
WALKER MACHINERY CO., TORONTO
ROJECTILE CO.. LONDON

FIRST IN QUALITY

American Model 5-77A Planer & Matcher

Everything is in this machine that is desirable in a high speed Planer & Matcher.
The Automatic Belt Release and Tighteners; the built-in Cutter Head Knife Jointers
for both top and bottom heads; a system of Feed Roll Gearing where there are no
chains and sprockets or immediate gears; quick and accurate adjusting and positive
locking Matcher Legs; micrometer adjustment of Feed Rolls and Platen, are
features that put the model 5 ahead of all competitors.

Our New Catalog

We expect our New Catalog off

the press by the time this reaches
you. Send your request for a
copy to our representative in

your territory.

American No. 34-C Inside Moulder

'l"hc general design and form of construction of the

frame; the direct and simple system of Gearing; the

massive Ued Plate supporting- the Matcher Legs;
the Side Clamping Boxes quickly removable for

change of heads ; the accurately fitted and easy

adjustments throughout, are all features that make
this the most up-to-date inside moulder on the

market to-dav.

COUPON
Garlock Walker Machinery Co.

Toronto, Canada
Please send us a copy of the New American 12th Edition

rnlnlocr. \Vr ru e- in tlir market for t!ie following machines :-

-

Signed

Town Province

CANADIAN SALES AGENTS

Gairlock-WaJker Ma^chinery Compa^ny

TORONTO

32-34 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO

MONTREAL

LIMITED

WINNIPEG
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Spruce Hemlock
STOCK ON HAND UNSOLD FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

MERCHANTABLE SPRUCE
2 X 4 X 10/13 Scant 56,800 ft.

2 X 5 X 10/13 Scant 76,100 ft.

2 X 6 X 10/13 Scant 133,900 ft.

2 X 7 X 10/13 Scant 106,200 ft.

2 X 8 X 10/13 Scant 44,600 ft.

2 X 9 X 10/13 Scant 175,100 ft.

2 X 4 and up x 6/9 Scant 5,590 ft.

1 X 5 X 10/13 103,500 ft.

1 X 6 X 10/13 159,000 ft.

1 X 7 X 10/13 89,000 ft.

1 X 8 X 10/13 . 48,300 ft.

1 X 9 X 10/13 9,400 ft.

1 X 4 and up x 6/9 ! 48,700 ft.

MERCHANTABLE SPRUCE
2 X 3 and up X 8 and up 88,000 ft.

3x3 and up x 8 and up 567,000 ft.

4x5 and up x 8 and up 75,000 ft.

CULL SPRUCE and JACK PINE
1 X 4 and up x 6/13 350.000 ft.

2 X 4 and up X 6/13 Scant 165,000ft.

MERCHANTABLE HEMLOCK
1 X 8 X 10/16 100,000 ft.

1 X 9 X 10/16 45,000 ft.

LATH, MILL RUN
XYi-Ait. Spruce 525,000 pes.

lj^-4ft. White Pine 825,000 pes.

Bartram & Ball Limited
WHOLESALE LUMBER

Drummond Bldg., si i St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, Que.

Specialists in BRITISH COLUMBIA
FOREST PRODUCTS

Fir, Cedar, Spruce, Pine and Hemlock
Eastern Representatives

VICTORIA LUMBER & MFG. CO., CHEMAINUS, B. C.

SHIPBUILDING MATERIAL
GENERAL YARD STOCK

CALIFORNIA WHITE and SUGAR PINE
For Factory or Pattern Lumber

Get Our List of Transit Cars

KNOX BROTHERS, ltd., 707 Bank of Hamilton, TORONTO, ONT.
Head Office, Montreal, Que. Tel. Main 468S B. C. Office, Vanconver, B. C.
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Geo. Gordon & Co.
Limited

Cache Bay - Ont.

White and Red Pine
stock on Hand for quick shipment

6x6- 12/16 50,000 6 X 12- 12/16 7,000

8 X 10- 12/16' 30,000 8 X 12- 12/16' 14,000

10 X 10- 12/16' 100,000 10 X 12- i2/i6' 25,000'

4 X 12- 12/16 60,000 12 X 12- 12/16' 150,000'

Complete assortment i' - 2"- and 3 White Pine

WRITE us FOR PRICES

The Wm. Rutherford & Sons Company, Limited
MONTREAL, P.Q.

Can Ship Immediately From Stock

B,C. and SPRUCE TIMBERS
Hemlock and Spruce Joists Rough and Dressed Lumber

Flooring (Hardwood and Softwood)

% & % Fir Sheathing and Flooring

STOCK DOORS&MILLWORK (aii Kinds)

A Well Equipped Mill for Special Millwork Orders

The Largest Assorted Stock In Eastern Canada
at Right Prices.

Write for Illustrated CataloguCy Price List and Dealer^s Discount Sfieet
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Davison Lumber & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Bridgewater, N. S.

THE LARGEST LUMBERING INDUSTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA PRODUCTION 40 MILLION FEET PER ANNUM

Send us your enquiries for

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock or Hardwood Lumber
Box Shooks and

Dry Pressed Baled Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Chips
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Nova Scotia White Spruce and Hardwood Flooring
We are equipped with everything appertaining to Modern Saw Milling and operate from the Woods to the finished product.

If you want something special quickly/ try us. We will cut, dry, work and ship within a few days from receipt of order.

We are located on the main line of the Halifax and South Western Railway and on Tidewater.

We Operate:

A Double Band Mill at Springfield, N.S.,

A Rotary and Gang at Mill Village, N.S.

A Rotary and Gang at Bridgewater, N.S.,

A Planing Mill at Bridgewater, N.S.,

Capacity 120,000 ft. per day

40,000 ft. per day

80,000 ft. per day

100,000 ft. per day

A Box Shook Factory at Bridgewater, N.S., Capacity 50,000 ft. per day
A Dry Kiln at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100,000 ft. per day
A Chipping Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100 cords per day
A Ground Wood Pulp Mill at Charleston, N.S., Capacity 40 tons Spruce

Pulp per day.

PHONE: BRIDGEWATER 74

Vancouver Lumber Co.
LIMITED

View of our Fir Mill from log pond, Vancouver, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office:

MANUFACTURERS OF

B. C. Fir, Cedar and

B.C. Hemlock Products

TWO LARGE MODERN
MILLS AT YOUR SERVICE

Fir Finish

Fir Flooring

Fir Timbers

"BIG CHIEF BRAND" SIDING

RITE GRADE SHINGLES

701 EXCELSIOR LIFE BUILDING
Representative-C. J: BROOKS TORONTO, ONT.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
Mountain Spruce

We have a large stock of assorted sizes Can ship rough or dressed

Have the following Choice British Columbia Mountain Cedar in Transit

2 Cars I X 4/12 6/18 No. i and 2 Common dis 13/16"

2 I X 4/12 6/18 " " " dis 25/32"
Average width 8"

Our stock of Ontario White Pine, Red Pine, Jack Pine and Spruce is almost complete

Let us have an opportunity of quoting on your requirements

Quality unsurpassed Prices reasonable

TERRY & GORDONmm Eastern Canada Agents

:

F. H. Stearns & Co.,

306 Transportation Bldg.,

Montreal, Que.

Head Office

:

704 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO, ONT.

Vancouver Branch :

408 Metropolitan Building.

Ontario Representatives of

The British Columbia Mills, Timber & Trading Co. of Vancouver, B.C.

U. S. Sales Agents:

Berry Lumber Cohipany,

30 Church Street,

New York City.

AN IDEAL LUMBER MILL
Running Continuously

All the Year Round
Capacity, modern equipment, and shipment

facilities are factors that combine to make the

Fassett Lumber Mill one of the best in the

country for quality and service.

We are now sawing hardwood and have
five million feet of

BIRCH, MAPLE
BASSWOOD, ELM

and ASH
Put up on grade. Get in touch with us.

Large stocks of Hemlock and Spruce always on hand.

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited qiTebec



LET SOMEONE ELSE TELL IT

Duke Johnston, Head of our Sales

Department handed us the letter

we reprint here with the suggestion

that we use it in our next advertis-

ment instead of doing all the talking

ourselves. He says he has several such

letters but as this one came in this morning
we'll use it.

We admit we like to talk about our lumber every

chance we get because we know it, we know it is

well made and well graded, and we also know it is to

our interest to ship lumber that will make you feel

towards us the same as the customer who sent us this

letter.

This tells how our customers appreciate the way we
look after them when they place an order with us,

and we are going right on giving that service and

shipping that good quality lumber which prompted

this letter and which has made so many good friends

for us.

If you are not now a buyer of Union Lumber Company Lumber let

us explain all about it by mail or by our traveller who will call at your
convenience.

We Know We Can Satisfy You

UNION LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
701 DOMINION BANK BUILDING
TORONTO CANADA

HERE^S THE LETTER

Dear Sirs,

Your car G.T.R. 25289 has

just been unloaded and I must
let you know that this car of

lumber is the best I think I ever

received. I find it very satisfac-

tory.

I want you to know that I

appreciate the care you have
taken in filling this order.

Thanking you

I Remain
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Watson &Todd Limited
OTTAWA

1 to 3" WHITE PINE
All Grades and Widths

1" to 6" NORWAY
Registered

A

Trade Mark

Export Trade
Our Specialty

Registered

Trade Mark

KEEWATIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of White and Red Pine, Spruce and

Poplar Lumber, Boxes, Shocks, Lath and Ties.

Dry White Pine Uppers and Factory Plank
Dry White Pine Common Boards

Also BOX and CRATING STOCK
in PINE, SPRUCE and POPLAR

Saw Mills, Planing Mills and Box Factories at

Keewatin and Kenora, Ontario

Correspondence solicited

General Office - KEEWATIN, ONTARIO

STRATFORD
OAKUM

Quality Guaranteed

GEO. STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

Jersey City and Everywhere
165 Cornelison Ave., Jersey City, U.S.A.

The

Harris Tie & Timber Co.
Limited

Ottawa - Canada

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Cedar Poles and Posts

Railway Ties - - Piles

->*

Plant of The Stearns Salt and Lumber Co.

STEARNS SELECTED

Lumber m Timber
Hardwood, Hemlock
and White Pine from
the Michigan Forests

We have a complete assort-

ment of hardwoods in pile

ready for rush shipments.

Your enquiries will have

our prompt attention.

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co.
LUDINGTON, MICH.

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. 12-14 We5k«ton"stoeet East, TORONTO, ONT.

i
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"British Columbia Fir"

TIMBERS
Rough Clears

Flooring, Ceiling and Finish

Alberta Lumber Co., Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Office, '^'iX' Ottawa, Can.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

and Selling Agents for

Fraser & Co.
Mills at

DESCHENES QUEBEC

White Pine
Red Pine
Spruce
Lumber and Lath

California White Pine

California Sugar Pine

and Arizona Soft Pine

Best Stock for Factory and Pattern Lumber

LOUIS WUICHET
Room 716 Railway Exchange, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Austin&Nicholson
CHAPLEAU, ONTARIO

Lumbermen and General

Contractors

Railway Ties and

Pulpwood

PILING

Rough and Dressed

Lumber and Lath

MILLS AT NICHOLSON, ONTARIO

Basswood
I in., l^/i in., ij^ in., 2 in., and 3 in.,

Dry Basswood

Dry Birch Stock
All thicknesses and grades in

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood and Brown Ash

Also Cottonwood, Tupelo, Gum, Magnolia

and Buckeye

Spruce,Hemlock and Pine
Can saw to order at MacDonald's Siding

Let us quote on your requirements

HART & McDONAGH
513-14-15 Continental Life Bldg. - TORONTO
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—facts about roofing to hand on to your cus-

tomers—facts that are based on the experience

of years—facts that can be substantiated in

every particular.

No material has ever been discovered or manufactured

which meets the demand for roofing as does Red Cedar.

The modern Red Cedar Shingle, properly laid, provides

?.n ideal roof for a lifetime—three layers of a perfect

non-conducting, weather-defying, decay-resisting ma-

terial.

TRADE MARK

REGISTERED

Trademarked British Columbia Red Cedar Shingles

are the best Shingles known to the trade—bar none.

They are made from British Columbia Red Cedar—the

finest quality in the world—according to grading rules

which guarantee as perfect a roofing product as is

known.

BE SURE YOUR SHINGLES CARRY OUR
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Back up your "selling talk" with our booklets and literature

on roofing—tells your customer just what he wants to know.

Packages sent free on request.

Issued by the Publicity Section

Shingle Agency of British Columbia
Standard Bank Building

Vancouver - B. C.

I'cbruary 15, IWf

"Selling Pointers

for Retailers

THE

Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
Maunfacturers

Rim Factory :

ARGOS, IND.

Saw Mill* :

WYATT, IND.

WAKELEE, MICH
ROCHESTER, IND.

Indiana
Bent Oak
Wagon Rims

also producing

Northern and Southern Hardwood Lumber
in Ash, Basswood, Beech, Cottonwood, Cypress, Elm, Gum,

Hickory, Maple, Oak, Sycamore, etc.

Main Office - - SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

MUl Yard.

Spruce, Tamarac, Whitewood and
Poplar Lumber

SPRUCE ANDWHITEWOOD LATH
Planing Mill in connection with Saw Mill

ROSSED SPRUCE PULPWOOD
Full (upply of Seaaoned Lumber alwaya on hand.

RICH CLA Y LOAM LANDS FOR 5i4L£—Townships of

Haggart and Kendry. District of Temiskaming. Excellent oppor-

tunities for the settler. Write for particulars.

New Ontario Colonization Company, Limited

Sales Office, BUFFALO, N.Y.

Mills :—Jacksonboro, Ont. Located on Trantcontinental R.R., 32 miles west of Cochrane.

P. O. Box 914 Phone Main 948

Exchange Lumber Co., Reg.
Special

Sawing
for

U.S. Trade

WHOLESALE LUMBER

180 St. James Street

MONTREAL

Spruce
Deals
for

Export

Balance of a choice lot of Merchantable Spruce that we
have at Gaspe, P.Q.

3 X 9" X 10 18
' 85,000 ft. 3 x 10

' x 10/18 60,000 ft.

SHORTS
3 X 4 " & up X 3 to 9 ft. 37,000 ft.

Good average widths and lengths

Write for particulars

Also 500 M. 3 in. Pine Culls 100 M. 2 in. Spruce Culls
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FIR TIMBERS
AND

British Columbia Red Cedar

SHINGLES
Dimension Siding Interior Finish Ship Timbers

Shiplap Ceiling Tank Stock Ship Planking

Boards Flooring Silo Stock Ship Decking

WesternRedCedar>
We have now secured the out-

put of a large mill that can handle

specifications for Door Stock, In-

terior Trim, Boat Lumber, etc.

Note :

—

Send for our latest price list

covering all B.C. lumber products.

EXPORT :- Orders and Enquiries Solicited

Cars of Fir, Timbers and Red Cedar Shingles always in transit Our

representatives can give you speciiications, or if more convenient wire us direct.

Montreal Representative

:

U. E. GERMAIN,
43 St. Sacrament St.,

Montreal, Que.

Toronto Representative :

D. WILLIAMS,
40 Major St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Western Ontarro

E. A. LEBEL
Sarnia,

Ontario

TIMMS, PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
Head Office: Yorkshire Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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John McKbroow, W. K. Grafptet,
President ManaKlnsr-Dlrector

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Offica i Montreal Office :

46 BlfflB it- 759 Notre Dame St., W

H. Cardinal O. Page

Cardinal & Page
Wholesalers and Exporters of

FOREST PRODUCTS
180 St. James St. Montrea'

Specialties:—

Spruce and Red Pine

Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce
QUALICUM QUALITY LUMBER

Rough Fir Timbers
Any size up to 60 feet long

Select Grades a Specialty

FIR PIPE and TANK STOCK
Market wanted for Rough Cedar Timbers

Inquire for prices

Office and Mills

:

Qualicum Beach, V. I., B. C.

WE ARE BUYERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Handles

Staves Hoops
Headings

Jame«WEBSTER&Bro.
Limitad

Bootle, Liverpool, England
London OfHce

Dashwood House 9 New Broad St. E. C.

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles
White Fine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N.Y.

LUMBER

White Pine

All Dimensions

A t Your Service

Of a High Grade of Manufac-

ture and taking a low freight rate

to all Central and Western On-

tario Points.

Write or Wire for Quotations

C. G. Anderson Lumber

Company, Limited

Manufacturers and Strictly Wholesale
Dealers in Lumber

SALES OFFICE

705 Excelsior Life Building

Toronto

Timber

Estimates
JamesW. Sewall
OLD TOWN. MAINE

JACK PINE

HEMLOCK

SPRUCE

JAMES R. SUMMERS
Wholesale Lumber

96 Kioc Si. £•! TORONTO, Ont.

Main 7329

Lumber, Lath
Flooring, Cedar
Poles and Posts

Railway Ties
Doors, Windows, Archi-
traves and all kinds of Mill
Work, done by experts.

Ask for our prices and ser\-ices
of our architect

J. P. DUPUIS, LTD.
592 Church Ave.. Verdun. Montreal. P.Q

Spruce, Balsam, Poplar
Pulpwood

Bought and Sold for Canadian or
American delivery.

Quotations furnished on request

P. M. JOST & Co.
Broker, aad Commiuion Merchants

Room 201. 180 St. JamesSt , MONTREAL

Cant & Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Al and A B C Codes used

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address: Famworth, Uverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS

2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and
Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool,

England
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SAW MILL

MACHINERY

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Having decided to discon-

tinue saw mill operations at

Penetang have the following

machinery for sale. This

machinery is all in operating

condition and is open for in-

spection at Penetang, Ont.

Mill Machinery

Extra heavy log haul-up works with

inch routjd and flat chain, 128 ft.

centres.
2 Waterous log unloaders or kickers,

3 arms, 10 in. cylinders.
_

I—Waterous log loader, 3 arms, 10-in.

cylinderi.
1 Waterous right-hand double cutting

band mill, 11 in. saws, 8 ft. wheel,

with 3-block carriage ; 24 in. opening :

Payette set works and dogs ; 8 in. x

86 (t. steam feed. „„ . .

l_Waterous double edger for 20inch

saws, lever shifter.

l_Payette double edger for 18-in. saws,

lever shifter.

48—live rolls about 8 ft. long by 10 in.

dia. ; extra heavy, sprocket drive.

20—High cars with roller tops. 24 in

heavy wheels on 3 in. axles, standard

gauge.
1—Mershon 4 saw gang resaw, takes

squared cants or just one face, ideal

machine to cut small logs and centres

of large after good has been taken off.

1—Payette picket machine, made speci-

ally for shade roller stock, will feed

pieces 16 in. long, also sorting table

with chain top.
1—Rogers Iron Works circular resaw

for making box lumber from slabs;

fool-proof machine.
1—Payette edger for box and short

stock.
1—Rogers twin circular or tie maker.
1—Payette lath bolter and lath machine.
1—Pair lath trimmers.
1—Picket trimmer (bunch trim).

Conveyor drives and chains.

Pulleys, gearSj heavy line shafting and
countershafting with bearings.

Send us your requirements.
We have a large stock of double and

triple leather belting in widths from
10 in. to 46 in.

Power House Equipment

3—Return Tubular Boilers, Goldie Mc-
Culloch make, 66 x 16, Dutch oven
settings, 85 lbs. steam allowance
Ontario Government.

Breeching and smoke stack for above
boilers, 60 in. dia., newly painted,

600 it. new yi-in. guy and plate for

brick pier.
1—Northey boiler feed pump, outside

packed, 8_in. x 6 in. x 12 in., for 3 in.

suction pipe.
1—Pair Poison "Brown" type engines,

coupled on quarters, 22 in. x BO In.,

with 16 ft. X 48 in. belt, balance
wheel. Excellent engines.

1—Pair American feed water heaters
for above engines; 10 in., copper
coils.

Filing Equipment
1—Waterous band saw grinder for 6

in. saws.
1—Baldwin retoother for band saws.
1—Wm. Hamilton band saw shear, 12".
2—Reversible saw levelling blocks.
2—Chilled band saw anvils.

Hanchet band saw swages; Crescent
circular saw swages ; shapers and
dressers.

Yard Equipment

Booms and boom chains, %, H & H-
Winches and other mill supplies.

Prompt shipments and bargains for
quick sale. Will send all particu-
lars and prices on application.

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Penetang, Ont.

"WELL BOUGHT IS HALF SOLD

Interesting

Hardwood

Specials
3 Cars 1x4 and up No. 3 Com. and Btr. Birch.

1 Car 6/4 X 9 & up No. 1
"

1 " 10/4

if a t<

1 " 16/4

3 Cars 8/4

3 " 12/4

1 Car 16/4

2 Cars 12/4

3 " 4/4

it ii n

" Hard Maple

" Soft Elm

Hardwood Crating

The above all dry and well manufactured.

MAY WE QUOTE YOU?

We are Headquarters for

CEDAR POSTS

Canadian General Lumber Co.

Limited

FOREST PRODUCTS
TORONTO OFFICE :— 712-20 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

Montreal Office:—203 McGill Bldg.

Mills : ByniT Inlet, Ont.

Quick

Action

You

Can

Have

It

Try the Canada Lum-

berman Wanted and For

Sale Department. Have

you anything you wish to

buy or sell in the Lumber

Industry? You will find

this department inexpen-

sive, and a very effective

business getter.

Our Classified Adver-

tisers do not repeat the

ad, often. They don't

have to. They report im-

mediate results. Use these

columns to your own ad-

vantage.

CANADA
LUMBERMAN
and WOODWORKER

347 Adelaide St. W.

TORONTO
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We Have To Offer:

1 Car 2 X 4— 12' Mercantable Spruce

2Cars2x5-12'

Eaetern Stock. 1917 Cut

50 M. ft. Edge Grain I's & 2'$ Clear Fir Flooring

20 " " 1 X 6 & Up 8/16 Clear Western Spruce

Canada Lumber Co., Limited
WESTON, ONT.

J. B. Snowball Company
LIMITED

Chatham, New Brunswick

Dealers in

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
Laths, Railway Ties

Band mill at Chatham with Resaw and
Planer mill in connection with same.

Rotary mills at Chatham and Millerton

and Gang mill at Tracadie.

Our Planing and Resaw plant makes it

possible to meet buyers require-

ments.

RAILWAY SIDINGS IN OUR MILL YARDS

Would Sell

Rotary Mill at Millerton
Good opportunity for a mill business

of four million capacity per year.

ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

Get Our Special Prices on

White Pine

Norway
and Spruce

Dry Stock Ready for Shipment

JAMES G. CANE & CO.. TORONTO, ONTARIO

Special Prices to

Clean Up
At Midland, (Dry)

1 car 1x4 and up No. 1 M. C. White Pine.

At Powassan, (Dry
50,000 1 X 10 and 12 in. No. 1 M. C. White Pine.

54.000 2 x 4 and up Merchantable Spruce.

10,000 1 x 4 and up Merchantable Spruce.

14,000 2 X 4— 10 16 Merchantable Hemlock.
10,000 2 x8
27,000 2 X 10 and 12

14,000 1 X 4 and up

At Moffatt

4 cars 4" and up 8' Cedar Posts.

In Transit
5 cars 3 X B. C. Shingles.

The Long Lumber Co.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

OUR NEW TIMBER MILL
(Capacity 100,000 Feet Ten Hours.) NOW IN OPERATION

We solicit your enquiries for Hcavy Constructioii MateHal and Yard Stock

ANY SIZE TIMBERS UP TO 100 FEET
Give us an opportunity to prove to you that we have earned a reputation for Quality and Service.

TIMBERLAND LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Office: Westminster Trust Building, NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Mill* at South Westminster, on B.C.E.R. Shipments by C.P.R., C.N.R., G.N.R., N.P.R., and C. M. & St. P. Ry.
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Ten Band Mills to Serve You

Mills and Railway Connections
Frcdericton, N.B.
Plaster Rock, N.B.
Nelson, N.B.
Edmundston, N.B.
Baker Brook, N.B.
Glendyne, Que.
Escourt, Que.
Cabano, Que.
Whitworth, Que. (No. 1, No. 2)

Railway connection C. P. R.

C. P. R.
I. C. R.

C. P. R. or Temiscouata Ry.
Temiscouata Ry. and N.T.R.
N. T. R.

N. T. R.
Temiscouata Ry.
Temiscouata Ry.

Fraser Companies, Limited, Fredericton N.B.

ROUGH AND DRESSED SPRUCE, WHITE CEDAR SHINGLES. SPRUCE LATH, PIANO
SOUNDING BOARD STOCK.
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REDWOOD for Clear Finish, Mouldings,

Windows and Door Frames
Tank Lumber, Bevel Siding and many special uses

Write for descriptive booklets
and price list.

Sample lots and L.C.L. shipments from
our Chicago warehouse.

RCOISTCRtO

TRAPC MARK.

THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.
JOHN D. MERSHON, President

11 South LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO
NEW YORK, 103 Park Avenue KANSAS CITY, 404 Grand Avenue, Temple BIdg.

RCGISTCRCO

TRADE MARK

Clear Mountain

Larch Finish
also

Boards

Shiplap

and Dimension

Sawn Full Size

The Foss Lumber Co.
Limited

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Established 1905

"For Immediate

Shipment

"

100 M. ft. 1 X 4 Mill Run Spruce, culls out.

50 M. ft. 1 X 5
"

50 M. ft. 2 X 4
"

150 M. ft. 2 X 6
"

50 M. ft. 1 X 3 Mill Culls, Spruce.

40 M. ft. 1 X 4 "

7 M. ft. 1 X 5
"

13 M. ft. 1 X 6

60 M. ft. 2 X 3
"

17 M. ft. 2 X 4
"

25 M. ft. 3 X 5

'

40 M. ft. 3 X 6
"

40 M. ft. 3 X 7
"

35 M. ft. 3 X 8
"

20 M. ft. 3 X 9 and up Mill Culls, Spruce.

500 Pes. Spruce and Red Pine piles for quick ship-

ment, 20 to 50 ft. long.

ARTHUR N. DUDLEY
Manufacturer and Wholesaler

Mills at-
Elbow Lake and Dane

109 Stair Building,

TORONTO, ONT.

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

British Columbia Red Cedar Exclusively
Cedar Bevel Siding, Finish, V^^Joint and Mouldings

Straight or mixed cars with XXX and XXXXX Shingles. Stocks carried at Lindsay, Ont., for quick shipment.

Full particulars from our Eastern Agents.
Ontario Agents:

Head office and MiUs, Port Moody, B. C.
Mason, Gordon & Company, Montreal
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Hardwoods in Buffalo
Piled on our Buffalo Yard ready for Immediate Shipment

1st and 2n(ls

Xo. 1 Com. .

\o. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
.Selects . . .

No. 1 Shop

1st and 2nds
\o. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com.

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com.

y»"-%"
1,000'

3,000

1,000'

3,500

2,000'

1,000

4.200'

7,000

CHESTNUT
I'A"
15,000'
42,000
2,000

VA"
14,600'

34,000
2,500

1"
4.'),000'

33,000
19,000

24,000'
44,000
13,000

30,000'
118,000
12,000

14,000'

17,000 .

1,500

PLAIN RED OAK
69,000' 20,000' 30,000'
84,000 44,000 36,000
53,000 1,400 3,000

CYPRESS
44,000 ' 27,000'
55,000 15,000

200 700

HARD MAPLE
30,000' 10,000'

14,000 82,000
4,600 5,200

SOFT MAPLE
1,800' 8,000'

1.300 5,400
700 1,000

37,200'

55,000
8,000

27,000'
72,000
2,200

90,000'

163,000
24,000

30,000'

2,000
11,000

57,000'
130,000
14,000

2,600'

4,000

C,f),im ft. l'/> in. 100,000 ft. 2 in.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
17,000' 1.3,000 ' 8,500 ' 47,000'
64,000 20.000 20,000 172,000
56,000 3,500 1,000 50,000

IMPLEMENT GRADE WHITE OAK (free of heart)

100,000 ft. 2</2 in. 100,000ft. 3 in. 45,000 ft. 4 in.

SOUND SQUARE EDGED WHITE OAK

2'A"
12,000'
10,000
1,200

32,000'
24,000
2,400

13,000'
63,000
2,000

23,000'
3,500
1,.300

69,000'
58,000
14,000

37,000'
210,000
16,000

3"
10,000'

8,000
1,800

400'
34,000

500

15,000'

60,000
26,000

20,000'
30,000
12,000

4"
3,500'

3,(X)0

200

3,000'

12,000
3,500

14,000'

.33,000

14,000

2,800'

2,900

33,000' 24,000'

20,000 15,000
8,000 1,300

.34,000'

195,000
36,000

12,000'

56,000
2,000

.\l)out 40(!,000 ft. 2 in. and 3 in. x 6-8-10-12 in. and up to 10 in. x 10 in.

We also carry a nice stock of Ash, Basswood, Cherry, Gum, Hickory, Quartered Oak, Poplar, or Whitewood, Crating, etc.

A Few Miscellaneous Cars
We With to Move

3 cars 1

1 car I'A

1 car VA
1 car 2

1 car I'A

1 car 3

I car lYi

1 car 2

2 cars 1

2 cars I'A

3 cars 1

1 car I'A

1 car I'A

1 car 1 i

n. No.

n. No.

n. No.

n. No.

Com. W. Ash.

Com. W. Ash.

Com. W. Ash.

Com. W. Ash.
n. No. 2 Com. W. Ash.

No. 2 Com. W. Ash.

n. 1st and 2nds Bass,

n. 1st and 2nds Bass,

n. No. 1 Com. Bass,

n. No. 1 Com. Bass,

n. No. 2 Com. Bass,

n. No. 2 Com. Bass,

n. No. 1 Com. Beech.

. 1st and 2nds on one

face Cherry.

1 car 1 in. No. 1 Com. Walnut.

1 car 1 in. No. 2 Com. Walnut.

1 car 1 in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car 1J4 in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car I'A in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car 2 in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
8 cars 2, 2'A and 3 in. Sound Beech
and Maple Road Plank.

Your enquiries will receive our careful attention.

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
1 100 Seneca Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

DUNFIELD
& COMPANY LIMITED

Halifax, N.S.

Grading

BIRCH
BEECH

and

MAPLE
a Specialty

The Largest

Lumber
Exporting

House in

Nova Scotia

Head Office:

8 Prince St, Halifax N.S.

Bran<:h Office :

8 Market St., St. John, N.B.

Exporters and Dealers in

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

Spruce Pine

Hemlock Hardwood
Laths
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Mason, Gordon &Co. ^ilztl Montreal, Que.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS

(Wholesale Only)

FIR TIMBER and Finish, CEDAR SHINGLES and Lumber

Transit Cars of the above always on the Road
Western Fir Doors

Sole Selling Agents for Eastern Canada for WHEELER OSGOOD CO., Tacoma, Wash.—Doors, Turned Stock etc.

Toronto Office : 510 Lumsden Building
Hugh A. Rose, Representative

Vancouver Office : 304 Pacific Building
Herbert C. Gordon, Representative

Your Chance
to buy

Saw Mill Machinery
Any or all of the following, from Wm. Peter estate-

first class condition

1 right hand 3-Block Carriage, 40 inch, fitted with Payette set

works, friction receder, 5 trucks, frame of carriage oak; never

been used, except set works, which have been refitted; carriage

built by E. Long Mfg. Co., Orillia.

1 Steam Feed, 10 inch dia., 36 ft. long, vertical valves; never been

used since being installed.

Track and Flat (new).

1 Steam Nigger, Waterous Co.

1 Steam Loader, Waterous Co.

1 right hand Champion Edger (Waterous Co.), 48 inches, 3 station-

ary saws, 2 movable saws.

1 left hand Hamilton Edger, 54 inch, 4 stationary saws, 1 movable
saw.

1 Engine, 14 x 20 slide valve, Payette fly-wheel, 5 ft. diameter, 30 in.

face.

1 Engine, 11 x 18, slide valve, Inglis & Hunter fly-wheel, 6 ft. diam-
eter, 16 in. face.

1 Patterson & Berryman Water Heater.

Gordon Hollow Blast Blower, located in mill.

1 Ewart's Detachable Chain.

Special Heavy Forged Chain, about 800 feet.

We have also on hand Live Roll Drives, Pulley, Gears, Shafting,

in addition to Filing Equipment, etc.

W. L. HAIGHT, Barrister

PARRY SOUND, OMTARIO

FIRE BRICK
For Refuse Burners, Boiler Settings,

Kilns, Dutch Ovens, Etc.

We make a special brand of Fire Brick for each separate

condition. Our many years in this field proves our ability to

market a product that will support our good reputation. You
want to get the most out of your business. Pay careful atten-

tion to this vital part of the plant. Write us the nature of your

requirements. We will go into the matter carefully with you

"Elkco Special," "Elk Steel,"

"St. Marys," "Keystone"and"Rotex"

and advise on the best methods of construction. At any rate,

send for our catalogue. It will be of great interest when you
are considering the use of Fire Brick in any form. Many of

the most important industries in Canada are using one or more
of our brands of Fire Brick. We would like to have you know
what they think of our product.

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Ltd.
HIGH GRADE FIRE BRICK and CLAY

Sun Life BIdg., Hamilton, Canada
Representatives for Maritime Provinces:

RHODES, CURRY COMPANY. LTD., Head Office. AMHERST. N. S.

Branches at Halifax. Sydney and New Glasgow. N.S.

Established

1873 G ILLIES BROS.
Limited

Manufacturers of

Mills and Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

RED PINE
WHITE PINE

New York City: Guy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

SPRUCE
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Trade Mark

Reg. U. S. A.

ALABAMA HEWN OAK TIMBER -

HARDWOOD LOGS:-
Ash, Hickory, Poplar, Oak, Satin Walnut,
Mobile Bay Poplar, Dogwood

HARDWOOD LUMBER :-
Hewn Pitch Pine Timber, Pitch Pine Lumber

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER COMPANY
Exporters Mobile, Alabama, U.S.A.

Cables
"Taylor, Mobile"

Prince Rupert Lumber

Company
J. S. EMERSON

SITKA
SPRUCE

Specialties

:

Timbers and Dimension

Office and Mills : Prince Rupert, B.C.

Vancouver Office : 216 Pacific Bldg.

We Specialize in

—

New Brunswick

White Cedar Shingles

We also manufacture

Spruce and Pine Lumber,

Lath, Cedar Ties, etc.

Shipment* by Rail and Water.

W. H. MILLER CO., LTD.
Campbellton, N. B.

New RAILS Relaying

12 to 80 pounds per yard.

LOGGING CARS

Jno. J. Gartshore
S8 Front St. West, Toronto

International Land & Lumber
Company, Limited

Lumber, Railway Ties

Shims, Shingles, etc.

Head Offices, Ottawa, Ont.

Limit, and MilU: ST. FELICIEN, LAKE ST. JOHN DISTRICT, QUEBEC

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of

SPRUCE
Lumber Lath Pulpwood

Head Office and Mills at

:

St. Pacome, Que., Canada
On L C. Ry. 75 Miles East of

Quebec City

Ahe Mills at:

Crown Lake, Powerville Riv. Manie

On Nat. Transcontinental Ry.
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I HAVE IT

All Grades in White Pine

Lath A Specialty

Milling in Connection

E. J. MOORES, Jr.
MIDLAND CANADA

LEFS GET TOGETHER

Standing Timber
in Large or Small Blocks

FOR
SALE

Special

Prices

THE undersigned offer for sale,

in large or small blocks all their

remaining timber lands and town

property situated in the town of

Parry Sound, Ont.

We have sold quite a number of

timber parcels but still have some

good bargains left in Townships of

McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Mon-
teith, Carling, Christie, McConkey,

Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge

and Street.

Special bargains in the Town-
ships of Falconbridge and Street for

small mills.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co.
26 Ernest Ave.

Toronto, Canada

Limited

PRATT &WHITNEY CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

SMALL TOOLS
Taps — Dies — Reamers — Cutters — Drills

MADE IN CANADA
As good as moBej can huj—Goaranteed absolutely

!

Head OfRce and Works, DUNDAS, OST.

MONTREAL
Druwasad Bids.

SALES OFnCES:

VANCOUVER WINNIPEG

SERVICE
Is it not worth something to you ?

Wc arc in a position to supply

your every requirement in

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
and the quality of our stock is absolutely dependable.

Send us your enquiries.

SERVICE LUMBER CO., LIMITED
Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Milling in Transit
A Well Equipped Mill

CP., G.T., & C.R. Railway Connections

LargeDry Kilns SpecialMillwork

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Limited
ORILLIA, ONT.

The Rat Portage Lumber Co.^ Limited^ Vancouver
MANUFACTURERS OF

Douglas Fir, Spruce^ Cedar and Hemlock Lumber
Rough Timbers, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Interior and Exterior

Finish of all kinds including Mouldings. Fir, Spruce and Cedar Lath

Prompt shipment of Fir timbers in all sizes and up to 100 feet in length

A in r|DTCr| PI7n AD QI4Tl\ir^T 17Q specialize in supplying air dried Cedar Shingles, these cost more
AlIV LrlVlILLr \^LLri\I\ OiliilllLIItiJ than kiUi dried Shhigles but make a better roof and last much longer
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Ready for Immediate Shipment

200,000 ft. 5/8x4 Merchantable Spruce.

70,000 ft. 1 in. Mill Cull Spruce.

15,000 ft. I'/i in. Log run, dead culls out, Bas.swood.

Can saw to order 100.000 ft. Canadian White Oak, and

200,000 ft. of the very finest White Pine.

XXX and XXXXX B. C. Shingles in transit all the time.

Write, wire or phone orders and inquiries.

PERCY E. HEENEY, Wholesale Lumber
207 Webei Chambers, KITCHENER, Ont.

Callander Saw Mills
Callander, Ontario

*'All Forest Products"

Varied and High Class

WhiteandRed Pine

Hemlock Lumber
and Lath

Cedar Poles

Write for prices to—

Head Office :

1310 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

TORONTO

Planing Mill Stock

CYPRESS
Soft, Dry Stock, Finest Grades

—

All Thicknesses— 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

Yellow Pine Finish
Kiln Dried, Soft, Short Leaf Kind

Stock Widths Ijby 4", 6", 8", 10'\ 12"

914)

Also OAK, ASH, POPLAR, GUM

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & NIXON
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

AND WOODWORKER 2i

Here are the

"Famous Fourteen Points

in favor of

INSPECTED

RED CEDAR

SHINGLES
All are agreed as to the necessity of their

adoption as a basis of betterment of the Red
Cedar Shingle Industry.

1. Always up-to*the-gracle sold.

2. Association Inspected.

3. Neatly packed.

4. Properly seasond.

5. Smooth faces.

6. Smooth butts.

7. Full specified thickness.

8. Off-grade complaints eliminated.

9. Nationally advertised.

10. Comprehensive dealer service.

11. Building plan books.

12. Newspaper electrotypes.

13. Detailed laying instructions.

14. COMPLETE SHINGLE SATISFACTION.

Specifying "Rite-Grade Inspected" on your
shingle orders means your personal endorsement
of each of the "Fourfeen Points".

Write for a list of the mills entitled to use

the "Rite-Grade Inspected" Mark.

Shingle Branch

West Coast Lumbermen's
Association

SEATTLE, WASH., U. S. A.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRUCE
In All Sizes and Grades

We are Specialists in this Line-

R. P. Shannon Lumber
408 Pacific Building

-Write us.

Company
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Better Spars—Better Timbers
SHIPS - SCOWS - BARGESfor

ALLEN-STOLTZE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Head Office, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Toronto Repreientative

R. G. CHESBRO, 504 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

Nothing like leather, when it^s well put together
We are the manufacturers that put it together right—and our

prices are right

Tailor COLLARSMade
that outwear other

makes

HARNESS
of all kinds made the way

you want it

WATERPROOF MOCCASINS and SHOEPACKS
Send for samples or have our traveller call

BEAL BROS., LIMITED, TORONTO, ONT.
ANYTHING IN LEATHER OR HARDWARE
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BOILERS IN STOCK subjec .« Pri»

VERTICAL TYPE
1—30 H.P., Ontario Code.
1—25 H.P., Ontario Code.
2—20 H.P., Ontario Code.

2—72" X 18' H.R.T. Boilers, 125 lbs. W.P., Ontario Code.
2—54" X 14' H.R.T. Boilers, 125 lbs. W.P., Ontario Code.

1—9" X 12" Double Cylinder, Jenckes Cableway Hoist, com-
plete with carriage, cable, sheaves, etc.

1—Open Top Tank, 10' long x 2' deep x 3' wide, ^" plate.

1—Concrete Bucket, 24" x 24" x 30" deep with open bottom.

LOCOMOTIVE TYPE
1—50 H.P., Standard Inspection.
1—30 H.P., Standard Inspection.
1—20 H.P., Standard Inspection.

We manufacture:—Marine, Horizontal Tubular, Vertical Tubular and Locomotive Type Boilers, also Smoke
Stacks, Breechings, Tanks, Penstocks and CASTINGS up to 15 tons

Send us your inquiries,

• • ORiffl* W7 1 I* 1 f 1 Work* and Head Office

hngineering & Machine Works or Canada, Ltd. st. Catharines, om.
Fornierlj' ^t. Catharines Works of
The Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Eastern Sales Office:
Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

OILED CLOTHING
Red and Blue Label

Wet Weather Garments

"Red Label"

Double

Garments
are made to meet

Lumbering

and

Mining

Requirements

Manufactured by

SCYTHES & COMPANY LIMITED
Montreal TORONTO Winnipeg

Gloves
Work Gloves to suit any

requirement. Well made
and comfortable ; low
priced and long wearing

Horse Collar Pads
TAPATCO Pads are the

result of thirty seven years
experience. Equipped with
our special new hook attach-

ment, they are indispensible

to the best work with horses.

Sold through the Jobbers.

The American
Pad and Textile Co.

CHATHAM - ONT.
CANADA

HONEST CLAY
ENGINES

Represent the highest type heavy dutj^ engine manufactured for general towing work,
where absolute dependability is essential.

Due to correct design and the personal supervision of construction by the designer
himself, Clay Engines have fulfilled every requirement and proven themselves well

worthy of the name Honest Clay.

Clay Engines operate efficiently and economically on gasoline, kerosene or distillate.

Send for further particulars.

Clay Engine Manufacturing Co.
M M Cleveland, Ohio.S64 East 72nd St.,

DEALERS: SEND FOR PARTICULARS AND TERRITORY NOW OPEN
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SAW EEL PRODUCTS
All Simonds Saws, whether for wood or

metal cutting are DEPENDABLE and the

results obtained are invariablysatisfactory.

Write for Qaotatlons

Simonds CanadaSaw Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.

Vancouver, B.C. j St. John, N.B.

Feeding the Camp
TF that is your problem, remember that it is our
• business, too. We do a tremendous lumber camp
trade and are fully acquainted with the food require-

ments of logging camps. We shall be glad to quote

you on any lines you need this year, and will submit

special quotations if you will drop us a card. We
can supply you with all that's best in provisions and
fresh meats, and give you a service you will appreciate.

WRITE OR WIRE US AT OUR
EXPENSE—TODAY

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

LONG CLEAR BACON

BARRELED PORK

SAUSAGE

DAVIES PURE LARD

PEERLESS SHORTENING

MINCEMEAT, ETC.
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What Organization is Doing for Lumber Industry in Canada
These are epoch making days, not only in the history of the world, but in its varied activities and achievements. New

conJitions present new problems for solution and call forth the best thought, judgment and energy of the leaders in every line

of industrial undertaking. The lumbermen of Canada have seen a vision and dreamed a dream that some day they hoped would be

realized. Toward this end much was accomplished at the session of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association in St. John, N. B.

Many progressive steps were taken and this national association, which has demonstrated its worth and efificiency in the past,

will be of increasing usefulness and benefit in the future.

The great industry which has been one of Canada's leading operations, will continue to prosper in the days of peace, and in

order to stabilize conditions and obtain a better grasp of production, sales and shipments, a statistical service will be institut-

ed. This information will prove both timely and valuable to the members. Co-operation had reached such a high level that

no longer does one manufacturer seek to conceal desirable data from another, but works with him in unity toward a common
Cause, all of which affords ample evidence of the broadening effect of association. Monthly statements of the amount of lumber

cut, on hand, sold, and the figure obtained for the same, will present an index of what conditions prevail in the trade, and
accordingly, will enable manufacturers to adjust supply and demand. There will be no groping in the dark, no speculative ele-

ment, but a sound, firm basis of understanding that should prove both helpful and valuable to every member of the trade.

Another decisive move was calling for an accurate survey of all the standing timber in Canada, cut-over lands, facilities for

transportation, etc., and asking the Federal and Provincial authorities to furnish adequate financial assistance for' implementing this

important project. Every mill takes an inventory of its stock and assets each year, and why shoul.d not the Nation, which,

after all, is a great business institution, have some definite data regarding its resources. All guess work should be eliminated,

and in these days when the export business is looming so large, Canada should be in a position to state definitely what she

has, where she has it, how it can be supplied, when, etc. A step in this direction has already been made by New Brunswick,

which province is to be congratulated on taking the initiative. If the other provinces will only follow, the great end sought

will be attained.

Many other important phases of lumber activities, were touched upon at the convention which will stand out as one of the

most progressively managed and fruitful in results of any ever held The membership has grown rapidly and as long as the

Canadian Lumbermen's Association has for its aims and ideals, plans and purposes, such worthy propaganda as is being under-

taken at the present, its success and future prosperity is assured. Every effort will be made to see that attention is given to

the export business, which will be conducted through pre-war channels. Canada can supply the needs of Great Britain, and it is

anticipated that as soon as the necessary ocean transportation facilities are afforded large orders will be placed with this coun-

try.

To become strong and enduring, progressive and permanent is the logical ambition of every organization, and that this

zenith of hope is being reached by the Canadian Lumbermen's Association is demonstrated by the decision of the Eastern
Spruce Manufacturers to join the ranks and become a live section of the parent body. It is probable that the white pine manu-
facturers will follow and create another section; thus the nucleus is formed for several branch bodies all working out their own
individual problems and devoting particular attention to matters that immediately concern their respective angles of the in-

dustry, yet at the same time contributing their strength, influence and prestige to the weal and upbuild of the one great organiza-
tion familiarly known as the Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

President Power sounded a high note of optimism and inspiration in his stirring address, and three or four points will

bear emphasis. They are, that Canada to-day needs workers and not shirkers ; that the lumberman will do his part in the
great process of

'
reconstruction ; that there must be co-operation between all the lumber interests of the Dominion and those

of our good friends on the other side ; and that all factors in the trade should put their cards down on the table face up and
play the game like men. That the president possesses splendid vision is evidenced by his prediction, that there is no valid

reason why Canada should not in the next quarter of a century become one of the greatest and most outstanding countries in

the world. He did not forget to add that it would mean work, service and co-operation on the part of every true, patriotic and
alert Canadian. What higher ideal or better motive can inspire the average citizen than this trinity of attributes—work, ser-

vice and co-operation.
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Canadian Lumbermen's Association Annual
splendid Convention Held in St. John—National Timber Survey—New Statistical

Service— Twenty-one Directors Elected—Quebec City in 1920

The eleventh annual convention of the Canadian Lumbermen's
Association, which took place in St. John, N. B., on Wednesday and
Thursday, February 5th and 6th, was by unanimous accord declared
to be the most successful and important gathering ever held in the
annals of this national organization.

There are so many outstanding features, progressive moves and
large undertakings as a result of the two days' session that no com-
prehensive survey can be presented in a brief introduction. Every
part of the report of the committees, the wording of the resolutions,

which were adopted, and the points brought out in the various ad-
dresses—all appearing on the following pages—are worth careful

study. The convention struck a new high note in endeavor and
achievement. It has become broadly national in character and repre-
sentative of the most enlightened and aggressive interests of the
great lumber industry of the Dominion.

The hospitality of the people of St. John and the lumbermen of

that city needs no extended reference. Actions spoke louder than
words and the tribute heard from the Hps of the visitors must have
been gratifying to even the modest members of the local committee
who carried the arrangements through with such satisfaction and en-

thusiasm. Never has a welcome been accorded the lumbermen that

equalled the reception tendered them at St. John and in sayino^ this,

one is putting the case rather strongly, for the Canadian Lumbermen's
Association have been warmly greeted in other cities. St. John set

a new pace and planted the flag pole a little higher up the heights of

good fellowship and kindly interests than ever before.

The sessions were held in the assembly room of the St. John
Board of Trade, and the head-quarters of the delegates was at the

Royal Hotel. At the opening sederunt on Wednesday, February 5th,

addressess of welcome were made by Mayor R. T. Hayes and R. B.

Emerson, president of the Board of Trade. Both referred to the im-

portant lumber industry in New Brunswick and the high place which
the manufacturers of wood products held in the esteem, progress and
stability of the several communities. Mayor Hayes stated that in

spite of the great quantities of lumber that have already been cut in

New Brunswick there still remained large areas yet untouched and in

the days before fhe war shipments had gone forward to many coun-

tries overseas. The prospects of the resumption of foreign trade were
exceptionally bright. In the last year or two there had been a revival

of the wooden shipl)uilding industry, and one result was seen in the

successful launching which the delegates had visited the previous day.

Referring to the future Mayor Hayes felt convinced that in the recon-

struction period the business men of the country would do their share

and play their part nobly. Among the leaders in this would be the

lumber manufacturers of Canada who represented the best and biggest

men in every community. After touching upon recent developments

in St. John, Mayor Hayes again bid the delegates welcome.

Birthplace of Canadian Lumber Industry.

President Emerson, of the Board of Trade, in his remarks, said

it aftorded him the greatest pleasure to welcome the members of the

Canadian Lumbermen's Association to St. John, and in the course of

an able review of the activities of the province said in part

:

It is peculiarly fitting that an organization representative of the

lumber interests of Canada, whose sphere of membership extends from

ocean to ocean, and from the American frontier line to the Arctic

circle, should come to St. John—to the Winter Port of Canada—to sit

in convention and at the same time to observe what facilities the port

possesses to handle such portions of the lumber traffic of Canada as

may seek a passage through its portal.

St. John, I think it might fairly be claimed, if not the birthplace of

the Canadian lumber industry, was at least one of the first to adopt it.

As early as 17<S3, when the United Empire Loyalists came to St.

John to carve out of the wilderness homes for themselves, there w^ere

men here employed in the lumber business. No doubt our Loyalist

forefathers recognized the great asset that they possessed in the

forest wealth around them, and the history of St. John from that date

to the present time has abundantly justified their foresight. It was
the forest wealth of New Brunswick that helped to make St. John
what she is, one of the finest and most progressive cities in Eastern

Canada.
With the lumber cut of the province you are doubtless familiar.

During the first year of the war there were shipped through this port

overseas, in round numbers, 140,000,000 superficial feet of spruce deals.

4,500,000 superficial feet hardwood plank and 1,611 tons of birch tim
ber. The game resources of the province yielded the provincial go\ -

ernment in licenses over $42,000 in 1917. Oil and natural gas form a

very important provincial asset. In 1917 there were twenty-three
producing wells in the province, the consumption of natural ga>^

amounted to 743,000,000 cubic feet. In gypsum, the production in 1917
was 33,000 tons. In addition to these resources the province pos-^essc-

promising deposits of antimony, tungsten, copper, manganoc, fire

clay, infusorial earth, iron and granite.

In conclusion, let me again on behalf of the board of trade, extend
a welcome hand to your association. It is our hope and desire that a-

a result of the wise deliberations of this body and of a prudent con-
servation of the forest wealth of the province, the lumber industry will

continue to ^row and to prosper. Let me also express the hope that

you may have a very succe.ssful and pleasant session of your body.
President Power suitably acknowledged the addresses of welcome

and thanked the speakers for their kind references.

President Power ReviewsYear'sWork

W. Gerard Power, of St. Pacome, Que.. President of the Canad-
ian Lumbermen's Association, in an able and compreheitsive addres-.

before that body, at the St. John gathering said:

It gives me particular gratification to meet so many old friend>.

and .some new ones, at this, the eleventh annual convention of the

Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

The lumber trade of Canada has done its share in the World
War during the past four years. It has been represented in all de-

partments of the war machinery, from the private in the trenches to

Major Generals. Some of the older lumbermen have lost their sons,

and the trade has lost future lumbermen, and I am sure the deepest

sympath}^ goes out to all who suflfered through the terrible fuor years.

Now that the armistice is signed, and the final signing of peace

is only a few months off, the lumbermen have another task before

them, during the reconstruction and demobilization period, and mem
bers of the trade will not be found wanting, and will be the first tc

answer any call that may be made by their country, that will briny

general prosperity.

All Restrictions Should Be Removed.

The trade has had its ups and downs during the four years, and
at times it looked very dark for some of its branches, but now that

conditions have changed, I certainly think that all restrictions should

be removed and trade made free. This would lift the uncertainty

felt in certain branches of the industry, would bring general prosper-

ity to the trade, and to the country. The quicker this matter is de-

finitely settled the better for all. This is no time to play a waiting

game, and if action regarding restrictions is not settled at once, the

trade may suffer, and if they do, the country will also feel the eflFect.

With these questions settled I am convinced that there is no rea

son for us to be worried as to the future. No one can doubt for a

second, that the requirements of lumber for the United Kingdom
and Europe will be enormous, and what is required now is to get thv

necessary machinery working in a free way. and get the question of

tonnage settled.

The financial position of the various nations of the world has

been very seriously changed, and we find the United States occupy-
ing a very strong position in this regard. I will not burden you with
a mass of figures, but it is sufficient to say that notwithstanding all

that has taken place, London must still be regarded as the world's

financial centre, and the ability to pay on the part of the British

Empire, has never been more forcibly brought forward than in the

four years' struggle that Empire has gone through.

Heartiest Co-operation is Necessary Now.

Canada to-day is establishing credits for hundreds of million> ea

dollars, forty million dollars having been ear-marked for lumber alone.

The discussion, which will follow, will shoAv what part the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association has had in connection with this matter, and
I need not refer to it further at this time, only to say that at no time
in Canada's historv has it been so absolutelv necessarv that there
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Aggressive Officers of Canadian Lumbermen's Association

W. Gerard Power, St. Pacome, P.Q., D. McLachlin, Arnprior, Ont., Frank Hawkins, Ottawa, Ont.,

Re-elected President of the C.L.A. Re-elected Vice-President of the C.L.A. Secretary of the C.L.A. since its inception

Angus McLean, Bathurst, N.B., Alex. MacLaurin, Montreal, P.Q., Sir D. C. Cameron, Winnipeg, Man.,

Elected a Director for three years Elected a Director for three years Elected a Director for two years
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should be the closest co-ordination and co-( jpcialion, not merely l)e-

tween the various commercial units, but there must be, if we are to

realize our full destiny and safeguard the interests of those who come
after us, the heartiest and most sympathetic co-operation between the

various large industries of the country with Government agencies,

and also with the so-called laboring classes. In your hands is a type-

written reprint of an address, which was delivered by Mr. John H.

Kirby, at the annual banquet of the National Wholesale Lumber
Dealers' Association, New York City, in March last. This address

is not intended as a reflection in any way on the regular trades unions.

It is a warning to the workers of the country to beware of the in-

sidious, and therefore, more dangerous Bolsheviki propaganda which

seems now to be running riot throughout the world.

Workers and Not Shirkers are Needed

It is to be hoped that some resolution will be introduced during

this Convention that will deal especially with this feature. Care

should be exercised by the Government to see that only the proper

kind of labor is allowed to come into this country. What Canada
needs is workers, not shirkers, individuals who are able to earn their

living with their hands and brains, not with their mouths. Efficiency

and loyalty should be the passport admitting foreign labor into Can-

ada.

There must be co-operation between the financial and the com-
mercial and industrial interests. No longer will the individual in-

terests be permitted to dictate or dominate ; all must serve, and all

must co-operate. Then too, there must be co-operation between in-

dustries in those countries which have been during the war, and still

are. Allies. I make particular reference in this regard to the absolute

necessity there is for co-operation between the lumber interests of

Canada and those of our good friends on the other side of the line.

Let us all determine to put our cards down on the table face up, and
play the game like men.

There is one question that I would like to refer to before closing

my address, and it is this: there is in the process of formation, an

Eastern Spruce Association ; I believe that this is in the direct line

of progress, and it will prove to be of considerable benefit to those

interests. If the Canadian Lumbermen's Association can be of ser-

vice to the new Association, it will be our pleasure, as it is our privil-

ege to do so.

The Value of Canada's Standing Timber.

Another point to which I would call particular attention of the

operators and manufacturers, is that they do not appear so far to

have sufficiently appreciated the value of their standing timber.

At a meeting of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, held in Chicago, November 23rd last, a very important resolu-

tion which a.Nk> inr an adcciualc .q^pn ;priati'<ii lor tuiiljcr i;( n.-u>.

adopted. I think we could not do hettter than adopt a similar con
and a resolution accordingly will be presented to you.

There was another resolution adopted at the above mentioned
meeting which has a very imjjortant bearing on Canada, namely: re-

ciprocal lumber duties requested.

The resolution can, of course, only apply to Canada, and no
doubt it is our War Tax that is aimed at. At the same time it would
be a calamity if the United States adopted a reciprocal duty in th\<

regard. I refer to this matter in this way in order that it may be-

fully discussed.

It will be remembered that on April 15th, 1912, the Dominion
Royal Commi.ssion was appointed, and the final report of their in-

vestigation in all parts of the British Empire was submitted to the

British House of Commons in March, 1917. These recommendationa
will probably in a large part form the basis for future action, an
lumbermen will undoubtedly be called upon to co-operate with th

Government authorities in this regard. I would commend to oz
members a careful study of this final report which no doubt you wi
find on the files in your public libraries, or Boards of Trade.

Canada Able to Tackle Any Problem.

What Canada has done during the last four years was done under
the stress of war, but it has shown to Canadians what a splendid
country we have, and that there is no problem too big or too difficult

th.at Canada may not undertake and solve. Canada's future was
never brighter than at the present time, notwithstanding the fact that

Canada has never had to face the problems in times past that now
confront her. But the genius of her people has been demonstrated in

a thousand ways, and given wise stsatemanship which will harken to

the advice of those experienced in the big commercial, industrial and
agricultural affairs of the country, there need be no pessimism felt

with regard to the ultimate destiny of this great Dominion.

In my view there is no reason why Canada should not become
within the next twenty-five years, the greatest and most prosperous
country in the world, but it will mean work, service and co-operation.

I cannot close without expressing my very keen appreciation of

the loyal help I have received from the members of this Association

during the time which it has been my privilege to occupy the position

of president. I need hardly say that so far as in me lies, it will always
give me pleasure to be of any assistance to the As.sociation, or to any
member, and I wish you all a most happy and prosperous year.

It was moved by Alex. MacLaurin, of Montreal, and seconded by
Angus McLean, of Bathurst, N. B., that the address of President

Power be adopted and printed for general distribution among thv

members of the Association. This was carried unanimously.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND ITS WORK DURING THE YEAR
The report of the Executive Committee of the C. L. A. was read by

Walter M. Ross, of Ottawa, as follows:

On November 11th, 1918, an armistice was signed between the

belligerent nations, terminating for the time being at any rate, the

greatest war the world has ever seen. The transition from a war
basis to a peace basis calls for the most earnest and enthusiastic ser-

vice and co-operation on the part of everybody, and your Executive

Committee, in laying down its reins of office, therefore bespeak for

their successors, the most sympathetic and prompt assistance of

every individual member.
There have been some very important points dealt with by your

various committees during the past few months, and we therefore

are dealing at considerable length with these matters-

On the 26th of November a meeting of your directors was called

to be held at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, at 10 a.m., the following

being present

:

Mr. W. Gerard Power, President, Messrs. Dan McLachlin, W.
E. Bigwood, Gordon C. Edwards, Arthur H. Campbell, A. E. Craig,

R. G. Cameron, P. C. Walker, W. C. Laidlaw, A. E. Clark, Geo. A.

Grier, Jas. G. Cane, Wm. Thos. Mason, Duncan McLaren and Angus
McLean.

That meeting showed that our Eastern friends had been in Ot-

tawa engaged practically on the same work which we had been en-

deavoring to do, thus duplicating without material advantage to any-

one, either to the lumber business or the Government, and it was
felt by co-operating with the Canadian Lumbermen's Association

our Eastern friends would be able to accomplish possibly better re-

sults, and sixteen firms in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Que-
bec joined our ranks. Among the suggestions discussed at this

meeting were the following:

1. Increased production of lumber desirable, so as to provide

employment for returned soldiers and munition workers released

from their recent employment owing to the signing of the armistice.

2. That the Dominion Government be memorialized with a view

to obtaining from the British Government restoration of the condi-

tions so far as the export of lumber and timber is concerned, to pre-

war conditions, also the question of ocean space and ocean freights

thereon.

3. The proposed changes in Stop OflF regulations, etc., etc.

Dealing with the subjects in this order a resolution was adopted

that the President be authorized to co-operate with the Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association and any other organization of the kind,

regarding the re-establishment of returned soldiers to civil life in

Canada, it being understood that any expense incurred in this work
should be paid between the Provincial and Federal Governments.

It was resolved that the Secretary communicate with the Min-

ister of Labor, urging that no definite action be taken relative to dis-

charging alien labor until J:he exact condition of affairs is known, and

until there is an available supply of efficient labor to take theic

places.

Your Association has co-operated with the Department of Lab-

or in this regard, and there have been a number of interviews and

considerable correspondence with the Minister of Labor as a result.

Export to Great Britain

In accordance with a resolution passed at the directors' meet-

ing, representations were made to the then War Trade Board, and

on December 2nd a cable was sent by that Board to London, statin

our views, and asking if the British Timber Controller would per-

mit importation from Canada. This resulted in a cable being receiv-

ed asking what quantities of lumber could be supplied per annum
for export to Europe, giving the quantities that could be shipped
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from Atlantic and Pacific ports respectively. To this we replied on

December 10th, as follows:

Estimated lumber on hand Quebec and Maritime Provinces,

spruce 1,000, pine 100, other woods 100; Ontario, pine 700, spruce

100, other woods 100; of which about one-third are in sizes usually

exported to British market. Anticipated supply these Provinces next

year 50 per cent, of foregoing. British Columbia estimated production

of fir 25 monthly, aeroplane residue spruce on hand 16. Figures are

millions of feet board measure."

The resolution which was finally presented to the Hon. Sir W.
T. White, Minister of Finance, and Acting Prime Minister, and also

to the Hon. Sir A. K. McLean, Acting Minister of Trade and Com-
merce, reads as follows

:

Moved by W. C. Laidlaw, seconded by W. T. Mason :

—

L That Canadians demand a fair share of the trade created

by the re-construction progrjfmme of Europe, as a right, for theii

share in the war.

2. That the repeal of war legislation be carried out as soon as

possible, and the establishment of a substantial financial credit in

Canada for the above purpose

3. That the lumber industry shall be adequately represented on
any Export Commission that may be appointed by the Federal Gov-
ernment.

4. The Federal Government to arrange for export banking faci-

lities.

5. That this resolution be submitted to the Hon. Sir W. T.

White, Minister of Finance and Acting Prime Minister, to be cabled

to the Right Honorable Sir Robert L. Borden, in England, which
was unanimously concurred in.

As the result of these combined resolutions a long cable was
transmitted to the Canadian Trade Commission here by Sir Robert
L. Borden through the Canadian Trade Commission in London.
For the information of members it may be stated that the former

War Trade Board, and subsequently the Imperial Munitions Board
went out of existence, and their places have been taken by the Cana-
dian Trade Commission, the chairman of which is Sir Charles Gor-
don ; with Messrs. C. B. McNaught and H. B. Thomas.

After many interviews a cable reply was sent January 10th, rais-

ing substantially the following questions

:

1. Is all timber to be purchased for account Timber Controller

by bi-okers and importers, and to be held as national stock and dis-

tributed under Controller's directions ?

2. How and where will inspection be made and who will re-

present British purchasers here ?

3. Procedure as to payments ?

4. Your cable states timber controller's method is to ask all

timber brokers in U. K. to purchase definite quantity Canadian tim-

ber.

5. What is meant by "Timber broker"? To whom will we fur-

nish list Canadian producers, as intimated, and what information

is required as to them and their products?

6 What procedure has Timber Controller in mind when he

states he will guarantee every producer will be afforded opportunity
of competing ?

7.. Presume shipping will be arranged for.

8. Understand usual channels pre-war timber business between
U.K. and Canada largely conducted through established export firms.

State specififically how new procedure will vary former methods, if

at all.

9. Is it intention to depart from pre-war grades, thicknesses

and widths as known to trade, and if so what will be accepted ?

Necessary to have fullest information promptly so that we can intel-

ligently advise inquirers.

To the time of writing this report no further communication
has been received from Canadian Trade Commission here, excepting
that until British Government decide as to continuance of restric-

tions answers to these queries cannot be made.

Trade Acceptances

It will be remembered that this matter was taken up by this As-
sociation, and the reports received from the United States indicate

that trade acceptances, so far as that country is concerned, have come
to stay. The suggestion has been made that owing to the provisions

of the Bank Act, whereby a debtor, knowing at the time that he is

practically insolvent, may obtain goods on credit to be paid for by
note, and in the event of his failure before maturity thereof, the
bank lien can take the whole property, and the seller has no recourse
but to rank, after all the banking hidebtedness has been cleared of¥.

After the endorsation, "The obligation of the acceptor hereof arises

out of the purchase of the goods from the drawer" it read : "and it

is specificfiially agreed between all parties that ownership of the pro-

perty governed by the within instrument, shall not pass from seller

to buyer, until all the requirements hereof have been fulfilled," we
think that this would fully protect sellers.

Side Cut From Aeroplane Spruce in United States

There have been many reports as to the quantity of spruce re-

maining after the aeroplane stock has been taken out, but no figures,

even approximately, have been obtainable which could be regarded

as being reliable. It is stated, however, that the United States Gov-
ernment has taken action in this matter and we understand an ar-

rangement has recently been made by the President and a small

committee of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association

in NeAv York City, whereby it is expected that an inventory of all

spruce lumber in the Government's hands according to location,

kind, grade and thickness, will be made, and that the lumber will

be disposed of on a plan to be adopted by the Government Depart-

ment in consultation with the National Lumber Dealers' Associa-

tion, who will endeavor to dispose of this stock in such a way that

it will avoid the demoralizing of the market, and at the same time

preserve the Government from unnecesary loss. If it is deemed ad-

visable, perhaps some member will feel disposed to move a resolu-

tion in connection with this matter.

" Bankruptcy Act

At the last session of parliament the proposed Bank Act for the

Dominion was introduced by Mr. S. W. Jacobs, M.P., but did not'

become law, owing to the fact that Parliament prorogued before it

reached its third reading. It is altogether likely that the Bill will

come up again next session. It is desirable that there should be some
legislation of this character, and the Bill as finally submitted to the
House is regarded as being fairly satisfactory. Of course revisions

may be necessary from time to time as conditions may vary, but we
think you should authorize the incoming Executive to deal with
this matter, and a resolution has been prepared.

War Purchasing Commission
This Commission which was formed during the early stages of

the war is to be continued as a permanent Federal Purchasing Com-
mission. The intention is that purchasing officers of the various de-
partments will continue to send out applications and receive tenders
for supplies of all kinds. When these tenders have been received
they will be passed upon by the Purchasing Agent, and then for-

warded to the Dominion Purchasing Commission, who will decide
finally as to where the order is to be placed. Mr. W. B. Bartram is

Assistant Director of this Purchasing Commission, and will, we
understand, have full charge of all lumber purchases for Dominion
Government requirements-

Timber Limit Tariffs

As a matter of record the Province of Quebec adopted the fol-

lowing stumpage dues, which can come into effect at the beginning
of 1918-19, and are as follows:

For the first five years, $2.60, per thousand feet ; second five

yqars, $3.00. Red pine, $2.00 for 10 years; spruce, first five years,

$1.60, second five years, $1.80; cedars, $1.40 for ten years; cedar
ties, 10 cents for ten years.

Beginning May, 1919, ground rents will be as follows:

$6.50 for first five years, $8,00 for second five years.

The above stabilizes the above tariffs for a period of ten years.

Membership
It is with great gratification that your Executive Committee an-

nounces the increase in our niernbership from 97 a year ago to 128

at the time this report is written. The problems which will follow

as a result of the peace negotiations now pending, will call for the

very best and ripest judgment that the lumbermen of the country
can provide. We, therefore, urge upon each individual member his

iobligation and privilege in this regard. The question of giving in-

formation when called for, is one of the essential things, and it is

toi be distinctly understood that all information furnished to our
Secretary is for the purpose of being consolidated, and will not be
used in any respect for the personal advantage of any individual

member. As an Association, therefore, we ought to pledge ourselves

to this extent. The past experiences are ancient history, and serve
no absolute criterion for future guidance. The new conditions must
be met with new solutions. The future is ours to make or mar.

We desire to take this opportunity of thanking the Trade Press
for the advance notices of our Convention here in St. John, and in

this connection we would mention the following: Canada Lumber-
man and Wood Worker ; New York Lumber Trade Journal ; Amer-
ican Lumberman ; Lumberman's Review.

On motion of Geo. W. Grier of Montreal, seconded by D. Cham-
poux, of Pestigouche, Que., the report was adopted.
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THE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE REVIEWS CONDITIONS

The report of the Transportation Committee was read by Wal-
ter C. Laidlaw, of Toronto, as follows

:

During the year just closed there have not been any occasions

when it has been necessary to appear officially before the Board of

Railway Commissioners.
The period of readjustment, however, will require the constant

and most careful attention of your incoming Transportation Com-
mittee, and we can only make a general statement in this report a-^

to the conditions which exist to-day.

Ocean Freights

The British Governemnt has not released spaces on ocean ves-

sels for regular commercial purposes, excepting lumber to the extent

of 15 per cent, of the available cargo space, and so far as the lumber

and timber business is concerned the Timber Controller of Great

Britain still controls. The transition from rates which have obtained

during the war, back to anything like normal rates, will require the

most careful and gradual changes in order to avoid chaotic condi-

tions. While this primarily is a matter for the export trade to con-

sider, the effect one way or the other will be felt by every lumber-

man in Canada. W^e, therefore, urge upon the incoming directors

the advisability of appointing a very strong and active Transporta-

tion Committee for the coming year. The action of the United States

Government at Washington in attempting to provide employment

for the volume of tonnage which they have acquired and built under

stress of war, produces a condition which is calculated to menace

the British Mercantile Marine, if the latter is to be continued in use

for the return of soldiers and war equipment to home lands. The pro-

position also on the part of the United States Government to wipe

of¥ a billion dollars from the war costs of the United States ship-

ping, on an estimated valuation of three billion dollars, will be a

tremendous help to American shipping in placing them in the fore-

front of keen competition os world's carriers. The recent reduction

in existing freight rates from United States ports to ports in South

America, Asia, Japan, Australia and Africa, amounted to from 25

per cent, to 30 per cent. A statement recently made indicated by the

end of the year the United States had already, or in process of con-

struction, some twenty-five million tons dead weight of ocean car-

riers. For comparison a statement in your hands, reprinted from the

Montreal Gazette, January 11th, shows the sacrifice that Great Bri-

tain has made in order that the world war might be won. This As-

sociation has had correspondence placed before them from J. B. Ec-

cleston. Special Lumber Representative, United States Shipping

Board Emergency Fleet Corporation, Washington, D.C., offering to

sell some of the American ships on advantageous tc^rms to carry Can-

adian lumber.
Freight Rates

As you are aware the domestic and United States rates on lum-

ber have been increased during the period of the war by 15 per cent.,

with a minimum of Ic. per hundred lbs., and subsequently by an ad-

ditional 25 per cent, with a minimum of 5c. per hundred lbs. These

advances were given in view of the assertion by the Canadian Rail-

ways that a bigger revenue was necessary in order to avoid going

into the hands of the Receiver. As you all know the McAdoo wage

scale has been applied to Canada, and it will be necessary to deter-

mine what action \vill be taken regarding the restoration of rates

in existence prior to the war. Your attention is drawn to the fact

that the above mentioned increases were authorized by the Board of

Railway Commissioners as a war measure, and the onus of making

application for a reduction from the current rates should not be on

the shipping public, but should be determined by a notification from

shippers that rates should be reduced. A resolution will be offered

for your consideration, covering this matter.

Inter-switching

On the 26th day of October, General Order No. 252, File No.

6713, was issued by the Board of Railway Commissioners. The order

is rather a long one, and we will not reproduce it here, but no doubt

our members are fully appraised as to the new conditions.

New Railway Act

As you know the Railway Act, whch has been under consider-

ation since 1912, failed to be translated into law at the last Session

of Parliament. We understand that the matter will be taken up

again at the coming Session, and that practically the Act as it stood

then will be adopted, and discussed by the Committees of the House

and Senate To fully cover this point we ask that you again reaffirm

the resolution which has been passed by this Association covering

this matter, on a number of occasions.

Owing to the fact that during the past year the (irand Trunk
Pacific and the Canadian Northern Railways practically became
Government owned roads it is desirable that all matters regarding
freight rates and traffic regulations should be subject to the jurisdic-

tion of the Board of Railway Commissioners.

Stop Off

At the moment of writing this rep'-n, iniiinaiiwji ha> been gi , ;:

to our Secretary, that the question of Stop Off is to be the subj' . i

of revision on the part of the Canadian Freight Association. A sep-
arate and full re])ort will, therefore, be made covering this matter. '

Value of Railway Lands

As a matter of record we desire to draw your attention to a re-

view by Lord Shaughnessy, of the position of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, published in the Montreal Gazette, May 2nd, 1918.
Lord Shaughnessy is reported to have said:

"To recapitulate, 14,000,000 acres of the original Canadian Paci-
fic Land Grant have been sold to date, yielding in round figures $94,-

000,000, or an average of $6.72 per acre, but against this there were
the expenditures during thirty years for immigration propaganda,
agencies, commissions, and other expenses incident to sales, and the
outlay for irrigation works, which made net return to the Company
less than $5.00 per acre. Naturally, the 4,300,000 acres that remain
unsold will command much higher figures. In all this no account
is taken of the vast sums spent by the Company in the construction
of branch lines to o])en up the lands, nor of the tax on the Company'^
resources during the period required to bring to a productive basis

these branch lines, which at the outset eirned neither interest nor
in most cases, operating expenses.''

It is to be noticed that the arguments before the Board of Rail-

way Commissioners, by your Association on Transportation Officials

show that the figure estimated as the net result to the Canadian
Pacific Railway on .sales of land, was only 50c on acre, instead of

nearly $5.00 an acre.

On motion of J. Fraser Gregory of St. John, seconded by I. C.

Bartram, of Ottawa, the report was adopted.

Secretary Presents Interesting Report

Frank Hawkins, of Ottawa, secretary of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association, presented an interesting report. It was as follows :

Time is of the essence of this meeting, therefore your secretary's

report w'ill be as brief as possible.

A year ago you passed a resolution looking toward the end of

the Great War, since the Armistice was signed events have moved at

a terrific pace, and a rule promulgated and adopted to-day, by to-mor-

row may be completely changed.

The Committee, consisting of the President, Vice-President, Mr.
Dan McLachlin and Messrs. W. E. Bigwood, E. R. Bremner, and A.

E. Clark, appointed to discuss^ any matters affecting the lumber
trade with any official committee or other body that may be appoint-

ed for a similar purpose—the objects sought being the prevention of

w^aste ; the conservation of effort and of natural resources ; the elimin-

ation of unnecessary conflict of interests, whether in production or

distribution ; and generally to promote natural and reciprocal rela-

tions which should have the object of achieving the greatest good for

the greatest number.
As a result of a telegram from the Canadian War Mission of

Washington and the Canadian War Mission in Ottawa, we were asked

early in April last, to quote for lumber necessary to construct Army
Cantonments in the Eastern United States. After giving the matter

very careful consideration and the exchange of telegrams it was de-

cided to ask Mr. Wm. Thos. Mason, of Montreal, to visit Washington
and see what the prospects were of securing some of this business for

Canadian Lumbermen. The result of Mr. Mason's visit is embodied in

a report which he made to the President, on his return from Wash-
ington.

The recent increase in membership owing to many firms in New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia joining is gratifying. Much benefit to th

trade must undoubtedly result therefrom and when the formation o

the Eastern Spruce Association shall have been definitely accomplish-

ed, no doubt satisfactory arrangements will be made whereby the two
Associations can effectively co-operate.

A year ago your secretary suggested the -organization of a Stat-
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E. R. Bremner, Ottawa, Ont.
Elected Director for two years

Jas. G. Cane, Toronto, Ont.
Elected Director for one year

David Champoux, Restigouche, P.Q.,
Elected Director for two years

R. G. Cameron, Ottawa, Ont. A. C. Manbert, Toronto, Ont., whose mission Hon. E. A. Smith, Shediac, N.B.,
Hon. Treasurer, who has been made a Director Overseas was cordially approved One of principal speakers at annual banquet

istical Branch. Under conditions now existing it is most desirable

that this matter should haye your prompt and earnest attention and
consideration. Small committees consisting of three members in dif-

ferent provinces, whose business it would be to induce their neigh-
bors, as well as themselves, to send in to the secretary's office, at Ot-
tawa, full particulars at regular stated intervals, regarding stocks on
hand, quantities cut and shipped since the previous report, together
with details as to operations in the woods, labor conditions, etc.

Such information to be consolidated and then circulated among our
members would prove to be of great value. It is hoped that a resolu-
tion will be offered by some member covering this subject.

Your attention is called to the booklet recently issued by this

Association, giving the various items in which members deal. We
have a limited supply of these which may be obtained from the secre-
tary.

The period of merely marking time has passed—and we are ready
for the order—"Forward."

It was moved by Angus McLean, of Bathurst, N. B., and second-
ed by A. E. Craig, of Toronto, that the report of the secretary be
adopted.—Carried.

How the Membership Has Grown.
The present membership of the C. L. A. is 128, according to the

report presented by R. G. Cameron, of Ottawa, who is Honorary
Treasurer of the Association. Mr. Cameron, who was unable to be
])resent, owing to illness in his family, showed a substantial balance
on the right side of the ledger. On motion of Angus McLean and W.

T. Mason, the report of Honorary Treasurer (which was read, by Mr.
Hawkins) was adopted.

The present membership of the Association is made up as follows:
Ontario 64
Quebec 36
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia .... 18

Manitoba, Alberta, Saskatchewan .... 3

British Columbia 4
United States . 3

—128

Wood boring insects were responsible for the loss to a Missis-
sippi lumber company of more than a million feet of ash logs, ac-

cording to reports of investigators of the Bureau of Entomology here
recently. It was during the manufacturing operations to meet the
war time demand for ash cars, ash handles and other supplies. The
company had failed to provide for prompt utilization of the logs
after the trees were cut, and the destructive ash-wood borers got
busy in regiments and divisions.

A recent despatch from Fort William says that moose are dying
in the woods from Spanish influenza is the assertion of men who have
been engaged in bush work lately. One man ran across the bodies
of two moose, lying not far apart, neither of which showed any sign
of wounds or external injuries. Another bushman came up to a bull

moose which was hardlv able to travel from exhaustion.
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LUMBERMEN CALL FOR ACTION ON MANY MATTERS
The Committee on Resolutions was composed of W. T. Mason,

of Montreal; W. E. Bigwood, of Toronto; and E. R. Bremner, of

Ottawa. The committee had a vast amount of work to do, but per-

formed it expeditiously and all the resolutions presented through the

chairman, W. T. Mason, were unanimously adopted. The resolutions

follow :

An Accurate Inventory of Our Forests.

It was moved by W. E. Bigwood and seconded by W. Gerard
Power

:

Whereas, an accurate survey of all standing timber in Canada,
showing the various kinds of lumber, the quality, location and acces-

sibility, together with available means of transporting same to the

nearest market—also a report of all cut-over lands which are suitable

•only for forest growth—with the extent and location of sairie, would
be most valuable information, not only to lumber operators, but to

•the various Dominion and Provincial ( jovernments, thus enabling

.said Governments to develop to the full extent a permanent forest

ipolicy which would have the effect of conserving the great natural

resources contained in Canada's forests.

Be it therefore Resolved: that the Canadian Lumbermen's As-
sociation assembled in St. John, N. B., at its eleventh annual con-

vention, urge upon the proper governmental authorities to provide

adequate financial assistance, and clothe the Commission of Conserva-
tion with the necessary authority for the purpose of accomplishing

the end in view.

Be it further Resolved: that the lumbermen of Canada pledge

their assistance to the Commission of Conservation to this end, and
that copies of this resolution be forwarded to the Prime Minister, and
the Minister of the Interior of the Dominion Government, also the

Minister of Lands and Forests of the various provinces, and to the

Chairman of the Commission of Conservation.

Export of Lumber to Great Britain.

It was moved by W. E. Golding, of St. John, and seconded by H.
C. Foy, of Quebec

:

Having heard the report of the Executive Committee in con-

nection with their actions during the past year, based on the resolu-

i
tions adopted at the meeting of the Directors of this Association, held

iat th£ Windsor Hotel, Montreal, on Tuesday, November 26th, 1918;
' Be it Resolved, that this eleventh annual convention of the

Canadian Lumbermen's Association heartily concur in the course

adopted by the Directors and Executive Committee, and that we place

on record the view that in our opinion the export of lumber to Great

Britain can best be accomplished by as prompt a return to pre-war

conditions as possible.

Be it further Resolved, that a copy of this resolution be forward-

ed to the Prime Minister, the Minister of Finance and the Minister of

Trade and Commerce, also to the Canadian Trade Commission at

Ottawa.
All Railways Under the Dominion Commission. v

^ / It was moved by W. E. Golding, of St. John, and seconded byv
An. M. Smith,, of Woodstock, N. B.:

Whereas, the Board of Railway Commissioners of Canada have
jurisdiction .over nearly all private owned railways in Canada and the

efficiency of the fire protective measures of such railways has been
largely increased by reason thereof, and whereas roads formerly

known as the Canadian Government Railways have not been brought
under the jurisdiction of the aforesaid Board, it is advisable that such

Canadian national railways should be subject to the jurisdiction of

such Board in all matters having to do with the safety of our forests,

and should be subject to the .same rules and regulations regarding the

fighting of forest fire hazard as may be considered necessary by the

said Board of Railway Commissioners, and whereas is is being real-

ized more and more that the welfare of our country and the prosperity

of some of our most important industries depend to a large extent

upon the conservation of our forests, and particularly the reduction of

the fire hazard by all reasonable means,
Be it Resolved : that this convention places itself strongly on re-

cord in favor of having all lines of Canadian national railways under
the control of the Board of Railway Commissioners and of taking the

necessary measures to bring this resolution to the attention of the

Federal Government and to urge that the necessary legislation be pre-

pared and brought before the next session of parliament to make the ,

same effective.

Monthly Reports on Manufacture and Sales

It was moved by Angus McLean, of Bathurst, N.B.. and sec-

onded by W. E. Bigwood, of Toronto:

—

That whereas there is to-day no sufficiently accurate informa-

tion exi.sting as to the available supply (>f lumber (manufactured;
on hand or to be cut, prices, costs, sales, etc., and whereas to accomp-
lish the best aims f)f this association:

Be it resolved :—That all manufacturers in Canada be called
upon to furnish as on a specific date (to be determined upon) the
total board feet of lumber, showing what spruce, pine, etc., also lath
and shingles on hand, unsold, as at a given date (to be determined
upon) and a similar monthly statement thereafter, together with the
amount in feet and value of sales during each month ; that this infor-

mation be sent to the secretary confidentially on forms to be furnish-
ed for the ])urpose and to be compiled by him in an aggregate state-

ment to be sent to all the members of the association from month
to month.

Securing Lumber Business from Great Britain

It was moved by David Champcnix of Rcstigouche, Que., and
secfjnded by A. C. Manbert, of Toronto:

That, whereas we learn that for reconstruction purposes in Eur-
ope the Allied governments propose to place an order for lumber,
said to be approximately two billion feet:

Be it therefore resolved:—That this Canadian Lumbermen's
Association, in annual convention assembled, appreciate the import-
ance of using every possible effort in order to secure at an early
a date as possible this very important business for Canada,

Be it, therefore, resolved :—That a copy of this resolution be
sent to the federal and to each of the provincial governments, as well
as the reconstruction committee.

The Appointment of Mr. Manbert Endorsed
It was moved by Walter M. Ross, of Ottawa, and seconded by

Iv A. Dunlop, M.L.A., of Pembroke, Ont. :

—

That whereas the Canadian Lumbermen's Association learns
with great satisfaction that the government of the Province of On-
tario has agreed to the appointment of a nominee of the lumber trade
in that province for the promotion of the best interests of the trade,

and also learns with peculiar .satisfaction that A. C. Manbert. of

Toronto, a most highly esteemed member of this association, has
been so nominated and has accepted this important office :

—

Be it, therefore, resolved :—That the Canadian Lumbermen's
Association, in annual meeting assembled, heartily concurs in this

ap])ointment and believes that, not only will the incumbent of the

office fulfil its functions in a most thorough and satisfactory man-
ner, so far as the province of Ontario is concerned, but that

the lumber trade of the whole of Canada will be benefited by the

acceptance of the contingent duties undertaken by Mr. Manbert,
Be it, therefore, resolved :—That we, as members, pledge our

united assistance to Mr. Manbert and. further, place on record the

approval of this association, and that a copy of this resolution be
forwarded to the Honorable Minister «f Lands, Forests and Mines
of the Province of Ontario.

An Amendmetn to Railway Act Desired

The following resolution was also carried :

—

Whereas, the officers of this association have experienced diffi-

culty in furnishing tariffs, and the Canadian Freight Association
have declined to accept blanket orders for all tariffs on lumber which
may from time to time be issued by the Canadian Pacific. Grand
Trunk Canadian Northern and the Grand Trunk Pacific Railways,
thereby not giving the shipping public or their asociations an oppor-
tunity of protesting the tariffs in the event of a protest being neces-

sary, tariffs being only supplied on a direct and specific order by a

tariff number.
Be it therefore resolved :—That it is the opinion of the Cana-

dian Lumbermen's Association, assembled at its eleventh annual
convention, that provision be made by special clause in the Act cov-

ering this point, and that the matter be left to the incoming commit-
tee on transportation to deal with at the proper time.

Be it further resolved:—That a copy of this resolution be for-

warded to the Minister of Railways and Canals, and the Chairman
of the Committees of the House and Senate.

All Freight Tariffs Under the Board

It was moved by James G. Cane, of Toronto, and seconded by
Walter C. Laidlaw, of Toronto:

—

Whereas, in the past the practice has been that freight rates and
traffic regulations on railways owned or controlled by any govern-
ment of Canada, have not been subject to the jurisdiction of the

Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada,
Be it therefore resolved :—That the Canadian Lumbermen's As-

sociation, in annual meeting assembled, urge upon the Donainion
Government the advisability of immediately introducing legislation
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which will have the effect of placing the tariffs of freight rates and

traffic regulations generally of every railway in Canada, under the

jurisdiction of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada,

Be it further resolved:—That a copy of this resolution be for-

warded to the Hon. Minister of Railways and Canals, and also to

the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada.

Proposed Amendment, to the Railway Act

It was moved by Gordon C. Edwards of Ottawa and seconded

by Walter M. Ross, of Ottawa:
"As intimated in the public press a consolidation or revision of

the Railway Act is to be taken up when the present parliament re-

assembles, the Canadian Lumbermen's Association in annual meet-

ing assembled, confirms the course previously adopted in this mat-

ter, viz. :

—

"That this Association co-operate with the Canadian Manufac-

turers' Association and endorse the resolution forwarded by the lat-

ter to the Mini.ster of Railways and Canals, regarding the proposed

amendment to the Railway Act, and that the matter be left to the

Executive Committee of this Association to deal with."—Carried.

The submission on by your Transportation Committee at that

time was as follows

:

"Any special freight tariff of any transportation company (sub-

ject to its jurisdiction) which may hereafter be filed with the Board

of Railway Commissioners, to which exception is taken by any per-

son, company or other party interested, making formal protest,

either before or after the effective date mentioned therein, against

the. adoption of said tariff, shall at the discretion of the Board be

disallowed, until after such time as the Board shall determine, after

hearing evidence produced for and against the adoption of such

tariff. The Board may of its own volition, without protest or com-
plaint on the part of others, disallow any such tariff, or any portion

thereof, with or without hearing evidence in support of, or against

same.

"In any special tariff the rates contained in which are increased,

the burden of the proof,

(a) That old rates are inadequate, unsatisfactory or unwork-

able.

(b) That a larger freight revenue is requisite and necessary,

and the reasons therefor:

Shall be on the transportation company or companies, or its or

their representatives, filing such tariffs.

In addition to this a resolution passed by the Executive Com-
mittee of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association and submitted

to the Minister of Railways and Canals, was approved. Following

is the resolution :

—

"Whereas the Railway Act gives the Board of Railway Com-
missioners power to disallow any tariff or any portion thereof, which

it considers unjust or unreasonable, or contrary to any provisions

of the Act, and to prescribe in lieu thereof other tolls in lieu of the

tolls disallowed, only after the tariff complained of has actually

come into effect

;

And whereas, the Act provides no satisfalcfory method of avoid-

ing the burden of an increased tariff until proved by actual experi-

ence that it was unreasonable, the burden of such proof being with

the public

;

And whereas, as no carrier is compelled to lower a tariff with-

out a hearing, the public should not be compelled to suffer an in-

creased burden without the same opportunity of being heard

;

Be it resolved:—That the Honorable, the Minister of Railways
and Canals, be asked to amend the Railway Act, so as to give auth-

ority to the Board of Railway Commissioners, either upon com-
l)laint, or upon its own motion, to suspend the operation of any tar-

iff or regulation for sufficient time to permit of a full hearing, and
afterwards to make such order as would be proper in a proceeding

initialed after the tariff became effective; the burden of the proof to

be on the carrier to show that the increased tariff or regulation is

just or reasonable."

Be it further resolved :—That, in all statements furnished by
the railways to the Government, freight operating expenses are to

be shown separately from passenger and other expenses

;

Be it further resolved :—That the Canadian Lumbermen's As-
sociation assembled at St. John, N.B., re-affirms the above statement,

and that this Asociation join with the Canadian Manufacturers' x\s-

sociation, the various boards of trade, or other associations, and
bodies throughout Canada, in endeavoring to have such legislation

adopted as will accomplish the points outlined above.

Be it further resolved :—That the proper officers of this Asso-
ciation be authorized to appear before the Railway Committee of

the House of Commons when the proposed act is brought forward,
:uid present the views of this association thereat.

It is further resolved :—That a copy of this resolution be for-

warded to the Honorable Minister of Railways and Canals, al.so that

a copy l)e sent to the Board of Railway Commissioners.—Carried.

Bankruptcy Act for the Whole Dominion

It was moved by E. A. Dunlop, M.L.A., of Pembrt)ke, Ont., and

seconded by Hon. George Gordon, of North Bay, Ont.

:

Whereas, there is not to-day a Dominion Bankruptcy Act, it is

expedient that such legislation should be introduced at the coming
session of parliament, and translated into law.

Be it therefore resolved :—That the incoming executive com-
mittee be instructed to arrange for the President and Secretary of

this association to appear before the Committee of the House, when
the bill is being discussed at the coming session of Parliament.

Honorary Treasurer to be a Director

It was moved by D. McLachlan, of Arnprior, Ont., and seconded

by A. E. Clark, of Toronto:

—

The members of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, in an-

nual meeting assembled, desire to express their thanks to Mr. R. G.

Cameron, for his highly valued services as Honorary Treasurer of

the Association since its inception in 1908, and trust that Mr. Cam-
eron will continue to give the benefit of his services to the Associa-

tion.

Be it further resolved:—That as a permanent policy the honor-

ary-treasurer of this Association shall be, ex-officio, a member of

the Board of Directors.

Tribute to the Generosity of St. John

The following resolution, which was the last one submitted to

the gathering, was carried by a standing vote and amid hearty
cheers :

—

That the hearty thanks of the officers and members of the C.

L. A. be and are hereby tendered to the following people, associa-

tions and corporations who, by their kindness and thoughtfulness—
and the entertainment furnished in such a bountiful manner have
helped to make this, our eleventh annual meeting, one of the most
successful ever held by the association

:

The St. John's committee, the Mayor, the Union Club, the city

press, the Imperial Theatre and Opera House managements ; the
citizens who so generously furnished automobiles, Mr. B. E. Norish,
M. Sc., Supt. Publicity and Exhibits Bureau and Cleveland Tractor
Co. for use of films ; the Board of Trade, for use of rooms and atten-

tion shown our members ; the Canadian Pacific Railway and the At-
lantic Sugar Refinery.

Further, that the Secretary of the C. L. A. be instructed to for-

ward a copy of this resolution to the parties referred to above.

Twenty-one Directors Are Appointed

The Canadian Lumbermen's Association now has twenty-one
meinbers on the Board of Directors and at the annual gathering in

St. John the task of electing such a numerous body was no small
undertaking. There were ten chosen from Ontario, six from Quebec,
four from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia and one from Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and British Columbia. Seven directors only will have
to be appointed at each annual meeting henceforth. The seven
who secured the highest vote in the contest are returned for a term
of three years, the next seven for two years, and the remaining seven
for one year. Thus seven will retire yearly. Much interest was arous-

ed in the struggle there being a large number of nominations.

The motion to increase the number of directors was moved by
W. E. Bigwood, of Toronto, and seconded by E. R. Bremner of Ot-
tawa and carried, as follows

:

Whereas, at the last annual meeting of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association, held in Montreal, on February 5th and 6th, 1918,

notice was given that at this meeting a resolution would be intro-

duced with reference to the appointment of directors of this asso-

ciation .

Be it therefore resolved :—That the number of directors be in-

creased to 21, who shall be appointed for a period of three years, and
in order to provide for continuity of policy seven directors shall re-

tire each year. That the number of directors to be elected from each

Province shall be based on the proportion which the number of mem-
bers in such province bears to the total membership. That the pre-

cise method of accomplishing this result shall be left to the Presi-

dent to suggest.

Ballots were distributed and P. J. McGoldrick, of St. Pacome,
P.Q., and H. D. Joyce, of Montreal, were appointed scrutineers.

How the Election Resulted

The following are the twenty-one directors elected

:

Ontario, ten members, for three years—W. E. BigAvood, Toron-
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to; Gordon C. Edwards, Ottawa; A. E. Clark, Toronto; W. M.
Ross, Ottawa.

For two years—E. R. Bremner, Ottawa; Dan McLachlin, Arn-
prior! Walter C. Laidlaw, Toronto.

For one year— James G. Cane, Toronto; Duncan McLaren,
Toronto, W. J. Bell, Sudbury.

Quebec, six members

—

For three years—W. G. Power, St. Pacome ; Alex. MacLaurin,
Montreal.

P'or two years—George W. Grier, Montreal ; David Champoux,
Restigouche.

For one year—H. B. Poliwka, Quebec; W. T. Mason, Montreal,

treal.

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, four members

—

For three years—Angus McLean, Bathurst, N.B.
For two years—J. Eraser Gregory, St. John.
For one year—B. H. Dunfield, Halifax; Archibald Eraser, Ed-

mundston.
Saskatchewan, Manitoba and British Columbia, one member

—

For. two years—Sir D. C. Cameron, Winnipeg.

The Old Officers are Returned

At a meeting of the new Board of Directors the old officers were
re-elected for 1919, as follows:

President—W. Gerard Power, St. Pacome, Que.
Vice Presidents—Dan. McLachlin,. Arnpior, Ont., Walter C.

Laidlaw, Toronto, Ont.
Honorary-Treasurer—R. G. Cameron, Ottawa, Ont.
Secretary—Frank Hawkins, Ottawa, Ont.

Executive Committee — W. Gerard Power, Dan McLachlin
Walter M. Ross, E. R. Bremner and A. E. Clark.

Committees were appointed as follows

:

Transportation, E. R. Bremner, chairman ; Archibald Eraser,

J. Eraser Gregory, B. H. Dunfield, W. Thomas Mason, A. E. Clark,
and Gordon C. Edwards.

Legislation—W. C. Laidlaw, chairman, Alex. MacLaurin, D.
Champoux, Angus McLean, J. Eraser Gregory, W. E. Bigwood and
W. J. Bell.

Delegates to the National Wholesale Dealers' As.sociation in

Philadelphia in March—W. Gerard Power, Alex. MacLaurin and
D. Champoux.

The Next Convention in Quebec S
It was moved by J. C. Bartram, of Ottawa, and seconded \m

George J. Staton, of Quebec, that the 1920 convention of the CanJ
dian Lumbermen's Association be held in the city of Quebec. The reso-
lution was supported by H. C. Foy , of Quebec, D. Champoux, of
Restigouche, and W. G. Power of St. Pacome, all of whom assured
the visitors a cordial welcome on the occasion of the next annual
gathering.

F. C. Beatteay >aid that St. John would l)e ])lca.-ed to ucl-

the delegates again next year and he assured them a hearty r.

tion should they return. W. E. Golding also invited the lumbermen
back to St. John in 1920.

It was, however, decided that the twelfth annual .session should
be held in Quebec in February next, the exact date to be decidcfl

l)y the directors, a number of whom praised in terms of high appre-
ciation the splendid entertainment and hospitality of the lumbermen
and citizens of St. John, which would never be forgotten.

EASTERN SPRUCE MANUFACTURERS COME INTO THE RANKS
One of the most important steps characteristic of the sessions at

St. John, was the decision of the Eastern Spruce Manufacturers' As-
sociation to cast in their lot with the Canadian Lumbermen's Associa-
tion, and become a trade section of that organization, to be known as

the Eastern Spruce Manufacturers' Section. A well attended meet-
ing was held at the Royal Hotel on Thursday, February 6th. In the

absence of Sir Wm. Price, chairman, Angus McLean, of the Bathurst
Lumber Company Ltd., Bathurst, N. B., vice-chairman, presided. The
whole situation with regard to the future of the organization was
reviewed. Several propositions were ])resented, but finally all were
v.'ithdrawn in favor of one which was moved by W. Gerard Power, of

St. "Pacome, and seconded by O. G. Mahoney.
It was that "The Eastern Spruce Manufacturers Section of the

Canadian Lumbei men's .Association be formed to cover territory from
Montreal east ; that the members of this section shall be members of

the parent organization, but that all expenses in connection with this

section shall be borne by the members of this section."—Carried

unanimously
It was moved by D. J. Buckley, and seconded by J. W. lirankley,

that this meeting confirm the action taken in Montreal with the ex-

ception that -the organization be a section of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association.—Carried.

It was also adopted that the first requisite for membership be

that the party applying must be a lumber manufacturer.
Mr. Ouellette having declined to act on the Executive Committee,

it was moved by Alex. MacLaurin and D. J. Buckley, that he be re-

placed by David Champoux.—Carried.

At the request of Mr. MacLaurin the chairman appointed a new
committee to draft a constitution and by-laws for the section, with the

suggestion that the committee confer with Frank Hawkins, secretaryo

of the parent organization. The new committee consists of the fol-

lowing: Sir William Price, Angus McLean, David Champoux, D. J.

Buckley and W. Gerard Power.

The Executive Committee of the Eastern Spruce Manufacturers'
Section of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association is now composed
of the following

:

New Brunswick:—Arch. Eraser, W. E. Golding, J. F. Gregory,
Angus McLean, W. B. Snowball, W. H. Miller, F. C. Beatteay.

Quebec :—D. Champoux, Alex. McLaurin, Gerard Power, Sir

Wm. Price.

Nova Scotia: Hon. C. W. Robinson, I. J. Soy, B. H. Dunfield.

As already stated it was decided to confine the tnembership to

manufacturers. Of course, if a manufacturer does a wholesaling or

exporting business as well he is entitled to belong to this new and
progressive body.

The one requisite, however, is that he must be engaged in manu-
facturing, be it on a large or small scale. The organization takes in

spruce manufacturers in Quebec and t\\e Maritime Provinces, and wa>
formed in November last, at a gathering held at the Windsor Hotel.
Montreal. The determination to throw in their lot and become a;i

integral part of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association is regarded
as a move in the right direction. The new section will have all th(

prestige, influence and strength of the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso
ciation, and at the same time will manage its ow'n affairs as a sub
sidiary body. S. B. Bond, of Bathurst, acted as secretary, and will
likely continue to do so until definite arrangements are made for u

l)ermanent official.

The Statistical Department will be given special attention and
the amount of lumber cut, .sold, piled, etc., will be carefully tabulated
The figures will be available each month to the members and will als^
be forwarded to the head office of the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation. / Speaking as the president of the Canadian Lumbermen'-
Association, Mr. Power stated that other sections would likely ]n
formed in thhe near future. He understood that the white pine man
ufacturers of Ontario were contemplating organizing and they woum
come in and form the white pine section of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association. Thus the strength and entity of the large bod\
would be preserved and the various sections work under its juris-

diction. The Association would thus wield much influence as a whoir
yet would have its different departments, the same as the Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association. That body embraced all branches of

that trade,' but has many sections working separately. These, how
ever, labor in unison and harmony with the larger association. Tht
action of the Eastern Spruce Tvlanufacturers in becoming identifie'l

with the Canadian Lumbermen's Association is one of the most grati-

fying results of the recent gathering in St. John.

New Appointment for Nr. Thomas
The retirement of two members of the Labor Appeal Board, G.

H. Duggan and Gustave Francq, both of Montreal, created vacancie-
which have now been filled by the appointment of H. L. Thomas, o

J. R. Booth, Ottawa, and J. A. McLelland, vice-president of the Inter

national Association of Machinists, Montreal. Mr. Thomas was se

lected by the Canadian Manufacturers' Association to replace Mr
Duggan, and Mr. McLelland and chosen by the Allied Trades and
Labor Congress to fill the vacancy caused by the retirement of Mr
Francq. The latter is now in England with Mr. P. M. Draper re-

presenting Canadian Labor in the peace negotiations. Mr. Duggan
retired for private reasons.

The victory of "Bone Dry America," which the ratification of the

constitutional prohibition amendment has brought about, could be
made to mean a thousand miles of homes built of wood, according to

a Chicago expert with figures. In other words, a row of frame cot-

tages erected on fifty foot lots would stretch out that distance.
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The Social Side ofthe Lumbermen 's Gathering
Annual Banquet Was Brilliant Function and Marked by Splendid Addresses— The

Importance of St. John as Great Winter Harbor

The annual banquet of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association

held at the Union Club building, in St. John, was one of the most

successful and distinctive ever conducted in the eleven years' his-

tory of the organization. There was abundant enthusiasm and many
patriotic songs were sung, rollicking choruses rendered and stirring

solos contributed, all of which were thoroughly enjoyed. The ban-

quet committee was composed of J. Eraser Gregory, Fred C. Beat-

teay, Wm. E. Golding, and Hugh MacKay of St. John, and they at-

tended to all the details in an admirable manner. The decorations,

both mural and tabular, were pleasing and effective, and the speeches

were eloquent and instructive, being followed with the closest atten-

tion. The importance and development of St. John as a great winter

ocean port, were emphasized, and the story of the progress of the

harbor improvements told in a way that the visitors will not soon

forget. All the speakers drove home many salient facts with regard

to New Brunswick in general and St. John in particular, and spoke

with confidence, optimism and assurance of the great future which

awaits the sea-girt province and its chief commercial distributing

and export centre—St. John.

W. Gerard Power, President of the C. L. A., ably presided, and

the principal speakers were Hon. Wm. Pugsley, Lieutenant-Gover-

nor of New Brunswick, Hon. W. E. Foster, Prime Minister of the

Province; Hon. E. A. Smith, Minister of Lands and Mines, Mayor

R. T. Hayes and Hon. Clifford W. Robinson of Moncton. Among
those who contributed most acceptably to the vocal enterainment

of the evening were George J. Staton of Quebec, Secretary Frank

Hawkins, of Ottawa, and local talent including several artists from

the opera house. After ample justice had been done to the excellent

menu, President Power opened the proceedings. He said that it

was a great privilege to see so many old and new faces and he felt

honored to preside over such a gathering. He spoke appreciatively

of the forest policy of New Brunswick and said "I think the resolu-

tion we passed to-day will have great effect in lining up the other

provinces in favor of conservation. We have been greatly impressed

with St. John's hospitality, for right royal has been our welcome."

The Eastern Gateway of Canada,

President Power then introduced Lieutenant-Governor Pugsley,

as one of the greatest debaters who ever sat in the house of commons.

Lieut.-Governor Pugsley in his preliminary remarks said he re-

gretted the president had given his hearers that disappointment. It

was a long time since the speaker had made a speech and he was

afraid he would disappoint. He was not sure but that the lieutenant-

governor should speak only when his advisers wrote something for

him. While we had monarchial institutions in this country there is no

country in the world in which the institutions are so democratic and

the people have so much.power as in Canada. It was a great pleasure

to him to be present with so many of the great men of the country.

It was a great industry they were carrying on and it required great

skill and care to conduct their business.

"We feel honored to have you in the city," Lieut.-Governor Pugs-

ley continued, "and we hope the time will come when you will come

again. I am afraid you will get tired hearing about St. John, but I

have been asked to speak about the city
:"

After telling of the early struggles of St. John which had strong

competition from Portland, Me., years ago, the Lieut.-Governor pre-

sented a convincing array of figures showing distances from Montreal

to St. John and other ports and a remarkable expension of trade.

Montreal to St. John by Canadian Pacific Railway, 480 miles;

thence to Halifax, by Intercolonial, 275 miles, or a total distance to

Halifax of 725 miles, as against 480 miles to St. John, the difiference

in favor of St. John of 275 miles.

Taking Quebec as a common point for transportation entirely

by the Intercolonial railway, the distance from Quebec to St. John is

570 miles, while from Quebec to Halifax it is 666.5 miles, or a differ-

ence in favor of St. John of 96.3 miles.

The exports of St. John last year, he said amounted to $200,783,647

and in the year previous, to $190,586,561, while the imports in 1918

were $16,787,200 and in 1917, $15,500,659. St. John was the eastern

gateway of Canada, that was never closed and was the second greatest

port in the Dominion, being surpassed only by Montreal. The city

was the eastern terminus of the Canadian Pacific railway and terminal

of the Canadian National Railways, and was enjoying prosperity and
growing national significance.

The Chief Industry is Lumbering.

Hon. W. E. Foster said, "I consider it a compliment to the gov-
ernment that you should invite me here as a representative of the

people. As an amateur politician I am inclined to think most of the

applause did not come from the New Brunswick lumbermen, but from
the visitors. I might say I have never been invited to a meeting of

the New Brunswick lumbermen. The fact that you are meeting in

New Brunswick is an indication that you are progressing as you have
come to the heart of the lumber industry of the maritime provinces.

We are a very small province of 28,000 square miles, and the lumber
industry is one of the chief industries of the people. The lumber
industry," he continued, "purchased the largest amount of supplies

and employed the most men and maintained many communities." He
had always favored separating, as far as possible, , the crown lands

from politics and politicians. When called on to form a government,
he asked the lieutenant-governor to select Hon. E. A. Smith, whom he
felt would carry on the affairs of the crown lands departrrient in a fair

and impartial manner. The people would probably have the oppor-

tunity in good time of declaring whether he. was wise in his selection

or otherwise. At the last session of the legislature a forestry act was
passed, providing for an advisory board, on Avhich is represented lum-
bermen and lessees of crown lands. The minister has made an honest
effort to carry on the work of his department to the interest of the

lumbermen as well as of the government. Premier Foster referred

briefly to the noble acts of the young men who went overseas, and
praised the work of the women of the province during the trying war
times.

The Preservation of Standing Timber.

Hon. Dr. Smith, introduced by President Power as a man who
had done more to preserve standing timber than any other man in

Canada, was given a cordial reception. Hon. Dr. Smith spoke briefly

of the responsibility of conserving forest lands. France had con-
served her forest for many years, and was able to supply her own
army and th'e British army with necessary lumber. There were 12,-

000,000 acres of forest lands in New Brunswick, of which 7,000,000
were the property of the crown, but 2,000,000 acres were unproduc-
tive because of forest fires. Steps had been taken by the provincial

government forestry advisory board to secure protection. They had
a permanent forestry service of fifty rangers and inspectors, who
protect the lands and scale the lumber. They are taken six months
in probationary service before they are pennanently appointed. Dur-
ing certain seasons temporary men are employed to assist the game
wardens and fire rangers. Permits were necessary for fires built in

or near forests. There was also a plan to burn slash and safeguards
against railroad fires have been taken. A total of 850 fires were ex-

tinguished by the patrols in 1918. The railway fires numbered 788,

and 637 acres had been burned over in that year. Fishermen, hunters,

picnic parties and campers caused a fire loss of $39,000. The total

fire damage was $72,000. It was noticeable that most of the campers
and fishermen's fires occurred on or near holidays.

Hon. Dr. Smith told of the work being done to make an inventory

of all forest lands by survey. Those- applying for land to cultivate

must take their land where it is adapted for agricultural purposes.

He believed the day was not far distant when the Government must
take over some of the abandoned farms and allow them to grow up
in trees. The department expected to employ forest engineers now
coming from overseas, and hoped to have Dr. Howe, a well known
expert, come to the province next summer to assist the Government.
There would be an enormous demand in Europe for lumber, but we
must be careful not to exhaust our forest wealth which should be
sustained for the benefit of posterity.

Hon. Clifford W. Robinson expressed the belief that the gather-

ing would do much good not only here, but all over Canada. While
all admired St. John they should remember that St. John was not the

whole of New Brunswick. Moncton was a city of nearly 20,000, and
growing rapidly.

Mayor Hayes said the Maritime Provinces were proud of the
sacrifices Canadian men had made and the work the women had done
in the war. He referred to the many men the provinces had sent
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The visiting delegates drawn up in line before the winter port at West St. John, N. B.

out to colleges in the Upper Provinces and the United States, and,
to those from the cast who figured in the politics of Great Britain
and Canada.

The banquet closed by the singing of Auld Lang Syne and the
National Anthem.

"Bread and Cheese" Supper was Enjoyed
On the evening previous to the annual banquet, there was a de-

lightful party at the Imperial Theatre, which is a commodious and
most inviting playhouse. The visitors were warmly welcomed and
some S2:)ecial lumbering pictures, taken by the Dominion Forestry
branch of the Department of the Interior, were shown on the screen.

The importance of conserving the wooded wealth of the Dominion
was strongly presented and also the necessity of adopting every pre-

caution against the outbreak of fires. Other pictures revealing the

shij) building activities of the Pacific Coast were displayed and arous-
ed much interest.

After the entertainment the guests adjourned to Bond's restau-

rant. The proceedings were quite informal and stirring vocal selec-

tions were contributed by George J. Staton, of Quebec, Frank Haw-
kins, of Ottawa, F. C. Baker, of Sherbrooke, and others, who were
called upon again and again to come forward, and they obligingly

complied. These gentlemen deserve more than a passing word of

l^raise for their efforts and ability in making the evening one of

memorable associations. Walter M. Ross, of Ottav^a, contributed

a reading.

The only other feature of the impromptu programme was a

rousing address from A. C. Manbert, of Toronto, who has been
named as the representative of the Ontario lumber manufactures
to visit the Old Country in the interest of the expansion of the timber
trade of the province. Mr. Manbert told of the purpose of his visit

abroad and asked for the support and co-operation of the industry.

He outlined the importance of the work and the character of his

mission and what he hoped to accomplished through the sympathy
and assistance of the trade in Ontario. The future was unknown,
but he would endeavor to play his part and do all that was in his

power to make known the merif and worth of the forest resources

of the province and conduct such a campaign in interest of the in-

dustry as would justify the confidence which had been reposed in

him. Mr. Manbert stated that he went with a free hand and while
overseas would follow the wisest course that his judgment dictated,

and devote whatever knowledge, ability and insight he possessed

to the great task that he was undertaking. He was given a most
cordial reception and the verdict expressed by those present, after

listening to Mr. Manbert, was that the right man had been nominated
for the mission on which he will shortly embark.

The Noon Day Luncheon was Finale

The luncheon tendered the delegates at the Union Club on Thurs-,

day, February 6, by the local committee of lumbermen was a fitting

closing function of the two days' proceedings, and a most tempting
repast was served. J. Fraser Gregory, of St. John, presided, and
took occasion to tell the members of the company how pleased the

lumbermen of New 'Brunswick were to see the convention held in the

east. He hoped they would take away with them many pleasant

recollections and impressions of their visit. In years gone by the

C. L. A. had been sectional rather than national in character, but the

gathering in St. John would do much to strengthen the ties of the

east with the west, and impart to the organization a broader and
wider nature in its scope and operations. All had seen the transpor-

tation facilities of the city and its important port, of which the citizens

were justly proud. Lumber was shipped from St. John to all coun-

tries in the world and it was no unusual sight to see one of the

leviathans in the berths at West St. John, loading five or six million

feet of deals for export. There was employment for all in the city

during the entire winter season as the men, who worked in the saw

mills and lumber yards in the summer, found steady positions around
the docks and ocean going vessels in the winter. The advantages and
importance of St. John as a winter port were bound to increase, and
so great would be the progress of the Maritime Provinces that, in the
years to come, it would be found that St. John and Halifax would not
be sufficient, but that other gateways would have to be opened up.
The one thing which the city mostly needed was a large modern
hotel, and this he felt would come in the near future.

A. E. Clark, of Toronto, referred to the excellent accommodation
that had been given the visitors at the Royal Hotel and said that it

was he, who had moved at the Executive meeting in Montreal last

fall, that the 1919 convention of the C. L. A. should be held in St. John.
He felt sure that all were pleased that they had come east, as the
hospitality of the citizens and the local lumbermen had been unbound-
ed and the convention the best ever conducted in the history of the
organization. The Canadian Lumbermen's Association was national
in character and stood for fair dealing and doing the best for all.

whether manufacturer, wholesaler or exporter. He was gratified at its

recent rapid growth and the interest that had been taken in it by the
men of the east who had joined in such large numbers. He believed
that the C. L. A. would continue increasing in strength and influence.

Other addresses were made by Col. W. J. Ray, of Quebec, Spencer
Kellogg, of Utica, N. Y., on behalf of the American visitors, W. E-
Golding, of St. John, and Manager Seidensticker, of the Atlantic
Sugar Refinery, which plant was visited by many of the delegate ~ rt'"l

afforded an interesting revelation.

Some Breezy Notes on the *'Big Meet''

President Power is a model presiding officer. He keeps things

on the move, and the business of the various sessions was directed so

that nothing was allowed to drag or become dreary. The discussion

was pithy and pointed and much work was done in a remarkably
short time.

The committee which did its work so energetically and upon
whom the success of the splendid local arrangements at St. John
largely depended was composed of J. Fraser Gregory (Murray &
Gregory) chairman; F. C. Beatteay (Stetson, Cutler & Co.); Hugh
McKay (Malcolm McKay Ltd.); W. E. Golding (Geo. McKean &
Co.); W. E. Gunter (Murray & Gregory).

One of the events that will stand out long in the minds of those

who had the pleasure of taking j)art was the visit to the Atlantic

Sugar Refinery, where the guests were conducted through every de-

partment. The plant is a magnificent one and a million pounds of

sugar are refined daily.

An excursion in mid-winter is also a novel experience U'V tlic

majority of Ontario and Quebec people, yet on the afternoon of

Thursday, February 6th, the big tow boat Helena made a tour of the

harbor, including the Reversing Falls, West Side and Partridge Is-

lands. The crew of the Helena gave a demonstration of her fire fight-

ing capabilities, throwing a powerful stream from the bow. The
lumbermen who were the guests of Mr. Grout, of the C. P. R., de-

creed that he was a jolly good fellow. The harbor mariners returned

from their voyage thoroughly convinced of the great advantages of

St. John as a winter port.

The visitors had the pleasure of witnessing the launching of the

four masted schooner "Randfontein," from the shipyard of the Marine

Construction Company. It was a side launching and the vessel took

the w^aters without mishap or delay of any kind. The launching was
directed by D. H. Saker and J. M. Densmore. Rousing: cheers were

heard as the ship struck the water. The keel of the "Randfontein"

was laid on July 1st, so that the vessel has been launched within seven

months and four days. She measures 204 feet length of keel and 2M)
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feet over all. Her beam is 37 feet 6 inches, and moulded depth of hold
18 feet. The dead weight lonnage is 2,200 tons. The vessel's frame-
work is of black Bay Shore spruce with flooring of hardwood. The
schooner is a double decker and will have an estimated speed of eight
knots an hour. She is rated Al 13 years.

On the arrival of the visitors the first day they were taken for

automobile rides around the city and over to the winter port, where
they were photographed in a body and inspected several ocean liners

lying at their berths.

The thanks of the convention are due to the Dunlop Tire and
Rubber Goods Company for the donation of several boxes of choice
llavanas. Smoking was permrtted during the business sessions and
full advantage was taken of the liberty.

The courtesies of the Union Club were extended to the lumber-
men during the stay in the seaport city and the St. Andrew's Curling
club also sent a pressing invitation to any lovers of the roarin' game
to try their hand on the keen ice.

P. J. McGoldrick, of St. Pacome, P. Q., and H. D. Joyce, of Mont-
real, who were the scrutineers and had to count all those ballots for

the new Board of 21 directors, certainly had their work cut out for

them. They were accorded a hearty vote of thanks.

If Geo. J. Staton, of Dobell Beckett & Company, of Quebec,
should lose his "pep" as a lumberman, or F. C. Baker, of the Devon
Lumber Company, Sherbrooke should forget all he knew about mar-
keting wood products, or Frank Hawkins, of Ottawa, should become
ineflficient as an official of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association,
they could all earn a comfortable living by the vocal art. The songs
of these gentlemen were ever welcome and did much to enliven the

proceedings at the various social functions of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association.

E. D. Hardy, of the Canadian Lumbermen's Insurance Exchange,
Ottawa, delivered a stirring address on the advantages of mutual
insurance and inter-insurance companies. He stated that the C.L.I.E.

was an organization designed to meet the demands of Canadian lum-
bermen for insurance facilities that is under its control. It was
founded for lumbermen, operated by them and its membership con-
fined exclusively to lumbering ranks. The sole object of the exchange
was the mutual protection of its members. During the past year the

receipts were in the neighborhood of $30,000, and the loss around
$100. Mr. Hardy asked for the co-operation of the association mem-
bers and explained the supervision and management, the class of risks

insured, the form of contract, the security to policy holders, the in-

spection service, the basis of rate, etc. In closing he said the purpose of

the organization was to provide a means by which the lumbermen can
secure protection against fires at actual cost in an association subject

to Canadian Government regulations and approved by the Dominion's
Insurance Department. Mr. Hardy's address was well received.

W. W. Schupner, New York, of the National Wholesale Lumber
Dealers' Association, was one of the most welcome visitors at the

gathering. His address on the Trade Acceptance, its advantages and
use, was most instructive, and he also told how the U. S. was doing
very much to stabilize conditions following the signing of the armis-

tice. To furnish some valuable information regarding the lumber
situation across the border, the government, he said, after the war
found itself with 500,000,000 feet on its hands. If this lumber had
been dumped on the market there would have been heavy losses in

the trade, especially in the pine and hard wood industries. Numerous
conferences were held by the lumbermen and government officials

with the result that an order was sent out prohibiting the immediate
sale of this lumber. The Southern Pine men took over the pine and
will contract with the government on a commission basis, all sales to

be made under that system. The lumber now in stock will be dis-

posed of during a period of six months, but after that period the gov-
ernment will take over any stocks on hand.

Thus any ill-effects of dumping it on the market have been over-

come. Hardwood and spruce will be handled in a similar manner.

President Power said that this information was very valuable,

and a vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Schupner.

One of the outstanding features of the great gathering was a

resolution calling for the survey of all standing lumber in Canada,
cut over lands and facilities for transportation.

A circular letter from the Great War Veterans relating to the

treatment of returned soldiers by employers was read and heartily

applauded. The letter referred to the fact that many returned men
are not in perfect physical condition, due to injuries, gassing and
shell shocks and that they should be treated with every consideration.

The success or failure of the men when they are re-employed rests

with the employers, declared the letter.

Mr. A. C. Manbert was heartily congratulated upon his appoint-

ment as overseas representative of the Ontario manufacturers and a

vote of confidence in him was passed.

Those Who Came, Saw and Heard

P.eatteay, F. C, Stetson, Cutler & Co., St. John, N.B.
Brankley, J. W., Miramichi Lumber Co., Chatham, N.B.
Boulton, A. R. M., King Bros., Ltd., Quebec, P.Q.
Bond, S. B., Bathurst Lumber Co., Ltd., Bathurst, N.B.
Bigwood, W. E., Graves, Bigwood & Co., Toronto.
Bartram, J. C, Rideau Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.
Beatty, W. R., Colonial Lumber Co., Ltd., Pembroke, Ont.
Buckley, D. J., Newcastle, N.B.
Baker, F. C, Devon Lumber Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, P.Q.

Culligan, Arthur, J. & A. Culligan, Culligan, N.B.
Cleveland, Frederick, 78 State Street, Albany, N.Y.
Champoux, David, Chaleurs Bay Mills, Restigouche, P.Q.
Craig, A. E., Northern Timber Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Clark, A. E., Edward Clark & Sons, Ltd., Toronto. •

Cane, Jas. G., Jas. G. Cane & Co., Toronto.

Dickie, Rufus E., Stewiacke, N.S.
Dunfield, B. H., Dunfield & Co., Ltd., Halifax, N.S.
Dunlop, E. A., Pembroke Lumber Co., Ltd., Pembroke, Ont.
Douglas, Stanley, Stanley, N.B.

Earing, D. D., Gillies Bros., Ltd., Braeside, Ont.
Eastcott, A. L., Pembroke Lumber Co., Ltd., Pembroke, Ont.

Eraser, Archibald, Eraser Companies, Ltd., Edmundston, N.B.
Foy, H. C, H. R. Goodday & Co., Quebec, P.Q.

Gregory, J. Eraser, Murray & Gregory, Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Grier, George W., G. A. Grier & Sons, Ltd., Montreal.
Golding, W. E., George McKean & Co., Ltd., St. John, N.B.

Hoffman, J. G., Charles C. Kellogg & Sons Co., Utica, N.Y.
Hocken, Norman C, Hocken Lumber Co., Ltd., Otter Lake Station, Ont.
Hardy, E. D., Canadian Lumbermen's Insurance Exchange, Ottawa, Ont.

Joyce, H. D., Union Lumber Co., Ltd., Toronto and Montreal.

Kellogg, Spencer, Chas. C. Kellogg & Sons Co., Utica, N.Y.

Loosen, A. E., Bathurst Lumber Co., Ltd., Bathurst, N.B.
Lovering, W. J., Toronto.
Laidlaw, Walter C, R. Laidlaw Lumber Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Lorden, John P., Bathurst Lumber Co., Ltd., Bathurst, N.B.

McKean, W. J., Geo. McKean & Co., Ltd., Halifax, N.S.
MacLaurin, A., St. Maurice Paper Co., Montreal, P.Q.
Montgomery, R. L., Montgomery & Sons Co., Ltd., New Richmond, P.Q.
Morrison, A. C, Price Bros. & Co., Ltd., Quebec, P.Q.
McGoldrick, P.J., River Ouelle Pulp & Lbr. Co., Ltd., St. Pacome, P.Q.
Manbert, A. C, Canadian General Lumber Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Miller, Wm. H., W. H. Miller Co., Ltd., Campbellton, N.B.
'Merrett, James E., Chaleurs Bay Mills, Portland, Me.
Mahoney, O. G., Melrose, N.B.
Mason, W. T., Mason, Gordon & Co., Montreal, P.Q.
Mackay, Hugh, Malcolm Mackay, Ltd., St. John, N.B.
McLean, Angus, Bathurst Lumber Co., Bathurst, N.B.
McLennan, D. H., McLennan Lumber Co., Montreal, P.Q.
Macfarlane, J. L., Canadian General Lumber Co., Toronto.

O'Brien, J. Leonard, O'Brien, Ltd., South Nelson, N.B.

Paxton, G. A., Firstbrook Bros., Ltd., Toronto.

Quirouet, R., King Bros., Ltd., Quebec, P.Q.

Russell, Wm., Jas. Richardson Co., Ltd., Matane, P.Q.
Raymond, M. T., Spanish River Lumber Co., Ltd., Cutler, Ont. ^

Ray, Walter J., Price Bros. & Co., Quebec, P.Q.
Ross, Walter M., J. R. Booth, Ottawa, Ont.
Rose, Hugh A., Mason, Gordon & Co., Toronto.

Scott, Geo. C, The P. Q. Lumber Co., Boston, Mass.
Staton, G. J., Dobell, Beckett & Co., Quebec, P.Q.

Stuart, J. T., Pembroke Shook Mills, Ltd., Pembroke, Ont.

Shepard, Otis M., Shepard & Morse Lumber Co., New York.
Sieki, Albert K., Simpson, Clapp & Co., New York.
Stocking, R. E., W'm. Whitmer & Sons, Inc. (New York representative^,

Philadelphia.

Stewart, W. J., Union Lumber Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Sinclair, Wm. M., E. Sinclair Lumber Co., Newcastle, N.B.

Smith, W. M., Smith Lumber Co.. Ltd., Woodstock, N.B.

Seeber, R. R., P. Q. Lumber Co., Dalhousie, N.B.

Schupner, W. W., National Wholesale Lbr. Dealers' Assn., New York.

Turner, D. H., Murray & Gregory, Ltd., St. John, N.B.

Tyrer, Colin C, Colin C. Tyrer Co., Ltd., Halifax, N.S.

Thompson, S. C, W. C. Edwards & Co., Ltd., Ottawa, Ont.

Tucker, B. L., Parrsboro, N.S.

Van Meter, L., Denis Canadian Co., Whitney, Ont.

Van Blaricom, G. B., "Canada Lumberman," Toronto.

Welsh, Maurice, Campbell, Welsh & Paynes, Toronto.

Walker, P. C, Shepard & Morse Lumber Co., Ltd., Ottawa, Ont.
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Retail Lumbermen Assemble in Convention
In Annual Gathering Ontario Dealers Adopt Progressive Measures and Receive

Gratifying Reports from Every Department—Important Issues

While the Canadian Lumberman's Association constitutes in its membershij) manufacturers, exporters and wholesalers,

there is another organization which operates no less successfully and aggressively for the retail lumber merchant, and that is the

Ontario body, known as the O.R.L.D.A., which was organized a year ago. What it has accomplished and what it hopes to

consummate arc outlined in a report of the proceedings which will be found in another column. The association has been

wonderfully progressive and will during the coming year do still greater things.

Never was the retaiL lumbermen in a better position than he is to-day. The war, while it has brought distress and di.saster,

sorrow and sufTering, has also ushered in unexampled prosperity for the wage earner. The objective of every healthy minded,

ambitious man and woman is a home, as it is a positive preventative against future want. As such it makes a powerful appeal

to the wage earner. If constructive, timely and attractive advertising is done by the average retailer and he will present the

home building proposition fairly and logically, he cannot fail to reap great benefits from the publicity. The time to get to

work on this idea of building a home is now, and with confidence, co-operation and persuasive propaganda, building operations

in every habitable centre should receive an impetus that will result •in a splendid turnover for the man who supplies the goods.

The first annual convention of the Ontario Retail Lumber Deal-

ers' Association, which was held at the King Edward hotel, Toron-

to, on Tuesday, February 11th, revealed a story of achievement and
unity, coperation and progress that was most gratifying to the dele-

gates and augurs the continued advancement and welfare of the trade.

The attendance was large and representative of all parts of the

province, about one hundred and twenty members being present and

taking an active part in the important proceedings, which were char-

acterized by harmony and enthusiasm. The various reports present-

ed were comprehensive and satisfactory and set forth in detail what
this virile and aggressive organization has accomplished within the

last twelve months. Its great success stands out as a landmark in

association work which should continue to develop and prove of in-

creasing value and benefit to the exponents of the trade. The officers

have been faithful and diligent in the discharge of their duties and

their efiforts have met with the appreciation of the members to such

a degree that they were all returned for another terra to carry on ef-

fectively and unitedly the activities so auspiciously inaugurated just

a year ago.
President Thomas Patterson, of Hamilton, presided. The vari-

ous reports presented were followed with the closest interest and

heartily endorsed. It was decided that the next annual conclave be

held in Hamilton, in February, to which city a sincere invitation

was extended. The visitors were assured of a cordial welcome to

that busy, industrial centre. It was also agreed that a midsummer
outing or educational tour should be made by boat around the Geor-

gian Bay, probably in July next, when many large saw mills and

timber limits in that active lumbering district will be the Mecca.

The details of the trip were left in the hands of the new executive

to arrange.

Officers Elected for the Coming Year

The following officers were elected for the coming year:

President—Thomas Patterson, Hamilton.

Vice-President—John B. Reid, Toronto.

Directors

—

Eastern District— I^. M. Barrett, Ottawa; Grant P. Davidson,

Ottawa.
Central District—W. M. Tupling, Orillia; T. H. Hancock, To-

ronto.

Northern District—Howard Hesson, Sault Ste Marie; E. L.

Casey, Sudbury.
Western District—A. S. Nicholson, Burlington; K. J. Shirton,

Dunnville.
Southern District—J. C. Scofield, Windsor; B. F. Clarke, Glen-

coe.
'

No. 6 District—J. A. Matthews, Orangeville; J. B. Mackenzie,

Georgetown.

The sessions began in the morning and several reports were read

after which there was an adjournment for lunch which was tendered

the visitors by the retail lumbermen of Toronto, tables being set in

the convention room. A cordial vote of thanks, which was moved
by E. M. Barrett, of Ottawa, and seconded by J. C. Scofield, of

Windsor, was accorded the retailers of Toronto, for their hospitality

and, in this resolution, which was carried by a standing vote, the
wholesale dealers were also included.

President Reviews Operations of Past Year
President Patterson f)f Hamilt<in. in presenting his annual re

port, said

:

Since the first special general meeting of the Ontario Retail
Lumber Dealers As.sociation, which was held in Toronto on Septem-
ber 3rd and 4th, 1918, the great war which was then rapidly ap-
proaching the end for which the allied nations were fighting, has
been finished and won by the Allies. The fact that we are again
enjoying the blessings of peace is undoubtedly the greatest thing
we have to consider in connection with trade conditions to-day.
Until November 11th, 1918, all our thoughts had been given over
for four years to consideration of how we could assist in the efiforts

of our army during the war. Our business interests, important as
they are to all of us, had to take second place, and the result was
that every step we took, whether of a business or personal nature,
was regulated by its eflf^ect upon our war efiforts. We were unable
to consider our busiuess interests from the point of view which was
normal before the war.

To-day we are facing a new set of conditions and though thc\

are fortunately conditions of peace, it is unlikely that for some year^
to come we shall ever again return to such conditions of supply and
demand as those which formerly prevailed. Although the war is

over its effects upon business conditions will be of long duration-

In fact, no man con foretell how long it will be before the effects

of the war can be considered as absolutely of the past—that is to

say, its effects upon business. Mentally, intellectually and morally,

the condition growing out of the war will be felt by your children'-;

children unto many generations.

The Magnitude of the Construction Work
As to the effect of the return of i)cace upon business conditions,

especially those connected with our lines of trade, it is most encour-

aging to note that the fear felt by many of us before the end of the

war, that we would have to face a long period of disturbance during
which the demand would be badly demoralized, has been removed.
We have quickly come to realize that the very condition which seem-
ed to threaten us with disturbance, namely the world-wide nature

of the destruction wihch has taken place, is respvonsible for the

growth of a feeling of assurance on account of the vast amount of

reconstruction of every description that is to take place. The very

magnitude of the requirements alters the situation, changing it from
one of uncertainty to one of probable activity on a scale such as has

never before been equalled. In those countries which were the un-

happy scene of the war ; in those countries whose sons went to the

war, and even in those countries which maintained neutrality

through its duration, reconstruction requirements are expected to

be of great proportions.

Our interest as retail lumber dealers to-day consists in the ap-

plication of these conditions to our 'own business affairs. As Cana-

dians we belong to a country whose raw materials are pre-eminent-

ly of a type for which the whole world is crying to-day. Our, great

industries—lumber manufacturing among them—are primarily con-
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The Energetic

Thos. Patterson, Hamilton, Ont.

Re-elected President of O.R.L.D.A.

Grant P. Davidson, Ottawa, Ont.,

Newly Elected Director, Eastern District

K. J. Shirton, Dunnville, Ont.,

Re-elected Director, Western District

Men Behind the

John B. Reid, Toronto, newly elected Vice-

President of Association

J. B. Mackenzie, Georgetown,

Elected Director, District No. 6

J. A. Matthews, Orangeville, Ont.

Elected Director, District No. 6

O. R. L. D. A.

Horace Boultbee, Toronto,

Secretary-Treasurer of O.R.L.D.A.

W. M. Tupling, Orillia, Ont.,

Re-elected Director, Central District

J. C. Scofield, Windsor, Ont.,

Re-elected Director, Southern District
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cerned with the production of these raw materials and their conver-
sion into articles which are needed for the rebuilding of the world.
It may be thought, on first consideration, that under such condi-
tions the retail lumber dealer stands to lose, on account of the diver-

sion of much of the raw material of his trade into other channels, but
a closer study will reveal that this is not so.

The Retailer's Position as it is To-day

Very large quantities of lumber and of finished articles made
from lumber will undoubtedly be exi)orted from Canada, which will

make the Canadian manufacturer of these products more prosperous
and busy than ever before. But, during the four years of war little

or nothing has been done in Canada in the way of erecting homes,
warehouses, factories or public works to meet the requirements of

the steadily increasing population. To-day, with the return of the
men from the front and the approaching renewal of industrial ac-

tivity on a normal basis, Canada will come into the market for

larger quantities of lumber and of articles made from lumber than
ever before in its history.. This is where the retail lumber dealer
comes closely in touch with the changed conditions developing out
of the return of peace. A few months ago there were some who
thought that it would be years before Canadians would be in a posi-

tion to spend money again in any volume upon lumber and its pro-
ducts but there are few to-day who have not been forced by the
logic of events to abandon this idea and to enlist themselves in the
ranks of those who ex])ect at an early date a period of activity for

the retail lumber dealer. The signs of this approaching activity can-
not be ignored. They impress us with a conviction that the com-
ing spring and summer will witness the renewal of the demand for

the retail lumber dealer's stocks and services, and that the demand
will increase until, in shorter time than some of us imagine, it will

be greater than it has ever been in the past. The approach of this

])eriod of business activity imposes upon us a responsibiilty to be
prepared for it which will require the best of our abilities to meet.

Under conditions such as these our Association commences the

second year of its existence. We have been most fortunate in get-

ting the Association well started just in time. The work of organiz-
ing and of demonstrating to the members of the trade the value of

the benefits which can be secured by co-operation, has been carried

out during a period of trade uncertainty and now, when we are on
the threshold of renewed trade activity, we have a good Association
in operation ready to carry on the important work for which it has
been formed. The foundation has been well laid for co-operation,

and it remains for us to erect on that foundation an Association
structure such as the great importance of our trade requires.

Getting Others to Join in the Good Work
Those who have assisted in the work of this Association during

the past year have earned the co-operation df those other dealers

who, from one reason or another, have waited a year before identi-

fying themselves with the Association. The membership which we
have already secured—135—is a good record for our first year, but
there are about 350 other dealers in Ontario who should join, and
while we triay not get them all, we must get most 6f them. Our in-

fluence and success will never approach their proper proportions
until we have at least doubled our present membership list. For the

welfare of the Association, as well as the welfare of the individual

members, it is imperative that each present member of the Associ-
ation should show to those who have not yet joined that they should
immediately do so. This is perhaps the most important part of the

work of the individual members for the present year. With double
our membership our influence and success will be more than doubl-
ed. That is what we all want, and it is in your hands to help us
attain this goal. When you have joined and paid your fees, you have
not done your whole duty to the Association. You have really just

started. It is up to you then to find out how much good you can
get out of it, and to see how much good you can do for it. Your fees

and your efforts for the Association are an investment and you ought
to sit up nights planning to get a big return from it. The things we
have been able to accomplish during our first year, are good proof
of the value of the Association, and it should not be necessary for

your officers, or for anyone else to urge you to take a lively interest

in increasing our membership list, upon which everything else in

connection with our progress depends.

I do not think that you will expect me to-day to make any pro-

tracted remarks upon the details of our work. We have had success-

es which the most sanguine of us scarcely hoped for a year ago.

Some of these were reported to those who attended the September
meeting. The work has been going ahead along similar lines since

that time and further equally satisfactory results have been
secured. As there are many matters of importance for us to discuss

it will be best for me to refer to our progress only in a general way
so that we may have as much time as possible for discussion, for

the passing of resolutions, the election of officers and other matters
which must be dealt with to-day.

The Relations Between Wholesaler and Retailer

There is one matter, however, which should be referred to in the
Chairman's address, namely the approach towards a better under-
standing between the retail and the wholesale branches of the lum-
ber trade which has been developing during the last few months.
You will hear to-day of the steps that have been taken by the Whole-
•sale Lumber Dealers Association, Inc., at the request of one of our
members, towards clearing up one of the most fruitful sources of
misunderstanding that exist between the wholesoler and the retail-

er, namely, the poaching, if I may .so call it, of the wholesaler upon
the legitimate field of trade of the retailer, and the equally disturl^inL,'

tendency on the part of the retailer to "get square" with the whole-
saler whenever possible by going beyond him in search of stock.
These two tendencies, no matter how great or how small may h;L\ >

been their development in the past, have been a source of ill-feeling

and have done much to make business life unpleasant and unprofit-
able for both parties. The progress which our Association has made
has helped to influence the wholesalers and to demonstrate to them
the importance of giving this matter their attention. On the other
hand, the Wholesalers' Association has also been making goofl pro-
gress and has been quick to realize the necessity for doing all that
is possible towards the removal of this source of trouble. C3ne of the
happy results of that progress has been the passing of a resolution
by the Wholesalers instructing their committee on trade relations to

be prepared to meet a committee from our association to deal with
this matter. The passing of this resolution has not been the outcome
of self interest, but the natural growth from the seed of co-operation
which was planted among the wholesalers at almost the same time
as among ourselves. It will be our duty to-day to give this matter
consideration and, if the majority so desire, to appoint a committee
from our association to meet the committee from the W^holesale As-
sociation for the purpose of endeavoring to find a solution of the
problem. It is most important that we give this matter our best
thought and appoint a capable committee to represent us in the joint

deliberations. It is a problem which we can hardly hope to solve in

a day, but undoubtedly we will be doing the right thing if we ap-
point a strong committee and instruct them as fully as possible in

regard to our feelings about the matter. If we do nothing else to-

day we will have accomplished a sjjlendid result.

In conclusion, gentlemen, I wish to give you some faint idea of

the pleasure it has been to me to preside over the affairs of our as-

sociation during the first year of its existence. It will ever be one
of the greatest sources of pleasure to me to think that you have hon-
ored me by placing me in this important position; and it will be a
still greater pleasure to feel that, in passing on the office to other
hands, I am able to do so with a slight measure of satisfaction over
results accomplished. Not that I appropriate much of the credit for

this to myself, but that it has been my fortune to preside over a"
association for which there was great need and in the creation of

which we have been able to enlist the energies and the interest of as

able and as fine a set of business men as it is possible to bring to-

gether.

Encouraging reports were also presented by Horace Boultbee.
secretary-treasurer of the association, and John B. Reid, chairman of

the Membership Committee, which showed that one hundred and
thirty-one" dealers belonged to the organization. E. M. Barrett,

chairman of the Legislation and Transportation Committee, and
Walter C. Laidlaw, chairman of the Insurance Committee, also read
very complete and interesting reports.

Owing to pressure on the space of the "Canada Lumberman,"
in recording the activities of other gatherings of the past two week-
these reports are unavoidably held over until the March 1st editi 'i:

along with the interview with S. Price, chairman of the Workmen'
Compensation Board, in regard to several proposed amendments .

the present act, and interviews with Sir William Hearst, and Hon.
I. B. Lucas, Attorney General of Ontario, with respect to changes
in the Mechanics' Lien Act and the Business Assessment Act, wV
will be dealt with fully in the next issue of the "Canada Luj.

man."

Resolution to Hustle for New Members
Resolved that this association express their appreciatir

work accomplished by our Legislative Committee and hf

dorse the proposals which they have submitted. >

Resolved that we recognize the importance of havir f

sociation represent as nearly as possible the entire re* i

industry in Ontario and that each member should mak-
to endeavor to secure new members wherever possible.

Resolved that Messrs. T. E. Rathbone and T. A. t n of

Toronto be auditors to audit the books of the association tor the

years 1918 and 1919.
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IMPORTANT RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY CONVENTION

In presenting its report the Legislation Committee expressed
the view that under the present legislation the funds provided are

insufificient to make the scheme practical

:

Whereas, through the efforts of our Association, many deferred
shipments of orders placed by our members have ben secured, from
wholesalers and manufacturers who were delaying shipment, and

Whereas, in future, some of the members . of our Association

may feel inclined to cancel orders on a falling market, therefore in

order to strengthen the association.

Be it resolved that this association strongly deprecates any such
action on the part of its members, and request the directors, in all

such cases, to make a thorough investigation of same.

The Terms of Sale Net Cash

Whereas the retail lumber dealer must buy his lumber in car

lots, carry for a considerable period and distribute in small lots to

his customers, and
Whereas the amount of capital required in the retail lumber

business is now so large, and
Whereas the public is continually demanding increased service

from the retail yards
Be it resolved that the "terms of sale" in the retail lumber busi-

ness in the Province of Ontario should be net cash, with ledger

(5) That a copy should be made of this resolution and forward-
ed to the Canadian Manufacturers' Association.

The Standardization of Millwork Sizes

Resolved that Canadian hardwood flooring manufacturers be
urged to standardize thicknesses and tongue-and-grooving, and if

possible ado])t United States standards.

Resolved that a committee be appointed to consider the adop-
tion of the standard millwork sizes adopted by the Toronto dealers

or any changes in the same which may be considered advisable to

be standard for the whole province, and that a list of these standards
be again published in the Monthly Bulletin.

Better Trade Relations Committee

Resolved that this Association appreciates the action of the

Wholesale Lumber Dealers Association in appointing a Trade Re-
lation Committee to confer with a similar committee from our asso-

ciation, as mentioned in the secretary's report and desires to go on
record as approving the principle therein involved, and approves the

appointment by the directors of a committee consisting of Messrs.

J. B. Reid, T. H. Hancock and W. C. Irvin for the above purpose.

Resolved that the Monthly Bulletin, published by the Associa-

tion, be continued as a monthly publication until such time as the

secretary considers it advisable to alter the frequency of its issue.

B. F. Clarke, Glencoe, Ont.
Re-elected Director for Southern District

T. H. Hancock, Toronto, Ont.,
New Director Elected for Central District

A. S. Nicholson, Burlington, Ont.,
Re-elected Director for Western District

accounts carried only with people of absolute approved credit, and
who agree to pay each month's account in net cash on or before
the tenth of the following month, and

Be it resolved further that a card containing this resolution in

printed form be sent by the secretary to each member.

The Workmen's Compensation Act

Whereas the directors of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers As-
sociation and a number of members of the Association waited upon
the Chairman of the Workmen's Compensation Board on Monday,
'brouary 10th.

Be it resolved that the following recommendations be submit-
ted to the Workmen's Compensation Board and to the Attorney-
Ci';ncral for Ontario.

1 ) That the employer should have control over the doctor

handling injured employees so as to prevent collusion and
malingering.

'
> That information should be furnished showing the plants

hat are responsible for the accidents that occur and the

mounts paid out for accidents in each plant as compared
. the amount of assessment paid in.

lat the right of each Safety Association to represent its

*)up before the Board on matters of common interest

tuld be recognized.

at provision should be made for having the accounts of

le different groups audited by auditors appointed ourselves
and for securing detailed statements of the money re-

ceived and paid out.

Resolved that we consider it to our mutual advantage to pur-
chase when possible from wholesalers who patronize our Monthly
Bulletin by advertising therein.

Resolved that this association is strongly opposed to the propos-
ed increases asked in charges by the Bell Telephone Co. of Canada,
and that a copy of this resolution be sent to the Dominion Board of
Railway Commissioners.

Resolved that when new districts or local groups are created
they shall be entitled to two representatives each on the Board of
Directors, and, resolved that any districts of the association be auth-
orized to subdivide into two or more districts if it may see fit.

Resolved that government owned or operated railroads should
be subject to the jurisdiction of the Dominion Board of Railway
Commissioners, and that a copy of this resolution be sent to the
Minister of Railways and Canals.

Resolved that this association is opposed to Circular No. 86,

issued by the Canadian Raihvay War Board, proposing to cancel
freight credit arrangements, and that a copy of this resolution be
sent to the Canadian Railway War Board and to the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association.

Objections to Increased Switching Charges

Resolved that the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association
is strongly opposed to the proposed switching charge increases asked
for by the railway companies and that a copy of this resolution be
sent to the Canadian Manufacturers' Association and to the Domin-
ion Board of Railwav Commissioners.
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Visitors Were Banqueted by the Wholesalers
Social Function After Business Proceedings Was Unqualified Success—Rousing

Speeches, Stirring Songs and Co-operative Movement

The complimentary banquet which was tendered the visiting

retail lumbermen at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, at the close

of the business proceedings on February 11th, was the most re-

presentative and largely attended social function which ever took

place in the local annals of the industry. The hosts were the whole-

sale lumber dealers of Toronto and Western Ontario, and there were
over three hundred persons in attendance. Everything in connection

with the ambitious undertaking was conducted in an admirable

manner, and passed off with great eclat and enthusiasm. The even-

ing was principally devoted to entertainment and merry-making, and
all declared that the gathering was one that will live long in the me-
mory of those fortunate enough to be present. The speeches were
short and to the point, while the talent, which so ably contributed

to the attractive programme, was the best that Toronto can boast of.

Every artist was accorded warm applause and had to respond to

well-merited encores.

A. E. Clark, chairman of the Wholesale Lumber Dealers' As-
sociation, Inc., of Toronto, who ably presided, had on his right,

Thomas Patterson, of Llamilton, President of the Ontario Retail

Lumber Dealers' Association, and on his left, John B. Reid of To-
ronto, vice president of the O.R.L.D.A. At the head table were also

seated the directors of the association, along with His Worship
Mayor Church, of Toronto, Dr. W. A. Riddell, Supt. of the Trades

and Labor Branch, Dept. of Public Works, of Toronto, and others.

After the toast of "The King" had been loyally honored, Mr.

Clark, in greeting the Ontario retailers as the guests of the whole-

sale lumbermen of Toronto and Western Ontairo, expressed his

pleasure in presiding at such an important function, and in welcom-
ing them to the city of Toronto. It was, indeed, a privilege to meet
so many men in the trade, who were making history, at one of the

finest and most representative turnouts that ever graced a banquet

table. Such gatherings as these demonstrated that trade asso-

ciations meant a great deal to the hmiber industry, socially as well

as in a business sense. They should all put forth their best effort

to work together for the good and welfare of the lumber business.

It made no difference whether they were retailers, manufacturers or

wholesalers, as they were all lumbermen, selling lumber and en-

hancing the trade as a whole from many standpoints. Any little

controversies could be easily settled at such a gathering as he saw
before him and there was no room left for petty squabbling. The
industry had just come through one of the most trying eras in Can-

ada and now should unite and co-operate to put things back on a

pre-war basis. Canada had emerged from the great world conflict

with unbounded credit and, now that the war was over, they should

give business a chance. There was nothing to be gained in going

around and saying that things we're bad and that the bottom had fall-

en out of everything. Such was not the case and matters would soon-

er or later readjust themselves, but all this could not be brought

about in a few short weeks. It would not do to sit down in an office

and expect matters to right themselves of their own accord. The
members of the trade should get out and merchandise their lumber

and help place affairs on a solid, substantial footing. All were in the

same boat and means should be established of doing business on a

proper basis. There had been distributed to the members a booklet

entitled "Constructive Advertising 'fof the Lumber Business and the

Encouragement of Home Owning." "We can all make our business

attractive by well directed advertising and why not do it?" asked

the speaker. "Again, I welcome you to Toronto on behalf of the

wholesale lumber trade, and hope that you will carry away many
pleasant memories from this most successful convention."

Mayor Church Praises Work of Lumbermen

Mayor Church expressed his pleasure at being present. The
lumber trade possessed a splendid record during the war antl made
important contributions of men, money and material in winning the

great struggle for human liberty and advancement. The lumbermen
had played an important part in the development and settlement of

Canada and he felt they would still do all in their power during the

readjustment period and the return to prosperity. Toronto was
pleased to welcome such a representative body of patriotic and pro-

gressive men and His Worship added that he had never greeted a

gathering with greater pleasure than he did the present one. To-

onto had sent some sixty thousand of her sons to the front, and in

that number there had been five thousand casualties. The lumber-
men were the pioneers in exploration and settlement of the Domin-
ion and enacted no small part in building up Canada- Many of the
larger centres owed their very existence to the lumber industry, and
added the Mayor, "I have much pleasure in handing over to you the

keys of the city. If any of you gentlemen fall by the wayside while
here I promise you that you will be exempt from any liability what-
soever. (Laughter).

The Housing Problem in the Province

The next speaker was Dr. Walter A. Riddell, who is the super-

intendent of the Trades and Labor Branch of the Ontario Depart-
ment of Public Works. He paid a tribute to the worthy organiza-

tion of the lumbermen and spoke on some of the problems of recon-

struction, and more particularly the housing plan and employment
of returned soldiers. W'hile all the provinces had agreed upon a

" Hand in Hand for the Good of All

"

uniform system of em])loyment offices, which were now being or-

ganized and opened up in every part of the country, it must be re-

membered that such bureaus did not of themselves create work for

the returned heroes. The Ontario government and also the individual

had a big responsibility in this time of readjustment and all should

do their part. Some eleven million dollars were available in the pro-

vince for housing schemes, and it was hoped that advantage would
be taken of this sum this year to the extent of, at least, five million

dollars in the construction of dwellings for the wage earners and the

overseas veterans. The funds available were, as stated, to erect

houses for the average wage earner, and the men who were coming
back from Europe. Construction would create employment and con-

tribute to the happiness and comfort of those who needed domiciles.

In a recent investigation conducted by the speaker in Toronto, out

of four hundred average homes of men earning between seventy and

one hundred dollars a month, it was found that forty-six per cent,

had to sub-let their dwellings in order to reduce the cost of rent and

other expenses. The privacy of many families was thus interfered

with and, in the proposed housing plans, the lumbermen could act-

ively participate. They were a good group of men to put this thing

over and should organize to do so. He was not there to tell them

how, but they could get together with the groups of people who were

interested in the project. Communities so far had been backward

in the housing movement. The retail lumbermen could successful-

ly co-operate in this sphere and thus take up the slack of unemploy-

ment and supply good residences for the average worker and the

boys who were ariving back from overseas. It was said that thirty-

five thousand war brides were coming to Canada to reside, and one

thing that would contribute to the welfare and contentment of the

men who had been upholding the interests of Canada in the trenches,

would be the fact that they could secure well-appointed and sanitary

habitations in the Dominion, and in this great work the Ontario gov-

ernment was endeavoring to co-operate in every way.

Mr. Manbert Makes Appeal for Co-operation

A. C. Manbert, of Toronto, who will leave shortly for Great Bri-

tain as the trade representative of the lumber interests in order to

widen the market for Ontario forest products was introduced by

Chairman Clark as one in every way eminently fitted for the import-

ant mission and a gentleman enjoying the highest confidence and
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esteem of the industry. Mr. Manbert made a happy and graceful

reply, and remarked that organization was in accord with the spirit

of the times. We had just passed through a remarkable period and

epoch in the history of the world, and it was necessary that an ag-

gressive business policy be adopted during the present crucial times.

It was a splendid thing to come together, and delightful to mingle

in such associations as the lumbermen had formed, and develop by
mutual contact our common impukes and high ideals. He believed

that the lumber business was the finest on the face of the earth,

free from the ordinary trammels and restrains of many other trades

and offering large advantage to the generous spirit and inspiration of

the times. In the period of readjustment they should be willing to

give and take and not be impatient. Men were too prone to lose their

personality in the narrow limitations of their own environment and

fail to see things that loomed large. He assured his hearers that he

deeply appreciated the confidence which had been reposed in him
and, in taking his departure for overseas he was much gratified at

their abundant evidence of kindliness and good will.

John B. Reid, Vice President of the Ontario Retail Lumber
Dealers' Association, returned hearty thanks to the hosts of the ev-

ening, the wholesale lumbermen of Toronto and Western Ontario,

for their generous hospitality, which they all thoroughly appreciated.

On behalf the retailers, he joined in wishing Mr. Manbert God-speed

in his important work overseas. A more conscientious and efficient

representative could not be selected than Mr. Manbert. Owing to

the organization of both wholesalers and retailers, better and more
amicable trade relations existed between these two branches of the

lumber business. Upright, steady, straightforward business was
what the body of retailers stood for and represented. They would
continue to work hand in hand with the wholesaler, and had every
faith that the latter would work hand in hand with them.

Those who so ably and acceptably contributed to the attractive

and enjoyable programme which thoroughly delighted all during
the evening, were:

Will Thirkettle, comic song; Arthur Blight, baritone solo; Le
Roy Kenney, entertainer; Louis Romanelli, violin solo; Gus Hill,

comic song; Frank Oldfield, baritone solo; R. G. Cook, magician;
Gladstone Brown, tenor solo; Gus Hill, comic song; Frank Old-
field, baritone solo; Will Thirkettle, comic song; Louis Romanelli,
violin solo; Le Roy Kenney, entertainer; Gladstone Brown, ^enor

solo; Arthur Blight, baritone solo; F. Oldfield-G. Brown, duet.

The committee in charge of the banquet which was in every
way a signal success, was composed of W. F. Oliver, (Oliver Lum-
ber Co. Ltd.), chairman; D. C. Johnston (Union Lumber Co. Ltd.),

L. D. Barclay (Canadian Western Lumber Co. Ltd.); and A. K.
Johnson (J. P. Johnson & Son). Tbey worked diligently both in

season and out of season to carry out all the elaborate arrangements
for the most representative and largest gathering of the lumber
trade ever held in Canada and deserve generous praise for their un-
tiring and self sacrificing efforts.

LIVE WIRE RETAILERS WHO WERE IN ATTENDANCE
Anderson, James, Sutton.

Anderson, B. C, Consumers Lumber Co., Hamilton.
.'Vrmstrong, P. G., Opeongo Lumber Company, Barry's Bay.
Allan, W. R., Isaac Allan, Kingston.
Anglin, F. R., S. Anglin & Co., Kingston.

Baird, D. C, St. Marys.
Bryan, F. W., Bryan Mfg. Company, Collingwood.
Boake, G. W., Boake Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Bailey, Arnott, Hagersville.

Boshart, John, B. N. Planing Mills Co., Milverton.

Barnes, J. J., Walter Davidson & Co., Ltd., 188 Duke St., Toronto.

Bowden, Frank G., Frank A. Bowden & Sons, Ltd., Toronto.
Barrett, E. M., Barrett Bros., Ottawa.
Bond, John S., Batts Ltd., 379 Pacific Ave., Toronto.
Belton, Chester H., R. Laidlaw Lumber Co., Sarnia.

Byrne, H. W., Henry Wise Estate, St. Catharines.

Barrett, Wm., Canada Lumber Co., Weston.

Coates, C. L., A. Coates & Sons, Burlington.

Crosthwaite, H., Patterson & Crosthwaite, Hamilton.
Cole, W. T., Seaman, Kent Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Cooper, D. G., Collingwood.
Clufif, J. J., W. Cluff & Sons, Seaforth.

Clarke, B. F., McPherson & Clarke, Glencoe.

Campbell, A. D. F., A. F. Campbell & Son, Arnprior.

Cheney, S. K., Vankleek Hill Mfg. Co., Vankleek Hill.

Colthart, John C, Beatty Bros., Ltd., Fergus.

Dixon, R., Grand Valley.
Dixon, P. J., Unionville.

Doty, Chas. F., Davis & Doty, Oakville.

Davidson, Grant P., Jas. Davidson's Sons, Ottawa.
Dougherty, Jas. H., Powell Lumber Co., 312 Front St. W., Toronto.

Da'ganeau, Leo, C. & J. Hadley Lumber Co., Chatham.
Hall, M. C, Kitchener.
DeLaplante, A. W., Beaver Lumber Co., Hamilton.

Dunn, A. M., Canadian Wood Products, 1000 Gerrard St. E., Toronto.

Eaton, M. H., Seaman, Kent Co., Ltd., 263 Wallace Ave., Toronto.

Edwards, D. Kemp, Geo. M. Mason Ltd., Ottawa.

Free, Jas., Mimico, Ont.

Gardiner, J. E., P. W. Gardiner & Son, Gait.

Gardiner, R. R., P. W. Gardiner & Son, Gait.

Gilchrist, Jas. T., Jas. T. Gilchrist Lumber Co., 496 Gladstone Ave.,

Toronto.
Gorvett, W. G., Arthur.
Gillies, Jas., Jas. Gillies & Son, Preston.

,

Hazen, H., Tillsonburg.
Hancock, T. H., 1372 Bloor St. West, Toronto.

Hope, H. W., Hope Mfg. Co., Ltd., 456 Gilbert Ave., Toronto.

Hadley, W. A., S. Hadley Lumber Co., Chatham.
Harrington, E., Paine Lumber Co., Toronto.
Hind, Edmund, Beaver Lumber Co.. Hamilton.

Houston, J. F., Houston Co., Ltd., Tweed.

Irvin, Charles, Irvin Lumber Co., Toronto.
Irvin, John C, Irvin Lumber Co., Toronto.
Ingleby, Chas. E., Ingleby-Taylor Co., Brantford.

Irvin, W. C, Irvin Lumber Co., Toronto.

lull, H. A., Ingleby-Taylor Co., Ltd., Brantford.

Kernohan, Geo. N., Kernohan Lumber Co., London.

Laidlaw, R. A., R. Laidlaw Lumber Co., Toronto.
Ludlani. H. S., Leamington, Ont.
Locke, Richard, Powell Lumber Co., 312 Front St. W., Toronto.
Ludlam, A., Ludlam-Ainslie Lumber Co., Leamington.
Light, J., R. Light, Napanee.

Mackenzie, J. B., Georgetown.
McEachren. D. J., Alvinston.
Mark, W. H., Parkhill Luml)er & Mfg. Co.. Parkhill.
Merkley, D. C, Merkley Bros., Casselmann.
McBurney, Jas., North Bay.
McPherson, G. D., Merlin.
Morgan, J. M., Frank A. Bowden & Sons, Toronto.
Menzies, A., J. H. Bowman Lumber Co., Dundas.

Oliver, Robert, Robert Oliver Ltd.. Listowel.
Oke, R. G., Whitby.

Piggott, P. G., John Piggott & Soils. Chatham.
Poag, John, John Poag & Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
Pea rce, H. R., Pearce Co., Ltd., Marmora.
Patterson, Thos., Patterson & Crosthwaite, Hamilton.
Paterson, T. A., Mickle, Dyment & Son, Ltd., Toronto.

Rhind, Alex., Simpson Planing Mills, Toronto.
Robertson, C. R., W. C. Edwards & Co., Ltd., Ottawa.
Rathbone, T. E., Geo. Rathbone Ltd., Toronto.
Russell, Thos. J., T. J. Russell & Son, Hamilton.
Reid, W. I., W. I. Reid & Co., Gait.
Rastell, R. A., R. A. Rastell & Co., Toronto.
Russell, E. C, Walker Sons, Walkerville.
Russell, H. J.. W. G. Russell & Son, Millbrook.
Richardson, F., Ingersoll.

Rhynas, O. W., Mickle, Dyment & Son, Brantford.
Richards, L. H., R. Laidlaw Lumber Co., Sarnia.
Reesor, A. C, Locust Hill.

Richardson, Bruce, B. & G. Richardson, Tilbury.
Reid, John B., Reid & Co., Toronto.

Stanners, E. H., Seaman, Kent Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Streight, J. E. L.. Islington.

Savage, W. E. S., Mimico.
Scholey, Walter, Scholey Bros., 195 Ontario St., Toronto.
Saunders, W., Dutton.
Smith, Jaffraj' B., J. B. Smith & Sons, Toronto.
Sparling, Jas., Meaford.
Shirton, K. J., Wm. Shirton Co., Ltd., Dunnville.
Scofield, J. C., Windsor Lumber Co., Windsor.

Tauzel, T. J.. Renfrew Planing Mills. Renfrew.
Tyler, Geo. K., Seaman, Kent Co., Fort William.
Taylor, W. J., Watson & Taylor, Ridgetown.
Tennant, W. B., J. B. Smith & Sons, Toronto.
Thomson, W. H., Thomson Bros., Port Credit.

Travis, W. I., W. J. Travis, Wyoming.
Thompson, Phillips, "Lumber," St. Louis, Mo.
Tupling, W. M., J. R. Eaton & Sons, Ltd., Orillia.

VanBlaricom, G. B., "Canada Lumberman," Toronto.

Warwick, T. C, Blenheim.
Watt, Allan, Watt Milling Co., 363 Royce Ave., Toronto.
Watt, John, Watt Milling Co.. Toronto.
Wallace, John T., Dyment Baker Lumber Co., London.

Young, M. J., J. D. Young & Son, 835 College St., Toronto.

Zimmerman, M. B., Consumers Lumber Co., Hamilton.
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Eigh Honor for Profirressive Lumberman

C. W. Wilkinson, Toronto, Elected Member
of Council. Toronto Board of Trade

C. W. Wilkinson, who was re-

cently elected a member of the
Council of the Toronto Board of

Trade, being nominated by the
Lumbermen's Section of that

body, is spending a few weeks'
holidays in Florida. Mr. Wilkin-
son was also re-elected a director

of the Wholesale Lumber Deal-
ers' Association Inc., at the an-

nual meeting, and has always
taken a deep interest in the wel-
fare and progress of all get-to-

gether movements in the industry.

That he will make a valued and
useful member of the Council of

the Board of Trade and that fur-

ther administrative honors will

come his way in that influential

organization, is the ardent wish
of his many friends.

Mr. Wilkinson is vice-president

and managing director of the

Union Lumber Company, Ltd., of
Toronto, who specialize in Ontario soft woods. He is the only son
of W. C. Wilkinson, the veteran secretary of the Board of Education,
and was born and brought up in Toronto. His first job was with
De Laplante and Bowden, who ran a planing mill and retail lumber
yard on Front Street East, away back in the early 90's. Mr. Wil-
kinson later went to Buffalo, where he was engaged with the Laidlaw
Lumber Company as foreman of their yard at the foot of Gen-
esee Street. He was next in the service of various concerns in the
west, particularly in Minnesota and Dakota, and gained an all-round
experience, not only in the manufacturing end, but also in the ship-
ping, selling and other branches. Returning to the east he was made
vice-president of the De Laplante Lumber Company, Ltd., whole-
salers and manufacturers, and was located at North Tonawanda, N.Y.
Li 1907 they moved their head office to Toronto and Mr. Wilkinson
came back to his native city. He was with this organization, until in

association with Duncan McLaren and others, the Union I^umber
Comi)any was formed in May. IQIL Duncan McLaren, president of

the latter company, was with the Dcl^aplante organization as financial

manager, and H. G. McDermid, secretary-treasurer of the Union Lum-
ber Company, was the accountant, so that the association of these
three gentlemen in their former relations was not broken by the new
enterprise which they so successfully launched eight years ago. Mr.
Wilkinson is also interested in various other lumber concerns, and
outside of his wide business activities he is enthusiastic over auto-
mobiling and hockey. He is also a Rotarian and fond of travel. His
recent election to the Council of the Board of Trade is an evidence
of the esteem in which he is held by the general busiess community.

Personal FsLTagraphs of Interest

John Rudden, purchasing agent for the Dempsey Logging Co.,

Vancouver, spent a few da)'s in Toronto recently.

H. Bourgouin, wholesale lumber merchant, and F. Tremblay, of

F. Tremblay & Co., lumber dealers and interior trim manufacturers,
are on a trip to Havana.

Reg. Buchan, secretary-treasurer of Robert Bury & Co., (Canada)
Ltd., Toronto, left at the beginning of the month on a business trip to

the Old Country.
Wm. Power and John Levie, of W. & J. Sharpies, Quebec, are in

England on business at the present time, and while there will give
close attention to the lumber requirements of the country.

P. L. Canfield, who for several years was with the R. E. Butler
Lumber Co., of Woodstock, Ont., has gone into the wholesale lumber
business for himself and intends covering Western Ontario with full

lines of hemlock, pine, spruce and B. C. products. He has had a wide
experience in the buying and selling of lumber and various bnildiug

materials and is favorably known in Western Ontario. Many friends

will wish him every success in his new undertaking. Mr. Canfield,

who has opened an office on Wellington Street South, Woodstock,
spent a few days in Toronto recently and attended the annual con-
vention of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association.

Hugh A. Rose, of Toronto, representing Mason, Gordon & Co.,

is on an extended business trip throughout the Maritime Provinces.

Word has been received in Toronto, of the death of R. H. Clarke,

secretary-treasurer of the Wheeler-Osgood Co., Tacoma, Wash., who
passed away suddenly. He was a well known authority on trade inat-

ters and, in a recent issue of the "Canada Lumberman," an able article

by him, on the position of the lumber trade and its pro.spects during
the period of reconstruction appeared.

J. O. Chalifour, of Quebec, Que., who is secretary of the Retail
Lumber Dealers' As.sociation of that city, spent a few days in Toronto
recently, on his way to Mount Clemens, Mich., where he will enjoy
a rest of a few weeks. He was accomjjanied by Mrs. Chalifour, and

,
attended the annual convention of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers'
Association, taking great interest in the proceedings. Mr. Chalifour
has long been an ardent exponent of co-operation and organization,
and is one of the live wire lumber merchants in the ancient Capital.

John Butler, who recently left Woodstock, Ont., to take up his
residence in Sarnia, is a former Mayor of Woodstock. He is a brother
of R. E. Butler and was in partnership with him in the retail lumber
line until 1906. He then carried on a wholoale business for a long
period, but retired some three or four years ago.

Wm. Rutherford, of Wm. Rutherford Sons Co., Ltd., Montreal,
has been elected a member of the council of the Board of Trade of
that city.

James Buchanan, of the James Buchanan Lumber Co., Montreal,
has just returned to business after an illness dating from the begin-
ning of October.

Arthur Campbell, managing director of the Campbcll-Macl^urin
Lumber Co., Ltd., Montreal, is on a visit to the South.

W. B. Snowball, of J. B. Snowball Company, Ltd., Chatham,
N. B., is spending a few weeks in the South for the benefit of his
health.

J. H. Monteith, of Monteith Bros., Rosseau, Ont., has returned
from spending a few weeks in the South. His brother, Arthur Mon-
teith, after attending the Retail Lumbermen's recent convention in

Toronto, left for New York, where he was present at the seventeenth
annual banquet of the Canadian Camp at Hotel Astor. He will spend
a few weeks in Florida before his return.

Alfred E. Read, of Read Bros., Ltd., Toronto, has returned from
an extended business trip to the Coast and Mountain mills of B. C.
He states that the industry is looking forward to a big export trade
during the coming year and that the period of raedjustment is being
faced with confidence and assurance that everything will cr<mc ont
satisfactorily.

J. G. Morningstar, who resides in Willoughby township, ju~t

been elected warden of Welland County. Ontario. His many friends
will congratulate him on his well deserved promotion. Mr. Alorning-
star has been in municipal life for a number of years and has two of
the most prosperous sawmills in the county in addition to the excel-

lent farm on which he resides.

Walter R. Gilley, of New Westminster, B. C^ pioneer logging
contractor, died at his home recently, aged 60 years, following a par-
alytic stroke. He had long been identified with public aflfairs and was
associated with all movements for civic betterment.

The appointment of L. B. Beale, as British Trade Commissioner,
at Winnipeg, has been officially ai)proved. Mr. Beale has had busi-

ness experience in Canada since early 1915, in the Forest and Lands
Department of the Government of British Columbia. He has recently

been engaged in a special mission to the United Kingdom and France
for British Columbia as a timber trade commissioner, and will sail

for Canada about February 20.

A. C. Manbert, of Toronto, who is the special overseas repre-

sentative of the Ontario lumbermen, expects to sail on February 22.

for England, where he hopes to widen the uses and create a greater

demand for white pine and other wood products. Mr. Manbert will

be provided by the Ontario Government, with an office and all needed
equipment to conduct a vigorous publicity campaign.

Hanford Price, who is a lumberman, was recently elected mayor
of Moncton, N.B., winning a hotly conducted campaign, in which
he was endorsed by the Labor interests.

Will Conclude Shipbuildingr Activities

The Imperial Munitions Board, after constructing 47 wooder
ships, is about to conclude its operations in that line, says a recen:

despatch from Ottawa. There has been no development in this busi-

ness since the Dominion Government elaborated a shipbuilding pro-

gram of its own, and activities have been centered on finishing up the

vessels on the stocks. The last of them is scheduled to sail ^•

British Columbia on February 15 via Panama, and will carry a c

of lumber. There is no foundation for a report that sixteen '

constructed for the board in the United States proved unfit fo^

Generous Response to Red Cross Appeal

The B. C. Mills Timber & Trading Company and its em
were again to the fore in their generous response to an ap^

funds, this time by the Canadian Red Cross Society, in it|

special campaign. The company subscribed $1,000.00, whil

ployees, every one of whom subscribed, responded Avith
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Pulp and Paper Producers Foregather
Representative Will Be Sent to England to Look After the

Interest of Canadian Manufacturers

The Canadian Pulp & Paper Association held its annual meeting
at the Ritz Carlton Hotel, Montreal, on January 30 and 31. The
technical section met on the first clay, when Dr. J. S. Bates, superin-
tendent of the Forest Products Lahbratories, the retiring president,
referred to the progress made during the year. He declared that if the
export business was to lie expanded it would be necessary to recog-
nize more freely the technical man. The following officers were

J. A. Bothwell, East Angus, P.Q. A. L. Dawe, Montreal, P.Q.
New President of Canadian P. & P. Assn. Progressive Secretary of C. P. & P. Assn.

elected : Chairman, Mr. John Stadler
;
vice-chairman, Mr. F. A. Sab-

baton
;
council, Messrs. L. H. Shipman, George Carruthers, and J. B.

Beveridge. The secretary, Mr. A. L. Dawe was re-elected.

There was a full attendance at the annual meeting of the asso-

ciation on January 30. Mr. F. J. Campbell, the president, in review-

ing the year's work, spoke of the problems which had been worked
out during the twelve months. With regard to the returning soldiers,

it was being demonstrated daily that by the exercise of patience and
effort on the part of the employers and foremen the majority of these

men would soon fit into their former occupations and become more
valuable than before.

The reports of the following sections were presented : News,
Mr. G. M. McKee ; chemical pulp, Mr. Carl Riordon ; mechanical pulp,

Capt. J. H. A. Acer ; book and writing, Mr. R. S. Waldie
;
board, Mr.

J. F. Taylor; coated, Mr. Geo. Pauline; felt, Mr. G. M. Graves; wrap-
ping, Mr. F. Howard Wilson

;
technical, Dr. J. S. Bates ; and wood-

lands, fMr. W. Gerard Power.

A cable was read from the Canadian Trade Mission, in London,
suggesting that in view of the many inquiries for Canadian pulp and
paper, a representative be sent to England. This matter was left in

the hands of the new executive.

The question of publishing an educational course on technical

subjects relating to the industries was discussed, opinion being unani-
mously in favor of this action. The sum of $5,000 was voted for the

expenditure for this course during the current year.

Mr. J. A. Bothwell, of the Brompton Pulp & Paper Co., East
Angus, P. Q., was elected president, and Mr. G. Cahoon, of the Lau-
rentide Co., Grand Mere, P. Q., vice-president'.

In the evening a dinner was "held at the Ritz Carlton Hotel.

Canadian Forest Engfineers Meet

The annual meeting of the Canadian Society of Forest Engineers
held on January 29 at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Mr. Ellwood
'In presiding. There were present several representatives of

d States forest organizations, the meeting being followed by a

Dr. C. D. Howe, of the Forestry Department of the "Univer-
" )ronto, read a paper on forest research work, and Mr. Wal-
le Dominion Forestry Branch, one describing the forest in-

ons on the Dominion Forestry branch at Petawawa ,this

ng done in co-operation with the Militia Department. A dis-

T^jj illowed.

.mual meeting of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers'

^ will be held in Philadelphia, Pa., on March 19 and 20.

Forestry Protective Association

The Three Quebec Forest Protective Association.s— the St.

Maurice, Laurentian, and Southern St. Lawrence—held their annual
meetings on January 29 at the Wind.sor Hotel, while the Quebec For-
est Protective Association—a combination of the three—held its meet-
ing on January 30. Apart from the routine business, the chief topic
of discussion was the use of aeroplanes, and on this no definite action
was taken.

The St. Maurice Association

Mr. R. F. Grant presided at this meeting, and in his report stated
that notwithstanding the increase of wages and cost of material dur-
ing the past season the financial report was evidence that the season
1918 had been a successful one. This was due largely to the increased
efficiency of the patrol system and the interest and the kindly co-
operation of logging operators, settlers and the public in general
throughout the district. The figures showed that a very small area
of merchantable timber was burnt ; the largest burnt over areas oc-
curred in cut over land. Referring to the hydro-plane patrol, Mr.
Grant asked the members to seriously study the cost of operation
and the possibilities of such patrol ; in his opinion this .system of patrol
was premature.

Mr. H. Sorgius, the secretary-treasurer and manager, reported
that the cost of operations to the members was only $0.0038 per acre,

or $0.0002 more than during season 1917; also that the cost of exting-
uishing of fires was about the same as in 1917. The Provincial Gov-
ernment had realized the efficient patrol rendered by the associations
and intended to pass a law obliging all limit holders non-members of
the protective as.sociations, to patrol their holdings to the satisfac-

tion of the provincial authorities, by competent rangers employed only
for this purpose, failing same the patrol would be taken over by the
government and the cost borne by limit holders. The accounts
showed a balance in hand of $2,941. The number of fires occuring
during the season 1918 was 93, of which 22 required extra help to ex-

tinguish, burning over an area of 3,442 acres. Of these, 346 acres
were green standing timber, 438 acres young growth not yet mer-
chantable, 1,593 acres cut-over land, and 1,065 acres old burn. The
amount spent in fire-fighting was $984.75, of which the government's
share was $452.68. Logging companies and their employees had given
most effective assistance at critical times, whenever called upon. Cer-
tain logging companies were using portable stoves on the drives. This
was a most commendable change from the standpoint of fire risk, and
it was strongly recommended that all oi)erating companies should fol-

low this policy. The report was adopted.

The members discussed from every angle the use of aeroplanes,

cost, efficiency, etc., and it was decided that a committee should look

into the entire question, especially with regard to cost, before taking

definite action.

The following officers were elected : Mr. Robert F. Grant, presi-

dent ; Mr. Charles Lebrun, vice-president; Mr. H. Sorgius, manager
and secretary-treasurer; directors, Messrs. Robert F. Grant, Charles
Lebrun, Ellwood W^ilson, J. M. Dalton, H. Dansereau, T. E. Mack and
F. L Ritchie.

Laurentian Association.

At this meeting, Mr. R. P. Kernan (Donnacona Paper Co.) pre-

sided. The report stated that the season, although not as good as the

previous one, was favorable for fighting, and no serious losses were
incurred, although fire burned over a considerable area of old cuttings.

In all, ninety-six fires were reported, and of these the regular staff of

rangers put out, unassisted, eighty-nine. The Quebec Forest Protec-

tive Association had been incorporated, but the Ottawa Association

did not endorse the plan and had withdrawn from the Quebec Asso-
ciation. The surplus amounted to $5,379. Mr. R. L. Seaborne, the

manager, submitted a detailed report of the year's operations. The
following officers were re-elected : Messrs. Robert P. Kernan, presi-

dent ; A. J. Price, vice-president; directors, B. A. Scott, E. G. Gorman,
C. A. Sewell, W. P. Grant, and A. J. Turner.

Southern St. Lawrence.

In presiding at this meeting Mr. W. Gerard Power stated that the

benefits derived by timber owners on the South Shore of the St. Law-
rence, in regard to the education of the people and the great change
in their attitude, fully repaid any expenditure which the)^ had been
put to, and, of course, every one was getting a certain amount of

protection over and above this campaign of education. While some
of the members might find that the greater amount paid by them as

assessment dues was large, if the value of the property protected was
taken into account, the percentage looked at from the point of view
of an insurance premium only was very slight.

The report of Mr. P. G. Owen, the secretary-treasurer, showed a
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surplus of $5,231. Mr. J. D. Brule, manager of the eastern divission,

and Mr. C. B. Guerin, manager of the western division, reported in

detail on the operations of the year. In the former division 45 fires

vv^ere reported and in the latter 80 fires.

The following were elected as officers : Messrs. W. Gerard Power,
hon. president ; R. L. Montgomery, president ; directors :—(Western
division) H. M. Wilson, Arch. Eraser, P. G. Quincy, E. A. Rockett,

W. G. Power, D. C. T. Atkinson, J. V. Perrin
;
(Eastern division)

Angus McLean, D. Champoux, Wm. Russell, Chas. MacLeay, H. F.

Calhoun, C. W. Mullen and B. Scott.

Big Opportunities for Good Business
Canada Metal Company Holds Most Successful Sales Con-

vention—Splendid Record During Past Y ear

The seventh annual sales convention of the Canada Metal Com-
pany, Ltd., Toronto, was held during the week beginning January
20th, and was a gratifying success from every standpoint. The com-
pany have a staff of thirty salesmen covering the Dominion and the

annual gathering is always looked forward to with keen apprecia-
tion. The expectations of those who attended were more than real-

ized on this occasion and, from a business, instructive, co-operative,

and social standpoint the sessions left nothing to be desired.

W. G. Harris, Sr., president of the company, opened the pro-

ceedings- in an optimistic address, in which he stated that year by
year the business of the firm was growing and the sales staflP in-

creasing. Until a few yeiars ago it was possible to call all their sales-

men together frequently to discuss conditions, but now with branch-
es in Hamilton, Montreal, Winnipeg, and Vancouver, and each with
its separate sales staff, it was impossible to assemble more than once
a year. At the annual gatherings the past year's results are looked
over, all errors of omission and commission corrected, and the found-
ation laid for better service and greater efficiency. Mr. Harris added
that the Canada Metal Company Ltd., stood for service plus quality,

and that it was only by maintaining these high standards that they
could expect to hold their supremacy in their particular line. He
looked for a period of exceptional prosperity in the Dominion and
thought that 1919 would witness a great trade expansion not only
for their own firm, but for every Canadian manufacturer determined
to go after the business and take full advantage of the opportunities

presented.

Continuing, Mr. Harris stated, "one of our leading financial

houses recently sent out a circular broadcast, which expresses my
sentiments exactly, for I am a firm believer in Canada and its fu-

ture. The reasons given for expecting a period of exceptional pros-

perity in the Dominion were as follows:

'The stage is set in Canada for a period of development, the like

of which has never been known in the history of the Dominion- The
nation is building ships that will carry Canadian products to every
country in the world. The steel industries are being equip])ed on a

scale that should, befort?" long, make Canada independent of imported
supplies. The big consuming markets are becoming more dependent
each year on Canada for pulp and paper supplies, and this country
is, physically, in a position to provide for the world's requirements in-

definitely.'

Mr. Harris, Jr., vice-president, presided, and in going over the

annual report of sales of each salesman, said that it was most grati-

fying to see the progress made in 1918. In 1917 the company's sales

established a record, but 1918 was far ahead. N,ot only had the

branches made considerable progress, but large business had been
done with Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and other distant

parts of the British Colonies.

"Our convention," Mr. Harris, Jr., continued, "will be devoted
to going thoroughly into our various lines, so that salesmen can
gain a greater knowledge of the goods they are selling."

The presentation of the prizes was most interesting, and Mr.
Martin of Toronto, when he received his cheque for the first prize

in general sales, was like Niobe—all smiles. Mr. White, of Winni-
peg, made a good second. Mr. Parkin of Hamilton received a beau-

tiful diamond ring for. the first prize in the Harris heavy pressure

babbitt metal competition. In this competition, Mr. Hughes, Toron-
to, was second.

Salesmen had been encouraged to send in questions to be an-

swered in reference to all metals, or anything associated with the

metal industry, and one morning was devoted to taking up such

questions.

At noon each day, lunch was served at the Humber Bay Inn,

and the trip along the lake shore made a most enjoyable break in

the proceedings. Monday evening there was a smoking concert in

the convention hall.

At the conclusion of the convention, a hearty vote of thanks

was accorded to Mr. Harris, Sr., Mr. Harris Jr., .and Mr. H. C.

Crow, for the excellent way in which everything had ivccu picpaicil
and carried out.

Mr. Crow, in replying, stated that he hoped that each salesman
had gained a little more knowledge of the goods manufactured by the
company and that they would be able to assist everyone interested in
the metal business with any difficulty which might arise, and that the
motto for each one should be : "We will be satisfied with nothing
short of perfection."

Is Embarkins in the Wholesale Line
J. M. Donovan, of Torc^nto, recently returned, after spending

several weeks in British Columbia, where he visited many of the
Coast and Mountain mills. Mr. Donovan, who has been selling on
commission in the lumber line for some years, is embarking in the
wholesale lumber business, and will open an office on the fifth floor
of the Bank of Hamilton Building, where he will specialize in B. C.
lumber and southern hardwoods.

Speaking of the western situation, he stated there was a slight
.veakening in timbers and dressed stock, but that quotations on No.
1 and 2 common fir boards were being well maintained. As soon as
freight rates via the Panama canal to New York fall it is felt there
will be a much larger shipping business. The present tariff of $30
per M feet, b m., is regarded as too high. In the Crow's Nest district
the feeling is optimistic and stocks of ."^oft white pine are not large.
Several big mills are putting in hot ponds in order to increase pro-
duction. The C. P. R. recently placed an order in that district for one
million ties, which will use up a large quantity of the small logs,

without in any way interfering with the usual manufacturing condi-
tions. It is expected that an order for a hundred million feet from the
British Government will soon materialize in B. C. The business will

be divided up among all the plants being mostly for small dimension,
board ^nd interior trim. Mr. Donovan looks for an encouraging trade
in the east during the coming year in western soft pine, fir, larch and
western hemlock.

Effects at Camp Mohawk Disposed Of
The Imperial Munitions Board has announced the sale of Camp

Mohawk, Deseronto, Out., to Erank Anglin, of Brewers' Mills, W. S.

Anglin, of Battersea, and Erank and Charles Anglin. of the firm of S.

Anglin & Co., retail lumber merchants, of Kingston, Ont. The sale is

a big one, as there is two and a quarter million feet of lumber in the
camp which the purchasers acquire, as well as heating plants, etc. The
Board has also announced the sale of the summer camp at Deseronto
to W. S. Anglin. This includes about three-quarters of a million feet

of lumber, as well as heating plants, etc.

The B. C. Mills Are Gettingr Alarmed
Word was recently sent to Sir Thos. Wihte, Minister of Finance,

by Premier Oliver of B. C, who stated that unless the lumbermen
can get new Orders within three weeks, most of the B. C. mills will

have to close down. The message to Ottawa was : "Erom informa-
tion which I have received I am led to believe that the British timber
control is calling for tenders from American brokers on the Pacifific

coast. Should the brokers succeed in obtaining this contract we shall

feel that this result will have been caused by lack of persistent ef-

fort on the part of your Government to secure the necessary tonnage.
We feel that it would be an abominable .shame if, through lack of ef-

fort on the part of your Government, British Columbia fail< fn se-

cure this business."

Quebec Advances in Forest Fire Work
In the Provincial Legislature of Quebec, recently, Hon. L. A.

Taschereau presented a resolution and Bill to amend the law respect-

ing the* protection of forests against fire. He did this on behalf of the

Hon. Jules Allard, Minister of Lands and Eorests, who is a member
of the Legislative Council. The Bill provides for the gratning of sub-

sidies to the forest- i)rotection associations in order to enable them
the better to check fires in the timber concessions, either by means
of patrolling aeroplanes or other methods, and also to force those

methods, and also to force those companies which have not joined

one of the four big forestry protection associations in the province,

to take proper steps to safeguard their forest concessions against fire,

or, failing their doing so, the Government will undertake the work
and charge them with the cost

It is understood that about ninety per cent, of the lumber com-
panies belong to these associations, which take all necessary mea-
sures to ensure the safety of the forest concessions belonging to their

members, and the new Act will practically force the outside com-
panies to take similar precautions. Some of the protective associa-

tions are in correspondence with the Eederal Government regarding

the securing , of aeroplanes for patrol work, which they expect t

start next summer.
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National Survey of the Timber of Canada
Canadian Forestry Association Urges Importance of An Accurate Inventory in the

Interest of Conservation and Development—Prompt Action Necessary

The Forestry Conference held at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal,
on January 29 and 30 was a complete success. It was a gathering of

the members of the various forest protective associations, luml^ermen
from Quebec, Ontario, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, Govern-
ment departments, Canadian Pulp & Paper Association, Canadian
Forestry Association and of the general public. It was convened by
the last named association, acting in conjunction with the Quebec
Forest Protective Association and the Woodlands section of the Can-
adian Pulp & Paper Association.

The attendance was large. The discussions covered forestry,

lumbering, and pulp and paper. In a sense it was an inter-United
States conference, as several representatives from over the border
were present and read papers. Some practical work was also done in

the way of appointing committees to investigate problems affecting

the lumber industry.

There were four sessions, two each day. On the first day the

annual meeting of the Forestry Association was held, with a confer-

ence in the afternoon, and on the second day the proceedings were
mainly directed by the Quebec Forest Protective Association and the

Woodlands section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.

On January 29 the proceedings opened with the annual meeting
of the Canadian Forestry Association, the Hon. Sydney Fisher pre-

siding in the absence of Lieut.-Col. Dennis, who is in Siberia.

Mr. Robson Black, the secretary, presented a long report detail-

ing the operations of the year, which were directed largely to cam-
paigns with the governments for changes in the by-laws or organ-
izations, and also to educational work in the districts which chiefly

required the attention of the Association. Reference was made to

the car equipped with various forestry apparatus, and to propaganda
work in the French districts of Quebec and New Brunswick, also in

the West. The membership increased 2,000 and now stood at 8,000.

The income totalled $15,270. the balance being $929.

There was a brief discussion on one or two minor points, after

which the report was adopted.
At the afternoon session, the Hon. Sydney Fi&her, who presided,

referred to the importance of giving greater attention to the wood
lots privately owned, which were now being dealt with in a very
wasteful and unscientific way. Unless attention was given to these

lots the damage to the resources of the countr}^ in the future would
be enormous.

Part that Timber Played in War
Major Barrington Moore, of New York, who has recently re-

turned from the front, read a paper on the part played by the French
forests in the war and the work of the Canadian Forestry Corps and
American forestry section in utilizing these forests. After -pointing

out the impossibility of shipping lumber to France, after the first two
years of the war, owing to the tonnage shortage, and the military

necessity for wood. Major Moore described the various purposes for

which lumber was required, such as wharves, hospitals, barracks, rail-

ways, telephone and telegraps lines, fuel, trench work, packing cases,

etc. The American army, he said, had not been long in France, be-

fore this necessity for lumber faced them in terrible earnestness. Col.

Graves and hiniself were made responsible for getting this lumber,
and it was understood that the French would fill the first requirements,

but this only meant, they afterwards found, that the French would
furni.sh the trees standing in the forests.

The situation was critical,, as the troops were on their way and
there was no available supplies. The army must have forestry troops
and sawmills at once. General Pershing was so anxious about the
situation that he dictated an urgent cable asking the War Depart-
ment to stop sending fighting men until they first sent forestry troops.

Fortunately, France had the forest.s—and the reason was that

France had practiced forestry for generations. The southwest corner
of France, planted with maritime pine, was the largest source of lum-
ber not only for the French army, but for the British and American
armies as well. The French maintained absolute control over their

forests, with a view to preventing annihilation. Ultimate control was
vested in a committee of representatives selected by the Minister of

Agriculture, the Minister of Munitions, and other members of the
cabinet and representatives of the lumber industry.

The operations of the Canadian and American lumbermen were
uniformly well carried out. The stumps were cut so low that one
could hardly see them ; the tops were chopped into cordwood and the

slash thoroughly cleaned up. The cutting areas of the Canadians and
Americans were generally better than those of the French wood mer-
chants themselves.

Organization of the Forestry Corps
The organization of the American forestry section was largelv

patterned after that of the Canadian forestry corps. Major Moore
then referred to the co-operation given by the British and Canadian
forestry directorate in France, and stated that after getting the re-
quisite data the United States Government was asked for 18,000 for-
estry troops, of which 7,500 were to be skilled lumbermen, alwut 4,500
engineer troops, and 6,000 unskilled labor. The unit of the Canadian
Forestry Corps was the company, that of the United States the bat-
talion, on account of army regulations. The standing lumber was
bought through an inter-allied committee, on which all the allies were
represented. The negotiations for the purchase of forests were car-
ried on through the French, who possessed the right of requisition
and used it efifectively, saving millions of dollars and defeating the
swarms of speculators. The American army managed to acquire lum-
ber enough to keep ahead of the operations, but towards the end it

was becoming more and more difficult to find reasonably accessible
tracts. Logging operations varied greatly. Last autumn the War
Department planned to have four and a half million men in France
by July, 1919, involving an immense increase in lumber requirements.
It was planned to bring over twenty-four thousand additional forestry
troops, or a total of forty-two thousand men.

The Pulpwood Wealth and Its Future
Mr. F. J. Campbell, of Windsor Mills, Que., the retiring president

of the Canadian Pulp & Paper As.sociation, spoke on the pulp and
paper industry in its direct relation to the maintenance of forest ma-
terials. It was estimated, he said, that the standing pulpwood in the
province of Quebec amounted to 300,000,000 cords, but the best au-
thorities agreed that was little better than an average of guesses.
Eliminating what was burned and otherwise destroyed, what was be-
ing opened up for settlement and cut for lumber, and deducting what
was absolutely inaccessible and also commercially inaccessible, he
guessed that the available supply was 150,000,000 cords, which was
borne out to some extent by an estimate made in 1904 by Mr. J. C.
Langelier, inspector of forest rangers for the province of Quebec. At
that time Mr. Langelier estimated the available supply as 176.783,966
cords, and the consumption per annum at 526,865 cords, or sufficient
to last on that basis over 334 years. The consumption had increased
to 1,711,151 cords. During twelve years there had been cut 13,500,000
cords, reducing Mr. Langelier's estimate to 163,000,000 cords. Divid-
ing the current consumption in 1916 of 1,711,000 cords into the avail-
able supply of 163,000,000 cords, the supply based on consumption in
that year would last 95 years. In twelve years the cut had increased
3.25 per cent., and reckoning that the increase during the next twelve
years would be in direct ratio to that of the previous twelve years, the
consumption in 1928 would be at the rate of 3,000,000 cords,' bringing
down the available sui)ply to 135,000,000 cords. On the same basis of
consumption of 3,000,000 cords per annum, the available supply would
be sufficient for 45 years more, providing the consumption showed no
increase. The extraordinary growth of consumption was a matter for
serious thought, especially as the supply was not increasing, while the
consumption was growing with astonishing rapidity.

It was only a few years ago that the pulp and paper industry was
south of the Great Lakes ; it then developed in Quebec to the south of
the St. Lawrence. Since then it had extended on a much larger scale
to the north of the St. Lawrence, and already very large plants had
been erected far to the north. As the supply of wood in the United
States disappeared the mills dependent on it were being replaced by
mills in this country. They must therefore count not only on the
natural increase in the consumption of paper, but also on the center-
ing of the pulp and paper industry in this country, and largely in
Quebec, owing to the present supply of wood and ample water power.

Mr. Gillies Elected to Presidency

Mr. J. S. Gillies was appointed president, and Mr. Clyde Leavitt
vice-president, the territorial vice-presidents and the directors being
re-elected.

The following committee was appointed to bring about ,a stand-
ardization of fire protection: Messrs. J. B. Harkin, H. C. Johnson, T.

H. White and Plenry Sorgius.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICE

Advertisements other thin "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be

inserted in this department at the rate ol

20 cents per agate line (14 agate lines make
one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion,

payable in advance. Space measured from

rule to rule. When four or more consecutive

insertions of the same advertisement are or-

dered a discount of 25 per cent, will be

allowed. '

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"

will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-

close ten cents extra for postage in forward-

ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"

will be inserted at the rate of two cents a

word, net. Cash must accompany the order.

Minimum charge 60 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later

than the 10th and 20th of each month to

insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

Wanted-Lumber

Hemlock Wanted
Block of dry No. 1 and No. 2 Hemlock.

Write the Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co., Ltd.,

iS Toronto St.. Toronto, Ont. 2-4

Baaswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter cut

•preferred. Apply Firstbrook Brothers, Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont. 8-t.J.

Spruce and Pine Wanted
1x4 Cull Spruce, and also Cull Pine.

Hamilton Lumber & Coal Company, Ltd.,

4 Hamilton, Ont.

Hemlock Wanted
Peeled Hemlock pulpwood, 4 ft. lengths

;

state quantity and price, f.o.b. cars your sid-

ing. Box S45, Canada Lumberman, Toronto,
Ont. 2-4

2000 Cords Palpwood Wanted
Am open to buy all kinds of pulpwood

F.O.B. Cars. .State lowest price with point

of loading. Advance furnished. Box 841,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ontario. 2-6

Lumber Wanted
We are always in the market for 4/4, 5/4,

0/4 and 8/4 Mill Cull Basswood, Spruce, Bal-

sam, Poplar and White Pine. Correspond-
ence solicited. The George N. Comfort Lum-
ber Co.. Rockefeller BMg., Cleveland, Ohio.

4t.f.

For Sale-Lumber

Shavings For Sale

Baled Shavings, car loads and smalt lo's.

The Boake Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

2-5 Toronto, Opt.

Pine Slabs For Sale

For sale 1000 cords of soft pine slabs. Im-
mediate delivery. Bishop Lumber Company,
Nesterville, Ont. 3-4

Hemlock and Birch For Sale

2 cars of 2 x 0 Hemlock, dry.
1 car of 1 X 7 and wider dry Birch, Com.

Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd.,
- i Peterborough, Ont.

Spruce and Jack Pine For Sale

Cut to order.

HEXDU.V LUMBER CO.,
4 Haileybury, Ont.

Butternut Logs For Sale

The logs from l.s butternut trees, the di-

ameter at top 10 in. to 18 in. and butts 16 in.

to 24 in. These trees can be seen by calling

on l.aird Bros.. Dresden, Ont. 4

Maple and Spruce For Sale

Three cars 2" x 0"/up Mill Cull and Bet-

ter, Maple, Dry, and about 1,000,000 ft. 1",

•>" ;j" Dry Spruce, 5th Quality and Better,

also 400,0(M) ft. 1", VA". VA", 2" Log Run
Pine, Mill Culls out.

— FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT —
.\pply: T. P. Abel, Fortin & Co.,

4 Maisonneuve (Montreal), P.Q.

Lumber For Sale

Two cars 4x4 Maple Boxed Hearts.

One car 6 X 6 Maple Boxed Hearts.

One car 6 X « Maple Boxed Hemrti.

SeTen cars Fir Doors.
Three cars Fir Columns.

GEO C. GOODFELLOW,
Ifontreal, Que.

Pulpwood For Sale

Ten thousand cords of pulpwood situated

within 200 miles from Quebec city, and ten

million ft. of spruce and hardwood lumber,

winter cut. We can fill almost any order.

Ouotations will be finished on demand. Que-

bec Lumber Co., 98 St. Peter St., Quebec,

P.Q ^
Lumber and Fence Posts

I have the following, situated in Eastein

Ontario, which I will cut to suit purchaser:

1(10 M. Basswood,
()0 M. Pine,
.'50 M. Elm.
40 M. Spruce.
."50 M. Soft Maple.

Also 35,000 Fence Posts.

Box 871, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. Ont.

^ Wanted-Machinery

Locomotive Boiler Wanted
Second-hand 30 horse power Locomotive

Boiler, must be in first class shape. Apply
Tennings & Bailey, R. R. No. 2, Bancroft.

"Ont. 4-5

Band Saw and Planer Wanted
Wanted second-hand band saw with tilting

saw, suitable for ship work, also one 24" Buzz
Planer.

CHARLES H. NADEAU,
4-6 Port Daniel East, P.Q.

Filing Room Equipment Wanted

Filing room equipment to handle 8" band
saws, including automatic double cut band
saw grinder, right hand. Also five-saw over-

head slasher, including chains, mandrel and
driving gear. Also set of from fifteen to

twenty-five lumber rolls and gears. The
Pearce Company, Limited, Marmora, Ont. 4

i For Sale-Machinery %

Planer and Matcher For Sale

Jenckes Corliss Engine For Sale

f)nc second-hand Jenckes Corliss Engine,
12 in. X 30 in. cut. Description and price on
application to

Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Company, Ltd.,

2-t.f. Toronto, Ont.

Equipment For Sale

No. 90 Berlin High Speed Matcher (Pro-
filers).

No. 77 .American High Speed Matcher.
Berlin Horizontal Slab Resaw.
Mereen Horizontal Slab Resaw.
Mereen Hopper Feed Horizontal Resaw.
Berlin, Cowan and C.M.C. Vertical Resaws.
Berlin 43" Triple Drum Sander (others).
Box Board Milcher.
-Morgan .\o. IS Open Back Nailer.
Berlin and Fay and Egan Double Surfacer.
Three-color Box Printer.
Three Corliss Engines, etc.

Pony Band Mill (fine).

Box 805. Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
4

Locomotive For Sale

Fifty-ton standard gauge Climax geared

locomotive in first class shape. Immediate

delivery. Box 827, Canada Lumberman, To-

ronto. Ont. 4

Equipment For Sale

Hoilir. H.R.T.. W x 12'. Government cer-

tificate for 100 lbs. steam perssure.
Engine—00 H.P.. Peerless, high speed, self-

Generator, S.K.C., 30 K.W., 133 cycle. 2400
volt. 3 phase, with exciter.

L'scd as electric light plant. Hydro now
installed. First class condition.

JNO. T. GARTSHORE.
4 58 Front St. W.. Toronto

Burner For Sale

"Muskegon" Water-space type IC ft. inside.

19 in. outside and IS in. waterspace. Splendid

condition. Cheap. "Box S()9. Canada Lumber-
man. Toronto, Ont. 4-5

Equipment For Sale

1 MacGregor-Gourlay double head tennoner.

1 Mattison variety lathe, 24 in.

1 pony planer, 24 in.

1 elbow Sander.
2 Revnolds screw drivers. No. 2.

1 15 H P. C.G.E. motor, 220 volt.

1 50 H.P. C.G.E. motor, 550 volt.

1 35 in. Sturtevant fan.

Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd..

24 .". Peterborough, Ont.

Equipment For Sale

1 Portable Saw Mill, fully equipped with

Trimmer, 3 saw Edger, Jack and slush

chains.

1 J. I. Case Co. Traction Engine.

1 Twenty-five foot Towing Boat, with 12

H.P. gasoline engine.

.\ quantity of light steel rail, 8 x 12 lb.

23 sets logging sleighs.

2 Water Tanks.
1 Patent Snowplow.
3 teams heavy horses, and other logging

equipment.

This outfit can be seen in operation at No-
var, Ont., after January 20th, and possession

given March 1st, 1919. Will sell separately or

collectively.

The Ontario Bark Company, Limited,

2-5 Huntsville, Ont.

.\ twenty-four inch
matcher ; lirgt-cla.ss coi
built; cheap. W. H
Co , 7 St. Mary St., '1

Tubular Boilers For Sale
inO It P Tnl.ular Boiler. 125 Ih, orar

used II -. only $1,400 fjf>. Wi>
Two itto (never set up) $1

each, \\

Two \><i>

slu>rt time,
Bon M'/i. (

Equipment For Sale
One P. Payette Co. lal' •

'

bolter, lathe trimmer and =

leys and belting. AH in fir-

.\ddress Box 853, Canada i. .i,, : ii ii,, T j:

onto, Ont. 3-«

For Sale
1—1" x 24 Atlas Engine, with 36 in. x 10 ft.

flywheel.

3—No. 94 Berlin Matchers, 15 in., fitted with
hard steel knives on top and bottom sylin-

ders—one pair shiplap, jointer and floor-

ing heads with bits for each machine.

1—No. 182 Berlin Double Surfacer, 30 in. x
6 in.

1—No. 199 Berlin Buzz Planer.
1—No. 290 Berlin Picket Header

The Otis Staples Lumber Company. Ltd..
19-t.f. WyclifTe. B.C.

f Wanted-Employment

Advertisements under this heading one cent
word per inseration. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 86 centa.

Wanted position by first class band sawyer,
single or double cut, nine years' experience

;

capable worker. Box 303, 119 Board of Trade
Bldg., Montreal. 4-5

WANTED POSITION BY FIRST CLASS
BAND SAW FILER, 20 years' experience;
can furnish first class reference. Box 836,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-8

LUMBERMAN. EXPERIENCED, all

branches, wants position M 1st; ten years
on road ; salary or > Box S64,
Canada Lumberman, T t. 4-5

COMPETENT ACCOUNTANT with ten
years' firactical experience it ' '

Thoroughly experienced in
turing, handling of yard st'

and lumber concern store. ];.ix t. .i: .l ij

Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 4

CONTRACT "WANTEU by capable sawmill
superintendent, many years' experience, to

operate by the thousand mill c" - ,
""

100 thousand daily. Quantity ai

production guaranteed. Box 7

Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 4 5

WANTED POSITION AS DOUBLE CUT
BAND SAW FILER. 25 years on Band and
Circular Saws. Also all-round millwright.

Last 12 years full charge of mill and filing.

Can furnish best of references. Reason for

changing seasons shortening. Box 849, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 3-5

POSITION AS SAWYER on left h.

Have hail long experience on both
and band saws. I am used to fast rig-

feed and steam niggers. Have been in

ploy of the same company for six yi

want to change on account of short -

.\ny company that can offer me a saw
for at least six or seven sawing month-
the year, I will gladly accept it. I am „

ried man with wife and family. Can lurnish

best of references if required. Apply to

'"Sawyer Toni." c o rarr. I;i I.'.iir' e- mar. To-
ronto, Ont.

''
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WANTED POSITION BY PRACTICAL
LUMBERMAN; fifteen years' experience in

all branches. Last ten years Sales Manager
for larpc Canadian company. T!ox 7f!5, Can-

a<la Lumberman, Toronto. ]X-0

WANTED POSITION AS MILL SUPER-
INTENDENT by first class man. Can get re-

mits. 20 years' experience. Can start first

I'cbruary. Box 837, Canada Lumberman, To-
lonto, Ont. 2-8

LUMBER INSPECTOR, experienced in

Hardwoods, Hemlock and Spruce, desires posi-

tion as Shipper or Yard Superintendent. Sat-

isfactory references furnished. Address Box
\o. f*54, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

3-4

ADVERTISER WITH 26 YEARS' EX-
PERIENCE, erecting and care of sawmill and
woodworking machinery open for employment.
Would make yearly contract with manufac-
turer to go abroad. Box 84G, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 3-4

Wanted-Employees

AdTcrtUcmcntt under thii heading two centi •

word per initrtion. Minimum charge 60 centi.

WANTED—YOUNG MAN, single prefer-
iid, with experience in inspecting, buying and
^L-lling Hardwood Lumber. Splendid oppor-
tunity to get into business on salary and pro-
lils; with or without investment. Opportunity
to advance. Box 868, Canada Lumberman,
J'oronto, Ont. 4

W A N T E D — ENERGETIC LUMBER
SALESMAN with successful experience in

marketing to retail and industrial trade, soft

and hardwood lumber and timber. Give names
(jf present and former employers. Salary and
percentage in profits. Address, Room 32,

llochclaga Bank I'ldg., Quebec, Que. 4-5

5>'.:

I
Business Chances |

Timber For Sale

To sell—400 acres of heavy mixed timber

;

convenient to C. N. Ry. and Toronto markets.
l!ox Arnprior, Ont. 4

A firm owning an up-to-date sawmill, capa-
city about thirty-five thousand feet per day,
would like to get in touch with parties own-
ing Hardwood or Spruce timber, with a view-

to making an arrangement for the manufac-
ture of same. Box 861, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 4-5

A SNAP—FOR SALE
Planing Mill, Saw Mill and Lumber Yard.

First-class business. Mills equipped with lat-

est and best machinery. Power; both steam
and hydro. A nice residence and office, sheds

.and barn can be bought very reasonable.

Apply to J. J. BERGER,
4 7 New Hamburg, Ont.

TENDERS WANTED
Sealed tenders will be received until Feb-

ruary 25th for the following lumber, f.o.b. cars

Montreal :

—

808,000 ft. of 4th quality and better Sprtjce,

1 X 4 in. and up, average width 0^4 in., 6 to

16 ft. long, average 10 ft. and over, all 1916
sawing. If unable to tender on 1916 sawing
state length of time lumber has been in pile.

The James Shearer Co., Limited,

4 225 St. Patrick St., Montreal.

TIMBER FOR SALE
At a Sacrifice Price

Two tracts, containing 213,000 acres, trav-

ersed by good rivers to bring the logs down
to the Canadian Pacific Railway, on the North
Saskatchewan River, at Mountain House in

Western Canada ; on which thei* is a very
large amount of sawmilling White Spruce and
Pine timber, an immense amount of small
Spruce, Pulpwood and Boxwood timber.

|

A large modern sawmill and full equipment;
of woodworking machinery may be bought

^

very cheaply with the timber, as a going con-'

cern.
For particuUrs, maps, estimates and in-

formation regarding this large timber propo-
sition, write or telegraph to

J. S. MacEWEN, Owner,
c/o Northwestern National Bank,

4-5 Minneapolis, Minn.

For Sale

r.uildfng and Machinery of good Double Cut
Band Sawmill, well equipped with steam feed,

canter, loaders, etc.

If you want a good mill, address Box 762,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. lo t.f.

MILL AND LIMITS FOR SALE in New
Ontario.
Would sell outright or half interest.

Excellent opportunity for a lumberman.
Reason for selling, short of capital. A for-

tune awaiting the right man.
Address, J

Apartment 3 A,
578 Dorchester St. W.,

2-t.f. Montreal, Que.

For Sale—Valuable Saw Mill
Stave and heading plant in eastern North

Carolina, accessible to both pine and gum tim-

ber, water and rail transportation, brick dry
kilns and all other appointments of a first-

class property. Stave and heading machinery
recently newly installed. Address,

"STAVES & LUMBER," Box 167, Bur-
gaw. North Carolina. 1-4

Agency Wanted
Gentleman living in South Wales, Great

Britain, with a large pit prop and colliery tim-
ber connection, wishes to act as distributing
agetit for a lumber merchant or exporter in

Newfoundland or elsewhere, and would also
purchase loads of pit props cut to specifica-

tion. Advertiser would come over and inter-

view merchants anxious to do business. J.
Griffith Jones, Colliery Timber Merchant,
I-lanelly, S. Wales, Great Britain. 1-4

SPLENDID TIMBER LIMITS
FOR SALE

One parcel consisting of 41 claims in Brit-
ish Columbia, containing 690,403,000 feet of
mi.Nod Douglas Fir, Red Cedar, Spruce, Yel-
low Cedar and Hemlock. Over 40 square
miles. 26,092 acres. Quantity of each kind
of timber will be given on application. Splen-
did property, one of the finest in the Domin-
ion. Timber for sale only, subject to Gov-
ernment license. Price $650,000. Liberal
terms of payment. Will take Victory Bonds
up to half Or three-quarters of the amount.
This timber will be sold subject to inspection.
Must be sold within the next three weeks.

Also other smaller properties for sale in
Canada.
Address S. G. Read & Son, Limited, 129

Colborne Street, Brantford, Ontario, exclusive
agents. 4-5

Miscellaneous I

Tenders for Timber on

Lower French River

Indian Reserve

Sealed tenders addressed to the undersigned
and marked on the envelope "Tender for

Lower French Timber," will be received un-
til noon of Wednesday, the 26th day of Feb-
ruary, 1919, for the merchantable Basswood,
Elm and Birch timber on the Lower French
River Indian Reserve, in the district of Parry
Sound, in the Province of Ontario.

Tenderers should state the amount of cash
bonus they are prepared to pay for the tim-
ber over and above Crown dues payable un-
der sworn returns furnished by a licensed
culler. An accepted cheque on any Canadian
chartered bank for ten per cent, of the bonus
tendered should accompany each tender, the
balance of the bonus to be paid within thirty

days from date of notification of acceptance
of tender.

An annual license will be granted to the
successful tenderer, and five years will be al-

lowed for the removal of the timber under the
regulations of the Department.

Any further information desired may be ob-
tained upon application to the undersigned,
or to Alexander Logan, Indian Superintendent
at Parry Sound.

The unauthorized publication of this adver-
tisement will not be paid for.

DUNCAN C SCOTT,
Deputy Superintendent General

of Indian Affairs.

Department of Indian AflEairs,

Ottawa, January 17, 1919. 3-4

In order to close Estate in Town of 3,000
population in Province of Quebec on G.T.R.,
Factory now making Sash and Doors, House
Trim, ets., 125 Horse Water Power, Dry
Kilns, etc., is for sale or would consider or-

ganizing stock company with party having
some capital capable of managing the business,
or plant could easily be converted into Handle
and Woodware factory. Unlimited supply of

birch, maple, and beech lumber in vicinity.

Party with capital thoroughly understanding
the manufacturing and marketing; of these
lines would be offered an attractive proposi-
tion.

Interested parties address Box No. 844,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-7

Standing

Timber
For Sale

The undersigned offer for sale timber limits
at Cranbrook and Lamb Creek, B.C. Said
timber having been estimated by James D.
Lacey & Co., of Seattle, copies of said cruise,
price and terms of sale, can be had at the
office of J. H. King, Minister of Works, Vic-
toria, B.C.

Summary of Cranbrook Unit
Red Fir . .

Tamarack .

Yellow Pine
Bal.sam . .

.

Spruce . . .

.

Jack Pine .

Cottonwood.

5,824,000 ft. 10% Tie timber
41,236,000 ft. 72% Tie timber

609,000 ft. 1%
631,000 ft. 1%-

1,448,(X)0 ft. 3%
7,592,000 ft. 13% Tie timber

15,000 ft

57,355,000 ft. 100%
Mining Props . . . . .311,610
.Average stand per acre, S,:590 ft. B.M.

Summary of Lamb Creek Unit
Red Fir. .

Tamarack .

Red Cedar
Hemlock. .

Spruce . . .

Balsam . .

White Pine
Jack Pine .

Cottonwood

.

l,353,fK)0 ft. 1% Tie timber
18,.318,000 ft. 19% Tie timber

633,000 ft. 1%
276,000 ft. —

46,180,000 ft. 49%
10,.395,000 ft. 11%
1,758,000 ft. 2%
15,935,000 ft. 17% Tie timber

4,000 ft. —
94,852,000 ft. 100%

Cedar Poles, 2,480. Mining Prips, 375,230
Average stand per acre, 12,820 ft. B.M.
The above timber on account of its near-

ness to the prairie provinces has in the mat-
ter of freight a decided advantage over Coast
timber, in some cases enough to pay mill cost
of manufacturing.

King Lumber Mills, Ltd.

Cranbrook, B. C.

Coolidge & CarUsle

Forest Engineers

Timber Estimates and Maps

Plans for Logging Operations

Bangor, Maine

We offer for Immediate
delivery

—

30 M. 4/4 Beech, No. 2 C. & B.

50 M. 6/4 Beech, No. 2 C. & B.

150 M. 4/4 Maple, N. 2 C. & B.

100 M. 4/4 Birch, No. 2 C. & B.

300 M. 4/4, 8/4 & 12/4 Soft Elm.

20 M. 4/4 Oak, plain, No. 2 & B.

Prices are very attractive

PEDWELL HARDWOOD
LUMBER CO.

79 Spadina Ave TORONTO

WIRE
Manufacturers of

For TYING. BUNDLING
and many other purposes.

NAILS, etc.

LAIDLAW BALE-TIE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. ONT.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-

Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in
width, which we can sell at interesting
prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. - Toronto, Ont.

TIMBER LANDS
Bought and Sold

Timber and Pulp
Wood Estimates

R.R. BRADLEY
Consulting Forester
Globe-Atlantic BIdg.

ST. JOHN - N. B.

Tea that is all genuine leaf and produces the
Sreatcft quantity of flavoury Mtls^lng Infuilaa

"SUJIF
Send for tamples and pricei.

SALADA TEA CO. TORONTO

DR. BELL'S
Veterinary Wonder Remedies
10.000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free

to horsemen who give the Wonder a fair
trial. Guaranteed for Colic. Inflamma-
tion of the Lungs, Bowels, Kidneys.
Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send 25c for
Mailing Package, etc. Agents wanted.
Write your address plainly. DR. BELL,
V S., Kingston. Ont.

CUT YOUR
SELLING

COSTS
Use MacLean
Daily Reports
and know where

the projects are that oflEer the most pro-

fitable business. Reduce the percent-
age of wasted time and lost orders by
concentrating on the most likely oppor-
tunities.

Rates and Samples on Request.

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS, Ltd.

345 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

HmON STOCKVARIS
or TORONTO, Limited

•Canada's Greatest Live Stock Market*
Capital, $1,500,000. Two Hundred
Acres. Dundas St. cars to Keele St.,

West Toronto. Auction Sales every
Wednesday. Private Sales Daily.

Correspondence Solicited.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH
Manager Horse Dept.
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Review of Current Trade Conditions

Ontario and the East

The situation in regard to all lines of lumber has not materially

changed during the past fortnight. Some wholesalers report that

there is a little freer movement than there was in January and that

the number of enquiries is increasing. The shipment of white pine

across the border is moderate, but business is not heavy. Western
stock is in fair requisition while shingles are holding their own in

price. There is very little trade being done in hardwoods as most of

the consuming plants are being stocked up and any buj^ng going on
is attributable to snaps or sjDecial bargains which have been on the

market lately owing to the sale of aeroplane stock and other woods
that have been used in war work.

The convention of retail lumbermen in Toronto, attracted repre-

sentative dealers from the north, south, east and west and various

reports were presented. In some towns it is declared that the prospects

for building are exceptionally bright. In others there are a number
of enquiries and the situation is being felt out, while in a few the

housing plan is being taken hold of energetically and home-building

will be pushed to the limit. There is a feeling of confidence that while

trade may not revive as soon as some anticipated and building oper-

ations may to a certain extent be held up, owing to high prices, every-

thing will come out all right in the end.

A general review of conditions will be found in the comprehen-
sive reports of President Power at the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-

ciation gathering in St. John, and in President Patterson's remarks at

the Retail Dealers' sessions in Toronto, Down east there is much
more snow than in Ontario, where up to the time of wiring there

has been no fall of the beautiful in many parts of the province. The
mild weather has been causing lumbermen considerable anxiety.

No new developments have been reported in the export trade, but

there is every assurance when the time arrives and ocean tonnage is

provided, Canada will share in a just proportion of any business that

is offering.

In the east some big sales of spruce have taken place, one mill

closing a contract to dispose of 5,000,000 feet of next season's spruce

cut. Other companies were expected to make favorable sale arrange-

ments regarding next season's output at an early date. Woods oper-

ations have been going on rather slowly. On the whole the cut will

not equal last season, owing to the outbreak of the flu last fall, the

shortage of men in the early winter months, the exceptionally soft

weather and the general uncertainty created by the "switch-over" as

the transition from a war footing to a peace basis is frequently termed.

Prices in all lines of lumber are holding firm and cannot consistently

come down while everything tending to its production and manufac-

ture keeps up to the highest degree.

It is predicted that the quantity of lumber brought out of the

woods this winter will be small, even compared with the cut of last

year, which was thirty per cent, below normal. Builders will be

faced with a deplenished market. The cut for the last two winters

has been below the usual, with the result that while it is customary

to enter the year with an extensive supply of dry lumber on hand

from the year before, this season there is not a large stock.

On the top of this there will probably be a greater export than

ever before. There are no figures at present as to the demands from

overseas, but good news should be forthcoming in the near future.

United States

Business on the whole is still on the quiet, and prices are about

the same with a slight tendency to reduction in certain lines. Fac-

tories in the east are beginning to get busy especially those making
agricultural implements, harrows, drills, etc. Lumber for shipbuild-

ing purposes continues in demand, according to hardwood dealers,

but the furniture trade is negligible. In some cities, particularly in

New England States, the building prospects are discouraging on ac-

count of labor troubles and prices have been weakening on common
lumber of all kinds. Retail dealers are not buying very heavy at

present except for immediate use.

Conditions on the whole are unreliable so far as many woods are

cerned and prices vary considerably, according to the locality in which

sales are made.
Writing to the "Canada Lumberman," a leading Boston firm says :

"We have no doubt that prices all round will have to come down
gradually during the next six months until the time industries feel

ihat it is safe to proceed with a reasonable development. Then it

may be that we shall see quite an active market for some time. In the

eastern market, west coast spruce and fir have dropped $5 or $6 per
thousand lower than similar grades in eastern spruce, particularly in

the larger sizes, and nobody feels quite sure what figures to ask.
There is no surplus of spruce in the east as the mills in that section
are not operating to any extent and probably will not do so for an-
other month. One wholesaler expresses the opinion that if the plants
were running, present quotations could not be maintained. On the
other hand he points out that the cost of production is still very high
and that no business can be done to-day on a profitable basis if one-

considers the present cost.

While there has not been any particular spurt in the demand for

hardwoods, the market is steadily broadening. Practically all the
important consuming industries are more actively in the market and
the requirements of the furniture manufacturers especially are said

to be making themselves felt. Vehicle and agricultural implement
interests are also buying on a rather large scale ; there is some busi-

ness in railroad material transacted, and even the building trade is

picking up, owing to the unusually open weather prevailing in most
sections of the country, and is taking comparatively sizable lots of

hardwood flooring and interior trim. But many builders are still

hesitating and staying off the market, uncertain over what the future

may bring. They expect not only a decline in building material

prices generally but also in wages for both common and skilled labor.

So far as a decline in hardwood lumber prices is concerned the student

of conditions knows such a thing to be most improbable, because lum-
ber can not be produced any cheaper than at present for a long time,

and because the Government is not holding enough surplus hardwood
lumber to disturb the market in the least should it be marketed—

i

development that many builders seem to bank on.

General business continues quiet and no real activity, either com-
mercial or industrial, is expected to develop until price levels are

steadier and more in keeping with the consumers' ideas of what they

ought to be. Already has the. pendulum begun to swing back force-

fully and prices of various vital commodities have tumbled to lower
levels.

Great Britain

There is no change to report in the general situation of the hard-

wood market. A quiet movement of business is in progress, but the

demands show little expansion, consumers being content to await
developments, which may provide a clearer conception of the future

course of the market than the indefinite view that is presented at the

present time.

It is understood that the revision of rates for the American lum-
ber that is held in Government hands has taken place, and probably
some increased business in these goods may be expected. Generally,

however, the sales from these stocks are slow, the conditions of un-

stable rates, liable to monthly revisions, having been all against their

speedy clearance.

Speaking of the import trade the "Timber Trades Journal" say>

;

"We have received letters from Mr. Frank R. Weston, of Midland,

Ont., who is addressing a number of firms here with regard to a

greater business in wood goods from Canada. Mr. Weston suggests

that representatives of the' trade here might visit Canada and see for

themselves how thoroughly equipped are the mills to meet every re-

quirement. Without going too fully into the subject dealt with by
Mr. Weston, we are certainly of opinion that we can do, and ought to

do, a much larger trade with Canada, and as the freight question is

not a serious one, the import of Canadian woods, both of high and

low grades, should show a continued increase year by year."

One topic of outstanding interest has occupied the trade—the

attempt on the part of the present Government timber buyer to form

a kind of importers' association to operate in foreign purchasing when
the present control ceases to exist. And it is not the importers only

who are interested ; the merchants and consumers feel that they also

are vitally concerned. Without discussing It the moment the par-

ticular terms proposed by Mr. Meyer, or endorsing his scheme in any
way, we cannot but feel that, from a national point of view, the coun-

try woiild benefit if there were less competition as regards prices

among British importers to secure foreign wood. In pre-war days the

shippers often secured the very highest prices which the English

market would stand ;
but, on the other hand, when there was an excess

of supply over demand, the English buyers turned the tables, and paid

the very minimum which the sellers would accept; the one state of
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View of Mills in Sarnia.

BUY THE BEST
Retailers arid woodworking establishments who like to

get Al NORWAY and WHITE PINE LUMBER al-

ways buy their stocks from us because we can ship them

on quick notice. It pays to have the goods, but it pays

better to '^deliver" them.

We also make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to or-

der any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

Rush Orders Rushed

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co.^ Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO

B. P. BoLK, Pres. F. H. Gorr, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barre, Gen. Mgr. W. A. Saurwein, Ass't. Mgr.

I
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afifairs on the whole counterbahuiced the other, and the results were
satisfactory. There were many buyers competing for the wood, and
many shi])i)ers competniy to sell. But all this is changed. For years

to come there will be an excess of demand over supply, an excess so

great that British consumers will be heavily penalized, unless some
extraordinary ])recautions are taken. The (iovernment timber liuyer

Montreal States the Outlook Is Improvlngr
There is a brightening in the trade outlook in Montreal. At this

period of the year one does not look for a large volume of business,

but the important feature is that it is picking up. Montreal is in bad
need of additional housing, and the Federal Government scheme is

likely to give a stimulus to the building of a large number of indus-

trial dwellings, ])articularly as the Provincial Government will supple-

ment the Federal grant of money. The city of Outremont, a suburb
of Montreal, has also under consideration the construction of a large

number of the better class houses. Firms doing a retail lumber and
sash and door business report that trade is opening up in good shape

and that prospects are satisfactory.

Several important projects in the development of the pulp and

paper industries are reported from the ])rovince, particularly in the

St. Maurice Valley district.

The placing of orders for 2,840 cars for the Canadian National

Railways is of importaiice to Montreal, as many of the cars will be

built here, although Southern pine largely enters into the construction

of the cars.

Firms with United States connections state that orders arc slow,

but more inquiries are coming to hand.

The building permits for January totalled $60,154, a very small

total, com])ared with $116,110 in the corresponding month last year.

This does not look encouraging, but for all that there is.a feeling that

we are on the eve of better things.

The government has released additional space for exi)ort, and
although, of course, the port is closed, the action is an indication that

considerable tonnage will be available when navigation opens.

Advices from England state that the Controller of Timber Sup-
plies is open to consider applications for permission to ])urchase fir

staves from abroad for shi])ment to the United Kingdom and to re-

commend licenses for the import of staves so purchased. Permits to

purchase will only be granted subject to tonnage being arranged
through the Timber Supplies Department. The Controller has now
completed arrangements for liberating the national stock of imported
hardwoods held by the Timber Supplies Department, through the

usual pre-war trade channels. Prices will be revised from month to

month. In a letter received from an English firm it is stated that, in

their view, the Scandinavian countries will not be able to supply the

large demand for the United Kingdom and that reliance must be
placed on Canada for heavy shipments.

St. John Reports Firmness of Lumber Values

It is believed that prices of lumber cannot fall this year, but will

hold their own and in some cases will have to advance in order to keep
pace for overhead costs. Leading manufacturers of spruce are asking

$5 more per thousand than in 1918, and claim that even then the}' will

not reap as much profit as they did last sea.son. It is declared that for

the coming year the trade will receive $.35 for scantling 6 in. and under
in width, and in length from 9 ft. up. For 7 in. and 8 in., the selling

figure will be around $40, for 9 ft. and 10 ft.; and $45 for 11 ft. and
up to $50. These figures apply to merchantable, the thickness being
2 in. and 3 in.

""i lower St. Lawrence ports there are several million feet of deals

to be shipj)ed overseas and this stock will move as soon as ocean ton-

nage is ])rovided. One leading authority stated that there must be

40,000,000 feet yet to transport across the pond. Stif¥er quotations

are prevailing on stocks. On the average quality of deals from 5 in

to 11 in. in width and 6 ft. to 16 ft. in length, at lower 'Quebec ports,

the price is $35 and $36; 5 in., 6 in. and 7 in. wide, $38; 9 in. and up
$40. The average length of these deals is from 12 to 13 feet. The
cut in New Brunswick, while in some sections it will be equal to last

year, will on the whole fall short of what it was in 1917.

In regard to the export business different views are expressed.

Some are most optimistic, others are inclined to accept conditions

philosophically and a few are pessimistic. Speaking to the "Canada

has foreseen the probability, and he is the first in the field with his

prop(jsals. There is no disgui>ing the fact, however, that the trade
's to a great extent distrustful. The members see very plainly thf
important position which the Government buyer would hold, and a.y

they look upon the matter as a national one they do not car**, to see
so much jxnvcr ])laced in a single hand.

SPECIAL REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS AT
HOME AND ABROAD

Lumberman," one eastern manufacturer said that he thought nothing
could be done in the export of lumber to Europe until the present
strangle-hold that has held sway and is still in effect has been broken.
He said that the Imperial Government in England have one purchaser
for all the lumber for the United Kingdom, France and Belgium, with
the result that w-e have only one customer to sell to so far as the ex-

port trade is concerned. "Until this thing is relaxed, there is absolute-
ly nothing we can do in this country to stimulate the export business
We are obliged to accept the prices dictated to us by this purchasing
power, or else hold our lumber as best we can. We have no doubt at

all but if free trading were allowed in England, business would be
stimulated at once, and we would have a fair market and fair com-
petition for all the lumber that we produce. The thing that has to be
done now is to take some united action with the powers that be to

get the situation in Europe changed," he added.

Canada Can Supply Lumber for Europe
Interviewed regarding Canada's probable contributions toward

the timber requirements of Europe during the coming year, Sir Doug-
las Cameron, of Winnipeg, former Lieut.-Governor of Manitoba, who
was in Toronto recently, gave it as his opinion that this country will

have no difficulty in filling all European contracts which have been
undertaken and any further orders which may be placed here.

Despite the fact that home consumption of timber is bound to

increase with the resumption of building operations, and that this

year's cut east of the Great Lakes has been reduced almost fifty per

cent, by shortage of labor, influenza and lack of snow. Sir Douglas
expressed complete confidence in the ability of the Canadian lumber-
ing industry to fulfil a^l demands which may be made upon it.

Given ordinary conditions in the camps next winter, he consid-

ered thai Canada should be able to furnish the bulk of the timber

used in France and Belgium in the work of restoration. That the de

mand upon tlie country would be great he did not doubt, in view of

the depletion of French and British forests during the war, and the

probable inability of Scandinavia to cope with such a huge order.

Sir Douglas was recently re-elected a director of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association.

No Lumber from Russia for Buildins:

The forests of those parts oi Russia under Bolshevik control

will no longer furnish lumber for building purpose? in the rest of the

world, unless something is done to eliminate the Bolshevik control.

The timber trade, outside of the White Sea district, has been dealt

a death blow by the promulgation of a decree from the Soviet gov-

ernment which forbids exports of Russ'ian woods, and declares that

all private lumbering must be stopped forthwith.

This decree, which affects all districts of Russia under Bolshe-

vik control, declares that all work in connection with forests and

trade in timber and all wood manufacturing will be taken over by

the local Soviets. A han on what is called "exploitation by the cap-

italist class at the expense of workingmen" is ordered. Reports in-

dicate that the decree has already cost lumber interests, particularK

those of the Scandinavian countries, heavy losses. Norwegian lum-

bermen are hard hit as much of their properties, representing mil-

lions of crowns, are in Boshevik territory.

Shortage of Ships Hinders Export Trade

Cable advices from London reac/iing \ancc-ver inuicaie that

shortage of tonnage is the main difficulty standing in the way ot

large timber orders by the British authorities in British Columbia.

Strenuous efforts are being made to overcome this difficulty, says

the cable, and the Department of Marine at Ottawa asked that every

effort be made to provide Canadian vessels. If that is possible Hon.

T. D. Pattullo, Minister of Lands, has suggested that foreign vessels

be chartered, if practicable to do so, to supply the ships.

Market Correspondence
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No Milk Troubles Where Klim Is
In the camp where Klim is regularly used milk troubles are non-existent.

A full supply of fresh separated milk is available at a moment's notice for

cooking and baking, for tea and coffee, or for drinking.

Klim is in the convenient form of a dry powder that will not freeze in the

coldest weather, costs little to ship, takes up little space, can be stored in

any dry place.

Klim is an inexpensive milk supply that causes no trouble and never

fails you.

Drink it yourself as a test, you will relish its natural flavor.

Order Klim with your grocery supplies. In 10-lb. tins, 6 to a case

Canadian Milk Products Limited

Canada Food Board License No. 14-242.

TORONTO MONTREAL
Stocked by all Wholesale and Retail Grocers

MR. LUMBERMAN:
You May Have

All Kinds of Fresh Meats,

At All Times,

In All Your Camps,
By Means of Our Refrigerator Car Deliveries.

Place with us your orders for—
Fresh Beef Sausages Headcheese Beef Livers

Pork Livers Beef Hearts Beef Kidneys Tripe, etc.

ASK US FOR QUOTATIONS ON

PURE LARD, DOMESTIC SHORTENING, OLEOMARGARINE, BARRELLED PORK, BARRELLED BEEF, LONG CLEAR, ETC.

The Harris Abattoir Company, Limited
WEST TORONTO - CANADA.

Branches at; SUDBURY and OTTAWA. ONT. - HALIFAX and SYDNEY. N. S. - MONTREAL and QUEBEC, QUE. ST. JOHN, N.B.
Canada Food Control—Blanket No. 165
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How Costs in Camp Supplies Keep Up
The cost of operatiii<^- a lo^^t^in^- cani|) durinq; the present season

is fully as high as it was in the winter of 1917-18. \\'ages have ad-

vanced from $5 to $10 a month over a year iigo, and the outlay for

"keep" is from 90c to $1.10 per day for each man in the camp. Twenty
years ago wages ran from $10 to $15 a month, while board averaged
from 25c to 35c a day; now a single meal costs this sum.

The situation in regard to labor in the bush has changed materi-

ally since the close of the war, and now all the men that are desired

by the various logging companies are available. During the past

two or three 3'ears operators have had to put up with all kinds of

indifferent, inefficient and independent labor. This phase is now-

altered so that from the help standpoint there is a very decided im-

provement. During the past winter and the season before that, it

was estimated that ordinary labor was, only 65 per cent, efficient, and
that it required three men of the class then available to do the work
that was performed by two experienced and capable men l)efore the

war. There were not only the increase in the disbursements for board,

and the augmented wage scale, but there was a sad decrease in

efficiency.

The termination of J^uropean hostilities has brought al)out some
amelioration that will be welcome, and not the least is the better type

of help and a more abundant supply at the various centres. .Men who
were released from munition works and other war activities are re-

turning to their former jobs, and if weather conditions had been

favorable during January a large amount of timber would have been

hauled out to the streams. .\s previously stated in these columns,

the release of men came too late to materially affect the season's cut

in Ontario and Quebec, as it was well into December before these

fellows were available. However, the moral elYcct of the whole situa-

tion has been to "ginger up" some of those in the camps and cause

work to go ahead more expeditiously than it otherwise would.

Wages have not fallen nor is it likely that they will do so until

there is a shift in economic conditions. The cost of living, house

rents, clothing, shoes and other recjuisites must first go down before

any readjustment of remuneration becomes a direct problem.

Tn the Annual Number of the "Canada Lumberman." which was
published in August last, occasion was taken to present some figures

on the cost of camp supplies, showing what the outlay for them w^as

previous to the war and giving the values that prevailed in June, 1918,

four years later. The advances ran all the way from 75 to 150 per

sent, on the major items of expenditure. It has been said that figures

are dry and uninteresting at "all times, but when presented in tabular

form they tell a tale and present facts in a more convincing and
logical way than by any other means. The "Canada Lumberman,"
therefore, believes that the accompanying schedule showing what was
paid for supplies in June, 1914, June, 1918, and February 1st. 1919,

will be read with a great deal of interest. It is noted that the de-

creases since the close of the war have been few, while in some in-

stances there have been advances. On the whole it will be found

that figures are relatively the same as they were in June last, even

if there has been a fall in some lines. The expense of horse feed has

gone up amazingly. Hay is now selling on the average of $20 to $25

per ton, which is a rise of 100 per cent, over the figures of a year ago.

Oats are bringing about the same—60 to 70 cents—as in the winter of

1917-18. Even if men can be boarded a few cents cheaper during

the present logging season than they were a year ago—which is not

the case in many camps—any saving effected is more than oflfset by
the U])keep of horses, so that in the aggregate it is going to cost

more to take out timber during this winter than it did twelve months
ago. Maintenance is practically the same, but wages have advanced
from 10 to 15 ])er cent., and this has held even if labor is much more
])lentiful. The lumbering and logging companies are not disposed to

take advantage of any situation like the present to pinch or econo-

mize on the wage question so long as there does not seem much prob-

ability of an immediate diminution in the cost of living.

Here are the prices of some camp supi)lies which will serve as

a timclv illustration of what it costs to feed men in the bush.

June. 1914

liarrelled Pork Reg. Mess S26.00
Short Cut Back 28.50
Clear Fat Back 85/100 24.00'

70/85 25.00

50/70 26.00

40/50 26.50

30/40 26.50

Bean Pork 24.00

S. P. Rolls 26.00

Barrelled Beef 23.00

22.00

Smoked Hams 12/18 .18^'

18/25 .. ... .17/,

25/35 16/
35/up .16

I'.acon 8/10 .18/
10/12 .18'<

12/14 .18

14/20 .](<•_

Pure Lard .12

Kggs -6
Cheese .14' _

Shortening lO'i

Piutter. Creamery Prints . .26

Creamery Solids . . .25

Dairy Prints .22

Dairy Solids .21

Sausage .09

r.eef. Medium Steer Heifers, 450 V^O .13'

Medium Cows, 450/550 .12'

Medium P.ulls. 600/'X)0 ... .12

June. ^'.<lH

$54.50
58.50

57.00

57.50

58.50

59.00

60.50

51.50

61.00

42.00

40.00

.36/

.34/

.32/

.30

.44/

.44/
44/
43

,^0

44
24
26

.45

.44/

.40

.39

16

24

21

.19'/

l"eb., 1919

$45.00

56.00

52.00

54.00

56.00

58.00

60.00

45.00

54.00

39.00

30.00

.37

.36

.31

.29

.42

.41

.40

.37

.27

.57

.27

.25

.56

.54

.48

.46

.16

.22

.20

.17

Sugar (No. 1 standard granulated).. $4.51 $9.97 S 10.27

Coffee (Rio) 17-18 24-29 27-32

Tea (Indian Pekoe Souchong) .... 19-20 46-48 46-48

Oatmeal (Standard 98 lb. bags) . . . $2.50-2.65 $5.75-7.00 $4.85-5.25

Beans (Canadian Whites) $2.10-2.25 6.75 $4.75-550

Flour (Manitoba White, sec. pats.). 5.10 10.95 11.25

New Potatoes (N.B., per bag) .... 1.75 2.00 1.85

Prunes (60 to 70 to the lb., 50 lb. boxes) 10/-11 13^-15 .16

Apples, Evaporated 9-10 20-21 16/-17
Rice (Rangoon) 3-04 9/-10 .9/
Corn Svruj) (barrels) . .3/ .7 7/

More Attention to Export Lumber Needed
That the Canadian lumber trade will experience some difficulty

in securing its share of orders for reconstruction work in Europe un-

less more attention is paid to the requirements of the overseas market,
is a warning given by the Commission of Conservation at Ottawa to

Canadian exporters of lumber. Lumber from Russia and Sweden,
it is pointed out. conforms more to the size requirements of the Brit-

ish market, and the chief difficulty Canadian dealers must overcome
is the one relating to the "scant size" of lumber shipments generally

for mthis side of the Atlantic. "As far as British Columbia is con-

cerned." says the statement, "the bulk of lumber heretofore imported
by the United Kingdom has been in the form of large timbers of the

grade known as merchantable for heavy structural work, or for re-

sawing into any size. If British Columbia is to enlarge her timber

trade then a range of all grades and sizes, including merchantable,

but not the lowest grades, must be dealt in."

"If Canada," the re])ort continues, "can deliver timber in the vari-

ous grades sawn to British standards at Swedish prices, then she can

do business in a broad and general way."
This, it is pointed out, is practically impossible with freight rates

at the present high level, but in two years freight rates may be low-

enough for Canada to compete with Sw^eden and Russia, provided we
manufacture to the requirements of the British market.
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Tents for the SpringDrive
Full Stock of Suitable Tents Ready—2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 men size.

WATERPROOF ARMY DUCK

WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
OTTAWA

The Log Jack for Heavy Work
New Double Powered

Log Jack

The accompanying illustration gives
a correct idea of our new Double
Power Log Jack, designed for hauling
heavy timber into Saw Mills.

GEAR.—The large Gear Wheel is

36 in. in diameter, with 72 teeth, 4 in.

face, and I3/2 in. pitch.

PINION on intermediate Shaft has
13 teeth, 4 in. face and ly^ in. pitch.

PAPER FRICTION is 10 in. in

diameter and 10 in. face. Iron Friction
Pulley is 30 in. in diameter and 10 in.

face.

CHAIN is made of extra heavy
steel, and the bunks have steel spikes,

the whole outfit being calculated for

heavy logs.

The G. Walter Green Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH, ONT.Send for Catalogue
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Higher Price Levels are Expected
The Past Y ear Was Fairly Satisfactory One in All Branches

of Wood Products Business in Canada
Mr. W. T. Mason, of Mason, Gordon & Co., wholesale lumber

and timber merchants, Montreal, writes the "Canada Lumberman"
an interesting review of conditions during the past year. Mr. Mason
says:—The year 1918, which we have just passed out of, was, taken
on the whole, a fairly satisfactory one for all branches of the timber
and lumber trade, for, while costs of all kinds were the highest ever
experienced by the manufacturers, the prices that were realized were
also the highest in the history of the trade, and the requirements of
the different countries engaged in the great war, now fortunately at

an end, were so great that the shipments throughout the year were
only limited by the abilities of the railways and other transi)ortation

companies to furnish cars and l)oats.

The programme of shipbuilding carried out in both Canada and
the United States, under which hundreds of wooden vessels, both sail

and steam, were built, called for tremendous quantities of high riced

timbers and kept every mill on the Pacific Coast and many in the in-

terior on their tip toes to supply these requirements. This, with the
timbers required for erection of buildings required for the manufac-
ture of munition and other war supplies, made up to the mill men for

the trade lost, or rather, deferred, through the cessation of all public
works and of practically all railway construction.

The call for material required for construction of aeroplanes, in

which fir, spruce and white pine were used, was very urgent, and no
expense was spared in getting it out. The wood most desired for this

work was the silver spruce of the Pacific Coast, but clear edged grain
fir was used as fast as it could be manufactured, and large quantities

of the best of our Eastern white pine deals were cut up and shipped
overseas.

The prices paid for this material were very high, but considering
the remarkable quality demanded, not beyond its value, and taking as

it did so much of the best end of our l)est grades, helped materially in

the maintaining of firm rices during the year.

Some Material Advances Looked For

In the retail yard and building trade, while at no time during
the year was there any great volume of trade in sight and no really

large purchases were made by our customers, the orders kept coming
in for a carload here and a few carloads there, the result being that

the aggregate of business closed for was large—1918 being for us our
best year, with the exception of 1913, for quantity sold, and owing to

high values the largest for value.

Owing to regulations placed by the United States on the build-

ing trade, the export of lumber and shingles across the border suf-

fered somewhat, and on a couple of occasions during 1918 prices soft-

ened somewhat for short periods, but for the year may be considered

as having been firmly and strongly held. While at present prices for

some lines are considerably easier, we look for the higher quotations

to be with us again before spring, and after then ex])ect to see some
very material advances, which w'ill bring prices for Pacific Coast stocks

to top levels of 1918, and for the Eastern output, that is, for pine and
hardwoods produced in Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces

to very much higher levels than ever before.

A feature of the past year's trade was the sale of considerable

quantities of British Columbia woods in the lower grades of fir, spruce,

larch and cedar boards and scantling in the Eastern market.

This was made possible by the diminished prairie trade due to

the poor crops, and to the extremely high prices of the' lower grades

of Eastern lumber. This trade, however, can only be regarded as

temporary, as with normally good crops the prairie trade will absorb

these grades as it has done in the past, and with the return to normal
times and costs the price of the eastern grades will naturally react

to lower prices, and in this case the high freights always in force

from British Columbia to Ontario and eastern points will absolutely

prevent it.

Spruce Most "Controlled" of All Woods
A leading Liverpool, Eng., firm of timber merchants, in writing

to a Toronto wholesaler say : "We do not think that you should come
over here at the present time in the hope of doing any business, be-

cause spruce is the most "controlled" of all woods. The government
buyer has bought such immense stocks of spruce which are now being

doled out to the trade in small lots at very high prices, that there is

no earthly prospect of the Controller allowing any private importing

until such time as his confrere the buyer has been able to get out with

a whole skin, even though the poor consumer may get it in the neck
meanwhile. Governmental control is showing signs of gradual re-

moval, but we do not think there will be much chance of importing

even hardwoods until summer at the earliest."

The DiflFerent Types of Leather Belts
I he Gratoii Knight Mfg. Co., of W orcester. Mass.. oak leather

tanners and belt makers, have issued a finely illustrated catalogue in
two colors, showing the different processes of l)elt-making from the
receiving of the hide right through to the finished belt.

'i'he catalogue consists of 124 jjages and cover, besides a special
three-jjage insert of their factory. It not only illustrates and describes
the different products made by Graton & Knight, but shows what can
be accomplished with unsur])assed facilities for the manufacture of
high grade leather belting and leather specialties. The belting section
fully ex])lains the characteristic qualities, the particular differences
and the ca])abilities of their different brands of belting. It also em-
bodies mechanical rules, tables and other information which should
be of value in determining the most efficient belt for any drive or in

assisting with other transmission jiroblems.

Graton & Knight are the manufacturers of the Standardized
Series Leather Belts which they have advertised extensively in the
national and trade field. Besides belting they also make cuj) pack-
ings, i)ump leathers, automobile leathers, blanket straps, trunk and
suitcase straps, trunk handles, halters and other leather products such
as insoles, outsoles, counters, box toes and Goodyear welting for the
manufacture of shoes. The company will gladly furnish anyone in-

terested with a copy of their catalogue.

On Research Work for Reconstruction
A force of nearly 400 employees of the United States Forest

Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., is working in co-operation
with the University of Wisconsin, on research work in connection
with reconstruction.

The laboratory's war time achievements are unique in that prac-

tically all of them can be turned effectively to uses of peace. For
example, the laboratory demonstrated the practicability of artificially

drying freshly cut airplane stock, instead of storing it for a year or

more in sheds to season. At the time of the signing of the armistice

aeroplane stock was being dried by the laboratory method faster

than was necessary to meet the demands of the manufacturers.
More than 300 kilns of the type developed by the laboratory in

various parts of the country, which were used in drying aeroplane
material, gunstocks and vehicle parts, for the use of the government
in war, can now be turned to account in the pursuit of peaceful oc-

cupations.

May Be Difficult to Save togs
The Munitions Board has been looking for a place to store 30,-

000,000 feet of logs in the neighborhood of Prince Rupert in fresh

water. These logs are already in the water and at this time of year
the teredoes are particularly active and very soon spoil the timber.

For that reason quick action is necessary. Most of these logs are at

the Queen Charlotte Islands, but there are also some here and at other

poincs. Since the British Government is to take a quantity of lumber
for reconstruction work in Europe it is expected that an early start

will be made in cutting the logs, but as there are something like 100,-

000,000 feet either in the water or in the woods in the Prince Rupert
district, including the islands, there will have to be more orders

than are at present in sight if the logs are to be all saved.

Would Use Hydroplane for Forests

The use of hydroplanes for the protection of forests against fire

is strongly recommended by the superintendent of the Forest Pro-

tection Service of the Quebec Provincial Government in his annual
report. C. J. Hall, the superintendent, states that after a conference

held with Major Kennedy, of the Royal Flying Corps, held in Mont-
real, he is of the opinion that a hydroplane was able, in the course of

a day, to keep surveillance over 8.000 miles of forest, owing to the

elevation at which it could be flown, provided the weather w^as suit-

able, and in case of the discovery of fire, the aviator could return to a

base and secure fire fighters with their apparatus, and take them to a

lake nearest the scene of the fire. He points out that a hydroplane
could make a landing on any lake that is 450 yards long, and that as

the province abounded in such lakes, the service could be made highly

efficient and effectual.

Mr. Hall also reports that the number of forest fires in the Pro-

vince of Quebec, had considerably decreased during the past year.

There had been 430 fires, which had devastated 23 square miles of

forest lands out of a total of 48,000,000 square miles, which were being

operated for forestry work. The total ramage had amounted to $5,557,

of which $2,000 was attributed to the railways. He expressed thanks

to the various fire protection associations, who had done invaluable

work, and had by their vigilance reduced the number of fires consid-

erably, while individual foresters had also shown much more care

than in former years.
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Gerlach Machinery

PRODUCES THE BEST
as Well as the Cheapest

Tight or Slack Staves,

Headings, Kegs,

Barrels and

Short Box Shocks

100% to 400% profit in Cooperage

Stock today. Be wise and purchase

the best Machinery.

DIXIE PORTABLE GASOLINE DRAG SAW
Present Price $225.00 with 1 Blade

Circular, Drag and Cylinder Saws
made since 1854

The Peter Gerlach Co,
Established 1854

Cleveland, Ohio

USED STEAM ENGINES

FOR SALE

One Left-Ha.nd Improved Horizontal Simple

Automatic Laurie Corliss Engine.

Diameter of Cylinder 28"

Length of Stroke of Piston 48"

No. of Revolutions per minute. . 75

Fly Wheel 18" x 12]^" Face

Weight 40,000 lbs.

Rated Horse Power 625

I, H. P 700

Max 950

One 25" X 50" Left-Hand Wheelock Engine.

One 203^" x 46" Left-Hand Wheelock Engine.

These engines are in excellent condition.

Photograph and full particulars will be sent on

application to

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER
LIMITED

Toronto, Canada

Absolute Protection for Your Feet

FOR many years we
have supplied the

lumberman's needs in

footwear. Knowing
his particular require-

ments from exper-
ience we are able to

produce a boot that
best resists the rough
wear andweather con-

ditions of the lumber
camp.

We believe you will

admit that our prices

are exceptional. Send
for our new catalogue.

THE BEST
,

RIVER )

DRIVING
BOOT
MADE

No. 1 SPORTING DRAW
STRING BOOT

No. 1, 16 inch Sporting. Price . . . $8.00
No. 21, 15 " " 7.50

No. 41, 10 " " " 6.00
No. 51, 6 " " " 4.50
Leg 16 in. high, of No. 1 menonite grain
with hooks and eyelets. Side lacing with
bellows, which enables wearer to put on
witli ease.

No. 151 Sin. RIVER
DRIVING BOOT

Price $7.25.

This boot is equal to a regular 9

inch boot. 6 inch Driving Boot,
Price $6.75, equal to a regular 7

inch boot. Built of the best select-

ed material and all hand made.

The COPELAND SHOEPACK CO.,
MIDLAND
ONTARIO, CANADA
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90 St. James Street

SPRUCE (Merchantable) 1918 Cut.
500,000 ft. 1 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in

800,000 ft. 2 .X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 in. ...

500,000 ft. ;{ X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 in.

200,000 ft. ;( X G, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 in.

SPRUCE (Mill Cull)
SOO.OOO ft. 1, 2, 'Z'/i, and 3 in.

WHITE PINE (Mill Run)
1,200,000 ft. 1, 1%, lyi, 2 and 3 in.

HEMLOCK (Mercliantable and Mill Cull)
500,000 ft, 1, 2 and 3 in.

RASSWOOD (Mill Run)
200,000 ft, 1, 1%, VA, and 2 in.

BIRCH (Mill Run)
000,(M)0 ft, 1, 1%, I'A, 2, 3, and 4 in,

BROWN ASH (Mill Run)
100,000 ft, 1 X 4 and up in, . . . 6/33 ft.

. . . 10/10 ft.

. . . 10/16 ft.

. . . 10/16 ft.

. . . 17/2C ft.

Saw Mills at

Mont Laurier, Que.

Ste. Marguerite, Que.

Dressing Mills at

St. Jerome, Que.

Northern Office

:

MIDLAND, ONT.
Southern Office

:

HATTIESBURG, MISS.

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.
2601 Elston Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Dealers

White Pine, Red Pine
and Yellow Pine,
Lumber and Lath

Excellent Planing Mill Facilities. Prompt Shipments.

CEDAR

Shingles
Campbell, MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade Bnilding, MONTREAL
Ontario Representative: F. L. Reed, 139 Glendale Ave., Toronto

Phone Parkdale 4448

SPRUCE
AND

BIRCH
GOOD STOCKS PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTION

C. A. SPENCER, LIMITED
WholM»I« D.aler* in Rough and Dratted Lumbar, Latb and Shinflat

Offices—McGill Building, MONTREAL, Quebec

EDGINGS
Ontario

VV. J. Holden, CollinKwood, (>nt.. has jnirchascl a -Ur and jutcnd-, ^lart-
iiiK work in the near future on a planinR mill and sash and door factory.

The Thos. Pink Com|)any has het-n incorporated with head office at Pem-
broke Ont., and capital stock of .$200,000, to cary on business as manufactur-
ers of lumbermens' tools, etc.

To continue timber production after the withdrawal of the Canadian
Forestry Corps arrangements have been made for the transfer of horses, build-
ings and machinery equipment and the stores of each unit of the corps to the
Controller of Timber Supplies of Great Britain.

The Agawa Timber Company Ltd., has been incorporated with head ofiice
at Sault Ste. Mane, Ont., and capital stock of $20,000. to carry on busint - =

lumbermen, saw and planing millers, and manufacturers of lumber and wo
ware. The provisional directors are T C. Dinsmore and A. G. Fulton, of .-,iu,i
Ste. Marie.

Elliott Lumber Co., Ltd., has been incorporated with head office atNew Toronto. Ont., and capital stock of $20,000. to carry on business as man-
ufacturers and dealers in all kinds of lumber, timber, shingles, cedar posts etc
Amon.ur those interested are J. \V. Elliott, G. W. Wells and W. M. Patterson,
all of Kew Toronto.

A resolution strongly urging the government to give full consideration *o
the clamis of the shipbuilding industries as a means of providing employment
for returned men and many others was passed by the Board of Trade Council,
Toronto. Another resolution was passed endorsing daylight saving as a Do-
minion-wide measure.

Wm. Baird, sales manager of the Canada Machinery Corporation. Gait,
manufacturers of woodworking machinery, died recently in Toronto. He was
vvidely known and for many years travelled for the A. R. Williams Machinery
C ompany, of Toronto. He was an ex-alderman and for the past two years
occupied the position of school trustee in Gait. The news of his demise will
he learned with very great regret.

J. J. Carrick, 13 Cumberland Street North, Port Arthur, Ont., has plans
in progress and construction will commence in the spring of a pulp and paper
mill to cost $7,500,000. The architect and engineer is H. S. Ferguson. 200 Fifth
Avenue, New York City. The Hydro Commission has promised that the
Nipigon power development scheme will be proceeded with and be able to
supply 3,000 h.p. by the spring of 1920.

Several problems arising out of the Workmen's Compensation Act. were
discussed at the recent session of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' con-
vention in Toronto. The legislation on this -Act does not fully protect the
employer, it was claimed. An employee who had sustained an injury co-iM
call in any doctor he chose and not consult his employer in the matter
resolution was passed to ask to have this condition rectified.

At a recent sitting in Toronto to enquire into the price of book paper.
Commissioner Pringle. of Ottawa, heard some evidence. It was decided that
the investigation be proceeded with further and that the books of other plants
than those of the Provincial Paper Mills Company, which have already been
e-xamined, should be gone into. Auditor Clarkson will, therefore, probe into
the books of the Riordon Pulp & Paper Company as ordered by Mr. Pringle.

The report of the Provincial Paper Mills, Toronto, for 1918, shows a <1

decrease in net profits, which are given as $404,142, as compared with $4'

in 1917. After writing off $75,000 for depreciation, paying $119,000 as a 7 j.i..

cent, dividend on the i)referred shares and $80,000 as a four per cent, dividend
on the common, and making one or two other small appropriations, the surplus
at the end of the year is $852,406. The balance sheet shows an increase of
some $300,000 in assets, which total $5,882,874. as compared with $5,552,278 at

the end of 1917. Current assets total $1,162,184, compared with $911,744 a year
ago, and consist of $96,000 cash, $101,368 bills receivable, $397,716 accounts
receivable, $65,000 in government war bonds, and $502,000 in investments

Eastern Canada
The Black River Pulpwood Company, of Montreal. P. Q.. have obtained a

Dominion charter.

The N. S. Shipbuilding and Transportation Company. Halifax, N.- S.. are
laying the keel for a three masted schooner.

The Warwick Lumber Company, of Warwick. P. Q., have ben registered,

incorporating F. O. Baril, L. Baril, D. Baril and P. R. Baril.

Traversy Ltd., 136 Papineau Avenue, Montreal, P. Q., are negotiating for

the purchase of an old mill which they plan to convert into a sash and doiir

factory.

The plant of the Dominion Shingle Company, at Bridgeport, N. S.. was
closed down for a few days for the purpose of making enlargements and al-

terations.

The Wellington Milling Company Ltd., are erecting a sawmill at Welling-
ton, P. E. I. The building will be one storey, 65 x 30.. cement block founda-
tion, frame construction.

The Quebec and Ungava Railway Co., which is promoted by a group of

English capitalists, is seeking power to build a line to Hudson's Bay and to

exploit timber limits in the district.

The St. Maurice Lumber Company has been granted supi>lementary letters

patent to carry on business in the province of Ontario. The head office of the

company is in Quebec. P. Q.. and capital stock of $150,000.

The St. Maurice Paper Company, Cap de la Madeleine, P. Q., are con-
templatin.g making extensions to their paper mills at a cost of $375,000. The,
manager is R. Louthood. The company also intend making extensions to thei

office building.

.\ despatch from Quebec City states that an American firm, with head,
offices at Baltimore, Md.. has taken options on the old Cabot estate, including^

extensive timber limits, in Gaspe County, near Grand River, and intend de-j
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veloping it. A pulp and paper mill, employing five hundred hands, is one of

the first improvements to be made on the property.

The Laurentide Co., Ltd., Grande Mere, P. Q., are contemplating the

erection of an addition to their paper plant. Geo. Cahoon, Jr.. is president of

the company. They have also awarded a contract to D. Blanco to fill in and

raise their lumber yard several feet.

The Nashwaak Pulp & Paper Company, St. John, N. P.., with head office

at 200 5th Avenue, New York City, are applying to the legislature for permis-

sion to erect a dam. This is to be used in connection with their pulp mill at

Marysville, N. B. Mr. N. M. Jones is the general manager.

The Riverside Lumber Company, Cap de la Madeleine, P. Q., are con-

templating a pulp mill. Mr. H. Biermans, who is manager of the Belgo-Can-

adian Pulp & Paper Company, Shawinigan Falls, P. Q., is interested in the new
company and has gone to Belgium to arrange finances for the proposition.

A Federal charter has been granted to the Kipawa Company Ltd., with

capital of $20,000,000, and head office in Montreal. The company is empowered
to carry on the business of lumbering in all its branches and to buy, sell and

deal in lumber and timber, saw logs, ties, piles, poles, etc., and to manufacture

lumber, pulpwood, paper and other products.

A Federal charter has been granted to Knox Bros., with capital stock of

$1,000,000 and headquarters at Montreal* The company is empowered to carry

on business as timber merchants, sawmill proprietors and timber cruisers, and
to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in timber and wood of all kinds and also to

buy and deal in timber limits, growing timber, etc.

The two storey sash and door factory of the Lumber & Construction Co..

Ltd., 115 Fourth Avenue, Ville St. Pierre, P. Q., has ben destroyed by fire, the

office, boiler room and two sheds escaping. Besides the factory, a large quan-

tity of lumber, estimated to be valued at $20,000, was burned. The total loss is

between .$40,000 and $50,000, covered by insurance. The company will rebuild

and re-equip after a settlement has been made with the insurance company.

Western Canada
The Seabird Shingle Vompany, Chilliwack, B.C., have plans in progress

for the erection of a sawmill.

The Gerrard Lumber Company Ltd., with a capital stock of $50,000, has
been incorporated with head office at Gerrard, B. C.

The B. & K. Shingle Company, New Westminster, B. C, are contemplat-
ing enlarging the Acorn Shingle mill, which will double the size of the present
plant.

Work has been started by A. MacLeod, represented by J. F. Noble, 510
Hastings St. W.. Vancouver, B.C., on the erection "of a sawmill to cost $60,000,

at Point Grey, B.C.

The Export Mfg. Co., Ltd.. New Westminster, B. C, have plans in progress
for the erection of a modern box factory, at a cost of $18,000, in which they
will install the latest machinery. Work is expected to start early in the spring.

Under the will of the late James W. Hackett, lumber manufacturer, of
Vancouver, an estate of approximately $200,000 has been left. Mr. Hackett
was a pioneer resident of Winnipeg, but went to the coast more than 25 years
ago.

Capt. E. McCoskie has been advised by the deputy minister of marine and
fisheries that his proposal to build in Prince Rupert, a small wooden vessel,

to operate between Prince Rupert and nearl)y points has been favorably re-

ceived.

F. C. Riley, superintendent of Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Co., timber oper-
ations at Myrtle Point, will open up a new unit this spring. Grading work on
the railway extension was nearly completed at Christmas, but the laying of
the steel will probably have to await the coming of spring.

J. A. Patterson,- formerly in the wholesale lumber line in Vancouver,
and more recently sales manager of the Brooks-Bidlake Cedar Co., Ltd... has
organized the Provincial Lumber Co., with offices in the Pacific Building. Van-
couver, and will again engage in business for himself.

The Victory Lumber Company, Ltd., has been, incorporated with head
office at Winnipeg, Man., and capital stock of $40,000. to carry on business as
retail and wholesale lumber dealers, manufacturers, also to operate and equip
sawmills, planing mills, etc.

A change has been made in the logging firm of Lund, McNair & Darling.
Vancouver. Mr. McNair giving place to Chas. Henderson Skinner. The new
syndicate will be known as Peter Lund & Co. The senior partner is a pioneer
lumberman of the province, having been connected with the Crow's Nest Pass
Lumber Co., Ltd., Wardner, for many years.

Major George R. Hanbury has recently returned to Vancouver. It is

claimed that the sawmill operated in France by Major Hanhury's forestry
company (recruited in British Columbia) held the records for daily, weekly
and monthly output in competition with the thousand odd mills that turned
out lumber for army purposes. The record established for a 10-hour day was
156,000 feet, it is reported.

Motor trucks and trailers are now being used successfully by a number
of B. C. logging concerns and mill companies.. At Courtenay, Vancouver Is-

land. J. Urquhart. mill .owner, is using a five-ton Republic truck and Tupper
& Steele trailer; Rolston Sawmills, Ltd., Cumberland, use a Garford truck;
and Messrs. Douglas & Abernethy, of Burrard Sawmills, Ltd., Vancouver, em-
ploy two trucks in their woods operations. D. Kilpatrick, Courtenay, and Hec.
Stewart, Duncan, are prospective purchasers.

The Alberta Lumber Co., Ltd., 790 Sixth Avenue. West Vancouver, has
recently increased its mill capacity from 65,000 to between 90,000 and 100,000
feet per day. A complete extra equipment of double-cut band saw, carriage
and transfers has been installed on the west side of the mill. December w3s
an extremely good month. Sales Manager Stover reported to the Canada
Lumberman. Besides a good local trade, thirty-six carloads had been shipped
east, including a quantity of ship timbers to Ontario and Quebec.

The legislative committee of the Winnipeg city council is recommending
tto the latter body that power be sought by referendum of the ratepayers to

erect a pulp and paper plant to cost three million dollars, as a means of estab-
lishing permanent industries in Winnipeg. It is also urged that the employes
of the mill be made part owners and have an interest in the actual earnings.
It is pointed out that there are unlimited stretches of timber areas in the
northern part of Manitoba, which would afford abundance of pulp wood for the
proposed plant.

DRY

Spruce, Pine, Birch,Maple

and Winter Cut Basswood

1917 Cut

In All Thicknesses and Widths

" EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

McLENNAN LUMBER CO., Limited
21 Dorchester Street W., MONTREAL, CANADA

John L Shafer Hardwood Co.

Farmers Trust Bldg., SOUTH BEND, IND.

MR. LUMBER BUYER: You appreciate that texture is

even more important than grade.

We produce one million feet per month of Ash, Elm,
Hickory, Maple and Oak Lumber, most of which is produced
from Indiana and Ohio timber, the texture of which is un-
excelled.

In all cases we insist upon proper texture, knowing that
if we can help our customers to build greater value into
their product, it means more and better business for them
and for us.

Many of the Canadian manufacturers know our business
policy and are our staunch friends because of it.

We will Satisfy You. Give us a trial.

H. BOURGOUIN
Dominion Express Bldg., 145 st. james st., Montreal

WHOLESALE LUMBER AND TIMBER
Dressed and Rough

B. C. FIR TIMBERS
Ship Timbers and Planking. Ship .Decking, Tank Stock, Bridge

Timbers, Fir and Spruce Lumber
Also White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Banksian Pine,
Birch, Maple, Rock Elm, Oak, Yellow Pine, Railway Ties,

Fence Posts, Poles and Piling.

DIMENSION OAK CUT TO SPECIFICATION
Prompt shipment Satisfactory stock Good service Write or wire for prices

A. F. B. AUSTIN, Manager

Install a By-Pass Exhauster
in your Saw Mill, Planing Mill or Plant

Our " By-Pass " Exhaust systems save your power
and give better service. They handle green sawdust or

wet, stringy material that usually clogs up an ordinary
[ilower system. The fan wheel is not overhung. No
healing, clogging, or shaking. Three bearings.

Write for information.

We manufacture and install systems complete.

Toronto Blower Company
156 Duke St., Toronto
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Sale of Pulpwood Lands
in Northern Ontario

The Lake Superior Corporation and
Algoma Eastern Railway Company are

open to negotiate for the disposal of cer-

tain lands

Approximately 682,000 Acres
situated for the most part in that section of North-
ern Ontario known as the Clay Belt, and com-
prising the Townships of Storey, Langemarck,
Dowsley, Nassau, Shetland, Staunton, Orkney,
Magladery, Caithness, Rykert, Doherty, Whigham,
Coppell, Newton, Dale, McOwen, Prater.

The lands in question are accessible to the

Algoma Central, Trans-Continental, Cana-

dian Northern, and Canadian Pacific Rail-

ways, and should be of particular interest to

pulp and paper makers, also to settlers, in

view of their agricultural possibilities.

General information will be furnished and plans exhibited

at the ofifice of Mr. Alex. Taylor, secretary of the Lake
Superior Corporation, 1428 Bank of Hamilton Building,

Toronto, or at the office of Mr. G. A. Montgomery, vice-

president of the Algoma Eastern Railway Company, Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont.

"Asbestol" Gloves and Mittens

are Popular and Economical
Economical because o£ the unusual wear that is had from every pair, and
popular with thousands of lumbermen because of their warmth and comfort.

"ASBESTOL" Gloves and Mittens afford absolute hand protection to
men in the lumber camps. They are durable and dependable and will out-
wear gloves and mittens of the ordinary kind.

"ASBESTOL" Gloves and Mittens are built for service. They are of

proven merit in quality, construction and value.

EISENDRATH GLOVE CO.
2001 Elston Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Newsy Briefs from Eastern Provinces
.\ report from St. George, N.B., recently, was to the effect that

lumber opcration.s about Mill Lake have been seriously haiv' I

l)y the want of .snow. It is said that the teams may be oh
come out of the woods unless snow comes in the near future. It is

estimated that .5,000,000 feet will be cut for the pulp mill there and
7,000,000 for other concerns operating on the river and the lake.

A fire broke out recently in the wood mill of the St. George pulp
mill, but was extinguished before much damage was done.

A report from Hopewell Hill, X.B., is to the eflfect that the lum-
])er operators are having excellent conditions in that section for carry-
ing on their work this season. There is an abundance of snow in
the woods and yet not too much to hinder operations. There will be
a heavy lumber cut this year in this section of the country. The big
operators will probably get their usual cut and there will be a large
number of small cuts in many sections. With the cutting crews and
the numerous mills busy, the woodlands throughout the country •

sent a scene of great activity. .-\. large number of men are enga.
in the woods and good workmen are getting $65 and S70 a month in

addition to their keep. When these men were boys the prevailing
prices were from $12 to $20. The cooks get even better wages. Fe-
male cooks are employed to a great extent. A man who recently

visited a number of these camps, speaking to a representative of the

"Canada Lumberman," said that a large percentage of cooks at the

camps he visited were women, largely wives of relatives of the lum-
bermen.

.\ new barkentine which recently arrived in i)ort. called the T. H.
MacDonald, has been chartered to load lumber for South America at

$65 per thousand feet. The three-masted schooner E. L. Comeau,
which sailed from St. John on February 7. was given $69 a thousand
for a cargo to Buenos .A.yres. These prices were unheard of before

the war, and will in all probability never be equalled again.

Among the lumbermen who came to St. John to attend the Lum-
bermen's Convention was Albert C. Estabrooks, of Fredericton, who
is quite prominent in the lumber industry of the province of New
Brunswick.

Financing: Big: Sulphite Pulp Mill

It was stated recently in Montreal, that the .\merican syndicate

associated with the Royal Securities Corporation in the purchase of

$4,000,000 Riordon Pulp and Paper Company 6 per cent., 10-year

general mortgage bonds had sold their entire participation privately

within two days. The portion to be placed in Canada is now being

underwritten.
With this new issue of $4,000,000 of bonds the Riordon Company

will have a total of $6,000,000 of bonds issued, against fixed assets

which are valued at $15,000,000, and net liquid assets amounting to

$2,250,000. Net liquid assets alone are, therefore approximately 35

per cent, of the total bonds outstanding.

Funds arising from this new financing, together with a large in-

vestment by the Riordon Company itself are being devoted to the

construction of a 30,000-ton bleached sulphite pulp mill on Lake
Temiskaming, in Quebec Province, which mill is expected to be in

operation by December, 1919.

Still No Decision in News Price Case

The paper control tribunal through Thos. P. Owens, registrar,

has handed out an interim judgment in the matter of the appeals by
the publishers and by the manufacturers from the order of Mr.

Pringle fixing the price of newsprint. The interim judgment deals

among other things with the question of the class of evidence still

to be submitted and specifically mentions matters in regard to which

no additional evidence is desired. The appeal board intimates that

after further evidence has been received Commissioner Pringle will

be asked to state what change, if any, should be made in the prices

fixed by him-

Canadian Wooden Ships for Belgrium

Canadian wooden shipbuilders are filling orders for twenty ves-

sels for Belgian account, and it is not unlikely that additional con-

tracts will be placed for steel vessels, according to Capt. Paul de

Chippel, who is visiting Canada as the representative of Belgium firms

who are the buyers. The wooden ships will be of 2,000 to 3,000 tons

each, and they will be used for carrying foodstuflfs from Canada to

Belgium. The contracts were placed with British Columbia ship-

builders, and Capt. de Chippel is now at the Pacific Coast to make an

inspection of the work already done. Imports needed by Belgium

will consist principally of foodstuflfs and raw materials, in the view of^

this visitor. The demand for finished products will be relatively

small, as the manufacturing plants of that country will be placed on

a producing basis with the greatest possible speed.
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NEW ZEBRA, WOOD, WESTERN UNION, and PRIVATE CODES USED.

Telephones : Cables

^^ni
Distance A ^ ^ " HILLAS." HULL

400 Private " ^ — m «^ ^ v« .^^^ —

.
*• WOOD BROKERS VK

FOR RVFRY m ASS OF TTMRFR ^FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER

Head Office : HULL, England

To the Lumber Companies of Canada

:

You have the Goods. Place your Lists with full

particulars in our hands. We are in daily touch with all the

Buyers in the United Kingdom.

PLEASE NOTE. We pay cash against all documents, and

take the whole of the Delcredere risk on Buyers.

CANADIAN WOOD PULP
We are the

LARGEST
BRITISH

IMPORTERS
of Canadian

WOOD
PULP

Canadian Wood Pulp is in great demand to-day, and every

timber man should take advantage of the opportunity to

add this profit to his business. A small Kraft Soda Mill is

inexpensive, and will handle all the wood waste, slabs, bot-

toms, tops, etc., around the mill or yard. You can dispose of

any quantity at good prices, or on long-term contracts, if

desired. The previous sources of. supply for the business

have been cut off almost entirely, and Canadian business

men can reap the benefit with little risk or investment.

Send to us for information

WE ARE AGENTS
FOR—

Chicoutimi Pulp Co.,

Chicoutimi, Canadian

Hot Ground Spruce.

Macleod Pulp Co., Liv-

erpool, Canada.

Riordon Pulp and Paper

Co., Montreal, Easy
Bleaching Canadian

Sulphite Pulp.

St. Lawrence Sulphite

Pulp Company.

Canadian Representatives: BECKER & COMPANY OF AMERICA, LIMITED, Post Office Box 609, HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

BECKER & COMPANY, LIMITED
34-40 Ludgate Hill, LONDON, EX., England
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Planing Mill Improvements
Every Manufacturer in the Lumber Industry realizes

that to be " up-to-date " their Factory should be installed

with Shaving Exhaust Fans.

ThejSheldon Shaving

Exhaust ,Fan

•s efpecially dcsigntd to suit

your particular requirements

giving greater efficiency and

independence than any olhfr

on the market.

See our New Catalogue

Sheldons Limited - Gait, Ontario
Toronto Office, 609 Kent Building

AGENTS:
Messrs. Ross & GreiR:, 412 St. James St. Messrs. Walker's Limited, 259-261 Stanley St.

Montreal, Que. Winnipeg:, Man.
Messrs. Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton, Alta.

Messrs. Robt. Hamilton & Co., Ltd., Bank of Ottawa Bldg., Vancouver, B. C.

SPARTAN DID IT
This Graton & Knight Spartan 24" Double Belt was in-

stalled in July, 1912. on a generator drive in the plant of

the Bosch Magneto Company, Springfield, Mass. The ex-
tremely short pulley centers caused some belting men to

throw up their hands and say, "It can't be done." But this

Spartan Belt—one of the Series—has been doing it success-
fully for more than six years.

This is due to the G & K Standardization Idea— tli< ri'jln

l)elt for the work to be done.

Using Graton & Knight Standardized Series Leather Ijclta

means full delivery of power for every dollar invested.

—

There's a belt for every purpose. \V'rite for booklet jn
Staiuiardization- as applied to Belting.

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. GO.
Oak Leather Tanners and Belt Makers

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

Canadian Graton & Knight, Limited,
Montreal, Canada.

Representatives in Canada:
The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co..

Limited.

St. Jjlin, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, Hamilton, Vancouver, Victoria

GRATON & KNIGHT
standardised ScriM

LEATHER BELTING

The Finest in Veneer Equipment
We manufacture a line of Veneer Machinery which comprehends

every need in the veneer industry. • Throughout the world our
machines are known for stability economy and excellence of production.

We advise on, plan, and execute the complete equipment of veneer
plants. Our knowledge is at your service.

Lathes
Dryers
Clippers

Clipper

Illustrations show a Rotary Cutting

Lathe, a Dryer, and a Clipper. These

machines have gained a wide and well

established reputation for efficiency In

meeting the requirements of the Veneer

industry. By their improved facilities

they are productive of the best work at

the lowest cost.

Our catalogue should be in your

hands. It exhibits our different lines

with complete specifications. Write for

it now.

Dryer

The COE
Manufacturing Company

Painesville,Ohio,U.S.
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speed up Your Production and
Save Your Fuel with

GATES
Patent

FIRE BOX
LINING Section thro*

dutch oven
PATENTS GRANTED

ELEVATIOM QF
f=>RtNC POOR~

PETENTS PENDING

Our setting elimi-

nates the losses
through brick walls to

a minimum, thereby
producing higher tem-
perature in furnace.
This means more
evaporation of water
or in other words pro-
ducing more steam
without any additional
cost of fuel or labor,

and the simplicity
and low cost of up-
keep commends the
GATES lining for

economy.

That big weakness of joints ifi the furnace is obviated, and a block is furnished that
has a margin of safety of at least 200° above the highest temperature you will get in your fire box.

Gates Patent Fire Box Lining is also designed to withstand abrasion, or the strong
armed boy with the slice bar, because the Gates Blocks are properly burnt and only the best
material used in them.

Our arch you will note is suspended. Any handy man can install same. What is more,
you can replace any fused parts without disturbing the rest of the arch. This alone will cut a
tremendous hole in your cost of upkeep.

Our engineering department is making a specialty of combustion and furnace work.
Write us of any troubles you may have ; we will be pleased to advise you.

GATES) ARCH FOR DUTCH OVEN 5ETTIMG

JohnW. GATES, Limited
382 Si. James Street ^ Montreal
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Hillas & Company, W. N 37
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McLaren Belting Company, J. C. 80
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McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd 55

Mereen-Johnson Co 76

Mershon & Co., W. B.

Miller Company, W. H 19

Montreal Locomotive Works ... 73

Montreal Lumber Company .... 12

Morgan Machine Mfg. Co 02

Moores, Jr., E. J 20

Musgrave & Company

New (Ontario Colonization Co... 10

Nicholson, E. M

Oliver Lumber Company
Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co. ( j

Pacific Lumber Company 10

Parry Sound Lumber Co. Ltd.. .. 20

P. Payette Company 69

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co. . . 45

Pennoyer Company, J. C
Petrie. H. W
Philadelphia Textile Machinery

Company 03

Pink Company, Thos 80

Powell-Myers- Lumber Co 10

Prince Rupert Lumber Co I'j

Pratt & Whitney

Rat Portage Lumber Company
Renfrew Planing Mills

River Quelle Pulp and Lumber
Company

Rutherford & Sons, Wm. .

Salada Tea Company .

Scythes & Company
Service Lumber Co.

Sessenwein Brothers .

Sewall, James W 12

Shafer Hardwood Co., John I. 5".

Shannon Lumber Co., R. P
Shearer Company, Jamc-
Sheldons Limited .

.

Shinier Cutter Head Company
Shingle .Agency of B. C
Shurly. T. F. ..

Snowball Co., J. B

Shurly-Dietrich, Limited .. ..

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd.

Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd.

Smith, N ij

Spencer Limited, C. A .-4

Stratford Oakum Co., Geo 8

Stearns Salt and Lumber Co 9

Summers, James R. .

Taylor, S. K.

Terry & Gordon 6

Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Co. ifi

Timberland Lumber Company
Timms, Phillips & Co. .. ii

Toronto Blower Company '-5

Turner & Sons, J. J

Union Lumber Company
Cnion Stock Yard-

Vancouver Lumber Company
Victoria Harbor Lumber Co. .

\'"ct'iria I.v.iiilicr niu! ^Tfc.^ Cn.

Waterous Engine Works Com.

pany. Ltd 70

Watson & Todd
Webster & Brother, Ltd., Jair

West & Peachey

West Coast Lumbermen's .\ss'.i

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon .

.

Woods Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 51

Wnu-hct. T.onii 9

Yatca Machine Company, P.B. T

Skidding and Loading Machinery To Suit Every Need
Do you want a Light Portable Outfit ? Try our
Ten Horse Power Gasoline Driven Machine,
We believe this is the handiest little outfit ever offered thf."

Lumbermen for Skidding or Loading Logs.

^^'e don't make the gasoline engine. Any standard engine
can be used.

The whole outfit can be mounted on a wagon or sleigh if

desired.

On a single line it will skid or load any log up to a ton and
a quarter in weight.

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Sales Agents, Mussens Limited,

Do you want a Large Powerful Outfit for^ skid-

ding heavy logs or for pulling loaded trains ?

W e can sui)])ly you with such an outfit—an engine that will

lift or pull ten tons or more on a single line, for skidding

or loading purposes, and will operate four skidding lines at

once, if desired.

\\ c can al.so supply you with the right machine, at the right

price, for moving a whole train of logs for loading car by car.

Established 1846

Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.

Belleville, Ont.
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Transmit 100%
of Your Power

Why pay good money to generate power and then employ a poor belt that will only transmit
fraction of that power.

If you equip your mill with Goodhue Belts you can transmit ioo% of the power generated

Goodhue Belts stretch 15% to 25% less than other belts and have just the right amount of
"cling" on the pulley.

Write us for particulars and prices

rv^^Sr GOODHUE BELT

The Home of "CONDOR" BelHng

Made of 32 oz. duck and the best

grade of rubber procurable.

Manufactured on giant presses weighing 550,000 pounds each,

giving the greatest friction of any belt on the market.

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
OTTAWA MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Large Stocks Carried in Canada
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Morgan Machine

Company

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Manufacturers

of—

Nailing

Machines,

Lock Cor-

ner Box
Machinery,

Box Board

Matchers,

Box Board

Printing

Machines.

Every manufacturer of boxes; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in
any article, or packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan Machino Company for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Galvanizing
Work
OF ALL CLASSES

Our galvanizing plant is the largest

of its kind in Canada. All con-

tracts, large and small, for Hot

or Electro Galvanizing can be

completed promptly. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

Ask for quotation

ADDRESS

Ontario Wind Engine and
Pump Company, Ltd.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary

Original "Dunbar^' Machines
We are the original and the only makers of "Dunbar"
Shingle Machines, Lath Machines, Clapboard Machines,

Steam and Gasoline Logging Engines. Each is the best

for its particular work. Are you using the best ?

Lath Machine
From our many years of experience

we evolved this "Dunbar" Original Lath
Machine. Every improvement that could
be suggested, every time-tested idea for
the betterment of product and for
greater speed, has been incorporated in

this machine. We believe it has no
equal, and there are a great number of
mill men throughout Canada who share
this belief with us. Carefully constructed
of high grade materials and designed to
work steadily under the hardest condi-
tions.

Steam and Gasoline

Logging Engines
Conditions in Canada necessitate an

engine that will stand any amount of
strain and hard work in the lumber in-

dustry. With this idea in mind we have
brought out the "Dunbar" engines per-
haps a little stronger than is really

needed. They do their work easilyiand
willingly, and stand a great amount of
hard usage. Built entirely in Canada for

the Canadian lumber trade.

Clapboard Machine
You will need no excuse for the qual-

ity of your product if you use the ori-

ginal "Dunbar" Clapboard Machine. Ex-
pert in every detail. This machine will

give you the very best service under
most trying conditions. It will turn out
work without delays. It will need prac-
tically no repairs and will increase your
output. We cannot recommend it too
highly because it is giving this very ser-

vice to lumbermen in all parts of this

country.

Send for catalogues of any or all of these machines.

Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
WOODSTOCK, N.B.
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oma LIGHT STEEL RAILS
For Mining and Lumbering Purposes

All Complete with Splice Bars

WEIGHT A B C D E F G

Poo NDS Kilos
Inches M M.PER PER Inches M/M Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M.

Yard Meter

8 3 97 15l« 39.09 l?i« 39.69 '•-To 20.64 '56 11.91 20.64 ?6 7.144 % 3.969

12 5.95 2 50. 8U 2 50.80 1 25.40 % 14.29 27.78 8.731 K« 4.763

IS 7.94 2H 60.33 2H 60.33 29.77 "4i 16.27 1'% 34.53 H 9.525 J6 5.556
20 9.92 2H 66.68 2% 66.68 34.13 % 18.26 1% 37.31 11.11 }4 6.350
25 12.40 2>A 69.85 2H 69.85 38.10 19.84 . l'!<i 37.70 12.30 •% 7.541
30 14.88 79.38 m 79.38 Vi{, 42.86 y» 22.23 1% 43.66 13.49 8.334

35 17.36 m 84.14 m 84.14 \% 44.45 24.21 l'5ii 45.24 14.68 '56 9.128
iO 19 .S4 88.90 3H 88.90 47.63 25.80 1*56 47.23 Vi 15.88 '56 9.922
45 22.32 3'K. 93.66 3'J6 93.68 2 50.80 m 26.99 1»% 50.01 16.67 »J6 10.72

Algoma Steel Corporation
Limited

!• --C

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario

ONTARIO
Canada's Banner Province

Ontario's timber production last year

valued at $26,774,937 or 40% of Canada's

total output.

Pine production, 905,442,000 ft. B.M.

Pulpwood, 246,282 cords.

Railway Ties, 5,704,459-

Ontario's woodworking industries, using 34

different kinds of wood, provide a ready

market for the lumberman. Eighty-two per

cent, of lumber used in Ontario's industries

purchased within the Province.

Ontario's vast resources offer unsurpassed opportunities to the lumberman.

For maps and full information regarding Ontario, apply to

HON. G. HOWARD FERGUSON,
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Prices in Carload Lots, F.O.B. cars Toronto.

White Pine:
'

1 X 4/7 Good Strips $59 00 $02 00
1% and I'/i X 4/7 Good S'trips.. Ua 00 CO OO
2 X 4/7 Good Strips «.} 00 66 00
1 X 8 and up (iood Sides 75 00 77 00
114 a"d V/2 X S and wider Good

Sides

88

00 90 00
2x8 and wider Good Sides ... 90 00 95 00
1 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 55 00 58 00
5/4 and 6/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 65 00 67 00
2 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 70 00 72 00
1x4 and 5 Mill liun 47 00 49 00
1x6 Mill Run

48

00 51 00
1 X 7, 9 and 11 Mill Run 47 00 50 00
1x8 Mill Run

50

00 52 00
1 X 10 Mill Run 53 00 55 00
1 x 12 Mill Run

54
00 57 00

5/4 and 6/4 x 4 Mill Run 47 00 49 00
5/4 and 0/4 x 5 Mill Run 47 00 49 00
2x4 Mill Run 47 00 49 00
2x6 Mil! Run

48

00 50 00
2x8 Mill Run

48

00 50 00
2 X 10 Mill Run

51

00 53 00
2 X 12 Mill Run

53

00 55 00
1 in. Mill Run Shorts 39 00

' 40 00
1x4 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls . . 38 00
1 X 10 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls.. 42 00
1 X 12 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls.. 42 00
1x4 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls.. 42 00
1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls. . . 29 00
1 x 10 X 12 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls... 32 00
1x4 and up 0/10 No. 3 Mill Culls... 22 00

Rcr Pine:
1x4 and 5 Mill Run 41 00 43 00
1x6 Mill Run

42

00 44 00
1 x S Mill Run

45

00 47 00
1 X 10 Mill Run

50

00 52 00
2x4 Mill Run

43

00 45 00
2x6 Mill Run

44

00 45 00
2x8 Mill Run

44

00 45 00
1 in. Clear and Clear Face 53 00 54 00
2 in. Clear and Clear Face 53 00 54 00
Spruce

:

1x4 Mill Run

41

00 42 00
1x6 Mill Run

43

00 44 00
1x8 Mil! Run

44

00 45 00
1 X 10 Mill Run

45

00 47 00
Mill Culls

34

00 .38 00
Hemlock, No. 1, in carload lots, f.o.b. Toronto
1x4 and 5 in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 31 00 33 00
1 X 6 in. X 9 to 16 ft 37 00 38 00
1 X 8 in. X 9 to 16 ft 38 00 .39 00
1 X 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 38 00 39 00
1 X 7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 35 00 .37 00
2 X 4 to 12, 10 and 16 ft 36 00 37 00
2 x 4 to 12 in., 12 and 14 ft. . . .35 00 36 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 18 ft 37 00 38 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 20 ft 38 00 .39 00
1 in. No. 2, 6 ft. to 16 ft. ... 28 00 29 00
2in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft 28 00 29 00
Douglas Fir, delivered in Toronto:
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

6x6 and 8, 10x10 and 12, 12x12 $50 00
6x10, 8x10, 10x14, 12x14, 14x14 51 00
6x12, 8x12 52 00
14x16, 16x16 52 50
6x14, 8x14, 10x16, 12x16 54 00
14x18 54 50
8x16, 10x18, 12x18 55 00
18x18, 20x20 55 BO
12x20. 24x24 58 00
Timber in lengths over 32 feet subject to

negotiation.
Fir flooring, 1x3, edge grain . . 59 00
Fir flooring, 1x4, edge grain . . 59 00
Fir flooring, 1x4, flat grain . . 44 00
No. 1 and 2. l in. clear Fir dough 50 00 CO 00

(Depending upon widths).
No. 1 and 2. IK and V/i in.,

clear Fir rough 60 00 64 00
No. 1 and 2 2-in. clear Fir rough 53 00 61 00
1x5 and 1x6 Fir casing ... 61 00
1 X 8 and 1 X 10 Fir base 63 00
1x8 and 1 x 10 x 12 E. G.

stepping 74 00
1% and 114 X 8 x 10 x 12 E. G.

stepping 64 00
l in. clear Fir, d 4 sides 48 00 56 50
l'/4 X 1J4 in. clear Fir, d 4 sides. 55 50 58 00
XX B. C. cedar shingles 3 40
XXX 6 butts to 2 in 4 40
XXXXX 5 butts to 2 in 5 00

TORONTO HARDWOOD PRICES
The prices given below are for carloads,

f.o.b. .Toronto, from wholesalers to retailers,

and are based on a good percentage of long
lengths and good widths, without any wide
stock having been sorted out.
Ath, white, dry weight 3800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 25 Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $80.00 $60.00 $40.00 $30.00
5/4 & 6/4 . 85.00 63.00 45.00 35.00
8/4 95.00 75.00 45.00
10/4 & 12/4 110.00 100.00 60.00
16/4 . . . . 125.00 115.00 65.00

Ash, Brown
4/4 70.00 50.00 35.00 25.00
C/4 75.00 60.00 50.00 30.00
8/4 78.00 65.00 52.00 32.00

Birch, dry weight 4000 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is St 2» Com. Com.

$ $ $
4/4 65 66 48 50 38 40
5/4 and 6/4 . . 67 70 50 55 40 45
8/4 70 72 51 57 42 45
10/4 and 12/4.. 85 90 70 73 50 54
16/4 95 98 SO 83 55 60

Basswood, dry weight 2500 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
li & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $70.00 $55.00 $40,00 $35.00
5/4 & 6/4.. 72.00 60.00 50.00 35.00
8/4 ... .. 78.00 63.00 50.00 37.00

Chestnut, dry weight 2800 lb». per M. ft.

No. 1 Sound
1» & 2i Com. Wormy

4/4 $66.00 $60.00 $46.00
6/4 4 6/4 .. .. 72.00 6«.00 48.00
»/ 72.00 86.00 4«.00
Elm, soft, dry weight 3100 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
It & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 58.00 $45.00 $35.00 $28 fX)

6/4 & 8/4.. 63.00 50.00 40.00 28.00
12/4 85.(X) 75.00 50.00 32.00

Gum, red, dry weight 3300 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $60.00 $50.00
5/4 & 6/4 . . . . 62.00 52.00
8/4 65.00 55.00

Gum, Sap
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 $50.00 $45.00
5/4 & 6/4 54.00 47.00
8/4 55.00 47.00

Hickory, dry weight, 4500 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

4/4 $75.(jO $45.00 $30.00
6/4 100.00 75.00 60.00
8/4 00.00 60.00 35.00

Maple, hard, dry weight 3900 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $58.00 $45.00 $38.00 $28.00
6/4 & 6/4 . 03.00 48.00 38.00 80.00
8/4 70.00 60.00 50.00 35.00
12/4 .. .. 95.00 80.00 60.00 40.00
l(i/4 . . . . 105.00 !)0.50 55.00 45.00

Soft Maple
The quantity of soft maple produced in

Ontario is small and it is generally sold on
a log run basis, the locality governing the
prices.

Mill run grade. No. 3 and better . . . . $38.00
No. 2 and better 47.00

White and Red Oak, plain sawed, dry weight
4000 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $75.00 $55.00
5/4 & 6/4 80.00 60.00
8/4 85.00 65.00
16/4 • 90.00 70.00
12/4 95.00 75.00
16/4 100.00 80.00

White Oak, quarter cut, dry weight 4000 lbs.

per M. ft.

No. 1
Is & 2s Com.

4/4 $105.00 $80.00
5/4 and 6/4 IIO.OO 90.00
8/4 115.00 85.00

Red Oak, quarter cut.

Is fe 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $ 85.00 $60.00
5/4 & 6/4 100.00 75.00
8/4 105.00 80.00

OTTAWA, ONT.
Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:
1-in. X 7-in. and up $60 00
iy,-in. and lj4-in. x S in. & up 70 00
2 in. X 7-in, and up 72 00
No. 2 cuts 2 X 8-in. and up . . 46 00

Pine good strips:
lin
154-in. and 1 /-in

2 in

Pine good shorts

:

1-in. X 7-in. and up
1-in. X 4-in. to 6 in

1%-in. and lj4-in
2- in

7-in. to 9-in. A sidings

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings ... 47 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips ... 40 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts ... 88 00
Pine, 1-in. x 4-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 5-in. s.c. strips ...

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 7-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1 X 8-in. s.c, 12 to 16 ft.

Pine, 1-in. x 10-in. M.R
Pine, s.c. sidings, lyi and 2-in.

Pine, s.c. strips 1-in

Hi, ly, and 2-in

Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 to 6 in.

Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts 1x6
Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts, 1x0
Pine, s.c. shorts, 6' - 11', I'x 10"
Pine box boards

:

l"x 4" and up, 6'- 11'

I"x3", 12'- 16'

I'ine, mill culls, strips and sid-
ings, 1-in. X 4-in. and up, 12-

ft. and up

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.

and up, 6-ft. to 11-ft

O. culls r & w p
Red Pine, log run

:

mill culls out, 1-in 32 00
mill culls out, l}j-in
mill culls out, lyi -in

mill culls out, 2-in 34 00
mill culls, white pine, l''x 7"
and up

Mill run Spruce

:

l"x4" and up, «'- 11' 32 00
l''x4" and up, 12'- 16'

l-'xa'-lO" and up, 12'- 19'. 40 00
lV<"x7" 8-9" and up, 12'- 18' 40 00

IJ^'xlO" and up, 12'- 1«' ...

IK" * 2" X 12" and up. 13' - 1«'

70 00
78 00
78 00
60 00

63 00
60 00
80 00

60 00
40 00
68 00
68 00
40 00

60 00
46 00
40 00
44 00
44 00
46 00
46 00
48 00
61 00
47 00
40 00
42 00
38 00
36 00
40 00
45 00

38 00
42 00

38 00

36 00

26 00

88 00
88 00
38 00
41 00

84 00

S3 00
84 00
42 00
42 00
40 00
40 00

Spruce, 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B)

Hemlock, l in. cull 26 00
Hemlock, 1-in. log run 30 00
Hemlock, 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' . . 30 00
Tamarac 24 00
Basswood, log run, dead culls out 40 00
Basswood, log run, mill culls out 46 00
Birch, log run 80 00
Soft Elm, common and better, 1,
1^, 2-in 26 00

Ash, black, log run 32 00
1 X 10 No. 1 barn
1 X 10 No. 2 barn
1x8 and 0 No. 2 barn
Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine, lJ4-in. x 4-ft. 4 75
No. 2 white pine
Mill run white pine
Spruce, mill run lJ4-in
Red pine, mill run
Hemlock, mill run
82-in. lath 2 00
White Cedar Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in
Clear butt, 18-in
18-jn. XX

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

40 00
27 00
36 00
36 00
26 00
60 00
60 00
32 00

80 00
40 00
62 00
46 00
42 00

6 00
4 00
2 76

16 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
Cts.

Per Cubic Foot
White Pine

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in.
average, according to lineal. 80 90

10 in. and up average 86 06
Spruce Deals

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 4 in. to Per M. Ft
6 in. thick $31 00 $34 00

3 in. unsorted, Quebec, 7 in. to
8 in. thick 36 00 87 00

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 0 in.
thick 40 00 46 00

Cts.
Oak Per Cubic Ft.

According to average and quality
66 ft. cube 88 05

Elm
According to average and quality,

40 to 45 feet, cube 05 1 05
According to average and quality,

30 to 36 feet 76 86

Birch Planks
1 to 4 in. thick, per M. ft 40 00 46 00

SARNIA, ONT.
Fine, Common and Better

1 X 6 and 8 in $80 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 00 00
154 and I'A in. and up wide 100 00
2 in. and up wide 106 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 75 00
6/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 85 00
8/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 87 00

No. 1 Cuts
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 63 00
154 in., 8 in. and up wide 72 00

in., 8 in. and up wide 73 00
2 in.. 8 in. and up wide 76 00
2J/5 and 3, 8 in. and up wide 100 00
4 in., 8 in. and up wide 105 00

No. 1 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long $53 00 $63 00
1!4, Wi and 2 in., 10/16 ft. ... 58 00 64 OO
2^ to 3 in., 10/16 ft 73 00

No. 2 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long .50 00 56 00
IVi, lyi and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 51 00 56 00
2><5 in. to 3 in 06 00

No. 3 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 46 00 61 00
I'A, V/2 and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 47 00 51 00

Box
1 in., 1>A in. Se V/i in., 10/16 ft. 42 00 44 00

Mill Culls
Mill Run Culls

1 in., 4 in. and up wide, 6./ie ft. . . $37 00

114, IH and 2 in .- 37 00
Lath

No. 1 48 in. White Pine 5.60
No. 2 48 in. White Pine 5 10
No. 3 48 in. White Pine 4 60
32 in. Pine 2 10
48 in. Hemlock 4 60
32 in. Hemlock 2 00

ST. JOHN, N.B.

Spruce

Wholesale to the Retailer

Random Lengths 10 to 35 feet.

2 X 3 D 1 edge and 3 x 3 D 1 edge. . . $.38 50
2 X 4 D 1 edge and 3 x 4 D 1 edge . . . OO
2x5 Rgh. and 3 x 5 :i>i ()0

2 x (> Rgh. and 3x6 .38 IH)

2x7 Rgh. and 3x7..... 40 00
2x8 Rgh. and 3 X 8 40 00
2x9 Rgh. and 3 X 9 47 00
2 X 10 Rgh. and 3 x 10 47 00
2 X 12 Rgh. and 3 X 12 47.00
Timber at corresponding prices

:

Merch. Spruce Bds., Rgh.. Ran. lengths .38 00
1 X 3-4-5-6

Merch. Spruce boards, 7 and up 45 00
Refuse boards, plank deals 30 00

Per M
Laths $3 25
Shingles, Extra Cedar 5 25

Clears 4 75
2nd do 4 00
Ex. No. 1 2 75
Spruce 3 10

Pine Lumber
1" Planer Pine Bds., Large $70 00
1" Planer Pine Bds., small «0 OW
Smooth Shipper Pine Boards tiO (10
\Vcs,t India Shipper Pine Boards .... 52 50
I'A and 2 in. I'laner Pine 'i>i w
I'A and 2 in. Shipper Plank Wi iiu
Small Shipper Pine Bds 43 00
Poor 4th Pine Bds 40 00

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
No. 1 Spruce

Dimension

X 4

X 4

S.l.S. and 1.E
6 ft. 8 ft.

$26 60 $20 60
28 60 20 50
28 60 30 60 'XS UU
20 60 31 50 34 UU
31 60 32 60 36 00
12 ft. 14 ft. 16 It.

31 00 31 00 32 1)0

31 00 31 00 31 OU
31 00 31 00 32 OU
32 00 32 00 82 OU
33 00 33 UO 33 UU

For SIE only add 60 cents
For SIS and 2E, S4S or D&M, add $3.00.
For timbers larger than 8x8, add 60c. for
each additional 2 inches each way.

For lengths longer than 20 ft., adcl $1.00 for
each additional two feet.

For selected common, add $6.00.
For No. 2 Dimension, $3.00 less than No. 1.
For 1x2 and 2 x 2, $2 more than 2x4 No. 1.
For Tamarac add $3.00.

FIR, HEMLOCK, SPRUCE AND LARCH
Mountain Stock

No. 1 Dimension and Timbers
2 x 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 8 ft., SISIE $30 00
2 x 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 10 ft.. SlSlE 32 00
2 X 4. 2 x 6, 2 X 8, 12/16, SlSlE .... 31 00
2 X 4, 2 X 6. 2 X 8. 18/22, SlSlE 33 00
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 24/32, SlSlE 36 00
2 X 10, 8 ft., SlSlE 31 00
2 X 10, 10 ft . SlSlE 33 00
2 X 10. 12/16, SlSlE 32 00
2 X 10. 18*22. SlSlE 34 00
2 X 10, 24/32, SlSlE 86 00
2 X 12, 8 ft, SlSlE 31 60

BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST FIR.
Dimension SIS and E.
6 and 8 ft 30 25
12 and 14 ft .31 25
10 and 16 ft. 32 25
18 and 20 ft. 33 25
22 to 32 ft 36 25
12 and 14 ft 32 50

, 16 ft 33 60
, 18 and 20 ft 34 60
, 22 to 32 ft 38 50
, 8 to 14 ft 38 60
, 16 ft 39 60
, 18 and 20 ft 40 50
, 22 to 32 ft 42 50

3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in. 8 to 14 ft .38 50
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in.. 16 ft 39 50
3 X 3 and 3 X 4. 18 and 20 ft 40 60
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in., 22 to 32 ft 42 60
6 X 6. 6 X 8 and 8 x 8, 6 to 16 ft. ... 40 50
6 X 6, 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 18 and 20 ft 41 00
6 X 6, 6 X 8. 8 X 8. 22 to 32 ft 42 00
Shingles. XXX B.C. Cedar 3.06

2 X 4 in

2 X 4 in

2 X 4 in
2 X 4 in
2 X 4 in

2 X 10
10 in

2 X 10 in
2 X 10 in.

2 X 14 in.

2 X 14 in

2 X 14 in

2 X 14

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA. N.Y.
White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price
Uppers. 4/4 $115 00
Uppers 6/4 to 8/4 100 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 ISO 00
Selects 4/4 110 00
Selects 6/4 to 8/4 110 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 120 00
Fine common 4/4 80 00
Fine common 5/4 88 00
Fine common 6/4 82 00
Fine common 8/4 86 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 «3 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 72 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 78 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 78 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 48 00
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 B8 00
No. 2 Cuts 6/4 60 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 67 00
No. 8 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 8 Cuts 0/4 47 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 48 00
Dressing 6/4 / 63 00
Dressing 6/4 x 10 6» 00
Dressing 5/4 x 12 70 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 73 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 72 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 72 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 64 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 81 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 65 00
No. 1 Bam 1 x 10 64 00
No. 2 Barn 1x6 and 8 48 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 12 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 41 00
No. 8 Barn 1 x 10 48 00
Box 1x6 and up 48 00
Box 1 X 10 48 00
Box 1 X 12 44 00
Box 1 X 13 and up 48 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Bail'
and Tonawandk

;

MAPLE
ls&2a No. 1 Com. No. 3 C

4/4 43 - 45 26 - 28 18 • 19
5/4 to 8/4 55 - 57 34 - 36 20 - 23
10/4 to 16*4 66 - 67 46 - 48 27 - 28

(Continued on pac« 66)
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

RED BIRCH
4/4 68-60 38-40 22 • 24

S/4 to 8/4 60 - 62 40 - 42 24 - 26

SAP BIRCH
4/4 51 - 53 30 - 32 IS 20

5/4 and up 53-55 32-34 20 - 22

SOFT ELM
4/4 43-45 28-30 20 - 22

6, 6 & 8/4 45 - 47 30 • 32 20 - 22

BASSWOOD
4/4 47 - 49 37 - 39 25 - 27
Thicker 49 - 51 39 - 41 2G - 27

PLAIN OAK
4/4 65 • 67

3/4 to 8/4 66 - 68
30 - 32
34 - 36

18 - 20
20 - 22

ASH, WHITE AND BROWN
4/4 55 - 57 30 - 31 20 - 22

5/4 to 8/4 65 - 67 35 - 37 21 - 23
10/4 and up 75 - 88 42 - 50 24 • 20

BOSTON, MASS.

Quotations given below are for highest
grades of Michigan and Canadian white pine
and Eastern Canadian Spruce as required in
the New England market in carloads.
Wliite pine uppers, s 1 to 2 in. 134 00
White pine uppers, i'/i and 3 in. 149 00
White pine uppers, 4 in 160 00
Selects, 1 to 2 in 125 OO
Selects, 2J^ and 3 in 140 00
Selects, 4 in 155 00
Fine cotnmon, 1 in., 30 per cent.

12 in. and up 90.00
Fine common, 1 x 8 to 11 in. 87 00
Fine Common, 1% to 2 in. ... 105 OO
Fine Common, 2pj and 3 in. . . 135 00
Fine Common, 4 in 145 00
1 in. shaky clear 72 00
V/i to 2 in. shaky clear 77 00
1 in. No. 2 dressing 64 00
1!4 to 2 in. No. 2 dressing f,s on
No. 1 Cuts, 1 in 77 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 J4 to 2 in. .......8" 00 !M» till

No. 1 Cuts, 'i'/i and 3 in 105 W
No. 2 Cuts. 1 in •>-'> ""
No. 2 Cuts, 1^4 to 2 in 72 (X) 73 00

l!arn Itoards, No. 1, 1 x 12 ... 70 (X»

No. 1, 1 X 10 . . . 63 OtI

No. 1, 1 X S . . . 02 (K)

No. 2, 1 X 12 . . . 65 0<J

No. 2, 1 X 10 . . . 01 00
No. 2, 1 X 8 . . . 58 0*»

No. 3, 1 X 12 . . . T,l (to

No. 3, 1 X lO . . . 5»i 00
No. 3, 1 X H ... r^rt (Xl

Can, spruce, clear, 1 x 4 to 0 in. 48 (H) 6ii W
1 X 10 in 62 00
No. 11 X 4 to 7 in. 56 00
No. la X 8 & 9 in. 66 00
No. 1 1 X 10 in.. . 67 00
No. 2 1 X 4 & 6 in. 38 00
No. 2 1 X 6 & 7 in. 45 00
No. 2 1 X 8 & 9 in. 45 00 40 00

No. 2 1 X 10 in. . . 48 00
No. 2 1 X 12 in. . . 52 00

Spruce, 12 in. dimension 52 00
.Spruce, 10 in. dimension 50 0<J

Spruce, 9 in. dimension 49 00
.Spruce, 8 in. dimension 4.S 00
2 X 10 in. random lengths,

S ft. and up 44 0<i 45 On
2 \ 12 in., random kngtlis 40 00 4.'< 00

2 A .'!, 2 X 4, 2 X 5, 2 X 6, 2 X 7. .'i5 <XJ '.i-'j .jd

3 X 4 and 4 x 4 in :>.H Uu
2x8 in 40 (X>

All other random lengths, 7-in.
and und<-r, 8 ft. and up 36 00

6'inch and up merchantable
ljuaids, 8 ft. and up. p Is . . . 40 n<i

1x2 liH (K)

1x3 .{7 <X»

la in. spruce lath 4 5u
lyi in. spruce lath 4 00

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles
Extras 5 15
Clears 4 65 4 75
Second Clears 4 25
Clear Whiles .'j 75
Extra Is (Clear whites in) 3 2S
Extra Is (Clear whites out) ... 1 90
Red Cedar Extras, 16'in. 0 butts

to 2 111 6 08 5 18
Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch 8

butts to 2-in 6 40
Red Cedar Perfections, B butts

to 2' 4 6 18
Washington 16'in. 6 butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar 4 80

•ea u e. PAT. orr.

Now for Reconstruction
HENRY DISSTON & SONS, LIMITED

Keystone Saws, Tool, Steel and File IVorl^s

2 Fraser Ave. - - TORONTO, Canada

BOOKS FOR SALE Special Prices

Baughmaii's "Buyer & Seller." The hand-
iest labor-saving book for lumbermen
ever devised. Desk size, 300 pages,

$2.50. Pocket edition, 188 pages, $1.25.

"The Kiln Drying of Lumber," a Practical

and Theoretical Treatise, hy Harry Don-
ald Tiemann, M.E., M.F. Just pub-
lished by J. B. Lippincott Co. 31(1

pages, illustrated. Price $4.

The Preservation of Structural Timber, by
Howard F. Weiss. Publislied in 1915
1915 by McGraw-Hill Book Company,
312 pages, illustrated. Price $3.

Scribner's Lumber & Log Book. 1917
Edition. Price 35c.

"Climax" tally book, bound in sheep, with
hand straps. Size 4J4 x S'/i, 110 pages.
Price .fl.OO.

Seasoning of Wood ; .\ Treatise of the
Xatuial and .\rtilicial Processes Em-
ployed in the Preparation of Lumber fot

Manufacture, with Detailed Explanations
of its Uses, Characteristics and Proper-
ties, by Joseph Wagner. Published by
D. Van Nostrand Co., in 1917. 274
pages, illustrated. Price $3.00.

Utilization of Wood-Waste (Second Re-
vised Edition), by Ernst Hubbard. Pub-
lished in 1915 by Scott, Greenwood St

Sons. 192 pages, illustrated. Price $1.50.

Vest Pocket Ready Reckoner for Lumber-
men. 11th edition. Published by the
American Lumberman. Price 35 cents.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide Street West TORONTO

K^DRYERS

For Exacting Conditions
Your individual problems of veneer drying may be dif-

ferent or the conditions more exacting. Because it is sel-

dom that two drying problems are the same our engineers
make a special study of your particular conditions, con-
sidering the relation of the drying to preceding and fol-

lowing operations, quantity to be dried, number of men
employed, lieat available, cost of power, etc.

Proctor Veneer Dryers ^ive a perfectly flat and
pliable product without checks or splits

Send for oar practical Catalog —It will intsrest you

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
Buildera of Drying Machinery

SEVENTH STREET AND TABOR ROAD, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Hamilton, Ont., Canada,—W. J. Westaway, 6 Sun Life Building.
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Many Fires in Lumber

Mills have been caused

by Hot Boxes
This risk can be eliminated by the use of

Chapman Double Ball Bearings
IN—

Shafting^ Hangers, Pillow Blocks

Loose Pulleys, etc.

Chapman Double

Ball Bearings
decrease the friction loss 75% and .do not generate
heat.

No. oil is used, a little Tranco Grease once or twice
a year is the only lubricant required, consequently
dust does not adhere to the outside of the bearing.

There is no spoilage from oil drip, and cleanli-

ness may be easily maintained.

If you realized what these savings mean you
will agree that

You pat/ for Chapman bearings

whether you buy them or not

Chapman Double Ball Bearing
Co., Ltd.

347 Sorauren Avenue
705 Shaughnessy Bldg.

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Transmission Ball Bearing Co., Inc.

1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.

Hllllllllllllllllllllilllllllilillllllllilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

I
When You Put an ^

I Aloxite Saw Gummer
I on Your Machine

—

You have taken a big step

towards saw gumming effi-

ciency.

You will be working with a

fast cutting wheel—a cool-

cutting wheel—a wheel that

holds its shape and will not

burn the saw.

Made in vitrified and shellac

bonds—straight, concave and

covel shapes— all standard

sizes and grits.

The
I

Carborundum Company |

Niagara Falls, N. Y. =

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiinitnuiium^
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On Planers
Goodyear Extra Power Belting

The final test of belt efficiency is found on both large and
small high speed planers in woodworking plants.

Planer drives are of two types, the cylinder drive and the
side head drive.

Feed drives are hard to belt, as they are belted top and
bottom—each belt must also run over another pulley, which allows
the roller to turn and move the board ahead, as it is planed.

The side head drive is found the most difficult to belt, because
of the maintenance of exceptional high speed, the difficulty of in-

stallation and the necessity of stretch elimination. Sidehead belts

operate by two-quarter turns on the under side from a vertical

shaft to a horizontal pulley. To make these turns, two idlers are
necessary, running the belt over four pulleys—each sidebelt in con-
tact with two pulleys.

It is with real satisfaction that we receive testimonials

of the—exceptional service by Goodyear Extra Power
Belting on work of this kind.

The Crow's Nest Lumber Company of Wardner, B.C.
operate a Berlin-type side head matcher and resaw equipped
with a 5 inch 5 ply Goodyear Extra Power— It has a record
of eleven months continuous service.

Mr. Laird, Superintendent says ** No trouble what-
ever has been experienced. Extra Power has been en-
tirely satisfactory, giving a greater service than had ever
been secured in the mill"

Mr. Laird adds that, while this particular record is

outstanding. Extra Power has given splendid results through
the mill on all types of machines, counter shafts and main
drives.

Belt men trained by Goodyear are at the service of any
industrial in Canada. Discussing your problems with
Goodyear places you under no obligation. Phone, wire or
write the nearest branch.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
of Canada, Limited

Branches : Halifax, St. John, Quebec,
Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
London, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary,
Edmonton, Vancouver.

Service Stocks in Smaller Cities
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Adams Pointers

Made at Penetang, these

powerful and efficient gasolene

boats are giving satisfaction all

over Canada.

Lumbermen will find it quicker

and cheaper to work with an

Adams Pointer. It is easier and

safer to use than alligators and tugs.

The Adams Pointer has a

well-built easy running engine,

and powerful and reverse gear

towing winch, and will prove equal

to the heaviest work.

Get further particulars and

blue prints, which give in detail

the points wherein our Pointers

excel.

Adams Engine Co., Penetang^ Ont.
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor

The Machine That Made a Record
In a Recent Lath Cutting, 10 Hour Test
Four Hundred Sawmills

in the Dominion are to-day
using this machine.

It has all the latest im-
provements and for quick,

clean work has no equal.

The Payette No. I Bolter
will cut, count, tie and pile

128,350 laths in a period of ten
hours. The above consisted of

4 foot laths, by ^ inches,

and constitutes a record in

rapid lath cutting.

If you are not using a

Payette No. l Bolter you
should be.

Shall we send you fall particulars

and prices ?

P. PAYETTE & CO.
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor PENETANG, ONT.
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CANADA LUMBERMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
The following regulations apply to all advertisers:—Eighth page, every issue, three headings;

quarter page, six headings; half page, twelve headings; full page, twenty-four headings.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

AXES
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

BABBITT METAL
Canada Metal Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hoyt Metal Company.

BALE TIES
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

BALL BEARINGS
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

BAND MILLS
Hamilton Company, William.

Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BAND RESAWS
Mershon & Company, W. B.

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELT DRESSING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELTING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

Beardmore Belting Company
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.

General Supply Company
Goodhue & Co., J. L.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co.

D'. K. McLaren Limited.

McLaren Belting Company, J. C.

BELTING (Transmission, Elevator,

Conveyor, Rubber)
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

BLOWERS
Ramey Manufacturing Company
Sheldons Limited.

Toronto Blower Company.

BOILERS
Hamilton Company, William.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

Waterous Engine Works Company.

BOILER PRESERVATIVE
Beveridge Paper Company

BOX MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

Morgan Machine Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BOX SHOCKS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

CABLE CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CAMP RANGES
Smith Foundry Co.

CAMP SUPPLIES
Canadian Milk Products Limited.

Davies Company, William.

Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co .

Harris Abattoir Company
Johnson, A. H.
Palmer Medical Company.
Turner & Sons. J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

CANT HOOKS
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Pink Company, Thomas.

CARS—STEEL BODY
Mirsh Engineering Works, Limited

CEDAR
Foss Lumber Company
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

CHAINS
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Pink & Co., Thomas.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-

couver.

CHINA CLAY
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

CHEMICAL PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean. Ltd.

CLOTHING
Grant, Holden & Graham.
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company
Woods Mfg. Company

COLLARS (Shaft)

Bond Engineering Works

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier

Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CORDAGE
Consumers Cordage Company.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Bond Engineering Works

COUPLINGS (Shaft)

Bond Engineering Works
Jenckes Machme Company, Ltd.

CRANES FOR SHIP YARDS
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

CROSS ARMS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company

CUTTER HEADS
Shimer Cutter Head Company.

CYPRESS
Blakeslee. Perrin & Darling

Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon.

DERRICKS AND DERRICK
FITTINGS

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

DOORS
Beck Mfg. Company, C.

Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
Terry & Gordon.

DOUGLAS FIR
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
British American Mills & Timber Co.

Coal Creek Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.

Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.

Terry & Gordon.
Timberland Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

DRAG SAWS
Gerlach Company, Peter
Pennoyer & Company, J. C.

DRY KILNS
Sheldons Limited.

DRY KILN TRUCKS
Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.

DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Company.

DUST COLLECTORS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EDGERS
William Hamilton Company, Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, G. Walter
Haight, W. L.

Long Mfg. Company, E.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ENGINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

EXCELSIOR MACHINERY
Elmira Machinery and Transmission
Company.

EXHAUST FANS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

FILES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Nicholson File Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

FIRE BRICK
Beveridge Paper Company
Elk Fire Brick Company of Canada.

FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

FIR FLOORING
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

FLOORING (Oak)
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

GEARS (Cut)
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

GRATE BARS—Revolving
Beveridge Paper Company

GRAVITY LUMBER CARRIER
Can. Mathews Gravity Carrier Co.

GRINDERS (Bench)
Bond Engineering Works
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HARDWOODS
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Bartram & Ball.

Bennett Lumber Company.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Cameron & Co.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Fassett Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Gillespie. James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.
Knox Brothers. *

Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Stearns Salt and Lumber Company.
Summers. James R.
Taylor Lumber Company, S. K.
Webster & Brother, James.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Long Lumber Company.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
MACHINERY

American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HANGERS (Miilt)
Bond Engineering Works

HEMLOCK
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin. H.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Company, W. C.
Foss Lumber Company
Hart & 'McDonagh.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
The Long Lumber Company.

HOISTING AND HAULING
ENGINES

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

HORSES
Union Stock Yards.

HOSE
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

INDUSTRIAL CARS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

INSURANCE
Hardy & Co., E. D.

INTERIOR FINISH
Beck Mfg. Company, C.
Eagle Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Terry & Gordon.

KNIVES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Peter Hay Knife Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LATH
Austin & Nicholson.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Dupuis Limited, J. P.
Eagle Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
River Quelle Pulp and Paper Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Victoria Harbor Lumber Company.

LATH BOLTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Green Company, C. Walter.

LOCOMOTIVES
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturiing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Climax Manufacturing Company.
Montreal Locomotive Workks.

LATH TWINE
Consumers' Cordage Company.

LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

Continued on Page 72)
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HAMILTON' CIRCULAR
RE-SAWS

Here is a strong, rigid, well de-

signed machine, specially gotten up

for resawing slabs. The feed rolls

are carried on a sliding frame that

is easily adjustable to cut lumber

any desired thickness. The binding

or press roll is 13 in. diam., fitted

with saw discs and power driven.

The saw used is 42 in. diam., driving-

pulley 18 in. diam. x 12 in. face. Cut

shows Left Hand Machine.

We also make this machine with

wooden frame, having the mandrel

and saw carried on an adjustable

sliding frame.

Descriptive circular sent upon request.

44HAMILTON" HUSK FRAMES
Made in different sizes

to suit all requirements.

Frames are all of cast iron,

of heavy section through-
out, planed on top and
bottom, with mandrel
boxes lined with high
grade babbitt. Mandrels
are exceptionally large, of

forged steel with forged
collar, and the guide is the

famous Parkhurst steel

saw guide with steel split-

ter.

We manufacture a
complete line of up-
to-date Sawmill
Machinery for eith-

er Band or Circular
MilU.

William Hamilton Co., Limited
Peterboro, Ontario

AGENTS :-

Geo. H. Jameson, Vancouver, B. C. J. L. Neilson & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
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LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

LOGGING ENGINES
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

LOG HAULER
Green Company, G. Walter
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

LOGGING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBER TRUCKS
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBERMEN'S CLOTHING
Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

METAL REFINERS
Canada Metal Company.
Hoyt Metal Company.
Sessenwein Brothers.

MILLING IN TRANSIT
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOLDINGS
Genoa Bay Lumber Co.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOTOR TRUCKS
Duplex Truck Company

OAK
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

OAKUM
Stratford Oakum Co., Geo.

OIL CLOTHING
Leek, Limited, John

OIL ENGINES
Burnoil Engine Company

OLD IRON AND BRASS
Sessenwein Brothers.

OVERALLS
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company

PACKING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

PAPER
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PAPER MILL MACHINERY
Bowater & Sons. W. V.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Bond Engineering Works

PINE
Anderson Limiber Company, C. G.
Austin & Nicholson.
Beck Manufacturing Company, C.
Bourgouin, H.
Callander Sawmills
Cameron & Co.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Company.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Eagle Lumber Company.
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Excelsior Lumber Company.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Eraser Limited.
Gillies Brothers Limited.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Gordon & Co., George.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Hart & McDonagh.
Hettler Lumber Company, Herman H.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Montreal Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Parry Sound Lumber Company.
Shearer Company. Jas.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers, James R.

Terry & Gordon.
Watson & Todd, Limited.
Williams Lumber Company
Wuichet, Louis.

PLANING MILL EXHAUSTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.

PLANING MILL MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Sheldons Limited.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

PORK PACKERS
Davies Company, William
Harris Abattoir Company

POSTS AND POLES
Auger & Company
Dupuis Limited, J. P.
Eagle Lumber Company
Harris Tic & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Terry & Gordon.

PULLEYS AND SHAFTING
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Green Company, G. Walter
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company

PUMPS
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Smart-Turner Machine Company
Waterous Engine Works Company

RAILS
Freedman, Wm.
Gartshore, John J.

Sessenwein Bros.

ROOFINGS
(Rubber, Plastic and Liquid)

Ceveridgc Paper Company

ROPE (Wire and Manilla)
I.tck, Limited, John

RUBBER GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Company

SASH
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Renfrew Planing Mills.

SAWS
Atkins & Company, E. C.

Disston & Sons, Henry
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Gerlach Company, Peter
Green Company, G. Walter
Hoc & Company, R.
Shurly-Dietrich (Tompany
Simonds Canada Saw Company

SAW MILL LINK-BELT
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Burns & Roberts.
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
Firstbrook Bros.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd
Haight, W. L.

Hamilton Company, William
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Company
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.
Parry Sound Lumber Company
Payette Company, P.

Smith Foundry Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Co.. P. B.

SHEATHINGS
Beveridge Paper Company
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

SHINGLE MACHINES
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

(Continued on Page 74)

TO LUMBERMEN
We have large stocks of

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
BABBITT

for All General Machinery Bearings

IMPERIAL GENUINE BABBITT
for Crank Pins and Heavy Engines

We Guarantee Excellent Service

THE CANADA METAL COMPANY, Limited
Head Office, TORONTO

Branch Factories HAMILTON MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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Excelsior

Cutting Machinery

Manufactured By

The Elmira Machinery

and Transmission Co.
Elmira, Ont.

Write for Circular and Prices

Peace Year 1919
Finds us optimistic for the future and well

stocked with Horse Blankets, Feed
Bags, Tarpaulins, Oil Clothing

Tents, Flags, Straw Ticks

and Grey Blankets

We Guarantee Prompt Shipment

of Orders Entrusted to us

J. J. Turner& Sons
Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Put Your Locomotive Problem Up to Us

We are specialists in

building locomotives

We build all types and sizes, also
all kinds of spare and repair parts
for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in position to give you expert advice as to what
particular type and size of locomotive is best suited to your needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA.

CLIMAX Improved Geared LOCOMOTIVES ^°i1^u°rZIRON RAILS

A e2-ton

Climax
Locomotive

Designed

Especially for

Heavy
Logging Work,

Climax Locomotives are successfully operated on steep grades and sharp curves. Any
weight or gauge. Locomotives in stock for immediate shipment. Get Catalog " H."

CLIMAX MANUFACTURING CO., 313 W. Main Street, CORRY, PA.
VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT. LTD., VANCOUVER. B. C.

Fits Any
Saw Mandrel
A Huther Broi. Dado Head

consiiti of two outside cut-
ters and enough inside cutters
to make the required cut. This
Head will cut perfect grooves,
with or across grain, any width.
It is an eas^ Head to keep in
perfect condition, has a simple
quick adjustment, and may bt
enlarged any time after pur-
chase. Sent on approval and
if not satisfactory rctura at
our expense.

J Write for New Illustrated Catalog.

/ HUTHER BROS. SAW
MFG. COMPANY, Inc.

Grooves cut with Huther Bros..Dado Heads.

1103 Univarsity Arm.
ROCHESm. N. Y.
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SAW MANDRELS
Bond Engineering Works

SAW SHARPENERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SAW SLASHERS
Waterous Engine Works Company

SAWMILL LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company

SHINGLES
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
Campbell-MacLailrin Lumber Co.

Cardinal & Page
Eagle Lumber Company
Foss Lumber Company
Eraser Limited.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester .Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Heeney, Percy E.

Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Miller Company, Ltd., W. H.
Shingle Agency of B. C.

Terry & Gordon.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

SHINGLE & LATH MACHIN^JRY
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Hamilton Company, William.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Payette Company, P.

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

SLEEPING ROBES
Woods Mfg. Company, Limited

SMOKESTACKS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SNOW PLOWS
Pink Company, Thomas.

SPARK ARRESTORS
Jenckes Machine Company, I-td.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

SPRUCE
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Exchange Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Gillies Brothers.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grant & Campbell.
Hart & McDonagh.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
Nicholson & Co., E. M.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Snowball Co., J. B.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.

STEEL CHAIN
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL HAMES
McKinnon Dash Company.

STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

STEAM PLANT ACCESSORIES
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

SULPHITE PULP CHIPS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

TARPAULINS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

TAPS AND DIES
Pratt & Whitney Company.

TEA
Salada Tea Company.

TENTS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Mfg. Company

TIES
Auger & Company
Austin & Nicholson.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.

TIMBER BROKERS
Bradley, R. R.
Cant & Kemp.
Farnworth & Jardine.
Hillas & Co., W. N.
Hunter, Herbert F.

Smith & Tyrer, Limited

TIMBER CRUISERS AND
ESTIMATORS

Sewall, James W.

TIMBER LANDS
Department of Lands and Forests.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

TRIMMER^
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Waterous Engine Works Company

TUGS
West & Pcachcy.

TURBINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

VALVES
Mason Regulator & Engineering '

VENEERS
Webster & Brother, James.

VENEER DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Co.

VENEER MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Philadelphia Textile Machinery Co.

VETERINARY REMEDIES
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co.
Palmer Medical Company.

WATER HEATERS
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

WATERPROOFING
Beveridge Paper Company

WATER WHEELS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

WIRE
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

WOOD DISTILLATION PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean, Ltd.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machy. Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Long Manufacturing Company, E
Mershon & Company, W. B.

Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

WOOD PULP
Austin & Nicholson.
New Ontario Colonization Co.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.

A Sawyer's

Choice is an ATKINS
Sterling Steel Saw
He prefers this better saw because of its smooth

working, the cleaner cut, and the Httle resistance.

Atkins Saws will cut expenses because they increase

production.

Equip your men and machines with Atkins Saws.

They are essential to the up-to-date lumber camp.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Factory: HAMILTON, ONT. Branch': 109 Powell St., VANCOUVER, B.C.
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FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Whether your problem is one of power trans-

mission, elevating or conveying, w^e have a type

of Link-Belt especially designed for the purpose.

And when we say "especially designed," we mean
it. For our engineers have spent years in the

study of the peculiar conditions and requirements

which various industries place upon Link-Belt.

Each type has been designed not with the thought

of how cheaply it can be made, but how perfectly

it can serve its purpose. We show two types

of Link-Belt here. Our catalogue shows many
others. Send for a copy.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT COMPANY, LIMITED
Wellington and Peter Streets, Toronto

MADE AND CARRIED IN STOCK IN CANADA

Illustrating portable unit of Mathews

Conveyor for unloading cars.

Photo by courtesy of Windsor Ltimber Co.,

Ltd., Windsor, Ont.

Illustrating permanent installation of

Mathews Lumber Conveyor, between
mill and shipping and distributing

platform.

Photo by courtesy of Vancouver Cedar Mills,

Roche Point, B.C.

Write for Catalogue L.

CANADIAN MATHEWS GRAVITY CARRIER COMPANY, LIMITED
484 RICHMOND STREET WEST - - TORONTO, CANADA
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What are You doing with Your Slabs ?

T^HE shortage of men in the woods
will no doubt continue for

another year or two.

It will be necessary to get every

possible foot of lumber out of each

log to meet the demand.

A Mereen Johnson Slab Re-
saw will insure your getting the max-
imum of lumber with the minimum
of labor.

That last piece close to the

bark will be needed.

Let us tell you about our
RESAWS. Write for circular.

No. 25 Slab Retaw

MEREEN JOHNSON MACHINE COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS, .... MINN., U.S.A.

Canadian National Railiuaiis
CHARLOTTETOWN

MOMCTOHMSYDNCY

DULurH TOtONTV STJOHN
HALIFAX

Now Operating

Canadian Northern Railway Canadian Government Railways
The Great North Western Telegraph Company

14,000 Miles of Railway^56,000 Miles of Telegraph Line

Traversing Every Province of Canada's Dominion
and directly serving the great part of

Halifax—St. John

Passenger

Quebec—Montreal—Vancouver—Victoria

Freight — Express — Telegraph

C. A. HAYES
Vice-President

H. H. MELANSON
Passenger Traffic

Manager

Head Offices : Toronto. Ontario

GEO. STEPHEN
Freight Traffic

Manager
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The'lOtf'in ihe Plimpptnes

Go Tfi-ttvcp, a cAj'nffc
M&tvil^k. , PKilippin© Idarvds

The

Wherever mouldings are to be made
;

especially where a machine is

needed which is so sturdily built that it will run year in and year out with few
or no repairs,

No. 108 Open-Side Moulder

is the "Invariable Choice of the Man Who Knows." Besides its sturdiness

and dependability, it has many labor saving features to commend it. All

adjustments convenient for the operator. Knives ground and jointed on
machine, set-ups quickly and easily made; these are but a few of the many
things you will appreciate in the "I08." Send for free illustrated circular.

/fS. yiatesMachineQompanif£id.
HAMILTON, ONT. CANADA

U. S. PLANT : BELOIT, WISCONSIN
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Our No. 3 Lath Machine
has a remarkable capacity for output and stands up to the strain of continuous runnin<^ at full ])ressure as

few other lath machines can do. By its superior strength and great speed it is particularly valuable to mills

doing a big volume of work. This fact is established by constant repeat orders from the larger mills.

Floor space required, 4 feet by 4 feet 6 ins.; weight 1,600 pounds.

Shipped to you immediately from stock.

Send for catalogue and list of machinery available for shipment.
We make all kinds of equipment for the lumber industry.

The E. Long Manufacturing Company, Ltd.
Orillia .'• Ontario
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Waterous Bandmills Are Best

The successful operation of any Band Mill depends primarily on the design and construc-

tion of the guides.

After several years of experience based on the observation of the behavior of the saw
under all conditions, we came to the conclusion that the guides must not only be absolutely rigid,

but must be made to swing about the exact center of the saw\

The upper guide is arranged for single and double cutting, is adjustable both vertically

and horizontally, is fitted with quick opening device, and is water cooled and non-breakable. It

swings about the exact center of the saw blade.

This latter feature successfully overcomes any tendency for the saw to cut into or out

of the log, and allows the change in the direction of the saw blade on either edge of the saw to

be easily and quickly made. In accomplishing this our upper guide has the further advantage

that it does not drag the saw out of line, as in other forms, but simply twists it about the center
of the blade. At the same time the exceptionally rigid construction of the guide proper, and
the weight and strength of the supporting arm and the verticle slide, keep the saw always in a

straight line and permit the mill to cut to capacity and to turn out perfect lumber without difficulty.

No.1

Guides

WATEROUS DOUBLE GUTTING UPPER GUIDE

II WaterousW W BR.A.NTF0RO,03SrTARI0,CANAi:>A
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"FROST KING" METAL

$5,000,000.00
worth of mixed metal

sold annually.

Our thirty-five years' experience in metal mixing enables us to place on the market a babbitt that we
believe to be absolutely perfect. For high speed machinery and engine work it is without an equal. It is

specially designed for saw-mills, planing mills, threshing engines, traction engines, pumps, rolling mills,

pulp machinery, and all classes of stationary engines. It is a high grade metal, made of the very best
selected stock, and carefully compounded.

If your dealer does not stock FROST KING send us a money order for your requirements. Price
35c per lb.. Fort William and East; West of Fort William, 40c per lb., delivered nearest railway station;

packed in 30 lb. and 60 lb. boxes.

For extra duty, such as over-hanging saws, our TROJAN BABBITT will stand where all other
metals will fail. Price, Fort William and East, 65c. per lb.; West of Fort William, 68c., delivered to your
nearest railway station; packed in 30 lb. and 60 lb. boxes.

HOYT METAL CO.. Toronto. Canada
Have factory and office at Eastern Avenue and Lewis Street, Toronto, Canada

Factories also at:

—

New York, N. Y. London, Enf. St. Louis, Mo.

Not altogether what we
say, but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug manu-
factured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-

sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey Simcoe, Ont.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAfS
KNOWN

OUR

EXTRA
-EXTRA

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

The J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

Pink's Lumbering Tools
The Standard Tools in every province of the Dominion, New Zealand, Australia, etc.

We manufacture all kinds of lumber tools. Li^ht and Durable.

Long DUtance Phone, No. 87
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Sold throughout the Dominion by all Wholesale and Retail Hardware Merchants.

The Thomas Pink Company, Limited
Manufactmrera of Lumber Tools

MADE IN

CANADA

PEMBROKE ONTARIO

It's a Pink
anyway, you
take it, and
it's tha best
P e a T • y
made.
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TRAPS-ANIMAL BAIT
We carry in stock the largest assortment of

anima! traps in Canada. HALLAM'S ANI-
MAL BAIT for Wolf, Fox, Mink, and all

animals that eat meat, $1.00 per bottle, or 6

bottles for $5.00, postpaid by us.

No. 44 Justrite Headlight will not blow out;
burns carbide; two lens; self lighter, 20

candle power, $5.00. Cap 40 cents extra.

Mailing weight three pounds.

[717CC Haliam's Trapper's and Sportman's Supply
ri\£JL, Catalogue

fully illustrated—containing 36 pages and
cover—showing every necessitj' in camp
equipment.

No. 44 Justrite
Headlight

Write to-day. Address in full as below.

Hallam Building, TORONTO

EDGAR D. HARDY JAS. E. REYNOLDS

E. D. HARDY & CO.
INSURANCE

Specialists in LUMBER and WOODWORKING Plants

HEAD OFFICE: OTTAWA, ONT.

Shimer Circular Bit Jointing Heads
A circular shear cut head that is unsurpassed as a Jointing Head for stock

from 1" to 3"; always ready for the job without a set up, saving you money,

and assuring a perfect square joint. Made in four, six or eight bits with or

without Self Centering Colet.

Write for Prices

SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO. OF CANADA, LTD., GALT, ONTARIO
Successors to Samuel J. Shimer & Sons

ASBESTOS
We manufacture practically every article

that can be made of Asbestos—including

Packings
Boiler Gaskets
Pipe and Boiler

Coverings
Asbestos

Atlas Asbestos Co., Limited, Montreal

PUMPS
for

the most

exacting

requirements

Send us your

next

specification

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON CANADA

Soo Line Pike Poles^ Peavies, Cant Hooks and Sager Axes
in the hands of your woodsmen will give you satisfaction and save your money.

Ask your dealer or order
direct.

Mad* by

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

phabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 68 Classified Directory to Advertisementfi, Page 84
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AmericanWood
ROCH

SALES OFFICE FOR BRI
AGENTS FOR THE REST OF CANAD

AGENTS FOR GREAT BR

KING Machinery Co.
, N . Y.

IBIA. PORTLAND. OREGON
WALKER MACHINERY CO.. TORONTO
ROJECTILE CO.. LONDON

FIRST IN QUALITY

American Model 5-77A Planer & Matcher

Everything is in this machine that is desirable in a high speed Planer & Matcher.
The Automatic Belt Release and Tighteners; the built-in Cutter Head Knife Jointers
for both top and bottom heads; a system of Feed Roll Gearing where there are no
chains and sprockets or immediate gears; quick and accurate adjusting and positive
locking Matcher Legs; micrometer adjustment of Feed Rolls and Platen, are
features that put the model 5 ahead of all competitors.

Our New Catalog

We expect our New Catalog off

the press by the time this reaches
you. Send your request for a
copy to our representative in
your territory.

American No. 34-C Inside Moulder

The general design and form of construction of the
frame; the direct and simple system of Gearing; the

massive Bed Plate supporting the Matcher Legs

;

the Side Clamping Boxes quickly removable for

change of heads ; the accurately fitted and easy
adjustments throughout, are alj features that make
this the most up-to-date inside moulder on the

market to-dav.

COUPON
Garlock Walker Machinery Co.

Toronto, Canada
Please send us a copy of the New American 12th Edition

Cit.i'iic Wf ni t ii! t'le mavkct for the followinir macliirrc? :-

Signed

Town , . Pi ovince

CANADIAN SALES AGENTS

G^rlock^WaJker MaLchinery Company
32-34 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO LIMITED

TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG
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Spruce Hemlock
STOCK ON HAND UNSOLD FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

MERCHANTABLE SPRUCE
2 X 4 X 10/13 Scant 50,80U iL.

2 X 5 X 10/13 Scant 76,100 ft.

2 X 6 X 10/13 Scant 133,900 ft.

2 X 7 X 10/13 Scant 106,200 ft.

2 X 8 X 10/13 Scant 44,600 ft.

2 X 9 X 10/13 Scant 175,100 ft.

2x4 and up x 6/9 Scant 5,590 ft.

1 X 5 X 10/13 103,500 ft.

1 X 6 x 10/13 159,000 ft.

1 X 7 X 10/13 89,000 ft.

1 X 8 X 10/13 48,300 ft.

1 X 9 X 10/13 9,400 ft.

1 X 4 and up x 6/9 48,700 ft.

MERCHANTABLE SPRUCE
2x3 and up x 8 and up 88,000 ft.

3x3 and up x 8 and up 567,000 ft.

4x5 and up x 8 and up 75,000 ft.

CULL SPRUCE and JACK PINE
1 x 4 and up x 6/13 350.000 ft.

2x4 and up x 6/13 Scant 165,000 ft.

MERCHANTABLE HEMLOCK
1 x 8 X 10/16 100,000 ft.

1 X 9 X 10/16 45,000 ft.

LATH, MILL RUN
l>^-4ft. Spruce 525,000 pes.

1^-4 ft. White Pine 825,000 pes.

Bartram & Ball Limited
WHOLESALE LUMBER

Drummond Bldg., 51 1 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, Que.

Specialists in BRITISH COLUMBIA
FOREST PRODUCTS

Fir, Cedar, Spruce, Pine and Hemlock
Eastern Representatives

VICTORIA LUMBER & MFG. CO., CHEMAINUS, B. C.

SHIPBUILDING MATERIAL
GENERAL YARD STOCK

CALIFORNIA WHITE and SUGAR PINE
For Factory or Pattern Lumber

Get Our List of Transit Cars

KNOX BROTHERS, ltd., 707 Bank of Hamilton, TORONTO, ONT.
Head Office, Montreal, Que. Tel. Main 4685 B. C. Office, Vancouver, B. C.
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CHEMAINUS FIR
Clear Kiln Dried

B. C. Douglas Fir

We can make prompt shipment on
straight or mixed cars of clear kiln

dried B. C. Douglas Fir in all sizes

rough or dressed. Also flooring, ceil-

ing, mouldings and siding.

If quality can talk to you — get in

touch with us.

VICTORIA LUMBER &
MFG. CO., LIMITED

Head Office and Mill

CHEMAINUS, B.C.
Eastern Representatives:

KNOX BROS.,
Bank of Hamilton Building, Toronto,

and
Drummond Building, Montreal

High Grade Lumber and Timber

SPRUCE
Ready for Shipment

DOUGLAS FIR
Ready for Shipment

2 X 4 10/16 3 X 5 12/16
2 X 5 10/16 3 X 6 12/16
2 X 6 10/16 3 X 7 12/16
2 X 7 10/16 3 X 8 12/16
2 X 8 10/16 3 X 9 12/16
2 X 9 10/16 3 X 10 12/16
2 X 10 10/16 3 X 11 12/16

8 X 8 to 16 X 16 16/32

Pitch Pine

6x8.
8x8.
8 x 10,

10 X 10.

14/20
12/20
14/16
18/20

Pattern Pine a Specialty

Can Re-saw the above in any size required, rough
or planed. Mail us your enquiries.

The James Shearer Co., Limited
MONTREALWholesale and Retail Dealers

in Lumber and Timber
QFFICE AND YARDS:

225 St Patrick St.
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Special to the Trade
Choice dry No. 1 Common British Columbia Fir and

Larch, dressed or rough

2 X 4—12
14

16

18

20

100.000 ft.

100,000 ft.

200,000 ft.

10,000 ft.

8,000 ft.

X 6—10 10,000 ft.

12 50,000 ft.

14 50,000 ft.

16 100,000 ft.

18 50,000 ft.

20 30,000 ft.

22/24 4,000 ft.

2 X 8—10
12

14

16

18

20

22/24

20,000 ft

84,000 ft

100,000 ft

242,000 ft

40,000 ft

20,000 ft

4,000 ft

2 X 10—10 7,000 ft.

12 25,000 ft.

14 23,000 ft.

16 25,000 ft.

18 12.000 ft.

20 12,000 ft.

22/24 2,000 ft.

Quality unsurpassed

2 X 12—10 10,000 ft.

12 50,000 ft.

14 50,000 ft.

16 100,000 ft.

18 25,000 ft.

20 20,000 ft.

22/24 3,000 ft.

Prices reasonable

TERRY 6l GORDON
Eastern Canada Agents:

F. H. Stearns & Co.,

30G Transportation Bldg.,

Montreal, Que.

Head Office

:

704 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO, ONT.

Vancouver Branch :

408 Metropolitan Building.

Ontario Representatives of

The British Columbia Mills, Timber & Trading Co. of Vancouver, B.C.

U. S. Sales Agents

:

Berry Lumber Company,
30 Church Street,

New York City.

HIGH GRADE LUMBER
FROM GENOA BAY

FIR TIMBERS,
LUMBER, LATH,
CEDAR, SHINGLES,
FIR FLOORING,
CEILING, FINISH,

KILN DRIED.

We have large stocks for immediate shipment, Avith

an up-to-date plant located on the east coast of Van-
couver Island.

Our mills cut up to 85 foot lengths. We specialize on
ship building material in the rough, and long timbers.

We are equipped for all classes of cargo shipment
abroad and can make rail shipments to all usual points

reached bv C. P. R. or C. N. R.

GENOA BAY LUMBER CO., Genoa Bay, B.C.
Dealers in

Lumber, Lath, Cross Arms, Mouldings, Doors, Sash and Shingles

Telegraph Address, Duncan, B, C. Code: A.B.C. 5th Edition Phone 25 Duncan

GENOA
O
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Geo. Gordon & Co
Limited

Cache Bay Ont.

White and Red Pine
Stock on Hand for quick shipment

6x6- 12/16' 50,000 6 X 12- 12/16'

8 X 10- 12/16' 30,000 8 X 12- 12/16'

10 X 10- 12/16' 100,000 10 X 12- 12/16'

4 X 12- 12/16' 60,000 12 X 12- 12/16'

7,000

14,000

25,000'

150,000'

Complete assortment i"- 2"- and 3' White Pine

WRITE us FOR PRICES

AN IDEAL LUMBER MILL
E

7^

Running Continuously

All the Year Round
Capacity, modern equipment, and shipment

facilities are factors that combine to make the

Fassett Lumber Mill one of the best in the

country for quality and service.

We are now sawing hardwood and have
five million feet of

BIRCH, MAPLE
BASSWOOD, ELM

and ASH
Put up on grade. Get in touch with us.

Large stocks of Hemlock and Spruce always on hand.

Fassett Lumber Company^ Limited
FASSETT
QUEBEC
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WE KNOW OUR LUMBER

We saw the trees, saw the logs being made,
saw them being hauled and again on the

drive. We have watched the logs being sawn
at the mill. Saw the lumber graded over the

trimmers, and again when it was piled in the

yard, and we know we have nice knotted
lumber, lumber that we like to sell, the kind
we know you like to buy.

Whether its White Pine, Red Pine, Spruce or Jack Pine,

Culls, Mill Run or Shop and better, we make the grade
good.

Every board is inspected the second time when being
shipped and pieces not up to grade are laid out.

LATH
White Pine, Red Pine or Spruce

Don't let your stock get too low

An order placed with us is not complete
until you have unloaded the car and have
found everything satisfactory.

Send Us Your Next Order.

UNION LUMBER
701 DOMINION
TORONTO

COMPANY, LIMITED
BANK BUILDING

CANADA
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Milling in Transit
A Well Equipped Mill

CP., G.T., & C.R. Railway Connections

LargeDry Kilns SpecialMillwork

J. R. Eaton & Sons^ Limited
ORILLIA, ONT.

THE

Powell-Myers Lumber Co.

Rim Factory :

ARGOS, IND.

Saw MilU :

WYATT, IND.

WAKELEE, MICH
ROCHESTER, IND.

Maunfacturers

Indiana
Bent Oak
Wagon Rims

also producing

Northern and Southern Hardwood Lumber
in Ash, Basswood, Beech, Cottonwood, Cypress, Elm, Gum,

Hickory, Maple, Oak, Sycamore, etc.

Main Office - - SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

Veneered Panels
for Interior Trim

Quartered and Plain Oak, Mahogany
and Birch

60 ' X 3o" and 72" x 24"

3 ply Va and 5 ply

Write for prices

Hay & Company^ Limited
Woodstock - Ontario

BURNOIL ENGINES
SIZES

12H
25
37!/,

SO
75

B.H.P.

The Best Power on the
Cheapest Fuel

No Hot Ball or Hot Surfaces
Keduce your fuel costs by iustill-

inir Bunioils, the perfected heavy oil

eng-ines. Burnoils use no trouble-
making hot surfaces, carburetors or

electrical devices.
Tested and proved
by years of severe
service. Burnoils
start easily and in-

stantly, run steadily
and economically.
Stationary or marine
types.

Burnoil Engine Company
1104 HIGH STREET SOUTH BEND, IND., U. S. A.

Spruce
and

Pine
STOCK ON HAND UNSOLD
FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

Merchantable Spruce
200,000 ft. 2 X 4 in., 8 ft. and up.

350,000 ft. 2 X 5 in., 8 ft. and up.

180,000 ft. 2 X 6 in., 8 ft. and up.

120,000 ft. 2 X 7 in., 8 ft. and up.

70,000 ft. 2 X 8 in., 8 ft. and up.

30,000 ft. 2 X 9 in., 8 ft. and up.

20,000 ft. 2 X 10/12 in.

80,000 ft. 1x4 in., 8 ft. and up.

30,000 ft. 1x5 in., 8 ft. and up.

20,000 ft. 1x6 in. and up.

Cull Spruce
125,000 ft. 2 x 4 in. ahd up, Random lengths.

50,000 ft. 1x4 in. and up. Random lengths.

Merchantable Pine
150,000 ft. 2 X 4 in. and up, 8 ft. and up.

Cull Pine
20,000 ft. 2 X 4 in. and up. Random lengths.

20,000 ft. 1^2 X 4 in. and up. Random lengths.

Laths
550,000 pes. 11^ X 4 ft. Good Mill Run Spruce, 100

pes. each bdl.

2,500,000 pes. 1^ in. X 4 ft. Good Mill Run Spruce, 100

pes. each bdl.

700.000 pes. IJ^ X 4 ft. Good Mill Run Spruce, 50 pes.

each bdl.

250,000 pes. 1^ X 4 ft. Good Mill Run Pine, 50 pes.

each bdl.

Get our special prices on straight

or mixed cars of the above,

F.0.6. cars Bathurst

rate of freight

Gloucester Lumber
& Trading Co.

BATHURST, N.B.
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" British Columbia Fir
"

TIMBERS
Rough Clears

FloorinQf Ceiling and Finish

Alberta Lumber Co., Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Office. ^V^V!^' Ottawa, Can.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

and Selling Agents for

Fraser & Co.
Mills at

DESCHENES QUEBEC

White Pine
Red Pine
Spruce
Lumber and Lath

California White Pine

California Sugar Pine

and Arizona Soft Pine

Best Stock for Factory and Pattern Lumber

^ LOUIS WUICHET
Room 716 Railway Exchange, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

p. O. Box 914 Phone Main 948

Exchange Lumber Co.^ Reg.
Special

Sawing
for

U.S. Trade

WHOLESALE LUMBER

180 St. Jame» Street

MONTREAL

Spruce
Deals
for

Export

Balance of a choice lot of Merchantable Spruce that we
have at Gaspe, P.Q.

3 X 9" X 10/18
' 85,000 ft. 3 x 10" x 10/18' 60,000 ft.

SHORTS
3 X 4

" & up X 3' to 9 ft. 37,000 ft.

Good average widths and lengths

Write for particulars

Also 500 M. 3 in. Pine Culls 100 M.2 in. Spruce Culls

Special Prices to

Clean Up
At Midland, (Dry)

1 car 1x4 and up No. 1 M. C. White Pine.

At Powassan, (Dry"

50,000 1 X 10 and 12 in. No. 1 M. C. White Pine.

54.000 2 x 4 and up Merchantable Spruce.
10,000 1 x 4 and up Merchantable Spruce.

14,000 2 X 4—10/16 Merchantable Hemlock.
10,000 2 x8
27,000 2 x 10 and 12

14,000 1 X 4 and up

At Moffatt

4 cars 4
" and up 8' Cedar Posts.

In Transit
5 cars 3 X B. C. Shingles.

The Long Lumber Co.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Dominion Lumber & Timber
Company, Limited

LUMBER for every purpose

also SHINGLES
Write or Wire for Prices

Winch Building VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Davison Lumber & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Bridgewater, N. S.

THE LARGEST LUMBERING INDUSTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA PRODUCTION 40 MILLION FEET PER ANNUM

Send us your enquiries for

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock or Hardwood Lumber
Box Shooks and

Dry Pressed Baled Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Chips
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Nova Scotia White Spruce and Hardwood Flooring
We are equipped with everything appertaining to Modern Saw Milling and operate from the Woods to the finished product.

If you want something special quickly, try us. We will cut, dry, work and ship within a few days from receipt of order.

We are located on the main line of the Halifax and South Western Railway and on Tidewater.

We Operate

:

A Double Band Mill at Springfield, N.S., Capacity 120,000 ft. per day A Box Shook Factory at Bridgewater, N.S., Capacity 50.000 ft. per day

A Rotary and Gang at Mill Village. N.S. " 40,000 ft. per day A Dry Kiln at Bridgewater. N.S., " 100.000 ft. per day
,^ T^.j .xTo « o/^ nnn ri. J A Chipping Mill at Bridgewatcr. N.S.. 100 cords per dayA Rotary and Gang at Bridgewater. N.S., 80.000 ft. per day ^ Ground Wood Pulp Mill at Charleston. N.S.. Capacity 40 tons Spruce

A Planing Mill at Bridgewater, N.S.. " 100.000 ft. per day Pulp per day.

PHONE: BRIDGEWATER 74

DUNFIELD& CO. Limited

Exporters of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
and Hardwood

in 1 in., 2 in., 3 in., 4 in.

Spruce Laths and Railway Ties

Head Office : 8 Prince St., Halifax, N.S. Brancli Office: 8 Market Square, St. John, N.B.

U. K. Brokers: Duncan. Ewing & Co.. K21 Exchange BIdg.. Liverpool. Telegraphic Address: Dunfield. Halifax. Codes: ABC 5th Ed. Western Union
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FIR TIMBERS
AND

British Columbia Red Cedar

SHINGLES
Dimension

Shiplap

Boards

Siding Interior Finish Ship Timbers

Ceiling Tank Stock Ship Planking

Flooring Silo Stock Ship Decking

WesternRedCedar>
We have now secured the out-

put of a large mill that can handle

specifications for Door Stock, In-

terior Trim, Boat Lumber, etc.

Note :

—

Send for our latest price list

covering all B.C. lumber products.

EXPORT :- Orders and Enquiries Solicited

Cars of Fir Timbers and Red Cedar Shingles always in transit Our

representatives can give you specifications, or if more convenient wire us direct

Montreal Representative

:

U. E. GERMAIN,
43 St. Sacrament St.,

Montreal, Que.

Toronto Representative :

D. WILLIAMS,
40 Major St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Western Ontario

E. A. LEBEL
Sarnia,

Ontario

TIMMS, PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
Head Office: Yorkshire Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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John McKergow, W. K. Grapftby,
President Manasrln^-Dlrector

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office t Montraal Offic* :

46 Elirin Si. 759 Notre Dama St.. W

H. Cardinal O. PACiE

Cardinal & Page
Wholesalers and Exporters of

FOREST PRODUCTS
180 St. James St. Montreal

Specialties:—

Spruce and Red Pine

Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers o{

Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce
QUALICUM QUALITY LUMBER

Rough Fir Timbers
Any size up to 60 feet long

Select Grades a Specialty

FIR PIPE and TANK STOCK
Market wanted for Rough Cedar Timbers

Inquire for prices

Office and Mills

:

Qualicum Beach, V. I., B. C.

WE ARE BUYERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Handles

Staves Hoops
Headings

Jame,WEBSTER &Bro.
Limited

Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

Dashwood House 9 New Broad St. E. C.

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingle*
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N.Y.

LUMBER

White Pine

All Dimensions

At Your Service

Of a High Grade of Manufac-

ture and taking a low freight rate

to all Central and Western On-

tario Points.

Write or Wire for Quotations

C. G. Anderson Lumber

Company, Limited

Manufacturers and Strictly Wholesale
Dealers in Lumber

SALES OFFICE

705 Excelsior Life Building

Toronto

Timber

Estimates
JamesW. Sewall
OLD TOWN. MAINE

JACK PINE

HEMLOCK

SPRUCE

JAIUES R. SUMMERS
Wholesale Lumber

96 Kin« St. East TORONTO, Ont.

Main 7329

Lumber, Lath
Flooring, Cedar
Poles and Posts

Railway Ties
Doors, Windows, Archi-
traves and all kinds of Mill
Work, done by experts.

Ask for our prices and serv ices
of onr architect

J. P. DUPUIS, LTD.
592 Church Ave.. Verdun. Montreal. P.Q.

Spruce, Balsam, Poplar
Pulpwood

Bought and Sold for Canadian or
American delivery.

Quotations furnished on request

P. M. JOST & Co.
BroVer* and Commission Marchants

Room 201, 180 St. JamesSt., MONTREAL

Cant & Kemp
52 St, Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Al and A B C Codes used

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address: Farnwoith, Llven>ool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS

2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and
Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool,

England
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SAW MILL

MACHINERY

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Having decided to discon-

tinue saw mill operations at

Penetang have the following

machinery for sale. This

machinery is all in operating

condition and is open for in-

spection at Penetang, Ont.

Mill Machinery

Extra heavy log haul-up works with

inch round and flat chain, 128 ft.

centres.
2—Waterous log uiiloaders or kickers,

;< arms, 10 in. cylinders

I—Waterous log loader, 3 arms, lO in.

cylinders.
1—Waterous right-hand double cutting

band mill, 11 in. saws, 8 ft. wheel,

with 3-block carriage; 24 in. openinij

;

Payette set works and dogs ; 8 in. x
36 ft. steam feed.

I—Waterous double edger for 20-inch

saws, lever shifter.

1—Payette double edger for 18-in. saws,
lever shifter.

48—live rolls about 8 ft. long by 10 in.

dia. ; extra heavy, sprocket drive.

20—High cars with roller tops. 24 in.

heavy wheels on 3 in. axles, standard
gauge.

l--Mershon 4 saw gang resaw, takes

squared cants or just one face, ideal

machine to cut small logs and centres
of large after good has been taken off.

1— Payette picket machine, made speci-

ally for shade roller stock, will feed
pieces 10 in. long, also sorting table
with chain top.

1-^Rogers Iron Works circular resaw
for making box lumber from slabs

;

fool-proof machine.
1—Payette edger for box and short

stock.
1—Rogers twin circular or tie maker.
1—Payette lath bolter and lath machine.
1—Pair lath trimmers.
1—Picket trimmer (bunch trim).
Conveyor drives and chains.
Pulleys, gearSj heavy line shafting and
countershafting with bearings.

Send us your requirements.
We have a large stock of double and

triple leather belting in widths. from
10 in. to 48 in.

Power House Equipment
3—Return Tubular Boilers, floldie Mc-

Culloch make, 66 x 16, Dutch oven
settings, 85 lbs. steam allowance
Ontario Government.

Breeching and smoke stack for above
boilers, 50 in. dia., newly painted,
600 ft. new J^-'n- STuy ana plate for
brick pier.

1—Northey boiler feed pump, outside
packed, 8_in. x 6 in. x 12 in., for 3 in.

suction pipe.
1—Pair Poison "Brown" type engines,
coupled on quarters, 22 in. x BO in.,

with 16 ft. X 48 in. belt, balance
wheel. Excellent engines.

1—Pair American feed water heaters
for above engines; 10 in., copper
coils.

Filing Equipment
1—Waterous band saw grinder for 6

in. saws.
1—Baldwin retoother for band saws.
1—Wm. Hamilton band saw shear, 12".
2—Reversible saw levelling blocks.
2—Chilled band saw anvils.
Hanchet band saw swages; Crescent

circular saw swages ; shapers and
dressers.

Yard Equipment
Booms and boom chains, yi, H & ^.
Winches and other mill supplies.

Prompt shipments and bargains for
quick sale. Will send all particu-
lars and prices on application.

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Penetang, Ont.

"WELL BOUGHT IS HALF SOLD

"Bright -Right''

Sells on Sight

White Pine
1917 Cut

lOO M' 1 X 6—10/16 Mill Run

75 M' 1 X 8—10/16 Mill Run

100 M' 1 X 10—10/16 Mill Run

125 M' 1 X 12—10/16 Mill Run

Smooth, red-knotted stock; largely Dressing

9 M' 1 X 4 & up—6/9 Good Shorts

17 M' 1 X 8 & up— 10/16 No. 1 & 2 Cuts

5 M' 1 X 8 & up—10/16 No. 3 Cuts

15 M' 5/4 X 6 & up—10/16 No. 1 and 2 Cuts

10 M' 5/4 X 4 & up—10/16 No. 3 Cuts

9 M' 6 4 X 6 & up—10/16 No. 1 and 2 Cuts

12 M' 6 4 X 4 & up—10/16 No. 3 Cuts

12 M' 2 X 6 & up—10/16 No. 1 and 2 Cuts

7 M' 2 X 4 & up—10/16 No. 3 Cuts.

All even lengths.

Canadian General Lumber Co.

Limited

FOREST PRODUCTS
TORONTO OFFICE :— 712-20 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

Montreal Otfice:—203 McGill Bldg.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

PETRIE'S LIST
of

NEW and USED

WOOD TOOLS
for Immediate Delivery

Wood Lathes
20" Sidney, Famous

panada Machinery Corporation
It) Cowan.
IC"
14"

Sidney, Famous,
.Sidney, Famous.

patternmakers.

Band Saw*
30" MacGrcgor-Gourlay

saw. '

West Side, pedestal.
Cowan, bracket.

circular re-

SO'

.'!0'

20'

('•oldie & McCulloch
Ideal, pedestal (3).
Sidney, pedestal.
Sidney, pedestal.

Saw Tables

bracket.

No. 2 Sidney, Famous, variety.

V P""'^'"^- combination.
r^o 0 Sidney, Famous, variety
gal antine variable power feed rip.tisher, iron frame rip.
MacG.egor Gourlay power feed cut olTGreenlee automatic cut-off
I I-ay, swing saw.
i'A wood frame, swing
Vaughan, portable drag' saw
Champion, drag saw.
No. 4 Canadian, airmotor, pole saw.

Planers
Whitney pattern tingle surfacer.
double surfacer, with chip breaker
Herinance, double surfacer.
Sidney, Famous, single surfacer.
MacGregor-Gourlay.
Champion planer and matcher, with
inoulding attachment.
Gait, planer and matcher.
.Sidney, Famous, single surfacer.
Gait, pedestal, buzz.
Buzz, with slotted head

30"
26"
24"
24"
24"
24"

24"
IS"
16"
16"

Moulders
side.I'-i" Clark-Demill four

12" Cowan four side.
12" Woods, four-side, inside.
10" Houston four side.
8" Dundas four side.

6^1 Cowan four side.
6" Dundas sash sticker.

Mortisers
Cowan, upright power.
Gait, upright, compound table
No. 1 MacGregor-Gourlay upright.
No. 6 New Britain chain.
J;.ay. upright, boring attachment.
^o. 2 Smart, foot power.

Clothespin Machinery
Humphrey automatic lathes (6).Humphrey double slotters Ci).

Miscellaneous
Vo. .30 Sidney, universal woodworker.

;^''^P,'""cent universal woodworker
i\r° ;

Sidney, post boring mac'-ine
>)°' r,o5 6^'',' P°^' boring machine.

(>)
^-^^^^ P°st boring machines

Fay, single spindle, boring machine
Cowan moulder and panel raiser.
MacGregor Gourlay 12 spindle dove-

tailer.

Fay & Egan 12 spindle dovetailer.
No. 1 Ballantine dowel machine.
12 Canada Mach. Corp. sander.
24" Fay, double drum.
No. 2 Defiance belt sander.
Egan sash and door tenoner.
M135 Cowan, sash and door relisher.
No. 6A Fox wood trimmer.
2jspindle Cant-Gourlay shaper.
N"; 1 Defiance, ajjle shoulder shaper.
20" American wood scraper.
M6.3 Cowan spindle carver.
H.ill, automatic shingle machine.
Boss ;uiloinafic shingle machine.
No. 2 Dominion, lath machine & bolter.
No. 3 Defiance, rim and felloe round-

ing machine.
No. 1 Defiance, automatic, spoke driver,
1' I.inderman. automatic, elue jointer.
S' McKeouh & Trotter, hoop cutter.
No. 2 Reynolds, power screw driver.

Ask to see our large stock of used sup-
plies—belting, pulleys, machine shop
equipment, mill supplies, pipe and fit-
tings. This material is as good as new
and can be bought at very reduced
prices.

H.W.PETRIE,LTD.
Front St. W., TORONTO, ONT
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Ten Band Mills to Serve You
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Mills and Railway Connections
Fredericton, N.B
Plaster Rock, N.B.
Nelson, N.B.
Edmundston, N.B.
Baker Brook, N.B.
Glendyne, Que. "

Escourt, Que. "

Cabano, Que. "

Whitworth, Que. (No. 1, No. 2)
"

Railway connection C. P. R.

C. P. R.

I. C. R.

C. P. R. or Temiscouata Ry.
Temiscouata Ry. and N.T.R.
N. T. R.

N. T. R.

Temiscouata Ry.
Temiscouata Ry.

Fraser Companies, Limited, Fredericton N.B.

ROUGH AND DRESSED SPRUCE, WHITE CEDAR SHINGLES, SPRUCE LATH, PIANO
i SOUNDING BOARD STOCK.
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Hardwoods in Buffalo
Piled on our Buffalo Yard ready for Immediate Shipment

1st and 2iuls

No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1,000'
."{,000

1st and 2iids

Selects . .

.

No. 1 Shop .

l.st and 2nds
No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nd.s

No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com.

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com.

1,000'
.'!,500

2,000'

1,000

4.200'

7,000

1"

45,000'
33,000
19,(X)0

24,000'
44,000
13,000

30,000'
118,000
12,000

14,000'

17,000
1,500

G!),000'

84,000
53,000

CHESTNUT
154"
15,000'

42,000
2,000

CYPRESS

VA"
14,G(t0'

.'.4,000

2,500

27,000'
15,000

700

44,000'

55,000
200

HARD MAPLE
30,000' 10,000'

14,000 cS2.000

4,600 5,200

SOFT MAPLE
1.800' S,000'

1,300 5,400
700 1,000

OAK
30,000

'

30,000
3,000

PLAIN RED
20,000'

44,000
1,400

2"
.37.200'

55,000
8,000

27,000'
72,000
2,200

9O.(X»0'

103,000
24,000

30,000'
2,000

11,000

57,00(J'

1.30,000

14,000

2,600'

4,000

PLAIN WHITE OAK
13,000 ' .S,.500

'

20,000 20,0(10

3,500 1,000

47,000'
172.000
50,000

60,000 ft. l'/2 in. 100,000 ft. 2 in.

17,000'

64,000
56,000

IMPLEMENT GRADE WHITE OAK (free of heart)

100,000 ft. 2'/2 in. 100,000 ft. 3 in. 45,000 ft. 4 in.

SOUND SQUARE EDGED WHITE OAK

2/."
12,000'
10,000
1,200

32,000'
24,00f)

2,400

1.3,000'

a3,000
2,000

23,000'

3,500
1,.300

60,000'
58.000
14,000

.37,000

'

210.000
10.000

3"

10,000

'

8,000
1,800

400'

34,000
500

15,000'

60,000
26,000

20,000'
30,000
12,000

.33.000'

26,000
S.fJOO

34.000'
105.000
36,000

4"
3,500'

3,000
200

3.omj'

12,000
3,.500

14,000'

3.3,000

14,000

2,800'

2,900

24,000'

15,000
1,300

12,000'

56,000
2,000

About 400,000 ft. 2 in. and 3 in. x 6-810-12 in. and up to 10 in. x 10 in.

We also carry a nice stock of Ash, Basswood. Cherry, Gum, Hickory, Quartered Oak, Poplar, or Whitewood, Crating, etc.

A Few Miscellaneous Cars

We Wish to Move
Com. W. Ash.

Com. W. Ash.

Com. W. Ash.

Com. W. Ash.

Com. W. Ash.

Com. W. Ash.

.3 cars 1 in. No.

1 car IVi in. No.

1 car I'/i in. No.

1 car 2 in. No.

1 car I'/i in. No.

1 car 3 in. No.

I car 114 in. 1st and 2nds Bass.

1 car 2 in. 1st and 2nds Bass.

2 cars 1 in. No. 1 Com. Bass.

2carslJ.^ in. No. 1 Com. Bass.

.3 cars 1 in. No. 2 Com. Bass.

1 car I'/i in. No. 2 Com. Bass.

1 car I'/i in. No. 1 Com. Beech.

1 car 1 in. 1st and 2nds on one

face Cherry.

1 car 1 in. No. 1 Com. Walnut.

1 car 1 in. No. 2 Com. Walnut.

1 car 1 in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car I'/i in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car I'/i in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car 2 in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
8 cars 2, 2'/i and 3 in. Sound Beech

and Maple Road Plank.

Your enquiries will receive our careful attention,

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
1 100 Seneca Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

Better Spars—Better Timbers
..ppw ships - scows - BARGES

ALLEN-STOLTZE LUMBER CO., LTD
Head Office, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Toronto Representative

R. G. CHESBRO, 504 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.
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Watson &Todd Limited
OTTAWA

1
' to 3 WHITE PINE

All Grades and Widths

I " to 6' NORWAY
Registered

A

Trade Mark

Export Trade
Our Specialty

Registered

Trade Mark

KEEWATIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of White and Red Pine, Spruce and

Poplar Lumber, Boxes, Shocks, Lath and Ties.

Dry White Pine Uppers and Factory Plank
Dry White Pine Common Boards

Also BOX and CRATING STOCK
in PINE, SPRUCE and POPLAR

Saw Mills, Planing Mills and Box Factories at

Keewatin and Kenora, Ontario

Correspondence solicited

General Office - KEEWATIN, ONTARIO

STRATFORD
OAKUM

Quality Guaranteed

Jersey City and Everywhere

GEO. STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

165 Cornelison Ave. - JERSEY CITY, U.S.A.

The

Harris Tie & Timber Co.
Limited

Ottawa - Canada

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Cedar Poles and Posts

Railway Ties - - Piles

Callander Saw Mills
Callander, Ontario

"All Forest Products"

Varied and High Class

WhiteandRed Pine

Hemlock Lumber
and Lath

Cedar Poles
Write for prices to-

Head Office :

1310 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

TORONTO

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldib, Vice-President. VV. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. 12-14 Wellin^on Street East. TORONTO, ONT.
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REDWOOD for Clear Finish, Mouldings,

Windows and Door Frames
Tank Lumber, Bevel Siding and many special uses

Write for descriptive booklets
and price list.

Sample lots and L.C.L. shipments from
our Chicago warehouse.

REGISTERCO THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.
P J^L r JOHN D. MERSHON, President D
X .^i^. -Li

1 1 South LaSaile Street,

CHICAGO

REGlSTtHED

TRAPE MARK NEW YORK, 103 Park Avenue KANSAS CITY, 404 Grand Avenue, Temple Bldg. TRADE MARK

Clear Mountain

Larch Finish
also

Boards

Shiplap

and Dimension

Sawn Full Size

The Foss Lumber Co.
Limited

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Established 1905

FOR QUICK
SHIPMENT

1 Car of 2x8, 10/16 Merchantable Spruce

1 Car of 2 X 10, 10/16

1 Car of 3 X 12, 10/16

ALSO HAVE
Lumber, Lath and Shingles, Com-

plete Stock of Crating Spruce; also

Red Pine Piles for immediate ship-

ment.

ARTHUR N. DUDLEY
Manufacturer and Wholesaler

Mills at- 109 Stair Building,

Elbow Lake and Dane TORONTO, ONT.

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

British Columbia Red Cedar Exclusively
Cedar Bevel Siding, Finish, V»Joint and Mouldings

Straight or mixed cars with XXX and XXXXX Shingles. Stocks carried at Lindsay, Ont., for quick shipment.

Full particulars from our Eastern Agents.
Ontario Agents:

Gull River Lumber Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont. •» j /\£r* 1 lijl'll O m. KM J D O
Quebec and Maritime Provinces Agents: rleaCl UlllCe anCl MlUSy t^Ort MOOdy, D. C

Mason, Gordon & Company, Montreal.
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Mason, Gordon&Co. Montreal, Que.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS

(Wholesale Only)

FIR TIMBER and Finish, CEDAR SHINGLES and Lumber

Transit Cars of the above always on the Road
Western Fir Doors

Sole Selling Agents for Eastern Canada for WHEELER OSGOOD CO., Tacoma, Wash.—Doors, Turned Stock etc.

Toronto Office : 510 Lumsden Building
Hugh A. Rose, Representative

Vancouver Office : 304 Pacific Building
Herbert C. Gordon, Representative

Your Chance
to buy

Saw Mill Machinery
Any or all of the following, from Wm. Peter estate-

first class condition

1 right hand 3-Block Carriage, 40 inch, fitted with Payette set

works, friction receder, 5 trucks, frame of carriage oak; never

been used, except set works, which have been refitted; carriage

built by E. Long Mfg. Co., Orillia.

1 Steam Feed, 10 inch dia., 36 ft. long, vertical valves; never been

used since being installed.

Track and Flat (new).

1 Steam Nigger, Waterous Co.

1 Steam Loader, Waterous Co.

1 right hand Champion Edger (Waterous Co.), 48 inches, 3 station-

ary saws, 2 movable saws.

1 left hand Hamilton Edger, 54 inch, 4 stationary saws, 1 movable
saw.

1 Engine, 14 x 20 slide valve, Payette fly-wheel, 5 ft. diameter, 30 in.

face.

1 Engine, 11 x 18, slide valve, Inglis & Hunter fly-wheel, 6 ft. diam-
eter, 16 in. face.

1 Patterson & Berryman Water Heater.

Gordon Hollow Blast Blower, located in mill.

1 Ewart's Detachable Chain.

Special Heavy Forged Chain, about 800 feet.

We have also on hand Live Roll Drives, Pulley, Gears, Shafting,

in addition to Filing Equipment, etc.

W. L. HAIGHT, Barrister

PARRY SOUND, ONTARIO

The Fesserton Timber Co.,
LIMITED

Hemlock
We have full stock—sorted widths and lengths

Spruce
Ontario and Western stock—full thickness

Pine
Large stock—All sizes

Let us quote you by wire—prompt shipments

15 Toronto St. TORONTO

Established

1873 GILLIES BROS.
Limited

Manufacturers of

WHITE PINE

Mills and Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

RED PINE SPRUCE
New York City: Guy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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Now in Course of Preparation

EXPORT EDITION
of the ^^Canada Lumberman"

The Main Purposes of This Number:

First—^To tell the importers in European and other foreign countries

about Canada's timber resources and lumber manufacturing facilities,

and the ability of our manufacturers to supply their needs.

Second—To acquaint our manufacturers and exporters with the require-

ments of foreign markets and assist them in developing the export

business.

Some of the Articles that will appear in this important number:
1. Canada's export trade in past years, giving figures showing expansion and trend of trade,

including articles by prominent lumber men on the advantages of developing our export
trade, sizes of lumber produced in Canada and its suitability for foreign markets.

2. Location and description of timber resources, accompanied by illustrations, including
samples of doors, interior trim, flooring, ready-made houses, etc.

3. A comprehensive article describing Canadian methods of logging, bringing logs to the
mill, etc., accompanied by illustrated description of several big sawmilling and wood-
working establishments, to graphically depict our facilities for manufacturing.

4. Explanation of lumber terms used in this country, with some reference to grading rules,etc.;

also a complete explanation of European lumber terms and methods of handling lumber.

5. An article dealing with the transportation problems, shipping ports, facilities for handling
our lumber, etc.

6. The probable quantity, kind and size of lumber required in the next five years for re-

building the devastated area of Europe, comparing this with the normal consumption
of the different countries.

7. Description and plans of the types of ready-made houses required for immediate use in

Europe.

8. Special article on pit wood and pit props, sizes of wood used, how to prepare it, etc.

9. Special articles on pulp and pulp wood, illustrated with some of our largest mills.

10. Specially written articles on the B.C. lumber export trade; white pine in European markets;
what factors have operated against the development of the export trade in the past, and
other subjects which will comprise a complete review of the situation.

TWO THOUSAND COPIES DISTRIBUTED ABROAD

Canada's Enterprising Operators and Manufacturers will be represented in

this International Number. Write for particulars

HUGH C. MacLEAN, LIMITED
Office of Publication:- 345-347 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO, ONT.

119 Board of Trade, Montreal Great Northern Building, Chicago
Electric Railway Chambers, Winnipeg Tribune Building, New York

Winch Building, Vancouver 16 Regent Street, S.W., London, Eng.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRUCE
In All Sizes and Grades

We are Specialists in this Line-

R. P. Shannon Lumber
408 Pacific Building

-Write us.

Company
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Prince Rupert Lumber

Company
J. S. EMERSON

SITKA
SPRUCE

Specialties

:

Timbers and Dimension

Office and Mills : Prince Rupert, B.C.

Vancouver Office: 216 Pacific BIdg.

DRESSING
IN

TRANSIT
Our new and efficien* facilities

make it possible to do your milling

in transit quickly and at low cost.

Prompt service is assured by three
railway lines.

We are always glad to quote you
very attractive prices and show you
the quality of our work.

Ask Lumbermen who know and
they will tell you to

TRY

Renfrew Planing Mill
Renfrew, Ontario

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of

SPRUCE
Lumber Lath Pulpwood

Head Office and Milk at

:

St. Pacome, Que., Canada
On I. C. Ry. 75 Miles East of

Quebec City

Also Mills at

:

Crown Lake, Powerville Riv. Manie

On Nat. Transcontinental Ry.
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We Have To Offer:

1 Car 2 X 4— 12' Mercantable Spruce

2Cars2x5-12'

Ea«tern Stock. 1917 Cut

50 M. ft. Edge Grain I's & 2's Clear Fir Flooring

20 1 X 6 & Up 8 16 Clear Western Spruce

Canada Lumber Co., Limited
WESTON, - ONT.

J. B. Snowball Company
LIMITED

Chatham, New Brunswick

Dealers in

Spruce, Piney Hemlock
LathSf Railway Ties

Band mill at Chatham with Resaw and
Planer mill in connection with same.

Rotary mills at Chatham and Millerton

and Gang mill at Tracadie.

Our Planing and Resaw plant makes it

possible to meet buyers require-

ments.

RAILWAY SIDINGS IN OUR MILL YARDS

Would Sell

Rotary Mill at Millerton
Good opportunity for a mill business

of four million capacity per year.

ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

ASH-OAK- HICKORY
We are prepared to furnish lumber in the above

\ arietie.s, of such grades and thicknesses as you may
require, also we cut Oak constructional material to

order.

We appreciate the fact that when we ship higli

grade lumber it helps our customer to sell his pro-

duct, and that means more business for both of us.

WE SATISFY OVRl CUSTOMERS

John L Shafer Hardwood Co.

SOUTH BEND, IND.

Standing Timber
in Large or Small Blocks

FOR
SALE

Special

Prices

THE undersigned offer for sale,

in large or small blocks all their

remaining timber lands and town
property situated in the town of

Parry Sound, Ont.

We have sold quite a number of

timber parcels but still have some

good bargains left in Townships of

McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Mon-
teith, Carling, Christie, McConkey,
Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge

and Street.

Special bargains in the Town-
ships of Falconbridge and Street for

small mills.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co.
26 Ernest Ave.

Toronto, Canada

Limited

OUR NEW TIMBER MILL
(Capacity 100,000 Feet Ten Hours.) NOW IN OPERATION

We solicit your enquiries for Hcavy Construction Material and Yard Stock

ANY SIZE TIMBERS UP TO 100 FEET
Give us an opportunity to prove to you that we have earned a reputation for Quality and Service.

TIMBERLAND LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Office: Westminster Trust Building, NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Mill* at South Wettmintter, on B.C.E.R. Shipment* by C.P.R., C.N.R., G.N.R., N.P.R., and C. M. & St. P. Ry.
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Lumbermen s Underwriting Alliance
U. S. EPPERSON UNDERWRITING COMPANY

ATTORNEY IN FACT

ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
R. A. LONG, Chairman, E. G. SWARTZ C. W GATES, J. H. H I M M ELHERGER,

Kansas City, Mo. Perry, Fla. Pasadena. Cal. Morehouse. Mo.
President Long- Bell Lumber Co. Vice-Pres. Burton-Swartz Cypress Co. President Grossett Lumber Co. Pres. Himmelberger-Harrison Lbr. Co.

J. B. WHITE, CHAS. S. KEITH. W. C. EDWARDS,
Kansas City, Mo. Kansas City, Mo. Ottawa, Canada

Pres. Missouri Lbr. & Mining Co. President Central Coal & Coke Co. President W. C. Edwards & Co.

E. H. VAN OSTRAND, J. N. PENROD, L. L. SEIBEL.
Winchester, Idaho Kansas City, Mo. Kansu City, Mo.

President Craig Mountain Lumber Co. Pres. Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co. President Fort Smith Lumber Co

SUITE 111419 R. A. LONG BUILDING
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

CONDENSED FINANCIAL STATEMENT
December 31, 1918

ASSETS

:

Cash in Banks $ 598,716.88

Bonds

:

State of Louisiana 5s $ 54,419.04

, City of Dallas, Texas, 4j/>s 40,338.40

Kansas City Terminal Railway, 1st Mt^. 4s 28,639.18

Sedswick County, Kansas, 4s 15,808.39

City of Omaha, Xehra.ska. 4;^s 40,553.66

City of Los Angeles, California, 4>^s 50,000.00

Canada-Southern Railway Co., 5s 26,342.56

United States Liberty Bonds, 1st Is.sue Converted 4>4S. . 25,000.00

United States Liberty Bonds, 2nd Issue Converted 4^/4 s. . 75,000.00

United States Liberty Bonds, 3rd Issue, 4^s 100,000.00

United States Liberty Bonds, 4th Is.sue, 4>4s ' 100,000.00

United States Thrift Bonds 859.02

Canada Victory Bonds, 5K'S .' 49,178.26

City of Seattle, \\'ashinoton, 5s 9,975.28 616,113.79

Accounts Recei.xable— Dejjosits in Course of Collection, etc. .
221,269.59

Accrued Interest Receivable 5,497.96 $1,441,598.22

LLABILITIES:
Losses in Process of Adjustment 28,550.00

.\dministrative Mxpense . 43,415.01

Surplus and Re-insurance Reserve I r ... . 1.369,633.21 $1,441,598.22

COLLECTIVE STATEMENT
INCOME AND EXPENDITURES
January 10, 1905, to December 31, 1918

INCOME:
Net Depo.sits Collected $6,197,797.55

Deposits in Course of Collection 217,075.04

Interest Collected 281,761.24

Interest Accrued, Not Due 5,497.96 $6,702,131.79

EXPENDITURES:
Losses Paid ^. $4,058,087.40

Losses in Process of Adjustment 28,550.00

Savings Returned 1,134,387.10

Legal Expenses, Taxes, etc 68,059.07

-Administrative Expense 43,415.01 5,332,498.58

.SURPLUS AND RE-INSURANCE RESERVE $1,369,633.21

(.Amount to Credit of Subscribers' Accounts)

After a careful examination of the books of account of the Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance, we certify that the above
statement of Assets and Liabilities is a correct pre.sentation of the financial condition of the Alliance at December 31. 1918;
and that the statement of Income and Expenditures is a true and correct statement for the period covered; and further certifv

that the books of account and records have been kept in strict accordance with the Power of Attorney and Policy-Contract be-

tween the individual subscribers and U. Epperson Underwriting C'ompany, .Attorney.

SMITH. BRODIE & LUNSFORD.
Kan.sas City, Mo., January 11, 1918. Certified Public .Accountants.

EQUITABLE TO ALL PARTICIPANTS
LEGAL EVERYWHERE

LIMITED EXPENSES, LOWEST COST
ABSOLUTELY SOUND

LOSSES FAIRLY SETTLED AND PROMPTLY PAID
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KANSAS CITY, MO., January 1, 1919

To Subscribers Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance:

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT

It was witli no liltlo priilc that wc placeJ before you one year ago our fine

showing (or 1917, and it is with even more satisfaction that we are able now to sub-

mit our excellent financial statement and annual report for the year just closed.

Although in 1918 the menace from I. W. \V. activities and alien enemies existed

as in previous War years, still the losses from these causes were not so great as

in 1917, but new adverse conditions appeared in 191.S in the form of a hurricane

in the South, resulting in fires, and the Minnesota forest conflagrations.

In view of these exceptional conditions we are confident it will be a source of

considerable gratification to our subscribers to know that we have closed our fiscal

year with an average saving of 26.81% of the earned premiums.

During the past year we returned as savings dividends $166,417.35; and, in ad-

iHtion, increased the surplus and rc-insurance reserve $229,291.09. Xew business
written during the year 191S exceeded the cancellations by $13,627,069.08, making
the total volume of insurance in force $62,819,426.26. The Al.l.IANCE now carries

insurance on 72.') properties—an increase of 11)1 subscribers during the year.

A considerable reduction in the amount of insurance in force was necessitate<l

on accoiuit of twenty-two of ouv plants finisliing their timber cut. We were also

reluctantly compelled to withdraw liability from a number of jiroperties because of

continued failure to comply with oiu- reasonable requirements as to cleanliness and
upkeep, and for otjier reasons which made the retention of the business inidesirable

from the standpoint of inter-ii^surance and sound underwriting

While to be the largest in volume of any Inter-Insurance Exchange available

to lumber manufacturers has not, at any time, been our primary ambition, we have,

however, at all times, been actuated by a desire to make for permanency and soun;l-

ness, believing that good underwriting methods and a good showing would attract

that support which would place us at the head as a just recognition of our unrela.\ing

efforts and the quality of our wor'k.

We feel a deep sense of gratitude to all of our policy carriers who have shown
their appreciation of our efforts by placing the ALLIANCE at the top.

At the end of 1917 we found, to our surprise, that we had a greater volume of

business on our books than any other Inter-Insurance Exchange confining its under-
writing to lumber manufacturing plants, and this same position has been maintained
throughout the year just closed.

We want to assure our supporters that in attaining this position we Iiave in

nowise relaxed oiu' care in the selection of risks nor in our efforts to minimize fire

losses. The same rules of eligibility have obtained with us from the start.

OUR READY RESOURCES
. C:ash irt Kanbs j 538.716.88
Higlj'-Grade lionds and Accrued Interest 621.611.75
.\ccounts Receivable, Premium Deposits in Course of Collection, etc 221^263. 59

Total . ..... $1,441,698.22
Less Losses in Process of Adjustment . . $28,550.00
Due U. S'. Epperson Underwriting Co., Attorney... 43,416.01 71,965.01

SURPLUS and RE-INSURANCE RESERVE $1,369 633.21
This item consist sof amounts to the credit of subscribers' ac-
counts which remain after having disbursed to them in the
fourteen years' existence of the ALLIANCE

—

SAVINGS DIVIDENDS returned $1 134 387 10
FIftE LOSSES paid $4',068',087.40

The ALf.t.\NCE force labored under extraordinary trying conditions during the
past year. Eight of our experienced men joined the colors. .\evertheless efficient
inspections were rendered our pljuits and our fire bulletins were continued. The
service, supplemented by willing and prompt co-operation from our subscribers, who
were also seriously handicapped through shortage of labor, was undoubtedly one
of the principal factors in reducing the number and extent of fires and minimizing
losses. We urge that mill owners and managers permit no laxity during the com-
ing year, in the maintenance of good housekeeping, in tlie "nkeep of nrotectivc
systems or in the sui)ervision of the watchmen. Conditions still demand that every
available means be provided and used to prevent fire starting and to check its spread.
We ask that the best iise be made of our inspection reports and careful perusal
and distribution to the foremen of our fire Bulletins.

With the return of so niany of the soldiers to civilian life, labor conditions will
ease up. This, coupled with the fact that there will be an enormous demand in
domestic and foreign markets for timber products, leads us to predict that 1919 will
prove a year of prosperity to the Lumbermen and we hope it may be one of small
fire loss.

The usual annual savings dividends will be disbursed as .soon as our records for
llie last year are all closed

U. S. Epperson, President
U. S. Epperson Underwriting Comjiany,

Attorney and Manager,
USE- P. Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance.

OUR GROWTH
RISKS INSURED

23_^.*47S.S0O.OO—JAM. lO. I905
At Commencement of Basiness.

S'^BHB* 1,214.050 00—JAN. B. 1B0C
At End of First Tear.

13BaHMBS4 315,413.99 JAN. 9. tB07
At End of Second Tear.

213HHHM$ 9,048.451.86 JAN. 9. 1908
At End of Third Tear.

267BiiHHB$ 12,255,362. 78 JAN. 9. 1909
At End of Foarth Tear.

$16,050,448.38—JAN. 9, 1910
At End of FUth Tear.

$20,147,984.70 JAN. 9, 1911
At End of Sixth Tear.

INSURANCE IN EFFECT

$23,851,676.89- -JAN. 9, 1912

^JAN. 9. 1913

JAN. 9, 1914

JAN. 9, 1915

$38,294,946.29 JAN 9. 1916
At End of Eleventh Tear.

$40,278,921.64 DEC. 31, 1916
At End of Twelfth Tear.

$49,292,357.17 DEC. 31, 1917
At End of Thirteenth Tear.

$62,819,426.25 DEC. 31, 1918

At End of Serenth Tear.

$26,325, 502.22-
At End of Eighth Tear.

$29,612,154.08-
At End of Ninth Tear.

S 34,491,471. 79-
At End of Tenth Tear.

At Knd of Foartccaih Tear

Insurance Coverage Extended to Owners of Lumber Manufacturing Properties that are Physically and Morally Eligible.

Address all communications respecting insurance to 1114-1119 R. A. Long Building, Kansas City, Mo.
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Spruce, Hemlock, Pine

and Hardwoods
Deals, Boards, Timber and Dimension material

of every description

Piling Ships Knees Ties
We are in a position to fill any sized order, and have
every facility for shipping either by rail or water,
making prompt shipments.

MUSGRAVE & CO., LIMITED
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia

STEARNS SELECTED

Lumber Timber
Hardwood, Hemlock
and White Pine from
the Michigan Forests

We have a complete assort-

ment of hardwoods in pile

ready for rush shipments.

Your enquiries will have

our prompt attention.

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co.
LUDINGTON, MICH.

Get Our Special Prices on

White Pine, Norway
Spruce

SPECIALS FOR MARCH
No. 1 and No. 2 White Pine Lath, mixed.
No. 3 Lath.

Dry Stock Ready for Shipment

JAMES C. CANE & CO.. TORONTO, ONTARIO

EXCELSIOR LUMBER CO.
33 RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO

CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH
Cedar Posts, 8 to 12 ft. long

Spruce Piling 30 to 40 ft. long

300,000 ft. Jack Pine Box Lumber

100,000 ft. 1x4 to 12 Hemlock, Log Run

Basswood
I in., 1% in., in., 2 in., and 3 in.,

Dry Basswood

Dry Birch Stock
All thicknesses and grades in

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood and Brown Ash

Also Cottonwood, Tupelo, Gum, Magnolia

and Buckeye

Spruce,Hemlock and Pine
Can saw to order at MacDonald's Siding

Let us quote on your requirements

HART & McDONAGH
513-14-15 Continental Life Bldg. - TORONTO

We offer you the Best Grades of

WHITE PINE,
SPRUCE, HEMLOCK,

HARDWOODS
Special for March :-2 WHITE PINE, Short

Write for quotations

OLIVER LUMBER COMPANY
of Toronto, Limited

6 King St. West, Toronto
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Wholesale Lumber
OTTAWA CANADA

White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Lath, Shingles, Boxes,
Box Shooks, Factory Material

Write us your requirements. Planing Mill, Ottawa and Rockland

PLEASE REMEMBER I can saw any size,

length and quantity of White Oak Timbers on
short notice.

/ Want to Buy
Winter sawn Basswood any thickness

Brown Ash 4/4, 6/4 & 8/4 No. 2 Com. & Better

500.000 ft. Merchantable Hemlock, stock size

B. C. Shingles always in transit, both 3X and SX.

Write me or phone for prices.

PERCY E. HEENEY, Wholesale Lumber
207 Weber Chamberj, KITCHENER, Ont.

I HAVE IT

All Grades in White Pine

Lath A Specialty

Milling in Connection

E. J. MOORES, Jr.
MIDLAND CANADA

LETS GET TOGETHER

Planing Mill Stock

CYPRESS
Soft, Dry Stock, Finest Grades

—

All Thicknesses— 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

Yellow Pine Finish
Kiln Dried, Soft, Short Leaf Kind

Stock Widths by 4", 6", 8", 10'', 12^
8/4]

Also OAK, ASH, POPLAR, GUM

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & NIXON
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

We Specialize in

—

New Brunswick

White Cedar Shingles

We also manufacture

Spruce and Pine Lumber,

Lath, Cedar Ties, etc.

Shipment* by Rail and Water.

W. H. MILLER CO., LTD.
Campbellton, N. B.

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
MANUFACTintERS OF

Douglas Fir^ Spruce, Cedar and Hemlock Lumber
Rough Timbers, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Interior and Exterior

Finish of all kinds including Mouldings. Fir, Spruce and Cedar Lath

Prompt shipment of Fir timbers in all sizes and up to 100 feet in length

AID |\DTCn Pirn AD QUIMI^I 17Q specialize in supplying air dried Cedar Shingles, these cost more
AlIV LFIVlCi/ vCiI/illV i3niilVlLI!iiJ than kiln dried Shingles but make a better roof and last much longer
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RIGHT GRADES
QUICK SHIPMENTS

Canadian Western Lumber Co.
FRASER MILLS, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office—Toronto—L. D. Barclay

MANITOBA
Winnipeg—H. W. Dickey
Brandon— Hugh Cameron

SASKATCHEWAN
Chas. R. Skene
Moose Jaw
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British America Mills and Timber Co. Limited
Manufacturers of PaciHc Cottst Timber Products

FIR TIMBERS "SHAMROCK" BRAND
RED CEDAR SHINGLES

General Offices VANCOUVER, B. C.
Quebec and Maritime Province* : EASTERN SALES REPRESENTATIVES : Ontario :

F- H. STEARNS, & CO., 402 MacKay St., MONTREAL. Que. D. WILLIAMS, 30 Brunswick Ave., TORONTO, Ont.

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS Dry Stock at Buffalo for Quick Shipment

1

154
VA

1 in.

I'A in.

VA in.

2 in.

2'A in.

3 in.

4 in.

BROWN ASH
1 & 2 Clear Strips No. 1 Com.
69,900
.34,500

7,000
32,200

5,300
27,000
0,200

10,000

WHITE ASH

CHESTNUT

Clear
1 & 2 Strips

H in.

1 in. 229,900 7,700
I'A in. 88,800 ' 1,300 .

VA in. 22,500
2 in. l.S,200

No. 1
Com.

13,366
31,200
1,000

55,300

S'.&W.
No. 2
Com.
45,000
64,500
42,200

107,200

1 & 2
28,300
71,000
.S9,900.

59,300
10,000
38,000
4,.-jOO

Clear Strips No. 1 Com.
110,000

15,000
7,200

08,000
82,000
59,000
6,500

23,500
6,300

1

I'A

CYPRESS
1 & 2 No. 1 C.
5,500 1,200
31,00

BASSWOOD
Clear No. 1 No. 2

1 & 2
•

Strips Com. Com.
1 in. 52,700 2,200 135,000 62,000
VA in. 201,300 12,000 106,500 65,800
VA in. 33,600 14,.800 5,000
2 in. 16,200 40,000 4,500

2>i in. 75,000 25,900 13.000
3 in. 12,500 3,900

BUTTERNUT
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

1 & 2 Com. Com. Com.
1 in. 13,300 35,800 15,600 300
2/. in. 3,700 4,500

RED GUM
1 & 2

1 in 74,300
114 in 24,200
I'Ai in 11,000
2 in 30,100

No. 1 Com.
13,200
11,200
11,300
4,800

SAP GUM
1 & 2 No. 1 Com.

1 in 47,400 8,000
2 in 11,730
2 in 13,000 qtd. 5,500 qtd.

1

I'A
1)4
2
2'A
3
4

'A

1
VA
VA
2

2'A
3
4

in.

in.

PLAIN RED OAK
1 & 2 Clear Strips
30,200

210,000
18,500

256,200
41,700
68,900
24,100
18,100
19,800
6,600

No. 1 Com.

2,700
2,400
4,.300

3,400
7,100

68,900
.34,000

46,200
38,800

5,500
4,900

H in.

1 in.

VA in.

VA in.

2 in.

2H in.

3 in.

4 in.

POPLAR
Box Rriglit

1 & 2 Boards Saps
18" & up 1 & 2 13" & up
2,500 19,600

18,200
2,800
4,300

PLAIN WHITE OAK
1 & 2 Clear Strips No. 1 Com.
23,400
11,300
11,150
31,900

188,.300

65,300
40,500
28,000
97,800
46,800
9.000

1,800

11,900
800

5,000
33,800
10,000
64,400
91,000
35,500
39,.«00

H
1

VA
VA
2

2'A
3
4

Stained
S'aps

50,000
2,700
2.600

18,600
20,800
5,900

45,000

No. 1
Com.
28,300

104,900
17,600
60,000

16,000

37,600
10,600
7,700
5,000 153,500

35,300
40,000
5,000

No. 2
Com.
2,600

59,.300

6,00<J

20,700
35,500

.S3,20«J

15,000
S,0O(J

15,(X)0

24,00<J

32,600
4,500

No. 3
Com.

8,000

32,000

TENNESSEE SCENTED RED CEDAR
1 & 2 No. 1 Com. No. 2 Com.

1 in. 8,100 4,800
I'A in. 4,900

1
VA
VA
2

2'A
3
4

HICKORY
1&2
1,200

QUARTERED POPLAR
Clear No. 1

1 & 2 Strips Com.
1 in. 8,400
154 in., 250

No. 2
Com.

in 2,000
in 1,350
.ni 10,000
in 1,2.50

in 100

No. 1 Com.
1,300
400

5,300
600

5,000
5,580

QUARTERED RED OAK
1 & 2 Clear Strips No. 1 Com.

1 in. 72,200 41,300 38.800
IM in. 500 3,900
2 in. 1,000 7,400

1

VA
VA
2
3
4

1 & 2
154,000

22,000
.8,100

1,700

CHERRY
Clear No. 1

Strips Com.
24,000 107,200

600
16,700
18,200
1,500
800

No. 2
Com.

113,500

63,300
10,900
2,300
1,600

1
i'A
2
2'A
3
4

SOUND WORMY WHITE OAK
1 & 2 No. 1 Com.

in 49,700 12,500
in 450 600
in 21,148 47,100
in 6,500 17,400
in. . 7,500 4,300
in 2,700

QUARTERED WHITE OAK

'/2 in.

^ in.

^ in.

1 . in.

VA in,

I'A in.

1 & 2 Clear Strips No. 1 Com.

72,566 25,466 118,666

7,866

POPLAR SQUARES
1 & 2 No. 1 Com. No. 2 Com.

5x 5 2,400
6 x 6.. 450 4,200

PLAIN SYCAMORE
1 & 2 No. 1 Com. No. 2 Com.
4,600
1,900
2,9002'A

67,400
1,500
1,500
8,500 1,350

26,000
1,900

r,ioo

BLACK WALNUT
No. 1 No. 2

1 & 2 Com. Com.
in 14,000 3,100
in 200 200

No. 3
Com.

Also Large Stock of BEECH, BIRCH and MAPLE

THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO., Inc., 310 Manning Chambers, Toronto
MANUFACTURERS SOUTHERN HARDWOOD LUMBER

Head Office: BOSTON, MASS. Yard.: BUFFALO, N.Y. Mills: KNOXVILLE, TENN. ; FONDE, KENTUCKY

Trade Mark

Reg. U. S. A.

ALABAMA HEWN OAK TIMBER -

HARDWOOD LOGS:—
Ash, Hickory, Poplar, Oak, Satin Walnut,
Mobile Bay Poplar, Dogwood

HARDWOOD LUMBER :-
Hewn Pitch Pine Timber, Pitch Pine Lumber

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER COMPANY
Mobile, Alabama, U.S.A. Cables

"Taylor, Mobile"

We offer for
Immediate delivery

—

30 M. 4 4 Beech, No. 2 C. & B.

50 M. 6/4 Beech. No. 2 C. & B.

150 M. 4/4 Maple, No. 2 C. & B.

100 M. 4 4 Birch, No. 2 C. & B.

300 M. 4/4, 8, 4 & 12/4 Soft Elm.

20 M. 4/4 Oak, plain. No. 2 & B.

Prices are very attractive

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
79 Spadina Ave. ^ TORONTO
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A Choice Block of

PINE
1 X 6 100,000 Ft B.M.

1 X 7 160,000

1 X 8 250,000

1 X 9 160,000

1 X 10

1 X 12

2x4
2x8

80,000 Ft. B.M.

20,000

15,000

25,000

48 in. No. 1 Pine Lath, 2,500,000.

48 in. No. 1 Spruce Lath, 640,000.

48 in. No. 3 Lath, 1,750,000.

32 in. No. 1 Pine and Spruce Lath, 1,300,000.

1918 Sawing.

All in our Yards at Nicholson, Ontario.

Prices on the entire block or a portion given on application.

Immediate shipment can be made

First class facilities for dressing in carload lots

after April 15th

Austin&Nicholson
CHAPLEAU, ONTARIO

International Land & Lumber
Company, Limited

Lumber, Railway Ties

Shims, Shingles, etc.

Head Offices, Ottawa, Ont.

Limits and MilU: ST. FELICIEN, LAKE ST. JOHN DISTRICT, QUEBEC

Railway and Track Supplies

For Lumber and Contractors'

requirements

Rails, Locomotives, Accessories,

Cars, Lion Brand Babbitt Metal

Correspondence solicited

Sessenwein Bros., Montreal

Soutliciii iiiburance" for Future Labor Supply.

WRITE
FOR

OUR
PRICES

TODAY

Structural Timber and Car Material

Kiln Dried White Oak Flooring in same
car with Yellow Pine

—in the "Sunny South" where nature

IS always busy—growing many things

—

among which are those magnificent trees

destined to be made into magnificent

lumber by modern scientific up-to-date

saw mills cuttmg:

Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Short Leaf Yellow Pine

Ash, Oak, Elm, Gum
Tupelo, Cottonwood, etc.

Louisiana Red Cypress

CHICAGO LUMBER & COAL CO.
MANUFACTURERS General Offices: EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.
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Why "Long-BcU" Lumber
Is Trade-Marked

For a quarter of a century we have manufactured lumber that has

maintained a reputation for uniform high quality. For an equal period

a constantly increasing number of consumers have purchased our

products and, in many cases, did not know who made them. Now all our

lumber and timbers bear this trade-mark

—

THE MARK ON QUALITY LUMBER

Because of our capacity and ability for service, our modern equipment, our care in grading and

efficient supervision of each process of manufacture, we believe it should be possible for retail lum-

ber dealers to take advantage of the quality of our products. Therefore, all "Lonif-Beir' lumber

and timbers are branded with the above trade-mark.

Our hrge national advertising campaign, referring the reader to the dealer, will make bigger, better

business for dealers who sell "Longf-Bell" brand lumber products.

Tfie TonG-ReLL T umber rompanu
R. A. LONG BLDG. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Manufacturer of Southern Pine, hardwood, oak floor-
ing ; creosoted posts, poles, and woods blocks.
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Feeding the Camp
TF that is your problem, remember that it is our

business, too. We do a tremendous lumber camp
trade and are fully acquainted with the food require-

ments of logging camps. We shall be glad to quote

you on any lines you need this year, and will submit

special quotations if you will drop us a card. We
can supply you with all that's best in provisions and
fresh meats, and give you a service you will appreciate.

WRITE OR WIRE US AT OUR
EXPENSE—TODAY

LONG CLEAR BACON

BARRELED PORK

SAUSAGE

DAVIES PURE LARD

PEERLESS SHORTENING

MINCEMEAT, ETC.
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Canada and^the Export Timber Trade
Patience is an admirable virtue, tolerance is at all times desirable, and candour is to be commended. In what proportion

this trinity of qualities should be exercised at the i)resent juncture with respect to the export timber trade of Canada* it is

rather difficult to speak. In manhood, youth typifies action and a^'i'f^ressiveness, and old age wisdom and conservatism. The
East is often regarded by the breezy Westerner as worn and effete, tardy of action and hesitating in e/iterprise. On the other

hand, the East not infrequently interprets Western movement as too unstable and illogical, partaking too much of the imagin-

ative and not enough of the substantial.

In the time of any great crisis or in meeting an abnormal situation the .safest course to pursue is perhaps the middle one.

The errors of rashness on the one hand and fear on the other are thus minimized. Precipitancy has as many pitfalls as indiffer-

ence and indecision. It has been charged by those who look on and believe they see both sides of the game that, in the matter

of getting after the export timber trade and catering to the structural requirements of devastated Europe, the East is in a sort

of trance, while the West is unduly insistent. How far do these observations apply in view of the unsettled conditions at pre-

sent and can the present state of aflfairs be properly gauged?

Great bodies move slowly and lesser ones perhaps too fast. The West has sent an urgent message to the administration

at Ottawa to the effect that imless export orders can be secured from abroad within the next few weeks and ocean tonnage ar-

ranged for there is danger of the Pacific Coast mills having to close down owing to stagnant business. The Federal Govern-

ment is charged with lack of push and aggressiveness in securing foreign contracts for wood i)roducts. The Eastern lumber-

men, on the other hand, have not been idling away time. In November last an important meeting of the Canadian Lumbermen's
As.sociation was held in Montreal and the questions of ocean space and ocean freight rates were given consideration and a me-

morial presented to the Dominion Covcrnmcnt for the restoration of conditions in the export of lumber on the basis of pre-

war conditions.

A cable was sent to London asking if the British Timber Controller would permit importation from Canada, and a reply

was received enquiring what quantities could be supplied per annum for export to Europe, the amount that could be shipped, etc.

To this a comprehensive communication was despatched furnish ng an estimate of the stocks on hand, and the anticii)ated sup-

ply that the various provinces could furnish during tlie coming year. Early in January a cable came from the Premier of Can-

ada to the Canadian Trade Commission in Ottawa, requesting certain information, and it was forwarded. Several questions

were also cabled from 'the' Cai)ital regarding purchase, inspection, procedure of ])ayment. shipping arrangements, if it was the

intention to depart from pre-war grades, thicknesses and widths as known to the Canadian trade; if so what would be accepted,

etc. It was pointed out. that it was necessary to have all these details in order to advise enquirers intelligently. As it stands at

present no further word has come to hand excepting that, until the British Government decide with reference to the continu-

ance of the restrictions which have i)revailed in the United Kingdom, answers to the enquiries cannot be made.

There the matter rests at present. Business is business whether in the period of reconstruction or in days of normal i)ros-

l)erity. Delay and uncertainty are fatal in any undertaking and the policy of watchful waiting will not gain much headway un-

der existing circumstances unless there is definite and united move made by the federal authorities. The whole situation in

regard to the export timber business may be summed up at the present time in the remark that no one seems to know "where

Canada gets oft at," or if anything tangible has been accomplished. Lumbermen cannot refrain from naturally enquiring what
is the Federal Government and its various trade commissions doing? There are several members of the Federal Cabinet over-

seas and yet no orders for constructional materials have come through to Canada.

The paramount industrial issue today is one of export trade and it should be speedily and co-operatively solved. The Can-

adian lumbermen have done all in their power to further action and expedite negotiations and it would appear that the time had

arrived when the Federal authorities and its trade bodies broke the long period of silence. Tliey should either acknowledge that

nothing has been achieved, or announce that a just proportion of the immen.se overseas business is coming in this direction or
that some firm, effective step has been taken .in regard to providing ocean transportation, reasonable freight rates and

(juantity orders for Canadian wood products.
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Shippers Object to Giving Bonds for Freight
Manufacturers Strenuously Oppose New Order of Canadian Railway War Board-

No Necessity for the Arbitrary Regulations

It would appear that the transportation companies are constant-

ly making extra exactions in regard to freight rates, deliveries,

switching arrangements, stop-off charges and other matters. In a

recent issue of the "Canada Lumberman" it was pointed out that the

railways proposed to double their tariff on the stop-off service and

impose other obligations, an outline of which appeared in the Feb-

ruary 1st edition of this paper.

A document was issued some time ago by the Canadian Railway

"

Board, known as Circular No. 86, which was of. a drastic and arbi-

trary character. Had it become operative in its original form, seri-

ous hardships would have been entailed upon shippers. This circu-

lar, known as No. 86, cancelled credit accommodations in connec-

tion with freight transportation charges by railways operating in

Canada and placed them upon a strictly cash basis. The provisions

were to have gone into effect on January 1st last, but owing to the

£trong opposition raised several of the original clauses were amend-

ed, and circular No. 97 was sent out early in February. This super-

cedes circular No. 86. The new order consents to the extending of

credit in the matter of freight charges for a period not exceeding

seven days, jift-oviding the consignor, or consignee, as the case may

be, files a surety bond for the amount of the charges.

The exact wording of, cjauses 2 and 3, to which strong excep-

tion is taken, is as follows:

Tickets shall be sold only for cafeh in advance of service. Bag-

s^agc charges are subject to the same rule as tickets, except C.O.D.,

baggage and storage charges, which must be paid in cash before de-

livery.

In cases where the enforcement of this rule with respect to

freight will retard prompt movement or delivery of the freight or

the prompt release of equipment or station facilities, carriers will be

permitted to extend credit for a period of not exceeding seven days

the prompt release of equipment or station facilities, carriers will be

after delivery at destination if it be a collect consignment (see clause

6) provided the consignor, if it be a prepaid consignment, or the

consignee, if it be collect, file a surety bond, either individual (not

connected with the business for which credit is requested) or cor-

porate surety company or bank guarantee, in an amount satisfactory

to the treasurer or other properly designated officer of the carrier.

The form of such bond shall he' as per form attached, conditioned

upon and providing for payment of all charges within seven days

after forwarding or delivery of the freight. Upon receipt and ac-

ceptance of such bond, a carrier may accept and forward prepaid

consignments or may deliver collect consignments in advance of pay-

ment of all charges thereon, to the amount covered by the bond.

Failure to pay such charges within the time prescribed will auto-

matically cancel such credit.

Clause 6; In computing the credit period the following will

povern: (a) Prepaid shipment. Credit period shall be computed

from time shipper is notified of amount due the carrier covering

transportation of the shipment or shipments concerned.

(b) Collect consignment. Credit period shall be computed from

lime consignee is advised of charges due, or time goods are made

.nvailable for delivery, which ever may be the later.

(c) In either instance where notice of charges due is mailed,

shipper or consignee, as the case may be, shall be held to have been

notified at 7 o'clock a.m. following date of mailing.

Manufacturers Urge Several Amendments

The joint committee of the Canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

tion and the Toronto Board of Trade have sent the following me-

morandum regarding freight charges and the discontinuance of the

credit arrangements to the Canadian Railway War Board in Mon-

treal. The points raised speak for themselves as they are put clearly

ond convincingly.

Pursuant to the suggestion made at conference, held in Toronto

on 20th December, 1918, that a joint committee of the Canadian

Manufacturers' Association and the Toronto Board of Trade review

the proposals contained in your Circular No. 86 of 20th November,

regarding credit arrangements, and give you their views thereon,

we beg to submit the following

:

We find that Circular No. 97, of 3rd February, moderates to

some extent the conditions of Circular No. 86, but it still contains

conditions and requirements which we consider unduly arbitrary,

unfair and burdensome.
1. With regard to the introductory paragraph, providing

that payment for railway services shall be on a cash basis,

is it the intention to adopt similar regulations in connection

therewith as are contained in United States Railroad Ad-
ministration P.S. & A. Circular No. 9, to cover inbound
and prepaid outbound shipments

2. As to Section 1,. providing that in all instances cash

must be paid for tickets, and no tickets, and no credit al-

lowance granted. At the present time, we understand, vari-

ous charitable and religious organizations have arrange-

ments whereby orders for transportation are given certain

persons for presentation to the railways. The tickets are

then issued to these parties and the cost charged to the or-

ganization. It is obvious that, in many instances this plan is

preferable and we cannot learn that the railways in any
instance have lost money through this practice ; in any event
should not credit be extended such organizations in the-

same manner as credit for freight charges ?

3. Section 2, it is true, extends the credit period to ^cvLll

(7) days, and, in that respect, is a decided improvement on
Circular No. 86, but it still contains the provision that

"Failure to pay such charges within the time prescribed

will automatically cancel such credit."

No Allowance Made for Contingencies

In our opinion this is extremely arbitrary as no allowance what-
ever is made for contingencies of any kind, as, for instance, where
failure to pay within the time would result from negligence or fail-

ure beyond the control of shipper or consignees. This clause -linnl'I

be eliminated or amended within reasonable limits.

The surety feature of this section is also objectionable, m.i-

much as it omits the acceptance of the guarantee of a responsible

shipping or receiving concern as sufficient security. The written

guarantee of a reputable firm should be ample protection to any car-

rier. In this connection we would draw attention to Supplement 3

of Circular No. 86, allowing acceptance of a guarantee from re^p-m-

sible concerns in lieu of any bond.
We observe that reference is made to "bank guarantee. " \\ c arr

informed that the Canadian Bankers' As.sociation has definitely taken
the position that they cannot undertake the giving of such guaran-
tees.

4. Section 9. Instead of the words "is not apparent" in

the second line of the third paragraph, we believe the words
"cannot be substantiated by" should be substituted.

5. Section 10. The present practice permits the carrier

to accept a written statement from a responsible firm that

they will indemnify the railway against loss on account of

delivering property without surrender of order bill-of-lad-

ing. We submit that this should be all that is necessary
from any reputable firm.

Some Snags in the Pathway

In regard to this feature we would point out that import traffic

from certain countries moves via other routes than the documents.
In other words, the bill-of-lading is negotiated through London and
frequently does not arrive for some thirty or sixty days after the

arrival of the shipment. Certainly reputable concerns should n^t be

penalized for this condition which cannot be prevented.

6. Section 11. Our members strongly object to tin.- >(.c-

tion as unjust in its treatment of any reputable or financially

responsible concern, and should be eliminated. Not even the

U.S.R.A. imposes any such unfair treatment on its patrons.

7. Section 12. This section implies that the necessary

surety shall also be required in connection with freight

handled by authorized railway cartage agents. W^e are in-

formed by the representatives of the railway cartage com-
panies that they will continue their present methods of

granting credit. The circular is in conflict with the intent of

these companies. Unfortunately, however, many shippers

and receivers are preparing to furnish bonds for this service.

We think that before issuing such instructions a definite un-
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derstandiiig should have been arrived at with the cartage

companies without which this section should not have been

incorporated.

8. In conclusion, we consider that the extension of

credit by a carrier to a shipper or consignee for payment of

trans])ortation charges, or for any other purpose, is a mat-

ter that should jjroperly be conducted by and between the

])arties directly interested and not by any rigid code of

rules arbitrarily imi)Osed and more arbitrarily carried out.

Inflexible Set of Rules Won't Work
We submit that credit cannot be conducted on any inflexible

set of regulations without working a hardship on the party to whom
accommodation is extended and without incurring confusion, fric-

tion and annoyance between the parties interested, and we assume

this is not the desire of the Canadian railways.

The handling of credits by hard and fast rules in the United

States has resulted in endless confusion and controversy between
carriers and the shipping public. You may be familiar with the

working of the United States arrangements from the carriers' view-
point but we can assure you that from the standpoint of the public

the arrangement is far from being satisfactory, and we submit that

any credit system, to be satisfactory, must be fair and acceptable

to both parties.

While the committee is (|uite willing to co-operate with the

carriers in establishing reasonable rules for the handling of credits,

it cannot subscribe to clauses 2, 9, 10 and 11, as shown in Circular

No. 97. for the reasons herein outlined.

We again afifirm that the question of granting credit is one for

action as between the individual carrier and its customer, and, fail-

ing to see the necessity for the promulgation of this circular with
its objectionable features, we would earnestly urge, on behalf of our
members, that it be withdrawn or postpojied pending a further dis-

cussion of the points at issue.

Retail Lumber Merchants Are Up and Doing
Encouraging Reports Show Progress All Along the Line—Important Matters on

Which Prompt Aggressive Action is Taken

The report of the Committee on Legislation and Transportation,

of which E. M. Barrett of Ottawa, is chairman, presented at the

annual convention of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Associa-

tion, held in Toronto on Tuesday, February 11th, showed that much
effective work was carried out during the past year.

The first matter touched upon was the Mechanics' Lien Act,

and in regard to legislation on this important measure and the ur-

gent need of radical amendments to the present act, the report said

:

We had hoped that the committee appointed would have been

able to decide upon some definite line of action, but it appears to be

doubtful whether anything can be done in this respect by the com-

mittee, in fact by any single association. Recommendations have

been made by some members that we should endeavor to have the

whole act redrafted while others are of the opinion that it would

be advi.sable to ask the Legislature to pass certain amendments. On
the other hand there are many of our members who feel that the

whole problem is too large an undertaking for us, and that the only

manner in which it can be handled is through some good legal firm,

who can devote considerable time to drafting a new act covering

the amendments we desire, and submit it to Parliament without our

identity being known. This would cost a considerable sum of

money. We feel, therefore, that the question should be made the

subject of discussion by the general Association so that they may
give their committee detailed instructions as to their desire, if any
steps are to be taken in the direction of amending the act or draw-

ing up -a new one. We understand that an appointment has been

made with the Premier and the Attorifey-General of Ontario for a

deputation from our Association to call upon them in order to lay

before them our desires in connection with the Mechanics' Lien

Act and the Business Assessment Act. This has been done in order

that, if it is the desire of the Association to adopt a definite line of

action, no time may be lost in making our representations to the

Government, so that they may come up for consideration at the pre-

sent session of the Legislature.

The Ontario Assessment Act

The Ontario Assessment Act has come in for much adverse

criticism on the part of our members and it has been proposed that

we should send a deputation to the Government to lay before them
the undue burden which the act places upon retail lumber dealers

as compared with other merchants. Arrangements have been made
for a deputation for this purpose. We suggest that the president ap-

point a committee in connection with this matter and in connection

with the Mechanics' Lien Act, if it is the desire of the Association

to interview the Government on this question also, such committee
to prepare the facts and arguments which we wish to' present. This
matter should be attended to at once, so that both matters may be

presented in the most forcible manner possible.

The Jacobs Bankruptcy Act

We consider that this legislation should come under the ob-

servation of our Legislative Representative, so that he may see that

i>ur interests are protected as far as possible when it conies before

Parliament for adoption. In the meantime your committee will en-

deavor to obtain further information for him.

The Workmen's Compensation Act and Its Audit

We believe that there should be a reclassification of the rates

covering the lumber business, with a view to separating the factory
and mill yards and teamsters' departments, and a new schedule of

rates drawn up reducing the assessments iji proportion to the dif-

ferent risks, as compared with other industries and trades, and that
the system of capitalization deferred should be discontinued.

We feel that the books of the Workmen's Compensation Board
should be subject to audit, and that a yearly statement should be
issued for the information and benefit of all contributors under the
Act. We feel that there is an injustice in the application of the Act
in regard to the medical attendance given to the injured, inasmuch
as the Act leaves it open for the medical attendant to prolong un-
necessarily the period of disability of the beneficiary. In order to
overcome this we would suggest that each contributor, or group
of contributors, be permitted to retain in his or their interests, a phy-
sician, surgeon, or officer who would have authority to examine
the injured, while under the benefits of the Act ; the expenses of this

physician surgeon or officer to be paid by the Board. Failure by
the injured to permit such examination would invalidate any claim
he might have for benefits arising out of the Act.

The Factory Act Requirements.

In view of the fact that it is necessary to report all accidents
uiider the Workmen's Compensation Act. steps should be taken to
make it unnecessary to report these accidents a second time as re-

quired underd the Factory Act. We see no rea.son why this dupli-
cation in reporting should not be abolished and the Compensation
Board be requested to furnish this information to the Department
handling the Factory Act as required.

The Government Housing Scheme.

From information which we have before us, we are of the opin-
ion that the Act does not provide sufficient funds to make it prac-
ticable under present conditions. We would recommend that our
secretary be instructed to obtain complete information concerning
the application of the Act so that our members may be in a posi-
tion to discuss it intelligently, particularly from the point of view
of the practical building supply man.

In regard to the Bell Telephone Company's rate increase, argu-
ments should be prepared opposing this application strenuously.

Early Closing of Freight Sheds

We consider that the secretary of the association should have
taken this question up with the different members of the association,
and if it was found that it was not in the best interests of the trade
to close the freight sheds at five o'clock the companies should have
been so advised. So far as the members of the Eastern Division
.of our Association are concerned, they object to the closing of freight
sheds before six o'clock.

Discontinuance of Credits by Railroads

We do not think that the proposed change will work out to the
general satisfaction either of the railroads, the shipper or the general
public. In fact, it appears to be impracticable and likely- to work
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considerable inconvenience, especially to the lumber trade. It will

hamper the release of cars because shippers and receivers of freight

must necessarily check all rates before they are paid over the coun-

ter. Furthermore, railroads having been looked upon more or less

as public utilities should not expect to transact general business

without some indulgence being granted, at least, to well established

business concerns, and in view of the many complexities in the rail-

road business, we feel that any change along the lines suggested by
them will necessarily result in a complete revolution in our trans-

portation departments.
We, therefore, request that a strong representation of our Asso-

ciation wait upon the companies, and, if necessary, also upon the

Board of Railway Commissioners and request that lumber firms be

not included in this proposed change of policy.

Use and Abuse of Private Sidings

There are many reasons why we should discuss this matter, as

there are, no doubt, many cases where cars have been placed on

private sidings, of which the consignee has received no advance no-

tice. Consequently there is often delay in taking delivery, but the

per diem charges commence from the time the car is placed, regard-

less of proper notice having been neglected. C^s arc not always

properly "spotted" for unloading, etc.

The matter of repairs to private sidings should receive our at-

tenion with a view to having the ccmipanies assume this obligation.

Instances are known in which the companies, during periods of con-

gestion, use private sidings for the storage of oars, for which wc

believe the owners should receive some consideration vvlicii dcuuir-

ragc charges are levied.

Increased Railroad Rates War Measure Act

In c(jnnection with this matter we were given to under.itand

ihat the increases in rates were granted only as a War Measure
.\ct. This being the case, our secretary should at once communicate
with the chairman of the Board of Railway Commissioners and
request information as to when these increases are to be taken off,

now that the war is wcr. This also applies to the increased demur-
rage rates which were imposed as a War Measure Act.

The Per Diem Charges on Cars

Thi-; is an ever perplexing problem, and it i> ditlicuit ior the

consignee to believe that it is, as a rule, justly applied. There are many
reasons for com])laint. As an instanec, cars are sometimes delayed
in transit perhaps five or ten days, causing considerable financial

loss to the consignee, and "^here is nothing which provides for the

cen«^uring of the company io: delays to cars at terminal points, but
it would appear that the moment the cir reaches its destination the

c(m>:ignee is charged with the duty of releasing the car promptly,
in order to make uj) for the time lost through the company's handl-
ing, or i- under the penalty of the per-dieni charge. We are of the

opinion that there .should be some ruling whereby a car delayed in

transit should be exempt from the per-dfem charge to the same ex-

tent as this delay. This question should l)e taken up with the Board
(jf Railway Commissioners with a view to effecting ffuicker despatch
en route, or jjenalizing the company for such delay

THE ACTIVITIES OF THE INSURANCE COMMITTEE

A most complete and instructive report was presented by

the Insurance Committee, of which Walter C. Laidlaw, of Toronto,

is the chairman. The report follows:

Your Insurance Committee has to d() with two classes of insur-

ance—(1) h^ire Insurance, (2) Workmen's Compensation Insurance.

There is one urgent i-econnnendation which yt)ur committee

submits to the members and which applies e(jually to both classe-

of insurance. Reference was made to this in the icport submitlevi

to the September meeting. The point is briefly expressed in the t\v<<

words "Safety First."

Our annual waste in Canada, both in fire loss and in accident

loss, is higher than the loss ratios of European countries. Our fire

loss per capita is nearly five times what it was in Europe, and ou"

i'verage insurance rate is nearly five times what it was in Europe,

and our average insurance rate is nearly five times the European rate

It is evident on the face of it that in this new country of ours we
have not yet adopted those safeguards to property and life which the

older civilizations have acquired. In the United States an extensi\ c

educational campaign is being carried on in these lines. In Canada
propaganda work on the same lines has recently been taken uj) by
the authorities and deserves the support oi each individual citizen.

When we consider that the premiums we i)ay are really a tax

to cover losses, it is plain that if we can reduce losses by accident

and by fire \ye will be able to reduce our i)remiums. It is therefore

to the direct profit of each one of us that everything })ossible be done

that will minimize the loss of this character. The first step is for

each of _ us to realize for himself the serious nature of the loss and

the fact that a large part of it is i)revcnta'ble. The next step is for

each of us to impress on our neighbors and those in our employ the

situation as it exists in Canada and to keej) continually hammering
at it until we Canadians are educated to a higher standard of acci-

dent prevention and fire protection. We can set an example in this

by installing safety first devices, installing fire protection apparatus,

posting notices calling attention to dangerous practices and by keep-

ing our premises clean and tidy and by eliminating exposures which
may lead to accident or fire.

This is a subject of vital importance to us, not only as lumber-

men, but as Canadian citizens.

Fire Insurance Matters Reviewed

The report of the "Ontario Insurance Commission" has not yet

been issued. Hon. Justice C. A. Hasten as commissioner sat for

over a year hearing evidence, and his report should be of interest.

There have been no developments during the past few months in

rates. Our fire loss has continued heavy and our rates have remain-

ed as they were . Between 70 and 80 per cent, of Canada's annual

fire loss is due to fires in manufacturing plants and business estab-

lishments.
During the first ten months of 1918 the property destroyed by

fire was 45 degrees greater than during the same period of 1917,

and 70 per cent, greater than in 1914. During these ten montlis there

were 16,000 fires with an aggregate loss of $28,000,000. whereas the

losses for the whole twelve numths of 1917 were $28,000,000. In

addition to this direct loss, l)y fire, the country suffers a heavy in-

direct loss whenever a fire occurs, so that the actual loss to tlu

country is very much greater that the figures indicate.

Workmen's Compensation Insurance

The Ontario Workmen's Compensation Board report that the

accident record of the liunber group during the last two years has

been bad and has been getting worse instead of better. As a conse-

(|uence, the rates we have to pay have continued to advance. A very
large proportion of these accidents are duo t" oarelessness and neg-

ligence, and could have been prevented.

Retail lumber yards and planing mill.- o "iin. under Class 4 and
i>ur rates have been increasing as follows:

The Assessments of the Board
.\ssessefl rate Adjusted rate Assessed Adjuslud

Year lumber yard and lumber yard and rate rate
planiDK mill planingr mill factory factori'

1915 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50

1916 1 .30 1.80 1.50 "1 .80

1917 1.80 ' 1.80 1.80 1 .80

1918 2.00 2.00

The Workmen's Compensation Board has made a special rate

of $1.40. for lumber yards without planing mills on 1918 pay roll ef-

fective only on application by the employer. We call this to the at-

tention of our members who are entitled to the benefit of this spe-

cial rate.

All yards which have a planing mill attached pay the $2.00 rate.

This is obviously unfair to the retail lumber yard, which has only

a small planing mill. It means that the employer in this 'case must
pay the same rate as the planing mill or woodworking establishment

which may have no lumber yard to speak of and where the risk is

very much greater. We have applied to the Chairman of the Board
for a ruling on this matter and he has reaffirmed the above decision.

It is proposed that a deputation should wait on Chairman Price and

urge him to reconsider the matter.

Your interest and co-operation is asked in connection with the

Woodworkers' Accident Prevention .Vsociation of which you are a

member. The expenses of the Association are paid out of your pre-

miums to the Workmen's Compensation Board. The Association

has a secretary and a staff of inspectors for examining the physical

hazard of the various plants in our group and recommending safety

devices where they seem advisable. This is your own associatioii

and these inspectors are under your own control. It is a co-opera-|

tive movement among ourselves to endeavor to improve the stand-

ard of our plants and to eliminate the risk of accidents as much as

possible. This appeals to all of us both from a humanitarian point

of view and from the point of view of dollars and cents. If any of
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our woodworking group is careless and causing loss of life or acci-

dent by his neglect, it is the desire of each one of us that the in-

spector should follow him up closely and insist on him furnishing

the protection necessary to his workmen.

Co-operation in the Safety Movement

The "Safety First" campaign, however, does not stop with the

furnishing of guards of safety devices. In fact, that is only the be-

ginning of it. It depends almost entirely on the co-operation of our

foreman and of our workman in using care for their own sakes as

well as for ours. This can only be accomplished by a continual cam-

paign of education among them. Your committee urges each mem-
ber of this Association to take steps to actively enlist the interest of •

his men on these lines. It is suggested that a meeting of the work-

men should be called and the matter of "Safety First" discussed with

them and by them. In large plants the men have elected their own
committees, who make this phase of the work their special care and

make recommendations which will eliminate the risk of accident and

also deal with the careless man who may cause injury to himself or

to his fellow employee. The inspector of the Woodworkers' Acci-

dent Prevention Association would be glad to co-operate and as-

sist in this work.
Your Executive Committee, at their meeting on March 26th,

1918, passed the following resolution:

That the Ontario Retail Lumber Association urge the Ontario

Workmen's Compensation Board to adopt the following principles

:

(1) That all assessments should be based on the so-called

Current Cost plan ; that is to say, deferred claims shall not be capi.

talized

.

(2) That all doctors, nurses, etc., should be under the juris-

diction of the employer instead of under the Board, provided that

such medical care and hospital accommodation is adequate and sat-

is factory to the Board.
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We are pleased to state that the Board in 1918 adopted the Merit
Rating system, whereby the employer who has a number of acci-

dents pays a higher rate and the employer who has few or no ac-

cidents, gets a rebate.

A number of our members have complained of cases where in-

jured employees received more compensation than they were fair^

ly entitled to. The doctors' bills, in some cases, are excessive.

Perhaps the family doctor is using the Board to work out his bills

and connives with the man in laying up longer than necessary. Each
specific case should be reported with full details to the Board.

The Amendments That are Proposed

As the Act stands, we have very little say in its operation and
are given only such information as the Board sees fit to give. It

is proposed to take steps to secure amendments to the Workmen's
Compensation Act covering some of the points that are unsatisfac-

tory.

(1) That the employer should have control over the doctor

handling injured employees so as to prevent collusion and maling-
ering.

(2) That information should be furnished showing the plants

that are responsible for the accidents that occur and the amounts
paid out for accidents in each plant as compared to the amount of

assessment paid in.

(3) Recognition of the rights of each Safety Association to

represent its group before the Board on matters of common inter-

est.

(4) Provision for having the accounts of the different groups
audited by auditors appointed by ourselves, and securing detailed

statements of the money received and paid out.

(5) Provision for an adequate Appeal Tribunal on questions
of law arising in connection with the Act.

THE SECRETARY OUTLINES THE WORK OF THE YEAR

H . Boultbee, secretary-treasurer of the Ontario Retail Lum-
ber Dealers' Association, in the course of his summing up of the

first' year's operations, said-:

Looking back over the twelve months which have elapsed since

this association made its appearance, there has been so much to do

and the work has been so interesting that it seems almost like yes-

te:xlay that a number of those who are with us here to-day held a

meeting for the purpose of mapping out the work of launching this

Association. While there was no lack of enthusiasm on the part of

those who attended that meeting, their numbers were small and
they all realized that they had tackled a very large job. The present

healthy state of the association's afifairs is due to their hard work
and enthusiasm. Nothing else could have put us where we are to-

day. If we can count upon enthusiasm of the same kind on the part

of all who have come to this meeting, there is no foretelling the ex-

tent of the progress we will have made by the time we hold another

meeting. This brings to mind a remark made a few days ago by a

prominent Toronto lumber man when he heard that the Ontario
Retail Lumber Dealers' Association had arranged to hold its annual
meeting at the King Edward Hotel. A few months ago, he said,

they had been content to hold their meeting in the Assembly Room
of the Board of Trade, but the benefiits of co-operation had been so

great that now they were content with nothing short of the best

that Toronto could offer. There is something more than a jest in

this. There is nothing too good for the Retail Lumber Dealers of

Ontario if they will work together for the good of the trade and live

up to the high ideals upon which every successful trade association

must be founded. Co-operation among retailers will inevitably lead

to co-operation between retai-lers and wholesalers. The ideals for

which we are working are the same as those for which the whole-
salers are working in their association, and there is not a single

item of progress that can be made by either association without re-

flecting to the advantage of the other. Therefore, it is important
that as an association of retail lumbermen we should not limit our
vision by the boundaries of the retail trade alone, but should con-
sider every problem with which we have to deal, from the point of
view of its influence upon the whole trade as well as its particular
influence upon the Association or upon the individual. These thoughts
are prompted by events which have taken place in connection wath
lumber trade association w-ork in Ontario since Sepetniber last, and
which contain promise of far-reaching results at an early date. Re-
ference to these will be made later in this report.

Generally speaking, the work of our association, since Septem-
ber last has been following along lines similar to those which were
reported at the September meeting. For the benefit of those who

were not present at that meeting it may be said that one of the

interesting lines of work we have been carrying on is that of deal-

ing with complaints made by members of the association in regard
to the failure of some wholesalers or manufacturers to carry out
their contracts for the shipment of stock. Some of these contracts,

when placed in our hands were as much as two years old, yet in

practically every case the representations made by our association

have resulted in the stock being shipped, or the wholesaler or manu-
facturer sending a cheque to the retailer in settlement of the loss

which the retailer could be justly considered to have suffered.

It is important in connection with these matters that members
should make use of the services of the Association for securing ship-

ments to which they are justly entitled, and it is equally important
that they should refrain from urging claims, of this nature without
satisfying themselves that they are entitled to press them. It will do
the Association grave injury if it exerts its powerful influence for

bringing pressure upon the wholesaler or manufacturer, for the per-

formance of a contract in connection with which the retailer has not
a reasonable claim. Mention of this is not made as the result of

any such claims having been made, but as a result of representa-

tions that have been made to us occasionally by some wholesalers
who are of a suspicious turn of mind and who suggest that there are

retailers who would not be above using their association for such
purposes. For the sake of the good name of our association, as well

as its success, we must build up a reputation for square dealing
which cannot be questioned, at the same time showing to the world
that we intend to insist upon receiving just as good treatment as we
give. This is the ground work of success for our association which
must be maintained at all costs.

The Obligation in Carrying Out Contracts

Growing out of this there is the reverse side of the picture, re-

presenting our duty in connection with contracts which we have en-

tered into for the purchase of stock. It has been reported -to us by
several wholesalers Jhat some retail dealers in the past have been
too much given to the practice of cancelling orders on a falling mar-
ket. If we expect the wholesalers and manufacturers to live up to

their contracts, it is up to us to do likewise, for we cannot blow
both hot and cold at the same time. It is important that we should
think of these things at present, for our association is in its form-
ative stage and what we do to-day will determine the nature of
much that we do in the future. At our September meeting we pass-
ed a resolution upon this subject. Possibly, if you look into it close-
ly, however, you will feel that this resolution might have been made
stronger. It recited the importance to the retailer of living up to
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his contracts, and concluded by urging members to buy their stocks

from wholesalers and manufacturers who showed a spirit of co-op-

eration with our association in its efforts for square dealing between

ourselves, manufacturers, wholesalers and customers. Does this go

far enough? Should we not, after expressing our convictions on

this matter, show the courage of these convictions and pass a reso-

lution definitely pledging ourselves to live up to our contracts, and

to ask for the resignation of any members who fail to do so ? This

has been done by one of the strongest Retail Lumber Dealers' Asso-

ciations in the United States and has greatly strengthened their

prestige.

The Question of Trade Ethics

This leads to the consideration of another matter which has been

referred to in the president's address, namely, the question of trade

ethics as relating to the proper field of trade for the wholesaler and
the retailer. Early in 1918 one of our members wrote to the Whole-
sale Lumber Dealers' Association, reporting the sale by a whole-

saler of a large quantity of material to an industrial corporation for

the erection of its plant. The retailer felt that the sale should have
been made by a retailer and asked the wholesalers to consider the

subject and endeavor to lay down a principle for the guidance of

wholesalers in future when considering enquiries of a similar type.

Unfortunately this letter reached the wholesale association just as it

was about to adjourn its regular monthly meetings for the summer
months. At a meeting in the fall, however, the subject came up
again and in the meantime other cases of a similar nature had de-

veloped. The directors of the Wholesale Association laid the matter
before the general as.sociation at its December meeting and a reso-

lution was passed referring it to the Committee on Trade Relations,

with instructions to consider the matter and be prepared to meet
with a similar committee to be appointed by the Ontario Retail

Lumber Dealers' Association, to discuss the subject and endeavor
to reach a nmtually satisfactory conclusion. This is a most import-

ant matter and one which our association should consider thorough-
ly. The appointment of such a connnittee would have to be made
during the present meeting and the members appointed should be
fully advised of the views of this association, so that they may pre-

sent them effectively at the joint meetings.

The Adoption of Standard Plans

At our general meeting, on September 3rd, last, the following

resolution on this subject was carried:

That this Association recommend the appointment of a

committee to consider the advisability of getting out a set

of plans, in book form, showing standard barns, outbuild-

ings and garages, the same to be furnished to our members
at cost.

This resolution was referred to the president and the secretary

with instructions to appoint a plan book committee. This matter
was submitted to the president, and, on his instructions, the secre-

tary wrote to the secretaries of the local districts, asking them at

as early a date a-s possible to appoint local plan book committees
and to take this mater up. The suggestion was made also that these
committees should make such recommendations as they considered
useful and be prepared to attend a general meeting of the plan book
committees from the various districts, or to send a representative
to such a meeting to be called at a later date. While some progress
has been made in connection with this matter it has not been ad-
vanced to the stage of holding a general plan book committee meet-
ing. The Eastern district, with its usual enthusiasm and thorough-
ness took the matter up at once and has forwarded to the secretary
a comprehensive set of plans as required by the resolution . The
other districts have not responded, although our youngest branch
association, which was formed at Orangeville, on December 4th,

took the matter in its own hands at the organization meeting and
has already secured a barn plan service, regarding which Mr. j. B.

MacKenzie of Georgetown will be able to give you information

.

The importance of this matter is sufficient to justify the appoint-
ment of a standing plan book committee with instructions to send
representatives to a general meeting and carry out the publication
of the book. If this committee considered it advisable it is more than
probable that the publication of the book could be done without
cost to the association and possibly be made a source of revenue, by
providing for its carrying advertising matter.

Uniform Standard Sizes of Millwork

At the September meeting a resolution was passed referring
to the desirability of uniform standard sizes of millwork and recom-
mending the local associations to consider the matter with a view
to the possibility of evolving a schedule for the whole province.
The Toronto dealers are the only ones who have taken this matter
up and carried it through to the point of adopting a schedule. Their
standards have been published and copies were sent to each of the

local secretaries with a request that they be laid before the local

associations and a report made to the general association. The local

associations have not as yet submitted any reports. A di.scussion

of the Toronto standards, at this meeting, might open the way to

the adoption of a schedule for the Province.

Survey of Retail Lumber Yard Costs

One of the matters which your secretary had to deal with last

year was the survey of retail lumber yard costs. A schedule was
prepared showing the various headings under which these costs

should be figured with a request to fill in the amounts and return

it to the Secretary who was to prepare an analysis of the results and
.submit it to the association in such a form as to furnish the essential

comparative information but not to disclose the names of the firms

reporting. It is to be regretted that in spite of several repeated re-

(|uests for this information the replies were not in sufficient num-
ber to permit a really valuable analysis. That this is one of the mat-
ters in connection with which our association ought to be able to

devise a means of serving its members is beyond question. To il-

lustrate this, it need only be mentioned that the forty reports re-

ceived showed that the cost of doing business was variously esti-

mated by the members reporting at from 18 to 45.18 per cent, of

the total sales. If we are to make any progress in connection with
this subject it will be necessary for the association to discuss it fully

and adopt a more workable plan. It may be that in the cost survey
which has been adopted by the National Retail Dealers Association
of the United States, you will find something adaptable to your own
conditions which can be used by our association and enable us to

reach the results we are aiming at more readily.

There remain two subjects for consideration in this report, mem-
bership and finance. In both respects we have done well, but in

both respects also we can undoubtedly do far better still. It should
not be difficult for us during the i)resent year to add a hundred or

more members to the list. There are about 329 good i)rospects for

membership whom we did not secure in 1918 and our association

has a good record of accomplishments which will make it easier to

interest new members than it was a year ago when the dealers nad
to take our promises on faith. No member of the association should
feel satisfied with what he has done for it until he has reached the

limit of his possibilities in connection with securing new members.
It is in your own interest particularly that you should enlist as mem-
bers all those who are engaged in the retail lumber business in your
district and as far out into the surrounding country as possible.

The Financial Showing is Satisfactory

In the matter of finance, the events of the year 1918 are encour-

aging. We started the year in the dark, feeling however, that the

importance of the work we hoped to do, -justified confidence. Our
financial report to-day shows that we finished the year with a small

amount of money in the bank after paying our running expenses for

1918 and liquidating accounts for correspondence and other work
carried out during 1917 before the Association was definitely organ-
ed. Moreover, we were under a heavy expense in 1918 for furnishing

the Lumbermen's Training Course to members who paid a member-
ship fee of $15 or more. This is a record of which the members may
feel proud. In this connection an opportunity should be taken to

express the gratitude we feel to the wholesale lumber dealers who
assisted us so materially and unselfishly in securing members dur-

ing 1918. One direct result of this interest on the part of the whole-
salers is the addition of some thirty-five or more members to the

roll, and another is the organization of a progressive local branch
of the association at Orangeville in December last. It is to be hoped
that during 1919 a number of similar local branches will be organized
as the value of the association to the individual members can be

greatly increased in this way.
With the exception of the detailed financial statement, which

will be presented separately, this concludes the report of your sec-

retary-treasurer. May I add a personal word or two before resuming
my seat. I wish to leave with you some idea of the inspiration it

has been to me to work for the men who compose the Ontario Re-
tail Lumber Dealers Association. Their enthusiasm for the asso-

ciation, their keen appreciation of its value and the generous spirit

of co-operation which they have extended to me at all times, have
made my work far more of a pleasure than a task. My good fortune

in having fallen into the hands of such a body of men as composed
the association is a daily source of inspiration to me and I have be-

come convinced that there is something about the retail lumber
business which brings out the best there is in a man, making it a

pleasure to associate with him and. above all, making him naturally

a successful association member.
The report of the Membership Committee was presented by

the chairman, John B. Reid, of Toronto, and was of an encouraging
character.
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Lumber Dealers Want Act Altered
Contend That Lumber Yards Should Not Be Assessed on

the Same Basis As Planing^Mills

The directors of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Associa-

tion, together with a number of dealers from various points in the

province who attended the annual meeting of the Association, and a

large representation from the retail lumbermen of Toronto, waited up-
on Chairman S. Price, of the Workmen's Compensation Board on
February 10 at the office of the Board in the Normal School Build-

ing. Toronto, in order to present a number of matters relating to the

Act, regarding which they desired explanations, or to have changes
made.

Walter C. Laidlaw, of the R. Laidlaw Lumber Company, Toron-
to, presented most of the points brought up on behalf of the deputa-

tion. The most important was that in regard to the assessment of

lumber yards in connection with which a planing mill is operated.

No matter how large or small the planing mill may be, any yard with

such connection is assessed on the same basis as a planing mill,

which bears an extra heavy burden. It frequently happens that a

small lumber yard with one or two machines operated near by, al-

though in reality a lumber yard and entitled to assessment as such,

must pay the higher assessment of a planing mill, even though the

men employed in the yard do not enter the planing mill.

Chairman Price admitted that there was an evident injustice in

this, but he could not find any practical manner in which the two
could be segregated. If the retail lumber dealers would suggest to

him some practical method of segregation, the Board would be

pleased to consider the matter.

Several dealers present suggested that the payroll would furnish

a practical means of segregation, but Mr. Price did not seem to agree

with them. The discussion on this point went no further, neither the

Board nor the dealers being apparently able to satisfy the. other party.

Control and Seleiction of Doctors

Mr. Laidlaw also brought up the matter of control of doctors, in-

timating that cases were known in which doctors encouraged injured

employees in malingering.

Chairman Price replied that the Board was keenly anxious to

learn of any such cases and if the facts showed that the doctor was
acting in this matter, the Board would see to it that he never again

would be permitted to attend any employees who would be claiming

compensation from the Board. Mr. Price also reported that the Board
was anxious to have the employers control the selection of the doctor

as far as possible. In order to promote this end, the Board had pre-

pared printed memorandum slips to furnish to employers. Whenever
an accident occurred employers could fill out one of these slips ad-

dressed to a particular doctor of their own selection and hand it to

the injured employee for presentation to the physician.

An interesting round table discussion followed, between the vari-

ous dealers present and Chairman Price and some of his stafif. In

the course of the discussion Mr. Price submitted files from his office

giving particulars in regard to last year's accidents in group 4, to

which lumber yards and planing mills belong. This group is reported

by the Board to have had the worst experience of any group, and for

this reason its rate is very high in comparison with others. Details

in connection with each of the fatal accidents during 1918 and each

of the serious, but not fatal accidents during the same year, were
presented by the Chairman of the Board. It developed from a care-

ful analysis of these that practically all the fatal and serious acci-

dents had taken place in plants /other than planing mills or lum-

ber yards, indicating very clearly that the planing mills and lumber
yards were being penalized on account of the unfavorable record of

other plants in the same group.

An interesting point submitted by Mr. Price was to the effect that

doctors bills paid by the Board during the year amounted to about

14 per cent. of. the compensation paid to employees.

Another interesting revelation was that whenever possible the

Board brings action against outside companies which may be re-

sponsible for accidents occurring to employees. Mr. Price said that

the Board had recovered a great deal of money by suing third parties,

such for instance, as street railway companies.

After some further discussion on minor points the deputation

thanked Mr. Price and retired.

Licenses To Import Pitwood In England
The British Controller of Timber Supplies is now issuing licenses

for the import of pitwood from Newfoundland, Spain and Portugal,

to Bristol Channel ports. Purchases may also be made in Scandin-

avia and Finland, and licenses will be recommended for their import
in sailing ships to Northeast coast ports.

If England carries out the proposed afforestation scheme, she

will be far less dependent upon outside supplies of lumber. The In-

terim Forest authority has power to spend $500,<XX) on investigation.
It is maintained that the United Kingdom cannot run the risk of

future wars without safeguarding its supplies, and is is claimed that
by af¥oresting 1,770,000 acres, in addition to the 3,000,000 acres already
under woodland, the country could be made independent of imported
timber for three years in an emergency. It is pointed out by the For-
estry Sub-Committee of the Reconstruction Committee responsible
for the scheme, that during the five years preceding the war the home
production of timber was less than 8 per cent, of the consumption,
and that during 1915 and 1916 the cost of imported timber was $370,-

000,000.. Against this it is only claimed for the new enterprise that

at the end of forty years, after absorbing at least $75,000,000, it might
possibly be self-supporting. The new authority propose to afforest

250,000 acres in the next ten years at an estimated cost of $17,500,000.

Amend the Mechanic's Lien Law
Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers Also Desire Changes Made

in the Business Assessment Act

A large deputation of lumber dealers from various points

throughout Ontario who had been in attendance at the annual meet-
ing of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers Association, called upon
the Prime Minister, Sir Wm. Hearst, and the Attorney General,

Hon. I. B. Lucas, of Toronto, at the Parliament Buildings, Toronto,
on February 12th, in order to lay before them, on behalf of the On-
tario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association, several matters in regard

to the Mechanic's Lien Act, the Business Assessment Act and the

Ontario Factory Act, in connection with which they wished to press

for amendments or changes.

John Jennings, of the legal firm of Jennings and Clute, Toronto,
who was retained by the Association to present its case in connec-
tion with the Mechanic's Lien Act, addressed the Prime Minister

and the Attorney-General, pointing out that the present act was a

very ancient piece of legislation, and had been altered greatly both
by amendments and by judicial decisions until to-day the intended

pupose of the measure, namely to protect the wage earner and the

material man had been greatly reduced. Instead of giving the pro-

tection intended, the Act under its present form, was encouraging
the speculative builder at the expense of the wage earner and the

material man.

Mr. Jennings pointed out that in many of the modern Mechan-
ic's Lien Acts now in force in the United States, a radical departure
had been made as compared with the present Ontario Act. The On-
tario Act provides that so long as the owner withholds 20 per cent,

of the contract price, he is protected against an action by the wage
earner or the material man for the collection of accounts due to them.
In the modern acts this provision has been replaced by one which
places upon the owner responsibility for the full amount of the con-

tract price, practically constituting the amount of the contract price

as a sum of money in trust for the wage earner and the material

man. A number oS other points of less radical importance were also

referred to by Mr. Jennings.
The Prime Minister and the Attorney-General listened thought-

fully to the points presented both by Mr. Jennings and by several

retain lumber dealers who were present, and in the course of a reply

and a discussion Sir William Hearst said that it would be possible

during the present session of the Ontario Legislature to put through
such an extensive piece of legislation as a new Mechanic's Lien Act,

but that between the present and the next session the Government
would be pleased to go into the matter very fully, at the request of

the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association, with a view to the

possibility of introducing a new Mechanic's Lien Act as a Govern-
ment measure during the following session.

In the meantime, if Mr. Jennings, on behalf of the association,

would lay before the Government a memorandum, outlining any im-
portant amendments which they would like to have passed by the

Legislature during the present session, the Government would give
it their most serious attention.

These assurances were received by the lumbermen with much
gratification and the deputation then presented a few other matters.

The Business Assessment Act

One of these was in reference to the Business Assessment Act,

it being pointed out that lumber yards in cities of 100,000 population
or over are assessed on the 50 per cent, basis, whereas coal yards
escaped on the 30 per cent, basis. This, the deputation considered
to be an injustice. Moreover, in big and small cities alike, the lumber
yards are very heavily assessed on account of the large area of land
necessary for the storage of their stocks, whereas other merchants
carrying on business in a small store, and having possibly a much
larger turn-over, escape with much smaller assessment. The Prime
Minister replied that the Government would give this matter careful

consideration.
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Lumbermen Who Have Seats in Parliament
The Representatives of the People Who Divide their Time and Attention Between

Products of Forest and Making ofLaws of Canada

The Canadian House of Commons has amoii<v its members sev-

eral leading exponents of the lumber industry. While the represent-

ation in the present Parliament at Ottawa, from this great producing
class of the country is possibly not as large as it was some years ago,

when the public interests of many sections of the Dominion were
looked after by the manufacturers and dealers in forest products, there

is still a fair proportion of men engaged in this vocation who assemble
annually at the Capital to mould national views and assist in making
the laws of the land. They enjoy a life long acquaintance and intimate

association with the vast timber assets of Canada, and have accom-
plished much in converting these into finisshed commodities, which
have, in numerous ways, helped to extend Canadian enterprise, de-

velop our national resources and contribute in no small degree to the

comfort, convenience and happiness of the people, domestically, in-

dustrially and financially, for there are some sixty thousand persons
who find steady employment in the saw mills, lumber yards and log-

ging camps of this country.

A brief sketch of the public life and activities of the lumbermen
legislators of the Commons or the "popular chamber," as it is fre-

quently called when referring to our legislative system, will be read
with timely interest in view of the present session, when many
important after-war problems and questions will come up for dis-

cussion and decision, not a few of which will have a direct bearing

and prove a determining factor during the readjustment process and
the transition from a war basis to a normal peace footing.

Hon. Edgar N. Rhodes, Speaker of the House of Commons, while

a barrister by profession, is closely identified with the lumber and
wood working industries, being president of the Brooklyn Lumber
Co., Limited, and a director of Amherst Pianos, Limited. He resides

in Amherst, N. S., and was first elected a member of the Federal

Parliament for the historic county of Cumberland, in 1908, being re-

turned at each subsequent contest. He was made Deputy Speaker of

the House in January, 1916, and Speaker the following year, which
responsible post he fills with honor, dignity and impartiality. As one
of the Canadian representatives at the Imperial Parliamentary Con-
ference, in London, England, in 1916, he accompanied the members of

that body on their visit to the munition plants, the fleet and to the

front. Hon. Mr. Rhodes has always taken a deep interest in all

patriotic movements and is a member of the Dominion Council of the

St. John's Ambulance Association, as well as a member of the Domin-
ion Executive, and of the Nova Scotia Executive of the Canadian
Patriotic Fund. He is one of the youngest men who have ever graced

the Speakership in any legislative body, being only forty two years

of age. A member of the Board of Governors of Acadia University,

his sympathies are broad and his activities many in local and public

affairs.

Hon. W. A. Charlton comes of a noted famil3% long identified with

lumbering interests and the public life of Canada. He is a brother

to the late John Charlton, M.P., for North Norfolk, who was one of

the outstanding liberals of the Dominion for a generation or more.

Mr. Charlton is of English and Scotch parentage. He served for

many years as a member of the Ontario Legislature and was elected

to the Commons eight years ago, as the representative for Norfolk

county. Hon. Mr, Charlton is a prominent Liberal and a staunch

Presbyterian. He has large timber holdings and now resides in To-
ronto, having an office in the Canada Life Assurance Building, King
Street West.

A. T. Leger, who carried on a lumber business for many years,

has had an active and varied career. He represents Kent county,

N. B. For nine years he was postmaster of St. Louis and was later

High Sheriff for the County of Kent, which post he filled acceptably

until 1908. Mr. Leger was born in Cocagne, N. B., in 1852. He has

fought many political fights in the Liberal cause, and although de-

feated several times, he always conducted a fair minded and honorable

campaign. He resides in Richibucto.

A. B. Hunt, who repressents Compton, was born at Bury, P. Q.

His father was a member of the Provincial Parliament in Quebec, for

some time, and the son follows in his footsteps in taking an active

part in public life. He has been in a number of political battles and

has been successful in all but two. As an indication of the ups and

downs of political life, it may be stated tliat, in the general eiccti<»ii

of 1911 Mr. Hunt was defeated by 76 votes, l)ut in 1917 he was re
turned by the overwhelming majority of 1,903. Mr. Hunt is a lum-
berman, real estate dealer and farmer, being a director of the Intf-r

national Land and Lumber Company, the British Canadian Indu
Company and other organizations. He has also been Mayor of i, ,

Township.

Wm. S. Loggie is an enterprising business man and prominent!

v

associated with several undertakings. He was a member for North-
umberland County, N. B., in the local Legislature, and some fifteen
years ago resigned to contest the seat for the House of Commons. He
was elected in 1904 and has been returned at every .'•iibsequent appeal
to the people. Mr. Loggie is president and managing director of the
W. S. Loggie Company, and financially interested in the operation'^
of this concern, who are fish packers, lobster canners and manufactur-
ers of building brick. Previous to entering the larger arena of public
life, Mr. Loggie was an alderman and later Mayor of Chatham, where
he resides. Politically he is a Liberal and in religion a Presbyterian.
The W. S. Loggie Co. operate lumber mills at Inkerman, Gloucester
County, and at Kouchibouguac, Kent County, N. B., and have timber
limits in Gloucester County.

Alexander McGregor is of Scotch extraction and is the Conserva-
tive member for Pictou, N. S., being elected in 1917. He resides in

New Glasgow and is a well known lumberman, and a director of Rood
and McGregor, Limited, manufacturers of lumber. He has one son.

Capt. A. F. McGregor, M.D., who served overseas with the Canadian
"Expeditionary Forces. The repiresentative for Pictou was born ir

1864, at McLellan's Brook, and his father was a well known railway
contractor, who built a section of the Dominion Government Railwav
in Cape Breton, and other lines in Nova Scotia. Mr. McGregor is a

prominent Presbyterian and his mother was the daughter of Rev.
Alexander MacGillivray, one of the pirmcer mini-tfr- whn cTinr- fr. >ni

Scotland to Pictou.

Col. Herbert J. Mackie comes of a widely known family of luni

bermen, his father being the late Thos. Mackie, who sat in the Hou-'
of Commons as the representative for North Renfrew for many year-

and now the son is following in the wake of his worthy sire. Col.

Mackie has long been interested in military matters, and formerI\

commanded the 42nd regiment. He served in South Africa in tli'

R. C. F. A., participating in the operations in Cape Colony in 18''

and 1900. He holds a Queen's medal with one clasp. Born in Pern

broke, in 1876, he recently celebrated his 43rd birthday. Col. Macki
in stature and build is almost the equal of his late father, and is sai

to be the largest man now sitting in the Federal Parliament. He i

interested in a large lumbering concern in British Columbia and \\

elected as a Unionist in the campaign of 1917.

Geo. B. Nicholson, who is a member of Austin & Nicholson,

pulpwood dealers and general contractors, is the alert representati\

for East Algoma. He resides at Chapleau, Ont.. and the firm ha\

sawmills at Nicholson. He began the railway construction business i:

1884, continuing until 1901, when he established the present busine--

in partnership with James Austin. Mr. Nicholson w^s born in We^t
moreland, P. E. L, and lost his only son, Lieut. L. W. Nicholson, i

the 4th C. N. R. Battalion, who was killed in France a few montli-

ago. Mr. Nicholson is a Unionist and an Anglican.

Peter R. MacGibbon is the representative of Agenteuil, and wa-

first elected to the Commons in 1917. He lives at Lachute, P. Q.. an<

is engaged in lumbering. When a boy, Mr. MacGibbon thought thai

he would like to enter this business as he heard that those, who had

the most wealth at that time, had been dealing in lumber or timber

limits. He served for some time in the employ of the late Hon. ]o\v

Hamilton and Brothers, on the River Dumoine, near Pembroke.

Learning something about the business he found that the operators

cut the best of a tree leaving two thirds lying to rot ; in fact, all the

lumbermen did so at that time. Coming home, young MacGibbon told

his father that lumber would in a few years be very scarce, although

it took twenty-five years longer than he had counted on. With this
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Lumbermen Legislators in House of Commons

Hon. E. H. Rhodes. M.P., Speaker, House of

Commons, Cumberland County, N.S.

F. N. McCrea, M.P.,

Sherbrooke, P.Q.

Geo. B. Nicholson, M.P.,

Algoma East, Ont.

Hon. W. A. Charlton, M.P.,

Norfolk County, Ont.
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in mind the subject of this reference commenced to buy lots with
s])rucc on them, one lot or half a lot at a time, according to what
money could be gathered u]) to pay for them. Now in partnership

with his brother, Mr. MacGibbon has 25,000 acres of timber limits

within sixty miles of Montreal, and his saw mill is at Lachute, Que.
There spruce deals are sawn especially and, with the lowest freight

rates, no difficulty is experienced each season in disposing of the out-

l)iit at a good figure.

Francis N. McCrea is a well known figure in Parliamentary life.

I'revious to serving in the larger sphere of activity he was councillor

for Durham, P.Q., for four years and also Mayor, for eleven, and
later was warden of Drummond county for a long period. In 1901 he
moved from South Durham to Sherbrooke to reside, and was an alder-

man for the north ward in that city for eight years. Mr. McCrea
started in the lumber business at the age of 20, and was in the employ
of C. C. Church, at South Durham, and later was brought into part-

nership. He is to-day a leading lumberman, being president of the

Sherbrooke Lumber Company, Devon Lumber Company, and the

Brompton Pulp and Paper Company, vice-president of the Lotbiniere

Lumber Company, and the Chaudiere Lumber Company, and a direc-

tor of the Nicolet Falls Pulp and Lumber Company. In 1902 Mr. Mc-
Crea became president of the Lotbiniere and Megantic Railway. With
his associates, Mr. McCrea bought 500 miles of Government timber
limits and organized the Sherbrooke Lumber Compaqy. He also

took part in the organization of the Brompton Pulp and Paper Com-
pany, which acquired in 1907 the Royal Paper Company's mills at

East Angus and the vast timber limits on the St. Francis River. Mr.
McCrea has been a member of the House of Commons since 1911, and
is a Liberal.

E. W. Tobin, who lives in Bromptonville and represents Rich-

mond and Wolfe in parliament, is a lumber dealer and general mer-
chant. He is president of the Lotbiniere Lumber Co., Trois Pistoles

Pulp and Lumber Company, and a director of the Brompton Pulp
and Paper Co., and several other industrial concerns. For the last

eighteen years he has been a member of the House, and, previous to

coming to Ottawa in a representative capacity, he was Mayor of

Brompton Falls and Bromptonville for several years and also warden
of the County of Richmond, Que.

R. E. Truax, of Walkerton, Ont., is a sawmill owner and oper-

ator, and proprietor of the Walkerton Wholesale Sash and Door
Factory. He was a councillor in Walkerton for some years and was
Mayor for two years after which he was a reeve for four years. In

1894, he was elected a member of the local Legislature and at the next
general election he was returned by acclamation. In 1911 Mr. Truax
was successful in capturing South Bruce for a seat in the House of

Commons. Born in Montreal, in 1847, he was educated in Walkerton,
where he has spent the greater portion of his life, and enjoys a wide
measure of confidence and respect.

One Standard Inspection Rules Coming^

"It is extremely gratifying to know that you are committed to a

single standard of inspection, and with the sincere and earnest efforts

and co-operation of all of those who are interested in this project, I

feel certain that our purpose will eventually be accomplished." says
r>. F. Dulweber, of Greenwood, Miss.. Chairman of the Inspection

Rules Committee in a recent letter to Frank F. Fish, of Chicago,
secretary-treasurer of the National Hardwood Lumber Association.

Mr. Dulweber concludes: "Relative to the concluding paragraph
of your letter, if in making this suggestion you had in mind our sub-

mitting any definite rules or specifications on lumber, I am sorry to

state that we ate not prepared to do this at the i^resent time. The
ba.sis on which vv6 are proceeding, and as expressed in copy of reso-

lutions sent you with my letter of January 11, is that all inspection

rules must be constructed with a view of answering as closely as pos-

sible the specific use to which the lumber is to be put, thereby reduc-

ing waste to the minimum. To work this out properly, will require

time and a careful study of the manufacturing conditions and prob-

lems existing in the various consuming trades. As this work is pro-

ceeded with, we will be very glad to submit for your consideration the

conclusions drawn from the results of our investigations, and I sin-

cerely hope that this will eventually result in one standard of ins))ec-

tion, which will minimize waste in hardwoods, and prove beneficial

alike to the producer and the consumer."
Secretary Fish, in answer to the foregoing, sent the following

to Chairman Dulweber, of the Inspection Rules Committee

:

"I note from its contents that your committee, representing the

American Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, is not prepared at

this time to submit anv definite rules or specifications on hardwood
lumber. Such being the case it will doubtless be satisfactory to you
and to those whom you represent for the National Hardwood Lum-

ber Association to hold the entire niaiici lu aijc\uiK( uniil yAi arc

prei^ared to submit the conclusions drawn from the result of your
investigation. Upon receipt from you of a summary of those con-
clusions I shall be i)leased to submit them, in turn, to the member-
ship of the National Hardwood Lumber Association for the con-
sideration that they may merit."

The Inspection Rules Committee of the National Hardwood
Lumber Association will meet in Chicago on Saturday, March 22.

The twenty-second annual convention of the Association itself will

he held in the same city on June 19 and 20 next.

Hon. C. W. Robinson, Moncton, N.B.

Lawyer, Legrislator and Lumberman

Hon. Clifford William Robin-
.son is a lawyer, a legislator, and
last, but not least, a lumberman.
It was largely through his hearty

invitation, extended at the Nov-
ember session of the Executive,

in Montreal, that the recent an-

nual convention of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association was
held in St. John. That the gath-

ering was such a pronounced suc-

cess may be attributed to the

splendid welcome accorded the

guests by the wholesale lumber-
men and manufacturers of the

Province of New Brunswick.
I^on .Mr. Robinson was one of

the speakers at the brilliant ban-

quet held by the association; and
took occasion to remind his hear-

ers that much had been heard
about the importance of St. John
as a seaport city and a great

thriving shipping centre He
added, however, that there were other places on the map, and
.^mong them was Moncton. which was a thriving municipality of

nearly 20.000 people and growing rapidly. Mr. Robinson never lose--

an opportunity to speak a word in support of his native city where
he was born in 1866. Called to the New Brunswick bar in 1893 he
has since practiced law. He first aspired for political honors in 1896
when he was an unsuccessful candidate for House of Commons in

Westmorland. The next year, however, he was elected to the New
Brunswick Legislature for this county and has been returned at

each subsequent contest. Of tall, erect carriage Mr. Robinson is

a commanding figure and has loomed large in administrative affairs

in his province He was Speaker-of the Assembly for six years and a

member of the Cabinet without j)Ortfolio and regarded as one of

he was Provincial Secretary and later Premier of the Province, in

1907 and 1908. He was then leader of the Opposition until 1911.

To-day he is an aggressive factor in the Foster regime, being a

member of the Cabinet without portfolio and is regarded as one of

the shrewdest and ablest parliamentarians in the east. Not only has

he rendered splendid service in provincial affairs, but he was for

5everal years a member of the City Council of Moncton, being mayor
in 1897. He was in the Municipal Council of the County of W^est-

moreland and was elected president of the Board of Trade for two
terms. Possessing public spirit Mr. Robinson is also active in a

business sense being president of the Record Foundry and Machine
Company of Moncton and president of Robinson, Wright and Com-
pany, who operate extensive sawmills at Shulie, Cumberland coun-

ty. N.S. The member for Moncton is a progressive business man.
and met a great number of his western lumbermen friends at the

recent conclave in St. John.

Responsibility of Individual Limit Holders

The Quebec Government has introduced a Bill to compel hold-

ers of licenses who cut timber on Crown lands to patrol their limits.

The members of the St. Maurice, Laurentian, Southern St. Lawrence,

and Ottawa Forest Protective Associations feel that, while taking

measures to protect their own limits, they are in danger from fire>

.occurring on adjoining limits which are not patrolled, and the own-
ers of which are not members of any association. The Bill is design-

ed to force such limit holders to take precautions. It provides that

every holder of a Crown license must have his limits patrolled be-

tween the 1st of May and the 1st of November, by competent fin

rangers paid and selected by him. but appointed by the Minister oi

Lands and Forests, and the latter may prescribe the number of fire,

rangers who must be employed. Such fire rangers must devote their

whole time to the patrol work. The minister may, also, however,

require that the limits be patrolled in the month of April.

i
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Forestry Men Discuss Important Topics
Progressive Action on the Problems of Conservation and Forest Fire Protection at

Recent Gathering in Montreal—The Proceedings Reviewed

Dr. C. D. Howe, of the Forestry Department, University of To-
ronto, declared that the only way to get accurate knowledge of our

wood supply was by taking a forest survey. At present they did not

know these resources, and the estimates were more or less guess work,
and he believed were exaggerated. From his knowledge of the spruce

in the St. Maurice Valley he believed that in thirty years from now
they would be disappointed in expecting a large and profitable crop

of spruce.

Mr. W. E. Golding, Geo. McKean & Co., St. John, N.B., asked the

conference to pass a resolution in connection with fire protection on
the Canadian Government Railways, so that these lines should be

brought under the jurisdiction of the Railway Commissioners. The
Government, he asserted, were the greatest sinners in the Dominion in

the matter of forest fire protection, the work being done very care-

lessly.

Mr. Ellwood Wilson (Laurentide Co.), insisted upon the necessity

of an accurate survey of the timber lands of the country, believing

that this would show a deficiency in what was generally supposed to

be the quantity of lumber available. The Government should release

the areoplanes to make a rapid reconnaissance of the timber supply

;

the cost would be relatively small, and the results would more than
repay the outlay.

Mr. R. Kernan (Donnaconna Paper Co.) stated that his experience

was that there was practicall}^ no accurate knowledge of their timber
supplies.

Mr. Clyde Leavitt stated that the Conservation Commission were
working in conjunction with various companies with a view to secure

the required information.

Mr. W. Little declared that they might rely on it that if the lum-
bermen said there was no lumber in a district, there was no lumber.

The First Systems of Cutting Wood
In the absence of Hon. \N . R. ISrown, of the Brown Corporation,

Berlin, N. H., his paper on silvical systems iji New England, was read

by Mr. E. R. Linn, the forester of the company. This dealt in a com-
prehensive way with the results of experiments, over twenty years,

of four systems of cutting of spruce, fir and pine, with a little cedar,

hemlock and tamarack mixed in. The wood is cut to produce lumber
and pulpwood, being taken in 38 ft. logs for lumber and 4-8 and 12 ft.

lengths for pulp. The present method of cutting on the company's
land is to follow a nine-inch stump diameter-rule for spruce and pine

and cut the fir and other soft woods clean, and be exceedingly care-

ful to protect and save all the young trees and sprout growth possible

while getting out the mature timber. This leaves in a spruce type
stand a sufficient number of vigorous young trees to restock the land,

able alike to produce seed and elastic enough to bend before the gales,

and if blown over not of sufficient content to make a large loss in the

aggregate. Hard woods wherever possible are taken. Spruce stands
in heavy hard woods are either cut clean or allowed to remain to such
a time as a rheans of getting the hard wood to market can be found.

Frequent modifications were made to suit local conditions based on
a preliminary survey, plotting of areas, laying out o'f jobs, marking-
trees to be left if necessary, careful supervision of cutting and fre-

quent inspection by a trained forester.

The Brown Company has drawn the following conclusions, which
may be of interest to Canada, as the general principles of the cutting

apply over the same region and species, although modifications are

necessary.

1st. The theory of diameter limit in cutting should be
based on the average age of the stand, instead of on the aver-

age size of the trees. In Quebec a study of the boundaries
and years of the great fires would give a reasonably close esti-

mate of the location pf even aged stands and form a basis of a

silvical cutting system applicable to each.

2nd. Mature old growth soft wood stands are commonly
best handled if cut clean, occasional seed trees being left and
sacrificed for the reproduction which they may bring, and
even these seed trees are not always necessary to a splendid
natural reproduction of young soft woods.

3rd. In uneven aged mixed stands in deep soil and well

protected from the wind, thinnings can be made to advantage
by selective cutting, provided the hard wood is always thin-

ned also.

4th. In even aged soft wood stands where the soil is deep

and there is protection from wind throw, the strip or group
.system of cutting can be practiced successfully.

5th. Fir, balsam should be cut practically clean in any
silvical system practiced, as it often proves to be unsound
and matures and dies rapidly and needs no assistance in re-

seeding, and if not thinned will reseed in such abundance as
to check the more valuable young spruce.

6th. Most land originally suitable for soft wood, carry-
ing a mixed soft and hard wood growth, will restock itself

quickly and abundantly if the hardwoods are cut down or
thinned out. The taking of hardwood is, of course, largely

dependent on nearness to market and transportation, and it is

not always possible to remove it. When the region is remote
and soft woods reproduction is desired the girdling of hard
woods should be seriously considered.

7th. Any selection or group system of cutting presup-
poses more or less loss from blow down and this should be
carefully balanced against the opportunity to return and the
cost of salvaging this every year to market. Clean cutting it

therefore particularly desirable for distant and inaccessible
places.

The Splendid Work Done in New Brunswick

Dr. E. A. Smith, Minister of Lands and Forests, New Bruns-
wick, described in detail the work of survey and forest protection work
in that province, and the various acts passed dealing with forests. The
co-operation of the lumbermen, he added, was of great value in ob-
taining success under the various measures of legislation. If it was
found that they were cutting more than the annual growth they would
have to cry stop. He declared that he was not a popular Minister of

Forests, as he had had to call a halt in several ways.
A resolution was passed in favor of the Canadian National Rail-

ways being under the control of the Board of Railway Commissioners,
in connection with the protection of forests from fires, and urging
that the necessary legislation be prepared and be brought before the
next session of Parliament to make the same effective.

Another resolution was passed that

:

"Whereas an accurate survey of all standing timber in

Canada, showing the various kinds of lumber, the quality,

location and accessibility, together with available means of

transporting same to the nearest market, also a report of all

cut-over lands which are suitable only for forest growth, with
the extent and location of same, would be most valuable in-

formation, not only to lumber operators, but to the various
Dominion and provincial governments, enabling them to de-
velop to the full extent a permanent forest policy which
would have the ef¥ect of conserving the great natural re-

sources contained in Canada's forests ; be it resolved that the
Canadian Forestry Association urge upon the proper govern-
mental authorities to provide adequate financial assistance,

and clothe the Commission of Conservation with the neces-
sary authority for the purpose of acconiplishing the end in

view
;
further, that the lumbermen of Canada pledge their as-

sistance to the Commission of Conservation to this end.

The opening speech was by the Hon. Jules Allard, ]\Iinister of

Crown Lands for the Province of Quebec, who reviewed the efforts

of the government to protect the forests against fires, and the classifi-

cation of lands so as to group together those fit only for the growing
of timber. These efforts had resulted in a vast improvement, work-
ing in conjunction with the various associations.

Brigadier-Gen. J. B. White, D.S.O., in a short review of the work
of the Canadian Forestry Corps in France, expressed a hope that
Canada would go into tree planting in earnest. The victory of the
allies was greatly facilitated by the enormous forests in France and
England, which saved a tremendous amount of shipping tonnage. At
one time the situation was so serious that it was urgent to produce
great quantities of lumber in France. Canada was, therefore, asked
in 1916 to provide forestry companies, and 56 companies were sent
across. The indents provide for the producing of 210,000 tons of tim-
ber, and this was done with the exception of 5,000 tons in a short
period. In addition there were 23 companies working with the French
army. This was possible owing to the foresight of France in plant-

ing her great forests. General White then described the chief forests
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Hon. Jules Allard,

Minister of Lands & Forests for Quebec
Brig. -General J. B. White,

Suggests Tree Planting for Returned Men

koLt. P Ktinjii.

New Chairman of the Woodlands Section

in that country, and stated that in one section an estimate showed
there was 11,000,000,000 feet of maritime pine, and this in a district

which before was a sand desert.

The Havoc Wrought By the Huns

Speaking of the devastation by the (iermans, the (ieneral stated

that in central France the Hun had put in mills and shipped the lum-

ber to Germany. In one forest eleven mills had been installed and

30,000,000 million feet taken away. The Ciermans simjily robbed the

country of everything possible.

Gen. White suggested that the returning soldiers should be em-
ployed in planting trees, and for this purpose the lumbermen and the

government should get together. A wonderful work could be done not

only for the country but also for the men. Every dollar spent in this

way would give back many dollars. It might be necessary to bring

pressure to get this measure through, but it should be done if possible.

Professor J. M. vSwaine, Entomological Branch, Ottawa, referred

to the injury done to balsam by the bud worm and advocated the

burning of the slash as a preventative of the disease. Slash was the

garbage of the forest, and just as the city garbage should be des-

troyed, so that of the forests should.be destroyed.

Mr. Clyde Leavitt, chief forester of the Conservation Commis-
sion, read a paper prepared by Mr. Ellwood Wilson, in which the lat-

ter advocated the cutting of debris after logging or shortly after, so

as to prevent fires on cut-over lands and old burns. This could be

done by the logging crews, but the woods managers objected to do

the work, as it would add to their expenditure, and they did not con-

sider it their business to do more than cut and haul the logs. The
work could also be done by the fire rang'ers in the winter, and the

cost borne by the operators on the basis of acreage.

Mr. Gerard Power was of opinion that the Quebec (jovcrnment

.should take immediate action re the destruction of balsam, which he

was afraid was otherwise doomed to destruction. A small organiza-

tion might be formed to deal with this question.

Disposing of Slash on Western Reserves

Mr. T. W. Dwight, assistant to the Director of Forestry, Ottawa,

described the system adopted by the Forest Department, in disposing

of slash on the reserves in the West. He argued that brush disposal

should be made a part of the logging operations, as it was only in this

way that a reasonable cost could be reached.- The concensus of opin-

ion of those who had disposed of slash under the Forest Department's

direction was that brush piling was practicable and that the cost

was by no means prohibitive. The cord wood operators especially

claimed that they got enough extra material to pay for the cost of

disposing of the brush.

A discusison follow-ed on the question of the disposal of slash.

Dr. Howe suggesting a small committee to take charge of experi-

ments in slash disposal.

Mr. Whitmer remarked that the question should be taken up from

the view of the practical lumberman.
Brigadier-General White said to make a good job would involve

a large sum. Fo^ a firm taking out from 25,000,000 to 100,000,000 feet

it was not possible to burn up the debris, while the question of injury

to the standing timber would have to be taken into consideration. It

was a big problem to burn the debris throughout the province.

Mr. Golding would like to see a practical lumberman clearing an

acre for a dollar, as was suggested. In Xevv Brunswick they couid
not get a smile for a dollar. In his o]>inion it was not pos^il)!,- \,, ,-lerir

up all the slash.

Slash is Menace to the Lumberman.
Mr. Angus McLean, of the Bathurst Lumber Co., said evei \

practical lumberman was interested in this subject, as slash was a
menace to lumbermen. Closer cutting had improved the situation.
Less slash was being left to-day, and he estimated that they obtained
only fifty per cent, of the slash when compared with the times dur-
ing which lumber was simply taken for sawmill operation. He sug-
gested that a number of practical lumbermen get together and agree
to establish a camp in which operations to burn the slash would be
carried out. They could compare costs and see what, if any, damage
was done to the standing timber.

Messrs. A. MacLaurin and J. H. Addison also took [)art in the
discussion.

The following committee was then appointed: Messrs. .Angii-
McLean (Bathurst Lumber Co.), W hitmere; J. M. Dalton, St. Maur-
ice. Paper Co.; M. C. Small (Laurentide Co.); Gerard Power (River
Ouelle Pulp tS: Lumber Co.), and Black (J. R. Booth).

The Importance of Aereal Photography

The opening i)aper at the afternoon session was by Lieut. Lewi>.
of the Royal Air Force, who spoke on "Aerial Photography." After
describing the developments in aeroplanes, he discussed the question
of the use of these machines and also of aerial photography in con-
nection with lumbering. He believed that this photography would
be of immense value in the industry. He suggested that aeroplanes
should be fitted with photographic outfits for the purpo.se of mapping
the country. The lumbermen might make arrangements with the gov-
ernment to have their limits photographed, merely paying rent for the
machine and the cost of photography. This could be done for about
$4 per dozen photos. A small area should be surveyed, and then the
area photographed in the spring and also in the summer. The><-
photos could be taken from a known altitude in order to arrive at

scale. They could then be used as standards in analyzing photos of

an}' tract of timber land, and an accurate estimate could be made of

standing timber, burnt over areas, etc. A continuous photographic
map of any area could thus be obtained. Each company could have
an actual photo of its own limits and so keep track of the progre-^
of the work. Photography was not a means of dispensing with
cruisers, but it would be of great assistance to them. One cruiser

had said that he could do as much work in a day with an aeroplane
as he could in 21 days with ten men. Good photographic records

would bring home to the government the amount of work required to

keep up the timber for future generations. The address was illus-

trated with a large number of slides showing the distinctness \vit!i

which objects such as trees could be distinguished.

The chairman remarked that he knew of one instance where .i

company could have saved $90,000 if an aeroplane had been used in

looking over an area purchased, and which included a large bunii

over area.

Utilizing Hardwoods in Pulp Industry

Mr. Gerard Power then took the chair, as president of the Woodr.
lands Section of the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association.

Mr. Volkmar presented the report of the committee on the utiliza-
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tioii of hardwoods in the pulp industry, in order to relieve the drain

on the softwoods timber supply. He gave "the results of an experiment

on a commercial scale in an ordinary mill ; the yield was greater than

for soft wood and less power was necessary for grinding. The fell-

ing of the hardwoods offered no difificulty and the cost would prob-

ably not be any higher than for softwoods. Skidding and hauling

might be more difificult. Driving would probably have to be done on

the larger streams, and Brigadier-Gen. J. B.White had made some ex-

periments which it was thought- were successful. On streams which
were large enough the logs could be loaded into barges and taken down
stream to the mills, probably at as reasonable cost as by driving. The
committee were of opinion that a hardwood operation should be un-

dertaken by some mill interested and accurate costs kept on each step

of the work, the cost to be borne by several mills.

A very exhaustive report by the Committee on Logging Improve-
ments was read by Mr. Ellwood Wilson. This dealt with building

I amps, felling, company camps, skidding, hauling, culling, driving, and
-sorting. It was followed by a discussion in which some points of the

rei)ort were criticised, and accordingly the report was referred back
to the committee.

The discussion was taken part in by Messrs. R. Kenn^. Whitmer
(iolding and G. White, the first two taking exception to certain parts

of the report referring to woods foremen. Mr. White made a number
<ii suggestions for improvements as referring to the southern part of

New Brunswick, such as the substitution of cement dams for the

present driving dams, part of the expense of which should be borne

l)v the government; more substantial camps to make them permanent
l)cttcr methods of piling lumber, improved yarding, more attention to

the cutting of even lengths, and charging up to the jobbers the cost of

waste. He also suggested that they should develop the hardw'ood
business, which was of such importance to New Brunswick.

The Officers of Woodland Section

The following were elected officers of the woodland section

:

-Messrs. R. P. Kernan, Donnacona Paper Co., chairman; M. C. Small.

Laurentide Co., vice-chairman; R. F. Kenny, Jas. MacLaren Co.,

Buckingham, P.Q. ; A. J. Price, Price Brothers, Quebec, and Ellwood
Wilsori, Laurentide Company, members of the council.

Preferential Treatment for Canadian Timber
The Stockholm correspondent of the "Timber Trades Journal,"

London, Eng., in a recent letter on the Swedish market, has the fol-

lowing of timely interest on the production, outlook and price in

Sweden and the prospects of preferential treatment of Canadian fc-
ests products by the British Government.

A large quantity of snow has fallen in Sweden during the last

fortnight, and the weather, which was comparatively mild up to the

middle of the present month, has become more severe. Log-getting
in the woods is pursuing a normal' course, and is not quite so much
hampered as last winter owing to a deficiency of foodstuflfs for th".

workmen. Fodder for horses is still scare and dear, and from 35 t\

AO kronor per diem has to be paid in Norrland for man and horse.

The raw material for sawing during 1919 and spring. 1920, will

consequently be very costly, even more so than the logs now beiniy

used, expensive as the latter are. For all these concerns that are

obliged to purchase a large percentage of their requirements in the

open market, the future outlook is very serious, and it is already quite

evident that a heavy loss will be sustained by such mills before the

raw logs now being treated for can be converted and the produce
turned into money.

The whole situation for the immediate future hinges on the re-

--uit of the negotiations between the deputation of the Swedish .Saw-

mill Owners and the British Timber Controller, now taking place in

London. Nothing has yet transpired outside the Swedish W-ood
Cioods Export Society at time of writing in respect to these negotia-
lion^;. It is currently reported from Canada that arrangements have
licen come to by the Canadian shippers of sawn wood and the British

Controller, through the medium of the Canadian Government, for the

f.o.b. delivery of about 500,000 standards to the United Kingdom and
the Continent during 1919. The British authorities are* to provide
-hii)-room for these goods. It is idle to comment on the efTect of this

transaction until the rumor has been corroborated from an authorita-
tive channel. If it turns out correct, it will prove that the appre-
liendcd dearth of tonnage during 1919 will be less than anticipated.

It seems now to be tacitly acknowledged that no goods to speak
of can be expected from any other part of Russia except the White
Sea (and not much froin there) during the coming season. That be-
ing so, it is more than likely that the Conference now sitting in Paris
will, amongst other matters, demand building material for France
and Belgium from the German Government. This will presumably
be dependent on transport facilities, but there is more than a prob-
ability that the question has been alreadv settled in principle.

With regard to the crucial question of what it costs the aver-
age sawmill owner to put a standard of sawn wood free on board

ship at the i)orts of the Lower Gulf between Gefie and Sundswall, in-

clusive, I have had figures put before me from an authoritative source
showing that the present overhead figure demanded, namely, 410
kronor per standard, leaves nothing more than a working profit. T.his

calculation (made on the basis of 300 cubic feet of logs, true measure,
at 80 ore per cubic foot) proves that the present overhead cost will

be, roughly, 388 kronor. This is after allowing about 20 kronor for
the value of the offal obtained from these 300 cubic feet of raw wood.
1 am aware that the Sub-Committee on British l-'orestry, which re-

ported a few months ago, estimated that much more than 165 cubic
feet of sawn wood could be obtained out of the 300 cubic feet of logs
above referred to, but their estimate was wrong, as far as Swedish
experience goes. With band-saws more can be obtained, but the logs
•in Sweden are too small to enable them to be used to advantage, and
all attempts to do so have been unsuccessful.

The question of preferential treatment of Canadian sawn and
planed wood to the United Kingdom is likely to become actual at an
early date. Whether for better or worse, the late election has, no
doubt, settled the question in principle, and a difi'erential duty will

probably be levied on wood from the North of luirope outside allied

countries.

Mobilizing the Timber Wealth of Canada
At the Central Technical School, Toronto, recently, a lecture on

"Mobilizing the Forests," by Robson Black, Secretary of the Can-
adian F"orestry Association, Ottawa, attracted a large audience. Mr.
Black spoke of Canada as possessing the third largest forests on the
earth's surface. Russia outstripping all other countries, while the
United States came second with about five times the timber contents
of Canada. Two-thirds of the Dominion's area was unfit for agricul-

ture, and if the bulk of that non-agricultural section could be kept
forever under tree crops the nation could attain by the easiest known
method a greater prosperity than had ever been dreamed of.

The days of the pioneer "bushwhacker" are almost over. Ex-
cept for a very few areas, the old-time problem of redeeming the
land fnom the forest has become a national task of redeeming the
land fo^r the forest. There is more land stripped of forest that must
be put back under timber crops than there is bushland that should be
cleared for farms.

Canada holds the only coniferous timber supply in the British
Empire," declared the speaker, "the only supply that possibly can
release Great Britain from dependence on Russia and Scandinavia for

her 600,000,000 cubic feet annually required." Mr. Black referred to

the alarming fact that Canada's forests east of British Columbia are in

a state of rapid decline, with practically no effort by Provincial and
Federal Governments to study methods of permanent titnber yield.

As a disquieting contrast to this, one learned that Germany has
doubled her timber yield during the last generation without reducing
the capital stock. This contrast should be taken as highly significant.

])articularly when Canada is adopting many costly expedients to bol-

ster up employment and encourage industry and foreign trade.

What are the Resources of Ungava?
,A. M. Tessier, member for Riinouski, desires the Quebec Go\ ern-

ment to take more interest in the great section of new country called

Ungava, which was annexed to Quebec in 1912, and about which the

Government knows little more today than at the time it received this

addition. No revenue whatever has been received from the new ter-

ritory.

Mr. Tessier has given notice of a motion asking that the Govern-
ment take steps to make an inventory of the new territor)- to get in-

formation of its mineral, water-power and other resources.

One of the biggest lumber men in Canada, in speaking of the

Hamilton River, which runs into the ocean at about a point where
Labrador joins Ungava, told Mr. Tessier that it was not a dream to

believe that at some day in the near future the waterpower from this

river could be run through a cable under the ocean to run the cotton

mills of Manchester. The report as to the possibilities of water-power
of the Hamilton River puts the estimate higher than the Niagara Falls

development.

Spruce was not so largely used for wood pulp in 1917 as in

1916, according to Franklin H. Smith, statistician in U. S. Forest
Products, largely due to its restricted supply, but balsam, fir, tamar-
ac and some hardw-oods such as beech, birch, chestnut and maple
were consumed in larger quantity than the preceding year. Data
concerning the consumption of pulpwood reveals an almost unbrok-
en annual increase, with spruce still far in the lead, forming 56

per cent of all the jmlpwood manufactured, with hemlock 14 per

cent.
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Mr. Nicholson Locates in Vancouver
Burlington Man Becomes Western Manager for Toronto

Wholesale Lumber Firm— F, W. Gordon Coming East

Allan S. Nicholson of the Nicholson Lumber Company, Bur-
lington, Ont., who has been identified with the progress and upbuild
of that town for many years, left recently for British Columbia,
where he has been appointed western representative of Terry & Gor-
don, Toronto, and will have his office at 408 Metropolitan Bldg.,

Vancouver. Arriving in that city he met H. J. Terry, of Toronto,
and spent some days with him previous to being installed in his new
post as manager of the Vancouver branch

.

Frank W. Gordon, who has ably filled this position since 1915,

will shortly come to Toronto to reside and will be attached to the

head office sales staff. Mr. Gordon has lived in Vancouver since

1912 and is thoroughly familiar with B. C. forest products from the
manufacturing, buying and selling ends. He is well known in To-
ronto, where he has many friends in the trade, being a brother of A.
E. Gordon, junior member of the firm.

Mr. Terry himself has just returned from a successful and ex-

tended business trip to the Mountain and Coast mills. He made a

Frank W. Gordon,
The Westerner coming East

A. S. Nicholson,
The Easterner going West

tour of inspection of their stocks of lumber which are put up spe-

cially for their Ontario and Eastern trade, and further extended

the Western connections of the house.
Mr. Nicholson, the newly appointed manager of Terry & Gor-

don's interests in the Pacific Coast province, is a successful and en-

terprising business man. He is well and worthily known in the

retail ranks and was recently re-elected a director for the West-
ern district of the O.R.L.D.A. He has -played an important part

in the industrial and public activities of Burlington, being chairman
lof the School Board for the past two years, and during the war a

leading worker in all patriotic movements. When the Victory Loan
campaign come along he acted as secretary in a most efficient man-
ner. In the management of the Nicholson Lumber Company
which has developed rapidly of late years, the subject of this refer-

ence displayed energ)' and aggressiveness. He still retains his inter-

est in this industry which will be managed by his thoroughly train-

ed staff.

A complimentary banquet was tendered Mr. Nicholson at the

Royal Connaught Hotel, Burlingtoji, on February 13th, by the citi-

zens of the lakeside town, who feel that his removal to the West
is a distinct loss. During the evening H. A. Graham, Deputy Reeve,
presented the guest, on behalf of the leading residents of Burlington,
with a handsome club bag as a token of their esteem and apprecia-

tion. The recipient thanked the donors for the honor bestowed upon
him and briefly referred to his work in the West. He urged the

people of Burlington to organize a Board of Trade and assured
them that he would always retain a very warm spot in his heart for

the town. Should he return he hoped that he would find it the same
live, progressive place that it had always been.

John Nicholson, father of the guest of the evening, was pre-

sent and spoke of the honor conveyed on his son, thanking the citi-

zens cordially.

Getting* Ready for the Larger Business

On every hand there is evidence of faith in a revival ni ww-iiu--.

nnd new companies and firms arc being formed to participate in this

larger commerce. One of the new companies recently formed is the
Imperial Trading Company, with head offices at the Herald Build-
ing, Montreal.

This company intends to deal in iron, steel, copper, brass, lead,

spelter, and other metals; in rails, railway cfjuipment
;
motors, gen-

erators, transformers, and machine shop tools; wool felt, cotton
waste and other textile products; also jjulp mill and mining mach-
inery.

The company is al.so negotiating for a number of sole agenc
for Canada, of important products from the Orient, including Chii^
Japan, East Indies, Malay .States, Ceylon. Indo-China, Straits S' •

tlements, etc.

The President is Major G. A. Jl. Bury, ;on of Sir George Bury.
Major Bury, before joining the overseas forces, was a prominent
barrister in Winnipeg. He returned to Canada recently after over
three years with the Canadian Expeditionary Force. He is a gradu-
ate of the University of Manitoba.

The Vice-President and General Manager is Mr. E. C. Peter-
son, formerly District Manager of the Northern Electric Company,
Limited. Prior to that he was in charge of the Production Depart-
ment of the Western Electric Company, Chicago, with which he be-
gan his business career in September, 1899, immediately after grad-
uating from the Iowa State College, both in mechanical and elec-

trical engineering, receiving the degree, B. Sc.

Personal Paragraphs of Interest

Lumbermt'i

E. C. Barre, of Sarnia, general manager of Cleveland-Sarnia Saw-
mills Co., Limited, was a recent visitor to Toronto, and called upon
many members of the trade.

W . Gerard Power, President of the Canadian
Association, was a recent visitor to Montreal.

Lucien B. Howland, of the firm of Lauder, Spears and Howland.
Toronto, is spending the winter months in California.

Sam D. Smith, wholesale lumber, has removed his office from
the tenth floor of the Kent Building, Toronto, to Room 502 lin the

same building.

J. B. Knox, of Knox Bros., Montreal, is on a visit to England.
His brother , A. M. Knox, from the P.. (". office, is in charge of

the Montreal business.

H. J. Terry, of Terry & Gordon, Toronto, has returned from an
extended and successful bu<inc-< tri[> U> the Cna-t nnd "NTiaint I'n

mills in British Columbia.

R. F. Carter, Secretary-1'rca.-.urcr ui ilic i c>>cnun i uubcr Lu.,

Toronto, is spending the winter months in Florida. He recently suf-

fered an attack of influenza and pneumonia, and is now regaining his

health in the sunny south.

Speaking in Montreal on February 23, the Hon. T. A. Crerar, the

Minister of Agriculture, declared that there were immense po.ssibili-

ties for the Canadian pulpwood. pulp and paper industries. He also

asserted that Canada had been lacking in the direction of reafforesta-

tion, and that we must pay more attention to this subject if Canada
desired to conserve her forest resources. The destruction of timber

by fire was appalling, and more efficient protective measure- - >

imprative.

Friends of Major-Gen. A. D. Macrae, of \'ancouver, declare tiiai

shortly before the general sailed for Canada he was offered a knight-

hood for his services rendered while quartermaster-general of the

Canadian forces and later as director-general of the British Ministry

of Information, but that the general declined the honor. Major-Gen.

Macrae during his long stay in England, had the reputation of getting

things done. Before the war he was connected with the land depart-

ment of the Canadian Northern Railway, and with the Canadian West-

ern Lumber Company, of Eraser Mills, in which organization he is

still largely interested. On the dissolution of the Ministry of Informa-

tion, after the armistice, he returned to Canada, and was in Toront i

for several weeks prior to leaving for Mexico.

Sir Rodolphe Forget, ex-M.P. for Charlevoix, P.Q.. passed a\\:L

recently after an illness of some five weeks. He was 58 years of a^r

and was one of the most prominent financiers in Canada. !>

multi-millionaire. Sir Rodolphe was a born organizer and w .

important factor in many of Canada's most potential and wealth in"

ducing industries. One of the promoters and also a director of so

eral light, heat, power and railway companies, as well as other orga:

izations, he was closely identified v\'ith the pulp, paper and lumb :

business. He was one of the founders and a director of the East Car.

ada Power & Pulp Company, the \\'ayagamack Pulp & Paper C^

pany, and the Quebec and Saguenay Railway Company, which paa

through rich pulpwood and timber districts. In 1911 he was offe

a portfolio in the Cabinet of Sir Robert Borden, but declined.

Rodolphe was twice married and leaves a widow, three sons and

daughters. He was created a Knight Bachelor in 1912.
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Purpose and Progress of Fire Insurance
Its Origin, Expansion, Adaptability and Protective Features Outlined—Fire Waste

in Regard to Specialized Indemnity for Lumbermen

E. D. Hardy, Ottawa.
Who reviews Insurance Development

E. D. Hardy, of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Insurance E x -

change, Ottawa, recently de-

livered interesting addresses be-

fore the Canadian Lumbermen's
Convention in St. John, and the

Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers'

annual meeting in Toronto. The
speaker pointed out some inter-

esting facts in regard to' fire in-

surance as applied to sawmills
and woodworking plants, empha-
sizing the advantages of the lum-
ber mutuals and inter-insurers

which had a strong record in suc-

cessful operation and manage-
ment. He outlined the supervi-

sion and management of such
companies, the class of risks en-

sured, the form of contract, the

security to policyholders, inspec-

tion service, basis of rate and
other interesting data.

In the course of his observa-

tions he advanced certain arguments of which the following is a brief

summary. Mr. Hardy declared that fire insurance as an institution

owes its existence to fire waste, llieoretically, fire insurance is the

pro rata distribution of losses over all insured property. Practically,

fire insurance through the channels of commerce enters into the cost

of every commodity we use and afifects every individual. Fire waste
and insurance cost are, therefore, inseparably bound together and
you cannot consider the one without a proper appreciation of the

other.

What Fire Insurance Provides

In its simplest form, fire insurance provides a means of reliev-

ing individual misfortune through a combined group of individuals

and is purely mutual in character. In its commercial aspect it con-

sists in the accumulation of funds to provide against future eventu-

alities by ajjplying the "law of averages" to losses by fire. Thus, a

fire which might spell ruin to\an individual becomes a trifling matter

when the loss is distributed over a large number of individuals. The
larger the group the less danger from disaster.

The stability of fire insurance has given safety to the investment

of capital in business enterprise. Particularly is this true when you
consider that less than five per cent, of the world's business is done
on a cash basis. Through the collateral security afiforded by fire in-

surance the wholesaler is enabled to extend credit to the retail dealer,

often for several times his available capital. The wholesaler in turn

operating on borrowed capital by means of fire insurance is frequently

enabled to secure more favorable concessions from the manufacturer.

Fire insurance then is now generally recognized as the foundation of

credit.

Called by Economists "National Tax"
Being essential to every business enterprise and entering into the

cost of every article we buy, fire insurance has been referred to by
economists as a "national tax." Therefore, it becomes a matter of

personal interest to every individual, but unfortunately the true na-

ture of fire insurance is not always fully understood, which explains

much of the public a])athy in matters pertaining to fire prevention.

Every fire is an economic loss to the slate. If the property is

insured there is not only the loss of created value, but also the loss

incurred in indemnifying the assured. In 1916. for example, the dam-
age by fire to properties insured in companies licensed by the Domin-
ion Insurance Department amounted to $15,114,000. To distribute

this amount, the companies collected from the citizens of Canada $27,-

784,000 or $12,670,000 more than the loss. In other words, for every
dollar of loss distributed $1.83 cents was collected.

Now since insurance is recognized as a tax the agency through
which the tax should be collected at once becomes a matter of public
't' Tcst. In the case of taxes imposed by governmental authority

—

collection of the tax is left in the hands of government officials

—

federal, provincial or municipal. But in the case of insurance the col-
lection of the tax is left to private interests—mainly for profit.

Here it is generally conceded that commercialism in insurance
first made its appearance in England near the close of the 17th cen-
tury. Dispensation of aid to fire sufiferers prior to that period was
largely a matter of voluntary contribution or general assessment.
Mutual schemes of insurance proved .so successful that private insti-

tutions saw a means of divesting profits from participating policy-
holder to shareholder. At the present time over eighty per cent, of
the world's fire insurance business is in the hands of stock companies,
whereas insurance in its origin was purely altruistic.

From a direct contribution to a common fund for relieving mis-
fortune, the premium became a source of i)rofit to a third party who
guaranteed the payment of losses from accumulated funds.

Instead of a system in which every individual felt a personal in-

terest in preventing fires, there was substituted a system in which the
occurrence of fire became a matter of comparative indifl'erence.

The iHiblic erroneously came to believe that the insurance com-
panies alone were concerned with fire loss, and the companies hav-
jng in their power the fixing of the rate of premium were not entirely
averse to the occurrence of fires.

The Organization of Lumber Mutuals
The foundation of lumbermen's associations paved the way for

the organization of lumber mutuals and inter-insurers. Co-operation
is the keystone of their success, and in this connection. Mr. Hardv
pointed out that the moral hazard was reduced to a minimum, and
the physical hazard improved through inspections. The elimination
of the conflagration hazard and the reduction in overhead expense
were also features of lumber mutuals.

The benefits to the lumber trade were a better understanding of
the principles of insurance ; more favorable insurance conditions and
lower insurance cost.

The Canadian Lumbermen's Insurance Exchange was then re-

ferred to in its origin and plan of operation. The object was to provide
indemnity at cost. Mr. Hardy spoke favorably of the results and
extended an invitation to the N. B. Association members to become
subscribers. In conclusion, he said, in touphing upon the basis of rate,

that in view of the mutual character of the organization, all accruing
profits are placed to the credit of the individual subscribers. The high-
est rate paid by any member for insurance is taken as the basis for

estimating the cost of protection to subscribers pending any departure
from the method based on experience.

More Pulp and Paper Mills in Three Rivers

Following a visit to Three Rivers, Que., of executives and officials

of the International Paper Company, it is stated on good authority

that the big pulp and paper project which it was announced some
months ago the company had in contemplation for Three Rivers, is

to be put into operation at an early date. As was stated at the time,

the plans for the pulp and paper mills call for an expenditure of some
S6,000,000. The scheme involves the development of Les Forges
Rapids, on the St. Maurice River, nine miles north of Three Rivers.

A monolithic concrete dam. 30 feet high and 1,900 feet lonsf will be
built. The foundation will be carried 60 feet below low water level.

The power station will be equipped with seven water turbines, each

9,500 h.p. The plans are going forward through the St. Maurice Lum-
ber Company of Three Rivers, of which the president is George F.

Underwood, of New York, and the manager R. F. Grant. Three Rivers.

The comi)any is a subsidiary of the International Paner Comoanv. and
was incorporated in 1916 under the laws of Quebec Province, with an
authorized capital of $600,000.

The Ontario Workmen's Compensation Board report for the year
1918 shows that during that period there were 47,848 accidents report-

ed, compared with 36,514 for 1917. The amount of comoensation was
considerably more. $3,514,648.47, as against $2,913,085.81.

-August was the month when the most accidents occurred, the

number being 5,021. The average number of accidents a day was 158.

There were fewer fatal accidents in 1918, onlv 440, as compared with
454.

The amount paid for medical aid was $369,347.37, being about 14

per cent, of the amount of compensation.
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Western Lumbermen Elect New Officers

W. F. Thorn, of Moose Jaw, Sask., was elected President of tlie

Western Retail Lumbermen's Association, which was held recently

in Calgary, it being the twenty-eighth annual gathering. All previous

conventions have been held in Winnipeg. There were over three

hundred delegates in attendance. W. A. Mcllrath, of Radville, Sask.,

is the retiring president and presided at all the sessions which took

place in the Hotel Palliser. Theodore Sparks, of Grand View, Man.,

was elected vice-president, and there were many inspiring addresses

delivered during the three days of the assembly. Numerous subjects

of vital importance to the trade were considered and aggres'^iNc ac-

tion taken.

The new Board of Directors is as follows:

Board of Directors, Manitoba—F. F. Imo-^i, \\ innii)eg - Iv

Finch, Strachan; J. A. Row, Winnipeg.

Saskatchewan—G. C. Ingram, Moosejaw ; A. S. Teterson, Birch

Hills: P. Kleckner, Vibank.

Alberta—H. B. Armitage, Canirosc ; E. F. Sine, Calgary; K.

Skov, High River.

Ls it probable that the next convention will be held in Moose
Jaw. Final decision was left, however, to the Board of Directors,

who will meet in July next, in that city.

The financial statement, presented by Secretary-Treasurer !*'. il.

Lamar, of Winnipeg, disclosed the pleasing fact that the Associa-

tion is in splendid shape financially, and that all it-^ acti\ities arc in

W. F. Thorn, Moose Jaw. Sask., W. A. Mcllrath, Ra;lville. Safk..

Newly elected President of the Association The retiring President of the Association

a healthy shape. The membership is now 1,200 and is growing stead-

ily. Although no campaign was carried out in 1918 the list has been

increased by seventeen, and since December last eighteen applica-

tions have been received. One district meeting was held in Calgary

last year, and we visited other portions of the Alberta territory with

Mr. Ncill, the late secretary. A committee also visited nuuiy points

in Saskatchewan and Manitoba to consult with nuMnluT- to find

out how the service might be improved.

The secretar}' next referred to the gratifying interest shown
1)\' members in the Association plan service. From January 1 to

January 11 last there had been 131 sets of plans issued by that branch
of the organization, which constituted a record. During the past

year over 500 sj)ecial plans were made up, as well as a great number
of stock j)lans and specifications for all styles of buildings.

Another popular branch of Association service is the issuing

of farm catalogues showing inany of the newest farm buildings and
a number of different types. The printing of this catalogue last year
co.st $8,500, but 125,000' had been turned out at a cost to the retailer

of three cents apiece, 112,000 being dispo.-^cd of before the issue was
printed. It was hoped to further extend this service during the pre-

sent year.

Secretary Lamar also referred to the calendar service ott:cred to

members, some of whom had already taken advantage of it. All

were urged to consult the new department when ready to place

orders for the next holiday season. Another good thing oflfered was
the Association training course, covering yard operation, salesman-
ship, and other branches of the trade. It was an excellent thing for

the young, inexperienced retailer, and many were taking advantage
of the service.

Goine Vigorously After the Export Trade
In a recent del)ale in the ]'». C. provincial legislature, l\'

D. Pattullo, Minister of Lands, stated that the province was going
strongly after foreign trade, and that it would have to fight hard to

get the business in export timber. He pointed out the tremendous
comj)etition of the producers of the United States and declare*! that

only by fighting hard for it would British Columbia get anything
in the way of orders. An export trade was absolutely necessary for

the development of the business, which could not be stabilized

long as it depended entirely on the prairie market. The late govern-

ment had not done what it might have donf to iiro\i(lr- acrain-f

-trong competition from across the bfirder.

Figures quoted by the minister showed tli.ii m i 'oo im,

trade of the industry liad been 6 per cent, of the total. This ii

ed and decreased. In 1915 it jumped to 15 per cent., but fell

per cent, in 1917. No figures were available for the ytar 1918.

He referred to the repcjrted orders to be i)laced by Great Bri-

tain and was optimistic regarding the prospects of British Columbia.
He thought some orders would be placed soon, but owing to the

l)rivate nature of the correspondence he could disclose but little.

Justifying the aeroplane spruce bill, Mr. Pattullo said spruce

production for aeroplanes had increased from 116,000 feet in Janu-
ary, 1917, to 7,000,000 feet per month when the armistice was signed,

and this figure surpassed the entire aeroplane spruce production of

the United States.

As far as development was concerned in connection with the

lands of the province, Hon. Mr. Pattullo said he had not been able

to move as rapidly as he wished, but owing to the unsettled condi-

tion of affairs due to war it had not been possible to go any faster.

Ke asked the members to bear with the government, assuring them
that there would be much bigger results to show at the next session.

Timber Control May Continue for Months
Reviewing the timber trade in lrelan<l during the past year, J.

I'orsyth .Smith, acting Canadian Trade Commissioner in the United
Kingdom, in a recent report to the Department of Trade and Com-
merce. Ottawa, says

:

The year 1918 was a poor one for the trade, with the exception
of those firms who were on actual war work. The importation
of foreign and colonial woods was entirely for Government account,

and consequently very small.- In a normal pre-war year there wa-
importcd to Belfast from one to one and a half million feet of io'^

timber, and during 1918 only 233.876 arrived. Of deals, battens, and
boards, about a similar proportion of pre-war shipments came to

hand, and of hardwoods only a few carloads in the shape of dun-
nage wood. There was quite a movement in native timber in the

early ])art of the year, but later, owing to similar restrictions being

imi)oscd by the Controller of Timber Supplies to tho<e applying to

imported timber, the movement during the last half of the year was
not so brisk ; and since the armistice was signed a very great further

falling ofT in the demand is noticeable, as manufacturers are delay-

ing any work they possibly can in the hope that they will be getting

supplies of the dry imported stocks. By those of the trade in close

touch with the Contraller. it is anticipated that control on the pur-

chase and importation of wood goods will be maintained for at least

six months, possibly longer, and in the meantime the trade will have
to depend on rations of Government stocks of imported goods and
eke out the balance of their requirements with native \\ >-mU

Senator McLaren Gets Full Verdict
Au item ai)i>carc(l in the daily i)ress recently, which said: Sen-

ator McLaren, of Perth, who sued Col. A. G. Peuclien for $158,000,

illeged to be due on a promissory note, at Osgv:)ode Hall, Toronto,
received a verdict for $.SO,000 and $1,250 costs." The main heading
stated that the verdict was for $50,000 and $1,250 costs, with a sub-

sequent .sub-heading to the eflFect that .Senator McLaren, of Perth,

had sued Col. A. J. Peuchen for $158,000. Here are the facts: .Sen-

ator McLaren sued Col. A. J. Peuchen on a promissory note of $141.-

000. He sued for principal and accrued interest. After suits were
entered Col. Peuchen paid $115,000 in cash. The suit reported in the

paper in question was an unpaid balance of $50,000. which the Sen-
ator has secured with $1,250. The suit arose over the sale of certain

timber lands in the West.

New Plan to Get Account Paid
.\ slow-pay customer in a small city recently received the folk>\\

ing letter from a credit man of orig-inality

:

'Our cashier fell unconscious at his desk this morning. Up t

this time, 4 p.m., we have been unable to get a word out of hi

excei)t yt)ur name. May we .say to him. with a view of j)romotin

his immediate recovery, that we have your check, as we think tha

is what is on his mind?"
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The Future of the Retail Lumber Merchant
How He Must Not Only Be the Material but the Building Specialist in His

Community—The Necessity of Furnishing Plans

A retail lumber dealer not properly equipped to serve his trade

with plans to show the various buildings and building additions into

which he desires to, or is able to convert his stock of building ma-
terial, is somewhat like unto a ship without a rudder, but very much
more like unto a tailor without patterns, says J. C. Dionne, in the

"Lumber Co-operator."

We have absolutely no respect whatever for the retail lumber
dealer who, with the opportunities that have been offered him, has

failed to equip himself to serve his trade by furnishing them with

the ideas as well as the material, for building.

We would like to see the building trade of the entire country

educated by direct advertising to the consumer, to such a point that

they would as decidedly refuse to buy building material from the

man not equipped as a building tailor, as they would to buy clothing

material from the would-be tailor who had no paterns or building

ideas for the making of their clothes.

The wagon yard is a relic of the past. The sooner it passes out

of existence, the better. The salvation of the building business de-

pends on whether or not the professional builders are going to keep
up with the times, and furnish such service to the trade as other lines

of industry are furnishing.

The retail lumber dealer who deserves to survive and prosper,

is he who desires, aspires, and perspires to make himself the build-

ing authority of his territory, who equips himself and then labors

intelligently and ambitiously to be, not only the material merchant,
but the architect, contractor, builder, and building specialist in that

entire neck of the woods.
Back to the tall and uncut timbers with the man who believes

that a retail lumber yard should be a drab and dreary looking store-

house of ill-kept building materials in some God-forsaken part of

the town; Avho believes that it is his job to keep his stock of mater-
ials assorted and balanced and be prepared to serve it out to such
people as happen to decide that they need lumber, and then drive

up after it; who uses neither brains, energy, salesmanship, publicity,

or any of the other powerful assets in his business that God gave
him for his right hand bowers.

A Bigger and Better Field at Hand
The real retail lumber dealer is too big a fellow for that kind of

a job. Instead of being a leech on the body social, he desires to be
some pumpkins locally. He casts about him to see what he may do
to improve his business. And the first thing he discovers is that the

live and ambitious retail lumber dealers who are making a howling
success of their affairs, are those who have realized that the old-time
wagon yard has served its time, and that a bigger and better field

has spread itself before the eyes of the professional building man.

The ambitious, up-to-date retail lumberman of the future has
a field that he is, and has every right to be, proud of. He runs an
attractive building stor'e. He locates it with other attractive business
houses, and he strives to make the home building store as attractive

to the observer and the visitor, as the stores in which other, and
much less precious commodies, are sold. He equips himself with
plans, pictures, ideas, and suggestions, so that he can show his pros-

pective customer what he has to sell in the line of buildings—not
lumber. He realizes that the public is not interested in lumber, as a
raw material, but is absolutely wild about lumber in its finished

condition, in the shape of well built, well appointed, well painted
and finished homes, barn.s, garages, fences, interior home improve-
ments, etc.

He goes about his home town as the missionary goes about the
land of the heathen—preaching, preaching, and teaching, the better
uses of lumber.

The poorest argument that we have heard against the idea of

having the retail lumljcrmen equip themselves with plan book sys-
tems, and with plans and pictures generally, for helping interest
their trade in building, is the argument that

—"Our trade does not
build that kind of houses/'

Of course they don't. That is exactly why the dealer needs the
plan books. He needs to educate his trade, to devise ways and means
for improving the taste of his trade, and incidentally the architecture

I the residence districts of his community.
Certainly a dealer does not need plan books and modern 1)uild-

ing ideas, if all he is inclined to do is to continue to sell his trade
'''0 kind of homes that they have been in the habit of buying. But

the modern retailer of lumber is becoming a building specialist. He
is looking about him, discovering and listing the building needs and
shortcomings of his neighborhood, and then getting busy to remedy
the situation. When he remedies the situation by interesting his

town in a better class of homes, and in improving their old homes
to make them more really homelike, he of course is going to improve
his own business at the same time, as it. is right and just that he
should.

Even tiiough there were no extra money in it for himself, we
do not see how a man with ambition could sit supinely still, and
continue to help the people of his town build square cornered, narrow
porched, small windowed, box-carhouses, such as they have been
building for the past generation. His professional pride ought to be
enough to incite him to great efforts to show his trade the difference

between houses and homes.

Becoming the Centre of Ideas

The rea.son why thousands of live retail lumbermen in the Un-
ited States during the past two years have bought plan book sys-

tems and put them to work, is because wideawake dealers have real-

ized in advance that these modern plans are what their trade did

want, even though that trade did not quite know it, and had to be
awakened to the fact.

The building trade will respect the dealer who introduced new
and interesting ideas in the building line in his territory. They learn

to respect the tailor who keeps up with the fashions, the milKner
who knows and sells the latest styles in hats, the dentist who keeps
in touch with the newest discoveries for decorating the teeth, the

doctor who keeps up with the march of progress in medicine, and
the lawyer whose mind takes account of decisions of legal interest

to his clients-

Is it then unreasonable, that your townspeople will look to you
for building ideas, and will respect your business ability, and sub-

scribe to your business ideas, when they find that you are keeping
u]) with the march of progress.

There are styles and seasons in building, just as there are in

wearing aparel. Ymi can't, you mustn't expect your trade to do the

building thinking, dig up the new building ideas for the community.
They expect you to do so, and'as you live up to their expectation, so

shall you prosper.

A man without a plan, is a man without an aim ; and a man
without an aim is rarely successful. A retailer without plans is far

worse off than an ordinary man without definite living plans, because
plans and ideas are what the building trade must look for from him.

Your customer, when his shoe supply gets low, goes to the local

shoe store, and buys a completed, fitted, guaranteed, ready-to-wear

pair of shoes. He buys a hat that is ready made, fitted to his head,

and which he has admired in the glass on his cranium. He buys a

suit of clothes fitted and ready for wear. He buys other commodi-
ties the same way. He gets service from these dealers.

The Sort of Service Required

But how about a home? How about a sleeping porch, how
about a built-in buffet, or a score of other things made from building

material ?

Does he get that sort of service ? If he does, he's mighty lucky,

for there are few towns where he can, even now.
But he should be able to get that same service, anywhere. It is

wrong, dead wrong,, for the prospective purchaser of a building

to have to go to an architect for a plan, a dealer for material, a paint

store for paint, a hardware store for hardware, and have to do busi-

ness with carpenters, ])ainter.s, roofers, tinsmiths, etc., if he wants
an addition to his home.

It is the dealer's job to furnish him the delivered building or

addition, save him the trouble of doing anything but O.K. the plans

and sign an order.

And when the day conies when the citizen of this and every

other town of the land—and that day is coming just as sure as God
made little green apples—knows just where he can go for a new
home, or barn, or porch, or any other item of completed building,

just the same as he can go get a i)air of shoes or a suit of clothes

—

when that day comes, and not until then, the retail lumber business

will come into its own.
And take it from us, when that day arrives, he will buy his

finished buildings in an attractive, well lighted, plate glass front.
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Elimination of Free Delivery Service
It Enables Deliveries to be Made More Promptly and Causes

Greater Care in Ordering Supplies

To charge for deliveries of material or not to charge is the ques-

tion which has been discussed a number of times by retail lumber-

men. The consensus of opinion, in the larger centres especially, is

that the service should be paid for and not included in the price of the

material sold to a customer in the yard. It requires a good deal of

money to keep up horses, wagons, stables, motor trucks, drivers, etc.

The expense of maintenance is increasing, rather than diminishing.

It is interesting to learn how the other fellow views matters and

the following expression of opinion from M. D. Greene, of Auburn,

N. Y., in the "Lumber Co-operator," seems to hit the nail on the head

and leave little room for argument.

"Up to August, 1912, we carted lumber free within the city limits

and even in nearby adjacent territory. We found that people were

riding the free horse unreasonably. They would frequently ask us to

make two or three deliveries when a little fore-though would have

enabled the whole delivery to be made at one time; lumber which

they could easily have handled themselves they would not take be-

cause we were delivering free, but would compel us to deliver it.

"We finally talked the matter over among ourselves and agreed to

make a charge of twenty-five cents for each and every delivery, to

which wc have adhered ever since. It stirred up considerable friction

at the time, but by standing our ground, it has become a thoroughly

established trade custom. We find that it reduces the number of

deliveries very materially. There is more care used in ordering and

getting all the items recpiired together. In many instances people

will arrange to take the lumber from our yard themselves. We think

that because of our cartage charge, we are to-day easily saving the

equivalent of one man with one horse and wagon in addition to the

money collected. The saving effected in wages, investment, feed, etc.,

amounts to considerably more every year than the amount of money

we collect. Because of the elimination of many deliveries, we are

able to serve our customers more promptly than before. We would

not for an instant, think of going back to the free delivery system.

"There has been some talk of increasing the price of our delivery

charge because of the increased cost of doing business, but we have

come to no agreement on the subject. We have not adjusted this

cartage charge with the idea of making a source of profit so much as

to eliminate needless work. We are in business to serve the people

and think this system of doing business enables us to do so more

promptly and satisfactorily."

The Victory of the Cant Hook
By J. L. Love

The Canadian Forestry Corps! A name wrapped in the whis-

perings of tails trees, the silences of deep forests, the isolation of

great distances, the pantings of hard labor. A unit that has strode to

victory through strange channels—an invisible force borne of the

straits of war, that helped to defeat the submarine with no weapon

but its industry, but that s])elled its doom more surely than a fleet

of ships—that even built those ships.

A great silent engine of war inextricably woven into the fabric

of Britain's wooden walls—into every trench and dugout and tunnel,

into the huts that house the army, into the mines that backed the Al-

lies, into the railways that fed the front, into the aeroplanes that

brought a new element into the struggle, into the sinews of commerce

that needs must carry on, into the boardings that talked to us from

the walls.

The very wheels of war, turned from a Forestry Corps mill, ran

on a Forestry Corps road. The eyes of war, its fists and muscles, its

legs and arms, once slide down the timber shoot of a mill working in

the heart of a forest that had stood unmarked by man for centuries.

There is something strikingly dramatic when you look at it that

way. And that is the right way to sum up the work of the Canadian

Forestry Corps. The germ of it started with the struggle on the

seas, the threat to Britain's supremacy in her peculiar element. It is

not the product of war so much as of illegal war. Perhaps its record

has been the more grateful for that. It is the flash of thought that

evolved the solution of the world's greatest peril in history. Without
a special organization of foresters Victory would have been spelled

with a small "v," because the other fellow would have had it. There
would have been no ships to carry the food. The submarine that

strove to gird the shores of Old Albion in chains of steel has to its

credit the evolution in England of a small weapon that his struck

it down—the cant hook. The U-boat did a fine thing for the Empire
when it added another jewel to Canada's crown of glory in this war
in the shape of a corps of lumbermen. It never did a grander thing

for Victory than to open the cye^ of Great Briiani to liic resource-

lying untouched within its borders.

The story of the inception of the Canadian I'orcstry Corps is not

new ; but there is nothing old about the way the corps has gone about

its duties ever since. The body of men who produced sawn lumber in

England in a week less than three months from the time the call came
to Canada has gone on to bigger things with each month. An organ
ization little larger than a division of soldiers has enabled the whoh
Allied Army to fight on without worrying about one of its most vita!

supplies. A hundred camps of Canadian foresters in Great Britain

and France have stood for more than two years and a half between
the fighting men and starvation, between an army unconquerable in

battle and defeat.

This corps of 30,000 men has saved each month a trip of sixty

five lumber schooners. It has left free for other purposes enough '

to feed a third of the population of Great Britain. Seize that and
the laymen may realize what the Canadian cant-hook has brought
across the ocean

.

To acomplish all this meant organization and hard work. The
organization must have been satisfactory, not only from results, but
because the Americans have adopted its system in the formation of a
similar unit for war purposes. That is where the special sphere of

General McDougall and his assistants comes in. Incidentally the

Americans also adopted the implements used by the Corps. When
a rush order went out from the War Oftice for a large amount of ma-
terial by a certain time, the Caandians, ignoring holidays and regu-

lar hours, produced themselves 85 per cent, of the total ten day-
ahead af the time set. And the Secretary of State for War did n<'t

hesitate to acknowledge it.

The Canadian foresters came across with no thought but pro

duction. They brought their home training and muscle, their honu
methods, their home implements. They put all strength and ability

to Al production. Later the exigencies of war lowered the physical

calibre of the men—a large percentage wear wound stripes, many
several—without serious eff^ects on the production. They brought
so much of Canada to the job that what was left in the land of tht-

Maple Leaf could show a record of only three times as great produc-
tion. Their special timber tool, the can't hook, has become Britain'-

lesson in the handling of timber. The Forestry Corps has to its cre-

dit a direction of machinery to the saving of man-power unique even
in a war of machinery. What three men have done can be done bet-

ter by one man and a machine. And it .saves food and men. The
Corps showed something of the possibilities of lumber production

.

One of its mills turns out in one day as much as the ordinary Scotch
mill does in ten. That explains the standard compliment of certain

parts of Great Britain "that every Canadian is born to the axe"

—

and the record of the Canadian Forestry Corps inclines no one to den\
it.

Not satisfied with solving the submarine question by—stemming
the flow of British timber to France and almost all the importations
from abroad, it set out to make itself independent. It branched into

farming—it even added pig raising—and now it does not even trouble

to read the Food Controller's regulations or price lists in vegetable.^.

Looking about, it saw another sphere it believed it could fill with
profit to the country. It took in hand the construction of aerodromes,
clearing the site, draining, levelling, grading—everything, in fact, but
the erection of the hangars.

There are those who hint that had the war continued much long-

er the War Cabinet would have been made of the timber of the Cana-
dian Forestry Corps.

It Pays to Take Care of Farm Machinery
Farm machinery represents a financial investment, and here are

a few facts of the retail lumber dealer to drum home with his rural

customers. Taking proper care of it results in a monetary gain :

leaving it exposed in the open at all seasons of the year must mean
economic loss, not only to the farmer but to the whole country. It

is generally recognized by authorities on agriculture that, if exposed
in all sorts of weather, farm machines depreciate more than they do

from fair wear and tear. That is to say. the farmer, who is careles-^

in this respect pays for more than twice the number of implement-
than he actually requires. At the same time great manufacturing
plants and small armies of workmeit have to be kept busy replacing

these losses, which, in thousands of instances, are purely and simply,

the result of carelessness and neglect.

To house implements properly, it may not be necessary to have a

special implement shed. Many farmers can utilize an unused barn

floor, or a part of .some other building. Poultry or other live stock

should never be allowed access to the building, or part of a building

that has been set aside for machinery. On most farms, however, a

special implement house is desirable. A suitable building, if careful!

planned to conserve space, can be built at a reasonable cost. Pla

can be obtained from the Central Experimental Farm at Ottawa.
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Start Day Wage Scheme in the Woods
One Leading Company Declares That It Will lake This

Step Next Season—Advantages of Plan

James Ludgate of Parry Sound, Out., who is manager of tlie

Schroeder Mills & Tiitiber Company, with headquarters at Pakesley,

Out., and has been in poor health for the past few weeks, is now
steadily improving. This will be good news to his many friends.

Mr. Ludgate was able to make a trip to the camps this week.
In speaking of conditions to the "Canada Lumberman," he said:

"I do not think that the cost in getting out timber this year will ex-

ceed last year's figures by more than ID per cent. -

"While wages and supplies have been higher this season, yet it

has been a much better one since December 1st. Before that time,

however, weather conditions, coupled with "flu," high wages and
scarcity of labor, made it the worst fall I ever saw in this section.

I want to say right here that next fall w^e are going in for the day
wage scheme, whether other operators do or not. This thing of

paying men for twenty-six days' work when they only do thirteen,

is about i)layed out. Make the wages high enough so that the men
will not be the losers and stilly it will be better for the employer, be-

cause he will have hands anxious to stay out and put in time. There
will be no fellows jumping because the foreman called them down
for coming in when they saw^ a black cloud looming up.

"The operator who was late starting last fall was lucky, as lab-

or loosened up about December 1st, and the weather also improved.
We did not commence our sleigh haul until January 15th, and later

in some camps, and now, out of seven camps, five are caught up and
the other two will be this week. The snow is so light and condi-

tions are so good that we are cutting again. I think we should be
able to get one million feet or better each week and with the twenty
million feet we have already this wnll give us a fair cut.

"I do not see much chance of costs decreasing. I think employ-
ers will make a mistake if they try to reduce wages. In the first place,

let them keep wages up so that the returned soldier may get a share

ipf what the foreigner and slacker got while he was away fighting

for us. It really does not make any dilTerence to the ojjerator whe-
ther he pays $2.00 per day or $5.00. He has to have his profit, and
as long as some one else does not get his labor cheaper and under-
sell him, what is the difYerence. There is too much of this trying to

undersell the other fellow."

Canadian Trade Commissioners to Visit Canada
Arrangements have been made for the return of a number of

'i'rade Commissioners to Canada this year for the purpose of renew •

ing their acquaintances with industrial concerns and industrial con-
ditions especially. The officers of the Department who have been
instructed to return and the approximate dates of their arrivals at

Canadian seaports, are as follows: J. W. Ross, Shanghai, March 15;

B. S. Webb, Buenos Aires, April 15th; D. H. Ross, Melbourne, May
15; Harrison Watson, London, June 15; W. A. Beddoe, Auckland,
July 15; J. E. Ray, Manchester, August 15; ^V. J. Egan, Cape Town,
September 15.

In addition to this. Trade Commissioner H. H. Pousetle and G.
H

. Johnson, late Trade Commissioners at Buenos Aires, and Yoko-
hama, respecaively, who have been overseas since the outbreak of
the war, will be released at no distant date and will return to Can-
ada for the purpose of visiting manufacturers and others, preliminary
to their taking up some fiireign post.

Price Bros, are Expanding in Paper Line
A fifth pajjcr machine, it is said, is about to be ordered by Price

Bros. & Co., of Quebec, who have pulp and paper mills- at Kenogami
and Jouquiere. It will probably be of smaller make and type to
those already installed.

But one paper mill in Canada has more than four machines.
Price Bros, have four 156-in. machines with a capacity of 220 tons,
and the Abitibi Power and Paper Company have four machines of
various w^idths, making 225 tons of news. The Spanish River mills
at the Soo have four machines, making 220 tons. J. R. Booth has
three Fourdriniers and a board machine, while E. B". Eddy Co. hold
the record in number of machines in operation with one Harper and
three regular Fourdriniers and two cvlinder machines with a capa-
city of 200 tons.

Largrest Exporter of Sulphite to Japan
For the past two years Canada has held first place as an exporter

of wood pulp to Japan, in spite of export restrictions and shortage of
shii)i)ing space, japan's requirements for pulp amount to 100,000 tons,
and although that country is increasing the capacity of its mills, it is
•^--tl mated that only 55,000 tons will be produced in Japan this year,

ing 45,000 tons as the maximum amount which Canada can sup-

ply. Sweden dominated the Jaj)anese market for pulp up until the
close of 1916, but authoritative opinion in Japan does not consider
that this exporter can oust Canada from first place, and it is doubted
whether Sweden can compete with Canadian and Japanese sulphite
pulp in the Oriental market.

Lieut. Scott Waldie Dies of Pneumonia
The many friends of Lieut. Walter Scott Waldie, who was a di-

rector of the Victoria Harbor Lumber Company, Limited, whose mill
is at Victoria Harbor, Ont., and was manager of sales for this organ-
ization, ])revious to his enlistment with the 122nd Muskoka Battalion
for overseas service, two years ago, will regret to learn of his death
from pneumonia. He passed away at No. 9 General Hospital, Rhyl,

Lieut. W. S. Waldie, Lieut. C. P. Waldie,
Who died recently of pneumonia Killed -in action at Loos in 1915

Wales, a Canadian demobilization camp where he was awaiting trans-
port for home. He was ill only a few days. Lieut. Waldie, wdio went
abroad as a Major, reverted to the rank of Lieutenant. He was at-
tached to the Canadian Forestry Corps in France and England and
then entered the infantry and was-pursuing a special training course
at Bexhill, when the armistice was signed. He was a son-in-law of
Sir Edward Kemp, leaves a wife and three small children, and was
forty years of age. A brother, Second Lieut. C. P. Waldie, who was
also identified with the Victoria Harbor Lumber Company, lost his
life in September. 1915, at Loos, being with the 8th Royal West Sur-
reys (Imperial). Pie was first reported missing and afterwards killed

in action.

Two brothers are left to mourn the loss of the two departed.
They are F. N. Waldie and R. S. Waldie, of Toronto, President and
Vice-president, respectively, of the Victoria Harbor Lumber Com-
pany, to whom the deepest sympathy will be extended by the mem-
bers of the lumber industry.

Miscellaneous Matters of Much Interest

Messrs. Laurie & Newby, 430 Little Collins Street, Melbourne,
publishers of "The Australian Importers' and Exporters' Directory,"
ofTer to list in their directory, free of charge, the names of Canadian
manufacturers, exporters, etc., desirous of selling their goods in

Australia and New Zealand.

The Department of Labor is making a canvass of the employ-
ment situation in lumbering and mining industries, with a view to the
absorption of the surplus unemployed on the disbandment of the

fighting forces. A Dominion-wide system of employment agencies
is at the same time being organized.

A million homes are needed in the United States, according to

Commissioner Frank J. Pollay of the Division of Building and Con-
struction of the U. S. Labor Bureau, and a plan is now being push-
ed in W'ashington to use two billion dollars to aid home builders.

The Spanish River Pulp and Paper Company, as the largest

newsprint producer in the country has benefited chiefly by the in-

crease in the price of news print. During the past two years the
company has been placing itself in a much stronger position finan-

cially.- At the close of the current quarter the company will owe
38 per cent, in the deferred dividends.

The twenty-second annual convention of the National Hard-
wood Lumber Association will be held in Chicago on June 19th and
20th

.
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The SaviniT Effected by Band Resaws
J 11 these days of economy and conservation anything that will re-

duce waste and increase production, is worth more than passing con-

sideration. This appHes in the wood products line as well as any
other. The Mereen-Johnson Machine Company, of Minneapolis,

Minn., who specialize in machines for working slabs, edgings and
other sawmill waste into lumber, box lumber, lath, etc., in referring

to horizontal slab resaws state that they believe a distinct advantage
and a big saving on material is effected in -using band resaws over

the circular type machines. The company state that in manufactur-
ing lath out of slabs and edgings, a test was made with the following

(^>.>«<i< 4iic,

Showing a saving of 36% on a slab rcsawed on band re-

saw and run through Lath Edger, over the circular saw
system.

results: From one cord of stock run on a horizontal band resaw : 1,941

No". 1 lath, 538 No. 2 lath, 383 32 in. lath; 2,851 lath per cord.

From one cord of ' stock run on a bolter svstem (circular saw):
1,485 No. 1 lath, 200 No. 2 lath, 275 32 in. lath ;'l,960 lath per cord.

Figuring- on a percentage basis, the saving is about 45 per cent.

A still closer analysis reveals a saving of 36 per cent, in saw kerf and
the balance is made up out of the slabs fed through the band saw, but
which are impossible to feed through the bolter on account of being
too thin.

Approximately ihc ^aiiic pcrcciilagc is saved when operating on
long lumber and box material. The firm assert that when taken into

consideration' that the original cost of bringing the logs to the mill is

not increased; the cost for labor for operating a slab resaw outfit is

conii)aratively small; and the outfit itself is easily and quickly in-

stalled, it is easy to see why a large number of manufacturers have
installed an outfit of some kind to get this additional capacity.

Aftermath of the St. John Convention

The recommendation of the ICxecutive Committee that export

trade could best be served by a return to pre-war conditions and the

decision to have regularly monthly statistical reports compiled are

noteworthy. Each manufacturer will send in returns on regular

printed forms to the secretary, showing the total amount of lumber
cut, amounts on hand, the amount shipped, sold, etc. This will alYord

the members some valuable and comprehensive data and tend to

stabilize manufacturing and marketing conditions. Most of the

delegates readily fell in with the idea and the statistical service should

])rove one of much benefit.

Other important matters was the favoring of the passing of a

Bankruptcy Act for the Dominion, and calling upon the railways to

furnish copies of all tarififs at the expense of the lumbermen to the

trade.

Another move was the decision of the Eastern Spruce Manufac-
turers to become identified with the Canadian Lumbermen's Associa-

tion, to be known as the Eastern Spruce Section. The decision to

join forces with the Canadian Lumbermen's Association rather than

form a separate body was received with much satisfaction.

In regard to the motion iJiat manufacturers be called upon to

furnish a monthly statement of lumber on hand, unsold, shipped, etc.,

Mr. Angus McLean said perhaps accurate returns would not be forth-

coming during the first year, but he thought they would be in the

second year after the system became more familiar to members. One
or two delegates, who are exporters, said they would decline to fur-

nish the information. It was pointed out by Mr. McLean that the

information would be of great value to all members and that if they

were not willing to co-operate the association was of little value.

Under the statutes of Canada every lumberman is now compelled to

furnish a statement once a year. The information is given by manu-
facturers in the southern states and by the hardwood trade in that

countrv.

Why Lumber Prices Have Advanced
Misleading Statements Made by Unthinking Persons Would

Lead Public to Form Wrong View

There has been appearing in the press of Toronto ami '•Un.i Uii-

tario cities of late letters and interviews with respect to the alleged
high cost of lumber. One writer, in the course of his observation
says

:

"Lumber is another article where combines, evading the form
ality of law, have unreasonably raised prices.

"Why cannot the Government to any necessary extent conti
lumber like they control electric power? They own vast timb'
limits, and could establish mills for lumber output, thus ensurin.
reasonable jjrices to the consumer."

At a public meeting of a certain party stripe one of the spenV-

evidently intending to make some political capital, .said the "<

growing the trees had not increased of late years." From this r.iUKi

ingenious observation he immediately concluded there should he
no advance in the price of the finished product. He apparently
looked the fact that wages, since the war, have, in woods opera
on the drives, and in the mills increased over one hundred per cent.,

that freight rates have gone uj) enormously, that camp maintenance
<'ind food supplies have ascended from seventy-five to two hundred
per cent, that insurance, rent, taxes, overhead, mill equipment, etc.,

are running into more money all the while. These facts are so patent
to any one even remotely connected with the lumber industry that

they require no special emphasis or extended explanation. Here is

what the speaker said and one can only conclude, after perusing his

remarks, that he has been misreported, or that the source from
which he obtained his figures must have been a submarine or a ceni

etery.

"The most of the land is not so important. Compared with the

situation tw^o years ago, land is anywhere from twenty-five to 75
per cent, cheaper, and although wages have gone up, that doc< ni't

matter particularly, and is apparently justified," he went on.

"But take the cost of lumber. The lumber required for the a\i.r-

age house is more than half rough lumber, and hemlock is the most
used. Now between 1916, and the present time, the price of flour

has doubled, but the price of lumber has increased more than 200
per cent. I could buy hemlock at $19 per thousand, and now the

jirice is $55, and yet the cost of growing the lumber remains the

•ame.

"Much the .'^ame situation is found in cement and gravel. The~t

have also increased very much, and out of all proportion to the r,'-t

if producing them," he said.

The speaker siad that if meaii> could be found tu cijiuim. i.

price of building materials, there would be no housing problem.

Writing to the "Canada Lumberman," a leading Toronto whole-

.'-aler .-ays : "W^hile I do not think too serious attention should be

civen to the criticism that has been m^de by some correspondents
ind .'T.eakers, I \vant to state positively and pointedly that the con-

tention? raised are very one-sided and misleading. Lumber has ad-

vanced less than any other commodity. The increased cost is due
largely to the added expense of getting out the commodity and the

figures quoted are wide of the mark. In the building of a house only

one-third of the cost on the average is for lumber, one tliird cr-i' -^ f"r

labor and another third for brick and mortar.

"In the year 1916, 2"—-No. 1 hemlock bill stult. sized and de-

livered, was selling in Toronto around about $26.00 to S28.00 per

M', depending upon the sizes and quantity ordered. The same article

is being sold to-day at from $43.00 to $45.00 per M'. The freight

rates were increased 25 per cent, in the year 1917. which has added
to the cost of all lumber from $1.00 to $4.00 per M', depending up'

•

the distance which the shipments have to travel. •

"The cost of producing lumber in 1917 and 1918 has been at

least one-third more than it was in 1915 and 1916. One thing is

certain, that if the prices of lumber are made any lower than t\u}

are to-day the lumber men cannot exist. There is no profitceriiii;.

and in many instances there is no profit. I will venture the pre

diction that lumber values generally will gradually increase from
year to year, and that the prices ruling to-day will seem low in-

deed, to wMiat they will be five years hence."

Chas. R. Skene, late of Brandon, has been appointed Saskatclic

wan representative of the Canadian Western Lumber Company,
of Fraser Mills. B.C.. succeeding E. M. Simonson, of ^loose

Sask., who has joined the staff of the AUen-Stoltz Lumber Company.
Mr. Skene has been succeeded at Brandon by Hugh Cameron, late

.Alberta, who, along with H. W. Dickie, of Winnipeg, will look aft

the interests of the Canadian Western Lumber Company in Manitol
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Live Directors of Lumber Associations and Committees

Geo. W. Grier, Montreal,

Elected Director of the C.L.A. for two years

W. T. Mason, Montreal,

Elected Director of C.L.A. for one year

1^
H. B. Poliwka, Quebec.

Elected Director of the C.L.A. for one year

B. H. Dunfield, Halifax,

Elected Director of the C.L.A. for one year

V

E. L. Casey, Sudbury,

New Director, Northern District—O.R.L.D.A.

W. J. Bell, Sudbury,

Elected Director of C.L.A. for one year

F. C. Beatteay, St. John,
Member of Local C.L.A. Reception Committee

Hugh MacKay, St. John
Member of Local C.L.A. Reception Committee

W. E. Golding, St. John.

Member of Local C.L.A. Reception Committee
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Wanted & For Sale

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate ol

20 cents per agate line (14 agate lines make
one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion,
payable in advance. Space measured from
rule to rule. When four or more consecutive
insertions of the same advertisement are or-
dered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a
word, net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 50 cents.
Advertisements must be received not later

than the 10th and 20th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

I Wanted-Lumber |

Hemlock Wanted
Block of dry No. 1 and No. 2 Hemlock.

Write the Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co., Ltd.,
IS Toronto .St., -Toronto, Out. 2-5

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter cut

preferred. Apply Firstbrook Brothers, Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont. 8-t.f.

Hemlock Wanted
Peeled Hemlock pulpwood, 4 ft. lengths;

state quantity and price, f.o.b. cars your sid-
ing. IJox 845, Canada Lumberman, Toronto,
Ont. 3-5

2000 Cords Pulpwood Wanted
Am open to buy all kinds of pulpwood

F.O.B. Cars. State lowest price with point
of loading, Advance furnished. Box 841,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ontario. 2-5

White Pine Box Lumber Wanted
Desire otTcrs of all or any part of 10 mil-

lion feet dry No. 2 Mill Cull sliorts. State
quantity, price, and shipping point. Price
must be low. Box 874, Canada Lumberman.
Toronto, Ont. 5

Lumber Wanted
We are always in the riiarket for 4/4, 5/4,

6/4 and 8/4 Mill Cull Basswood, Spruce, Bal-
sam, Poplar and White Pine. Correspond-
ence solicited. The George N. Comfort Lum-
ber Co., Rockefeller Bide., Cleveland, Ohio.

.
' 4-t.f.

Basswood, Bircli and Maple Wanted
Ten carloads, 1st and 2nds or No. 1 Com.

and Better, white winter cut Basswood, plump
1 in. thick and Rood color.

Four carloads 1st and 2nds or No. 1 Com.
and Better, .'i in. Birch or Maple plank. For
further particulars apply to Box 875, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5t.f.

For Sale-Lumber 1

Shavings For Sale'

Baled Shavings, car loads and small lof:;.

The Boakc Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

5 Toronto, Ont.

Hemlock and Birch For Sale

2 cars of 2 x 0 Hemlock, dry.
1 car of 1 X 7 and wider dry Birch, Coni.

Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd.,
5 Pcterborotigh, Ont.

Pine Slabs For Sale

For sale 1000 cords of soft pine slabs. Im-
mediate delivery. Bishop Lumber Company,
Nestcrville, Ont. 3-5

Mixed Logs For Sale

We will sell our cut of mixed logs, mostly
pine, one million feet. Could be sawed to
suit. Box No. 881, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 5

Lumber For Sale

Two cars 4x4 Maple Boxed Hearts.
One car 6x6 Maple Boxed Hearts.
One car 6x6 Maple Boxed Hearts.
Seven cars Fir Doors.
Three cars Fir Columns.

GEO C. GOODFELLOW,
Montreal, Que.

Pulpwood For Sale

Ten thousand cords of pulpwood situated

within 200 miles from Quebec city, and ten

million ft. of spruce and hardwood lumber,
winter cut. We can filh almost any order.

Quotations will be finished on demand. Que-
bec Lumber Co., 98 St. Peter St., Quebec,
P.Q. 3-8

\
Wanted-Machinery

Locomotive Boiler Wanted
Second-hand 30 horse power Locomotive

Boiler, must be in first class shape. Apply
Tennings & Bailey, R. R. No. 2, Bancroft,
"Ont. 45

Band Saw and Planer Wanted
Wanted second-hand band saw with tilting

saw, suitable for ship work, also one 24" Buzz
Planer.

CHARLES H. NADEAU,
4-7 Port Daniel East, P.O.

For Sale-Machinery |

Burner For Sale

"Muskegon" Water-space type 16 ft. inside,

li) in. outside and 18 in. waterspace. Splendid
condition. Cheap. Box 869, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 4-5

Jenckes Corliss Engine For Sale

One second-hand Jenckes Corliss Engine,
12 in. X 30 in. cut. Description and price on
application to

Canadian Ingersoll-Rand" Company, Ltd.,

2-t.f. Toronto, Ont.

Equipment For Sale

1 MacGregor-Gourlay double head tennoncr.
1 Mattison variety lathe, 24 in.

1 pony planer, 24 in.

1 elbow Sander.
2 Reynolds screw drivers. No. 2.

1 15 H.P. C.G.E. motor, 220 volt.

1 50 IT. P. C.G.E. motor, 550 volt.

1 35 in. Stiutevant fan.

Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd.,
24 5 Peterborough, Ont.

Planer and Matcher For Sale

A twenty-four inch combined planer and
matcher; first-class condition; thoroughly re-

built; cheap. W. 11. Suinbling Machinery
Co., 7 St. Mary St., TorOnt... 4-7

Equipment For Sale

One P. Payette Co. tathe machine and
bolter, lathe trimmer and' sorting table, pul-
leys and belting. All in 6rst class condition.
Address Box 853, Canada Lumberman, Tor-
onto, Ont. . 3-6

Tubular Boilers For Sale

IfK) HP. Tubular Boiler, 125 lb. steam,
used three monthsi fenly $1,400.00, Winnipeg.
Two 100 H.P. ditto (never set up) $1,550.00

each, Wisconsin.
Two IQO H.P. drt,to (Saskatchewan), used

sliort time. $2,200.00 each.
Box 866, (Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

Locomotive For Sale

Fitly ton standard gauge Climax geared

locomotive in first class shape. Immediate

delivery. Box 827, Canada Lumberman, To

ronto, Ont. 5

For Sale

1—17 X 24 Atlas Engine, with 36 in. x 10 ft.

flywheel.

.j—No. 94 Berlin Matchers. 15 in., fitted with

hard steel knives on top and bottom sylin-

ders—one pair shiplap. jointer and floor-

ing heads with bits for each machine.

1 -No. 182 Berlin Double Surfacer, 30 in. x

6 in.

1—No. 199 Berlin Buzz Planer.
1—No. 290 .Berlin Picket Header.

The Otis Staples Lumber Company, Ltd.,

19 t.f. WyclifTe. B.C.

Equipment For Sale

1 Portable Saw Mill, fully equipped with

Trimmer, 3 saw Edger, Jack and slush

chains.

1 J. -I. Case Co. Traction Engine.

1 Twenty-five foot Towing Boat, with 12

H.P.. gasoline engine.

A quantity of light steel rail, 8 x 12 lb.

23 sets logging sleighs.

2 Water Tanks.
1 Patent Snowplow.
3 teams heavy horses, and other logging

equipment.

This outfit can be seen in operation at No-
var, Ont., after January 20th, and possession
given March 1st, 'l910. Will sell separately or

collectively.

The Ontario Bark Company, Limited,

2 5 Huntsville. Ont.

Advertisements under this heading one cent a

word per inseration. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 26 cents.

Wanted position by first class band sawyer,
single or double cut, nine years' experience;
capable worker. Box 303, 119 Board of Trade
Bldg., Montreal. 4-5

WANTED POSITION BY FIRST CLASS
BAND SAW FILER, 20 years' experience;
can furnish first class reference. Box 836,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-8

COMPETENT ACCOUNTANT with ten
years' practical experience in lumber business.
Thoroughly experienced in logging, manufac-
turing, handling of yard stock, camp supplies
and lumber concern store. Box 852, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5

LUMBERMAN, J .NCED,
I'lantlies. wants posii 1st; ten yi
nil road; salary or ,m Box ^fr^

(7anada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 4 0

WANTED POSITION BY I

LUMBERMAN: fifteen years'
all brandies. Last ten years Sa • r ji

for large Canadian company. Box 7S5, C an-
ada Lumberman. Toronto. lH-0

WANTED POSITION AS MILL SUPER-
INTENDENT by first class m..: '

suits. 20 years' experience. <

February. Box 837, Canada Lu
ronto, Ont. ^ ~

LUMBER IN
Hardwoods. He;
lion as Shipper - .

isfactory references iuinishcd. Address Box
No. 854, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

30

CONTRACT WANTED by cir ' • -3 . mill

;ipci intcndent, many years' <

'ipcratc by the thousand mill
HHt thousand daily. Quantity ai - , "i

[iroduction guaranteed. Box 8417, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. Ont. 4-7

WANTED POSITION AS DOUBLE CUT
BAND SAW FILER. 25 years on Band and
Circular Saws. Also all-round millwright.
Last 12 years full charge of mill and filing.

Can furnish best of references. Reason for
cliangitig seasons shortening. Box 849, Can-
I'ta Lumberman. Toronto, Ont. 3-6

WANTED BY EXPERIENCED LUM-
BERMAN. 42 >

agcr «f Wniiil?

woiiKi consider ).

operating in the Vru\
ern Ontario. Have i

POSITION AS SAWYER oi.

Have had long experience on
and band saws. I am used to f

feed and steam r i

'

'

ploy of the san
want to change
.^ny company that can ot;

for at least six or seven $a '

the year, I will gladly acc<.; •}''

ried man with wife and family. Lan iurnish

best of references if required. Apply to

"Sawyer Topi." r o Can.nl.i Lumberman, To-

ronto, Ont '
''

Wanted-Employees

Advertitcmcnti under this heading two etnta i

word per insertion. Minimam charg* iO ctoti.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED OPERATOR
of Kendel Circular Gang at our <

"

Mills. References Tequired. Apply,
'

Smith & .Sons. Toronto.

A well established Wholesale Lum-
ber Company, with three selling

offices, want a young man with ex-

perience in both buying and selling

of B. C. Fir and Coast Lumber and
Timber. Wide field for advancement.
Salary and promotions based on

ability to produce. Apply in writing,

giving qualifications: P. O. Box 10S5,

Montreal. 5-S

Lumber Buyer Wanted

Should like to hear from e.\;

ber buyer thoroughly acquaints
adian producers of lumber wl-

ployment. In first letter give
regarding experience and name -

ed. Box S73. Canada Lumbcn
Ont.
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WANTED—YOUNG MAN, single prefer-

red, experienced in inspecting, buying and
selling lumber. Apply Box 8S2, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Out. 5

WANTED — ENERGETIC LUMBER
SALESMAN with successful experience in

marketing to retail and industrial trade, soft

and liardwood lumber and timber. Give names
of present and former employers. Salary and
percentage in profits. Address, Room 32,

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec, Que. 4-5

J Business Chances I
WmmmmmmmmmmmmMmmi.

Wanted a Man. with Portable
Saw Mill

to cut balf million feet Hardwood Lumber,
liox 880, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

Fifty Thoosand Acres Timber
Spruce, Maple, Pine, Hemlock, Cedar,

liirch ; will divide to suit purchaser; cheapest

transportation. Address W. C. Wildey, Paw
I'aw, Mich. 5-8

Logitin^ Contract Wanted

Log Contractor open fof contract where
summer logging is profitable. Could start

right away. Can handle one to five million

feet if conditions suitable. I!est references.

.'\pply Hex 879, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.
Ont.

For Sale

Building and Machinery of good Double Cut
Band Sawmill, well equipped with steam feed,

canter, loaders, etc.

If you want a good mill, address Box 762.
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. lo t.f.

For Sale—A Real Bargain

Tract 10,000 acres near the Soo, in Pcnne-
father Township, Ont. Consisting of CO mil-
lion feet of hardwood timber, 50% Birch of
fine quality, 20% Maple, 10% Cedar, 10%
Spruce, 10% White Pine and Hemlock. At
low price and on easy terms. Property in
fee.

Address Alex. Grcig,
502 MacKinnon Hldg.,

5-8 Toronto, Ont.

SPLENDID TIMBER LIMITS
FOR SALE

One parcel consisting of 41 claims in Brit-
ish Columbia, containing 690,403,000 feet of
mixed Douglas Fir, Red Cedar, Spriice, Yel-
low Cedar and Hemlock. Over 40 square
miles. 26,092 acres. Quantity of each kind
of timber will be given on application. Splen-
did property, one of the finest in the Domin-
ion. Timber for sale only, subject to Gov-
ernment license. Price $650,000. Liberal
terms of payment. Will take Victory Bonds
up to half Or three-quarters of the amount.
This timber will be sold subject to inspection.
Must be sold within the next three weeks.

Also other smaller properties for sale in
Canada.
Address S. G. Read & Son, Limited, 129

Colborne Street, Brantford, Ontario, exclusive
agents. 4.5

Pick Axe Handles Wanted Mill FoF Salc
WANTED— llaniUes for colliers' and navvy

pick axes, etc. Cash with order transactions.

Will manufacturers who have supplies and
wish to export same to (ireat Britain kindly

communicate with J. (uiffith, Jones Colliery,

Timber Merchant, Castle Buildings, LlancUy,
.S'. Wales. Ocat Britain. , 5 8

A SNAP—FOR SALE
Planing Mill, Saw Mill and Lumber Yard.

First-class business. Mills equipped with lat-

est and best machinery. Power, both steam
and hydro. A nice residence and office, sheds

and ^arn can be bought very reasonable.

Apply to J. J. BERGER,
4 7 New Hamburg, Ont.

TIMBER FOR SALE
At a Sacrifice Price

Two tracts, containing 213,000 acres, trav-

ersed by good rivers to bring the logs down
to the Canadian Pacific Railway, on the North
Saskatchewan River, at Mountain House in

Western Canada ; on which there is a very
large amount of sawmilling White Spruce and
Pine timber, an immense amount of small
Spruce, Pulpwood and Boxwood timber.
A large modern sawmill and full equipment

of woodworking machinery may be bought
very cheaply with the timber, as a going con-
cern.

For particulars, maps, estimates and in-

formation regarding this large timber propo-
sition, write or telegraph to

Saw Mill on Masset Inlet, B.C., in Sitka
Spruce Belt and extensive tract of standing
timber.

Circular Saw Mill— fully equipped— readv
for immediate operation.
Capacity—40,000 feet.

Equipment includes logging engine and ma-
chinery.

Fully equipped planing mill in connection
with plant.

Mill covers S acres—property includes fully
equipped bunk and cook houses, etc. Plant
electrically lighted throughout.
Wharfage facilities provided for export ship-

ment.
Offer includes 120,000.000 feet fine Spruce,

Cedar and Hemlock—located tributary to
mill.

An unexcelled opportunity for handling box
or export business.

Address all enquiries to Box 421, Canada
Lumberman, 212 Wincli Building, Vancouver.
B.C. 5

Miscellaneous!

4 5

J. S. MacEWEN, Owner,
c o Northwestern National Bank,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Saw Mill Plant For Sale
Practically new and modern Saw Mill Plant,

capacity about 30 Million feet per annum, lo-

cated in the Interior of British Columbia on
a beautiful inland lake and on the main line
of tlie Grand Trunk Pacific Railway. About
.WO Million feet of timber on and adjacent to
Lake (about 90% Spruce) and another Billion
feet available at reasonable prices. Natural
conditions ideal for economical logging, manu-
facturing, piling and shipping. An advantage
of about $4 per thousand feet in freight rates
to the Prairie Provinces over Coast shipments.
This property offers unlimited possibilities

as a lumber, pulp and paper property. Would
consider selling a half interest. Terms rea-
-nii,-,li',

A. C. FROST COMPANY,
134 South LaSalle Street,

5 t.f. Chicago, 111.

MILL AND LIMITS FOR SALE in New
Ontario.
Would sell outright or half interest.
Excellent opportunity for a lumberman.

Reason for selling, short of capital. A for-
tune awaiting the right man.

Address, J
Apartment 3 A,

578 Dorchester St. VV.,

Montreal, Que.

mum capacity and said produc-

tion of wooden ships on the west
coast could be accelerated. The
car situation in that state, he said,

was bad, and he knew of several

mills that would be compelled to

close unless conditions improved.

The Latest Definition of a

"Promoter"

A grave and careful old busi-

ness man had dropped his guard
for a minute, and let a fellow get

into him quite some, before he
surrounded himself with caution,

and he said: "By the way, what
is your business?" and the chap
said, "I am a promoter." The old

gentleman added, "In order that

we may understand each other,

will you tell me what a promoter
is?" Th6#fellow replied: "A pro-

moter is one damn fool trying to

sell nothing for something, to an-

other damn fool, who wants to

buy something for nothing."

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-

Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in
width, which we can sell at interesting
prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. - Toronto, Ont.

DR. BELL'S
Veterinary Wonder Remedies
10,000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free

to horsrnien who give the Wonder a fair

trial. Guaranteed for Colic. Inflamma
tion of the Lungs, Bowels, Kidneys,
Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send 25c for

Mailing Package, etc. Agents wanted.
Write your address plainly. DR. BELL,
V.S.. Kinestnn. Ont.

In order to close Estate in Town of 3,000
population in Province of Quebec on G.T.R.,
Factory now making Sash and Doors, House
Trim, ets'., 125 Horse Water Power, Dry
Kilns, etc., is for sale or would consider or-
ganizing stock company with party having
some capital capable of managing the business,
or plant could easily be converted into Handle
and Woodware factory. Unlimited supply of
birch, maple, and beech lumber in vicinity.
Party with capital thoroughly understanding
the manufacturing and marketing of these
lines would be offered an attractive proposi-
tion.

Interested parties address Box No. 844,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-7

Can Furnish Four Hundred
Wooden Ships Yearly

Representatives from the Pa-
cific Coast informed the Senate
Commerce Committee recently at

Washington that the states of

Oregon and Washington could
provide between 400 and 500
wooden ships a year if the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation would
furnish to the lumbermen a stand-

ardized progremmc. Fears of the

Shipping Board that the lumber
supply in the Northwest is inade-

quate were declared unfounded.
H. R. Van Duser, of Portland.

Ore., declared the mills in the

state had not reached their maxi-

UNION STOCKYARDS
or TORONTO, Limited

•Canada's Greatest Live Stock Market'
Capital, $1,500,000. Two Hundred
Acres. Dundas St. ears to Keele St.,

West Toronto. Auction Sales every
Wednesday. Private Sales Daily.

Correspondence Solicited.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH
Manager Horse Dept.

pro
greatest auantity of Savoury tattorying Infutlca

"SUilF
Send for iamplet and pricef.

SALADA TEA CO. TORONTO

WIRE
Manufacturers of

For TYING, BIWDLING
and many other purposes.

NAILS, etc.

LAIDLAW BALE-TIE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. ONT.

Coolidge & Carlisle

Forest Engineers

Timber Estimates and Maps

Plans for Logging Operations

Bangor, Maine

TIMBER LANDS
Bought and Sold

Timber and Pulp
Wood Estimates

R.R. BRADLEY
Consulting Forester
Globe-Atlantic Bldg.

ST. JOHN - N. B.

CUT YOUR
SELLING

COSTS
Use MacLean
Daily Reports
and know where

the projects are that offer the most pro-
fitable business. Reduce the percent-
age of wasted time and lost orders by
concentrating on the most likely oppor-
tunities.

Rates and Samples on Request.

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS, Ltd.

346 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

SERVICE
Is it not worth something to you ?

We are in a position to supply

your every requirement in

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
and the quality of our stock is absolutely dependable.

Send us your enquiries.

SERVICE LUMBER CO., LIMITED
Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Review of Current Trade Conditions

Ontario and the East

'I'herc is still dullness prevailing- in the market situation and no
radical changes have occurred within the past two weeks. Some
wholesalers report that business is picking up, while others declare
there is no outward evidence of any revival of conditions. There are

a few more inquiries and prices on the whole are holding firm, except
in a few isolated cases, where there has been a strong desire to clear

out certain stocks which the holders find too expensive to retain. The
majority believe that their lumber is worth just as much today as
ever and are not fearful of the future. They do not intend to sacrifice

it in view of the shortened production which will result this .season

and the augmented requisitions from abroad. With the ap])roach of

March many building plans get under way and housing schemes are

receiving further encouragement. Retail dealers expect a fair year's

business and .some encouraging reports are coming to hand. In cer-

tain centres the outlook is particularly good. Matters do not definite-

ly shai)e up generally until well into March, and it will not be ascer-

tained yet awhile what strength the present movement will develop.

The demand for southern soft and hardwoods is limited and
there is not a great deal of shipping going forward to United States
points. With the exception of maple and birch mill culls, which have
dropi)ed some in price owing to the shell box business being at an
end, prices are holding firm. It is reported that some Michigan and
Wisconsin hardwood is being offered in Ontario at attractive rates,

but so far no serious inroads are being made upon the local trade.

Implement and furniture factories, piano companies and gramaphone
organizations, as well as wagon works and automobile concerns, are

buying a little more freely, and it is hoped there will be further orders

placed from this on. The period of reconstruction cannot be ended in

a few weeks, and naturally all eyes are being turned to export busi-

ness. At the time of writing although no definite assurance has come
to hand of large British orders being placed this is' not regarded
as an unfavorable omen. The restrictions in the Old Land are gradu-
ally being removed, and those regulations affecting the importation

of hardwoods have already been lifted. It is expected a similar course
will shortly follow with respect to spruce and pine. No word has yet

been received by the Canadian Lumbermen's Association with regard

to export trade with the United Kingdom, France and Belgium, but

it may arrive any time now. Developments are, it is understood, pro-

ceeding.

Shipments of spruce deals from the lower provinces are going
forth and stocks are being reduced as fast as transportation facilities

permit. It is interesting to note that some Ontario firms are prepar-

ing to ship large consignments of lumber across the water and the

ne?:essary licenses have been obtained by the English importers. One
com ern is sending forward fifteen cars of three-inch white pine deals

and f)t!e and one-half and two-inch white pine shipping culls or .ibout

300,000 .''eet in all. This is the first shipment made by them in a com-
mercial way in the past two years. Another company is sending over

a similar amount of red pine de^ls. As soon ;i- ocean tonnage opens
u] , oiher large cargoes will be tran'-.j'orted. There is a fair requisi-

tion for western stock and shingles have recently taken a jump of

twenty-five cents. The demand for them is considerably better than

it has been for some time. Logging operations are proceeding fairly

well in the woods and at some points there is sufficient snow to do
the hauling, while the streams have frozen over. There is not as

much complaint heard on this score as one would believe, with the

mild weather prevailing in the southern part of Ontario. Help for the

woods is plentiful and while the cut has been materially lessened from
last year, the logs will, with cold weather from this out, be gotten

to the banks of the streams in good shape. It is true many difficulties

have had to be overcome and the outbreak of influenza gave opera-

tions a decided set-back, but all things being taken into account, there

will be a fair season's cut.

The "Canada Lumberman" will, in its next issue, present some
interesting statistics with respect to last season's cut of lumber,

shingles and lath. While there has been quite a falling oft, still, tak-

ing into consideration the war situation and the shortage of help in

the mills and on the drives, the showing is not as unfavorable as

many would be lead from hearsay accounts to believe.

Great Britain

Trading has not expanded since last reporting, and the prospects

of increased activity are not encouraging until a more settled situa-

tion emerges. Unfortunately, labor troubles are introducing fresh

complications and postponing the good time that is coming. A defini:.

movement by the Controller in the price direction is, however, a neces-
sary first ste|) to promote better conditions. W ith the meeting of
Parliament, interest in the housing scheme has quickened. Recent
labor unrest has also brought this question to the front, so that pub-
lication of the governmental projjosals may be expected shortly.

No fresh light has been thrown on future trading with Canada
in wood goods. Until prices of Swedish goods are adjusted it will

not be possible to estimate the imjjorting outlook with much accurac
That information when forthcoming will, however, clear the atmo-
phere. Spruce shipments are even now coming forward with regu-
larity, but the import is only a tithe of what formerly came in, and
a large increase in the coming shipping season is desirable from more
than one point of view.

The announcement of the elimination of government control in

the imported hardwood trade on March 1 has set softwood importers
wondering if this is the beginning of the end of the government con-
trol over all timber importing, says "The Timber News." There are
strong reasons for expecting such to be the case, subject, perhaps, to

certain restrictions necessary in view of the government being im-
pelled to safeguard the interests of their housing scheme. This view
is in the nature of surmise, however, and is not based on any informa-
tion excejjt the knowledge that the authorities wish to end the control
system, and will take advantage of the first o])portunity to do so.

The plywood market Ts still in a more or less dormant condition,

though it is quite possible that business will wake up considerably .i

little later on. As time goes on there is bound to be a very fair d-.-

mand for the wood, especially among furniture manufacturers, wh(j

have got a lot of leeway to make up. There is no doubt a growing
demand also springing up in the boxmaking trade, which should eat up
a fair amount of the plywood stocks in this country. It is neces.sary,

however, to get cheaper freights for this wood. As things are at pre-

sent the freight represents almost the value of the wood in years gone
by. though prices will never again return to the level of those day^
I'lverything in connection with the wood and its manufacture is very

much dearer now, and will continue so. Labor, machinery, cost d
the raw material, forwarding charges, insurance, and. in fact, every-

thing has advanced .so considerably that tn expect anv very bijr con-

cession in prices woul^ be unwise.

It is officially announced that the a;;i.ia- i .r tlie suppi\ >;i |.k

wood to the Admiralty collieries will now inv-oice pitwood to tho-c

collieries from now on at a price of 60s. per ton as compared with the

controlled maximum price of 65s. per ton ex ship. This step has been

taken mainly as the result of the fall in freight rates and in the co^t

of insurance. Since the armistice there has been a drop of about 4-.

per ton in the regulated homeward rates from Bordeaux or Bayonnc.
while the cost of the war risks insurance which three months ago

amounted to about 3s. 9d. per ton has fallen to about 2d. per ton. The
.Admiralty syndicate buy the bulk, if not the whole, of their imported

supplies direct from the foresters, and. aided by the Ministry of Ship-

ping in the supply of tonnage and by other favorable conditions. thc\

can sell at 60s. at a profit ; but outside merchants have hitherto bei n

obtaining their restricted supplies under an arrangement which, at

the maximum selling jirice of 6.^s.. leaves them a gross profit of 2s. per

ton.

To enable them to revise their prices on a 60s. basis the outsidr

merchants must be given equally favorable conditions to those which

govern shipments for the syndicate, says the "South Wales Journal

of Connnerce," but this equality, it is stated, they have been denied

throughout the period of control, and they have not been assured o\

anv improved treatment in the immediate future. In so far as their

business is concerned, the whole of the benefit from the fall in freight-

and insurance has gone to the French exporter, and unless f.o.b. prici •

on the other side are readjusted it is feared that the past inequalities

will be accentuated. A point of considerable interest of the reduction

in the Admiralty price is its possible effects on supplies of imported

pitwood. At present there is an acute shortage in the supply of pit

timber. During the past year the South Wales coal mining industry

consumed on an average about 25,000 tons of pitwood per week. anJ

of this 9,000 tons were imported and 16,000 tons supplied from hoi_

grown sources. There is already a falling off in the supply of nati

timber, and when it is borne in mind that prior to the war practica

every stick of timber used in .South Wales for timbering purposes w
imported from abroad the extent to which at an early date we \

again become dependent on foreign sources of supplies can easily
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View of Mills in Samia.

BUY THE BEST
Retailers and woodworking establishments who like to

get Al NORWAY and WHITE PINE LUMBER al-

ways buy their stocks from us because we can ship them

on quick notice. It pays to have the goods, but it pays

better to "deliver" them.

We also mcike a specialty of heavy timbers cut to or-

der any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

" Rush Orders Rushed "

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO

B. P. BoLH, Pres. F. H. Gopr, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barrk, Gen. Mgr. W. A. Saurwein, Ass t. Mgr.
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realized. In such circumstances the reduction in the price of pitwood
to collieries is an economic anomaly, and while its immediate effect

may be to increase the power of the syndicate as a bu\'cr and shipper
in France, its ultimate incidence may be a discouragement to export-
ers in Spain and Portugal, whence it is imperative we should resume
with the least possible delay if the dangers of a shortage are not to

be aggravated.

United States

The demand for lumber during the past fortnight both at whole-
sale and retail has been limited, and the trade does not look for any
substantial resumption of purchases or sales either in retail or con-
suming lines for the next month or so. J'rices are holding firm at

wholesale, but some comi)laint is heard in retail circles in the matter
of concessions. Of course, the volume of spring business will dei)end
very largely uj)on the building situation, but it is apparent from re-

ports emanating from governmental dc|)artnients, as well as contract-

ing and building headquarters that |)lans arc being worked out to

revive building construction, which should be fruitful of good busi-

ness for the spring and summer.
The reports from mills are that all have as much business booked

as they can take care of and there is no accumulation of stock. Prices

continue firm and in some cases there has been an advance over the

prices ruling in December.
There will be no decline in the price of building material, accord-

ing to investigations made by field agents of the Department of

Labor. With a postponed building program waiting in America, with
a shortage of half a million homes and with all Europe waiting to be

restored, the prospect for reduction in the price of building material

is slight.

"American building industries- will be called upon to furnish tre-

mendous quantities of materials for luiropean construction," says the

department. "If no other elements were present to keep up material

prices, Europe's demand would prevent any immediate drop in them,
according to the opinion of many material manufacturers and con-

tractors. Reduced production during the war in the building ma-
terials industries, and the market curtailment—almost sus])ension—
of private building undertakings, have fomented market conditions

which do not make for lower prices."

Montreal Reports Situation is Growing^ Better

Although locally trade is dull in Montreal, wholesalers doing busi-

ness with the United States report a distinct improvement in the situ-

ation. Orders are better, and the inquiries are more numerous.
February is generally a dull month, as building has not opened

up to any extent, and very few jobs are open for tender. Indications

of construction in Montreal and the province, however, are fairly

good. For instance, two extensive cold storage warehouses are con-

templated ; some large apartment houses are planned ; a considerable

abattoir is to be constructed ; two large schools are to be built ; be-

sides which there are many houses to be put up. It is too early in

the season to say anything definite, but appearance.^ point to more
pronounced activity in construction. The reports from provincial

centres are encouraging. Three Rivers will likely be a busy spot,

with extensions to shipbuilding, pulp and paper plants, and many in-

dustrial houses. Then at Quebec. Chicoutimi, Sherbrooke. and Shaw-
inigan Falls a fair amount of work is contemplated.

Wholesalers state that the mills are a.sking exceedingly stilt

prices, and that practically no buying has been done, a waiting policy

being the rule.

Reports of sales for export are to hand, the sales being made by

Quebec and Lower Province firms at good prices.

Our exports of pulpwood, pulp, and paper are still on the up-

grade. For December the total was $7,233,699, an increase of $1.-

325,537, the chief increase being in chemical pulp, ground wood fall-

ing away. Pulpwood exports were valued at $748,364, a gain of

$143,508. For the nine months of the fiscal vear the total of the com-

bined exports was $61,029,200, or $18,115,292 higher. Pulpwood

amounted to $11,595,228, an increase of $4,660,609.

Senator Beaubicn has approached the Canadian Railway War
Board with a view to securing its support for a project calling for the

sending of a train containing exhibits advertising Canada, through

France, Belgium, Italy and Great Britain.

P.olstering u\) this conclusion, Charles A. Bowcn. secretary of the
National Lumber Dealers' Association, upon information obtained
from five hundred members, asserts the shortage of buildings is almost
universal and that the retail branch of the industry does not anticipate
any fall in prices for some time. Mr. Bowen says the conditions mi
the lumber industry suggests the prjssibility of a raise rather thrm :i

decrease.

The hardwood market is becoming firmer and more actiM
,

cause inquiries are coming in at a more rapid rate, and because they
are developing into orders in a manner that is proving quite satisfac-
tory to the trade. The volume of business has been materially larger
than during the last of January, while the latter it.self showed m.i-
terial increase over the one i)receding it. The call is better for oak.
ash, popular and gum than for the other items on the hardwood li •,

but everything is showing more activity and shipments arc increas-
ing at a very steady rate. Moreover, the demand api>ears to be <»»

a cumulative character, in the respect that it is gaining mon^entum all

the time, and decided further expansion is anticipated in the near
future. In the meantime, there is no increase of c<insequen.ce. if any
at all, in the quantity of hardwood lumber being produced. The m;i-
jority of the big mills are working only on partial time.

"Lumber is high now but prices will soon be lower," is ihe ica-c.ii

the public is giving for postponing building operations. This seems
to be the prevailing opinion as the lumber dealers hear it in every
section. Comparatively speaking, lumber is not high, and there is

little prospect of the price being much reduced even in many months.
Statistics show that during the Civil War the price of lumber rose
(as did other commodities) to almost twice what it was in 1860, and
that it dropped only about twenty per cent, by 1870.* when nearly all

other commodities resumed their pre-war level.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics, in a recent issue, gives a table

of .wholesale i)rices, by groups, of commodities from 1913 to October.
1918, on a basis of 100 per cent, for 1913. According to this table,

food prices had gone up to 199 per cent, in October, 1918, clothing to
253 per cent., and building materials—representing the third great
human necessity, shelter—were rated at 157 per cent., showing that
the latter have not increased in ])rice in anything like the proportion
of food and clothing.

SPECIAL REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS AT
HOME AND ABROAD

Call is for Canada to Supply Timber
The official figures of the imports of coniferous woods into Great

liritain in 1913. stated in fe«t B.M., are given. The quantity of soft

woods imported during the year prior to the war amounted to six

and a quarter billion feet, as follows:

I'eet B.M.
I'rom Russia ^.118.095.600

Sweden ! .055.650.2a)
• France 590.598.600

Canada 538.330.200

L'nited .suiio . 306.810.60<J
" Norwav 274.263.600

Portugal 180,322.800

Germanv 123.648.600
•• Spain 61.813,800

Other countries, .small lot^ 12,191,400

6.270,725.400

It is difficult to realize the enormous consumption of soft woods
in Great I'ritain under normal conditions. After four years of war
her requirements will obviously be greater than ever. The importa

tion has been cut down during the war and Great Britain has aimed
to supi)ly her requirements by cutting her own precious forest areas.

The same thing has happened in France and in Italy, where even

the olive orchards have been sacrificed in order to obtain timber nece-

sary for the carrying on of the war. All these countries are tod.i;

virtually bare of lumber and have exhausted all forest areas..

The principal source of supply has been Finland and Russia, who
supplied fifty per cent, of Britain's imports as shown on the table

above. Sweden and Norway furnished another twenty per cent. We
know that Finland and Russia are hopelessly upset at the present

time, owing to revolution, and when order is restored these countries

will need large quantities of lumber to restore their own devastated

areas. .Sweden and Xorwm- will not be able to take care of the

Market Correspondence
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Desserts like this in Camp
Don't you think your men would
relish this addition to the menu ?

INDIAN PUDDING
A delicious and nourishing dessert,

easily prepared. This ([uantity is

sufficient for 18 servings:

Very nice, you say, but how about getting milk away up
here in a lumber camp? That's a difficulty easily overcome by
using KLIM. Klim is the solids of fresh pasteurized separated

milk, a dry powder that can be shipped anywhere. To get the

necessary 6 pints of milk, whip 1^ cups of Klim into 6 pints of

water and use as you would fresh liquid milk. To make still

6 pints milk 1 cup molasses further delicious whip an additional quantity of Klim into water
34 cup cornmeal2^teaspoonsfulsalt ^nd serve with the pudding.

3 teaspoonsiul gmger

There are any number of choice desserts that can be pre-

pared if you have Klim on hand. Klim has the natural, un-

changed flavor of fresh separated milk and can be

used wherever such milk is required.

Cook milk and meal in a double
boiler twenty .minutes ; add molass-
es, salt and ginger. Pour into but-
tered dish and bake two hours in

slow oven.

In 1 0-lb. tins where you get your grocery supplies.

Canadian Milk Products Limited
TORONTO -:- MONTREAL

Stocked by all Wholesale and Retail Grocers
Canada Food Board License No. 14-242.

MR. LUMBERMAN:
You May Have

All Kinds of Fresh Meats,

At All Times,

In All Your Camps,
By Means of Our Refrigerator Car Deliveries.

Place with us your orders for—
Fresh Beef Sausages Headcheese Beef Livers

Pork Livers Beef Hearts Beef Kidneys Tripe, etc.

ASK US FOR QUOTATIONS ON

PURE LARD, DOMESTIC SHORTENING, OLEOMARGARINE, BARRELLED PORK, BARRELLED BEEF, LONG CLEAR, ETC.

The Harris Abattoir Company, Limited
WEST TORONTO - CANADA.

Braaches at; SUDBURY and OTTAWA, ONT. - HALIFAX and SYDNEY, N. S. - MONTREAL and QUEBEC, QUE. ST. JOHN, N.B.
Canada Food Control— Blanket No. 165
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I'Airopcan (k-iiiand and iiiul<nil)ti-(ll_) t'aiiada will be called upon Uj
furnish very large (|uaiilities of lumber during- this reconstruction
period.

Spruce and Birch Stocks are Low
The following, showing the stocks of spruce, birch logs and birch

planks in Manchester and Liverpool, England, during the month of

January for the i)ast five years, as furnished by II. W. Lightburne &
Company, of Liverpool, is interesting at the present time. The state-

ment reveals that on the whole the figures were never lower so far

as stocks are concerned.

Spruce
19LS. 1916. 1917. 1918. 1919.

Manchester 6,05.5 13,420 15,750 3,950 3,660
Liveri)ool 2,930 10,700 9,880 5,580 5.660

Stds. 8,985 24,120 25.630 9,530 9,320

Birch Logs
Manchester .500 980 760 20 100
Liverpool 60 780 880 120 80

Loads. 560 1,760 1,640 140 180

Birch Planks
Manchester 491 630 618 73 12

Liverpool 455 710 . 412 63 78

Stds. 946 1,340 1.030 1.36 'X)

Great War Timber Resources of Great Britain

At a discussion on "Home timber resources and afforestation,"

some interesting facts and figures relating to the supply of home-
grown timber for war purposes were given by Mr. A. P. Long. Div-
isional Ofificer of the Board of Trade Timber Supplies and H. M. In-

spector of Forestry for Great Britain. He strongly emphasized the

importance of forestry to the nation and gave an account 6f the way
in which the Government and the Timber Supplies Committee had
met the enormous demands of the military forces from home-grown
timbers during the past few years. From January 1916. to October.

1918, the Committee had supplied no less than 99',000,000 cu. ft. and
approximately 3,000,000 tons of timber. The counties of Kent, Sus-
sex, and Surrey had during this period produced 11,500,000 cu. ft.

During the eight months ending October, 1918, the three counties

produced 2.440.000 cu. ft. or rather more than one-fifth of the total

output. The aggregate total of timber in l^ngland and Wales was
228.000.000 cu. ft., and in Scotland 285.000.000 cu. ft., a grand total for

Great Britain of 513,000,000 cu. ft. or about 17.000,000 tons. As a

national insurance there should be well organized forests in this coun-
try, a fact that was emjihasized by Major Courthope, who also said

that it was proposed to plant about 2,000.000 acres of new forests, and
the country .should then be able to j)roduce about two-thirds of the

timber requjred. Afforestation would provide suitable work for dis-

charged soldiers and would also prevent in a large measure the flood-

ing of agricultural land in mountainous districts. Mr. Long also said

that the need for afforestation was overwhelming, and he contended
that forests properly organized would pay. It was not proposed to

take any land suitable for agriculture for the purpose.

England Looking to Canada for Pulp

As an illustration of the attitude of British pai)er makers towards
future trade with Canada the following note from an English trade

paper may be read with interest.

"There seems to be every likelihood, with increased shipping

facilities imminent, of large and continuous supplies of Canadian and
Newfoundland i)ulp reaching the British market. It is surjjrising

to learn that quotations reaching- Briti.sh paper makers show Canadian
puljis to be 15 to 20 per cent, cheaper than the Scandinavian product.

The soaring prices of Norwegian and Swedish pulps will naturally

stimulate business relations with other sources of supply; again, the

sjjirit of patriotism favors trade with our colonies. In Sweden it is

understood that influential banking interests wield a controlling in-

fluence on both pulp and paper mills in that country. No one can

dispute the right of combination or so-operation on legitimate lines,

but when reports gain currency that 'Sweden is out to capture the

British paper market' (particularlv 'news'), it is not surprising, when
faced with comparatively high prices for pulp and undercutting rates

for i)aper, that the English pa])ermaker views with suspicion any
movement in Scandinavia dealing with controlled sales or prices. There
are mills in Norwav and Sweden manufacturing brands of pulp of

established reputation, particularly for the higher grade- m mnig-,
but Canadian sulphite for 'news' and printings, and nieciunical, are
likely to be freely imported into this country in the future."

Fesserton Timber Co. Leases Nonteith Mill
The Monteith I'ulj) and Timber Company, Limited, of whicli

James Thomi).son, M.L.A., of Havelock, is President, and E. R. Hey-
land. of Toronto, is secretary-treasurer, have operated a sawmill and
rossing plant for the i)ast three years at Monteith, Ont., on the Drift-
wood River. The company have leased both to the Fesserton Tim-
ber Company, Limited, of Toronto, for the coming year, the latter
having purchased the cut of the mill for the past two seasons. The
plant at Monteith has a .sawing capacity of some 30,000 feet daily,
princi])ally of spruce, and about one hundred cords of pulpwood are
cut up daily in the slasher.

The Monteith Pulp and Timber Company have been i)urchasin..;

l)ulpwood in the north for the past few years and in 1918 handled
about 20,000 cords. This year Messrs. Thomson and Heyland, both
of whom are connected with Toronto Investments, will devote their
entire attention to that company and will still purchase pulpwood for
shi|)ment to local and United States points. In their operations, how-
ever, they will not go beyond North Bay. They expect to handle
some ten thousands cords in Old Ontario, and so far this season have
shipped about two hundred cars to the Thorold district and point-
in New York State.

The prices paid are $8 to $9.50 for rough and $13 to $14 for peeled
wood, depending on the location, freight rates and other considera-
tions. The demand for ])ulpwi>(Kl at the presetit time is fair. Many
of the larger concerns in Northern ( )ntario are curtailing their pulp-
wood operations this sea.son, owing to the unsettled condition of the
market generally and the fact that they do not wish to be caught
with a large amount on hand and the jHjssibility of the prices falling

suddenly.
The market for grountl wood jnilp and sulphite is quiet at the

present time, but is improving somewhat. In the meantime, values
are holding firm and the manufacturers expect that stocks which they
are piling will soon be taken up when once export is under way. Sev-
eral thousand tons of sulphite jjulp have been shipped to England bv
Canadian manufacturers since the beginning of 1919. and it is expected
there will be a steady gain in the number of rc(|uisitions.

Nr. Nanbert Presented With Club Bag
A. C. Manbert. of Toronto, who has been appointed representa-

tive of the Ontario lumbermen to ])roceed overseas to Great Britain

to conduct a publicity campaign in the interest of the forest products
of the province and increasing the market for the same so as to take
in certain thickness^ widths and grades for which there has not been
as large a demand as desired in the past, was not able to get away
on February 22 as originally intended, but will sail from St. John,
N.B., on his mission on Tuesday, March 4th. The aim and plan of

the visit of Mr. Manbert to the Old Country have been referred to at

length in these columns and at the recent annual convention of the

Canadian Lumbermen's .Association, a resolution was adopted endors-
ing Mr. Manbert and expressing satisfaction that the government of

Ontario agreed to his appointment as the nominee of the lumber in-

terests of the province for the promotion of the best interests of the

trade abroad. Mr. Manbert was pledged the united support of the

Association.

It was felt by the members of the Wholesale Lumber Dealers'

.Association, Inc.. of Toronto, that they could not allow one of their

number and a valued member of their Executive to leave without

showing him in some tangible way the appreciation and regard i'l

which he is held. Accordingly a deputation from that body, headed
by A. E. Clark. Chairman, waited upon Mr. Manbert a few days ago

and presented him with a handsome leather club bag. The presenta

tion was made by Mr. Clark in a few appropriate words, in which lu

conveyed the sentiments of the lumbermen and expressed the hop*/

that the mission of Mr. Manbert would be successful and productive

of practical results. The members of the Association had every con-

fidence in him as a live, alert representative of the industry, and wished

him every good fortune in his far-reaching and important purpose

Mr. Manbert. who was taken completely by surprise, made a grateful

reply and thanked the donors for the many kindnesses and courtesie-

extended to him and for their co-operation and well wishes. In enter-

ing upon the work, which he had in hand, he recognized its important

character and would do his utmost to carry out ably and faithfully

the undertaking. ^
Japan now ranks third among the nations of the world in shigfl

building and fifth in merchant tonnage, according to the fifty-firM

annual report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, recentM
issued. / S
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Tents for the SpringDrive
Full Stock of Suitable Tents Ready— 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 men size.

WATERPROOF ARMY DUCK

WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
OTTAWA

A SoundInvestment for Your Feet

GET THIS RIVER
DRIVING BOOT

It is an example of strong and reliable

footwear for the lumberman, built to resist

wet and wear, and at the same time to yield

perfect comfort. Illustration shows our

No. 151 Sin. RIVER DRIVING BOOT
Price $7.25.

This boot is equal to a regular 9

inch boot. 6 inch Driving Boot,
Price $6.75, equal to a regular 7

inch boot. Built of the best select-

ed material and all hand made.

No. 1 SPORTING DRAW
STRING BOOT

No. 1, 16 inch Sporting, Price . . . $8.00
No. 21, 15 " " " 7.50

No. 41, 10 " " " 6.00

No. 51, C " " '• 4.50

Leg 16 in. high, of No. 1 menonite grain
with hooks and eyelets. Side lacing with
bellows, which enables wearer to put on
with ease.

The COPELAND SHOEPACK CO., 'i]?.kt^.?.

THE Products of the Cope-
land Shoepack Co. have a

reputation for giving satisfac-

tion, and you will find every pair

of shoes you get from us as good
as represented. Our prices,

you will agree, are reasonable.
Take a look through our cata-

logue. It's yours for the asking.
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Making a Mill Scale Study of Oak
The goveininent Forest Rroducts Laboratory, at Madison, Wis.,

has completed the data of a mill scale study of white and led oak at

the mill of George C. Brown & Co., Proctor, Ark. 'J'he study was
made in 1915 by David d. White, and the information procured is

especially appropriate now in view of the importance of wood in the

war. The figures are three years old, but that is an advantage rather
'

than a drawback, because they deal with normal price and usual times,

and not with operations carried on under extraordinary conditions

due to war, says the "Hardwood Review."
The study included white oak and red oak ; the white oak con-

sistijig of 150 logs of overcup and cow oak, the red oak of 133 logs

of southern red and Spanish. These logs were sawed into lumber
of the following dimensions: 91 per cent., was 1, 1^, and lyi inch

lumber; per cent, was 2 and 3 inch stock; and 43/4 per cent, of

cross ties and small timbers.

The lumber was graded according to the rules of both the National

Hardwood Lumber Association and the Hardwood Manufacturers'
Association. The same lumber was inspected twice, the second time

after three months of air seasoning, but two inspections were com-
pared, and the results form part of the report. The first inspection

was made on the sorting chains at the mill, the second when the

piles were taken down.
The first inspection by the ILnrdwood Manufacturers' rules gave

a total of 110,995 feet; by the National Llardwood Lumber Associa-

tion, 111,247 feet. The second inspection, which was' of the air-dry

lumber, gave 107,709 ffd 1)\ the Manufacturers' rules, and 10f),973

feet by the National.

The study was plaiuu i with the expectation that it would show
a number of things relating to the production and care of lumber,
among such being the grades and the proportion of each and their

origin in logs of different kinds ; the cost of stumpage, logging manu-
facturing, yarding, and general ; the losses due to seasoning, and other

causes; changes in value during seasoning; waste due to milling and
other causes.

The report by Mr. White presents tables and diagrams which
gives details as w^ell as totals of all the topics which are worked out:

but in the space which can be here given to this review it is not

practicable to (|uote the tables, but an outline of the principal results

is shown.
Summary of Conclusions.

The prices used in the discussion and conclusions follow:

Quarter
White oak— Plain saAved

F'irsts and seconds . .$45 $68
No. 1 common 22 36

No. 2 common 12 20

No. 3 common 6 6

No. 4 common 4 - 4

Red oak

—

I'lrsts and seconds 46 58

No. 1 common 22 35

No. 2 common 12 20
No. 3 common 6 6

No. 4 common 4 4

Stumpage value of $5 per \.000, D(~)yle scale was placed on both

white and red oak.

Logging cost was $6.01, consisting of $4.50 for delivering logs to

the railroad and $1.51 for delivery at the mill yard.

Manufacturing cost per 1,000 net lumber tally varies with the

"sizes of logs, but showing" an average of $1.70.

Yarding cost from the mill to the piles and then from the piles to

f. o. b. cars, $L49.

General costs, consisting of taxes, depreciation, advertising, in-

surance, rent and several 'other items, $2.64.

Financial expenses, consisting of interest and discount, $0.65.

The losses in footage during seasoning has been figured out on

the percentage basis, and the calculations arc complicated, due to

the fact that account is taken of green lumber, that which is tempor-

arily air-dry, and the final air-dry ; and also to the fact that two rules

of inspection are considered. The percentages run differently for

white oak and red oak, the former loss running from L6 per cent,

to 3.3 ; the red oak loss running from 2.8 to 9 per cent. Changes in

value during seasoning were not all loss. In some Jnstancfis a de-

cided increase was shown. Most of the depreciation in the value of
white oak appeared in the lumber cut from defective logs.

The waste in manufacturing logs into lumber, not includinff
shrinkage in seasoning and the edging and trimming, after seasoning,
averaged for white oak logs 41.7 per cent., and for the red oak 29 •>

per cent.

Percentage of Grades.
The percentage of grades for both white and red oak logs, under

the inspection of the two associations were as follows:

H.M.A. N.H.L.A
Firsts and seconds 20.9 17.9
No. 1 common 46.9 46.5
No. 2 common 13 16.9
No. 3 common 17.1 18.7
No. 4 common 2.1

The footage loss in seasoning, between the green and' the tempor-
ary dry condition, due to shrinkage and degrading below a recognized
grade, was as follows in per cent., according to the grading by the
two associations

:

H.M.A. N.H.L.A.
Red oak . 2.8 4.7
White oak 1.6 2.5

The footage loss in seasoning between the green and final dry
condition was

:

H.M.A. N.H.L.A.
Red oak 3.4 5.7

White oak ... , . . . ^ . . . 2.4 3.3

The oak study for the year 1915 shows that the profit per hour
for the final air-dry condition was more than for the temporary air-

dry condition for all classes of logs, according to inspection rules '.f

both associations.

For all classes of logs, the profit per hour for the lumber inspect-
ed, both green and dry, was greater under the rules of the Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association than under the National Hardwood Lum-
ber Association, except from the lumber inspected green from the
sound red oak butt logs. In that case the difference was very small
and was due to the larger amount of firsts and seconds recorded by
the National inspector for this one class of logs when inspecting the
lumber in the green condition.

The profits per hour for the temporary air-dry condition was less

than for the lumber inspected green for all classes of logs, according
to the rules of both hardwood associations, except where plain sawed
sound oak logs were considered by the National inspector. In this

case the inspector recorded a very small per cent, more of No. 2
common and better for the temporary air-dry condition than for the
green, which reversed the amount of jiroht per hnnr for the tcmporarv
air-dry and green condition.

In the majorit}^ of cases, for the different cla-so ot i"g>. the

profit per hour was more for the lumber in the first air-dry condition
than in the green. This shows the wisdow of maintaining a yard
resaw and trimmer, since the profit should be less in every case for

the final air-dry condition than for the green, if the edging and trim-

ming have been perfect in the mill, and if the same selling pri.^c- nre

used in computing the profits per hour.

The profit per thousand was greater for the white than for the

red oak, because of the higher price of quartered material. The profit

per hour, however, was greater for the red oak, because of the in-

creased rate of production in plain sawing.

The milling waste for all white and red oak logs was 35.8 per

cent. The waste was 46.7 per cent, and 29.9 per cent, for white and
red oak respectively.

Chief Forester M. A. Grainger has sent 4,000 feet of B. c lumber
to England for exhibit and analysis. The Imperial Institute will

test a quantity of it to determine how it compares with European
woods. A number of ten-foot lengths will be used by the lumber
commissioner in his efforts to popularize our product in the European
markets.

Maple trees are to he planted on the graves of Canadian sold

fallen in France and Belgium. For thi^ purpose seedlings have b
raised at the Royal Botanic Gardens, London. England, from
sent overseas by the Dominion horticulturist, Ottawa.
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"Reliance" Chain
With F-4 (or B. & F.) Attachments; the best thing for Saw Dust
and Light Refuse Conveyers. Used also for Lumber Conveyers.

Jeffrey Square Shank Pin Construction
The hard smooth steel pins with the square shanks fit into per-

fectly square holes. The bearing surface is the full width of the

pin. We are the originators of this type of chain and have been
building and improving it for 25 years.

Jeffrey Detachable Chain
The type most generally used for Chain Drives. With F-2 At-
tachments to carry flights, Detachable Chains make good saw dust
Conveyers.

Long Link Coil Chain
For Log Hauls with S-V/i Spurs
For Heavy or Light Refuse and Slab Conveyers, use U Bolt or

K-5 Attachments to carry flights or scrapers.

JEFFREY
CHAINS
For Conveyer Service in Handling

Logs, Lumber, Mill Refuse, Slabs,

&c.

Not just chains, but chains that combine all

the qualities and features demanded where

greatest production or capacity is to be ob-

tained.

Our 36 years of Chain building experience

and knowledge of the Lumber Industry's

needs makes the recommendations of Jeffrey

Engineers valuable to you.

We ask the opportunity to prove our
claims to you. Write for Catalog.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms

MONTREAL
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Fig- 1—Small end of tapered log showing conventional
method of sawing.

Fig- 2—Butt end of log shown in Fig. 1, illustrating how
cants increase in width with taper resulting in tapered
boards with heavy waste in edging.

Fig. 3—Small end of tapered log shown in Fig. 1 cut by
method which saves over 400 feet.

Getting More Lumber from Tapered Logs
An interesting compari.'^on of two methods of sawing tapered

logs is shown in the appended illustrations, says "The Tinibernian."
The two drawings at the left represent the small and butt ends of a
tapered log, sawed by the conventional method now in vogue in most
sawmills of the country. The newer methods shown in the diagram
at the right represents the small end of the same log cut by a i)atent

method owned by Tyree Rodes, an old sawmill man who operated for

many years in the South, an'd who is now on the Pacific Coast de-
monstrating his system of sawing. It will be seen from a study of

the calculations made in computing the net contents of the log cut by
the two methods tha*t a considerable saving is eflfected by the use of

the Rodes system.
The observations of the inventor recorded herewith were made

at a Portland sawmill cutting airplane spruce.
The dimensions of the log under observation were as follows:

Butt diameter, 48 inches; small end, 40 inches; length, 40 inches.
The method followed in cutting the log is fully shown in Fig. 1,

on which is noted the width on each 2^-inch cant at the small end.
Fig. 2 also gives similar dimensions at the butt end. The lumber
produced in this manner from the log, which scaled 3,240 feet board
measure, consisted of: Clear lumber, 2,478 feet, common lumber.
1,146 feet; total, 3624 feet.

The above method of sawing, through "blocking out" was re-

sorted to, resulted in waste edging of 440 feet.

This log, if cut by the Rodes method in the manner shown by
Fig. 3, will produce 2^-inch cants in the widths noted and will yield
as follows: Clear lumber, 2682 feet; common lumber, 1,382 feet, total,

4,064 feet.

From the above figures the operation shows the following results

:

Feet.
Clear cants obtained by Rodes method. Fig. 2 2,682
Clear cants obtained by mill method. Fig. 1 2,478

Gain by Rodes method 204
Feet.

Common lumber obtained by Rodes method '.382

Common lumber obtained by mill method 1,146

Gain by Rodes method 236
The saving in clear lumber by the Rodes method, amounting to

204 feet, represents a value of $18.36 on the basis of a value of $90"per
thousand feet.

Likewise the common lumber saved amounting to 236 feet, re-

I)resents a value of $21.90 on the basis of $15 per thousand feet.

Keeping a Working Perpetual Inventory
We have devised a system of stock records which has proved very

practical and useful in the conduct of our business, says J. M. Horn-
beck, of the Cameron Lumber Co., Newburgh, N. Y. In this system,
your records show just how much of each kind of goods is needed,
how much should be bought at each period, and whether the goods
are moving fast enough. You get a daily statement showing in plain
figures how your stocks stand. You cannot overbuy unless you delib-
erately mean to. You always have enough goods, but not too much.
No money is tied up needlessly. The goods keep moving if you watch
your records. They turn over faster, your actual profits are greater.

and you have money to meet _\..ur uui. ..r i.j (ii-cnun likui.
The record of each item of stock is kept by months on a card,

8 inches wide by 5 inches long, ruled off into nine columns. The oA
ume headings, reading from left to right appear in the illustration.

In the upper left-hand corner *>{ the card appears a space for tin

name and description of the article, while in the right-hnnd r .t-im , -

shown the month and year.

Every day, all sales are listed on these card.'-, and al-. .n. ihlmui-
ing stock. It is necessary, of course, in operating a system of this

MOHTNLV STOCK KCCODO

InvflMen' PurchMM
Cot* IU14

OuaMin ap Cam of N«,
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Index and recapitulation cards for all cUITcM-cnt items are used

kind to figure the cost, as well as selling prices, of goods sold.

By means of recapitulation cards, records of one class of items ca

be compared with that of another, and some very useful deduction-
made.

The advantage gained from keeping stock records of this nature
much more than offsets the additional work required to keep them up
to date, which is one hour and a half per day for one person.

Big Forestry Plan for England
England and Wales had three million acres of woodland \>^.

the war. Now it has been reduced to 2,000,000 and the Governmei
is faced with a reforestation problem.

Before the war England imported 11.000,000 tons of wood in :

year. In 1918 the importation was but 2.000,000.

Reforestation plans include:

Use of the acres of stag-headed oaks which ate on jjrivate c-

tates before they are allowed to decay.
Appropriations over a period of ten vears amounting ti'

000,000.

Planting of forests which will bring the total acreage to

000.

which will cut out waste is also planned.Legislation

"During the reconstruction period timber will be a material
construction of first necessity in France and Belgium," says Mess
Roscam and Sevrin, architects and contractors, 52 Avenue de la

erne, Brussels, Belgium, in a recent letter.
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NEW ZEBRA, WOOD, WESTERN UNION, and PRIVATE CODES USED.

Telephones

:

1391 Long Distance.

400 Private

Cables

:

u . — A r% £\ HILLAS," HULL
5 Branch Exchange. _ ^ « Jk ^ %3 £^

.
*• WOOD BROKERS V K

FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER ^FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER

Head Office : HULL, England

To the Lumber Companies of Canada

:

You have the Goods. Place your Lists with full

particulars in our hands. We are in daily touch w^ith all the

Buyers in the United Kingdom.

PLEASE NOTE. We pay cash against all documents, and

take the whole of the Delcredere risk on Buyers.

YOUR opportunity in Wood Pulp

Every Canadian Saw Mill or Plant could

profitably take advantage of this oppor-

tunity. By installing an inexpensive Kraft

Soda Mill, all the slabs, tops, bottoms and
waste wood may be utilized to produce

Wood Pulp. We can place long term con-

tracts for all that Canadian concerns are

able to supply. The Swedish supply is

practically cut off and Canada has a free

field for this business. We will be pleased

to send you details of this opportunity.

Write Today

We are the largest

British Importers

of CANADIAN
WOOD PULP

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES :

Becker & Co. of America, Limited
Post Office Box 609, HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

Becker & Co.^ Limited
34-40 Ludgate Hill

LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND

SOLE AGENTS FOR
CHICOUTIMI PULP CO., Chicoutimi, Canadian Hot

Ground Spruce.

MACLEOD PULP COMPANY, Liverpool, Canada.

RIORDON PULP AND PAPER CO., Montreal. Easy
Bleaching Canadian Sulphite Pulp.

ST. LAWRENCE SULPHITE PULP COMPANY.
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90 St. James Street

SPRUCE (Merchantable) 1918 Cut.
500,000 ft. 1 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in

800,000 ft. 2 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 in. ...

500,000 ft. 3 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 in.

200,000 ft. 3 X 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 in.

SPRUCE (Mill Cull)
800,000 ft. 1, 2, 2»4, and 3 in.

WHITE PINE (Mill Run)
1,200,000 ft. 1, I'A, VA, 2 and 3 in.

HEMLOCK (MerchanUble and Mill Cull)

500,000 ft. 1, 2 and 3 in.

BASSWOOD (Mill Run)
200,000 ft. 1, lyi, and 2 in.

BIRCH (Mill Run)
600,000 ft. 1, I'A, I'A, 2, 3, and 4 in.

BROWN ASH (Mill Run)
100,000 ft. 1 X 4 and up in. ... 6/13 ft.

10/16 ft.

10/16 ft.

10/16 ft.

17/26 ft.

Saw Mills at

Mont Laurier, Que.

Ste. Marguerite, Que.

Dressing Mills at

St. Jerome, Que.

Northern Office

:

MIDLAND, ONT.
Southern Office

:

HATTIESBURG, MISS.

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.
2601 Elston Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Dealers

White Pine, Red Pine
and Yellow Pine,
Lumber and Lath

Excellent Planing Mill Facilities. Prompt Shipments.

Everything
in Spruce

Dressed and in the Rough

Campbell, MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL
Ontario Representative: F. L. Reed, 139 Giendaie Ave., Toronto

Phone Parkdale 4448

SPRUCE
AND

BIRCH
GOOD STOCKS PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTION

C. A. SPENCER, LIMITED
Wholeaale Dealer* in Rough and Drested Lumber, Lath and Shingle.

Offices—McGill Building, MONTREAL, Quebec

EDGINGS
Ontario

Laird Bros., of Dresden, who have been in the retail lumber line in Dr< -
den, Ont., for the past thirty-five years, are contemplating retiring in the near
future and disposing of their business if they can find a suitable purchaser.

The county of Hastings has appointed a Development Committee to ']>

velop the natural and industrial resources of that district, .\ctive committ' -

have been appointed and the chairman of the Timber Committee is C. S. K
'

lins.

.S. H. Arnott of Janetville expired recently when getting out timber, n. i:

the village. He fell over dead while working and was found shortly alter
by one of the other men. Mr. Arnott was 52 years old and leaves a wnc. and
family.

M. & M. A. Deans, Ltd., have been incorporated with head oflict a;

Sprucedale, Ont., and capital stock of $40,000, to carry on business as iiiin

bermen, saw and planing mill, operators, manufacturers of lumber, etc. 'I lie

provisional directors are M. Deans and J. D. Dean>

Thomas McCourt, who has been employed for many years among the

leading mills in the Georgian Bay district, and is well known in lumberling
circles, has been appointed foreman of the plant of the C.N.R. at Koleyet,
Ont., succeeding Thomas Harrison, who intends going to British Columbia.
Norman Vanderburg has been placed in charge of woods operations and good
began on March 17th.

The forthcoming financial statement of the .\bitibi Power & Paper i

of Iroquois Falls, Ont., is expected to show profits, after operating chajL" -

around $300,000 more than in 1917. In January output of newsprint reached ii

new high record, being at the rate of 228 tons per day. The output of sulphite
pulp is around 130 tons per day. It is stated thai tlu- whole ..f tlir vivi ,,r .

dution of newsprint has already been sold.

Two million dollars is to be expended in dc-vcloping and opening up .\ew
Ontario, besides improvements in the fire ranging. The T. and N. O. will
spend about a million on extensions. It is expected that the Hydro-eiectri.
commission estimates will call for another nine millions, as the Chippawa < x

tension scheme will be carried on, as well as development at Nepigon. Hi^:.
Falls and other places. The Government, besides doing what is possibre itscll

to supply a market for labor, will use every effort to stimulate and assist pri-
vate nidustrial concerns.

The cold snap about the middle of February, when the thermometer drop-
ped to 20 below zero at the lowest point, has sealed over Parry Sound .m l

stifTened up the ice on the small lakes and the roads through swamps, so that
lumbering is going ahead with a rush, and all over the district the roads and
lumber roads are lined with teams drawing saw logs "to water," as they smv
when they dump them on the lakes awaiting the spring drives. The wintu
of 1877-78 was so mild that no ice formed on Parry Sound, and navigation
progress has been made in getting out next season's cut.

Eastern Canada
Ed. Niblock, of Sutton, Que., tapped maple trees last week. This i> a

record for Quebec, for usually the sap only runs about the middle of March
Price Bros. & Co. intend erecting a new ground wood pulp plant of nin. >

tons daily capacity at Jonquiere, and construction will be proceeded with m
the spring.

The Riordon Pulp & Paper Co. Ltd., 355 Beaver Hall Square, Montrt.,;
P.Q., are erecting a sulphite pulp mill at Lake Temiskaming, Ont. The new
mill will have 30,000 ton capacity and will be in operation by December, 191

Announcement that International Paper Co. will build large pulp null

at Three Rivers is taken to reflect new business for Shawinigan Power Co
which controls the power situation in that district. Power requirements oi

the new mill are estimated at 10,000 h.p.

-V federal charter has been granted to Canadian Kraft, Limited, with he i

offices in Montreal and a capital stock of $10,000 to import, export, manu
facture, sell and deal in paper, and paper and wood products of all kinds. Tlu
incorporators are F. B. Common, F. G. Bush, Geo. R. Drennan. H. VV. Jack
.son and M. J. O'Brien, all of Montreal.

Fire in the warehouse of the Nashwaak Pulp & Paper Company, Fair
ville, recently, destroyed the warehouse and contents, consisting of a stock
of broomcorn, owned by T. S. Simms & Company, Limited, and valued a

.•t.10,000. The damage to the warehouse is in the vicinity of $25,000. The lo«-

on both the warehouse and stock is covered by insurance.

The surplus shell boxes are to be distributed to the poor for firewoo
in the various cities and towns in which the boxes are located. The Impe
Munitions Board has decided on this method of disposing of these boxe
being understood that they are not to be sold. In Montreal 32.000 boxes
to be distributed through three societies.

E. Lagueux & Fils, Limitee, has been incorporated with head office

Tring Junction in Beauce County, P.Q., and capital .*tock of s:3.-o,onn.

roo'l
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carry on lumbering operations, purchase and sell pulpwood and firewood,

manufacture and deal in lumber and timber of every kind; also to purchase

any timber cuts and land necessary for the purpose of constructing booms,

etc. Among those interested are 'E. Lagueux, J. T. Lagueux, N. Lagueux, P.

Lagueux, and J. A. Lagueux, all of Tring Junction.

The plans of the International Paper Company. N.Y.. (with which is

allied the St. Maurice Lumber Company, Three Rivers, P.Q.,) for news-

print and pulp mills and the development of the Rapides des Froges, Three

Rivers, are completed. The mills, it is understood, will be built on land near

the site of the present sawmill. The scheme is a very extensive one and will,

if fully carried out, involve the expendiHire of about 13 million dollars.

The annual general meeting of the Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.,

was held recently, and the following were elected directors of the company:

C. H. Duggan, Alex. Maclarne, Hugh Mackey, K.C., Jas. W. Pyke, Sir Wm.
I'rice and C. R. Whitehead. C. R. Whitehead was re-elected president and

las. W. Pyke vice-president.

Western Canada
John D. Roche, lumber agent, has been registered with office at Mon-

treal, P.Q.

The King Lumber Company, Cranbrook, B.C.', recently suffered a seri-

ous loss by fire when their plant was completely destroyed.

Work is to start shortly on the construction of a dam for the Okanagan

Saw Mills Co., Armstrong, B.C. The work will be done under the direction

of A.' D. Robarge, and the dam will be 600 feet long of timber construction.

The Capilano Timber Co., 510 Hastings St. West, Vancouver, B.C., have

started work on a sawmill at North Vancouver, B.C., to cost $38,000. The
building will be 100 x 30. Goodwin G. Johnson is the manager.

The wooden steamer Eirine, built by the Pacific Coristruction Company,
or Mr. Nicholas Galianos, of New York, was successfully launched at Port

1 oquitlam. She is a vessel of 2,800 tons.

Frank R. Keefe, Burns Lake, B.C., is contemplating the erection of a

-awmill and dam at Stellaco River, B.C., to cost $50,000. Work will be com-

menced in the spring. The owner is in the market for prices on equipment

and material.

Wm. Carr, yard superintendent of the Thurston-Flavelle saw mills, Port

Moody, B.C., died recently, aged 33 years. He was an alderman for two years

and took an active part in the progress and upbuild of Port Moody. He
leaves a wife and two children and his passing is deeply deplored.

Considerable damage was done to building and machinery of Doering

>i: Wilker, Rosthern, Sask., when fire broke out in their planing mill. The
iiCt loss is between $4,000 and $5,000, and the insurance on the building and

equipment is $7,500.

The Hilversum Garden City Units Ltd., has been incorporated with head

office at Winnipeg, Man., and capital stock of $40,000, to carry on business

as wholesale and retail lumber dealers and manufacturers, and to operate

sawmills, planing mills, lumber yards, etc.

With thie first of five 1,500-ton wooden steamers ready to launch and
three more well under way, the New Westminster Construction & Engineer-

ing Company,- Ltd., has laid the keel of the fifth. Simultaneously the company
is engaged in the construction of three larger vessels for the Belgian govern-

ment. Berths and the keels have already been laid.

J. A. Fodey, of the Monarch Lumber Company, Regina, Sask., stated re-

cently that he had heard nothing of an immediate increase in lumber prices.

There was no hope, however, of lower lumber prices within the next six

months, from present prospects. Lum'ber dealers, Mr. Fodey added, were not

looking for an increase in prices right away, for the fact that the lumber be-

ing delivered now was largely stufif cut last fall.

Great success attended the convention of the yard managers of the Im-
perial Lumber Co., held in Moose Jaw, Sask., for the points which are direct-

ly tributary to that city. After an entire day in conference, which dealt prin-

ipally with the subject of better service to the customers, fhe gathermg ad-

lourned to the Empress Hotel, where a banquet closed the day. This is prac-

i:cally the first convention of agents ever held by the company and it proved
>\\ch a success that it is now proposed to make it an annual event.

C. G. Bockus, who for some years has been representative of the

I

Vancouver Lumber Company, of Vancouver, in Alberta, with head-
I quarters at Calgary, has gone to Montreal, where he will take charge

nf the branch in that city, which is being opened by the Allen-Stoltz
Lumber Company, Limited, of Vancouver.

The St. Maurice Forest Protective Association are in commun-
ication with the Hon. C. C. Ballantyne, Minister of Marine & Fish-
eries, Ottawa, with a view to securing two aeroplanes for patrolling
their territory next spring. The Quebec Government also proposed
to give subsidies to the -forest protective associations to aid in the
work of aeroplane patrols.

DRY

Spruce, Pine, Birch,Maple

and Winter Cut Basswood

1917 Cut

In All Thicknesses and Widths

" EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

McLENNAN LUMBER CO., Limited
21 Dorchester Street W., MONTREAL, CANADA

Genuine Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Oak andHardwoods

Fir, Pine and Spruce

CHAS H. RUSSELL
211 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Que.

H. BOURGOUIN
Dominion Express Bldg., 145 st. james st., Montreal

WHOLESALE LUMBER AND TIMBER
Dressed and Rough

B. C. FIR TIMBERS
Ship Timbers and Planking. Ship Decking, Tank Stock, Bridge

Timbers, Fir and Spruce Lumber
Also White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Banksian Pine,
Birch, Maple, Rock Elm, Oak, Yellow Pine, Railway Ties,

Fence Posts, Poles and Piling.

DIMENSION OAK CUT TO SPECIFICATION
Prompt shipment Satisfactory stock Good service Write or wire for prices

A. F. B. AUSTIN, Manager

Saw Mill Exhausters
''By-Pass" Blower Systems are Indestructible

"By-Pass" exhausters will handle the green sawdust
from your saw mill without clogging or trouble of any
kind. Material does not pass through or around fan

wheel. Fan is not overhung. Three bearings. No
heating or shaking. The best and most economical
system made today.

We manufacture and install systems complete

Write for information

Toronto Blower Company
156 Duke St., Toronto
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Sale of Pulpwood Lands
in Northern Ontario

The Lake Superior Corporation and
Algoma Eastern Railway Company are

open to negotiatie for the disposal of cer-

tain lands

Approximately 682,000 Acres
situated for the most part in that section of North-
ern Ontario known as the Clay Belt, and com-
prising the Townships of Storey, Langemarck,
Dowsley, . Nassau, Shetland, Staunton, Orkney,
Magladery, Caithness, Rykert, Doherty, Whigham,
Coppell, Newton, Dale, McOwen, Prater.

The lands in question are accessible to the

Algoma Central, Trans-Continental, Cana-

dian Northern, and Canadian Pacific Rail-

ways, and should be of particular interest to

pulp and paper makers, alsp to settlers, in

view of their agricultural possibilities.

General information will be furnished and plans exhibited

at the office of Mr. Alex. Taylor, secretary of the Lake

Superior Corporation, 1428 Bank of Hamilton Building,

Toronto, or at the office of Mr. G. A. Montgomery, vice-

president of the Algoma Eastern Railway Company, Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont.

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited
GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters and

Mortise Chisel

PRATT & WHITNEY CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

SMAU TOOLS
Taps — Dies — Reamers — Cutters — Drills

MADE IN CANADA

As good as money can buy—Guaranteed absolutely

!

Head Omce and Works, DUNDAS, ONT.

MONTREAL
Drummond Bide

SALES OFFICES:

VANCOUVER WINNIPEG
Bank of Hamiltoa Bldt.

New Dry Lumber
For Sale

Approximately 150,000 board feet of hemlock, pine,

cypress, maple and oak, mostly 2 inches thicK, 6
inches and up wide, 12 feet and up long, located at
the plant of the British Chemical Company, Trenton,
Ontario.

Approximately 450,000 board feet similar material
located at Lindsay Factories, Limited, Toronto,

Approximately 300,000 board feet similar material

located at the plant of A. Coates&Sons, Burlington,

Ontario.

Approximately 500,000 board feet similar material
located at the plant of the Canadian Explosives,

Limited, Nobel, Ontario.

The lumber can be seen at the above-mentioned
plants, and full particulars will be furnished to in-

terested parties. Tender to be addressed to the

Imperial Munitions Board, Lumber Depart-
ment, Imperial Oil Building, Toronto, and to be
mailed so as to reach this office not later than March
10th, 1919.

New RAILS Relaying

12 to 80 pounds per yard.

LOGGING CARS

Jno. J. Gartshore
S8 Front St. West, Toronto

BOOKS FOR SALE Special Prices

IJaugliman's "Buyer & Seller." The hand-

iest labor-saving book for lumbermen
ever devised. Desk size, 300 pages,

$2.50. Pocket edition, 188 pages, $1.25.

"The Kiln Drying of Lumber," a Practical

and Theoretical Treatise, by Harry Don-
ald Tieraann, M.E., M.F. Just pub-

lished by J. B. Lippincott Co. 31fl

pages, illustrated. Price $4.

The Preservation of Structural Timber, by

Howard F. Weiss. Published in 1915

1915 by McGraw-Hill Book Company,
.!12 pages, illustrated. Price $3.

Scribner's Lumber & Log Book. 1917
Edition. Price 35c.

"Climax" tally book, bound in sheep, wiin
hand straps. .Size i]i x S'i, 110 pages
Price ?1.00.

-Seasoning of Wood ; A Treatise of the
Natural and Artificial Processes Em-
ployed in the Preparation of Lumber tot

.Manufacture, with Detailed E.xpIanations
of its Uses, Characteristics and Proper
ties, by Joseph Wagner. Published by
D. Van Nostrand Co., in 1917. 274
pages, illustrated. Price $3.00.

Utilization of Wood-Waste (Second Re-
vised Edit ion), by Ernst Hubbard. Pub-
lished in 1915 by Scott, Greenwood ft

.Sons. 192 pages, illustrated. Price $1.50.

Vest Pocket Ready Reckoner for Lumber-
men. 11th edition. Published by the
.American Lumberman. Price 35 cnts.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide Street West TORONTO
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Gloves
Work Gloves to suit any

requirement. Well made
and comfortable ; low
priced and long wearing

Horse Collar Pads
TAPATCO Pads are the

result of thirty seven years
experience. Equipped with
our special new hook attach-
ment, they are indispensible
to the best work with horses.

Sold through the Jobbers.

The American
Pad and Textile Co.

CHATHAM . ONT.
CANADA

The Big Little Planer

Our New Model No. 156 "Baby" Fast

Feed Planer, Matcher and Moulder is

adapted to the needs of the smaller and

medium sized mills, giving them the same

class of output as that produced by the

larger machines. It is simple to operate,

low cost of maintenance and has given

satisfaction wherever installed.

Write for large circular and prices.

Hall'sBrown Wood Working Machine Co
Saint Louis, U.S.A.

Home Office and Factory, 1913 to 1933 North Broadway

You See Reliability in Every Strand of

LION BRAND
Cordage

Transmission Rope
Lath Yarn

LION

BRAND

Made in Canada

Made to yield great strength, and has gained a reputation throughout

lumber camps for its resistance to every test of strain. You should be

sure that LION BRAND is used in your hauls.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE CO., LIMITED, ^'MVNTREktVur
MONTREAL HALIFAX ST. JOHN, N.B. TORONTO, 11 Church St.

Agents and Stocks at

Tees & Persse, Ltd., Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Moose Jaw, Calgary, Edmonton, Fort William.

James Bisset & Co., Quebec. Macgowan & Co., Vancouver.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

All)erta Lumber Company . . . .
'••

iVlgoma Steel Corporation . . .

.

Allen-Stoltze Lumber Co 1")

American Pad & Textile Co (>7

American Woodworking Machin-

ery Company 3

Anderson & Co., C. G 12

Atkins & Co., E. C 88

Atlantic Lumber Co ^-T

Atlas Asbestos Company i

Austin & Nicholson 28

Bartram & Ball 3

Beal Bros

Becker & Company C:!

Bell Veterinary Wonder Co., Dr. Sli

Beveridge Paper Co 72

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling .... l.")

Bond Engineering Works 82

Bourgouin, H 05

Bowater & Sons, W. V
Bradley, K. R r;i

British American Mills and Tim-

ber Company ~7

Burnoil Engine Company S

Callander Saw Mills 1(5

Canadian Western Lumber Co... 20

Carborundum Co
Canadian Consolidated J^ubber

Company ">

Campbell MacLaurin Lumber Co. Ot

Canada Lumber Company 21

Canada Metal Company 8(i

Canadian General Lumber Co. .. l^!

Canadian Link-Belt Company . . 71

Canadian Mathews-Gravity Car-

rier Company
Canadian Milk Products -"m

Canadian Northern Railway . . . .

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co. l

Cane, Jas. G 21

Cant & Kemp 12

Cardinal & Page 12

Carss Mackinaw Company
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co. 70

Chicago Lumljer & Coal Co 2S

Clarke & Co., A. R 71

Clay Engine Company
Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co... jj

Climax Manufacturing Company. 89

Coe Mfg. Company
Coolidge & Carlisle

Copeland Shoepack Co 59

Consumers Cordage Co 07

Davison Lumber Company .. .. M)

Davies Company, William ^0

Department of Lands, Forests-

and Mines, Ontario

Disston & Sons, Henry 09

Dominion Lumber & Timber Co. 9

Dudley, A. N 17

Dunfield & Company 10

Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

Duplex Truck Company fi:;

nui)uis (Company, J. P 12

Eagle Lumber Company C4

Eaton & Co., J. R 8

Edwards & Co., W. C 25

Eisendrath Glove Co 70

Elk Fire Brick Company 77

Elmira Machinery and Transmis-
sion Company

Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada. Ltd •
. . . . 82

Excelsior Lumber Company .... 24

Exchange Lumber Co 9

Farnsworth & Jardine J 2

Fassett Lumber Company, Ltd... 6

[•"esserton Timber Company .... 18

I'^ibre Making Processes, Inc. ... 90

l'"irstbrook Brothers lit

J-'oss Lumber Company 17

I'Vaser Companies, Ltd 14

I'raser Bryson Lumber Co., Ltd. 9

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co... 2

Gates, John W
Gerlach Company, Peter 77

Gartshore, John J oo

General Supply Company 8:'.

Gillespie, James 12

Gillies' Brothers, Ltd 18

(iloucester Lumber & Trading Co. 8

(ienoa Bay Lumber Co. . . 5

Goodhue & Co., J. L dO

Cioodyear Tire & Rubber Co. ... ;8

(iordon & Co., George fl

Grant, Molden & Graham sa

Graton & Knight Mfg. Co h'5

Green Company, G. Walter .... 79

Gutta Percha and Rubber Co. ... 79

Hay & Co 8

Haight, W. L 18

Hallam, John 1

Hall & Brown Machinery Co. . . 07

Hamilton Company, William ... 02

Hardy, E. D 1

Harris Abattoir Company 57

Harris Tie and Timber Company 16

Hart & McDonagh 24

Hay Knife Company, Peter . . . . GO

Heeney, Percy E. . 25

Hettler Lumber Company, J I. H. 64

Hillas & Company, W. N 63

Hoe & Company, R._ . . . 81

Hoyt Metal Company 96

Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Co., Inc. lO

Imperial Munitions Board .. .. 06

International Land & Lumber Co. 28

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, (il

Johnston, A. H 82

Jost, P. M . . 12

Keewatin Lumber Company .... 16

Knox Brothers 3

Laidlaw Bale Tie Company .... 53

Lake Lumber Company 12

Lake Superior Corporation .... 06

Lamontagne Limited 70

Leckie, Ltd., John
Long-Bell Lumber Company ... 29

Long Lumber Company 9

Long Manufacturing Co., E 94

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance .... . . 22-23

MacLean Daily Kcijoiis 53

Main Belting Co 91

Marsh Engineering Works, Ltd. 08

Mason, Gordon & Co 18

Mason Regulator Company . . .

.

McKinnon Columbus Chain Co.. 90

McLaren Belting Company, J. C. 96

McLaren, Limited, D. K 63

McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd. ... 65

Mereen-Johnson Co. .. 81

Mershon & Co., W. B. . 76

^Miller Company, W. H 25

Montreal Locomotive W'orks ... 89

Montreal Lumber Company .... 12

Morgan Machine Mfg. Co 90

Moores, Jr., E. J 2.'>

Musgravc & Company . 24

New Ontario Colonization Co. .

.

Oliver Lumber Company 24

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co. 90

Pacific Lumber Company 17

Parry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd. .. 21

Payette Company, P 74

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co... 27

Pennoyer Company, J. C 87

Petrie, H. W 13

Philadelphia Textile Machinery
Company 70

Pink Company, Tho- -
1

Powell-Myers Lumber Co
Prince Rupert Lumber Cn, 2,,

Pratt & Whitney .

Rankin-Benedict Co
Rat Portage Lumber Company.. 2'

Renfrew Planing Mills 2<i

River Ouelle Pulp and Lumber
Company

Russell, Chas. H
Rutherford & Sons, Wm

Salada Tea Company .

.

Service Lumber Co. . . .

;

Sessenwein Brothers . . 2"?

Sewall, James W 12

Shafer Hardwood Co., John 1. .. 21

Shannon Lumber Co., R. P 20

Shearer Company, James .

Sheldons Limited

Shimer Cutter Head Company .. l

Shingle Agency of B. C.

Snowball Co., J. B -i

Shurly-Dietrich, Limited 71

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd. . . ;.o

Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd. .. l

Smith, N
Spencer Limited, C. A. G4

Stratford Oakum Co., Geo 10

Stearns Salt and Lumber Co. ... 24

Summers, James R.

Taylor, S. K '.'7

Terry & Gordon 5

Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Co. .. 17

Timberland Lumber Company .. 21

Timms, Phillips & Co 11

Toronto Blower Company 6.i

Turner & Sons, J. J

I'nion Lumber Compain
I nion Stock Yards -

X'ancouvcr Lumber Company .

Victoria Harbor Lumber Co. . ..

Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co. . .

Waterous Engine Works Com-
pany, Ltd. . .

'

j

Watson & Todd
Webster & Brother, Ltd., James. 12

West & Peachey 96

West Coast Lumbermen's Assn...

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon .... 25

Woods Manufacturing Co., Ltd. r>9

Wuichet, Louis "

Yates Machine Conii)<iii\

WHY did the Forestry Battalions take our

Skidding and Loading Engines with them
to England ?

BECAUSE their experts knew that by the

aid of this machinery they could do their

work in the quickest possible time, and at

the least expense.

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Established 1846

Standard 2 Drum Engine
for Skidding or Loa'dingr
Logs the year round.

WHY is it that naught but praise, and that
in large quantities, has come back to us

from those who used these machines
overseas ?

BECAUSE our machines are built, not mer-
erly to sell, but to do the work. They
can be relied on every time.

They are made in a large range of sizes to

suit every need.

Belleville, Ontario
Canadian Siles Agents, Mussens Limited. Toronto. Montreal, Winnipeg.

Vancouver
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When You
Overhaul Your Mill

IHERE are wet places in every saw and pulp mill where nothing but the highest class

belting can "make good." It is for these wet places that we recommend what most

mill-men swear by—our

"ACME WATERPROOF" BELT
This belt is especially made for a rough and trying service. It has less stretch than any o^her

belt by 15 to 25 per cent.

When you are overhauling try a Goodhue "Acme Waterproof" belt. Other Goodhue belts

are "Extra" and "Standard."

Prices and Particulars on Request.

J. L. Goodhue & Company, Limited
DANVILLE - QUEBEC

WINNIPEG AGENTS—Bissett & Webb, Ltd., 151 Notre Dame Avenue East, Winnipeg, Man.
VANCOUVER AGENTS—Fleck Bros., Ltd., 1142 Homer Street, Vancouver, B.C.
Standard Machinery & Supplies, Ltd., Bank of Toronto Bldg., St. James St., Montreal. Que., Agents for the Island of Montreal.

la u s. PAT. opr.

Now for Reconstruction
HENRY DISSTON & SONS, LIMITED

Keystone Saws, Tool, Steel and File IVorl^s

2 Fraser Ave. - - TORONTO.^Canada
i
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HARNESS
Help your liorses to pull bif^ger loads by equip-

ping them with harness which is the result of half a
century of thought and careful workmanship to pro-
duce the best.

Alligator Brand has l)Cfn tried and not found
wanting. Our satisfied customers include every class

of man who drives a horse.

LAMONTAGNE LIMITED
338 Notre Dame St. W.

MONTREAL
85 Princess St.

WINNIPEG
52 Crown St., QUEBEC

YourDrying Problems
Your individual problems of veneer drying may be dif-
ferent or the conditions more exacting. Because it is sel-
dom tiiat twi) <lrying problems are the same our engineers
make a special study of your particular c con-
sidering the relation of the drying to pre id fol-
lowing operations, quantity to be. dried, iii;n, ,i men
employed, heat available, cost of power, etc.

VENEERS
give a perfectly flat and pliable product without

checks or splits

Send for our practical Catalog—It will interest you

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
Builders of Drying Machinery

SEVENTH STREET AND TABOR ROAD. PHILADELPHIA. PA.. U.S.A
Hamilton, Ont., Canada.—W. J. Westaway, 6 Sun Life Building.

"Asbestol" Gloves and Mittens

are Popular and Economical
Economical because of the unusual wear that is had from every pair, and
popular with thousands of lumbermen because of their warmth and comfort.

"ASBESTOL" Gloves and Mittens afford absolute hand protection to
men in the lumber camps. They are durable and dependable and will out-
wear gloves and mittens of the ordinary kind.

"ASBESTOL" Gloves and Mittens are built for service. They are of
proven merit in quality, construction and value.

EISENDRATH GLOVE CO.
2001 EistonAve.
CHICAGO ILL.

USED STEAM ENGINES

FOR SALE

One Left-Hand Improved Horizontal Simple

.Automatic Laurie Corliss Engine.

Diameter of Cylinder . .
28

"

Length of Stroke of Piston 48
"

No. of Revolutions per minute. . 75

Fly Wheel 18" x 12^"" Face

Weight 40,000 lbs.

Rated Horse Power ... 625

I. H. P ... 700

Max . 950

One 25" x 50" Left-Hand Wheelock Engine.

One 20/2" X 46" Left-Hand Wheelock Engine.

These engines are in excellent condition.

Photograph and full particulars will be sent on

application to

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER
LIMITED

Toronto, Canada

Grooves cut with Huther Bros. Dado Heads.

Fits Any
Saw Mandrel

A Huther Bros. Dsdo Head
conniits of two outside col-
ters and enough insid* cutters
to make the required cut. This
Head will cut perfect grooves,
with or across ''ain, any width.
It is an easy Head to keep in
perfect condition, has a simple
quick adjustment, and may b«
enlarged any time after pur-
chase. Sent on approval and
if not satisfactory return at
our expense.

Write for New Illustrated Catalog.

HUTHER BROS. SAW
MFG. COMPANY, Inc.

1103 UuTarsity Ave.
ROCHESTER. N. Y.
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Comfort, Wear and

WELL equipped for the day's work is the man clad in a
Clark Mackinaw Goat.

The Goat is comfortable and warm. It is neat, light in weight, and
allows freedom in movement while at work.

This is only one of the many splendid articles of Lumbermen's equip-
ment made by the A. R. Glarke Gompany ; we can supply coats and
pants in duck, beaver, corduroy, leather and sheepskin. Also gloves,

mitts, moccasins, shirts, and socks—each unexcelled in its line.

We understand the needs of the man in the bush, and we are making
it our business to supply products of entire satisfaction. Try Glarke's.

A. R. CLARKE & CO.
LIMITED

Montreal Toronto Vancouver Quebec

Be sure to see our traveller, he will be round shortly
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Algoma LIGHT STEEL RAILS
For Mining and Lumbering Purposes

All Complete with Splice Bars

WEIGHT A B C D E F G

Pounds Kilos
InchesPER PER Inches M/M Inches M/M. Inches M/M. M M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M.

Yard Meier

S 3 97 1% 39.09 !?(« 39 69 "<<. 20.64 11.91 20 64 ?ii 7.144 3.969

12 5.95 2 50 80 2 50.80 1 25.40 14.29 27.78 'J6 8.731 V* 4.763

16 7.94 2'A 60.33 iV, 60.33 29.77 16.27 34.53 H 9.515 5 556
20 9.92 2% 66.68 2% 66.68 i'i6 34.13 % 18.26 Vi6 37.31 11.11 6 350
25 12.40 2>A 69.85 69.85 m 38.10 19.84 37.70 •J<4 12 30 7.541
30 14. 8S VA 79.38 79.38 42.86 22.23 1'% 43.66 13.49 8 334

35 17.36 35,', 84.14 3% 84.14 IK 44.45 24.21 45 24 14.68 'ki 9 128
40 19.84 VA 88.90 VA 88.90 VA 47 63 25 80 I'ki 47.23 15 88 9 922
45 22.32 93.66 3'Hj 93 66 2 50 80 26 99 50 01 »>6 16 67 '36 10 72

Algoma Steel Corporation
Limited

I- c

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario

liiiiiiii(i"m;nll!iillli'

ill! I iiiij.iiiiiiiiiiiilil'i'^'Hiiniilli
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PLIBRICO is

a plastic sub-

|g25?fSr,^Sfl^!!i''' stance that makes

ing without Joints by

' your own men for your

|j|l|j!r' Steam Boilers, Wood-

l| jF Burners, Kilns, Dutch-
,|

r Ovens, &c. Willoutwear
||

'

any fire-brick made and doe8^,|||y

away with Fire-Clay.
Mill Supply Dept.

BEVERIDGE PAPER
Co., Limited

Montreal and St. John, N.B.

Agents

Coait to Coast

ijijuuuuu'juiiu'L'ucyuL'ul

SOLIGNUM
The well-known English Wood Preservative and

Stain for interior and exterior use. Made in vari-

ous colours. Satisfaction at minimum price.

STORMTIGHT CEMENTS

Make a permanent, one-piece, leakless roof at

the lowest possible cost. Always ready for use

by anyone, regardless of weather conditions.

The simplest and cheapest method for sealing

leaks and making repairs on any surface, includ-

ing shingles. Apply now and forget your roofs

until 1928.

Also for vveather])roofiiig walls, floors, founda-

tions.

lAPIDOUTHHB^HB TRADE MARK ^^HB

Will make Concrete "Hard as Granite," so that

floors will not develop holes that require patch-

ing.

Will also be Dustproof and Moistureproof.
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Grows Steadily in Preference

Meritorious service under the severest tests of modern

demands has placed this belting first and foremost in the

estimation of engineers and machinists.

Wherever the output is a large one and the strain severe,

the logical belting for reliability is D. K. McLAREN'S.
It makes the utmost use of power by losing none in trans-

mission. Is it on your wheels ?

Head Office>nd Factory—351 St. James St., MONTREAL

S ST. JOHN, N.B. . g TORONTO, ONT. ~" aVANCOUVER, B.C.

0:90 Germain St.|i::i3 194 King St. W. fZM E 849 Beatty St.
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FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Whether your problem is one of power trans-

mission, elevating or conveying, we have a type

of Link-Belt especially designed for the purpose.

And when we say "especially designed," we mean
it. For our engineers have spent years in the

study of the pecuHar conditions and requirements

which various industries place upon Link-Belt.

Each type has been designed not with the thought

of how cheaply it can be made, but how perfectly

it can serve its purpose. We show two types

of Link-Belt here. Our catalogue shows many
others. Send for a copy.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT COMPANY, LIMITED
Wellington and Peter Streets, Toronto

MADE AND CARRIED IN STOCK IN CANADA

A Boon to Lumbermen
Payette's Famous Patent Mill Dogs

650 Sets already sold

o-

B
E
C
A
U
s
E

(1) They will dog with perfect ease and safety in any class of timber.

(2) Will dog just as easily, frozen maple or hardwoods of any description,

(a) Will dog the last board, just as easily as they dogged the first one.

(4) They do not tear the board or stock.

'5) Many other reasons, too numerous to mention here.

Write us for full particulars and booklet on same.

P,

We also manufacture the following High-Grade Saw-Mill Machinery:—New Modern
Saw-Mill Carriages, with either three or two head blocks; P. Payette's New Patent
Saw-Mill Dog, for use in either winter or summer. P. Payette's Grip-Set Works;
Steam Feed Valves, Steam Lifter and Loaders, Valves. Five different classes and styles
of Edgers, for either light or heavy duty. Combined Gang-Circulars and Edgers, or
Independent Gang Circulars.
Steam-Canters, Steam Lifters and Loaders, and a general line of saw-mill machinery.
Detachable Chain-Sprockets, Castings of Gray-Iron, Semi-Cast Steel, and brass cast-
ings for general use.

Descriptive Booklet and prices mailed free upon request.

Payette & Company
Engineers and Machincsts

Penetanguishene, Ontario
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor
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The Lincoln Paper Mills, Merriton, Ont., showing
the exclusive use of Dominion Friction Surface
Belting: on Paper Mill (above) and on Motor Drive
in Sulphite plant (right).

"Perfectly Satisfactory Service"

This is the way the Lincoln Paper Mills

of Merritton, Ontario, sums up

Dominion Friction Surface

Belting

The conviction expressed in this statement is

clearly established by the fact that our belting is

used exclusively in both the paper mill and sul-

phite plant of the Lincoln Paper Mills.

The reason is obvious—Dominion Friction Sur-

face Belting is not merely rubberized fabric— it

is saturated with our special friction rubber sur-

facing which makes it take a non-slip grip on

pulleys that transmits the total force, of each

power unit, that can be transmitted by belting.

It is the result of over fifty years of belt-making

experience by the oldest and largest rubber

organization in Canada.

It is absolutely uniform and dependable— con-

serves power and labor—"speeds up" production

and is the most economical belt for every trans-

mission purpose.

Our belting engineers have increased the effici-

ency of belting equipment in Canada's largest

manufacturing plants—the services of these ex-

perts are at your call without charge.

A phone or wire to our nearest branch places you under
no obligation and will help to cut your manufacturing cost

Service Branches

Dominion
Halifax,

St. John,

Quebec,

Montreal,

Ottawa
Toronto,

Hamilton,

London,

Kitchener,

North Bay,

Fort William,

Winnipeg,

Vancouver,

Brandon,

Regina,

Saskatoon,

Edmonton,

Calgary

,

Lethbridge

Victoria,

uiiiiiiillflliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiL:

I
Listen to an Aloxite I

I Saw Gumming Wheel |

1 in Action i

IT
sounds good. There is

none of that rasping or

screeching that indicates

undue friction or drag.

Aloxite Wheels sing the

song of clean cutting—and

they cut cool and hold their

shape and show long life.

There isn't any more a

saw gumming wheel can do,

IS there?

Aloxite

Saw Gumming W^heels

Are made in all standard shapes

and sizes. They are uniform in grit

and grade. No guess work.

They are Saw GummingWheels
—Made for Saw Gumming

I Xhe Carborundum Company |

E Niagara Falls, N. Y. E

siilllililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiillllilli^
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Many Fires in Lumber

Mills have been caused

by Hot Boxes
This risk can be eliminated by the use of

Chapman Double Ball Bearings
IN—

Shafting^ Hangers, Pillow Blocks

Loose Pulleys, etc.

Chapman Double

Ball Bearings
decrease the friction loss 75% and do not generate
heat.

No oil is used, a littleTranco Grease once or twice
a year is the only lubricant required, consequently
dust does not adhere to the outside of the bearing.

There is no spoilage from oil drip, and cleanli-

ness may be easily maintained.

If you realized what these savings mean you
will agree that

You pay for Chapman bearings

whether you buy them or not

Chapman Double Ball Bearing
Co., Ltd.

347 Sorauren Avenue
705 Shaughnessy BIdg.

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Transmission Ball Bearing Co., Inc.

1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.

MERSHON
BAND RESAWS

tN modern sawmills

the Band Resaw
is now considered

indispensable, both

from the standpoint

of increased lumber

product of the log

and decreased labor

cost of manufacture.

We build a complete

line of vertical and

horizontal Band Re-

saws.

Saginaw 66-inch Band Resaw

Wm. B. Mershon & Company
Saginaw, Michigan

Do You Know That Lumbermen
Have Been Saved

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
By the

Manufacturing Lumbermen's Underwriters
Organized in 1898

The Pioneer Lumber Insurance Association

For L'lj VKARS the bc-l tNamiilc ol the RECIPKOCAL or I.\TKK IN>1 Ka viK
plan succtssfully applicil to llie lumber industry and still the I.ARC.KST AND
STRONGEST CO-OI'KRATrVE KXC HAXr.E furnishing AT COST ideal lire insur-

anrt for Saw Mill plants and giving llic lust strvici-. which incUiiles

Liberal and Correct Policy Forms
Improvement Suggestions for Reducing Rates

Practical, Efficient, Frequent Inspections and
Fire Prevention Service

The Certainty of Prompt and Equitable Adjuatmtnt
ARE YOU ONE OF THIS ASSOCIATION'S 7.^5 MEMBERS?

ARE YOUR POLICIES PART OF THE SIXTY MILLIONS INSURANCE
IN FORCE

?

DO YOU OWN A PORTION OF THE SURPLUS FUND OF OVER ONE
MILLION?

HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANY OF THE SAVINGS OF OVER IH MILLIONS
RETURNED?

HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANY OF THE S'A MILLION DOLLARS IN THE
FIRE LOSSES' PAID?

Do You Know of Any Other Insurance Medium That
Never Had a Law Suitl

Help yourself and your fellow lumbermen by joining our membership, or if already

a member, by giving us more of your business.

THIS ASSOCIATION HAS BENEFITED EVERY SAW MILL OWNER AND
SO DESERVES YOUR FULL SUPPORT. Ask your neighbor or

Our representative will call on you at your convenience

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting Company
Attorney and Manager

Licensed in Canada KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Don't Blame the

FIRE BRICK
if it fails to give satisfaction. More likely than not you

have been using the wrong kind for your particular pur-

pose. A firebrick intended for use in a small hand-fired

boiler may not give the same result if used under high

pressure boiler with mechanical stoker.

So when sending us your enquiries be sure to specify

for what purpose these brick are to be. used.

You are sure then of a high quality brick, that is abso-

lutely the best for your purpose.

We Manufacture the Following Well Known Brands

"Elkco Special," "Elk Steel,"

"St. Marys," "Keystone" and" Rotex"

Catalogue is yours for the asking.

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Limited
HIGH GRADE FIRE BRICK and CLAY

Sun Life Bldg., Hamilton, Canada
Representatives for Maritime Provinces:

RHODES, CURRY COMPANY, LTD.. Head Office. AMHERST, N. S.

Branches at Halifax, Sydney and New Glasgow, N.S.

Gerlach Machinery

PRODUCES THE BEST
as Well as the Cheapest

Tight or Slack Staves,

neaaings, ivegs,

Barrels and

Short Box Shocks

- —

100% to 400% profit in Cooperage
Stock today. Be wise and purchase

the best Machinery.

DIXIE PORTABLE GASOLINE DRAG SAW
Present Price $225.00 with 1 Blade

Circular, Drag and Cylinder Saws
made since 1854

1 he reter berlach to.
Established 1854

Cleveland, Ohio

; V /Fir-'*

Maple Leaf Saws
Manufactured in Gait, Canada

We absolutely guarantee every Maple Leaf Saw. The fine Razor Steel used in all our saws is manufactured exclusively for us.

Our secret tempering process refines and toughens the raw material to such an extent that Maple Leaf Saws will stand up
under the most severe tests and last longer than any other saws on the market.

Write for oar catalogue and prices

SHURLY-DIETRICH COMPANY, LIMITED
GALT, . CANADA

WESTERN BRANCH—1642 Pandora St., VancouTsr B.C. EASTERN BRANCH—306-308 Wellington Street, Ottawa, Ont.
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Completely Standardized

on Belting
OXr. of the |f;reatest com])limcnts ever ])aid

(loodyear Extra Power l^)eltins comes to us

from I'ort Arthur. Out. In May, 1918. the

h'v^ plant of the I'ort Artluir l*ul]) t!v: I'aper Com-
])any was opened. In six months they had decided

to use nothing l)ut Goodyear I'lxtra I'owcr IJclt'^ on

their Mill machinery.

This decision was not made in a moment. I'.xtra

Tower received as severe a testing' as was ever
Ljiven l)eltin,yf.

I""roni barkers and grinders, down to cutters and

pum])s. "ICxtra Power" was submitted to all the

gruelling work and difificult conditions that a pulp

and ])a])er ])lant affords.

"In the six months that we have been in opera-

tion." writes Mr. A. (i. Pounsford. the General Man-
ager." we have only had three belt failures, all of

w hicli were due to improj^jcr riveting."

It is important to remember that belting service

in such a ]i!ant means continuous service—a break-

down on one machine means a com])lete shut-down

of all production.

To decide, therefore, to standardize on Extra

Power Belting, in \ iew of the ''very good service"

it has given, is a splendid tribute to its dependabilitv

and all-round merits.

These time and money-saving features

of "Extra Power" are winning for this

modern belt a dominant place in Can-

adian industry.

There are executives in your line of

business who keep i)elt records, who buy

on known facts, who balance length of

service and performance against price

—

men whose experience with " Extra

Power" will interest you.

Let us send a man trained by Good-

jear to discuss your belt problems. No

obligation, of course. Just 'phone, write,

or wire our nearest branch.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., of Canada, Limited

Branches : Halifax, St. John, Mont-
real, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
London, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary,
Edmonton, Vancouver, Victoria.

Service stocks in smaller cities

MADE *=^N CANADA
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The Ideal Edger for Light Mills
Specifications

Our new Double Edger is built on entirely new lines, and
possesses many features that commend it to mill men. The
saving in material alone will soon pay for the machine. The
output of a mill with this machine can be increased by one-third.

It is best adapted for medium-sized or portable mills that cut

from 5,000 to 25,000 feet of lumber per day.

SAWS—This Edger is fitted with either two (jr three saws

as required. The saws are 16 in. in diameter, and 10 in. gauge.

The greatest distance between saws is:—Two saw machines, 24

in.; three saw machine, 20 in., the least distance l)etween saws,

2 in.

DRIVE PULLEY—The Drive Pulley is 9 in. x 9 in., afford-

ing a good belt grip, and is supported by an outside bearing.

SAW ARBOR—The Saw Arbor is made of 2^ in. steel, and
las very wide bearings.

For Shingle, Lath and Port-

able Saw Mill Machinery
write the well known manufacturers

The G. Walter Green Co.
Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Send for Catalogue

Rubber Goods
FOR LUMBERMEN

Our long experience in the making of Rubber Belts enables us to specialize
^ on this line. "P. M.S.," "Special Drive" and "Lion" are our leading brands

for power transmission.

Pd.ckinffS "Redstone" High Pressure Sheet Packing has proved by test that it

^ will outlast any other similar packing on the market. We make Spiral
and Ring Packings, etc., that are equally reliable.

tlose Steam, Water, etc., in various grades, made especially to give satisfactory—— and economical service under different conditions.

Pire tlose '^^ more of our twenty brands of Fire Hose will be found, not only
—— in the best equipped Factories, Mills, etc., but in almost every Fire
Department in the Dominion.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited
lORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG REGINA SASKATOON CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES—WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Trices in Carload Lois, F.O.B. cars Toronto.

White Pine:
1 X 4/7 Good Strips $59 00 $62 00

I'A and lyi X 4/7 Good Strips.. <i3 00 6G 00
2 X 4/7 Good Strips 03 00 66 00
1x8 and up Good Sides 75 00 77 00
I'A and. VA X 8 and wider Good

Sides

88

00 90 00
2 X 8 and wider Good Sides ... 90 00 95 00
1 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 55 00 58 00
5/4 and 6/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 65 00 67 00
2 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 70 00 72 00
1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 47 00 49 00
1 X 6 Mill Run

48

00 51 00
1 X 7, 9 and 11 Mill Run 47 00 50 00
1x8 Mill Run

50

00 52 00
1 X 10 Mill Run

53

00 55 00
1 X 12 Mill Run

54
00 57 00

5/4 and 6/4 x 4 Mill Run 47 00 49 00
5/4 and 6/4 x 5 Mill Run 47 00 49 00
2x4 Mill Run

47

00 49 00

2x6 Mill Run

48

00 50 00

2x8 Mill Run

48

00 50 00
2 X 10 Mill Run

51

00 53 00
2 X 12 Mill Run

53

00 55 00
1 in. Mill Run Shorts 39 00 40 00
1 X 4 and up G/16 No. 1 Mill Culls .. 41 0(1

1 X 1(1 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls . 44 (10

1 X 12 and up (i/16 No, 1 Mill Culls . 44 ()(»

1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls . . 31 0(1

1 X 10 X 12 6/10 No. 2 Mill Culls . . 34 00

1x4 and up 6/16 No. 3 Mill Culls. . . 22 00

Red Pine

;

1x4 and 5 Mill Run . 12 (»< 4:! 00

1x6 Mill Run 42 00 44 00
1x8 Mill Run

45

00 47 00
1 X 10 Mill Run 4S 00 50 00

2x4 Mill Run

42

(HI 43 00

2 X 0 Mill Run

43

(M) 44 00

2 X S Mill Run

44

00 45 00

1 in. Clear and Clear Face 53 (K» 54 00
2 in. Clear and Clear Face 53 00 54 OO
Spruce

:

1 X 4 Mill Run

41

00 42 00

1x6 Mill Run

43

00 44 00

1x8 Mill Run

44

00 45 00

1 X 10 Mill Run

45

00 47 00

Mill Culls

34

00 36 00

Hemlock, No. 1, in carload lots, f.o.b. Toronto
1 X 4 and 5 in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 32 00 3:! 00

1 X 6 in. X 9 to 16 ft 37 00 3S 00

1 X 8 in, X 9 to 16 ft 38 00 39 00
1 X 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 38 00 39 00

1 X 7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 35 00 37 00
2 X 4 to 12, 10 and 16 ft 36 00 37 00

2 x 4 to 12 in.. 12 and 14 ft. . . 35 00 36 00

2 X 4 to 12 in., 18 ft 37 00 38 00

2 X 4 to 12 in.. 20 ft 38 00 39 00

I in. \o, 2, 6 ft. to 1(i ft ::0 00 31 (10

2in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

wi.lth, (! (o K; fl 30 <K) 31 (l(»

Douglas Fir, delivered in Toronto:
nimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

6x6 and 8. 10x10 and 12, 12x12 .$50 00
6x10, 8x10, 10x14, 12x14, 14x14 51 00
6x12, 8x12 52 00

14x16, 16x16 52 50
6x14. 8x14, 10x16, 12x16 64 00

14x18 M 50

8x16, 10x18, 12x18 W 00
18x18, 20x20 65 BO
12x20. 24x24 56 00
Timber in length* over 82 feet subject to

negotiation.
Fir flooring, 1x3, edge grain . . 59 00
Fir flooring, 1x4, edge grain . . 59 00
Fir flooring, 1x4, fiat grain . . 44 00
No. 1 and 2, 1 in. clear Fir dough !50 00 60 00

(Depending upon widths).
No. 1 «nd 2, 154 and 1}4 in.,

clear Fir rough 60 00 64 00
No. 1 and 2 2-in. clear Fir rough 53 00 61 00
1x5 and 1x6 Fir casing ... 61 00
1 X 8 and 1 X 10 Fir base 63 00
1 X 8 and 1 X 10 x 12 E. G.

stepping 74 00
VA and IH X 8 X 10 X 12 E. G.
stepping 64 00

1-in. clear Fir, d 4 sides ... 48 00 56 50
I'A. X lyi in. clear Fir, d 4 sides. 55 50 58 00
XX R. C. cedar shingles 3 ,50

XXX 6 butts to 2 in 4 50
XXXXX 5 butts to 2 in 5 25

TORONTO HARDWOOD PRICES
The prices given below are (or carloads,

f.o.b. Toronto, from wholesalers to retailers,

»nd are based on a good percentage of long
lengths and good widths, without any wide
stock having been sorted out.

Ash. white, dry weight 3800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 8
Is Si 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $80.00 $60.00 $40.00 $30.00
5/4 & 6/4 . 85.00 6.3.00 45.00 ,35.00

8/4 . .. .. 95.00 75.00 45.00
10/4 & 12/4 110.00 100.00 60.00

16/4 .. .. 125.00 115.00 65.00

Ash. Brown
4/4 70.00 50.00 35.00 33.00

6/4 75.00 60.00 .55.00 45.00

8/4 78.00 65.00 60.00 45.00

Birch, dry weight 4000 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

$ $ <
4/4 65 66 48 50 32 40

5/4 and 6/4 . 67 70 .50 55 33 45

8/4 70 72 51 .57 ,38 45

10/4 and 12/4 .80 90 65 73 45 .54

10. /4 90 9S 75 .S3 .50 GO

Basswood. dry weight 2500 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 3 No. 3
Is 4 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 .. .. $68.00 $53.00 .$40.00 $32.00

5/4 & 6/4 70.00 60.00 45.00 32.00

8/4 ... . 75.00 a3.00 45.00 32.00

Chestnut, dry weight 2800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 Sound
Is St 2s Com. Wormy

4/4 $86.00 $50.00 $46.00
6/4 ft a/4 . . . . 72.00 e«.00 48.00
N/4 72.00 6«.00 48.00

Elm, soft, dry weight 3100 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 58.00 $45.00 $35.00 $28.00
6/4 & 8 4 58.00 45.00 .35 (10 28.00
12 4 . .. fB.OO 55.00 40.(MI .32.00

Gum, red, dry weight 3300 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 .. • $60.00 $50.00
5/4 & 6/4 . . . . 62.00 52.00
8/4 65.00 55.00

Gum, Sap
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 $.50.(J0 $45.00
5/4 & 6/4 54.0(J 47.00
8/4 55.00 47.00

Hickory, dry weight, 4600 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

4/4 $75.(J0 $45.00 $.30.00

0/4 100.00 75.00 50.00
8/4 90.00 60.00 35.00

Maple, hard, dry weight 3900 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4 4 .. .. $.'W.OO $45.00 $:{(J.(M) $22.00
5/4 & 0/4 a3.00 48.00 .33.(JO 25.(J0

,8/4 . . . . 08.00 5.8.00 ."{8.00 28.IH)

12/4 . . . 75.00 65.00 45.00 :!0.'I0

16/4 ... 90.00 .80.00 50.00 40.00

Soft Maple

The quantity of soft maple produced in

Ontario is small and it is generally sold on
a log run basis, the locality governing the

prices.

Mill run grade. No. 3 and better .... $38.00
No. 2 and better 47.00

White and Red Oak, plain sawed, dry weight
4000 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $7S.(M) $.55.0<>

5/4 & 6/4 80.00 60.00
8/4 Ott.OO 65.00 ,

10/4 95.00 70.00
12 4 VH).m 80.00

l(!/4 110.00 90. (to

White Oak, quarter cut, dry weight 4000 lbs.

per M. ft.

No. 1

Is & 2s Com.
4/4 $105.W) $80.00
5/4 and G 'l 110.00 90.00
,8/4 ... 115.00 85.00

Red Oak, quarter cut.

ls&2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 S5.0O .$60.00

5/4 & 6'4 KW.OO 75.00

8/4 .. .' 105.00 80.00

OTTAWA, ONT.
Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings

:

1-ln. X 7-in. and up $60 00
154 -in. and 1^-in. x 8-in. & up 70 00
2-in. X 7 in. and up 72 00
No. 2 cuts 2 X 8 in. and up . . 48 00

Pine good strips:
1-in

154 -in. tnd 1 /-in
2-in

Pine good shorts:
1-in. X 7-in. and up
1-in. X 4-in. to 6-in

1%-in. and l}4-in
2-in

7-in. to 9 in. A sidings

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings ... 47 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips ... 40 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts ... 38 00
Pine, 1-in. x 4-in. s.c. strips ...

Pine, 1-in. x 5-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 7-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1 X 8-in. s c., 12 to 16 ft
Pine, 1-in. x 10-in. M.R
Pine, s.c. sidings, lyi and 2-in.

Pine, s.c. strips 1-in

lli, Xyi and 2-in

Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 to 6 in.

Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts 1x6
Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts, 1 x fl

Pine, s.c. shorts, fl' - 11', I'x 10"
Pine box boards

:

l"x 4" and up, 6' - 11'

l"x 3", 12'- 16'

Pine, mill cullSj strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. X 4-in. and up, 12-

ft. and up

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-ln.

and up, 6-ft. to li ft

O. culls r & w p

Red Pine, log run:
mill culls out, 1-in 82 00
mill culls out, 154 -in.

mill culls out, lU-in
mill culls out, 2-in 34 00
mill culls, white pine, l''x T"
and up

Mill run Spruce:
l"x4'' and up, fl'- 11' 82 00
l"x4'' and up. 12'-lfl'
l-'xB". 10" and up, 12'- W. 40 00
15i"x7" «-•" and up, 11'- 16' 40 00

IJi-xlO" and up, 12'- 16' ...

IK" ft 3' X 12' and up. U'- 16'

70 00
78 00
76 00
80 00

68 00
00 00
flO 00

00 00
40 00
88 00
68 00
40 00

60 00
46 00
40 00
44 00
44 00
46 00
46 00
48 00
61 00
47 00
40 00
42 00
38 00
SO 00
40 00
46 00

.38 00
42 00

38 00

36 00

26 00

86 00
88 00
88 00
41 00

84 00

88 00
84 00
43 00
43 00
46 00
46 00 .

Spruce, 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B)

Hemlock, 1 in. cull 26 00
Hemlock, 1-in. log run 30 00
Hemlock, 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/10' . . 30 00
Tam.rac 24 00
Basswood, log run, dead culls out 40 00
Basswood, log run, mill culls out 45 00
Birch, log run 80 00
Soft Elm, common and better, 1,

15^, 2 in 26 00
Ash, black, log run 82 00
1 x 10 No. 1 barn
1 X 10 No. 2 barn
1 x 8 and 9 No. 2 barn
Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine, l^-in. x 4-ft. 4 76
No. 2 white pine
Mill run white pine
Spruce, mill run l^i-in
Red pine, mill run
Hemlock, mill run
32-in. lath 2 00
White Cedar Shingles

:

xxxx, 18-in
Clear butt, 18-in
18-in. XX

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

46 00
27 00
36 00
36 00
26 00
60 00
60 00
82 00

SO 00
40 00
62 00
40 00
42 00

00
60
76
00
26
00
26

6 00
4 00
2 76
16 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
Cts.

Per Cubic Foot
White Pine

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in.

average, according to lineal. 80 90
19 in. and up average 86 96

Spruce Deals
3 in. unsorted Quebec, 4 in. to Per M. Ft.

0 in. thick $31 00 $34 00
3 in. unsorted, Quebec, 7 in. to

8 in. thick 35 00 37 00
3 in. unsorted Quebec, 9 in.

thicJt 40 00 46 00
Cts.

Oak Per Cubic Ft.
According to average and quality
65 ft. cube 88 96

Elm
According to average and quality,

40 to 45 feet, cube 05 1 06
According to avertge and quality,

30 to 36 feet 76 86

Birch Planks
1 to 4 in. thick, per M. ft 40 00 46 00

SARNIA, ONT.
Fine, Common and Better

1 X 6 and 8 in $80 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 90 00
1% and ly, in. and up wide 100 00
2 in. and up wide 105 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 75 00
6 '4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 85 00
8/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 87 W>

No. 1 Cuts
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 63 00
VA in., 8 in. and up wide 72 00
VA in 8 in. and up wide 73 00
2 in., 8 in. and up wide 76 00
iVi and 3, 8 in and up wide 100 00
4 in., 8 in. and up wide 105 00

No. 1 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long $63 00 $63 00
VA, VA and 2 in.. 10/16 ft. ... 58 00 64 OO

2y, to 3 in., 10/16 ft 73 00

No. 2 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long .50 00 .56 00

VA, VA and 2 in., 10,/16 ft. . . . 61 00 56 00
in. to 3 in 66 00

No. 3 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 40 00 51 00
lA, i/i and 2 in., 10/16 ft. . . . 47 00 51 00

Box
1 in., VA in. & VA in., 10/16 ft. 42 00 44 00

Mill Culls
Mill Run Culls

1 in., 4 in. and up wide, 6/16 ft. . . $37 00
VA, 1}^ and 2 in 37 00

Lath
No. 1 48 in. White Pine 5.60
No. 2 48 in. White Pine 5 10
No. 3 48 in. White Pine 4 60
.32 in. Pine : 2 10
48 in. Hemlock 4 60
.32 in. Hemlock 2 00

ST. JOHN, N.B.

Spruce

Wholesale to tlie Retailer

Random Lengths 10 to 35
2 X 3 I) 1 edge and 3 x 3 D 1 edge. .

.

2 .\ 4 n 1 edge and 3 x 4 D 1 edge . .

.

2 x 5 Rgh. and 3 x 5
2x6 Rgh. and 3 x 6
2x7 Rgh. and 3 X 7
2x8 Rgh. and 3 x 8
2x9 Rgh. and 3x9
2 X 10 Rgh. and 3 X 10
2 X 12 Rgh. and 3 x 12

Timber at corresponding prices

:

Mcrch. Spruce Bds., Rgh.. Ran. lengths
1 X 3 4 5 6

Merch. Spruce boards, 7 and tii'

Refuse boards, plank deals

Laths . .
.

'

Shingles, Extra Cedar
Clears
2nd do
Ex. No. 1 . .

Spruce

feet.

$.3.8 50
39 00
.38 00
38 00
40 00
40 00
47 00
47 00
47.00

.^s 00

45 00
30 00

Per M
$3 25
5 25
4 75
4 00
2 75
3 10

Pine Lumber
1" Planer Pinr IM^ , I. art" $70 fKi

1" Plan< 11
Smooth
Wet I..:

lyi and '2 in. i'laner I'lne

IJ/J and 2 in. Shipper PUnk
.Small Shipper Pine Ud» 1.',

Poor 4th Pine Bds 40 00

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
No. 1 Spruce

Dimension S.l.S. and I E
0 ft.

2 X 4 $26 50
2xti 28602x8 28 60

8 ft. 10 fl.

$29 60 $32 ori

29 00 IKI

30 00 3;; (Cl

31 60 31 ini

32 60 35 ("/

14 ft. Hi ft

31 00 32 Hi
31 00 31 Oil

31 00 .32 IKl

32 00 32 00
33 00 33 00

2 x lu a) 50
2 X 12 31 60

12 ft.

2x4 31 002x0 31 002x8 31 W
2 X 10 32 00
2 X 12 33 00
For 2 inches, rough, add 50 cents.
Kor SIK only add 60 cents.
For SIS and 2E, S4S or DiM, add $3.00.
For timbers larger than 8x8, add 60c. (or
each additional 2 inches each way.

For lengths longer than 20 ft., add $1.00 for
each additional two feet.

For selected common, add $5 00.
For No. 2 Dimension, $3.00 less than No. 1.

For 1x2 and 2 x 2, $2 more than 2x4 No. 1

For Tamarac add $3.00.

FIR, HEMLOCK, SPRUCE AND LARCH
Mountain Stock

No. 1 Dimension and Timbers
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 8 ft., SISIE $.30 00
2 x 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 10 ft., SlSlE 32 Oo
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 12/16, SlSlE 31 im
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 18/22, SlSlE ik.

2 X 4 , 2 X 6, 2 X 8. 24/32, SlSlE 35 I'd

2 X 10, 8 ft., SlSlE 31 (K)

2 X 10. 10 ft , SlSlE 3:i (H.

2 X 10, 12 in '-^ISIE
2 X 10, 1 IE
2 X 10, _ IE
2 X 12, .S :t , ^l.ME 511

BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST FIR.
Dimension SIS and E.
6 and 8 ft

12 and 14 ft

, 10 and 16 fl

18 and 20 (t

22 to 32 (t. '
-

. 12 and 14 (t

1, 16 ft

18 and 20 ft

22 to 32 (t

8 to 14 ft

16 (t.

IS and 20 (t

22 to 32 fl

3 X 3 and 3 x 4 in. 8 to 14 ft

3x3 and 3x4 in , 10 ft

3 X 3 and 3 X 4, 18 and 20 ft

3x3 and 3x4 in , 22 to 32 ft. .

6 X 0. 6 X 8 and 8 x 8. 0 to 16 ft.

6 X 6. 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 18 and 20 ft. .

6 X 6. 6 X 8. 8 X 8, 22 to .32 ft i-

Shingles, XXX B.C. Cedar 3

2x4 in.,

2x4 in.,

2x4 in.,

2 X 4 ir

2 X 4 ir

2 X 10 i

2 X 10
2 X 10 in.

2 X 10 in ,

2 X 14 in
,

2 X 14 in..

2 X 14 in.,

14 in.,

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA. N Y
White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price
Uppers, 4/4 $118 00
Uppers 6/4 to 8/4 100 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 180 00
Selects 4/4 110 00
Selects 6/4 to 8/4 110 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 120 00
Fine common 4/4 , 80 00
Fine common 5/4 80 00
Fine common 6/4 .* 82 00
Fine common 8/4 86 00
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

CuU 4/4 68 00
Cuts 0/4 72 00
Cuts 6/4 78 00

Cuts 8/4 7fl 00

Cuts 4/4 48 00
2 Cuts 6/4 16 00
2 Cuts 0/4 00 00
2 Cuts 8/4 67 00
8 Cuts 0/4 47 00
3 Cuts 6/4 47 00
3 Cuts 8/4 48 00

Dressing 0/4 63 00

Dressing 5/4 x 10 7 68 Ofi

Dressing 6 '4 x 12 70 00

No. 1 Moulding 0/4 73 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 73 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 73 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 0/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 64 00

No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 61 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 0 and 8 13 00

No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 04 00

No. 2 Barn 1 x 0 and 8 48 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 12 00

No. S Barn 1 x 0 and 8 46 00

No. S Barn 1 x 10 4« 00
Box 1x0 and up 49 00
Box 1 X 10 « 00

Box 1 X 12 44 00

Box 1 X 13 and up 46 00

The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buffalo

and Tonawandk

:

MAPLE
Is ft 2s No. 1 Com. No. 3 Com

26 - 28 18 - 19

.34 - .36 20 - 23

40 - 48 27 - 2*=

4 '4 43 - 45
5/4 to 8/4 65-57
10 '4 to 16*4 66 - 07

(CoDtlnnod on pac« 82)
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Oldest and Best

HOE
Chisel Tooth Saws

Choice of Lumbermen Everywhere

The even temper of these saws and the fine quality of steel from which they are made
have proved Hoe saws reliable for nearly one hundred years.

. More than one hundred thousand "Hoes" are to-da}'^ successfully sawing- lumber in all

parts of the globe. The Hoe Chisel Tooth Saw, invented 40 years ago, is still the best for

cutting hardwood.

Special Flanged Shanks and Superior Bits Supplied

R. HOE & CO.
504-520
Grand
Street New York City

America's Oldest Saw Manufacturers

What are You doing with Your Slabs ?

.ITT J? J*U>J i11.-^:Ji

npHE shortage of men in the woods
will no doubt continue for

another year or two.

It will be necessary to get every

possible foot of lumber out of each

log to meet the demand.

A Mereen Johnson Slab Re-
saw will insure your getting the max-
imum of lumber with the minimum
of labor.

That last piece close to the

bark will be needed.

Let us tell you about our
RESAWS. Write for circular.

No. 25 Slab Resaw

MEREEN JOHNSON MACHINE COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS, - . . MINN., U.S.A.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

RED BIRCH
4/4 58-60 38 - 40 22 • 24

B/4 to 8/4 60 • A2 40 - 42 24 . 9fl

SAP BIRCH
4/4 01 -53 30 - 32 18 • 20

6/4 and up 53 - 55 32 - 34 20 - 22

SOFT ELM
4/4 43 - 45 28 - 30 20 22

6, 6 & 8/4 46 - 47 30 - 32 20 22

BASSWOOD
4/4 47 - 49 37 - 39 25 27
Thicker 49 - 51 39 - 41 2U

PLAIN OAK
4/4 65 - 67 30 - 32 18 20

J/4 to 8/4 66 - 68 34 36 20 22

ASH, WHITE AND BROWN
4/4 55 - 57 30 31 20 22

5/4 to 8/4 65 - 07 .'{S
- H7 21 2.{

10/4 and up 75 - SS 42 - no 24 20

BOSTON, MASS.

Quotations given below are for higheit
grades of Michigan and Canadian white pine
and Eastern Canadian Spruce as required in
the New England market in carloads.
Wliite pine uppers, s 1 to 2 in. 1.14 00
White pine uppers, 2Vi and 3 in. 149 00
White pine uppers, 4 in 160 (X)

-Selects, 1 to 2 in 125 (X)

Selects, 21/2 and 3 in 140 00
Selects, 4 in 155 00
Fine common, 1 in., 30 per cent.

12 in. and up 90.00

Fine common, 1 x 8 to 11 in, 87 Ot)

Fine Coninion, 1<4 to 2 in. ... 1(12 IM) I(p5 01)

Fine Common, 2^ and 3 in. . . 125 01) V.V> 00
Fine Common, 4 in 14.'> 00
1 in. shaky clear 72 00

to 2 in. shaky clear 75 00
1 in. No. 2 dressing «4 (KJ

1^4 to 2 in. No. 2 dressing ftS 0<l

.\o. 1 Cuts, 1 in 77 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 ^ to 2 in S7 00 !M( 00
No. 1 Cuts. 2}4 and 3 in 105 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in «5 Oii

Xo. 2 Cuts, 154 to 2 in 72 0(» T.', 00

JOHNSON'S
Veterinary Remedies

are the surest, the most economical and the best

medicines with which to equip your stables They
have been on the market for twenty-five years and
still retain their superiority over all others.

The quality never varies, it is our first consideration.
Prices taking effect July 1st are as follows:

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Per Gal. |7.00

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Quarts, Per Doz. 19.00

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Pints, Per Doz. 10.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy Per Gal. 10.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy . . Quarts (8 Doses each) Doz. 30.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy . . . Pints (4 Doses each) Doz. 16.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Ointment (Gall Cure)
2 lb Tins each 2.25 Doz. 24.00

lb. Tins Per Doz. 4.00

Johnson's Concentrated Condition Powders, 1 lb. Pkgs. Doz. 6.00

Johnson's Condition Powder, No. 2 doz. 2.75

Johnson's Horse Worm Powders Pkgs., Per Dox. 2.60

Johnson's Purging Balls Per Doz. 2.60

Johnson's Antiseptic Dusting Powder
(For Drying and Healing Sores, Proud Flesh, etc.) Per Doz. 8.00

"Kreoline," antiseptic, deodorizing Per Gal. 1.50

Our Family and Van Remedies are as follows:

—

Pine and Tar Cough Syrup Big 4 Liniment—Mosquito Oil
Purgative Pills X Ray Liniment
Little Liver Pills Cholerine Mixture (Diarrhoea)
Porous Plasters Headache Powders
Stomach Bitters Sarsaparilla

Laxative Cold Tablets All Healing White Ointment

All Drugs and Patent Medicines at Market Prices.

Mail orders solicited — Prompt shipments made.

A. H. JOHNSON -°uci.^!f^

Collingwood, Ontario

Itarn boards. No. 1, 1 x 12 ... 70 00
No. 1, 1 X 10 . . .

No. 1, 1 X S . .

.

^yf

Xo. 2, 1 X 12 ... nr. (ut

No. 2, 1 X 10 ... 61 fMj

No. 2, 1 X 8 . . 00
No. 3, 1 X 12 . . .-.7 00
No. .3, 1 X 10 . . 00
No. 3, 1 X 8 . . . 00

Can. spruce, clear, 1 x 4 to 9 in. 48 00 60 00
1 X 10 in 62 00
No. 1 1 X 4 to 7 in. 66 00
No. 1 1 X 8 & 0 in. 66 00
No. 1 1 X 10 in..

.

67 00
No. 2 1 X 4 & S in. 38 00
No. 2 1 X 6 & 7 in. iT, 00
No. 2 1 X 8 & 9 in. 45 00 46 00

No. 2 1 X 10 in. .

.

48 00
No. 2 1 X 12 in. .

.

82 00
Spruce, 12 ill. dimciit.ion .... IKJ

.Spruce,

Spruce,
10 in. ilimcnsiun ... .".<) (M)

9 in. dimension 40 fXJ

Spruce, 8 in. dimension •l.S 0(J

2 X 10 in. random lengths.
8 ft. 01

1

45 00
2 X 12 11.. raniloni ltii);tlis 40 IK» 4K f>0

2 X 3, 2 X 4, 2 k 5, 2 X 6, 2 X 7. :» <J0

3 X 4 and 4 x 4 in
2 x S in

All other random lengthi, 7-in.
and under, 8 ft. and up

5'inch . and up merchantable
hoards, 8 ft. and up, p 1» ...

1 X 2 :. .

1 X 3
IH in. spruce lath

in. spruce lath

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles
l-.Atras

( lears 4 ii5

Second Clcais
Clear Whiles
Extra Is (Clear whites in)
Extra Is (Clear whites out) . .

.

Red Cedar Extras, IS in. 6 butts
lo 2 in 5 00

Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch 6
butu to 2 in

Red Cedar Perfections, 6 butts
tn 2'i

Washington 16'in. 6 butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar

3 2e
1 90

6 40

4 8(1

B
D-S
BOND

DOUBLE-SURE
QUALITY

Bond Patent "Spire"

Compression Couplings
When the iiuitr ami miUlt sliells ot ilie .^iniu' Loniprcssiuii

Coupling are drawn up over the tapered and spiral-slotted

sleeve and bolted, every square inch of the inner surface of

the sleeve comes in direct contact with the shaft.

The result is enormous gripping power—at least 50% greater

tlian in any other type of compression coupling, as proven by
practical and scientific tests.

Tliis is one of the reasons why ' Spiro" Compression Coupl-

ings are the make you should specify when your master

mechanic or millwright says he wants the " best."

You will find "Spiro" Compression Couplings and our com-
plete line of "Double-Sure" Transmission Equipment fully

described and illustrated in our catalog No. 38-PA. A copy

should be on your desk; you can secure it for the asking.

Bond Engineering Works, Limited
Harbour Industrial District

TORONTO, Canada

BOILERS IN STOCK subjecuoPri,,

VERTICAL TYPE
1—30 H.P., Ontario Code.
1—25 H.P., Ontario Code.
2—20 H.P., Ontario Code.

2—72" X 18' H.R.T. Boilers, 125 lbs. W.P., Ontario Code.
2—54 " X 14' H.R.T. Boilers, 125 lbs. W.P., Ontario Code.

1—9" X 12" Double Cyhnder, Jenckes Cableway Hoist, com-
plete with carriage, cable, sheaves, etc.

1—Open Top Tank, 10' long x 2' deep x 3' wide, Y^" plate.
1—Concrete Bucket, 24" x 24 " x 30" deep with open bottom.

LOCOMOTIVE TYPE
1—50 H.P., Standard Inspection.
1—30 H.P., Standard Inspection.
1—20 H.P., Standard Inspection.

We manufacture:—Marine, Horizontal Tubular, Vertical Tubular and Locomotive Type Boilers, also Smoke
Stacks, Breechings, Tanks, Penstocks and CASTINGS up to 15 tons

Send us your inquiries.

• • ORiV 'l* 117 1 C 1 ¥ 1 Works and Head Office

Lngineering & Machine Works or Lanada, Ltd. st. Catharines, ont.

Formerly St. Catharines Works of Eastern Sales Office:

The Jenckes Machine Compau}', Ltd. Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
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Beardmore Extra Quality Waterproof

CementLeather Belting

m
For the Wet

Place

Tell us your belting troubles

and we can help you.

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
OTTAWA MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Large stocks available for immediate shipment

Lumbermen's Tents and Clothing
Pure wool, Waterproof Mackinaw Coats, Pants and Shirts,

the kind you have been looking for.

Repellant Brand Army Duck Tents
The best duck that money can buy.

We can equip your van complete.

Pure wool Blankets, Sweaters,

Underwear. Hand Knit Mitts

and Socks. Palmer's Shoe
Packs, Buck and horse hide

Moccasins, etc.

Grant^Holden*^Graham, Limited
Factory and Warehouse

147 to 151 Albert Street, Ottawa, Can.
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CANADA LUMBERMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
The following regulations apply to all advertisers:—Eighth page, every issue, three headings;
quarter page, six headings; half page, twelve headings; full page, twenty-four headings.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

AXES
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

BABBITT METAL
.

Canada Metal Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hoyt Metal Company.

BALE TIES
Laidiaw Bale Tie Company.

BALL BEARINGS
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

BAND MILLS
Hamilton Company, William.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BAND RESAWS
Merslion & Company, W. B.

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELT DRESSING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELTING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Beardmorc Belting Company
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.
General Supply Company
Goodhue & Co., J. L.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co.
D. K. McLaren Liinited.

McLaren Belting Company, J. C.

BELTING (Transmission, Elevator,
Conveyor, Rubber)

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

BLOWERS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

BOILERS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

BOILER PRESERVATIVE
Beveridge Paper Company

BOX MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Morgan Machine Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BOX SHOCKS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

CABLE CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CAMP SUPPLIES
Canadian Milk Products Limited.

Davies Company, William.
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co .

Harris Abattoir Company
Johnson, A. H.
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

CANT HOOKS
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Pink Company, Thomas.

CARS—STEEL BODY
Marsh Engineering: Worki, Limited

CEDAR
Fesserton Timber Co.

Foss Lumber Company
Genoa Bay Lumber Company

Long Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria f.umbcr and Mfg. Co.

CHAINS
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Pink & Co., Thomas.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

CHINA CLAY
Bowater & Sons. W. V.

CHEMICAL PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean. Ltd.

CLOTHING
Grant, Holden & Graham.
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company

' Woods Mfg. Company

COLLARS (Shaft)
Bond Engineering Works

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

CORDAGE
Consumers Cordage Company.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Bond Engineering Works

COUPLINGS (Shaft)
Bond Engineering Works
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

CRANES FOR SHIP YARDS
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

CROSS ARMS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company

CUTTER HEADS
Shinier Cutter Head Company.

CYPRESS
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon.

DERRICKS AND DERRICK
FITTINGS

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

DOORS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Rutherford & Sons, Wni.
Terry & Gordon.

DOUGLAS FIR
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
British American Mills & Timber Co.
Coal Creek Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.
Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.

. Shearer Company, Jas.
Terry & Gordon.
Timberland Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

DRAG SAWS
Gerlach Company, Peter
Pennoyer & Company, J. C.

DRY KILNS
Sheldons Limited.

DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Company.

DUST COLLECTORS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EDGERS
William Hamilton Company, Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, G. Walter
Haight, W. L.

Long Mfg. Company, E.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ENGINES
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

EXCELSIOR MACHINERY
Elmira Machinery and Transmission
Company.

EXHAUST FANS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

FILES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Nicholson F"ile Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

FIRE BRICK
I'.everidge Paper Company
Elk I'ire Brick Company of Canada.

FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

FIR FLOORING
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

FLOORING (Oak)
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

GEARS (Cut)
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

GRATE BARS—Revolving
Beveridge Paper Company
GRAVITY LUMBER CARRIER

Can. Mathews Gravity Carrier Co.

GRINDERS (Bench)
Bond Engineering Works
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HARDWOODS
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
.\tlantic I^umbcr Co.
Bartram & Ball.

Bennett Lumber Company.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Cameron & Co.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Co;, W. C.

I'^assett Lumber Company.
Fes.<icrton Timber Co.
I'Vaser Limited.
Gillespie. James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.
Knox Brothers.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Pedwcll Hardwood Lumber Co.
Powell-Mvers Lumber Co.
Russell. Cha.'^. H.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Stearns Salt and Lumber Company.
Summers, James R.
Taylor Lumber Company, S. K.
Webster & Brother, James.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Long Lumber Company.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
MACHINERY

American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HANGERS < Shaft)
B'jnd Engineering Works

HEMLOCK
.Andirrson Lumber Company. C. G
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin. H.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Uunlield & Company
Edwards & Company, W. C.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Hart & McDonagh.
Long Lumber Company.
MaSon, Gordon & Co.
Spencer Limited, C, A.
Terry & Gordon.
The Long Lumber Company.

HOISTING AND HAULING
ENGINES

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

HORSES
Union Stock Yards.

HOSE
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

INDUSTRIAL CARS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

INSURANCE
Hardy & Co.. E. D.
Rankin Benedict Underwriting Cn

INTERIOR FINISH
Eagle Lumber Company.
Hay & Co.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

T^py Si Gordon.

KNIVES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Peter Hay Knife Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LATH
Austin & Nicholson.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Dupuis Limited, J. P.

Eagle Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
.Vew Ontario Colonization Company
River Quelle Pulp and Paper Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Victoria Harbor Lumber Company.

LATH BOLTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Green Company, C. Walter. .

LOCOMOTIVES
Geaeral Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturiing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Climax Manufacturing Company.
Montreal Locomotive Workks.

LATH TWINE
Consumers' Cordage Company.

LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

Continued on Page 86)
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Nature's Contribution to Power
30-inch Neptune Double Belt, 91 feet long, driving mill of J. C. Halsema Mfg. Co.,
Jacksonville. Fla. This belt has been in operation five and one-half years, and is in

as good condition as when first installed. It has given satisfactory service at an over-
head charge of $2.17 per week, or a cost of five mills per horsepower per week.

The answer is that this is the right material, in the right
place. Nature provided that material, worn originally on the
back of a steer. A steer hide is naturally tough, strong, pli-

able, elastic. All of those characteristic virtues are retained
to the right degree in Graton & Knight Standardized Tan-
ning. That tanning is done to meet fixed requirements.

Leather stands hard usage. It has a bull-dog frictional

grip. It keeps on taking the punishment of main drives and
the side-slapping of shifters—and then comes back for more.
Good belting must have tractable pliability. It must be firm.

It must stretch and come back when required. It must be
easy to splice and repair. Nothing beats leather for these
characteristics. No belting beats Graton & Knight Stand-
ardized Series Leather Belts.

Not every Graton & Knight Brand is recommended for
every purpose. Length of service must be governed by the
kind of work to be done.

In some cases, five months instead of five years would be
considered top notch delivery and economical performance.
G. & K. Standardization means the installation of the specific

G. & K. brand of leather belting that will best serve the pur-

pose in hand. But for any given task no other leather belt-

ing, no substitute material will give more value for the money,
longer service, or more pulling power than the proper G. & K.
brand. Power transmission requirements are confined to a

few classes. For each one there is a Graton & Knight Stand-
ardized Belt. We make all kirnds of leather belting for large

or small users—from great drive belts to tractor belts for

farm use.

Many of the best belted plants ask us to specify the belt-

ing for every pulley drive. Try the plan yourself. Then,
when buying, call for "Graton & Knight—Brand or equal."

This won't commit you to buying our belts. It will put your
buying on the one basic consideration—the work to be done.

Write for information about Standardization as Applied to Belting

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO,
Oak Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather Belting,

Lace Leather, Leather Packings, and Specialties.

WORCESTER, MASS., U.S.A.

Canadian Graton & Knight, Limited, Montreal, Canada
Representatives in Canada:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Otta Toronto, Hamilton, Vancouver, Victoria.

GRATON & KNIGHT Standardized
Series LEATHER BELTING

Tanned by us for Belting use.

Do you know that we have a thoroughly organized engi-

neering department devoted to the interests of all belt users?

We have—and it is one of the best in equipment and re-

sources, in the country. You are invited to send us your

problems for solution. The only fee involved is your good will.
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LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

LOGGING ENGINES
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

LOG HAULER
Green Company, G. Walter
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

LOGGING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBER TRUCKS
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBERMEN'S CLOTHING
Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

METAL REFINERS
Canada Metal Company.
Hoyt Metal Company.
Sessenwein Brothers.

MILLING IN TRANSIT
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOLDINGS
Genoa Bay Lumber Co.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOTOR TRUCKS
Duplex Truck Company

OAK
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

OAKUM
Stratford Oakum Co., Geo.

OIL CLOTHING
Leek, Limited, John

OIL ENGINES
Burnoil Engine Company

OLD IRON AND BRASS
Sessenwein Brothers.

OVERALLS
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company

PACKING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Uunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

PAPER
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PAPER MILL MACHINERY
Bowater & Sons. W. V.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Bond Engineering Works

PINE
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Austin & Nicholson.
Beck Manufacturing Company, C.

Bourgouin, H.
Callander Sawmills
Cameron & Co.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Company.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Eagle Lumber Company.
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Excelsior Lumber Company.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Eraser Limited.
Gillies Brothers Limited.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Gordon & Co., George.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Hart & McDonagh.
Hettler Lumber Company, Herman H.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Montreal Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Parry Sound Lumber Company.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers, James R.

Terry & Gordon.
Watson & Todd, Limited.
Williams Lumber Company
Wuichet, Louis.

PLANING MILL EXHAUSTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.

PLANING MILL MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Sheldons Limited.
Yates Machine Company, P. B,

PORK PACKERS
Davies Company, William
Harris Abattoir Company

POSTS AND POLES
Auger & Company
Dupuis Limited, J. P.
Eagle Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Terry & Gordon.

PULLEYS AND SHAFTING
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Green Company, G. Walter
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company

PUMPS
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Smart-Turner Machine Company
Waterous Engine Works Company

RAILS
Freedman, Wm.
Gartshore, John J.

Sessenwein Bros.

ROOFINGS
(Rubber, Plastic and Liquid)

Beveridge Paper Company

ROPE (Wire and Manilla)
Leek, Limited, John

RUBBER GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company
Uunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Company

SASH
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Renfrew Planing Mills.

SAWS
Atkins & Company, E. C.

Disston & Sons, Henry
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Cierlach Company, Peter
Green Company, G. Walter
Hoe & Company, R.
Shurly-Dietrich (Company
Simonds Canada Saw Company

SAW MILL LINK-BELT
W illiams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Burns & Roberts.
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
Firstbrook Bros.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Haight, W. L.

Hamilton Company, William
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Company
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.
Parry Sound Lumber Compai.y
Payette Company, P.

.Smith Foundry Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Co., P. B.

SHEATHINGS
Beveridge Paper Company
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

SHINGLE MACHINES
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

(Continued on Page 88)

TO LUMBERMEN
We have large stocks of

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
BABBITT

for All General Machinery Bearings

IMPERIAL GENUINE BABBITT
for Crank Pins and Heavy Engines

We Guarantee Excellent Service

THE CANADA METAL COMPANY, Limited
Head Office, TORONTO

Branch Factories— HAMILTON MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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To Combat The Shortage of Labor

Buy a

Portable

Gasoline

Drag Saw
"The Vaughan" has no

equal. It saves man power
and gives reai service because

it is the outcome of first hand
knowledge.

"The Vaughan" is made
and designed by Engineers
who have had fifteen years

of hard practical working ex-

perience in the timber and
lumber camps of the Pacific

North West.

Lumbermen
Note

The ''Vaughan'' Drag Saw
is guaranteed to give you satisfaction—no chance work about it.

Send your orders immediately and they will

be filled by express or freight.
Works Well

All parts carried in stock. Read our euar- ,

antee. Anywhere

All the working parts of these machines are

guaranteed against defective material and
Avorkmanship. Parts found defective should
be forwarded to the factory for an inspection

at once—Prepaid. New .parts will be returned
without delay.

Price $175 f.o.b. Memphis, Tenn.
Price $1SS f.o.b. Portland, Ore.

Write for all particulars to

J. C. Pennoyer Company
226 South U Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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SAW MANDRELS
Bond Engineering Works

SAW SHARPENERS
Garlock- Walker Machinery Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SAW SLASHERS
Waterous Engine Works Company

SAWMILL LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company

SHINGLES
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Cardinal & Page
Dominion Lumber & Timber Co.
Eagle Lumber Company
Foss Lumber Company
Phraser Limited.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Heeney, Percy E.

Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Miller Company, Ltd., W. H.
Shingle Agency of B. C.

Terry & Gordon.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

SHINGLE & LATH MACHINERY
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Hamilton Company, William.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Payette Company, P.

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

SLEEPING ROBES
Woods Mfg. Company, Limited

SMOKESTACKS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SNOW PLOWS
Pink Company, Thomas.

SPARK ARRESTORS
Jenckes Machine Company, I-td.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

SPRUCE
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Exchange Li^mber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
Eraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Gillies Brothers.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grant & Campbell.
Hart & McDonagh.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
Nicholson & Co., E. M.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Snowball Co., J. B.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.

STEEL CHAIN
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL HAMES
McKinnon Dash Company.

STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

STEAM PLANT ACCESSORIES
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

SULPHITE PULP CHIPS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

TARPAULINS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

TAPS AND DIES
Pratt & Whitney Company.

TEA
Salada Tea Company.

TENTS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Mfg. Company

TIES
Auger & Company
Austin & Nicholson.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.

TIMBER BROKERS
Bradley, R. R.
Cant & Kemp.
Farnworth & Jardine.
Hillas & Co.. W. N.
Hunter, Herbert F.

Smith & Tyrer, Limited

TIMBER CRUISERS AND
ESTIMATORS

Sewall, James W.

TIMBER LANDS
Department of Lands and Forests.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

TRIMMERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Waterous Engine Works Company

TUGS
West & Pcachey.

TURBINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd

VALVES
Mason Regulator & Engineeriny '

VENEERS
Webster & Brother, James.

VENEER DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Co.

VENEER MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Philadelphia Textile Machinery Co.

VETERINARY REMEDIES
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co.
Palmer Medical Company.

WATER HEATERS
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

WATERPROOFING
Beveridge Paper Company

WATER WHEELS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

WIRE
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

WOOD DISTILLATION PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean, Ltd.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
.American Woodworking Machy. Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

WOOD PULP
Austin & Nicholson.
New Ontario Colonization Co.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.

A Sawyer's

Choice is an ATKINS
Sterling Steel Saw
He prefers this better saw because of its smooth

working, the cleaner cut, and the Httle resistance.

Atkins Saws will cut expenses because they increase

production.

Equip your men and machines with Atkins Saws.

They are essential to the up-to-date lumber camp.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

E C. ATKINS & CO.
Factory: HAMILTON, ONT. Branch; 109 Powell St., VANCOUVER, B.C.
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CLIMAX Improved Geared LOCOMOTIVES '^°,Son°raiIRON RAILS

A 62-ton

Climax
Locomotive

Designed

Especially for

Heavy
Logging Work.

n

Climax Locomotives are successfully operated on steep grades and sharp curves. Any
weight or gauge. Locomotives in stock for immediate shipment. Get Catalog " H."

CLIMAX MANUFACTURING CO., 313 W. Main Street, CORRY, PA.
VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LTD., VANCOUVER, B. C.

Peace Year 1919
Finds us optimistic for the future and well

stocked with Horse Blankets, Feed
Bags, Tarpaulins, Oil Clothing

Tents, Flags, Straw Ticks

and Grey Blankets

We Guarantee Prompt Shipment

of Orders Entrusted to us

J. J. Turner& Sons
Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Put Your Locomotive Problem Up to Us

yNe are. specialists in

building locomotives

We build all types and sizes, also

all kinds of spare and repair parts
for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in position to give you expert advice as to what
particular type and size of locomotive is best suited to your needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING. MONTREAL, CANADA.

Pink's Lumbering Tools
The Standard Tools in every province of the Dominion, New Zealand, Australia, etc.

We manufacture all kinds of lumber tools. Light and Durable.

Long Distance Phone, No. 87
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Sold throughout the Dominion by all Wholesale and Retail Hardware Merchant*.

The Thomas Pink Company,
Manufacturer* of Lumber Tools

Limited It's

PEMBROKE

anyway, you
take it, and

.^m^.... . .....^ h©«t
ONTARIO Peav.y

made.

MADE IN

CANADA
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Morgan Machine

Company

ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Manufacturer!

of-

Nailing

Machines,

Lock Cor-

ner Box
Machinery,

Box Board

Matchers,

Box Board

Printing

Machines.

Every manufacturer of boxes; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in
any article, or packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan IVkchine Company for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Wood Tanks
All kinds and sizes

r
1

r i

! 1

i 1 1 !

f

'

i 1
1

1

We specialize in the manu-

lacture of Wood Tanks,

Tank Fixtures, Steel sub-

structures for Tanks, etc.,

suitable for railways, towns

and villages. Sprinkler Sys-

tems and private Water Sup-

ply for factories, private

institutions and suburban

homes.

Estimates will be submitted
promptly. Ask for our
"Tank and Water
Supply" catalogue

ADDRESS

Ontario Wind Engine and
Pump Company, Ltd.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary

Our New "U'' Bar Drum
PATEJVTED

Strength, Durability,

Efficient Tumbling,

Minimum Brooming

Fibre Making Processes Inc.,
440 South

Dearborn St Chicago
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Stretch (®
and

Slip
the

Wasteful Twins

EHiminated by

Leviathan
and

Anaconda
under this

Guarantee
which goes with

Every Belt Sold

MAIN BELTING COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD.

MONTREAL, P. Q.

GUARANTEE
This belt is sold in the express understanding that 3% of its

purchase price will be refunded for every 1 % it actually stretches
beyond the first cut. This guarantee applies on all belts running
less than 5000 feet per minute on pulleys suited to the ply (see
table on envelope) and where loads do not exceed the standard
belt horse power rating printed in our catalogue.

Keep stretch record on other side of this tag

(OVER)

(OVER) HORSE-POWER TABLE

BELT SPEED, F. P. M.
TO
500

TO
1000

TO
2000

TO
3000

TO
4000

TO
5000

4
PLY
BELT

SMALLEST PULLEY
DIAMETER

6' 7" 9 11 12 14'

H. P. TRANSMITTED
PER IN. BELT WIDTH 0.7 1.4 2.8 4.1 5.1 5.9

5
PLY
BELT

SMALLEST PULLEY
DIAMETER 8 9 12' 14' 16' 18'

H. P. TRANSMITTED
PER IN. BELT WIDTH 0.87 L75 3.5 5.1 6.37 7.37

6
PLY
BELT

SMALLEST PULLEY
DIAMETER 10 12' 16' 18' 20' 24"

H. P, TRANSMITTED
pen IN. BELT WIDTH 1.05 2.1 4.2 6.1 7.6 8.8

8
PLY
BELT

SMALLEST PULLEY
DIAMETER 24' 30 33' 36' 42"

H. P. TRANSMITTED
PER IN. BE1.T WIDTH 2.45 4.9 7.17 8.92 10.32

10
PLY
BELT

SMALLEST PULLEY
DIAMETER 48' 54 60' 72"

H. P. TRANSMITTED
PER IN. BELT WIDTH 5.6 8.2 10.2 11.8

Ask for

Our Monthly Magazine

The Main Facts

of value

to all who use Belting

Main Belting Co.
of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
10 Peter St.

TORONTO
32 Front St. W.

WINNIPEG
W. W. Hick., 567 Banning St.

CALGARY and EDMONTON
Gorman, Clancy & Grindly

Edmonton
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3
''Hamilton''Lath Machines

"Hamilton"

Lath Mill
All iron frame, excep-

tionally heavy, rigid and

strongly braced, top and

bottom rolls power driv-

en. Extra wide table.

Carries six 14" saws.

Guaranteed capacity 50,-

000 lath in ten hours.

Get Our Special

Catalogue

" Hamilton
"

Lath Bolter

Extra heavy all iron frame,

Feed Rolls driven, top and
bottom, fitted with adjust-

able steel guide.

Carries four 20" saws.

Saws readily changed for

filing.

Both of above Machines
Carried in Stock

William Hamilton Co., Limited
Peterboro, Ontario

AGENTS :—

Geo. H. Jameson, Vancouver, B. C. J. L. Neilson & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
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0>UPLEX FOUR
WHEEL
DRIVE
TRUCK

20 to 60 Per Cent Less

Per Ton -Mile With Duplex
Duplex 4-Wheel-Drive per ton-mile
saving is a proven fact.

Our owners' records show that com-
pared with other Trucks or with horses

and mules, the Duplex cuts the cost

per ton-mile from 20 to 60 per cent.

No extra wide or dual tires are needed.

Tire expense alone is reduced 30 per

cent.

The Duplex drives on all four wheels,

giving continuous power. Its fuel con-

sumption is considerably less.

The Duplex goes with a full load
where other trucks can not go empty.

The self-locking differential pulls the
Duplex out so long as only one wheel
has traction.

The double reduction drive gives it

tremendous power in an emergency.

These facts all contribute to lowering
the ton-mile cost and assuring the

operator of freedom from interruptions

in his hauling.

Records of lower Duplex costs are

available to business men.

The figures regarding logging opera-

tions are particularly interesting.

They show beyond any doubt that the

Duplex 4 - Wheel-Drive furnishes the
solution for wood haulage.

Send for booklet entitled "The Modern and

Efficient Way to Haul Logs and Lumber."

DUPLEX TRUCK COMPANY
2062 Washington Ave., Lansing, Michigan

DUPLEX TRUCKSCost Le s s Per Ton-mile
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For Immediate Shipment

Direct Acting Steam Feed,' 10 ' x 42 foot

Spur Gear, Friction Log Jack, No. 1

Write us about the above, or any other machinery you need, and get our list of machines in stock.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
OriUia

Robert Hamilton & Co., Vancouver

Gorman, Clancy & Grindley, Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton

Canada
Williams & Wilson, Ltd., Montreal

A. R. Williams Machy. Co., Ltd., Winnipeg
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Waterous Band Mills Are Best

No. 2

MAROD1E0 X-GROUMO

TENSIONING DEVICE

The above cut illustrates our saw tensioning device of which we are justly

proud. From this cut you can readily see why the new model mill' has earned such a high

reputation for being easy on saws.

The construction is such that the device as a whole will act independently of the

position of the upper wheel.

The fulcrum points throughout are knife edges which make for extreme sensi-

tiveness when a sudden jar or vibration is thrown on the mill. The tension weight is not solid

but is a hollow casting supported on an internal coil spring so that when a sudden jar or vibration

is thrown on the mill it is taken up by the spring, thus making it impossible for this extra tension

or jar to be taken up momentarily by the saw—as is the case with rigidly connected weights

when the weights themselves have to move for every shock or vibration,—but the shock is

smoothly taken up and balanced by the spring.

BUY
That this tensioning 'device is all that we claim for it in prolonging the

life of saws is evidenced by such letters of which the following is an extract

:

"We have sawed over 20,000,000 feet this past season,

our logs run about forty to the thousand, and have not

broken or cracked a saw."

WaterousW W BR.ANTFORr),ONTARIO,CANAI>A
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$5,000,000.00
worth of mixed metal

sold amiually.

"FROST KING" METAL
Our thirty-five years' experience in metal mixing enables us to place on the market a babbitt that we

believe to be absolutely perfect. For high speed machinery and engine work it is without an equal. It is

specially designed for saw-mills, planing mills, threshing engines, traction engines, pumps, rolling miUi,
pulp machinery, and all classes of stationary engines. It is a high grade metal, made of the very best
selected stock, and carefully compounded.

If your dealer does not stock FROST KING send us a money order for your requirements. Price
35c per lb., Fort William and East; West of Fort William, 40c per lb., delivered nearest railway station;
packed in 30 lb. and 60 lb. boxes.

For extra duty, such as over-hanging saws, our TROJAN BABBITT will stand where all other
metals will fail. Price, Fort William and East, 65c. per lb.; West of Fort William, 68c., delivered to your
nearest railway station; packed in 30 lb. and 60 lb. boxes.

HOYT M£TAL CO., Toronto. Canada
Have factory and office at Eastern Avenue and Lewis Street, Toronto, Canada

FactoriM also at:

—

New York, N. Y. London, Eng. St. Louis, Mo.

Not altogether what we
say, but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug manu-
factured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-

sider them in Jispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS

OUR
KNOWK

"EXTRA"
-EXTRA 5

\ o TANNtO C> /

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

The J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

McKlnnon Boom Chain
Proof Coil

BB Coil

B B B Coil

Loading Chain

Made to any pattern — In all sizes

ALL CHAIN CAREFULLY INSPECTED AND TESTED

McKinnon Columbus Chain Limited, St. Catharines, Ontario
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Iniro ducing

JOHN LECKIE LIMITED
77a Wellinston St. West, TORONTO, ONT.

WIRE and MANILA ROPE
CLOCKS of all kinds

OILED CLOTHING
COTTON DUCK and all Articles manu-

factured from same

EDGAR D. HARDY JAS. E. REYNOLDS

E. D. HARDY & CO.
INSURANCE

Specialists in LUMBER and WOODWORKING Plants

HEAD OFFICE: OTTAWA, ONT.

"Carss" Clothing Stands Steady Work
It's Quality that counts in Clothes for Lumbermen

Warm waterproof clothing will go a long way to keep the men contented and work-
ing well. "Carss" has always been noted for Quality and we mean to keep up that
reputation.

Better send a card to-day for information. If you wish to see samples, let us know.

Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co., Limited
ORILLIA, ONTARIO

GENUINE "TURBROS"

Balata Belting
Waterproof and Stretchiest.

The best belt for sawmills.

Atlas Asbestos Co., Limited
MONTREAL

PUMPS
for

the most

exacting

requirements

Send us your

next

specification

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON CANADA

Soo Line Pike Poles^ Peavies, Cant Hooks and Sager Axes
in the hands of your woodsmen will give you satisfaction and save your money.

Ask your dealer or order
direct.

Msd* by

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
ST. CATHARINES. ONT.

Canadian Lutnhffr f^tatistics fnr 191S
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AmericanWood
ROCHl

SALES OFFICE FOR BRI
AGENTS FOR THE REST OF CANAD

AGENTS FOR GREAT BR|.;

KING MachineryCo
L, N. Y.
piA. PORTLAND. OREGON
(-WALKER MACHINERY CO.. TORONTO
ROJECTILE CO.. LONDON

FIRST IN QUALITY

American Model 5-77A Planer & Matcher

Everything is in this machine that is desirable in a high speed Planer & Matcher.
The Automatic Belt Release and Tighteners; the built-in Cutter Head Knife Jointers
for both top and bottom heads; a system of Feed Roll Gearing where there are no
chains and sprockets or immediate gears; quick and accurate adjusting and positive
locking Matcher Legs; micrometer adjustment of Feed Rolls and Platen, are
features that put the model 5 ahead of all competitors.

Our New Catalog

We expect our New Catalog off
the press by the time this reaches
you. Send your request for a
copy to our representative in
your territory.

American No. 34-C Inside Moulder

The general design and form of construction of the

frame ; the direct and simple system of Gearing ; the
massive Bed Plate supporting the Matcher Legs;
the Side Clamping Boxes quickly removable for

change of heads; the accurately fitted and easy
adjustments throughout, are all features that make
this the most up-to-date inside moulder on the

market to-day.

CANADIAN

COUPON
Garlock Walker Machinery Cq.,

Toronto, Canada
Please send us a copy of the New American .12tb Edition

r.-itri'o.T 'VVc a' c ir Tic n^.arkt-t for tiie following mac'nres -

Signed

Town Province

SALES AGENTS

Gairlock-WaJker Ma^chinery Company

TORONTO

32-34 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO

MONTREAL

LIMITED

WINNIPEG
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Spruce Hemlock
STOCK ON HAND UNSOLD FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

MERCHANTABLE SPRUCE
2 X 4 X 10/13 Scant 56,800 fi

2 X 5 X 10/13 Scant 76,100 fl

2 X 6 X 10/13 Scant 133,900 fl

2 X 7 X 10/13 Scant . . 106,200 fl

2 X 8 X 10/13 Scant 44,600 fl

2 X 9 X 10/13 Scant 175,100 fl

2x4 and up x 6/9 Scant 5,590 fi

1 X 5 X 10/13 103,500 fl

1 x 6 X 10/13 159,000 fl

1 X 7 X 10/13 89,000 fl

1 X 8 X 10/13 48,300 fi

1 X 9 X 10/13 9,400 fl

1 X 4 and up x 6/9 48,700 fl

MERCHANTABLE SPRUCE
2 X 3 and up x 8 and uj) 88,000 ft.

3x3 and up x 8 and up 567,000 ft.

- 4 X 5 and up x 8 and up 75,000 ft.

CULL SPRUCE and JACK PINE
1 x 4 and up x 6/13 350.000 ft.

2x4 and up x 6/13 Scant 165,000 ft.

MERCHANTABLE HEMLOCK
1 X 8 x 10/16 100,000 ft.

1 X 9 X 10/16 45,000 ft.

LATH, MILL RUN
\</j-4it. Spruce 525,000 pes.

V/2-Ah. White Pine 825,000 pes.

Bartram & Ball Limited
WHOLESALE LUMBER

Drummond Bldg., 51 1 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, Que.

Specialists in BRITISH COLUMBIA
FOREST PRODUCTS

Fir, Cedar, Spruce, Pine and Hemlock
Eastern Representatives

VICTORIA LUMBER & MFG. CO., CHEMAINUS, B. C.

SHIPBUILDING MATERIAL
GENERAL YARD STOCK

CALIFORNIA WHITE and SUGAR PINE
For Factory or Pattern Lumber

Get Our List of Transit Cars

KNOX BROTHERS, ltd., 707 Bank of Hamilton, TORONTO, ONT.
Head Office, Montreal, Que. Tel. Main 468S B. C. Office, Vancouver, B. C.
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RED PINE
I 1,500,000 in Pile

at MIDLAND, ONT.

ALL SIZES in 1", 2', 3 and 4 thick

WIDTHS Piled Separately

ROUGH or DRESSED
MILLED at MIDLAND

QVALITY UNSURPASSED PRICES REASONABLE

TERRY & GORDON
Head Office:

Eastern Canada Agents 704 Confederation Life BIdg. U S Sales Agents r

F. H. Stearns & Co., TORONTO, ONT. I'-'i'y Lumber Company.

rtOCi Transportation Bldg., \ ancouver Itrancli : ^ Church Street.

Montreal Que. Metropolitan Building. New York City.

Ontario Representatives of

The British Columbia Mills, Timber & Trading Co. of Vancouver, B.C.

f4'

The Wm. Rutherford & Sons Company, Limited
MONTREAL, P.Q.

Can Ship Immediately From Stock

B. C. and SPRUCE TIMBERS
Hemlock and Spruce Joists Rough and Dressed Lumber

Flooring (Hardwood and Softwood)

% & % Fir Sheathing and Flooring

STOCK DOORS&MILLWORK (aii Kinds)

A Well Equipped Mill for Special Millwork Orders

The Largest Assorted Stock In Eastern Canada
at Right Prices.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue, Price List and Dealer^s Discount Sheet
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Hardwoods in Buffalo
Piled on our Buffalo Yard ready for Immediate Shipment

Ist and 2n(Is

iVo. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1,000'

;j,00()

1st and 2nds
.Select.s . . .

Xo. 1 Shop

1st and 2iids

.Vo. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2niK
No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com.

1st and 2nd 5

So. 1 t.'om.

.\'o. 2 Com.

I.O(K>'

.!,r>no

2,000

'

1 ,000

4,200'

7,000

1"

4.'),000'

.•«,000

lO.OOO

24,000'

44,00(1

i:;,0(io

.'!0,000'

118,000
12,000

14,000'

17,000
1 ,r,(io

CHESTNUT
fA" i'A"
15,000' 14,600'

42,000 :J4.000

2,000 2,r)ll(l

CYPRESS
44,(M)0' 27,0<»(»'

5.'),000 15,000
200 700

HARD MAPLE
.?0,000' 10,000'

14,000 K2,000
4,000 5,200

SOFT MAPLE
1,800' S.OOO'
1,:«J0 5,400
700 1,000

PLAIN RED OAK
20,000' 30,000'

44,000 .-10,000

1,400 3,00(t

2,000'

1,000

00,00(1
•

,S4,000

.'');i,o()0

PLAIN WHITE OAK
17,000' 18,000' S,.500'

(!4,000 20,000 20,000
50,000 3,500 1,000

!7,200

'

.55.000

8,000

27,000

'

72,000
2,200

!)0,000

'

l(i:!.000

24,000

30,000'
2,000

11,000

57,000

'

130,fM)0

14,00(1

00,000 ft. ly, in. 100,000 ft. 2 in.

AI)out 400,000 ft. 2 in. and

47,000

'

172,000
50,000

IMPLEMENT GRADE WHITE OAK (free of heart)

100,000 ft. 2'/2 in. 100,000ft. 3 in. 45,000 ft. 4 in.

SOUND SQUARE EDGED WHITE OAK
I. X 0 8-1012-in. and up to 10 in. .x 10 in.

2/."
12,(X)0'

10,000

1 ,200

.'.2,000'

24,000
2,400

13,000'

03,000
2,000

23,000'

3,.5()0

1,300

09,000'
58,000
14,000

37,000'
210,000
10.000

10,000'

8,000
1,800

4"
3,500'

.•i.OOO

200

400' 3,000'

.•!4,000 12,000
500 3,500

15,000'

(i(),(M)0

20,000

20,000'

30,000
12,000

.'«,000'

20,000
8,000

34,000'
19.5.000

30,000

14,000'

.3.3,000

14,000

2,.'<00'

2,000

24,000'

15,000
1,300

12,000'

50.000
2,00(1

We also carry a nice stock of Ash, Basswood, Cherry, Gum, Hickory. Quartered Oak, Poplar, or Whitewood, Crating, etc.

A Few Mifcellaneous Car*

We With to Move
3 cai s 1 in. No. 1 Com. W. Ash.

1 car I'A in. No. 1 Com. W. Ash.

1 car i'/i in. No. 1 Com. W. Ash.

1 car 2 in. No. 1 Com. W. Ash.

1 car 1J4 in. No. 2 Com. W. A.sli.

1 car 3 in. No. 2 Com. W. Ash.

I car lyi in. 1st and 2nds Bass.

1 car 2 in. 1st and 2nds Bass.

2 cars 1 in. No. 1 Com. Bass.

2 cars lyi in. No. 1 Com. Bass.

3 cars 1 in. No. 2 Com. Bass.

1 car ll/i in. No. 2 Com. Bass.

1 car 114 in. No. 1 Com. Beech.

1 car 1 in. 1st and 2nds on one

face Cherry.

1 car 1 in. No. 1 Com. Walnut.

1 car 1 in. No. 2 Com. Walnut.

1 car 1 in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car I'/i in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car lyi in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car 2 in. l.st and 2nds R. Gum.
8 cars 2, 2J^ and 3 in. Sound Beech

and Maple Road Plank.

Your enquiries will receive our careful attention,

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
1100 Seneca Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

Vancouver Lumber Co.
LIMITED MANUFACTURERS OF

B. C. Fir, Cedar and

B.C. Hemlock Products

TWO LARGE MODERN
MILLS AT YOUR SERVICE

View of our Fir Mill from log pond, Vancouver, B.C.

.Fir Finish

Fir Flooring

Fir Timbers

"BIG CHIEF BRAND" SIDING

RITE GRADE SHINGLES
Eastern Sales Office:

701 EXCELSIOR LIFE BUILDING
Representative-C. J. BROOKS TORONTO, ONT.
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Geo. Gordon & Co.raon
Limited

Cache Bay - Ont.

White and Red Pine
stock on Hand for quick shipment

6x6- 12/16

8 X 10- 12 16'

10 X 10- 12/16'

4 X 12- 12/16

50,000

30,000

100,000

60,000

6 X 12- 12/16'

8 X 12- 12/16'

10 X 12- 12/16'

12 X 12- 12/16'

7,000

14,000

25,000'

150,000'

Complete assortment i - 2 - and 3 " White Pine

WRITE us FOR PRICES

AN IDEAL LUMBER MILL
V Running Continuously

All the Year Round
Capacity, modern equipment, and shipment

facilities are factors that combine to make the

Fassett Lumber Mill one of the best in the

country for quality and service.

We are now sawing hardwood and have
five million feet of

BIRCH, MAPLE
BASSWOOD, ELM

and ASH
Put up on grade. Get in touch with us.

Large stocks of Hemlock and Spruce always on hand,

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited QlfEBEC
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MILLIONS OF

LATH
ONTARIO Number One 6/4 x % x 4™^ PINE Number Two << <(

Number Three
Mill Run 6/4 x % x 32

ONTARIO Mill Run 6/4x3/8x4
SPRUCE Number Three

Mill Run 6/4 x % x 32

ONTARIO Number One 6/4 x S/g x 4
HEMLOCK Number Two

Mill Run 6/4 x 3/8 X 32

NEW BRUNSWICK Merchantable 6/4 x 3/g x 4

SPRUCE

ALL BONE DRY
Building is getting well under way.

Lath will be required shortly.

Let us give you prices.

UNION LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
701 DOMINION BANK BUILDING
TORONTO CANADA
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Davison Lumber & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Bridgewater, N. S.

THE LARGEST LUMBERING INDUSTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA PRODUCTION 40 MILLION FEET PER ANNUM

Send us your enquiries for

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock or Hardwood Lumber
Box Shooks and

Dry Pressed Baled Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Chips
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Nova Scotia White Spruce and Hardwood Flooring
We are equipped with everything appertaining to Modern Saw Milling and operate from the Woods to the finished product.

If you want something special quickly, try us. We will cut, dry, work and ship within a few days from receipt of order.

We are located on the main line of the Halifax and South Western Railway and on Tidewater.

We Operate:

A Double Band Mill at Springfield, N.S., Capacity 120,000 ft. per day A Box Shook Factory at Bridgewater, N.S.. Capacity 50,000 ft. per day

A Rotary and Gang at Mill Village, N.S. " 40,000 ft. per day A Dry Kiln at Bridgewater. N.S.. " 100,000 ft. per day

J/- j *Kic " annnntt r.^^ A-,,. A Chipping Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100 cords per dayA Rotary and Gang at Bridgewater, N.S., 80.000 ft. per day ^ Ground Wood Pulp Mill at Charleston. N.S., Capacity 40 tons Spruce
A Planing Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100,000 ft. per day Pulp per day.

PHONE: BRIDGEWATER 74

DUNFIELD& CO., Limited

Exporters of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

Sprucef Pine, Hemlock
and Hardwood

in 1 in., 2 in., 3 in., 4 in.

Spruce Laths and Railway Ties

Head Office ; 8 Prince St., Halifax, N.S. Brancli Office: 8 Market Square, St. John, N.B.

U.. K. Brokers: Duncan, Ewing & Co., K21 Exchange BIdg., Liverpool. Telegraphic Addreac Dunfield, Halifax. Codec ABC 5th Ed. Western Union
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"British Columbia Fir"

TIMBERS
Rough Clears

Flooring, Ceiling and Finish

Alberta Lumber Co., Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

California White Pine

California Sugar Pine

and Arizona Soft Pine

Best Stock for Factory and Pattern Lumber

^ LOUIS WUICHET
Room 716 Railway Exchange, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

We Have To Offer:

1 Car 2 X 4— 12 Mercantable Spruce

2Cars2x5-12'

Eastern Stock. 1917 Cut

50 M. ft. Edge Grain I's & 2's Clear Fir Flooring

20 1 X 6 & Up 8 16 Clear Western Spruce

Canada Lumber Co., Limited
WESTON, - ONT.

Special Prices to

Clean Up
At Midland, (Dry)

1 car 1x4 and up No. 1 M. C. White Pine.

At Powassan, (Dry
50,000 1 X 10 and 12 in. No. 1 M. C. White Pine.

54.000 2 x 4 and up Merchantable Spruce.

10,000 1 x 4 and up Merchantable Spruce.

14,000 2 X 4—10/16 Merchantable Hemlock.
10.000 2 x8
27,000 2 X 10 and 12

14,000 1 x4 and up

At Moffatt
4 cars 4

" and up 8' Cedar Posts.

In Transit
5 cars 3 X B. C. Shingles.

The Long Lumber Co.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Milling in Transit
A Well Equipped Mill

CP., G.T., & C.R. Railway Connections

LargeDry Kilns SpecialMillwork

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Limited
ORILLIA, ONT.

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Office. Ottawa, Can.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

and Selling Agents for

Fraser & Co.
Mills at

DESCHENES • - QUEBEC

White Pine
Red Pine
Spruce
Lumber and Lath
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A Choice Block of

PINE
1 X 6 100,000 Ft B.M.

1 X 7 160,000

1 X 8 250,000

1 X 9 160,000

1 X 10

1 X 12

2x4
2x8

80,000 Ft. B.M.

20,000

15,000

25,000

48 in. No. 1 Pine Lath, 2,500,000.

48 in. No. 1 Spruce Lath, 640,000.

48 in. No. 3 Lath, 1,750,000.

32 in. No. 1 Pine and Spruce Lath, 1,300,000.

1918 Sawing.

All in our Yards at Nicholson, Ontario.

Prices on the entire block or a portion given on application.

Immediate shipment can be made

First class facilities for dressing in carload lots

after April 15th

Austm&Nicholson
CHAPLEAU, ONTARIO

Basswood
I ill., 1^4 l/^ 2 in., and 3 in.,

Dry Basswood

Dry Birch Stock
All thicknesses and grades in

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood and Brown Ash

Also Cottonwood, Tupelo, Gum, Magnolia

and Buckeye

Spruce,Hemlock and Pine
Can saw to order at MacDonald's Siding

Let us quote on your requirements

HART & McDONAGH
513-1415 Continental Life Bldg. TORONTO

The Atlantic Lumber Company
Manufacturers

Plain White Oak
Quarter Sawn Red Odk

Chestnut, Poplar, Cherry
Tennessee Scented Red Cedar

White Oak Timbers Sawn to Order

Let us quote you on Solid or Mixed Carloads

310 MANNING CHAMBERS, TORONTO
Band Mills: KNOXVILLE, TENN. ; FONDE, KENTUCKY
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New Ontario Colonization Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS

Spruce, Tamarack, Whitewood, Poplar Lumber
Rossed Spruce Pulpwood and Lath

Flooring and Other Dressed Spruce in Stock

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.
503 Niagara Life Bldg.

Mills : JACKSONBORO, ONT.
On Transconlinental Ry.

J. B. SnowbaU Company
LIMITED

Chatham, New Brunswick

Dealers in

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
LathSf Railway Ties

Band mill at Chatham >^ith Resaw and
Planer mill in connection with same.

Rotary mills at Chatham and Millerton

and Gang mill at Tracadie.

Our Planing and Resaw plant makes it

possible to meet buyers require-

ments.

RAILWAY SIDINGS IN OUR MILL YARDS

Would Sell

Rotary Mill at Millerton
Good opportunity for a mill business

of four million capacity per year.

ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

p. O. Box 914 Phone Main 948

Exchange Lumber Co.^ Reg.
Special

Sawing
for

U.S. Trade

WHOLESALE LUMBER Spruce
Deals
for

Export180 St. James Street

MONTREAL
Shingles are scrace, and we have the following few cars

yet to offer

:

540 M "Extra" Cedar Shingles New Brunswick district.

400 M "Clears"
800 M "2nd Clears"
125 M "Clear White"
200 M "Extra No. 1"

10 Cars 1" 14 Spruce Laths Mill Run.
We can take your order for mixed cars. Write for quotations at

once, as we desire to clean out these lots before the 15th of this
month.

Standing Timber
in Large or Small Blocks

FOR
SALE

Special

Prices

THE undersigned offer for sale,

in large or small blocks all their

remaining timber lands and town

property situated in the town of

Parry Sound, Ont.

We have sold quite a number of

timber parcels but still have some

good bargains left in Townships of

McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Mon-

teith, Carling, Christie, McConkey,

Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge

and Street.

Special bargains in the Town-

ships of Falconbridge and Street for

small mills.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co.
26 Ernest Ave.

Toronto, Canada

Limited

John I. Shafer Hardwood Co.
SOUTH BEND, IND.

Partial Inventory

White Ash

2 " FAS & No. 1 Com. 24600'

2>^" FAS & No. 1 Com. 10204'

3 " FAS & No. 1 Com. 296aS'

Hickory

V/2" FAS & No. 1 Com. 11270'

2 " FAS & No. 1 Com. 35360'

2>4" FAS & No. 1 Com. 9245'

Hard Maple

2 " FAS & No.
2y>" FAS & No.
3 " FAS & No.

Plain Oak
•2 "FAS&No.
2^" FAS & No.
3 " FAS & No.
4 " FAS & No.

1 Com. 38646'

ICom. 114219'

1 Com. LS663'

1 Com. 198952'

1 Com. 80678'

1 Com. 172535'

1 Com. 69762'
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John McKergow. W. K. Grafftey,
President MaaaelnK-Dlrector

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Offica : Montreal Office :

46 ElelB SX- 759 Notre Dame St., W

H . Ca KI>IN A I. O. Pa(!i;

Cardinal & Page
Wholesalers and Exporters of

FOREST PRODUCTS
180 St. James St. Montreal

.Specialties:-

Spruce and Red Pine

Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce
QUALICUM QUALITY LUMBER

Rough Fir Timbers
Any size up to 60 feet long

Select Grades a Specialty

FIR PIPE and TANK STOCK
Market wanted for Rough Cedar Timbers

Inquire for prices

Office and Mills :

Qualicum Beach, V. I., B. C.

WE ARE BUYERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Handles

Staves Hoops
Headings

Jame,WEBSTER&Bro.
Limited

BootU, Liverpool, England
London Office

Dashwood Houie 9 New Broad St. E. C.

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N.Y.

LUMBER

White Pine

All Dimensions

At Your Service

Of a High Grade of Manufac-

ture and taking a low freight rate

to all Central and Western On-

tario Points.

Write or Wire for Quotations

C. Ga Anderson Lumber

Company, Limited

Manufacturers and Strictly Wholesale
Dealers in Lumber

SALES OFFICE

705 Excelsior Life Building

Toronto

Timber

Estimates
JamesW. Sewall
OLD TOWN. MAINE

Lumber, Lath
Flooring, Cedar
Poles and Posts

Railway Ties
Doors, Windows, Archi-
traves and all kinds of Mill
Work, done by experts.

Ask for our prices and service!
of our architect

J. P. DUPUIS, LTD.
592 Church Ave.. Verdun. Montreal. P Q

Spruce, Balsam, Poplar
Pulpwood

Bought and Sold for Canadian or
American delivery. •

Quotations furnished on request.

P. M. JOST & Co.
Broker* and Commiauon Marck.nt*

Room 201, 180 St. James St , MONTREAL

Robt. Coltart & Co.

Royal Liver Building

Liverpool England

.\gcnts for the sale •

Pine, Spruce and Har
woods. < rr. .1!,), 1

invited.

Cable.-" COLTART" Liverpool

Cant & Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Al and ABC Codes used

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Addrcsa: Farnwortb, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS

2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and
Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool,

England
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SAW MILL

MACHINERY

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Having decided to discon-

tinue saw mill operations at

Penetang have the following

machinery for sale. This

machinery is all in operating

condition and is open for in-

spection at Penetang, Ont.

Mill Machinery

Exlra heavy log haul-up work* with

inch round and flat chain, 128 ft.

centres.
2—Waterous log nnloadeis or kickers,

:t arms, 10 in. cylinders.

I—Waterous log loader, 3 arms, 10-in.

cyllnderi.

.t—Waterous right-hand double cutting

band mill, 11 in. saws, 8 ft. wheel,

with 3block carriage; 24 in. opening;

Payette set works and dogs; 8 In. x

36 ft. steam feed.

l_Waterous double edger for 20-lncn

saws, lever shifter.

l_Payette double edger for 18-in. saws,

lever shifter.
.

4S—live rolls about 8 ft. long by 10 in.

dia. ; extra heavy, sprocket drive.

20—High cars with roller tops. 24 In.

heavy wheels on 3 in. axles, standard

gauge.
1-Mershon 4 saw gang resaw, takes

squared cants or just one face, ideal

machine to cut small logs and centres

of large after good has been taken off.

1—Payette picket machine, made speci-

ally for shade roller stock, will feed

pieces 16 in. long, also sorting table

with chain top.

1—Rogers Iron Works circular resaw

for making box lumber from stabs;

fool-proof machine.
1— Payette edger for box and short

stock.

I—Rogers twin circular or tie maker.
1—Payette lath bolter and lath machine.
1— Pair lath trimmers.
1—Picket trimmer (bunch trim).

Conveyor drives and chains.

Pulleys, gearSj heavjr line shafting and
countershafting with bearings.

Send us your requirements.
We have a large stock of double and

triple leather belting in widths from
10 in. to 46 In.

Power House Equipment

S—Return Tubular Hoilers, Holdie Mc-
Culloch make, C6 x 10. Dutch oven
settinj?s, 85 lbs. steam allowance
Ontario Government.

Preeching and smoke stack for above
boilers, BO in. dia., newly painted,

600 ft. new Yi-in. guy and plate for

brick pier.
1—Northey boiler feed pump, outside

packed, 8 in. x B in. x 12 in., for 3 in.

suction pipe.
1—Pair Poison "Brown" type engines,

coupled on quarters, 22 in. x BO In.,

with 16 ft. x 48 In. belt, balance
wheel. Excellent engines.

1—Pair American feed water heaters
for above engines; 10 In., copper
coils.

Filing Equipment
1—Waterous band saw grinder for 6

in. saws.
1—Baldwin retoother for band «aws,
1—Wm. Hamilton band saw shear, 12".
2—Reversible saw levelling blocks.
2—Chilled band saw anvils.

Hanchrt band saw swages; Crescent
circular saw swages; shapers and
dressers.

Yard Equipment

Dooms and boom chains, ^, H &
Winches and other mill supplies.

Prompt shipments and bargains for
quick sale. Will send all particu-
lars and prices on application.

Firstbrook Bros.
Limitad

Penetang, Ont.

WELL BOUGHT IS HALF SOLD"

SPECIAL

Merchantable

Spruce

One Year in Pile

30 M' 2 X 3, 1

113
"

2 X 4

26
"

2 X 5

82
"

2 X 6

43
"

2 X 8

10
"

2 X 10

5
"

1 X 3/up

Can dress at shipping point.

Will sell in block
or car-lots.

Canadian General Lumber Co.

Limited

FOREST PRODUCTS
TORONTO OFFICE :— 712-20 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

Montreal Office:—203 McGiU Bldg.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Quick

Action

You

Can

Have

It

Try the Canada Lum-

berman Wanted and For

Sale Department. Have

you anything you wish to

buy or sell in the Lumber

Industry? You will find

this department inexpen-

sive, and a very effective

business getter.

Our Classified Adver-

tisers do not repeat the

ad, often. They don't

have to. They report im-

mediate results. Use these

columns to your own ad-

vantage.

CANADA
LUMBERMAN
and WOODWORKER

347 Adelaide St. W.

TORONTO

mm
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Watson &Tocld Limited
OTTAWA

1 to 3 WHITE PINE
'All Grades and Widths

r to 6' NORWAY
Registered

A

Trade Mark

Registered

Export Trade
Our Specialty

Trade Mark

KEEWATIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of White and Red Pine, Spruce and

Poplar Lumber, Boxes, Shooks, Lath and Ties.

Dry White Pine Uppers and Factory Plank

Dry White Pine Common Boards
Also BOX and CRATING STOCK
in PINE, SPRUCE and POPLAR

Saw Mills, Planing Mills and Box Factories at

Keewatin and Kenora, Ontario

Correspondence solicited

General Office - KEEWATIN, ONTARIO

STRATFORD
OAKUM

Quality Guaranteed

GEO. STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

Jersey City and Everywhere
165 Cornelison Ave ,

Jersey City, U.S.A.

The

Harris Tie & Timber Co.
Limited

Ottawa - Canada

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Cedar Poles and Posts

Railway Ties - - Piles

Callander Saw Mills
Callander, Ontario

"Ail Forest Products"

Varied and High Class

WhiteandRed Pine

Hemlock Lumber
and Lath

Cedar Poles

IVrite for prices to

Head Office

1310 Bank of Hamilton BIdg.

TORONTO

F. N. Waldib, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
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Ten Band Mills to Serve You
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Mills and Redlway Connections
Fredericton, N.B.
Piaster Rock, N.B.
Nelson, N.B.
Edmundston, N.B.
Baker Brook, N.B.
Glendync, Que.
Escourt, Que. "

Cabano, Que. "

Whitworth, Que. (No. 1, No. 2)
"

Railway connection C. P. R.

C. P. R.

I. C. R.

C. P. R. or Temiscouata Ry.
Temiscouata Ry. and N.T.R.
N. T. R.
N. T. R.
Temiscouata Ry.
Temiscouata Ry.

Fraser Companies, Limited, Fredericton N.B.

ROUGH AND DRESSED SPRUCE, WHITE CEDAR SHINGLES. SPRUCE LATH, PIANO
SOUNDING BOARD STOCK.
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Mason, Gordon &Co. x.".:"."::: Montreal, Que.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS

(Wholesale Only)

FIR TIMBER and Finish, CEDAR SHINGLES and Lumber

Transit Cars of the above always on the Road
Western Fir Doors

Sole Selling Agents for Eastern Canada for WHEELER OSGOOD CO.. Tacoma, Wash — Doors, Turned Stock etc.

Toronto Office : 510 Lumsden Building
Hush A. Rose, Representative

Vancouver Office : .^04 Pacific Building
Herbert C. Gordon, Representative

Your Chance
to buy

Saw Mill Machinery
Any or all of the following, from Wm. Peter estate

—

first class condition

1 Steam Nigger, Waterous Co.

I right hand Champion Edger (Waterous Co.), 48 inches, :j station-

ary saws, 3 movable saws.

1 left hand Hamilton Edger, 54 incli, l slalidnary saws, 1 movable

saw.

1 Engine, 14 x 20 slide valve, I'ayette lly-wiieel, 5 It. diameter, :;o in.

face.

1 Engine, 11 x 18, slide valve, Inglis & Hunter lly-wlicel, 0 ft. diam-

eter, 16 in. face.

1 Patterson & Berryman Water Heater.

Gordon Hollow Blast Blower, located in mill.

1 Ewart's Detachable Chain.

.Special Heavy Forged Chain, about feet.

We have also on hand Live Roll Drives, Pulley, Gears. .Shafting,

in addition to I-'iling Equipment, etc.

L. HAIGHT, Barrister

PARRY SOUND, ONTARIO

Sale of Pulpwood Lands
in Northern Ontario

The Lake Superior Corpuration and
Algoma Eastern Railway Company are

open to negotiate for the disposal of cer-

tain lands

Approximately 682,000 Acres
situated for the most part in that section of North-
ern Ontario known as the Clay Belt, and com-
prising the Townships of Storey, Langemarck,
Dowsley, Nassau, Shetland, Staunton, Orkney,
Magladery, Caithness, Rykert, Doherty, Whigham,
Coppell, Newton, Dale, McOwen, Frater.

The lands in question are accessible to the

Algoma Central, Trans-Continental, Cana-

dian Northern, and Canadian Pacific Rail-

ways, and should be of particular interest to

pulp and paper makers, also to settlers, in

view of their agricultural possibilities.

General information will be furnished and plans exhibited

at the office of Mr. Alex. Taylor, secretary of the Lake
Superior Corporation, 1428 Bank of Hamilton Building,

Toronto, or at the office of Mr. G. A. Montgomery, vice-

president of the .Algoma Eastern Railway Company, Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont.

Established

1873 GILLIES BROS. Mills and Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.
Limited

Manufacturers of

WHITE PINE
RED PINE SPRUCE

New York City: Guy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
MANUFACTURERS OF

Douglas Fir, Spruce, Cedar and Hemlock Lumber
Rough Timbers, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Interior and Exterior

Finish of all kinds including Mouldings. Fir, Spruce and Cedar Lath

Prompt shipment of Fir timbers in all sizes and up to 100 feet in length

AIR DRIED CEDAR SHINGLES
We specialize in supplying air dried Cedar Shingles, these cost more
than kiln dried Shingles but make a better roof and last much longer

PLEASE REMEMBER I can saw any size,

length and quantity of White Oak Timbers on
short notice.

/ Want to Buy
Winter sawn Basswood any thickness

Brown Ash 4/4, 6/4 & 8/4 No. 2 Com. & Better

500.000 ft. Merchantable Hemlock, stock size

B. C. Shingles always in transit, both 3X and SX.

Write me or phone for prices.

PERCY E. HEENEY, Wholesale Lumber
207 Weber Chambers, KITCHENER, Onl.

Planing Mill Stock

CYPRESS
Soft, Dry Stock, Finest Grades

—

All Thicknesses— 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

Yellow Pine Finish
Kiln Dried, Soft, Short Leaf Kind

Stock Widths illby 4", 6", 8", 10'\ 12"

8,4;

Also OAK, ASH, POPLAR^ GUM

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & NIXON
Real Estate Trust BlAg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Dominion Lumber & Timber
Company, Limited

LUMBER for every purpose

also SHlNaES
Write or Wire for Prices

Winch Building VANCOUVER, B. C.

I HAVE IT~
All Grades in White Pine

Lath A Specialty

Milling in Connection

E. J. MOORES, Jr.
MIDLAND CANADA

LEFS GET TOGETHER
We Specialize in

—

New Brunswick

White Cedar Shingles

We also manufacture

Spruce and Pine Lumber,

Lath, Cedar Ties, etc.

Shipments by Rail and Water.

W. H. MILLER CO., LTD.
Campbellton, N. B.

THE

Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
Maunfacturers

Rim Factory :

ARGOS, IND.

Saw Mills :

WYATT, IND.

WAKELEE, MICH
ROCHESTER, IND.

Indiana
Bent Oak
Wagon Rims

also producing

Northern and Southern Hardwood Lumber
in Ash, Basswood, Beech, Cottonwood, Cypress, Elm, Gum,

Hickory, Maple, Oak, Sycamore, etc.

Main Office - - SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
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FIR TIMBERS
AND

British Columbia Red Cedar

SHINGLES
Dimension

Shiplap

Boards

Siding Interior Finish Ship Timbers

Ceiling Tank Stock Ship Planking

Flooring Silo Stock Ship Decking

WesternRedCedar
We have now secured the out-

put of a large mill that can handle

specifications for Door Stock, In-

terior Trim, Boat Lumber, etc.

Note :

—

Send for our latest price list

covering all B.C. lumber products.

EXPORT :- Orders and Enquiries Solicited

Cars of Fir Timbers and Red Cedar Shingles always in transit Our

representatives can give you specifications, or if more convenient wire us direct

Montreal Representative

:

U. E. GERMAIN,
43 St. Sacrament St.,

Montreal, Que.

Toronto Representative

D. WILLIAMS,
40 Major St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Western Ontario

E. A. LEBEL
Sarnia,

Ontario

TIMMS, PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
Head Office: Yorkshire Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Now in Course of Preparation

EXPORT EDITION
of the '^Canada Lumberman"

The Main Purposes of This Number:

First—To tell the importers in European and other foreign countries

about Canada's timber resources and lumber manufacturing facilities,

and the ability of our manufacturers to supply their needs.

Second—To acquaint our manufacturers and exporters with the require-

ments of foreign markets and assist them in developing the export

bu siness.

Some of the Articles that will appear in this important number:
1. Canada's export trade in past years, giving figures showing expansion and trend of trade,

including articles by prominent lumber men on the advantages of developing our export
trade, sizes of lumber produced in Canada and its suitability for foreign markets.

2. Location and description of timber resources, accompanied by illustrations, including
samples of doors, interior trim, flooring, ready-made houses, etc.

3. A comprehensive article describing Canadian methods of logging, bringing logs to the
mill, etc., accompanied by illustrated description of several big sawmilling and wood-
working establishments, to graphically depict our facilities for manufacturing.

4. Explanation of lumber terms used in this country, with some reference to grading rules,etc.;

also a complete explanation of European lumber terms and methods of handling lumber.

5. An article dealing with the transportation problems, shipping ports^ facilities for handling
our lumber, etc.

6. The probable quantity, kind and size of lumber required in the next five years for re-

building the devastated area of Europe, comparing this with the normal consumption
of the different countries.

7. Description and plans of the types of ready-made houses required for immediate use in

Europe.
8. Special article on pit wood and pit props, sizes of wood used, how to prepare it, etc.

9. Special articles on pulp and pulp wood, illustrated with some of our largest mills.

10. Specially written articles on the B.C. lumber export trade; white pine in European markets;
what factors have operated against the development of the export trade in the past, and
other subjects which will comprise a complete review of the situation.

TWO THOUSAND COPIES DISTRIBUTED ABROAD

Canada^s Enterprising Operators and Manufacturers will be represented in

this International Number, Write for particulars

HUGH C. MacLEAN, LIMITED
Office of Publication:- 345-347 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO, ONT.

119 Board of Trade, Montreal Great Northern Building, Chicago
Electric Railway Chambers, Winnipeg Tribune Building, New York

Winch Building, Vancouver 16 Regent Street, S.W., London, Eng.
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REDWOOD
MAKES THE
BEST TANKS
THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.

NEW YORK, 103 Park Avenue

By its properties of resistance to the effects
of wet as well as all kinds of acid, Redwood
is the best material for the construction of

tanks, and it is being extensively used by
tank builders throughtout the continent.

Redwood is specially adaptable for vats and
tanks in tanneries. We have stocks ready
for immediate shipment. Write for prices
and particulars.

RCOISTCRCO

TRADE MARK

11 South LaSalle Street

CHICAGO

FOR QUICK
SHIPMENT

2 to 3 Cars of 2 x 8, 10/16 Merchantable Spruce

2 to 3 Cars of 2 x 10, 10/16

2 to 3 Cars of 3 x 12, 10/16

ALSO HAVE
Lumber, Lath and Shingles, Com-

plete Stock of Crating Spruce; also

Red Pine Piles for immediate ship-

ment.

ARTHUR N. DUDLEY
Manufacturer and Wholesaler

Mills at-
Elbow Lake and Dane

109 Stair Building,

TORONTO, ONT.

r
1

Plant of The Slearni Salt and Lunit>«r Co.

STEARNS SELECTED

Lumber i«i Timber
Hardwood, Hemlock
and White Pine from
the Michigan Forests

We have a complete assort-

ment of hardwoods in pile

ready for rush shipments.

Your enquiries will have
our prompt attention.

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co.
LUDINGTON, MICH.

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of

SPRUCE
Lumber Lath Pulpwood

Head Office and Mills at

:

St. Pacome, Que., Canada
On L C. Ry. 75 Miles East of

Quebec City

Also Mills at

:

Crown Lake, Powerville Riv. Manie

On Nat. Transcontinental Ry.
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OUR NEW TIMBER MILL
(Capacity 100,000 Feet Ten Hours.) NOW IN OPERATION

We solicit your enquiries for Hcavy Construction Material and Yard Stock

ANY SIZE TIMBERS UP TO 100 FEET
Give us an opportunity to prove to you that we have earned a reputation for Quality and Service.

TIMBERLAND LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Office: Westminster Trust Building, NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Mills at South Westminster, on B.C.E.R. Shipments by C.P.R., C.N.R., G.N.R., N.P.R., and C. M. & St. P. Ry.

Oak Timbers
Sound and Square Edged Cut to Your Order

Oak Planking
Common and Better Grade Cut to Order

St. Francis Basin Hardwoods
Band Sawed (8 Million feet of stock ready for quick shipment)

Tennessee Aromatic Red Cedar Boards
(Straight Carlots or in mixed cars with Hardwoods)

Let us quote and send descriptions.

GEORGE C. BROWN & COMPANY
MAIN OFFICE - MEMPHIS, TENN.

We operate two large band mills in Arkansas, capacity 100,000 feet daily.

International Land & Lumber
Company, Limited

Lumber, Railway Ties

Shims, Shingles, etc.

Head Offices, Ottawa, Ont.

Limits and Mills: ST. FELICIEN, LAKE ST. JOHN DISTRICT, QUEBEC

SERVICE
Is it not worth something to you ?

We are in a position to supply

your every requirement in

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
and tlie quality of our stock is absolutely dependable.

Send us your enquiries.

SERVICE LUMBER CO., LIMITED
Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRUCE
In All Sizes and Grades

We are Specialists in this Line— Write us.

rv« I • ijiiciiiiiijii L^uiiiucr v^Oiiipciny
408 Pacific Building - - - VANCOUVER, B. C.

Rough 1 - 6 to 12 ' wide

and 2 - 6 to 12 wide

Mountain

Pine
Dry, sawn full for Eastern trade

The Foss Lumber Co.
Limited

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Established 1905

Prince Rupert Lumber

Company
J. S. EMERSON

SITKA
SPRUCE

m

Specialties

:

Timbers and Dimension

Office and Mills : Prince Rupert, B.C.

Vancouver Office: 216 Pacific BIdg.

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

British Columbia Red Cedar Exclusively
Cedar Bevel Siding, Finish, V»Joint and Mouldings

Straight or mixed cars with XXX and XXXXX Shingles. Stocks carried at Lindsay, Ont., for quick shipment.

Full particulars from our Eastern Agents.
Ontario Agents:

GuU River Lumber Co, Ltd, Lindsay, Ont.
i r^rf 1 T% ^ %M J n r>

Quebec and Maritime Provinces Agents: Head UrhCe and MlIlS, rOFt MOOdV, D. L.
Mason, Gordon & Company, Montreal.
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Reynolds Timber, Shipping and Insurance Agency
Limited

Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Everything in B.C. Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles

Reynolds Fir Sells because it

excels in quality of Timber

and Manufacture.

" Horseshoe " Brand stands

for the Acme of Quality in

Red Cedar Shingles.

Prompt Shipments in Straight or Mixed Cars

General Offices, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Sales Representatives

Winnipeg—S.C.M. Lumber Co. Lethbridge—McFarland Lumber Co.

Moosejaw—Cooke & Cox Toronto—Greig, Morris Co.

ALLEN-STOLTZE LUMBER CO., LTD.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

Manufacturers and Wholesalers

"Arrow Brand" Red Cedar Shingles

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Mountain and Coast Lumber

Spruce - Cedar - Hemlock - Fir
Fir Doors in mixed cars with Cedar Shingles

Represented by

C. G. BOCKUS, MONTREAL, P.Q. R. G. CHESBRO, TORONTO, ONT.
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TRADE MARK

REGISTERED

A roofing material

without any come-back.

—one you can guarantee for a lifetime of

service—That's what your customers want

—what you want to sell them.

Carry a stock of

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Red Cedar

SHINGLES
( Trademarked

)

and you have just the product they want

—

something you can sell without any fear of a

come-back.

I^HINGLHS sold under our trademark measure
up to the highest standard—you know what

"V(?rtical Grain"—"Strictly Clear"—"Free from

Sap" means in shingles. Our trademarked shing-

les are manufactured under grading rules which
meet these requirements.

^^LiR advertising campaign Ls creating a wider
market for our trademarked shingles. There's

not a day but that many enquiries are received at

our office as the result of the extensive advertising

campaign we're carrying on throughout Canada.

We pass these enquiries on to you—carry our

trademarked shingles—be ready to meet these

demands.

Write us for attractive display cards for

your office— for shingle literature which will

be interesting to your customers. Sent free

on request.

Issued by the Publicity Section

Shingle Agency of British Columbia

Standard Bank Building

Vancouver - B. C.

Veneered Panels
for Interior Trim

Quartered and Plain Oak, Mahogany
and Birch

60 ' X 3o" and 72" x 24"

3 ply M" and 5 ply %'

Write for prices

Hay & Company^ Limited
Woodstock - Ontario

Get Our Special Prices on

White Pine, Norway
and Spruce
SPECIALS FOR MARCH

No. 1 and No. 2 White Pine Lath, mixed.
No. 3 Lath.

Dry Stock Ready for Shipment

JAMES G. CANE & CO.. TORONTO, ONTARIO

We offer for

Immediate delivery

—

30 M. 4/ 4 Beech, No. 2 C. & B.

50 M. 6/4 Beech. No. 2 C. & B.

150 M. 4 4 Maple, No. 2 C. & B.

100 M. 4 4 Birch, No. 2 C. & B.

300 M. 4/4, 8 4 & 12 4 Soft Elm.

20 M. 4 4 Oak, plain, No. 2 & B.

Prices are very attractive

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
79 Spadina Ave. TORONTO

Trade Mark

Res- U. S. A.

ALABAMA HEWN OAK TIMBER

HARDWOOD LOGS:
Ash, Hickory, Poplar, Oak, Satin Walnut,
Mobile Bay Poplar, Dogwood

HARDWOOD LUMBER:
Hewn Pitch Pine Timber, Pitch Pine Lumber

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER COMPANY
Exporters Mobilc, Alabama, U.S.A. Cables

Taylor. Mobile"
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Canadian National Railtuaifs
COMONTGN

\PRINce ALBUtT

KAMLOOP.
CHARLOTTLTOWN

MOA/CTONMsYDNEY

TOtOHTO SrjOHN

Now Operating

Canadian Northern^Railway Canadian Government Railways

The Great North Western Telegraph Company

14,000 Miles of Railway— 56,000 Miles of Telegraph Line

Traversing Every Province of Canada's Dominion

and directly serving the great ports of

Halifax—St. John—Quebec—Montreal—Vancouver

Passenger — Freight — Express — Telegraph —

G. A. HAYES
Vice-President

H. H. MELANSON
Passenger Traffic

Manager

Head Offices : Toronto, Ontario

Victoria

Hotels

GEO. STEPHEN
Freight Traffic

Manager

Illustrating permanent installation of

Mathews Lumber Conveyor, between

mill and shipping and distributing

platform.

Plioto by courtesy of Vancouver Cedar Mills,

Roche Point, B.C.

Illustrating portable unit of Mathews

Conveyor for unloading cars.

Plioto by courtesy of Windsor Lumber Co.,

Ltd., Windsor, Ont.

Write for Catalogue L.

CANADIAN MATHEWS GRAVITY CARRIER COMPANY, LIMITED
484 RIGHMOND STREET WEST - - TORONTO, GANADA
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mm

MI^ODU-C^
In The Small Saw Mill

Here, as well as in the large
mill, the economical superior-
ity of Simonds Saws is easily

demonstrated. They hold their
cutting edge; they saw true;

they make high grading lumber.
These things mean profit to any
millman. Write us about the
saws you want.

Simonds Canada Saw Co. Ltd.
"The Saw Makers"

Montreal, Que.
Vancouver, B.C. St. John, N.B.

iV

Feeding the Camp
IF that is your problem, remember that it is our

business, too. We do a tremendous lumber camp
trade and are fully acquainted with the food require-

ments of logging camps. We shall be glad to quote

you on any lines you need this year, and will submit

special quotations if you will drop us a card. We
can supply you with all that's best in provisions and

fresh meats, and give you a service you will appreciate.

WRITE OR WIRE US AT OUR
EXPENSE—TODAY

LONG CLEAR BACON

BARRELED PORK

SAUSAGE

DAVIES PURE LARD

PEERLESS SHORTENING

MINCEMEAT, ETC.

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
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The Great Need of National Timber Survey in Canada
What would be thought of the manufacturer, wholesaler ur retailer who never took stock Supposing he conducted his

business year after year without preparing an inventory of the goods he had in hand and when questioned regarding the value

of his merchandise or manufactured products would simply guess at the aggregate amount. Such a manufacturer or merchant

would be regarded as short-sighted, unbusinesslike and inefficient.

The most successful and progressive exponents in the commercial and industrial world know where they are at from a

financial standpoint and also from a physical productive and maintenance standpoint. They are apprised exactly and at all

times of what they have, where it is located, its present value, where are the best markets, outlets, etc. So far as Canada is con-

cerned we have been told ever and anon about the wondrous and magnificent natural resources that this country possesses, and,

in glowing terms, orators and politicians have eulogized the splendid forest assets of the Dominion. Yet possibly not one of

them knows definitely or even approximately, what Canada possesses in this particular realm and how long our standing timber

at the present rate of cut and consumption, waste and neglect, will last. Even those high in authority have but little knowledge

of the total quantity of merchantable saw timber in the Dominion. The best estimates say that it lies between 500 and 800 bil-

ion ft., b.m., covering an area of 250,000,000 acres. This is certainly not a very accurate report and what Canadians want to know
at the present time, in view of the promising export business looming up, is more about our forests, where they are, what kind

of wood they contain, their accessibility, market value, reproductive characteristics, total annual cut, new growth and exten-

sion of our wooded wealth by means of tree planting and reforestation.

At the recent meeting of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, and also at the gathering of the Canadian Forestry As-

sociation, strong emphasis was placed on the necessity of a natural survey of our timber wealth in the interests of conserva-

tion, economy and development. It is hoped that the Commission of Conservation will be clothed with the essential authority

and that the Federal Administration as well as the Provincial Governments will see that the necessary funds are forthcoming to

make a thorough inventory of the timber assets of Canada. In this work every care should be taken to learn the various kinds

of lumber available, the quality, location and accessibility, together with the available means of transporting the same to the

nearest market. In fact, the survey should go further than this and contain a report of all cut-over and non-agricultural lands

which are suitable only for forest growth showing the extent and location of the same. If this data was definitely in hand it

would be of inestimable value, not only to the lumber operators themselves, but to foreign countries and governments, and

would assist our own administrations in developing a permanent, effective and aggressive forest policy which would have the

eflfect of strengthening and stabilizing the natural resources of the Dominion. The proposed move of having returned soldiers

engaged in tree planting and general forestry work on lands that are suitable only for extending our timber wealth is one that

commends itself to those who have the interest of our country and its upbuild at heart. It has been well said that the big prob-

lem now is not redeeming the land from the forest, but of redeeming the land for the forest.

A national survey of Canada's standing timber, showing the kinds, quality, location and accessibility cannot be inaugurated

too promptly in the interests of the great lumbering industry of the Dominion. The province of New Brunswick has already

undertaken such a task, and, in the words of Mr. C. H. Prince, provincial forester, "It will give definite information of the quan-

tity, quality and value of the timber on any area, from which the stumpage value may be determined. It will show the quan-

tity of species now of little commercial importance, because of lack of market demand, and possibly it may show that these

species can be marketed profitably, or, where quantity justifies it, to induce industries utilizing these inferior species to operate

within the province, thus profitably utilizing material which is at present going to waste."

The estimate of the annual growth will determine whether or not the annual cut can be increased, or whether -to perpetuate

the industry, restriction would be placed on certain species to regulate the cut.

This is an admirable summing up of the benefits and advantages of a provincial survey in one enterprising province. The
same work should be carried out as thoroughly and comprehensively in connection with the other provinces of this great com-
monwealth, and the lands of the Dominion itself. It is a vital, national and businesslike proceeding that should be consum-
mated withour further delav.
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Why Lumber Output Fell During Past Year
Vital Factors Which Affected Operation, Production and Distribution— Stocks are

Not Large While Building was Inactive— The Outlook

To review the past is easy, but to cast a horoscope over the fu-

ture is not so simple. The exigencies of war, the scarcity of labor,

the tie-up in transportation in the spring months of 1918, the high

cost of production, the augmented freight rates, the numerous re-

strictions that went into effect on the railways, the United States em-

bargo which was enforced later on all shipments of forest products

across the line; all these accompanied by the action of the American

Government in fixing prices on practically every kind of lumber re-

quired for war work and rigid regulations with respect to building

operations and finally the sudden ces.sation of the strife in Europe,

tended during the year just closed to make manufacturers of wood

goods stop and wonder at times what would occur next.

After the signing of the armistice buying fell oft' and .shipping

took a sudden drop. Business .slackened both at home and in Uncle

Sam's domain. The attention of lumbermen has since been directed

to the export proposition overseas and the furnishing of building

material and structural timbers for the recreation of devastated Eur-

ope. Just before the close of the world' coml)at influenza broke out

in many Canadian camps demoralizing logging operations and adding

to the general unccrtainity of the situation.

The release of men from the army, forestry corps and munition

plants came too late in the cutting season to have any appreciable

eft'ect on this year's cut in the woods and in some districts the mild

weather has militated against the hauling of the logs to the water-

side. Yet in spite of the many unforeseen difficulties which they

had to face and the frecjuent shifting of conditions in the manufactur-

ing arena coupled with the .scarcity, independence and restlessness

of unskilled labor, high wages and excessive cost of supplies, the

lumberman has i)layed his part and come out of the dilemma with

a smile and a (juiet confidence and assurance that all will turn out

right.

While for the present there is uncertainty in many centres re-

garding the demand for lumber during 1919 and export is not open-

fng up as quickly as many had hoped and foreign restrictions are be-

ing lifted only gradually, the future is viewed with no degree of

alarm. There is a feeling that present prices will be maintained if

not increased and with a decreased ])roduction from twenty to thirt\

per cent in Eastern Canada, less stocks on hand than a year ago and

big war requisitions looming for Canada's forest material in Great

Britain and the other war ridden countries abroad, the coming year

should on the whole be a fairly satisfactory one. Naturally, in view

of the abnormal conditions and the realignment in industrial

and commercial conditions, the larger operators are proceeding with

a certain amount of reserve and conservatism. Higher quotations

are expected and in this there arc few who will not admit that lum-

ber is worth the price which is being obtained for it today. There

is every possibility of a big foreign business being done. True there

is some delay" in "putting the thing across," but the switch-over

from four years of war to an immediate ])eace basis cannot be accom-

l)lishcd in a few brief weeks.

Statistical Service Will Be Valuable

It takes time to accomplish many things and the spirit of opti-

mism -still prevails in the rank and file of the trade. In presenting

some observations on the operations and the general ieatures of 1918

in its annual Statistical Number the "Canada Lumberman" has to

thank the many firms who have promptly sent in reports and co-

operated in the effort to gather accuralc figures with respect to the

production of the past year.

There has never been a survey or even an accurate estimate of

standing timber of the Dominion let alone quality, location and ac-

cessibility. The Canadian Lumbermen's Association in favoring such

a move at its recent convention in St. John took a step in the right

direction. It is time that Canada knew where .she is at in the matter

of her wpoded assets, kinds, extent, etc.. Another distinctly for-

ward manoeuvre was the decision to have regular monthly statisti-

cal reports compiled showing at regular intervals the amount of lum-

ber on hand, the amount cut, sold, shipped, value, etc., all of

which will tend to stabilize manufacturing conditions and to strength-

en the market situation.

Under the existing status each lumberman is compelled to fur-

nish the authorities at Ottawa with a yearly statement of the amount

ent, but by the time these figures are collected and tabulated they

serve no immediate useful purjxise in regulating supy)h- acrrirdinu

demand or guaging the existing situation.

What the industry wants to know is how thing- aie ai liic pi e--

ent moment, whether too much is being sawn or not enough, etc. In
oher words as the statistical service is developed and entered into

cooperatively there will be monthly reports available instead of wait-

ing until the end of the year to find out what has been done. In view
of the export demand, such data will serve as a valuable guide. The
figures will only be made public in the aggregate and there will be
no way of any one producer ascertaining anything of a private char-

acter. No one can use the knowledge to ])ersonal advantage as only
the totals will be printed. These should give some conception, at

least, of the trend of affairs and miilnien need not go on piling up
stock and operating i)lants to capacity at heavy cost when there is

no justification for going full steam ahead. They will be enabled to

adjust output to existing circumstances and have more accurate com-
prehensions of supply and demand. Over ])roduction or under pro-

duction will thus be minimzed and the industry placed on a firmer

foundation with an adecjuate a])preciation and enlightenment oi pre-

vailing conditions at home and abroad.

The Profits, Production and Output

In reply to scries of (|uestii>ns submitted by the Canada Lum-
berman to the operators in the (ieorgian Bay and Northern Ontario
districts on the matter of profits, in 1918, as compared with those of

1917, twenty reported that they were greater, eight that they were
less, and twenty-five that profits were about the .same.

In regard to prices, forty-five lumber manufacturers stated that

they were greater, one that they were le-^< and anotlier that thev were
about the same on his lines.

In reference to stocks on hand ai iiu j.n >i.m umi., tiniuen manu-
facturers assert that they arc greater, twenty-one that they are less

and twenty-three that they are about the same. Referring to the log

output of the present season opinion is divided, fourteen concerns
declaring that their cut will be greater than last, twenty-five that it

will be less and twenty-one that it will be about the same.

Regarding the volume of trade in 1918 as compared with the

previous year of 1917, twenty of the largest organizations state that

the volume was greater, twenty-four that it was les>^ and fifteen aix'mt

the same.
Summing up the returns as representatives of the general state

of affairs it will be seen that there is a practical unanimity that the

prices have been greater, but on all the other points raised such as

comparative profits, stocks on hand, log output and volume of trade

for the year just closed as contrasted with that of the previous one.

there is considerable diversity of opinion. Difi'ercnt localities have
been variously affected by driving and operating, labor and wage con-

ditions, shipping facilities, the kind of lumber produced, the purpos-
es to which it was devoted or the channels through which it was dis-

tributed and other contributing causes.

On the whole it would seem that while prodiiction has fallen to

a considerable extent, that stocks on hand are less than a year ago.

that the volume of trade has in the aggregate shown an increase in

proportion to decreased production. I'rofits. while they have been
greater with a number have with others, owing to the shortage of

labor, the upkeep and maintainence of plants and camps and general

overhead outlay been about the same and in not a few instances less.

In other words, the figure obtained for the finished article has not

more than kejjt pace with the augmented cost of getting it out.

How Individual Firms Size Up Things

The opinions of the members of the trade arc always interesting

and instructive. Here is what a number of leading concerns have
to say on the results of the past j-ear and the way they view the

lumbering situation so far as the activities, prices and demand for

1919 are concerned.

A Northern firm writes that owing to the higher wages, increased

cost of supplies, especially hay and oats, that lumber will advanc
10 to 15 per cent. The inefficient class of labor had a great deal t

do with the increase in operating costs.

"We believe that lumber prices will be as good or better an
\v\\\ need to be. It has cost far more to take out logs and just at
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present labor is quite a lot better. W e are having good weather for

hauling and no scarcity of teams." asserts another Northern oper-

ator.

A Western Ontario company say that they look with confidence

to the present year. There is one thing which may affect local trade

and that is farmers are getting the idea that prices will be lower

and will therefore wait before building. They state that they are

looking for hemlock prices to decrease about the middle of the seas-

on. Owing to the end of the shell box business there will be more
white pine mill culls on the market; this they think will reduce hem-
lock prices.

A manufacturer in the Midland section expects prices to remain
high generally with general conditions improving all round as the

vear advances until a normal state of affairs is reached, which point

is expected as far as prices are concerned will be one-third higher

than pre-war quotations.

A firm in Hastings county found it necessary to purchase a large

quantity of lumber to help fill their orders during 191S. Since De-
cember 1st men for woods operation have been more plentiful. The
flu, however, broke up camps for about a month before Christmas.

Work has been resumed with full camps and with favorable weather
conditions they expect to be able to get out about their usual cut.

"The season of 1918 showed a very high cost of production and
curtailment of output. The general demand through the year has

reduced available stocks of lumber to such an extent that considering-

cost and prospective demand, prices should show little, if any, re-

duction for 1919," observes an aggressive Georgian Bay lumberman.
A company operating in the Toronto district remark that trade

in 191cS was less than in 1917 as their stock of logs was less. Enquir-
ies for hardwood lumber give the impression that the demand for

1919 will be good.
According to a report received from the Bruce peninsula bass-

wood sold for $8 per M more in 1918 than in 1917 and elm for $5 per

M higher. .\11 kinds were higher in price.

Another Georgian Bay manufacturer says that with the open-
ing of spring prices may go higher.

From North Bay comes the report that logging will cost 25

per cent more than last season. A slight reduction is expected by
this firm in sawing costs. They do not think the advance in lumber,
if any, will equal additional cost of logging and they expect smaller

profits.

"Unless manufacturers can get $8 to $10 per thousand for their

stock they cannot possibly make any money. Wages are 30 per cent

higher and a poor class of men available while provisions are up 30
per cent and we have to pay more for our timber." declares another
well known producer of white pine in the Georgian Bay district.

A leading concern doing business in the Northwestern part of

the province write that they consider that the price of lumber has
not increased in comparison with the cost of operations.

"The cost of operating has been so much higher this year we
should get at least $5 per thousand feet b.m. more for our output." is

the way a saw mill man on the T. & N. O. railway views the future.

From the Parry Sound district comes the word that the outlook
for trade in 1919 appears to be most favorable. There is every indi-

cation of an improvement in building and this condition added to the

large decrease in the output of logs should make lumber very firm

in price.

Still another Ontario company say that they cut mostly hem-
lock and sold the 1918 stock for $6 per thousand feet more than they
got in 1917.

The wet weather at the start of the season and later the absence
of snow and frost made it difficult to get in a stock of logs. The in-

fluenza has shortened our cut for two weeks by 6,000 pieces. Our
logging costs will be nearly three times greater than two years ago.

The ordinary man costs $100 per month in wages and board, it

used to be $40 and where should lumber prices go to keep pace with
this trend of things?" asks an Ottawa Valley who has given close

study to economic and industrial conditions.

Business During Past Year of Varied Nature
Values Well Maintained, but Other Factors Caused Many Ups and Downs—Record

on the Whole Regarded as Satisfactory

The lumber trade in Montreal
.
during 1918—taking every

section into consideration—was of a mixed character. It was
a period of high prices, conibined with a moderate amount
of business. Local orders were not anything to boast about,

.\merican trade was fairly good, the commercial exports to

Great Britain negligible, orders for shipbuilding timber less

numerous than in the preceding year, pulpwood firm in price,

and the general woodworking industry slow.

The trade had to contend with three drawbacks—the embargoes by
the United States, cessation of orders for shell boxes, and the labor

shortage. The signing of the armistice also introduced a disturbing

element—buyers held off the market for some time, awaiting events.

They wanted to see how matters would shape, and how the termin-

ation of the war would affect conditions necessarily built up on a

war basis. All through the year prices not only held firm, but mani-

fested a hardening tendency, due to the comparatively small amount
of stock. If the proi)hecies of the manufacturers are worth anything,

the present year will see a still higher range of values. The cut will

not only be smaller than in 1918, but the cost of woods operations

and of manufacturing have increased substantially, so that lumber
will be bound to go up—at least, that is manufacturers' opinions.

The lumber companies found it increasingly difficult* to secure

men for the bush, and also for the mills. Many of the men available

for the woods proved inefficient and very independent. Wages went
to an unprecednted point, and the cost of-provisions was very high.

Since the release of men from the munition plants, labor has

been more abundant in some parts of the province.

The Trade With the U. S.

linsincss with the United States was good during the first half

of the year, in spite of railroad, embargoes, but it then fell away,
due, to a large extent, to the prohibition of exports across the border,

except under license. The prices fixed by the Government Board in

Washington were also so low as to prove unattractive to some Can-
adian sellers. The requirements of the American Government in

training its army diverted considerable business to this side, and
there were also some good inquiries for shell box lumber. The or-

dinary building trade was almost at a standstill in the States, and
the demand for our lath was very slow.

Orders for shipbuilding purposes were satisfactory. The local

shii)l)uilding yards were quite busy, and the principal one has con-

tracts which will employ thousa.nds of men for a long time. Con-
struction on war vessels has given place to that on commercial boats

;

the orders for wooden boats, however, are not likely to be repeated.

B. C, of course, benefited by the demand for timber, but outside of

this special line, trade in B. C. products were not brisk.

Local Business was Not Heavy

Taking the local market, the building permits, which are pretty

good indications of how^ the trade fared, showed a gain of $495,235

at $4,882,873. Unlike in the previous year Montreal contractors were

not successful in securing many large jobs outside the city although

one or two contracts thus obtained w'ere of unusual magnitude.

There was also a diminution in the number of munition factories

erected, nevertheless the total number of factories of all kinds con-

structed formed a very important item in the value of the year's

work. The great obstacle to the increase of building was the exces-

sive cost of labor and material, and some contractors, and also some

retail lumbermen declare that no extensive building can be looked

for until prices some down. IMany considerable projects are held up

for this reason. It is argued by others that there is no hope of any

reduction in cost for a long time—in fact, so long as the cost of liv-

ing continues at its present level—and that those who contemplate

building might jujst as well face the situation.

From the association point of view, Montreal has become a

much more important centre. During the year the annual meetings

of the follovving were held in the city—Canadian Lumbermen's As-

sociation. Canadian Pulp & Paper As.sociation, Canadian Forestry

Association, and the various Quebec forest protective associa_tion>.

In addition, there was a fire protection conference, in which ail the

above co-operated. A successful fall meeting of the woodlands sec-
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tioii of the Canadian I 'nip & Paper A>>(JCiaUijn wa> liclil in Septem-

ber. Beside this, the l^astern Canada spruce manufacturers meet

and formed an association, so that from the organization point the

organization point, Montreal has had more than its usual share.

The Export Season was Reduced

The past exporting season was a very poor one, worse than the

previous twelve months. The Government commandeered all the

space on vessels for Europe, the exports thus being under control ;

some of the lumber was bought direct from the mills and other,

shipments went through tlie hands of the regular export houses, but

all on Government account. In the aggregate the total was fairly

large, 57,939,091 ft. b.m., as compared with 39,429,497 b.m. in the

previous year, but it did not mean much to the firms who rely on

the ordinary commercial exports for their business. A considerable

quantity of B.C. fir and silver spruce for aeroplanes was shipped

through the port. A certain amount of lumber was also sent to

South Arfica.

The exporters, after a lean period, are looking forward to a

good 1919-20 sea.son. All advices are to the effect that Kurope needs

lumber, and Canada is promised some large orders for this year for

Great Britain. This business will come through the regular export-

ing houses, and should prove of immense value not only to the ex-

porters, but also to the general lumber trade in steadying the market.

During the year the Harbor Commissioners ])ut into force a

higher tariff' of dues.

Shell Box Orders Fall Off

The woodworking industries had a quiet 1918. The cancellation

of the shell box orders involved the readju-stment in certain sash

and door firms, who had almost entirely abandoned their original

business for shell boxes. These firms had to revert to their usual

line. The shell box manufacturers were extensive purchasers of

lumber, although the transactions did not prove wholly satisfactory

to wholesalers, in consequence of the failures of certain firms in the

shell box game. With the cessation of the box orders, this .source

of buying from wholesale lumbermen was cut oft'. There were again

complaints of the prices secured under contract for boxes, owing to

excessive competition, but the Imperial Munitions Board refused

to alter their .system of awarding business. The commercial box

trade was dull.

The small amount of construction was naturally reflected in the

slackness of sash and door firms. One of the best contracts of the

year, however; that for the doors and interior trim for the new
parliamentary buildings, Ottawa, went to a Montreal concern.

Veneers proved <lifficult to secure owing to the U. S. embargo.

Hardwoods were in fair request, the shipbuilding com])anies being

good customers.

Pulpwood in Brisk Demand

American mills again bought very extensively of Canadian pulp-

wood. There was a large quantity available, and prices remained

firm, an average value to Canadian mills being about $8.50 ])er cord,

with an advance this year. The official figures show that .Americans

purchased to an unu.sual extent, and those in this branch of the trade

state that stocks in hand are very large. Canadian mills are also in

the same position. The outlook for the present year is for a very

much reduced cut. owing to labor shortage, the influenza epidemic,

and the difficulty of hauling, in many parts of the province conse-

quent on a small fall of snow. This shortage is nc)t likely to aft'ect

mills to any extent this year, but will do so in the following period.

For the eight months of the fiscal year the exports of pulpwood to-

talled $10,846,864, against $6,329,763 in the corres])onding jicriod of

1917.

Pulp Found a Good Market

The ])ulp and pai)cr industries, the phenomenal rise of which
has been a feature of Canadian commerce, continued to expand dur-

ing the year. Canada is peculairly well adapted for the manufacture
of these commodities. We have the natural resources and an abun-
dance of cheap electrical power. The great market is the United
States comparatively little pulp being sent last year to Great Bri-

tain. The following figures show the exports for the eight months
of the fiscal vear

:

1917 1918

Chem. pulp $13,072,335 $21,760,738

Mech. pulp 5.036.802 3.3a«(.126

It will be noticed that while there is a substantial total gain, the

exports of ground wood declined.

The market, taken over the year, was good. There were practi-

cally no imports of chemical pulp from Europe into the United States

during the year, and thus Canadian mills were able to secure a very
large trade. The following show the variations in ])rices during
three periods of the year:

Jan. luMc Dec.
Ground Wood $30-35 '$.?0 $.«J . :

f.o.b. mills

Sulphite news grade $75 §80
Sulphate $80 $100 $100
The industries had tn contend with an acute labor season dur-

ing a greater part of the year, but on the signing of the armi>tice
there was a change for the better. The com|)anies have agreed Ut*

take care of the returned men who enlisterl. a total of 3.fXX) emjjloy-

ecs going to the front.

New Pulp Plants to Start Production

The f(jllowing new luiils came into o]»eration during the year— .

Sulphite; Lincoln Paper Mills. Merritton. Ont., Eraser Companies.
"

Ltd., lulmundston, N.B.; Port .Arthur Pulp & Paper Co., Ont.;
Mattagami Whalen Corporation, B. C. ; Sulphate. New Bruns-
wick and Colonial Sulphate Mills.

The inquiry into the cost of new^sprint was continued during the

year. The price was fixed by Mr. J'ringle, K.C., at $57 per ton. and
in Sei)tember this was raised to $fj9. The publishers showed the
strongest opposition to the price, and there were appeals by the

publishers and by the manufacturers to a tribunal consisting of

Judges White, Middleton, and Archer. The publishers contended
that the price was too high and the manufacturers that it was too

low. The question of stumi)age was one of the vital points, the

manufacturers claiming that $2.00 per ton <»f paper was a legitimate

charge to.be included in calculating ( • -t-. \' liili flic imMi-lii r- In U!

that it was not justified.

The sub-joined statistics of the pi • cIik ii. n .i iiu j/i uhka
Quebec are from an official source. There are 8 paper mills. 11 pul)

and paper mills, and 12 pulj) mills in the i)rovince. During the year
the forests furnished to the mills 1.10^).891 cords of wood, an in-

crease of .38.(')84 cords. The mills i)nKluced 1-18.859 tons of sulphite,

as compared with 374.894 tons for the whole of Canada: out of 413''

tons" of soda pulj) jjroduced in Canada, Quebec supplied 3576 ton>.

The province also manufactured 287,623 tons of news])rint of a value

of $16,961,098.

How Some Firms Regard the Outlook
Representative Lumbering Organizations Report that

Volume of Trade in 1918 was Fair

From reports to hand representing several leading plants in

British Columbia, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, the

cut of the past sea.son. as compared with that of a year ago appear>
about the same. In a few instances the figures show a decrease.

The majority of these mills have a capacity of from 15.000.000 feet

a year up.

A New Westminster firm declared that the volume of trade dur-

ing the past year was greater than that o{ 1917 and that profits wert

also better. Timbers that sold in 1917 for $20, rose to $27. and small

stock from $14 to $17. Their stock is, in the aggregate, lower than

a year ago, and while trade with the United States opened up fair-

ly well for the first few months, it fell off considerably in the latter

part of 1918. Their log output this winter will be abut normal, and
the outlook for the coming year is considered fair.

Another B. C. concern, whose cut was 27.000,000 in 1917, and
was reduced to 20.000.000 feet in 1918. in fir. larch and pine, state

that the volume of trade the last twelve months was less than the

year previous. The peculiar conditions which characterized the bus-

iness with the United States were embargoes and Canadian ex|>ort

restrictions. The outlook for 1919 in the West is considered fair

A Nova Scotia firm report that on account of the severe wiiitt i

they did not get out the usual cut, but they were planning to do s<^

during the present season. About ten per cent of their production

was hardwood and ])rofits as compared with those of a year ago.

were practically the same. The lath market was found to be very

poor, but the prospects for 1919 were considered promising. The log

output for the coming season will show an increase of 500.000 super-

ficial feet.

A leading operator in Quebec, who is well known to the indus-

try throughout the Dominion, report? that his cut was 1,000,000 feet

more than a year ago. The volume of trade was less, but better

prices were obtained. Stocks were abut the .same. The log output

of 1918, as compared with that of the previous one, will be only 7(L

per cent. There was a dull market for lath and shingles. I
A northern B. C. organization who logs all the year round, tm^U

out 20.000.000 feet—the same as in 1917. Conditions were spoken

of as fair, with the volume of trade about the same as in the pro-

ceeding twelve months. Stocks practically remain nnchanccil
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Ontario Production Shows Big Decrease
Drop of Over 107,000,000 Feet in Lumber Cut in 1918 as Compared with 1917—

Lath and Shingle Output Also Greatly Reduced

In the Georgian Bay and Northern Ontario districts the produc-

tion of lumber in 1918 shows a decrease of 107,v300,202 feet b.in., as

compared with that of 1917. The total cut in 1918 as recorded in re-

. ports reaching the "Canada Lumberman," amounted to 514,118,455

feet, b.m., as compared with 621,418,657 feet b.m. in 1917.

It may be stated that the decline of 107,300,202 feet h.m., is more
tlian double that shown in, 1917 as when that year is contrasted with

1916 the drop was 42,643,548 feet b.m. All this demonstrates that in

each succeeding season since the outbreak of the war there has been

a steady reduction in the annual outjjut, running successively from
10 to 15 per cent. The falling ofif in the lath and shingles has been
perhaps -more marked.

The decrease in the total cut during the past season was due to

a variety of causes, the chief of which was the shortage and restless-

ness of labor. The high cost of production, absence of export and
frequent embargoes upon the railways were also deterrent factors.

Then there was the uncertainty regarding when the war was likely

to terminate and manufacturers adopted a watchful conservative

|)olicy. Other contributing agencies in the diminished cut were the

sudden break up of winter in 1918- leaving many logs in the bush
which had not yet been hauled to the banks of the stream. This was
followed by a period of low water which made driving exceedingly

difficult. Added to this combination the flu epidemic broke out in

the fall, demoralizing conditions in the mills and camps and during
the autumn months there was an excessive downpour of moisture in

the northern district.

In view of all these disturbing circumstances the wonder is that

tlie showing is as favorable as that presented in the figures already

quoted.

In lath, production in Ontario, according to the figures received,

the' total in 1918 was 109,441,720 pieces as compared with that of

226,283,760 in 1917, showing a decrease of 116,842,040 pieces. The
cause was that there was very little building going on and many lath

bolters and machines were not opearted a.s there was limited market
for the output.

In shingles there was also a decrease recorded from much the

same causes as applied to lath and lumber. In 1918 the shingle pro-

duction was 11,386,750 as compared with 16,240,250 showing a drop
of 4,853,500.

The following are the statistics in detail covering the Georgian
Bay and the Northern Ontario districts. They are as accurate and
representative as it has been ])ossible to obtain.

Georgian Bay and Northern Ontario Production

LUMBER
Biscotasiii^

Blind kivcr
Boakview* ^

liracehridge
Burks Falls*
Bear Lake
Byng Inlet

Bala
Chapleau *.

.

Cache Bay
Callander
Cutler
Elk Lake*
Field

Foleyet
l'"ort I'Vaiiccs

Gravenluirst .

Haliburton
HuiUsvillt
John Island
Jacksonhoro
Kitchener .

Kinmount . .

Keewatin
Little Curreni
Longford .

.

Marmora ...

Midland
Marksvillc
Monteith
New Liskeard
North Bay
Nesterville
Otter Lake Stati ;

Owen Sound
Parrv Sound

1918 1917

'3,200,000

14,000,000 17,000,000

2,250,000 2.250,000

5,045,208 6,137,918

4,925,000 4,925,000

2,250,000 1,000,000

21,000.000 32,500,000

2,000,000 2,000,000

9,031,913 8,413,095

20,000,000 31,000,000

13.104,062 14,307,078

4 1 ,300,000 60.700,000

2,000,000 2,000,000

3,500,000 3,000,000

3,000,000 1,500,000

83,207,500 91,072,132

7.500,000 9,500,000

1,735,000 1,230.000

6,812,547 7.398.000

15,500,000

4,910,1.50 6,140,472

1,000,000 500,000

1,800,000 1,800,000

23,928,725 14,398,906

13,000,000

3.500,000 4,000,000

1,635,000 1,559,000

39,536,950 61,050,987

1,900,000 1,950,000

3,000,000 1.500,000

3,500,000 4,000,000

17,490,000 18,000,000

11,000.000 12,000,000
5.000.000 2,000,000

0,700,000 7,500,000

4,000.000 7,000,000

I'akesley
Peterboro
I'enetanguishene
Port Arthur . . .

Sarnia
S|)ragge
'J'liessalon

Waubaushene .

.

( )ther Places . . .

Total

P>isc()tasing . . .

lilind J'vivcr . . .

Hracebridge . . .

Burks F'alls* . . .

Hyng Inlet . . .

("hapleau
Caclie Bay ... .

Callander
Cutler
Field
F'ort Frances . .

Gravenhurst . . .

John Island . . .

Jacksonhoro . .

.

Keewatin
Little Current . .

Longford
Midland
North Bay ... .

Nesterville ... .

Parry Sound . . .

Pakesley
Penetanguishene
Peterboro
Port .'\rthur . . .

Sarnia
Spragge
Thessalon
W'auljaushene . .

( )ther Places . . .

LATH

)tal

l.Sracebridge . . .

Burks Falls* . . .

Haliburton ... .

Kinmount
New Liskeard .

.

North Bay ... .

(3wen Sound .

.

Penetanguishene
Peterboro
Other Places . . .

SHINGLES

Total

8,000,000

3,501,205
21,500,000

4,559,000

15,450,000
25,000,000

1,200,000

18,000,000

44,746,197

514,118,455

1918

5,000,000

1,110,000

5,688,800

4,000,000

6,452,000

2,400,000

18,312,850

1,440,800

4,287,270

1 4,522,000

7,366,000

500,000

7,000,000

1,000,000

1,462,000

9,740,000

8,300.000

2,500.000

8.260,000

109,441,720

1918

1.078.750

1 .670,000

1.440,000

1 .000,000

576,000
1.500,000

200,000

1 ,500,000

2,422,000

11,386,750

3,000,000

2,150,000
23,400,000

6,893,000

22,174,000

27,000,000

14,000,000

21,500,000

59,539,069

621,418,657

1917

1,500,000

6,500,000
2,797,150

1,110,000

10,000,000

4,000,000

8.500,000

10.012,000

12,200,000

2,000,000
21,440,700

2,500,000

0.500,000

2.083.800

3,782,210

6,000,000

900,000
28,211,900

10,808,000
3,000,000

3,000,000

1 ,500,000

15,744,000

500,000

2,918,000
12,880,000

11,600,000

1 4.000,000

5,600,000

14,000,000

.^26,283,7 60

1917

2,550.250

1.070,000

1,300,000

1 .440.(inf)

1.500.000

1.050.000

1,500,000

5,170,000

16,240,250

Timber Cut from Timber Sales During 1918 in B.C.

Cranbrook .

Fort George.

Kaniloops . . .

Nelson
Prince Rupert
Vancouver . . .

Vernon . ...

Totals, 1918

Totals. 1917

Totals, 1910

Feet B.M. Lineal feet Cords Ties

10,954,598 s.sso 2,560 9,949

6,139,458 447,,00

622 01
0,985.884 194.757 1,441,.17 68,237

1,311,304 109,418 * 630 .00 11,612

19,430,199 105,284 55,100

61,853,344 2.50 9,079,.58 1,909

1,246,823 160. 00

113,927.010 499,589 15,539.,76 146,807

99,078,832 545,429 14.862 34,937

03.055,102 225.799 8,425

The greatest "Own Your Own Home" movement in America is

now being pushed in Chicago, this campaign having been deferred

by the war. It is ])lanned to erect a modern bungalow on the lake

front, somewhat similar to the famous "Own Your Own Home"
bungalow which is the nucleus of the big Portland Oregon campaign.

The bungalow will be donated by Chicago lumbermen and those of

other similar building interests. Leading local architects will submit
])lans and all the construction work will be done by' local builders.

Chicago's big stores will furnish the interior with "honey" furni-

ture, draperies, lamps and books and even a perambulator is promis-

ed.
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The Season's Cut in New Brunswick Drops
Export Shipments Declined and Everything was for War Requirements -Production

This Year Likely to be Below That of 1918

V\om present indications the lumber cut in New Brunswick

this season will be an average small cut, says the St. John correspon-

dent of the "Canada Lumberman." One of the chief reasons is the

serious outbreak of influenza, which caused havoc in the ranks of

the lumbermen and cut down fully twenty per cent of the cut. The
weather conditions were good, with the exception of the lower parts

of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, where more snow would have
been appreciated. However, as the winter is by no means over there

may be sufficient to meet requirements.

Regarding the shipments of lumber from the Maritime Provinces

(luring 1918 there was comparatively little sent overseas. ;\t the

])resent time there is only one big buyer of lumber, namely the Brit-

ish government and as no figures regarding same are available it is

impossible to get an estimate of the amount going overseas.^

"At the present time the health among the men in the' lumber
camps is reported to be good and if weather conditions remain fav-

orable the cut will be brought out of the woods all right, despite the

fact that some are of the opinion that there has not been sufficient

snow to swell the streams.

An official of the N. B. government states that from the reports

made by the forest rangers of the province for the fiscal year ending
October 31st, 1918, it would appear that the cut on Crown lands for

the last year would be about as much or a little over the cut of the

year previous which amounted to 173,000,000 sawn feet, besides about

lialf a million railw-ay ties and other small, lumber.

How Big Exporter Sees Things

Writing to the "Canada Lumberman," a leading St. jt)hn firm

states there is a feeling that there is going to be a big demand for all

kinds of wood products from Canada this year. The quantity pro-

duced during the past winter has not been at all up to the average.

The shortage is accounted for first owing to the scarcity of labor in

the fall and secondly owing to the outbreak of the influenza epidemic,

which was a very serious matter for operators in the East and par-

ticularly New Brunswick where, according to the best advices, the

cut will be reduced from twenty to twenty-five per cent.

For the ship])ing season of 1918 no statistics are available regard-

ing the quantit}^ shipped forward. The work was carried out en-

tirely by the Im]jerial Munitions Board and no records can be secur-

ed. The last year for which any record can be had is 1917. The
figures for that year are herewith given and the comparative re-

turns of the entire province for the previous three years.

It will be noticed in the shipment of spruce deals that 1916 stood
first, 1915 second, 1914 third and 1917 was the lowest of all. The
ofl^ect of the war was thus shown on the greatly decreased trans-

Atlantic si)ruce deal exports from New Brunswick. This particu-

larl}' ap]:)lied to the North .Shore ports where shipments fell off very
largely.

Due to the difficulties of transportation, etc., the shipments from
the port of St. John in 1917 dropped to the extent of over thirty mil-

lion feet.

The statement for that Aear is as follows:

Bathurst

Sup. feet

50,:i78,60;i

:J9,7:!0.:589

26,4:!1,227

43,206,372

8,813,730

32,139,709

3,126,016
17.202.270

88,749,576
133,278,749

The Shipments from St. John
Ci. McKeaii & Company 1917....
C. McKean & Company 1916....
W. M. MacKay, Limited 1917....
W. M. MacKay, Limited 1916
.1. IC. Moore & Company 1917....

J. v.. Moore & Company 1916....
( )ther shii)i)ers 1917. ...

Otlier shippers 1916. . . .

. Total 1917. . . .

Total 191G. . . .

The Exports from Other Points
Shi])nients from other ports were as follows:

—

Campbellton
No. of Deals, etc.,

Year Vessels Tons Sup. feet

1910 59 59,323 09,045.740

1917 6 16,764 15,083,289
( I'art (if shipments from Campbellton loaded at Quebec portsV

Dalhousie
No. of Deal^, etc.,

Year Vessels Tons Sup. feet

Kin; 9 11,670 14,500,000

I'.ilT

IXO. Ol IJeals, etc .

Vessels 1 1 n , Sup. !
'•' •

1910 uU,l 4,» 36,9.i

1 9 1 < 1 1 59 1 0 1
-

. .

Chatham
Ueal s. r

Year Vessels
'1-

1 ons sup
1916 1 n
1 M 1 1 7.-577 7,260,095

Newcastle
No. of IJeals, etc ,

Year Vessels Ions Sup. teet
1916
1917 D, 1 »4

Richibucto
AO. Oi Deals, etc .

Vessels i ons Sup. feet
1910 1 ,oUD
1 9 1 T

Buctouche
.\U. Ml

^'ear Vessels Tons Su,,

1910 8 1
)?- 1,7;;:^. J..:

1917

Sackville
No. of Deals, etc .

Year Vessels T..„s Sup. feet
1 9 10 .

.

1917

Albert
Xo. of Deals, etc.,

^'car \'essels Tuns Sup, feet

1916 .

.

•> 3,296 4.196.670

1917

Shediac
No. of Deals, elc ,

Year Vessels Tons Suj). feet

1910 .

.

n > 769 973,1100

1917 . .

.

.\ recapitulat
lirunswick in 191

1914 . .

.

1915 ...

1916
1917

How the Trade Rose and Fell
ion of these tijiures sliows that the total exports from New

cmnpared .with the pre\ ious three years were as follows:

Spruce Deals Sui). feet

IT. 'Hui.s I, :

.;iu..;:js. 1

;

115,718.551"

Record of Shipments from Quebec
The exports of wood products, pulp and paper from the Quebec

consular district for the calendar year 1918 as compared with 1917

affords an interesting study.

It will be noticed that the shipments of lumber, rough an<l plan-

ed, show a considerable increase during 1918 over the year previous.

Lath disclose a decided falling off but shingles reveal a gratifying

gain.

The increased shijiments in unbleached sulphite pulp are par-

ticularly noticeable while other item.s on the list show tips and down^
about equally divided. \'erne E. Richardson is the American Consul

at Quebec.
The tabular statement of exports from the Quebec Consular

District showing the unit, fjtiantity and values in 1918 and 1917 fol-

lows :

Taper and Mannfactures of; ' 1917 I91S

Unit Quantity Value Quantity Value
Printing news Lbs. 270.337.754 $6,493,862 247.097,62:: .$7,277,101

Pnlpwood .,
' 234.367 7,460 403,.527 11.KI7

Wrapping i)apcr " 1,872,055 156,424 1.272,844 78,331

W'ood and Mannfactures of:

Pnlpwood. rough ... Cords 89.867 092.990 145,14s 1 ,224.:.' 1 1:

Pnlpwood. peeled .. " 247,058 1.988,594 213.025 2,:!5>.l 'ii

Pnlpwood. rossed .. ' 25,7.54 206.909 14.629 170.7 i

Lumber, rough M, l'"t, 92.523 2,082.792 106,358 2.85::.

'

Lumber, planed " 10.929 295,199 14.617 40 > >
; ;

Laths M. 20.742 75.623 8.270

Shingles M. 2,169 6.392 3,787

.Shooks No. .... .... 23,033 .'s.

Miscellaneous .• 2.572 1.

Woodpul])

:

Mechanically ground. Lbs. 197,021,477 3.380,022 156,744,490 2,318,

Sulphate (unbleached) " 110,.307,510 3,207.484 440,279,273 3.377,043

Sulphite (unbleached) - 56.637.164 1,803.409 112.386,764 3.168,360

i otal ,
20.399,73s :;3.3S1.367
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How Lumber Output in Ottawa Valley Sagged
Production Figures for 1918 Season Show Decrease of 78,000,000 Feet—Lath, and

Shingles Also Decline - Abnormal Conditions Had to be Met

The production figures for 1918 show that the output of lumber
in the Ottawa Valley declined by 78,352,987 feet as compared with

1917; lath was 34,172,250 pieces less, while shingles dropped 16,510

pieces.

Exports of lumber and wood products for the Ottawa consular

district to the United States was the only item to sho\y an advance
the increase in the value of the products going across the border dur-

ing the last fiscal year being $1,145,564 in excess of 1917.

Though a general decline in 1918 in the output of lumber, lath

and shingles is revealed by special reports to the "Canada Lumber-
men" from mills in the Ottawa Valley there is a vein of optimism
running through them which indicates that the lumbermen believe

there are better times ahead, both as to local and export business.

The conditions faced by the trade in 1918 were if anything more
normal than in 1917, both as to the increased cost of production, un-
certainty of labor, embargoes to the United States, and the very un-
certain outlook regarding export conditions to Europe. There was
also a serious car shortage in the early i)art of the year which hinder-

ed shipments to the United States.

In the face of all these handicaps, the lumbermen of the Ottawa
Valley "played the game," and while their activities as represented
through the output or ])roduction figures indicate a considerable de-

cline, the other side might be easily counter balanced by the advanced
costs of operations due to war restrictions, i)rices, and embargoes.

In a broad sense profit per M feet sold were greater with the

majority of the Ottawa Valley mills, but when the lowered output
and sales are taken into consideration and the profit made spread
over them it is doubtful, if the hnnbermen had as great a net return
as they were accustomed to receive under pre-war circumstances.

Why the Output Fell off Considerably

Some factors that are pointed to by the lumbermen for the de-

crease in production are the shortness of the cutting season, scarcity

of help, railroad equipment, heavy snow falls, low water in the

streams during the spring and the absence of the ])revious high stand-

ard of Canadian woods labor.

The outlook for the 1919 cut while more satisfactory than it was
in December, is still a matter of doubt. The lumbermen were at-

tempting to catch up in their 1919 output but were hindered by the

influenza epidemic. The lack of sui¥icient snow in the woods and the

mild weather for the first part of the season also- made the prospect

a big question.

The reports show that a difference of opinion exists with respect

to the extent of the stocks. Some companies report them as greater, .

others about the same and still others less.

Perhaps one of the brightest features that the present year of

peace has brought about is the prospect of European trade. While
nothing is definitely known regarding when or where the first open-
ing will present itself it is confidently believed that it is bound to

come within the next few months.
The advance in price during the last year as indicated by the

special reports, over all grades was about $8 per M. Prices for 1919
furnish a speculative question, which is affected by a wide variety of

circumstances surrounding the lumbering trade. The effects of the

reduction in cuts, broug'ht about by labor conditions and supply and
demand, have during the last twelve months been showing them-
selves. On the other hand, war demands which kept up business in

shell box manufacture and- other lines have stopped, and as one lum-
berman expresses it "if export opens up prices will remain firm."

Ottawa Valley Lumber Production

1918 1917
Feet Feet

W. r. Edwards & Co., Ottawa, Out r).),000,0()() 72,000,000
McLachlin Bros., Ariiprior, Ont .50,000,000 54,000,000
John R. Booth. Ottawa, Out 42,000,000 50,000,000
Gillies Bros., Braeside, Ont 37,350,000 38.230,000
Hawlcesburj' Lumber Co.. Hawkesbury, Ont 25,000,000 40,000,000
Gilmoiir & Hughson, Hull, Que 20,000,000 25,000,000
Colonial Lumber Co., Pembroke 21,000.000 13,000,000
James MacLaren, Buckingham 18,000,000 25,700,000
Fassfitt Lumber Co., Fassett, Que! 17,593,000 17.725,000
Pembroke Lumber Co., Pembroke 12,000,000 25,000,000
Shepard and Morse, Ottawa 1 1),:! 1 5.000 10.^55.000
Dennis Canadian Co., Whitney, Ont 5,200,000 4,600,000
James Davidson's Sons, Ottawa 7,000,000 9.000,000
U. & T. Ritchie, Aylmer, Que 5,000,000 5,000,000

Riordon Pulp and Paper Co., Hawkesbury, Ont... 4,000,000
Papincauville Lumber Co., Papineauville, Que... 520,000
Smith Bros., Campbell's Bay Xo figures
Petawawa Lumber Co., I'embroke .Xo figures
Rideau Lumber Co., Ottawa Did not operate
Fraser and Comiiany, Ottawa Did not operate
St. Lawrence Lumber & Box Co., So. Lancaster
Other places 20,000,000

]\ota! 349,978,000
Total decrease

Lath Production

W. C. Edvyards & Co'., Ottawa, Ont
R. & T. Ritchie, Aylmer, Que. ... .'

Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Hawkesbury
Shepard and Morse, Ottawa
John R. Booth, Ottawa
McLachlin Bros., Arnprior
James MacLaren, Buckingham, Que
James Davidson's Sons, Ottawa
Gillies Bros., Braeside, Ont
h'assett Lumber Company, i""assett. Que
Colonial Lumber Company, Pembroke .'.

Pembroke Lumljer Company
Gilmour and Hughson, Hull, Que
Petawawa Lumber Company
Rideau Lumber Company, Ottawa
Dennis Canadian Company, Whitney, Ont
Smith Bros
Riordon I'ulp and i'aper Co., Hawkesijury, Ont...
Other places

Total
'I'otal decrease

Shingle Production

I'iiordon Pulp and I'aper Co., Hawkesbury
W. C. Edwards & Co., Ottawa. Ont. ...

James MacLaren, lUickingham, Que. ...

Dennis Canadian Company, Whitney, Ont.
James Davidson's .Sons, Ottawa, Ont. . . .

J\. & T. i\itcliie, Aylmer, Que
Gilmour & Hughson. Hull, Que
Rideau Lumljer Companj-, Ottawa
John R. Booth
St. Lawrence Lunilier i*^ Box Co
Other places

I'.iis

Pieces
12,000,000

5,000,000

5,000,000

4,580,000

4,000,000

4,000,000

2,500,000

1,250,000

1,154,000

810,000

No report

2,000,000

0,300,000
1.040,000

1,155,987

3,000,000

1,075,000

150,000

30,000,000

428,330,9'87

78,352,987

1917

Pieces
1 5,000,000

0,000,000

5,000,000

8,284,000
1,500,000

6,000,000

4,200,000

1,500,000

2,233,000

2,259,000

3,000,000
4,000,000

3,000,000

1,000,000

600,000
131.000

200,000
8,559,250

2,000,000

Total
Total decrease

40,294,000 74,466,250

34,172,250

1918 1917
Pieces Pieces
5,225,000
.">,000,000 (),000,(100

4,200,000
2,340,000 2,925,000
>,250,000 1,500,000

1,000,000 2,000,000
1 ,000,000

500,000
150,000

No report 50,000
1,000,000 16,000,000

16,815,000 . 33,325,000

16,510,000

Imports to United States Increased
The report of the Ottawa Consular District to the United States for the

past year as compared with 1917 is as follows:
19 IS Value 1917
Feet Feet

Dressed Lumber 2G.67C,8J4 $ 935,639 24,531,181
Tongue and groove 970,395 33,804
Rough luml)er 137,807,239 4,006,019 124,439,478

Value

$ 715,579

3,179,709

Total 105,454,448 $4,965,462 148,970,659 3,895,288

Lath . . .

Pickets
Shingles

Lath, Pickets and Shingles
35,453,000 $67,314
6,626,000 58,217
10,329,000 33,221

43,937,000

943,000
1(8,420,000

Total 52,308,000 157,752 63,300,000

Peeled Pulpwood, cords
Pulpwood

17,1411 174,292 4,847

$150,754
7,767

64,717

223,238

33,416

Total value of exports, 1918, $5,397,506; 1917, $4,151,942.
Increase over 191T, $1,145,507.

The requirements of the war brought about a remarkable re-
vival in wooden shipbuilding, according to D. MacGillivray, past
president of the Board of Trade of Halifax, and in the war period it is

estimated that 300 vessels, aggregating 200,000 tons carrying ca-
pacity, were built in Nova Scotia and added to the shipping resourc-
es of the Allies. Their value, when ready for sea, would be about
$30,000,000. The usual number of all craft was, of course, turned out
in addition "to the above.
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Lumber Conditions in Nova Scotia Reviewed
Best Market at Present is West Indies and South America -Call Comes for More

Vessels to Carry Wood Products—Shipbuilding Prospects Good
By Elihu Woodworth. Parrsboro, N.S.

The lumber situation in the Maritime Provinces this year pre-

sents man}' proljlems. Its consideration involves the probable out-

put for the season, the estimated stock on hand, the prices in the

British and other markets and the possibilities of securing transpor-

tation.

In the first place the number of men in the woods is much
smaller than usual.Some operators estimate that the number of men
t-ngaged in lumbering this winter is not above fifty per cent, of the

normal. Others make larger estimates of the number employed, and

])ossibly in some sections there are as many men in the woods as in

former years, but, taking the country as a whole, there is little doubt

that there are fewer men lumbering this season than even in the last

of the war. One reason for this is the exceptionally mild weather,

which has permitted men to work continuously in the shipyards

where wages are higher than in the woods. These conditions may
change before the season is ended, but they have undoubtedly kept

many men out of the woods during the first half of the winter. Of
course the war was responsible for much of the shortage of labor

especially in the lumber woods for vacancies there cannot be filled

by weaklings or women. Many thousands of lumberjacks went over-

seas and no men did better work in the trenches, while the experience

of others in woodcraft was of the great benefit to the Forestry

Corps. Some of these men have already come home, others will re-

turn later, and some will never come back. Those who have come
home seem to be in no particular hurry to get back to the woods, and

it is not probable that the lumber gangs will be largely recruited this

year from that service. Indeed, it is extremely doubtful whether

the average gangs in the lumber woods will be as large for some
years to come as they were in the period immediately preceding the

war.
Wasteful Methods of Bygone Years

Another ])eculiarity of this winter's weather can scarcely fail to

have an important bearing upon the season's output. This peculiarity

is the unusual scarcity of snow in some sections. Plenty of snow
is very essential to successful operations in the lumber woods, but it

is possible to have in some cases too much of a good thing—and em-
barrassment of riches, as it were. Snow is frequently so deep in the

woods that it makes heavy hauling for teams and a lot of extra work
for cho]i])crs. In former years, when lumbering was carried on more
wastefully than at present it was not uncommon to see a clearing

with stumps from two to four feet high as a result of chopping in

deep snow without taking the trouble to dig down to the roots of the

trees. Timber is too valuable now to permit such wasteful methods,

and consequently, deep snow causes much extra work in chopping.

This winter in some parts of Nova Scotia there has been practically

no snow, and while there has been an excellent opportunity for chop-

ping, the general conditions have been decidedly inifavorable to yard-

ing and hauling. In other sections there has been all the snow that

was needed and conditions have been ideal for lumbering. There
has been plenty of snow to make excellent sledding and not enough
to interfere with chopping. The same holds true of the greater part

of New Brunswick. Of course, there is yet time this season for deep
snow and drifted woods, but the fact remains that a large number
of lumbermen have had an exceptionally favorable opportunity to

carry on this winter's work.
The stock of lumber on hand in Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick at the beginning of the season has been estimated at two hund-
red and eighty million feet. How much will be added as the result of

this winter's cut is a matter of great uncertainty. Many of the oper-

ators—all the large ones in fact^—were handicapped at the start by
the scarcity of labor, which was intensified in many cases by the in-

fluenza epidemic which has been extremely prevalent in some of the

camps. Some operators have been hindered or held up altogether

by the vagaries of the weather and are likely to make a very poor
' showing for the season's work. Taken as a whole it seems very im-

probable that the total cut will amount to little more than one-half

of the normal output. But even so, there is little doubt that there

will be c|uite as much lumber on hand as will be able to secure trans-

])ortation to satisfactory markets.

Much Depends on Shipping Facilities

The prospects with regard to prices are not encouraging at pres-

ent. Large quantities of lumber are unquestionably needed in Great

Britain, but the market there can scarcely be said to be ojjen. Tlu
Imperial Government, through the War Trade Board, still contr

'

shipments and prices. No lumber can enter British ports except by
Government orders, and the tonnage required for transporting lum-
ber must either be furnished by the Government or receive its ]>('

mission. This means, of course, that no matter how great the di

mand for lumber may be, very little will be shipped to the United
Kingdom so long as other articles such as flour and provisions are

more needed. When lumber was required for war purposes it had
to be procured no matter what the cost might be, but in time of peace

prices may easily become prohibitive. Freights have already fallen

considerably, but they will have to drop lower before lumber can be
shipped profitably to British ports. In the United States the recon-

structive period is unsettling business conditions as it is on the other

side of the Atlantic. Lumber is wanted there beyond doubt, but the

dealer will not offer prices at which provincial dealers can afford to

ship. It is practically impossible at present to sell lumber in the

L'nited States at paying rates. Conditions will probably improve

before the season is over, but freight rates will have to be reduced

before the American market will be of much benefit to provincial

operators. This reduction will come hard, for coasters as well as

ocean carriers have a decided obiection to lowering their rates, but it

will have to be done or they will have to do without cargoes. Our
best markets at present are the \Vest Indies and South America and

freight rates to those places are easier than they have been. A new
market was opened last year in South Africa, and with reasonable

charges for transportation it -^ecnT^ ])robable that a profitable trade

could be built up.

The Banner Year in Shipbuilding

Last year witnessed the greatest boom in wooden shipbuilding

ever seen in this Province. Some men of vision who were able to

look into the future started two or three years earlier and got their

reward in enormously enhanced freights or being able to sell at

nreviously unheard of prices. But last year eclipsed all that preceded

it and was easily the banner year of shipbuilding. \'^essels of variou*

sizes sprang up all along the coa.sts and there would have been more
of them if there had been workmen enough to build them. Some of

them were built under contracts made before their keels were laid

and while at least part of the timber used in their construction was
still growing in the woods. Others were sold almost as soon as work
was begun on them at figures that sound fabulous when compared
with prices that obtained in former years. Every vessel that wa^
turned oflF was succeeded by another generally a larger one. and the

indications were that the boom would continue indefinitely.

Then came the signing of the armistice which in some cases seem-

ed to produce an almost paralyzing effect. Men who had been ardent-

ly optimistic began to suffer from "cold feet" and became earnest

converts to pessimism. The bottom had fallen out of everything

and wooden shipbuilding in particular was doomed forever. Before

very long, however, even the most pessimistic builder began to take

a more hopeful view of the situation. In some cases plans were

changred to meet conditions, where arrangements had been made for

building vessels of a thousand tons or more the plans were in some

cases abandoned and schooners of smaller tonnage and better suited

for coasting were put on instead. Many vessels which, under ordin-

ary conditions, would have remained on the stocks until spring, have,

owing to the exceptional mildness of the season, been turned oflF

this winter, and in almost every case are being replaced by new ones.

Many of the new ones are smaller, n© doubt than they would have

been if the war continued, but it is probable that there will be more

than there have been in any year since the boom commenced, and that

the aggregate tonnage turned of¥ this year will be greater than it has

been in anv preceeding year.

But although the boom is likely to contiue during this year and

nerhaps longer, it is nevertheless true that the .'shipbuilders are faced

by serious problems. It was safe enough to build for a rising market

with freights going up all the time and when one good charter would

nearly pay the cost of construction. It is true that the cost of ma-

terials was also advancing and that the price of labor had soared to

fabulous figures, but the builders were safe and prosperous, for most

of the vcs'^els were buHt under conf. nCt in which the buyer was pledg-

ed to ]iav all I'ills incurred with a '..heial jjerccntage ad<l(=d as the
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builder's coniniission. If prices adviiiircd after ti'e contract was made,
as was sjeiierally the case, the biuliier didn't have to w-o'tv. for the

hiirqer \hc hills were the hij^j^er was his comni'ssion. Mis furcates.,

tronhle was to secure enough labor at any price to enable him to fin-

ish the vessel within the time specified in the contract. There was no
danger of the buyer defaulting-, for other buyers were ready to take

the considerable advance on the cost of construction. When, as some-
times happened, a man undertook to build a vessel for himself he was
seldom permitted to keej) it, for usually .someone was found anxious

to buy at a price far beyond the cost of building. In such cases the

owner or owners usually decided that it was best to sell when sure

of big profits and that the future could iake care of itself. Sometimes
a second or third attem])t to build for home use resulted in a similar

manner, and in many instances the local demand remains unsatisfied.

Many Vessels Still Needed in East

'.riiere is no doubt whatever that many vessels are still needed in

this province. In some sections where building has been extremely

active the local fleet is considerably smaller than it was before the

war. Some of the vessels were sunk by U-boats, others were wreck-

ed and .some have been sold, but their places have not been filled. The
greater part of the lumber exported to the United States during the

last two or three years has been carried in American bottoms.

Schooners from thirty to fifty years old—some of them long out of

commission—were fixed up and sent here to do the work that should

have been done by our own vessels. Many new vessels arc urgently

needed for the coasting trade es])ecially to Boston and New York.

Others are required for the West Indies and .South ,\merican trade

and some must be had to re])lace the losses in the fishing fleet. If

there should be a demand later in the season for our lumber in the

.American market we would be able to supply very little unless we
could get it carried by American vessels. There never was greaier

need of vessels than at present, the great ])rf)blem is to reconcile their

cost at war time prices with prices which men who wish to use them
for ])eaceful purposes can afford to pay. .\])parently the only solution

to this ])roblcm is that it can't be done. Prices must come down, and
to lower prices to a live ancl let live basis will be a ta.sk. To raise

prices and to keep on raising- them is a simple proposition, especially

with regard to wages, for the great majority of the people interested

are in favor of the advanced rates. The war furnished an excuse for

high prices, but many workmen have struck for higher wages since

the war ceased. In some cases where vessels were almost completed,
the demand for increased wages has amounted to a hold-up when the

war could no longer be used for an excuse. The reduction of prices

and particularly wages has got to come, but it will be a difficult un-
dertaking for precisely the same reason that rendered it easy to ad-

vance rates. The men who favored increased pay will naturally be
o|)posed to reduction and will do all they can to prevent it. Even
after the high cost of living, which served as a fairly reasonable ex-

cuse for demanding higher w-ages, has come down to something like

normal conditions, the average wage earner will be unable to see any
sufficient rea.son for reducing his pay, and this is likely to lead to a

long, hard struggle. But in the case of shipbuilding the reduction
will have to come or the business will have to stop. V^essels cannot
be built for peaceful commercial purposes at prices that were paid
in war time. Wages may never drop as low as they were before the
war, probably will never reach their lowest level of other days, but
they will have to come down from their present elevation or some
industries will be forced to close.

$1,200 Freight Bill on Eleven Spars

Probably few people not directly interested in shipbuilding have
any idea of the prices that have been paid in the business during the
last years of the war. The increase in w^ages at least doubled the
cost of timber. Oakum, cordage, wire rigging, canvas, chains and
anchors and in short everything with metal in it cost three of four
times as much as in years gone by. Shipwrights wro formerly work-
ed for from $1.50 to $1.75 per day have been- getting from $3.50 to

$4.00. Specialists, such as riggers, shipsmiths and scullers, have been
paid from five to eight dollars per day, and quite recently some of
them have demanded and received ten dollars per day and board.
Spars are expensive items. Tv.'o or three weeks ago a local ship-
builder and lumber dealer received a shipment of eleven Douglas fir

spars from the Pacific Coast. They are the outfit for a tern schooner
and two four-masters now nearly completed and their measurements
are eighty and ninety feet in length and from twenty-one to twenty-
five inches in diameter. The invoice price is from $3.15 to $4.75 per
foot according to size, and the freight bill was twelve hundred dol-
lars. The war duty of 7j^ per cent added more than two hundred dol-
lars to the cost, and after the spars leave the railway they have to
bo taken to their several destinations by water. Finally each spar,
which is sawed into octagon form, has to be finished by expert work-
ni( n l)efore it is ready for the rigger.

I he conclusion of the whole matter is that more vessels are

greatly needed and are likely to be built, but they cannot be built

at war prices unless war is resumed. Lumber is urgently wanted for

reconstruction purposes, but war prices are prohibitive, particularly
in freights. Prices mu.st come down, for ordinary business cannot
continue with war-time expenditure. Prices have already fallen in

some lines, and the indications are that they will fall lower, but the
decline must become general before business can be reestablished
upon a satisfactory basis. It will take time to secure a readjustment
and prices may never drop to their former level, but they mu:->t drf)p

lower than they are at present and the sooner the better

Embarks in Wholesale Lumber Business

P. L. Can field, who recently

embarked in the wholesale lum-
ber business in Woodstock, Out.,

is well known to the trade having
spent five years with the R. K.

Butler Lumber Company of that

city. Mr. Canfield who is special-

izing in B. C. products anc at

present has the western agency
for the lines, handled by R. C.

Chesbro, of Toronto, will cover

all western Ontario. These in-

clude Coast cedar, fir and shingl-

es. Mountain pine, spruce, fir and
larch. Mr. Canfield also repre-

sents one of the l)est stocks f)f

hemlock. Me is an old Woodstock
l)oy in which city he was born
33 years ago. At an early age he
started office work with the Grand
Trunk and Canadian Pacific Rail-

ways, with whom he spent some
years, after which he was on the

staf¥ of a large mercantile house
in London and later resided for three years in Toronto. He then had
charge of the furniture house of L. Yolles,. Toronto, with whom he
remained four years, leaving to enter the retail lumber business
in W^oodstock in the employ of Mr. Butler.

P. L. Canfield, Woodstock, Ont.

Stamping Out Disease in Lumber Camps
"Hon. Dr. Roberts, minister of health for the Province of New

Brunswick, has a plan which if it can be worked out systematically
will make lumber camps no longer a source from which smallpox
spreads, but would be a great benefit to the health of the men in these

camps.
In the first place he proposes to have camps where there were

serious outbreaks of smallpox in the past destroyed. In erecting new
camps he would have provision made for a sufficient number of cubic

feet of air space for every man so that they could sleep in comfort.
In every large camp he would have a small gne isolated in case any
contagious disease broke out among the men. He thinks it is impor-
tant that operators insist that every man going into the camps be
vaccinated. By doing this he believes it w^ould save big lumber op-

erators thousands of dollars, and also save the province and muni-
cipalities a large expenditure due to the spread of disease.

The minister has not as yet worked out his plan, but has dis-

cussed the question w'ith some of the largest operators in the pro-

vince. They heartily approved such action and asked that he dis-

cuss the matter at a meeting of lumbermen which will be held some-
time in the near future, so that the views of all could be secured.

How War Depleted Forests of France

One million two hundred thou-sand acres of forest land have been
destroyed in France by the war and the enemy, according to the es-

timate of the Service of Forests and W'ater Supply in the French De-
partment of Agriculture. Over half of this wooded area belongs to

the Government or to the communes. France has lost in the war
nearly ten per cent of its lumber and six and a half per cent of its

firewood.

The building loss in France is almost beyond a calculation. It

is said that if no building is done in any part other part of France,

twenty years will be required to rebuild in the devastated regions

alons.

The leading societies of architects in France have been working
since the beginning of the war to make plans for reconstruction, hav-
ing organized exhibitions of housing, both for farm and town build-

ings.
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B.C. Owns Half of Canada's Timber
Roland D. Craig Estimates That Two Hundred and Thirty

Billion Feet Grows in the Coast Region

Roland D. Craig, lately district inspector at Vancouver for the

Aeronautical Department of the Imperial Ministry of Munitions,

gave an extremely interesting lecture at the University of British

Columbia on February 13th. His subject was " The Forest Resourc-

es of British Columbia," on which he is probably the man best quali-

fied to speak. With Dr. Whitford, he recently spent three years

estimating the total stand in tlic province for the Commission of Con-

servation, Ottawa.
Referring to the results of his work witli Dr. Whitford, Mr.

Craig said that while the data arrived at was not, of course, absolute-

ly accurate, it was still, he -thought, reliable enough to give a good

idea of British Columbia's forest resources. He estimated these at

350,000,000,000 feet of merchantable timber, slightly more than half

of the total stand in all Canada. He thought about 230,000,000,000

feet grew in the Coast region.

For the purposes of their investigation the province had been

divided into sixty-six drainage areas, most of which were cruised

Magnificent cedar timber on Kla-Anch limits of McLean
Bros., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

carefully. In the extreme north they had been forced to depend on

the reports of explorers, prospectors, hunters and other such people.

From the forester's point of view, the province was finally divided as

follows

:

359,170 sq. miles, total area.

5,670 sq. miles, lake area.

353,500 sq. miles, total land area.

188,000 sq. miles on which commercial forests are impossible.

165,500 sq; miles on which commercial forests are possible.

20,700 sq. miles good agricultural land.

144,800 sq. miles available for commercial forests.

103,200 sq. miles totally destroyed bj' fire and now uiiprodm-tivc of

commercial forests.

41,600 sq. miles at present commercially forested.

He estimated the loss by fire at 665,000,000,000 feet—about as

much as is now standing in all Canada—and he declared that it was

distinctly up to u.i to tan iully preserve what we iiavc .--till g'jl. I Ik:

timber now standing, with its natural i»roduction, was amply suffic-

ient to meet the jjresent annual cut of between 1 ,2.Sf),00f),000 and'l.-

500,000,000 feet, without lessening our forest capital ; and even if

the cut was increased five times the natural production would balance
the drain. But, he emphasized, we had to keep our present standing*

timber as it is if we were to remain in such a safe position. He gave
the quantities of the rlifTercnt growing in British Columbia as fol-

lows :

Western red cedar.

Douglas fir

The spruces

Western liemlock

Tlie balsams

Lodge pole pine ...

Western yellow pine

Yellow cypress

Western larch .

.

Western white pine

Cottonwood, oak, cti

.78.00(1.000,000 IK t

;.',,ooo.ooo.(Mto
"

. 7:t.0(10,000,000
•'

.64,000,()00,0(>0
"

. 33,000,000,000
•'

12,000,000,000
•'

4.200,000,000
"

4,()00,000,0(»0
"

. .').200,000,000
'•

2,800,000,000
"

800,000,000
"

350,000,000,000

Mr. Craig then described the physiographic features of the pro-

vince, using specially colored maps by way of illustration. He point-

ed out the localities in which the various trees flourished, explaining
how altitude and the varjdng annual rainfalls entered into the dis-

tribution of species. As a curious exception to the general rule, he
mentioned that apparently no balsam grew on the Queen Charlotte
Islands, although it might be expected to thrive there. He had looked
for it every time he was on the Island«;. l)iit he had not oiuc met it.

and he knew of no one else who had.

Referring to the manufacture of i)ul]), Mr. Craig was conlidciit

it would be a very extensive British Cohnnbia industry presently.

The province had available 1 70,0(X),000,000 feet (or 250,000.000 cords)
of the very best pulp timber.

At the end of the lecture Mr. Craig invited questions. He got
about fifty from his interested audience. The questions—many of

them—related to out-of-the-way places all over the province, and in

answering them the lecturer showed clearly how well he knew his

subject and how thoroughly he had personalh- r"\ rreil Briti-h

Columbia in the course of his investigations.

1918

Statistics of Timber Cut in the West
The tables below give some interesting facts about British Colum-

bia's 1918 cut of timber. The most noticeable figures, naturally, are
those relating to spruce, which jumped nearly 250 per cent. The
white pine and cottonwood figures also show a greatly increased pro-
duction. On the other hand, the elTect of the United States embargo
is seen in the less quantity of cedar cut.

Species Cut 1917

Douglas fir

Red cedar

-Spruce

Hemlock
Balsam fir

Yellow pine

White pine

Jack pine

Larch
Cottonwood
Other species

Districts

Cranbrook

.

Fort George
Kamloops . .

Nelson . . .

Vernon . . .

Total Interior

Islands ... .

763,369,000 777.554,000

443,076,000 349,953,000

1 10,569,000 276,569,000

149,761,000 169,792.000

21,740,000 45,398,000

90,495,000 70,547,000

6,468,000 14,868,000

8,760,000 4.828.000

50,001,000 45,617,000

2,993,000 5,708,000

43,000 350,000

1,647,275,000 1,761,184,000

Timber Cut Timber Scaled
During 1918 During 1918

151,828,000 111,805,000

26,885,000 25,982,000

39,632,000 27,314,000

77,856,000 51,558,000

34,278,000 32,099,000

330,479,000 248,758,000

206.531.000 200,350,000

217,531,000 206.515,000

1,006,643,000 913.854,000

1,430,705.000 1,320.719,000

1,761,184,000 1,569,477,000
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Needs of Canadian Woodworking Industries
Greater Facilities Required by Forest Laboratories of Canada— Extra Provision

Is Necessary for Adequate Research Work

The Forest Products Laboratories of Canada organized under

the Dominion Forestry Branch have just completed their fifth year

in temporary quarters in the old residence building at 700 University

Street, Montreal. It w^as originally intended that the Laboratories

should move in 1918 to a permanent building designed to suit the

needs of their specialized activities, and of sufficient size to accom-
modate an adequate investigative staff, but the Government has

found it out of the question to provide such a building during the

period of the war.

The present laboratory building, if not now actually in a dan-

gerous condition, is at any rate rapidly approaching it. The Labor-
atories moreover have outgrown their quarters and certain of their

activities are circumscribed and others inhibited altogether for want
of space in which to expand. The crying need at present is for a

new building.

Notwithstanding, however, the handicap of inadequate quarters,

and the further disadvantage of a greatly depleted staff, aft> the re-

sult of calls for men for military service in the great war, a good
deal has been accomplished during the past year.

Results of Some Strength Tests

Strength tests on the pines and spruces of Eastern Canada were
completed. The results of these tests for green material are avail-

able in the form of blue-printed tables; similar results for air-dried

timber are being completed. Forestry Branch Bulletin No. 60, "Can-
adian Douglas Fir" recently issued, contains complete strength data

for this western species, together with an illustrated description of

the methods of making the tests.

Strength tests were made, at the request of the Militia Depart-
ment, to determine the properties of a number of British Guiana
woods, which had beeri suggested as possible substitutes for walnut
for gun stocks. A short investigation of the mechanical properties

of fibre board and vulcanized fibre was also carried out, in co-opera-

tion with the pulp and paper laboratory.

At the suggestion of Mr. R. D. Craig of the Imperial Ministry
of Munitions, steps were taken towards the establishment of a

timber-testing laboratory in British Columbia for investigative work
on aeroplane timbers. Arrangements were finally made for such a

laboratory on the basis of co-operation between the Dominion For-
estry Branch, the Imperial Ministry of Munitions and the Provin-
cial Government of British Columbia through the University of

British Columbia. The war came to an abrupt termination before
this laboratory was well under way, and the Imperial Ministry of

Munitions, its work in British Columbia on aeroplane timbers com-
pleted, has severed its connection with the project. However, the
Vancouver laboratory is continuing work and is expected to be a

permanent testing station of the Forest Products Laboratories at

the University of British Columbia. If given the support of the
lumber interests of the Province this Laboratory will undoubtedly
be able to do work of great value to the industry. At present a
comprehensive series of tests of Sitka spruce are in progress under
the direction of Mr. L. L. Brown, formerly of the staff of the par-
ent laboratory in Montreal.

A comprehensive review of all published literature on the spent
liquor from sulphite pulp mills has been compiled, and is now in

the hands of the printer. It will appear shortly as Forestry Branch
Bulletin No. 66, entitled . "Waste Sulphite Liquor." This should
prove an extremely valuable book of reference to pulp and paper
manufacturers, and to all interested in the elimination of waste in

this country.

An improved method for the estimation of cellulose in wood,
worked out at the Laboratories, was published early in the year.
This method is being used in a series of complete analyses of Cana-
dian pulp wood species now in progress.

Resin Content of Pulpwood Species

Special analyses are also being made to determine the resin con-
tent of our pulpwood species and the composition of the resins.
These analyses are being made in such a way as to show the relative
resin content of the various species when freshly felled, when felled
and river-driven, and when felled, river-driven and stored for a year.

\ review of work completed some time ago at the Laboratories

on the techni(iuc of beating pa])cr pul^) i.-, being prepared for publi-

cation.

Experimental work on the preservative treatment of hemlock
and jack pine cross ties has been completed. Jt has been found
possible to creosote heart hemlock—an unusually refractory material

—very satisfactorily, after first incising by a simple mechanical me-
thod developed in the laboratory. By the same method species nat-

urally easily penetrable can be treated in a much shorter time and
with less* preservative than is ordinarily required. A description and
discussion of this work has been prepared, which will appear short-

ly as Forestry Branch Bulletin 67 "Creosote Treatment of Jack Pine
and Eastern Hemlock Cross Ties."

Studies of the preservative treatment of v/ood paving blocks,

with special reference to the use of Canadian red pine for this pur-
pose, have been begun. Special apparatus has been constructed and
preliminary work done, and bleeding and expansion tests are now
in progress.

Remedial Measures Against Timber Decay
The pathologist of the Laboratories has carried out factory

studies of the decay of structural timber, as used in the construction
of mill buildings. A large number of structures in which troubles

A portion of the exhibits room at the Forest Products Laboratories of Canada,
700 University Street, Montreal. Open to the public daily free of charge.

of this kind ocurred have been examined, and the efi:"ect of reme-
dial measures have been noted. As a result, a number of important
conclusions have been reached as to the proper design and care of

buildings of this class, from the standpoint of decay prevention.
Laboratory studies on the relative durability of Canadian woods arc

in progress, but conclusive results cannot be expected for some time

Studies of the fibre dimensions of Canadian woods were contin-

ued. Data of this kind, besides being of considerable scientific in-

terest, is of very practical value in the pulp and paper industry.

The preparation of a complete reference collection of microsco-
pic slides of all Canadian woods has been begun at the Laboratories.

A great many such slides were already available, but certain species

were lacking. When this set is complete it should be valuable as

a basis for comparative studies of the microscopic anatomy and struc-

ture of our woods, and their identification.

An instructive permanent exhibit of forest products has been
developed at the Laboratories, where it is open to the public, free

of charge; every day from 9 a.m. till 5 p.m. This is being added
to and improved from time to time as suitable material is acquired.
At present it includes exhibits of hard and soft-wood distillation

products ; timber specimens, showing bark and wood characteristics

;

models illustrating methods of making strength tests ; normal char-
acteristics of wood, and defects in lumber; wood-destroying fungi,

insects and marine organisms; mechanical and chemical wood pulps
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and tlioir i^roducts ; and oIIut niiscollanctm^ piochu l^ and deriva-

tives from trees. The many new uses of wood ])ro(lucts have arous-

ed much interest.

A smaller i)ermanent e.xliihit has l)een jirepared in co-operation

with the Canadian I'acific Railway, which is now on view in tlie

Windsor Street Station, and temporary exhihits are jjrepared from

tin^e to time for special occasions, for example, an exhil)it which is

on its ivay to the Lyons Fair at Lyons, France.

Another activity of this hranch of the Laboratories' work is tiie

preparation of sets of authentic specimens of C"anadian woods,
'riioc are intended for distrihuticn to manual trainin<:>- and technical

sciiools and other similar institutions.

Why Scientific Research is Essential

Now that tlu.' war is over, and nuMubers of the staff of the labor

atories, who have been away in their country's service on military

duty, are returning from overseas, it is hoped that it will be pos-

sible to resume investigative work on a much more extensive scale

than ever before. That scientific research is essetnial to a. growing
industry is one of the lessons learned during the recent conflict, and
the lumber and other wood-using industries arc no exception to this

rule. It is a certainty that the savings resulting from industrial re-

-carch will represent an amount the interest on which will repay the

lal'oratory expenses many times o\'er.

The larger an industrial research lal)or;itory becomes the more
rapii lv its rate of efficiency increases and no one can deny the press-

ing need for study of natural resources in this country. It is hoped
that the Federal Government will not overlook the needs of Cana-
di.m woo((-using industries in this regard, and that jjrovision will

be made for an adequate research programme. An expression from
the lumbermen would go a long wav toward reaching the desired

New Way of Locating^ Carriage Track Defects

There are many ways and means of locating and correcting

curves or kinks in the \'-rail of the carriage track, but at best the

more common methods are not Jiccurate. Many mill mechanics prac-

tice lining the entire guide rail (\'-rail) by making a silk line or

cord fast at each end of the track and directly over and in centre

of the V, which makes it lieces.sary to jack u]) the side of carriage

while lining takes place. That is very well, but a better way may
be used without lifting the carriage off the rails, says R. C. Leibc

in the "American Lumberman."

That better way may be described as making this line from end

to end tight and instead of over the centre of rail, as stated, let it be

about 4 inches from it on the outside of the \'-rail, and about level

with it. Then use a hardwood block, say 1 11- inches square and 6

inches in length, with a V-notch cut in its end to fit the V-top of

this rail, and when the line is extended to the end off block, the me-

chanic may slide this block up or down the half of the track not

covered by the carriage, which will show any kinks or curves in the

guide-rail; for should this block either pull away or press against

the line, that would indicate eitlicr in vin .ni.ni c i;

track.

Sudi a curve or ^hort kink in the \ -rail or guide-rail not only

shows in every board of lumber sawn, but magnifies it many times,

l)roducing what connnftidy is referred t<i by millmen as "snakcy"
lumber, which is fatal to it> sale. When thc«-e instructions are carric<l

out, the carriage may be nK>ved to other end of track without inter-

fering with the line in any way, and the other half of \'-rail may be
tested and repaired according to need. I)rawl>f>lts may be used to

draw this rail to either side until it comes right with the line, which
the end of the block will show. 'I"he carriage track often is blametl
for carriage troubles and when making the \ -rail perfectly straight

the carriage wheels, bearings, offset collars and hinges thereon
should be looked over ; and after taking up all lo^t play, then a new
idea may be api)lied which has proved just why bad lumber is sawn
when the saws are fitted with expert care, the \'-guide-rail is straight

and carriage seemingly in pink condition. 'JV) get the saw line tin

saw actually makes when sawing a lf)g is the idea in a nutshell.

The writer has ])re|)are<l a drawing which shows very plainly

how to apply this test along with other kinks of value jjertaining U*

the track and carriage. Referring to the drawing, which shows the

top view of log-carriage, bandwheel. saw section in position and <ine

skid of log deck, we will begin at figure 1, which is a line made fast at

one end of the carriage frame and extending to the other end and
made fast. This line should be made very tight and come on a level

with top of headblocks, or a trifle above. The line nnist also be ex-

tended from the carriage enough to just touch the band ^aw between
tecthpoints. When adjusted to this position at each end (shown at

figures 1 and 2) the test is made by beginning at the,front end of car-

riage and moving it up the track slowly, watching the line where it

touches the saw, or nearly so, for an o|)ening to appear, or for the Ime
to press the saw, as the case may be. In ninety-nine cases in a hun-
dred there will be seen serious defects dopite the fact that the whole
rig seems to be right. The line stretched from end to end of carriage
represents the log or carriage itself, while the saw remains the cut-

ting blade, and this line makes every move sidewise that the log

makes while dogged to the carriage; therefore actual sawing condi-
tions are tested. While this test the saw should be standing still.

I'igurc 3 shows the handsaw section. Note the line in j)ositioii

near it. W^hen the carriage moves up. this slides along almost touch-
ing the saw, showing every defect and whether a slight curve in \'-

rail has been overlooked. As the carriage is guided by the two end
trucks the curve may readily be located by stopping the carriage at

the point where it does not come right with the saw, and after mark-
ing this s])ot with chalk opposite the bottom c>f each \'-wheel as
shown by the arrow .\ to F, the carriage may be moved back and a

drawbolt inserted to draw out the curve. The tests may be made
again to see if corrected.

Figure 4 shows a valuable kink. It shows the end of a log deck
skid with the iron strips on top as used, but on its end nearest the
carriage is shown a cast iron cover extending over the top, both sides

and front end of the wooden skid. This saves this end from becom-
ing worn, splintered and in bad shape, causing a hollow which pre-

vents logs from landing on the carriage speedily. This iron end cov-
er is bolted on as seen and can be cast at any shop. Figure 5 is a

band wheel, showing i)osition ii\ relatiou to the carriage. Figure (>

is a carriage frame.

The flat wheels being shown on the null side, shows the \ -

wheels on the other. Note the extended line with arrow heads on
ends which represent a straight track. Now note at figure 7 a snakey
line which might represent a very bad \'-rail. If a V-rail could get
that bad the line would work back and forth to and from the saw
very much, which gives the idea.

Will Hold Big Lumber Congrress in Chicago
Walker D. Hines, the new Director General of Railroads, will

address the American Lumber Congress on April 16th. This general
Lumber Congress to which all branches of the industry are invited,

will be held in Chicago at the Congress Hotel April 14. IS and 16.

Methods of retail service and the merchandizing of lumber will oc-

cupy the first day's session ; the manufacturers and distributors of

lumber will discuss their ])roblems in the meetings of the 15th and
the next day's sessions will be devoted to Government Relations
questions. On April 16 and 17. the National Lumber Manufacturer-;
Association will hold its annual meeting.

The French are looking to the American continent for lumber
for reconstruction purposes and the demand will be still greater when
their rebuilding j^lans are more matured.

Vice Consul Davis B. Levis at Kingston, Jamaica, reports that

lumber and shingles, valued at a quarter of a million dollars were im-

ported into Jamaica in 1917.
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Advantages of Frame Barn Are Numerous
The Plank Frame Structure Has Come To Stay —Some Live Building Pointers

for Retail Lumbermen to Drive Home—Need of Good Ventilation

There was a lively discussion on ])arn plans and the i)rospects

for building- during- the coming season at the recent convention of

the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association held in Toronto. In

the debate on the subject a number of the delegates took part and

some good points were brought out in the matter of adopting stand-

ard plans particularly as a benefit and convenience to the rural cus-

tomers of the lumber marchant.

it was felt o\\ the wh(de that the coming season would be fairly

good building one and in some sections that structural operations

would be very active. In the course of the discussion one visitor

from the I'2ast stated that in his section the metal barn had not

found any great measure of favor as it was very warm in summer
and cold and damp in the winter as the temperature rose or fell.

He added that a metal barn being close does not permit of the per-

fect sweating of hay or grain as does a wooden barn w'here the sid-

ing is open and usually spaced about half an inch apart. This allows

of drying and sweating naturally as the fourth side of the mow is

open to the drive floor. The metal barns now being erected are

more subject he added to fire by instantaneous combustion, owing
to gases being formed in the process of sweating out grain that

lies at or near the roof, which in summer is very hot and is apt to

become on fire through the above cause. The metal roof in winter,

if a sudden change in tem])erature takes place is damp and drips

on the hay in the mow, which has a very deteriorating efifect on its

((uality as a fodder. Metal foul air terminals on the peak are sub-

ject to this also. Wooden cupolas are not. "As far as fire preventing

(jualities are concerned, personally I do not see how the metal barn
is superior to the old style wooden barn where the siding is left

1/2 inch to 1 inch apart," he concluded.

Framing of the Modern Barn

Several other delegates told of .their ex])erience, and John C.

Colthart, of Beatty Bros., Limited, Fergus, Out., who was in at-

tendance, was asked to explain the barn service plan, which his firm

furnishes. He stated that they were sup])lying their barn service

for practically the whole of the Dominion, and had plans suitable

for most localities. They were always willing to co-operate with

the local contractor, with the mutual benefit of each in view, and
had many blue prints hi their files, a number of which were display-

ed, showing the class of work turned out. Pointing to an illustra-

tion on the wall, Mr. Colthart, in discussing the respective - merits
oi the question, stated that the plank frame barn had come to stay
on account of the difficulty in getting timbers long enough and
straight enough to build the old-fashioned timber frame.

"A glance at the illustration will show," he continued, "how
tht framing is so thoroughly braced and how much easier it is to

frame than the old timber barn. As far as sanitary walls are con-
cerned in the basement, by experience w e find that cement *up to

the under side of the windows, or a foot above the ground
and studding with layer of building paper and lumber on either side

i)f the studding is the ideal wall, as far as warmth and yentila,tion

is concerned. Solid cement and stone walls, unless they are strap-

])ed and lined, are very apt to cause condensation in cold weather
and dripping in mild weather.

The Proper System of Ventilation

"A good system of ventilation is absolutely necessary in any
barn, and we find that the Rutherford system is best adapted to this

climate of ours. This system works on a natural basis and not me-
chanically, as many other systems do. The nearer one approaches
nature's laws the more perfect any .system is. The Rutherford sys-
tem works on the assumption, which has been proved correct, that
each adult cow requires 8 square inches of inlet per head and 15

square inches of outlet."

The speaker said that his firm manufacture a fresh air inlet

which has been recommended by Rutiierford and other leading-

authorities on this subject. This fresh air inlet is sufficient- for six
head, having 48 square inches of inlet and is i)rovided with a dam-
per so that one can regulate the intake according to the number of
head and the climatic condition. This is installed at or near the
floor level, the cold air receiving an upward thrust as it leaves the
inlet so that no direct draft blows on the cows. The foul air shaft

should be constructed of two layers of tongue and groove material
with air .space between to prevent condensation and should be car-

ried as straight as is possible to the ridge without interfering witli

the hay track above. This inner chute should never be less than
16" X 16", and should also be provided with a damper to control toe
(juick or sluggish a draft. A 16" x 16" outlet is sufificient for 16 or
17 head.

Railways Postpone Exacting Cash or Bonds
The Canadian railway companies have advised shijipers that

their instruction regarding credits, which was to have gone into ef-

fect March 1st would not be enforced until at least June 1st.

The Canadian Railway War Board, composed of reprcscntative--
of the various railways, decreed that credits could no longer be ad-
vanced io shippers, and that after March 1st the}- would have to pay
cash for their shipments, or otherwise place a bond with a company,
satisfactory to the railway company, to secure seven daj's' credit.

The action of the railway companies in not enforcing the order
is due to the protests that have been made by the Canadian Manu-
facturers' A.ssociation. Canadian Lumbermen's Association, the
Board of Trade and individual shippers. Large firms contend that
the railway companies demand that a bond as security for payment
be placed with a firm, who are no more responsible than their own.
is a reflection on their credit and resent it. A still stronger argu-
ment against the order is advanced by the manufacturers. On this

score they state that many errors arc found in the railway compan-
ies' billing and think that their traffic departments should be given
an opportunity to check up the bills before they arc paid.

Mr. Parsons Joins Canadian Western Staff

E. C. Parsons, of \'ancou\ er, lias joined the selling staff of the

Toronto branch of the Canadian W estern Lumber Co.. Limited, of

Eraser Mills, B. C, and will be associated with L. D. Barclay, local

manager of the firm. He takes the place of P. J. McCormack, who is

now located in the west and is sales manager of the company. Mr.
Parsons, who is a native of Somersetshire, Eng., spent a couple of

years in the lumber manufacturing business before coming to Canada
in 1907. He located in the west and for eight years was in the ser-

vice of Rogers Lumber Yards, Limited, Moose Jaw. Sask., being
manager of one of their line yards. Subsequently he was with the

Retail Lumbermen's Purchasing Agency, of Vancouver, in the capac-
ity of salesman and then went with the Pacific Lumbermen's Inspec-

tion Bureau in the grading of fir and other stock at the mills for

aeroplane requirements. Mr. Parsons has had a well rounded exper-

ience in the manufacturing, selling and inspection ends of the lum-
ber and timber vocations and has taken up his residence in Toronto,
where he has already made a large numl)er of friends.

Settlingr Disputes Arisingr Out of Shipments

The Senior British Trade Commissioner in Canada and New-
fo^uidland (Mr. G. T. Milne, 367 Beaver Hall Square, Montreal) has

been notified by the Imperial Department of Overeas Trade in Lon-
don that he is empowered to appoint an expert to examine and re-

port upon consignments of goods from the United Kingdom, in re-

spect of which a dispute has arisen, and to certify the signature of

such experts as authentic. The Commissioner will, however, only

intervene when requested to do so by both parties to the dispute.

The kind of disjjutes in which the Commissioner may intervene

are those regarding goods which are alleged to be not up to sample,

or which have arrived in a damaged condition owing to faulty ])ack-

ing. The Commissioner is not authorized to deal with claims under

the insurance policies for goods damaged during the voyage. As the

official Trade Representative in Canada and Newfoundland of the

Indian Government, the Commissioner is also authorized to act in

regard to disputes relative to shi])ments from India. The remunera-

tion of experts appointed by the Commissioner is a matter for the

parties to the dispute. No fee will be charged for his services,

The British Trade Commissioner at Toronto (Mr. F. W. Field,

257 Confederation Life Bldg.. Toront(i) is empowered to act in dis-

putes out of shipments to Toronto and to other centres in Ontario.
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Eternal Vigilance is the Price of Safety
Importance of Accident Prevention in the Sawmill and Logging Camps Necessity of

Organization and Co-operation in Minimizing Hazards

The National Safety Council believes that the subject of acci-

dent prevention in logging, in the sawmill and in the woodworking
plant is so important that it has a special section devoted to this sub-

ject. It is known as the Woodworking, Lumbering and Logging Sec-

tion, and at each of the annual congresses of the council a number of

sessions are held by those particularly concerned with reducing the

hazard in these industries says G. D. Crain, jr., in the "Southern Lum-
berman."

The general enactment of workmen's compensation laws, and
the necessity for paying indemnity for loss of time, is a further evi-

dence of the value of accident prevention work. When a man is hurt
and has to stop work, it is not only a case of individual suffering and
deprivation, but the industry and ultimately the community pay the

cost of the accident. Thus the lumberman -who sees to it that acci-

dent prevention work is done among his organization is benefiting

himself, his employes and the community at large.

One of the ideas that the National Safety Council has done much

operator, jumped and was caught under the falling crane bed.
thigh was broken and he was otherwise bruised. The first tier of
logs checked the complete capsizing of the crane and saved him from
being killed."

It may be interesting to explain, in this connection, that bulletins
of this sort are issued from the ofifice of the safety organizations every
week. They are intended to be posted on the bulletin boards at the
plants of members, and to be read by their workmen. The council
has nearly 4,000 members, in 150 different lines of industry, and tlie

bulletins are put before 6,000,000 workmen every week. That is why
the story that is told, like the one above, is in short, easy words, and
in sentences that anyone can grasp the meaning of without difficutly.

The moral drawn from the accident that ha- Ikm tiepictcd i>-

given in the bulletin as follows:
"This 'Happens' When We Don't Think Saftcty.
"One of the hardest jobs most of us have to do is to think.
"Plant safety committees have spent thousands of dollars ot

Lc' n«J,^'?J.f.S" W"EN|An Axe is a Dangerous ToolWE DON'T THINK SAFETY'
One of the hardest jobs

most of us have to do is to
THINK.

Plant Safety Committees
have spent thousands of
dollars of Company money
for guards, but what good
are guards if men don't mix
brains with their work?
Hundreds of dangerous

places have been guarded—
that's easy.

.
' Now, we find ourselves "up

against" the real thing, viz.: To
make safety ai much a part of the
daily life of our feJlow-workman a»
is hi» love for hi» wife, mother or
sweetheart. That's some foh, Mr.
Safety Committeemen, but it's up to
you ! Do it as well as you have done
the guarding and it will be well done.

i(K .scMcJc;:! pKtured in this bulletin didn't "happen"

SAFEtT*
^^^^ because some men aren't THINKING

lo So7fmb«r 1914 PttKT Olson, while
wdkin? through the brush, stombled

Hit thumb was badly cut
tiex iingei had to be tiUun
»Kond joint.

HE WAS CARRYINO HIS AXE
UNDER HIS ARM

Watch

Your

Axe

bale and
Unsafe
Logging
Equipment

UNSAFE

kona I*«IIIMT Htik

' <• immam Uk.

' vilT< mm* U»ai

In one State 271 men
were injured handling
axes during the last
18 months.

THE RULt
handle oa the shuui^i:

r.lf safe war to carry an axe i* with th*
nU the head back of the shonlder. Kaay nea

who have earned the axe wltlt th* head oader the am have «tiia>Ued

Some instructive bulletins issued by the National Safety Council

to get rid of is that all there is to accident prevention is guarding
machinery. This is important, of course, and exposed gears and
dangerous belts cause accidents. But merely covering up points of

hazard in machinery and equipment does not mean that all of the

accidents are going to cease. The majority of accidents come about
from other causes. Many of them have nothing to do with machinery,
and in many cases the employe is careless and brings the accident on
himself.

The attitude of the employer in such a case is one of impatience

and irritation—why didn't the employe use his head? But few saw-
mill men stop to think that even a country negro can be educated
into better attention to safety methods, and that the most ignorant
worker can be trained into thinking safety. When a man really

puts "safety first" in his work, he is not likely to have an accident,

and furthermore he is likely to implant the same idea in the minds of

his fellows. It is the careless employer who has the highest accident

rate.

Consequently, the bulletin service of the council has been espec-
ially useful in pointing out general hazards, which have to do with
the individual rather than the machine. A very" interesting bulletin,

which was intended to show carelessness in handling logs is repro-

duced with this article. It shows a scene in the log yard of the Kim-
berly-Clark Company, Neenah, Wis., where a crane was turned over
because of an excessive load. The description of the accident that goes
with the picture says

:

"Logs were being unloaded onto the second tier liack from the
track. The men on the car carelessly looped up too big a load, which
swung out to the side, tipped the crane over. Peter Campbell, crane

company money for guards, but what good are guards if men dnn't

mix brain with their work?
"Hundreds of dangerous places have been guarded—that "a easy.

"Now we find ourselves up against the real thing, viz : to make
safety as much as part of the daily life of our fellow-workman as is

his love for his wife, mother or sweetheart. That's some job. Mr.
Safety Committeeman, but it's up to you. Do it as well as you have
done the guarding and it will be well done.

"The accident pictured in this bulletin didn't 'Happen.' It camf^

to pass because some men aren't THINKING SAFETY."

Another bulletin shows the difference between safe and unsafe

logging equipment. In one instance, old side stakes, bound together

with wire, are shown in use on a car. The safe method, involving

the use of automatic car stakes, tripped from the rear, is then shown
below. This is one of the main advantages of these bulletins—they

not only point out the wrong way, but they proceed also to show
the right way of doing the thing.

Similarly, safe and unsafe methods of carrying axes, saws, etc.,

are shown. Some of the bulletins, as may be gathered from these

remarks, are specialized, applying only to certain industries, such as

logging and sawmilling, and others are general and indicate hazards
that are common to all industries. The rule suggested for carrying

axes, which is quoted from a bulletin of the Wisconsin Industrial

Commission, is as follows

:

"The only safe way to carry an axe is with the handle on the

shoulder and the head back of the shoulder. Many men who have
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carried the axe with the head under the arm have stumbled and fall-

en and have been seriously injured."

Dealing with carelessness in handling saws, a picture shown on
one of the bulletins depicts a workman walking through the woods,
with this comment

:

"Arthur Schwarz was walking through the woods with his saw
under his arm. His foot tripped and he fell. His arm and side were
badly cut by the saw teeth.

"William Berg, while walking on a log with his saw under his

arm, slipped and fell. The saw cut a deep gash in his wrist."

These pictures, showing the men actually at work, and giving
their names and the circumstances of the accidents, make a deep im-
pression on workmen. They see themselves in the same places, and
realize how easy it would be to get hurt in the same way. That im-
presses on their memory a rule such as this one, wdiich ordinarily

would have little permanent effort, because it would not appeal to

the imagination

:

"The only safe way to carry a saw is to carry it over your shoul-

der with the teeth pointed away from the neck."

Seeking the Co-operation of Employees

Reference was made in one of the bulletins quoted to the import-
ance of safety committees, and the valuable work which men on these

committees can do. Some of the industries, such as iron and steel,

have succeeded in making a tremendous decrease both in the rate

and severit}^ of accidents by enlisting their men in safety work. Too
few lumbermen have taken up the question or sought to get the co-

operation of their men to prevent accidents. Their attitude often is

that they are paying the insurance company to tatke care of claims,

so what's the use? But the insurance companies are getting to the
point where risks with large loss ratios are penalized with high rates,

and those with favorable records in this respect get lower rates.

Hence the lumber plant which through organization of the men and
education of them to safety ideas brings down its accident rate is

immediately in a position to claim a lower insurance rate, and to make
this saying wdiile at the same time it maintains its working organiza-
tion in better shape and shows less time lost from work by its em-
ployes on account of accident.

Some interesting material regarding the organization of men
along safety lines in logging camps was given at one of the sectional

meetings of the National Safety Council a year or two ago by Rob-
ert B. Gooditian, of the Goodman Lumber Company, Goodman, Wis.,
who said

:

"A modified from of safety organizations has been suggested for

the larger camps, in the form of a committee composed of three to

five of the best employes. Their duties would be to inspect chains,

jammers and similar apparatus ; look after accident preventions in

general, and have authority in all matters relating to safety. Particu-
lar sttess is laid on the moral efifect of such a committee.

"I am not in favor of special organizations in our logging canjps
for the reason that I have not found many practical loggers who will

enthuse on this subject. They all prefer to place the full responsi-
bility on the foreman.

"We are at present facing a serious situation. The old-timc
lumberjack is passing, experienced wood w^orkers are becoming
scarce. Our forces are being recruited largely from inexperienced
men, and our compensation laws have, to a certain extent, relieved
the shortsighted workman from apprehension. On the other hand,
we are beginning to experience the change that has taken i)lace more
largely in other regions from human and horse energy to steam ma-
chinery. The introduction of steam machinery in our woods brings
with it, of necessity, the introduction of more definite organization,
the adherence to specific rules of conduct and the possibility of speci-

.

fic safeguards. What special dangers it brings with it are so obvious
that the actual danger is greatly diminished."

What Vigilant Committee Can Do
M. L. Fellmer, chief safety engineer of W. H. Markham & Co.,

of St. Louis, made a plea for the safety committee at the same meet-
ing, when he said

:

"Experience shows that mechanical guards eliminate a little less
than 30 per cent of preventable accidents, therefore the education of
all concerned is the main object of every safety campaign. The only
efifective plan of safety organizatiton is the committee plan. The
nianagcment a])points a central committee, consisting of the super-
intendent and a general committee of workmen from the dififerent
plants, or, in the case of one plant only, from dififerent parts of the
l)Iant.

"Just try forming such a committee from the workmen and turn
them loose to make an inspection once a month, and instruct them to
look for conditions that they would change if they owMied the plant,
and watch results. If they do not show you many a condition that
needs material improvemeiitts, you have either not impressed them
thoroughly enough with the fact that you wanted their co-operation

and that they need not fear censure for constructive criticism of ex-

isting conditions, or you have a perfect plant. Then you can 'light

up' and pat yourself on the back, but in the languags of the farmer
that saw the giraffe at the circus, 'they ain't no sich animile.'

"Not infrequently the workmen's committee reports conditions
that, if properly taken in hand, will result in a material increase in

efficiency. Let the workmen's committee report their findings to

the central committee for their approval or rejection. Right here let

me emphasize again that it is the spirit of co-operation you are after

and that spirit must be in evidence at the meetings.
"The men may make suggestions which the management finds

impracticable or not acceptable for one reason or another. Wherever
feasible tell the committee why the suggestion cannot be used. H
you do not feel that you should tell them, thank them for their eflfort

The wrong and the right way to carry a saw

'anyway, and encourage them to further effort, although you can-

not accept this or that suggestion.

"After you have held a meeting of the central committee call

together the foremen and watch 'em open their eyes when they see

how this or that operation can be made safer and more efficient, how
this or that condition in their department can be improved. An amus-
ing incident happened not so long ago in a plant which has just in-

stituted a safety campaign. At the meeting of the foremen a young
foreman's attention was called to certain conditions as existing in his

department. The young chap smilingly said, "That may have been
true at the time the inspection was made, but go out there now -and

I'm certain you can't find the condition." When he was asked why
and how, he said '1 pumped the committeeman before coming here
and went right after the thing.' That was the most gratifying thing
in that young safety campaign. The spirit of Safety First was per-

meating that organization through and through.

"Naturally, the persi)nell of the shop committee should be chang-
ed from time tn time, and as the committeemen <{v]'i back into the

Saws Are Dangerous

HE TRIPPED

"Arthur Schwarz was
walking through the woods
with hissaw underhis arm.
His foot tripped and hefeii.

His arm and side were
badly cut bythesaw teeth."

HE SLIPPED
"William Berg,while waiic
Ing on a log with his saw
under his arm, slipped and
fell. The saw cut a deep
gash in his wrist."

RULE No. 2
"Th« only safe way to carry a s^w^is to
carry it over your shoulder wHh the
teeth pointed away trom the neok."
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yank<, they will still disscniinate the spirit of the work among then-

fellows and caution newcomers against unsafe practices. At the meet-

ings of the committees do not have parliamentary rules used—make
it a round-table affair. A good cigar handed aroujid helps a whole

lot in getting the men at their ease.

"l^mployers in the sawmill industry frequently are still better

situated as regards the safety movement than are the emi^loyers in

the woodworking ])lants in cities. In a great many instances the saw-

mill employer is the only employer in his locality. He per.sonally

knows all of his employes, and any efforts shown by him to im])rove

working conditions for his men and to reduce the chances of accident

are bound to jModuce the most beneficial results."

The Practical and the Humanitarian

Suggestions for the organization of safety work in a sawmill

were summarized in an(jther i)aper read before the Logging, Lum-
bering and Woodworking .Section of the National Safety Council in

the following:

"The employer should be satisfied in his own mind and cuii-

\ inced beyond a (juestion of doubt that it i> a practical business pm-
position as well as a humanitarian one.

"Me should impress upon his management, superintendents and

foremen the practicability of such and his sincere intentions to carry

out the wt)rk, thus making it a part of their duties.

"He should adopt some feasible plan which would provide for

practical mechanical safeguarding; co-operation and education of em-
ployes and should also formulate an organization to carrv out such

a plan."

While sawmill men have not gone into the matter of organizing

their employes for safety as enthusiastically as some other industries

have done, there is little doubt that this will prove to be one of the

best investments of effort that a lumber manufacturer can make. The
men will appreciate it because it will demonstrate the interest tli.it

the employer has in their safety, and it will react favorably in every

possible way. But, as indicated above, the lumberman himself must
i)e "sold" on the idea or safety committees before he starts anything

along this line.

One oi the big divisit)ns of the work o{ the National Safety Coun-
cil is the Health Service Section. It has realized that there is a close

relation between the health of the workman and his liability to acci-

dents, and likewise that 'sanitary conditions in and around the plant

affect the chances for health on his part. Industrial physicians and
siu-geons, who are em])loyed by large corporations to care for cases

of sickness and accident, compose the membership of the Health Ser-

vice Section, which is issuing a series of bulletins directed to the

workers and advising them as to sim])le rules of hygiene by means
t)i which to direct their daily lives. All of these things are of the

utmost value in improving the general character of the workers.

The writer has followed the work of the National Safety Coun-
cil for some time, and is impressed with the value and ])ractical char-

acter of its efforts. The lumber concern which is interested in im-

])roving safet}' conditions in its logging work or at its mill or wood-
working plant should make a \)o\ut of joining the organization and
getting the benefit of its advice and service along this line. It will

receive all of the bulletins and pamphlets which it issues, and which
cover all phases of safety organization and effort. The proceedings

of the congresses are also put in permanent form, providing a library

of reference material that is of great importance.

Never before was man-power of such value ; never was the im-

portance of accident prevention greater, and never were the dividends

which will be paid to the employer who gets into the accident pre-

vention greater, and never were the dividends which will be ])aid to

the employer who gets into the accident prevention game so sure

and large.

He Had Narrow Escape From Drowning'

Grant P. Davidson, of James Davidson Sons, Ottawa, narrowly

escaped death by drowning in the Colonguc River during the course

of a recent tour of inspection of the woods, camps and bush opera-

tions

A sleigh carrying Mr. Davidson and two others crossed some
thin ice which had formed over a hole, which had not been marked.
A logging sleigh had "gone through" the day before. The horses
drop]jed and the occupants jumped, Mr. Davidson going clean

through the ice up to his armpits. He kept himself above the water
by extending his elbows and arms to the supporting ice around him.
The current at the point is very swift, but Mr. Davidson finally man-
aged to extricate himself. After his icy bath he has so far escai)ed

with no other complications than a heav}' cold. His brother and
])artner Keith Davidson, instructor of the 91st scpiadron of the Roy-
al Air h\)rce, is expected to return to Canada in six weeks.

Retailer Believes in System and Seivice

"System and Service" i.s the slogan of \\ ni. L. .S. Savage, who
for the ])ast two years anti a half years has been in the retail lumber
line in Miniico and has met with a large measure of success in hi;*

undertaking. I-ocated i>n the Lake Sh(»re Road beteween Miniico
and New 'J'oronto he opened out to do business in .August, 1916. Mr.
Savage soon discovered that he had settled in the right }>lace as the
various bu.sy factories in the neighborhood re<|uire lumber all the
time and their numerous employees are fast removing to the district

near their work which means the erection of new houses, general re-

pairs and extensions. There are no vacant dwellings in either Mimi-
co or New Toronto and conse<|uently there is every inducement for

home building. Mr. Savage states that located as he is in the centre

of what is bound to be the most industritius suburb of Tt.)ronto, he
finds his business increasing steadily. In November last he was
obliged to add several new machines in order to manufacture sash

and, with this addition to his i)lant. he now possesses a well equipped
planing mill and sash facti^ry, which places him in a position to sup-

ply builders with everything that they may require.

Mr. Savage recently erected a commodious and well appointed
lumber storage shed and this, with his other facilities, makes the

factory and suitably arranged adjoining buildings complete in jirac-

tically every detail. The piling space in his lumber yards is careful-

ly laid out and all lumber systematically arranged. ^Ir. Savage does
not claim to run the largest yard, but his business is growing .satis-

factorily. He has an excellent site and with strict attention to wants
of his patrons and a well assorted stock he reports that the prospects

for the coming season are very good. He makes a specialty of de-

tail work and handles not only pine, hemlock and hardwood lumber,
but also shingles, lath, cedar posts, sash, doors, and wall board.

B C. Forest Branch Statistics

Timber scaled in B. C. during the month of December, 1918, was
as follows

:

Total interior—Douglas fir, 5,232,964; red cedar. 3.693,734 ;
spruce

981,563; hemlock, 325,745; balsam. 311,417; vel' pine. 1.223,783; white

pine, 800,594; jack pine, 495,001; larch, 1,220,754; cottonwood.lOO;
birch, 1,813. Total Coast—Douglas fir, 53.395,826; red cedar. 25,914.-

532; spruce, 25,532,202; hemlock. 18.160.180; balsam. 3.712,879;

white pine, 375,685; jack pine, 1.257,312; cottonwood, 510.695; cyp-

ress, 2,921; maple, 2,311. Total for B. C—Douglas fir, 58,627,890;

red cedar, 29,608,266; spruce, 26,513.765; hemlock, 18,483,925; ba.\-

sam, 4.024.296; vellow pine, 1.225.783; white pine. 1,176,279; jack

pine, 1,750,313; 'larch, 1,220.754; cottonwood. 510.795; cypress, 2,-

921; maple, 2,311; birch. 1.813. Total all species 143.147.111 feet

b.m.

Revenue statement im uiontli of December, 1*J1S. was lol-

lows; Timber licenses. $202,909.54; hand loggers' license fee, $350;
timber lease rentals, $6^^)8.56; timber sales, $21,546.12; scale and roy-

alty, $147,453.17; miscellaneous and refunds. $597.16. Total, $373,-

524.55. Forest Protection Fund, $12,853.76.
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Has Canada Lost Big Portable House Order?

Will Cairada lose a six-niilHon dollar order for 10,000 portable

houses to the United States or Sweden? 'J'here seems such a prob-

ability according to information gleaned recentlty, when it became
known that the Government through Hon. A. K. MacLean was not

prei)ared to ofTer relief in the matter of reduced ocean freight rates,

writes the Ottawa correspondent of the "Canada Lumberman."
The order for the 10,000 portable houses was secured by Mr. A.

G. Rose of Ottawa who lately went overseas to represent the inter-

ests of the Canadian Timber Products Association, and its accept-

ance was subject to the approval of the association. Some cime ago

press reports were to the effect that William Rutherford and Sons,

Montreal, had received an order for $4,000,000 for portable houses,

hut according to information given by a member of the Associatioi.

at Ottawa this report was incorrect.

In.stead of being $4,000,000 the amount of the order received was
$(:).200,000 and the houses were not all for the Montreal firm but were

to have been split uj) into lots or shares and given to the dififerent

factories, fourteen in all, who are members of the C.T.P.A.

It appears that the members of the Associatiton found. they could

not accept the order at the price (|uoted overseas to secure it, on ac-

count of the high ocean rate, which at present is seventy five

cents per cubic foot. Accordingly representations on behalf of the

As.sociation were made to Hon. A. K. MacLean requesting that the

Government intervene and secure a freight rate of twenty-five cents

per cubic foot.

After hearing the dci)utation Mr. MacLean gave the impression

that he did not see how anything could be done. In addition your

correspondent has been informed that the shipping companies are

not anxious to lower the existing rate for ocean tonnage, preferring

to handle grain or flour in preference to portable houses.

"A six million dollar order is not picked up every day, and be-

sides it means in this time of unemployment a great deal to the labor

of the country. We certainly think the Government should do some-

thing to get us a lower ocean rate so this business can come to Can-

ada." .said one of the leading lumbermen at Ottawa, who is also a

member of the Canada Timber Products Association.

"Work has never been so quiet in wood working factories m
Ottawa for twenty years. Here we have an opportunityt of securing

an order that will give employment to about three hundred factory

hands for many months, and the Government seems to be indifferent

whether it is done or not." he added.

It is further stated that the order has only been secured in com-
l)etition with representatives from Sweden and the United States.

If Canada cannot get a lower ocean rate to meet the competition

abroad it seems highly probable that the business will be placed else-

where, and tens of thousands of feet of Canadian lumber, and the

prospective source from which Canadian labor will derive benefit will

be lost.

As an illustration of some of the sales and shipping conditions

as they exist, it is interesting to remark that every stick of pine in

the yards of one big lumber company has not only been sold but
shipped principally overseas, the bottoms going via Boston to the

Old Countr)\ The proportionate increase in freight rates by the Ot-
tawa company shipping via Boston instead of Montreal arc six, to one
and one half.

New Lumber Company Will Operate Near Spraggc
A charter has been granted the Beaver Timber & Tie Company

Ltd., with a capital stock of $100,000 and head-quarters in Toronto.

An ofifice has been opened at Room 408 Tyrrell Bldg., King St., East,

Toronto. The provisional president of the company is Edward How-
ell, of Mimico, who has been for years a well known local contractor

and builder. The manager is Thos Elliott, of New Toronto, who is a

practical lumberman having had wide experience in logging, sawing
and construction work in the province of Quebec.

The new company have acquired the timber rights and site of

the Maple Lake Lumber Company, whose mill at the mouth of the

Serpent River in the Lake Huron District was destroyed by fire

three years ago. This mill will be rebuilt and it is expected will be
in operation early in the summer. The output will be about 20,000
feet a day and the Beaver Timber & Tie Company expect that their

cut during the coming season will not be less than a million feet. The
site of the industry is two miles east of Spragge and one mile from
Serpent Siding, being on the C. P. R. In the timber rights that
have been secured it is estimated that there are about 6,000,000 feet

of white pine, 12,000,000 feet of hemlock and birch, 1,000,000 feet of
red oak and 1,000,000 feet of spruce as well as other timber. The cut-
ting rights extend over the townships of Proctor and No. 14v3 in the
Alguma district covering 44,000 acres, or an area of 72 square
miles. The location of the mill will be at the mouth of the Serpent
River wher the stream enters Lake Huron. The mill site consists of

28 acres and the Serpent River is well improved for driving purpos-

es, the log drive from the most northern section of the companies
limits to the mill being only 20 miles. Construction will start as

soon as the building season opens and will be rushed. In its growth
and varied character the timber is spoken of as one of the best con-

cessions in the north and Messrs. Howell and Elliott along with the

others as.sociated, arc most enthusiastic over the prospects of the

company.

Death of Nr. James C. Shook
Mr. J as. C. Shook, manager of the Dickson Company, died on

March 6th. in Peterboro, after an illness of several months. Mr.
Shook was 66 years of age and, previous to locating in Peterboro m
1905, was connected with the lumber industry in and around Toron-
to. He spent some time in the west and was wideh' and favorably
known to the trade. Mr. .Shook was an upright, enterprising and
l)atriotic citizen of I'eterboro, taking an interest in all religious, chari-

table and i)atriotic organizations. He stood for all that was jjrogres-

sive and true in the community and was held in high esteem. He is

survived by his wife and three sons, Archie at [)resent in France with
the 18th Battery, Kenneth of Vancouver, and Donald of Toronto. Mr.
Shook's death marks the third bereavement in the family within one
month. His brother died in Clarkson, Ont., recently and Mrs. Shook's
mother passed away in Toronto only a few days ago.

The Hosts at the Retailers' Dinner
At the recent banquet held at the King Edward hotel, Toronto,

which was tendered the delegates to the annual convention of the
Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers Association, the hosts were the
wholesale lumber dealers of Toronto and Western Ontario. The
event, which was a signal success and was fully reported in a recent
issue of this paper, marked the largest gathering of the trade which
ever took place in Ontario. The complete list of hosts at the enjoy-
able function was :

—

Allan-Stoltz Lumber Co., The C. G. Anderson Lumber Co.,

Messrs. Robert Bury & Company, ]\Iessrs. Campbell, W^elsh &
Paynes, The Canadian General Lumber Co., Canadian Western Lum-
ber Co., James G. Cane & Co., Edward Clark & Son, A. T. Dadson,

J. M. Donovan, A. N. Dudley, Dunn Lumber Co., Elgie & Jarvis
Lumber Co., Excelsior Lumber Co., Eyer Lumber Co., Fesserton
Timber Co. Gall Lumber Co. Hart & McDonagh, J. P. Johnson &
Son, Johnston Lumber Co., Knox Bros., R. Laidlaw Lumber Co.,

James Lauder, Leak & Co., W. Y. Lloyd, W. J. Lovering, Messrs.
McBean & Venal, Muir & Kirkpatrick, Oliver Lumber Co., Pedwell
Hardwood Lumber Co., Read Bros.. Riter & Co., Seaman-Kent
Co., J. B. Smith & Sons, Ltd., W. /. Smith, James R. Summers, Terry
& Gordon, LTnion Lumber Co., Vancouver Lumber Co., Victoria
Harbor Lumber Co., Sidney Anderson, Toronto; Beck Lumber Co.,

I'enetang; R. Laidlaw Lumber Co., Sarnia; Long Lumber Co.,

Hamilton
;
Mason, Gordon & Co., Montreal : Mickle. Dyment & Son,

Barrie
; Sheppard Lumber Co.. Waubaushene ; Hocken Lumber Co.,

Otter Lake; Monteith Bros., Rosseau ; Percy E. Young, Kitchener;
P. L. Canficld, Woodstock

;
Goodyear Lumber Co., O.skosh, W' is.

Biff Project Not Yet Decided Upon
It was stated by a high official of the International Paper Com-

pany, of New York, that no further action had been taken in regard
to the plans for building a l)ulp and paper mill at Three Rivers, Que.
The company has been contemplating building a pulp and paper
mill at this point for some time, and it was thought recently after

officials from the company had visited the locality, that work would
begin in the near future. The plan for building mills in the Three
Rivers calls for an expenditure of $6,000,000, and includes the de-

velopment of Les Forges Rapids, on the St. Maurice River, 9 miles
north of Three Rivers.

Northerners Want the Hinterland Developed
Delegates nearly one hundred strong, representing the district

between Cochrane and James Bay, and bearing the slogan "On to the
Bay," were recently in Toronto interviewing the provincial authorit-
ies. They asked extension of the T. and N. O. from its present ter-

minus at Cochrane to the shores of the Bay. The opening up of wide
pulpwood areas, the water powers of the James Bay slope, the fix-

ation of atmospheric nitrogen, the iron ores in the Mattaganii Basin
and the Belcher Islands, the gypsum beds in the James Bay slope and
the other mineral fields which would be opened up by such an ex-
tension were urged. Consideration was promised the recjuests of the
dejiutation by the Premier Sir William Hearst and Hon. G. Howard
Ferguson, Minister of Lands, Forests & Mines.
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Personal Parairraphs of Interest

John Kesley, a sawmill owner, of Vcnosta, Que., died recently

T. J. Stevenson, sales manager of the Riordon Pulp & Paper

Co., was a recent visitor to New YorR.

P. D. Gordon of Mason, Gordon & Co., Montreal, is on a busi-

ness trip to the mills in the Pacific Coast province.

Duncan McLaren, president of the Union Lumber Co., Limited,

Toronto, and wife are spending a few weeks in Florida.

George Kersley, wholesale lumber and veneer, Montreal, has just

visited Chicago, Indianapolis, and other U. S. points, on a business

trip.

Major General Alexander MacDougall, C.B., director general of

timber operations in England and France, has returned to his home
in Ottawa.

D. C. A. Galarncan has taken a position with the St. Maurice

Paper Co., Limited, of Three Rivers, Que. He was lately employed

as forester with the Algoma Central Railway.

C. W. Wilkinson, general manager of the Union Lumber Co.,

Limited, Toronto, and wife who have been spending a few weeks
holiday in Florida, have returned home.

W. PL Wilson of Wilson Bros., Quebec and Woodstock timber

merchants, passed away lately. He was well known in the trade and

had been connected with the industry for many years.

W. B. Blair, of Blair & Rolland, Ltd., wholesale lumber dealers,

Montreal, has been the recipient of many expressions of sympathy
on the death of his wife, froln pneumonia, after a brief illness.

Private D. W. Allan, of the Canadian Forestry Corps, has been
presented by the city of Bath, England, with a silver watch and
fifty dollars for saving two ladies from drowning. The presentation

was made by the Major.

R. G. McWethy of the Gill-Andrews Lumber Company. Wau-
sau, Wise, spent a few days in Toronto recently looking into the

hardwood situation with a view to establishing direct connection for

his firm in Ontario.

Brigadier General J. B. White, who was in command of the oper-

ations of the Canadian Forestry Corps in France, has actively resum-
ed his former duties as manager of the woods and lumber depart-

ment of the Riordon Pulp and Paper Co., Montreal.

Hon. William Currie who has been Speaker of the New Bruns-
wick Legislature for the past two years, has resigned. Mr. Currie

is vice-president and manager of the Continental Lumber Co.. River
Charlo, N.B Dr. J- E. Hethcrington, M.L.A. for Queen's, is the new
Speaker of the N.B. Legislature.

Sergt. Bryon T. Barlett, who has served in one of the Gas and
Flame Regiments in France, and seen active action since July 1st,

1918, has taken up his old work of timber cruising for the James W.
Sewall ofifice at Old Town, Maine. Sergt Bartlett was given the

Croixe de Guerre for bravery in action while in France.

Wm. Henderson of Toronto, superintendent of the Shanty-
men's Christian Association, has returned from an extended trip to

the Pacific Coast. He also visited Michigan, Minnesota and other

states in the interest of the work which he reports is progress-

ing favorably. Branches have been established in British Columbia
with promising prospects.

James A. Connors, J. D. Latno, L. T. Calhoun and Bryon T.

Barlett of the Sewall office, timber cruisers, Old Town, Maine, have
gone on an extensive pulpwood cruising job in the Gaspe Peninsular,

P.Q. They expect to get labor there to help them and to finish

the careful mapping and estimating of some 40,000 acres of land be-

fore the spring breakup. They report that the weather in that sec-

tion is not cold, but that there is five feet of snow at present.

Major J. T. Hartt, M.P.P., of Orillia, who attended the annual
meeting of the Orange Grand Lodge of Ontario West in Woodstock
recently, was re-elected Grand Master for the coming year, being
returned by acclamation. Major Hartt, who is a well-known lumber-
man and took an active part in the operations of the Canadian For-
estry Corps in France, has been a member of the Orange Order for

many years. It was decided to hold the 1920 convention in Orillia

which is Major Hartt's home town.

Wm. Rutherford and J. P. Dupuis, of Montreal, were in Toronto
recently attending a meeting or the eastern members of the National
Council of the Association of Canadian Building and Construction
Industries. They called at the offices of the Ontario Retail Dealers
Association to make some enquiries, on behalf of the retail lumber
trade of Montreal, into the operation of the Lumbermen's Credit
Bureau, with a view to establishing a similar service in Montreal
in the near future. The Secretary was invited to go to Montreal at

an early date and explain the plan more definitely to the members of

the retail lumber trade in that city.

Brigadier Gen. J. B. White, D.S.O., director of the Riordon Pulp
and Paper Co., has been made an officer of the Legion of Honor of

the French Republic for services rendered the Allies armies whil-t

commanding the Canadian Forestry Corps in France and as director

of timber operations in France. Brigadier Gen. White, prior to the

war was in command of a squadron of the Duke of York's 17th Hus-
sars . When it became necessary for England and P'rance to obtain
experts in forestry makers. Gen. White went over as major in the

224th Battalion, subsequently returning to Canada, and again gn n

over again in command of the 242nd Battalion. In 1918 Gcni .

White was appointed director of timber operations in France and
deputy director for the British armies. He was awarded the D.S.O.
in the 1918 New Year's honors and was made Brigadier in November
last.

Capt. Georgre Reid Returns to Canada

Capt. Geo. T. Reid, who is a

son of John B. Reid of Toronto,
vice president of the Ontario Re-
tail Lumber Dealers' Association

and former chairman of the Lum-
bermen's Section of the Toronto
Board of Trade, has returned
home from overseas' duty. CaiA.
Reid is looking fine and is none
the worse of his many thrilling

experiences abroad. Previous to

enlisting, Capt. Reid who is 23
years of age, was associated with
his father in the lumber business.

In the fall of 1916 he recruited C
Company of the 242nd Forestry
Battalion and picked up nearly

300 as fine specimens of lumber-
jacks as could be located any-
where. After some months in

forestry operations in England
and France Capt. Reid joined the

Royal Air Force and was attached
to the 69th Squadron. In Octob-

er last he received the D. F. C. (Distinguished Flying Cross) in
recognition of his splendid work and shortly after he was commis-
sioned a flying captain, although he already had this rank with the
Forestry Corps for some months. At the time he was awarded the D.
F. C, Capt. Reid had served in the air for only six weeks. He had
gone out witth a party of ten other machines on a night bombing
expedition over the Rhineland, but they were sighted by the Huns,
who brought down plane after plane. When Capt. Reid returned to
the airdrome he found that his was the only machine of the parry
that had returned. His many friends in the lumber industry are
pleased to welcome him home after his stirring experiences abroad.

Capt. G. T. Reid, D.F.C., Toronto

Bulletin Explains Measurement of Lumber
A rec.ent bulletin, entitled "Important Facts About Canadian

Tree Species," issued by the Forestry Branch, Department Interior,
defines the unit of measurement of sawn lumber in Canada, and also
in the United States, the board foot.

"One board foot," the bulletin states, "consists of a piece of lum-
ber one foot square and one inch in thickness. When applied to inch
lumber, this unit may be considered a measurement of surface, but
with lumber of other dimensions it is a unit of volume containing 144
cubic inches. A few examples will explain this more clearly. A
board 12 feet in length, 1 foot in width and 1 inch in thickness con-
tains 12 board feet and its surface measurement is 12 square feet. A
board 12 feet long, 12 inches wide and 2 inches thick contains 24
board feet, while its surface measurement is still only 12 square
feet."

Will Control Waters in Lake of Woods
In order that there may be sufficient and proper conservation and

control of the waters of the Lake of the Woods, in the interest of

navigation, and of other interests, it has been decided by an order-in-

Council to create a board of control representing and acting for the

Government of the Dominion of Canada and the Province of Ontario.
It is known as the "Lake of the Woods Control Board," and the

Dominion has named W. J. Stewart, hydrographer for Canada and
consulting engineer for the Department of Exterior Affairs, and J.

B. Challies, superintendent of the Dominion Water Power branch,
Department of the Interior to represent the Dominion.
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Good Effect of Men Getting Together
Eastern and Western Lumbermen Now Understand Conditions

Better as Result of Recent St. John Session

A correspondent of the "Canada Lumberman" writing from St.

John, N.B., gives some interesting impressions of the recent C. L. A.

convention in that city. He reviews present manufacturing condi-

tion^ and outlook paying particular attention to the portable saw-

mill man. He says

:

The Canadian lumbermen from Quebec and the Middle West
have come and gone. What the results of their visit will be, remains

to be seen. It was the first time in history of the lumber trade, when
lumbermen so far removed from one another have met together to

discuss their different troubles, and to try to the best of their ability

to make things easier for general trading on the line wherever they

do business. As yet no results have come but they left us with the

best of impressions of themselves and it is to be hoped they carried

away a good impression of their Eastern friends.

No sales of any kind were made between the visitors and their

Eastern friends, but they of the Middle West have found that we are

getting our portion ©f the British trade as many of the operators in

the East had closed up for their 1919 cuts of mills and at fairly good
])rices. No consideration was given at these meetings to our supposed-

ly smaller friend, the portable mill operator, who if it were figured up
in the aggregate, would no doubt out-run the larger manufacturers

of wood goods. They are the parties who must in the near future

be reckoned with, as it is a well-known fact, that they have a large

part in the settling of the prices for deals, etc. As the cut of the por-

table mills this year is greater than for many years past they are to-

day coming into first place as far as profitable manufacturing is con-

cerned. They get right close to the forest. Their milling plant is

not nearly as expensive, overheads are normal, driving expenses are

cut out and while they do not manufacture as closely as stationery

mills, they do not handle any waste, and are able to cut smaller trees

and clean the ground ready for a farm if necessary. These mills today
are running longer hours, under less pay, less taxes and getting within

$3 to $4 per M. as much as the city mills. Our trade journals who ig-

nore them make a vast mistake and in the future the big mills will

be a thing of the past and what we call our portable mills, will take

their place.

Largely Bought up by the Brokers

A rough estimate of the larger and the portable mill outputs for

this year would be in the vicinity of 400 million feet and this has now
largely been bought up by the brokers. Especially does this apply to

the smaller mills. All that is needed is to get the drives down to the

larger mills, the mills to be put in operation and stock shipped. No
doubt before long, all selling restrictions to the British ^sles will be
lifted and free trading will take place.

The first of March saw about all logs hauled off yards and land-

ed on the banks of the streams. While the costs are much greater
than a year ago, still it has been a much easier winter to operate and
the co.sts will not be near as high as first estimated. Much now de-

pends on rains for the spring drives. Snow is not plentiful, in many
places there is very little indeed. The logs through New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia will on a whole be smaller in size than of late years
and will therefore produce a much smaller or narrow specification.

Freights are going oflF and will no doubt get close to normal be-
fore the end of summer. Vessels are closing for South America at

$40.00 and will probably take less as the shippers are holding oflF. The
mills at St. John hope to begin operation by the first of April. Just
how many plants will be in operation cannot at the present be told.

No Chance for Lowering Prices

Local demand for lumber is at a stand-still. The outlook is not
encouraging although the writer cannot see any chance for lower
prices for the future. Stumpage for standing timber remains firm
and the owners earn afiford to let it grow. The charges for getting
logs will not be so materially reduced as to warrant any reduction.
The cost of sawing will remain equally as high and as long as living
keeps to its present costs, we cannot expect much lower rates of
wages. The western mills of British Columbia have been selling at
a loss for years and with 25 per cent, more freight to pay than before,
the prices of western fir products will not be even as low as Eastern
spruce at present prices. How then can lumber prices be reduced?
Can any writer answer it? We certainly would be glad of his reply,
giving facts to prove that they will. The American market is dead,
and no offers for eastern stock are being received. Lath are flat,

shingles are good and will no doubt hold there present prices and
l)robably advance as cedar is very scarce.

Demand for Railroad Tics is Very Good
The Canadian Tie & Lumber Company, Ltd., who recently re-

moved their offices to the Temple Building, Toronto, are extensive
dealers in pole and squared ties in which line they specialize exclus-
ively, having large contracts with a number of Canadian railways.
They also handle piling, fence posts and lumber. The company was
organized in October, 1917, with J. M. McCandless as president, Wm.
F. Hoey as vice-president and George F. McCandless as secretary-
treasurer. J.M. and George McCandless are also members of the
firm of McCandless Bros., of Detroit, Mich., where large operations
in the railroad tie line have been conducted successfully by them for

many years.

The Canadian Tie & Lumber Company buy ties in many parts
of Canada which consist of cedar, tamarack, hemlock, jack pine, red

Peeling cedar fence posts in the Bay City, Mich., yard of McCandless Bros.
The woman in the picture keeps up with her husband by peeling 200 posts

a day and prepares his meals as well

pine, beech,, birch, maple, ash and second growth elm. They also

handle timber for railroad work and other requirements. In pur-
chases made by the firm it is stipulated in the specifications that the

bark must be removed from all ties with the exception of tamarack
and pine. The face of the ties ranges from six to ten inches and the
thickness from six to seven inches while the length is eight feet. All

hardwood and jack pine ties are creosoted. The company in their

operations also supply fence posts and piling of all kinds. They re-

port that the prospects in the railroad tie market for the coming seas-

on are promising. With the extensive construction work which will

be carried out now that the war is over, the demand for their lines

should be very large.

The Dominion Shingle & Cedar Co., Ltd., Pacific Building, Vancouver,

with mills at New Westminster and Eburne, have opened a construction de-

partment under the guidance of F. L. Johnson, who has been building and
operating saw and shingle mills in B. C. and Washington for the past thirty

years. Mr. Johnson has just remodelled a modern eight machine shingle

mill at Eburne for this company.

The modern Port Alice plant of the Whalen Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.,

Vancouver, located at Port Alice, West Coast of Vancouver Island, is now
receiving its finishing touches and will be manufacturing seventy tons of

pulp daily in the near future. It is expected that over 800 men will be re-

quired for the various operations, including logging and sawmilling.

Coolidge & Carlisle

Forest Engineers

Timber Estimates and Maps

Plans for Logging Operations

Bans^or, Maine

TIMBER LANDS
Bought and Sold

Timber and Pulp
Wood Estimates

R.R. BRADLEY
Consulting Forester
Globe-Atlantic BIdg.

ST. JOHN - N. B.
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J. G. Morningstar,
The lumberman warden of Welland

Lumberman Who Possesses Public Spirit

Jcs.se G. Morningstar, who
was recently elected warden of

Welland County, is a man of pub-
lic spirit, and has spent eight

years in municipal life, four as

councillor and four as Reeve of

Willoughby Township. He resid-

es on Welland R.R. No. 4 and for

the last fifteen years has been en-

i^aged in the lumber and timber
business. For a considerable

period he hauled logs to the mills

hat were conveniently located

and had them cut to order. In

1*X)9 he purchased a saw mill of

his own which he successfiilly op-

crates and last year he ac(|uired a

portable mill. Shij) timber and
construction work has been his

specialty.

.Speaking of his election to

the highest ofHce in the gift of the

county the Welland "Tribune,"

in a recent edition, ])aid him the

following tribute, which will be read with interest.

"J. G. Morningstar, Lumber Merchant," perhaps there is no
phrase better known throughout the county than that. Jesse Morn-
ingstar, while building up for himself one of the most prosperous

businesses in the county, built for himself a personal i)opuIarity, that

many a less altruistic politician might envy.
• When a young man he embarked upon an enteri)rise the magni-

tude of which, even at that time, would have deterred any but the

most aggressive and determined from undertaking. His first saw-
mill in Pelham township was the foundation of his fortunes—and al-

most became the ruination of his ho])es. Built under the most try-

ing circumstances, the first year's run being calculated to pay off

most of the cost of construction, the mill had scarcely ^ot under way
when it was threatened with fire. In fact it did catch fire and only

hard work of Mr. Morningstar and his men prevented the flames
frt)m doing more damage than the burning of the rof)f over the boiler

room.
W^arden Morningstar's heart, we can imagine missed a beat; but

with fresh determination he went to work and his labors were to such
good effect that today he owns two of the most prosperous mills in

the country in addition to the excellent farm upon which he resides

in Willoughby townshij).

The W^arden says that his success has been largely attributable

to the ease with which he has always got on with the men who have
been engaged with him. But we suspect that his shrewd business
abilities contributed largely to the growth of his fortunes.

At any rate, the same qualities that brought success to his busi-

ness, and pei'sonal po|)ularity to himself, have landed him inthe War-
den's chair ; and the efficient and expeditous manner in which he con-
ducted the inaugural session of the 1919 council bears witness to the
fact that Warden Morningstar will apply all the experience he gain-

ed in his private enterprises to the successful discharge of the duties

imposed upon him as head of the county's parliament.

A Talk About Future Lumber Prices
"There are people to-day—as in the old boom times—who think

prices are going to stay up at the present high level to wdiich the}'

were artificially forced by war," said Mr. R. P. Shannon, of the R. P.

Shannon Lumber Co., Vancouver, to the "Canada Lumberman."
"They even think—some of them—that prices should continue on an
ascending scale. Such an attitude is quite illogical. What happened
at the conclusion of past wars will happen now. The i)eak has been
reached and future changes must be on the down grade, with pos-

sibly' a stiffening in the spring."

"But you don't surely look for bad times ahead in the lumber in-

dustry?" we asked.

"No," he replied. "Do not misunderstand me. I said that, in my
opinion, prices are bound to come down—and they are actually on the
decline now, and have been since the armistice was signed. But they
can come down without interfering with profits if they do so gradu-
ally and if the cost of production declines at the same time pro])or-

tionatcly. There has been a good market for special cutting in the

way of ship timbers, etc., l)ut other lumber has been jiroduced in

excess of the demand, due to the abnormal (piantity of high-grade
stuff called for, the resulting accumulation of side lumber, and, on
top of that, the falling down of the i)rairie market. However, salva-

tion lies in the reported encpiiry by the British Government for Can-

adian timber and lumber, 'i he mere enrjuiry is having an excellent
psychological effect ; and if substantial orders come from it—of which
I feel confident—then a Jarge percentage of our output will be ade-
(juately protected as to price. 'J'he lumbermen can easily look after
the balance themselves."

We mentioned the fact that a number oi Vancouver milhnen were
thinking of getting together and establishing an assembling dock
for their mutual benefit and protection, if the Government's [)lans
for the harbor do not allow for one.

"Such a dock might help considerably." said Mr. Shannon, "in the
way of stabilizing conditions by giving mills whose only market no\
is the interior 'another string to their bow.' Any such means to 1"^
timately maintain a fair margin of |)rofit should be carefully in\
gated, and. if found practicable. ado])ted in a co-operative spirit

Coast lumbermen."
The conversation then turned on wooden ships.

"In my judgment," said Mr. Shannon, " it wouldn't be .sai

bank too strongly on business fmni this source after the ships now
under contract are finished."

"And what is your opinion as to the future of steel shipbuilding
at the Coast?" we asked. "Do you agree with Mr. J. J. Coughlan
that it will continue at its present rate for about three years and then
die out completely?"

"I don't know anyone better (pialified to speak on the subject
than Mr. Coughlan." he answered. "I would certainly accept his
judgment as freely as anyone's. .\nd what he says is quite reason-
able. How can we hope to compete successfully as steel shipbuilder-
when the necessary materials (plates, etc.) have to be conveyed to u-
over great distances at heavy expense? We would be laboring under
a hopeless disadvantage in competition with yards located close to

steel foundries."

W'e referred to the number of recent articles advocating the es-

tablishment of a steel manufacturing j)lant in the province, and we
ventured the o])inion that there was an abundant supply of 'Eminently
suitable ore at hand.

"There seems little doubt as to the ore," he agreed, "but it would
take an immense capital to establish a steel plant here, and it is ex-

tremely questionable whether it could be made to pay at present.

.Shipbuilders alone could not take the entire output. There would
have to be a market for the by-products. However, all these things

come with the development of the Pacific Coast, and no doubt agita-

tion in the press will help."

"But," we said, "don't you think the Government should at once
assemble all the facts so as to be in a position to say authoritatively

to prospective capitalists what commercial possibilities lie before the

steel industry in B. C. ?"

"Undoubtedly such in formation should be more readily avail-

able," he agreed again. "But, anyway, we don't need to worry very

much about the future of our shipbuilding. Of course, it would be

fine if it could be kept up indefinitely ; but even if it lasts only for

another few* years it will have served a good purpose and helped

lumbermen and others through difficult times. Much is going to

happen in three years. New opportunities will spring up. I'm not

a bit pessimistic as to the future—(pn'te the contrarv."

Shinerle Manufacturers Elect OfBcers

.\t the annual meeting of the Shingle .\gency of British Colum-
bia, Ltd., held in the association rooms. Standard Bank Building.

Vancouver, the folowing officers were elected for the current year:

President. Aird Flavelle. of Thurston-Flavelle. Ltd.. Port

Moody.
Vice-president H. Powers, of Dominion Shingle & Cedar Co..

Ltd.. New Westminster.
Directors. H. J. Mackin, Canadian Western Lumber Co.. Ltd..

Eraser Mills; Robt. McNair, McNair Shingle Co.. Ltd., Port Mo<idy

:

J. Black, Hastings Shingle Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. Vancouver: J.

H. McLean, Port Moody Shingle Co.. Ltd.. Port Moody; W. F. Hun-
ttng. Huntting &,Merritt Lumber Co.. Ltd.. Eburne'; N. R. Whit-
tall, B. C. Iowa Lumber Co., Ltd., Vancouver; H. Shull, Shull Lum
ber Co., Ltd., Vancouver; C. J. Culter, W^estminster Shingle Co.,

Ltd.. New Westminster; A. Cotton, manufacturer, Vancouver: Geo.

B. Cross. Brunette Sawmill Co., Ltd., New Westminster: H. A.

Stoltze, Stoltze Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Vancouver; W. J. Clark.

Pioneer Shingle Mills, Ltd., Vancouver; A. D. Anderson, Peers &
.A.nderson, Ltd., Vancouver

; L W. Coburn, Ladvsmith Lumber Co..

Ltd., Nanaimo: W. M. Harrison, Whalen Pulp & Paper Mills. Ltd..

Vancouver; E. S. Sanders, Vancouver Cedar Mills. Ltd.. Vancouver.

The Twenty-seventh Annual Meeting of the National Whole-
-ale Lumber Dealers Association to be held at the Bellevue-Strat-

ord Hotel. Philadelphia. Pa.. W^ednesday and Thursday. March 19th

and 20th. bids fair to be the largest convention in the history of the

Association.
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De Boss, Well He Say, " Caspar, You Save a Life
He Call at de Chantier on de way Back from de beeg Lumberman Meat at St, Jean for

see How Tings she go on de bush Nudder dark feller wit him

I'.ditors Liiiiihcnnan C'anuycmic :

You inenil)t'r few wik ago you write an ask me go on St Jean for

l^unibernian Meat, an Im tel you I in not go but de Boss shes gone

tel ine all about it. Wei, Ini right dat tani for de Boss hes conic on

ma camp on dc way back. He say he come for see how de tings she

go on de Bush, hut Im tink shes lose hersef an wake up on ma camp.

Im have telephome on de camp wat are veree handy somctam.
ju couple telc])home wit de line on dc tree, an Tm get telephonic bout

4 clock on de afternoon wat say de Boss come on de camp dat night

an for have good supper for him.

Jm know wat she want before supper, an have plenty on lectio

jug on ma valise, wat are kip for Visite. De Boss get off de sleigh

on tam an he have nudder feler wit her wat look lak injun, for he

veree dark on de skin an bout so beeg as mc but he have de good
close on her.

Wen Im get dose two fellers on de office were Im have ma bed

an tak der coat an hat an hang hccm up, Im o])e dc valise an ])rcsen

ma respec.

De Boss he say "Cas|)ar, you save a life," but nudder feller he

not say nuttin, only mak a grab for de jug. He mak me tink nu-bbo

lie been ]>olice in Toronto one tam.

.\nyhow, we have leetle tonic an den we go on de c<x)k-camp

for eat. '

De cook hes si)read hersef an have plentee good grub for ch^m-

lier, but de chantier mans have good chance for pick up de good
ting wen de Gared de Chasse ar not aroun, an we have few trout an

nice piece de crevrau, dats deer; an few nudder ting wats mak dose

feller tink day are still on de Royal Hotel on St. Jean.

Dey l)cgin on pea-soup and feenish wit preserve blueberry wat
nia wife have provide for me. Dey try everything wit sample an den

l)lace big order. Dere wer no rejecs an de grade wer O.K.
After we finish dc eat we go on de office an Im prepare niesef

for hear al bout dat Meat but dose feller dey laff an tel de storce an
smoke de cigarettet an after wile Im notis dat yankce mans look on
ma valise pretee hard an den Im nudderstan wat bees have on her

eye, an Ini ope de valise.

It tak mc mos coupla hour get dcni on der bed an dey slij) to-

geddcr on de clerk for Im chase dc clerk on dc chantier for mak
room for de Boss.

Den Im tink we gone have good slip an talk de beezness on de
morning but dose feller talk on der slip de mos foolish talk Im
never heard.

T)ne feller he say "seventy dollar on 12 cent rate, New York,"
an nudder feller say "Do de refinery cause you be so sweet." Den de
Boss he say "Who are your fren?" an he laff' a lettle an say agen "it

mus be de fog wat 'mak so lovely complexion," an dats de- w'ay dey
ki]) her up for mos a hour before Im gone slip.

Im wake up agen wen dose feller begin snore an nudder feller

sware on heem, but wen dey hot snore togedder Im slip wel for it

mak me tink Im on de drive an camp on de foot de Rapide des Chien.
Bout 5 clock on de mornfng Im get up for mak dc fire but try

for not mak much, wen Ini hear one feller mak awful noise wit his

troat an Im go look for see if hees not near die. He not dead but
he wispcr few word on ma ear an Im ope de valise agen.

Dc dark feller he feel better now an he say "page Mister "

dats ma Boss, an he wake up an say "hell" coupla tam lak he try
for say Halifax but forget, an he shake her head an get up an go
look on de mirroir.

Wen he look hesef he let beeg yell wat shake de office an Im
nm for see wat are de matter, for he point hees mout an stagger
roun de place. Hes scarce me leetle for bout a minute for hees mout
an teet are black, an den Jm laff' an tel her de preserve blueberry wat
are mak by ma Avife Glorrianna never kil nobody yet, but mak de
teet black for leetle wile. Den dey bot laff".

De valise shes begin feel leetle light but we have nff lef for
tonic before breakfas, an after breakfas de Boss he say "Im be down
here in few wik, Caspar, an den Im tole vou al bout dat Meat on St

All den dey get on de sleigh an dc Boss he say to nudder feller
"You de worse injun Im never see" an fcr more word Im not hear
ercc good for dey arc driv away an wave der ban on me. Im glad

_e Ross have say nudder feller are injun for Im tink so mesef, but
he are pretee good injun too for coupla day ago Im get leetle box

from Montreal wit dc cigar an someting else on it, an Im i)lace dem
on ma valise were de leetle jug arc not now.

Bien a vous
Caspar Lamarchc.

I -ac an i .< mp, Que.

A Live Wire at the St. John Convention

At the recent successful con-

\ cntion of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association held in St.

John it was the unanimous ex-

pressi(^n of every visitor to the
great gathering that the arrange-
ments of the local rccej^tion com-
mittee, of which J. I-'raser Greg
ory was chairman, were admirabl\
carried out. The entertainment
])rovided for the delegates sur
passed any previous efforts in con
nection with the annual assenibl\
J'he reception, luncheons and
pleasure jaunts were thoroughh
enjoyed and a hearty invitation
was extended the guests to come
again, with the promise of an even
better time on the next occasion.
Mr. Gregory was ably assisted in

the programme arranged by Mes-
srs. F. C. Beatteay, W. E. Gold-
ing and Hugh MacKay, St. John,
the j)ortraits of whom appeared in

J. Fraser Gregory,
Dean of St. John lumber industry

last issue of the "Canada Lumberman." They agreed, however, that
the bulk of the work had been borne by Mr. Gregory, who was styled
at the luncheon by one of the committee men as the "President, Gen-
eral Manager and Secy-Treas. of the whole affair." This Mr. Greg-
ory modestly disclaims, and states that if it had not been for the
co-o|)eration and good-will of his local associates much that was ac-
complished would have fallen by the wayside.

Mr. Gregory, who is president of Murray & Gregory, Limited,
as well as the St. John River Log Driving Co. and director of the
Madawaska Log Driving Co., was born in Fredericton, the capital
city of New Brunswick, being a son of the late Hon. George Freder-
ick Gregory. lulucated at the Fredericton public schools and New
Brunswick University, for some years he studied law^ but gave up
that profession before admittance to the Bar. He then entered the
lumber line and was with Mur-ray and Barnhill for eighteen years,
and was admitted to partnership in 1899. The firm became a limit-

ed liability company under the name of Murray & Gregory, Limited,
in 1904, and on the death of Mr. Murray in 1906, the subject of this
reference became the President and General Manager of the organiza-
tion. The concern operate large and well equipped saw mills at St.

John, N. B., and Lake Frontier, Que., and manufacture everything
in wood as well as glass for buildings and also handle pulp wood,
railway ties, etc. Mr. Gregory has been so long and prominently iden-
tified with the lumber industry of his native province that his activ-
ities are widely known. He has always taken an aggressive part in

the weal and advancement of the timber trade. Outside of his busy
business associations he is fond of motoring and yachting and is a
former Commodore of the Royal Kennebecasis Yacht Club and Presi-
dent of the New Brunswick Forest , Fish and Game Association.
He served with the 71st Battalion Infantry from 1870 to 1880 and
holds a second class Military School Certificate. Mr. Gregorv re-

sides at 297 Douglas Ave., St. John, and has a summer home at Mil-
Icdgeville, N. B.

For the purpose of assisting in the work of fire prevention, the
Federal Government has retained the services of J. Grove Smith, late

of the Conservation Commission, Ottawa. Mr. Smith has been a])-

pointcd to the staff" of the Department of Insurance and will act in

the capacity of Dominion Fire Prevention Commissioner in co-oper-
ating with the Provincial Fire Commissioners and fire marshal of
the municipal authorities.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate ol

20 cents per agate line (14 agate lines make
one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion,

payable in advance. Space measured from
rule to rule. When four or more consecutive
insertions of the same advertisement are or-

dered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 29 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a
word, net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 60 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later

than the 10th and 20th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

Wanted-Lumber

Hemlock Wanted
Block of dry No. 1 and No. 2 Hemlock.

Write the Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co., Ltd.,
18 Toronto St., Toronto, Ont. 2-6

Baaswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter cut

preferred. Apply Firstbroolc Brothers, Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont. 8-t.f.

Maple and Birch Wanted
Clear Maple and Birch Squares, 2 x 2-—10"

and multiples, 2% x 2%—10" and multiples.
Box 8S9, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

5-6

Hemlock Wanted
Peeled Hemlock pulpwood, 4 ft. lengths;

state quantity and price, f.o.b. cars your sid-

ing. Box S45, Canada Lumberman, Toronto,
Ont. 3-6

Ties Wanted
Kindly advise us what you have, Cedar,

Oak, Chestnut, Hemlock, Spruce, Maple or
Birch, State quantity and price, .^pply Box
.S92, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. C

Spruce Wanted
100,000 ft. each of 4 and 5 quarter. No, 1

and 2 Spruce, 6 and 8" wide, 8 to 16' long,

John I, Shafer Hardwood Co,,

6 South Bend, Ind.

Elm, Maple and Beech Wanted
For spring and summer delivery, Rock Elm
and Grey Elm, Maple and Beech Plank, 214"
and 3'A" thick in car lots. Quote price f,o.b.

to St. Marys Wood Specialty Co., Ltd., St,

Marys, Ont, 6-7

Lumber Wanted
We are always in the market for 4/4, 5/4,

C/4 and 8/4 Mill Cull Basswood, Spruce, Bal-
sam, Poplar and White Pine. Correspond-
ence solicited. The George N. Comfort Lum-
ber Co., Rockefeller Bid,?,, Cleveland, Ohio.

4-t.f.

Bisswood, Birch and Maple Wanted
Ten carloads, 1st and linds or No. 1 Com.

and Better, white winter cut Basswood, plump
1 in. tliick and good color.

Four carloads ist and 2nds or No. 1 Com.
and Better, ."! in. Birch or Maple plank. For
further particulars apply to Box S75, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 6-t.f.

1 For Sale-Lumber

Spruce Pulpwood For Sale
5(X) cords, two foot Rosscd Spruce Pulp-

wood. Apply Box 262, Cochrane, Ont. 6

Mixed Logs For Sale
We will sell our cut of mixed logs, mostly

I)ine, one million (cct. Could be sawed to
suit. Box No. 881, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. C

Lumber For Sale

Two cars 4x4 Maple Boxed Hearts.
One car 6 x B Maple Boxed Hearts.
One car 6x6 Maple Boxed Hearts.
Seven cars Fir Doors.
Three cars Fir Cohimni.

GEO C. GOODFELLOW,
Xonlreal, Que,

Pulpwood For Sale
Ten thousand cords of pulpwood situated

within 200 miles from Quebec city, and ten
million ft. of spruce and hardwood lumber,
winter cut. We can fill almost any order.
Quotations will be finished on demand. Que-
bec Lumber Co , 98 St. Peter St., Quebec,
P.Q. 3-8

Timbers For Sale
Five cars 8" x 8" to 12" x 12" x 10 to 20'

sound square edged white oak; 3 cars 4, 5, 6
and 8" X 10" and up face x 10 to 20', and
1 car 5" and 6" x 10" and up face x 20 to
.10', white oak flitch suitable for boat and
sliiphuilding or repairs.

The Billmeyer I^umber Co,,
fi O Cumberland, Md.

^ Wanted-Machinery |
f:

Band Saw and Planer Wanted
Wanted second-hand band saw with tilting

saw, suitable for ship work, also one 24" Buzz
Planer.

CHARLES H. NADEAU,
4-" Port Daniel East, P.Q.

For Sale-Machinery

Burner For Sale

"Muskegon" Water-space type 16 ft. inside,

19 in. outside and 18 in. waterspace. Splendid
condition. Cheap. Box 869, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 4-5

Jenckes Corliss Engine For Sale

One second-hand Jenckes Corliss Engine,
12 in. X 30 in. cut. Description and price on
application to

Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Company, I^td.,

2 t.f, Toronto, Ont.

DO YOU WANT MACHINE TOOLS FOR
YOUR MACHINE SHOP?

Lathes, drills, grinders, shafting, pulleys,

etc. Now is the time to buy cheaply. We
are in touch with munition firms who are
selling their tool room equipment. We can
supply any tool wanted.

W II. S'umbling Machinery Co.,
0-7 7 St. Mary St., Toronto.

Planer and Matcher For Sale

A twenty-four inch combined planer and
matcher; first-class condition; thoroughly re-

built; cheap. W. H. Sumbling Machinery
Co., 7 St. .Mary St., Toronto. 4 7

Hifi^h Speed Matchers
1— Berlin No. 90 High Speed Matcher with

Profilers and several extra heads.
1 - American No. 77 High Speed Matcher with-

out Profiler but having several extra heads.

Two real bargains.

Box 893, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
«-t.f.

Tubular Boilers For Sale

100 ILP. Tubular Boiler, 125 lb. steam,
used three months, only $1,400.00, Winnipeg.
Two 100 H.P. ditto (never set up) |1,550.00

each, Wisconsin.
Two 100 H.P. ditto (Saskatchewan), used

short time, $2,200.00 each.
Box sec, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

AT,

Locomotive For Sale

Fifty-ton standard gauge Climax geared

locomotive • in first class shape. Immediate

delivery. Box 827, Canada Lumberman, To-

ronto, Ont. 6

Equipment For Sale

Economist Light Planer and Matcher, 24"

Eclipse Pony Planer. Variety Trim Saw.
Shaper, Band Saw, Power Feed Rip Saw,
Swing Saw, 12" Moulder, Chain Morticer.

Drum Sander, other machinery.

A. J, LINDSAY,
6-9 00 Pembroke St., Toronto.

Equipment For Sale

Engine 75 H.P., 18 x 66 pulley, engine 100

H.P., 21 X 144 pulley. Sawmill trimmer.

Cowan 30" Bracket Band Saw, Goldie & Mc-
Culloch Shaper with caunttjrshaft, Rogers

Lath Machine and Murray Lath Bolter with

saws. All excellent condition and cheap for

cash. Write for further particulars.

VIG.\RS SHEAR LUMBER CO.,

(J.9 Port Arthur, Ont.

For Sale

1—17 X 24 Atlas Engine, with 36 in. x 10 ft.

flywheel.

3—No. 94 Berlin Matchers, 15 in., fitted with

hard steel knives on top and bottom sylin-

ders—one pair sliiplap, jointer and floor-

ing heads with bits for each machine.

1—No. 182 Berlin Double Surfacer, 30 in. x

6 in.

1—No. 199 Berlin Buzz Planer.

1—No. 290 Berlin Picket Header,

The Otis Staples Lumber Company, Ltd.,

19. Lf. Wycliffe, B.C.

! Equipment For Sale

Brown cross-compound steam engine—16" x
30" cylinders x 42" stroke horizontal poppet
valve—14' x 35" c.i. flywheel—split.

The Poison Iron Works Co. . . . . Complete,
with condensing pump—10" .x 14" _x 16" hor-

lizontal single pistoi>—with c.i. air chamber
and jtt condenser.

Geo. F. Blake Complete.
The Jerome Wheelock system tandem^ com-

pound steam engine No. 2©5—16" x 24" cyl-

inders X 34" stroke horizontal—side crank

with outboard bearings—and 14' x 14' groove

iron flywheel sheave split—for IJi" rope.

The Goldie & McCullough Co. . . . complete

with condensing pump—8" x 12" x 16" hor-

izontal—single piston—with spray condenser.

The Northey Mfg. Co Complete.

THE E. B. EDDY CO., LTD,,

0-7 Hull, Canada.

Equipment For Sale
One P, Payette Co. lathe mj

bolter, lathe trimmer and sorting
leys and belling. All in first class
Address Box 853, Canada Lumberman, Tot
onto, Ont. 3 0

I
Wanted-Employment

Advertisements under this heading one cent s
word per inseration. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge S( cents.

Wanted position by first class Right Hand
Double Cut Band Sawyer, ten year*' cxprri
ence. Very capable. P. O. Box 106, Buck-
ingham, Que. 6 !t

WANTED POSITION BY FIRST CLASS
BAND SAW FILER, 20 years' experience;
can furnish first class reference. Box 836,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2 S

WANTED POSITION BY PRACTICAL
LUMBERMAN; fifteen years
all branches. Last ten years
for large Canadian company,
ada Lumberman, Toronto, l>>t;

WANTED POSITION AS MILL SUPER-
INTENDENT by first class man. Can get re-

sults, 20 years' experience. Can start first

February. Box 837, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 2-8

LUMBER INSPECTOR, experienced in

Hardwoods, Hemlock and Spruce, desires posi

tion as Shipper or Yard Superintendent. Sat
•isfactory references furnished. Address Box
No. 854, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

3 0

SAWYER WANTS POSITION; capable of

handling either Band or Circular Saws. Well
accustomed to steam feed and steam nigger.

Left hand mill preferred. Can furnish the best

of references. Address Box 884. Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 6-7

CONTRACT WANTED by capable sawmill
superintendent, many years' experienJt, to

operate by the thousand mill cutting 50 to

100 thousand daily. Quantity and_qualily of

production guaranteed. Box S67, Canada
Lumberman. Toronto, Ont. 4-7

POSITION AS SAWYER on left Iiap l ritr

Have had long experience on bo'

and band saws. I am used to fast

feed and steam niggers. Have been r

ploy of the same company for six years. I

want to change on account of short seasons.

Any company that can offer me a sawing job

for at least six or seven sawing months out of

the year, I will gladly accept it. I am a mar
ried man with wife and family. Can furnish

best of references if required. Apply to

"Sawyer Tom," c/o Canada Lumberman, To-

lonlo, Ont. 4*1

Wanted-Employees

Advertisements under this heading two casts i

word per insertion. IfInimum charga H ctnta.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED OPERATOR
of Kendel Circular Gang at our Callander

Mills. References required. .\pply. John I!

Smith & Sons, Toronto. 5C

A well established Wholesale Lum-
ber Company, with three selling

offices, want a young man with ex-

perience in both buying and selling

of B. C. Fir and Coast Lumber and

Timber. Wide field for advancement.
Salary and promotions based on

ability to produce. Apply in writing,

giving qualifications: P. O. Box 1025.

Montreal. 5-6
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Wanlfrl- One Sawyer foi- I!aii<l Mill. Apply,
>.latiiig wages, experience, etc., I.aberge Lum-
licr Co., f,td., Sudbury, Ont. 6-8

Wanted—Band Saw Filer for Band Mill.

Apply, stating wages, experience, etc., Laberge
l.iinibcr Co., Ltd., Sudbury, Ont. 6-8

Wanted Circular Sawyer—steam feed and
steam nigger for left hand rig. Must be Al
man. Duties to commence April 1st. State
wages expected. Shortreed Lumber Company,
Limited, Kearney, Ont. ^

A large firm owning timber limits in the

Kaslern Townships, Province of Quebec, re-

i|uir<:s the services of a Practical Lumberman
lo take charge of logging, manufacturing and
handling of yard stock. Apply Box SOI, (,'an-

ada Lumberman and Woodworker, Toronto,
Ont. 6-0

Hardwood Lmnber Manufactiu-er requires

young, energetic salesman for Western On-
tario. Connection among furniture trade desir-

able, but not essential. Applicants will kindly

outline qualifications and. salary required in

first letter. Box 890, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 6-7

TRAVELLING LUMBER SALESMAN
wanted to cover Montreal, Eastern Ontario
and part of Nova Scotia. In Nova Scotia to

sell all lines of building material and in other
places dressed Spruce. Some knowledge of ar-

chitecture would be valuable in Nova S'cotia.

Write immediately giving full particulars, age,

experience, reference, salary expected and how
soon position could be taken. Box 895, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 6

Business Chances!

SPRUCE AND WHITE PINE
CONNECTION WANTED

We desire a good connection on Spruce and
White Pine. Terms to suit shipper. Serfas
Lumber Company, Easton, Pa. 6-9

Fifty Thoaaand Acres Timber
Sprace, Maple, Pine, Hemlock, Cedar,

Birch, located in Canada, will divide to suit

purchaser ; cheapest transportation. Address
W. C. Wildey, Paw Paw, Mich. 5-8

PIcIc Axe Handles Wanted
WANTED—Handles for colliers' and navvy

pick axes, etc. Cash with order transactions.
Will manufacturers who have supplies and
wish to export same to Great Britain kindly
communicate with J. Griftith, Jones Colliery,

Timber Merchant, Castle Buildings, Llanelly,

S'. Wales, Great Britain. 5-8

A SNAP—FOR SALE
Planing Mill, Saw Mill and Lumber Yard.

First-class business. Mills equipped with lat-

est and best machinery. Power, both steam
and hydro. A nice residence and office, sheds
and barn can be bought very reasonable.

Apply to J. J. BERGER,
4-T New Hamburg, Ont.

Saw Mill Plant For Sale

Practically new and modern Saw Mill Plant,
capacity about 30 Million feet per annum, lo-

cated in the Interior of British Columbia on
a beautiful inland lake and on the main line

of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway. About
500 Million feet of timber on and adjacent to

Lake (about 90% Spruce) and another Billion
feet available at reasonable prices. Natural
conditions ideal for economical logging, manu-
facturing, piling and shipping. An advantage
of about $4 per thousand feet in freight rates
to the Prairie Provinces over Coast shipments.

This property offers unlimited possibilities
as a lumber, pulp and paper property. Would
consider selling a half interest. Terms rea-
sonable.

A. C. FROST COMPANY,
134 South LaSalle Street,

5-t,f. Chicago, 111.

R. R. Tie and Sawlo^ Timber
For Sale

Jack Pine and Tamarac Timber on berths in
Parkins and Creelman townships, near Sell-

iwood and Poole stations. C. N. R. runs
[through Poole.

A. McPHERSON,
6-8 Longford Mills, Ont.

For Sale

Building and Machinery of good Double Cut
Band Sawmill, well equipped, with steam feed,

canter, loaders, etc.

If you want a good mill, address Box 762,
Canada I,umberman, Toronto, Ont. 15-t.f.

FOR SALE—WELL EQUIPPED
PLANING MILL

and lumber yard with well established con-
nections, also contracting business in connec-
tion, in growing manufacturing town of 60,-

000 population in Western New York. Owner
having other business. Only bona-fide buyers
considered. Address Box 883, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 0 0

MILL AND LIMITS FOR SALE in New
Ontario.
Would sell outright or half interest.

Excellent opportunity' for a lumberman.
Reason for selling, short of capital. A for-

tune awaiting the right man.

Address, J
Apartment 3 A,

578 Dorchester St. W.,
2 t.f. Montreal, Que.

For Sale—A Real Bargain

'I'ract 10,000 acres near the Soo, in Pinnc-
father Township, Ont. (Jonsisling of (iO mil
lion feet of hardwood timber, 50% Birch of

fine quality, 20% Maple, 10% Cedar, 10'/

Spruce, 10% White Pine and Hemlock. At
low price and on easy terms. Property in

fee.

Address Alex. Greig,
502 MacKinnon Bldg.,

5-S Toronto, Ont.

In order to close Estate in Town of 3,000
population in Province of Quebec on G.T.R.,
Factory now making Sash and Doors, House
Trim, ets., 125 Horse Water Power, Dry
Kilns, etc., is for sale or would consider or-
ganizing stock company with party having
some capital capable of managing the business,
or plant could easily be converted into Handle
and Woodware factory. Unlimited supply of
birch, maple, and beech lumber in vicinity.
Party with capital thoroughly understanding
the manufacturing and marketing of these
lines would be offered an attractive proposi-
tion.

Interested parties address Box No. 844,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-7

Standing

Timber
For Sale

The undersigned offer for sale timber limits
at Cranbrook and Lamb Creek, B. C. Said
timber having been estimated 'by James D.
Lacey & Co., of Seattle, copies of said cruise,
price and terms of sale, can be had at the
office of T- H. King, Minister oi Works, Vic-
toria, B.C.

Summary of ,Cranbrook Unit
5,824,000 ft. 10% Tic timber

41,236,000 ft. 72% Tie timber
609,000 ft. 1%
631,000 ft. 1%

1,448.000 ft. 3%
7,592,000 ft Tie timber

15,000 ft

57,355,000 ft. 100%
.. 311,610

. . 8,390 ft. B.M.

Red Fir. ..

Tamarack .

.

Yellow Pine
Balsam . . .

Spruce . .

.

Jack Pine .

Cottonwood

Mining Props
Average stand per acre, .

Summary [of Lamb ' Creek Unit
Red Fir . . .

Tamarack .

.

Red Cedar .

Hemlock . . .

Spruce
Balsam . .

.

White Pine .

Jack Pine .

.

Cottonwood .

1,353,000 ft. 1% Tie timber
18,318,000 ft. 19% Tie timber

633,000 ft. 1%
276,000 ft. —
180,000 ft. 49%

10,395,000 ft. 11%
1,758,000 ft. 2%

15,935,000 ft. 17% Tie timber
4,000 ft. —

94,852,000 ft. 100%

Cedar Poles, 2,480. Mining Props, 375,230.
Average stand per acre, 12,820 ft. B.M.
The above timber on account of its near-

ness to the prairie provinces lias in the mat-
ter of freight a decided advantage over Coast
timber, in some cases enough to pay mill cost

of manufacturing.

King Lumber Mills, Ltd.

Cranbrook, B.C.
e-7

Tea that Is all genuine leaf and produces the
greateit quantity of flavoury tatjirylns lnfu*l«B

"SUilF
Send tor samples and prices.

SALADA TEA CO. TORONTO

Manufacturers of

For TYING, BUNDLING
and many other purposes.

NAILS, etc.

LAIDLAW BALE-TIE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. ONT.

WIRE

DR. BELL'S
Veterinary Wonder Remedies
10.000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free

lo horsemen who give the Wonder a lair

trial. Guaranteed for Colic. Inflamma-
tion of the Lungs, Bowels, Kidneys,
Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send 25c for
Mailing Package, etc. Agents wanted.
Write your address plainly. DR. BELL,
V S.. Kingston. Ont.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-

Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in

width, which we can sell at interesting
prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 Yorlc St. - Toronto, Ont.

CUT YOUR
SELLING

COSTS
Use MacLean
Daily Reports
and know where

the projects are that offer the most pro-
fitable business. Reduce the percent-
age of wasted time and lost orders by
concentrating on the most likely oppor-
tunities.

Rates and Samples on Request.

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS, Ltd.

345 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

JACK PINE

HEMLOCK

SPRUCE

JAMES R. SUMMERS
Wholesale Lumber

95 King St. E.st TORONTO, Ont.

Main 7329

OverYour Name
Circulate

PLAN BOOKS
Among Building Prospects

What most retail Lumber
Merchants lack is an interesting

medium of carrying their ser-

vice message to the people. The
most effective medium and prov-

en efficient method is an At-

tractive Plan Book, PUBLISH-
ED OVER YOUR OWN
NAME.

KEITH SERVICE
makes the opportunity for every
Building Material Merchant to

put out HIS OWN PLAN
BOOKS at a ridiculously low
expense and the first step is to

send for a sample set of these
books.

KEITH CORPORATION,
Abbay Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

VV^e are interested in your Plan Book
Advertising idea. Without any expense
to us, send your sample set of 3 plan
books.

Name

Address

UNION STOCKYARIS
OF TORONTO, Limited

•Canada's Greatest Live Stock Market'
Capital, 500, 000. Two Hundred
Acres. Dundas ^t. cars to Keele St.,

West Toronto. Auction Sales every
Wednesday. Private Sales Daily.

Correspondence Solicited.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH
Manager Horse Dept.

Door and Sash Machines For Sale
DOOR MACHINES.

1 Power Door Clamp with squaring attachment, manufactured by E. B. Hayes & Co.
1 Four Spindle Automatic Door Soring Machine (Improved), manufactured by E.

B. Hayes & Co.
2 Cylinder Door Stickers—E. B. Hayes & Co.
2 Automatic Cut-Oflf Saws—Greenlee Bros.
1 Panel Raiser—Cowan & Co.

SASH AND FRAME MACHINES.
1 Two-Spindle Shaper Tabic.
1 Sash Sticker with three square heads and four Sliimer heads, niaiiuLKimcd bv

E. B. Hayes & Co.
2 Power Feed Rip Saws—Cowan & Co.
1 Pocket Dado and Frame Boring Machine—Smith & Pliilips.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
1—J2 in. Four-sided Sticker—Manufactured by Cowan & Co.
1 Fivc-S'pindle Boring Machine—Canada Macliincry Corporation.
1 Roller Double Cut-OfT Saw—Canada Machinery Corporation.
2 Automatic Screw Driving Machines, No. 2—-Reynolds.
1 Automatic Screw Driving Machine, No. 4— Reynolds.
1—36 in. Glue Spreader, two sided.

1—53 gallon Mixer.
1—Press, 12 in. x 52 in.

I'M sets Retaining Clamps.
Mrichines in goml condition and can be inspected at any liino.

Write for prices and particulars.

CANADIAN WOOD PRODUCTS, LTD., TORONTO
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Review of Current Trade Conditions

Ontario and the East

There is not much new to record in the general situation so far

as the demand for lumber is concerned. Mill culls are moving freely

in pine and hemlock, but other grades are quiet. As spring aj^proach-

es the prospects for building loom up brighter and there is a notal)le

increase in the number and value of permits issued in each large

centre. This indicates that structural operations will be carried on

to a pretty fair extent. 'J"he feeling that there is going to be a drop

in prices is disappearing, although in one large city it is reported that

certain retailers, in order to stimulate business have been cutting the

price $5 and $6 on white pine. Such a move is not likely to blow

good to anyone and will result in the lumber merchants throwing

away profits which they should have as a solace for the quiet state

of afTairs during the past few months.

It is said that the only way to convince certain business men
is through the medium of the pockctbook. In other words, they

must really exi)erience a loss or suffer some sort of reverse before

believing that any move, against which they are counselled, does

not pay. After bitter experience, these self-same individuals will

(luietly observe that the admonition handed out was right after all,

and that a i)rice-slashing campaign always has a boomerang effect.

The number of enquiries is increasing, but there is still a dis-

l)Osition on the part of large buyers to hang back and only a moder-

ate amount of stuff is moving for immediate rccjuirements. Hass-

wood is very scarce and commanding a good figure while the (|UOia-

tions on other lines are holding well, everything being considered.

Railroad and traffic conditions are good and there are no embargoes

at the present time. On the other hand there are no large ship-

ments except some consignments which are going forward to the

Old Country.

There is little need for extended couiment in the present issue

on the market as the whole lumbering situation in Ontario and the

East is pretty well covered in connection with the review presented

in the statistical pages. The comments of a number of representa-

tive firms are also given and they show that the cut will be from

20 to 30 per cent smaller in .some parts than it was a year ago while

there is likely to be an increased demand for all kinds of wood goods.

This augmented requisition may not set in at once, but it is bound
to come before many weeks. Export will stimulate it and those who
have fair sized stocks, are not worrying about the outcome. They
feel that prices are bound to be maintained and in some cases ad-

vance considerably.

The past fortnight has been very favorable toward getting out

the timber and everything in connection with logging operations is

moving along .satisfactorily. If there had been sufficient labor avail-

able at the beginning of the season no doubt remains but this year's

cut would have equalled that of last winter. The experience of num-
erous logging concerns with the help ])roblem was so unsatisfactory

and so many difficulties presented themselves that not a few of the

operators, thinking that the war would go on another year, decided

to cut down their camp activities as much as possible. Then came
the sudden end of hostilities in luirope leaving the lumberman in a

(|uandry. He did not know whether to increase or further decrease

his cut, but after viewing the situation calmly and taking cognizance

of all the factors both pro and con many have concluded that it is a

good move on their part to get out more pieces than they at first

anticipated.

The production of lumber has been decreasing from year to year

ever since the outbreak of the war and this statement is not an idle

one. All that any reader has to do is to turn over the editorial pages
of this edition of the "Canada Lumberman" to the statistical section

and he will there find convincing evidence that the reduction is

greater than he possibly imagined. I'igures do not lie and these

returns are convincing evidence of what has been stated in the

"Canada Lumberman" from time to time about timber activities

steadily minimizing with each successive season.

However, the future is bright with promise and the effects of the

war are being overcome gradually, but confidently 1919 should after

all be a good year for the Canadian lumbermen if the export trade

comes up to anything like its most sanguine supporters look forward
to.

The housing plan by the Ontario Government is making pro-

gress and the Quebec Government is taking similar action while the

federal parliament will do all in its power to give the campaign of

erecting dwellings a boost. The details will be jniblished in th(

columns as soon as the measures which are beiiiff subiect tr. amend-
ment in their various readings arc liiiallv appfncd.

Great Britain

The position of the hardwood market is becoming stronger day
by day. The arrival of important timber is growing larger ev( rv

week, and there is every sign that business will soon revert l)ack t

its former state of prosperity. Ibis week's arrivals are on a very
much large scale than they have been for a long time past, and with

the release of more .shijjping accommodation there is every reason to

believe that the volume of timber stocks coimng forward will iii

crease as time goes on.

With regard to home-grown timber there is no change to re-

port. Husincss still continues fairly go<)d, and the prospects of fu-

ture trade arc decidedly better.

.\inongst the week's arrivals of imported timber recently were:

5,435 ])ieces miscellaneous lumber, 2,2S8 pieces gum, 9,0K4 pieces

f)ak, 1,575 pieces fir. 1,440 pieces ])ine. and 1,616 pieces cedar lumber,

also 11,615 pieces staves.

Not since the signing of the armistice have we been able to re-

cord such a busy week. On Monday last, the 10th inst., the new
schedule of prices came into operation, and the signal so long ex-

])ectcd let loose a flood of orders on the market, says the "Timlier

Trade Journal." It is, indeed, scarcely an exaggeration to say that

almost the whole business of the past couple of months has been
sus])ended. There is no rationing, and it must obviously be a case

of first come first served with the Government timber buyer; and
as the stocks in this country are certainly not a choice selection, there

is bound to be a great deal of dissatisfaction among those merch-
ants who cannot obtain the specifications they require. Merchants
must, therefore, during the period which will elapse before open
water, be prepared to take a good proportion of more or less inferior

wood. During the war the stocks had to be picked over to suit war
requirements; the Government buyer had to.fulfil the permits grant-

ed, and was not in the position to take the precaution of an ordinary

timber merchant and suit his orders to his specifications. But in ad-

dition to this the timber im|)orts for the past twelve months or more
have, on the whole, been of" an inferior nature. The choice White
Sea stocks have come in in extremely small quantities, and the high-

class Baltic shipments have been almost unrepresnted. The bulk of

the imports, apart from the American wood, have come from the

South and West Coast of Sweden, and from Norway; consequently

much fancy stuff has been shipped, and the sellers, being aware of

this country's needs, have been able to unload blue gwods, waney
goods, and fifths, and have pretty well cleared their yards of rubbish

which they would have had difficulty in disposing of in ordinary

times except at very substantial price reductions. It is as well for

merchants to face these facts, and not to expect to receive all good
square-edged material. A i)rojx)rtion of fine quality wo<id there cer-

tainly is, but it is a small proportion in com])arison with that of or-

dinary times. On another point we should like to prepare the trade.

Delays in delivery are inevitable. The shortage of wagons is still

acute, and we have only this week had instances brought to our no-

tice in which intervals of two and three months have elapsed be-

tween the date of payments to the Government timber buyer and the

delivery of the wood into the merchants' yard. The transport ques-

tion is the great trouble now
;
although the general railway strike

which was threatened did not take place, yet the partial stoppage
on some lines has thrown a great strain on an already overloaded
.system.

United States

Business on the whole is quiet but each week sees confidence

growing and the feeling developing that the after-war problems are

being speedily solved. The effects of reconstruction are being

straightened out more rapidly than perhaps the on-lookers would
care to admit. Building prospects are fair. A proper adjustment

of the wage question and an understanding of the costs of building

materials would clear the way for construction on a large scale, both

municipal and private. How to overcome these obstacles as a means
of preventing the increase of iniemployment as the soldiers from

overseas return and the labor troubles that this would lead to re-

quires' clear thought by the business men and employers of the na-

tion, and it would surely he for the best if they would spcedilv luit
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View of Mills in Samia.

BUY THE BEST
Retailers and woodworking establishments who like to

get Al NORWAY and WHITE PINE LUMBER al-

ways buy their stocks from us because we can ship them

on quick notice. It pays to have the goods, but it pays

better to **deliver" them.

We also make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to or-

der any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

Rush Orders Rushed

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO

B. P. Bole, Pre«. F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barre, Gen. M^r. W. A. Saurwkin, Ass t. Mgr.
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their heads together in an effort to formulate some satisfactory plan,

as to both wages and employment, that would hasten the stabiliza-

tion of the labor market.
Buyers for the hardwood consuming industrials throughout the

country are getting closer to the manufacturers and wholesalers.

They are getting into the market for stocks necessary to go ahead

with an ever-growing demand for their manufactured products, but

at the same time the prices which they will pay is more and more be-

coming the important factor in the return of business to a normal
pre-war basis. Consumers in actual need of hardwoods for immed-
iate requirements will pay the price, but in the buying for future re-

quirements there is a tendency to seek concessions from the present

list prices.

In consequence of this attitude on the part of big buyers com-
petition is becoming more and more keen in the different distribut-

ing markets. There is a wide range in quotations of manufacturers

on inquiries for certain items. In the Chicago market recently an

inquiry for 1-inch No. 1 common plain from $45 to $60 per M feet.

It is apparent that the hardwood industry is now undergoing a

change to post-war conditions, and while there are revisions and re-

adjustments, business is going ahead with values holding at levels

which net a fair margin of profit for the producers.

From many sections come conflicting reports on market condi
tions, .some claiming the retailers and prospective builders arc wait-
ing, expecting a drop in prices, while others present strung argu-
ments in .support of their claim that prices cannot come down as lony
as operating expenses and labor remain at their pre.scnt figure.

With all of the uncertainty, however, these facts are well known :

The nation is scarce of homes and public improvements and private
building.s enterprises have been held up for more than four years;
Europe is in the market for va.st quantities of lumber, and stocks on
hand at the sawmills and retail yards are far below normal. Under
such conditions, it is difficult to .see anything but a bright future
ahead for the industry.

Most unsatisfactory production conditions in face of an increa"^-
ing dernand from various directions make a strong market and
port prices well. In some sections of southern pine territory lo-.
operations have been brought almost to an absolute standstill be
cause of the heavy rains that have fallen during the last few week'-
This has caused logs to be so scarce that mills in some cases havt
been compelled to shut down, and unless logging conditions inij •

•

speedily others will be forced to follow that example. Mill m "

in the meanwhile have been constantly drained and, with nothing
added to them, have reached very low levels.

Market Correspondence
SPECIAL REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS AT
HOME AND ABROAD

St. John Complains of Shipping- Handicap

The last two weeks has seen no change in the local lumber con-

ditions at St. John. No sales have been made of late as the Govern-

ment are not moving the material fast enough to make it advisable

for the buyers to make large purchases for the future, it being pos-

sible the tonnage question may tie up shipments for some time and

in many cases the sellers want their stocks moved as fast as manu-
factured. It is hoped that definite shipping arrangements may be

made promptly so as to facilitate business, as should there be any

stagnation in the lumber trade it could be serious drawback to the

province in general as many other lines have been seriously affect-

ed of late.

Prices have not shown any change as the manufacturers cannot

sell at any lower rates and have a reasonable ])rofit for their work.

Logs are coming out freely and by March 15th all logs will have

been landed on the banks of the rivers and hauling finished. Logs
will then be ready to raft and drive and tow to destination. April

1st should find the mills in St. John about ready for operation. Just

how many will be operated cannot be told until later until it is known
how many logs are coming forward.

Factory and local conditions for building show no improvement
and no doubt will not change much until April 1st, \Vhen warmer
weather sets in. Local prices have all been advanced in rough lum-
ber; finish lumber remains the same and may not advance. The
rough hmiber prices being controlled by the export prices short lum-
ber of all kinds such as laths and shingles have not changed in price.

Ottawa Reports No Change in Situation

"Marking time" and "not overlooking any possibilities" describes

the activities of Inmberuicn in the Ottawa lumber market during the

opening period of March, in which business generally showed little

change. Prices remained firm.

Orders and Inquiries continued slow, as for the whole month
of February, and the general expectation is that the market will re-

main inactive for a few weeks more. Retailers and wholesalers, and
with a few exceptions the manufacturers for once agreed that trade

was slow.

A review of the situation with the manufacturers at Ottawa as

ve.garding what prices they will ask for next summer's cut, showi
that the question is still problematical. The "Canada Lumberman"
has been informed that the manufacturers themselves are not yet in

a position to announce what their 1919 quotations will be. Reports
from John R. Booth for instance indicate that the prices will not be
set until it is definitely known what this year's bush operations are

<;oing to produce.

Already it seems ])rctty well accepted as fact by the manufac-
turers that the cut of the 1918-19 season will drop from twenty-five
to thirty-five ])er cent below the output of the 1917-18. Cutting and
wood conditions which are now about completed and due for wind-
ing up furnish evidence that the cut will be reduced. In a consider-
able measure, the decline from last season's figures is reported to be

due to the influenze epidemic which swept through the woods last

fall.

Lack of snow for packing and making bush roads, together
with the mild winter forming in most cases thin ice on streams also

mitigated against good hauling operations.

With the woodworking plants and factories trade remained very
slow. Labor remained plentiful and rail transportation goofl Tl n
was little or no demand for lath or shingle.

One of the brigthest sjjots in connection with the situati 'ii wa-
that of the expected early undertaking of the Government Housing
.scheme which while definite ])ronouncement as to the starting and
time had not been made was generally believed to commence during
the spring months.

According to reports eminating from lumbering export sources
given to the "Canada Lumberman" the control exercised by the

British Timber Controller will be lifted on March 31st.

So far as opinion went at Ottawa this does not mean that the

whole market would be thrown wide open as in pre-war days and un-
restricted trade ensure or immediately follow. It was pointed out
that the Timber Controller in Britain might remove his control as

to the sale and use of lumber in Britain, the fact remained that the

Minister of Shipping still exercised its powers and had control over
the shipping space.

Against the operation of the licensing system would still be in

effect, and as one member of a large exporting firm put it "Britain
could hardly be expected to let "any" grade and kind of lumber go
into the British Isles." Thus, it is taken the licensing syistem will

for some time be continued, even though the restrictions of the C^n
troUer are removed.

Another matter in connection with the export trade is that ui

securing shipping. During the war as contingencies demanded from
time to time the British Minister of Shipping allocated .so much
space which would be available for commercial purposes. Since the

cessation of hostilities the amount of available space has .gradual

ly increased in volume. The steamship lines, however, make their

own contracts and it is tlieir preference what cargoes they carry.

Montreal Expects Season Will Be Good
Business in all sections of the Montreal lumber trade is slow.

Prices, however, are firm, with the exception of B. C. stock, and the

indications are that there will be no break in general quotations. The
local yards are only buying from hand to mouth, and until the build-

ing season open up more actively there is not likely to be any change
in this direction.

The Montreal building permits are more satisfactory. For the

month of February the value was $151,740 a gain of $74,695: whilJ
for the two months of the current vear the total was $211,894, cm
$18.7.39 higher. ' ' 1

Incpiiries from the United States have fallen awav, and the or-

ders passing are small.

Hardwoods are dull.

The Imperial Munitions Board are offering large quantities of
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"Homey" Meals that hold your Men
What an influence good food has in holding

for their wages ! The cook who can serve "home
ployers.

There can be no "home cooking" without milk,

milk can be brought into a lumber camp. That's

Klim—the white, flour-like powder in the blue-

problem. It is dry, will not freeze nor sour, and
wherever milk is needed, except infant feeding.

Klim is the solids of fresh milk minus the butter

the men get plenty of animal fats in meats, butter,

important.

With Klim in the larder all manner of whole-
nomically prepared. Give the cook the assistance

men on the job and inducing them to give full value

cooking" is popular and a decided asset to his em-

and there is only one form in which natural-flavored

Klim.

and-whitc-striped tin, effectively solves your milk

needs no special place for storage. It can be used

fat. It is much cheaper than whole milk, and as

lard, etc., the absence of butterfat in Klim is not

some body-building dishes can be quickly and eco-

of Klim and he'll make the men more contented.

In 1 0-lh. tins where you get your grocery supplies

Canadian Milk Products Limited
TORONTO

Montreal Winnipeg^ St. John

Stocked by all Wholesale and Retail Grocers

Canada Food Board License No. 14-242.

MR. LUMBERMAN:
You May Have

All Kinds of Fresh Meats,

At All Times,

In All Your Camps,
By Means of Our Refrigerator Car Deliveries.

Place with us your orders for—
Fresh Beef Sausages Headcheese Beef Livers

Pork Livers Beef Hearts Beef Kidneys Tripe, etc.

ASK US FOR^ QUOTATIONS ON

PURE LARD, DOMESTIC SHORTENING, OLEOMARGARINE, BARRELLED PORK, BARRELLED BEEF, LONG CLEAR, ETC.

The Harris Abattoir Company, Limited
WEST TORONTO - CANADA.

Branches at; SUDBURY and OTTAWA, ONT. - HALIFAX and SYDNEY, N. S. - MONTREAL and QUEBEC. QUE. ST. JOHN, N.B.
Canada Food Control—Blanket No. 165
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iuir.ber to local box-makers ; that section, however, is not very active.

Notwithstanding the present lull in trade, the general view is

that there will be a good season. Montreal has not yet made a real

start with building, but if the Quebec Government will show a little

more energy in regard to the housing problem, there is every chance

of substantial progress being made with the scheme and construc-

tion placed on a better basis. Contractors who are naturally inter-

ested in this development insist that no further time must be lost in

getting right down to business, if anything of value is to be done

during the present year. The city badly needs the houses, and the

cost of construction is not likely to come down to any appreciable

extent. J. P. Anglin, the president of the Association of Building

& Construction Industries, told the Montreal members that tliey

may as- well face the fact that lumber would not be cheaper this

season.

Logging operations in the woods have considerably improved,

owing to recent falls of snow.

There are reports of further orders for export placed in the

Lower Provinces. Space is now fpioted at 250s per standard.

The sulphite pulp market is slow, with prices inclined to soften.

The paper mills in the U. S. have substantial stocks of suljjhite on

hand.

ting the celebrated Red Cliff old growth yellow lir. is situated a;

Port Alberni, on V ancouver Island, has a cajiacity of 100,000 pi '

ten hour day, and its jjroduct is of unsurpassed (piality.

Disposal of Government Surplus Lumber

Tlie National ^Vholesale Lumber Dealers Association of New-

York has received an interesting- communication from J. L. and John

Stephens who have the contract for marketing the surplus lumber

of the U. S. Government. The letter reads as follows and attention

is called to the last two paragraphs:

Under the plan agreed on for the disposal of this lumber, con-

tract was formally executed I'ebruary 25th with the undersigned.

Our efforts from the beginning have been directed towards: First:

Inducing the government to use such of this lumber as it could by

transferring from one project to another, and withholding from sale

as large a quantity as it was thought would be required for main-

tenance and upkeep in the future; Second: Minimizing the quantity

as far as the trade was concerned.

The quantity covered under the contract with the War Depart-

ment was 188 million feet and additional quantities in sight from

them and the Housing Corporation made the amount over 200 mil-

lion feet.

The War Department has now withdrawn from 'the contract all

the lumber at all the camjjs and from some storage points, the

amounts aggregating ap])roximately 160 million feet. This lumber
will not be sold. This will leave only between 30 and 40 million feet

located at widely scattered points and of a variety of sizes, sjjecies

and srade.

Earnings Show Decline in Pulp Line

The earnings of the Riordon Pulp & Paper Co. for the year end-

ed 31st December last did not came up to the very high mark of the

previous twelve months. The total income was $1,651,259. a decline

of $292,392. After providing for depreciation, including $208,213 for

the exhaustion of timber lands, interest on loans, and bond interest,

there remains $886,564, as against $1,032,943. The preferred and
common dividends absorb $520,000. the balance of profit and loss

amounting to $366,564, making the total surplus of $2,218,377.

The total income of the Ticonderoga Pulp & Paper Co., a sub-

sidiary of the Riordon Co., amounted to $520,226, a decrease of $361,-

201. Deducting depreciation, bond interest, bonus to employees.

&c., the profits stand at $218,971, as compared with $576,112. Taking
into account the previous carry-over and allowing for war tax and
common dividends, a surplus of $851,285 is left.

Will Handle Famous Red Cliff Fir

Frank A. Kirkpatrick. of the well and favorably known firm of

Muir & Kirkpatrick. lumber wholesalers, of Toronto, paid a visit to

the West last month, calling on a number of the Mountain and Coast

mills in connection with his business interests. While in Vancouver,
affiliation was made with the Atlantic-Pacific Lumber Co.. (late Paci-

fic Lumber & Shingle Co.), and this connection will ensure his Coast

requirements being given the very best attention. A. F. Mackney.
the manager of the Atlantic-Pacific Lumber Co. has had a large and
varied ex]ierience in the lumber business. For many years Mr. ^lack-

ney was buyer and inspector for the Canadian Pacific Railway Co..

and is thoroughly conversant with all kinds of structural timbers

and rolling stock equipment, as well as the regular building material

and yard stocks.

in addition to this arrangement with the Atlantic-Pacific Lum-
ber Co., Mr. Kirkpatrick secured the selling agency for the Alberni

Pacific Lumber Go's, stocks in the Eastern markets. This mill, cut-

An Enterprisingr Northern Lumberman

Edward L. Ca>ey, <jf the

Casey-Shaw Lumber Co. Limit-

ed, Sudbury, Ont., who was re-

cently elected a director of the

Northern district for the Ontan
Retail Lumber Dealers Ac-

tion, has resided in the pr ^
sive northern Ontario since 1910.

Born and raised in Chicago, 111 ,

he was from 1887 to 1910 with tlv

well established firm of Herman
H. Hettler Lumber Co. of that

city. (.)n locating in l^udbury he
engaged in the manufacture and
wholesaling of lumber under the

name of the Casey-Shaw Lumber
C, Limited, and continued in this

capacity for two years. The firm

then started in the retailing of

lumber and building materials

with a well equipped planing mill

in connection with their yard al-

though they still do s<jme whole-
saling. They manufacture all

kinds of moulding and trim as well as dressing lumber consigned in

tranist and a splendid business has been worked up. The company
do all their delivery by teams as the hauls are short and they think
-uch a means is cheaper than a motor truck service.

.Speaking of the prospects for the coming sea.son in the Sudbury
district Mr. Casey says, "It is our opinion that we will have a fair

general business this year, but until the affairs of the nations become
mere settled, which may take longer than one expects, the building
trade will, we think, not assume its due requirements." Mr. Cas-y
is an enthusiastic member of the Ontario Retail Dealers .Association

and believes in organization and co-operation for the advancement
and progress of the retail lumber im ichant.

Edward L. Casey,
A live wire in the Sudbury trade

Every Tree is Listed in the Orient
"We may well imitate Japan in the care with which it enforces

its Forest Conservation laws." says a well informed teacher, much
interested in Forestry problems, who has recently returned from the

Orient. "In Japan, all the wooded land is carefully guarded, prac-

tically every tree on the government forest land is listed and not one
is allowed to be cut down except with express permission of the

government, and then not unless another tree it at once planted in its

place." About four-sevenths of the forests of Japan are owned by
the state. As is well known, Japan is not much of an agricultural

country, its farms being small and intensively cultivated, but the

greater part of the country is occupied by mountains largely cover-

er by forests. It has about 50.000,000 acres of forest lands, including
cedars, pines, cypresses and firs, with some oaks, maples, beeches,

willows, etc. Few of the trees, however, attain a greeat size.

Sees Prosperity in the Lumber Trade
Prosperity is all that Mr. Guy 1"'. Robin.son, a prominent lum-

ber exporter of New York, sees in the future of that industry in Brit-

ish Columbia. Mr. Robinson is accompanied by Mr. A. McLaren
and Mr. R. Kenny of the McLaren lumber interests of Buckingham.
Quebec, says a recent despatch from \'ancouver, B. C.

Mr. Robinson states that railway work will give an impetus to

the lumber trade within the next few months, and adds that South
America is also in the market for large quantities of mixed material.

Between the natural .spring movement and the present there is a

quiet period in the business, which he believes will be bridged by
European orders. Mr. Kenney believes this demand will clear up
the logs now on hand at British Columbia mills.

A summary oi building permits issued by City Architect IVaic,
of Toronto, during the month of February indicates that the stimu-

lus of peace is already manifesting itself in a greatly increased acti

ity among the builders of the city. As compared with $1,000 for F
ruary. 1918. the total cost of stores for which permits were issu

during the past month is $68,150, while a corresponding increase

shown in the permits issued for other buildings. The total num*
for the month is 35 permits for building aggregating $676,185 in c

of construction.
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Tents for the SpringDrive
Full Stock of Suitable Tents Ready— 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 men size.

WATERPROOF ARMY DUCK

WOODS MANUFACTURING CO.,
OTTAWA

Limited

Lumbermeii—Wear the Right Boots

No. 1, 16" Sporting,

No. 21, 15"

No. 41, 10"

No. 51. 6"

No. 1 SPORTING
DRAW STRING
BOOT

Price

$8.00

7.50

6.00

4.50

Leg 10 in. high, of No. 1

menonite grain with hooks
and eyelets. Side lacing with

bellows, which enables wear-
er to put on with ease.

All lumbermen should have a

copy of our catalogue. It

displays our full range of

serviceable and reliable foot-

wear, made to combat all

conditions of rough camp
wear. Our prices here shown

give you an
idea of the un-

usual value we
offer. Write us

to-day.

You Can't Beat This

Boot for River

Driving
It is absolutely watertight and a

strong, comfortable boot that will

afford the best protection to your
feet.

No. 151 8 in. RIVER
DRIVING BOOT
Price $7.25

This boot is equal to

a regular 9 in. boot.

6 in. Driving Boot.

Price $6.75, equal to

a regular 7 in. hoot.

Built of the best se-

lected material and
all hand made.

The COPELAND SHOEPACK CO.,
MIDLAND
ONTARIO, CANADA
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Returned Soldiers for Reforestry Work
A delegation representing Canadian I'ulp and Paper and Lum-

l)ernien's Associations will shortly wait upon the Government at Otta-

wa with a request that special attention be given to the eniiilm ni< nt

of returned soFdiers in reforestry work in Canada.

The delegation will probably be headed by Brig.-Gen. J. B.

White, who commanded a Canadian forestry battalion in France, and
will include Sir William Price, who organized a Quebec battalion

and took it overseas ; Gerard Power, president of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association, and others.

Canada's forest wealth, until recently held to be practically il-

limitable, is, as. is now known, being consumed at a prodigious rate,

so that, unless steps are taken immediately to replenish the fast di-

minishing trees, its utter exhaustion within a comparatively few
years is a matter of practical certainty.

Those interested in preserving and renewing Canada's forests

say that no better employment can be found for a great many return-

ed men than in reforestation. Many of the men have become so

inured to outdoor life that they will find it difificult to resume indoor

vocations which they formerly followed. Men suffering from shell

shock or from wounds that partially disable them for other occupa-
tions can still find profitable, suitable and healthful employment in

forestry work.

It will be urged upon the Government that there arc hundreds
of thousands of acres of barren lands in Canada, deserted farms and
waste places generally which are still suitable for forest regrowths.

.'-^uch lands first have to be suitably cleared and prepared before be-

ing planted with seedlings adapted to their soil and climate. The
work is such, requiring a long period of time to bring it to fruition,

that can only be adequately carried on as a national undertaking, the

ultimate return being a great addition to the national wealth. It will

be urged upon the Government that forestry has reached such a de-

gree of perfection in some I'.uropean countries that no tree is now al-

lowed to be destroyed without a new one being planted to replace it,

while in Great Britain and France the replacement of forests, destroy-

ed through the necessities of war is being carried out with great
vigor under direct Government supervision.

The dei)utation will urge that Canada should profit bv these

examples.

Pyrene Fire Extinguishers
Are the Ideal Fire Protectors for your mill, for

the following reasons :

—

1st—Pyrene is death to all inflam-

mable fires.

2nd—Pyrene does not freeze at fifty

degrees below zero.

3rd—Pyrene does dot deteriorate.

4th—^^Pyrene is easily operated and
ever ready.

5th—Pyrene reduces your Fire In-

surance rate 15 per cent when
installed on your Automobile
or Motor Truck.

illlB

Mm\>X£ X TlNG UlSMtfty^*

TO OPERATE
niRN HANDLt TO U"
WORK LJKt APUMS

6th—Pyrene has served with the
boys at the front.

7th—Pyrene in one of our Holsters
is ideal for your watchman in

case he locates a fire in your
building.

We also carry the 2^^ Gait Soda Acid

Extinguisher

Ask for our Catalogue which contains a full line of

Are appliances, also for our book on how to protect
your factory. This book contains valuable information.

Pyrene Mfg. Co. of Canada, Limited
3 St. Nicholas St. Montreal

Good Progrress Made in Lumber Line

The geueral conditions in loj^ging and lumbemig activities a-

outlined in the last is.sue of the Labor Gazette, of Ottawa, and sum-
marized from reports sent in by it'^ \ arion^ corespondent- fal-

lows :

Westville, N.S., reported that owing to the amoiini oi labor

available the industry was working at capacity. Amhert reported

that lumbering operations had been somewhat interfered with by th(

lack of snow. The saw and shingle mills at Charlottetown had a-lju>y

month. Fredericton reported that the industry was brisk and that

the cut would be larger than was estimated earlier in the season.

Quebec reported that men were available for the lumber camps at

half the wage^ that were paid in October and November last. The
sawmills at Sherbrooke were well employed. Peterborough reports 1

that the lumber companies were advertising for men for the camji-

Owen Sound reported that the sawmills were running but that the

tie mills were idle. Lumber operators in the Sault Ste. Marie district

were working under great difficulties in their logging operations ow-
ing to the mild weather. I'ort Arthur reported that tie-makers were
wanted for the tie camps and that as the supply could not be met
locally men had been shipped in from Winnipeg, Sudbury, Otttawa,
North Bay and Montreal. Work in thq bush was very plentiful in

tie, log, pulp and cordwood camps, and the wages offered were 17

cents per tie and $3.00 a cord for pulp and cordwood. Bushmen were
offered $fjO to $65 per month. Prince Albert reported that large num-
bers of men were employed in the lumber and cordwood plants. Cal-

gary reported that the demand for the lundjer camps and sawmills

continued. Fernie reported that unsettled conditions prevailed and
that logging operations in many localities were suspended entirely.

This also applied to sawmill operations which were on a very limited

scale. The post and pole branch of the industry also passed through

a period of depression, and it was reported that it would remain in-

active until satisfactory indications with regard to crop prospects in

the prairie jirovinces are reported. With regard to railway ties, prep-

arations were being made to enter this branch of the industry on a

more or less extensive scale. Vancouver reported some dulness in

the lumbering industry. New Westminster reported that the saw-

mills of the district were running normally and that some of the

shingle mills were working double shifts. \'ictoria reported that

the logging and lumber industry was slackening up. although still

fairly busy. It was reported that over 53,000.000 feet of lumber was
exported from British Columbia ports by ocean tonnage during KMS
as compared with IS.OOO.OOO feet for the year 1917.

Drying- Willow for Artificial Limbs

The Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., has been

co-operating for some months with the Surgeon General's office in

Washington in investigative work in connection W'ith the rapid dry-

ing of willow for artificial limbs. Heretofore it has taken from three

to five years to season willow for this use and yet no satisfactory sub-

stitute for this wood has been found. It was urgent to discover that

some means of rapid artificial drying. Through its tests the Labora-

tory has succeeded in properly drying the willow in from sixty to

seventy davs. To prepare the material so as to minimize the drying

period is one of the problems that has been solved and the particular

temperature, humidity and circulation conditions in the dry kiln have

been determined in order to accomplish the seasoning and drying in

the quickest possible time.

The Timber Trade in South Africa

South Africa timber is being utilized in increasing (iuantitie>

Mine timber is now despatched from all parts of the Union. Timber

for mine props is being grown in large quantities in the vicinity of

Baberspan station, where approximately a million trees were planted

recently. It is gratifying to learn that valuable timbers previously

used for mine props are now being used as substitutes for more ex-

jiensive imported timbers. Numerous sawmills and factories for

working up Soiith African timbers commenced operations during

the year. Local timber has been in great demand for wagon and fur-

niture making; building material, including doors and windows,

shooks; fruit, beer and butter boxes; packing cases; fencmg nosf-

and general farm pur|X>ses. South African teak, small quantities of

which have been forwarded from Tzaneen district, has been in strong

demand for furniture making. Considerable quantities of Umsenge
wood have been despatched from the Amabele-Butterworth line to

Rosebank and Stanford Hill for match-making. Poplars and pines

are also being despatched from the western districts of the Cape

Province to the Cape and Natal match factories.

Motor-car bodies are being built in Cape Town, and more pro-

gress would have been made for the difficulty of securing skilled

labor.
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ATKINS»SAWS
Shine in all Well Regulated

Lumber Camps

men are well contented and the work is done quickly and cheerfully you will

always find ATKINS SAWS. It is Atkins that makes these things possible. Help

your men to do more and better work by using Atkins Sterling Quality Saws.

Send for free catalogue

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Factory : HAMILTON, ONT. Branch : 109 Powell St., VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Improvements in Plywood Manufacture

"^J'o lind for air and sea pianos which sliall i)e strong', light in

weig^ht, non-shrinkable and resistive to splitting, has resulted in

marked improvements in the manufacture of plywood. The strength

of most woods when pulled parallel to the grain is several times that

of mild steel, weight for weight, but wood is relatively weak across

the grain and is susceptible to high shrinkage in this direction.

Plywood is made of several sheets of thin wood or veneer glued

together so that the grain of any one sheet crosses that of both ad-

jacent sheets. As many as 27 or more sheets may be glued together

to form a piece of plywood an inch thick. Such material has satis-

factory strength in all directions, shrinks or expands little with

changing moisture, has high resistance to splitting and is easily

worked. It is therefore very .satisfactory for airplane stock.

Thousands of tests have been made in the past few months at

the Forest Products Laboratory in Madison, Wis., to secure exact

data as to the mechanical and physical properties of plywood and as

a result its use promises to be much extended.

The wing ribs used by the Bureau of Aircraft Production is one

of the types of machine developed by the Forest Service. These
ribs are thirty per cent lighter than those formerly used and twice as

strong. The laboratory has also shown the possibility of using many
species of woods for plywood heretofore considered unsuital)le for

airplane manufacture.
As may be seen, the glue is a very important part in the making

of plywood but tests have resulted in the manufacture of a glue that

is -SO water-resistant that plywood may be .soaked in water for ten

days or boiled for one day without showing any signs of separation

into its individual layers and without materially lessening its

strength.- There are tremendous possibilities for the use of this

wood in furniture, trunks, door panels, wagons and other ])eacc uses

as well as in aircraft.

Box Plants After Foreii^n Business

The Pacific Box Company, Limited, of Vancouver, who do re-

sawing and planing and manufacture boxes, cases and crates, have
just completed a mill with three dry kilns. It will cut 60,000 feet

per day wdiich is all required to supply the box factory. The firm

have a complete box plant and pail plant, the latter being the only

factory of its kind in the four western provinces and having an out-

put of one thousand pails per day. Provision has been made for ex-

tetnsions as demands require. R. W. Sharpe, managing director of

the company, states that, owing to the long haul from Eastern Can-
ada, most of the pail requirements from British Columbia formerly

came from the State of Washington.
The ofifice and factory of the company are located at the north

end of Cambie Bridge at the foot of Smythe street, Vancouver, and
the box plant, as already stated, is capable of cutting 60,000 feet per

day. The equipment consists of two fast feed Woods planers, two
band seven inch resaws, one vertical and one automatic horizontal

resaw, seven cut-ofifs, and automatic tying machine, ecpial to ca-

pacity to the needs of the factory, together with tongue and groove
and gluing machines, a set of dovetail box machines, sander, borer

etc. The whole plant is driven by electricity.

In Vancouver Victoria and New Westminster there are fifteen

box plants. Six of these are large capacity plants and while at present

there is not enough local business to keep all steadily employed,
when shipping rates return to normal, some of the bigger concerns
hope to develop favorably an export trade. The firm report, that

while they are receiving man)'^ inquiries for box lumber, until freight

charges become normal, not a great deal of business can be expected
and then l)eing in competition with the world, business can only be
secured on a close margin of profit.

All Looking^ Forward to Export Trade

A most interesting report is submitted b)^ a big B. C. indus-

try, who assert that their cut was 28,000,000 feet in 1917, and during
the past year was reduced 19,000,000, being all western soft pine.

Profit.s w^ere less than in the previous year, there being a drop of

$2 in price during the past two months. So far as the United States

is concerned there is a demand only for box grade at the present

time.

Summing up the situation generally the firm declare if orders

actually materialize, as anticipated, for reconstruction purposes in

Europe, these, combined with the demand from South America,
Australia, China and Japan should stimulate the entire industrv to

greater activity; otherw^ise "the trade is liable to have hard sledding.

"The winter of 1918 has been the worst for many years, exces-

sive snow coming before the frost got into the ground. Labor was
scarce and wages and supplies high." So declare a New Glasgow,
N.S., firm, whose cut in 1918 was only one quarter of what it was

III 1917. Ahi'ul <»0 per cent, ol the outjiut was hardu ii<j(l>. 1 lie iii

ture is regarded as good and stocks are less than a year ago.
.\n eastern townshijis firm in (Quebec jirovince remark that

they disposed of i)ractically two year>' cut in 1917, and sawed onh
such logs as were left over from the previr)us year. They are holding'

the 1918 cut, hoping to realize a small profit over the excessive c<>-\

of the past year. Stocks with them are only about half of what the\
were a year ago and profits have been less. The log output tlii-

winter will be about the same as last.

Thus reports difit'er in the various localities from which the\
emanate, but cui the whole it would appear that, while stocks an
lower and the cut reduced in numerous sections, the margin of i>ro

fits in 1918 has been larger with most organizations than it was dur
ing the previous twelve months. On the whole, the outlook is rr-

garded as very favorable if export business will only come i

in fair cpiantity and without too long a delay in getting under

Returned Soldiers on Work of Reforesting^

The Canadian Lumbernien'> Association and the Canadi.in i'uij)

and Paper Associations will wait on the Government at Ottawa on
the 18th inst. with reference to the employment of returned soldiers

on reafforestation work. The deputation will include Brig.-Gen. J.
B. White, D.S.O., Mr. W. Gerard Power, president of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association ; Mr. J. A. Bothwell, president of the Can-
adian Pulp and Paper Association and Mr. F. J. Campbell, ex-presi-

dent of the Association. The Government wHll be asked to set asidi

a certain sum for this work, which it is proposed shall be done b
men suffering from shell shock particularly. This work, it will be

urged, will give the men a chance to recover and will aNo be of great
value to the countrv.

The Expansion of a Great Industry

In twenty-five years the value of the output of the pulp and papi

industry in Canada had become 11 times greater than it was. Prob-
ably at the prevailing rate of development the consumption in 1928
would be at least 3j4 times that of 1916, ten times greater than in l'X)4

or 5,500,000 cords per annum. At that rate the remaining suppl\
would be 121,000,000 cords, or without allowing for further increa<r

sufficient only for 22 years more. Commenting on the plain need for

regrowth and reafTorestration. Mr. Campbell suggested that the re

turned soldiers might be employed to advantage on the planting i>\

trees.

Will Conduct Detailed^ Survey of North

It has been decided that a survey and exploration i)arty will be

sent through from Cochrane to James Bay this year, according t"

advices from Cochrane, Out. While tthe Government previously

made a preliminary .surve)' in connection with the probable future

continuation of the Timiskaming & Northern Ontario Railway, yet

it is quite evident that not all the information is in hand in connec-

tion with the country which will be necessary before undertaking the

heavy expenditure involved in constructing a railwaA- over great

a distance.

It is understood that geogolists. land looker- .in^i tiinijcr cnii-

ers will be added to the party, and a comprehensive examination of

the district and its resources will Ibe made. It is also understood the

possibilities of power development at Abitibi Canyon will be investi-

gated.

The Latest Type af Bucket Conveyer

Catalogue No; 210 on the Jeflfrey Improved Carrier, the late-^t

t\i)e of Pivoted Bucket Conveyer for the handling of coal, ashes,

clinkers, etc. has been issued b}' the Jeffrey IManufacturing Co., oi

Columbus, Ohio. The Jeffrey Improved Carrier was conceived about

three years ago out of nearly twenty years of experience in the instal-

lation of successful Pivoted Bucket Equipments. The carrier is prov

ing its worth in a most reliable and durable service in a large num-
ber of plants. The new catalogue is divided equally in its 96 page-.

IMany interesting exterior and interior pages of large power plant

equipments are given and also reproductions of dimensioned bku
prints in actual color of typical views of the various sizes of carrier

C(|uipment.

The total number of merchanLships under con.-tructioii iluuuyli-

out the world on December 31st, 1918, according to Lloyd's Register

Shipbuilding Returns, was double the largest corresponding tonnage

under construction by the world before the war (June 1913). Great

Britain and the United States lead the other countries with HoUan
'

and Japan in third and fourth jilaces.
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NEW ZEBRA, WOOD, WESTERN UNION, and PRIVATE CODES USED.

Telephones: Cables:

^^nn \f^^
Distance ^ r% r\ " HILLAS." HULL

400 Private Branch Exchange. ^ ^ « JL fM £^

^ Y\ILLAS & COAjp
-OJ . * WOOD BROKERS ^-/VV
^ FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER ^

Head Office : HULL, England

To the Lumber Companies of Canada

:

You have the Goods. Place your Lists with full

particulars in our hands. We are in daily touch w^ith all the

Buyers in the United Kingdom.

PLEASE NOTE. We pay cash against all documents, and

take the whole of the Delcredere risk on Buyers.

CANADIAN WOOD PULP
We are the

LARGEST
BRITISH

IMPORTERS

of Canadian

WOOD
PULP

Canadian Wood Pulp is in great demand to-day, and every

timber man should take advantage of the opportunity to

add this profit to his business. A small Kraft Soda Mill is

inexpensive, and will handle all the wood waste, slabs, bot-

toms, tops, etc., around the mill or yard. You can dispose of

any quantity at good prices, or on long-term contracts, if

desired. The previous sources of supply for the business

have been cut ofT almost entirely, and Canadian business

men can reap the benefit with little risk or investment.

Send to us for information

WE ARE AGENTS
FOR—

Chicoutimi Pulp Co.,

Chicoutimi, Canadian

Hot Ground Spruce.

Macleod Pulp Co., Liv-

erpool, Canada.

Riordon Pulp and Paper

Co., Montreal, Easy
Bleaching Canadian

Sulphite Pulp.

St. Lawrence Sulphite

Pulp Company.

Canadian Representatives: BECKER & COMPANY OF AMERICA, LIMITED, Post Office Box 609, HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

BECKER & COMPANY, LIMITED
34-40 Ludgate Hill, LONDON, E.C., England
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90 St. James Street

Sl'KUCE uVlficliantablc) 1918 Cut.

500,000 ft. 1 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in

800,000 ft. 2 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 in. ...

500,000 ft. 3 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 in.

200,000 ft. 3 X 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 in.

SPRUCE (Mill Cull)
800,000 ft. 1, 2, 2'/2, and 3 in.

WHITE PINE (Mill Run)
1,200,000 ft. 1, 1%, I'A, 2 and :! in.

MEM LOCK (Mei cliantable and Mill Cull)

500,000 ft. 1, 2 and 3 in.

JiASSWOOn (a^ill Run)
200,000 ft. 1, 1'4, lyi, and 2 in.

UIRCH (Mill Run)
(i00,000 ft. 1, V4, 2, 3, and 4 in.

liROWN ASH (Mill Run)
100,000 ft. 1 X 4 and up in. ... 0/13 ft.

. . 10/lC ft-.

. . 10/16 ft.

. 10/l(i ft.

, . 17/26 ft.

Saw Mills at

Mont Laurier, Que.

Ste. Marguerite, Que.

Dressing Mills 4t

St. Jerome, Que.

Northern Office

:

MIDLAND, ONT.
Southern Office

:

HATTIESBURG, MISS.

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.
2601 Elston Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Dealers

White PinCf Red Pine
and Yellow Pine,
Lumber and Lath

Excellent Planing Mill Facilities. Prompt Shipments.

LATH
Campbell^ MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade Bnilding, MONTREAL
Ontario Representative: F. L. Reed, 139 Glendale Ave., Toronto

Phone Parkdale 4448

SPRUCE
AND

BIRCH
GOOD STOCKS PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTION

C. A. SPENCER, LIMITED
Wholesale Dealer* in Rough and Dressed Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Offices -McGill Building, MONTREAL, Quebec

EDGINGS
Ontario

.Slcvtns-Jlcpiier Coinijaiiy, Limiled, of Tort Elgin, (Jul., have recently
taken out supplementary letters patent increasing the capitalization of their
company from one hundred and fifty thousand dollars to five hundred thousand
dollars. The company manufacture brushes, brooms, etc.

Jiur^ilars recently broke into the oflice of the Irvin Lumber t oniiM
\ iiie Street, Toronto, by rcnuniiiiLf a pane of glass in the back windou
cnitciits of tile vault, which was left unlocked, as well as the safe, wer.
aljuut. The thieves succeeded in getting only a small sum of moncv

An organization meeting of the retail lumber merchants of Stratford and
vicinity will be held in Stratford on March 18, when it is probable that a new
district organization of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association will

be efTccted. H. Boultbee, of Toronto, secretary of the latter organization, will

attend the gathering.

Hon. T. W. McGarry, Provincial Treasurer of Ontario, in his annual
l)udget, stated that the receipts from forests and mines had been increa-L'l

in the province from $2,700,000 in 1904 to $;j,57'J,000 last year. In the estimated
revenue for the coming year it is expected the Lands, Forests and Mines De-
partment will yield $3,750,000.

Writing to the "Canada Lumberman" a leading lumber manufacturer in

-Northern Ontario says that woods operations have been moving along fairly

well. The lack of snow has not hurt work very much; the weather being
cold enough to make ice. Labor conditions are not much better than they

have been at any time this year, and lu'^-jiivj- >-rivm will -li .w :iti ri'U nio- '\cr

VJIH of at least thirty per cent.

The French River Lumber Company a ni;\sl> organized concern, cap-

italized at $150,000, with head offices at Sault Ste. Marie. Ont. F. J. Hath-
way is president of the company, and G. J. Pope, secretary-treasurer. The
company will operate its mills at Garden River and will cut lumber on twenty-

one thousand acres in Duncan Township, which they purchased from the

Garden River Timber Company.

A charter has been granted to Lalondc Bros.' and Company, Limited. ;

("oclirane, Ont., with a share capital of $75,000. The company is empowered
to secure and operate sawmills and to enter into the business of lumber mer-

cliants and to buy and sell pulpwood, cordwood, and other forest products.

The incorporators of the organization are R. E. Lalonde, T. A. Lalon'b I f"

Groulx, Hilair Hayes and Geo. E. Lalonde, all of Cochrane.

The Severn River Imprt)vement .\ssociation has been incorporated, w i

licad ottice at Toronto, C3nt., to promote the interests of the owners of pr^-

l)erty on or in the vicinity of the Severn River in the province of Ontario;

to obtain by grant, purchase, concession or otherwise improved railway, boat

and wharf facilities and facilities generally for the accommodation of such

owners of i)roperty. The chief directors are G. A. Lister, E. Nicpaj;i '

"

Wilkinson, A. S. Anderson and J.
\'. Gray, all of Toronto.

Eastern Canada
E. Lagueux & I'iN. Ltd . luinlaTiiii-n. Trin j I',iiirti<tii. One., have obtained

a charter.

The Stearns Lumber Lunipaiu. witli head tiliice in Muiiireal, (Juc ha\e

been registered.

The South Shore Pulpwood & Lumber Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que., have

Ml)tained a charter.

The Canada Wood J'roducts, Reg., with head office in Montreal, Qi" .

have been registered.

The Lumber Construction Co., Ltd., Ville St., Pierre. P.Q.. rccenth -

I'ered a loss by lire, which was covered by insurance

Henry Atkinson has recently established a ground wood mill at i'uai

Etchemin, Que. The equipment consists of three grinders and two wet ma-

chines. The plant is making 10 tons of ground wood per day, and is dri\c i

l)y its own water power.

I hc Standard Broom & Brush, Ltd., has been incorporated with head

othcc at Montreal, P.Q., and capital stock of $45,000, to manufacture broom-.

I>rushes, toys, fancy goods, etc. Among those interested are P. Guilmeite

J. -A. Guilmette, and C. Guilmette, all of Montreal.

The Woodlands section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper a-- ciaii i

issuing a bulletin, written by Mr. Ellwood Wilson, chief forester for tl >

Laurentide Co., Grand Mere, Que., on the burning of slash. This briefly em-

phasizes the importance of disposing of the debris, and gives directions how

it can be safely burned. The bulletin will be issued to limit holders and mem-

bers of the section.

\et profits of the Howard Smith Paper Mills, Ltd., Montreal, for-

v ear ending with December. 191S. were $252,604, which, added to sundry re-
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cnuc of !i>824 and revenue from investments of $:!,8ia, made a total revenue

..f $2:)7,341, a«ainst $204,262 in 1917 and $159,436 in 1910. A Ijalance was left

for i)rolit and loss account of $91,292 against $81,623 in 1917, bringing the total

to credit of that ac.count to $205,765. The assets of the company amount to

.fia.OliS.bOO.

Western Canada

The Newport Lumber and Trading Company Limited, Vancouver, with

capital of $25,000, has been granted a charter.

George R. Hackett, general manager of the Koberts^jn & llackett Saw-

mills, Ltd., Vancouver, has returned from California.

II. J. Mackin, assistant general manager of the Canadian Western Lum-
liti Co., Ltd., Fraser Mills, returned last week with Mrs. Mackin from n

live weeks' tour of California's pleasant resorts.

Major-General A. D. McHae, who returned from overseas shortly before

Christmas, is spending some time in California and Mexico. He left Van-

i (Uu er for the south last month, intending to make a consitlerable stay in

Mexico City.

Completing its contract for the building and outlitting of 27 wooden

steamers in British Columbia, the Imperial Munitions Board recently took

the steamer War Suquash out into the Straits for her trial trip. The board

completed the 27 boats from laying of the keels to the tinal trials in twenty

months.

Board of Trade members, Winnipeg, state tliat ten million dollars in

liuildings in sight this year in Winnipeg, and reports from other prairie

centres are equally bright. Building trades claim large business for British

Columbia mills is assured. The Manitoba Government will introduce legisla-

tion fixing the building trades wages for the year.

The Beaver Cove Lumber & Pulp Company, of Vancouver, B.C., and plant

at Beaver Cove, B.C., is making progress with construction. The plant will

have an initial capacity of 80,000 pounds of sulphate per 24 hours. The officers

of the company are W. H. White, president; W. O. King, first vice-president;

Thomas White, second vice-president; George C". Pratt, secretary; W. C). Kins,

treasurer, and C. F. Beyere, engineer.

British Columbia shingle manufacturers who have been paying from $8

to $10 a cord for bolts no doubt perused with particular interest the paper

read by Olaf Carlson, of the C. B. Lumber & Shingle Congress, held last

month. Mr. Carlson told about getting shingle bolts delivered at his mill

for $1..50 a cord. This was away back in the early '90s, however, when shingles

were fetching 80 cents to 90 cents a thousand, and labor commanded $1,25 a day.

That no branch of industry will be so favorably affected as the export

of lumber from British Columbia by the establishxnent of recognized all-water

routes between the east and west coasts of this continent, via the Panama
Canal, is the opinion of F. C. Wade, K.C., agent-general for British Columbia,

expressed in an article published in The Canadian Gazette, in which he urges

the return of British Columbia men and officers from Europe, via this route.

He points out that the vessels which bring the men home can be put to good

service in taking return cargoes of B. C. products to Great Britain.

A partj' of Denver capitalists consisting of E. Thomas. E. E. Sachet and

William Phillips, who were recently up the Skeena examining their timber

limits, are rei)orted to be contemplating the erection of a pulp mill on the

Skeena. These men bought the limits which formerly belonged to Joseph

Hunter and the late W. J. Sutton, both of Victoria. The same group hn!d

extensive limits on the Naas River, which have never been cruised, but which

are said to be well wooded with spruce, hemlock, cedar and cottonwood. In

order to handle timber from both limits it is suggested that the mill will prob-

ably be built near the mouth of the Skeena on tidewater.

The Shawnigan Lake Lumber Co., Ltd., has commenced the construc-

tion of a new mill to take the place of the old one recently destroyed by

fire. William H. Munsie, president of the company, stated that considerable

material was. now on the ground, and that it was his intentions to go right

ahead with all speed and get the new mill going at the earliest possible date.

He could not say definitely when that would be but he hoped the plant

would be funning about May 1st. The specifications of the machinery and

other equipment required are now out, and an early delivery is being called

lor. The new plant will be thoroughly modern, and will have a cutting capa-

city of about 75,000 feet daily.

The following resolution was adopted by the Board of FriL-tees

concerning the early return of the railroads to ])rivate operation

:

Whereas: The trustees of the National Wholesale Lumber Deal-
ers' Association are firmly of the opinion that the interests of the

people, as well as of the railroads of the United States, will best be
served by the early return of the railroads to private operation : now
be it resolved, that we respectfully urge the Congress of the Unit-
ed States to return the railroads to private control at the earliest date
practicable without undue disadvantage to the private inanagement
ill' reof, and after the adoption of such provision for Governinental

Illation as shall be in the public interest.

DRY

Spruce, Pine, Birch,Maple

and Winter Cut Basswood

1917 Cut

In All Thicknesses and Widths

"EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

McLENNAN LUMBER CO., Limited
21 Dorchester Street W., MONTREAL, CANADA

Genuine Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Oak andHardwoods

Fir, Pine and Spruce

CHAS H. RUSSELL
211 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Que.

H. BOURGOUIN
Dominion Express Bldg., 145 st. james St., Montreal

WHOLESALE LUMBER AND TIMBER
Dressed and Rough

B. C. FIR TIMBERS
Ship Timbers and Planking. Ship Decking, Tank Stock, Bridge

Timbers, Fir and Spruce Lumber
Also White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Banksian Pine,
Birch, Maple, Rock Elm, Oak, Yellow Pine, Railway Ties,

Fence Posts, Poles and Piling.

DIMENSION OAK CUT TO SPECIFICATION
Prompt shipment Satisfactory stock Good service Write or wire for prices

A. F. B. AUSTIN, Manager

"By-Pass" Blower Systems
for green saw dust and wet stringy material

Material that usually clogs the ordinary Blower
is handled easily and continuously by our "By-
Pass"- Blowers. No material passes through or
around the fan. That is the big secret of "By-
Pass" success. Slow speed and minimum power
are other strong features. Write for literature

and all details.

We manufacture and install complete systems

Toronto Blower Company
156 Duke St., Toronto
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The Carriage You Are Looking For
Our No. 1 Size

CARRIAGE— J las llii ec head blocks, as shown in cut, usually

set 'J and 6 feet apart, will be placed any distance apart to suit pur-

chaser. Knees oi)en ;J8 in. from saw, and is fitted with Knight or

I'eel dojj;s, as desired. Taper movement on each knee. 1 15-16 in.

steel set bar with steel pinions and coil spring receder, and friction

lever l)rakc for stopping- knees where required. Timbers are 5x0
in., or heavier if desired, well bolted and braced. Diameter of truck

wheel, 13 in. Axles 1)4 i"- diameter, and extend clear across car-

riage, are furnished with self-oiling bearings. Front block is fitted

with timber rule, placed as desired; 54 feet of V and flat track

furnished with each carriage.

SET WORKS—As shown in cut, is made up of ratchet wheel
13 in. diameter, 4 in. face, with set lever carrying 7 steel pawls of

varying lengths; also, same number of check pawls set in quadrant.

Both sets of pawls are disengaged from either side of carriage when
required to recede knees. This is a positive set, without lost motion.

FEED WORKS—As shown in cut, consists of 16 x 13 in. drum,
with spur gear keyed to shaft. Pinion or friction shaft in saw frame
engages with this gear. Cable takes two or three turns around
drum, and is passed around end sheaves and attached to carriage.

We also furnish 30 in. drum with internal gear in place of 16- in.

drum when desired.

For ShinglCf Lath and Portable Saw Mill Machinery
write the well known manufacturers

The G. Walter Green Co., Limited
Send for Catalogue PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Algoma LIGHT STEEL RAILS
For Mining and Lumbering Purposes

All Complete with Splice Bars

WEIGHT A B C D £ F G

Pounds Kilos
PER PER Inches M/M Inches M/M, Inches M/M. Inches M M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M.
Yard Meter

8 3 97 1% 39.69 39 69 '?l'c 20.64 11.91 '% 20.64 H, 7 144 3.969

12 5.95 2 50.80 2 SO. 80 1. 25.40 ?r. 14.29 27.78 '16 8.73' 4.763

16 7.94 2% 60.33 2H 60.33 I'Jil 29.77 16.27 1'36 34.53 H 9.525 % 5.556
20 9.92 2% 66.68 2% 66.68 1'16 34.13 % 18 26 1'% 37.31 Jii 11.11 H 6.350
25 12.40 2H 69.85 2H 69.85 IH 38.10 19.84 37.70 12.30 '36 7.541
30 14. 8S m 79.38 79.38 I'lli 42.86 22.23 43.66 13.49 8.334

35 17.36 84.14 m 84.14 44.45 24.21 45.24 14.68 »5<4 . 9.128
40 19.84 88.90 88.90 47.63 25.80 47.23 H 15.88 '56 9.922
45 22.32 3' Hi 93.66 3H|i 93.66 2 50.80 26 99 I'J^ 50.01 'i6 16 67 '36 10.72

I-
I

I

-c

Algoma Steel Corporation
Limited

Sault Ste. Marie^ Ontario
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ESTABLISHED 1852

Ready for
the day^s

work
in a

Clarke
Mackinaw

A. R. CLARKE & CO.
LIMITED

Montreal Toronto Vancouver Quebec

The morale of your
men in the camp, de-

pends largely upon
their comfortable and
satisfactory equip-
ment. The slight add-

ed expense of good
equipment is an in-

vestment which will

bring multiplied re-

returns in the form of

betterwork and great-

er production.

We can supply you
with coats and pants

in duck, beaver, cord-

uroy, leather and
sheepskin. Also
gloves, mitts, mocca-
sins, shirts and socks.

These products have
been leading the mar-
ket for over half a

century. They have
always maintained a

standard of value
which has given them
precedence.

Our Travellers are now on the Road.
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Many Fires in Lumber

Mills have been caused

by Hot Boxes
This risk can be eliminated by the use of

Chapman Double Ball Bearings
IN-

Shafting, Hangers, Pillow Blocks

Loose Pulleys^ etc.

Chapman Double

Ball Bearings
decrease the friction loss 75% and do not generate
heat.

No oil is used, a little Tranco Grease once or twice
a year is the only lubricant required, consequently
dust does not adhere to the outside of the bearing.

There is no spoilage from oil drip, and cleanli-

ness may be easily maintained.

If you realized what these savings mean you
will agree that

You pay for Chapman bearings

whether you buy them or not

Chapman Double Ball Bearing
Co., Ltd.

347 Sorauren Avenue

705 Shaughnessy Bldg.

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Transmission Ball Bearing Co., Inc.

1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.

link-belt means freedom
From breakdowns

greakdowns are expen-

sive. They mean ex-

penditures for repairs and

loss of time, labor, and out-

put. The success and profit

of each day's operation de-

pends very largely on the

strength and endurance of

the power transmitting and

material - conveying chain

employed in your mill.

H Class Saw Mill Pintle Link-Belt

"H" Class Refuse Link Belt

Transfer Linit Belt

LINK-BBLT

"C" Class Link-Bell

'300" Class Link-Belt

Ewart Detachable Link-Belt

Look for this

Mark on Every Link

has long been the recog-

nized standard form of con-

veying and power trans-

mitting equipment through-

out the lumber industry. Its

ability to sucessfuily with-

stand undue strains and the

wear and tear of years of

service has earned for it the

undisputable claim on lead-

ership.

We show a few of the va-

rious types of saw mill Link-

Belt. Our Book No. 260

shows many more.

Send for a copy.

>
<lt is your guarantee

of service and satis-

faction.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT CO. LT
WELLINGTON & PETER STS.. TORONTO
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Buy

FIRE BRICK
On a Quality Basis

Use as much care in its selection as you would in

choosing the lumber that goes into your products.

No brick gives the best results for every purpose.
The brick you would use for your refuse burner may
not give you the best results for your Dutch Oven.

We Manufacture the Following Well Known Brands

"Elkco Special," "Elk Steel,"

"St. Marys," "Keystone" and "Rotex"

When sending us your inquiries, specify for what
purpose you need the brick.

We Make a Specialty of

REFUSE BURNERS, BOILER SETm
TINGS, KILNS, DUTCH OVENS, ETC.

Catalog sent upon request.

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Limited
HIGH GRADE FIRE BRICK and CLAY

Sun Life Bldg., Hamilton, Canada
Representatives for Maritime Provinces:

RHODES, CURRY COMPANY, LTD., Head Office, AMHERST, N. S.

Branches at Halifax, Sydney and New Glasgow, N.S.

Equip your horses with

TAPATCO Collar Pads
and assist them to render greater service

When your lumbering horses are off duty because of bruised, galled and chafed
neck and shoulders and other injuries to the neck and shoulders due to the hard
work to which a lumbering horse is subjected, you begin to see that something is
wrong with the care of your horses. Fit out your horses with TAPATCO Horse
Collar Pads made with our new Patented Hook Attachment which will eliminate all
these unnecessary injuries and keep your horses on their work steadily. We have
been making pads for thirty-seven years and experience has taught us the correct
method of manufacture. Secure TAPATCO Pads for your horses at once. Sold
by dealers everywhere. Ask your jobber.

The American Pad & Textile Co.
Chatham, Ontario, Canada

Gerlach Machinery

PRODUCES THE BEST
as Well as the Cheapest

Tight or Slack Staves,

Headings, Kegs,

Barrels and

Short Box Shooks

100% to 400% profit in Cooperage
Stock today. Be wise and purchase

the best Machinery.

DIXIE PORTABLE GASOLINE DRAG SAW
Present Price $225.00 with 1 Blade

Circular., Drag and Cylinder Saws
made since 1854

The Peter Gerlach Co,
Established 1854

Cleveland, Ohio

"Asbestol" Gloves and Mittens

are Popular and Economical
Economical because of the unusual wear that is had from every pair, and
popular with thousands of lumbermen because of their warmth and comfort.

"ASBESTOL" Gloves and Mittens afford absolute hand protection to
men in the lumber camps. They are durable and dependable and will out-
wear gloves and mittens of the ordinary kind.

"ASBESTOL" Gloves and Mittens are built for service. They are of
proven merit in quality, construction and value.

EISENDRATH GLOVE CO.
2001 ElttonAve
CHICAGO ILL
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Adams
Made at Penetang, these

powerful and efficient gasolene

boats are giving satisfaction all

over Canada.

Lumbermen will find it quicker

and cheaper to work with an

Adams Pointer. It is easier and

safer to use than alligators and tugs.

Pointers

The Adams Pointer has n

well-built easy running engine,

and powerful and reverse gear

towing winch, and will prove equal

to the heaviest work.

Get further particulars and

blue prints, which give in detail

the points wherein our Pointers

excel.

Adams Engine Co.^ Penetang^ Ont.
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor

The Machine That Made a Record

In a Recent Lath Cutting, 10 Hour Test
Four Hundred Sawmills

in the Dominion are to-day
using this machine.

It has all the latest im-
provements and for quick,

clean work has no equal.

The Payette No. I Bolter
will cut, count, tie and pile

128,350 laths in a period of ten

hours. The above consisted of

4 foDt laths, 13^ by ^ inches,

and constitutes a record in

rapid lath cutting.

If you are not using a

Payette No. I Bolter you
should be.

Shall we send you fall particulars

and prices ?

P. PAYETTE & CO.
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor PENETANG, ONT.
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"Hamilton
Steam Tension Band Mill

(Single or Double Cutting)

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THIS BAND MILL
1—'reiision on saws niaintaiiied by steam—quickest and most sensitive I'urm ut ten-

sion yet devised.
2—Tcip wheel supported both above and below mandrel.
;i—Extra large mandrel bearings top and bottom.
4—Top wheel has 13-incli range of adjustment.
;")—l.inbreakable upper saw guide raised and lowered l)y steam—first used on our

machine.
(i—Both top and bottom wheels instantly aligned by screw adjustment.
7—Operating mechanism is rapid and i)ower driven.
8—Takes saws 12 inches to 14 inches wide.
'.)— ICxtra heavy, rigid, strong and accurately built throughout.
10—Built by expert workmen in a plant that has been manufacturing high grade saw-

mill machinery for over sixty years.

A few of the users of

these Machines

\'ictoria Harbor Lbr.

Co. (2)
\ ictoria Harbor, Out.

John B. Smith &
Sons (2)

Callender, Ont.

I'ast Kootenay Lbr.

Co.,

Jaffray, B.C.

B. C. Tiinl)er Co.,

\'ancoiivcr, B.C.

Ja.s. MacLaren Co..

Buckingham, P.O.

las. TMavfair & Co.,

Midland, Ont.

Colonial Lbr. Co. (2)
Pembroke, Ont.

Kecuan Bros., Ltd.,

Owen Sound, Ont.

lackson & Tindlc,

Buffalo, N.Y.

L'pper Eraser Lumber
Co.,

Dome Creek, B.C.

Wm. Copi)ing, Esq..

Joliette, P.Q.

Tlawkesbury Lbr. C'o.,

llawktsbury, Ont.

Shives Lumber Co.,

Campbellton, N.I^.

Beaver Board Co.,

Buffalo, N.Y.

Lauder, S])ears &
Howland,

Pakesley, Ont.

Lumber Co.,

Chapleau, Ont.

W in. Sullivan, Esq.,

Red Bank, N.B.

William Hamilton Co., Limited

m

wm

Peterboro, Ontario
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Skidding Machinery
FOR GROUND HAULAGE, either with steel cones

or without the cones.

FOR CABLEWAY HAULAGE, by any of the gen-

erally accepted methods.

No matter what method of skidding you prefer,

we have the right equipment for the purpose, and by

its use you can effect a great saving in both men and

money.

We guarantee all our Machinery and stand hack of the guarantee
and guaranteed in Canada. You will be money ahead by doing so.

MARSH ENGINEERING WORKS, LIMITED

Loading Machinery
Hand-Power Lo9.ders—Steam Power Loaders.

Horse-Power Loaders—Electric Power Loaders.

Stationary Derricks for Loading.

Travelling Derricks for Loading.

Loaders for use beside the track.

Loaders for use over the track.

For any method of loading you wish to use we
have the right machinery at the right price, and of

dependable quality.

When you buy Logging Machinery buy the kind that is made in Canada

BELLEVILLE, ONT.
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A Good Belt Saves Money
THE money wasted in keeping a stretching belt taut amounts to a

surprising figure. If you use "Goodhue Belts" in your mill or
factory you can save most of this money because "Goodhue

Belts" stretch less by 15 to 25 per cent, than any other belt. They
are made from skillfully selected hides with the stretch taken out of

each section before it is made up into the belt.

According to the conditions under which the belt is to run, we recom-
mend "Extra," "Standard" or "Acme Waterproof" belts.

Send for further particulars and prices,
WINNIPEG AGENTS— Bissett & Webb, Ltd., 161 Notre Dame Avenue East, Winnipeg Man
VANCOUVER AGENTS—Fleck Bros., Ltd., 1142 Homer Street, Vancouver, B.C.

—
Standard Machinery & Supplies, Ltd., Bank of Toronto BIdg., St. James St., Montreal, Que., Agents for

the Island of Montreal. -
,

&

J.L.GOODHUE 8^ CO . Limitea.

DANVILLE — QUEB E C .

o *. PAT. orr.

Nou) for Reconstruction
HENRY DISSTON & SONS, LIMITED

Keystone Saws, Tool, Steel and File Worlds

2 Fraser Ave. - - TORONTO,^Canada
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Excelsior

Cutting Machinery

Manufactured By

The Elmira Machinery

and Transmission Co.
Elmira, Ont.

Write for Circular and Prices

New RAILS Relaying

12 to 80 pounds per yard.

LOGGING CARS

Jno. J. Gartshore
58 Front St. West, Toronto

GATES Patent

FIRE BOX UNING
Our setting eliminates the losses through brick

walls to a minimum, thereby producing higher tempera-
ture in furnace. This means more evaporation of water
or in other words producing more steam without any
additional cost of fuel or labor, and the simplicity and
low cost of upkeep commends the GATES lining for

economy.
Section thro*

dutch oven
ELEVATIOH QF
FIRING DOOR

Our engineering depart-

ment is making a specialty of

combustion and furnace work.

Write us of any troubles you

may have; we will be pleased

to advise you.

John W. GATES

PATENTS GRANTED PATENTS PENDING

Limited

FL«T ARCH

Engineering Contractors

Sp.ci.lifins in

Boiler Setting and Furnace Brickwoik

382 St. James Street, - MONTREAL GATEe> ARCH FOR DUTCH QV£H SETTING

Grooves cut with Huther Bros. Dado Heads.

Fits Any
Saw Mandrel
A Huther Bros. Dado Head

consists of two outside cut-

ters and enough insid. cutters
to make the required cut. This
Head will cut perfect grooves,
with or across ff^io, any width.
It is an easy Read to keep in

perfect condition, has a simple
quick adjustment, and may b*
enlarged any time after pur-
chase. Sent on approval and
if not satisfactory return at

our expense.

Write for New Illustrated Catalog.

HUTHER BROS. SAW
MFG. COMPANY, Inc.

1103 UniT.rsity At*.
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

BOOKS FOR SALE Special Prices
".\ Manual for Northern Woodsnitii," bv

.Nustin Cary. Published in 1918 by The
Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass. 302 pages and illustrations.
Price $2.75.

"liaughnian's Cost Tables" for figuring
cost of any article by the foot, piece,
pound or ton. 127 pages, 5% in. by 7
in. Price, fle.Nible leather, $1.50; flex-

ible Morocco, $2.50.
"Climax" tally book, bound in sheep, with
hand straps. Size 4l4 x 854, 110 pages.
Price $1.00.

Baughman's "Buyer & Seller." The hand-
iest labor-saving book for lumbermen
ever devised. Desk size, 300 pages,
$2.50. Pocket edition, 188 pages, $1.25.

"The Kiln Drying of Lumber," a Practical
and Theoretical Treatise, by Harry Dot*
aid Tieniann, M.E., M.F. Just pub-
lished by J. B. I.ippincott "Co. 310
pages, illustrated. Price $4.

Scribner's Lumber & Log 1

Edition. Price 35c
Seasoning of Wood; .\ Treat

Natural and '

'

ployed in the
Manufacture,
of its Uses, I

ties, by Josci
D. Van NoEii i ^

, .;- I'.'IT.

pages, illustrated. Price $3.00.

The Preservation of Structural Timber,
Howard F. Weiss. Published 1

1915 by McGraw-Hill Book
312 pages, illustrated. Price >

Utilization of Wood-Waste (S-
vised Edition), by Ernst Hub
lished in 1915 by Scott, Grct; ..

Sons. 192 pages, illustrated. Price SI

Vest Pocket Ready Reckoner for Lum'
men. 11th edition. Published by
American Lumberman. Price 35 c

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide Street West TORONTO
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Original "Dunbar^' Machines
We are the original and the only makers of "Dunbar"
Shingle Machines, Lath Machines, Clapboard Machines,

Steam and Gasoline Logging Engines. Each is the best

for its particular work. Are you using the best ?

Lath Machine
From our many years of experience

we evolved this "Dunbar" Original Lath
Machine. Every improvement that could
be suggested, every time-tested idea for

the betterment of product and for

greater speed, has been incorporated in

this machine. We believe it has no
equal, and there are a great number of

mill men throughout Canada who share
this belief with us. Carefully constructed
of high grade materials and designed to

work steadily under the hardest condi-
tions.

Steam and Gasoline

Logging Engines
Conditions in Canada necessitate an

engine that will stand any amount of
strain and hard work in the lumber in-

dustry. With this idea in mind we have
brought out the "Dunbar" engines per-
haps a little stronger than is really

needed. They do their work easily and
willingly, and stand a great amount of
hard usage. Built entirely in Canada for

the Canadian lumber trade.

Clapboard Machine
You will need no excuse for the qual-

ity of your product if you use the ori-
ginal "Dunbar" Clapboard Machine. Ex-
pert in every detail. This machine will
give you the very best service under
most trying conditions. It will turn out
work without delays. It will need prac-
tically no repairs and will increase your
output. We cannot recommend it too
highly because it is giving this very ser-
vice to lumbermen in all parts of this
country.

Send for catalogues of any or all of these machines,

Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
WOODSTOCK, N.B.

ONTARIO
Canada^s Banner Province

. Ontario's timber production last year

valued at $26,774,937 or 40% of Canada's

total output.

Pine production, 905,442,000 ft. B.M.

Pulpwood, 246,282 cords.

Railway Ties, 5,704,459-

Ontario's woodworking industries, using 34

different kinds of wood, provide a ready

market for the lumberman. Eighty-two per

cent, of lumber used in Ontario's industries

purchased within the Province.

Ontario's vast resources offer unsurpassed opportunities to the lumberman.

For maps and full information regarding Ontario, apply to

HON. G. HOWARD FERGUSON,
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines,
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES—WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Prices in Carload Lots, F.O.B. cars Toronto.

Wliite Pine:
1 X 4/7 Good Strips $59 00 $62 00
I'A and I'/, x 4/7 Good Strips.. 63 00 60 00
2 X 4/7 Good Strips 03 00 66 00
1 X 8 and up Good Sides 75 00 77 00
I'A and VA x 8 and wider Good

Sides 88 00
2x8 and wider Good Sides ... 90 00
1 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 55 00
5/4 and 6/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 65 00
2 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 70 00
1 x 4 and 5 Mill Run 47 00
1x6 Mill Run 48 00
1 x 7, 9 and 11 Mill Run 47 00
1x8 Mill Run 50 00
1 X 10 Mill Run 53 00
1 x 12 Mill Run 54 00
5/4 and 6/4 x 4 Mill Run 47 00
5/4 and 0/4 x 5 Mill Run 47 00

90 00
95 00
58 00
67 00
72 00
49 00
51 00
50 00
52 00
55 00
57 00
49 00
49 00
49 00
50 00
50 00
53 00
56 00
40 00
41 00
44 00
44 00
31 00
M m
22 00

4 Mill Run 47 00
2x6 Mill Run 48 00
2x8 Mill Run 48 00
2 x 10 Mill Run 51 00
2 X 12 Mill Run 53 00
1 in. Mill Run Shorts 39 00
1x4 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls .

1 X 10 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls

1 X 12 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls

1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls .

1 X 10 X 12 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls .

1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 3 Mill Culls..

Red Pine:
1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 42 00

X 6 Mill Run 42 00
X 8 Mill Run 45 00
X 10 Mill Run 48 00

X 4 Mill Run 42 00
X 6 Mill Run 43 00
X 8 Mill Run 44 00
in. Clear and Clear Face .... 53 00
in. Clear and Clear Face 53 00

Spruce

:

1x4 Mill Run 41 00
1x6 Mill Run 43 00

1x8 Mill Run 44 00
1 X 10 Mill Run 45 00
Mill Culls 34 00
Hemlock, No. 1, in carload lots, f.o.b. Toronto
1x4 and 5 in. X 9 to 16 ft. ... .32 00 .-{3 00

6 in. X 9 to 16 ft .37 00
8 in. X 9 to 16 ft 38 00
10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 38 00
7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 35 00
4 to 12, 10 and 16 ft 36 00
4 to 12 in., 12 and 14 ft. . . 35 00
4 to 12 in., 18 ft 37 00
4 to 12 in., 20 ft 38 00

1 in. No, 2. 0 ft. to 16 ft 30 00
2-in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft 30 00
Douglas Fir, delivered in Toronto:
nimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

6x6 and 8, 10x10 and 12, 12x12 $50 00
6x10, 8x10, 10x14, 12x14, 14x14 51 00
6x12, 8x12 52 00
14x16, 16x16 J 52 50
6x14, 8x14, 10x16, 12x16 64 00
14x18 64 60
8x16. 10x18, 12x18 65 00
18x18, 20x20 66 60
12x20, 24x24 66 00
Timber in lengths over 82 feet subject to

negotiation.
Fir flooring, 1x3, edge grain .

.

Fir flooring, 1x4, edge grain .

.

Fir flooring, 1x4, flat grain . .

No. 1 and 2, 1-in. clear Fir dough 50 00
(Depending upon widths).

No. 1 and 2, lyi and lyi in.,

clear Fir rough 60 00
No. 1 and 2 2-in. clear Fir rough 53 00
1x5 and 1x6 Fir casing . .

.

1x8 and 1 x 10 Eir base
1 X 8 and 1 X 10 X 12 E. G.

stepping
1% and IH 8 X 10 X 12 E. G.

stepping
1-in. clear Fir, d 4 sides 48 00
1% X lyi in. clear Fir, d 4 sides. 55 50
XX R. C. cedar shingles
XXX 6 butts to 2 in

XXXXX 5 butts to 2 in

1
1
1

1

2
2mK
2
2

43 00
44 00
47 00
50 00
43 00
44 00
45 00
54 00
54 00

42 00
44 00
45 00
47 00
36 00

38 00
39 00
39 00
37 00
37 00
.S6 00
38 00
39 00
31 00

31 00

59 00
59 00
44 00
60 00

64 00
61 00
61 00
63 00

74 00

64 00
56 50
58 00
3 50
4 54
5 00

Chestnut, drr weight 2800 lbs. per M. (t.

No. 1 Sound
Is & 2s Com. Wormy

4/4 $66.00 $60.00 $46.00
6/4 ft 6/4 .. .. 72.00 66.00 48.00
8/4 78.00 B6.00 48.00

Elm, soft, dry weight 3100 lbs. per M. (t.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 68.00 $46.00 $36.00 $28.00
6/4 & 8/4 58.00 45.00 .•55.00 2H.(X)

12/4 . . . ffi.OO 55.0(J 40.00 32.00

Gum, red, dry weight 3300 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $60.00 $50.00
5/4 & 6/4 . . . . 62.00 52.00
S/4 05.00 55.00

Gum, Sap

Is ft 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $50.00 $46.00
5/4 & 6/4 54.00 47.00
8/4 66.00 47.00

Hickory, dry weight, 4600 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

4/4 $76.00 $45.00 $30.00
6,/4 100.00 76.00 60.00

8/4 90.00 60.00 86.00

Maple, hard, dry weight 8900 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. S
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 . . . . $.58.00 $45.00 $30.00 $22.00
!>/4 & 6/4 a'J.OO 48.00 33.00 25.00

8/4 .. .. aS.OO 58.00 38.(KI 28.0<i

12/4 . . . 75.00 65.00 45.00 .30.00

16/4 . .. !JO.OO 80.00 50.00 40.00

Soft Maple

The quantity of soft maple produced in

Ontario is small and it is generally sold on
a log run basis, the locality governing the

prices.

Mill run grade. No. 3 and better .... $38.00
No. 2 and better 47.00

White and Red Oak, plain sawed, dry weight
4000 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $78.00 .'l.'jS.OO

5/4 & 6/4 SO.OO 60.00
8/4 90.00 65.00

10/4 95.00 70.00
12/4 100.00 80.00

16/4 110.00 90.00

White Oak, quarter cut, dry weight 4000 lbs.

per M. ft.

No. 1
Is & 2s Com.

4/4 $105.00 $80.00
5/4 and 6/4 110.00 90.00

8/4 116.00 86.00

Red Oak, quarter cut.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $ 85.00 $60.00

5/4 & 6/4 100.00 75.00

8/4 106.00 80.00

TORONTO HARDWOOD PRICES
The prices given below are for carloads,

f.o.b. Toronto, from wholesalers to retailers,

and are based on a good percentage of long
lengths and good widths, without any wide
stock having been sorted out.

Ash, white, dry weight 3800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 8
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $80.00 $60.00 $40.00 $30.00
5/4 & 6/4 . 85.00 63.00 45.00 35.00
8/4 95.00 75.00 45.00
10/4 & 12/4 110.00 100.00 60.00
16/4 .. .. 125.00 115.00 65.00

Ash, Brown
4/4 70.00 .50.00 35.00 33.00

6/4 75.00 60.00 55.00 45.00

8/4 78.00 65.00 60.00 45.00

Birch, dry weight 4000 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

% I «
4/4 65 66 48 50 32 40
5/4 and 6/4 . 67 70 50 55 33 45
8/4 70 72 51 57 .38 45
10/4 and 12/4 80 90 65 73 45 54
16 /4 90 98 75 83 50 60

Basswood, dry weight 2600 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 8
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 .. .. $6.8.00 $5.3.00 ,''40.00 .$32.00

5/4 & 6/4 70.00 60.00 45.00 .32.00

8/4 .. .. 75.00 63.00 45.00 32.00

OTTAWA, ONT.
Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:
1-in. X 7-in. and up $60 00
IK-in. and lii-in. x 8-in. & up 70 00
2-in. X 7-in. and up 72 00
No. 2 cuts 2 X 8-in. and up . . 46 00

Pine good strips:
1-in

lJ4-in. and l/-in
2-in

Pine good shorts

:

1-in. X 7-in. and up
1-in. X 4-in. to 6-in

1^-in. and IH-in
2-in

7-in. to 9-in. A sidings

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings ... 47 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips ... 40 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts ... 88 00
Pine, 1-in. x 4-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 7-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1 X 8-in. s.c, 12 to 16 ft.

Pine, 1-in. x 10-in. M.R
Pine, s.c. sidings, lyi and 2-in.

Pine, s.c. strips 1-in

I'A. lyi and 2-in

Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 to 6 in.

Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts 1x6
Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts, 1x6
Pine, s.c. shorts, 6'- 11', l''x 10"
Pine box boards:
l"x 4" and up, 6'- 11'

I"x3", 12'- 16'

Pine, mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. X 4-in. and up, 12-

ft. and up

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.

and up, 6-ft. to 11-ft

O. culls r & w p
Red Pine, log run:

mill culls out, 1-in 82 00
mill culls out, lH-in.
mill culls out, lV4-in
mill culls out, 2-in 84 00
mill culls, white pine, l''x 7"

and up

82 00

lM~x 7" s-v an« up, u - ...

lyi'xlO" and up, 12'- 16'

IH" ft a' x U' aad «p, U'- If

L. . 40 00
16' 40 00

16

70 00
75 00
76 00
60 00

88 00
60 00
60 00

60 00
40 00
88 00
88 00
40 00

60 00
40 00
40 00
44 00
44 00
46 00
46 00
48 00
81 00
4T 00
40 00
42 00
88 00
86 00
40 00
46 00

.38 00
42 00

38 00

36 00

26 00

86 00
88 00
88 00
41 00

84 00

88 00
84 00
43 00
43 00
46 00
4« 00

Spruce, 1-tn. clear (fine dressing
and B)

Hemlock, 1-in. cull 26 00
Hemlock, 1-in. log run 80 00
Hemlock, 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' .. 80 00
Tam.rac 24 00
Basswood, log run, dead culls out 40 00
Basswood, log run, mill culls out 46 00
Birch, log run 80 00
Soft Elm, common and better, 1,

lyi. 2-in 26 00
Ash, black, log run 82 00
1 X 10 No. 1 barn
1 X 10 No. 2 barn
1 X 8 and 9 No. 2 barn
Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine, 1^-in. x 4-ft. 4 76
No. 2 white pine
Mill run white pine
Spruce, mill run IVi-in
Red pine, mill run
Hemlock, mill run
82-in. Uth 2 00
White Cedar Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in
Clear butt, 18-in
18 in. XX

Spruce logs (pulp) 18 00

46 00
27 00
86 00
86 00
26 00
60 00
60 00
82 00

SO 00
40 00
62 00
46 00
42 00

6 00
4 80
4 78
4 00
4 26
4 00
2 26

8 00
4 00
2 76
18 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
Cts.

Per Cubic Foot
White Pine

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in.

average, according to lineal. 80 90
19 in. and up average 85 96

Spruce Deals
3 in. unsorted Quebec, 4 in. to Per M. Ft.
6 in. thick $31 00 $34 00

3 in. unsorted, Quebec, 7 in. to
8 in. thick 88 00 37 00

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 9 in.

thick 40 00 46 00
Cts.

Oak Per Cubic Ft.
According to average and quality
66 ft cube 86 98

Elm
According to average and quality,

40 to 46 feet, cube 96 1 06
According to average and quality,

30 to 36 feet 76 88

Birch Planks
1 to 4 in. thick, per M. ft 40 00 48 00

SARNIA, ONT.
Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in $80 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 90 00
I'A and lyi in. and up wide 100 00
2 in. and up wide 105 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 75 00
6/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 85 00
8/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 87 00

No. 1 Cuts
1 in., 8 in. and up wide ... (J3 00
I'A in., 8 in. and up wide 72 00
I'A in., 8 in. and up wide 73 00
2 in., 8 in. and up wide 76 00
2'A and 3, 8 in. and u_p wide 100 00
4 in., 8 in. and up wide 105 00

No. 1 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long $53 00 $63 00

1%, I'A and 2 in., 10/16 ft. ... 58 00 64 00

2'A to 3 in., 10/16 ft 73 00

No. 2 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 50 00 66 00
I'A, I'A and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 51 00 56 00

2J^ in. to 3 in 66 00

No. 3 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 46 00 51 00
I'A. I'A and 2 in., 10/16 ft. . . . 47 00 51 00

Box
I in., lyi in. & 154 in., 10/16 ft. 42 00 44 00

Mill Culls
Mill Run Culls

1 in., 4 in. and up wide, 6,/16 ft. . . $37 00

lyi, 1V5 and 2 in 37 00
Lath

No. 1 48. in. White Pine 5.60

No. 2 48 in. White Pine . 5 10
No. 3 48 in. White Pine . 4 60
32 in. Pine 2 10
48 in. Hemlock 4 60
,32 in. Hemlock 2 00

.ST. JOHN. N 1!

Spruce

Wholesale to the Retailer

Random Lengths 10 to 35 feet.

2 X 3 D 1 edge and 3 x 3 D 1 edge. . . $38 50
2 X 4 D 1 edge and 3 x 4 D 1 edge ... 39 00
2x5 Rgh. and 3 X 5 .38 00
2x6 Rgh. and 3 X 6 38 00
2x7 Rgh. and 3 x 7 40 00
2x8 Rgh. and 3 X 8 40 00
2x9 Rgh. and 3 X 9 47 00
2 X 10 Rgh. and 3 X 10 47 00
2 X 12 Rgh. and 3 X 12 47.00

Timber at corresponding prices

:

Merch. Spruce Bds., Rgh., Ran. lengths 38 00
1 X 3 4-5-6

Merch. Spruce boards, 7 and up 45 00
Refuse boards, plank deals 30 00

Per M.
Laths $3 25
Shingles, Extra Cedar 5 25

Clears 4 76
2nd do 4 00
Ex. No. 1 2 75
Spruce 3 10

I'inc Lumber
1" Planer Pine Bds., Large $70 (f
1" Planer Pine Bds., small 00"
Smooth Shipper Pine Boards iVi ('

West India Shipper Pine Boards .... 52 C.

lyi and 2 in. Planer Pine ,11 1.

lyi and 2 in. Shipper Plank TA •
Small Shipper Pine Bds 45 i"

Poor 4th Pine Bds 4t) if

WINNIPEG, MANITOIIA
No. 1 Spruce

Dimension S.l.S. and l.E

6 fi. 8 ft. 10
2x4 $26 60 $29 6U 5

2x6 28 50 29 60
2 x 8 28 50 30 60 M inj

2 x 10 29 50 31 SO M
2 X 12 31 50 32 60 85

12 ft. 14 fl. 1«
2 x 4 31 00 31 00 U
2 x 6 31 00 31 OU 31
2 x 8 31 00 31 00 82
2 X 10 32 00 32 UO S2
2 x 12 33 00 33 00 33
For 2 inches, rough, add 60 cenu.
For SIE only add 60 cents.
For SIS and 2E, S4S or D&M, add $aoo.
For timbers larger than 8x8, add 00c. for
each additional 2 inches each way.

For lengths longer than 20 ft., add |1.U0 for
each additional two feet.

For selected common, add $5.00.
For No. 2 Dimension, $3.00 less than No. I.

For 1x2 and 2 x 2, $2 more than 2 x 4 No. I.

For Tamarac add $3.00.

FIR, HEMLOCK, SPRUCE AND LARCH
Mountain Stock

No. 1 Dimension and Timbera
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 8 ft., SISIE $30 Wl
2 K 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 10 ft., SlSlE 32 00
2x4, 2x6,2x8, 12/16, SlSlE 31 Hu
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 18/22, SlSlE 33 wi
2 X 4. 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 24/32, SlSlE 35 iJO

2 X 10, 8 ft., SlSlE 31 W
2 X 10, 10 ft , SlSlE 33 00
2 X 10, 12/lC, SlSlE 32 '»

2 X 10, 18*22, SlSlE 34 >-

2 X 10, 24/32. SlSlE 36 i«

2 X 12, 8 ft, SlSlE 31

BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST FIR.

Dimension SIS and E.
2x4 in., 6 and 8 ft 3f)

2x4 in., 12 and 14 ft ;.. 31
2x4 in.. 10 and 16 ft. 32
2x4 in . 18 and 20 ft Xi
2x4 in., 22 to 32 ft .36

2 X 10 in. 12 and 14 fL 32
2 X 10 in., 16 ft 3:1

2 X 10 in., 18 and 20 ft. 34
2 X 10 in., 22 to 32 ft 36

14 in., 8 to 14 ft 38
16 ft J. 3»
18 and 20 ft 40
22 to 32 ft 42

29

14 in.,

14 in.,

14 in.,

3 and 3 X 4 in. 8 to 14 ft 3K

2
2
3
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in , 16 ft 39
3 X 3 and 3 X 4, 18 and 20 ft 40
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in., 22 to 32 ft «!
6 X 6. 6 X 8 and 8 X 8, 6 to 16 ft. ... 40
6 X 6, 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 18 and 20 ft 41

6 X 6. 0 X 8, 8 X 8, 22 to 32 ft 42
Shingles, XXX B.C. Cedar 3

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA. N.Y.

White Pine
Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers, 4/4 $116
Uppers 6/4 to 8/4 100 (f

Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 180 0i>

Selects 4/4 110 00

Selects 6/4 to 8/4 110 00

Selects 10/4 to 12/4 190 00

Fine common 4/4 80 00

Fine common 5/4 "22
Fine common 6/4 82 00

Fine common 8/4 88 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4 «S 00

No. 1 Cuts 6/4 73 00

No. 1 Cuts 6/4 71 00

No. 1 Cuts 8/4 76 05
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 45 00

No. 2 Cuts 5/4 59 00

No. 2 Cuts 6/4 60 00

No. 2 Cuts 8/4 Vt 00

No. 8 Cuts 6/4 47 00

No. 3 Cuts 6/4 47 00

No. 3 Cuts 8/4 « 52
Dressing 8/4 63 00

Dressing 6/4 x 10 «6 OO

Dressing 6/4 x 12 70 00

No. 1 Moulding 8/4 73 OT

No. 1 Moulding 6/4 72 W
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 73 00

No. 2 Moulding 8/4 •* 00

No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 06

No. 2 Moulding 8/4 » 2
No. 1 Barn 1x12 61«
No. 1 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 B «
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 84 00

No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 48 W
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 WW
No. 8 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 41 Jj
No. 8 Barn 1 x 10 «•

JJ
Box 1x6 and tip *? 5
Box 1 X 10 41 01

Box 1 X 12 44 W
Box 1 X 13 and up • • • 41 W
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price st Ruffslo

and Tonawandk

.

MAPLE
Is ft Xa No. 1 Com. No 2 Com

4/4 43 - 46 26 - !*< 1»

6/4 to 8/4 55 - 67 ,34 - 3R '-'O 2^
10/4 to 16*4 66 - 67 46 48 27 2S

(Coatlnnad on pac« 74)
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The Home of "CONDOR" Belting

Made of 32 oz. duck and the best

grade of rubber procurable.

Manufactured on giant presses weighing 550,000 pounds each,

giving the greatest friction of any belt on the market.

The General Supply Company of Canada, Umited
OTTAWA MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

Large Stocks Carried in Canada

VANCOUVER

What are You doing with Your Slabs ?

jrr-nTTrarrrrTrT»t

TTHE shortage of men in the woods
will no doubt continue for

another year or two.

It will be necessary to get every
possible foot of lumber out of each
log to meet the demand.

A Mereen Johnson Slab Re-
saw will insure your getting the max-
imum of lumber with the minimum
of labor.

That last piece close to the

bark will be needed.

Let us tell you about our
RESAWS. Write for circular.

No. 25 Slab Retaw

MEREEN JOHNSON
MINNEAPOLIS,

MACHINE COMPANY
MINN., U.S.A.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

RED BIRCH
4/4 68 60 38 40 22 - 24

e/4 to 8/4 60 - 62 40 • 42 24 26

SAP BIRCH
32 18 20

J and up 53 - 55 32 • 34 21)

COFT FI M
4/4 43 - 45 28 - 30 20 - 22

32 20 22

BASSWOOD
4/4 47 - 49 37 - 39 25 - 27
Thicker 4!» - 51 39 41 26 27

PLAIN OAK
4/4 68 - 67 30 - 32 18 20

S/4 to 8/4 66 - 68 34 - 36 20 22

ASH, WHITE AND BROWN
4/4 55 - 57 30 - 31 20 - 22

5/4 to 8/4 65 - 67 35 - 37 21 23
10/4 and up 75 - S8 42 50 24 26

BOSTON, MASS.

Quotations pvtn below are for highest

grades of Michigan and Canadian white pine

and Eastern Canadian Spruce as required in

the New England market in carloads.

Wliite pine uppers, s 1 to 2 in. 134 00
White pine uppers, 2>^ and 3 in. 149 00
White pine uppers, 4 in 160 00
.Selects, 1 to 2 in 125 00
Selects, 2'/2 and 3 in 140 00
Selects, 4 in 155 00
Fine common, 1 in., 30 per cent.

12 in. and up 90-00

Fine common, 1 x 8 to 11 in. 87 W
Fine Common, I'A to 2 in. . . . 102 00 105 00
Fine Common, 2}4 and 3 in. . . 125 00 130 00

Fine Common, 4 in 145 00
1 in. shaky clear 72 00

1J4 to 2 in. shaky clear 75 00
I in. No. 2 dressing 64 00

to 2 in. No. 2 dressing 6S 00

No. 1 Cuts, 1 in 77 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 }4 to 2 in. 87 00 90 00

No. 1 Cuts, 2'4 and 3 in 105 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 65 00
No 2 Cuts, 114 to 2 in 72 00 73 00

Morgan Machine

Company

ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Manufacturers

of-

Nailing

Machines,

Lock Cor-

ner Box
Machinery,

Box Board

Matchers,

Box Board

Printing

Machines.

Every manufacturer of boxes; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in

any article, or packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan Machine Company for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

n.nii 1! >:ii'l> No. 1,1 X 12 TO 01)

\o. \'. 1 X 10 ... i'hi *»>

No. 1,' 1 X 8 . .

.

62 00 ;

No. 2, 1 X 12 ... 65 00
No. 2, 1 X 10 ... 01 W)

'

No. 2, 1 X 8 . .

.

58 0(J 1

No. 3, 1 X 12 . .

.

57 (JO

No. 3, .1 X 10 ... 50 00
No. 3, 1 X 8 ... 55 00

( an. spruce clear, 1 x 4 to 9 in. 46 48 50
1 X 10 in 50 60
No. 1 1 X 4 to 7 m. 5.'i SO
No. 1 1 X 8 & 9 in. !>4 60
.\o. 1 1 X 10 in.. . 55 50
No. 2 1 X 4 & 5 in. .-Jti 50
i\o. 2 1 X 6 & 7 in. 43 5(*

No. 2 1 X 8 & 9 in. 43 50 44 50
No. 2 1 X 10 in. .

.

46 50
-No. 2 1 X 12 in. . . 50 50

Spruce, 12 48 00
Spruce, 10 in. dimension 47.00
Spruce, 9 46 00
Spruce, s 45 00
2 X 10 in. random lengths.
8 ft. and up 44 0<» 45 00

2 X 12 in., random lengths 46 (X) 4S 00

, 2 X 4, 2 x. 5, 2 X 0, 2 X 7. 00 .'i-'i

3 X 4 and 4 x 4 in 38 00
2x8 in 40 (W
All other random lengths. T in.

and undci. H ft. and up 36 00
6-inch and up merchantable

boards, 8 ft. and up, p Is . . . 40 M<
1x2 .'PS IMI

1x3 ;t i"i

IH in. spi-uce lath 4 5ii

XYi in. spruce lath t imi

New Brunswick Cedar Siujjgles
Extras 5 15
Clears 4 (Vi 4 75
Second Clears 4 25
Clear Whites 3 75
Extra It (Clear whites In) ... . 3 ZB
Extra Is (Clear whites out) ... 1 00
Red Cedar Extras, 10-in. 6 butts

to 2 in 5 OS 5 18
Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch 6

butts to 2 in B 40
Re4 Cedar Perfections, B butts

\o 2<A 6 18

Washington 19-in. 6 butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar 4 80

Galvanizing
Work
OF ALL CLASSES

Our galvanizing plant is the largest

of its kind in Canada. All con-

tracts, large and small, for Hot

or Electro Galvanizing can be

completed promptly. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

Ask for quotation

ADDRESS

Ontario Wind Engine and
Pump Company, Ltd.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary

STAND.\RD HORIZONT.AL RETURN TL'BUL.AR BOILER

BOILERS
We make a specialty of Horizontal Return

Tubular, Vertical Tubular and Locomotive

Type Boilers for Saw Mill-; and T.umbt-'riiip;

operations.

J^cnd us your iiupiiries.

Engineering & Machine Works
~ of Canada, Limited

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
Eastern Sales Office: Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
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COMBINED
Strength and Efficiency

Type V-5 Heavy Duty Resaw
Strength and efficiency is a combination much soiight'for in machinery. The

Yates Type V-5 is a heavy duty resaw of extra strong construction and remarkable
efficiency. The base is cast in one piece, heavy and widely flanged. The columns
are massive and the feed works powerful. The wheels are accurately balanced and
built to last. All adjustments are accurate, readily accessible and easily manipulated.

A postal will bring detailed information,

PB.yatesMachine Co.£id.
HAMILTON, ONT. CANADA
U. S. PLANT: BELOIT, WISCONSIN
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CANADA LUMBERMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
The following regulations apply to all advertisers:—Eighth page, every issue, three headings;

quarter page, six headings; half page, twelve headings; full page, twenty-four headings

ASBESTOS GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

AXES
Canadian Warren Axe Si Tool Co.

BABBITT METAL
Canada Metal Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hoyt Metal Company.

BALE TIES
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

BALL BEARINGS
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

BAND MILLS
Hamilton Company, William.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BAND RESAWS
Mcrshon & Company, W. B.

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BOILERS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

BOILER PRESERVATIVE
Bcveridge Paper Company

BOX MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Morgan Machine Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BOX SHOCKS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

CABLE CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CAMP SUPPLIES
Canadian Milk Products Limited.
Davies Company, William.
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co .

Harris Abattoir Company
Johnson, A. H.
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

CANT HOOKS
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Pink Company, Thomas.

CARS—STEEL BODY
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

CEDAR
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long I^umber Company.
Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

CHAINS
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Pink & Co., Thomas.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

CHINA CLAY
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

CHEMICAL PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean. Ltd.

CLOTHING
Grant, Holden & Grahani.
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company
Woods Mfg. Company

COLLAR PADS
.Vnu-rican Pad & Textile Co.

COLLARS (Shaft)
Bond Engineering Works

CUTTER HEADS
Shinier Cutter Head Company.

CYPRESS
Blakeslee. Perrin &' Darling
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon.

DERRICKS AND DERRICK
FITTINGS

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

DOORS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
Terry & Gordon.

DOUGLAS FIR
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
British American Mills & Timber Co.

Coal Creek Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.
Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.

Terry & Gordon.
Timberland Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

DRAG SAWS
Gerlach Company, Peter
Pennoyer & Company, J. C.

DRY KILNS
Sheldons Limited.

DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Company.

DUST COLLECTORS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EDGERS
William Hamilton Company, Ltd.
(jarlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, G. Walter
Haight, W. L.

Long Mfg. Company, E.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ENGINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

EXCELSIOR MACHINERY
Elmira Machinery and Transmission
Company.

EXHAUST FANS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

FILES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Nicholson File Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

FIRE BRICK
Beveridge Paper Company
Elk Fire Brick Company of Canada.

FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company,

FIR FLOORING
(ienoa Bay Lumber Comi)aiiy
l\utlicrford & Sons, Wm.

FLOORING (Oak)
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

GEARS (Cut)
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

GRATE BARS—Revolving
Beveridge Paper Company
GRAVITY LUMBER CARRIER

Can. Mathews Gravity Carrier Co.

GRINDERS (Bench)
Bond Engineering Works
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HARDWOODS
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

.\tlantic Lumber Co.
Bartram & Ball.

Bennett Lumber Company.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Cameron & Co.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Fassett Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Fraser Limited.
Gillespie. James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.

Knox Brothers.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Pedwell Hardwood I^umber Co.
Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Stearns Salt and Lumber Company.
Summers, James R.
Taylor Lumber Company, S. K.
Webster & Brother. James.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Lonsr Lumber Company.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
MACHINERY

American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HANGERS r5;haft)

liond Engineering Works

HEMLOCK
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin. H.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Company, W. C
Febscrton TimlK-r Cu.
Foss Lumber Company
Hart & McDonagh.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
The Long Lumber Company.

HOISTING AND HAULING
ENGINES

( larlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

HORSES
Union Stock Yards.

HOSE
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Ci«.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

INDUSTRIAL CARS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

INSURANCE
Hardy & Co.. E. D.
Rankin Benedict I'nderwritinjj Cu.

INTERIOR FINISH
Eagle Lumber Company.
Hay & Co.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Terry & Gordon.

KNIVES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
I'eter Hay Knife Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company,

LATH
Austin & Nicholson,
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Dupuis Limited, J. P.

Eagle Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company. .

Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd,
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company
River Ouelle Pulp and Paper Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Victoria Harbor Lumber Company.

LATH BOLTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada. Ltd.
Green Company, C. Walter.

LOCOMOTIVES
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturiing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Climax Manufacturing Company.
Montreal Locomotive Workks.

LATH TWINE
Consumers' Cordage Company.

LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

J elfrev Mtg. Co
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-

couver.

Continued on Page 78)

BELT DRESSING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELTING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

Beardmore Belting Company
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.
General Supply Company
Goodhue & Co., J. L.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co.
D. K. McLaren Limited.
McLaren Belting Company, J. C.

BELTING (Transmission, Elevator,

Conveyor, Rubber)
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

BLOWERS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Waterous Engine Works Comitsny.

CORDAGE
Consumers Cordage Company.

COTTON GLOVES
.American Pad & Textile Co.

COUNTERSHAFTS
, Bond Engineering Works

COUPLINGS (Shaft)
Bond Engineering Works
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

CRANES FOR SHIP YARDS
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

CROSS ARMS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
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DUNLOP
"Gibraltar RedSpecial" Belting
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'^ THE ORIGINAL RED
FRICTIQNED -SURFACE
RUBBER BELTING"

WHEN it's a question of unusual
achievements in Beltdom,
" Gibraltar RedSpecial"
stands supreme.

As an effective means of trimming
down ** overhead " it is known far and
wide.

This Red Frictioned-Surface Belt
has dominated the field since its in-

ception.

Without variation this belt has
lived up to the exacting standard of

service set by us when it was first in-

troduced to belt buyers.

Having been tested and tried to

the limit in all manner of places—and
by thousands of users throughout the
country from the Atlantic to the Paci-

fic— " Gibraltar RedSpecial" will also

secure you against the uncertainties

which surround the use of ** just-as-

good " brands.

The price may be higher than that

of "ordinary" belts, but the service is

long and satisfactory in the extreme, as

a multitude of long-time users will glad-

ly testify.

With the Dun lop Unreserved

Guarantee which goes with every belt,

you should have no hesitation in mak-
ing your next order read " Gibraltar

RedSpecial."

You know the Dunlop reputation
for square-dealing, too.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.^ Limited
Head Office and Factories - - - - TORONTO

BRANCHES IN THE LEADING CITIES

Makers of Tires for all Purposes, Mechanical Rubber Products of all kinds, and General Rubber Specialties
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LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.

LOGGING ENGINES
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

LOG HAULER
Green Company, G. Walter
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

LOGGING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBER TRUCKS
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBERMEN'S CLOTHING
Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

METAL REFINERS
Canada Metal Company.
Hoyt Metal Company.
Sessenwein Brothers.

MILLING IN TRANSIT
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Rutherford & Sons, Wni.

MOLDINGS
Genoa Bay Lumber Co.

Rutherford & Sons, Wni.

MOTOR TRUCKS
Duplex Truck Conipany

OAK
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long-Bell Lumber Comi)any.

OAKUM
Stratford Oakum Co.. Geo.

OIL CLOTHING
Lcckic, Limited, joiin

OIL ENGINES
Burnoil Engine Company

OLD IRON AND BRASS
Sessenwein Brothers.

PAPER
Bowatcr & Sons. W. V.

PACKING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Gutta Pcrcha and Rubber Company.

PAPER MILL MACHINERY
Bowatcr & Sons. W. V.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Bond Engineering Works

PINE
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Atlantic Lumber Co.
Austin & Nicholson.
Bourgouin, IL
Callander Sawmills
Cameron & Co.
Canadian General Lumber Comp?ny
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Company.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Duiifield & Company
Eagle Lumber Company.
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Excelsior Lumber Company.
I'esserton Timber Com])any
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Gillies Brothers Limited.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Gordon & Co., George.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Hart & McDonagh.
Hettler Lumber Company, Herman H.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Montreal Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Parry Sound Lumber. Company,
Ru.ssell, Chas. H.
Shearer Companj'. Jas.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers. James R.
Terry & Gordon.
Watson & Todd. Limited.
Williams Lumber Company
W'uichct, Louis.

PLANING MILL EXHAUSTERS
darliick- Walker Maclmn i v ( o.

Shcldons Limited.
Torrintu BlowiT Co.

PLANING MILL MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machinery
Company

(Jarlock-Walkcr Machinery Co.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Slieldons Limited.
ToroTitd Bhjwc-r L<>.

Yates Machine Company. P. B.

PORK PACKERS
Davies Company, Williani
Harris Abattoir Company

POSTS AND POLES
Auger & Company
Dupuis Limited, J. P.
Eagle Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Terry & Gordon.

PULLEYS AND SHAFTING
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company
( iarlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Green Company, G. Walter
Hamilton Company, William
Jeffrey Mf-;. I O.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company

PUMPS
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Smart-Turner Machine Company
Waterous Engine Works Company

RAILS
Freedman, Wm.
Gartshore, John J.

Sessenwein Bros.

ROOFINGS
(Rubber, Plastic and Liquid)

llcvtridgc Paper Company

ROPE (Wire and Manilla)
Li'ckif, Limited, Joiin

RUBBER GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Gutta Pcrcha & Rubber Company

SASH
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Renfrew Planing Mills.

SAWS
Atkins & Company, E. C.

Disston & Sons, Henry
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd
Gerlach Company, Peter
Green Company, G. Walter
Hoe & Company, R.

Shurly-Dietrich Company
Simonds Canada Saw Company

SAW MILL LINK-BELT
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
Firstbrook Bros.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Haight, W. L.

Hamilton Company, William
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Company
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.

Parry Sound Lumber Compa..:'
Payette Company, P.

.Smith Foundry Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Co., P. B.

SHEATHINGS
Beveridge Paper Company
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

SHINGLE MACHINES
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

(Continued on Page KO)

TO LUMBERMEN
We have large stocks of

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
BABBITT

for All General Machinery Bearings

IMPERIAL GENUINE BABBITT
for Crank Pins and Heavy Engines

We Guarantee Excellent Service

THE CANADA METAL COMPANY, Limited
Head Office, TORONTO

Branch Factories HAMILTON MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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CLIMAX Improved Geared LOCOMOTIVES ILS

1 A ez-ton

I Climax

Locomotive
' Designed

I
Especially for

Heavy
Logging Work.

Climax Locomotives are successfully operated on steep grades and sharp curves. Any
weight or gauge. Locomotives in stock for immediate shipment. Get Catalog " H."

CLIMAX MANUFACTURING CO., 313 W. Main Street. CORRY, PA.
VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LTD., VANCOUVER, B. C.

Peace Year 1919
Finds us optimistic for the future and well

stocked with Horse Blankets, Feed
Bags, Tarpaulins, Oil Clothing

Tents, Flags, Straw Ticks

and Grey Blankets

We Guarantee Prompt Shipment

of Orders Entrusted to us

J. J. Turner& Sons

PETERBOROUGH, ONT."

Put Your Locomotive Problem Up to Us

We are specialists in

building locomotives

We build all types and sizes, also
all kinds of spare and repair parts
for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in position to give you expert advice as to what
particular type and size of locomotive is best suited to your needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING. MONTREAL, CANADA.

Pink's Lumbering Tools
The Standard Tools in every province of the Dominion, New Zealand, Australia, etc.

We manufacture all kinds of lumber tools. Light and Durable.

Long Distance Phone, No. 87
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Sold throughout the Dominion by all Wholesale and Retail Hardware Merchant*.

The Thomas Pink Company, Limited

PEMBROKE
Manufacturerg of Lumber Tools

MADE IN

CANADA

It'* a Pink
anyway, you
take it, and

ONTARIO p^^T.y
made.
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SAW MANDRELS
Bond Engineering Works

SAW SHARPENERS
Garlock-Walker Macliini-ry Co.
Watcroiis Engine Works Coniijany.

SAW SLASHERS
Waterous Engine Works Company

SAWMILL LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company

SHINGLES
AUan-Stoltze J^iimber Co.
Cainpbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Cardinal & Page
Dominion Lumber & Timber Co.

Eagle Lumber Company
Foss Lumber Company
I""raser Limited.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Heeney, Percy E.

Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber CompaJiy.
Miller Company, Ltd., VV. H.
Shingle Agency of B. C.

Terry & Gordon.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

SHINGLE & LATH MACHINERY
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Hamilton Company, William.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Payette Company, P.

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

SLEEPING ROBES
Woods Mfg. Company, Limited

SMOKESTACKS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Corripany.

SNOW PLOWS
Pink Company, Thomas.

SPARK ARRESTORS
Jeiickes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SPRUCE
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, 11.

(Jane & Co., Jas. G.
('ardinal & I'age

Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Exchange Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
I'raser Limited.
I'Vaser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Gillies Brothers.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grant & Campbell.
Hart & McDonagh.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
Nicholson & Co., E. M.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.
Russell. Chas. H.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Snowfball Co., J. B.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.

STEEL CHAIN
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL HAMES
McKinnon Dash Company.

STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

STEAM PLANT ACCESSORIES
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL BARRELS
.Smart-Turner Machine Co.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

SWEAT PADS
Nimrican i'ad K r( xlil<- ( h

SULPHITE PULP CHIPS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

TARPAULINS
Turner & Sons. J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

TAPS AND DIES
Pratt & Wliitney Company.

TEA
.Salada Tea Company.

TENTS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Mfg. Company

TIES
Auger & Company
Austin & Nicholson.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.

TIMBER BROKERS
Bradley, R. R.
Cant & Kemp.
l""arnworth & Jardine.
Hillas & Co., W. N.
Hunter, Herbert F.

Smith & Tyrer, Limited

TIMBER CRUISERS AND
ESTIMATORS

Sewall, James W.

TIMBER LANDS
Department of Lands and l-'orests.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

TRIMMERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Waterous Engine Works Company

TUGS
West Si I'eachey.

TURBINES
llaniiitun Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

VALVES
Mason Regulator & Engineering (

VENEERS
Webster & Brother, James.

VENEER DRYERS
I'liiladelphia Textile Mach. Co.

VENEER MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Philadelphia Textile Machinery Co.

VETERINARY REMEDIES
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co.
Palmer Medical Company.

WATER HEATERS
Mason Regulator & Engineering; f

WATERPROOFING
I'everidge Paper Company

WATER WHEELS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd

WIRE
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

WOOD DISTILLATION PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean, Ltd.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
.\merican Woodworking Machy. ( i>

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.
Mershon & Company, W. B.

Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

WOOD PULP
Austin & Nicholson.
New Ontario Colonization Co.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.

Maimen gJUtl Band MUl
— the one that has successfully met the needs of kimbermen since band mills were
invented. These mills are equipped with a patent elastic tension device which affords

a big saving in saws. Our experience in building these Band Mills has developed
many improved devices which insure a

Saving in Labor and
Increased Production
We make them in sizes from 8' to 10' with wheels for 10",

12" and 14" saws. Let us fit one to your needs today.

We also manufacture Heavy Type Gang Edgers, Trimmers,
Slashers and other labor-saving machinery for lumber-

men. Write for complete catalog.

Our Trimmers for Ready-Cut Houses Used on

Government Housing Projects

Bay City Foundry & Machine Co.

26th and Water Streets BAY CITY, MICH.
No. O 8' and 9'

Improved Band Mill
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Nature's Contribution to Power
30" Neptune Double Belt, 91 ft. long, driving mill of J. C.

Halsema Mfg. Co., Jacksonville, Fla. This belt has been in

operation B'/i years and is in as good condition as when it was
first installed.

It's the right material in the right place. Nature provided that

material worn originally on the back of a steer. A steer hide

i.s naturally tough, strong, pliable, elastic. All of these charac-

teristic virtues are retained to the right degree in Graton &
Knight Standardized Series Leather Belts.

Write for booklet on Standardization as applied to belting.

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO.
Oak Leather Tanners and Belt Makers

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

CANADIAN GRATON & KNIGHT, Limited
Montreal, Canada

Representatives in Canada

:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co..
Limited.

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Vancouver, Victoria

PRATT & WHITNEY CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

SMALL TOOLS
Taps — Dies — Reamers — Cutters — Drills

MADE IN CANADA

As good as moeey can buy—Guaranteed absolutely

!

Head Office and Works, DUNDAS, ONT.
SALES OFFICES

:

MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG
Drumnond Bids. Bank of HamiltoB Bid*.

GRATON & KNIGHT
standardized Series

LEATHER BELTING

Planing Mill Improvements
Every Manufacturer in the Lumber Industry realizes

that to be " up-to-date " their Factory should be installed

with Shaving Exhaust Fans.

The Sheldon Shavirg

Exhaust Fan
is especially designed to suit

your particular requirements

giving greater efficiency and

independence than any other

on the market.

5ee our New Catalogue

Sheldons Limited Gait, Ontario
Toronto Office, 609 Kent Building

AGENTS:
Messrs. Koss & Greig. 412 St. James St. Messrs. Walker's Limited. 259-261 Stanley St.

Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man.
Messrs. Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton, Alta.

Messrs. Robt. Hamilton & Co., Ltd., Bank of Ottawa Bldg., Vancouver. B. C.

Quick Action
Can be assured if you will let the CANADA LUM-
BERMAN "Wanted and For Sale" department

take care of your miscellaneous business needs.

We receive constant testimony from advertiser.^

as to the value they have received from this far-

reaching and inexpensive method of publicity in

the lumber trade and allied industries.

Tr}'- these columns. The result will surprise you.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
and WOODWORKER

347 Adelaide St. West TORONTO

Results thatCount
If you have a Procter Dryer you get uniform results

¥?x>ci^" for VENEERS
give a perfectly flat and pliable product withou

checks or splits

The Proctor Dryer represents the most efficient and
economical method of drying. It is absolutely constant

in action regardless of outside weather. Compact. De-

pendable. Fireproof.

Made by the oldest and largest builders of dryers.

Write for a Proctor Veneer Dryer Catalog.

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
Builders of Drying Machinery

SEVENTH STREET AND TABOR ROAD, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

Hamilton, Ont., Canada,—W. J. Westaway, 6 Sun Life Buildina;.
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Short of Steam?

More Steam Less Fuel

Style B. for Mill Furnaces

The Improved Hot Blast Grate

Develops more heat from green, wet

or frozen sawdust than an ordinary draft

grate develops from dry wood or coal.

Increases steaming power of boilers

from 25 to 50 per cent.

BUY

Manufactured by

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

Orillia

Robert Hamilton & Co., Vancouver

Gorman, Clancy & Grindley, Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton

Canada
Williams & Wilson, Ltd., Montreal

A. R. Williams Machy. Co., Ltd., Winnipeg
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Waterous Bandmills Are Best

No. 3—
TILTING
DEVICE

OIL.PUTIH HERE
RUHS DOWN 1N510E.

POST TOFax INWT

BUY

Among the many time and labor saving
improvements that go to make up the
"New Model" Bandmill, is the tilting de-

vice, which is shown here in detail.

The lever for operating the tilting de-

vice is placed in rear of the mill in the most
convenient position for the tail sawyer.

The mechanism for raising and lower-
ing the upper wheel is utilized for tilting

the same.

The pinion which operates the gear on
the raising screw is loose on this side of the
mill and the small lever is merely used to

operate the clutch which throws this pinion
in and out of gear. When the clutch, which
is carried in a feather key, engages the
pinion, the raising screws on both sides

of the mill operate simultaneously and the
upper wheel is raised or lowered on a level

when the hand wheels are turned.

By using the lever to throw out the
clutch, the raising screw on this side of the
mill is thrown out of gear and the wheel
can then be tilted, as only one side will

raise and . lower when the hand wheel is

turned. The clutch must be thrown in when
saws are being changed or tentioned.

WaterousW W BRA.NTFOR.D,ONTARIO.CANADA
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$5,000,000.00
worth of mixed metal

told amiually.

"FROST KING " METAL
Our thirty-five years' experience in metal mixing enables us to place on the market a babbitt that we

believe to be absolutely perfect. For high speed machinery and engine work it is without an equal. It is

specially designed for saw-mills, planing mills, threshing engines, traction engines, pumps, rolling milU,
pulp machinery, and all classes of stationary engines. It is a high grade metal, made of the very hot
selected stock, and carefully compounded.

If your dealer does not stock FROST KING send us a money order for your requirements. Price
35c per lb., Fort William and East; West of Fort William, 40c per lb., delivered nearest railway station;
packed in 30 lb. and 60 lb. boxes.

For extra duty, such as over-hanging saws, our TROJAN BABBITT will stand where all other
metals will fail. Price, Fort William and East, 65c. per lb.; West of Fort William, 68c., delivered to your
nearest railway station; packed in 30 lb. and 60 lb. boxes.

HOYT METAL CO.. Toronto. Can&da
Have factory and office at Eastern Avenue and Lewis Street, Toronto, Canada

Factories also at: New York, N. Y. London, Eng. SL Louis, Me.

Not altogether what we
say, but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug manu-
factured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-

sider them inJispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey Simcoe, Ont.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT 5

OUR
KNOWN

"EXTRA"
-EXTRAS

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

The J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

FOyNER and ECONOMY
Honest Clay
Engines
Have proven their dependability during twenty-one
years of absolute satisfaction in stationary and marine
work. For positive operation and speed with heavy
duty requirements. The Clay never fails. It is a marvel
of simplicity built for power, service and economy.
Send for a catalog.

Clay Engine Manufacturing Co.

OPERATE
ON

GASOLENE

KEROSENE

or

DISTILLATE
564 East 72nd St. CLEVELAND, OHIO DEALERS, SEND FOR PARTICULARS AND OPEN TERRITORY
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New RAILS Relaying

12 to 80 pounds per yard.

LOGGING CARS

Jno. J. Gartshore
58 Front St. West, Toronto

EDGAR D. HARDY JAS. E. REYNOLDS

E. D. HARDY & CO.
INSURANCE

Specialists in LUMBER and WOODWORKING Plants

HEAD OFFICE: OTTAWA, ONT.

Shimer Circular Bit Jointing Heads
A circular shear cut head that is unsurpassed as a Jointing Head for stock

from 1" to 3"; always ready for the job without a set up, saving you money,

and assuring a perfect square joint. Made in four, six or eight bits with or

without Self Centering Colet.

Write for Prices

SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO. OF CANADA, LTD., GALT, ONTARIO
Successors to Samuel J. Shimer & Sons

ASBESTOS
We manufacture practically every article

that can be made of Asbestos—including

{Packings

Coverings

Atlas Asbestos Co., Limited, Montreal

PUMPS
for

the most

exacting

requirements

Send us your

next

specification

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON CANADA

Sod Line Pike Poles, Peavies, Cant Hooks and Sager Axes
in the hands of your woodsmen will give you satisfaction and save your money.

M*d« by

Ask your dealer or order Canadian WaTFcn Axc & Tool Co.
ST. CATHARINES . ONT.

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 72 Classified Directory to Advertisements, Page 88
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AmericanWood
ROCHI

. SALES OFFICE FOR BRI
AGENTS FOR THE REST OF CANAD

AGENTS FOR GREAT BR

KING Machinery Co.
, N . V.

BIA. PORTLAND. OREGON
WALKER MACHINERY CO.. TORONTO
ROJECTILE CO.. LONDON

TheAmerican 12^^ Edition Catalog

is Ready for

Distribution

A copy is waiting for you.

Get it and see the great num-
ber of improvements in our line

since our last edition was issued

Then, there are a number of

new machines - brand new ones
from the ground up -not old

designs with new numbers.

A few of them are:
American No. 40 Chain Feed Edging Saw.

American No. 30 Universal Saw Bench.

American 30-in. Band Saw.

American Column Jig Saw.

American Series 20 and 30 Shapers.

American Motor Spindle Shapers.

American Model 6 Variety Saw Bench.

American No. 444 Furniture Planer.

Address your request for a copy of this book to us direct at Rochester, or to our Representatives—Oarlock-

Walker of Toronto.

CANADIAN SALES AGENTS

Gairlock^WaJker MsLChinery Compainy

TORONTO

32-34 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO
' MONTREAL

LIMITED

WINNIPEG
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Spruce Hemlock
STOCK ON HAND FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

Merchantable Spruce

4x5
4 X 6

4 X 7

3 X 3

3x4
3x5

Ft.

2,982

54,572

17,792

6,254

73,452

93,078

Merch. Spruce Cont'd.

Ft.

3x6 284,381.

3x7 347,811

3x8 133,818

3x9 125,631

3 X 10 82,702

3 X 11 46,374

3 X 12 7,100

2x4 full 206,985

2 X 5 full 224,897

2x6 full 87,344

2x7 full 52,969

2x8 full 21,500

2x9 and up 24,770

2x4 scant 40,000

2x5 scant 100,000

2x6 scant 93,000

2x7 scant 60,000

2x8 scant 40,000

2 X 9 and up 37,000

1 X 4 and up 63,000

1x3 57,142

1x4 147,814

Merch. Spruce Cont'd.

Ft.

1x5 89,114

1 x 6 32,700

1 X 7 and up 20,000

Cull Cpruce Ft.

1 in., 2 in. and 3 in 350,000

Merch. Hemlock P't.

1 X 8 X 10/16 100,000

1 X 9 X 10/16 45,000

Mill Run Lath Ft.

I 'A—4 ft. Spruce 425,000

IK'—-^ ft. W. Pine 825,000

Bartram & Ball Limited
WHOLESALE LUMBER

Drummond Bld^., 51 1 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, Que.

Specialists in BRITISH COLUMBIA
FOREST PRODUCTS

Fir, Cedar, Spruce, Pine and Hemlock
Eastern Representatives

VICTORIA LUMBER & MFG. CO., CHEMAINUS, B. C.

SHIPBUILDING MATERIAL
GENERAL YARD STOCK

CALIFORNIA WHITE and SUGAR PINE
For Factory or Pattern Lumber

Get Our List of Transit Cars

KNOX BROTHERS, LTD., 707 Bank of Hamilton, TORONTO, ONT.
Head Office, Montreal, Que. Tel. Main 4685 B. C. Office, Vancouver, B. C.
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CHEMAINUS FIRM
Clear Kiln Dried

B. C. Douglas Fir

We can make prompt shipment on
straight or mixed cars of clear kiln

dried B. C. Douglas Fir in all sizes

rough or dressed. Also flooring, ceil-

ing, mouldings and siding.

If quality can talk to you— get in

touch with us.

VICTORIA LUMBER &
MFG. CO., LIMITED

Head Office and Mill

CHEMAINUS, B.C.
Eastern Representatives:

KNOX BROS..
Bank of Hamilton Building, Toronto,

and

Drummond Building, Montreal

High Grade Lumber and Timber
SPRUCE Ready for

Shipment

X 4"

X 5"

6"z X
2 X 7"

2 X 8"

9"

10"

10"

10/16'

10/16'

10/16'

10/16'

10/16'

10/16'

10/16'

17/24'

5"

6"

7"

9"

9"

10"

11"

12/16'

12/16'

12/16'

12/16'

17/24'

12/16'

17/24'

12/16'

12^6'

Douglas Fir & B.C. Spruce
Ready for Shipment

8 X 8 to 16 X 16" 16/32'

Pitch Pine
6 X 8" 14/20'

8 X 8" 12/20"

8 X 10" 14/16'

10 X 10" 18/20'

Derrick Stock
B.C FIR

12 X 12"

14 X 14

16 X 16

18 X 18

8 X 16

10 X 16

5/60, 5/65.

5/52, 5/60.

5/60, 5/65.

5/65.

20/20, 16/36.

5/20, 10/36.

200,000' No. 1 Common and Better Basswood I3/2 x 4" and up, mostly Ists and 2nds.

Spruce Flag-poles, 25', 30', 35' and 40' long, iyi to Sy/' at bottom, 2" at top.

Pattern Pine a Specialty

Can Re-saw the above in any size required, rough
or planed. Mail us your enquiries.

Cars of Fir Timber always in transit

The James Shearer Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail Dealers
in Lumber and Timber 2Ts^ P^trS: MONTREAL
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Spruce Spruce Spruce

The following in pile for quick shipment

ROUGH or DRESSED
PRICES REASONABLE

1x6"—8/18' SS.OOC

8"—8/18' 406,000'

10"—8/18' 56,000'

12"—8/18' 20,000'

2x6"— 12' 150,000'

—14' 80,000'

—16' 260,000'

—18' 50,000'

2x4" -12' 43,000'

-14' 30,000'

-18' 20,000'

2x8"—12' 126,000

—14' 130,000'

—16' 430,000'

—18'
. . 30,000'

QUALITY UNSURPASSED

2 X 10"— 12' 11,00^

—14' 23,000'

—16' 75,000'

—18' 6,000'

2x12"—12' 44,000'

—14' .. 27,000'

—16' 50,000'

TERRY & GORDON
Eastern Canada Agents

:

F. H. Stearns & Co.,

306 Transportation Bldg.,

Montreal, Que.

Head Office:

704 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO, ONT.

Vancouver Branch :

408 Metropolitan Building.

Ontario Representatives of

The British Columbia Mills, Timber & Trading Co. of Vancouver, B.C.

U. S. Sales Agents

:

Berry Lumber Company,
30 Church Street,

New York City.

HIGH GRADE LUMBER
FROM GENOA BAY

FIR TIMBERS,
LUMBER, LATH,
CEDAR, SHINGLES,
FIR FLOORING,
CEILING, FINISH,

KILN DRIED.

We have large stocks for immediate shipment, with
an up-to-date plant located on the east coast of Van-
couver Island.

Our mills cut up to 85 foot lengths. We specialize on
ship building material in the rough, and long timbers.

We are equipped for all classes of cargo shipment
abroad and can make rail shipments to all usual points

reached by C. P. R. or C. N. R.

G
E

GENOA]
O
A

GENOA BAY LUMBER CO., Genoa Bay, B.C.
Dealers in

Lumber, Lath, Cross ArmSy MouldingSf Doors, Sash and Shingles

Telegraph Address, Duncan, B. G. Code: A.B.C. 5th Edition Phone 25 Duncan
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Geo. Gordon & Co
Limited

Cache Bay Ont.

White and Red Pine
Stock on Hand for quick shipment

6 X 6- 12/16

8 X 10- 12/16'

10 X 10- 12/16'

4 X 12- 12/16

50,000

30,000

100,000

60,000

6 X 12-

8 X 12-

10 X 12-

12 X 12-

I2/l6

12/16'

12/16'

12/16'

7,000

14,000'

25,000'

150,000'

Complete assortment i'- 2"- and 3" White Pine

WRITE us FOR PRICES

AN IDEAL LUMBER MILL
Running Continuously

All the Year Round
Capacity, modern equipment, and shipment

facilities are factors that combine to make the

Fassett Lumber Mill one of the best in the

country for quality and service.

We are now sawing hardwood and have
five million feet of

BIRCH, MAPLE
BASSWOOD, ELM

and ASH
Put up on grade. Get in touch with us.

Large stocks of Hemlock and Spruce always on hand.

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
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QUALITY AND SERVICE

About Filling Orders

We do all that is humanly possible to make
every shipment right before it leaves the mill

with the result that we have very few com-
plaints.

We had a few last year; about one in every

hundred cars shipped and these were adjusted

promptly and satisfactorily.

We want you to know that if for any reason

you have just cause for complaint we will

make proper adjustment without argument.

We also want you to know that when you
place an order with us you are going to get

value, and lumber well manufactured and pro-

perly graded.

We would like to figure on your next order.

UNION LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
70 1 DOMINION BANK BUILDING
TORONTO CANADA

RUSH SHIPMENTS IF REQUIRED
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A Choice Block of

PINE
1 X 6 100,000 Ft B.M.

1 X 7 160,000

1 X 8 250,000

1 X 9 160,000

1 X 10

1 X 12

2x4
2x8

80,000 Ft. B.M.

20,000

15,000

25,000

48 in. No. 1 Pine Lath, 2,500,000.

48 in. No. 1 Spruce Lath, 640,000.

48 in. No. 3 Lath, 1,750,000.

32 in. No. 1 Pine and Spruce Lath, 1,300,000.

1918 Sawing.

All in our Yards at Nicholson, Ontario.

Prices on the entire block or a portion given on application.

Immediate shipment can be made

First class facilities for dressings in carload lots

after April 15th

Austin&Nicholson
CHAPLEAU, ONTARIO

Basswood
I in., 1% in., in., 2 in., and 3 in..

Dry Basswood

Dry Birch Stock
All thicknesses and grades in

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood and Brown Ash

Also Cottonwood, Tupelo, Gum, Magnolia

and Buckeye

Spruce,Hemlock and Pine
Can saw to order at MacDonald's Siding

Let us quote on your requirements

HART & McDONAGH
513-14-15 Continental Life Bldg. - TORONTO

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
At Knoxville, Tenn.

SCENTED RED CEDAR
25,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.

CHESTNUT
60,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.
48,000 ft. 4/4 Sound Wormy.

4/4
6/4 ..

8/4 ..

PLAIN RED OAK
Is & 2s
34,000
9,000

No. 1 Com.
40,000
18,000
58,000

PLAIN WHITE OAK
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 6,000
6/4 24,000 38,000
8/4 8,000 11,000

12/4 7,000 7,000

4/4

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
Is & 2s Clear Strips No. 1 Com.
12,000 14,000 5,000

4/4
6/4
8/4
12/4

POPLAR
Is & 2s Saps

6,000

No. 1 Com.
23,000

163,000
14,000
40,000

WALNUT
4/4 Log Run .

.

8/4 No. 2 Com.
12/4 No. 2 Com.
16/4 No. 2 Com.

3,000
17,000
7,000
7,000

At Fonde, Ky.

WHITE ASH
12,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Com. and Btr.

24,000 ft. 6/4 No. 2 Com. and Btr.

5,000 ft. 8/4 No. 2 Com. and Btr.

BASSWOOD
70,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Com. and Btr.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 •02,000

5/4

6/4

S/4

10/4

12/4

3,000

6,000

3,000

2,000

4,000

61,000

4,000

7,000

2,000

3,000

6,000

4/4

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
Is & 2s Clear Strips

26,000 9,000

POPLAR
Saps

5/S 105,000

4/4

5/4

6/4

8/4

10/4

12/4

No. 1 Com.
35,000

30,000

No. 2 Com..

3,000 68,000

8,000

6,000

30,000

100,000

8,000

52.000

2,000

1,000

West Virginia Specials

BASSWOOD
0 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. and Btr.

BEECH
4 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.

2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. 'and Btr.

3 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.

CHESTNUT
8 cars 4/4 Is and 2s and Selects

2 cars 5/4 Is and 2s and Selects

4 cars 6/4 Is and 2s and Selects

2 cars 8/4 Is and 2s and Selects

10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Cora, and Btr. Wormy
4 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr. Wormy
6 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr. Wormy
2 cars 8/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr. Wormy
0 cars 4/4 Is and 2s Qtd. Wormy

PLAIN RED OAK
9 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.

2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.

3 cars 6/4 No. 1 Cora, and Btr.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com.

4 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com.

6 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com.

4 cars 8/4 No. 1 Com.

Solid or mixed cars direct from the mill

The Atlantic Lumber Company
310 MANNING CHAMBERS, TORONTO
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"British Columbia Fir"

TIMBERS
Rough Clears

FloorinQf Ceiling and Finish

Alberta Lumber Co.^ Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Office, ^V^Vi' Ottawa, Can.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

and Selling Agents for

Fraser & Co.
Mills at

DESCHENES QUEBEC

White Pine
Red Pine
Spruce
Lumber and Lath

California White Pi

California Sujgar Pine

and Arizona Soft Pi

Best Stock for Factory and Pattern Lumber

^ LOUIS WUICHET
Room 716 Railway Exchange, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

We Have To Offer:

1 Car 2x4— 12' Mercantable Spruce

2Cars2x5— 12'

Eactern Stock. 1917 Cut

50 M. ft. Edge Grain I's & 2's Clear Fir Flooring

20 1 X 6 & Up 8; 16 Clear Western Spruce

Canada Lumber Co., Limited
WESTON, - ONT.

Try a car of our

Mill Run White Pine
It will satisfy you

and our prices are right

40,000 ft. 1x4 —10/16 Mill Run
30,000 ft. 1x6 —
20,000 ft. 5/4x4 — "

10,000 ft. 5/4x5 — "

10,000 ft. 5/4 X 6 — "

30,000 ft. 2x6 —
30,000 ft. 2 X 8 — "

10,000 ft. 2x10-
10,000 ft. 2x12—

Northern Spruce Flooring

10 cars 1 X 4-10/16 No. 1 Spruce D2S & CM

Write for special prices on the above.

The Long Lumber Co,
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Milling in Transit
A Well Equipped Mill

CP., G.T., & C.R. Railway Connections

LargeDryKilns SpecialMillwork

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Limited
ORILLIA, ONT.
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Davison Lumber & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Bridgewater, N. S.

THE LARGEST LUMBERING INDUSTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA PRODUCTION 40 MILLION FEET PER ANNUM

Send us your enquiries for

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock or Hardwood Lumber
Box Shooks and

Dry Pressed Baled Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Chips
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Nova Scotia White Spruce and Hardwood Flooring
We are equipped with everything appertaining to Modern Saw Milling and operate from the Woods to the finished product.

If you want something special quickly, try us. We will cut, dry, work and ship within a few days from receipt of order.

We are located on the main line of the Halifax and South Western Railway and on Tidewater.

We Operate:

A Double Band Mill at Springfield, N.S., Capacity 120,000 ft. per day A Box Shook Factory at Bridgewater, N.S., Capacity 50,000 ft. per day

A Rotary and Gang at Mill Village, N.S. " 40,000 ft. per day A Dry Kiln at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100,000 ft. per day
^ n .^xTo < onnnnr^ J A Chipping Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., 100 cords per dayA Rotary and Gang at Bridgewater, N.S., 80,000 ft. per day ^ Ground Wood Pulp Mill at Charleston, N.S., Capacity 40 tons Spruce

A Planing Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100,000 ft. per day Pulp per day.

PHONE: BRIDGEWATER 74

DUNFIELD& CO., Limited

Exporters of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

Spruce^ Pine, Hemlock
and Hardwood

in 1 in., 2 in., 3 in., 4 in.

Spruce Laths and Railway Ties

Head Office : 8 Prince St, Halifax, N.S. Brancti Office: 8 Market Square, St. Johii, N.B.

U. K. Brokers: Duncan, Ewing & Co., K21 Exchange Bldg., Liverpool. Telegraphic Address: Dunfield, Halifax. Codes: ABC 5th Ed. Western Union
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Mason, Gordon&Co. x.L%Tet Montreal, Que.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS

(Wholesale Only)

FIR TIMBER and Finish, CEDAR SHINGLES and Lumber

Transit Cars of the above always on the Road
Western Fir Doors

Sole Selling Agents for Eastern Canada for WHEELER OSGOOD CO.. Tacoma, Wash.—Doors, Turned Stock etc.

Toronto Office : 510 Lumsden Building
Hugh A. Rose, Representative

Vancouver Office : 304 Pacific BuildinK
Herbert C. Gordon, Representative

Your Chance
to buy

Saw Mill Machinery
Any or all of the following, from Wm. Peter estate

—

flrst class condition

1 Steatn Nigger, Waterous Co.

1 right hand Champion Edger (Waterous Co.), 48 inches, 3 station-

ary saws, 2 movable saws.

1 left hand Hamilton Edger, .54 inch, 4 stationary saws, 1 movable

saw.

1 Engine, 14 x 20 slide valve, Payette fly-wheel, 5 ft. diameter, 30 in.

face.

1 Engine, 11 x' 18, slide valve, Inglis & Hunter fly-wheel, 6 ft. diam-

eter, 16 in. face.

1 Patterson & Berryman Water Heater.

Gordon Hollow Blast Blower, located in mill.

1 Ewart's Detachable Chain.

Special Heavy Forged Chain, about 250 feet.

We have also on hand Live Roll Drives, Pulley, Gears, Shafting,

in addition to Filing Equipment, etc.

W. L. HAIGHT, Barrister

PARRY SOUND, ONTARIO

Callander Saw Mills
Callander, Ontario

"All Forest Products"

Varied and High Class

WhiteandRed Pine

Hemlock Lumber
and Lath

Cedar Poles

Write for prices to—
Head Office :

1310 Bank of Hamilton BIdg.

TORONTO

Established

1S73 GILLIES BROS.
Limited

Mills and Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Manufacturers of

WHITE PINE
RED PINE SPRUCE

New York City: Guy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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John McKbrgow,
President

W. K. Grafftet,
Manaelnsr-Dlrector

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office:

46 El£lii St.

Montreal Office

:

759 Notre Dame St., W

H. Cardinal O. Page

Cardinal & Page
Wholesalers and Exporters of

FOREST PRODUCTS
180 St. James St. Montreal

Specialties:—

Spruce and Red Pine

Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce
QUALICUM QUALITY LUMBER

Rough Fir Timbers
Any size up to 60 feet long

Select Grades a Specialty

FIR PIPE and TANK STOCK
Market wanted for Rough Cedar Timbers

Inquire for prices

Office and Mills

:

Qualicum Beach, V. I., B. C.

WE ARE BUYERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Handles

Staves Hoops
Headings

JamesWEBSTER & Br..

Limiteil

Bootle, Liverpool, England
London 0£Bce

Dashwood House 9 New Broad St. E. C.

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

LUMBER

White Pine

All Dimensions

At Your Service

Of a High Grade of Manufac-

ture and taking a low freight rate

to all Central and Western On-

tario Points.

Write or Wire for Quotations

C. G. Anderson Lumber

Company, Limited

Manufacturers and Strictly Wholesale
Dealers in Lumber

SALES OFFICE

705 Excelsior Life Building

Toronto

Timber

Estimates
JamesW. Sewall
OLD TOWN. MAINE

Lumber, Lath
Flooring, Cedar
Poles and Posts

Railway Ties
Doors, Windows, Archi-
traves and all kinds of Mill
Work, done by experts.

Ask for our prices and services
of our architect

J. P. DUPUIS, LTD.
592 Church Ave.. Verdun, Montreal, P.Q

Pulpwood of all kinds
Bought and Sold for Canadian or

American delivery.

Quotations furnished on request.

The Jost Company, Limited
Successors to

P. M. Joil & Co.
285 BeaTcrH.II Hill. MONTREAL

Robt. Coltart & Co.
Royal Liver Building:

Liverpool Elngland

Agents for the sale of

Pine, Spruce and Hard-
woods. Correspondence
invited.

Cables—" COLTART " LiTcrpool

Cant & Kemp
52 St Enoch Sqnaro

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Al and ABC Codes used

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address: Fkrnwortfa. Uvcrpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS

2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and
Seaforth Road, Seafortn, Liverpool,

England
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SAW MILL

MACHINERY

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Having decided to discon-

tinue saw mill operations at

Penetang have the following

machinery for sale. This

machinery is all in operating

condition and is open for in-

spection at Penetang, Ont.

Mill Machinery

Extra heavy log haul-up works with

inch round and flat chain, 128 ft.

centres.
2 Waterous log unloaders or kickers,

arms, 10 in. cylinders.

I Waterous log loader, 3 arms, lO in.

cylinders.
1—Waterous right-hand double cutting

band mill, 11 in. saws, 8 ft. wheel,

with 3-block carriage; 24 in. openinis;

Payette set works and dogs; 8 in. x

36 ft. steam feed. - u
l_Waterous double edger for 20-incb

saws, lever shifter.

1— Payette double edger for 18-tn. saws,

lever shifter.

48—live rolls about 8 ft. long by 10 in.

dia. ; extra heavy, sprocket drive.

20—High cars with roller tops. 24 in

heavy wheels on 3 in. axles, standard

gauge-
,

l -Mershon 4 saw gang resaw, takes

scfuared cants or just one face, ideal

machine to cut small logs and centres

of large after good has been taken off.

1—Payette picket machine, made speci-

ally for shade roller stock, will feed

pieces 16 in. long, also sorting table

with chain top.

1—Rogers Iron Works circular resaw

for making box lumber from slabs;

fool proof machine.
1—Payette edger for box and short

stock.
1—Rogers twin circular or tie maker.

l_Payette lath bolter and lath machine.

1—Pair lath trimmers.
1—Picket trimmer (bunch trim).

Conveyor drives and chains.

Pulleys, gears, heavy line shafting and

countershaftmg with bearings.

Send us your requirements.
We have a large stock of double and

triple leather belting in widths from
10 in. to 48 In.

Power House Equipment

3—Return Tubular Boilers, T.oldie Mc-
Culloch make, 66 x 16. Dutch oven
settings, 85 lbs. steam allowance
Ontario Government.

Breeching and smoke stack for above
boilers, 50 in. dia., newly painted,

600 ft. new Yi-in. guy and plate for

brick pier.

1—Northey boiler feed pump, outside

packed, 8 in. x 6 in. x 12 in., for 3 in.

suction pipe.

1—Pair Poison "Brown" tvpe engines,

coupled on quarters, 22 In. x BO in.,

with 16 ft. X 48 in. belt, balance
wheel. Excellent engines.

1—Pair American feed water heaters

for above engines; 10 in., copper
coils.

Filing Equipment

1—Waterous band saw grinder for <J

in. saws.
1—Baldwin retoother for band saws.
1—Wm. Hamilton band saw shear, 12".

2—Reversible saw levelling blocks.
2—Chilled band saw anvils.

Hanchet band saw swages; Crescent
circular saw swages ; shapers and
dressers.

Yard Equipment

Booms and boom chains, ^, H & H-
Winches and other mill supplies.

Prompt shipments and bargains for

quick sale. Will send all particu-

lars and prices on application.

Firstbrook Bros.

Penetang, Ont.

"WELL BOUGHT IS HALF SOLD"

SPECIAL

Merchantable

Spruce

One Year in Pile

30 M' 2 X 3, 10/20'

13
"

2 X 4
"

26
"

2 X 5
"

82
"

2 X 6
"

43
"

2 X 8
"

10
"

2 X 10
"

5
"

1 X 3/up
"

Can dress at shipping point.

Will sell in block
or car-lots.

Canadian General Lumber Co.

Limited

FOREST PRODUCTS
TORONTO OFFICE :— 712-20 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

Montreal Office:—203 McGill Bldg.

Mills : Bync: Inlet, Ont.

PETRIE'S LIST
of

NEW and USED

WOOD TOOLS
for Immediate Delivery

Wood Lathes
-'0" Sidney, Famous

Canada Macliinery Coipoialiun.
1(>" Cowan.
Id" Sidney, Famous, patlemniakers.
14 bidney. Famous.

Band Saws
.30" MacGrcgor-Gourlay, ciiciilai le-

saw.
SC" Wtst Side, pedestal.
•iO" Cowan, bracket,

Goldie & McCulloch, bracket
30'' Ideal, pedestal (3).
27" Sidney, pedestal.
20" Sidney, pedestal.

Saw Tables
No. '2 Sidney, Famous, variety.
No. 2 Crescent, combination.
''^Ilantine variable i)Ower feed rip
Fisher, iron frame rip.
MacGregor-Gourlay power feed cut-oil.
Greenlee automatic cut-off.
7' Fay, swing saw.
4>i ' wood frame, swing.
Vauglia n, portable dra^ saw.
Champion, drag saw.
No. 4 Canadian, airmotor, pole saw.

Planers
30" Whitney pattern single surfacer.
26" double surfacer, with chip breaker.
24" llermance, double surfacer.
24" Sidney, Famous, single surfacer.
24" MacGregor-Gourlay.
34" Champion planer and matcher, with

moulding attachment.
24" (Jalt, planer and matcher.
18" Sidney, Famous, single surfacer.
16" Buzz, with slotted Head.

Moulders
1.'!" Clark- Deniill four side.
12" Cowan four side.
12" Woods, four-side, inside.
10" Houston four side.
8" Dundas four side.
6" Cowan four side.
6" Dundas sash sticker.

Mortisers
Cowan, upright power.
Gait, upright, compound table.
No. 1 MacGregor-Gourlay upright.
No. 5 New Britain chain.
Fay, upright, boring attachment.
No. 2 .'^niart, foot power.
No. 1 Smart, foot power.

Clothespin Machinery
Humphrey automatic lathes (6).
Ilimiplirey double slotters (3).

Miscellaneous
No. 30 Sidney, universal woodworker.
No. .S Sidney, post boring machine.
No. 7 Sidney, post boring machine.
No. 100 Gait, post boring machine.
No. 920 C.M.C. post boring machines

(2).
Fay, single spindle, boring machine.
Cowan moulder and panel raiser.

MacGregor Gourlay 12 spindle dove
tailer.

Fay & Egan 12 spindle dovetailer.
No. 1 Ballantine dowel machine.
12" Canada Mach. Corp. sander.
24" Fay. double drum.
(No. 2 Defiance belt sander.
Egan sash and door tenoner.
M135 Cowan, sash and door relisher.
2 spindle Cant-Gourlay shaper.
No. 1 Defiance, axle shoulder shaper.
-Superior saw arbors, 6"-30" saws (7).

M63 Cowan spindle carver.
Hall, automatic shingle machine.
Ross automatic shingle machine.
No. 2 Dominion, lath machine & bolter.

No. .3 Defiance, rim and felloe round-
ing machine.

No. 1 Defiance, automatic, spoke driver.
f>' T.inderman, automatic, elue jointer.

S' McKeouh & Trotter, hoop cutter.

No. 2 Reynolds, power screw driver.

Ask to see our large stock of used sup-
plies—belting, pulleys, machine shop
equipment, mill supplies, pipe and fit-

tings. This material is as good as new
and can be bought at greatly reduced
prices.

H.W.PETRIE,LTD.
Front St. W., TORONTO, ONT
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Watson &Todd Limited
OTTAWA

1" to 3 ' WHITE PINE
All Grades and Widths

1" to 6 NORWAY
Registered

A

Trade Mark

Registered

Export Trade
Our Specialty

Trade Mark

KEEWATIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of White and Red Pine, Spruce and

Poplar Lumber, Boxes, Shooks, Lath and Ties.

Dry White Pine Uppers and Factory Plank

Dry White Pine Common Boards
Also BOX and CRATING STOCK
in PINE, SPRUCE and POPLAR

Saw Mills, Planing Mills and Box Factories at

Keewatin and Kenora, Ontario

Correspondence solicited

General Office KEEWATIN, ONTARIO

STRATFORD
OAKUM

Quality Guaranteed

Jersey City and Everywhere

GEO. STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

165 Cornelison Ave. - - JERSEY CITY, U.S.A.

The

Harris Tie & Timber Co.
Limited

Ottawa - Canada

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Cedar Poles and Posts

Railway Ties - - Piles

Get Our Special Prices on

White Pine, Norway
and Spruce
SPECIALS FOR MARCH

No. 1 and No. 2 White Pine Lath, mixed.
No. 3 Lath.

Dry Stock Ready for Shipment

JAMES G. CANE & CO.. TORONTO, ONTARIO

Canadian Hardwoods
In Dry and New Stock

American
Band Sawn CHESTNUT, Red and Sap GUM

Plain and Quartered Oak, All Grades and Thicknesses

May we Quote Prices for Immediate Delivery

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
79 Spadiaa Ave. ^ TORONTO

F. N. Waldih, President. R. S. Waldib, Vice-President. W. E. Harpbr, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Mannfactnrers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. 12-14 WeSiiiton"s£'eet East, TORONTO, ONT.
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New Ontario Colonization Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS

Sprucev Tamarack, Whitewood, Poplar Lumber
Rossed Spruce Pulpwood and Lath

Flooring and Other Dressed Spruce in Siock

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.
503 Niagara Life Bldg.

Mills : JACKSONBORO, ONT.
On Transcontinental Ry.

P- O. Box 914 Phone Main 948

Exchange Lumber Co., Reg.
Special

Sawing
for

U.S. Trade

WHOLESALE LUMBER Spruce
Deals
for

Export180 St. Jame* Street

MONTREAL
Shingles are scrace, and we have the following few cars

yet to offer

:

540 M "Extra" Cedar Shingles New Brunswick district.

400 M "Clears"

800 M "2nd Clears"

125 M "Clear White"
200 M "Extra No. 1"

10 Cars 1" Yz Spruce Laths Mill Run.
We can take your order for mixed cars. Write for quotations at

once, as we desire to clean out these lots before the 15th of this

month. ^

John L Shafer Hardwood Co.
SOUTH BEND, IND.

Partial Inventory
White Ash

2 " FAS & No. 1 Com. 31000'

2^4" FAS & No. 1 Com. 15612'

3 " FAS & No. 1 Com. 16400'

Soft Elm

2 " FAS & No. 1 Com. 25500'

23^" FAS & No. 1 Com. 45000'

3 " FAS & No. 1 Com. 64516

Hard Maple

2 " FAS & No.
2/2" FAS & No.
3- " FAS & No.

Plain Oak
2 " FAS & No.
2y2" FAS & No.
3 " FAS & No.
4 " FAS & No.

1 Com. 43321'

1 Com. 99810'

1 Com. 25744'

1 Com. 175650'

1 Com. 55515'

1 Com. 160326'

1 Com. 55000'

Standing Timber
in Large or Small Blocks

FOR
SALE

Special

Prices

THE undersigned offer for sale,

in large or small blocks all their

remaining timber lands and town
property situated in the town of

Parry Sound, Ont.

We have sold quite a number of

timber parcels but still have some

good bargains left in Townships of

McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Mon-
teith, Carling, Christie, McConkey,

Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge

and Street.

Special bargains in the Town-
ships of Falconbridge and Street for

small mills.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co.
26 Ernest Ave.

Toronto, Canada

Limited

WE ARE CUTTING LOGS LIKE THESE EVERY DAY—ANY LENGTH UP TO 120 FEET—WELOG AND MANUFACTURE OUR OWN TIMBER—CAPACITY 80,000 FEET

Our Specialties:

Long Fir Timber—Planking

Decking
Cutting orders for 2" in long lengths

either Common or Clear (obtained as

side cut).

Planer capacity 6" x 30". We do not
operate dry kiln, but can arrange to

air-dry in our yard to requirements.

Our Mill is on Canadian Pacific Railway with Rail Connection (Five

Miles) to Tidewater on Alberni Canal, Navigable for all Vessels

BAINBRIDGE LUMBER CO., Ltd.

Bainbridge,B.C. Jervfc'V'a? Bafnbrldgi
Cable Address:

Bainbridge Lumber, Victoria.
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FRASER COMPANIES, Limited
Bleached Sulphite Pulp Mill. Saw Mill (all jBand Saw Mills). Shingle Mills.

HERE THEY ARE ON THE MAP

•/>-<,

Mi X
E W

^rre'derictori*

X.

.J'

v7

Mills and Railway Connections
Saw and Shingle Mills. Railway Connections.

Cabano, Que Temiscouata Ry.
Glendyne, Que C. G. Ry.
Estcourt, Que C. G. Ry.
Edmundston, N. B. . . . C.P.R., C.G.R. and Temiscouata Ry.

Bleached Sulphite Mill, Edmundston, N. B

Saw and Shingle Mills. Railway Connections.

Baker Brook, N. B. ... C. G. Ry., Temiscouata Ry.
Plaster Rock, N. B. . . . C. P. Ry.
Fredericton, N. B.. . .C. P. Ry. and C. G. Ry.
Nelson, - N. B. . . .C. G. Ry.

Railway Connection, C.P.R., C.G.R. and Temiscouata Ry.

Bleached Sulphite. Rou£[h and Dressed Spruce. White Cedar Shins^les.

Piano Sounding Board Stock a Specialty.

Railway^Ties

Selling and Purchasing Offices :-- EDMUNSTON, N. B.
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Hardwoods in Buffalo
Piled on our Buffalo Yard ready for Immediate Shipment

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
Selects . .

.

No. 1 Shop

1st and -2nds
No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com.

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com.

CHESTNUT
H"-V»"
1,000'

3,000

1"

45,000

'

33,000
19,000

VA" \'A"
15,000 14.600
42,000 34,000
2,000 2,500

2"

37,200
55,000
8,000

2/."
12,000'

10,000
1,200

3"

10,000

'

8,000
1,800

4"
3,500'

3,000
200

24,000'
44,000"

13,000

CYPRESS
44,000 ' 27,000'

55,000 15,000
200 700

27,000'
72 000
2,200

32,000'
24 000
2,400

40O'
.34 000

500

3,000'

12 000
3,500

i.odo'

3,500

.50,000'

118,000 -

12,000

HARD MAPLE
30,000' 10,000'

14,000 s2;ooo
4,600 5,200

90,000'
163.000
24,000

13,000'

63,000
2,000

15,000'

60,000
26,000

14,000'

33,000
14,000

2,000'

1,000
14,000'

17,000
1,500

SOFT MAPLE
1,800' 8,000'

1,300 5,400
700 1,000

30,000'
2,000

11,000

23,000'

3,500
1,.300

20,000'
30,000
12,000

2,800'

2,900

4,200'

7,000
69,000'
84,000
53,000

PLAIN RED OAK
20,000 ' 30,000'
44,000 36,000
1,400 3,000

57,000'
1.30,000

14,000

69,000'

58,000
14,000

.33,000'

26,000
8,000

24,000'

15,000
1,300

2,600'

4,000

PLAIN WHITE OAK
17,000' 13,000' S,500'

64,000 20,000 20,000
56,000 3,500 1,000

47,000'

172,000
50,000

37,000'
210,000
16,000

34,000'
195,000
36,000

12,000'

56,000
2,000

IMPLEMENT GRADE WHITE OAK (free of heart)

60,000 ft. lYi in. 100,000 ft. 2 in. 100,000 ft. 2H in. 100,000 ft. 3 in. 45,000 ft. 4 in.

SOUND SQUARE EDGED WHITE OAK
About 400,000 ft. 2 in. and 3 in. x 6-8-10-12 in. and up to 10 in. x 10 in.

We also carry a nice stock of Ash, Basswood, Cherry, Gum, Hickory, Quartered Oak, Poplar, or Whitewood, Crating, etc.

A Few Miccellanec us Car*

We With to Move
3 cars 1

1 car 15^

1 car lYi

1 car 2

1 car V/i

1 car 3

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

Ash.

Ash.

Ash.

Ash.

Ash.

Ash.

Com.
Com.

Com.
Com.
Com.

Com.

1 car 1^ in. 1st and 2nds Bass.

1 car 2 in. 1st and 2nds Bass.

2 cars 1 in. No. 1 Com. Bass.

2 cars 1}^ in. No. 1 Com. Bass.

3 cars 1 in. No. 2 Com. Bass.

1 car lyi in. No. 2 Com. Bass.

1 car lYi in. No. 1 Com. Beech.

1 car 1 in. 1st and 2nds on one

face Cherry.

1 car 1 in. No. 1 Com. Walnut.

1 car 1 in. No. 2 Com. Walnut.

1 car 1 in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car \A in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car lYz in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car 2 in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
8 cars 2, 2}^ and 3 in. Sound Beech

and Maple Road Plank.

your enquiries will receive our careful attention.

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
1 100 Seneca Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

B. C. FOREST PRODUCTS
FIR, SPRUCE, PINE, CEDAR
CRATING LUMBER AND BOX STOCK
ROUGH AND DRESSED CLEAR FIR, CEDAR AND PINE

Timbers, Tank Stock, Silo Stock, Ship Deckinff, Silling, Ceiling. Flooring, Shiplap, Boards, Piling,

Interior Finish, Car Stock, Dimension Cross Arms, Shingles

LARGE STOCK CELEBRATED WESTERN SPRUCE, in all Grades, Rough or Dressed in

4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, and 12/4

QUALITY
SERVICE
PRICE

MUIR AND KIRKPATRICK
1325-6-7-8 Bank of Hamilton Building

TORONTO, ONT.

Eastern Representatives of The Alberni Pacific
Lumber Co., Port Alberni, B.C.

Manufacturers of the Celebrated Red Cliff Fir

Affiliated with

Atlantic Pacific
Lumber Co.

A. E. MACKNEY, Mgr.,
Pacific Bidg.,

Vancouver, B.C.
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Making Business for Dealers

Who Sell

Tono-Reu. Trade-Marked Lumber

How would you like to have magazines such as these shown here make
business for you? That's exactly what they are doing and will con-

tinue to do for you, Mr. Dealer, if you sell Long-Bell trade-marked

lumber. Our big national advertising campaign will help you satisfy

and hold your customers and increase your sales. The combined cir-

culation of the publications in which our advertisements appear is

7,500,000 ; the estimated number of readers is 37,000,000. Our adver-

tising will impress readers with the fact that our lumber products bear

this trade-mark

—

THE MARK ON QUALITY [LUMBER

Readers are being told why our trade-mark stands for service and uni-

form high quality. They are being told about our capacity, ability and

equipment to produce good lumber ; our care in manufacture, grading,

piling, drying, storage and shipment. And every advertisement carries

this line, "Ask your dealer for Long-Bell brand."

Benefit by this advertising campaign by placing your orders for Lon:^-

Bell trade-marked lumber. If you now handle Long-Bell lumber, in-

crease your stock of that brand and so increase your profits for 1919.

Tlie IpnGzReii T untber rompanu
R. A. LONG BLDG KANSAS CITY, MO.

Manufacturer of Southern Pine, Hardwood, Oak
Flooring; Creosoted Lumber, Ties, Posts, Poles,
Piling and Wood Blocks.

THE AMERICAN
Review

EorriDBY
ALUBT SHAIir

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ARCHfTECTS

e 1 1 -3 at; (I i t

n
' il i»uma

L

r Plot For Uprisisg la ireiaiid b DiscoTered B; B^kab Ag«rf»
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RIGHT GRADES
QUICK SHIPMENTS

Canadian Western Lumber Co.
FRASER MILLS, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office—Toronto—h, D. Barclay and E. C. Parsons

MANITOBA
Winnipeg—H. W. Dickey
Brandon—Hugh Cameron

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw

Chas. R. Skene
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CAITTOUD \T Long Leaf Yellow Pine

0\JU 1 ntjlxll Short Leaf Yellow Pine
Ash, Oak, Elm, Gum

PPnniir'TQ Xupelo, Cottonwood, etc.

IlVv/i/UV/ilJ Louisiana Red Cypress

Kiln Dried End Matched Red and White Oak Flooring

Let us quote you prices on the above. We are prepared to fill orders promptly from

our large holdings of splendid stock. Our products include only nature's best, and

our facilities for manufacture are faultless. Place your orders in responsible hands.

CHICAGO LUMBER & COAL CO.
MANUFACTURERS Yellow Pine and Oak Flooring Sales Offices : EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL

Hardwood Sales Offices : Exchange BIdg., MEMPHIS, TENN.

Quality and Service Counts
Try

Gloucester Lumber & Trading Company
WHOLESALE LUMBER DEALERS

Head Office: Mills and i**"""?,*,' ^kPo
BATHURST, N.B., CANADA Lumber Yards °"5"»^»"«' ^ „

I
retit Kocner, IN.o.

Manufacturers of

Spruce and Pine Lumber
Laths - Shingles - Ties

Splendid facilities for shipping by rail or water.

Manufacturing for the export trade a specialty.

WRITE OR WIRE YOUR REQUIRMENTS
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Established 1894 Incorporated 1908

RELIABIUTY
SPRUCE, PINE AND HARDWOODS. Try
a car of our Air-dried Spruce.

Our stocks are selected from the prime forest

products of New Brunswick and Quebec where
we cut Virgin Spruce, Pine and Hardwoods. Our
supply is certain, so that you can always count on

your orders being shipped on time.

We have more than twenty-five years experience

back of our work and have good practical

knowledge of Building and Architecture. We can

execute your orders intelligently in all lines of

Dressing, Grading and Manufacture of stock.

We have on hand at all times large stocks of 1 in.

Spruce Lumber, also Kiln Dried Stock. Personal

attention to every detail of your orders. Write,

wire or 'phone for quotations.

J. & D. A. Harquail
Company, Limited

Iton, New Brunswick
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
MANUFACTURERS OP

Douglas Fir, Spruce^ Cedar and Hemlock Lumber
Rough Timbers, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Interior and Exterior

Finish of all kinds including Mouldings. Fir, Spruce and Cedar Lath

Prompt shipment of Fir timbers in all sizes and up to 100 feet in length

AIR DRIED CEDAR SHINGLES
We specialize in supplying air dried Cedar Shingles, these cost more
than kibi dried Shingles but make a better roof and last much longer

PLEASE REMEMBER I can saw any size,

length and quantity of White Oak Timbers on
short notice.

/ Want to Buy
Winter sawn Basswood any thickness

Brown Ash 4/4, 6/4 & 8/4 No. 2 Com. & Better

500.000 ft. Merchantable Hemlock, stock size

B. C. Shingles always in transit, both 3X and SX.

Write me or phone for prices.

PERCY E. HEENEY, Wholesale Lumber
207 Weber Chambers, KITCHENER, Ont.

Planing Mill Stock

CYPRESS
Soft, Dry Stock, Finest Grades

—

All Thicknesses— 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

Yellow Pine Finish
Kiln Dried, Soft, Short Leaf Kind

Stock Widths Ijby 4", 6", 8", 10'\ 12"

1/4 J

Also OAK, ASH, POPLAR, GUM

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & NIXON
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Dominion Lumber & Timber
Company, Limited

LUMBER for every purpose

ais. SHINGLES
Write or Wire for Prices

Winch Building VANCOUVER, B. C.

I HAVE IT

AU Grades in White Pine

Lath A Specialty

Milling in Connection

E. J. MOORES, Jr.
MIDLAND CANADA

LEFS GET TOGETHER
We Spocialize in

—

New Brunswick

White Cedar Shingles

We also manufacture

Spruce and Pine Lumber^

Lath, Cedar Ties, etc.

Shipmenta bjr Rail and Water.

W. H. MILLER CO., LTD.
Campbellton, N. B.

THE

Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
Maunfacturers

Rim Factory :

ARGOS, IND.

Saw Mills :

WYATT, IND.

WAKELEE, MICH
ROCHESTER, IND.

Indiana
Bent Oak
Wagon Rims

also producing

Northern and Southern Hardwood Lumber
in Ash, Basswood, Beech, Cottonwood, Cypress, Elm, Gum,

Hickory, Maple, Oak, Sycamore, etc.

Main Office SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
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Wholesale Lumber
OTTAWA CANADA

White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Lath, Shingles, Boxes,
Box Shooks, Factory Material

Write us your requirements. Planing Mill, Ottawa and Rockland

DRESSING
IN

TRANSIT
Our new and efficien* facilities

make it possible to do your milling

in transit quickly and at low cost.

Prompt service is assured by three

railway lines.

We are always glad to quote you
very attractive prices and show you
the quality of our work.

A-sk Lumbermen who know and
they will tell you to

TRY

Renfrew Planing Mill
Renfrew, Ontario

We offer you the Best Grades of

WHITE PINE,
SPRUCE, HEMLOCK,

HARDWOODS
IVrite for quotations

OLIVER LUMBER COMPANY
of Toronto, Limited

6 King St. West Toronto

Western Stock

Soft Pine, Spruce, Fir,

Cedar and Hemlock
(FULL WIDTH AND THICKNESS)

Send us your inquiries for Western Stock,

we have connections, which en-

able us to give

Quality and Service

The Fesserton Timber Co.,
LIMITED

15 Toronto St. Main
;795
!796 TORONTO

EXCELSIOR LUMBER CO.
33 RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO

CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH
Cedar Posts, 8 to 12 ft. long

Spruce Piling 30 to 40 ft. long

300,000 ft. Jack Pine Box Lumber

100,000 ft. 1x4 to 12 Hemlock, Log Run
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British America Mills and Timber Co., Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Pacific Coast Timber Products

FIR TIMBERS
Shamrock" Brand Red Cedar Shingles

General Offices, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Ontario Sales Representative : D. WILLIAMS, 40 Major St. Toronto, Ont.

The Bay City Trimmer

Is successfully meeting the demand for a trimmer
of maximum output. It is an increased efficiency

factor in many of the most progressive mills
where it is meeting with hearty approval. Don't
fail to get particulars of this important asset for
your mill.

Bay City Foundry & Machine Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited
GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters and

Mortise Chisel

Trade Mark

Reg. U. S. A.

ALABAMA HEWN OAK TIMBER

-

HARDWOOD LOGS:-
Ash, Hickory, Poplar, Oak, Satin Walnut,
Mobile Bay Poplar, Dogwood

HARDWOOD LUMBER:
Hewn Pitch Pine Timber, Pitch Pine Lumber

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER COMPANY
Exporters Mobile, Alabama, U.S.A. Cables

'Taylor, Mobile'

For Heavy Pulling

Alligator Brand
HARNESS

Stands the Strain
Tn the lumber camp our superior liariiess has been doing heavy

duty for fifty years. Alligator Brand represents thorough workman-
ship on the very best leather obtainable. Vou can depend upon it

for efficient and unfailing service.

SEND FOR CATALOG

Latnontagne Limited
MONTREAL

338 Notre Dame St. W.
WINNIPEG
85 Princess St.

QUEBEC 52 Crown St.,

Spruce, Hemlock, Pine

and Hardwoods
Deals, Boards, Timber and Dimension material

of every description

Piling Ships Knees Ties
We are in a position to fill any sized order, and have
every facility for shipping either by rail or water,
making prompt shipments.

MUSGRAVE & CO., LIMITED
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia
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Have you sent in your reservation for

space in the

EXPORT EDITION
of the

CANADA LUMBERMAN
to be published this Month

The most progressive lumber wholesalers and manufactur-
ers in Canada will be prominently represented. They are
all out to boost our export lumber trade and are showing
keen interest in the development and success of this im-
portant international number.

Over Two Thousand Copies
will be distributed to a carefully picked list of the largest

English and allied European importers and brokers. Every
Trade Commissioner who is looking after the interests of

Canada for overseas business will also receive a copy. The
value of this publicity will be almost unlimited, not only
for the individual lumberman, but for the lumber industry
of Canada in general.

Your interests are also the interests of the publishers of

the "CANADA LUMBERMAN." Let's all work to-

gether to make this Export and Directory Number ade-
quately representative of Canada's lumber industry.
FIRST FORMS will go to press at an early date. If you
have not already ordered space why not do so to-day ?

Do Not Fail to be Prominently Represented in this International
Lumber Trades Directory

HUGH C. MacLEAN, LIMITED
Office of Publication:- 345-347 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO, ONT.

119 Board of Trade, Montreal Great Northern Building:, Chicago
Electric Railway Chambers, Winnipeg Tribune Building, New York

Winch Building, Vancouver 16 Regent Street, S.W., London, Eng.

TEAR OFF HERE
Hugh C. MacLean Ltd.

347 Adelaide St. West
Toronto, Ont.

Gentlemen

:

Kindly send ( information and advertising rates for the EXPORT EDITION of the Canada Lumberman,

Yours very truly,
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FIR TIMBERS
AND

British Columbia Red Cedar

SHINGLES
Dimension

Shiplap

Boards

Siding Interior Finish Ship Timbers

Ceiling Tank Stock Ship Planking

Flooring Silo Stock Ship Decking

WesternRedCedar>
We have now secured the out-

put of a large mill that can handle

specifications for Door Stock, In-

terior Trim, Boat Lumber, etc.

Note :

—

Send for our latest price list

covering all B.C. lumber products.

EXPORT :— Orders and Enquiries Solicited

Cars of Fir Timbers and Red Cedar Shingles always in transit Our

representatives can give you specifications, or if more convenient wire us direct

Montreal Representative

:

U. E. GERMAIN,
43 St. Sacrament St.,

Montreal, Que.

Toronto Representative

D. WILLIAMS,
40 Major St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Western Ontario

E. A. LEBEL
Samia,

Ontario

TIMMS, PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
Head Office: Yorkshire Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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OUR NEW TIMBER MILL
(Capacity 100,000 Feet Ten Hours.) NOW IN OPERATION

We solicit your enquiries for Hcavy Constructioii Material and Yard Stock

ANY SIZE TIMBERS UP TO 100 FEET
Give us an opportunity to prove to you that we have earned a reputation for Quality and Service.

TIMBERLAND LUMBER COMPANY, UMITED
Head Office: Wettminsler Trust Building, NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Mills at South Wettmintter, on B.C.E.R. Shipment* by C.P.R., C.N.R., G.N.R., N.P.R., and C. M. & St. P. Ry.

ALLEN-STOLTZE LUMBER CO., LTD.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

Manufacturers and Wholesalers

"Arrow Brand" Red Cedar Shingles

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Mountain and Coast Lumber

Spruce - Cedar - Hemlock - Fir
Fir Doors in mixed cars with Cedar Shingles

Represented by

C. G. BOCKUS, MONTREAL, P.Q. R. G. CHESBRO, TORONTO, ONT.

International Land & Lumber
Company, Limited

Lumber, Railway Ties

Shims, Shingles, etc.

Head Offices, Ottawa, Ont.

Limit, and MilU: ST. FELICIEN, LAKE ST. JOHN DISTRICT," QUEBEC

SERVICE
Is it not worth something to you ?

We are in a position to supply

your every requirement in

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
and the quality of our stock is absolutely dependable.

Send us your enquiries.

SERVICE LUMBER CO., LIMITED
Pacific Building VANCOUVER, B.C.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRUCE
In All Sizes and Grades

V^e are Specialists in this Line-

R. P. Shannon Lumber
408 Pacific Building

-Write us.

Company
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Rough 1 - 6 to 12" wide

and 2" - 6 to 12 wide

Mountain

Pine
Dry, sawn full for Eastern trade

The Foss Lumber Co.
Limited

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Established 1905

Prince Rupert Lumber

Company
J. S. EMERSON

SITKA
SPRUCE

Specialties

:

Timbers and Dimension

Office and Mills : Prince Rupert, B.C.

Vancouver Office : 216 Pacific Bldg.

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

British Columbia Red Cedar Exclusively
Cedar Bevel Siding, Finish, V-Joint and Mouldings

Straight or mixed cars with XXX and XXXXX Shingles. Stocks carried at Lindsay, Ont., for quick shipment.

Ontario Agents:
Chill River Lumber Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces Agents:
Mason, Gordon & Company, Montreal.

Full particulars from our Eastern Agents.

Head Office and MiUs, Port Moody, B. C.
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REDWOOD
MAKES THE
BEST TANKS
THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.

NEW YORK, 103 Park Avenue

By its properties of resistance to the effects

of wet as well as all kinds of acid, Redwood
is the best material fof the construction of

tanks, and it is being extensively used by
tank builders throughtout the continent.

Redwood is specially adaptable for vats and
tanks in tanneries. We have stocks ready
for immediate shipment. Write for prices

and particulars.

REGISTERCO

TRADE MARK

11 South LaSalle Street

CHICAGO

FOR QUICK
SHIPMENT

2 to 3 Cars of 2x8, 10/16 Merchantable Spruce

2 to 3 Cars of 2 x 10, 10/16

2 to 3 Cars of 3 x 12, 10/16

ALSO HAVE
Lumbar, Lath and Shingles, Com-

plete Stock of Crating Spruce; also

Red Pine Piles for immediate ship-

ment.

ARTHUR N, DUDLEY
Manufacturer and Wholesaler

Mills at-
Elbow Lake and Dane

109 Stair Building,

TORONTO, ONT.

Announcement
The sale and distribution of our Products will

hereafter be conducted from our main office at

L'Anse, Michigan. We solicit the continued pat-

ronage of our old friends and welcome the oppor-
tunity to acquire new ones. Your business will

receive the same care and attention given in the

past. Our large and complete assortment of

Hardwood & Hemlock
enables us to Guarantee

Prompt Service

We have a large stock of

Birch, Maple & Basswood

STEARNS & CULVER
Lumber Company

L'ANSE, MICHIGAN

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of

SPRUCE
Lumber Lath Pulpwood

Head Office and Mills at

:

St. Pacome, Que., Canada
On L C. Ry. 75 Miles East of

Quebec City

Also Mills at

:

Crown Lake, Powerville Riv. Manie

On Nat. Transcontinental Ry.
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"You Don't Have to Hammer
Simonds Saws All Day"

Sigsro'u'

So says a filer who knows from experience with all kinds of saws.

They do not crack and are tempered just right.

In the woods or at the mill a Simonds Saw is welcomed by the men who
are responsible for production. They cut faster and stay sharp longer.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
"THE SAW MAKERS"

VANCOUVER, B.C. MONTREAL, QUEBEC
In the U.S.—Simonds Mfg. Company

ST. JOHN, N.B.

SIMOND
Feeding the Camp

IF that is your problem, remember that it is our

business, too. We do a tremendous lumber camp
trade and are fully acquainted with the food require-

ments of logging camps. We shall be glad to quote

you on any lines you need this year, and will submit

special quotations if you will drop us a card. We
can supply you with all that's best in provisions and

fresh meats, and give you a service you will appreciate.

WRITE OR WIRE US AT OUR
EXPENSE—TODAY

LONG CLEAR BACON

BARRELED PORK

SAUSAGE

DAVIES PURE LARD

PEERLESS SHORTENING
«

MINCEMEAT, ETC.
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The Export Business is What is Needed by Canada
The export situation is engaging the attention of the Canadian lumber industry to a greater degree than ever in view of

rapid developments and changes in conditions overseas. That there is now complete freedom for the trade in Great Britain

and that government control has ceased after a number of years, should have the efTect of stimulating activity generally and

result in business getting back to a normal basis. The old economic law of si^pply and demand once more prevails abroad.

In regard to the export outlook the announcement that all import restrictions have been removed in the United Kingdom,

with one or two exceptions, now shows that reconstruction in industrial affairs is getting under way and things are moving
expeditiously. The only stipulation now in shipments to the Old Country is that the British authorities require as evidence of

origin a sworn declaration on the invoice that the goods are produced in or are the manufacture of a British Dominion.

Gratifying news has been received of a large overseas order being placed with the B. C. mills for a quantity of stock which will

relieve the present situation on the Coast and cause a revival of industrial activity at a time when the outlook was not particu-

larly reassuring.

In surveying the horizon the features already referred to are encouraging, but there are a number of deterrent factors

which require instant attention if Eastern Canada is going to secure her proper share of the business placed for building ma-

terial in Great Britain and Europe. So far there has been little or nothing done in regard to adequate ocean going transporta-

tion or the regulation of rates. The Federal government does not appear to have been as alert as it might be in this connec-

tion and, in view of the rapidly changing events and the vigilant moves made on the part of other countries the administra-

tion should be up and doing.

A number of members of the industry consider th-at the government has not "made good" as it has done practically nothing

up to the present to bring ocean freight rates down to a. level that would allow Canada to compete in the wood products line

with other countries in the export trade. Unless some efficient move is inaugurated at once to govern ocean freight rates in a

similar manner in which railway freight tariffs are controlled there does not appear to be any alluring prospect of the Dominion

securing sufficient foreign business in constructional material to tide the industry over from a war basis to a peace footing.

This fact has been brought home recently through the members of the Canadian Timber Products Association. As reported

in these columns recently, an order was secured from the French government amounting to practically $7,000,000 and calling

for the construction and delivery of 10,000 portable houses to France and Belgium. This large contract will require about

50,000,000 feet of lumber and would keep the woodworking industries of the Dominion busy at a time when there are compar-

atively few big jobs in sight. Its stimulating and beneficial effect would be far reaching and the only barrier in the way is that

of exces.sive freight rates. If the latter were reduced to a point of twenty-five cents per cubic foot this large business could be

handled by Canadian firms. Although negotiations have been proceeding for some time and many interviews have been held

with the Federal authorities, nothing concrete has been accomplished in the way of a freight rate being guaranteed that will

be sufficiently attractive to close successfully this huge deal.

Energetic steps have been taken to get the Canadian government to provide transportation at reasonable prices. The
acting Prime Minister and Minister of Marine have been approached with this end in view. Various boards of trade and the

Ontario Provincial Government have taken the matter up with the Federal authorities, and it is hoped that they will be suc-

cessful, so that this important order can be obtained by our manufacturers, and not go to Swedish or U. S. competitors.

Individual effort cannot accomplish much. United endeavor can effect a great deal more, but even the cumulative result of

concerted action cannot always bring about what is desirable in the best interests of a great national industry like the lumber

business. It is necessary that the government should step in and come to the assistance of some undertakings and especially

at this juncture. This is particularly urgent in matters of transportation and, unless there is some practical and effective work
on the part of the government in lending aid in the way of ocean carriage, this heavy order, which should revert to Canada, is

likely to be lost.
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''More Efficient Protection of Our Timber"
There Must be Improved Methods and Appliances in Safeguarding Canada's Wooded

Wealth—Possibilities ofAdequate Air Service Discussed
By J. B. Harkio, Ottawa, Ont., Commissioner, Dominion Parks Branch —— ————

"

What appears to be most wanted in connection with

forest fire protection is an intensive appHcation of practical

imagination to the various problems that forest protection

presents. Practical imagination has been applied to a thous-

and, yes, a million other problems, and to this fact we owe
all the great material advancements of the age. Before

we had wireless telegraphy or aeroplanes or automobiles

some one had to visualize them and then apply energy and

intelligence to make them realities. What we need in forest

work is someone with practical imagination to visualize the

fireless forest.

The fireless forest, or at least its practical equivalent, will be a

reality only when we have greatly improved our methods and ap-

pliances for putting out fires. It seems to me the greatest weakness

of our fire protective systems is in our methods of putting out fires.

Aside from the portable gasoline fire engine developed a few years

ago by Dominion Government officials, forest fires, once they are

going, are fought practically as they were fought a hundred years

ago. City fires are not fought with the appliances of one hundred

years ago. So many people were directly interested in the protection

of property in cities that it became obvious to the men of practical

imagination that the public would reward them for any new and

efficient appliances for city fire fighting and, consequently, we have

all the wonderful equipment of the modern city fire dei)artment.

All this equipment means that where there is a need on the part of

the public so insistent that the public will gladly spend its money
to meet the need some one applies his genius to supply the need.

There can be no doubt as to the need of improved equipment

for forest fighting. There is grave doubt, however, as to whether

the development of such equipment oflfers a field for exceptional

commercial rewards and, on that account, there is probably little

hope of this subject engaging the attention of the swarm of in-

ventors that attack the innumerable problems and propositions

which concern the people in the mass and which, on that account,

bring substantial financial rewards to the successful inventor.

What Vigilant Committees Could Do
There is a comparatively small—-but devoted—body of men

concerned in forest protection. The bulk of these are devoting

their time and energy to the cause primarily because they know
the cause to worth while. Their reward is mainly in a sense of ac-

complishment of something worth while for the nation. It is cer-

tainly not in the form of financial returns. With circumstances as

they are, it seems to me the chief hope for development on the all-

important line of fire extinguishing, is for those who are concerned

in forest work to develop a small committee or organization charge,

with the duty -of actively working on these lines. As a matter of

fact such an organization is now being developed. I consider the

Committee should specialize on the development of fire fighting

C(iuipment. That should be its chief concern, but there are other

features of forest work—for instance, methods and appliances for

promptly discovering fires which will, as a matter of course, occupy

its attention as well. Such a committee can work in a variety of

ways. At the outset it will have substantial value as a clearing

house for ideas. There are men in low places and in high places in

forest work who. from time to time, get a new idea which, they

believe, will be valuable in fire work. It is not always possible for

them to develop the idea into a reality ; they have the imagination

hut not the facilities or perhaps the faculty of crystallizing the vision

into the material. Here is where such a committee would prove of

I eal value.

There is another line of work. A committee of this kind

could maintain a continuous survey of all developments in the ap-

plied sciences, ever with the object in mind of applying any new
developuients to forest fire work. For instance, an inventor may
devise a new type of gasoline engine for auton^.obiles or a new type

of pump for domestic purposes and a committee interested in fore-^t

work might immediately see what the inventors would not dream
of—viz.: linking up the two and getting a new forest fire engine

of greatly improved efficiency. In the field of chemical research,

there are corresponding opportunities.

In short, my contention is th^t if forest fire equipment does not

offer a field attractive enough to induce the man with practical im-

agination to work in, then the next best thing is for those people
who are concerned in forest work to see what this man is doing
in other fields and promptly adjust and apply his inventions to forest

needs.

Instituting an Aerial Patrol in Canada

The Dominion Parks service expects it will sooner or later have
an air service in connection with forest fires. Whether the service

will consist of aeroplanes or dirigibles is a matter on which there
is still an open mind. The dirigible has perhaps, never been public-

ly mentioned in connection with forest fire work, but it has many
advantages and some disadvantages as compared with heavier than
air machines which necessitate careful consideration before a final

decision is reached. Either type of machine promises to be very
expensive—much more expensive than most people realize. And
a careful weighing as to the largely increased warden service that

could be got from the amount involved in the development, opera-
tion and maintenance of an air service, will, I fear, show up many
weaknesses to those now enthusiastic for air craft. But that is an-

other story. I have said that we in the Parks service believe that

sooner or later air craft will be found in all forest fire services. As
we plan it out, we look to the air craft to improve efficiency—not to

reduce expenditure—by dispensing with wardens. In fact, I can-
not at present see much hope of utilizing air craft without largely

increasing expenditure.

It is obvious that aircraft will greatly facilitate the prompt dis-

covery of forest fires. The next step is to reach the fires quickly
and put them out. Occasionally aeroplanes might be able to land

fire fighters near a fire, but, aside from the difficulty of inducing the

average man to go up in an aeroplane, there is the outstanding
fact that landing places cannot be found very frequently in the aver-

age timbered country. (Right here might be mentioned one import-
ant advantage of the dirigible—it can land people at almost any
point). Under the circumstances, it seems to me that to take full

advantage of the prompt discovery of fires by aeroplanes it is essen-

tial that wardens be located at strategic points throughout the fire

season. With the warden stations equipped with wireless, the air

pilot can wireless to them the exact location of a fire and the warden
nearest it can then immediately proceed to the fire. Thus both a
large warden service and wireless equipment throughout seem es-

sential to the full realization of the advantages aerial- discovery of

fires offer.

Bombing Forest Fires With Gas Bombs

There are good grounds for hoping that aircraft will prove u-e-

ful in actual fire fighting. Personally. I have great confidence in the

idea that gas will soon be used in fire fighting. Everyone knows that

smothering gases are very efficient in fire extinction. This is the

basic idea of all fire extinguishers. It is all important, if gas is to be
used for forest fires that a material be developed exceedingly light

in weight and small in bulk which at the same time will produce a

huge volume of gas. When such a material is developed air-craft

would offer an ideal method of using it in fire work. In short, the

idea is that one of the coming methods of fighting forest fires will

be to bomb the fire with gas bombs from aircraft. When this is

brought about aircraft will constitute probably the most important
unit in forest fire equipment.

In reference to the employment of gas there is no doubt that

if the material is light enough and compact enough, it will be used
on the ground as well as from aircraft. W^ith the draft that there

is in every forest fire, gas evolved at the edge of a fire would be
swept into the flames. If it would not put out the fire entirely it

would, at least, greatly reduce it, and facilitate complete extinguish-

ment by water and other means.

It is admitted that forests are worth while protecting and that

fire is the greatest menace. Necessary as prompt discovery is, dis-

covery itself is not enough. There must be increased efficiency in

the actual fighting of fires. It, therefore, follows that improved
methods and appliances must be devised. And this can be brought
about only by the application of alert and practical imagination to

the problem. It seems to me that everyone concerned in forest pro-

tection should ask himself every time he hears or sees a new idea

in the applied sciences, can this be applied to forest protection work?
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Number of Accidents in Lumbering Increase
Workmen's Compensation and Assessments in Ontario for 1918—Logging Rate

Same for 1919 but Saw Mill Assessment is Advanced
By S. Price, Chairman Workmen's Compensation Board for Ontario

The completion of the annual tabulation by The Workmen's
Compensation Board show's the accident experience for 1918 in the

lumber industry to be somewhat worse than for the previous year.

The total amount of compensation and medical aid for the year (in-

cluding estimates for claims not completely disposed of) is $229,-

716.61 . The total amount of assessments (including estimated ad-

justments) is $205,569.44. These figures show a deficit of $24,147.17,

but there is a surplus of $51,882.53 carried forward from previous

years, the amount of this being slightly larger than was estimated

in last year's provisional statement.

The figures for the respective rate groups within the lumber-

men's class. Class 1 of Schedule 1 of the Act, are as follows

:

Receipts. Expenditures. Balance
Lum'bering (including woods operations,

logging, rafting, etc) $97,240.88 $100,813.23 $3,572.35

Saw mills, shingle mills, and lath mills 104,542.53 126,248.22 21,705.69

Cooperage stock 2,184.49 1,962.49 222.00

Veneer and excelsior 1,043.47 602.91 440.56

Wood preservation 558.07 89.76 468.31

Totals $205,569.44 $229,716.61 $24,147.17

Accidents, Medical Aid and Compensation

At the close of the year the accident figures are always, of course,

very incomplete, some of the accidents happening during the year

not having been reported, and a large number of others not being

finally disposed of, the disability still continuing and the nature and
extent of the permanent impairment, if any, not yet being known.
The following figures, however, for the accidents happening during

1918, which had on 31st December been finally disposed of, may be of

interest

:

Number of Amount of Amount of

Cases Medical Aid Compensation
Medical aid only 212 $2,223.35

Temporary disability

—

Medical aid only 212 $2223.35

Medical Aid and Compensation ... 831 13,101.30 $32,736.32

26 1,290.56

I'ermanent disability

—

Medical aid and compensation 67 2,265.50 36,598.12

Compensation only 2 567.92

Death-
6 449.00

Burial and medical aid 2 100.50 145.35

Burial and compensation only 1 4,114.66

Burial, compensation, and medical aid . 11 44.50 30,146.28

Compensation and medical aid 2 21.00 2,390.10

It may be interesting to note that the cost of medical aid in the

lumber industry was about 15 per cent, of the amount of compensa-
tion. The proportionate cost of m.edical aid for all industries was
about 14 per cent. The medical aid allowances, as the Act now stands,

cover only the first month's disability. A schedule of doctors' fees

has been adopted by the Board and has been approved by The Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario, which is the governing
body of the medical profession.

Merit Rating System Into Effect

In response to the request of a number of employers a system of

merit rating was put into operation during the year 1918, being ap-

plied to the prior year's operations. Under this there were in the

lumbermen's class 164 merit rating refunds, amounting in all to $4,-

756.82, and 128 merit rating charges, amounting in all to $8,962.76.

The total number of merit rating refunds for all Schedule 1 industries

were 3,497, amounting in all to $154,278.39, and the total number of

merit rating charges were 1,020, amounting in all to $99,322.88. A
circular explaining the system was mailed with each merit rating

notice and will be mailed by the Board to any other employer re-

questing it. As pointed out in the circular, the plan adopted is only
tentative, and the Board will welcome comments or suggestions from
employers concerning the matter.

Saw Mill Rates Increased Ten Cents

The adjusted rates for 1918 and the provisional rates for 1919
have been fixed as follows—logging, $1.20, which is the same as the
provisional rate for 1918, and saw mills, $1.60, which is an increase
of ten cents upon the provisional rate for 1918. At the end of the
present year, of course, the provisional rates for 1919 will be recon-
sidered and adjusted as the experience warrants. It will be noted
that the Ontario rates are very low in comparison with those of other

places. According to the official rate manuals for 1918 the rates in

the adjoining States are as follows

:

Ohio Michigan New Pennsylvania Wisconsin
York Stock Mutual

Logging $250 $4.92 $9.60 .$4.35 $6.18 $5.28
Saw mills 3.85 4.50 10.02 4.16 5.65 4.82

The rates for other provinces of the Dominion are as follows:
New Brunswick Nova Scotia British Columbia

Logging $2.00 $3.00 $3.00 Western
2.00 Eastern

Saw mills 2.50 3.00 2.20

It should be mentioned, however, that in British Columbia the
system differs from that of Ontario, in that calls are made as required
and the actual burden of rates depends upon the number of calls

made.

The Restoration of Ontario Forests
"An Old Woodman" writing to the press on the depletion of the

forests points out some interesting facts in the following letter:

Few people in this province realize how soon Ontario's timber
resources will be exhausted. If they did they would give more thought
to the requirements of coming generations and bring more pressure
on their representatives in Parliament to adopt more practical and
energetic steps than hitherto in providing material or forest wealth
for future generations, which the present have enjoyed, but so ruth-

lessly wasted and handled in the past.

I am now an old man, but I remember as a boy hunting rabbits

on a neighbor's 50 acres common that was covered with small pine
bushes about the height of my head. I passed by this 50 acres last

week, and instead of small pine saplings, I beheld a fine grove of large

white pine trees from 12 to 24 inches at the stump. I asked if $5,000
would buy the timber. I got my answer quick, "No, nor $10,000."

This incident gave me food for reflection. The party above referred

to had means, and he could afford to let this property remain unculti-

vated. But today there are thousands of locations throughout the

province covered with second-growth pine, Norway pine, spruce and
cedar that are owned by people who cannot afford to let the ground lie

idle and uncultivated. Now, it strikes me, that it would be more prac-

tical, instead of the government planting seedlings on ground that is

cleared at present and fit for cultivation of some kind, as they are do-

ing, if they would make some arrangements with the owners of these

already self-planted locations and preserve them for coming genera-
tions. They would be more faithful stewards of the rights of genera-
tions to come.

I have lately been making an estimate of second growth of white
pine, Norway pine, spruce and cedar, varying from two inches to six

inches and my lowest estimate is 60,000 trees on the 1,200-acre plot;

and in 25 years these trees would yield at least 12,000,000 feet of tim-

ber, 25,000 railway ties, and the value of the stumpage for this timber
at the end of the 25 years to the owner would be at least $25,000. The
present value I put on the stumpage of these trees is five cents a tree.

If the owner of this property cuts down these trees for the purpose of

cultivating the land, he is not losing anything, but expects the land,

although poor soil, to yidd some ready money, but the country loses.

Therefore I think it the duty of the government, in view of the want
of building material of the future, to give this matter their serious

consideration. A few thousand locations such as I have described

would in coming years yield a forest of wealth to the province. And
if they bought these trees at five cents a tree it would be cheaper than
planting seedlings, and they would be ahead 10 to 15 years on the

time of growth.
There is a considerable portion of the northern parts of the older

counties in the province under license to lumbermen. As to stump-
age, in Quebec the trees must be 12 inches at the stump before a lum-
berman is allowed to cut it. If this is correct, it is a very good law,

and ought to be adopted in this province. In many drives of logs I no-

tice there is a large percentage of the logs only six and eight inches

in diameter, which if allowed to grow would provide for the future.

These licenses should all be cancelled and nature be allowed to re-

new our forests, which it will do wherever there is sufficient soil to

nourish the young pine trees that are spring^ing up throughout these

burnt areas covered by these old timber licenses.

My excuse for asking space for this long letter is that I have
spent most of my long life in the forests of Ontario,
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Retail Lumbermen Enter Strong Protest
Against the Proposed Cancellation of Freight Credits by Canadian Railway

War Board—New Rule Would Impose Many Hardships on Shippers

The proposal of the Canadian Railway War lioard, of Montreal,

to cancel freight credit arrangements and asking all shippers to give

a bond covering all freight bills of more than 48 hours standing has

created a storm of protest from manufacturers in general, boards of

trade, lumbermen's associations and other bodies. The objections

to this move on the part of the Canadian Railway War Board have

been so strong and insistent that the operation of the proposed meas-

ure has been deferred until June 1st next and, in the meantime, con-

ferences will be held with a view to further modifying some of the

regulations, an outline of which appeared in a recent issue of the

"Canada Lumberman," The action taken by the Wholesale Lum-
ber Dealers' Association was referred to, but since that date the

Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association has been taking a hand

in the fray.

At the recent annual meeting of this body a resolution was pass-

ed in regard to the cancellation of freight credit arrangements and

stating explicitly that the Association was opposed to the move. The
matter has lately been further prosecuted by E. M. Barrett, of Otta-

wa, chairman of the Committee on Legislation and Transportation

and the secretary of the O. R. L. D. A. who sent the following letter

to the secretary of the Canadian Railway War Board in regard to

Circular, No. 97 of the Board

:

In the first place, our members feel that an arbitrary me-

thod of determining credit arrangements based upon in-

terests of one party, can never be successful, and we sub-

mit that this is the nature of the provisions contained in cir-

cular No. 97. We believe, further, that the only method that

will prove satisfactory both to the carriers and the public

is one based upon satisfactory agreements, between indivi<l-

ual carriers and customers. We urge that the regulations

provided for in Circular No. 97 will, if put into effect, ser-

iously disturb industrial conditions and, therefore, that the

matter calls for far more minute consideration and discus-

sion between the parties interested than has yet been given

to it.

While we approve of the extension of the credit period

of seven days, as provided for in Section 2 of Circular No. 97,

inasmuch as it is an improvement upon Circular No. (S6 in

this regard, we feel that the provision that "Failure to pay

such charges within the time prescribed will automatically

cancel such credits" is unnecessarily arbitrary, no considera-

tion being given to the case of failure to pay within the time

limit as a result of conditions beyond the control of the ship-

pers or the consignee."

In connection with this section also, we feel that the

railway companies should be ready to accept a written guar-

antee of a responsible shipper, or consignee, as security in

this connection ; also we would draw your attention to the

term "Bank Guarantee," and advise you that the Canadian
Bankers' Association have decided not to give such guaran-

tees.

What the Board Has to Say

The following reply was received by the secretary of the On-
tario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association from the secretary of the

Canadian Railway War Board, Montreal.

In practice, there will be no change of any moment in

connection with the cancellation of credit, as under existing

practices if the credit which was extended to a shipper or

consignee wa$ forfeited it was cancelled. The notice serv-

ed by the railway upon its customer to this effect gives the

lattet- an opportunity, if he so desires, of putting forth any
circumstances which might warrant special treatment.

While, generally speaking, it may be said that the rail-

way companies, as you remark, should be ready to accept

the written guarantee of responsible shipper or consignee,

there are objections to this from the standpoint of many
shippers who naturally may consider that their financial

standing is just as good as some other concerns when the

facts may not bear this out. This condition leads to alleged

discrimination, and bad feeling, which with uniformity in

treatment of the matter does not occur.

Section 10 contemplates simply uniform application of

methods which have been in effect in various parts of the

country for years and which seems to be preferable to other>

which also have been followed. In the case of one railway,

at least, shippers desiring to obtain delivery of freight with-

out presenting bill of lading have signed bond for unlimited
liability, other roads have asked for a bond equal to the

amount of the invoice, other roads for a bond covering 110

per cent of the invoice amount, and so on. We are aware of

the circumstances applying to import freight under this Sec-

tion and had already started investigation with a view to

minimizing any inconvenience that might be caused the im-
porters.

Cancellation of credit on all lines interested, also, has
been in effect in certain sections of the country for several

years and we have not received complaints from the ship-

pers who have been working under this .system to the effect

that it has caused them any great inconvenience.
Section 12. The cartage phase of the situation is being

dealt with.

With all due respect to your contentions we would say
that, after having exchanged many communications and held

conversations with scores of shippers, we are forced to the

conclusion that in .some instances there is a disposition to

deal with the questions theoretically instead of allowing any
difficulties which may arise to be disposed of as they con-

front us. However, as the railways have been authorized

to continue the present credits where necessary until a date

not later than June 1st, there is plenty of opportunity for

the further investigation which you desire in order that ship-

pers and consignees may take whatever action they may see

fit to fully protect their interests. I might add that accord-
ing to the reports received from the railways the great ma-
jority of the largest firms in the cuintrv have alreadv com-
plied with the regulations.

The Proposed Changes are too Drastic

The various points raised by the Canadian Railway War Board
in the foregoing letter were answered by the secretary of the On-
tario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association in the following communi-
cation to the Board

:

With further reference to our correspondence regarding
Circular No. 97 (File 89) we are scarcely able to take as

hopeful a view as you would like us to in regard to your
statement that "In practice there will be no change of any
amount in connection with the cancellation of credit."

May we submit for instance one very serious change,
which apparently is certain -to result? Take for instance

cases in which the Railway Companies do not furnish prop-

er notice of the arrival of freight, resulting in the accumula-
tion of demurrage charges. In such cases, even though the

fault may be the Railway Companies, they will have the

bond to fall back upon for collection of demurrage or car
rental, and the shipper w^ill have no means of proving that

notice was not sent to him.

This will be a very drastic change from the present

method under which the Railway Companies are obliged

in such circumstances to collect from the shipper.

Notice of arrival of cars provided for under Circular

No. 97 is far from satisfactory. In the first place the Com-
pany should be required to deliver the notice at a man's
place of business, or else to send it, by registered post, so

that there will be an official record through the mail in re-

gard to the time of mailing and receiving. Circular No. 97
provides that if the Railway Company's representative mails

the notice the day before, the shipper's time is supposed to

be on the following morning at seven o'clock. It is quite

impossible for a man to receive his mail within that time.

Moreover, if the Company, through the neglect of its clerks

fails to mail the notice, and yet claims to have done so, it

will have a free hand to collect demurrage out of a bond.
This feature is not an imaginary one. Cases of a simi-

lar nature are continually occurring. We could name a

very definite one today, but prefer to leave the matter in

your hands in a general way.
We cannot help taking strong objection to your assump-
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tion and statement that "According to the reports received

from the Railways the great majority of the largest firms in

the country have already complied with the regulations."

We do not know how thorough the reports referred to are,

but our suspicion is that they must be of a very casual na-

ture, because so far as the lumber industry is concerned, we
knew that this cannot be the case. Therefore, it is entirely

aside from the point for your Board to endeavor to persuade
us to accept such an exceptionally drastic and unnecessary
set of regulations as those which Circular No. 97 involve,

on the ground that "The majority of the largest firms of the
country have already complied with the regulations," in fact,

we cannot persuade ourselves that you are really serious in

this statement.

Please do not feel that we are purposely raising objec-

tions in order to embarrass the railway companies. We are

anxious at all times to co-operate as fully as possible in order
to make the shipping situation satisfactory both to the rail-

ways and to the shippers and consignees, and for this reason
we desire you to consider our objections as absolutely bona-
fide.

Furthermore, while we agree, that there may be, as you
say "A disposition to deal with the question theoretically in-

stead of allowing any difficulties which may arise to be dis-

posed of as they confront us," we not only feel that this does
not apply in the present instance, but also that the attitude

of the railway companies in the past has been so definitely

to exact its pound of flesh from the shipper and the con-
signee that it is quite impossible for us, with any confidence,

to "allow any difficulties which may arise to be disposed of

as they confront us." If Circular No. 97 goes into effect in

its present form, we know from experience how difficult and
almost impossible it will be to remove the hardships which
it imposes.

The final word in the proceedings came from the Railway War
Board a day or two later stating that the several contentions in the

foregoing letter had been noted and that the arguments presented

would be given full consideration. The secretary added "I might
say that it is expected we will have opportunity in the near future

for a further conference with shippers' representatives, at which any
such questions may be the subject of further discussion."

Says That Shippers Welcome Order

An interesting despatch recently appeared in the daily press

which looks as if the Canadian Railway War Board are optimists in

regard to their proposed move no matter how many or seriou?

are the protests raised. The statement from the War Board is as

follows

:

In connection with the articles calling for the abolition

of the Canadian Railway War Board, the general secretary

of the board makes the following statement

:

"This board's license to exist was written in terms of

national necessity. So long as that necessity continues this

board will continue to serve Canada. But now, by asking-

all shippers to give a bond covering all freight bills of more
than forty-eight hours' standing, we seem to have exhaust-
ed our welcome.

"There is nothing new in refusing credit. The new rule

on the railways is in the interests of good railroading and
good service to the community. That was the reason for it.

Many of the most important firms in Canada are graceful-

ly submitting to be bonded if for no other reason than to

play fair with the smaller shipper. The latter welcomes the

rule, since he knows now that his competitor on another line

of railway can have no advantage over him in the matter of

credit."

The Parliament Buildings Escaped This Time
Memory af the great fire of February 3, 1916, which destroyed

the House of Parliament was re-called vividly to the Commons on
March 20, still sitting as a result of that conflagration in the tem-
porary headquarters of the Museum at Ottawa.

W. S. Loggie, of Northumberland, N.B., who is a lumberman
legislator, was discussing fish and lobsters when J. J. Denis, of Jol-
iette, suddenly remarked that Loggie had been talking about the very
same subject when the fire was announced three years ago, and he
suggested they had better be careful on such dangerous ground.

It was just before nine o'clock on that fateful February 3 that
Mr. Loggie was saying, "In my judgment, fish are sold at moderate
prices all over the Dominion," when, according to Hansard, "C. R.
Stewart, chief doorkeeper of the House of Commons, came hurriedl}^

into the chamber and called opt, "There is a big fire in the reading-
room, everybody get out quickly."

Fortunately there was no repetition of the disaster on this occa-
sion.

International Co. Increasing Sawmill Capacity
Roland Hughes, late of Alpenk, Mich, has been appointed presi-

dent of the International Land and Lumber Co., Limited, of Ottawa.
He succeeds the late J. L. Bates in that position. R. N. Bates, of Ot-
tawa, was re-elected vice-president and managing director of the or-

ganization at the recent annual meeting.
The company are enlarging their sawmill at St. Felicien, Que.

increasing the capacity to 10,000,000 feet a year and will have the
largeest plant on their side of Lake St. John. Operations in the bush
are proceeding favorably and the company will have a large quantity

Roland Hughes, Ottawa, R. N. Bates, Ottawa,
Newly-elected President of the Company Vice-President and Managing Director

of lumber on hand this summer. Next winter they purpose taking
out 10,000,000 feet of logs from their limits to be made partially into

railway ties, while the remainder will be converted into lumber.
The International Land and Lumber Co. have a contract with

the Canadian National Railways for the delivery of 500,000 railway
ties over a period of two years. The ties will be made from the com-
pany's jack pine logs while considerable spruce lumber is being
handled.

Mr. Hughes, the new president of the company, is a thoroughly
practical and experienced lumber man. He is a Canadian by birth,

but when a young man some forty years ago he went to Alpena,
Mich., entering into the lumbering business of that state. He handl-

ed for several years the entire bushwork for one of the largest lum-
bering companies of Michigan, afterwards working in the sawmills
for several years, being the chief sawyer, millwright, mill foreman
and later building mills of his own, which he operated until about ten

years ago when he sold and joined the directorate of the Internation-

al Land and Lumber Company, Limited. Mr. Hughes, who is mov-
ing from Alpena, Mich., to Ottawa where he will reside, has been
most successful in his life calling. He has been for six years a mem-
ber of the board of directors of the International Co. and was a first

cousin of the late president, J. L. Bates. He frequently visited the

limits and mills of the company at St. Felicien, Que., giving valuable

advice, but in his new position will give his full time to the company's
interests.

Mr. Bates has held the office of vice-president and managing
director since its organization, for the past twenty years being con-
tinually engaged in financial affairs. He has organized and promot-
ed several successful companies and goi together a strong organ-
ization. The advisory board of the company consists of Lawrence
H. Tasker, of New York; Colonel L. R. C. Boyle, C.M.G., London,
England ; Thos. Askwith, of Ottawa

; J. R. O'Driscoll, of Lowestoft,
England; John H. Wilson, bush superintendent; Dolphis Seguin, as-

sistant; Antoine Castonguay, mill foreman, and C. W. Bates, local

manager of the mills and limits.

The Long-Bell Lumber Company, with operations at numerous
points in the South, is increasing its outfit at Quitman, Miss. The
Quitman operation is known as the Long-Bell Company. It is an-

nounced that plans are being laid to build an up-to-date hardwood
mill on the timber east of Quitman. The mill will have a capacity

of 30,000 feet per day.
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Bringing Out Spruce by Motor Trucks
Plank Roads Constructed at Moderate Cost Made the Plan

Feasible on Sparse Growth

How heavily loaded motor-trucks have been bringing out spruce

for airplanes in the Pacific Northwest, over unstable soils and
through mountainous country, is related by a contributor to "The
Engineering News-Record." This was effected, we are told, by the

construction of specially designed plank roads, of which the most
interesting were built like a railway, with a line of planks for the

wheels on each side, and guards on the inside of each line to keep

the wheels from running oflf. High efificiency and a low cost of main-

tenance for the trucks are reported, despite heavy grades and over-

loads. We read : "Plank roads constructed at moderate cost made
it feasible to get motor-trucks into many of the thinly scattered

stands of spruce along the north Pacific coast, and without the motor-
truck or some other form of mobile and quick transportation spruce

from these forests could not have been brought out at the rate re-

Taking big load over plank highway

quired by the Government's Spruce Production Division. Thus,
plank roads suddenly became of greater importance, perhaps, than
ever before, and various improvements in design and construction

were developed. It is notable that, contrary to the usual practice on
temporary roads, a-ccurate location surveys with transit were made
under the direction of an engineer. This has been particularly worth
while, because of its effect in decreasing first cost and maintenance
of the planked surface. A great decrease in tire wear on plank roads,

as compared with gravel surfaces, is also reported.

"Two types of construction are used on these roads. In one
the planks are placed crosswise, while the other calls for longitudinal
planking and is known as the 'fore-and-aft' type. For the former type
eight-foot planks were used at first, supported on stringers placed
under the lines that the wheel treads would follow. This did not
allow much margin of safety, so ten-foot planking was tried. On
this wider road-bed, however, the drivers did not keep over the string-

ers, and this greatly increased the cost of maintaining the roads. To
overcome this, the standard width was again placed at eight feet for

tangents and the 'fore-and-aft' design was improved and used on all

grades less than four per cent. Where grades are steeper cross plank-
ing is considered necessary, to avoid slipping in wet weather.

"What is considered a great improvement in the 'fore-and-aft'

construction was effected by putting guard-rails in the centre at the
inner edges of the plank track, where they could be cross-braced.
This is found to constitute a very safe type of construction, strong
and stable, which does not require as many plank as the crosswise
type. The guard-rails must not extend more than six inches above
the plank, so that they will clear the brake rims of the trucks. The
turnouts are put in every five hundred feet on tangents, and on all

curves which do not admit of a clear view to the next turn.

"Motor-trucks have been used both in the construction work and
in the actual delivery of spruce logs from regions where the spruce
stand is light, and are reported to have proved very effective."

The Rise and Fall of Western Stocks
One of the outstanding features of the lumber industry of Can-

ada during 1918 was the rapidly growing demand in Ontario, Que-
bec and the Maritime Provinces for British Columbia forest pro-
ducts. Douglas fir, western pine, red cedar, mountain spruce, gray
fir and larch. There are half a dozen firms in Toronto who specialize
in these lines being direct representatives of B. C. mills, while there
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are also a number of wholesalers in Montreal who dealt particularly in

western wood products. It is interesting to note that the pioneer
mill in B. C. to introduce their products in the eastern market was
the B. C. Mills Timber & Trading Company of V'ancouver, who were
not only pioneers in the market, but also one of the earliest manu-
facturers on the Pacific Coast.

The first shipments made were of Douglas fir timber, which was
a quarter of a century ago, te be used for the construction of lock-

gates and dredge anchors. This timber was to be employed building
lockgates on the Cornwall canal in 1893. The contractor had frequent
ly spoken of the difficulties he had to overcome to get the consent
of Government engineers to use Douglas fir in the place of white
pine which wood had done duty ever since lockgates were built. Ow-
ing to the size of the gates and the extreme difficulty in procuring
white pine at that time, some other wood had to be secured as a sub-
stitute. The contractor recommended the use of Douglas fir, but
had to give his personal guarantee as to its suitability before final

consent was obtained from the Federal Government. An in-

teresting incident is that ever since that time Douglas fir has been
used wholly in the building of lockgates.

In 1893 one of the mills in British Columbia loaded a sailing ship

with a full cargo of fir timber and lumber, sending her around by
Cape Horn. Tne vessel arrived in Montreal in the spring of the fol-

lowing year and unloaded in the Lachine Canal, the freight being
about $10.80 per thousand feet, whereas today the freight charges
are from $22 to $25. This was the first cargo of fir ever brought to

Eastern Canada and the only one from the Pacific coast until the

spring of 1915 when three large cargoes were brought by a Montreal
firm, via the Panama Canal.

The Fight Was an Uphill One
Naturally when B. C. forest products were first introduced in

Eastern Canada it was a hard up-hill fight for a long time. There
were many prejudices to overcome as both red and white pine timber
were plentiful in Ontario and cheap, so that low prices offered by the

B. C. mills were the only inducement the representatives had to pre-

sent as well as being able to supply the larger sized timbers at re-

duced figures. In comparing present prices with those of 18% fir

timber, fir finish, fir stepping, clear cedar and XXX red cedar shingles

there has, owing to the extra cost of labor, logging, sawing, trans-

portation, etc., been an advance of approximately 100 per cent and
still the demand keeps growing. The B. C. lumbermen's best market
in Eastern Canada up to the present has been the manufacturing
towms, but Montreal also consumes a large quantity of B. C. stock

with a growing demand.

B. C. salesmen report increasing business from frequent visits

to Quebec and Maritime Provinces although trade is quiet at present.

The red cedar shingle is a household commodity in the east

and is generally regarded as the best shingles produced anywhere.
The standard XXXXX and XXX are easy to sell and the record of

service, worth and durability of this class of roofing is widely known.
Now that the war is over it is probable that the one great barrier to

more extensive marketing of western stocks, namely the distance of

3,000 miles requiring from four to five weeks for deliveries may be
overcome by reason of cargo shipments from the Panama Canal and
distributing centres which may be established at convenient points

in Eastern Canada.

The West is Outlet for East

The Prairie Provinces have always been a profitable outlet for

the larger portion of the Coast and Mountain mills in B. C. The de-

mand has been steady and constantly increasing. During the fall

months owing to the partial crop failure in several sections of the

Prairie Provinces the requisitions fell off materially and a certain

amount of alarm set in in the western ranks. The Mountain mills,

which up to that time had disposed of a comparatively smari propor-

tion of their output in the east, naturally looked around for a ready

market. A campaign of price cutting resulted and the merry warfare

went on for some weeks. The bottom fell out of things generally,

list prices were cast to the wind and competition was exceptionally

keen. The eastern manufacturers of spruce and hemlock felt the op-

position to a marked degree. After the first period of anxiety had

passed with the close of the war coming rather unexpectedly, matters

began to change their course and quotations on boards, shiplap and
timbers which had been cut from 25 to 35 per cent, reasserted them-

selves. Confidence returned and a spirit of optimism once more pre-

vails. The result is that values are now steady and firm. The Moun-
tain mills had started sawing last spring in good faith and found

when them came to market their lumber on the prairie practically

no demand for the reasons already outlined and this is why there was
an onrush on the eastern territory. It was necessary for the mills to

turn their stock into money and in some cases their product was dis-

posed of at a serious loss rather than gain.
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Gratifying Increase in Crown Lands Revenue
The Gain in New Brunswick Due to Large Extent on Tax on Privately Owned

Timber Lands and Fire Protection Tax on Crown Lands Under License

The new taxes upon lumbermen and the increased rate of stump-

age were largely responsible for the increase in territorial rev'^enue in

the province of New Brunswick to $791,027, according to the satis-

factory annual report submitted recently to the Legislature by Hon.

Dr. Smith, Minister of Lands and Mines.

In his review of the year's work the Minister says in part: "It

will be observed the total revenue is nearly a quarter of a million dol-

lars greater than it was in the preceding year, which increase is

due to a large extent to a new source of revenue, viz., the tax on pri-

vately owned timber land and the fire protection tax on the Crown
lands under license. In making a comparison, then, of the revenue

of the two years, these new taxes should be taken into account. Leav-

ing these two items out of the statement altogether, the revenue for

the last fiscal year is greater by nearly $125,000 than the year prev-

ious. This gain is a particularly good showing, when it is borne in

mind that less lumber was cut than during the previous year, the

stumpage from which forms more than one-half the total revenue of

the department. As stated in my last report, the stumpage was rais-

ed from $1.50'per M. superficial feet to $2.50 per M. and which raise

of stumpage is largely responsible for the increased revenue as above

stated.

"It is somewhat difficult at this time of writing to estimate the

oflf of about 50 per cent from that collected last year and attributable

to a large extent to the absence of many non-resident sportsmen,

chiefly from the United States, the greater number of whom' were
of a class who were called up to join the colors in the great war now
happily at an end.

"It is somewhat difficulta tt his time of writing to estimate the

revenue from the department for the new year, but I think I am safe

in saying there will be no falling oflf. On the other hand, if prices

continue to be as at present, and tonnage is available, it is not un-
reasonable to expect a large European trade in our lumber in the

building up of the war devastated areas of France and Belgium."

The Forest Act Stoutly Defended

The Minister defended at length as progressive legislation, the

Acts of the previous year known as the Forest Act and the Forest
Fires Act, declaring that "no more important legislation conducive
to the welfare of the Crown domains has been placed on the Statute
of this Province."

"Some, however, who criticize the Forest Act maintain that

the main features of this Act are in conflict with the principles of

responsible government and that a Minister of the Crown in setting

up an advisory board was not living up to the principles of British

government," continues the Minister's statement. When I say
there is nothing in the Act that will prevent the Minister from accept-
ing or rejecting any recommendation of that board, I think I present
a complete answer to the criticism referred to. On the other hand a
board composed of persons familiar with the management of wilder-
ness lands, particularly a board that has no colors in politics and no
pecuniary reward in advising with the Minister on the management
of the forests must be a distinct advantage. The advisory board
as constituted consists of the Minister, the Deputy Minister, the Di-
rector of Forest Surveys, Archibald Eraser and D. J. Buckley.

"As provided by the Act, Mr. Eraser was selected by myself as
representative of the owners of privately owned timber lands, while
Mr. Buckley had the largest number of votes returned to this depart-
ment from licenses of Crown land."

Progress of the Forest Survey

After reviewing the organization of the Forest Service, in which
it is announced appointments will be made only as promotions from
within, and the work under the Forest Fires Act, Hon. Dr. Smith
reviews the forest survey operation :

—

"I regret to say that owing to unforeseen circumstances the for-

est survey was only carried on in a small way. Early in the year a

number of the principal foresters were called up under the Militia

Act, and I was thus forced to abandon the work for the time, but now
that this great war is a thing of the past I am in hopes of reorganiz-
ing the parties aiid covering a large area during the coming sum-
mer. The small force available was employed in examing crown
lands, embracing in the whole about four hundred square miles, the
licenses of which terminated on August 1st, 1918. This work was
satisfactorily performed under the direction of Mr. Prince, the Direct-
or of Forestry, and before the time of sale full information was fur-

nished as to the kinds and quantities of lumber on each parcel. The
sale of this ground was conducted in a new way by selling on a
stumpage basis, instead of the usual method of mileage. Although
a large part of the whole area was not sold a considerable part was
bought in at a stumpage varying from $5.50 to $7.75 per M. Th^
berths sold were for a term of one year, with the understanding the
minister may extend the license for one year more, when it is shown
that the operation could not well be completed the first year. The
sale fully justified this procedure, which is unprecedented in a New
Brunswick forest policy. In this sale out of 39 per cent of the land
sold the province will in the two years have received more money

MEMBERS OF N. B. CROWN LANDS ADVISORY BOARD

Archibald Fraser,
Edmundston, N.B.

T. G. Loggie,
Deputy Minister of Lands & Mines

David J. Buckley,
Newcastle, N.B.
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than under the bonus system of $100 per square mile, with the unsold
land representing 61 per cent to offer again to the public at a more
advantageous time.

The Territorial Revenue
The following statement shows the comiwirative receipts for

territorial revenue in New Brunswick for years ending October 31st,

1917 and 1918.

1917 1918
S 51 1 f* n f 1 tn 1"> p r T i p f* ^ 's $8275.00 $901 00
Renewal of Timber Licenses . 81116.67 78582.00

11m fyf* 352087.31 471026.57
30554 67

T ji n H \ 4617.05 8157.02
T 5iKnr 1^*11 tin 201 .20 180.00
T^pnnc;it^ for Sfiim nnfc 9339.14

1530.00 1481 .00

Orrl pr<5 of Snrvpv 60.00 75.00
T.and Lewises . ... 336.00 323.00

Royalty

6891 .00 6154.50
21121 .00 40689.29

Fishing Leases and Angling Licenses . ... 25481.00 25532.40

Game Licenses 42293 . 38 25558.70

Guides Certificates 28.00 6.00
1059.10 2747.37

Miscellaneous 507.75 798.25

Taxidermist and Pelt Licenses 702.50 433.00

Copies, Plans, Records, etc 114.64 112.85

Transfer Timber Licenses 1413.00 1469.00

Beaver Permits 974.00 1420.00

1917—$50101.17
756.50 93643.94

Wild Land Tax Years ... 1918—43542.77 $549565.19 $799184.70

Deduct Sinking Fund, Land Sales & Bonuses 5373.55

Deduct Sinking Fund, Land Sales 8157.02

Net Revenue $544191.64 $791027.68

In addition to the above receipts for the year 1918 there were re-

ceived $1,523.55 for instahnents on Settlement Lands purchased from
the New Brunswick Railway Company and which was placed in the

Sinking Fund as a payment on the cost of these lands.

Body Brougrht to Canada for Interment

The body of the late Lieut. W. Scott Waldie of Toronto, who died

of pneumonia in No. 9 Canadian General Hospital, Rhyl, Wales, on

February 19th, was brought home recently for burial. The funeral

took place from the residence of his brother, F. N. Waldie, 127 Bloor

St., W., Toronto, interment being at Burlington. The last sad rites

were attended by a large number of friends in the lumber industry,

as well as military representatives. The late Lieut. Waldie was large-

ly instrumental in organizing and recruiting the 122nd Muskoka Bat-

talion with which unit he went overseas, and served for some time

with the Canadian Forestry Corps in France. At the time of his

death he was attending an ofificers' school at Bexhill, Eng., where he
was qualifying for a fighting unit when the armistice was signed.

Previous to enlisting for overseas service Lieut. Waldie was sales-

manager of the Victoria Harbor Lumber Company.

Cost of Pulpwood and Yellow Pine "Waste"

Editor, "Canada Lumberman."

Sir:—Your attention is called to an article in the March issue of

the Atlantic Monthly, entitled "Developing the Estate" by Arthur D.
Little, in which appears the following:

"Enough yellow pine pulpwood is consumed in burners, or left

to rot, to make double the total tonnage of paper produced in the

United States. Meanwhile, our paper-makers memorialize the com-
munity on the scarcity of paper-stock, and pay $18 a cord for pulp-

wood which they might buy for $3. It takes many years to produce
a crop of wood, and wood-waste, which now constitutes from one-half

to two-thirds of the entire trees, is too valuabe a raw material to be

regarded longer as an encumbrance, except by an improvident man-
agement."

Whatever was the purpose of this remarkable statement. I think

you will agree with me that its effect is to leave upon the mind of the

average reader the impression that the paper-manufacturers are pay-
ing $18 a cord for pulpwood that they could buy for $3, and that the

only reason they are not taking advantage of this op])ortunit\- i-; be-

cause they do not know enough.

If, as Mr. Litttle avers, enough yellow ])inc pulpwood is w a.-^tcd

to produce twice the total tonnage of paper now produced in the

United States—a statement open to challenge—the waste is not at-

tributable to the paper-makers, although that is the only inference
deductible from Mr. Little's charge. Statistics issued by the United
States Department of Agriculture (Bulletin No. 758 j show that out
of a total of 5,480,075 cords of wood consumed in producing pulp in
the United States in 1917 only 142,094 cords were of the yellow pine
•species. It is inconceivable that there could have been a \vaste in the
process of conversion of this (juantity of wood of the dimensions sug-
gested by Mr. Little.

As to paying $18 a cord for wood that can be bought for $3 the
accusation is absurd on its face. Labor costs alone, for cutting and
driving, are greatly in excess of the smaller sum mentioned by Mr.
Little, as every manufacturer is aware.

Mr. Little, whose statement can have only one effect, that of
prejudicing the paper-manufacturers in the eyes of the public, is un-
doubtedly aware of the fact that paper-manufacturing has reached the
point where practically whatever profit is derived therefrom comes
from the saving of waste, and that the manufacturers are trying to
meet these problems and, in some instances, are employing this same
Mr. Little to help them solve them.

Mr. Little's latest attack upon the industry is in keeping with his
appearance before the Federal Trade Commission, on behalf of the
newspaper publishers, in connection with the fixing of a price for
newsprint paper. The eflfect of Mr. Little's evidence there was to
create the impression that the average paper-manufacturer carries on
his business in an ignorant and wasteful manner, with no regard for
its .scientific possibilities. It is needless to say that no practical manu-
facturer, carrying on a commercial business, agrees with him.

Yours truly

A. L. Dawe
Secretary, Canadian Pulp & Paper Association.

Montreal, March 18th, 1919.

Will Give Soldiers Lumber at Cost
Twelve hundred retail lumber merchants in the three Prairie

l)rovinccs will co-operate with the Soldiers Settlement Board by giv-
ing soldiers who go on the land wholesale prices for lumber required
for permanent improvements plus the bare cost of unloading, hand-
ling and other charges. This arrangement has been made by repre-
sentatives of the board with the Western Retail Lumbermen's As-
sociation on behalf of the retailers. The new prices for soldier settlers

apply to material of stock sizes. The association maintains an
architectural staff which is familiar with building operations in West-
ern Canada, and this service department has been placed at the dis-

posal of the Soldier Settlement Board.

In granting this substantial reduction in price to soldier settlers,

the Western Retail Lumbermen's Association writes that the lumber
dealers recognize that the supplying of equipped farms to soldiers is

a purely reconstructive measure, which can be helped or hindered by
the attitude which the local retail dealer maintains toward the under-
taking. They realize further that an attempt to bring materials direct

from the mills would entail a loss of time and serious inconvenience
to the soldier, and, further, that unnecessary expense in handling and
trans-shipment would be entailed if the board attempted to gather
the materials at central points and distribute them.

New Timber Company Secures Charter
A provincial charter has been granted to Chippewa River Tim-

ber Company. Limited, with a capital stock of five hundred thousand
dollars and the provisional head office of the organization is at 24
King St., west, Toronto, in the Manning Arcade. The new company
is empowered to carry on the business of lumbering in all its branches
and to deal in logs, timber, pulp wood, shingles, pulp and paper. It

is understood that Illinois and Canadian capital is interested in the

new enterprise and that a large tract of land has been secured in

Northern Ontario, where a saw mill will be eventually erected and
lumbering operation conducted on a large scale, while arrangements
will be made for taking out considerable pulp wood. Further plans

will be announced later on. Denton, Grover and Macdonald of Toron-
to are solicitors for the Chippewa River Timber Company, Limited.

Endeavoring^ to Facilitate Extensive Construction

\\'ith building and road construction throughout the country
totalling nearly $5,000,000,000 being held up by high prices, the first

efforts of the new Industrial Board will be to establish lower price

levels on steel, lumber, brick and cement so that this work may be re-

sumed, says a recent despatch from Washington.

The first direct step of the board to lower prices was from Wash-
ington, when representatives of all the leading steel manufacturers,
headed by Judge E. H. Gary and Charles M. Schwab, met for a con-

ference with the board. They have promised the fullest co-operation.
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Stimulating Sales in Retail Lumber Yard
Dealer Should Have Vision and Initiative and Thorough Aquaintance With Needs

of His Trade—Contact With Customer and Familiarity With Goods

We are standing on the threshold of a new era, not only in the

lumber business but in almost every line of thought and activity.

Now is the time for us to cut loose the shackles of tradition and pre-

cedent, said Charles S. Mason, of A. Mason & Son, of Peru, N. Y.,

m a stirring and able address delivered before the recent convention

of retailers of that State. The saddest task is to add that Mr. Mason,
on returning home from the gathering contracted pneumonia and
died a few days later. He was one of the most progressive and
honorable men in the retail ranks and was regarded as a coming
leader. His remarks, which follow, show the breadth of intelligence

and upright spirit that he manifested in his ideas of business and
will be read with great interest and appreciation :

Any business man who in the past year has not taken advantage
of the times and events to correct trade abuses and customs, and
improve his methods, or who does not see in the present a most wel-

come opportunity for the regeneration of his business, and the

achievement of new things, has missed and is missing an opportunity

that comes to a man but seldom in his business career.

Now I know very little about the theory and psychology of sales-

manship. I think very few lumbermen do. I do not know that we
are supposed to. My creed has always been a very simple one. To
know all I could about the article I was selling—to know all I could

about what my customer needed and then to go to it.

But if we should attempt to work out even a simple analysis of

the term "Sales Promotion" I think we would discover five essentials

at least. These would be,

—

Familiarity with article we are selling.

Acquaintance with the needs of our trade.

Contact with the customer.
Vision and initiative.

Policy.

Familiarity With Our Line

Of course knowledge of the article we are selling is the begin-

ning of all salesmanship. No argument is needed to support that

—

it is a fundamental truth—it is axiomatic.

I wonder how many lumber dealers make a thorough study of

everything in their line. To many of us lumber is lumber—shingles

are shingles, etc. If we would stop to realize it, there is hardly a

thing in the average lumber yard that does not have an interesting

story connected with it—not fabrications of the imagination—but
real truths—where the article was grown or manufactured—how it

was manufactured—how it was treated—why it will outwear or out-

last—why it is better than other kinds—and a lot of other things that

make up an interesting line of talk.

It is just this knowledge that makes the difference between a dull

salesman and an interesting one—and who would not prefer to be
waited on by an interesting salesman. How many times in your ex-

perience have you gone out to wait on a customer when you knew
you did not know anything about what you were selling, but were
merely playing the role of "order taker." You can just remember how
you said your little say (and it was a short one) and then came that

embarrassing pause. While you leaned up against the pile with
your hands in your pockets your customer floundered around trying
to decide whether he would trust his own judgment in your line or
go back to the other yard and buy the same article at the same price

merely because the other fellow showed him more good points about
his article than you did.

If we have anything in our line that we are not interested enough
in to study it—we fail to arouse the interest of our customer, and
when that happens it is better to cut that thing out of our lin-e (if

our dis-interest is incurable) because sooner or later it is liable to
prove infectious and lose us other good sales. The successful sales-

man immediately obtains his customer's interest and attention and
holds it—that we cannot do if we are not well versed in the line that
we are selling.

We would be surprised to know the amount of time and money
spent every year by the big manufacturing and selling institutions
of the country in the training and preparation of their salesmen. One
of the large paint concerns bring their salesmen to the factory twice
a year and make them sit for days at a time and listen to practical
talks on the things they have to sell. Now the great majority of re-
tail lumber dealers are too busy and too settled to take a course in
salesmanship but it is not too late for us to come to a full realization

of the vital need of a more intimate talking knowledge of the things
we have to sell. This Can be had only through study and application

—no satisfactory substitute has ever been known—no short cut has
ever been discovered.

Acquaintance With Needs of Our Trade

It is doubtful whether there is a retail business today in which
the customer needs the intelligent co-operation of the merchant as

much as in the lumber business—be the customer a house owner

—

farmer—contractor—architect—or purchasing agent—and that cate-

gory covers about every trade channel open to us.

I presume some retailers figure that the service department in

xvhich they have taken so much pride in fixing up answers this need,

but it is far from it. I think the need is for a more specialized know-
ledge—a knowledge that goes as far as the planning of a customer's
work and the solution of his problems. The house owner or farmer
who has had to do any building work this past year has approached
the ordeal with fear and trembling,—and well he might, when you
consider the inefficiency of labor and the unwillingness of contract-

ors to take work on anything but the percentage basis.

If we are willing to take hold and help our customers arrive at

the construction of a piece of work by the most practical methods
and with the most economical use of materials and least outlay in

labor then we have enacted a most constructive piece of Sales Pro-
motion. When we have won the confidence and gratitude of a cus-

tomer by that means, we have sold something not just for today, but
for the endless tomorrow.

I suppose the small yard dealer who has to be salesman and
manager and everything else will say that that is a lot to expect.

Well, may be so, but an abundance of knowledge seldom ever adds
to our problems,—it tends to simplify them. And then again our
achievements are determined very largely by our conception of our
job. Our achievements rarely ever exceed our conceptions.

The greatest menace that the retail lumber dealer has to deal

with today is the unreliable contractor. Under the present dispen-
sation of justice, the minute we extend credit to a contractor who
does not deserve it we enter a contracting partnership and a very
unequal one at that. We are out for the lamb's share of the profits

and the lion's share of the losses. If everything goes all right we
have promoted a sale. If he fails we have financed a disaster.

I believe the principal fault of the unreliable contractor is in-

competency. If we are in a partnership with an incompetent partner

we have an abundant opportunity for co-operation, and not only an
opportunit}^ but a vital need. I have known of several instances

—

quite a few of them in my own experience—where a little steering

and co-operation on the part of the dealer has turned a shrinking
margin into a small profit. A customer secured in this manner will

prove a most enduring asset and I believe is the fruit of a most far-

sighted policy of sales promotion.

A knowledge that will permit us to co-operate with the architect

and the purchasing agent in a practical manner is equally desirable.

An architect quickly becomes very partial to a shop or yard that in-

terprets his wishes intelligently and executes them accordingly. The
busy purchasing agent is just as responsive. If you have an organi-

zation large enough to permit it, the most satisfactory' system is to

have each member of your selling staff specialize in some class of

building work. This gives you a larger range of co-operation and
tends to preserve the working balance of your organization. We
must remember that in the final analysis—all the problems and per-

plexities of our business find their soluition or not (as the cause may
be) in answer to the question—"How much do we know about our
jobs?"

Contact With the Customer

The next requisite in our equipment for sales promotion is the

means of getting in contact with our prospective customer. There
is where "advertising and the other means" come in. Roughly speak-
ing, there are two kinds of advertising—indirect and direct. With-
out a doubt the most popular form of indirect advertising is the news-
paper. It is also the one most abused and neglected. There are all

sorts of motives for advertising. Some advertise because they have
something to sell and want the people to know it. Others advertise

because they feel they ought to be using up so much advertising
space and care not particularly which way it goes ; some advertise
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because their neighbors advertise and they are afraid not to—a de-

fensive attitude. To the two latter class of advertisers no advice is

necessary—if they are going to spend the money anyway, they could

not find an institution more deserving of their charity than the aver-

age local newspaper.
Unquestionably, newspaper advertising that is well planned and

well directed makes a very satisfactory investment. The results that

it brings forth are in direct i)roportion to the attention that we give

to it. It will, however, always have its outstanding faults of indirect-

ness.

The other forms of indirect advertising are too numerous to per-

mit much individual attention. Here are a few

:

Farm Bureau Publications reaching preferred list of readers.

Directories.

Road Signs—unsightly—can be artistic.

Calendars—out of date.

Carpenters' aprons, farmers' account books, memo books—good
if distributed correctly.

While these forms of indirect advertising are all right as far as

they go, I am becoming convinced that to obtain satisfactory results

they should be supplemented with more direct forms. The increas-

ing amount of personal letters—circular letters—folders—posters

—

house organs,etc., that are put through the mail every year by the big

advertisers, I think confirm that opinion.

Carrying Out Direct Advertising Campaign
By direct advertising I mean some form of advertising that goes

direct to the prospective customer and obtains personal perusal and
attention. Of course, the direct and personal forms of advertising

require some office equipment and organization, which the small

yard dealer may not feel that he can afiford. But there are some
forms whicii even the small office can have.

In order to carry out a direct advertising campaign intelligently

and effectively, the first thing that we need to work with is a list of

our prospective customers. I don't mean the ordinary mailing list

that is gotten up in a helter-skelter fashion, but a list which is the

result of a. careful study of the territory which we can legitimately

serve. If this study is carried out in a systematic and efficient man-
ner, we give it the more dignified name of a survey.

How Obtained

:

Farm Bureau assistance.

Chamber of Commerce assistance.

Post Masters, etc.

Classification of prospective customers

:

Farm trade.

Industrial.

Contractors—Carpenters and Architects.

All other classes of trade.

Various Forms of Circularizing.

Circular or Form Letters.

Special Circulars and Folders. (Often furnished by side line

manufacturers).
House Organ or Bulletin issued at stated intervals.

Cost of 2,000 $30.00

Mailing cost 20.00

Quarterly Cost $ 50.00

Yearly $200.00

Addressing by hand costs about 30c per 100.

Other Forms of Contact

:

County Fair Exhibits.

Agricultural Meetings—Community Meetings.
Being on local reference directory of big lumber promoting

organizations.

Co-operation of State Association and other organizations.

Personal letters.

Personal trips to prospective customers.

Check Up Advertising Distribution.

By careful sales analysis showing:
Sales in each territory.

Class of trade consuming.
Advertising campaigns.
Must be persistent—Not intermittent.

Must be original.

Must be farsighted.

Must have initiative behind them.

Vision and Initiative are Urgently Needed
I couple these together because together they mean power. One

the faculty of looking into the distance to see new things and the

other the will to do new things. We may spend half our life time
learning the things we ought to know and the other half learning the
things we should do but if we lack vision and initiative our know-
ledge "profiteth us nothing," and we are no better than the proverb-
ial "tinkling brass and sounding cymbal."

A man who does not dream of the future of his business or who

does not have the faculty of bringing some of his dreams to a reali-

zation can never be a successful promoter of sales or anything else.

We fellows in the retail lumber business have our noses too near
the desk. Our vision does not extend beyond the high board fence
that surrounds our yards. We are so absorbed in the everyday
realities of our business that we fail to see its possibilities.

When we notice the jjrogressiveness in other lines of trade we
try to excuse ourselves by saying "Oh, well, this business is differ-

ent." Surely it's different—every business ir different, but no busi-

ness is lacking in possibilities, and least of all the retail lumber busi-

ness. Let me say here that I believe the retail lumber dealer, espec-
ially in the average town and small size city, can be an empire build-

er—that is, within the limits of his trade influence—if he only knows
it.

The successful promoter of sales never' neglects an opportunity
to promote everything else in his community that will have a favor-
able influence upon his business. Any retail lumber dealer who does
not exert a progressive and constructive force in the community
which he serves must not be surprised if his most ambitious and
otherwise energetic plan of business promotion fails to achieve satis-

factory and permanent results.

The Policy of a Square Deal
It hardly seems necessary to dwell at length on this essential

and I shall not. I have always taken great satisfaction in allowing
myself to believe that the retail lumber dealer stands in the high es-

teem of the public. And let us be worthy of the trust.

To quote the words of Mr. Louis Grilk, "The public has become
accustomed to being taken into the confidence of those with whom

ERECT A HOME BEFORE ALL ELSE

Don't risk your money on doubtful investments. Put it into

something permanent and sure. "Build a Home First." That's what
the government wants you to do because a revival of building ac-

tivity will help the nation get back to a peace basis quicker than any
other one thing. You did your part to help win the war—now do all

you can to help us get back to a peace basis. Come in and talk it

over with us.
—"The Retail Lumberman."

it does business. The old doctrine of 'Let the buyer beware' belongs

to the past. And woe betide any industry or individual business

that has not read its obituary."

I cannot recall any other business in which confidence is more
necessary than in ours. The average man \fho starts out to build

feels absolutely at the mercy of the carpenter and the Building Ma-
terial Man. We must be untiring in our efforts to remove any cause

for suspicion and distrust. The assurance of a square deal is a cus-

tomer's first interest. Everything else plays a secondary part.

Without confidence, the most skilful and ambitious plan of busi-

ness promotion can lead only a fitful existence at the best and must
eventually decline to a well earned obscurity. With confidence and
upon it, we can raise a business structure that will be a reward for

our diligence, a credit to the industry, a monument to our enterprise,

almost as enduring as the hills from whence come the trees that gave
the lumber business its inception.

The Quebec Legislatifre has passed a Bill granting 1,370,000 acres of land
as subsidies to various railway companies for aiding the construction of new^
lines. One of these lines is from the present C.P.R. line at Kipawa. where a j
large sulphite pulp mill is in course of construction.
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Give Service and Show Merits of Your Stock
Practical Pointers on Developing Trade in the Retail Yard—Pushing Sale of Short

Lengths and Suggesting the Use of Best Stock Where Possible
By Jesse B. Davis —

~

It is no mark of sales ability to sell material to just anyone.

A would-be purchaser whose buying powers are limited or who
might not have the name of being prompt in his business dealings is

quick to take advantage of the apportunity presented by the lum-

berman who is too eager to sell and who does not exercise the neces-

sary precaution to make sure that the account is not going to cause

him trouble in collecting.

A good salesman will form the habit of getting as good a pay-

ment as possible when a sale is made, thus automatically lending

quite an aid in keeping accounts at a low ebb, as well as having less

money tied up in each account should some of the accounts for some
reason remain unpaid longer than usual.

I know a dealer who lost nearly $2,000 in accounts last year.

This dealer knew some of his customers did not have a good repu-

tation, yet he carelessly trusted to luck and recklessly sent out ma-
terial on various jobs whenever ordered. No salesman is justified

in selling material when he feels there may be trouble in collecting.

One has a multitude of details that require his time and attention,

and he should be careful to avoid shouldering unnecessary burdens
which are assumed largely through negligence or carelessness.

Salesmanship is largely a matter of activity and aggressiveness,

and I might say the realization of the necessity of being more inten-

sive in one's various daily activities. Unless one is diligent and trains

oneself to accomplish as much as possible each day, many things

that may appear insignificant and of no great immediate bearing on

the success of the business are neglected from day to day and many
of them may never receive attention.

I have found it very helpful and profitable to make a note of

anything occurring to me that should receive attention in the near

future. It is often surprising how many memorandums one may jot

down during the course of a day or an evening at home. By keeping
these memorandums in a conspicuous place and attending to them
as fast as possible when other duties will permit, the little details of

one's business are not allowed to drag and in the end such a system
contributes in no small degree to the general yearly results.

Don't Do Too Much Talking

By keeping a memorandum of all proposed buildings one natur-

ally keeps in closer touch with the trade. He has his finger "on its

pulse," so to speak, and by so doing his activities result in his get-

ting to furnish the material for a good percentage of the buildings,

whereas if he does not follow up the proposed projects the building

is often begun, lumber having been furnished by some active dealer,

before his attention is directed to it the second time.

Likewise it is beneficial to keep a complete and revised list of

all contractors and workmen in town. You are thus in position to

do. a prospective builder a favor and at the same time do a favor

to the contractor. Indirectly the favor you do the contractor will,

in turn, posibly be returned, for it is natural for him to feel that he
would like to buy his next bill of lumber from you.

Since trade is usually inclined to be less active during the win-
ter months I have found it a matter of good business in more than
one way to have as nice a valume of business booked in the late fall

as it is possible to secure. This resulted in enough material being
delivered even though the weather is cold and not adapted to build-

ing to allow one to show a little profit instead of what might be a

loss during the winter months and then in the spring, instead of

finding it hard to get business started off, the nucleus of a nice spring
business is already formed and a good volume is readily acquired.

Salesmanship does not require that one be able to use flowery
language or that one monopolize all tlhe talking by trying to use a

convincing argument in pointing out the qualities of an article. I

am reminded of the divorce case called before the court wherein
Mrs. Jones was suing Mr. Jones for divorce on the ground that he
did not talk to her. Among other questions the judge asked Mr.
Jones why he did not talk to his wife. His reply was that he did not
want to interrupt her. You can probably recall merchants who do
too much talking. Some men talk beyond the closing point and talk

themselves out of the sale. One can not be too diplomatic in the

, choice of his language and it is well not to speak too hastily.

One is in position to learn when he is listening to the other
party but not when he is doing the talking himself, therefore from
a business standpoint it behooves one at all times to be a good list-

ener and willing to listen instead of talk when a prospective cus-

tomer is inclined to express himself. He may impart information

which an attentive listener can turn into capital. A business can be
built up by listening and often damaged by talking indiscreetly or too

much

.

By getting to your place of business early in the morning you
get business started ofif "on both feet"—you are in a good humor and
friction is not likely to occur as it did in the following incident:

Get to Bed Early

With a stormy look on his face the master of the house waylaid
the servant in the kitchen. "Look her," he began, "how dare you
tell my wife what time I came home this morning after I told you
not to?" The Irish girl eyed him steadily. "Sure and Oi didn't," she
replied calmly, "she asked me phwat toime yez come in, and Oi only
towld hir that Oi was too busy gettin' the breafast ready to look at

the clock."

No salesman should knowingly cut a competitor's price. It is a

poor business from any angle. If one cannot sell a bill of material

without naming a lower price than his competitor's the competitor
is entitled to the bill and should have it.

A dealer who has continually to resort to low prices to move
his goods will never make a success of his own business and will al-

ways have business conditions in his community in a turmoil. I am
convinced that it is easier to sell a bill of lumber at a little over a

competitor than at a lower figure. The lower figure attracts sus-

picion and may leave the impression that the goods are of inferior

quality while one with a high class stock of goods should have no
hesitancy in trying to sell them on their merits and if he has faith

in the quality of his stock he can convince most customers that it is

worth the price he asks.

Sometimes carpenters will ask for a list of prices to use in figur-

ing bills. Since the market is quite changeable I have never found
this a practical thing to do. Sell your own stock and do not let some
carpenter order out material on prices he has quoted.

Staple stock and good grades move readily and require no es-

pecial attention. Anything can be sold by using the required amount
of energy and application. None of use are able at all times to have
our place of business entirely free from surplus items and odd stock

of some nature. By keeping at one's command an accurate list of

odd stock or such items as are going to require special attention one
can move at least a little of such stock every day and thus keep
these undesirable accumulations at a minimum, while if we allowed
ourselves through force of habit to sell only regular lengths and
staple stock we would have a good many accumlations of slow sell-

ing items.

Don't Sell 16' Stock When 14' Will Do
When lengths of certain stock become low use precaution to

sell lengths that yield the most profit, and which keep the stock

lengths well assorted, instead of handing out sixteen foot lengths

merely because they are called for.

Recently a customer drove into our yard with a list of items
with which to build a 10 x 12 smoke house. The carpenter in making
out his list had specified sixteen foot sheeting for the roof. Naturally

fourteen foot lengths would have given a twelve inch projection at

each end and would have been proper length to use. In fact the six-

teen foot lengths would have cut to waste and would have been the

most unpractical of any lengths. We all know that sixteen foot

lengths are specified in many instances where they are not really

necessary and often when some other length would really be much
better. There is very little excuse for allowing flooring, ceiling, sid-

ing and finish to become poorly assorted as to length. One of my
best customers is one of the lumber dealers at my point who does
not protect his length assortment and who automatically loads out
any stock item he has which is called for. During the last four

months this dealer has purchased from us over $1,300 worth of lum-
ber.

When some one drives into your yard and inquires about build-

ing material a sale is half made before you approach him because a

tactful and resourceful salesman realizes that the prospect has his

mind practically made up as to what he wants and no salesman
should allow a prospect of this nature to gu away without being
able to sell him. You have had no competition to contend with, or if
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you liave had the prosjjcct's luincl was virtually made up to buy at

your yard or he would not have driven in.

When any prospect crosses our threshold in want of certain

material we should take a noticeable interest in his requirements and
be able to care for his needs either by substituting something suit-

able for him in case the item is not in stock or by buying the item

from a (:oni])ehtor if necessary. We should not merely inform the

prosi)(;.t that the material can not be furnished, thus forcing him
to go to a competitor and becoming a regular customer of his when
we had the first and best chance to supply him.

Oftentimes a little suggestion here and there will sell a bill of

paint, a porch, a pair of I-'rench doors or some other item that suits

the particular occasion.

Push Short Lengths

Recently Mr. Smith made Mr. Brown a present of a new hat.

Naturally Mr. Smith expected to buy a good hat for Mr. Brown.
The gentlemen went to a clothing store together to select the hat.

One of the first hats shown fitted very nicely and Mr. Brown said it

was all right. Mr. Smith asked the price and when the clerk said

$4 Smith paid it and tb.ey went their way. Was it a mark of sales-

manship for this clerk to use as little judgment as he did in selling

a low priced hat which would wear and keep its shape a compara-
tively short time only ? Under the circumstances he should surely

have reasoned that Mr. Brown was expecting a good hat and that

Mr. Smith was in no position to (juibble about the price and also that

since Smith was making a present it was naturally his desire that

the hat be of the better class and one that would be prized. Surely

this clerk was no salesman when so easy a chance was presented for

him to have rendered his store and these customers more service.

By being alert and wearing a smile the atmosphere of good
cheer is catching and stimulating. Two Irishmen were one time

walking toward New York when they met a man and asked him
how much farther they must travel and were told that it was yet

twenty miles to the great city. "Faith we'll not reach it to-night,"

said one of thern, evidently much dejected. "Och, Pat, come on, twen-

ty miles, sure that's not much—only ten miles apiece ; come on."

One can make additional profits out of the operation of his

business every day, aside from the normal profit on standard stock

which, in many cases, is better adapted to the purpose than the

items called for. For instance, if a customer calls for shiplap with

which to build a garage and you have some car siding or drop sid-

ing which contains more heart and is better lumber and you know
it is better for his purpose, looks better and lends to the general at-

tractiveness of his place and would help him sell his property to bet-

ter advantage, sell it to him. It will cost him only a little more and
the business transaction has been more profitable for both parties.

A few days ago I was busy waiting on a prosi)ective purchaser

when another party came into the yard and inquired what 2 x 12s

pine were worth. My assistant waited on this gentleman and being

a versatile fellow he found that the lumber was to be used in mak-
ing a tank and sold him 2xl2s redwood at I23/2 cents a foot, ren-

dering service both to the customer and to his employer.
Show the merits of your stock and do not be afaird to ask the

price. Anybody can give material away.
Render service to your customers; they are entitled to it and

eventually will get it— if not from you, from someone else.

Lumber Legislators of East and West
Representatives of the People Who Deal in Forest Pro-

ducts and Direct Affairs in Public Interest

There are several lumbermen legislators who are members of

the Legislature of the Province of Quebec, and take an active part,

in the proceedings of that deliberative body. They have served

for years in a public capacity and have rendered their constituents

good service.

With the publication of the portraits of these gentlemen the

"Canada Lumberman" completes its series of illustrated articles on

the lumbermen legislators of the federal and provincial parliaments,

which have been running in these columns for some months. .The
feature has been one that has been appreciated and shows that the

lumbermen as a class possess public spirit and are taking a promment
place in the direction of af¥airs.of state and devoting time, talent and
energy to the welfare and advancement of the communities in which

they reside. As the servants of the people they look after their in-

terests in an aggressive manner and, in all patriotic and other endeav-

ors have played no small part. Brief references have been made to

their business and public careers. In the problems of reconstruction

and readjustment the lumbermen representatives will continue to do

their duty, having every faith and confidence in the future of Canada
and the industry, spirif and enterprise of her people.

Hon. George Bryson, Jr., comes of a well known family of lum-

bermen, who have played an important part in the development of

Quebec. A member of the Quebec Legislative Council for the past

thirty-two years, he resides at Fort Coulogne, Pontiac County,
where he has extensive lumbering interests. Mr. Bryson is of Scotch
extraction and his parents emigrated to Canada in 1821, locating in

Lanark county. In his youth he took a military cour.se in Montreal
and attended a commercial school in Toronto. He is the late Presi-

dent of the Bank of Ottawa, which has just joined forces with the

Bank of Nova Scotia and before coming the j)residing head of that

institution he was a director for many years. Mr. Bryson was al.~o

Mayor of Mansfield and Pontefract and has always taken a deep con-
cern in public affairs. He is a Liberal in politics.

Hon. John C. Kaine, who is a lumberman and a steam boat
owner, resides in Quebec city. He was first electel to the Legislature
in 1912 and was also a member of the Provincial cabinet without
portfolio. He was appointed to the Legislative Council four years

a • ) for the Stadacona division. Mr. Kaene is of Irish extraction but
was born in the ancient capital and has resided there all his life. In

l)olitics he is a Liberal.

i*ldouard Ouellette, who represents Yamaska, is vice-president

and general manager of the Tourville Lumber Mills Company with
mills at Louiseville and director of several other large concerns. He
was first elected a member of the Quebec Legislature in 1905 and has
been returned at each subsequent election. Mr. Ouellette was born in

Drummondville, P.Q.. in 1<S60 and is a jirogressive and enterprismg
citizen and ])ublic spirited business man. He resides at Pierreville

Mills, Que., and is a Liberal in politics.

Napoleon P. Tanguay, who sits for W'olfe, resides in Weeaon,
P.Q., of which place he has been mayor for many years. He has also

held various other positions such as president of the Agricultural

Society, manager of the St. Francis Hydraulic &' Electric Co., and
director of the St. George Electric Co. He is a lumber merchant and
also conducts a general store. Mr. Tanguay was first chosen by the

people of W'olfe to look after their interests in the Legislature in 1904

and has returned in four subsequent elections by very large majori-

ies. He is a Liberal.

Rodolpiic Tourville is president of the Tourville Lumber Mills

Company and interested in many other joint stock organizations. He
resides in the winter time in Montreal and during the summer
months in Louiseville, Maskinonge county. Mr. Tourville was first

elected M. L. A. in 1912. He was born in Montreal in 1876 and sits

for the constituency of Maskinonge. \ vucce-~-tnl rnul cTicrtrctic

business man, he is an ardent Liberal.

Hon. Dr. J. H. King, Minister of Public Works in ijnti.-.h C'uum-
bia, has had ari outstanding career. He comes of a family long en-

gaged in lumbering and timbering operations, being a son of Hon.
G. G. King of Chipman, N.B., and a brother of G. Herbert King, M.
L.A. for Queen's County, N.B., who is identified with his father in

the King Lumber Company. Dr. King is a graduate in medicine of

McGill University and practiced his profession for a number of years
in St. John, N.B., going to British Columbia in 1898 where he located

in Cranbrook and has remained ever since. Dr. King, who was born
in 1872, is president of the King Lumber Mills Company, Cranbrook.
B. C, never having lost his early interest in the lumber business. He
is also president of the Cranbrook Electric Light Company and a di-

rector of the Kootenay Telephone Company. The subject of this

reference represented Cranbrook in the B. C. Legislature from 1903

to 1907 and was an unsuccessful candidate for Kootenay to the House
of Commons in 1911. Elected to the B. C. Parliament in September
1916, on the formation of the new Government he accepted the port-

folio of Public W^orks.

Col. B. R. Hepburn, while not exactly a lumberman, is so close-

ly identified with that industry that he may well rank as a member
of it. He has been assistant director of Overseas Forestry Corps with
headquarters in London, England. Col. Hepburn is a Prince Edward
County boy, being bom in Picton, and spent several years in naviga-

tion, being president and general manager of the Ontario and Que-
bec Navigation Company for some time. This business w'as merged
with the Canada Steamship Lines some six years ago. Col. Hep-
burn was first elected to the House of Commons for Prince Edward
County in 1911 and returned again in 1917. He joined the 224th

Battalion, which was the first Forestry Battalion as 'Major in 1916

and was promoted to the rank of Lieut.-Col. and afterwards became
colonel. As further forestry battalions were recruited Col. Hepburn's
duties were enlarged and during the past two years he was practical-

ly in charge of the detail work of the Forestry Division. A year ago
he was accorded the honor of being made a commander of the Order
of St. Michael and St. George. His duties took him frequently to

France and difYerent parts of England and Scotland.

The annual report of the Department of the Interior gives the

total area included in forest reserves in the Dominion as 23,042,640

acres.
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Some Lumbermen Legislators and Executive Officers

Rodolphe Tourville, M.L.A., Montreal, Ed. Ouellette, M.L.A., Pierreville Mills, P.Q., Hon. (Dr.) J. H. King. Cranbrook, B.C.
Member for Maskinonge Member for Yamaska Minister of Public Works for B.C.

Col. W. B. R. Hepburn. M.P., Picton, Ont.,
Assistant Director, Overseas Forestry Corps

in England

Walter M. Ross, Ottawa, Ont.,
Recently elected director of C.L.A. for

three year term

F. W. Cotter, Montreal, P.Q.,
Recently elected Treasurer of Montreal,

Lumber Association
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Suggests Forestry Service for North
Returned Soldiers Gould Be Employed in the Work of Con-

servation and Development—The Plan Outlined

A. R. Lawrence, of Toronto, who has spent considerable time
in Northern Ontario, and was engaged in engineering work along
T. & N. O. Railway during its construction, has a plan which, if carried

out, should aid materially in the work of conservation and develop-

ment in the northland. With a force of about 500, for the most part

composed of returned soldiers, but including the better part of the

existing fire ranging organization, he believes that a body which
might be known as the Ontario Forestry Service, could do effective

work. He points that a force of the size he mentions could be main-
tained by an expenditure of $600,000 annually, whereas at the pres-

ent time, in fire ranging and wood ranging, and the employment of

game wardens and homestead inspectors, the province spends nearly

a million dollars a year. Besides these duties the proposed new force

could undertake police duties and later work in connection with re-

forestation. Such a force could be organized similarly to the North-
west Mounted Police Force, which organization has proved an im-
portant factor in the growing days of the prairies. In an interview

this man from the north said

:

"An organization such as the proposed Ontario Foreestry Ser-

vice could consist of a headquarters operating with a forestry board,
who could conjointly arrange the policy of all forestry matters and
employ the personnel of the service, taking into consideration medi-
cal fitness and competency.

"The area to be safeguarded would be divided into four districts,

with a district commander in charge. The district commander could

be in charge of 100 to 125 permanent men and his authority could be
limited to such extent as settled by the forestry board. Each district

could be divided into four posts, with a post-commander or super-

visor over one-quarter of the permanent force of the district.

" So that with four district headquarters and sixteen posts the

country would have twenty permanent points where they could ob-
tain assistance and where they could have their business settled

quickly. From the sixteen posts the men of the Forestry Service
branch off to do the actual patrol work and other duties.

"The headquarters of the Ontario Forestry Service, the four dis-

trict headquarters and the sixteen posts could be linked together by
wireless, and attached to the four district headquarters a limited num-
ber of airplanes, fitted with wireless, used for the same purpose as

in the army, namely, for observation and getting in touch with the

ground or fire-fighting force when a fire is located.

"Our first duty is prevention—prevention of fires being started.

This can only be done on the ground by an efficient force seeing that

fire hazards are removed outside the danger season, and that fires

are not allowed to run rampant in the danger season.

"Airplanes or hydroplanes have their use and should be used in

reasonable numbers for the only purpose for which they are design-

ed, that is, for observation, and equipped with wireless and the maps
of the country squared on the French system. They would be of

great value in notifying the posts when a fire is located, but the root

of the whole situation lies in proper prevention, and this view must
not be lost in any plan that is being considered."

Canadians Will be Busy in Britain

A syndicate of Canadians, each member of which is at present

in the Canadian Forestry Corps, has taken a contract from the British

Government Timber Supplies Department for the manufacture of logs

cut by the Forestry Corps during the past winter in British timber
areas. It is believed that about 20,000,000 feet of lumber will be sup-
plied by the contract.

Canadian forestry men who desire to enter the employ of the

syndicate will be demobolized in London. They will receive the ser-

vice gratuity, but will forfeit their return passage to Canada. The
syndicate guarantees to return all Canadians to their homes on the

completion of the contract, and a number of Canadians will take ad-

vantage of the offer.

The Coast Secures Big Lumber Order

A recent despatch from London, Eng., says : Negotiations with
the Imperial authorities have been completed whereby timber orders

are secured which the authorities state should set the mills of British

Columbia and other parts of Canada going full time for many months.
Orders, the exact amount of which cannot be disclosed, cover

sleepers, crossing timbers, and merchantable common timber on
the basis of the price cabled by the British Columbia Minister of

Lands and Forests. Mr. Wade, the agent general of B. C, states

the arrangement fulfils most of the requests of the Government,

and is a great boon to the province at a most critical time, when
spruce cutting for aeroplanes is practically ended.

With many thousands of unemployed and immigrants entering
Vancouver at the rate of 2,500 weekly, 425 provincial timber mills

were on the point of closing down. Mr. Wade anticipates one conse-

quential result of the renewed activity to the milling business—the

immediate construction of house buildings of all kinds, thus reliev-

ing the house famine in Vancouver and other cities. A further ef-

fect should be the renewed demand for land for building purposes.

Last of Noted Family of Lumbermen
W. T. C. Boyd, the .sole surviving .son of the late Mossom Boyd,

who operated a large sawmill and extensive timber liimts at Boh-
caygeon, Ont., died recently at the residence of his sister, Mrs. Alf.

Belcher, Peterboro, after an illness of .some duration. The deceased
was president of the Mossom Boyd Company Ltd., and the Cowichan
Lumber Company, who own extensive berths in the Pacific Coast
province. The late Mr. Boyd was 60 years of age and leaves a wife,

and three daughters, the latter being Mrs. C. E. Dowding of To-
ronto, Gladys R. in Peterboro, and Rita Aileen, in Toronto. There
were three sons, all of whom have passed away within the last few
years. Private Thornton B. Boyd, a member of the Princess Patri-

cia's, was killed in the second battle of Ypres, in June, 1916; Eric

Mossom Boyd was drowned in October, 1917, while duck shooting
near Bobcaygeon, and Lieut. Herbert C. Boyd, who was a member
of the King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry (Imperials) was gassed
while fighting in France, and died in Peterboro some months after

his return to Canada. The family has thus suffered severe affliction.

Mossom Boyd died in 1883 and his lumbering interests were
actively conducted until some eleven or twelve years ago, when
the mill was dismantled and the limits sold, by M. M. Boyd, who
passed away in June, 1914, and latterly by W. T. C. Boyd. Another
brother, Gardiner Boyd, who was a broker in Toronto, died some
twenty years ago. Thus the last link in a historic family, which has
played a prominent part in lumbering operations in Ontario, has
Ijeen removed, in the person of W. T. C. Boyd.

Modem New Saw Mill Starts Up
Finished and equipped on schedule time, the new Elburne Saw

Mill at Point Grey, B. C, replacing the one burnt down last July, be-

gan to operate recently. Some of the latest ideas in mill machinery
have been installed, and the present mill has a capacity of 100,000

feet a day. Timbers as long as 100 feet can be sawn. The planing mill,

formerly driven by steam, will now be run by electric power. The
motor power of the. plant will be generated by a pair of marine type
engines with a 12,000 horse-power for all possible requirements. The
improvements- which the new plant represent can best be understood
when it is recalled that the daily output of the old mill was 65,000.

The feature of chief interest in the new plant is the overhead
electric crane which is the first of its type to be installed in the district.

This crane will take care of the entire cut of timbers and will, it is

anticipated, reduce the handling cost of timber to a minimum. The
crane is equipped with three direct current motors, of 25, 15 and 10

horse-power respectively, the power for which will be generated by a

70 horse-power generator. The crane-way extends about 600 feet in

length, and runs out over the water, thus making it an easy matter to

load the timbers directly on to the scows. Cars can be loaded with
equal facility at the other end of the crane-way.

Would Further Restrict Transit Shipments

A conference was held in Chicago recently between representa-

tives of the Retail Trade of the United States and the Lumber Man-
ufacturers touching matters of trade extension and advertising the

means of stimulating building activity under present conditions, the

promotion of home building and transportation conditions in lumber
shipments.

Specific action by the committee of retailers was taken, looking

to the appointment of a committee to go to Washington to lay before

Director-General Hines the desirability of the railroad administration

placing further control upon the use of transit shipments of lumber.

Discussion was made of the desirability of securing standardiza-

tion of nomenclature, sizes and grades for all competing species of

ordinary structural lumber. This was put into a resolution which
will be submitted for the consideration of the regional associations

of lumber manufacturers.
It was likewise recommended to the lumber manufacturers that

some provision be made for the more careful, more rigid and system-
atic inspection of lumber, possibly through the medium of joint in-

spection by both manufacturers and retailers.
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Retail Lumbermen Get Together
Enthusiastic Meeting Held at Stratford and District

No. 7 of O.R.L.D.A. Successfully Launched

The movement for the formation of local branches of the On-
tario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association, which was started in De-

cember last by the organiation of a branch at Orangeville, Ont., and

was given official recognition by the passing of a resolution at the

annual meeting on February 11th of this year, has been further ad-

vanced by the formation of another branch as the result of a meeting

of dealers which was held at Stratford, Ont., on March 18th. There

was a good attendance of dealers from towns which are within an

easy day's return trip from Stratford. The meeting was held in the

Mansion House and was attended also by the Secretary of the On-
tario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association.

The calling of this meeting was the result of a previous meet-

ing at which Mr. R. Oliver of Listowel had acted as chairman and

Mr. E. Kalbfleisch of Stratford, as secretary. At the organization

meeting on March 18th, the former chairman and secretary were
again appointed. The chairman then asked the Secretary of the On-
tario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association to address the meeting

Mr. Rose, representative of the Canadian Timber Products Associa-
tion, who originally secured the order in competition with representa-

tives of other countries, left England for Paris.

The particular business of Mr. Rose in France just at the present
time is to attempt to make arrangements with the French Govern-
ment to secure a lower freight rate, or arrange ocean transportation
of the portable houses from Canada to France.

The order which, as was explained in the last issue of the "Can-
ada Lumberman," was subject to the acceptance of the C.T.P.A., has
not been formally accepted! for Canada, as yet, on account of the un-
certainty as to what can really be done in the lowering of the ocean
freight rate.

Though nothing by way of official announcement was made, it is

understood that the members of the C.T.P.A. have been bu.sy for the
past week or ten days trying to bring about a solution which will

help cut down the freight rate. A high official of the Canadian Na-
tional Railways, which has a certain amount of ocean tonnage at

its disposal, was in Ottawa recently and the situation was taken
up with him by the parties interested.

At this meeting it is reported that the official was of the opinion
that the portable houses could not be carried to France at a rate

Robert Oliver, Listowel, Ont.,
Chairman of the newly formed District No. G. S. Zimmerman, Tavistock, Ont.,

Member of the District Committee

E. K. Kalbfleisch, Stratford, Ont.,
Secretary-Treasurer of the newly formed

district

and explain the objects and work of the Association. Mr. Boultbee

spoke for about half an hour and at the conclusion of his remarks

the dealers present discussed the proposition to form a local branch

of the association. There was not a dissenting voice and- a motion

was carried in favor of organizing. The following officers were then

elected for the year 1919 :
'

Honorary Chairman—R. Oliver, Listowel; Honorary Vice

Chairman, J. Boshart, Milverton
;
Honorary Secretary-Treasurer, E.

Kalbfleisch, Stratford; District Committee, G. S. Zimmerman, Tav-
istock ; E. Fleischauer, Stratford ; D. C. Baird, St. Mary's ; P. Ament,
Brussels; J. J. Cluff, Seaforth.

Considerable discussion ensued regarding the advisability of

charging a membership fee, and it was decided that there should be

a nominal fee of $2.00 a year.

The next meeting of the branch will be held on May 20th. The
committee intend to prepare an important programme of matters for

discussion at this meeting, and as the roads will be in good condi-

tion by that time it is believed that there will be a good attendance

as dealers will be able to motor to Stratford. Directors to represent

the district on the Board of Directors of the Ontario Retail Lumber
Dealers' Association will be elected at the meeting on May 20th.

The new local branch will be known as that of District No. 7.

The Latest on the Portable House Order

Failing to obtain any concessions of help so far as ocean freight

rates are concerned, the members of the Canadian Timber Products
Association are making representations to the French government
to secure relief, in connection with the placing of Canada of an order
for 10,000 portable houses, having an estimated value of $6,000,000,

says the Ottawa correspondent of the "Canada Lumberman."
This information became known at Ottawa on March 26th, when

lower than fifty cents per cuhic foot. The members of the associa-

tion, it is stated, finally got some a.ssurance that their product would
be carried at actual cost, which they claim should be around twenty-
five cents per cubic foot, allowing one hundred per cent, increase

for food, fuel and labor over pre-war rates.

The matter, as it now stands, is that the proposition is going to

be put to the French Government that the houses be accepted for

delivery f.o.b. Montreal, and that the French Government arrange
for their transportation across the Atlantic on French steamships.

If this is done it will remove the big hazard of high ocean rates,

which now makes it problematical whether Canada will or will not
have to turn down the order.

One of the members of the C. T. P. A., who recently returned
from a tour in New York state, stated that the opinion of lumber-
men there was one of congratulation to Canada on having secured
such an order.

"What is the feeling about the ocean freight rates over there?"
asked the "Lumberman."

The opinion was that if they had secured the order they would
have gone ahead and accepted it, and arranged the freight rates later

was the reply.

On an estimate given to the writer the building of the 10,000

portable houses in Canada would altogether furnish emploj^ment
for about two thousand, two hundred men for many months. No
further steps have been taken by the Federal Government to remedy
the situation.

The adoption of the Housing Bill in the Ontario Legislature makes avail-

able at once in Ontario the sum of $10,000,000 or $13,000,000, of which the pro-
vince loans $3,000,000 and the Federal Government the rest, for the building
of houses costing not more than $3,500 each, including land.
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Personal Paragraphs of Interest

Geo. W. Grier, of G. A. Grier & Sons, Montreal, is spending a few

weeks in the Sunny South.

F. W. Cotter, Montreal, manager of Dobell, Becket & Co., Que-

bec, was on a business trip to St. John , N. B., recently.

G. C. Piche. chief forester for Quebec, has returned from a visit

to the Old Country where he has been spending some time.

W. Wigg,.]ate of Greig, Morris & Co., Ltd., Montreal, has join-

ed the Montreal .s.taff of the Canadian General Lumber Co., Ltd.

F. C. Baker, of the Devon Lumber Company, Quebec, P. Q., was
in Toronto recently on business and called upon the members of the

trade.

John M. Bcrr}-, of the Berry Lumber Company, New York, who
represent Terry & Gordon, of Toronto, spent a few days in Toronto

recently.

E. W. Tickle, of Tickle, Bell & Co., timber merchants. Liverpool,

England, spent a few days in Toronto recently calling upon the mem-
bers of the trade.

W. F. Beck, of the C. Beck Mfg. Co., Limited, Penetanguishene,

Ont., has been spending several weeks in the Sunny South and is ex-

pected home soon.

W. B. Snowball of J. B. Snowball & Company, of Chatham, N.

B., who has been spending some time in the south was in Vancouver,

B. .C, recently on his way east.

W. T. Mason, of Mason, Gordon & Co., Montreal has been con-

fined to his home for a few days through sickness, btit i'; making

good progress toward recovery.

Paul E. Kendall has been ai>i)ointed advertising manager of tlie

Long Bell Lumber Co.. of Kansas City, Mo. He was formerly with the

Ferry-Hanly Advertising Company.

A. H. Campbell, ,pf Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co., Montreal,

who returned recently from spending several weeks in Atlantic City,

was in Toronto lately calling on the trade.

H. L Ge6rge, of Bufifalo, who is a well known member of the firm

of the Canadian General Lumber Company and Graves, Bigwood &
Company, is spending some time in Toronto on business.

Robert A. McKenzie, who has been building inspector in Van-

couver. B. C, for several years, has resigned. He will go to China to

supervise important undertakings for large construction concerns

there.

H. C. Blair and L. Rolland, of Blair & Rolland, Ltd., Montreal,

have been on a business visit to New England cities. They also at-

tended the convention of the National Wholesole Lumber Dealers'

Association at Philadelphia.

J. B. Knox, of Knox Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, has returned

from his trip to England. His visit was a business one with a view

to obtaining first hand information as to the prospects for export,

particularly in connection with B. C. products.

Harry Brown, formerly on the selling staflf of the Atlantic Lum-
l)er Co., Toronto, who enlisted for overseas service with the 48th High-

landers and was later promoted to the rank of lieutenant with a Liver-

pool regiment (Imperial army) is returning to Toronto and will re-

sume his old position with the Atlantic Lumber Co.

John B. Benson, a former Provincial land surveyor, and latterly

a timber expert of some jjrominence, died in Midland recently. He
was born at Napanee eighty-four years ago, and had lived in Midland
for thirty-eight years. The deceased was a son of the late John Ben-

son, Collector of Customs at Napanee, a United Empire Loyalist.

John Chelew, formerly of the Chelew Lumber Company, Toron-

to, and W. A. Burt, formerly with the C. G. Anderson Lumber Com-
pany, Toronto, have organized the firm of W. A. Burt & Company,
battery supplies, 5 Berti St., Toronto, and are doing a large business

in storage batteries, battery supplies, etc., in the automobile line.

A. S. Carson, C.E., of Montreal, has been appointed secretarial

manager and permanent organizer of the Association of Canadian
Building and Construction Industries which was organized some time

ago. Mr. Carson has had over thirty years of engineering experience

and business association on a large scale in Great Britain, the United
States and Canada.

H. A. Frank, managing director of the Nova Scotia Shipbuilding

& Transportation Company Ltd., N. S., has been appointed managing
director of the Miramichi Construction Company. The new company
has taken over the assets of the International Shipbuilding Company,
Newcastle. A wooden ship of 540 tons is being completed and an-

other smaller one will be built in the near future.

Thos. Nicholson, of Vancouver, has been appointed representa-

tive of the Vancouver Lumber Company at Calgary and has entered

upon his new duties. He succeeds K. C. Ci. Bockus. now the Mon-
treal representative of the Allen-Stoltz Lumber Com])any. ^^^

Nicholson has been with the Vancouver Lumber Company frjr ;i

number of years and his recent promotion is well deserved.

Howard J. Scaright, .•-ecretary to Brig. J. B. White, D.S.O., mana-
ger of the woods and lumber department of the Riordon Pulp & Pap-
er Co., Montreal, died on March 11th from pneumonia, after a week's
illness, aged 26. He was a native of Norwood, Ont., and was connect-
ed with the head office stafT of the company for eight years. The
burial took place at Norwood. Mr. Searight leaves a widow and two
children.

E. A. Coryn, representing Melliar Smith, 22 CuUun St., London,
England, was in Toronto during the past few days and called upon
the members of the trade in the interest of forming connections in

hardwood and softwood lumber for shipment overseas for his firm.

Mr. Coryn was for some time inspector on air craft supplies for the
United States army and lia< rririincd the cinrf-rn with whirh ho wn-
formerly identified.

William Hadley, of the lladlcy Lumber Co., of Chatham, i)nl.,

well known to local lumbermen and formerly Supreme Snark of the
Universe of Hoo-Hoo, was in Chicago recently says the "American
Lumberman." He expressed himself optimistically about future busi-

ness in Canada, saying that in Ontario alone $11,000,000 had been
appropriated for a housing program. He thought that generally the

lumber men would experience a good business in the coming season.

Major A. \W. Gafiftrey, M.C., of the 42nd R. H. C, who has just

returned from the front, is the son of Mr. W. K. GafTtrey, president
of the Montreal Lumber Company. Major Gafftrey is one of the

original officers of the R. H. C. who made such a glorious record in

the war, and who received a very enthusiastic welcome on their re-

turn to Montreal. He was wounded at Courcel^te "in September,
1916, and returned to Canada, rejoining the battalion in France in

July, 1917.

The Anglo-Canadian Lumber Co., at ^he -hea(f of which is J. H.
Lavallee, of Orillia, Ont., has opened an office at 2j. Tanner and Gates
building, 26 Adelaide Street, west, Toronto. The company will do
an export trade and Mr. Lavallee return* ' v weeks ago from
France and Great Britain. For many year iiducted the Orillia

Export Lumber Co., and also did business unde^Jftfts own name. He
is widely known in the lumber iiu1n-tr\-, ph'I hn< r-tnbn-licd impor-

tant foreign connections.

D. A. Gordon, ex-M.P., died recently in Braithwaite, La., and the

remains were brought to his former home in Wallaceburg. Ont., for

interment. He had been identified with the progress of that town for

many years first starting in the stave business, then branching out

in the glass works, beet sugar plant, brass works and other industries.

He always took a deep interest in municipal matters, serving in the

council and later as Major for three years. In 1904 he was elected to

the Dominion House as Liberal member for East Kent and held the

seat until 1911. For some time he had been devoting his attention

to his timber holdings in the South. Mr. Gordon was born in Wal-
laceburg in 1858, and is survived by his wife, one daughter and eight

sons.

A. E. Smith, son of W. J. Smith, wholesale lumber dealer, Wes-
ton, Ont., has joined the selling staff of Read Bros., Limited, Toronto,

and will cover Western Ontario. He was engaged in the service of

this firm for some time previous to the outbreak of the war. Mr.
Smith, who was formerly in the employ of the Victoria Harbor Lum-
ber Co., \'ictoria Harbor, and T. H. Hancock, Toronto, as well as

holding important positions in New Ontario and in British Columbia,
has had extensive experience in the woods, yard and mill manufactur-
ing end of the lumber business. Many friends in the trade are pleased

to welcome him back into the selling ranks.

Major E. I. Harrington, of Toronto, has recently taken over the

Canadian business for the Paine Lumber Company of Oshkosh, Wis.,

manufacturers of the popular "Korelock" veneered doors. He will

also represent M. B. Farrin Lumber Company of Cincinnati, manu-
facturers of the Century brand of hardwood flooring and kiln dried

oak. Major Harrington has been in the lumber business most of his

life and feels that he knows something about the game. He has de-

voted special attention to doors and is pleased to represent the pro-

ducts of the Paine Lumber Company. After three years' service in

the Canadian army the Major says he may be a little stale in the

game, but like thousands of others he must come back and he is com-
ing back in a sure and satisfactory manner. Major Harrington is|

doing lousiness at 69 Yonge Street Arcade and his many friends arel

pleased to welcome him in the forest product ranks once more
He was for some years with the Canada Lumber Company and has aj

wide experience in the lumber industry, having been since 1910 en-

eaeed in that line in Toronto.
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Square Dealing' in all Trade Relations

The retail lumberman who places an order with a wholesaler

or manufacturer and later countermands it for no other reason than

a drop in price, is not unknown in Canada, as well as across the bor-

der. At the recent annual meeting of the Retail Lumber Dealers' As-

sociation of New York State, held in Buf¥alo, the following resolu-

tion was carried, and will be read with interest

:

Whereas^ the Retail Lumber Dealers' Association of

the State of New York has succeeded in securing ship-

ment of many orders placed by our members, in some
cases three years prior to this date, and since there has

come to the attention of our ofificers cases where retail

dealers have ignored their obligations by reason of

market decline.

We hereby resolve in the spirit of justice and fair

play that all complaints of cancellation of orders by
reason of rise or fall in market price, shall be brought

to the attention of the committee on Trade Relations

and Arbitration. If, in the opinion of this committee,

any member cancels an order purely because of market
decline, and without good reason, this Association,

through its secretary, shall ask for surrender of mem-
bership of such member in the said association, and.

Further be it resolved, that the Retail Lumber
Dealers' Association of the State of New York ask its

members to support, by buying from such manufac-
turers and wholesalers who have and will show a spirit

of co-operation with our association in its effort

for square dealing between ourselves, manufacturers,

wholesalers, and customers.

Motor Truck Plant of the National Steel Car Company
Just three years ago the National Steel Car

Company of Hamilton started to build a Can-
adian motor truck, in spite of the fact that it

seemed an almost impossible undertaking ow-
ing to the great popularity of trucks built in

the United States which were well known to

the public, having been tremendously adver-

tised by their makers.
The name chosen for the new Canadian

truck was the "National," with the striking,

distinguishing radiator plate, a Union Jack
enamelled in colors.

J. L. Acker, the man who put the National
truck on the map, came to Hamilton from New
York city, where for the past few years he was
connected with one of the largest manufac-
turing concerns of this kind.

Mr. Acker is an old Ontario boy, being born
and having lived for many years in Middle-
sex county.

Business has grown so rapidly that it is

found necessary to entirely rebuild the motor
truck department, which is part of the Nation-
al Steel Car Company's plant. This is the
largest plant of its kind in Canada. Plans have
already been prepared and it is expected the new Iniildings will be
under way almost immediately and when completed will represent the
most up-to-date motor truck plant in America.

That the National has proven popular is easily seen. The fact

that they are built in Canada makes, the securing of parts an easy mat-
ter. Up to the present time they have specialized on heavy duty
trucks, two, three and a half and five ton capacity. They are now
getting under way a lighter fruck—one, one and a half and two ton,

suitable for the needs of the farmer.

The driver knows that when "a heavily loaded truck slams into

mud holes, bumps over crossings, and is jolted, jafred and banged
about day after day, something's going to "break loose" unless it's a

mighty good truck. So, after all, the man who actually handles the
truck is the only one who is in a poslition to give you the real inside

facts about its performance.

Says Building- Costs Will Be Maintained
One of the great problems of reconstruction is the supplying of

adequate hou.sing facilities. This matter is of immense importance
to every person, no matter what his profession ; and it is composed of

so many elements that a reasonably accurate conclusion is possible

only if the whole subject is considered, says C. W. King, of Shreve-
port. Pa., who contends that prices for material will not be lowered
in a long time. He bases his observations on the following grounds:
Many different kinds of material enter into the construction on a
building, and the causes that produce an increase in price of one ma-
terial may not be operative in the case of another material. Labor
costs are determined not alone by local supply and demand but by
such remote things as Bolshevism in Europe.

There is a great campaign in progress to induce people of means
to build as a matter of patriotism. A patriotic appeal is effective in

a war crisis, but it is not very effective in such a case as the present
building emergency. The average man must see an adequate return
from an investment.

The first thing to be considered is the economic law that as the

price of gold goes down the price of other articles goes up. As money
becomes plentiful the price of commodities advances. The incoming
gold from Alaska helped in the steady advance of prices prior to 1914.

At the beginning of the war there was a scramble on the part of the

belligerents to buy in America markets. This unprecedented demand
served to raise prices. It also brought in foreign gold and will con-
tinue to bring it in in the form of interest on indebtedness. This flood

of gold will serve to maintain high prices.

Every country must do a certain amount of building to care for

increased population and to replace wornout structures. This build-

ing has been checked during the war period and must now go forward
at an increased speed. England was 250,000 dwelling houses behind
her needs a year and a half ago. Every country engaged in the war
and many neutral countries are behind. Germany followed out a

cold-blooded policy of destruction in France and Belgium in order to

The Quebec Government Bill for industrial housing is now law,

and there is a movement towards getting quick action in the matter
of putting the act into affect. The building supply houses state that

nquiries for material are coming in more freely, and there are some
good sized building projects in view, in eluding a custom house esti-

mated to cost $500,000.

cripple these countries as trade rivals in the period following the war.

This destruction must be made good. Europeans do not wish to sacri-

fice their forests for a big manufacture of lumber and will, if possoble,

import lumber. When shipping conditions clear up this will mean a

large drawing off of building materials to Europe with consequent
stiffening of prices.

Every honest, hard working laboring man is deserving of respect

and consideration ; but it is just as necessary that labor sit steady at

this time as that capital avoid both senseless panic and unjustifiable

greediness. There is a large number of "drifters" among laboring men.
They become tired of a job in a few weeks and move to a new loca-

tion, and they very often will work only enough to keep from starving.

This labor turnover causes a constant disruption of the organization

and a lowering of efficiency. The present wage scale may be accept-

ed as permanent, but this does not rnean that the cost of labor will not

be lowered. As labor becomes more plentiful the "drifters" will

value their jobs more, and this will make for lessened labor costs ; but

it is not wise to expect too much from this.

The annual meeting of the members of the Millwork Cost In-

formation Bureau will occur at Chicago on Wednesday, April 23rd,

and a general meeting of the entire Millwork Industr}' will occur
on the preceding day—Tuesday, April 22nd. Both meetings will be
at the Hotel La Salle.
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B.C. Timber Lands Increase in Value
By W. L. Keate, Vancouver

A well known and very popular wealthy lumberman once said

that the only money he ever lost on timber investment was on the

timber he didn't buy.

In purchasing timber an investor should do three things. First

—

Satisfy himself that he has the timber by conservative examination

made by competent cruisers of unquestioned reliability. Second

—

Pay for it. Third—Forget that he owns it for a term of years.

Timber is essentially a long time investment. It requires patience

to realize a full return of adequate profit, besides financial ability to

A stand of B. C. Douglas fir

carry the investment for an indefinite period. But possessing these

requisites, and by following the above mentioned rules, there can be

no question of -eventual profit.

We have been pasing through probably the greatest period of

unrest and grief the world has ever seen during the past four or five

years. A time when absolute necessities such as ammunition and
food products have been in great demand while the demand for forest

products during the war period has not been normal.

Have the railroads been making betterments during the war
period? Has the farmer, the merchants, the ordinary citizen been
building his new house or barn? They have not; they have been
advised to wait, to hang tight to their money, to see which way the

"cat jumps."
All of tliis has had a tendency to prevent Mr. Timber Owner

from realizing on his investment. It is safe to say then that practical-

ly the only timber selling on the coast during the past several years

has been moderate sized tracts for immediate operation. But so far

as the timber of British Columbia is concerned, the country has not

really begun to be opened up as yet. It is still a district of moderate
sized operations, with the exception of half a dozen instances.

So far as European demand for our forest products is concerned,

many seem to think the European is going to suddenly change from
his habit of centuries and build with wood in place of stone and brick

for general building purposes. This seems unreasonable to me and
while there will no doubt be large orders placed from Europe for

heavy construction timbers, in my opinion the great demand for for-

est products will come from this North American continent of our
own and the Orient, our natural market for surplus stock.

Mr. Hoover, and others who know, say we have got to feed Eur-

ope for a long time. Dis-organization prevents production. Organ-
ized production right here at home means a demand for forest pro-

ducts for various purposes, too numerous to detail.

Lack of confidence in the future is temporarily holding back nat-

ural development and construction everywhere but as soon as Mr.
Citizen can bring himself to realize that despite unrest and unsettled
conditions, the right must eventually prevail, then we can go ahead
on long deferred improvements with no fear of tomorrow.

Here in British Columbia we have good timber of species varied

to suit most any requirement, protected waterways for its transpor-
tation to market and fair timber laws. The matter of development
of these resources will surely materialize, sooner I believe, than
many think.

The timber owner has been sitting tight for a long time, but I

believe he will be like the man who drew four aces in the "consola-
tion" hand. He will collect and will decide after all, it is not a bad
game.

Sudden Death of Charles McGibbon

Charles McGibbon, of the McGi'bbon Lumber Company, Pene-
tanguishene, Ont., died suddenly on Saturday, March 22nd, at Glen-
wood Springs, Colo., when enroute to visit his son, Lieut. Finlay
McGibbon, of the McGibbon-Hodgson Lumber Company, of Cedar
Cottage, Vancouver. Lieut. Finlay McGibbon recently returned

from the front. It was only a few days ago that Mr. McGibbon left

Penetanguishene to visit Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Los
Angeles and Seattle, intending to be away for a couple of months. He
was stricken with apoplexy and passed away a few minutes after

being admitted to the hospital at Glenwood Springs, Colo. The late

Mr. McGibbon was for a number of years inspector of Indian Agen-
cies for the Province of Ontario.

Besides his eldest son, Finlay, he leaves three sons, Archibald,
Norman and David, who are connected with the business in Pene-
tang ; one daughter, Mrs. W. J. Beck, whose husband is overseas, and
also the youngest son, Capt. John McGibbon. His loss is mourned
by his mother, three brothers, John, Peter and Donald, all of Sarnia;

The late Charles McGibbon,
Penetanguishene, Ont.

three sisters. Miss Bella, at home; Mrs. S. A. Armstrong, Toronto,

and Mrs. Fred Clement, of Kitchener. Mrs. McGibbon predeceased

him six years ago. Mr. McGibbon was a former Mayor of Penetang,

and served as warden of the County of Simcoe in 1888, as superinten-

dent of the Indian Agency at Christain Island for sixteen years, and

later as inspector of Indian Agencies for the province. He won much
praise for his intelligent and sympathetic adjustment of many matters

pertaining to the welfare of those under his charge. In politics he

was a staunch Conservative, and in religion an active member of the

Presbyterian Church, being for many years chairman of the board of

management of the congregation at Penetang.
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Present High Freights Must Continue
Says Board of Railway Commissioners Owing to Labor Costs

—

What About Increased Demurrage Charges ?

"Whereas the increased railway freight rates and the in-

creased demurrage charges were adopted as a war measure

;

Be it resolved that the Dominion Board of Railway Commis-
sioners be asked when we can expect cancellation of the

same."

The foregoing was one of the resolutions passed at the recent

annual meeting of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association

held in Toronto. A copy was forwarded to A. W. Cartwright, of Ot-
tawa, Secretary of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada,
by the secretary of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association,

Toronto, and the follov/ing reply was received

:

"I am directed to advise you that the conditions as to

wage costs which were primarily responsible for the enact-

ment of Privy Council Order under which the increased

rates came into force are still in existence, and that instead

of there having been decreases in this respect there have
been increases. The returns of the companies are carefully

checked up from month to month, as provided for in said

Order, and conditions in respect of cost are not yet such as

to justify a reduction in the rates, nor does it appear from
the operating costs that a reduction can be made in the near
future."

It will be noliced the contention is set forth that the increased

freight rates have been brought about largely through conditions

calling for higher wages which it is stated, are still advancing.
No reference is made in the communication from the Board to

any justification for the continuance of the higher demurrage charges.

On this point the Secretary of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers'

Association has written the Board of Railway Commissioners of

Canada as follows

:

"We thank you for your letter re demurrage increases

and freight rate increases. We note your reference to the

fact that wage costs, which were primarily responsible for

the enactment of Privy Council Order, under which the in-

creased rates came into force, are still in existence, and that

it appears, therefore that a reduction cannot be made in the

near future.

"We assume that, in making this reference you refer to

the increased freight rates, because it does not seem to us

that the same point can be made with any great force in con-

nection with increased demurrage rates, the primary reason
for which was the necessity to relieve the car shortage and
furnish more cars for the shipment of war materials.

"Our members are strongly of the opinion that, as this

situation has been fully relieved, the increased demurrage
rates should no revert to their former levels. We will ap-
preciate an assurance that your Board will give this subject
your early consideration."

The Former Kaiser is Now Lumberjack
A recent cable from Amerongen, Holland, says that former Em-

peror William recently completed sawing into logs his thousandth
tree since he took refuge at Count Von Bentinck's castle last fall

.

From the tree a few logs were converted into souvenirs and marked
in red ink with the inscription "W 2." As he was completing his

task a young countess took a snapshot of Herr Hohenzollern and
his assistants. Dr. Foerster and Captain Von Isemann, together with
the young gardener v/ho adjusts the logs on the bench for the ex-

ruler to saw them. Expert sawyers compute the value of the wages
which Herr Hohenzollern would have earned if he had been paid
the trade union rate, at about $30 for the whole period.

Whsr Build Now?—That's the Question

There's a reason! And a very forcible one! One that retail lum-
ber dealers should take into account in the work they do to promote
building, and here it is, says "The Retail Lumberman":

Real estate values are more depressed right now than at any
other time during the past fifteen years. There is no question but
tha't, upon the resumption of building activities, real estate values
will advance and the chances are that such advances will more than
offset any reduction that is likely to take place in the matter of ma-
terials and labor, so that taking everything into consideration, there
is no good reason for delay in building.
We simply present this thought with the idea that it may be help-

ful to our readers in their discussions with prospective builders and
supply them with an argument as to why contemplated improve-
ments should be made now instead of waiting for more favorable

conditions which may never come, and which, at the best, cannot
come within a period of time that would justify delay.

It is to be presumed that lumber dealers are doing all they can
to promote building. People have more money now with which to
build than they ever had. No form of investment is more secure or
satisfactory than the investment made in a home, or in good, sub-
stantial rental property. Therefore, lumbermen are really serving the
best interests of their patrons by persuading them to build now.

A speedy resumption of building activity throughout the country,
in addition to giving employment to idle capital, will serve another
and no less desirable or necessary end—it will furnish employment
for our boys who are being released from military service by the
thousands and who must be speedily re-established in civil pursuits
or great hardship will result.

It would be gratifying indeed if lumber dealers would begin
a concerted movement to stimulate building activity. With every
good argument in favor of this action, and none against it, the pro-
mise of making it a very successful movement of national scope is

alluring enough, we believe, to appeal to the intelligence and busi-
ness shrewdness of everyone interested directly or indirectly in the
building business.

Let's start the movement!

How to Kill a Trade Association

1. Don't come to the meetings.
2. But if you do come, come late.

3. If the weather don't suit you, don't think of coming.
4. If you do attend a meeting, find fault with the work of the

ofificers and other members.
5. Never accept an office, as it is easier to criticise than to do

things.

6. Nevertheless, get sore if you are not appointed on a com-
mitee, but if you are, do not attend the committee meetings.

7. If asked by the chairman to give your opinion regarding some
important matter, tell him you have nothing to say. After the meet-
ing, tell everybody how things ought to be done.

8. Do nothing more than is absolutely necessary, but when other
members roll up their sleeves and willingly, unselfishly use their
ability to help matters along, howl that the association is run by a
clique.

9. Hold back your dues as long as possible, or don't pay at all.

10. Don't bother about getting new members, "Let Georee do
it!"

These ideas are worth pondering.

DR. BELL'S
Veterinary Wonder Remedies
10.000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free

to horsemen who give the Wonder a fair

trial. Guaranteed for Colic, Inflamma-
tion of the Lungs, Dowels, Kidneys,
Fevers. Distemper, etc. Send 25c for
Mailing Package, etc. Agents wanted.
Write your address plainly. DR. BELL,
V.S.. Kingston, Ont.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-

Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in
width, which we can sell at interesting
prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. - Toronto. Ont.

TIMBER LANDS
Bought and Sold

Timber and Pulp
Wood Estimates

R.R.BRADLEY
Consulting Forester
Globe-Atlantic Bldg.

ST. JOHN - N. B.

Coolidge & Carlisle

Forest Engineers

Timber Estimates and Maps

Plans for Logging Operations

Bangror, Maine

CUT YOUR
SELLING
COSTS

Use MacLean
Daily Reports
and know where

the projects are that offer the most pro-
fitable business. Reduce the percent-
age of wasted time and lost orders by
concentrating on the most likely oppor-
tunities.

Rates and Samples on Request.

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS, Ltd.

845 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

JACK PINE

HEMLOCK

SPRUCE

JAMES R. SUMMERS
Wholesale Lumber

95 Ki>« St. East TORONTO, Ont.

Main 7329
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Why Lumber Prices Will Hold Firm
Lumber experts who are co-operating- with the Information and

Education Service of the Department of Labor at Washington ])re-

dict that the prices of lumber now in efYect will remain at the present

level, or if any change is made, it will be an upward movement rather

than a drop in prices. It will also be seen that the upward movement
in prices of lumber is not so much one of sympathy with other com-

modities as an economic necessity. These are the facts indicating

an advance

:

Low stocks held by retail yards throughout the United States.

Recent restricted building operations.

Possible increase in foreign trade.

Decreased ocean freights ; these having already been reduced 66

2-3 per cent.

Decreased supply of available timber and its^ distance from mark-

ets.

Large amount of capital and uninvested money which may be

made available for investment builders under proper financial direc-

tion.

Conscious effort on the part of wealthy operators to maintain a

price level that will enable them to secure an equitable profit.

Announced policy of the West Coast Lumbermen's Association

and other large lumber associations of maintaining wages at their

present level as long as the high cost of commodities continues.

Unfilled orders actually held by mills.

Small probability of decrease in western freight rates which will

enable western woods to compete extensively with wood from other

sections.

The Cost of Construction is Not High

A recent bulletin issued by the Department of Labor puts the mat-

/ ter in the form of a question : "Is the cost .of construction high" and

then proceeds to answer it in the negative. And the Department of

Labor has taken the trouble to find out by the use of sources of in-

formation covering enough ground to make the answer correct, says

the "Mississippi Valley Lumberman."
It has been determined, for instance, that at the close of the war

the increase in building materials, exclusive of steel, had risen about

6.1 per cent over the pre-war prices of 1913, while commodities, ex-

clusive of building materials, had risen 113 per cent. The average

increases of wages in the construction industry in forty-one leading

cities from 1914 to 1918 was only 28.5 per cent as against a rise in

commodities of 94 per cent.

It is well known, of course, that there was very little commercial
or private building during the war, and during the last few weeks of

the war the government placed a ban on practically all building of

this character. The result was that while there were plenty of em-
ployment and great increase in wages in other industries, the advance
in wages in construction industry was comparatively low. At the

same time the advance in the prices of commodities (the cost of living)

kept pace with, if it did not exceed, the increase in wages in war in-

dustries. From this it may be concluded, with sound logic to back
the conclusion, that there is little or no chance that wages in the con-

struction industry will decrease.'

Again, arguing from the standpoint of material prices, we find

that the cost of construction materials, outside of steel, advanced only

61 per cent, while the cost of commodities, exclusive of building ma-
terials, increased 11 per cent. Other commodities may decline in

price, but they must decline a considerable amount before they get

back to the point where the war increase left construction materials.

In the government report we find the statement, "The fact is that

the cost of construction is not high today. It is low compared with
food, clothing and commodities in general. It is high only in compari-
.<>on with its own pre-war level. Commodity prices wmII undoubtedly
recede because food and clothing and many other things were affected

by special war conditions ; for example, scarcity of transportation

which prevented shipments from distant countries to the Allies. But
they cannot fall to the pre-war level. Although some readjustments in

the wages of individual trades and in the prices of individual classes

of building materials may take place, the cost of construction will not

come down to such an extent as to endanger a judicious investment
made today in the erection of a new building."

It is very evident that the housing facilities in most of the larger

towns and cities are altogether inadequate to meet present demands.
There was practically no building of this character during the past

year, and much less than normal during the two or three preceding
years.

As to the chances for a drop in lumber prices, we do not believe

they exist. It is known that the cost of log production in the upper
Mississippi valley lumbering regions has never been as high as dur-

ing the season just closing, and the cost of operating saw mills during
the coming season will be proportionately high. There is no surplus

of stock either on hand or -in prospect. Recent information from the

far west is to the effect that the mills have all the business they can
handle, and that this business is coming from the far east, from the

southwest and from the foreign and coastwise cargo markets. Yel-

low pine prices advanced immediately after the end of government
control and have stayed up. Though there may be some reduction in

the prices of other construction materials, and in the wages of labor,

it will be partly, or wholly, offset by j)Ossible advances in lumber.
Ncrw is the time to build.

Admiral Jellicoe's Nessaere

The primary cause of the shameful surrender of the Ger-
man Fleet was the loss of morale on the part of the person-

nel. This was brought about by the strangling effect of Sea
Power on sea communications and the knowledge gained at

Jutland that this power was irresistible. The significance of

this to an Empire which is absolutely dependent on Sea Power
for its communication is obvious. The lesson to the Empire
is that we should never allow our Sea Power to be called into

question. It is our Life Blood.

(Sgd.) Jellicoe.

Valuable Timber Limit Changes Hands
Sir William Price, President of Price Bros. & Co. of Quebec, and

a number of directors of the Comi)any, have recently formed a syn-

dicate with a capital stock of $500,000, and some time ago they ac-

([uired a timber limit on the Sault-au-Cochon river, about 180 miles

from Quebec.
In a recent notice sent out by the new organization it is stated

that the property consists of about 850 miles of limits under lease

from the Crown, about 1,350 acres of freehold land, including the

bed of the river, and two water powers. The limits are exceptionally

well timbered and are estimated to contain over three and one-half

million cords of pulpwood.
The river Sault-au-Cochon is a fine drivable river, and the pro-

perty is a valuable one. Coupled with the 290 miles of limits, the

700 acres of freehold land, and the water powers owned by Price

Bros, and Co., Limited, on this and adjoining rivers, this forms one
of the most valuable properties in the province of Quebec.

Stocks at Manchester are Low
The monthly statement of spruce and birch on hand in Man-

chester and Liverpool, issued by H. W. Lightburne & Co., Liver-

pool. Eng., shows that stocks arc very low. Here are the figures

for February, covering the past five years

:

Spruce

1915. 1916. 1917. 1918. 1919.

Manchester 3,480 11.090 14,350 3,350 3,400

Liverpool 3,580 7,180 8,920 5,630 5.260

7,060 18.270 23,270

Birch Logs

8,980 8,660 Stds.

Manchester
Liverpool .

380
20

780
640

620
740

20
120

40
100

Manchester
Liverpool .

400 1,420 1,360

Birch Planks

364 503 569

303 479 327

140

66
54

140 Loads,

6
78

667 982 896 120 84 Stds.

The establishment of a new record in fast ship construction for

the American continent is marked by completion of the contract for

the building and outfitting of 27 wooden steamers in British Colum-
bia, by the Imperial Munitions Board. The last of the vessels, the

War Suquash, has just made her trial trip. The board completed the

27 boats from the laying of the keels to the final trials in twenty

months, a record which the I.M.B. officials say has never been

equalled on this continent.

The Stearns Salt & Lumber Company of Ludington, Mich., will

discontinue all their lumber operations at that point after disposing

of the balance of stock they have in hand. Their interests will hence-

forth be in the hands of the Stearns & Culver Lumber Company at

L'Ansc. Mich., and the Consolidated Lumber Company, Manistique.

Mich.
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Big Lumber Concern Further Expanding^

W. C. Edwards & Company, Limited, of Ottawa, who operate

large sawmills and extensive woodworking plants at Ottawa and
Rockland, Ont., made application to Parliament for leave to increase

their capital stock from $4,400,000 to $8,000,000 to enable the com-
pany to go into the pulp and paper business. It is stated that a large

pulp and paper plant will be erected at Rockland. This industry

is certainly a growing one, so far as Canada is concerned, the capital

now invested in it being $186,000,000, while the total value of pro-

duction for 1918 is estimated at $120,000,000, of which $100,000,000
was exported to the United States, that country being Canada's larg-

est customer. As ocean tonnage develops a large export business
will be done with Great Britain, France, Japan, Australia, South Af-
rica, New Zealand and other countries.

New Type of Arch Block for Lining Furnaces

The destruction of the brick lining in the fire chamber, is a very

serious item in the expense of operating a furnace. Sometimes it is

necessary to dismantle the entire work in making repairs. It is ob-

vious that besides the cost of repairs, it is frequently necessary, un-

der this method, to shut down the furnace for several days. In in-

stances where the furnace is operated longer than it should be, the

brick lining is completely destroyed.

Several designs of furnace blocks have been constructed by J.

W. Gates, Ltd., 382 St. James St., Montreal, with a view to over-

coming these disadvantages, and also efifecting an economy in the

cost of maintenance. The firm is paying particular attention to fur-

naces used in connection with lumber, saw, and pulp mills. The new
type of arch blocks is adapted to stoker arches, Dutch oven type of

boiler setting, or H. R. T. boiler back arches and large fire door
arches, reverbatory and smelting furnaces. The arches are construct-

ed on the unit principle, so that any single block can be replaced

without disturbing the rest of the brickwork. This is made possible

by means of self-supporting and suspended feature of interlocking

and keying the various blocks composing the arch. The arch is self-

supporting, besides which there is an increased factor of safety

—

(but one that is not absolutely essential except when repairs are

being carried out)—in the suspension framework provided. These
are fabricated pieces of bar iron and built in truss form to insure

lightness with strength, and yet permit of ample expansion and con-

traction without destroying the dovetail supports in the upper sur-

face of the bricks. These truss cross bars are provided in numbers
to suit the length of the arch, with longitudinal bars running at

right angles to carry the bolts that support the arch blocks. The
interlocking feature of the block has the added advantage of pre-

venting the leakaige of the gases through the intervening space.

This particular type of arch can be applied separately or in conjunc-
tion with the side furnace blocks, also manufactured by this com-
pany.

Much Fault in Stakingr Out Lands

One of the evils which has existed for the past decade with
regard to the staking of land came to light recently in the British

Columbia Legislature, during the discussion on the cutting of tim-

ber on Lot 1497, Queen Charlotte Islands. The minister of lands

showed where land claimed to be agricultural land (running less

than 8,000 feet of timber per acre) was actually timbered heavily

and should never have been permitted to pass to any holder, but
retained as timber. The leader of the opposition was desirous of

having an indemnity granted the title-holder.

Tens of thousands of acres of the best lands in the province are

thus held, the fault apparently lying with both sides of the House,
in that the very immensity of the province has made it practically

impossible to thoroughly examine all lands applied for. Such ques-
tions would be forever settled if a fast rule were made that title

could not be secured until" a government surveyor or cruiser had
passed judgment upon the timber growth.

Paper Association Will Adopt Trade Mark
The value of a trademark on goods has often been discussed.

There are widely-known products trademarks which possess
inestimable worth from their long association, originality and attrac-

tiveness. The Canadian Pulp and Paper Association has inaugurated
a contest for a suitable and efifective trademark or insignia, which
will be appropriate for use as a label on the various lines of paper
made by the members. The competition will close on April 15, and
for the best and most striking design—the one that stands out the
most prominently for its originality, simplicity, and distinctiveness

—

a prize of one hundred dollars is being offered.

In an official announcement it is stated that the purpose of the
trademark is to increase the use of Canadian made paper, by enabl-

ing purchasers readily to identify such a product as distinct from
that made in countries other than Canada. The accepted design
will be the basis of an extensive advertising campaign to familiarize

the public with the facts concerning the paper making industry of

the Dominion. The insignia must bear the words "Canadian Pulp
and Paper Association," and lend itself to reproduction in various
dimensions suitable for placing on ordinary boxes of stationery and
for packages containing up to one thousand pounds of paper or
more.

Canada Lumber Can Compete With Scandinavia
"There is no man outside of a qualified prophet who is able to tell

you anything about the future outlook for the export of lumber from
Canada," said a prominent Montreal lumber exporter recently.

"All poppy-cock," he snapped when asked if the report that the

government would buy a large quantity of lumber in Canada for re-

construction meant much to the lumber dealers. "If they finally get
settled down to normal conditions," he added, "then perhaps they will

buy some lumber in Canada, as a matter of fact if they need a large

quantity they will have to buy in the Canadian market."

There has been some speculation among Canadian lumbermen
of late as to the conditions on the Scandinavian market. If the Scan-
dinavian market could supply lumber cheaper than the Canadian
market it was feared that the bulk of the Imperial government pur-
chasing would go to the market which is nearer home.

"I have a report from Stockholm," said the exporter," which
shows that lumber on the Scandinavian market is just as high as
ours. Their wages are just as high as ours and their supplies are
costing as much and in some instances more, so they cannot take our
Imperial market by reason of their better prices so far as I can see.

There will be practically no export from Russia this season with the
exception of a small amount from the White Sea region," he continued,
"so this factor may be stroked off the slate."

The cut in Canada this year he said would be far below normal.
Advices he has received from the Georgian Bay districts are to the ef-

fect that if the cut there is 70 per cent of normal this season it will be
considered satisfactory. All over Canada the cut is down on account
of shortage of labor during the logging season and the uncertainty of
the markets. "There will be no cheap lumber in Canada this year,"
he concluded, "and those who are waiting for cheap lumber for build-
ing purposes have a long cold wait ahead of them if I can guage the
future at all."

May Re-open Timber Treatingr Plant

The municipal council and the Association of Civics and Com-
merce of Fort Frances have been trying to arrange for the re-open-
ing of the tie and timber treating plant of A. D. Bruce & Co., east of
Fort Frances. This plant which a few years ago was in operation
has been closed for some time for want of contracts. The chief busi-
ness is the preserving of ties and bridge timber for the railways of
Canada. That the method of treating is successful is now an undis-
puted fact. Timber so treated is guaranteed to be free from decay
for a period of six years by the company.

The product of A. D. Bruce & Co. has been put to the test by the
railways and found to be eminently successful. Ties treated by this

plant six years ago are perfectly sound today although in the heaviest
of traffic and exposed to the sand in the west that is hardest on this

product. The solution is under tremendous pressure forced clean
through each tie and renders them immune from decay.

New Opportunities for Saw Mill Men
Since it has almost become a slogan to "take care of all mill

waste" a few lumbermen have turned their eyes and minds to the

manufacture of pulp and paper as the logical industry which could
utilize all waste which formerly had been going to the burner.

A few have done it, but not all. and around many a sawmill it's

a shame to see how perfectly good refuse w'hich could produce the

best quality of pulp and paper is simply sent to the woodburner.
It is a false conception that only the only smooth trunk of the tree

is suitable for pulp. There are mills to-day turning out a consider-

able tonnage of pulp who never in their mills use anything but tops,

limbs and edgings.

There is especially one kind that ought to be considered by the
lumbermen. It is sulphate of soda pulp, more commonly known as
Kraft pulp. It is chiefly used for strong wrapping papers or boards,
products which are increasing in demand for every day.

With pulp Avood prices soaring sky high and never to come
back where they were a few years ago, it's almost the duty of the
lumbermen and swmill owners to step in and do something in this

line.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate of

20 cents per agate line (14 agate lines make
one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion,

payable in advance. Space measured from
rule to rule. When (our or more consecutive
insertions of the same advertisement are or-

dered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompanjr order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-

close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 20 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a

word, net. Cash must accompany the order.

Minimum charge 60 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later

than the 10th and 20th of each
_
month to

Insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

Wanted-Lumber

Baaswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter cut

preferred. Apply Firstbrook Brothers, Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont. 8-t.f.

Spruce and Pine Wanted
Wanted Spruce and Pine Piles, 7 to 8 in.

lop and 13 in. and up butt, in 45, 50, 55.

ft. long. Box 901, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 7

Ties Wanted
Three to five thousand No. 1 Cedar and

Tamarac Ties, sawn face, for delivery two to

three months. Box 900, Canada Lumoer-
man, Toronto, Ont. 7

Spruce Wanted
100,000 ft. each of 4 and 5 quarter. No. 1

and 2 Spruce, 6 and 8" wide, 8 to 16' long.

John I. Shafer Hardwood Co.,

6-9 South Bend, Ind.

Elm, Maple and Beech Wanted
For spring and summer delivery. Rock Elm
and Grey Elm, Maple and Beech Flank, 2%"
and 3'A" thick in car lots. Quote price f.o.b.

to St. Marys Wood Specialty Co., Ltd., St.

Marys, Ont. 6-7

Basswood, Birch and Maple Wanted
Ten carloads, 1st and 2nds or No. 1 Com.

and Better, white winter cut Basswood, plump
1 in. thick and good color.

Four carloads 1st and 2nds or No. 1 Com.
and Better, 3 in. Birch or Maple plank. For
further particulars apply to Box 875, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-t.f.

" — ^ »'" . - ^ • — — J- 1' - J — 1 —

—

Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-t.f.

For Sale-Lumber

Timbers For Sale
Five cars 8" x 8" to 12" x 12" x 10 to 20'

sound square edged white oak; 3 cars 4, 5, 6
and 8" x 10" and up face x 10 to 20', and
1 car 5" and 6" x 10" and up face x 20 to
30', white oak flitch suitable for boat and
shipbuilding or repairs.

The Billmeyer Lumber Co.,

6-9 Cumberland, Md.

Hickory For Sale

Hickory Squares 1 in. x 1 in. and Dowels
^ in. diameter, also Hickory Whipstocks.
Can ship immediately, and will sell very
cheap. G. Elias & Bro., Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
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Lumber For Sale

Two cars 4x4 Maple Boxed Hearts.
One car 6x6 Maple Boxed Hearts.
One car 6x0 Maple Boxed Hearts.
Seven cars Fir Doors.
Three cars Fir Columns.

GEO C. GOODFELLOW.
Montreal, Que.

Pulpwood For Sale
Ten thousand cords of pulpwood situated

within 200 miles from Quebec city, and ten
million ft. of spruce and hardwood lumber,
winter cut. We can_ fill almost any order.
Quotations will be finished on demand. Que-
bec Lumber Co., 98 St. Peter St., Quebec,
P.Q. 3-8

CEDAR FOR SALE

Cedar Poles

Cedar Squares

Cedar Fence Posts

Address enquiries to

:

St.LawrenceLumber Co.

7
Quebec

Wanted-Machinery |

Band Saw and Planer Wanted
Wanted second-hand band saw with tilting

saw, suitable for ship work, also one 24" Buzz
Planer.

CHARLES H. NADEAU,
4-7 Port Daniel East, P.Q.

Lo4 Carriage Wanted
Good used right hand Log Carriage with

head blocks opening 36 in. or 40 in., and
Friction Receder ; also Friction Feed for
same. State how long used and best cash
price. Box 906, Canada Lumberman, Toron-
to, Ont. 7

I For Sale-Machinery |

Jenckes Corliss Engine For Sale

One second-hand Jenckes Corliss Engine,
12 in. X 30 in. cut. Description and price on
application to

Canadian IngersoU-Rand Company, Ltd.,
2-t.f. Toronto, Ont.

DO YOU WANT MACHINE TOOLS FOR
YOUR MACHINE SHOP?

Lathes, drills, grinders, shafting, pulleys,
etc. Now is the time to buy cheaply. We
are in touch with munition firms who are
selling their tool room equipment. We can
supply any tool wanted.

W. H. S'umbling Machinery Co.,
6-7 7 St. Mary St., Toronto.

Chain For Sale
A quantity of good second hand chain,

and fi in. and smaller, suitable for boom
chains; also two patent sectional anchors with
5^ in. galvanized chain. Anchors and chain
are new Lomour Iron. ' L. B. Gartshorc, 5'<

Fiont St. W., Toronto.. 7

Planer and Matcher For Sale

A twenty-four inch combined planer and
matcher ; first-class condition ; thoroughly re-

built; cheap. W. H. Sumbling Machinery
Co., 7 St. Mary S't., Toronto. 4-7

High Speed Matchers

1—Berlin No. 90 High Speed Matcher with
Profilers and several extra heads.

1—American No. 77 High Speed Matcher with-
out Profiler but having several extra heads.

Two real bargains.

Box 893, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
6t.f.

Tubular Boilers For Sale

100 H.P. Tubular Boiler, 125 lb. steam,
used three months, only $1,400.00, Winnipeg.
Two 100 H.P. ditto (never set up) $1,560.00

each, Wisconsin.
Two 100 H.P. ditto (Saskatchewan), used

short time, $2,200.00 each.
Box 866, C)anada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
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Equipment For Sale
Economist Light Planer and Matcher, 24"

Eclipse Pony Planer. Variety Trim Saw.
Shaper, Band Saw, Power Feed Rip Saw,
Swing Saw, 12" Moulder, Chain Morticer,
Drum Sander, other machinery.

A. J. LINDSAY,
G-9 90 Pembroke St., Toronto.

Equipment For Sale

Engine 75 H.P., 18 x 66 pulley, engine 100
H.P., 21 X 144 pulley. Sawmill trimmer.
Cowan 30" Bracket Band Saw, Goldie & Mc-
CuUoch Shaper with coiuntqrshaft, Rogers
Lath Machine and Murray Lath Bolter with
saws. All excellent condition and cheap for

cash. Write for further particulars.

VIGARS SHEAR LUMBER CO.,

6 9 Port Arthur, Ont.

For Sale

1—17 X 24 Atlas Engine, with 36 in. x 10 ft.

flywheel.

3—No. 94 Berlin Matchers, 15 in., fitted with
hard steel knives on top and bottom sylin-

dcrs—one pair sliiplap, jointer and' floor-

ing heads with bits for each machine.

1—No. 182 Berlin Double Surfacer, 30 in. x
6 in.

1—No. 199 Berlin Buzz Planer.
1—No. 290 Berlin Picket Header.

The Otis Staples Lumber Company, Ltd.,
19-t.f. Wycliffe, B.C.

Equipment For Sale

Brown cross-compound steam engine—16" x
30" cylinders x 42" stroke horizontal poppet
valve—14' x 35" c.i. flywheel—split.

The Poison Iron Works Co Complete,
with condensing pump—10" x 14" x 16" hor-
izontal single piston—with c.i. air chamber
and jet condenser.

Geo. F. Blake Complete.
The Jerome Wheelock system tandem com-

pound steam engine No. 395—16" x 24" cyl-

inders X 34" stroke horizontal—side crank
with outboard bearings—and 14' x 14' groove
iron flywheel sheave split—for lyi" rope.
The Goldie & McCuUough Co. . . . complete

with condensing pump—8" x 12" x 16" hor-
izontal—single piston—with spray condenser.
The Northey Mfg. Co Complete.

THE E. B. EDDY CO., LTD.,
6-7 Hull, Canada.

Burner For Sale

"Muskegon" Water-space type 16 ft. inside,
19 in. outside and 18 in. waterspace. Splendid
condition. Cheap. Box 869, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 4.7

Equipment For Sale

One 12'inch jointer, 1 rip saw and cut-off
combined, 1 band saw, 1 turn lathe, all iron,
1 drive.

One 16 h p. gasoline engine, pulleys, shaft-
ing, hangers and belts, in first class shape.

Sell cheap or will take lumber in cxcbanK.
Apply to A. K. Wismer, 83 Dufferin St..

St. Catharines, Ont. 7-8

Circular Saws For Sale
Changing from circular to band mill and

have six solid tooth saws for sale. Two 60
in., four from 54 in. to 58 in., in first class
shape. Can be shipped at once. .\Iso Covel
filer. Write us for prices.

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited,
7 8 Huntsville, Ontario.

Band Saw Mill For Sale

One Waterous 9 ft. Band Saw Mill, gun-
shot feed, complete with extra saws and fihng
equipment. Used about one year, excellent
condition. The Geo. F. Foss Machinery &
Supply Co., Ltd., 305 St. James St., Montreal,
Que. 7-t.f.

Equipment For Sale

1-35 H.P. "Case" Engine and Boiler, on
»kids, 125 lbs. steam pressume, in first

class condition.

1—56 inch Trevor "Jumbo" Heading Sawing
Machine, Upright, with saw collar com-
plete.

1—3 compartment Steel Vat, 24 by 7 by 4 J4
feet.

1—10 H.P. Upright Engine and Boiler.

1—Box Board Planer, 24 in.

1—25 H P. Motor, 3 phase, 60 cycle. 650
volts, and two 15 k.w. transformers for

same.

•2—21/2 k.w. Transformers, 2200 to 550 volts.

2—Stave Jointing Machines.

1—125 Gal. Duplex Steam Pump.

Trenton Cooperage Mills, Limited,

7-10 Trenton, Ont.

I
Wanted-Employment |

Advertisement* under this heading one cent •

word per inseration. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge St cents.

Wanted position by first class Right Hand
Double Cut Band Sawyer, ten years' experi

ence. Very capable. P. O. Box 106, Buck-
ingham, Que. 6-9

WANTED POSITION AS MILL SUPER-
INTENDENT by first class man. Can get re-

sults. 20 years' experience. Can start first

February. Box 837, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 2-8

SAWYER WANTS POSITION; capable of

handling either Band or Circular Saws. _
Well

accustomed to steam feed and steam nigger.

Left hand mill preferred. Can furnish the best
of references. Address Box 884, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 6-7

POSITION AS SAWYER on left hand rig.

I have long experience on both circulars or
band saws. I am used to fast rig steam feed

and steam Niggers. Have been in the em-
ploy of the same company for over five years.

I want to change on account of short season.

I am a married man with wife and family,

and can furnish best of references if needed.
Apply to Sawyer, c/o Canada Lumberman.
Toronto, Ont. 7
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WANTED POSITION BY FIRST CLASS
BAND SAW FILER, 20 years' experience;

can furnish first class reference. Box 836,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-8

BAND-SAWYER, GOOD FAST NIGGER
MAN and good White Pine Grader, wants
position. Best of references. Box 904, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 7-8

POSITION WANTED BY FIRST-CLASS
ACCOUNTANT—30 years of age, strictly

temperate. Address enquiries to Box 898,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto Ont. 7

CONTRACT WANTED by capable sawmill
superintendent, many years' experience, to

operate by the thousand mill cutting 50 to

100 thousand daily. "Quantity and quality of

production guaranteed. Box 867, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 4-7

WANTED BY EXPERIENCED LUM-
BERMAN, 42 years of age, position as Man-
ager of Woods and Lumber Department, or
would consider management of small concern
operating in the Province of Quebec or North-
ern Ontario. Have thorough knowledge of

Lumber, Logging and Pulpwood operations.
Highly recommended by past employers. Open
for engagement April 15th. Box 878, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 7-8

Wanted-Employees

AdTcrtii<mcnt« under thii heeding two eenti •

word per iniertion. Ifinimuin charge 60 centi.

WANTED: FIRST CLASS GANG FILER
for Wickes gang. Apply Box 003, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 7-8

Wanted—One Sawyer for Band Mill. Apply,
stating wages, experience, etc., Laberge Lum-
ber Co., Ltd., Sudbury, Ont. 6-8

Wanted—Band Saw Filer for Band Mill.
Apply, stating wages, experience, etc., Laberge
Lumber Co., Ltd., Sudbury, Ont. 6-8

Sawyer Wanted
Circular Sawyer, steam feed. Apply, stat-

ing wages, experience, etc. Jennings &
Railey, Baptiste, Ont. 7

A large firm owning timber limits in the
Eastern Townships, Province of Quebec, re-

quires the services of a Practical Lumberman
to take charge of logging, manufacturing and
handling of yard stock. Apply Box 891, Can-
ada Lumberman and Woodworker, Toronto,
Ont. 6-9

Hardwood Lumber Manufacturer requires
young, energetic salesman for Western On-
tario. Connection among furniture trade desir-
able, but not essential. Applicants will kindly
outline qualifications and salary required in
first letter. Box 890, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 6-7

Business Chances!

SPRUCE AND WHITE PINE
CONNECTION WANTED

We desire a good connection on Spruce and
White Pine. Terms to suit shipper. Serfas
Lumber Company, Easton, Pa. 6-9

Fifty Thoasand Acres Timber
Spruce, Maple, Pine, Hemlock, Cedar,

Birch, located in Canada, will divide to suit
purchaser; cheapest transportation. Address
W. C. Wildey, Paw Paw, Mich. 6-8

Piclc Axe Handles Wanted
WANTED—Handles for colliers' and navvy

pick axes, etc. Cash with order transactions.
Will manufacturers who have supplies and
wish to export same to Great Britain kindly
communicate with J. Griffith, Jones Colliery,
Timber Merchant, Castle Buildings, Llanelly,
S". Wales, Great Britain. 5-8

A SNAP—FOR SALE
Planing Mill, Saw Mill and Lumber Yard.

First-class business. Mills equipped with lat-

est and best machinery. Power, both steam
and hydro. A nice residence and office, sheds
and barn can be bought very reasonable.

For Sale

Building and Machinery of good Double Cut
Band Sawmill, well equipped with steam feed,

canter, loaders, etc.

If you want a good mill, address Box 762,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 15-t.f.

Timber Land For Sale

484 square miles virgin Spruce timber,

S'aguenay County, P.Q. For particulars ad-

dress Irving B. Eastor, 30 East 42nd Street,

New York City. 7

Position Wanted
By party with twenty years' practical experi-
ence logging and railway work. Best creden-
tials. Successful with large crews of men.
Experienced timber cruiser, or would consider
contract. Box 907, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 7

Timber Limit For Sale

Thirty-six square miles. Lake Huron front.

To wind up estate. Estimated in all 22,000,-
000; also large quantity Ties, Poles and Pulp-
wood. Accessible; easy terms.

J. J. DEWAR,
7 290 Huron St., Toronto.

FOR SALE—WELL EQUIPPED
PLANING MILL

and lumber yard with well established con-
nections, also contracting business in connec-
tion, in growing manufacturing town of 60,-
000 population in Western New York. Owner
having other business. Only bona-fide buyers
considered. Address Box 883, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 6-9

R. R. Tie and Sawlo^ Timber
For Sale

Jack Pine and Tamarac Timber on berths in
Parkins and Creelman townships, near Sell-

wood and Poole stations. C. N. R. runs
through Poole.

A. McPHERSON,
5-8 Longford Mills, Ont.

FOR SALE—PORTABLE MILL
Elegant Condition.

1 No. 2 Russell Mill, 3 set blocks.
1 22 H.P. Stationary Engine.
1 25 H.P. Boiler.

1 3-saw Edger.
1 Cut-oflf Saw.
1 Lath Mill and Bolter.
$650.00 cash on cars Big Falls, Minn.

Address Bemidji Drainage Company,
7 Bemidji, Minn.

SAWMILL WANTED
Efficient Portable Sawmill, capable of not

less, and preferably more, than 20 M. feet per
day, fir, hemlock and birch. For ease of
transportation double boilers. Would also
consider a contract for the sawing, but mill

would require to be moved to property. Re-
ply to T. A. Rogers, 85 Bay St., Toronto.

7-10

Saw Mill Plant For Sale

Practically new and modern Saw Mill Plant,
capacity about 30 Million feet per annum, lo-

cated in the Interior of British Columbia on
a beautiful inland lake and on the main line

of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway. About
500 Million feet of timber on and adjacent to

Lake (about 90% Spruce) and another Billion

feet available at reasonable prices. Natural
conditions ideal for economical logging, manu-
facturing, piling and shipping. An advantage
of about $4 per thousand feet in freight rates

to the Prairie Provinces over Coast shipments.
This property offers unlimited possibilities

as a lumber, pulp and paper property. Would
consider selling a half interest. Terms rea-

sonable.

A. C. FROST COMPANY,
134 South LaSalle Street,

5-t.f. Chicago, 111.

4-7
Apply to J. J. BERGER,

rfew Hamburg, Ont.

For Sale—A Real Bargain

Tract 10,000 acres near the Soo, in Penne-
father Township, Ont. Consisting of 60 mil-

lion feet of hardwood timber, 50% Birch of

fine quality, 20% Maple, 10% Cedar, 10%
Spruce, 10% White Fine and Hemlock. At
low price and on easy terms.. Property in

fee.

Address Alex. Greig,
502 MacKinnon Bldg.,

5-8 Toronto, Ont.

In order to close Estate in Town of 3,000
population in Province of Quebec on G.T.R.,
Factory now making Sash and Doors, House
Trim, ets., 125 Horse Water Power, Dry
Kilns, etc., is for sale or would consider or-

ganizing stock company with party having
some capital capable of managing the business,
or plant could easily be converted into Handle
and Woodware factory. Unlimited supply of

birch, maple, and beech lumber in vicinity.

Party with capital thoroughly understanding
the manufacturing and marketing of these
lines would be offered an attractive proposi-
tion.

Interested parties address Box No. 844,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-7

Yard and Mill For Sale

Lumber yard and planing mill—County
Kent; last year's business fifty thousand; no
opposition within twelve miles; real money-
maker

;
long established ; after many years of

success owner wants to retire; special price
and terms. J. P. Lawrason, 25 Toronto St.,

Toronto. 7

Standing

Timber
For Sale

The undersigned oflfer for sale timber limits
at Cranbrook and Lamb Creek, B. C. Said
timber having been estimated by James D.
Lacey & Co., of Seattle, copies of said cruise,
price and terms of sale, can be had at the
office of J. H. King, Minister of Works, Vic-
toria, B.C.

Summary of Cranbrook Unit
Red Fir. ..

Tamarack . .

Yellow Pine
Balsam . . .

Spruce . . .

Jack Pine .

Cottonwood

5,824,000 ft. 10% Tie timber
41,236,000 ft. 72% Tie timber

609,000 ft. 1%
631,000 ft.

1,448,000 ft.

7,592,000 ft.

15,000 ft.

1%
3%

Tie timber

57,355,000 ft. 100%
Mining Props 311,610
Average stand per acre 8,390 ft. B.M.

Summary of Lamb Creek Unit
Red Fir . ..

Tamarack .

.

Red Cedar .

Hemlock . .

.

Spruce
Balsam . .

.

White Pine .

Jack Pine . .

Cottonwood .

. 1,353,000 ft. 1% Tie timber

. 18,318,000 ft. 19% Tie timber
633,000 ft. 1%
276,000 ft. —

. 46,180,000 ft. 49%
. 10,395,000 ft. 11%
. 1,758,000 ft. 2%

, . 15,935,000 ft. 17% Tie timber
4,000 ft. —

94,852,000 ft. 100%

Cedar Poles, 2,480. Mining Props, 375,230.
Average stand per acre, 12,820 ft. B.M.
The above timber on account of its near-

ness to the prairie provinces has in the mat-
ter of freight a decided advantage over Coast
timber, in some cases enough to pay mill cost
of manufacturing.

King Lumber Mills, Ltd.

Cranbrook, B.C.
6-7

Power Plant

Equipment

FOR SALE
Three Goldie & McCuIloch Co., Ltd. (Gait,

Ont.), 72 in. x 18 ft. horizontal steel return
tubular boilers, 145 lb. working pressure, 72-
4 in. steel tubes, longitudinal seams, double
butt straps, triple riveted, circumferential
seams, lap jointed, single riveted, full flush
fronts, herring-bone grates and extra heavy
fittings throughout, with brickwork, exclusive
of foundations, allowed 145 lbs. pressure.

One E. Leonard & Sons, Ltd. (London,
Ont.), specification same as above.

One E. I^eonard & Sons, I^td. (London,
Ont.), 24 in. x 42 in. stroke horizontal right
hand heavy duty frame Corliss Engine, with
outboard bearing and extended shaft, with
disc crank for cross compound engine con-
nection, flywheel, 16 ft. x 40 in. face, double
arm, split (4181).

One E. Leonard & Sons, Ltd. (Toronto,
Ont.), 11 in. X 10 in. stroke self-contained
enclosed type high speed horizontal engine,
inertia governor, 42 in. x 12 in. flywheels
(.WKi).

Seaman, Kent Co., Ltd.,
7 2(^i Wallace Ave., Toronto.

Manufacturers of

For TYING, BONDLING
and many other purposes.

NAILS, etc.

LAIDLAW BALE-TIE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. ONT.

WIRE

$2.00 a Year
24 Issues

Big value to any Lumber
Manufacturer or Dealer.

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER?

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide St. W., TORONTO

imON STOCKYARIS
OF TORONTO, Limiteol

•CanacJa's Greatest Live Stock Market*
Capital, $'.S0O,O00. Two Hundred
Acres. Dundas St. cars to Keele St.,

West Toronto. Auction Sales every
Wednesday. Private Sales Daily.

Correspondence Solicited.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH
Manager Horse Dept.

Door and Sash Machines For Sale
DOOR MACHINES.

1 Power Door Clamp with squaring attachment, manufactured by E. B. Hayes & Co.
1 Four Spindle Automatic Door Boring Machine (Improved), manufactured by E.

B. Hayes & Co.
2 Cylinder Door Stickers—E. B. Hayes & Co.
2 Automatic Cut-Off Saws—Greenlee Bros.
1 Panel Raiser—Cowan & Co.

SASH AND FRAME MACHINES.
1 Two-Spindle Shaper Table.
1 Sash Sticker with three square heads and four Shimer heads, manufactured by

E. B. Hayes & Co.
2 Power Feed Rip Saws—Cowan & Co.
1 Pocket Dado and Frame Boring Machine—Smith & Pliilips.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
1—12 in. Four-sided Sticker—Manufactured by Cowan & Co.
1 Five-Spindle Boring Machine—Canada Machinery Corporation.
1 Roller Double Cut-OfT Saw—Canada Machinery Corporation.
2 Automatic Screw Driving Machines, No. 2—Reynolds.
1 Automatic Screw Driving Machine, No. 4—Reynolds.
1—36 in. Glue Spreader, two sided.
1—S3 gallon Mixer.
1—Press, 12 in. x 52 in.

1.34 sets Retaining Clamps.
Machines in good condition and can be inspected at any time.

Write for prices and particulars.

CANADIAN WOOD PRODUCTS, LTD., TORONTO
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Review of Current Trade Conditions

Ontario and the East

There was no particular change in market conditions during

the past month except that the Iniilding prospects are looking

brighter and the housing schemes of the Ontario and Quebec Gov-
ernments have been advanced. The Acts providing for the erection

of dwellings have passed their third reading. As the month of April

approaches, everything appears to be favorable toward a fairly ac-

tive building season and reports from the various cities and towns
indicate that in the three months of this year a far better showing
has been made than during the corrcsponcling period of 1918. There
are a larger number of enquiries coming in from different countries

and the outlook, so far as the wholesale business is concerned, a])-

pears to be brighter. Some enquiries have been received from the

British Timber Controller which looks like the opening up of further

negotiations. While a large export order has been placed by Great
Britain in British Columbia, manufacturers ()f the east have receiv-

ed no definite assurance that business is coming their way, although
they are all hopeful of good results.

Considerable spruce is being bought in New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia for export and the figures paid are from $38.00 to $42.50,

according to widths. It is also reported that all the spruce deals of

a large Ottawa mill for the coming season have been contracted for

by a well-known exporter at an advance of from $7 to $10 over that

which prevailed last year. These figures are encouraging and show
that the market is strong. Eastern mills who sell spruce to Ontario
wholesalers, are asking from $5 to $10 more than in 1918, and say

they will have no difficulty in getting it.

The majority of lumber companies have completed their log-

ging operations and report that costs in getting out the timber were
never as high as during the past season. From 10 to 15 per cent,

is the estimated extra expense per thousand feet log measure. One
operator states that his cost will be $5 a thousand over, last season,

and another intimated that the extra outlay would be 12 per cent.

There may be some saving effected in driving operations and in

mill labor, but the decrease will be comparatively small. There is

one thing certain this year and that is conditions in manufacturing
are likely to be steadier than they were last summer, as labor will

be more plentiful, and there will be many men seeking a job, where-
as last year it was a case of a job searching for men. The result was
that ordinary mill help was very restless and independent. The cost

of maintaining boarding houses will be just as high this year as ever,

as there has been no appreciable come-down in the price of any
food products.

Some woodworking concerns are getting a little busier, and if

the $7,000,000 order for 10,000 portable houses, which it is under-
stood, has been secured by Mr. A. G. Rose, representing the Cana-
dian Timber Products Association, materializes, there will be activ-

ity in many plants during the coming months, and a large quantity
of lumber used.- It is to be hoped that the matter of freight rates

can be arranged so that this big business may be landed for Canada.
It is felt that the Government should do all in its power to secure
favorable ocean carriage.

From this out it is expected that the export business will re-

ceive considerable attention, and the news that the timber control

is being lifted and no import license is needed in Great Britain, is

welcome. Word has been sent out at Ottawa that Canadian lumber-
men are advised by the Canadian Mission in London to get in touch
with ordinary trade channels, as the volume of business will likely

be limited only by the ocean tonnage available. Fortunately the On-
tario lumbermen have a man on the spot who will neglect no oppor-
tuniey to see that the merits and intrinsic value of white pine and
other wood products are made known and everything will be done
that is possible to widen the demand for Canadian soft woods.

There is very little talk heard regarding the buying up of cuts

for the coming season and mills are not particularly anxious to sell.

They believe that by holding off a bit, they will get the higher prices

that they are asking, as owing to the decreased cut and largely

augmented demand, they predict lumber will be from $4 to $8 high-

er on merchantable lines than was the case last season. The out-

look is viewed with confidence and with arrival of gentle spring
all the retail yards are feeling that things are going to be far better

than they appeared to be on the surface two months ago.
The lath market is very stiff at the present time. No. 2 white

pine lath being practically off the market. The demand for shingles

continues fair, although a number of the coast mills are not operat-

ing owing to labor troubles. Fir timbers have become very active,

and during the past few days there has been an advance of from $2
to $3, the base price now being $25. It is stated that one enterprising
Montreal firm with western connections recently landed an order
in Great Britain for 50,000,000 feet of lumber. This, together with
the recent British order of 70,000,000 feet, puts things on a lively

basis on the Coast. A much better feeling ])revails there than w;:-

in evidence several \vcek> ago.

Great Britain

The lifting of the license and import restrictions by the British

authorities is welcome news and should tend to the stabilizing and
expansion of business generally. There is now complete freedom of

trade. When buying operations are finished there may be a short

quiet period in order that an inventory may be taken of the available

stocks in the country, their position and composition and this state-

ment placed before the trade. It is the intention of the Timber Con-
troller that Government stocks shall be disjjosed of through the or-

dinary trade channels at prices which coincide with the present cost

of importation. Business is still brisk, and many orders of one to

five standards are placed. It is difficult, however, to sell ten standard

and up lots. Buyers are very cautious, and rightly so, and confine

themselves to what they actually require for their immediate needs.

A number of merchants are now willing to allow £1 per stan-

dard off maximum prices for parcels of five standards and upwards
provided they consist of one size only. A fair amount of business

has been done on that basis. All orders for lesser quantities are sold

at maximum prices, which appear to us only right. We cannot hear

of any merchants allowing more than 20s. per standard off maximum
prices, although last week one firm circulated a letter expressing

their willingness to allow £2 10s. off any lot of one standard and up.

In mahogany and hardwoods generally no great improvement
is reported. Trade, however, is showing some stimulating effect, and
it is expected to pick up materially later on. Some forward busi-

ness is being done to a limited extent as freight rates become less

onerous, but space is difficult to secure and restricts this business

at the moment. Doubtless, however, a steady improvement in thi^

respect may soon be looked for.

Otherwise than for several descriptions, sizes and grades of

American lumber, there is a strong demand for shipments of other

hardwoods of every variety, the supplies of which have been totally

exhausted during the war i)eriod. The gradual reduction of freight

charges which is taking place, and the more abundant space that

may be available, will doubtless induce the shipment of supplies of

many varieties that are needed, such as East and West India satin-

woods, lignum, ebony, lancewood, and other descriptions.

A recent despatch from Liverpool says: The activity of the

market is increasing, and business generally is assuming larger pro-

portions as the Government continues to release stocks of timber

accumulated here and in other parts of the country. The values re-

alized are on a par with the scarcity of the wood, and prices will re-

main fairly high until stocks begin to come in freely again. At the

same time, there is a considerable reduction in values to what they

were a month or two ago, and the trend of events points to still lower
pries in the near future. But there is no possible chance of values

coming down to their pre-war level. The extra cost of freights,

transport and labour, will have the effect of maintaining the costs of

timber to a much higher extent than they were before the war ; but

even if prices were to fall 100 per cent beyond their values of four

years ago, this would only bring the market down to a fair working
basis. In the first place, practically every commodity is now double
its pre-war standard

;
freights are, of course, considerably more ; but

the cost of labor and transport is about twice as much as they were
in former peaceful times, so that it is only natural that the prices for

timber should remain parallel with every other article of commercial
value.

United States

The general feeling in the trade is one of more confidence than

has been evidenced for several weeks past. The pendulum is swing-

ing toward the idea that building is going to be good, prices remain
firm and large public undertakings be carried out. While the struc-

tural program will not, of course, be as large as that before the war,

the fact that things are on a mend demonstrates that there is going

to be no protracted lull in the lumber game. At the recent meeting
of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association in Phila-
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View of Mills in Sarnia.

BUY THE BEST
Retailers and woodworking establishments who like to

get Al NORWAY and WHITE PINE LUMBER al-

ways buy their stocks from us because we can ship them

on quick notice. It pays to have the goods, but it pays

better to ''deliver" them.

We also make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to or-

der any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

" Rush Orders Rushed

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO

B. P. BoLK, Pres. F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barre, Gen. Mgr. W. A. Saurwein, Ass t. Mgr.
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delphia the opinion was expressed on all sides that, with a lessened
production and an increased demand, values were bound to be main-
tained. Many architects are figuring on various buildings and this

in itself is a good sign. While numerous contractors have not yet

decided to go ahead with the projects they are getting ready to under-
take a portion or all of the program which they have in hand just as
conditions later determine. The conviction is growing that prices

are not going to decline and some, who have held back in the build-

ing line on this ground now feel that they had better proceed with
the work.

In regard to the hardwood situation, while business is still be-

low normal the outlook is favorable and the demand has recently

witnessed considerable expansion. Stocks are quite low.

Speaking of the general situation the "American Lumberman"
says: No one in close touch with the domestic commercial situation

can have failed to note the great optimism with which the nation's

captains of industry and finance—who may be expected to sense the

future with greater accuracy than most other people—regard the pro-

gress of economic readjustment to a normal basis. In certain lead-

ing branches of commerce there has been during the week a growth
of actual transactions and a strengthening of that sentiment which is

essential to further revival, and where no gains have been made the

attributable reason has been chiefly price uncertainity. There natur-

ally still are many buyers who are awaiting further possible drops
in prices before entering the market on any enlarged scale, and con-
sequently the basic industries are not yet, except in some individual

instances, expanding their activities. But this is as must be expected
under the circumstances and does not indicate any weakness in the

situation. In due time, when the price recessions which are enevit-

able as general conditions adjust themselves are judged to have gone
far enough, the business that is now being and ever since the signing
of the armistice has been postponed and stored up will be released,
with most satisfying results. An undoubted factor in the hopeful-
ness of the situation is the disposition of the Government to co-oper-
ate with business, and this tendency may be expected to grow with
the settlement of the terms upon which a definite peace will be pro-
claimed. Uncertainty inevitably will prevail until the nation is assur-
ed of what are to be the principles upon which its future relations
with other nations, a very vital factor in domestic prosperity, are to
be based.

A matter that at this time occupies the attention of many lumber-
men interested in exportations is that of the heavy demurrage and
storage charges at port of shipment imposed by the railroad and
steamship companies. In addition to this there are two other mat-
ters which are not just right, especially when it comes to financing
the export shipment, and which threaten seriously to hamper the de-
velopment of foreign trade unless speedily remedied.

Reports from all producing centres state that the number of
foreign industries inquiries is exceptionally large and that they lit-

erally flood the manufacturers' offices ; and there is more behind these
inquiries than mere curiosity. They will eventually materialize into
substantial business, and when they do the lumbermen can not afford
to have it taken away from them through excessive charges at port
and cumbersome red tape methods that might plunge the exporter
into financial embarrassment. For emphasis it must be repeated that
definite action toward facilitating the foreign shipment of lumber
must be taken, and the sooner the better.

Market Correspondence
SPECIAL REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS AT
HOME AND ABROAD

No Appreciable Changre on Montreal Market

Inquiries for building material in Montreal are coming in a little

more freely, one firm stating that the business done in the first two
weeks of March was larger than that of the whole month in 1918.

Work is surely, although slowly, coming out. Novv that the Pro-

vincial Government has passed its industrial housing scheme there

is a prospect of greater constructional activity, although it is essen-

tial that action be taken immediately if work is to be proceeded with

this season. The Federal Government estimates of $60)0,000 for pub-

lic works in the city include $500,000 for the Customs House, the

foundations for which are already constructed. A Montreal firm has

again been successful in securing a large contract for outside work,

Geo. A. Fuller Ltd. having obtained the order -for the construction

of the Eaton mail order warehouse at Moncton, N.B., for which there

was active competition.

The Montreal market is without appreciable change. Local bus-

iness is dull, but there arfe indications that there will be an improve-
ment shortly in this direction.

The reported heavy buying both in the East and West for the

British Government will materially help to keep prices firm. All

lumber dealers are, therefore, interested in the taking oflf the mar-

ket of such tremendous quantities of stock.

Although the inquiries from the United States are fair, the bus-

iness passing is small.

The call for pulpwood is slow. According to a dealer, who has

just visited the princpial U. S. mills, stocks on hand are very large,

and there is a disinclination to buy in any substantial lots. Prices

remain fairly firm, but the heavy freights are seriously curtailing

the profits of operators in the cases where the wood is sold, delivered

at the mill points. This means that operators, while not getting any
more for the wood, have to bear the increased freight charges, with

a consequent reduction in the profits. Farmers are getting about the

same rates for the wood as last year.

The removal of the restrictions on imports into Great, Britain

from places within the Empire should be of considerable benefit to

lumber supporters. This removal includes all kinds of lumber and
timber, hewn or sawn, planed and dressed. The British Board of

Trade has withdrawn all maximum prices. Two Montreal firms are

exporting on commercial account, both from Canadian and U. S.

ports. The British Minister of Shipping, who latterly allowed 30
per cent, space for commercial commodities, has tightened his grip

on the vessels, and has reduced the room available. Some further

shipments of lumber which were contemplated from our winter ports,

have therefore had to be cancelled for the time being.

Ottawa Reports Trade^as ContinviDir Quiet

A state of "status quo" as lawyers say, existed in Ottawa lum-
ber market during the last ten days in March, and indications up to

the end of the month, was that little relief from the present dearth of

orders and unusual lack of business, could be expected until some-
time in April, or later.

General lumber trade conditions from the sales end were not

good, even considering the period of the year. Everybody knows
the winter months and early spring months are expected to be slow,

but around Ottawa this year it is "slower than usual," as a leading

lumberman put it.

Despite the "absence or lack of demand, which during the war
period stimulated activity in certain grades of stock, prices continued

to hold firm. Whatever trading in a general way was done was es-

sentially in the pine grades. In fact for the last two weeks of March
the market swung strongly toward "pine." There was little demand
for spruce.

The demand, light though it was, centered around the middle

grades from mill run up. On top of all the trials and worries of the

trade as they seemingly existed, with the wholesalers and retailers,

came so the correspondent of the "Canada Lumberman" under-

stands, the curt announcement from the manufacturers that the prices

for the coming season's cut would be advanced from five to eight

dollars per M on top of existing prices.

Generally the manufacturers would say little or nothing about

what they were going to or intended to charge for this season's cut.

One of the operators described the costs of log output and the cost

of woods operations for 1918-19 season as being most "damnable."

One large manufacturer in the Ottawa valley is already sold to the

roof, and before he can take any more business export or domestic,

he will have to await this season's sawmill cut.

Wholesalers generally are laying low more or less. There is a

reason for this. The manufacturers up to March 21st had so far as

could be learned, not come out in the open with their prices for the

various grades. Some wholesalers in explaining the unique situation

seemed to side with the manufacturers pointing out that probably

the manufacturers themselves did not know what their costs and

output were going to be, and consequently it could not be expected

of them to make quotations on the coming saw cut.

The Hawkesbury mill at Rockland was reported to be sold up

to the saw.

The situation as affecting woodworking factories and plants did

not show any change. Lath and shingle continued to remain slow.
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Have you ever tried Klim in

your own home?
Try Klim in your own home, using it where you now use liquid milk. You will be so thor-

oughly convinced of its economy, convenience, and genuine goodness that you will order it im-

mediately for your camps and boarding houses. You will continue to use it in your home, too, for

Klim is as staple as flour and is used more often in the home.

Klim is made by drying fresh separated milk at our plants in the country, and being a dry pow-
der, it is convenient for use anywhere milk is needed, except infant feeding, and particularly adapt-

ed for shipping long distances.

In camps and boarding houses it is ideal because it can be bought in large quantities and stor-

ed in any dry place. Klim never sours or freezes while in powder form. There is no waste, the last

particle in the last tin will be as sweet and fresh as when first packed.

Klim is packed in 1-lb. tins for household use, and in 10-lb. tins for camps and other places

where large quantities are used. At all retail and wholesale grocers. •

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS, LIMITED
TORONTO

MONTREAL WINNIPEG ST. JOHN

Canada Food Board
License, No. 14-242

MR. LUMBERMAN:
You May Have

All Kinds of Fresh Meats,

At All Times,

In All Your Camps,
By Means of Our Refrigerator Car Deliveries.

Place with us your orders for—
Fresh Beef Sausages Headcheese Beef Livers

Pork Livers Beef Hearts Beef Kidneys Tripe, etc.

ASK US FOR QUOTATIONS ON

PURE LARD, DOMESTIC SHORTENING, OLEOMARGARINE, BARRELLED PORK, BARRELLED BEEF, LONG CLEAR, ETC.

The Harris Abattoir Company, Limited
WEST TORONTO - CANADA.

Branches at; SUDBURY and OTTAWA, ONT. - HALIFAX and SYDNEY, N. S. - MONTREAL and QUEBEC, QUE. ST. JOHN, N.B.
Canada Pood Control—Blanket No. 165
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Capt. Maclean Returns from Overseas

Capt. Gerald A. Maclean, eldest son of W. B. Maclean, Toron-
to, president of the Confjer Lumber Comi)any, Parry Sound, re-

turned on March 24th from overseas service. Previous to enlisting

in 1914, as an officer in the Eaton Machine Gun Brigade, he was
secretary-treasurer of the Conger Lumber Company and had spent

several years in the service, being manager of operations at Parry
Sound. Shortly after his arrival in England Capt. Maclean applied

for transfer to the Royal Naval Air Service and secured an appoint-

ment in October, 1915. He was on active duty in charge of a seaplane

on one of the war ships in the North Sea when in a crash of his ma-
chine he was severely injured and was invalided home to Canada

amount the bank had during the same time advanced other sums
on legitimate shipments and were in due time reimbursed by the
Board for these shipments.

In the meantime the Lalonde Co. had become insolvent and the
assets were not suflficient to satisfy the claims of the creditors. La-
londe was tried and convicted in the criminal court for obtaining ad-
vances from the bank by false jiretenscs. The bank then sued the
Inspection Co. on the principal that the defendants, as the employer
of said inspector, were responsible for his negligence in signing the
reports in blank and delivering same to the Lalonde Co.

In dismissing the bank's action the judge said in part, "Nagle,
the inspector, was undoubtedly guilty of negligence. There was no
contractual relation between Nagle and the bank. He was inspect-'

ing for the Imperial Munitions Board and had nothing to do with
the bank, and neither Nagle nor the oflficers of the defendant knew
at the time that the Lalonde Company was obtaining money from
the bank in connection with the contract. Unless Nagle's negligence
can be held to have been the proximate cause of the ban's loss, plain-

tifY cannot succeed."
The purpose of the certificate of the inspector was to enable the

Lalonde Company to obtain payment from the Imperial Munitions
Board for a shipment or consignment of boxes, and not to obtain an
advance of money from the bank. The advances were made by plain-

tiff on genuine promissory notes signed by the Lalonde Company,
which were accompanied by manufactured false invoices and forged
shipping notices filled in by Lalonde, the latter bearing the genuine
signature of defendant's inspector.

"Fraud and crime on the part of Armand Lalonde intervened
between the negligence of the inspector, and the advances by the
bank and these intervening fraudulant circumstances, in my opinion,

prevent the preliminary negligence of Nagle from being proximate
cause of what the bank did.

"In my opinion the bank has not made out the main issue in its

action."

Capt. Gerald A. Maclean, Toronio,
Member of Royal Air Force, who will re-enter

lumbering industry

vviicrc he spent a number of months. At the beginning of 1917 he
re-enlisted with the Royal Air Force and was at Armour Heights,

Toronto, for a considerable period serving as squadron commander.
He left for overseas on March, 1918, and had been in service in Eng-
land up to the time of the signing of the armistice. Capt. Maclean
met with an accident some months ago owing to the tail of his ma-
chine collapsing and the plane dropping several thousand feet. He
has a leg broken, his arm dislocated and sustained other injuries

which confined him to the hospital for many weeks. Capt. Maclean
is an old Upper Canada College boy and will resume his active con-
nection with the Conger Lumber Company. It will be remembered
that his brother, Capt. Alan P. Maclean who went overseas with the
20th Battalion and was later transferred to the 11th Squadron, was
killed in action in France in March 1918.

Box Company Perpetuates Fraud on Bank
Mr. Justice McLennan, of Montreal, recently di.smissed the ac-

tion brought by the Hochelaga Bank against the Canadian Inspec-
tion and Testing Laboratories, Ltd., to recover $46,647, which had
been advanced to Lalonde, Ltd., of Montreal, on the strength of re-

ports signed by an inspector in the employ of the defendant company.

The Lalonde Company had a contract with the Imperial Muni-
tions Board and had assigned all monies due, or to become due to

the bank and had authorized the Munitions Board to pay such money
to the bank.

The defendant company (Canadian Inspector Laboratories Ltd.)
were under contract with the Munitions Board to inspect all boxes
manufactured by the Lalonde Co., and to make certified reports show-
ing (|ualities and description of boxes shipped from day to day. .\n

inspector acting for the defendants carelessly left some blank re-

ports, duly signed and certified, with the Lalonde Co.

Under an arrangement made with the bank, as shipments were
made the Lalonde Co. delivered to the bank the dul}' certified inspec-
tion reports purporting to show the quantities shipped together with
invoices and shipping bill and the bank advanced money to cover
said shipments.

During February, March and April, 1917, the Lalonde Co. ob-
tained from the bank the sum of $46,647.90 on the strength of docu-
ments duly signed showing shipments made. On their face these
documents appeared to be genuine, but in reaHty were false invoices
and shipping bills and the signed inspection blank, which had been
fraudulantly filled out by Armand Lalonde. In addition to the above

Many New Lumber Concerns Formed
A federal charter has been granted the Imperial Lumber Yards

with a capital stock of $2,000,000 and headquarters in Moose Jaw,
Sask. The new organization consists of the shareholders of the Im-
perial Lumber Yards Ltd., a company formerly incorporated under
the laws of the province of Manitoba. The concern which is now
operating under a federal charter, has wide powers, and is author-

ized to import, export, deal, etc., in timber and wood of all kinds and
to manufacture any articles made from these materials. It is also

empowered to carry on business as ship owners and carriers, to con-

struct transportation lines and do a general merchandising and for-

warding business.

Another charter granted during the past week was to Lumber
& Ties Ltd., with a capital stock of $200,000 and headquarters in

Quebec. The organization is empowered to carry on and operate a

general lumbering business including logging, driving, sawing, manu-
facturing etc.

The McLaurin Lumber Company Ltd., of Montreal, have been
federally incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 to acquire the

kmiber business recently carried on by John R. McLaurin under the

firm name and style of the McLaurin Lumber Company. Among
the incorporators are C. H. Skelton, Reg. C. Stevenson, F. R. Walker
and Arthur W. Knowles of Montreal. The McLaurin Lumber Com-
pany is also authorized not only to deal in lumber and timber, but

also pulpwood, lath, shingles, etc.

Mr. Lewis Returns to Pacific Coast

T. M. Lewis, who for several months past has represented Knox
Bros, of Montreal, in Toronto, and is a well known and thorough-
ly experienced lumber salesman, left recently for Vancouver, where
he will open an office for the Fesserton Timber Company. Ltd. The
latter company are specializing, along with other lines, in B. C. for

est products, and intend handling western woods more extensively

than ever. Mr. Lewis will look after their interests in the west as

well the buying. He is thoroughly familiar with conditions pre-

vailing on the Pacific Coast, having had a long connection with such

firms as the Okanagan Saw Mills Company and the Victoria Lum-
ber & Mfg. Company.

J. M. McNeil, who has been associated with Mr. Lewis in the

Toronto office of Knox Bros., for some time, has returned to Win-
nipeg, wdiere he will look after his interests in -the form of Stout

& McNeil, with which he has been identified for a number of years.

G. L. Cohoon, of Montreal, who has represented Knox Bros., in

the Maritime provinces for the past two years, is at present in To-
ronto, attending to the interests of this widely known firm. He will

also supervise the territory in Western Ontario.
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STABLE AND STORAGE TENTS
HORSE COVERS-TARPAULINS

WF APP RFAHY With a Full stock of River DrWer, Cookery
TT £i i\IV£i I\.£i/\U 1 and Sleep Tents, Tarps and Straw Ticks

WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
Dept. "D," OTTAWA

SAY ! Mr. SHINGLE-MAN

Your Money is Running Away
It You Don't Use Our

Special

Shingle-Saw Screw
STOP COUNTER SINKING THE COLLAR

WRITE US FOR PARTICULARS

He's setting some pace
By the looks of his face,

And so have our Maple Leaf Saws.

With such legs and feet

He's sure hard to beat,

And so are our Maple Leaf Saws.

"MAPLE-LEAF" quality
4VE YOl
MONEYSHINGLE SAWS

We manufacture all kinds of Band, Circular and Hand Saws

Shurly-Dietrich Co., Ltd.
Gait, Canada

Store and Repair Branches at Vancouver and Ottawa
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Toronto Wholesale Firm Add to Selling: Staif

Muir & Kirkpatrick, of Toronto, who recently re-opcned their

western office in the Pacific Bldg., Vancouver, under the manage-
ment of A. E. Mackney, report the prospects tor B. C. forest pro-

ducts are promising. The firm have secured the selling agency of

the Alberni Pacific Lumber Co's. stocks in the eastern markets.
This mill cuts the celebrated Red Deer old growth yellow fir.

Two experienced and widely known salesmen, in the persons
of W. M. Callahan, of Buffalo, N.Y., and Sidney R. Anderson, of

Toronto, have recently joined the travelling staflf of Muir & Kirk-
patrick. Mr. Callahan, who has been s])ecializing for several years
on coast products, in New York and other eastern States, will look

after that territory, in which he enjoys an excellent connection..

Mr. Anderson, who is well and favorably known to the Ontario
trade through his long identification with leading firms, will be call-

ing upon many of his old friends in various parts of the province.

Will Aid in Great Work in Europe

The American Forestry Association will aid in restoring the for-

ests of Great Britain, France and Belgium which were sacrificed to

the allied cause in the war, according to Charles Lathrop Pack, re-

tiring President of the World Court League, who spoke at a din-

ner in his honor in New York recently.

In announcing formal acceptance by the three luiropean Govern-
ments of the American P'orestry offer of aid, Mr. Pack declared that

about 1,500,000 acres of forest land in France had been destroyed
by shell fire or cut down for war needs; that virtually all of Bel-

gium's forests of timber value had been felled by the Germans, and
that Great Britain's sacrifice in forests amounted to fully "450,000

acres.

Canadian Lumberman on Visit to West
The March issue of "The Timberman" of Portland, Ore., .says:

W. B. Snowball, mayor of Chatham, New Brunswick, and president
of a lumber concern in Eastern Canada, is visiting his brother, Mc-
Dougall Snowball, a Pasadena, Cal., business man. He believes the

cost of labor will be a means of keeping lumber prices up. "In the
winter of 1914-15," .said Mr. Snowball, "we paid $35 and $38 a month
for labor and now we are paying from $65 to $70. Provision prices

have been advanced 60 per cent. In New Brunswick the law, which
is in effect under which companies are only allowed to cut as much
lumber as their forests will produce each year, will have a tendency to

stabilize prices as the supply is known and constant."

Invoices of Exports to Great Britain

An important notice has been sent out by the Canadian Manufac-
turing Association respecting exports to Great Britain and explains
itself. J. E. Walsh, of Toronto, is the general manager of the C. M.
A. and J. R. K. Bristol, manager of the Tariff Department. The no-

tice reads as follows

:

The British authorities have removed all import restrictions from
importations into the United Kingdom which are exported from and
are the produce or manufacture of British Dominions, except in the
case of

—

(a) Gold or articles containing gold, except when consigned
direct to the Bank of England.

(b) Spirits, other than brandy and rum.
(c) Hops.
In this connection the British authorities require as evidence

of origin a sworn declaration on the invoice that the goods are the
produce or manufacture of a British Dominion.

Customs Collectors in Canada have been instructed by the Com-
missioner of Customs that the required declaration in such cases
may be sworn before them.

The following form of declaration should be written, printed or
stamped on the invoice, and signed in writing by the exporter or his

agent, viz :

—

"I exporter of the goods described in this in-

voice, here.by declare that all the said goods are bona fide the pro-
duce or manufacture of one or more of the British Dominions, viz:

(Customs Dating)
(Stamp)

(Signature of exporter or his agent)
Sworn to at this day of 191

before me.

Collector of Customs.
Any further information respecting this matter mav be obtained

by members from the Tariff Department of C. M. A.

Canadians at the National Wholesalers'

Several Canadians attended the annual meeting of the National
Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, which was held in Phila-
delphia on March 18th, 19th and 20th. There was a large represen-
tation from all parts of tht United States, and the .sessions were
profitable and instructive, dealing with many after-the-war prob-
lems and the placing of business generally on a normal footing.
At the banquet, which was a brilliant success, the principal speakers
were Hon. Jas. Beck of New York, former Attorney General of the
UnitedStates, and Hon. Hugh Guthrie, of Ottawa, Solicitor General
of Canada. Horace F. Taylor, of Buffalo, was re-elected president
for the coming year, an honor which was conceded that he deserved
by way of his activity and interest on behalf of the organization.

Among those present from Canada were W. Gerard Power, St.

Pacome, Que, president of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association,
and Gordon C. Edwards of Ottawa, who are trustees of the N. W.
L. D. A., Daniel McLachlin, Arnprior; A. E. Clark, Toronto; W. A.
rilion, of E. H. Lemay, Montreal; Angus McLean, Bathurst; C. W.
Wilkinson, Toronto; D. C. Johnston, Toronto; H. C. Blair, Mon-
treal; L. Rolland, Montreal; W. T. Owens, Montebello, P.Q., D.
Champoux, Restigouche, P.Q., and others.

A. E. Clark was a member of the Nominating Committee, ap-
l)ointed by the convention, while W. Gerard Power served on the
Committee of Resolutions. As president of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association the latter presented greetings from that body,
and thanked the United States for its help in the war. Mr. Power
.-aid he could not see why if the two countries could be allies in

war, they could not be so in peace. He would like to see a closer

coroperation between the National Associations of two countries
in keeping each other posted regarding the important affairs in the
lumber industry. The Philadelphia convention was the 27th an-
nual meeting of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Associa-
tion. The date and place of the netx conclave will be settled later.

Nr. Seaman Retires After Long Career

W. B. Seaman, vice-jjresident of the Seaman Kent Co., Ltd., To-
ronto, has disposed of his interest in that organization and retired.

He was one of the original founders of the business in 1886, the firm

starting out as Lee & Seaman and conducting a small woodworking
plant on Niagara Street where they made Venetian blinds. Later
they moved to Northcote Ave., where they had larger premises. The
advent of the roller blind prevented further development of the busi-

ness originally planned and a change was made, hardwood flooring

being the chief specialty of the organization.
Frank A. Kent, the present managing director of Seaman, Kent

Company Ltd.. has been identified with the firm for a score of years.

They are now the largest manufacturers of hardwood flooring in

the British Empire, having plants in Toronto, Meaford, Fort William,
Ont., and Ste. Agathe, P. Q. Previous to the war a very large export
business was done in Great Britain, New Zealand, Australia and
South Africa and it is expected that as soon as ocean tonnage can

be arranged that the former active foreign connections will be re-

sumed. Seamen, Kent Company intend going aggressively after

export trade.

Attack on Swedish Pulp Export
It is stated in a Swedish paper that a systematic agitation is in

progress from certain interested group:* who wish to increase the

English import of cellulose and wood pulp from Canada, says the

"Timber Trade Journal" of London, England. The force behind
the movement, it is stated, a well-known German wood pulp firm,

which has at present large interests in Canada, and which is conse-

quently endeavoring to hamper in every way the Swedish export to

England. For example, a report is circulated in England that the

Swedish factories have made large sales to Germany, and that there-

fore they will not have sufficient pulp to satisfy the wants of the

Allies. The Swedish wood i)ulp manufacturers state, on the other

hand, that they have not made any sales to Germany for more than

six months. After demobihzation, Germany will not only be able to

fill her own needs, but will soon be among the exporting countries.

It is to be hoped that the delegation from the Swedish wood pulp

industry will be able to clear up this matter satisfactorily.

At the New Westminster yards, the French government has an

order for five steamers of 1,500 tons. The first of the four on the way
was launched recently. As soon as these are in the water, three morcj

wooden steamers of 3,200 tons each will be started for the Belgiafl

government. At Port Coquitlam 500 men are employed building twd'

1,500 ton steamers, almost completed, for the French government;
also one for the Greek government of 2,800 tons. The keel has already

been laid for the first of three steamers of 3.200 tons burden which

are ordered by the Belgians.
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NEW ZEBRA, WOOD, WESTERN UNION, and PRIVATE CODES USED.

Telephones

:

1391 Long Distance

400 Private

Cables——
• A A " HILLAS," HULL

; Branch Exchange. _ ^ « Jk \M

^ ylLLAS & COJ^
.

*• WOOD BROKERS VK
FOR FVRRY n A<1<5 OF TTMRFR ^FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER

Head Office : HULL, England

To the Lumber Companies of Canada

:

You have the Goods. Place your Lists with full

particulars in our hands. We are in daily touch w^ith all the

Buyers in the United Kingdom.

PLEASE NOTE. We pay cash against all documents, and

take the w^hole of the Delcredere risk on Buyers.

YOUR opportunity in Wood Pulp

Every Canadian Saw Mill or Plant could

profitably take advantage of this oppor-

tunity. By installing an inexpensive Kraft

Soda Mill, all the slabs, tops, bottoms and
waste wood may be utilized to produce
Wood Pulp. We can place long term con-

tracts for all that Canadian concerns are

able to supply. The Swedish supply is

practically cut off and Canada has a free

field for this business. We will be pleased

to send you details of this opportunity.

Write Today

We are the largest

British Importers

of CANADIAN
WOOD PULP

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES :

Becker & Co. of America, Limited
Post Office Box 609, HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

Becker & Co.^ Limited
34-40 Ludgate Hill

LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND

SOLE AGENTS FOR
CHICOUTIMI PULP CO., Chicoutimi, Canadian Hot

Ground Spruce.

MACLEOD PULP COMPANY, Liverpool, Canada.

RIORDON PULP AND PAPER CO., Montreal. Easy
Bleaching Canadian Sulphite Pulp.

ST. LAWRENCE SULPHITE PULP COMPANY.
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Big: Housingr Building' Scheme Outlined

Tlie l-'cderal Government says in its recently issued definite

statement of policy that the success of the housing scheme depends
upon the availability of suitable land at fair value, and at a cost which
workmen can afford to pay. It has been suggested that to this end
the provinces should formulate statutory provision for a cheap and
speedy method of compulsory acquisition of land. Large sites are

recommended, to facilitate proper planning and to secure the most
economical results, these sites to be in wholesome environments
and as accessible as possible to employment, transportation facilities,

water supply, sewers and other public utilities. These sites should

be restricted to residences only, but should any lots be required for

business purposes the increased value of such sites should be made
available for public purposes.

The Government suggests that no person with an annual in-

come in excess of $3,000 should be eligible as a purchaser or tenant
under the housing scheme, in order to insure that the money be lent

to those who need it the most. Reservations should be made, it is

further suggested, for play-grounds, as well as for ample garden and
air space. In cities and towns each dwelling therefore should be lo-

cated on a lot at least 1,800 square feet, and those in villages or in

rural communities on lots of at least 4,500 square feet.

The money borrowed by the Provinces will be reloaned to muni-
cipalities or direct to farmers' housing commissions. Its own deben-
tures will be required of each municipality as security for advances,
and each one will also be required to appoint a housing commission
composed of the head of the council and two or four persons not
members of the council. The cost of any house shall not exceed
$2,500, it is provided, or the cost of house and land together $3,000,
though in exceptional cases the total may be increased to $3,600.
The houses may be built by the commission itself, or it may make
loans to housing companies up to 85 per cent of the value of houses
anl land, or any private person may borrow to the full cost of the
house on land owned by himself or purchased from the commission.
He may also qualify by paying 10 per cent of the value of land and
house.

A civic housing scheme has been formed in Toronto and has ar-

ranged for the organization of a housing company to erect 100 houses
at a value of $2,500 each, on 25-foot lots costing not more than $500
each. This number of houses will not go far toward m-eeting the de-
mand and the Toronto medical officer of health says that 5,000 are

required at once; but they will demonstrate whether the program
is practicable or not, and whether it should be extended on a scale in

keeping with the needs of the community.
rhc increment of value on land by reason of its being needed

for the purposes of the scheme is likely to be prevented by legisla-

tion, and the commission or comj)any will be empowered to acquire
sites by purchase or expropriation.

Turning- Over Canadian Forestry Equipment
To enable the British Controller of Timber Supplies to continue

the production of timber on the withdrawal of the Canadian Forest-

ry Corps, the following arrangement for the transfer of the nec< -

sary machinery, equipment, and stores is approved, under Army
Council In.struction No. 84 of 1919: Each unit of the Canadian For-

estry Corps will issue to a representative of the Controller the ma-
chinery, equipment, and stores that are necessary. A remount offi-

cer will be present at the transfer of horses or other animals, and a

Royal Engineer officer at the transfer of the buildings and mach-
inery. The Board of Trade will select the mechanical transport ve-

hicles they require. These vehicles will be vouchered to the Board
of Trade by the O. C. Local Auxiliary Mechanical Transport Com-
pany. The remainder of the vehicles will be withdrawn by the Local

Auxiliary Mechanical Transport Company. This transfer should be
completed by March 31st, when a detailed list will be forwarded to

the War Office (Q.M.G. 3c) showing— (a) vehicles taken over by
the Board of Trade; (b) all other vehicles previously employed with

the Canadian Forestry Corps. When the transfer for each Canadian
Forestry Corps unit has been completed the equipment accounts will

be rendered to the Local Auditor of the Army Command.
A note appended states that the equipment, horses, vehicles,

etc. of the Canadian F'orestry units are the property of the Imperial

Government.

In addition to spotted fever and typhoid fever, Petrograd is be-

ing ravaged by smallpox, according to advices through Helsingfors.

All the hospitals are crowded and the mortality is increasing daily.

The bodies of the dead are collected in big wooden cases and emptied

into large graves, the cases then being returned to the hospital^,

filled again, and the process repeated.

Clubfsiialf

MOTOR m. TRUCKS
MADE IN CANADA

CLYDESDALE

TRUCKS

are produced in

1, W2, 21/2,

3^2 ^nd 5 tons

capacity

David Brown

Huddersfield

Worm Drive

Axle

Literature

upon
request

CLYDESDALE 5 TON MOTOR TRUCK
The above illustrates what is now generally acknowledged to be the most perfect motor

truck, from the standpoint of materials, design and operation, that has ever been
produced in the market, and the CLYDESDALE is "Made in Canada.''

The CLYDESDALE is the result of an actual creative experience, greater than that
entering into the design of any other truck made in America.

CLYDESDALE Trucks are built in Toronto for Canada and the Imperial Colonies. »

No matter what truck you may have thought of buying you owe it to yourself to see

and try a CLYDESDALE before coming to a final decision.

Factory and GeDcral Officerw«l| 1 I ¥ • J Factory and GeDeral Office

I ne Clyde Cars Company Canada Limited Ts siPeari street, Toronto, Canada
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All "Reliance" Chains are pro-

vided with a wide-wearing shoe

on one side of the link.

Note also the double-keyed
pin head to prevent the pin

from turning.

F-4 (B. & F.)

"Reliance" Chain
With F-4 (or B. & F.) Attachments; the best thing for Saw Dust

and Light Refuse Conveyers. Used also for Lumber Conveyers.

The Jeffrey Square Shank Pin Con-
struction eliminates all rock-
ing motion in the side bar.

Jeffrey Square Shank Pin Construction

The hard smooth steel pins with the square shanks fit into per-

fectly square holes. The bearing surface is the full width of the

pin. We are the originators of this type of chain and have been

building and improving it for 25 years.

JEFFREY
CHAINS
For Conveyer Service in Handling

Logs, Lumber, Mill Refuse, Slabs,

&c.

Not just chains, but chains that combine all

the qualities and features demanded where

greatest production or capacity is to be ob-

tained.

Our 36 years of Chain building experience

and knowledge of the Lumber Industry's

needs makes the recommendations of JefYrey

Engineers valuable to you.

We ask the opportunity to prove our
claims to you. Write for Catalog.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms

MONTREAL

Jeffrey Detachable Chain
The type most generally used for Chain Drives. With F-2 At-

tachments to caiyy flights, Detachable Chains make good saw dust

Conveyers.

Long Link Coil Chain
For Log Hauls with S-lJ^ Spurs
For Heavy or Light Refuse and Slab Conveyers, use U Bolt or

K-5 Attachments to carry flights or scrapers.
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^1

90 St. James Street

SPRUCE (Merchantable) 1918 Cut.

500,000 ft. 1 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in

800,000 ft. 2 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 in. ...

500,000 ft. 3 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 in.

200,000 ft. 3 X 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 in.

SPRUCE (Mill Cull)

800,000 ft. 1, 2, 2^, and 3 in.

WHITE PINE (Mill Run)
1,200,000 ft. 1, VA, VA, 2 and 3 in.

HEMLOCK (Merchantable and Mill Cull)

500,000 ft. 1, 2 and 3 in.

BASSWOOD (Mill Run)
200,000 ft. 1. 1%, I'A, and 2 in.

BIRCH (Mill Run)
600,000 ft. 1, I'A, I'A, 2, 3, and 4 in.

BROWN ASH (Mill Run)
100,000 ft. 1 X 4 and up in. ... 6/13 ft.

10/16 ft.

10/16 ft.

10/16 ft.

17/26 ft.

Saw Mills at

Mont Laurier, Que.

Ste. Marguerite, Que.

Dressing Mills at

St. Jerome, Que.

Northern Office

:

MIDLAND, ONT.
Southern Office

:

HATTIESBURG, MISS.

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.
2601 Elston Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Dealers

White PinCf Red Pine
and Yellow Pine,
Lumber and Lath

Excellent Planing Mill Facilities. Prompt Shipments.

CEDAR

Shingles
Campbell, MacLaurin Lmnber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL
Ontario Representative: F. L. Reed, 139 Glendale Ave., Toronto

Phone Parkdale 4448

SPRUCE
AND

BIRCH
GOOD STOCKS PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTION

C. A. SPENCER, LIMITED
Wholesale Dealers in Rough and Dressed Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Offices—McGill Building, MONTREAL, Quebec

EDGINGS
Ontario

Sam A. Skead, liimter dealer of Calgary, .Mta.. was in Toronto and other
cities recently calling upon the members of the trade.

Work on the erection of a large lumber mill at Lakefield, Ont., for the
Armstrong Lumber Company, Port .Arthur, Ont., has been indefinitely post-
poned.

W. C. Laidlaw, of the R. Laidlaw Lumber Company, Toronto, who h^s
been spending the past few weeks at Augusta. South Carolina, has returned to
Toronto.

The Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co. Ltd. have removed their plant
from Toronto to Port Hope, Ont. A sales office has been opened at

Room No. 407, Lumsden Bldg., Toronto.

Some large business has been coming out. The Dominion Government
has authorized the contracts to proceed with the Toronto Harbor Commission
work, which calls for about 5,000,000 feet of fir timbers, nearly all ot which
l)usiness has already been placed with Toronto wholesalers.

The Chippewa River Timber Co., Ltd., has been incorporated with head
ofifice at Toronto, Ont., and capital stock of $500,000. The solicitors are Denton,
Grover & MacDonald, 24 King St., West, Toronto. The new company will

carry on a general lumber, pulp and paper business.

Reginald Bucham of Robert Bury & Co., Canada (Ltd.), Toronto, who
is at present in England on a business trip, expects to sail for Canada about
.April 2nd. While in England Mr. Buchanan has had the good fortune to be
able to meet his two brothers, one from Australia and the other from England,
who have been serving overseas.

The property of the late John Waldie, 75 Park Road, Rosedale, Toronto,
has been sold to Col. F. H. Deacon. The real estate which covers eight
and one half acres has a picturesque location and it is understood that the
purchase price was $110,000. Mr. Waldie was the founder of the Victoria Har-
bor Lumber Company and was prominently connected with the industry in

which iiis sons, F. N. & R. S. Waldie, are now associated.

The employes of N. Hipel were recently entertained to an oyster supper
by their employer. Over 30 enjoyed the spread which was held at the lumber
camp at Leslie station, Puslinch Township. The evening marked the wind-up
of the season's operations in the lumber camp. On December 17th, 1918, opera-
tions were started and in this time 400,000 feet were cut. Some of the trees

that were cut were of a tremendous size, one large cedar measured three feet

ten inches in diameter, while two pine trees yielded 2,500 feet of lumber. A
12 foot and a 14 foot elm log combined gave 1,600 feet of lumber, log measure.

The fiscal year of the Mattagami Pulp and Paper Company closes at the

end of March. The company for the first eight months of its fiscal year, which
ended December 21st last, showed net earnings of $344,580, of which $101,793

was written off to reserve for depletion of timber account, this reserve stand-

ing at $200,000 at the end of 1918. This deduction left $242,787 available, equal

to three times the bond interests. During the year the company's third diges-

ter was completed, and all that is required to increase the capacity of the

plant at Smooth Rock Falls, Ont., to 45,000 tons per annum is the installation

of a new drying machine, which is now being proceeded with.

Automobile thieves are abroad and have been playing their calling vigor-

ously of late in Toronto. T. M. Lewis, of Knox Bros., had a McLaughlin
car stolen from the down town district in Toronto recently and it was recover-

ed some days later in Hamilton slightly damaged. H. S. Fergus, of G. \.

(irier and Sons, also had his McLaughlin Six taken from the front of the Mc-
Kinnon building a few days ago. It was discovered by the police a few hours
after. This is the second experience of Mr. Fergus in this line within the past

few months. It will be remembered that he was "held-up" by a bandit in High
Park one morning last fall and his car commandeered and driven to a village

near Barrie where it was recovered some days later, considerably the worse
of its outing.

Chas. Arthur Monteith, of Monteith Bros., proprietors of the Monteith
House, Rosseau, Muskoka and also lumber manufacturers and wholesalers,

died on March 21st in Hamilton, Ont., after a week's illness of pneumonia.
Mr. Monteith was returning from spending a few weeks in Florida and was
taken ill on his way home. He attended the annual meeting of the Retail

Lumber Dealers' .Association in Toronto on February 11th and was present

at the banquet. On that occasion he met a large number of his friends in the

trade and was looking forward to a pleasant holiday. The news of his death

comes as a distinct shock to his wide circle of acquaintances. Mr. Monteith
was a son of the late John Monteith, founder of the well known summer re-

sort at Rosseau. He was 44 years of age and a native of Barrie, Ont. J. H.

Monteith, of Monteith Bros., survives. The remains of C. A. Monteith were
taken to Rosseau for interment. His passing will be widely regretted not only

by those associated with the lumber business in which he was extensively

known, but also by a large number of summer visitors who enjoy their annual

holiday in the Muskoka district. .

Eastern Canada
B. F. Smith Ltd., East Florenceville, N. B., lumbermen and producers,

recently suffered loss by fire, when their warehouse was destroyed.

Jos. A. Daoust Ltd., lumber merchants, Ste. Anne de Bellevue, P. Q.
obtained a charter.

Leblanc & Company, Wedgeport, N. S., are contemplating constructing

a schooner 125 feet long, 75 foot keel, 25.2 feet wide, and 125 gross tons.

J. N. Rafuse & Sons, Conquerall Bank, Lunenburg Co., N. S., have started

work at Salmon River, N. S., on a four masted, 600 tons capacity, schooner.

The -Acadian Shipbuilding Company, Saulnierville, N. S., have started

work on a three masted schooner.

The Jost Company Ltd. has been incorporated with head ofHce at Mon-
treal, P.Q., and capital stock of $50,000, to carry on business as manufacturers

of and dealers in pulpwood, bark, timber, lumber, pulp, paper and all kinds
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DRY

Spnice,Pine, Birch,Maple

and Winter Cut Basswood

1917 Cut

In All Thicknesses and Widths

"EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

McLENNAN LUMBER CO., Limited
21 Dorchester Street W., MONTREAL, CANADA

of products of the forest. Among those interested are P. M. Jost and A. E.

Weaver of Westmount, P. Q.

The Reynolds Timber Shipping and Insurance Agency, Ltd., have been
granted supplementary letters patent to increase their capital stock from $40,-

•00 to $150,000, and also to change the name of the company to the Reynolds
Company Ltd.

The Kipawa Co., Ltd., 355 Beaver Hall Sq., Montreal, P. Q., are contem-
plating erecting a number of residences for their employees at Temiskaming,
P. Q., where their new one hundred ton bleached sulphite plant is rn course

©f construction.

The capital stock of Price Bros. & Company Ltd., of Quebec, P. Q., who
©pcrate extensive pulp, paper and lumber plants has been increased from
$5,000,000 to $10,000,000. It is understood that the company will make ex-

tensive additions to their pulp and paper plants at Jonquiere.

The Nashwaak Pulp & Paper Co., St. John, N. B., with head office at 200

Sth Ave., New York, have awarded the contract and work is to start on the

construction of a dam at Marysville, N. B. The general manager of the com-
pany is N. M. Jones. The General contractors are Ambursen Hydraulic Con-
struction Co. of Canada Ltd., 10 Cathcart St., Montreal, P. Q.

The pulp mill of the Bathurst Lum^ber Co. shut down recently at Bathurst,

N. B. According to despatches tliis is due, among other causes, to slackness in

the pulp market, and attitude of organized labor in the handling of the output
of open-shop mills. It is not expected, however, that the plant will remain
idle for more than two or three weeks, and while pulp is not being manufactur-
ed, extensive repair work is being carried out.

The Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, Montreal, is making efiforts to

get the Universities of the Dominion to help pulp and paper manufacturers
in securing highly-trained men for the industry. The suggestion is that uni-

versity students might be induced to spend their summer holidays in working
in the pulp and paper mills, thus getting an insight into the industry, learning
of its possibilities, and gaining a knowledge of the line of study to pursue in

the university to fit themselves for important positions in the industry. A
Student Branch of the Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper As-
sociation has been formed, enabling students to get the advantage ot mem-
bership at a nominal fee. Various universities have aiready given the idea
their support, and an effort will be made to get every mill to take one or two
students this summer. At the present time Canada has to depend on foreign
countries for experts in the industry.

J. H. Dansereau, of Montreal and Three Rivers, P. Q., has sold one of
his mills and limits to the Donnacona Paper Co., Donnacona, P. Q. This is

on the Jacques Cartier River at Pont Rouge, 2 miles west of Quebec. The
limits cover an area of 183,360 acres, estimated to contain 2,567,000 cords of
pulpwood, spruce and balsam. The mill has a capacity of 15,000,000 to 20,-

000,000 ft. of lumber per annum. The plant includes a pond of a capacity of
75,000 to 100,000 logs. The mill is equipped with a band saw, a carriage with
steam feed, a steam rigger and log loader, a resaw, and double edger on one
side; circular twin saws to slab the logs, a 45 in. gang, two circular resaws, a
double edger, a trimmer, a lath mill, and a planing mill on the other side. The
property includes a water power capable of developing 4,500 h.p. The price
paid was $881,500. Mr. Dansereau still retains his mill at Three Rivers and
his timter limits on the St. Maurice River.

A meeting of prominent pulp and lumbermen was held in Montreal recent-
ly, under the auspices of the Pulp and Paper Association to draw up plans
for a practical scheme of reforestation, in which returned soldiers may 'be em-
ployed. The present included Brigadier-General White, Sir William Price, J.
A. Bothwell, F. J. Campbell, Ellwood Wilson, and others. The scheme dis-

cussed involved the employment of returned soldiers not only in the work of
reforestation, which it was stated, was badly needed, but also in the mills. It

was decided to urge the Government to assist in the scheme, but in any case
it will be proceeded with. This meeting was followed by a conference of
woodsmen, with a view of devising better methods of forest conservations.
This conference had particular reference to the depredations of the bud worm,
which is creating great havoc in the forests of the province, particularly
among balsam. Already all balsam trees in large areas have been killed.

Western Canada
The Dominion Shingle mill, which has been closed down while extensive

alterations and improvements were being made has reopened at Elburne.

A. Barr is erecting a sawmill on his property near Mission, B. C. The
mill will have a cutting capacity of 20,00 feet a day.

The first of the three Norwegian vessels being built in Victoria by the
Cholbert Ship Company was launched early this month and the schooner Gunn
in Vancouver will follow it in about a month.

The fine new mill of Roe & Abernethy Lum'ber company at Elburne is

now completed and is a compact and up-to-date plant for the manufacture of
tim'ber and lumber.

Receipts at the Crown Timber Office in New Westminster continue to
show steadily increases. For the month of February they totalled $4,473.27 as
compared with $3,513 in February, 1918. For the eleven months of the fiscal
year they were $92,097.89, as against $71,570.21 in the corresponding eleven
months of the last fiscal.

The wooden steamer Frontenac, 1500 tons capacity, was recently launched
at the Poplar Island shipyard. New Westminster, B. C. Within half an honv
after the launching of the vessel, the keel of a sister ship, the fifth of these
vessels, was being laid in the berth vacated by the Frontenac.

Hon. T. D. PattuUo, Minister of Lands for B.C., has introduced in the
Legislature a bill carrying several important amendments to the Forest Act.
Timber that is covered by the tim'ber license and where the timber is consider-
ed more valuable for pulp purposes this license may be converted into a pulp
license, that is, if the holder complies with the statutory regulations and
erects a pulp plant at a value of $300,000. Where any site is wanted for indus-
trial purposes, and that site is on land covered by the existing timber license,
provision is made for valuing of such timber. The Government is taking the
power to grant a further renewal on a license that has expired owmg to
non payment of current fees and such renewal to be granted for a period
of one year with an extra penalty attached. To reduce the fire risk and to
insure proper disposal of slash, a provision is made whereby the cost of
destroying the slash shall be borne by a Forest Protection Fund, and the
operator, each to pay one half.

Genuine Long Leaf Yellow Pme

Oak andHardwoods

Fir, Pine and Spruce

CHAS H. RUSSELL
211 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Que.

H. BOURGOUIN
Dominion Express Bld^., i4s st. jamei St., Montreal

WHOLESALE LUMBER AND TIMBER
Dressed and Rough

B. C. FIR TIMBERS
Ship Timbers and Planking, Ship Decking, Tank Stock, Bridge

Timbers, Fir and Spruce Lumber

Also White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Banksian Pine,
Birch, Maple, Rock Elm, Oak, Yellow Pine, Railway Ties,

Fence Posts, Poles and Piling.

DIMENSION OAK CUT TO SPECIFICATION
Prompt shipment Satisfactory stock Good service Write or wire for prices

A. F. B. AUSTIN, Manager

Install a By-Pass Exhauster
in your Saw Mill, Planing Mill or Plant

Our " By-Pass " Exhaust systems save your power
and give better service. They handle green sawdust or
wet, stringy material that usually clogs up an ordinary
Blower system. The fan wheel is not overhung. No
heating, clogging, or shaking. Three bearings.

Write for information.

We manufacture and install systems complete.

Toronto Blower Company
1S€ Duke St, Toronto
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CANADIAN LUMBERMEN!
We have the following: Stocks of

ISLAND SOFT FIR
ROUGH CLEARS.

6/4" X 4" and wider No. 1 & 2 Clear Kiln Dried 40,000 ft.

8/4" X 4" " " " " " " 60,000
"

8/4" X 6" " •• " " Air Dried 65,000
"

(1918 cut) FINISHED CLEARS.
5/8 X 3" No. 1 & 2 Ceiling 40.000 ft.

1 X 3" No. 1 & 2 Ceiling ."iO.OOO ft.

1 X 3" No. 1 & 2 Edge Grained Flooring 45,000 ft.

Also 4" widths and No. 3 Clear grades in above.

COMMONS.
1 X 4" and wider No. 2 Common Board.s 110,000 ft.

1 X 8" and 10" No. 1 Common Boards 160,000 ft.

And a complete assortment of other Wood Goods.

CRATING. SHINGLES. TIMBERS.

McELROY LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
Credit Foncier Building - VANCOUVER, B.C.

JOHNSON'S
Veterinary Remedies

are the surest, the most economical and the best

medicines with which to equip your stables They
have been on the market for twenty-five years and
still retain their superiority over all others.

The quality never varies, it is our first consideration.
Prices taking effect July 1st are as follows:

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Per Gal. $7.00

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Quarts, Per Doz. 19.00

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Pints, Per Doz. 10.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy Per Gal. 10.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy . . Quarts (8 Doses each) Doz. 30.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy . . . Pints (4 Doses each) Doz. 15.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Ointment (Gall Cure)
2 lb Tins each 2.25 Doz. 24.00

lb. Tins Per Doz. 4.00

Johnson's Concentrated Condition Powders, 1 lb. Pkgs. Doz. 6.00

Johnson's Condition Powder, No. 2 doz. 2.75

Johnson's Horse Worm Powders, Pkgs., Per Doz. 2.60

Johnson's Purging Balls Per Doz. 2.50

Johnson's Antiseptic Dusting Powder
(For Drying and Healing Sores, Proud Flesh, etc.) Per Doz. 8.00

"Kreoline," antiseptic, deodorizing Per Gal. 1.50

Our Family and Van Remedies are as follows:

—

Pine and Tar Cough Syrup Big 4 Liniment—Mosquito Oil
Purgative Pills X Ray Liniment
Little Liver Pills Cholerine Mixture (Diarrhoea)
Porous Plasters Headache Powders
Stomach Bitters Sarsaparilla

Laxative Cold Tablets All Healing White Ointment

All Drugs and Patent Medicines at Market Prices.

Mail orders solicited — Prompt shipments made.

A. H. JOHNSON T.°uc^o.sV^

Collingwood, Ontario

QUICK ACTION
Can be assured if you will let the CANADA LUM-
BERMAN "Wanted and For Sale" department
take care of your miscellaneous business needs.

We receive constant testimony from advertisers

as to the value they have received from this far-

reaching and inexpensive method of publicity in

the lumber trade and allied industries.

Try these columns. The result will surprise you.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
and WOODWORKER

347 Adelaide St. West - TORONTO

Mr. Beale Returns as Trade Commissioner
L. B Bealc, late IuiuIkt commissioner for B. C, in the United

Kingdom, spent a few days in Toronto recently with F. W. Field,
British Trade Commissioner for Ontario, and was greeted by manv
old friends in the lumber industry. Mr. Beale lately returned from
Great Britain, where he has been for several months past. He has
been appointed British Trade Commissioner for the Western Pro-
vinces with headquarters in Winnipeg, and has entered upon his
new duties. Mr. Beale has a wide grasp t>i trade and business prob-
lems and his intimate insight into commercial and industrial affairs.

L. B. Beale. Wuin^j.cy. Mjn . who has been
appointed British Trade Commissioner

for the Prairie Provinces

not only in Canada and the United States, fit him in every way to

discharge his new responsibilities with credit to himself and -nti--

faction to the administration.

When asked what the prospects were for the export lumber trade

in Great Britain, so far as Canada was concerned, the late Commis-
sioner said that he was not in a position to speak definitely at the

present time. His report would soon be made to the B. C. Govern-
ment, and would contain all the facts and a review of his work up
to his retirement. He intimated, however, that the labor unrest in

England was a deterrent factor and might handicap building opera-

tions to a large extent. Unless conditions become more tranquil and
things settle down to a permanent basis, trade would be undermin-
ed. Mr. Beale believes that the ultimate prospects for the export
busine-^s are, on the whole, very bright.

Lumberman Legrislator Endorses Industrial Democracy
.\. recent press despatch from r)ttawa asys that the programme

of Methodism in Canada for industrial democracy was brought be-

fore the attention of the House of Commons the other day in a fleet-

ing but significant reference by W'. K. Baldwin, Liberal member for

Stan stead, Quebec.
He referred to a speech m^de in Ottawa lately by Rev. Dr. S.

P. Rose, who explained the new democratic policy of the Methodist
Church, and declared that the church had placed itself for the masses
against the classes, definitely and po.sitively. Mr. Baldwin, who is a

Congregationalist and a lumber merchant, sitting on several boards
of directors, applauded this statement.

"We welcome that church with joy," he said, ''to the great family

of democracy. It is only one of the great bodies in Canada today

that say we must have a imited people and that this must be obtain-

ed by taking a practical interest in the common people."

Mr. Baldwin thought the brightest and best men were going to

come from the ranks of Labor. They had the ability to unite and
start co-operative industries of their own.

The Pioneer Club of E. C. Atkins & Co., saw manufacturers,
held its annual banquet and smoker at the Spencer House in Indian-

apolis on March Lst. The club was founded in 1906 by 62 employees
who had been with the company twenty years or more. The organ-

ization now includes 152 members with periods of service ranging

from twenty to forty-nine years. All the officers of the company are

members and also employees from every branch of the industry, ss^^M
well as salesmen in various parts of the country. The oldest living^PJI
employe is Chas. F. Auman, who entered the service of the company
in 1870, and is now filling an important position in the factory. He
related many interesting occurrences of the days when the great

Atkins organization was much smaller and much younger.
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ATKINS» SAWS
Shine in all Well Regulated

Lumber Camps

men are well contented and the work is done quickly and cheerfully you will

always find ATKINS SAWS. It is Atkins that makes these things possible. Help

your men to do more and better work by using Atkins Sterling Quality Saws.

Send for free catalogue

E C. ATKINS & CO.
Factory : HAMILTON, ONT. Branch : 109 Powell St., VANCOUVER, B. C
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Grooves cut with Huther Bros. Dado Heads.

Fits Any
Saw Mandrel

A Muther Kro>. iitdo Head
consitti of two outiide cut-

icri anH enough inaide cuttcri
to make the required cut. 1'hia

Head will cut perfect groove*,
with or across sriain, any width.
It ii an easy Head to keep in

perfect condition, has a simple
quick adjustment, and may be
enlarged any time after pur
cliase. Sent on approval and
if not satisfactory return at

our expense.

Write for New Illustrated Catalog.

HUTHER BROS. SAW
MFG. COMPANY, Inc.

1103 UniTcraity Ats.
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Planing Mill. Cabinet Shop and Power House. C.P.R. Angus Shops
Showing Dust Collectors Erected by Us

Exhaust Systems
We have equipped many of

the largest and most up-to-date
Planing Mills and Woodworking
Plants in Canada and can guar-
antee satisfaction.

Let us quote on your niext

installation.

We also do Sheet Metal Work
of every description.

Geo.W.Reed&Co., Montreal
Established 1852

BOOKS FOR SALE Special Prices
".\ Manual for Northern Woodsmen," by

•Austin Cary. Published in 1918 by The
Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass. .'^02 pages and illustrations.
Price $2.75.

"IJaughman's Cost Tables" for figuring
cost of any article by the foot, piece,
pound or ton. 127 pages, 5% in. by 7
in. Price, flexible leather, $1.50; flex-

il)lc Morocco, .$2.50.

"Clima.x" tally book, bound in sheep, with
hand straps. Size i'A x S'/i, 110 pages.
Price $1.00.

Baughman's "Buyer & Seller." The hand-
iest labor-saving book for lumbermen
ever devised. Desk size, 300 pages,
$2.50. Pocket edition, 188 pages, $1.25.

"The Kiln Drying of Lumber," a Practical
and Theoretical Treatise, by Harry Dot>
aid Tiemann, M.E., M.F. Just pub-
lished by J. B. Lippincott Co. 310
pages, illustrated. Price .'?4.

Scribner's Lumber & Log Book. 1917
Edition. Price 35c.

Seasoning of Wood ; A Treatise of the
Natural and Artificial Processes Em-
ployed in the Preparation of Lumber fot
Manufacture, with Detailed Explanations
of its Uses, Characteristics and Proper-
ties, by Joseph Wagner. Published by
D. Van Nostrand Co., in 1917. 274
pages, illustrated. Price $3.00.

The Preservation of Structural Timber, by
Howard F. Weiss. Published in 1915
1915 by McGraw-Hill Book Company,
312 pages, illustrated. Price $3.

Utilization of Wood-Waste (Second Re-
vised Edition), by Ernst Hubbard. Pub-
lished in 1915 by Scott, Greenwood Sk
Sons. 192 pages, illustrated. Price $1.50.

V^est Pocket Ready Reckoner for Lumber-
men. 11th edition. Published by the
American Lumberman. Price 35 cents.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide Street West TORONTO

Veneered Panels
for Interior Trim

Quartered and Plain Oak, Mahogany
and Birch

60 ' X 3o" and 72" x 24"

3 ply W and 5 ply

Write for prices

Hay & Company^ Limited
Woodstock - Ontario

GRUNDY
Patent Flexible

Insulated

COUPLING

Used where Motor

Drives, Direct

Connected

are Desirable

15 Sizes

Transmitting

from One

to Five Hun-

dred H.P.

at

100 R.P.M.

Send for

Leaflet E

Bond Engineering Works, Limited
Harbour Industrial District

Sole Makers, BOND DOUBLE-SURE
TORONTO, Canada

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY

Railway and Track Supplies

For Lumber and Contractors'

requirements

Rails, Locomotives, Accessories,

Cars, Lion Brand Babbitt Metal

Correspondence solicited

Sessenwein Bros., Montreal
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Many Fires in Lumber

Mills have been caused

by Hot Boxes
This risk can be eliminated by the use of

Chapman Double Ball Bearings
-IN-

Shafting, Hangers, Pillow Blocks

Loose Pulleys^ etc.

Chapman Double

Ball Bearings
decrease the friction loss 75% and do not generate
heat.

No oil is used, a little Tranco Grease once or twice
a year is the only lubricant required, consequently
dust does not adhere to the outside of the bearing.

There is no spoilage from oil drip, and cleanli-

ness may be easily maintained.

If you realized what these savings mean you
will agree that

You pay for Chapman bearings

whether you buy them or not

Chapman Double Ball Bearing
Co., Ltd.

347 Sorauren Avenue
705 Shaughnessy Bldg.

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Transmission Ball Bearing Co., Inc.

1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.

Link-Belt Means Freedom
From breakdowns

"Dreakdowns are expen-

sive. They mean ex-

penditures for repairs and

loss of time, labor, and out-

put. The success and profit

of each day's operation de-

pends very largely on the

strength and endurance of

the power transmitting and

material - conveying chain

employed in your mill.

H" Class Saw Mill Pintle Link-Belt

"H" Class Refuse Link Belt

Transfer Link-Belt

LlNK- LT

"C" Class Link-Belt

"300" Class Link-Belt

Ewart Detachable Link-Belt

Look for this

Mark on Every Link

has long been the recog-

nized standard form of con-

veying and power trans-

mitting equipment through-

out the lumber industry. Its

ability to sucessfuily with-

stand undue strains and the

wear and tear of years of

service has earned for it the

undisputable claim on lead-

ership.

We show a few of the va-

rious types ofsaw mill Link-

Belt. Our Book No. 260

shows many more.

Send for a copy.

> <
It is your guarantee
of service and satis-

faction.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT CO. LTD.
WELLINGTON & PETER STS., TORONTO
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The Log Jack for Heavy Work
New Double Powered

Log Jack

'I he accompanying illustration givo
a correct idea of our new Double
Power Log Jack, designed for hauling
heavy timber into Saw Mills.

GEAR.—The large Gear Wheel is

36 in. in diameter, with 72 teeth, 4 in.

face, and 1 '/2 in. i)itch.

PINION on intermediate .^liait lia>

13 teeth, 4 in. face and 1^ in. pitch.

PAPER FRICTION is 10 in. in

diameter and 10 in. face. Iron Friction
Pulley is 30 in. in diameter and 10 in.

face.

CHAIN is made of extra heavy
steel, and the bunks have steel spikes,

the whole outfit being calculated for
• heavy logs.

The G. Walter Green Company, Limited
Send for Catalogue PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

oma LIGHT STEEL RAILS
For Mining and Lumbering Purposes

All Complete with Splice Bars

WEIGHT A B C D E F G

Pounds Kilos
PER PER Inches M/M Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M.
Yard Meter

S 3 97 1% 39. C9 m 39 69 20.64 '56 11.91 ')fo 20.64 7.144 3.969

12 5.95 2 S0.8U 2 50.80 1 25.40 14.29 1>B 27,78 8.73' 4.763

16 7.94 2H 60.33 2H 60.33 29.77 16.27 VHi 34.53 % 9.525 5 556
20 9.92 2% 66.68 2% 66.68 34.13 18 26 1% 37.31 % 11.11 y* 6.350
25 12.40 2H 69.85 2>4 69.85 38.10 19.84 I'Ki 37.70 12.30 '% 7.541
30 14.88 3H 79.38 3H 79.38 I'll-, 42.86 % 22.23 l'S6 43.66 13.49 8 334

35 17.36 m 84.14 m 84.14 IK 44.45 24.21 l»56 45 24 14.68 9.128
iO 19.84 314 88.90 3H 88.90 47.63 25.80 1'56 47.23 H 15.88 9.922
45 22.32 3'!li 93.66 3Hfc 93.66 2 50.80 26.99 l»% 50.01 16.67 '36 10.72

I-
c

>

ft!

1 "' 13'

I

I

6

Algoma Steel Corporation
Limited

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
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CIarke's Coats
For Lumbennen

Are all that can be desired as to wearing quality, comfort and

neat appearance.

The man in a Clarke's Mackinaw feels fit. He is ready to go to

work with a will. While thoroughly protected from the rigors of

winter in the bush, his movements are not hampered.

If the lumberman is to be thoroughly well equipped, he will be

also supplied from a stock of Clarke's Moccasins, shirts, socks, gloves

and mitts.

Our coats are made in Mackinaw style, and in duck and beaver,

in corduroy, in leather and sheepskin. Send for a catalogue. Our

travellers are on the road now.

ESTABLISHED 1852

A. R. CLARKE & CO.
LIMITED

Montreal Toronto Vancouver Quebec
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Alberta Lumber Company .. .. 9
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Allen-Stoltze Lumber Co 27

American Pad & Textile Qo 81
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ery Company
Anderson & Co., C. G 12

Atkins & Co., E. C 67

Atlantic Lumber Co 8

yVtlas Asbestos Company 1
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liainbridge Lumber Co 15

Bartram & Ball 3

Bay City Foundry & Machine Co. 24
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Beveridge Paper Co 82
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Callander Saw Mills II
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Campbell MacLaurin Lumber Co. 04

Canada Lumber Company 'J

Canada Metal Company "JO
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Canadian Mathews-Gravity Car-

rier Company
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Canadian National Railway . . .

.

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co. 1

Canadian Wood Products Co. ... 53

Cane, Jas. G 14

Cant & Kemp |2

Cardinal & Page 12

Carss Mackinaw Company
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co. C'J

Chicago Lumber & Coal Co 30

Clarke & Co., A. R. 71

Clay Engine Company
Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co... 65

Climax Manufacturing Company. 'Ji

Clyde Cars Company
Coltart & Company 12

Coolidge & Carlisle 53

Copeland Shoepack Co 55

Consumers Cordage Co

Davison Lumber Company . . . . 10

Davies Company, Williaiii M
Department of Lands, Forests

and Mines, Ontario

Disston & Sons, Henry 73

Dominion Lumber & Timber Co. 22

Dudley, A. N .29
Dunfield & Company 10

Dunbar Engine and Fpundry Co.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co. 73

Duplex Truck Company 79

Dupuis Company, J.
1' 12

Eagle Lumber Company 04

Eaton & Co., J. R 9

Edwards & Co., W. C 23

Eisendrath Glove Co «-l

Elk Fire Brick Company si

Elmira Machinery and Transmis-

sion Company . .

Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada, Ltd 80

Excelsior Lumber Company .... 23

Exchange Lumber Co l.">

Farnsworth & Jardiiie 12

Fassett Lumber Company, Ltd. . .
0

I'esserton Timber Company .... 23

I'irstbrook Brothers .. 33

I'^jss Lumber Company 28

I'raser Companies, Ltd 10

l-raser Bryson Lumber Co., Ltd. 9

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co... 2

Gates, John W. .. .,

Gerlach Company, Peter M
Gartshore, John J

i

General Supply Company 92

Gillespie, James 12

Gillies Brothers, Ltd H
Gloucester Lumber & Trading Cp. 20

Genoa Bay Lumber Co 5

Goodhue & Co., J. L 73

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. . ..

Gordon & Co., George

Grant, Holden & Graham 74

Graton & Knight Mfg. Co 89

Green Company, G. Walter .... 70

Gutta Percha and Rubber Co. ... 78

Hay & Company 68

Haight, W. L 11

Hall & Brown Machinery Co. .
.

80

Hamilton Company, William ... 77

Hardy, E. D i

Harquail, J. & D. A 21

Harris Abattoir Company 57

Harris Tie and Timber Company 14

Hart & McDonagh 8

Hay Knife Company, Peter .... 24

Heeney, Percy E sz

Hettler Lumber Company, H. H. 64

Hillas & Company, W. N Gi

Hoe & Company, R 78

Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Co., Inc. 08

Liternational Land & Lumber Co. 27

Jeffrey Manufacturing rompany. 03

Johnston, A. H. 06

Jost, P. M 12

Kccwalin l.uniljcr > iiiip.iny .... 14

Knox Brothers 3

Laidlaw Bale Tie Company .... 53

Lake Lumber Company 12

Lamontagne Limited 24

Leckie, Ltd., John .

.

Long-Bell Lumber Conipanv ... 18

Long Lumber Company 9

Long Manufacturing Co., E " i

MacLean Daily Reports 53

Main Belting Co 70

Marsh Engineering Works, Ltd.. 72

Mason, Gord,on & Co 1

1

Mason Regulator Company .

.

McKinnon Columbus Chain Co.. 90

McLaren Belting Company, J. C. 90

McLaren, Limited, D. K S5

McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd 65

Mershon & Co., W. B. . 74

Miller Company, W. H 22

Montreal Locomotive Works . . . I'l

Montreal Lumber Company .... 12

Morgan Machine Mfg. Co 80

Moores, Jr., E. J. . . 22

Muir & Kirkpatrick 17

Musgrave & Compan ::4

National Steel Car C- 87

New Ontario Colonization Lo. .. 15

Oliver Lumber Company 23

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co. 86

Pacific Lumber Company 29

Parry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd. .. 15

Payette Company, P 82

Pedwell Hardwqod Lumber Co... 14

Pennoyer Company, J. C 83

Petrie, H. W 13

Philadelphia Textile Machinery

Company
Pink Company, Tho= 96

Powell-Myers Lumber Co 22

Prince Rupert Lumber Co 28

Pratt & Whitney . . oi

Pyrene Mfg. Co. . 71

Rankin-Benedict Co. so

Rat Portage Lumber Company.. 22

Renfrew Planing Mills :i3

Reed & Co., Geo. W. . . r.s

Reynolds Timber Co
River Ouelle Pulp and Lumber
Company "^n

Russell, Chas. H. . . C5

Rutherford & Sons, Wni.

Service Lumber Co. 27

Sessenwein Brother> r,s

Sewall, James W. ..

Shafer Hardwood Co., John L .. 15

Shannon Lumber Co., R. P 28

Shearer Company, Jame~ 4

Sheldons Limited

Shimer Cutter Head Compan
Shingle Agency of B. C.

Shurly-Dietrich. Limited

Sinionds Canada Saw Co., Ltd. . . 30

Smart-Turner Mach. Co.. Ltd. . i

Smith, N '>'

Spencer Limited, C. .\ 64

Stratford Dakum Co., Geo 14

Stearns & Culver Lumber Co. . . 29

Summers, James R 53

Taylor, S. K -

1

Terry & Gordpn
Thurston-Flavelle Lunvl)er 2S

Timberland Lumber Company .. 27

Timms, Phillips & Co. .
''n

Toronto Blower Compan r,-,

Turncr & Sons, J. J. 'M

L iiion Lumber Company
'

Union Stock Yards

Vancouver Lumber Company .

Victoria Harbor Lumber Co. 1

1

Victoria Lumber and Mfg. C

Waterous Engine Works Com-
pany, Ltd. . .

95

Watson & Todd n
Webster & Brother, Ltd., James. 12

West & Peachey 36

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon .... 22

Woods Manufacturing C':" . Ltd .'^

Wuichet, Louis

Yates Machine Company, P. B. .

.

BOILERS Steel Plate Work l^J,

Our new Boiler Shop and modern equipment

enable us to turn out the very best quality of

Boiler Work, and at the right prices.

All of our Boilers are properly tested and ap-

proved by the Government Inspectors before

they leave our shops.

Steel Piping, - Steel Flumes
Smokestacks

Steel Tanks « Air Receivers

Cooking Vats

Good Second Hand 20 H.P. Engine for sale at a low price

Let us tender on your Steel Work

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Established

1846 Belleville, Ontario
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The ThreeGoodhue Belts
"EXTRA" "STANDARD" "ACME WATERPROOF"
These three brands are made for three different services and each brand is the best quality

made from selected hides with the stretch taken out.

"Goodhue Belts" stretch less than any other belt by 15 to 25 per cent. This
quality effects a great saving- because it is unnecessary to be continually shorten-
ing the belt to keep it taut.

"Acme Waterproof" brand is made for the wet places in a mill and will

give a remarkable service under the most trying conditions.

iWhen you buy a belt—buy a Goodhue. Prices and particulars on request.

J. L. Goodhue & Co., Limited
DANVILLE, QUE.

WINNIPEG AGENTS—Biaaett & Webb, Ltd., 151 Notre Dame Ave., East

VANCOUVER AGENTS-Fleck Bros., Ltd., 1142 Homer St.

Standard Machinery & Supplies, Limited, Bank of Toronto Building, St.

James St., Montreal, Que., Agents for the Island of Montreal.

ma u s. ^AT. orr.

Now for Reconstruction
HENRY DISSTON & SONS, LIMITED

Keystone Saws, Tool, Steel and File Worlds

2 Fraser Ave. - - TORONTO, Canada
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Pyrene Fire Extinguishers
Are the Ideal Fire Protectors for your mill, for

the following reasons :

—

1st—Pyrene is death to all inflam-

mable fires.

2nd—Pyrene does not freeze at fifty

degrees below zero.

3rd—Pyrene does not deteriorate.

4th—Pyrene is easily operated and
ever ready.

5th—Pyrene reduces your Fire In-

surance rate 15 per cent when
installed on your Automobile
or Motor Truck.

6th—Pyrene has served with the
boys at the front.

7th—Pyrene in one of our Holsters
is ideal for your watchman in

case he locates a fire in your
building.

We also carry the 2^ Gail Soda Acid

Extinguisher

Ask for our Catalogue which contains a full line of

fire appliances, also for our book on how to protect

your factory. This book contains valuable information.

Pyrene Mfg. Co. of Canada, Limited
3 St. Nicholas St. Montreal

MERSHON
BAND RESAWS

THE original Mershon
Band Resaw-a tool that

has been tried out in actual

service for nearly thirty

years. It carries 6 in. saws

on 54 in. wheels, and is

adapted to a wide range of

planing mill and box factory

service.

Standard Perfected Band Resaw

Wm. B. Mershon & Company
Saginaw, Michigan

Lumbermen's Tents and Clothing
Pure wool, Waterproof Mackinaw Coats, Pants and Shirts,

the kind you have been looking for.

Repellant Brand Army Duck Tents
The best duck that money can buy.

We can equip your van complete.

Pure wool Blankets, Sweaters,

Underwear. Hand Knit Mitts

and Socks. Palmer's Shoe
Packs, Buck and horse hide

Moccasins, etc.

Grant'^Holden-'Graham, Limited
Factory and Warehouse

147 to 151 Albert Street, Ottawa, Can.
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'*The

Original

Red

Belt"

DUNLaP
GibraltarRedSpecial

BELTING

**The

Long-Grain

Friction

Belt"

^ Dunlop " Gibraltar RedSpecial " is the proven benefactor of

many an industry in this country which has felt the need of

offsetting rising costs by speeding up production and by the

elimination of belt trouble.

* * *

^ " Gibraltar RedSpecial " is a real rubber belt. It may be
compared to other brands of belts only as a powerful magnifying
glass might be compared with the object whose imperfections it

brings into the limelight.

* , » *

^ The first belts of this brand sold have been in use for

years and have proven that scientific research—combined with

approximately one quarter of a century's experience in the rubber

goods manufacturing industry-—could offer no more in belt merits

than those features for which this Dunlop Product is so

well and favourably known.
* * *

^ We believe Dunlop " Gibraltar RedSpecial " cannot be made
better. It is a red, frictioned-surface belt, constructed of the highest

grade rubber, and specially-woven duck of tremendous tensile

strength. This accounts for its great tenacity, its enduring
flexibility and its absolute uniformity throughout.

* * •

^ Provision has been made in " Gibraltar RedSpecial " against

drying out and rotting. The richness of the rubber—compounded
to retain its pliability indefinitely—waterproofs the duck as well as

holds the plies securely together. It also serves to minimize
internal chafing due to the constant bending of the belt. All

unnecessary stretch is taken out in the manufacturing process.
* * *

^ You will find Dunlop " Gibraltar RedSpecial " Frictioned-Surface

Belting doing daily duty the year round in Pulp and Paper Mills,

Iron Foundries, Steel and Rolling Mills, Saw and Lumber Mills,

Mines, etc., in a truly efficient manner.
* * *

^ We also specialize on Conveyor and Ellevator Belts to meet
every need.

The Dunlop Unreserved Guarantee

If you have a difficult drive anywhere in your factory drop a line to our Head Office, or to

our nearest branch, and we will send a man experienced in belt engineering to consider your
requirements. If it is an instance where "Gibraltar RedSpecial" Belting may be suitably

employed we will recommend its use; and we will stand behind our recommendation with
the fullest guarantee ever issued by a firm producing rubber products.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Limited

Head Office and Factories: TORONTO
BRANCHES IN THE LEADING QTIES

Makers of Tires for all Pnrposes, Mechanical Rubber Products of all Idiids, and General Rubber Specialties.

D 36
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Unrivalled Strength
Combined with Toughness, Flexibility and

Long Life

Is an Outstanding Feature of the Ever Reliable

LEVIATHAN-ANACONDA
BELTING

With Every Belt Goes a

REFUND GUARANTY AGAINST STRETCH.
Ask for our Magazine "The Main Facts**

LEVIATHAN
Will keep

your

Machinery

Running

Continuously

at

Full Capacity

ANACONDA
Is Proof

Against Heat

Dust

Water, Steam

Gas

Oils or

Acids

92' X 20 X 8 Ply Leviathan, Gold Medal Furniture Co, Uxbridge, Ont.

MAIN BELTING CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
10 St. Peter Street 32 Front St. W W. W. Hicki,

CALGARY and EDMONTON 567 Banning St.

Gorman, Clancy & Grindley, Edmonton
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HAMILTON" CIRCULAR
RE-SAWS

H'ere is a strong, rigid, well de-

signed machine, specially gotten up

for resawing slabs. The feed rolls

are carried on a sliding frame that

is easily adjustable to cut lumber

any desired thickness. The binding

or press roll is 13 in. diam., fitted

with saw discs and power driven.

The saw used is 42 in. diam., driving

pulley 18 in. diam. x 12 in. face. Cut

shows Left Hand Machine.

We also make this machine with

wooden frame, having the mandrel

and saw carried on an adjustable

sliding frame.

Descriptive circular sent upon request.

iiHAMILTON" HUSK FRAMES
Made in dififerent sizes

to suit all requirements.

Frames are all of cast iron,

of heavy section through-
out, planed on top and
bottom, with mandrel
boxes lined with high
grade babbitt. Mandrels
are exceptionally large, of

forged steel with forged
collar, and the guide is the

famous Parkhurst steel

saw guide with steel split-

ter.

We manufacture a
complete line of up-
to-date Sawmill
Machinery for eith-

er Band or Circular
Mills,

William Hamilton Co., Limited
Peterboro, Ontario

Agents—]. L. Neilson & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
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Oldest and Best

HOE
Chisel Tooth Saws

Choice of Lumbermen Everywhere

The even temper of these saws and the fine quality of steel from which they are made
have proved Hoe saws reliable for nearly one hundred years.

More than one hundred thousand "Hoes" are to-day successfully sawing lumber in all

parts of the globe. The Hoe Chisel Tooth Saw, invented 40 years ago, is still the best for

cutting hardwood.

Special Flanged Shanks and Superior Bits Supplied

R. HOE & CO.
504-520
Grand
Street New York City

America's Oldest Saw Manufacturers

Rubber Goods
FOR LUMBERMEN

Belting Our long experience in the making of Rubber Belts enables us to specialize

on this line. "P.M.S.," "

for power transmission.
Special Drive" and "Lion" are our leading brands

Pa.ckin?S "Redstone" High Pressure Sheet Packing has proved by test that it

w will outlast any other similar packing on the market. We make Spiral

and Ring Packings, etc., that are equally reliable.

Hose ^'^^ Steam, Water, etc., in various grades, made especially to give satisfactory—— and economical service under different conditions.

Fire tlose more of our twenty brands of Fire Hose will be found, not only

in the best equipped Factories, Mills, etc., but in almost every Fire

Department in the Dominion.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited

lORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG REGINA SASKATOON CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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FOUR
WHEEL
DRIVE
TRUCK

Duplex Does Better Haulinj

For 20 to 60 Per Cent less

From woods to mill, from mill to

yard, from yard to job, the Duplex 4-

Wheel-Drive reduces hauling cost per
ton-mile.

Careful records show that this sav-

ing runs from 20 to 60 per cent.

This is true whether the Duplex re-

places other trucks, or horses and mules.

Wherever it goes, the Duplex
goes more cheaply—and gets through.

With its power applied to all four
wheels, it carries a full load where or-

dinary trucks could not move their own
weight.

It has more than four times the
power it would have, if it drove with
two wheels only.

This meanslower cost per ton-mile.

It means saving in fuel and tires. It

means constant performance, under all

conditions.

The Duplex is the original 4-wheel
Drive Truck. For eleven years it has
been establishing wonderful records in

lowering haulage costs.

These records show that the
Duplex consistently and continually

saves from 20 to 60 per cent.

Business executives should study
these records, and call Duplex trans-

portation engineers to apply these

figures and also to demonstrate the

Duplex.

Send for Booklet—"The Modern and
Efficient Way to Haul Logs and Lumber"

DUPLEX TRUCK COMPANY
2062 Washington Ave., Lansing, Michigan

DUPLEX TRUCKSCost Less Per Ton-mile
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How Dominion
Rubber System

Belting Service

Helps Belt Users
For more than fifty years we have specialized in the

making of belting and the solving of problems in

transmitting power and conveying materials econ-

omically.

We maintain a staflf of belting experts for the sole

purpose of helping Canadian Manufacturers to

"speed up" production by cutting belting costs and

eliminating power wastage.

These experts will, without charge, analyze your

transmission and conveying equipment in its en-

tirety and will recommend changes only where they

are necessary to increase the efficiency of that equip-

ment.

You are under no obligation to us in availing your-

self of this service—the only return that we request

is that you purchase Dominion Rubber System Belt-

ing when you have been convinced that the changes

recommended by our engineer will be beneficial.

This special service is available through any of our

branches.

Phone, wire or write the one nearest to you and let

us prove to you that the kind of service we have

given to Canada's largest industries and the kind

we want to give to you, means more than just sell-

ing- better belts.

Maker* of

Dominion Hose, Packing and Indus-

trial Rubber Good* and Dominion

Tire*, the GOOD Tire* for every

purpo*e.

Services

Halifax,

St. John,

Quebec,

Montreal,

Ottawa,

Toronto,

Hamilton,

London,

Kitchener,

North Bay,

Branches

Fort William,

Winnipeg,

Brandon,

Regina,

Saskatoon,

Edmonton,

Calgary,

Lethbridge,

Vancouver,

Victoria.

The Big Little Planer

Our New Model No. 156 "Baby" Fast

Feed PIaner, Matcher and Moulder is

adapted to the needs of the smaller and

medium sized mills, giving them the same

class of output as that produced by the

larger machines. It is simple to operate,

low cost of maintenance and has given

satisfaction wherever installed.

Write for large circular and price$.

Hall^Brown Wood Working Machine Co
Saint Louis. U. S.A.

Home Office and Factory, 1913 to 1933 North Broadway

Do You Know That Lumbermen
Have Been Saved

MILUONS OF DOLLARS
By the

Manufacturing Lumbermen's Underwriters
Organized in 189S

The Pioneer Lumber Insurance Association

For 20 YEARS the best example of the RECIPROCAL or I NTEK- 1 NSURA N ( K
plan successfully applied to the lumber industry and still the LARGEST .AND
STRONGEST CO OPERATIVE EXCHANGE furnishing AT COST ideal fire insur

ance for Saw Mill plants and giving the best service, which includes

Liberal and Correct Policy Forms
Improvement Suggestions for Reducing Rates

Practical, Efficient, Frequent Inspections and
Fire Prevention Service

The Certainty of Prompt and Equitable Adjustment
ARE YOU ONE OF THIS ASSOCIATION'S 735 MEMBERS?

ARE YOUR POLICIES' PART OF THE SIXTY MILLIONS INSURANCE
IN FORCE?

DO YOU OWN A PORTION OF THE SURPLUS FUND OF OVER ONE
MILLION?

HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANY OF THE SAVINGS OF OVER IH MILLIONS
RETURNED?

HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANY OF THE 554 MILLION DOLLARS IN THE
FIRE LOSSES' PAID?

Do You Know of Any Other Insurance Medium That
Never Had a Law Suitl

Help yourself and your fellow lumbermen by joining our membership, or if already
a member, by giving us more of your business.

THIS ASSOCIATION HAS BENEFITED EVERY SAW MILL OWNER AND
SO DESERVES YOUR FULL SUPPORT. Ask your neighbor or

Our representative will call on you at your convenience

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting Company
Attorney and Manager

Licensed in Canada KANSAS CITY, MO.
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FIRE BRICK
Differs in Quality and Variety

For instance, a certain quality or kind of brick that gives

satisfaction when used in a Refuse Burner, may show

up poorly if used in a Dutch Oven.

It all depends on getting the right kind and the right

quality for your particular needs.

Just tell us what you want it for, and we'll send a fire-

brick that was made for that very purpose.

We Manufacture the Following Well-Known Brands

"Elkco Special" "Elk Steel,"

"St. Marys," "Keystone" and"Rotex"

Write for a copy of our Catalog.

Refractory Efficiency Engineering*'

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Limited
HIGH GRADE FIRE BRICK and CLAY

Sun Life Bldg., Hamilton, Canada
Representatives for Maritime Provinces:

RHODES, CURRY COMPANY, LTD., Head Office, AMHERST, N. S.

Branches at Halifax, Sydney and New Glasgow, N.S.

Equip your horses with

TAPATCO Collar Pads
and assist them to render greater service

When your lumbering horses are off duty because of bruised, galled and chafed
neck and shoulders and other injuries to the neck and shoulders due to the hard
work to which a lijmbering horse is subjected, you begin to see that something is
wrong with the care of your horses. Fit out your horses with TAPATCO Horse
Collar Pads made with our new Patented Hook Attachment which will eliminate all
these unnecessary injuries and keep your horses on their work steadily. We have
been making pads for thirty-seven years and experience has taught us the correct
method of manufacture. Secure TAPATCO Pads for your horses at once. Sold
by dealers everywhere. Ask your jobber.

The American Pad & Textile Co,
Chatham, Ontario, Canada

Gerlach Machinery

PRODUCES THE BEST
as Well as the Cheapest

Tight or Slack Staves,

Headings, Kegs,

Barrels and

Short Box Shocks

100% to 400% profit in Cooperage
Stock today. Be wise and purchase

the best Machinery.

DIXIE PORTABLE GASOUNE DRAG SAW
Present Price $225.00 with 1 Blade

Circular, Drag and Cylinder Saws
made since 1854

The Peter Gerlach Co.
Established 1854

Cleveland, Ohio

"ASBESTOL"

Gloves and Mittens
FOR LUMBERMEN

afford the very best

hand protection that

can be had. They're

made strong and

tough to stand work
that is rough and

they give wonderful

satisfaction.

" ASBESTOL

"

Gloves and Mittens

are comfortable, soft

and phable at all

times. They resist

snow and water and

insure long wear.

"ASB iSTOL" comes in

manj- styles in both gloves

and ir ittens to meet every

need. They are the most de-

pendable and most econom-
ical kind to wear.

EISENDRATH GLOVE CO.
2001 Elston Ave., CHICAGO
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A Boon to Lumbermen
Payette^s Famous Patent Mill Dogs

650 Sets already sold

B
E
C
A
U
S
E

(1) They will dog with perfect ease and safety in any class of. timber.

(3) Will dog just as easily, frozen maple or hardwoods of any description.

f3) Will dog the last board, just as easily as they dogged the first one.

(4) They do not tear the board or stock.

'.j) Many other reasons, too numerous to mention here.

Write us for full particulars and booklet on same.

We also manufacture the following High-Grade Saw-Mill Machinery:—New Modern
Saw-Mill Carriages, with either three or two head blocks; P. Payette's New Patent
Saw-Mill Dog, for use in either winter or summer. P. Payette's Grip-Set Works;
Steam Feed Valves, Steam Lifter and Loaders, Valves. Five different classes and styles
of Edgers, for either light or heavy duty. Combined Gang-Circulars and Edgers, or
Independent Gang Circulars.
Steam-Canters, Steam Lifters and Loaders, and a general line of saw-mill machinery.
Detachable Chain-Sprockets, Castings of Gray-Iron, Semi-Cast Steel, and brass cast-
ings for general use.
Descriptive Booklet and prices mailed free upon request.

P. Payette & Company
Engineers and Machinests

Penetanguishene, Ontario
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor

nnniinn
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PLIBRICO is

a plastic sub-

stance that makes

a solid one-piece Lin-

ing without Joints by

,
your own men for your

nn/ Steam Boilers, Wood-

!' Burners, Kilns, Dutch-

Ovens, &c. Will outwear

any fire-brick made and does

away with Fire-Clay.
Mill Supply Dept.

BEVERIDGE PAPER
Co., Limited

Montreal and St. John, N.B.

Agents

Coa«t to Coast

/orJ. -Mrf s~<
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Spring Overhaul

Now is the time for getting the mill in

good shape and some of the largest firms

are doing all Boiler and Dutch Oven, &c.

repairs and renewals by their own men by

using our PLIBRICO. Our Installation

Book makes it simple "as falling off a

log"

SOLIGNUM the well-known Wood Pre-

servative and Stain for interior and ex-

terior work. Just the thing for old or

new Shingles.

ROCKFACE WHITE WATER PAINT—
Made in Canada—will lighten up your

Mill so as to prevent accidents and will

not rub or peel off like whitewash; for

wood, stone or cement.
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Save Man Power
with a "Vau^han" Tffl
DRAG
S AW
For real usefulness there's

no equal to the "Vaughan."
Lumbermen everywhere
speak highly of its work

—

it gives real service because
it is the result of hard
earned experience.

Designed and made by En-
gineers who have had over

15 years practical know-
ledge of wood and timber
conditions in the Pacific

North West.

For you, there is no chance
work in the purchase of a
Vaughan Portable Gaso-
lene Drag Saw. It is guar-
anteed to satisfy you.

Orders can be filled im-
mediately by express or
freight. All parts carried
in stock.

Guarantee

All the working parts of these

machines are guaranteed
against defective material

and workmanship. Parts
found defective should be
forwarded to the factory for

an inspection at once— Pre-

paid. New parts will be re-

turned without delay.

Price $175.00 f.o.b. Memphis, Tenn.

Price $155.00 f.o.b. Portland, Ore.

Write for all particulars to

J. C. Pennoyer Company
226 South U Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES—WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Prices in Carload Lots, F.O.B. cars Toronto.

White Pine:
1 X 4/7 Good Strips $59 00 $02 00
V/i and I'A X 4/7 Good Strips.. 03 00 66 00
2 X 4/7 Good Strips 63 00 66 00
1x8 and up Good Sides 75 00 77 00
I'A and l'/2 X 8 and wider Good

Sides 88 00
2 X 8 and wider Good Sides ... 90 00
1 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 55 00
5/4 and 6/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 65 00
2 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 70 00
1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 47 00
1x6 Mill Run 48 00
1 X 7, 9 and 11 Mill Run 47 00
1x8 Mill Run 50 00
1 X 10 Mill Run 53 00
1 x 12 Mill Run 54 00
5/4 and 6/4 x 4 Mill Run 47 00
5/4 and 6/4 x 5 Mill Run 47 00

90 00
95 00
58 00
67 00
72 00
49 00
51 00
50 00
52 00
55 00
57 00
49 00
49 00
49 00
50 00
50 00
53 00
55 00
40 00
41 Ou
44 00
44 00
31 00
34 0(1

22 00

2x4 Mill Run 47 00
2x6 Mill Run 48 00
2x8 Mill Run 48 00
2 X 10 Mill Run 51 00
2 X 12 Mill Run 53 00
1 in. Mill Run Shorts 39 00
1 X 4 and up 6/10 No. 1 Mill Culls
1 X 10 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls
1 X 12 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls
1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls
1 X 10 X 12 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls
1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 3 Mill Culls.

Red Pine:
1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 42 00 43 00
1x6 Mill Run

42

00 44 00
1x8 Mill Run

45

00 47 00
1 X 10 Mill Run

48

(M) 50 00
2x4 Mill Run

42

(K) 43 (K)

2x6 Mill Run

43

00 44 00
2x8 Mill Run '. 44 00 45 00
1 in. Clear and Clear Face 53 00 54 00
2 in. Clear and Clear Face 53 00 54 00
Spruce

:

1x4 Mill Run

44

00 42 00
1x6 Mill Run

43

00 44 00
1x8 Mill Run

44

00 45 00
1 X 10 Mill Run

45

00 47 00
Mill Culls

34

00 36 00
Hemlock, No. 1, in carload lots, f.o.b. Toronto
1 X 4 and 5 in. X 9 to 16 ft. ... 32 00 33 00
1 X 6 in. X 9 to 16 ft 37 00 38 00
1 X 8 in. X 9 to 16 ft 38 00 39 00
1 X 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 38 00 39 00
1 X 7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 35 00 37 00
2 x 4 to 12, 10 and 16 ft 36 00 87 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 12 and 14 ft. . . 35 00 36 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 18 ft 37 00 38 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 20 ft 38 00 39 00
1 in. No. 2, 6 ft. to 16 ft 30 00 31 00
2-in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft 30 00 31 00
Douglas Fir,_ delivered in Toronto:
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

6x6 and 8, 10x10 and 12, 12x12 $50 00
6x10, 8x10, 10x14, 12x14, 14x14 61 00
6x12, 8x12 62 00
14x16, 16x16 62 60
6x14, 8x14, 10x16, 12x16 64 00
14x18 64 60
8x16, 10x18, 12x18 65 00
18x18, 20x20 65 60
12x20, 24x24 66 00
Timber in lengths over 32 feet subject to

negotiation.
Fir flooring, 1x3, edge grain . . 59 00
Fir flooring, 1x4, edge grain . . 69 00
Fir flooring, 1x4, flat grain . . 44 00
No. 1 and 2, 1-in. clear Fir dough 50 00 60 00

(Depending upon widths).
No. 1 «nd 2, 1}4 and 1J4 in.,

clear Fir rough 60 00 04 00
No. 1 and 2 2 in. clear Fir rough 53 00 61 00
1x5 and 1x6 Fir casing ... 61 00
1x8 and 1 x 10 Fir b»se 63 00
1 X 8 and 1 x 10 X 12 E. G.

stepping 74 00
154 and IH X 8 X 10 X 12 E. G.

stepping 64 00
1-in. clear Fir, d 4 sides 48 00 56 60
114 X lyi in. clear Fir, d 4 sides. 65 50 58 00
XX B. C. cedar shingles 3 50
XXX 6 butts to 2 in 4 54
XXXXX 5 butts to 2 in 5 00

TORONTO HARDWOOD PRICES
The prices given below are for carloads,

f.o.b. Toronto, from wholesalers to retailers,
and are based on a good percentage of long
lengths and good widths, without any wide
stock having been sorted out.

Ash, white, dry weight 8800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Com. Com. Com.
$60.00 $40.00 $30.00
63.00 45.00 35.00
75.00 45.00

100.00 60.00
115.00 65.00

4/4 .. ..

5/4 & 6/4
8/4 . ..

10/4 & 12/4 110.00
16/4 .. .. 125.00

ls&2s
, $80.00

85.00
95.00

4/4
6/4
8/4

Ash, Brown
70,00 50.00
75.00 60.00
78.00 65.00

35.00
55.00
60.00

33.00
45.00
45.00

Birch, dry weight 4000 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is &2s Com. Com.

$ «
4/4 65 66 48 50 32 40
5/4 and 6/4 . 67 70 50 55 33 45
8/4 70 72 51 57 38 45
10/4 and 12/4 SO 90 65 73 45 54
16/4 90 98 75 83 50 60

Basswood, dry weight 2600 lbs. per M. ft.

Chestnut, dry weight 2800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 Sound
Is & 2s Com. Wormy

4/4 $66.00 $60.00 $48.00
6/4 4 6/4 . . . . 72.00 66.00 48.00
H/4 not) 56.00 48.»10

Elm, soft, dry weight 3100 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 58.00 $45.00 $35.00 $28.00
6/4 & 8/4 58.00 45.00 35.00 28.(J0

12/4 . . . 65.00 t55.0O 40.00 32.00

Gum, red, dry weight 3300 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $60.00 $50.00
5/4 & 6/4 .. .. 62.00 52.00
8/4 65.00 55.00

Gum, Sap
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 $5l).(X) $45.00
5/4 & 6/4 54.0(J 47.00 .

8/4 55.00 47.00

Hickory, dry weight, 4500 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

4/4 $75.00 $45.00 $.30.00
0,/4 100.00 75.00 60.00
8/4 90.00 60.00 36.00

Maple, hard, dry weight 3900 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 . . . . $58.00 $45.00 $30.(X) $22.00
5/4 & 6/4 6:^.00 48.00 33.00 25.00
8/4 . . . . 68.00 58.00 38.00 28.00
12/4 . . . 75.00 65.00 45.00 .30.00

10/4 . . . 90.00 80.00 50.00 40.00

Soft Maple
The quantity of soft maple produced in

Ontario is small and it is generally sold on
a log run basis, the locality governing the
prices.

Mill run grade. No. 3 and better . . . . $38.00
No. 2 and better 47.00

White and Red Oak, plain sawed, dry weight
4000 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $78.00 $55.(X)
5/4 & 6/4 80.00 60.00
8/4 90.00 65.00
10/4 95.00 70.00
12/4 lOO.OO 80.00
16/4 110.00 90.00

White Oak, quarter cut, dry weight 4000 lbs.

per M. ft.

No. 1
Is & 2s Com.

4/4 $106.00 $80.00
5/4 and 6/4 110.00 90.00
8/4 115.00 85.00

Red Oak, quarter cut.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $ 85.00 $60.00
5/4 & 6/4 100.00 76.00
8/4 106.00 80.00

4/4 .. ..

5/4 & 6/4
8/4 .. ..

It &2s
$68.00
70.00
75.00

No. 1
Com.
$53.00
60.00
63.00

No. 3
Com.

f 40.00
45.00
15.00

No. 8
Cora.
$32.00
32.00
32.00

OTTAWA. ONT.
Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings

:

1-in. X 7-in. and up $60 00
VA-in. and l}4-in. x 8-in. & up 70 00
2 in. X 7-in, and up 72 00
No. 2 cuts 2 X 8-in. and up .. 46 00

Pine good strips:
1-in

lJ4-in. and 1 /-in
2-in

Pine good shorts:
1-in. X 7-in. and up
1-in. X 4-in. to 6-in

I'A-in. and IH-'"
2in
7-in. to 9 in. A sidings

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings ... 47 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips ... 40 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts ... 38 00
Pine, 1-in. x 4-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips ...

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 7-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1 X 8-in. s.c, 12 to 16 ft.

Pine, 1-in. x 10-in. M.R
Pine, s.c. sidings, l}i and 2-in.

Pine, s.c. strips 1-in

lli, 1J4 and 2-in
Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 to 6 in.

Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts 1x6
Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts, 1x6
Pine, s.c. shorts, 6'- 11', l''x 10"
Pine box boards:
l"x 4" and up, 6'- 11'
I"x3". 12'- 16'

Pine, mill culls, strips and sid-
ings, 1-in. X 4-in. and up, 12-
ft. and up

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.
and up, 6-ft. to 11-ft. _

O. culls r & w p
Red Pine, log run:

mill culls out, 1-ln 32 00
mill culls out, Hi-in.
mill culls out, lU-in
mill culls out, 2-in 34 00
mill culls, white pine, I'x 7"
and up

Mill run Spruce:
l"!*" and up, 6'- 11' 82 00
l''x4'' and up, 12'- 16' ....
l-xf-lO- and up, 12'- IS'. 40 00
IM'xT" «-•" aa4 up, 11'- 16' 40 00

lyi'xlO' and up, 12'. 16' ...

m' hi' xl2' Md MP. U'- !«'

70 00
76 00
76 00
60 00

63 00
60 00
60 00

60 00
40 00
68 00
68 00
40 00

60 00
46 00
40 00
44 00
44 00
46 00
46 00
48 00
61 00
4T 00
40 00
42 00
88 00
86 00
40 00
46 00

38 00
42 00

38 00

36 00

26 00

86 00
88 00
88 00
41 00

84 00

88 00
84 00
43 00
43 00
40 00
40 00

Spruce, 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B)

Hemlock, 1-in. cull 26 00
Hemlock, 1-in. log run 30 00
Hemlock, 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' . . 30 00
Tam«rac 24 00
Basswood, log run, dead culls out 40 00
Basswood, log run, mill culls out 46 00
Birch, log run 80 00
Soft Elm, common and better, 1,

^•A, 2-in 26 00
Ash, black, log run 32 00
1 x 10 No. 1 barn
1 X 10 No. 2 barn
1x8 and 9 No. 2 barn
Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine, lJ4-in. x 4-ft. 4 76
No. 2 white pine
Mill run white pine
Spruce, mill run IJi-in
Red pine, mill run
Hemlock, mill run
32-in. lath 2 00
White Cedar Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in
Clear butt, 'IS-in
18-in. XX

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

46 00
27 00
36 00
35 00
26 00
60 00
60 00
32 00

30 00
40 00
62 00
46 00
42 00

6 00
4 60
4 76
4 00
4 26
4 00
2 26

6 OO
4 00
2 76
16 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
Cts.

Per Cubic Foot
White Pine

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in.
average, according to lineal. 80 00

10 in. and up average 86 06
Spruce Deals

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 4 in. to Per M. Ft.
6 in. thick $31 00 $34 00

3 in. unsorted, Quebec, 7 in. to
8 in. thick 86 00 37 00

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 0 in.
thick 40 00 46 00

Cts.
Oak Per Cubic Ft.

According to average and quality
66 ft cube 86 96

Elm
According to average and quality,

40 to 46 feet, cube 06 1 06
According to average and quality,

30 to 36 feet 76 86

Birch Planks
1 to 4 in. thick, per M. ft 40 00 45 00

SARNIA, ONT.
Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in $80 OO
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 90 00
I'A and I'A in. and up wide 100 00
2 in. and up wide 105 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better .... 75 00
6/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 86 00
8/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 87 00

No. 1 Cuts
1 in.. 8 in. and up wide 63 00
I'A in., 8 in. and up wide 72 00
IH in., 8 in. and up wide 73 00
2 in., 8 in. and up wide 76 00
2yi and 3, 8 in. and up wide 100 00
4 in., 8 in. and up wide 106 00

No. 1 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long $53 00 $63 00
lA. I'A and 2 in., 10/16 ft. ... 58 00 64 00
2'A to 3 in., 10/16 ft 73 00

No. 2 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 50 00 66 00
I'A, I'A and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 51 00 56 00
2'A in. to 3 in 66 00

No. 3 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 46 00 51 00
I'A, I'A and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 47 00 51 00

Box
1 in., I'A in. & I'A 10/16 ft. 42 00 44 00

Mill Culls
Mill Run Culls

1 in., 4 in. and up wide, 6/16 ft... $37 00
I'A. I'A and 2 in 37 00

Lath
No. 1 48 in. White Pine 6.60
No. 2 4S in. White Pine 5 10
No. 3 48 in. White Pine 4 60
32 in. Pine 2 10
48 in. Hemlock 4 60
32 in. Hemlock 2 00

ST. JOHN, N.B.

Spruce

Wholesale to the Retailer

Random Lengths 10 to 35 feet.

2 X 3 D 1 edge and 3 x 3 D 1 edge ... $.38 50
2 X 4 D 1 edge and 3 x 4 D 1 edge ... 39 00
2x5 Rgh. and 3 X 5 38 00
2x6 Rgh. and 3 X 6 38 00
2x7 Rgh. and 3 X 7 40 00
2x8 Rgh. and 3 X 8 40 00
2x9 Rgh. and 3 X 9 47 00
2 X 10 Rgh. and 3 X 10 47 00
2 X 12 Rgh. and 3 X 12 47.00

Timber at corresponding prices:
Merch. Spruce Bds., Rgh., Ran. lengths 38 00

1 X 3-4-5-6
Merch. Spruce boards, 7 and up 45 (X)

Refuse boards, plank deals 30 (X)

Per M.
Laths $3 25
Shingles, Extra Cedar 6 26

Clears 4 76
2nd do 4 00
Ex. No. 1 2 76
Spruce 8 10

I'ine Lumber
1" Planer i'ine Bds., Large $70 001" Planer Pine Bds., small VJ IMJ
Smooth .Shipper Pine Boards (Kt OU
West India Shipper I'ine Boards 52 60
I'A and 2 in. Klaner Pine 'ill w
I'A and 2 in. Shipper Plank 06 iMi
.Small Shipper Pine Bds 40 00
I'oor 4th Pine Bds 4U 00

WI.NNIPEG, MA.VITOIIA
No. 1 Spruce

IJimcnsion S.l.S. and l.E

2 X

2

8 ft.

$2'J 50
TJ 50
30 50
.11 M
32 60
14 ft.

31 00
31 IXJ

31 00
32 UU

10 ft.

$32 UU
33 UU
33 00
34 UU
35 UV
lU (t.

3 .' i«
31 UU
32 00
£i UU
Xi IX)

lu z'j r^)

12 31 5(J

12 It.2x4 31 w2x6 ai 00
- X 8 31 OU
2 X 10 32 00
-'

.
X 12 33 00

I' or 2 inches, rough, add SU cenu
l-or .S] K only add ."Vi cenli
For SIS and 2E, S4S or D&M, add $3.00.
I- or limbers larger than 8x8, add 50c. for
each additional 2 inches each way.

For lengths longer than 20 ft., add fl.OO for
each additional two feet.

For selected common, add $5.00.
For No. 2 Dimension, $3.00 less than No 1

For 1x2 and 2 x 2, $2 more than 2x4 No 1

For Tamarac add $3.00.

FIR, HEMLOCK. SPRUCE AND LARCH
Mountain Stock

No. 1 Dimension and Timber*
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 8 ft., SISIE $30 Of)

2 X 4, 2 x 6, 2 X 8, 10 ft., SlSlE 32 00
2 X 4. 2 X C. 2 X 8, 12/16, SlSlE .... 31 <N)

2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 18/22, SlSlE 33 00
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 24/32, SlSlE 36 00
2 X 10, 8 ft., SlSlE 31 00
2 X 10, 10 ft., SlSlE 33 00
2 X 10. 12/16, SlSlE 32 on
2 X 10, 18*22. SlSlE 34 iio

2 X 10, 24/32, SlSlE 36 00
2 X 12, 8 ft, SlSlE 31 60

BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST FIR.
Dimension SIS and E.

4 in., 6 and 8 ft 30 252x4 in., 12 and 14 ft 31 252x4 in., 10 and 16 ft. .12 26
2x4 in., 18 and 20 ft. 13 26
2x4 in.. 22 to 32 ft 35 26
2 x 10 in. 12 and 14 ft 32 50
2 x 10 in., 16 ft 33 50
2 X 10 in., 18 and 20 ft 34 50
2 X 10 in.. 22 to 32 ft 36 5«
2 X 14 in., 8 to 14 ft 38 50
2 X 14 in., 16 ft 39 S")

2 X 14 in., 18 and 20 ft 40 50
2 X 14 in., 22 to 32 ft 42 50
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in. 8 to 14 ft .^50
3 X 3 and 3x4 in., 16 ft 39 50
3 X 3 and 3 x 4, 18 and 20 ft 40 6f>

3x3 and 3x4 in., 22 to 32 ft 42
6 X 6. 6 X 8 and 8 x 8, 6 to 16 ft
6 X 6, 6 X 8. 8 X 8, 18 and 20 ft. .

X 6, 6 X S, 8 X 8, 22 to 32 ft.

2

40
41
42

Shingles, XXX B.C. Cedar .1!'-:

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.Y.
White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price
Uppers, 4/4 $116 00
Uppers 6/4 to 8/4 100 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 130 00
Selects 4/4 110 00
Selects 6/4 to 8/4 110 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 120 00
Fine common 4/4 80 00
Fine common 6/4 86 00
Fine common 6/4 82 00
Fine common 8/4 86 00
No. 1 Cutt 4/4 OS 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 72 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 78 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 76 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 48 00
No. 3 Cutt 6/4 00 00
No. 2 Cuts 6/4 60 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 67 00
No. 8 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 8 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 3 Cutt 8/4 48 00
Dressing 6/4 63 00
Dressing 6/4 x 10 60 00
Dressing 6/4 x 12 70 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 73 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 73 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 73 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 04 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 64 00
No. 1 ffarn 1 x 12 61 60
No. 1 Bam 1 x 6 and 8 03 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 04 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 4« 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 §3 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 40 00
No. 8 Barn 1 x 10 48 00
Box I'x 6 and up 40 00
Box 1 X 10 40 00
Box 1 X 12 44 00
box 1 X 13 and up 40 00
The following quotations on hardwoodt re-

pretent the jobber buying price at Buffalo
and Tonawanda:

MAPLE
ItftSa No. 1 Com. No. 3 Coia.

4/4 43 - 46 26 • 28 18 - 19
6/4 to 8/4 66 - 67 34 - 36 20 - 23

10/4 to 16*4 66 - 67 46 - 48 27 - 28
^

(CoBtlnnad on pac* S6)
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The

Sure Thing
in

Belting
There are no short cuts to

absolute reliability iin the

matter of your power trans-

mission. You must have the

right belt. It you want to see

the end of your belting troubles,

look to D. K. McLaren. A D.
K. McLaren Belt on your drives

willjopen your eyes to increased

production. Let the belt prove it.

Its the

Genuine

Oak Tanned

IM6N
LIMITED^

T^jr

Head Office and Factory—351 St. James St., MONTREAL
ST. JOHN, N.B.

90 Germain St.

TORONTO, ONT.
194 King St. W,

VANCOUVER, B.C.

849 Beatty St.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

Itain Hoard B, No. 1,1 X 12 ... 70 00 :

No. 1, 1 X 10 ... ti3 00
No. 1, 1 X 8 . .

.

02 (A) :

No. 2, 1 X 12 ... 05 00
No. 2, 1 X 10 . . . CI 00

'

No. 2, 1 X 8 ... r,H 00
I

No. .% 1 X 12 ... 57 00
No. 3, 1 X 10 ... 66 00
No. 3, 1 X 8 . .

.

55 00

( an. spruce clear, 1 x 4 to 0 in 4<> 'j» 48 WJ
1 X 10 in 50 5fJ

No. 1 1 X 4 to 7 in 5:i 50
No. 1 1 X 8 & 9 in 54 Hi)

No. 1 1 X 10 in.

.

55 WJ
x^u. ^ X X V Qt o in

No. 2 1 X 0 & 7 in 4.-! 50
No. 2 1 X 8 & 9 in 43 50 44 50
No. 2 1 X 10 in. . 40 50
No. 2 1 X 12 in. . 50

Spruce, 12 48 01)

.Spruce, 10 47.00
Spruce, » 40 01)

.Spruce, 8 in. dimension 45 (X)

2 X lU ir1. random lengths.
8 ft. and up 44 n<i 45 00

2 X 12 in., random lengths 4<; w 4S 00

RED BIRCH
4/4 68-60 38 - 40 22 24

S/4 to 8/4 60 - 62 40 - 42 24 26

SAP BIRCH
4/4 51 - 53 30 - 32 18 20

5/4 and up 53 - 55 32 - 34 20 22

SOFT ELM
- A*^ 9ft . 30 20 - 22

6, 6 & 8/4 46 - 47 30 - 32 20 - 22

BASSVVOOD
4/4 47 - 49 37 - 39 25 - 27
Thicker 49 - 51 39 - 41 26 27

PLAIN OAK
4/4 55 - 67 30 - 32 18 20

d/4 to 8/4 66 - 68 34 - 36 20 22

ASH. WHITE AND BROWN
4/4 55 - 57 30 - 31 20 22

5/4 to 8/4 65 - 67 35 - 37 21 2;5

10/4 and up 75 - 88 42 - 50 24 26

BOSTON, MASS.

Quotations given below are for highest
grades of Michigan and Canadian white pine
and Eastern Canadian Spruce as required in

tlie New England market in carloads.
Wliite pine uppers, s 1 to 2 in. 134 00
White pine uppers, 2'^ and 3 in. 149 00
White pine uppers, 4 in 160 00
Selects, 1 to 2 in 125 00
Selects, 2 J4 and 3 in 140 IK)

Selects, 4 in 155 00
Fine common, 1 in., 30 per cent.

12 in. and up 90.00

Fine common, 1 x 8 to 11 in. 87 00
Fine Common, 1% to 2 in. ... 102 00 105 00
Fine Common, 2"4 and 3 in. .. 125 00 180 00
Fine Common, 4 in 145 00
I in. shaky clear 72 00
I'A to 2 in. shaky clear 75 OO
1 in. No. 2 dressing 64 00
li<J to 2 in. No. 2 dressing 68 00
No. X Cuts, 1 in 77 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 J4 to 2 in 87 00 90 00
No. 1 Cuts, 2'/, and 3 in 105 00
.N'o. 2 Cuts. 1 in 65 00
No. 2 C uts, 1>4 to 2 in 72 00 73 00

Morgan Machine

Company

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Manufacturer!

of-

Nailing

Machines,

Lock Cor-

ner Box
Machinery,

Box Board

Matchers,

Box Board

Printing

Machines.

Every manufacturer of boxes; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in

any article, or packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan Machine Company for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

.' X 3, 2 X 4, 2 X 5, 2 X 0, 2 X 7 . 35 00 .{5 V>
:< x 4 and 4 x 4 in 38 00
2 X 8 in 40 00
All other random lengths, 7-in.
and under, 8 ft. and up 30 00

S-inch and up merchanuble
boards, 8 ft. and up, pis... 40 {Ml

1x2 .18 00
1 x 3 37 00
IH in. spruce lath 4 50
1% in. spruce lath 4 00

New Brunswick Cc<Ur Shingles
Extras 5 16
Clears 4 65 4 75
.Second Clears 42S
Clear Wliites 3 76
Extra Is (Clear whites in) » tt
Extra Is (Clear whites out) ... 1 M
Red Cedar Extras. 16 in. 6 butts

to 2 in 5 OS 5 18
Red Cedar Eurelcas, 18-incb B

butts to 2 in I 40
Red Cedar Perfections, B butts

lo 2'A 6 l*-

Washington IS-in. B butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar 4 80

Wood Tanks
All kinds and sizes

We specialize in the manu-

facture of Wood Tanks,

Tank Fixtures, Steel sub-

structures for Tanks, etc.,

suitable for railways, towns

and villages, Sprinkler Sys-

tems and private Water Sup-

ply for factories, private

institutions and suburban

homes.

Eatimates will be submitted
promptly. Ask for our
"Tank and Water
Supply" catalogue

ADDRESS

Ontario Wind Engine and
Pump Company, Ltd.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary

STANDARD HORIZONTAL RETURN TUBULAR BOILER

BOILERS
We make a specialty of Horizontal Return

Tubular, Vertical Tubular and Locomotive

Type Boilers for Saw Mills and Lumbering

operations.

Send us your inquiries.

Engineering & Machine Works
of Canada, Limited

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
Eastern Sales Office: Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
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CANADA LUMBERMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
The following regulations apply to all advertisers:—Eighth page, every issue, three headings;

quarter page, six headings; half page, twelve headings; full page, twenty-four headings.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

AXES
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

BABBITT METAL
Canada Metal Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

BALE TIES
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

BALL BEARINGS
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

BAND MILLS
Hamilton Company, William.
Watcrous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BAND RESAWS
Mershon & Company, W. B.

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELT DRESSING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELTING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

Beardmore Belting Company
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.
General Supply Company
Goodhue & Co., J. L.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co.
D. K. McLaren Limited.
McLaren Belting Company, J. C.

BELTING (Transmission, Elevator,
Conveyor, Rubber)

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

BLOWERS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

BOILERS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jcnckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

BOILER PRESERVATIVE
Beveridge Paper Company

BOX MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Morgan Machine Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BOX SHOCKS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

CABLE CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company,
lenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CAMP SUPPLIES
Canadian Milk Products Limited.
Davies Company, William.
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co .

Harris Abattoir Company
Johnson, A. H.
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

CANT HOOKS
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Pink Company, Thomas.

CARS—STEEL BODY
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

CEDAR
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Muir & Kirkpatrick.
Long Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
^^ctoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

CHAINS
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Pink & Co., Thomas.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

CHINA CLAY
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

CHEMICAL PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean. Ltd.

CLOTHING
Grant, Holden & Graham.
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company
Woods Mfg. Company

COLLAR PADS
American Pad & Textile Co.

COLLARS (Shaft)
Bond Engineering Works

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

CORDAGE
Consumers Cordage Company.

COTTON GLOVES
American Pad & Textile Co.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Bond Engineering Works

COUPLINGS (Shaft)

Bond Engineering Works
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

CRANES FOR SHIP YARDS
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

CROSS ARMS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company

CUTTER HEADS
Shimer Cutter Head Company.

CYPRESS
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon.

DERRICKS AND DERRICK
FITTINGS

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

DOORS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
Terry & Gordon.

DOUGLAS FIR
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
British American Mills & Timber Co.

Coal Creek Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.

Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.

Terry & Gordon.
Timberland Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

DRAG SAWS
Gerlach Company, Peter
Pennoyer & Company, J. C.

DRY KILNS
Sheldons Limited.

DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Company.

DUST COLLECTORS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EDGERS
William Hamilton Company, Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, G. Walter
Haight, W. L.

Long Mfg. Company, E.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ENGINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

EXCELSIOR MACHINERY
Elmira Machinery and Transmission
Company.

EXHAUST FANS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

FILES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

FIRE BRICK
Beveridge Paper Company
Elk Fire Brick Company of Canada.

FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Pyrene Mfg. Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

FIR FLOORING
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

FLOORING (Oak)
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

GEARS (Cut)
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

GRATE BARS—Revolving
Beveridge Paper Company

GRAVITY LUMBER CARRIER
Can. Mathews Gravity Carrier Co.

GRINDERS (Bench)
Bond Engineering Works
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HARDWOODS
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

.\tlantic Lumber Co.
Bartram & Ball.

Bennett Lumber Company.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Cameron & Co.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Fassett Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Fraser Limited.
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.
Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Stearns & Culver Lumber Co.
Summers, James R.
Taylor Lumber Company, S. K.
Webster & Brother, James.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Lone Lumber Company.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
MACHINERY

American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HANGERS (Shaft)
Bond Engineering Works

HEMLOCK
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.

Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Company, W. C.

Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Hart & McDonagh.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
The Long Lumber Company.

HOISTING AND HAULING
ENGINES

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

HORSES
Union Stock Yards.

HOSE
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

INDUSTRIAL CARS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

INSURANCE
Hardy & Co., E. D.
Rankin Benedict Underwriting Co.

INTERIOR FINISH
Eagle Lumber Company.
Hay & Co.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Terry & Gordon.

KNIVES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Peter Hay Knife Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LATH
Austin & Nicholson.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Dupuis Limited, J. P.

Eagle Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company
River Quelle Pulp and Paper Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Victoria Harbor Lumber Company.

LATH BOLTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Green Company, C. Walter.

LOCOMOTIVES
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturiing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Climax Manufacturing Company.
Montreal Locomotive Workks.

LATH TWINE
Consumers' Cordage Company.

LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier

Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-

couver.
I

(Continued on Page 90)
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Power—and the Right Material

HERE is pictured a

75 foot Graton &
Knight Heart Brand

Belt in the plant of the

Model Mill Company,

Johnston City, Tenii.

It is 24 inches wide,

double-thick. It trans-

mits 241 Horse Power.

It has been in continu-

ous hard service for

five years. - Its cost per

week has been $1.35, or

five mills per horse

power, per week.

Leather is the right material for belt-

ing. It is firm. It is strong. It has per-

manent power of expansion and contrac-

tion. It is tough, but it yields in the right

degree, at the right time. It is easily and

repeatedly spliced or repaired. It stands

mauling by shifters. Side-slapping won't

fray it. Even after long use it can be cut

into narrower belts and goes on with its

good work. ,

Leather stands alone as to these char-

acteristics. It is Nature's contribution to

power transmission needs. No other

known substance is like it in wearing

qualities. And no other belting material

successfully replaces it.

There is no mystery about the quality

of the leather in Graton & Knight Stand-

ardized Series Belts. It's in the tanning

—an operation based on the work to be

done. The yearly output of our tannery

is nearly 300,000 hides. That makes you

sure of uniform quality for any given spe-

cification. For there is a wide scope of

selection from such a mountain of leather.

Graton & Knight Standardized Series

Belts are made to give the longest pos-

sible service at the smallest possible cost.

Those who use them say that they do.

Length of service depends on the nature

of the drive, of course. In some cases

five months would finish the best belt

ever made by man. But here is a case

of hard work day in and day out, with

the ledger giving the answer to Graton

& Knight quality.

Many of the best-belted plants ask us

to specify the belting for every drive.

Try the pL\n yourself. Then, when buy-

ing, call for "Graton & Knight Brand

—

or equal." This won't commit you to

buying our belts. It will put your buying

on the one basic consideration—the work
to be done.

Write for new book about Standardized Leather Belting

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO.
Oak Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather Belting,
Lace Leather, Leather Packings, and Specialties.

WORCESTER, MASS., U.S.A.

Canadian Graton & Knight, Limited, Montreal, Canada
Representatives in Canada:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Vancouver, Victoria.
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LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

LOGGING ENGINES
Uunbar Engine and l^oundry Co.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

LOG HAULER
Green Company, G. Walter
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

LOGGING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBER TRUCKS
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBERMEN'S CLOTHING
Woods Manufacturing-Company, Ltd.

METAL REFINERS
Canada Metal Company.
Hoyt Metal Company.
Sessenwein Brotliers.

MILLING IN TRANSIT
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOLDINGS
Genoa Bay Lumber Co.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOTOR TRUCKS
Duplex Truck Company

OAK
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

OAKUM
Stratford Oakum Co., Geo.

OIL CLOTHING
Leckie, Limited, John.

OLD IRON AND BRASS
Sessenwein Brothers.

PAPER
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PACKING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Gutta I'ercha and Rubber Company.
PAPER MILL MACHINERY

Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Bond Engineering Works

PINE
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Atlantic Lumber Co.
Austin & Nicholson.
Bourgouin, H.
Callander Sawmills
Cameron & Co.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Company.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfieid & Company
Eagle Lumber Company.
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Excelsior Lumber Company.
I'esserton Timber Company
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Eraser Limited.
Gillies Brothers Limited.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Gordon & Co., George.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Hart & McDonagh.
Hettler Lumber Company, Herman H.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Montreal Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr.. E. J.

Muir & Kirkpatrick.
Parry Sound Lumber Company.
Russell, Chas. H.
Shearer Company. Jas.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers, James R.
Terry & Gordon.
Watson & Todd. Limited.
Williams Lumber Company
Wuichet, Louis.

PLANING MILL EXHAUSTERS
Garlock- Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Co.

PLANING MILL MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Co.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

PORK PACKERS
Davies Company, William
Harris Abattoir Company

POSTS AND POLES
Auger & Company
Dupuis Limited, J. P.
Eagle Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Terry & Gordon.

PULLEYS AND SHAFTING
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Green Company, G. Walter
Hamilton Company, William
.Ic'fTrey Mfg. Co.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company

PUMPS
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Smart-Turner Machine Company
Waterous Engine Works Company

RAILS
Gartshore, John J.

Sessenwein Bros.

ROOFINGS
(Rubber, Plastic and Liquid)

Beveridge Paper Company

ROPE (Wire and Manilla)
Leckie, Limited, John

RUBBER GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Company

SASH
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Renfrew Planing Mills.

SAWS
Atkins & Company, E.- C.
Disston & Sons, Henry
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Gerlach Company, Peter
Green Company, G. Walter
Hoc & Company, R.
Shurly-Dietrich Company
Simonds Canada Saw Company

SAW MILL LINK-BELT
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
Firstbrook Bros.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd
Haight, W. L.

Hamilton Company, William
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Company
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.
Parry Sound Lumber Compai.y
Payette Company, P.

Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Co., P. B.

SHEATHINGS
Beveridge Paper Company
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

SHINGLE MACHINES
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

(Continued on Pagr 92)

TO LUMBERMEN
We have large stocks of

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
BABBITT

for All General Machinery Bearings

TP

IMPERIAL GENUINE BABBITT
for Crank Pins and Heavy Engines

We Guarantee Excellent Service

THE CANADA METAL COMPANY, Limited
Head Office, TORONTO

Branch Factories— HAMILTON MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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CLIMAX Improved Geared LOCOMOTIVES •^°,SoTrails

A 62-ton

Climax -

Locomotive

Designed

Especially for

Heavy
Logging Work.

Climax Locomotives are successfully operated on steep grades and sharp curves. Any
weight or gauge. Locomotives in stock for immediate shipment. Get Catalog " H."

CLIMAX MANUFACTURING CO., 313 W. Main Street, CORRY, PA.
VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LTD., VANCOUVER, B. C.

Peace Year 1919
Finds us optimistic for the future and well

stocked with Horse Blankets, Feed
Bags, Tarpaulins, Oil Clothing

Tents, Flags, Straw Ticks

and Grey Blankets

We Guarantee Prompt Shipment

of Orders Entrusted to us

J. J. Turner& Sons
Limiteil

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives. We build all types and sizes, also

all kinds of repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give you expert advice as to what parti-

cular type and size of locomotive is best suited to your needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING. MONTREAL, CANADA.

PRATT & WHITNEY CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

SMAU TOOLS
Taps — Dies — Reamers — Cutters — Drills

MADE IN CANADA

As good as money can buy—Guaranteed absolutely

!

Head Office and WorhSy DVNDAS, ONT.

MONTREAL
Draamond Bldg.

SALES OFFICES

:

VANCOUVER WINNIPEG
Bank of Hamilton Bide

IMPROVING YOUR PRODUCT
The engineering experience of 35 years has made it possible for the Proctor

Organization to build dryers for every individual drying need. The usual results

ire an improved product and improved working conditions. That's why users of

Proctor Dryers arc always ready to recommend and demonstrate their dryers.

^?x>ci^" for VENEERS
give a perfectly flat and pliable product without

checks or splits

Made by the oldest and largest builders of dryers

Ask for Proctor Dryer Catalog for your material

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
Builders of Drying Machinery

SEVENTH STREET AND TABOR ROAD, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.
Hamilton, Ont., Canada,—W. J. Westaway, 5 Sun Life Building.
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SAW MANDRELS
Bond Engineering Works

SAW SHARPENERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

• SAW SLASHERS
Waterous Engine Works Company

SAWMILL LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company

SHINGLES
AUan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Cardinal & Page
Dominion Lumber & Timber Co.

Eagle Lumber Company
Foss Lumber Company
Eraser Limited.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie &; Timber Company, Ltd.

Heeney, Percy E.

Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Miller Company, Ltd., W. H.
Shingle Agency of B. C.

Terry & Gordon.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

SHINGLE & LATH MACHINERY
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Hamilton Company, William.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Payette Company, P.

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

SLEEPING ROBES
Woods Mfg. Company, Limited

SMOKESTACKS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SNOW PLOWS
Pink Company, Thomas.

SPARK ARRESTORS
Jenckes Machine Company, J^td.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

SPRUCE
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Exchange Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
Eraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Gillies Brothers.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grant & Campbell.
Hart & McDonagh.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Muir & Kirkpatrick.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
Nicholson & Co., E. M.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Snow^ball Co., J. B.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.

STEEL CHAIN
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

STEAM PLANT ACCESSORIES
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

SWEAT PADS
American Pad & Textile Co.

SULPHITE PULP CHIPS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

TARPAULINS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

TAPS AND DIES
Pratt & Whitney Company.

TENTS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Mfg. Company

TIES
Auger & Company
Austin & Nicholson.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Comjjany.
Terry & Gordon.

TIMBER BROKERS
Bradley, R. R.
Cant & Kemp.
Farnworth & Jardine.
Hillas & Co., W. N.
Hunter, Herbert F.
Smith & Tyrcr, Limited

TIMBER CRUISERS AND
ESTIMATORS

Sewall, James W.

TIMBER LANDS
Department of Lands and Forests.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

TRIMMERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Waterous Engine Works Company

TUGS
West & Peachey.

turbine's
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

VALVES
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

veneers
Webster & Brother, James.

VENEER DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Co.

VENEER MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Philadelphia Textile Machinery Co.

VETERINARY REMEDIES
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co.

WATER HEATERS
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

WATERPROOFING
Beveridge Paper Company

WATER WHKELS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

WIRE
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

WOOD DISTILLATION PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean, Ltd.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machy. Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.

Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

WOOD PULP
Austin & Nicholson.
New Ontario Colonization Co.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.

Beardmore Extra Quality Waterproof

CementLeatherBelting

For the Wet

Place

Tell us your belting troubles

and we can help you.

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
OTTAWA MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Large stocks available for immediate shipment
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Note the Uniformity of Aloxite Saw
Gumming Wheels

YOU will find Aloxite Wheels of a given grit and grade—as alike

as the proverbial peas in a pod.

There is no hit or miss business in making them.

Aloxite Saw Gumming Wheels are made for saw gumming—
nothing else.

The grains are accurately graded. There is no chance for foreign

sizes getting into the mix—and the grains are clean—absolutely so.

There is no iron or other impurities to clog the wheel and to

create heat.

The bonding agents are carefully tested, skillfully mixed. There is

no guess work in the grading of Aloxite Wheels.

Experience has told us that the wheels the saw gummer wants should

be made to cut clean, fast and free, to cut without drag, to hold

their shape and show long life.

So that is the way Aloxite Saw Gumming

Wheels ARE made.

II THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY, Niagara falls, n.y.

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON CLEVELAND CINCINNATI PITTSBURGH
PHILADELPHIA MILWAUKEE GRAND RAPIDS
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Short of Steam?

More Steam Less Fuel

style B. for Mill Furnaces

The Improved Hot Blast Grate

Develops more heat from green, wet

or frozen sawdust than an ordinary draft

grate develops from dry wood or coal.

Increases steaming power of boilers

from 25 to 50 per cent.

BUY

Manufactured by

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

OriUia

Robert Hamilton & Co., Vancouver

Gorman, Clancy & Grindley, Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton

Canada
Williams & Wilson, Ltd., Montreal

A. R. Williams Machy. Co., Ltd., Winnipeg

3
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Waterous Bandmills Are Best

No. 4

BED

BUY

The sturdy, carefully planned construction of the bed of the "New Model" Mill is

typical of every part that goes to make the complete machine. For that reason we have

illustrated it here in a separate cut. Note the depth and thickness of the casting, the

strength of the internal ribbing, and the extreme width of the bearing surfaces which
rest on the foundation.

The Bed extends completely about the mill and carries all parts self contained up-

on it. Its ample size spreads the weight of the mill over a large area. This, and the

care exercised in the proper distribution of metal within it, are the secrets of the rigid

ity and stability which distinguish the machine.

The Bed is symmetrical in design, as are all parts of the mill, thus permitting the

change from right to left hand and vice versa with little trouble or- expense.

Firmly bolted to the bottom of the bed are the hangers which carry the lower

mandrel bearings. Both are of open box section, a specially sturdy form of construc-

tion that has the particular advantage that it permits the cross timber supporting the

bed at the back of the mill to be inserted through it. This overcomes the necessity of

cutting the foundation timbers, and allows the use of solid framing beneath the whole

bed. The bearings themselves are of the ball and socket type and adjust readily, ver-

tically and horizontally. A heavy yoke holds the cap in place and at the same time

provides a positive take-up for wear. The bearing surfaces are long, carefully babbitted

with the best bearing metal, and are well lubricated from covered oil and grease cham-

bers of ample dimensions. The caps are also provided for water connections so they

can be water cooled in case the tension carried on the saw is great enough to make this

desirable. We have found these bearings exceptionally cool running, easy to mill-

wright, and easy to keep in perfect condition.

Waterous
W W BRA.lSrTF0RD,01SrTARI0,CANA3DA
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Pink's Lumbering Tools
The Standard Tools in every province of the Dominion, New Zealand, Australia, etc.

We manufacture all kinds of lumber tools. Li^ht and Durable.

Long Distance Phone, No. 87
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Sold throughout the Dominion by all WhoIoMde and Retail Hardware Merchants.

MADE IN

CANADA

The Thomas Pink Company, Limited
ManufacturmrM of Limber Tool*

PEMBROKE ..... It'a a Pink
anyway, you
take it, and
it's the beat

ONTARIO PeaTeT
made.

Not altogether what we
say, but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug manu-
factured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-

sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

; THAT

5

KNOWN

"EXTRA'
.OAK

-EXTRAS
\ i> 'ANNtO C> /

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

The J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

McKinnon Boom Chain
Proof Coil

BB Coil

B B B Coil

Loading Chain
^^^^^^^^^^^^^ x^i^^\^j ^ yi n

Made to any pattern — In all sizes

ALL CHAIN CAREFULLY INSPECTED AND TESTED

McKinnon Columbus Chain, Limited, St. Catharines, Ontario
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JOHN LECKIE LIMITED
77a Wellioston St. West, TORONTO, ONT.

CHAINS
Blacky galvanized, all kinds, Blocks

Steel and Wood, Oiled Clothing,

Manila Rope, Wire Rope, Tents,

Dunnage Bags, Canvas, Etc.

PRICES ON REQUEST

EDGAR D. HARDY JAS. E. REYNOLDS

E. D. HARDY & CO.
INSURANCE

Specialists in LUMBER and WOODWORKING Plants

HEAD OFFICE OTTAWA, ONT.

"Carss" Clothing Stands Steady Work
It's Quality that counts in Clothes for Lumbermen

Warm waterproof clothing will go a long way to keep the men contented and work-

ing well. "Carss" has always been noted for Quality and we mean to keep up that

reputation.

Better send a card to-day for information. If you wish to see samples, let us know.

Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co., Limited
ORILLIA, ONTARIO

GENUINE "TURBROS"

Balata Belting
Waterproof and Stretchiest.

The heat belt for sawmills.

Atlas Asbestos Co., Limited
MONTREAL

PUMPS
for

the most

exacting

requirements

Send us your

next

specification

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON CANADA

Soo Line Pike Poles, Peavies, Cant Hooks and Sager Axes
in the hands of your woodsmen will give you satisfaction and save your money.

Ask your dealer or order
direct.

Made by

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 60 Classified Directory to Advertieeinentfi, Page 72
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AmericanWood
ROCHI

SALES OFFICE FOR BRI

AGENTS FOR THE REST OF CANAD
AGENTS FOR GREAT BR

KING Machinery Co.
, N . V.

BIA. PORTLAND. OREGON
WALKER MACHINERY CO.. TORONTO
ROJECTILE CO.. LONDON

FIRST IN QUALITY

American No.77 Special Hardwood
Flooring Machine

If you want to make a success of the Hard-
wood Flooring business install an American No. 7 7

Special Hardwood Matcher.

This machine will increase your output and
raise your grade. Like our 77 Machine for

yellow pine and other soft woods our Special 77

Hardwood Matcher has no competitor. There
are other hardwood matchers, true,—but none in

the same class as this one.

Get copy of our New 12th Edition Catalog.

CANADIAN SALES AGENTS

Gairlock^WaJker MaLchinery Compainy

TORONTO

32-34 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO

MONTREAL

LIMITED

WINNIPEG
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Spruce Hemlock
STOCK ON HAND FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

Merchantable Spruce
Ft.

4x5 2,982

4x6 54,572

4x7 17,792

3x3 6,254

3x4 7Z,A-:)2

3x5 93,078

3x6 284,381

3x7 347,811

3x8 133,818

3x9 125,631

3x10 82,702

3 X 11 46,374

3 X 12 7,100

2x4 full 206,985

Merch. Spruce Cont'd.

Ft.

Merch. Spruce Cont'd.

Ft.

X 5 full 224,897

x 6 full 87,344

X 7 full 52,969

X 8 full 21,500

2 X 9 and up 24,770

2x4 scant 40,000

5 scant 100,000

6 scant 93,000

7 scant 60,000

8 scant 40,000

2

2

2

2

2 X 9 and up 37,000

1 X 4 and up 63,000

1x3 57,142

X 4 147,814

1x5 89,114

1 x 6 32,700

1 X 7 and up 20,000

Cull Cpruce Ft.

1 in., 2 in. and 3 in 350,000

Merch. Hemlock Ft.

1 X 8 X 10/16 100,000

1 X 9 X 10/16 45,000

Mill Run Lath Ft.

1>^—4 ft. Spruce ... ... 425,000

1>4—4 ft. W. Pine 825,000

Bartram & Ball Limited
VHHOLESALE LUMBER

Drummond BIdg., 511 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, Que.

KNOX BROTHERS LTD.

Specialists

B.C. Forest Products
We have to offer :—

800,000 ft. Mill Run Birch

800,000 ft. 2" 1st Quality Ontario White Pine

1,000,000 ft. I" 1st Quality Ontario White Pine

100,000 ft. i%" ist Quality Ontario White Pine

15 Million ft. I ', 2" and 3" Spruce

From Quebec and B.C.

Wire Head Office, Drummond Building, if interested

KNOX BROTHERS, ltd., 707 Bank of Hamilton, TORONTO, ONT.
Head Office, Montreal, Que. Tel. Main 4685 B. C. Office, Vanconver, B. C.
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Geo. Gordon & Co.
Limited

Cache Bay - Ont.

White and Red Pine
Stock on Hand for quick shipment

6x6- 12/16' 50,000 6 X 12- 12/16' 7,000

8 X 10- 12/16' 30,000 8 X 12- 12/16' 14,000

10 X 10- 12/16' 100,000 10 X 12- 12/16' 25,000'

4 X 12- 12/16' 60,000 12 X 12- 12/16' 150,000'

Complete assortment i'- 2'- and 3" White Pine

WRITE us FOR PRICES

The Wm. Rutherford & Sons Company, Limited
MONTREAL, P.Q.

Can Ship Immediately From Stock

B. C. and SPRUCE TIMBERS
Hemlock and Spruce Joists Rough and Dressed Lumber

Flooring (Hardwood and Softwood)

% & % Fir Sheathing and Flooring

STOCK DOORS&MILLWORK (aii Kinds)

A Well Equipped Mill for Special Millwork Orders

The Largest Assorted Stock In Eastern Canada
at Right Prices.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue, Price List and Dealer's Discount Sheet
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Hardwoods in Buffalo
Piled on our Buffalo Yard ready for Immediate Shipment

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
Selects . .

.

No. 1 Shop ,

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com. .

No. 2 Com. .

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com.

1st and 2nds
No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com.

H"-''A"
1,000'

3,000

1,000'

3,500

2,000'

1,000

4,200'

7,000

CHESTNUT
1" I'A" I'A"

45,000' 15,Q00' 14,600'

33,000 42,000 34,000
19,000 2,000 2,500

CYPRESS
24,000 ' 44,000 ' 27,000'
44,000 55,000 15,000
13,000 200 700

HARD MAPLE
30,000 ' 30,000' 10,000'

118,000 14,000 82,000
12,000 4,600 5,200

SOFT MAPLE
14,000' 1,800' 8,000'

17,000 1,300 5,400
1,500 700 1,000

PLAIN RED OAK
68,000 ' 20,000 ' 30,000'
84,000 44,000 36,000
53,000 1,400 3,000

2"
37,200'
55,000
8,000

27,000'
72,000
2,200

90,000'
163,000
24,000

30,000'
2,000
11,000

57,000'
130,000
14,000

2,600'

4,000

60,000 ft. I'/i in. 100,000 ft. 2 in.

About 400,000 ft. 2 in. and 3 in

PLAIN WHITE OAK
17,000' 13,000' 8,500 ' 47,000'
64,000 20,000 20,000 172,000
56,000 3,500 1,000 50,000

IMPLEMENT GRADE WHITE OAK (free of heart)

100,000 ft. 254 in. 100,000 ft. 3 in. 45,000 ft. 4 in.

SOUND SQUARE EDGED WHITE OAK
6-8-10-12 in. and up to 10 in. x 10 in.

12,000'

10,000
1,200

32,000'
24,000
2,400

13,000'

63,000
2,000

23,000'

3,500
1,300

69,000'
58,000
14,000

37,000'
210,000
16,000

3"
10,000'

8,000
1,800

400'

34,000
500

15,000'

60,000
26,000

20,000'
30,000
12,000

33,000'
26,000
8,000

34,000'
195,000
36,000

4"
3,500'

3,000
200

3,000'

12,000
3,500

14,000'

33,000
14,000

2,800'

2,900

24,000'

15,000
1,300

12,000'

56,000
2,000

We also carry a nice stock of Ash, Basswood, Cherry, Gum, Hickory, Quartered Oak, Poplar, or Whitewood, Crating, etc.

A Few Miscellaneoua Car*

We With to Move
3 cars 1 in. No. 1

1 car I'A in. No. 1

1 car I'A in. No. 1

1 car 2 in. No. 1

1 car I'A in. No. 2

1 car 3 in. No. 2

Com. W. Ash.

Com. W. Ash.

W. Ash.

W. Ash.

Com. W. Ash.

Com. W. Ash.

Com.
Com.

1 car I'A in. 1st and 2nds Bass.

1 car 2 in. 1st and 2nds Bass.

2 cars 1 in. No. 1 Com. Bass.

2carsl>4 in. No. 1 Com. Bass.

3 cars 1 in. No. 2 Com. Bass.

1 car I'A in. No. 2 Com. Bass.

1 car I'A in. No. 1 Com. Beech.

1 car 1 in. 1st and 2nds on one

face Cherry.

1 car 1 in. No. 1 Com. Walnut.

1 car 1 in. No. 2 Com. Walnut.

1 car 1 in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car 154 in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car I'A in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
1 car 2 in. 1st and 2nds R. Gum.
8 cars 2, 2'A and 3 in. Sound Beech
and Maple Road Plank.

Your enquiries will receive our careful attention,

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
1 100 Seneca Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

Vancouver Lumber Co.
LIMITED

View of our Fir Mill from log pond, Vancouver, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office;

MANUFACTURERS OF

B. C. Fir, Cedar and

B.C. Hemlock Products

TWO LARGE MODERN
MILLS AT YOUR SERVICE

Fir Finish

Fir Flooring

Fir Timbers

"BIG CHIEF BRAND" SIDING

RITE GRADE SHINGLES

701 EXCELSIOR LIFE BUILDING
Representativc-C. J. BROOKS ^ TORONTO, ON T.
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RED PINE
Midland, Ontario

Have the following Choice Stock
IN PILES— 1918 CUT

MILL RUN
Feet

1 X 4—10/16 180,000

1x5 " 100,000

1x6 " 160,000

1x7 " 18,000

IxSup" 115,000

2x6
2x8

-18

-18

25,000

55,000

2x4 —10/16
2x8
2x10/12
3x6
3x8
3 X 10

3 X 12

Feet
90,000

125,000

35,000

10,000

18,000

15,000

10.000

2 X 10/12—18 45,000

2 X 6/8 —18
3 X 7/8 —18

75,000

30,000

MILL CULLS
1 X 4 up—6/16 135.000

2x4 up—6/16 17,000

Let us quote you prices on your requirements.

TERRY & GORDON
Eastern Canada Agents:

F. H. Stearns & Co.,

30G Transportation Bldg.,

Montreal, Que.

Head Office:

704 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO, ONT.

Vancouver Branch

:

408 Metropolitan Building.

Ontario Representatives of
The British Columbia Mills, Timber & Trading Co. of Vancouver, B.C.

U. S. Sales Agents

:

Berry Lumber Company,
30 Church Street.

New York City.

AN IDEAL LUMBER MILL
Running Continuously

All the Year Round
Capacity, modern equipment, and shipment

facilities are factors that combine to make the

Fassett Lumber Mill one of the best in the

country for quality and service.

We are now sawing hardwood and have
five million feet of

BIRCH, MAPLE
BASSWOOD, ELM

and ASH
Put up on grade. Get in touch with us.

Large stocks of Hemlock and Spruce always on hand.

Fassett Lumber Company, LimitedS
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Quebec Spruce
Piled at Mont Joli, Quebec, on

Canadian National Railway

1918 Cut All Dry

Cut Plump Thickness and Full Width

1x3 10/16 Merchantable 55,2oo
1x4 " 185,000
1x5 " 136,000
1x6 " 79,000
1x7 " 42,000
I X 7/up " 18,000
1x8 "

. 20,000
1x9 " 16,000
1 X lo/up " 15,000
2x3 u u

4,000
2x5 95)000
2x6 " 143,000
2x7 146,000
2x8 ' 111,000
2x9 ' 112,000
2 X 10 76,000
2 X II " " 13,000
2 X 12 ^ 14,000
1 X 3/up No. 2 Culls 102,000
2 X 3/up No. 2 Culls 100,000

F.O.B. Cars, Mont Joli, Quebec

Runs Strong to 12 foot Lengths

Get our prices for prompt shipment

UNION LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
701 DOMINION BANK BUILDING
TORONTO CANADA
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Davison Lumber & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Bridgewater, N. S.

THE LARGEST LUMBERING INDUSTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA PRODUCTION 40 MILLION FEET PER ANNUM

Send us your enquiries for

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock or Hardwood Lumber
Box Shooks and

Dry Pressed Baled Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Chips
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Nova Scotia White Spruce and Hardwood Flooring
We are equipped with everything appertaining to Modern Saw Milling and operate from the Woods to the finished product.

If you want something special quickly, try us. We will cut, dry, work and ship within a few days from receipt of order.

We are located on the main line of the Halifax and South Western Railway and on Tidewater.

We Operate:

A Double Band Mill at Springfield, N.S., Capacity 120,000 ft. per day A Box Shook Factory at Bridgewater, N.S., Capacity 50,000 ft. per day

A Rotary and Gang at Mill Village, N.S. " 40,000 ft. per day A Dry Kiln at Bridgewater. N.S., " 100.000 ft. per day

^r>-j » KTo <• annnnt* J.,,, A Chipping Mill at Bridgewater, N.S.. 100 cords per dayA Rotary and Gang at Bridgewater, N.S., 80,000 ft. per day ^ Ground Wood Pulp Mill at Charleston, N.S.. Capacity 40 tons Spruce
A Planing Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100,000 ft. per day pulp per day.

PHONE: BRIDGEWATER 74

DUNFIELD& CO., Limited

Exporters of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
and Hardwood

in 1 in., 2 in., 3 in., 4 in.

Spruce Laths and Railway Ties

Head Office : 8 Prince St, Halifax, N.S. Branch Office: 8 Market Square, St. John, N.B.

U. K. Brokers: Duncan, Ewing & Co., K21 Exchange Bidg., Liverpool. Telegraphic Address: Dunfield, Halifax. Codes: ABC 5th Ed. Western Union
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"British Columbia Fir"

TIMBERS
Rough Clears

Flooring, Ceiling and Finish

Alberta Lumber Co.^ Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Office. Ottawa, Can.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

and Selling Agents for

Fraser & Co.
Mills at

DESCHENES QUEBEC

White Pine
Red Pine
Spruce
Lumber and Lath

California White Pine

California Sugar Pine

and Arizona Soft Pine

Beit Stock for Factory and Pattern Lumber

^ LOUIS WUICHET
Room 716 Railway Exchange, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

We Have To Offer:

1 Car 2 X 4— 12' Mercantable Spruce

2Cars2x5-12'

Eastern Stock. 1917 Cut

50 M. ft. Edge Grain Ts & 2's Clear Fir Flooring

20 1 X 6 & Up 8 16 Clear Western Spruce

Canada Lumber Co., Limited
WESTON, - ONT.

Milling in Transit
A Well Equipped Mill

CP., G.T., & C.R. Railway Connections

LargeDryKilns SpecialMillwork

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Limited
ORILLIA, ONT.

HARDWOOD
TIES

2000 pes. No. 1 Hardwood Flat Ties, 6 x
8—8' Beech and Maple

1500 pes. No. 1 and 2 Oak and Chestnut

100,000 ft. Oak and Chestnut Switch Ties,

7 X 9 -8 to re'

200,000 ft. Hardwood Switch Ties, 7x9
—8 to 16' Beech and Maple

Write for prices

The Long Lumber Co.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO
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A Choice Block of

PINE
1 X 6 100,000 Ft B.M.

1 X 7 160,000

1 X 8 250,000

1 X 9 160,000

1 X 10

1 X 12

2x4
2x8

80,000 Ft. B.M.

20,000

15,000

25,000

48 in. No. 1 Pine Lath, 2,500,000.

48 in. No. 1 Spruce Lath, 640,000.

48 in. No. 3 Lath, 1,750,000.

32 in. No. 1 Pine and Spruce Lath, 1,300,000.

1918 Sawing.

All in our Yards at Nicholson, Ontario.

Prices on the entire block or a portion given on application.

Immediate shipment can be made

First class facilities for dressing: in carload lots

after April 15th

Austin&Nicholson
CHAPLEAU, ONTARIO

Basswood
I in., 1^4 in., il^ in., 2 in., and 3 in..

Dry Basswood

Dry Birch Stock
All thicknesses and grades in

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood and Brown Ash

Also Cottonwood, Tupelo, Gum, Magnolia

and Buckeye

Spruce,Hemlock and Pine
Can saw to order at MacDonald's Siding

Let us quote on your requirements

HART & McDONAGH
513-14-15 Continental Life Bldg. - TORONTO

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
At Knoxville, Tenn.

SCENTED RED CEDAR
25,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.

CHESTNUT
60,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.
48,000 ft. 4/4 Sound Wormy.

PLAIN RED OAK
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 34,000 40,000
6/4 9,000 18,000
8/4 58,000

PLAIN WHITE OAK
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 6,000
6/4 24,000 38,000
8/4 8,000 11,000
12/4 7,000 7,000

4/4

4/4
6/4
8/4
12/4

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
Is & 2s Clear Strips No. 1 Com.

... 12,000 14,000 5,000

POPLAR
Is & 2s Saps

6,000

No. 1 Com.
23,000

163,000
14,000
40,000

WALNUT
4/4 Log Run .

.

8/4 No. 2 Com.
12/4 No. 2 Com.
16/4 No. 2 Com.

3,000
17,000
7,000
7,000

At Fonde, Ky.

WHITE ASH
12,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Com. and Btr.

24,000 ft. 6/4 No.. 2 Com. and Btr.

5,000 ft. 8/4 No. 2 Com. and Btr.

BASSWOOD
70,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Com. and Btr.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 32,000 61,000

5/4 3,000 4,000

6/4 . . • 6,000 7,000

8/4 3,000 2,000

10/4 2,000 3,000

12/4 4,000 6,000

4/4

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
Is & 2s Clear Strips

26,000 9,000

5/8

4/4

5/4

6/4

8/4

10/4

12/4

POPLAR
Saps No. 1 Com. No. 2 Com..

105,000 35,000

30,000

3.000 68,000

8,000

6,000

30,000

100,000

8,000

52,000

2,000

1,000

West Virginia Specials

BASSWOOD
0 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. and Btr.

BEECH
cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.

2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.

3 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.

CHESTNUT
8 cars 4 '4 Is and 2s and Selects

2 cars 5/4 Is and 2s and Selects

4 cars 6/4 Is and 2s and Selects

2 cars 8/4 Is and 2s and Selects

10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr. Wormy
4 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr. Wormy
6 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr. Wormy
2 cars 8/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr. Wormy
0 cars 4 4 Is and 2s Qtd. Wormy

PLAIN RED OAK
9 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.

cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.

3 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. and Btr.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com.

4 cars B/4 No. 1 Com.

6 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com.

4 cars 8/4 No. 1 Com.

Solid or mixed cars direct from the mill

The Atlantic Lumber Company
310 MANNING CHAMBERS, TORONTO
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New Ontario Colonization Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS

Spruce, Tamarack, Whitewood, Poplar Lumber
Rossed Spruce Pulpwood and Lath

Flooring and Other Dressed Spruce in Stock

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.
503 Niagara Life Bldg.

Mills : JACKSONBORO, ONT.
On Transcontinental Ry.

p. O. Box 914 Phone Main 948

Exchange Lumber Co., Reg.
Special

Sawing
for

U.S. Trade

WHOLESALE LUMBER

180 St. Jame. Street

MONTREAL

Spruce
Deals
for

Export

We have a few cars left of

shingles, and spruce laths

Write for Prices

Quality Service Price
These three elements include the decisive factors in determining

whether a purchase is a profitable one or not.

QUALITY, Service and price mean absolutely nothing if the
goods are not right when received.

SERVICE, Is of utmost importance for it makes no difference

how good the goods or how cheaply bought, if you
do not receive them when wanted; it may mean
the shutting down of your plant, with its attendant'
loss and annoyance.

PRICE, Must, of course, be right, but with all, it is the least

important of these three factors.

We give our customers full satisfaction on all of these points; let

us quote on your requirements.

John L Shafer Hardwood Co.
SOUTH BEND, IND.

Standing Timber
in Large or Small Blocks

FOR
SALE

Special

Prices

THE undersigned offer for sale,

in large or small blocks all their

remaining timber lands and town
property situated in the town of

Parry Sound, Ont.

We have sold quite a number of

timber parcels but still have some
good bargains left in Townships of

McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Mon-
teith, Carling, Christie, McConkey,
Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge

and Street.

Special bargains in the Town-
ships of Falconbridge and Street for

small mills.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co.
26 Ernest Ave.

Toronto, Canada

Limited

WE ARE CUTTING LOGS LIKE THESE EVERY DAY—ANY LENGTH UP TO 120 FEET—WE
LOG AND MANUFACTURE OUR OWN TIMBER—CAPACITY 80,000 FEET

Our Specialties:

Long Fir Timber—Planking

Decking
Cutting orders for 2" in long lengths

either Common or Clear (obtained as
side cut).

Planer capacity 6" x 30". We do not
operate dry kiln, but can arrange to

air-dry in our yard to requirements.

Our Mill is on Canadian Pacific Railway with Rail Connection (Five

Miles) to Tidewater on Alberni Canal, Navigable for all Vessels

BAINBRIDGE LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Cable Address: RaJnkri/ltTO R C Telephone and Postal

Bainbridge Lumber, Victoria. DainuriagC,D.V». Service at Bainbridge
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John McKergow. W. K. Gkafptey,

President Manaeing-Dlroctor

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office : Montreal Office :

46 Eleln Si. 7S9 Notre Dama St.. W

H. Cakdinai, O. PaOk

Cardinal & Page
Wholesalers and Exporters of

FOREST PRODUCTS
180 St. James St. Montreal

Specialties:—

Spruce and Red Pine

Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce
QUALICUM QUALITY LUMBER

Rough Fir Timbers
Any size up to 60 feet long

Select Grades a Specialty

FIR PIPE and TANK STOCK
Market wanted for Rough Cedar Timbers

Inquire for prices

Office and MilU

:

Qualicum Beach, V. I., B. C.

WE ARE BUYERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Handles

Staves Hoops
Headings

JamesWEBSTER&Bro.
Limited

Bootle, Liverpool, England
London Office

Dashwood House 9 New Broad St. E. C

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N.Y.

LUMBER

White Pine

All Dimensions

At Your Service

Of a High Grade of Manufac-

ture and taking a low freight rate

to all Central and Western On-

tario Points.

Write or Wire for Quotations

C. G. Anderson Lumber

Company, Limited

Manufacturers and Strictly Wholesale

Dealers in Lumber

SALES OFFICE

705 Excelsior Life Building

Toronto

JACK PINE

HEMLOCK

SPRUCE

JAMES R. SUMMERS
Wholecale Lumber

95 Kin. St. E..t TORONTO, Ont.

Main 7329

Lumber, Lath
Flooring, Cedar
Poles and Posts

Railway Ties
Doors, Windows, Archi-
traves and all kinds of Mill
Work, done by experts.

Ask for our prices and services
of our architect

J. P. DUPUIS, LTD.
592 Church Ave.. Verdun. Montreal. P Q.

Pulpwood of all kinds
Bought and Sold for Canadian or

American delivery.

Quotations furnished on request.

The Jost Company, Limited
Successors to

P. M. JotlA Co.
285 Beaver H«ll Hill. MONTPFAL

Robt. Coltart & Co.

Royal Liver Buildingf

Liverpool - England

\gfnts for the sale of

Pine, Spruce and Hard-

woods. Correspondence

invited.

Cable*-" COLTART " Liverpool

Cant & Kemp
52 St. Enoch Squara

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Al and ABC Codes tucd

FARNWORTH
& JAROINE

Cable Address: Farnworth. Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS

2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and
Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool,

Engizutd
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SAW MILL

MACHINERY

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Having decided to discon-

tinue saw mill operations at

Penetang have the following

machinery for sale. This

machinery is all in operating

condition and is open for in-

spection at Penetang, Ont.

Mill Machinery

Extra heavy log haul-up works with

inch round and flat chain, 128 ft.

centres.
2_VVaterous log unloaders or kickers,

:{ arms, 10 in. cylinders.

l_Waferous log loader, 3 arms, lO in.

cylinderi.
l_Wateroui right-hand double cutting

band mill, 11 in. saws, 8 ft. wheel,

with 3-bIock carriage; 24 in. opening;

Payette set works and dogs ; 8 in. x

30 ft. steam feed. „„ , .

l_VVaterous double edger for 20inch

saws, lever shifter.

1—Payette double edger for 18-in. saws,

lever shifter.

48—live rolls about 8 ft. long by 10 in.

dia. ; extra heavy, sprocket drive.

20—High cars with roller tops. 24 in

heavy wheels on 3 in. axles, standard

gauge.
l--Mershon 4 saw gang resaw, takes

squared cants or just one face, ideal

machine to cut small logs and centres

of large after good has been taken off.

1— Payette picket machine, made speci-

ally for shade roller stock, will feed

pieces 16 in. long, also sorting table

with chain top.

1—Rogers Iron Works circular resaw

for making box lumber from slabs;

fool proof machine.
1— Payette edger for box and short

stock.
1—Rogers twin circular or tie maker.
1— Payette lath bolter and lath machine.
1— Pair lath trimmers.
1— Picket trimmer (bunch trim).

Conveyor drives and chains.

Pulleys, gears, heavy line shafting and
ronntershafting with bearings.

Send us your requirements.
We have a large stock of double and

triple leather belting in widths from
10 in. to 46 in.

Power House Equipment

3—Return Tubular Hoiler.s, Goldie Mc-
Culloch make, C6 x 10. Dutch oven
settings, 85 lbs. steam allowance
Ontario Government.

Breeching and smoke stack for above
boilers, 50 in. dia., newly painted,

600 ft. new yi-ln. guy and plate for

brick pier.

1—Northey boiler feed pump, outside

packed, 8_in. x 6 in. x 12 in., for 3 in.

suction pipe.
1—Pair Poison "Brown" type engines,

coupled on quarters, 22 in. x 50 in.,

with 16 ft. X 48 in. belt, balance
wheel. Excellent engines.

1— Pair American feed water heaters

for above engines; 10 in., copper
coils.

Filing Equipment
1—Waferous band saw grinder for 6

in. saws.
1—Baldwin retoother for band saws.
1—Wm. Hamilton band saw shear, 12".

2—Reversible saw levelling blocks.
2—Chilled band saw anvils.

Hanchet band saw swages ; Crescent
circular saw swages; shapers and
dressers.

Yard Equipment

Booms and boom chains, yi, H &
Winches and other mill supplies.

Prompt shipments and bargains for

quick sale. Will aend all particu-
lars and prices on application.

Firstbrook Bros.
Limitad

Penetang, Ont.

WELL BOUGHT IS HALF SOLD"

"It's All 5/4"

Dry
White
Pme

24 M

23 M

14 M

6M'

10 M
85 M

100 M'

100 M'

40 M

68 M

5/4 X 8 & up "D" Sel. & Btr.

5/4 X 6 & up No. 1 & 2 Cuts

5/4 X 6 & up No. 3 Cuts

5/4 X 4 & up Good Shorts

5/4 X 4 - 10/16' No. 1 Stocks

5/4 X 5 - 10/16' No. 1 Stocks

5/4 X 6 - 10/16' No. 1 Stocks

5 4 X 8 - 10/16 No. 1 Stocks

5/4 X 10 - 10/16 No. 1 Stocks

5 4 X 12-10/16' No. 1 Stocks

''D" Sel. & Btr. suitable for Patterns

No. 1, 2 & 3 Cuts suitable for Doors and Sash

No. 1 Stocks suitable for Verandah, Flooring, Shelving, etc.

We have 4/4, 6/4 and 8/4 White Pine of similar range.

Canadian General Lumber Co.

Limited

FOREST PRODUCTS
TORONTO OFFICE :— 712-20 Bank of Hamilton BMg.

Montreal OHice:—203 McGill BIdg.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Quick

Action

You

Can

Have

It

Try the Canada Lum-

berman Wanted and For

Sale Department. Have

you anything you wish to

buy or sell in the Lumber

Industry? You will find

this department inexpen-

sive, and a very effective

business getter.

Our Classified Adver-

tisers do not repeat the

ad, often. They don't

have to. They report im-

mediate results. Use these

columns to your own ad-

vantage.

CANADA
LUMBERMAN
and WOODWORKER

347 Adelaide St. W.

TORONTO
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Watson &Todd Limited
OTTAWA

1 to 3- WHITE PINE
All Grades and Widths

1" to 6- NORWAY
Registered

A

Trade Mark

Export Trade
Our Specialty

Registered

Trade Mark

KEEWATIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of White and Red Pine, Spruce and

Poplar Lumber, Boxes, Shooks, Lath and Ties.

Dry White Pine Uppers and Factory Plank

Dry White Pine Common Boards
Also BOX and CRATING STOCK
in PINE, SPRUCE and POPLAR

Saw Mills, Planing Mills and Box Factories at

Keewatin and Kenora, Ontario

Correspondence solicited

General Office KEEWATIN, ONTARIO

STRATFORD
OAKUM

Quality Guaranteed

GEO. STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

Jersey City and Everywhere
165 Cornelison Ave. JERSEY CITY, U.S.A.

The

Harris Tie & Timber Co.
Limited

Ottawa - Canada

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Cedar Poles and Posts

Railway Ties - - Piles

Get Our Special Prices on

White Pine, Norway
Spruce
SPECIAL

No. 1 and No. 2 White Pine Lath, mixed.
No. 3 Lath.

Dry Stock Ready for Shipment

JAMES G. CANE & CO.. TORONTO, ONTARIO

Canadian Hardwoods
In Dry and New Stock

American
Band Sawn CHESTNUT, Red and Sap GUM

Plain and Quartered Oak, All Grades and Thicknesses

May we Quote Prices for Immediate Delivery

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
79 Spadiaa Ave. » TORONTO

F. N. Waldib, President. R. S. Waldib, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. 12-14 wSSSftonTstoeet East, TORONTO, ONT.
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Mills and Railway Connections
Saw and Shingle Mills. Railway Connections.

Cabano, Que Temiscouata Ry.
Glendyne, Que C. G. Ry.
Estcourt, Que C. G. Ry.
Edmundston, N. B C.P.R., C.G.R. and Temiscouata Ry.

Bleached Sulphite Mill, Edmundston, N. B

Saw and Shingle Mills. Railway Connections.

Baker Brook, N. B.. . .C. G. Ry., Temiscouata Ry.
Plaster Rock, N. B. . . . C. P. Ry.
Fredericton, N. B.. . .C. P. Ry. and C. G. Ry.
Nelson, - N. B... .C. G. Ry.

Railway Connection, C.P.R., C.G.R. and Temiscouata Ry.

Bleached Sulphite. Rough and Dressed Spruce. White Cedar Shing^les. Railway.Ties

Piano Sounding Board Stock a Specialty.

Selling and Purchasing Offices :- EDMUNSTON, N. B.
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Mason, Gordon &Co. ^J'^X Montreal, Que.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS

(Wholesale Only)

FIR TIMBER and Finish, CEDAR SHINGLES and Lumber

Transit Cars of the above always on the Road
Western Fir Doors

Sole Selling Agents for Eastern Canada for WHEELER OSGOOD CO.. Tacoma, Wash — Doors, Turned Stock etc.

Toronto Office : 510 Lumsden Building
Hugh A. Rose, Representative

Vancouver Office : 304 Pacific Building
Herbert C. Gordon, Reproentative

We are in the Market for

Railroad Ties, Piling

and Posts

Canadian Tie & Lumber Co., Ltd.
510 and 511 Temple Building:,

Phone Main 1151

TORONTO, ONTARIO

Veneered Panels
for Interior Trim

Quartered and Plain Oak, Mahogany
and Birch

60 ' X 3o" and 72" x 24"

3 ply 14" and 5 ply

Write for prices

Hay & Company, Limited
Woodstock - Ontario

Callander Saw Mills
Callander, Ontario

"All Forest Products"

Varied and High Class

WhiteandRed Pine

Hemlock Lumber
and Lath

Cedar Poles

Write for prices to—

Head Office :

1310 Bank of Hamilton BIdg.

TORONTO

Established

1873 GILLIES BROS.
Limited

Mills and Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Manufacturers of

WHITE PINE
RED PINE SPRUCE

New York City: Guy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRUCE
In All Sizes and Grades

We are Specialists in this Line— Wrile us.

R P Sririrmori l.lHTIrl^K l nmnanirA • Mm^XAKKKwJ^K V^\/lllLJClll

V

408 Pacific Building - - VANCOUVER, B. C.

Rough 1 - 6 to 12 " wide

and 2 - 6 to 12 wide

Mountain

Pine
Dry, sawn full for Eastern trade

The Foss Lumber Co.
Limited

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Established 1905

Reg. U. S. A.

ALABAMA HEWN OAK TIMBER

-

HARDWOOD LOGS:—
Ash, Hickory, Poplar, Oak, Satin Walnut,
Mobile Bay Poplar, Dogwood

HARDWOOD LUMBER
Hewn Pitch Pine Timber, Pitch Pine Lumber

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER COMPANY
Exporters Mobile, Alabama, U.S.A. TayfofMobue

We are the Largest Maritime Cash Buyers of

Second-hand Rails of all kinds

Scrap Iron and Steel

Dismantlers of Bridges, Plants, Steamers and Mills
at any place and prompt delivery taken.

— TRY US

For prices communicate with us at once

Frank 0. Garson & Company
Canada Life Bldg., ST. JOHN, N. B.

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

British Columbia Red Cedar Exclusively
Cedar Bevel Siding, Finish, V»Joint and Mouldings

Straight or mixed cars with XXX and XXXXX Shingles. Stocks carried at Lindsay, Ont., for quick shipment.

Full particulars from our Eastern Agents.
Ontario Agents:

Gull River Lumber Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont. r^CC* 1 f> m# 1 n
Quebec and Maritime Provinces Agents: Head OrflCe aHCl MllU, POFt MOOdV, B. C.

Mason, Gordon & Company, Montreal. ' '
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FIR TIMBERS
AND

British Columbia Red Cedar

SHINGLES
Dimension

Shiplap

Boards

Siding Interior Finish Ship Timbers

Ceiling Tank Stock Ship Planking

Flooring Silo Stock Ship Decking

WesternRedCedar:-
We have now secured the out-

put of a large mill that can handle

specifications for Door Stock, In-

terior Trim, Boat Lumber, etc.

Note :

—

Send for our latest price list

covering all B.C. lumber products.

EXPORT :- Orders and Enquiries Solicited

Cars of Fir Timbers and Red Cedar Shingles always in transit Our

representatives can give you speciiications, or if more convenient wire us direct.

Montreal Representative

:

U. E. GERMAIN,
43 St. Sacrament St.,

Montreal, Que.

Toronto Representative

D. WILLIAMS,
40 Major St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Western Ontario

E. A. LEBEL
Sarnia,

Ontario

TIMMS, PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
Head Office: Yorkshire Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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OUR NEW TIMBER MILL
(Capacity 100,000 Feet Ten Hours.) NOW IN OPERATION

wg solicit your enquiries for Hcavy Constructlon Material and Yard Stock

ANY SIZE TIMBERS UP TO 100 FEET
Give us an opportunity to prove to you that we have earned a reputation for Quality and Service.

TIMBERLAND LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Office: Westminster Trust Building, NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Mill* at South Westminster, on B.C.E.R. Shipments by C.P.R., C.N.R., G.N.R., N.P.R., and C. M. & St. P. Ry.

ALLEN-STOLTZE LUMBER CO., LTD.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

Manufacturers and Wholesalers

"Arrow Brand" Red Cedar Shingles

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Mountain and Coast Lumber

Spruce - Cedar - Hemlock - Fir
Fir Doors in mixed cars with Cedar Shingles

Represented by

C. G. BOCKUS, MONTREAL, P.Q. R. G. CHESBRO, TORONTO, ONT.

International Land & Lumber
Company, Limited

Lumber, Railway Ties

Shims, Shingles, etc.

Head Offices, Ottawa, Ont.

Limits and Mills: ST. FELICIEN, LAKE ST. JOHN DISTRICT, QUEBEC

SERVICE
Is it not worth something to you ?

We are in a position to supply

your every requirement in

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
and the quality of our stock is absolutely dependable.

Send us your enquiries.

SERVICE LUMBER CO., LIMITED
Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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RED\NOOD
MAKES THE
BEST TANKS
THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.

NEW YORK, 103 Park Avenue

By its properties of resistance to the effects

of wet as well as all kinds of acid, Redwood
is the best material for the construction of

tanks, and it is being extensively used by
tank builders throughtout the continent.

Redwood is specially adaptable for vats and
tanks in tanneries. We have stocks ready
for immediate shipment. Write for prices

and particulars.

RCGISTCRCO

TRAOC MARK

11 South LaSalle Street

CHICAGO

Mills now sawing Spruce

Can cut to order Spruce
and White Pine Timbers

Inquiries Solicited

Also have

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Complete stock of crating Spruce;

also Red Pine piles for immediate
shipment

ARTHUR N. DUDLEY
Manufacturer and Wholesaler

Mills at- 109 Stair Building,

Elbow Lake and Dane TORONTO, ONT.

Announcement
The sale and distribution of our Products will

.hereafter be conducted from our main office at

L'Anse, Michigan. We solicit the continued pat-

ronage of our old friends and welcome the oppor-
tunity to acquire new ones. Your business will

receive the same care and attention given in the

past. Our large and complete assortment of

Hardwood & Hemlock
enables us to Guarantee

Prompt Service

We have a large stock of

Birch, Maple & Basswood

STEARNS & CULVER
Lumber Company

L'ANSE, MICHIGAN

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of

SPRUCE
Lumber Lath Pulpwood

Head Office and Mills at

:

St. Pacome, Que., Canada
On I. C. Ry. 75 Miles Eut of

Quebec City

Also Mills at:

Crown Lake, Powerville Riv. Manie

On Nat Transcontinental Ry.
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SPRUCE
FROM

NOVA SCOTIA - NEW BRUNSWICK - QUEBEC
ONTARIO - MANITOBA - SASKATCHEWAN - ALBERTA

and BRITISH COLUMBIA
All Sizes TRY us All Qualities

ALSO

White Pine-Douglas Fir-Cedar-Larch
in Clears-Boards-Dimension-Timbers-Flooring-Shiplap-Silo and Tank Stock, etc.

MUIR AND KIRKPATRICK
„,. . „ 1325-6-7-8 Bank of Hamilton Building Affiliated with
Winnipeg Representatives

n J u n TORONTO, ONT. Atlantic Pacific
Barnes Lumber Co. Lumber Co

Sommerset BIdg. Eastern Representatives of The Alberni Pacific ^ ^ macKNEY Mgr

W'nni e M Lumber Co., Port Alberni, B.C. '

Pacific Bldg.,'
'

'
' Manufacturers of the Celebrated Red Cliff Fir Vancouver, B.C.

Oak Timbers
Sound and Square Edged Cut to Your Order

Oak Planking
Common and Better Grade Cut to Order

St. Francis Basin Hardwoods
Band Sawed (8 Million feet of stock ready for quick shipment)

Tennessee Aromatic Red Cedar Boards
(Straight Carlots or in mixed cars with Hardwoods)

Let us quote and send descriptions.

GEORGE C. BROWN & COMPANY
MAIN OFFICE - MEMPHIS, TENN.

We operate two large band mills in Arkansas, capacity 100,000 feet daily.
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
MANUFACTURERS OP

Douglas Fir, Spruce, Cedar and Hemlock Lumber
Rough Timbers, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Interior and Exterior

Finish of all kinds including Mouldings. Fir, Spruce and Cedar Lath

Prompt shipment of Fir timbers in all sizes and up to 100 feet in length

kin nDTCn r*im AD QHlWr*! specialize in supplying air dried Cedar Shingles, these cost more
AI1\ UIvlCiI/ vLUi\I\ OmnOLEiO than kiln dried Shingles but make a better roof and last much longer

PLEASE REMEMBER I can saw any size,

length and quantity of White Oak Timbers on
short notice.

J Want to Buy
Winter sawn Basswood any thickness

Brown Ash 4/4, 6/4 & 8/4 No. 2 Com. & Better

500.000 ft. Merchantable Hemlock, stock size

B. C. Shingles always in transit, both 3X and 5X.

Write me or phone for prices.

PERCY E. HEENEY, Wholesale Lumber
207 Weber Chambeis, KITCHENER, Onl.

Planing Mill Stock

CYPRESS
Soft, Dry Stock, Finest Grades

—

All Thicknesses— 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

Yellow Pine Finish
Kiln Dried, Soft, Short Leaf Kind

Stock Widths |{nby 4", 6", 8", 10'', 12"

8/4 J

Also OAK, ASH, POPLAR, GUM

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & NIXON
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Phlladelptila, Pa.

Dominion Lumber & Timber
Company, Limited

LUMBER for every purpose

.Is. SHINGLES
Write or Wire for Prices

Winch Building VANCOUVER, B. C.

I HAVE IT

All Grades in White Pine

Lath A Specialty

Milling in Connection

E. J. MOORES, Jr.
MIDLAND CANADA

LET'S GET TOGETHER
We Specialize in—

New Brunswick

White Cedar Shingles

We alto manufacture

Spruce and Pine Lumber,

Lath, Cedar Ties, etc

Shipment* hj Rail ac^) Water.

W. H. MIUER CO., LTD.
Campbellton, N. B.

THE

Powell-Myers Lumber Co.

Rim Factory :

ARGOS, IND.

Saw Mills :

WYATT, IND.

WAKELEE, MICH
ROCHESTER. IND.

Maunfacturers

Indiana
Bent Oak
Wagon Rims

also producing

Northern and Southern Hardwood Lumber
in Ash, Basswood, Beech, Cottonwood, Cypress, Elm, Gum,

Hickory, Maple, Oak, Sycamore, etc.

Main Office - SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
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Planin£r Mill. Cabinet Shop and Power House. C.P.K. Angus Shops
Showing Dust Collectors Urected by Us

Exhaust Systems
We have equipped many of

the largest and most up-to-date
Planing Mills and Woodworking
Plants in Canada and can guar-
antee satisfaction.

Let us quote on your next
installation.

We also do Sheet Metal Work
of every description.

Geo.W.Reed&Co., Montreal
Established 1852

The Bay City Trimmer

Is successfully meeting the demand for a trimmer
of maximum output. It is an increased efficiency

factor in many of the most progressive mills

where it is meeting with hearty approval. Don't
fail to get particulars of this important asset for
your mill.

Bay City Foundry & Machine Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

TRADE MARK

REGISTERED

British Columbia
Red

'^'SHINGLES
The roofing material that needs

no argument to introduce it

When your customers talk about
roofing, there's one product they
know about—and that's shingles.

—their fathers used them— their
grandfathers used them in the crude
form of **shakes"—and they gave
satisfactory service

T^G-DAY you can offer them British
* Columbia Red Cedar Shingles

—

Trademarked—a product which com-
bines to the highest degree every re-

quirement for a lasting roof— one that
will give satisfactory service from
every point of view

THE registered trademark on these
shingles stands for the highest

standard known in the manufacture
of shingles— as to quality of material
—perfection of manufacture —strict
grading.

Send to us for attractive office display
cards— for interesting literature which tells

your customers all about shingle roofing-
sent free on request.

Publicity Section

Shingle Agency of British Columbia

Standard Bank Building:

VANCOUVER B.C.
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"You Don't Have to Hammer
Simonds Saws All Day"

^oijig^^jr

So says a filer who knows from experience with all kinds of saws.

They do not crack andiare]tempered just right.

In the woods or at the mill a Simonds Saw is welcomed by the men who
are responsible for production. They cut faster and stay sharp longer.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
•THE SAW MAKERS"

VANCOUVER, B.C. MONTREAL, QUEBEC
In the U.S.—Simonds Mfg. Company

ST. JOHN, N.B.

SIMOND
Feeding the Camp

TF that is your problem, remember that it is our

business, too. We do a tremendous lumber camp
trade and are fully acquainted with the food require-

ments of logging camps. We shall be glad to quote

you on any lines you need this year, and will submit

special quotations if you will drop us a card. We
can supply you with all that's best in provisions and
fresh meats, and give you a service you will appreciate.

WRITE OR WIRE US AT OUR
EXPENSE—TODAY

LONG CLEAR BACON

BARRELED PORK

SAUSAGE

DAVIES PURE LARD

PEERLESS SHORTENING

MINCEMEAT, ETC.

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
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Making Canada a Nation of Home Builders and Owners
"Own Your Own Home." This slogan has become almost as popularly and universally recognized as "Win the War."

Many business organizations, federations and construction industries, and other associations, are making a particularly strong

appeal at the present juncture for every head of a family to build his own domicile on the patriotic plea that the citizen who
owns a comfortable, sanitary and attractive dwelling, is a more contented, progressive and solid resident than the individual

who is always paying rent, and is at the beck and call of an avaricious landlord.

The sense of possession, the pride in surroundings, the domestic influence, and the realization of ideals which cluster

around the model and inviting family habitation, have been enlarged upon in many pertinent and stimulating articles. There

is, therefore, no need for reiterating them. The sentimental phase of this most important question has been presented forc-

ibly in numerous public addresses and instructive brochures. There is, however, a practical and business side, not to speak of

the aesthetic or romantic appeal during the world-wide process of readjustment and repatriation.

Retail lumbermen can do much by publicity propaganda and superior service to encourage and strengthen the strongly

implanted desire that is in the breast of every father and husband—to plan, build and own a home. One enterprising eastern

dealer advertises that he furnishes all kinds of materials for "homes—not houses." This appeal is particularly pointed and em-

bodies both a sentimental and practical viewpoint.

The retail lumberman is also in position to furnish much valuable advice and should be able to give estimates, make sug-

gestions, and provide facilities such as will encourage the average householder to launch out on a venture in his own behalf.

Never has home building been so vividly portrayed in magazines and in the daily press as at the present moment, and even

in a pictorial way the sentimental side of the proposition is "played up" with a good deal of efifect and sometimes with not a

little humor.

In connection with this enterprise, the United States Department of Labor has undertaken to furnish retail lumbermen,

contractors, builders and others with a series of bright and pointed bulletins. This Department has an Information and Edu-

cation Service Bureau which is doing effective work, and hundreds of copies have been sent broadcast, with the result that even

the most listless have been incited to do some serious thinking relating to the home building proposition. It might be advis-

able for some of the districts of the Ontario Retail Lumbermen s Association and other similar bodies in the various provinces

of the Dominion to adopt a like move and demonstrate that as lumber merchants and builders' supply men they are real, vital

factors in the stability and progress of the community.

One particularly vigilant lumberman has sent to the Depa tment at Washington for copies of these bulletins and has dis-

played them in his yard and office. The result is that he has aroused considerable local interest in the home building idea. It

is not necessary to comment at length on the instructive and in ensive ef¥ect of this move. In the service there are epigram-

matic utterances—grave, gay, solemn, weighty, pointed and racy—constituting clarion calls to suit all minds and moods.

"A man can borrow money on what he puts into a home. He can't on what he pays out for rent."

"During the war it was patriotic not to build. Now we can best show our patriotism by building."

"A man will fight FOR his home but IN a boarding house."

"Construction adds to the wealth of the country. Build now."

"One good turn deserves another. Good work here will encourage others to build."

"Efficient work here will encourage others to build elsewiere."

"Let this building be built so well and so quickly that the owner will be encouraged to build another."

"Best eflforts on this building will prove an inspiration for someone to erect another nearby."

"Save your money by building a Home."
The foregoing slogans are such as win in any cause and the suggestion is made that, if district associations cannot see

their way clear to undertake such a move as the one outlined, retailers in any centre could unite and have the local printing

office execute a few hundred copies for distribution. There is no doubt that the benefits derived would many times offset the

small disbursement.
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Wholesalers Discuss Important Problems
Believe Canadian Lumber Should Be Used in Military Work and Car Construction—Difficulty in Securing Refunds From Railways for Overcharges

An interesting meeting of tlie Wholesale Lumber Dealers' As-

sociation, Incori)orated, was held at the Albany Club, Toronto, on
Friday, March 28th. Mr. A. E. Clark occupied the chair and there

was a large attendance. This was practically the first meeting of

the association at which it has been possible to throw the session

open for general discussion on matters brought up by individual

members. An exceptionally profitable meeting developed.

There were only a couple of matters of routine to be dealt with.

The first was a report by Mr. F. Oliver, chairman of the Entertain-

ment Committee to the effect that the banquet tendered to the On-
tario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association had been successfully car-

ried out, and that the wholesalers of Toronto and Western Ontario

who contributed to the cost of the entertainment had received a de-

tailed financial report together Avith a refund of a substantial portion

of the amount contributed.

Mr. J. L. Campbell moved a vote of thanks and congratulation to

the Entertainment Committee for the successful manner in which it

had carried out the banquet. The motion was seconded "by Mr. G.

H. Long and was unanimously carried.

Standing Committees for the Year

The other matter of a routine nature was the announcement by
the chairman of the Standing Committees which he had appointed

for the present year, with the a])proval of the Board of Directors.

These committees arc as follows, the first name in each case being

the chairman : ,

Transportation : A. E. Eckardt, D. C. Johnston, A. E. Clark.

Trade Relations: A. E. Gordon, W. J. Lovering, W. C. Laidlaw.

Admission and Membership: H. J. Terry, F. Kent, W. C. Gall.

Bureau of Information : C. W. Wilkinson, Alex Read, Maurice
Welsh.

Fire and Marine Insurance: W. C. Laidlaw, H. G. McDermid, A.

E. Gates.

Arbitration : J. L. Macfarlane, John McBean, R. G. Che.sbro.

Legislation: G. H. Long, N. H. Hocken, J. P. Johnson.
Inspection: W. E. Bigwood, R. McDonagh, A. C. Gordon.
Audit and Finance: Duncan McLaren, A. H. Leak, J. B. Jarvis.

Terms of Sale: Ormsby Oliver, Hugh A. Rose, C. G. Anderson.
Entertainment : Frank Oliver, A. K. Johnson, D. C. Johnston, D.

Barclay.

Chairman Clark then made ah interesting reference to trade con-

ditions, prefacing his remarks with the statement that the conditions

prevailing today were such as to call for the exercise of common
sense and close as.sociation work. Indications from the standpoint

of production were that there would not be the amount of lumber
produced this year that had been produced last year, and also that

this year's production would cost more than any previous year. There
was no indication at the present time of any material reduction in

the cost of labor, which made up a very large portion of the original

cost of lumber. Sentiment and sentiment alone, at the present time,

was sending forward a reduction of lumber prices. There was a gen-

eral feeling that all prices must go down. If the lumbermen fall

in with this idea prices would have to go down, and the chances
would then be that many of the people engaged in the lumber busi-

ness would go down and out. For himself, he could see no occasion

for uneasiness. A little common sense, a little good judgment and a

little co-operation would help them to tide over what appeared to

him to be only temporary difficulty. The chairman then threw the

meeting open for general discussion and invited members to bring

up any matters which they considered of importance.

Mr. F. Oliver introduced a discussion upon Section 88 of the

Bank Act, and was followed by Mr. W. W. Carter, Mr. W. J. Lover-
ing, Mr. A. E. Eckardt, Mr. C. G. Anderson, Mr. W. E. Big\vood,
Mr. J. L. Campbell, and others.

Bank Act Section Under Review

This discussion brought out the fact that lumbermen are unan-
imously of the opinion that Section 88 of the Bank Act gives to the

bank the power of securing ownership of stocks of lumber to such
an extent as to be a source of injustice to lumber manufacturers and
wholesalers who have supplied stocks that may be in a yard at the

time when an assignment is made. It was generally felt by those

discussing the subject that it was the duty of the government to

amend the Bank Act so as to remove this injustice. However, it was

also the opinion of the mem1>ers that it would not be wise at the pres-
ent time to urge the government to deal with this matter, on account
of the large number of much more important problems which now
confronted the government.

The result of the discussion was the appointment of a commit-
tee whose duties it will be to gather and arrange data in connection
with this subject so as to be prepared with the necessary information
when the proper time comes for submitting it to the government.
The committee selected consists of Messrs. W. C. Laidlaw, J. L.
Camp!)cll, A. E. Clark, and D. McLaren.

Mr. A. H. Leak introduced a discussion on the subject of the
difficulty of securing refunds from the railway companies for over-
charges. The discussion on this subject was participated in by a

number of members, and .several definite instances were produced,
showing conclusively that in many cases the railway companies take
an arbitrary stand and refuse to consider a refund, no matter how
clearly the facts may demonstrate that the railway companies are in

error. The chairman urged all members to prepare information re-

garding cases of this nature and submit it to the secretary, so that the
cases might be placed in the hands of the standing committee on
ai^bitration and used by them in presentation of any claim which may
be brought before the Dominion Board of Railway Commissioners
for remedy of this situation.

Why Not Call For Home Materials

A member submitted to the meeting a "Quotation Request" sent
out by the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment under date
of March 25th asking for quotations on Yz car of 1-in. red gum wood,
Ists and 2nds

; y> car of 1-in. poplar clear saps. It was thought by
several members that the attention of the Department and of the
government should be drawn to the fact that lumber for the purpose
of this work should be purchased in Canada. Several members dis-

cussed the matter and all agreed that it would be advisable to bring
it to the attention of the Department and of the Government
in this way.

It was moved and seconded that a strong resolution be prepared
dealing with this matter and that it should be sent to the Department
of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, and to the Department of Trade
and Commerce. The result of this was. that the following communi-
cation was sent

:

"At a meeting of the Wholesale Lumber Dealers' As-
.sociation, Incorporated on March 28th the following reso-

lution was carried:

"Whereas the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-es-
tablishment has made a request (1045-Reqn. 4908 dated
March 25th, 1919) for a quotation on car 1-in. red gum-
wood, Ists and 2nds. Yz car 1-in. poplar clear .saps.

"And, whereas Canadian woods such as birch, basswood,
and white pine are available and will give even better ser-

vice than the foreign woods that have been mentioned.
"And, whereas the Government have made a strong ap-

peal to all classes to help re-establish soldiers in civil posi-

tions and whereas the members of our association have shar-

ed to the fullest extent in the support of Canadian war ef-

forts, therefore,

"Be it resolved that this association enter a protest against

the purchasing of lumber abroad under such conditions."

Use Canadian Woods on Canadian Cars

Mr. F. Oliver brought up a similar matter in connection with
the use of imported woods in the construction of cars for the Canad-
ian Government Railways. This matter was dealt with in a similar

manner and the following resolution was sent to the purchasing de-

partment of the Canadian (Government Railways and to the Depart-

ment of Trade and Commerce

:

"At a meeting of the Wholesale Lumber Dealers' As-
sociation, Incorporated, on March 28th, the following reso-

lution was carried

:

"Whereas the Purchasing Department of the Canadian
Government Railways has, on recent occasions, purchased
or given orders for construction of cars, permitting the

manufacturer to use foreign woods where Canadian woods
would give equal if not better satisfaction.
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"And, whereas lumbermen tendering on Canadian
woods have failed to secure such orders on account of slight

differences in prices,

"And, whereas such stocks are now being held at mill

points unsold,

"And, whereas the Canadian railways are appealing for

traffic, so that it is not in the public interest that this ma-
terial should be imported,

"And, whereas, the Canadian Government have made a

strong appeal to all classes to help re-establish soldiers in

civil positions and whereas the members of our association

have shared to the fullest extent in the support of Canadian
war efforts, therefore,

"Be it resolved that the matters herein contained be res-

pectively referred to the earnest consideration of the Pur-
chasing Department of the Canadian Government Rail-

ways."

The secretary submitted the results of the plan adopted at the

December meeting for the preparation of lists of stock owned by
members. The lists furnished had so large a number of entries that
it would be impractical to furnish members with copies.

The subject was discussed and a motion was presented by Mr.
H. G. McDermid, seconded by Mr. M. Welsh, and carried that mem-
bers should furnish the secretary each month with lists showing
totals of stocks owned and unsold in Ontario and Eastern Canada,
and that these lists should simply refer to the various kinds of woods
owned, without consideration of thickness, width, length or grade.

It is believed that this will involve very little work either for the
members or for the secretary, and it will then be possible to furnish
each member with an interesting and valuable re])ort regarding the
amount of stock on the market.

The meeting was brought to a conclusion by a further discu.s-

sion of market conditions.

Lumber Will Maintain Present Price Levels
National Retail Lumber Dealers' Association Do Not Believe There Is Going To Be

Any Reduction, Which Stand They Have Taken From Outset

There is no doubt much anxiety on the part of the retail lumber

dealers relative to the results of the hearing insofar as it concerns the

lumber industry before the Industrial Board of the Department of

Commerce, and its effect upon present lumber prices, writes Charles

A. Bowen, of Detroit, Secretary of the National Retail Lumber
Dealers' Association.

Upon the invitation of the lumber manufacturing interests I had
the pleasure of sitting in at the conference between the manufacturers

themselves, and at the conference between the lumber industry and
the Industrial Board.

At this conference the whole situation was canvased very thor-

oughly and all of the details brought out. The lumber manufacturers

submitted to the Industrial Board the fact that they were not in a posi-

tion to make any offer, but felt that the Industrial Board should be

the aggressor and make suggestions as to what they thought the

lumber industry should do. This the Industrial Board refused to do,

saying that they were not a committee with any mandatory powers,

but were there to help the industry in any way they might in order

to stabilize prices with the thought and hope of stimulating a revival

of commercial business.

Why Lumber Cannot Come Down
They cited the fact that the steel industry had met them and

voluntarily reduced their prices in order to help bring this about; and

stated that they felt the lumber industry should make some reduc-

tions in their present prices for the same reason. The lumber manu-

facturers pointed out that the steel industry were in a different posi-

tion than themselves ; that steel .prices had soared to a very high fig-

ure during the war period and had already begun to make a decline

before the hearing of the Industrial Board ; also that that industry

were in a position to reduce their prices because of the conditions

which surrounded their business and without materially affecting their

investment or a reasonable profit, and also that there were so few of

them that they could unite through a national association or general

agreement which would practically bind the whole industry.

On the other hand they pointed out that there were something

like 35,000 manufacturers of lumber in the United States, only a

small number of which are in any association at all, that there was
no association which could speak for the lumber industry as a whole,

and that those present had no authority to bind the industry in any-

thing, nor even the associations which they represented, and any

statements which they might make would merely concern their own
particular companies. They pointed out that the price of lumber had

never gone beyond what would produce even a small margin of pro-

fit, let alone an inflated margin, and that under existing conditions,

and conditions which so far as they could see, would maintain for some

time to come, their selling costs being almost identical with their

producing costs, they could not reduce their selling prices without

disaster to themselves and the industry as a whole. They also point-

ed out the fact that the life of the lumber manufacturing industry, par-

ticularly in the South, was not over about twelve years and was a

diminishing proposition unlike any other of the natural resources.

The Industrial Board were unable to make any suggestions, but

were also loath to stamp with their approval the present prices which

were being promulgated by the lumber manufacturers, although it

was clearly pointed out to them that if the manufacturers could not

lower their prices without disaster to the industry, they, the Industrial

Board, should commend present prices in order to satisfy the public

that the present prices of lumber were so low that they could go no
lower.

Why Not Commend Present Prices

The Industrial Board finally agreed to look over cost data offered

them which had been prepared by the Southern Pine Association and
checked with approval by the Federal Trade Commission and compar-
ed it with prices which the lumber men were now asking in order to

confirm the claims of the manufacturers' committee, all agreeing that

this would be a typical of all lumber manufacturers, and with a view
of issuing a statement later on. No statements have been issued, how-
ever, from the Industrial Board since that date, and the negotiations

have been practically broken off.

W. M. Ritter, with the War Industries Board during the war, and
who is now a member of this Industrial Board, is generally given

credit for having suggested this plan of the Industrial Board as car-

ried out by Secretary Redfield, and he has been quite anxious that

the lumber prices should be lowered in order to stimulate building.

It is generally thought that this would be a mistake and that what the

public want is not so much a lowering of prices, having now all prac-

tically been convinced that prewar prices will not appertain, but to

know that there is some authority and basis of fact for the statement
being issued that there will be no lower prices than what are in effect

today.

Certain representatives of those on the Board endeavored to have

a secret meeting following the conference above referred to, and pro-

posed that all lumber manufacturing concerns simply agree to a flat

reduction of $2.00 per thousand feet from their present j)rices, but im-

portant lumber representatives refused to consider this, taking the

ground that such, or any other price concessions, would be suicidal

to the industry in view of the fact that many of the larger producers

have for some time past been losing money steadily even at present .

prices, and that owing to labor and wage conditions and other things

confronting the industry many mills had shut down and many others

would probably do so.

Any Concession Would be Suicidal

It is generally conceded, and the Government departments are

advocating it strongly, that labor wages will not and must not be

reduced, and this being the case, it is not reasonable to suppose that

manufacturing costs will be reduced nor the present selling prices re-

duced very materially under these conditions.

A recent publication put out by the Government department is

thought to cover the situation fully when the writer emphasizes that

the best results are going to be obtained by showing the public that a

new price level has been created permanently, instead of giving so

much publicity to possibly lower prices which will probably not be

secured for a long period. Certainly, we do not believe that there is

going to be any reduction in lumber, which is the stand we have taken

from the beginning.
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Value of Plant Appraisal Under-Estimated
Inventory Concerning Building and Equipment Assets Is Very Lax—Descriptions

Are Entirely Inadequate and Valuations Always Erroneous

DEFINITION OF APPRAISAL

A disinterested presentation of building and equipment,

certified by a company expert in this line of work, with accur-

ate descriptions, and showing the cost to replace at prevailing

prices, also, with proper depreciation, the sound, present con-

dition value of the property. •

In no dictionary or encyclopedia will be found a compreliensive

definition of Appraisal, as professionally understood and commercial-
ly furnished. A definition of the service as known and recognized

might be stated as above.

The ordinary inventory is very exact in the matter of stock ano
very lax as regards building and equipment assets, said Wm. F. Wor-
cester in an admirable address recently before the Northwesterr
Lumbermen's Association in Minneapolis.

Suppose we take it for granted that every establishment of any
consequence has established a valuation of the plant. In many in-

stances this valuation, if placed by owners, is carried in lump sum,
including land, buildings, good will, locational value, customers and
business all combined. There may never have been an accurate
separation of these elements of value, or the division may only have
been merely estimated. In some instances the owners realize the

necessary for accurate values and attempt to do the work themselves.

They start in bravely, are soon interrupted with more immediately
important matters or they delegate certain of their force to do the

work and in the end find that it costs them as much or more than if

done professionally and the work is amateurish.

At this time your speaker would digress long enough to men-
tion the fact that in his ten years' of Government work, with occasion

to examine thousands of personally prepared inventories of buildings

and equipment, in practically no instance was the presentation in ac-

cordance with proper method, unless there were outside experts en-

gaged on the work. The owners descriptions are entirely inadequate,

the owners' valuations are almost erroneous. It was the realization

of the absolute necessity for expert service along this important line

of work that led to the establishment of companies in appraisal.

Having others do work which possibly the owners are more or

less capable of doing themselves is merely carrying out the principle

of specialization. The people who devote their entire time, thought
and energy along a particular line are the ones best to be entrusted

with the work. Then there are standard recognized methods being
followed instead of haphazard listing. The work is made up with
accurate piece- bills and correct descriptions. Valuations are based
on provable reproductive pieces instead of original costs. Deprecia-

tions are figured in accordance with actual condition of the property

instead of so much per year. Appraisal companies ordinarily never
inquire as to the original cost inasmuch as today prices are entirely

a different matter than what may have been paid for the property.

An instance came to attention concerning a property originally

built in 1905, sold in 1908 for a lump sum, sold again in 1912 and
again in 1915, the fourth owner recently losing the property by fire.

Of course, he knew what he had paid, but it was necessary to pre-

pare a proof of loss and the adjustment was a. piece of guess work
more or less unsatisfactory to all parties. Many properties have been
rebuilt, added to or altered from time to time, the owners know pos-

sibly how much money has been spent, but they don't know how
much the property is worth.

Consider the difficulty in case>«of a fire in rebuilding a picture of

the property, detailing the dimensions, material list and all data con-
cerning each item of the equipment, picking out from memory or

with the aid of some old inventory sheets. How much better it is

to recognize the possible necessity for such data, prepare yourself in

advance with complete data. Then in case of fire or for whatever use,

you have ready a complete showing of the property satisfactory to

all concerned. There will be enough to worry over in the listing of

stock, making arrangements for rebuilding, plans for taking care of

tiade and other troubles, without having the details of building and
equipment values to bother with.

Experience has shown that in many instances of divided insur-

ance, based on owners valuations, ther£ have been serious discrepan-
cies, over insurance at some points and under insurance on other
property. It is essential to have values properly scheduled, valued
and insured, as after a fire is too late to adjust such matters.

No matter how carefully the property may be listed by the own-
er, supjxjse for instance it were done exactly as well as could be by
the best experts, the valuation placed by the owners, especially on
the question of depreciation, could never be regarded as being un-
biased. It may be the full intention to be entirely disinterested, in

fact the average business man, in his effort to be fair, leans in the

other direction and the values may be placed too low. This ha>
proven to be the case in many instances, but if the property was to

be sold the owner would never be given credit for a low valuation.

Think how much more conclusive is evidence of value prepared
by outside experts, certified, put up in book form, each property with
its plant drawing showing location, railroad and other facilities,

bound with the complete description and accurate provable values.

Then if it were ever desired to make exchanges, adjustments, state-

ments, transfers, or data for whatever purpose, it is readily at hand.

How much more convincing is it to be able to sit back and announce
that the data was prepared by a company in that line of work, with
no financial interest whatever in the property.

Cost System Use of Appraisal

One of the fundamentals of any satisfactory cost system is an
accurate valuation of property. What per cent is your profit on your
investment? By investment we mean the value of the property.

Suppose you carried the property at $20,000 and a profit of $2,000
was shown which would be 10 per cent and not so bad. Suppose,
however, the property was really worth $40,000, the same profit

would be only 5 per cent, which is not satisfactory.

This leads us to the consideration of a well known fact, that all

values have increased in the last several years. The reason for this

condition is that it would cost much more, possibly twice as much,
to replace any building or any item of equipment. Therefore, it is

the part of wisdom to recognize the conditions as they exist and have
an appraisal to ascertain the today values.

You will be surprised at the degree of competency shown by ex-

perts in appraisal. There never is an instance where once a concern

has appraisal that they are not greatly pleased with the service. The
work has become standard, is certified and disinterested, complete
and accurate and, what is very important, is prepared absolutely

without trouble or annoyance to property owners or employees. The
cost is so low that you will wonder why you did not have the work
done long before.

Who among you have not overdue accounts to collect or many
other important matters which should be attended to. Why not

have done by others what can be done better and cheaper, thereby

securing disinterested, accurate service, acceptable as a proper basis

upon which to arrange insurance and proof of loss in case of fire.

Appraisal companies do not require the assistance of the owner.

They make their own sketches, secure field notes, measurements and

all data in standard manner. The work is priced, extended and totall-

ed in proper detail, summarized and certified, put up in book form

with drawings and indexed in easily accessible manner. If you were

to do this work yourself or have your employees do it for you, if you

count your time and theirs, it would cost as much or more than to

have it done by regular standard method.

Decide to Have Appraisal

If this talk has brought to consideration any feature of weakness

in the inventory system in use study the subject carefully, consider

whether it can be corrected and the more deeply the matter is investi-

gated the more certain the conclusion to have an appraisal. Perhaps

the resolution may be at once proceed to secure a better inventory

by means of employees, or the owner's own work. Keep this one

thought in mind that an appraisal is an entirely different piece of j

work than will be compiled by personal effort, but the main reasonj

is that ordinarily it is merely intended to be done by the owner and!

never completed. Remember the disinterested phase, the accurate!

detail, the accessible data and presentable documentary evidence otj

the real value of the property and decide to have an appraisal. J
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Taking the Mystery Out of Building Homes
Selling Lumber to Build Houses Is Becoming More and More Proposition of Open

Dealing and Superior Service—Mail Order vs. Retailer's Problems

Selling of lumber to build hous is becoming more and more proposi-

tion of open dealing and superior service—Mail Order procedure

vs. yardman's problem and methods.
There are always two sides to every proposition. Provided the

arguments on behalf of any movement or cause are presented fairly

and impartially, no one can find particular fault if the opinions ex-

pressed do not coincide with their own. There are many angles

to every question and, naturally, view points diverge from the posi-

tion in which persons are placed and their relations to the matter
in hand. There is a trite but true saying that it makes a world of

difference whther you are on the outside looking in or on the inside

looking out, or, in other words, location and personal interest change
the standpoint, and it is well to weigh all questions from as broad
a vision as possible.

The ability to see the other fellow's point of view or position is a

valuable asFct in the ordinary relations of life. It is not always neces-

sary to agree with a project in order to recognize its timeliness, truth

or merit. The subject of advertising is now a particularly live and
pertinent one, in view of the agitation going on to induce more people

to become house builders and home owners. There is no doubt that

the retail lumberman who gives service and satisfaction, having bene-

fit of personal acquaintance and knowing the needs of his customer
in a way that a mail order house can never hope to do, possesses a

decided advantage over that of an organization which, however attrac-

tive its selling plans and service, is still under a handicap. The retail

lumberman, of course, must be up and doing. He has to be alert, so-

licitous and aggressive. It will not do for him to sit down and grouch,

think that the bottom has dropped out of things, or the sun disa])pear-

ed from the firmament, and that ordinary people have gone mad
over mai! order houses or departmental stores methods and merch-
dise.

If he gives quality and value, backs up all that he says by prompt-
ness and performance, and at the .same time asks only a reasonable

l)rofit on his stock, knows his cost of doing business and estimates

accordingly, he need not fear, to any alarming degree, outside com-
petition.

Better Houses for the Masses

In a recent edition of "Printers' Ink" an article appeared from
the pen of G. A. Nichols, entitled "How a Mail Order House meets
its Retail Competition." The writer then goes on to point out how
a certain concern has taken the mystery out of building, and got

right down to practical everyday affairs. He emphasizes the fact

that people now have better houses for less money, whether thev
buy from the mail order organization or from the local dealer, and
also that more domiciles are built and more improvements made to

dwellings already built than ever before. Thus business is stimu-

lated and strengthened. Mr. Nichols adds that he has no prejudice

either in favor of the mail ojder house or the retail lumberman, but
if there is any weakness on his part he leans rather in the direction

of the latter. He emphasizes one feature which the yardman should
never overlook, and that is, nothing can take the place of an actual

stock of merchandise right at hand for the prosoective purchaser to

inspect. No matter how nifty a catalogue mav be it cannot sell, of

itself, like the goods which are on the spot. Mr. Nichols points out
that this is the weak point in the mail order man's appeal no matter
what he has to sell. It is one thing in which the local retailer has
an unanswerable argument in his favor, and goes a long way toward
off-setting any apparent advantage the mail order 'competitor mav
have—but the retailer must rise to the occasion and avail himself
of the opportunity and give the right kind of merchandise, service
and price.

Here is what Mr. Nichols says and whether the reader agrees
Avith all the points and the suggestions offered, is not a matter of
such vital concern so long as some of the arguments incite the lum-
ber retailer into getting a move on and proving that he is a real,

living factor in ministering to the building trades of his own town
and surrounding country

:

Some manufacturers and jobbers who are seeking: a larger out-
let for their goods, throuerh helping the retailer build up a market,
are showing a pronounced disposition to learn from the retail mail-
order houses and to encourage the retailer to apply the lessons.

If any retailer is falling behind to-day in his race with the mail-

order houses he is only paying the penalty of failure to ventilate
his values. People who read advertising buy better. The man who
sells standard, advertised goods sells them quicker and finds it eas-
ier to get the people back into his store for further purchases.

The mail-order house has used the right kind of publicity. The
retail dealer, generally speaking, has not. This is why the catalogue
house many times has the better of the argument. It has been re-

peatedly demonstrated that the retail store using proper advertising
backed up by values, prices and service, can simply walk away with
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the business, leaving the mail-order house far behind. But the re-

tailer is too ready to rely on "buy at home" arguments. If he recog-

nizes mail-order at all in his advertising he is likely to make his bid

for business on a basis of local pride or upon the idea that the people

of the town owe him something because he happens to be running

a store there.

It may as well be recognized by everybody concerned that the

mail-order houses have done a worth-while work for the people of

this country in that they have made possible better values for the

consumer. They have turned the spotlight on prices. Publicity makes
for competition. Where there is no competition the condition is

bad for the consumer. This is a principle that is recognized even
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by some governments. England is said to welcome competition

of other countries in the South African trade because such competi-

tion stabilizes prices and makes it more certain that the people shall

get a square deal.

Values Better Understood

Mail-order methods have removed much of the mystery from
merchandise and selling. People are many-fold keener students of

values and of goods than they were twenty years ago. Studying the

mail-order catalogues, they naturally learn about merchandise. They
do not have to take the retailer's word for everything. They have
a better line on what fair prices are. Consequently, the retailer has

to get right up on his toes and stay there. The thing works out for

him as well as it does for the consumer, as a matter of fact, because

the catalogue increases the demand for merchandise in general and
of profits along with the rest, if he has the right kind of goods to

sell.

A catalogue, whether it is designed to sell goods to retailers or

consumers, necessarily must be right the first time. It cannot talk

back. When a thing is down in print the house must stand behind it.

If the prices are not low enough, then the sale is lost. If the descrip-

tions are deceiving, then the people won't buy again. Long experi-

ence has demonstrated that the mail-order houses make good on
their promises. Therefore they have gained the confidence of the

people. This has brought about a condition where the retailer has

got to be frank about his values also if he expects to hold his own.
In increasing the demand for merchandise, the mail-order

houses have done a great work which has had a very important bear-

ing on the country's commercial life.

The Gordon-Van Tine Company, of Davenport, Iowa, sends
out half a million catalogues with pictures of houses in colors. The
result is a better understanding of the house proposition, better

houses for the people and fairer prices by the retail lumber dealer.

An impartial study of the building material situation convinces
the writer that Gordon-Van Tine has done something really worth
while in standardizing prices in this line. There is ab.solutely no
intent here to make a plea for mail-order. If the writer has any pre-

judice at all it is in favor of the retail dealer. But "pigs is pigs" and
facts are facts.

There are few things in which there is so much mystery for the

average buyer as in the building of a house. So many items go into

the make-up of that house that the average buyer is bewildered if he
attempts to figure it out himself. He is at the mercy of his contractor

and building material dealer.

If a person is asked to pay $25 for a pair of shoes he immediately
insits on being shown. He knows something about shoes and what
shoes ought to cost. This $25 pair must be exceptional. The chances
are if he buys the shoes he gets a pretty good value for his money.
A retailer would not think of asking a woman to pay $5 for a pair

of hose unless he had a $5 value. She is acquainted with hose and
he knows it. Gordon-Van Tine has made it possible for the buying
of a house to be a package transaction just like the buying of a pair

of shoes or hose. The whole proposition is put down in a catalogue
in black and white. Everything is there—goods, prices, plans. The
prices are guaranteed. The customer is promised that there will be
no extras at the last moment. His satisfaction also is guaranteed.

Why Sales Must Stick

Now then, if a mail-order house sends a pair of shoes to a cus-

tomer in California and the shoes do not give satisfaction they can
be returned and the money refunded. Nobody is going to be very
much the loser. But when it comes to returning a lot of lumber and
building material enough to construct a house, the problem is dif-

ferent. This is met by Gordon-Van Tine on a basis of having its

merchandise fully up to specifications—better than that if anything.
If the company sends out some Grade 2 lumber to a farmer in Kan-
sas that lumber must at least approach the Grade 1 variety he can
get from his local dealer.

This is not saying that the lumber mail-order house operates on
a higher standard of ethics than the local retailer. Leave ethics en-
tirely out of considerattion. Admit that the standards of the mail-
order house and the retailer in this respect are equal. Or even ad-
mit they have no standards at all. Gordon-Van Tine sends out lum-
ber on this basis simply because it would go broke if it would send
it out on any other.

No matter why it is done the user of the lumber gets the bene-
fit. The light of publicity has been let in on grades, values and
prices in the lumber business. And this is steadily working around
to a place where those interested in buying lumber are getting to
know more about it and to refuse to deliver themselves with blind
faith into the hands of the retail lumber dealer any more than they
would into the hands of the man who sells shoes, stockings or eat-

ables.

"Gordon-Van Tine surely has taken the monkey-business out of

the lumber business," said a ranch-owner in the Middle Wc-^t, win.
buys considerable quantities of building material each year. "Lumber
necessarily is bought only i)erif)dically. The average man buys a
house only once in his life. He may spend a good part of his life after
that in paying for the house. Thus he knows little of values in build-
ing materials and the retail lumberman is able to place his own con-
struction on prices and quality. Since buying from Gordon-Van Tine
I can't say I have much more of an expert knowledge of lumber than
I had before. But I know I am getting better prices and better qual-
ity for the money because the company would not dare send me any
other kind. If it did not keep its agreement with me I would shoot
the stuff back. And of course it couldn't afford to have lumber .sent

back."

In the State where this ranchman lives the writer happens to

know that there is—or at least there was, a few years ago—the clos-

est kind of co-operation among retail lumbermen as to the keeping
U]) of prices. At one time it was almost impossible for a retail lumber
dealer to conduct his business if he did not agree to maintain a scale
of prices fixed by the lumbermen's association. This as.sociation even
went so far as to put some lumbermen under bond to sell at a cer-

tain figure.

Suppose a farmer wanted to build a new house'or a new barn.
He would go to a local lumber yard and have the bill figured. The
figures would not be given him, however until they had been com-
municated to the other lumber yard in the place. Then, if the farmer
went to the competing yard he would be given a figure higher than
that of the first yard, or vice versa.

Making Homes Out of Houses
Prices never were advertised. Values were not ventilated. The

user of lumber had no standard by which to measure the correctness
of the figures and qualities offered him. Along came Gordon-Van Tine
and Sears Roebuck with their clean-cut. straight-from-the-shoulder
house-building propositions—they couldn't have any other kind and
get away with it—and people began to learn something about lumber
just as they had learned about other merchandise.

People now have better houses for less money whether they buy
them from the mail-order house or from the local dealer. Also more
houses are built and more improvements are made to houses already

built and thus more business is created for everybody who has build-

ing material to sell.

The Gordon-Van Tine Company has several catalogues at the

disposal of customers. The principal one is entitled, "Gordon-\'an
Tine Homes." This offers for .sale at net guaranteed prices the lum-
ber and everything else neces.sary for building a house complete. The
lumber and all other material will be sold ready cut or not, just as the

purchaser prefers.

For example, the material for constructing bungalow No. 2,632

will be sold for $1,583. For this price the company furnishes all the

lumber, lath, shingles, finishing lumber, doors, windows, frames, in-

terior finish, walls, nails, building paper, tinwork, gutters, down-
spouts, hardware, complete painting materials, kitchen and linen cases,

colonnades and even coat and hat hooks and sand paper. Lumber is

also supplied for building the necessary scaffolding for the workmen.
Complete plans and building directions are furnished free. The pur-

chaser has the option of adding to the specifications, plumbing, heat-

ing and other features.

The real romance of home building comes in the furnishing. To
give its customers help in this respect the company has a trained prac-

tical exponent of domestic art whose services are at the customer's

free disposal. She helps the woman arrange a model kitchen, giving

special attention to what she calls "kitchen routing." She insists that

every house sold shall include a thoroughly convenient kitchen, as this

is the housewife's workshop. The services are given because of the

fact that it takes a certain knowledge not only of furniture but also

of line and proportion to determine proper kitchen arrangement.

The Personal Side of Things

The company is glad to have its customers visit Davenport and

buy their lumber personally. For a long time the catalogue contained

an offer to pay the railroad fare of any customer who would go to

Davenport and buy a house, barn or carload of lumber or millwork.

The amount of the railroad fare would be deducted from the catalogue

price of whatever the customer purchased. The offer was perfectly

clean-cut and straightforward. It meant just what it said. But it

recently was withdrawn because of the possibility of miscontructions.

The company is bound and determined to avoid the very appearance
of evil and to say nothing in the catalogue that tends even remotely

to weaken its appeal for business—an appeal that is based squarely

upon considerations of quality, price and service.

This offer to refund railroad fare, now withdrawn, was after all

an interesting tribute to the power of the retail store. No matter how
good a catalogue may be it cannot sell as effectively as can an actual

.

stock of merchandise. This is the weak point in the mail-order man's
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appeal. It is one thing that the local retailer has an unanswerable
argument in his favor that is going a long way toward offsetting any
advantage his retail mail-order competitor may have—that is, of

course, if the retailer rises to his opportunities and gives the right

kind of merchandise, service and price.

Every mail-order house has its troubles. Naturally, it has to

fight to get and keep its trade just as does any other business con-

cern. Retailers' associations and others are naturally going to do
their best to keep as much trade at home as possible.

The selling of merchandise, whether it be things to eat, things

to wear, or lumber to build a house is getting to be more and more
a proposition of straightforward dealing with nothing concealed.

Twenty or thirty years ago the retailer had his fight just as the

consumer is having now. Manufacturers and jobbers then found out

that the way to build up lasting success was to work with the retailer

instead of against him. They discovered it was poor business to over-

load a man—to give him more goods than he could sell. They know
now that the way to increase their business is to help make it possible

for the retailer to sell at a profit the things he buys from them. They
know the retailer's transaction is not complete and his profit not made
until he sells the goods. The retailer's selling problem, therefore, is

rightfully regarded by manufacturers and jobbers as being vastly

more important relatively speaking, than is buying. So they give

him a square deal on the buying. They have removed the mystery,
the risk and the fear from buying, making buying easy. Then they
help the retailer with the selling, knowing that when he sells more he
buys more.

Returned Men Learn Shingrle MakingT
The operation of the instructional school for returned soldier

sawyers and packers which is being conducted under the direction

of the Briti.sh Columbia Shingle Ageency, is an unqualified success,

according to a statement made by one of its officials. There were
no accidents the first few days, and the ten veterans who took their

first tuition in shingle-making .showed such an eagerness to learn

a new trade, that the manufacturers are well pleased with the ex-

periment. Instructor McNair is satisfied with the way in which the

.soldiers apply themselves.

Just as soon as the men are competent to handle a machine they
will be sent to one of the various mills to take the place of Chinese
sawyers who have done the work before. In the meantime several

of the mills which had closed have resumed operations, in some
cases with a half crew.

The experiment of the British Columbia manufacturers is being
watched by shingle men along the whole coast. The school of in-

struction is at the Stoltz three machine mill of Wall St. on Burrard
Inlet.

Cleaning* Up Stocks of Spruce
The British ministry of shipping is arranging to clean up the

stocks of spruce collected at Prince Rupert and the steamer Zamora
will be despatched to the northern port to load 2,000,000 feet for the

United Kingdom, says a recent despatch from Vancouver. She is a

vessel of 2350 tons and cleared from Callao on March 20. Mr. F. C.

Clendenning in the ministry of shipping office expects the steam-
er to be on berth about the middle of April. She will steam to the

United Kingdom via the Panama Canal.

The spruce production department of the Imperial Munitions
Board was just hitting its stride when the armistice was signed,

and had made a record cut of spruce, the output from British Colum-
bia exceeding the total of the American Pacific Coast States. With
the cessation of hostilities the need for airplane spruce vanished,
and the big I. M. B. lumber camps closed down. There remained
a big stock of clean-grained spruce ready for shipment and a large

quantity of logs in the booming ground.- These logs are being turn-

ed into pulp at Swanson Bay and Ocean Falls, and the dressed spruce
will be sent to England.

Mr. Clendenning also announces that the steamer War Convoy,
recently completed at the Coughlan shipyard, will load at New West-
minster and Chemainus for England, and will visit the Eraser River
port first. Her cargo will consist of railroad sleepers. There is a big
supply ready for shipment at the city dock at New Westminster.

The War Convoy will also load sleepers at Chemainus, and, in

addition, will take the first consignment of the 70,000,000 feet order
placed by the British timber controller.

Big Lawsuit Over Repudiated Contract
A big shipyard contract came to view in an application made

in Chambers by Mr. Alfred Bull in Vancouver. It arose over the
agrement between Lyall's Shipyards and M. Van Hemelyrick, a Bel-
gian shipowner living in Paris, to build six auxiliary sailing schoon-
ers. The ships in question were to be built by Lyalls for $450,000

each, on terms arrived at after long correspondence, but before tak-
ing delivery Van Hemelyrick repudiated the contract. Lyalls are
therefore proceeding to take action for damages against Van Hemel-
ryck and an order to serve notice on him in Paris recently was given
by Chief Justice Hunter, of British Columbia.

How to Keep Standing Timber Healthy
All Slash Should Be Properly Burned As It Is Prolific

Breeding Ground For Insects and Fungi

"How Can We Burn the Slash to Best Advantage?" is the subject
of a timely and instructive leaflet issued by the Woodlands Section
of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association to members and others
interested in the saving of the forests of the Dominion.

J. M. Swaine of the Division of Forest Insects, Ottawa, calls

slash "the garbage of the woods" and in a clear forcible statement
adds: and just as the city garbage must be destroyed to protect the
health of the citizens, so should the forest garbage be burned for the
protection of the trees. How can we expect the remaining timber to
be healthy when each year we distribute throughout the province
many square miles of this rubbish, the finest breeding ground for in-

sects and fungi that could possibly be conceived? As a preventive
and insurance against insect and fungus troubles the slash should al-

ways be burned; but at this time, when slash burning will without
any doubt go far towards checking the balsam disease in regions
where it has only started, and in preventing its development in areas
that have thus far remained healthy, particularly at this time, when
it is so essential that we find some method for fighting this disease, let

us develop a way to utilize the only means that appear to be available,
and Burn the Garbage.

"What Are You Doing With Your Slash?"
It has been realized for some time that cut over lands are the

greatest fire risk which we have to deal and also that the decaying
slash left on the ground is a breeding place for fungi and bark beetles
which are working enormous damage in our woods. This damage is

said to be almost as great as that from forest fires.

Try this for the balance of this winter and next season. You are
requested to pick out one or two camps in your next winter's opera-
tions and try brush burning along the following lines.

Make a fire. A boy can be added to every two logging crews,
who on going to work in the morning should start a .small fire and the
fellers should be instructed to fall the trees as nearly as possible so
that the tops may come near the fire. As fast as the trees are swamp-
ed, that is the limbs cut off. a boy should gather up the branches and
throw them on the fire. When the top is reached a man should help
the boy place it on the fire and all should be burnt.

Watch the fire. The location of the fire, as far as possible, should
be chosen so that no living trees or at least only a few small ones will

be damaged. The fires do not need to be at all large for spruce and
balsam brush as this burns very easy indeed.

Keep a note of the. The cost of this operation should be carefully

kept and compared with the cost of making logs in simliar territory in

previous years, also if possible it would be interesting and very valu-

able to have the actual cost studied at some time during the operation,

that is the time it takes the men to fell and swamp a tree and the time
that is employed in putting the brush on the fire.

What do we gain by this? A collection of results from a number
of companies would give a very fair average cost for this sort of work.
You are asked to give this a fair trial and to impress on your woods
foremen that this is a very important matter, and that you wish it

carried out as efficiently as possible and that you wish a close cost

figured for this work.
Checking up. By having a number of companies doing work along

the same lines it will be very easy to pick out the men who have tried

to do the work faithfully from those who have not. You are urged to

give this brush burning a fair trial and to co-operate in every way pos-

sible to establish whether such is practical and economical or not.

Will you let us know that you are ready to help in this work?
The Woodlands Section has already taken the lead in co-operative

work. Let's go further.

Aeroplane Lumber Development in British Columbia

In connection with an article by Mr. Bryan, it may be noted that:

Prior to the war the quantit}'^ of Sitka spruce logs annually manufac-
tured into lumber of all grades in British Columbia did not exceed

3,000,000, board feet, only 150,000 board feet of which would have
been suitable for aeroplane construction. No fir of the grade suitable

for aeroplane construction was manufactured in British Columbia
prior to the war, and special methods of manufacture were instituted

to develop this entirely new grade. The total outlay in connection

with the production of aeroplane spruce and fir in British Columbia

was approximately $8,200,000.
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Veteran Lumberman's Golden Jubilee
John Piggott Who Has Spent Fifty Years in the Industry

Disposes of His Interest to His Sons

John Piggott, retail lumberman of Western Ontario, has retired

from the firm of John Piggott and Sons of Chatham and Windsor after

fifty years' identification with the industry. In the withdrawal of

Mr. Piggott from active participation in the business, to live in retire-

ment in Windsor, the lumber trade loses one of its most capable and
veteran associates. The sons have bought the father's interests, the

consideration in the deal being over half a million dollars.

Percy G. Piggott has taken over the Chatham end of the business,

which he is conducting under the name of the P. G. Piggott Lumber
Co., and his brother, Walter T. Piggott, controls the Windsor busi-

ness, which he is running under the title of the W. T. Piggott Lumber
Company.

John Piggott, who, as already stated, is retiring after half a cen-

tury's active connection with the lumber industry, is making his home
in Windsor for the present. He is now seventy-six years of age and
enjoying good health. The Piggott business is one of the pioneer

concerns in western Ontario and the firm for many years have made
a specialty of fine interior woodwork, which they have supplied for a

number of the finest buildings in Western Canada. Mr. Piggott, Sr.,

was born in Oxfordshire, Eng., and came to Canada with his parents
when he was five years old, locating in Woodstock, Ont., where his

father was a well-known contractor. When John Piggott worked
with him in the early days his principal occupation was matching
flooring by hand, which is quite different from today. Mr. Piggott

took an active part in military afifairs at that time and was instru-

mental in organizing the Woodstock Fusiliers. After leaving Wood-
stock the family settled on a farm near Thedford, in Lambton County,
where they erected a log home, hewing the timber by hand. They
cleared the farm and at odd periods worked at contracting. In 1869

John Piggott moved to Chatham and started in the lumber line with
two men, a teamster, a helper and himself as the staflf. Walter T.

Piggott assumed the management of the business in Chatham in 1892,

but since 1911 has been devoting all his attention to the Windsor end,

which was purchased from W. G. Nutson, many years ago. the firm

taking over the entire holdings in the lumber and planing mill, while

for several years Percy G. Piggott has been manager of the Chatham
plant and yard. The firm handle everything in the line of wood goods
that is required for the smallest home to the largest mansion. Planing
mills are operated in both Chatham and Windsor. They employ a

large staflP, have neat and well equipped yards, dry kilns and sorting

and shipping facilities. At Windsor the company have their own
water frontage and in Chatham they own a wharf for receiving sup-

plies by boat.

Death of Noted Driver of Timber
After having been in declining health for several years

Donald Hugh McDonald, once one of the men of strongest physique
in Eastern Ontario, passed away recently in Arnprior, Ont. For
more than a generation Mr. McDonald was known from Quebec to

the north waters of the Ottawa River as a man of more than ordin-

ary capabilities in the woods and on the river. For the past few

years he had suffered severely from heart trouble, induced by bron-

chitis and asthma. Since 191.S he held the office of nrnvernmcnt --lide-

master in Arnprior.

Deceased was born in the township of LdcIucI, dlciigarry ctuiii-

ty, 76 years ago ; in the summer it was his custom to till the soil on
his father's farm and in the fall he came to Arnprior to spend the

winter in the lumber camps. At the age of 18 years he located in that

town and his proficiency on the river and in the woods soon earned

for him the position of foreman on the Kippewa, Bonnechere, Mada-
waska and Black rivers, at different times; in fact until he was forced

by failing health to retire a few years ago he continued in the service

of the McLachlin interests, one of their most loyal and must trusted

employees.
About 30 years ago he conducted a sawmill at Sand Point, but

not for long; he preferred the camp and the woods and the compan-
ionship of the river. The deceased leaves a wife, one son And one

daughter, all residing in Arnprior.

B.C. Exporters Form Strong Association

The Imperial Government having placed an order for seventy

million feet with British Columbia for railway steepers, crossing

timbers and other requirements, all the representative mills in the Pa-

cific Coast j)rovince located on and contiguous to the seaboard have

joined together and formed the Associated Timber Exporters of Bri-

tish Columbia. Limited, with a capital stock of $200,000. J. D. Mc-
Cormack is president of the new organization and R. H. H. Alex-

ander, secretary-treasurer. The directors are F. R. Pendleton, W.
W. Harvey, H. J. Mackin, J. O. Cameron, B. Ferris and E. C. Knight.

The corporation will take over and handle the seventy million feet

order, by accepting the whole consignment and then apportioning it

out among the individual mills, according to their various capacities

and desires to participate. It is expected that all the plants in Bri-

tish Columbia, which are in a position to engage in the export busi-

ness, will enter into a contract with the new selling organization to

dispose of their output to the foreign trade. By so doing the Assoc-

iated Timber Exporters will be able to undertake any size contract

for prompt loading and prices will necessarily be stabilized. It is

now felt that the prospects of the Coast mills being able to cater

successfully to overseas demands are very bright by reason of the

concerted action of the manufacturers to extend the export trade and

stabilize the market.

In connection with the order, which was placed by the British

Timber Controller and is understood to be the last purchase of that

official, it is learned that a large quantity is for railway sleepers, fir.

5 x 10 X 8.6. and that the figure is $23.50, f.a.s. Vancouver; 20.000,000

is to be merchantable timber, small sized dimension and common
boards, all fir. The figure for merchantable timber is $25 base f.a.s.

Vancouver and for common boards and small dimension stock $20

f.o.b. mill.

J. B. Mackenzie, of Georgetown, Ont.. who is secretary-treasu

er of District No. 6 of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' .\ssoci

tion, was in Toronto recently attending the fifteenth annual meetin

of the Canadian Association of Coal Dealers of which he is a membe
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What Improved French River Route Will Do
In Providing Water Borne Traffic for Lumber, Pulpwood and Paper—Some Com-

parative Freight Charges Which Show Big Saving

A compilation from the records of the crown timber agencies

of the district shows that 1,000,000,000 feet of red and white pine

timber has been taken oflf the waters tributary to Lake Nipissing

within the past twenty-five years. It is believed that the present

estimate of 3,500,000,000 feet of the timber yet available by drive

and rail to Lake Nipissing, on the territory we set forth as tributary

to French River waterway, including Timagami Forest Reserve, un-

sold crown townships and berths now under license, is a conserva-

tive estimate, says a recent statement.

On the waters of Lake Nipissing, of the French and of the Pick-

erel, and the territory immediately adjacent thereto, all available

for cheap barge transport, there are 150,000,000 feet of good hard-

woods, principally birch and maple, suitable for flooring and furni-

ture making, which the settlers (many of them in the* Parry Sound
district living twenty to thirty miles from a station) cannot haul to

the railway, for, after logging and hauling, the railway rate is not

low enough to move this economically for export.

On those portions of the French, of Lake Nipissing, and more
especially the Pickerel, on territory which is totally without rail

transportation, there is unquestionably the largest supply of stand-

ing hemlock tie timber in the province of Ontario to-day. This sec-

tion of country has been carefully cruised, and there are 15,000,000

ties available, and ties are urgently needed by our electric and steam

railways 'to-day.

Good basswood exists in large quantities, but no bulk estimate

is available, none ever having been actually made.

Saving Per Thousand on Lumber

Northern Ontario, north of North Bay, is the main source of

supply for cedar poles for Hydro-electric throughout the Lake Erie,

Ontario, Niagara section, and for the Bell Telephone Company and
projected Hydro radials. Barge movement on ties, etc., would cost

approximately one-third of the rail rates on the Grand Trunk Rail-

way.
The average cost per thousand on lumber by barge from Geor-

gian Bay ports to Detroit and Tonawanda wholesale market is $5
per thousand, or an average of 14 1/3 cents per cwt. The average
rail rate from Cache Bay and Callander mills on Lake Nipissing
to the wholesale markets of Tonawanda and Detroit is 20 1/3 cents

per cwt., being a saving by water-borne shipment of 6 cents, if Geor-
gian Bay ports are used as a comparison. A saving of 5 cents per
cwt. would be a fair comparison, however, due to the fact that the
barges will be a longer time in transit from Lake Nipissing.

At 3,500 lbs. to the M. feet, this saving would be $1.75 per M.
Assuming that 80 per cent, of the foregoing estimate of standing
white, red and jackpine lumber were exported (the balance being
used locally), then the saving on water-borne traffic, either through
a water shipment or a water-borne competitive rate on the Grand
Trunk and C.P.R. (the National has no southbound line, except
via Capreol), would be $5,000,000 in favor of the waterway.

Saving on Pulpwood, Pulp and Paper

It is on pulpwood products, however, that the greatest visible

saving from water-borne traffic is apparent. The timber is growing
above ground, and from years of experience it can be estimated and
computed, diflfering therefore from the mining twnnage, siuch as
iron, copper and other minerals, which, although benefited by the
waterway, will only show the benefit of water-borne traffic when
their tonnage development is made possible by cheap water-borne
coal, assisted by cheap power, such as will be developed at the three
locks, totaling 70 feet head.

The area to be benefited by water-borne traffic is at least 24 -

000,000 acres. Northern Ontario, north of North Bay, along the T.
and N. O. and the Transcontinental east and west of Cochrane, is a
pulpwood country. If the average cut per acre is put at 1 1-2 cords
this would mean 36,000,000 cords of wood, which will yield at least
20,000,000 tons of paper.

Chicago money is mainly interested in the big Abitibi mill and
the Mattagami mill, and due to the fact that Chicago and Middle
West effers the most remunerative markets, the movement of paper
from the area to be benefited is mainly to Chicago.

The railrate on paper to Buffalo from Lake Nipissing (Sturgeon
Falls mill) is 22>^ cents; the Detroit rate, 24^ cents, and the Chi-

cago rate, 29y> cents. There is no great lakes tariff published on
paper, because individual arrangements are made, which depend on
the location of the mills, because this governs the boat load factor.

In normal years the Soo paper mills carried paper to Chicago by
chartering a boat for the season at a cost of 5 cents per cwt. When
Port Arthur mills start shipping, their water rate to Chicago would
likely be a 10-cent rate.

The Low Rate on Coal Transport.

Coal transport to North Bay will cost one-fifth of the present
rail rate, but coal is admittedly totally different from paper, in that
it is more easily taken out as a cargo, and more easily discharged.
Let us then be absolutely fair, and say that the lake rate to a paper
mill on the shore of Lake Nipissing (which is the point where we
are comparing the rates) would be one-half of the present average
rail rate to the point where this paper is moving today, and put the
cost of 14 cents per cwt., or $2.80 per ton. Allowing 30 cents foi

wharfage and handling, let us lower the figure to $2.50 per ton, which
is surely low enough to avoid criticism.

The 20,000,000 tons of paper will not, however, move out water-
borne, and this is due to the close season of navigation, as well as to

Canadian demand and shipment to points not having lake rate or
lake and rail rates or lacking connecting facilities.

If we say that 50 per cent, of this paper will be shipped water-
borne, we will find that this is exactly what will happen, although
the Abitibi Power & Paper Co. say they will ship 75 per cent. The
saving, therefore, on the 10,000,000 tons of paper at $2.50 per ton,

will be $25,000,000. This figure looks large, but it must be remem-
bered that four-fifths of the province of Ontario lies north of the
French River, and Lake Superior, and that the particular area bene-
fited is much larger than the whole province of New Brunswick ; is

twice the size of Nova Scotia, and eighteen times the size of Prince
Edward Island, but unfortunately it is not surrounded by a great
lakes system, like older Ontario, an y\tlantic, like the seaboard pro-

vinces, or even an improved St. Lawrence river, such as flows
through the centre of the province of Quebec.

This waterway will, however, bring the great lakes up in as
close to that great section of country along the T. and N. O. Rail-

way, and Cochrane and the Transcontinental as is possible, because
it brings water-borne traffic to the terminals of the Ontario govern-
ment T. and N. O. Railway. The average haul of the Abitibi, Mat-
tagami, Kipawa Fibre and Sturgeon Falls mills would then be 160
miles to reach great lakes shipping, where traffic increased 540 per
cent, in ten years prior to the war.

What the Boats Will Carry

Although only 50 per cent, of the exports of these mills have
been computed, yet undoubtedly 80 per cent, of their imports (which
are mainly coal) will come in by boat shipment. The present coal

rate from Buffalo to North Bay is $2.40 per ton. The boat rate from
Cleveland will be slightly under, or over, 50 cents per ton.

Coal for lake movement, from No. 8, Ohio field, or the Pennsyl-
vania field, costs 35 cents per ton less to Cleveland than to Buffalo
or the bridge, for all rail movement north of these mills.

It is clearly evident, therefore, that coal will cost $2.25 a ton
less to North Bay by boat than by rail. yVllowing 25 cents per ton
for the difference of the local rate from North Bay as compared to

that part of the through rate, Abitibi mills, now using 60,000 tons
of coal per year (and 100,000 next year, when the plant is complet-
ed), will save $200,000 per year. The Mattagami mills, 40 miles from
Cochrane, will save $80,000 per year, and beyond any doubt the total

import saving to the four mills now erected (includes Kipawa Fibre
Co., two others are contemplated, one at the Quinze Falls on the
Ottawa, opposite Haileybury, and another at Spruce Falls, on the
Kapuskasing), will be $400,000 per year.

Assuming the .average life of these mills at 25 years, in order
to be low enough, the total imports savings will be at least, $100,000,-

000, making the total value of the waterwav to Northern Ontario
pulp products $35,000,000.

It may be claimed that the direct benefit of cheap transport
would not be to the settler for his wood, but rather to the mill own-
er, but it is clearly evident that the mills of the district will have to
meet the competitive figures that the settler could obtain if his wood
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could g'o out by barge shii)nient to Canadian and American mills

on the great lakes, and \vc feel that this, therefore, disposes of this

contention.

Settlers' Export Wood
Settlers exported 63,207 cords of pulpwood from this section

last year, but prior to the war settlers' wood from the Cochrane
section of the "National" could not complete at Erie and Niagara
mills with wood water-borne from Knife river section of Minnesota
between Eort William and Duluth ; nor could they compete with

wood from Anticosti Island to Thorotd, Niagara and Erie mills via

water, because these boats always loaded Erie coal for Montreal
and Quebec. Under regulation this Anticosti wood should have gone
to Quebec mills. Nova Scotia coal found its market in Montreal,

and settlers' wood has gone to Ontario mills. Another instance of

Northern Ontario's need of marketing pulj)wood more cheaply via

water is that Norway and Sweden sent l)oth pulpwood and sulphate

pulp to Niagara mills in quantity, boats taking coal back from l">ie

to Montreal and commodity ocean cargo from there to foreign |)orts.

This total value of the waterway to the forest products in the

area benefited during the next 25 years will be at least $26,000,CXX).

which, after all, is only equal to the exports alone from this benefited

area last year, which amounted to $2.S ,655,461.

The remedy for the great national economic waste which will,

within the next 50 years, be paid out in rail haul transportation cer-

tainly does not lie in rates being regulated by the railway boards
or interstate commerce commissions—at least not to any extent

—

it lies absolutely and solely in an improved Erench River waterway
to provide water-borne traffic for these bulk commodities that the

railways cannot move at cheaper rates.

Logging Conditions Were Good in Most Sections

In its monthly review of liunbering conditions the Labor (jaz-

ette, Ottawa, in its last edition, says : Westville reported great ac-

tivity in the lumber business during the whole month, a heavy snow-
fall having facilitated the transj)ortation of logs, etc. Charlotte-

town reported that the saw and shingle mills had an active month.
Quebec and Sherbrooke reported that conditions were very favor-

able for getting out lumber and that a large number of men had
been employed in this work. Ottawa reported that the sawmills
were busy and that the camps of the district were .very active.

Peterborough reported that there were big gangs of men in the

camps, but that difficulty was anticipated in getting the logs out
due to the shortage of snow. Port Arthur and F"ort William reported
that bush work in the tie, pulp, cordwood and lumber camps had
been very active and that more men were wanted than the two cities

could provide and that many men had been sent in from outside

points. Prince Albert reported that the lumber camps were still

busy and would need all the men they could get for a little while
longer. Calgary reported a demand for men in the lumber camps
and sawmills. Fernie reported that there was practically no change
in conditions which prevailed in the previous month. Operators
complained of the lack of orders and of the weather conditions,

which have been such that even carrying on limited logging opera-
tions have been very difficult. Vancouver reported several hundred
unemployed loggers in the city. The sawmills were not very busy.
New Westminster reported that sawmill work was rather slack and
some of the smaller mills were shut down. Shingle mills ran about
normal, with a good demand for shingles. Nanaimo reported that

the logging camps were quiet, but that the sawmills ran steadily.

Victoria reported that the lumbering industry continued active, al-

though the logging industry fell off during the month.

The New Housing: Regrulations Explained

Regulations under the Ontario Housing Act, which became law
recently, have been promulgated by Mr. J. A. Ellis, Director of the
Bureau of Municipal Affairs, Toronto. These provide that in a
municipality which has building by-laws all houses shall be erected
in accordance with the restrictions, provided that the minimum re-

quirements regarding general provisions and housing standards of

the Province shall take precedence over the provisions of the build-

ing by-laws of municipalities where such provisions fall below the
minimum requirements and housing standards of the Province. It

is also provided that a house, erected under the provisions of the
Act shall not be converted into a store or used for any purpose other
than a dwelling, except with the api)roval of the Municipal Elousing
Commission.

Special regulations had to be made for farmers who desire to

avail themselves of the Act, as they may borrow direct from the
Government, and not through the Municipal Commissions. Before
making application to the Director for a loan a farmer must desig-
nate and set aside a piece of good agricultural land, not less than one
acre in extent, immediately adjacent to the proposed dwelling house,
for the use of the occupant of such dwelling house. Plans, specifica-

tions and an c>tiniatc of the CM.-,t of con>truction niu>l be miIhuiUi n
to the Director for apj^roval.

A farmer obtaining a loan must give a first mortgage on the
whole of his farm to the Commission as security. With the approval
of the Director, however, such mortgage may be given upon part
of the farm. Likewise, with the ap|)roval of the Director, a second
mortgage may be given upon the whole farm.

The mortgage must contain covenants by the farmer to kecj)

the house in refiriir and to pay taxes and other rates f»f insurance.

Will Benefit By the Housine: Act
Thirteen municipalitit-^ have jia^'-fd by-law- {•> enable them I"

take advantage of the provisions of the Ontario Housing Act. They
are: Windsor, Sudbury, Gait, St. Catharines, Fort William, Sault

Ste. Marie, Ingersoll, Sandwich, Hespeler, Port Dalhousie, Madoc,
(Jshawa and Port Credit.

Municipal Director Ellis estimates that the loans required by
these municipalities will aggregate from $4,000,000 to $5,000,000.

He expects -that over fifteen other municipalities will come under the

provisions of the act within a month and that about sixty municipal-
ities will be oj)erating under it b\' June.

The Replanting: of Ontario Forests

John R(il)ert>oii <if jirantlord. Out., in a Utter to the l)re>'^>,

calls for a vigorous policy of tree jdanting in Ontario, and thinks

private owners could do a great deal in, this direction. He says:

Let me give you one instance of what was done by a j)rivatc land-

owner in North Wales, .\fter the demobilization of the British army
which succeeded the battle of Waterloo, Sir Robert X'aughan of

\arman Dalgetty put the discharged soldiers of his regiment to plant

a steep hillside with larch. This great wood, which lay near the

popular watering place of Barmouth, was well known till thirty years

ago by travelers on the Cambian Railway. In the centre of it he
had i)lanted the date of the planting. 1818, in dark firs, so that it was
visible for miles. His descendant felled the trees about 1890 and
reaped an abundant harvest. One of the frequent travelers on that

line was Mr. D. Lloyd George, and he must have had this forest

in mind when he obtained from the British Parliament a grant f'T

the replanting of waste lands some years ago.
Now there is a magnificent opportunity to employ our diM.ii.iif;

ed soldiers in the same way which will serve two purposes. The
county of Grey has a magnificent terrace of a million acres about

seventeen hundred feet above the sea. It is the source of all the

great rivers of western Ontario. The snows are driven in from Lake
Huron and in recent years lay to a depth of twenty feet in the mag-
nificent forests of elm, tamaric, pine, maple, etc., which covered

those lands fifty years ago. In the adjoining county, near Maple
Valley, I remember magnificent maple trees of fifty feet and up-

wards in height, which still remained twenty-five years since as

relics of the forest primeval. Now the forest is all gone, the rivers

are drying up and the soil is being washed away, because the snow's

are swept over the summit, and suddenly melted in disastrous floods,

instead of being retained long enough to fill that magnificent natural

reservoir, the Artemsia gravel bed, which starts in the centre of

county Grey and sends one spur down to Brantford. This gravel

bed is the chief source of the Grand River, and supplies all its feed-

ers and springs with water all through our torrid summer, but it is

being robbed at the source of the pure water which should save us

from our scourge of periodic deadly epidemics due to our sewage-

tainted supplies of river water served out to the cities of the Grand
River Valley by. the consent of the Provincial Health Board.

Now the Province of Ontario is the community which should

tackle the job of replanting the forests of county Grey at once by

making a Provincial park on the Blue Mountains, at the source of the

Grand, the Mad River, the Beaver, the Sydenham, the Saugeen and

the Rocky Saugeen. The Thames is also ted from the same source.

Give the returned soldiers work by planting an enduring monu-
ment to our great victory, like Sir Robert \'aughan did in Wales
a century ago. As an illustration of what might be d<me we have

in Brantford a magnificent elm planted by his homestead about 18.W

by our pioneer, Mr. John A. Wilkes. It is 10 feet 6 inches in girth

four feet from the ground, and fifty feet high. It runs twenty feet

up without a limb. Near there on the site of the old Congregational

Church, is a maple which exceeds 9 feet in girth, probably planti'!

by the same gentleman after the church was built in 1836. If re-

planting were to become the fashion tree lovers like Mr. Wilkes

would repair the slaughter of the last century by covering Ontario

with woods and forests wherever waste lands, corners and steep hill

sides cry out for them. We of this generation have no right to foul

rivers and streams with sewage or to leave deserts and swamps to

our children to breed malaria as the Turks have blighted Mesopota-

mia and other lands, but we are doing just that like careless .'spend-

thrifts or decadent nations in the East.
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Robt. Oliver, Listowel, Ont.

Thoroughly Believes in Organization
Robert Oliver, Chairman of District Seven, Has Progressive

Ideas in Conducting Retail Lumber Business

"I am glad to see the lumber-
ing industries organizing. I am
a great believer in organization

and feel that an untold amount of

good-will can be derived from
these organizations if they are

carried out in the right spirit. It

is an inspiration and an education
to any dealer or mill-man to be
present at our meetings. They
are instructive and you get the

other fellow's ideas. The other

fellow is a lumber dealer or mill-

man like yourself and up against

the same troubles that you are

and surely these are the ones with
whom we want to meet often and
talk things over Give the other

fellow your views and in general
the sessions will be helpful to all."

So sp>oke Robert Oliver, man-
ager of Robert Oliver, Limited,
Listowel, Ont., who was recently

elected chairman of the newly
formed district No. 7 of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' As-
sociation at the meeting held last month in Strtford. Mr. Oliver has

been in the lumber and builders' supply line for the past nine years,

doing business exclusively in the town of Listowel and surrounding
district, in which he has built up a large connection. He carries a

complete stock of hemlock, dressed pine, B. C. siding and flooring,

and also shingles, lath, mouldings, doors, sash ; in fact, practically

everything required in structural work with the exception of hard-

ware. He also handles coal and cement.
]n a recent interview he said that the lumber end of his activities

was the part in which he took the most interest as he has always
been fond of the forest and wood products, and he added, "I make a

study of the different trees, their uses, etc., and being a member of

the Canadian Forestry As-sociation, I take particular pride in the

preservation and care of the forests. The future demand is going
to be enormous and Canada must supervise and improve her methods
of cutting and very possibly limit the yearly cut in the interest of

coming generations. Canada must protect her forests from fire by
the wise expenditure of money in guarding and supervision. She
mu.st set herself diligently to the task of afforestation. H these con-

clusions are just, can we not all get together, governments, munici-

])alities, timber ow^iers, all thoughtful units of citizenship, to con-

serve and perpettfete-'so indispensable and valuable an asset of the

Dominion." T ...-^

In regard to charging for delivei-y of supplies beyond the corpor-

ate limits of the town, Mr. Oliver states that he seldom makes such

deliveries as he finds that a man could make several trips around
Listowel while he would be making one out in the country, and that

while he (the retail lumberman) would be endeavoring to accommo-
date the outsider, he would be losing business close by. It is Mr.
Oliver's intention, however, to do a certain amount of outside deliver-

ing as he is thinking of purchasing a motor truck for this purpose.

As yet he has .set no fee for outside cartage.

Regarding the practice which some dealers still follow of giving

a special discbunt 'to contractors, he has found that this does not

prove successful. ' The ofily concession that he allows is where a

contractor "is prepared to hand over the cash with order and then a

discount is extendec|. Mr. Oliver feels that there is no real advantage
in giving special coilsideration i:o a customer who will buy in large

quantities and have it booked for some time against a patron who
purchases in smaller Idts and pays his money when ordering. With
respect to terms of sale Mr. Oliver states that he finds it difficult to

work on any set hard and fast rule owing to his business being of

such a variety. The coal department is practically cash, but, with

the lumber, a great deal of it is settled for as the building in which
it is used progresses. Otherwise, on all accounts of thirty days' stand-

ing seven per cent interest is charged until paid. Mr. Oliver has been
in the practice of sending out leaflets and other advertising literature

to prospective builders and the results are satisfactory.

Want French Waterway Connected
At the annual meeting of the Ontario Associated lioards of

Trade, held in Toronto, an important resolution was passed reaffirming
one passed in 1912 supporting a project for the development of the
I'Vench River waterway, connecting Lake Nipissing with the Great
Lakes, and urging the Federal Government to make provision for the
commencement of the work in the 1919 estimates.

A. J. Young, of the Young Lumber Co., North Bay, estimated
that 3,500 h.p. could be developed in three locks and claimed that the
sale of the power to Northern Ontario industries would pay the in-

terest on the cost of construction, estimated at eighteen millions.

It was pointed out by Cyril T. Young, of the Eastern Land De-
|)artment, that the waterway would give the C. N. R. the shortest
possible grain route to Montreal and the seaports.

Present Amendments to Lien Act

It will be remembered that a deputation from the Ontario Retail

Lumber Dealers' Association, some time ago, had an interview with
Sir William Hearst, premier of the province, and Hon. I. B. Lucas,
attorney general, in regard to several matters in connection with the
Mechanics Lien Act. It was pointed out that the Act as it now ex-

ists, was not complete and protective enough in its various features,

and several changes were desired. The Premier stated that owing to

the extra amount of work during the present session, it would be
impossible to put through a new Act, but if the O.R.L.D.A. would
draw up memoranda outlining the important amendments they
would like to have passed by the legislature during its present ses-

sion, the matter would 'be given every attention. Accordingly, the

Committee on Legislation, along with the secretary, have been ex-

ceptionally bu.sy and have drawn up a draft bill which was forwarded
to Major J. I. Hart, M. P. P., lumberman of Orillia, who already
has brought the matter to the attention of the government. The
proposed changes will be outlined in the next edition of the "Canada
Lumberman." In the meantime a special committee of the House
has just been appointed to consider all amendments with a view to

bringing in an entire new bill next session.

Many Chang^es in Picton Lumber Yards

During the past few weeks frequent changes have taken place

in the lumber situation in Picton, Ont. For some time past that

town has had only one retail dealer, W. H. Dayton. A few weeks
ago D. C. Head started a yard, shortly afterward taking as a part-

ner in the business Joseph W. Whattam. Last week brought an-

other development in the purchase of Mr. Rolston's interest in the

Hyatt & Rolston firm by George Hart, of Toronto. Hyatt & Hart
will add the lumber business to the other lines carried by this firm

during the past years. Now an announcement is made that Hyatt
& Hart have bought out Head & Whattam and will operate lumber
yards in .the old Hyatt & Rolston stand at the harbor and also at the

Gilbert premises near the station, recently occupied by Head &
Whattam. Mr. Hart is a partner, in the wholesale lumber business

of Hart & McDonagh, of Toronto, which connection he retains, as

the business in Picton will be looked after by Mr. Hyatt. Mr. Hart
is a former resident of Picton.

Their Hardwood Stock is Very Light

Sutherland-Innes Co., Ltd., Chatham, Ont., write that their out-

put of hardwood and basswood logs last winter was very light and
they will not have very much of this kind of lumber to offer during
the coming season. While prices are attractive, there is not a great

deal of lumber to offer. The firm add that they find the "Canada Lum-
berman" very interesting and timely reading.

Erecting^ New Sawmill at Bancroft

Deni,son & Guntcr have erected a new double cut band mill at

Bancroft, Ont., and will cut about two million feet this season. The
firm report that the Massey-Harris Co., of Toronto, have purchased
No. 1 common and better grade of all hardwoods, and also all ash,

basswood and elm of this season's cut. Denison & Gunter add that

some of their spruce logs are over two feet in diameter and seven
twelve foot logs have been cut from single trees.

I lit: annual meeting of the Millwork Cost Information" Bureau
will be held at Hotel LaSalle, Chicago on Wednesday, April 23rd.

and a geiieral conference on mill work industry will be held on April

22nd.

An optimist is one who hopes; a pessimist one who doubts, and
a "peptimist" one who gets. That is what a recent shingle conference

was told during a talk on "pepticism" by the sales manager of a raisin

company—which suggests the desirability of unfolding outside talent

occasionally at a lumber convention. The new word is sufficiently

valuable to be retained, especially in the lumber industry, which al-

ways had a good deal of the quality which it stands for.
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Personal Paragraphs of Interest

Milton L. Dake, of the Berry Lumber Co., New York, who has

been some weeks in British Columbia on business, spent a few days

in Toronto recently on his return from the West.

Frank W. Gordon, of Vancouver, who has been for several years

in charge of the Vancouver branch of Terry & Gordon, Toronto,

where he has been succeeded by Allan S. Nicholson, late of Burling-

ton, Ont., has arrived in Toronto and is now attached to the head

office of the concern, being placed in special charge of the British

Columbia forest products department of the firm. Mr. Gordon's

many friends in the East are pleased to welcome him and are con-

gratulating him on the step that he has just taken in joining the ranks

of the benedicts. Previous to leaving for the East, he was married

on March 8th to Miss Dora Lang, of Winnipeg, who has for some

time been making her home in Vancouver.

A. N. Dudley, of Toronto, has disposed of his interest in the

Elbow Lake Lumber Co., of Elbow Lake, ont., to P. W. Herron, of

Burwash, Ont., which firm will saw a considerable quantity of red

and white pine this season. Mr. Dudley, who. is still a member of the

firm of McPherson, Dudley and Imrie, reports that they are operat-

ing a portable mill at Rose Grove Siding, Ont., stop 156i^ on the T.

and N. O. railway and will cut about a million feet of white pine and

spruce this spring.

Lieutenant Frank Hutcheson, second son of R. J. Hutcheson of

the Muskoka Wood Manufacturing Co., Huntsville, Ont., who en-

listed with the R. N. V. R. and has been three years on the North

Sea, returned home recently and intends resuming his connection

with the lumber business. Lieutenant Hutcheson while abroad was

in the Imperial service and when he left was Navigator and First

Lieutenant on H. M. S. "Kildwick." His brother. Captain B. W.
Hutcheson, who went overseas in charge of 750 men of the 230th

Forestry Battalion early in 1916, was invalided home owing to a

nervous breakdown some months ago. While in France, Captain

Hutcheson had charge of a large num'ber of men and several saw

mills, and did remarkably good work.

A. J. Currie, who was formerly manager for Wilson Bros., Col-

lingvvood, Ont., has taken a position with the CoUingwood Steamship

Co. and has entered upon his new duties.

A. E. Clark, of Toronto, returned recently from spending a few

days at Wenlock, Vermont, where the Jones-W^ebster Corporation

(of which Edward Clark & Sons of Toronto have controlling inter-

est) have started sawing and during the coming season will cut

about seven million feet of birth, spruce and hemlock. The capacity

of the plant is about 50,000 feet a day, and the mill will operate

the full 24 hours.

Duncan McLaren, of the Union Lumber Co., Toronto, who,

along with his wife, has been spending some weeks in Florida, has

returned home.

R. H. Fusee, of the Fusee-McFeetors Co., Limited, Neepawa,
Man., who has been ill for several weeks, is improving and will soon

be around again.

Gerard Power, president of the Canadian Lumbermen's Associ-

ation spent some time in New York after attending the annual meet-

ing of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association in Phila-

delphia.

J. I. Bennett, of the Bennett Lumber Co., Ltd., Montreal, who
recently departed for England, has been on a visit to France, Bel-

gium and Italy.

Edward Clark, of Edward Clark & Sons, Toronto, has been con-

fined to the hospital for the past few days with heart trouble, but is

now making good progress toward recovery.

Alex T. Robson, director of sales for the Nicola Valley Pine

Lumber Co., Canford Mills, B. C, was in Toronto recently on his

way east on a business trip.

Hon. G. G. King, of the King Lumber Co., Chipman, N. B., who
recently had the misfortune to fall on the ice in Ottawa, was confined

to his room for some time, but is now able to be around and attend

the sessions of the Senate.

F. E. Hollingsworth, of the Corrigan Lumber & Mill Co., Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont., spent a few days in Toronto recently calling upon
the wholesale and retail trade. He is a live member of the O. R. L.

D. A.

Wm. Power and J. G. Levy, of W. & J. Sharpies, Quebec, have
returned from their visit to the old country, Mr. Power s|).'n(ling a

few days at Atlantic City before returning to Quebec.

D. O. Wood, for 18 months assistant to the director general of

the British Ministry of Shipping at Montreal, has been appointed
iraffic manager of the export and import department of the Canadian

National Railways. He will have general supervision oi cxj^ori and
import traffic and of arrangements made for the transportation of

such over the C. N. R. via Atlantic and Pacific coast jjorts. His (of-

fice will be in Toronto. Mr. Wf)od began his railway work with the-

Grand Trunk in 1883.

E. H. Lemay, of Montreal, was a recent vi.sitor to New York on
business.

E. M. Barrett of Ottawa, who is a director of the O. R. L. D. A.
for the Eastern district, was in Toronto lately on a business visit.

Hon. J. J. Donnelly, Pinkerton, Ont.. left recently on an extend-

ed business trip throughout Alberta.

E. R. Bremner, of Watson & Todd, Ltd., Ottawa, is >pciuling a

short holiday in Atlantic City.

William M. Donogh, a well known lumber traveller, who resided

at 102 Clinton St., Toronto, died on March 30th after suffering for

many years from bronchial asthma. He was in his 57th year and was
born in Mono township but has resided nearly all his life in Toron-
to. He was a member of Zetland Ma.sonic lodge and Queen City

lodge of Odd Fellows. John Donogh, of Toronto, who is a widely
known lumberman and has been ill for many months, is a brother of

the deceased, while one sister, Mr. Greatrix, of Peterboro, also sur-

vives.

L. A. DeLaplante, of the Canadian Wood Products Co., Limited,
Toronto, has returned home after spending several weeks in Florida.

Robert Thomspson, who is well known in Atwood, Ont., has gone
into the retail lumber business in that village and has put in a well

assorted stock.

Alex Read, of Read Bros, Limited, Toronto, has gone on an ex-

tended business trip to the mills on the Pacific Coast.

R. G. Chesbro, of Toronto, who represents Allen-Stolt/.c Lumber
Co., left recently on a business trip to the Pacific Coast, where he will

inspect several stocks of cedar, spruce, pine and fir which have been
put up for eastern customers.

R. F. Carter, secretary-treasurer of the Fesserton Timber Com-
pany, Toronto, has returned home after spending the past few months
at Palm Beach, Florida, for the benefit of his health which is greatly

improved.

Resigns From Foiest Products Laboratories

Dr. John S. Bates, who for several years has been superintend-

ent of the Forest Products Laboratories in Montreal, has resigned

and taken an important f>osition with Price Bros. & Co., of Quebec,
where he. will specialize in chemical engineering in connection with

wood products. Dr. Bates, who has been chairman for some years of

the Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association,

Dr. J. S. Bates, Montreal
Retiring Supt. Forest Products Laboratories

has always taken a deep interest in research work: A review of what
has been accomplished at the laboratories and the analyses and

treatises that have been issued in the interest of the lumber industry

recently appeared in these columns. Dr. Bates has also directed

much work that is of interest and practical benefit to the pulp and

paper industry. Many friends will wish him every success and en-

couragement in his new sphere of operation. To the Imperial Muni-
tions Board he rendered excellent service during the war in certain

electro-chemical products manufactured at Shawinigan Falls, Que^
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Canada Loses Large Export Order
Indifference of Federal Authorities Regarding Excessive

Freight Rates Alleged to be Cause

Canada, as represented by the Canadian 'J'imber Products As-

sociation, has through a series of peculiar if not uni(jue develoi)ments

in connection with which the name of Sir Thomas White acting

Prime Minister in the absence of Sir Robert Borden, is mentioned,

lost (presumably to the United States) its first overseas order

for portable houses, amounting in value to $6,000,000.

Such information was given to the Ottawa correspondent of the

"Canada Lumberman" during the first week of April, by an authorit-

tative source from one intimately connected with the Canadian Timber
Products Association.

The high lights of the Situation are just these. Canada secured

the order in competition with Sweden and the United States, subject

to acceptance by the members of the Canadian Timber Products As-
sociation. On receipt of the order when it was found that the ocean
freight rate was around seventy-five cents per cubic foot, represen-

tations were made to Hon. A. K. MacLean, acting Minister of Fi-

nance, to secure a better or lower rate. No satisfaction was secured.

Since then efforts have been directed mainly to Sir Thomas
White both in the form of the representatives of the association seek-

ing personal interviews with him, and through letters, and the result

is they have been turned down. The representatives were not even
able to get an audience with the acting Prime Minister, their letters

sent some time later, remain on the date of writing unanswered, and
even the enlisting of the services of Mr. Frank Hawkins, secretary

of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, have so far been unavail-

ing.

In addition cable advices received at Ottawa during early April

were to the effect that Mr. A.G. Rose who was successful in securing
the big order for Canada overseas had sailed for home, for reasons
which at present remain unstated. There is a possibility that he may
return to England or France after he returns to Canada.

The opinion expressed by a member of the association to the
"Canada Lumberman" was that the "United States lumbermen would
grab at the chance of securing the order, accept it, and take a chance
of fighting the ocean freight rates afterwards."

Apparently there is a good deal behind the scenes which has not
yet become known, or has not yet even been given out for trade pub-
lication.

The whole situation so far as known as presented in skeleton
form is as follows

:

(1st) Canada got its first overseas' order for 10,000 portable
houses with an estimated trade value of $6,000,000.

(2nd) The building and manufacturing of these homes would
have consumed several million feet of lumber, and given employment
to several hundred if not thousands of men in woodworking plants
in Canada for many months to come.

(3rd) Had it been filled it would have opened up a new. and
favorable advertising phase in Europe for the Canadian woodworking
industry.

(4th) The ocean freight rate on investigation was found to be
seventy-five cents per cubic foot, as compared with fifty -cents per
cubic foot, shipping from the United States.

(5th) More tonnage was available to the United States than for
Canada.

(6th) Representations by members of the Canadian Timber
Products Association were made to the acting Minister of Finance,
Hon. A. K. MarcLean. He did not see how the ocean rates could be
reduced at that time, or give any assurance or support to the repre-
sentatives that the government would intervene on their behalf.

(7th) It was reported the shipping companies preferred to
handle flour and grain in preference to "portable house" cargoes.

(8th- The acting Prime Minister, Sir Thomas White, did not
grant an interview to representatives of the association when they
recently called upon him, even going in a sense over Hon. A. K. Mac-
Lean's "head." The representatives got as far as his secretary and
stopped there.

(9th) Later after attempts had been made to secure a personal
niterview with the acting Prime Minister, letters were written by
practically every member of the association to the acting Prime Min-
ister, and during the first week of April had not been replied to.

It is said A. G. Rose, of Ottawa, who has represented the associa-
tion overseas, has sailed for home.

The Canadian Trade Commission announces a new ruling under
which it will be possible to resume exportation of wood pulp to Mex-
ico. Owing to conditions arising out of the war, both Canada and the
United States were obliged to exercise extreme caution as to permit-
ting the exportation of any paper-making materials. The relaxation is
being made simultaneously in both countries.

What News Print Business Means to Canada
During the week ended March 15th last, there were exported from

the Dominion to the United States 10,312 tons of newsprint out of a
total production of 14,000 tons. Figuring this at the conservative
average of $70 per ton, involving settlements of $721,840, the monetary
advantage to the Canadian enterprises by reason of the exchange con-
dition, basing the computation on a 2 per cent, premium for the funds,
amounted that week to some $14,400.

The pulp and paper industry, according to reliable statistics,

through its exports to the United States, provides approximately
$200,000 in New York funds daily, so that with exchange on that
city at a premium of 2 per cent.—to-day it ruled around 2 1/16—the
advantage to the Canadian producers of these products from this

source alone amounts to about $4,000 per day.
The Spanish River mills are known to be shipping 2,500 tons of

newsprint per week to the United States, there being a collection in

the United States altogether of about $175,000, showing a premium
of about $3,500 weekly. Abitibi is shipping approximately 1,000 tons
of its weekly output of 1,300 tons to the States, thus participating in

the exchange premium to some $1,400 per week.
The yearly exports of the Laurentide Company in the way of

newsprint amounts, it is understood, to nearly $5,000,000.

Big: Lumber Concern Still Branchingr Out
The expansion which is taking place in Canada's pulp and paper

industry is apparently not to be confined to the big pulp and paper
companies of Ontario and Central Quebec. With the completion of

its 35,000-ton bleached sulphite mill at Edmundston, N.B., which be-

gan operations three or four months ago. Eraser Companies, Limited,

are actively entering the pulp and paper field. It is understood that

financing in connection with the new mill has been arranged with a

prominent Montreal bond house.

Eraser Companies, Limited, are perhaps the oldest and biggest

lumber firm in Eastern Quebec and the Maritime Provinces. They
operate ten sawmills, and their timber limits cover nearly 2,500 square

miles. An annual production of 100,000,000 feet of lumber and 150,-

000,000 cedar shingles is the record of the organization which is a

closed corporation and has no bonded debts.

Lumbermen Decline to Cut the Price

The great conference on lumber prices which was to have been

held in Washington recently at which Secretary Redfield's Industrial

Board hoped to persuade lumbermen to concede a reduction of $2

per thousand in the price, was not held, as the lumbermen refused to

attend. Instead they sent word that they had said their last word,

that they could not produce and manufacture lumber at lower prices

than those now prevailing, and that there was no use of further con-

ferences.

The President of the Southern Pine Association, the largest

group of construction lumber men in the country, promised to sub-

mit the government's requests to his association at a meeting of the

Grading'Committee in Memphis, but would go no farther. The lum-

ber industry is the second largest in America. This situation is a

serious blow to the plans of Secretary Redfield.

Woodworkers May Cause Some Trouble

Prospects that there may be serious trouble ahead between mill

capital and labor, culminating or coming to a head on May 1st, were

apparently evident at Ottawa, during the first two weeks of April

when it was known that the workers of the woodworking factories

had organized, and there was also the apparently well founded

ground for believing that "common" mill labor was also about to

organize.

Though no definite claims have yet been advanced by labor to

the mills or woodworking plants, they seem somehow to kriow or

expect that the probable demands will be, and in their anticipation

as it stood up to the second week of April, there. was the prospect of

the woodworking factories and probably the saw and planing mills

shutting down, instead of starting upon May 1st.

The manufacturers and woodworking plants anticipate a request

for shorter working hours and advance in wages. Difficulties on

on the part of the woodworking plants at present being lack of work,

and witl the mills a curtailed operating season, stand in the way of

shortening hours and paying nine or ten hours wages on the existing

scale, for an hour's less work each day.

The difficulties which face the woodvvorking plants this spring

are distinctly new for the reason that an organization in the form

of a union of inside factory workers has been formed, and has a

present membership of around five hundred almost overnight. The
workers in practically every woodworking plant in Ottawa have

organized from upwards seventy-five to ninety per cent.
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Box Manufacturers Form an Organization

At a meeting of the Wooden Box and Box Shook Manufactur-

ers of the Maritime Province recently held at Amherst a special sec-

tion representing- that industry was formed to be affiliated with the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association, Maritime Branch, and the fol-

lowing officers were elected

:

Chairman.—Alex Wilson, Wilson Box Co., Ltd., St. John.

Vice-chairman.—W. H. Farnham, Canadian Wood Working Co.

Yarmouth. _ ^ .

Directors.—J. L. Haley, Haley & Sons, St. Stephen; J. H. Irvmg,

J. D. Irving, Ltd., Buctouche; D. W. Murray, Hansport Fruit Ba.sket

Co., Hantsport.
Secretary.—H. R. Thompson, Amherst, N. S.

Matters of interest to this important and growing industry were

discussed such as .standardization of cost keeping, jjroviding positions

Alex. Wilson, St. John, N.B.

Chairman of Mari'ime Association of

Wooden Box Manufacturers

for returned soldiers, export trade and other subjects of like nature.

Under the chairmanship of Alex Wil-son, who is regarded by the trade

as a live wire in the box business, they hope to make arrangements

whereby Maritime Provinces will get their proper share t)f export

trade, thus stimulating manufacturing and giving employemnt to a

larger number of men.

Abitibi Paper Output for Year Sold

Only routine business was transacted at the annual meeting of

the Abitibi Powder and Paper Company, Limited, which was held in

Montreal recently. One interesting announcement was made by the

chairman, F. H. Anson, who stated that the company had sold its en-

tire output for the coming year, and while its output is large, it was

still behind with orders. Mr. Anson expres.sed great confidence in the

future of the newsprint industry.

The retiring Board of Directors was re-elected, with the following

changes and additions: Alexander Smith of Peabody, Houghtaling &
Co., Chicago, replaced E. M. Milts, also of Chicago, and W. A. Black,

vice-president and managing director of the Ogilvie Flour Mills Com-

pany, was elected to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation some

months ago of Hon. George Gordon of North Bay, Ont.

The Part Timber Played in War
Brig.-Gen. J. B. White, D.S.O., Legion of Honour, was enter-

tained at dinner by members of the Engineers' Club, Montreal, on

Tuesday, March 25th. In addressing the members, Gen. White told

of the immense work done by the Canadian Forestry Corps in France.

"Had it not been for the marvellous foresight of the French peo-

ple in conserving and producing their forests, and then giving them

for the national service the war would certainly have, been lost." de-

clared General White. "They had grown these forests with great

care, and they were wonderfully productive, but they were at once

given over for the national salvation. The lessen should prove of

value to us, because some people think that our forests will never

run out, but without sane conservation they will." The Canadians

partly got even with the Germans in that they made the Hun prison-

ers clear up the forests after the trees had been cut up.

General White, in referring to the returned soldier, said that the

vast majority of these were decent, capable men, who would take

their place in ordinary work now their war days were over. But for

the nerve-broken, shell-shocked balance he made a call for patience,

as it would be some time before they would be fit again for ordinary

peace pursuits.

In speaking of the work of the Canadian Corps, General White
paid a warm tribute to Generals Currie and Turner, as two of the

outstanding figures in the British command. Currie, he said, was
absolutely relentless in battle, but always careful to see that the

lives of the gallant men under him were not uselessly wasted, while

he always had a woman's heart for his losses when the fight was
over. He hoped that Canada would never forget the gallant work
-achieved by these two commanding officers during the war, and their

consistent care for the men of their command.

Will Erect Sawmill at Sefifuin Falls

A charter has been granted to the Blue Mountain Lumber C".,

Limited, with headquarters in Collingwood, Ont., and a capital stock

of forty thousand dollars with power to buy and sell timber limits, to

operate saw mills and to carry on a general lumber business. The in-

corporators of the company are Oscar Hodgkins, lumberman, Osprey
township. Grey county, Charles P. Little, lumberman, of Collingwood,
and Joseph H. Lowry, lumberman, of Lindsay. The company will

erect a mill at Seguin Falls, Ont., where they will cut birch, hemlock,
spruce and pine. The Blue Mc)untain Lumber Co. have limits of some
1,400 acres of good timber. .Mthough Charles P. Little, wholesale
lumber dealer of Collingwood is a member of the new organization
he will continue his wholesale business as formerly.

University Widens Its Scope to Lumbering
At a recent meeting of the Board of Regents of the University

t)f Washington, the name of the College of Forestry was changed to

College of Forestry and Lumbering. While the term forestry, when
viewed in its broadest sense embraces lumbering, the work at the

University of Washington has broadened out .so as to cover prac-

tically every j)hase of the lumbering industry, and in this respect dif-

fers from practically all other forest schools. In addition to the work
ordinarily covered in the forestry curriculum, Washington offers op-

portunities for specialization in general forest products, logging en-

gineering, and the business of lumbering, the latter including new-

courses in milling and marketing. Expansion along these lines was
necessary to meet the needs of the industry in the Pacific Northwest.
The courses in logging engineering and forest products have now
become thoroughly established and won recognition in the industry
to the extent that the demand for the graduates, ])articularly in log-

ging engineering, has far exceeded the supply. It is expected that

the same will be true in the course covering the business of lumber-
ing as soon as this becomes well established.

No French River Canal Yet

The building of a canal on the I'rench River between Lake Nipis-

sing and the Georgian Bay was urged in the House of Commons at

Ottawa recently by Charles R. Harrison, labor member for Nipis-

sing.

The Sudbury district, he said, was suffering for electric power,
and 35,000 horsepower could be developed at the French River. The
proposed canal would give New Ontario a lake port and greatly re-

duce freight rates upon imports and exports. It would also pro-

vide a new grain route from the west to Montreal. His resolution

was lost when Hon. F. B. Carvell, Minister of Public Works, said he
would not take the responsibility under existing conditions of "rush-

ing into the expenditure of millions of dollars without knowing where
the money was coming from."

Mr. Carvell said that there could be not more than 25,000 horse-

power developed on the route. If sold at the maximum price of $20

a horsepower it would net but $500,000 a year.

"The country already has a big debt, and it would not be wise

to add to it now.
"I have more faith in the Welland Canal, and the St. Lawrence

route generally, than I have in the Georgian Bay scheme," he added.

.V recent despatch from \'ancouvcr .says: To investigate lumbcrinp con-

ditions and import and e.xport lumber markets, with a view toward opening up

the big mills' of his company in Barnet, is the object of the visit to this city

of Alexander MacLaren. vice-president of the James MacLaren Co., Ltd..

lumber manufacturers of Buckingham, Que., president of the North Pacific

Lumber Co., at Barnct. and vice-president of the Middleboro Collieries at Mer-
ritt. If it is deemed advisable, Mr. MacLaren will upon his return advance

the proposal of his firm of putting the old machinery of the mill, which has

been idle for a number of years, into condition for operating. This decision

will, however, depend largely also upon the settlement of international com-
merce as well as local conditions. The holdings of the company are extensive

and so situated that the expense of opcratinu is drino on n crcafly reduced

scale.
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Lumbermen Will Oppose Increase in Rates
An important c'jnfeicncc was held in Toronto recently when J.

1'. Walsh, general manager of the Canadian Manufacturers' Associ-

ation, A. Marshall of Commercial Intelligence Department and others

met the Transportation Committee of the Wholesale Lumber Deal-
ers' Association, composed of A. K. Mckardt, W. E. Bigwood and A.

F, Clark, in regard to the jjroposal of the railways, so. far as increas-

ing their tariff on the stop over service is concerned. It is likely that

as a result of the preliminary conference in Toronto, a session will be
held in Montreal at which the representatives from the Lumbermen's
Association and the Canadian Manufacturers' Association will meet
the traffic managers of the various railways.

An outline of what the railway com])anies desire to impose upon
the lumljer manufacturers has already appeared in the "Canada
Lumberman." The issue of February 1st contained on pages 31 and
32 a complete summary of the new restrictions and regulations which
the carrying companies want to ])ut into effect. In addition to many
clauses which the lumbermen consider unjust, the railway companies
wish to increase the stop over charge from the present one cent to

two cents ])er hundred, and to raise the minimum charge per car from
$5 to $8. There are also important changes sought in regard to the
rearrangement of regulations under such headings as dressing, kiln

drying, sawing and sorting.

Britain Will Buy More Hardwoods
An interesting visitor to Toronto recently was ICrnest W. Tickle,

of Tickle, Bell & Co., of -Liverpool, Eng., who are specialists in hard-
wood flooring and hardwoods generally. The firm of Tickle. Bell &
Co. are well known and have done some effective and original adver-
tising in the English trade and other journals which attracted much
attention, •'ilie.'-'e "readers" were refreshing and bright, contained
generally some humorous references and the climax drew attention

to the stock service of Tickle, Bell & Co. Speaking of affairs

overseas Mr. Tickle stated that the war had badly upset all condi-
tions and the great problem at the present time was oceaii tonnage.
The release of restrictions under which the trade had been for several

years and the freedom to import now without a license should have
a •^tMiuilating and stabilizing effect.

"The timber trade was probably worse hit than any other," re-

marked Mr. Tickle to the "Canada Lumberman." "Considering the

heavy investments and the war ojjportunities at hand most firms have
just been marking time. There was no other course with the control

in the hands of the government. Now there is a sense of freedom
and expansion and it is expected trade wiU pick up materially. We
are looking to a very decided revival especially in house building."

Mr. Tickle, who spent several weeks visiting American cities,

while in Toronto was the guest of Alex Grcig, of Greig, Morris & Co.,

wholesale lumbermen, and sailed for luigland on April 5th, after ex-

tending his business connections on this side of the Atlantic.

England is planning to build a million houses for the people

who work, and in addition- to that, there is a movement among the

well-to-do people to leave their large residences in the congested
parts of cities and move into the country or into the suburbs of cities

where light, ground, and room are more abundant. The large build-

ings thus vacated in the cities will be converted into apartments and
will house those who do not care to go into the suburbs.

These ncAv constructions and remodellings will call for much
lumber, and hardwoods are being favorably considered, particularly

for floors. Oak, maple, birch, and beech stand a chance of receiving

much more frequent calls than ever in the past. Most floors of moder-
ately priced houses in England have been made of Norway spruce,

the boards being about six inches wide. This wood is so soft and
shrinks and swells so badly that it is almost indispensable that such
floors be kept covered with carpet.

The cost of such a floor and the linoleum or other carpet to keep
it covered is equal to the cost of a good hardwood floor, to begin with,

while the expense of upkeep -and renew^als is much less for the hard-
wood floor, to say nothing of the advantage of the better sanitary

condition.

The best and most economical hardwood flooring must come
from North America. It is relatively cheap at first cost, and its wear-
ing qualities are so extraordinary that renewals and repairs will be
far apart and few. It has been proved in large stores and other

buildings in this country that a good maple floor will outwear one
of marble similarly situated.

The British Isles have so little hardwood of their own that it

cannot be considered as flooring. The home timbers of England and
Scotland were so severely depleted during the war that new forests

must, in many instances, be brought on from new plantings. For-
tunately, this country has plenty, which it will gladly share with
those who need it ; and hardwood flooring in particular, and interior

house finish in general, should constitute the basis of a prosperous
exchange of comnK^ditios between this country and Britain.

New Honor for Brigr.-General White
Two new directors are included in the list of directors elected at

the annual meeting of the Riordon Pulp and Paper Co. held recently
in Montreal. These are Brig.-General J. B. White, manager of the
company's wood department and saw mills, Montreal, and J. W.
W^heeler, of Parkinson and Burr, Bo.ston. The list is as follows: Chas.
Riordon, president, St. Catharines, Ont. ; Carl Riordon, vice-president
and managing director, Montreal

; J. S. Douglas, Toronto; T. E. War-
ren, manager Ticonderoga Pulp & Paper Co., Ticonderoga, N. Y. ; I.

J. Stevenson, sales manager Riordon Sales Company, International
Trust Company, Boston

; C. B. Thorne, manager of manufacturing,
Riordon Pulp & Paper Company, Ltd., Hawkesbury, Ont.; F. B.
Whittet, secretary-treasurer, Riordon Pulp & Paper Company, Ltd.,

Brig.-General J. B. White, Montreal

Montreal; Brig.-General J. B. White, manager Wood Department
and Sawmills, Riordon Pulp & Paper Company, Ltd., Montreal

; J. W.
Wheeler, of Parkinson & Burr, Boston, Mass."

In his address to the shareholders, the president, Charles Rior-
don, expressed satisfaction in the year's results in view of the difficult
conditions, particularly as respects wood, labor and transportation,
which the company had to contend with.

He reviewed the year's operations and the construction program
of the company, and touched upon the company's extensive interest
in the Kipawa Company, Limited, and the new 100-ton per day
bleached sulphite mill now being erected on Gordon Creek at the
foot of Lake Temiskaming.

Mr. Riordon expressed satisfaction with the conversion of 100
tons per day of the company's Hawkesbury product from unbleached
pulp to bleached pulp as allowing the company a wnder range of
market, particularly export. He paid tribute to the efficiency and
zeal of the ofificers and other employees of the company and remark-
ed that the liquidation in business generally,, following the armistice
seemed to be fairly well advanced, and that the pulp market was
distinctly improving. Confirmation was given to an amendment to
the by-law fixing the date of the annual meeting as the first Wednes-
day in April, and the annual meetings hereafter would be held on
the third Thursday in April.

At the Directors' meeting immediately following the annual
meeting, the following officers for the year 1919 were elected: Presi-
dent,Charles Riordon; vice-president and managing director, Carl
Riordon; secretary-treasurer, F. B. Whittet.

Abitibi Company Had Splendid Year
The annual report of the Abitibi Power and Paper Company, Lim-

ited, shows a gain in net earnings of nearly 25 per cent, for the twelve
months ended December 31 last, the total being $1,643,653, an increase
of $320,652. The surplus available for dividend disbursements was
$511,202, nearly $170,000 in excess of the 1917 figure.

Allowing for the payment of a full year's preferred dividend, the
balance of $441,200 represents earnings at the rate of 8.82 per cent, on
the outstanding common shares of the enterprise, against 5.4 per cent,

in 1917.

With the surplus carried over from the previous year, the amount
standing to the credit of the balance sheet as at December 31st last,

amounted to $1,073,249.

The allowances for depreciation are nearly $100,000 in excess of

those for the previous year and include $353,650 for plant, $259,768 for

townsite investment, indicating generous action towards this portion
of the statement.
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Using Poor Materials in House Building
Complaints Made That Contractors Employ Lowest Grade

Lumber and Authorities Cannot Interfere

Complaints are made that No. 3 hemlock or scoots is being used

in the construction of Toronto homes. "It is composed of the culls

of culls, often won't hold a nail, and a few years ago wouldn't have
been thought of as house-building material. The City Architect's in-

spectors let it go in so long as it is of the required dimensions; it is

covered up in walls and under floors, and the innocent buyer of the

house never sees it. No. 2 hemlock is bad enough, but No. 3 should

be absolutely barred from house construction," says a leading Toronto

l)aper in discussing the building situation.

"It is not true that our inspectors let anything go into a house

which will endanger the strength of the building." said W. W. Pearse,

city architect of Toronto. "Material such as would fall down under

its load would not pass our inspectors for a moment."
"But, take this case: A builder ])Uts down No. 3 hemlock as a

flooring and then covers it up with a thin hardwood floor. It will

look all right to the buyer, may not actually collapse, but in the

course of a comparatively few months it will warp, or the hardwood
will get loose because the hemlock will not hold nails, and the floor

will be practically useless."

"It is our duty," replied the architect, "to see that the joists arc

strong enough to carry the floor. But as to the kind of fltjor that is

put down—the finish so to speak—we have nothing to say so long

as it will not collapse. I am advised that we have not the legal author-

ity to interfere with the finish of a house. For instance, we had a

complaint as to windows in some new houses not being properly

fitted, but I was advised that we had no power to interfere, as there

was nothing dangerous about the construction, no matter how much
cold they might let in. The only factors over which we have control

are those of strength and fire safety. Beyond that, we cannot inter-

fere."

"Then,"- suggested the newspaperman, "if a builder is putting up
one of these houses that have shingles over the ui)])er portion, and
uses No. 3 hemlock to nail the shingles to, the City Architect cannot

interfere, even though the wind may whistle through such construc-

tion and make proper heating of the house impossible?"

"As long as there is no fire danger, and as long as the construc-

tion will not fall down, we have no power," replied Mr. Pearse. "The
term 'City Architect' is often misunderstood. It does not mean that

I am the architect for every citizen, much as I might like to be. I

have neither the staff nor the power to act in that way. Of course,

if the city itself is putting up a building, I am in a different i)osition.

As City Architect it is then in my ])owcr to see that the city is getting

what its specifications call for both in finish and strength. And I

endeavor to do so. But I cannot act as architect for private parties

who have not employed an architect of their own to see that they

get what they are paying for."

"'The main trouble is not with people who are building their own
houses," it was suggested, "but with those -who buy a house which

somebody else has built to sell. I^y the time they see it, the walls

are finished, and they cannot know what kind of material is in those

walls; the hardwood floors are laid, and they cannot know what kind

of material those floors are laid on—except perhaps on the ground

floor. And the brickwork may not be carried up far enough at the

top, leaving a space through which the wind will get in as soon as the

board which covers up the hole begins to warp a little."

"Yes," agread Mr. Pearse, "a lot of cold gets in that way, but

unless it is a case of fire danger or strength we cannot interfere. Of

course, an inspector might expostulate with a builder if he saw a thing

like that being done. But, then, I have only eight general inspectors,

and that means about one visit a week to each building."

"So." said the inquirer, "by the time the inspector came around

again a hardwood floor might be laid over No. 3 hemlock, and all the

inspector would see would be the hardwood."
"Well," agreed the architect, "I suppose that is so, but the builder

would not be allowed to put down his floor until the insijector saw

that the joists were all right. Each of our inspectors now has from

55 to 140 buildings under his care."

l)lanks to be filled in cover the stock on hand, sold, unsold, in

lumber, shingles and pickets. Jii the tabulation the members will

state the number of thousand feet of spruce, white pine, red or Nor-
way pine, hemlock, and hardwoods, and also give an estimate of the
amount of lumber which they will likely saw during the coming
season. In addition opinion arc invited on other subjects such as
labor prospects, etc.

It is expected that the compilation of the monthly returns will

do much to stabilize the market and regulate manufacture and sales.

If any inquiries are received from foreign sources regarding what the
Canadian Lumbermen's Association is in a position to supply, the
kinds and quantities, the facts will be readily available. This is a
decided advantage in the jjresent .state of trade and export and the
statistical service is exj)ected to grow in inifxtrtance and usefulness.

Most of the members have fallen in readily with the |)lan and an-
nounce their willingness to make the return i)r()m|)tly each month.
Other as.sociations acro.ss the border have long ago adoi)tcd such a
method of knowing where they are at and the step just taken is re-

garded as a distinct advance in having valuable data in the pfis.^es-

sion of the C. L. A. As stated, only the totals will be available only
to those members making reports and will enable them to size up the

situation intelligently and comprehensively from month to month.

The Statistical Service Now Under Way
The statistical service, which was decided upon by the Canadian

Lumbermen's Association at its last annual gathering in St. John,

N. B.. is now getting under way and forms have been sent by Secre-

tary Frank Hawkins, of Ottawa, to the members which, it is request-

ed, they fill in each month and return. The results will then be com-

piled and it will be known how matters stand at regular intervals

in production, sales, stock on hand, etc. No names of firms will be

supplied to other members and only the totals will be available. The

What Do You Know About Building?
If a prospective builder came into your office and asked you the

above question, what would your answer be?
Would you be able to tell him that you had a crmiprehensive,

practical knowledge? That you had made an exhaustive study of

the building business, and were in a position to give EXPERT ad-
vice? Could you talk building in a manner that would carry the con-
viction that you DID know, or would you have to give evasive re-

plies and finally send him to a carpenter for the information you
should be able to give? says "The Retail Lumberman."

We realize that in former days it was not considered necessary or

desirable that lumber dealers be well versed in regard to the techni-

cal phases of building. All that was regarded as essential was know-
ing how to buy lumber, how to stack it in the yards, how it should
be graded, or how to regrade it and if possible get higher grades out
of the car than was specified in the order, how to load it on the cus-

tomer's wagon, and how to make sure of getting the money for it.

Those details are no less important today than they ever were,
but the retail lumber business has become much more of a science

than it used to be, so that the technical knowledge concerning lumber
itself and the sy.stem of running the yard, take secondary place to the

higher science of creating and developing trade.

The Uurtber dealer of today should, and the lumber dealer of the

future must possess a i)ractical, thoroug'h, deep and com|)rehensive
understanding of the technical phases of building. He should be able

to help prospective builders plan their buildings; be able to suggest
the right kind of materials to use, the selection being based on the

nature of the work, and with a view to giving the customer the great-

est value possible for his money.

In other words, the lumber dealer should be AN EXPERT ON
ALL MATTERS RELATING TO BUILDING. He should be so

good that he would be recognized throughout his trade territory as

AN UNQUESTIONED AUTHORITY.
That condition, and that alone, will place him in a position where

he can properly develop the possible business in his community. It

is all right to take the position that "Everybody knows where m\
yard is and if they want any lumber they can come in and get it," bu*.

it won't work. Where would the clothing dealers, the shoe dealers,

the grocers be if they followed that plan? How long would they re-

main in business? Lumber dealers read the ads of the clothing deal-

ers, the shoe dealers, etc., and go there to buy—or their wives read

them and tell Friend Husband where the family funds can be speni

to the best advantage. ALL RIGHT, then, the prospective buildei

is in a receptive mood to be attrat;ted to the office of the lumber deal-

er who informs him. through local ads, circular letters or by word
of mouth from satisfied customers, that in that particular ofliice is a

building material merchant who is a building expert.

Remember how quickly the information gets circulated through-

out your community that this banker or that is a particularly shrewd
business man and financier? You noted how the people talked about
him; the respect they manifested for him, and how they relied on him
for advice as to their business affairs?

Just put yourself in his position—only bear in mind that you arcj

a lumber dealer instead of a banker. Do the things necessary to getj

the ])e()i)le to talking about you as a building expert just as they tall

about the banker as an expert on finances—and watch the results

You will see your business grow more rapidly, more sturdily thai

you ever dreamed possible. Just try it, and see.
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Would Enlargre Canada's Canal System
W. M. German, K.C., ex-M.P., representing the Welland Board

of Trade, submitted a resolution at the recent annual meeting of the

Ontario Associated Boards of Trade in Toronto, asking for the en-

largement of canal systems between Lake Ontario and Montreal. Mr.
German, speaking to the motion, drew attention to the possibilities of

ocean steamers passing up the St. Lawrence, through the Welland
Canal to the head of the lakes. He said that it would require five or

six locks on the St. Lawrence, which would not only deepen the river

to allow ocean navigation, but would also supjjly enough power to

operate all railways and industries between Montreal and Toronto.
The speaker also asserted that private corporations would assume the

work on their own behalf if the government would give them permis-
sion. The resolution which was adopted was: "Resolved that this

board recommend that the Department of Railways and Cajials be-

gin at an early date the necessary plans and surveys for the building

of a canal and river system from the foot of Lake Ontario to Mont-
real, of a character and capacity to conform with the plans of the new
Welland Ship Canal, in order that the department may be able to

proceed with the work when financial and other conditions i)erniit."

Gsod Roads and Development of North

That the Ontario Government would push forward a progressive

and aggressive policy of road construction immediately was the as-

surance given the members of the Ontario Associated Boards of

Trade by Hon. Finlay Macdiarmid, Minister of Public Works for the

Province of Ontario, at the banquet tendered the visiting delegates

by the Toronto Board of Trade recently.

While the matter of good roads was one of the most vital ques-

tions now confronting the province, said Mr. Macdiarmid, and while-

it was the intention of his department to undertake a vast number
of improvements, the people must have patience, for the work of road

construction was not such as could be done out of hand. It was pro-

posed, he said, to carry out a most comprehensive program this year

and the years following, until the whole province would be covered by
a system of highways that would be second to none on the continent.

A. J. Young, of North Bay, who is a lumberman and an Honorary
President of the Associated Boards, made a stirring plea for support

in getting governmental aid for the development of Northern Ontario.

Old Ontario, he said, had reached its maximum in the development
of its resources, its only field for growth now lying in manufacturing.

Development of this, he held, depended greatly unon the increased

f)Uti)Ut of the newer northern sections of the province. He pointed

out that New Ontario looked to the south for all its manufactured
goods, as well as most of its foodstufYs, and spent on these things sev-

eral millions of dollars every year. Therefore it was to the best in-

terests of the citizens of old Ontario to lend their support to any move-
ment that would develop the potentialities of the great and almost un-

touched Northland.

Looking^ After Montreal's Housingr Problems

The Administrative Commissioners' proposal that a board of five

business men be appointed to act as a housing commission for the city

of Montreal, was approved by a largely-attended meeting called to dis-

cuss plans and consider suggestions in connection with the house-

building campaign which is to be launched this spring.

Mr. Decary, the chairman, explained that the matter in hand was
a serious question, as those present were to discuss the wisest means
of exoending $4,000,000 which was to be placed at the disposal of the

city for use in an eflfort to solve the housing problem.

Twenty-five million dollars had been voted by the Dominion Gov-
ernment for this purpose, and of this amount $4,000,000 had been

allotted to the city of Montreal. The Commissioners' intention was
to appoint five competent business men of administrative ability, open-

minded, and with a certain amount of time to spare. These five men
would, in turn, appoint a manager who would direct the work. When
necessary they would call in experts to advise them on technical

points.

Representatives of various public bodies gave their views on the

question, most of them expressing approval of the Commissioners'

plan. The eleven trades allied with building work were represented.

British Trade Freedom Extending^

Advices have been received by Mr. G. T. Milne, Montreal, and

Mr. F. W. Field, Toronto, British Trade Commissioners in Canada,

that the following additions have been made to the list of goods
which may be exported without license : Fancy goods made nf moroc-
co and light leathers; iron and steel manufactures generally except

high speed steel and certain special articles ; machinery of all kinds

except textile machinery and machinery wholly made of brass or

copper; toys and dolls; games of all kinds.

The lists of export restrictions recently removed are: Binder

twine, barrels and casks, boilers, chrome ore, chestnut extract cork,

fuel economisers for boilers, goldbeaters skin, gluestock, dry white

lead, hide clippings, resins, lead coated sheets, paraffin, wax, pigskins,

cast iron pipes, iron or steel wire, wire rope, quebracho extract, cast

iron radiators, solid glucose, railway sleepers, or iron or steel, rail-

way springs, railway wheels, axles and tires, railway constructional

material except rails, silk manufacturers, spirits except whiskey,
terneplates, tinplates, tops. Import prohibition relaxed bacon, lard,

hams, hardwood, the latter until January 1st. Import relaxations

revoked licenses will be now necessary brooms, brushes, buttons,

gloves of leather and fabric, gas mantles, vegetable tape cotton piece

goods.

New Eastern Representative Appointed

C. G. Bockus, who is now re-

presenting the .'\llen-Stoltze Lum-
mer Co., Limited, of Vancouver,
in Quebec and the Maritime Pro-
vinces, with offices at 704 Power
Building, Montreal, has had
considerable experience in the
lumber business. Born in Mont-
real in 1884, and educated in that
city, he entered railway work in

1901, and for several years was
with the Grand Trunk and .the

Canadian Pacific systems. With
the latter road he was travelling

baggage agent on the eastern
lines for a year and chief clerk to

the district baggage agent at Van-
couver for some time. He then
went with the Fernridge Lumber
Co.. Limited, New Westminster,
B.C., and was with them at the
mill and in the sales department
until the end of 1914, when he
joined the forces of the Campbell
River Lumber Co., Limited, with headquarters at White Rock, B.C.,

being with them a year. Mr. Bockus was next with the Vancouver
Lumber Co., Limited. Vancouver, and the Vancouver Cedar Mills,

Limited, in the sales department and subsequently was the representa-
tive of these organizations in the province of Alberta and Northwest-
ern Saskatchewan for two and a half years. A few weeks ago he came
east to take up his present duties with the Allen-Stoltze Lumber Co.
and is meeting with encouraging results in his work. His many old

friends in Montreal, where he is well known, are glad to welcome him
back to the commercial metropolis.

C. G. Bockus, Montreal

F. E. Hawkes. South Gillies. Ont., will operate his sawmill at Hymer, Onl.,
during the coming season and has a large supply of logs on hand.

The Nominingue Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd., have Ijeen granted supplementary
letters patent to change their name to Eugene Patenaude Limitce.

CUT YOUR
SELLING

COSTS
Use Macl.ean
Oaily Reports
and know wiicre

the projects are that offer the most pro-

fitable business. Reduce the percent-
age of wasted time and lost orders by
concentrating on the most likely oppor-
tunities.

Rates and Samples on Request.

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS, Ltd.

345 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

Timber

Estimates
JamesW. Sewall
OLD TOWN. MAINE

TIMBER LANDS
Bought and Sold

Timber and Pulp
Wood Estimates

R.R.BRADLEY
Consulting Forester
Globe-Atlantic Bldg.

ST. JOHN . N. B.

Coolidge & Carlisle

Forest Engineers

Timber Estimates and Maps

Plans for Logging Operations

Bangfor, Maine
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Sale of Goods Produces Exchange
Why the Rate Falls or Rises and How it is Determined

—

Seemingly Complex Matter Made Clear

There are many ])er.son,s who have no very clear concc])tion of

what exchange means, why it prevails and just why the rate rises

and falls. All lumber exporters are, of course, thoroughly familiar

with this commodity, but many business men who have only limited

dealings across the border or in European countries will perha!)s get

a better and fuller understanding from reading the api)ended article

which is both timely and instructive and robs the term "exchange"
of much of its mystery and romance.

Some twenty years ago when it did not cost $102.50 to buy a

draft on New York for $100 a prospector in British Columbia struck

it rich, and, like a wise man, was cashing it. An offer of $100,000
cash was made for his claim and accepted. The titles and transfer

were placed in escrow awaiting the funds. When these arrived all

parties met at the bank to arrange the final details. The money came
in the form of a bank draft on New York and this was agreed to. AH
went Avell until the question of exchange came up. New York funds
at that time in B. C. were at a discount of three-eights of one ])er

cent, and the manager of the bank announced that there was $375
exchange to be paid. The prosi)ector called out of the room the

broker Avho had negotiated the deal and very heatedly said he was
being swindled. The broker asked how and got this reply, emphasiz-
ed with all the ])icturesque of jjrofanity of the locality: "How many
commissions am I being stuck for?" The broker said only one, his

own and thq bank escrow charges. "Well, I agreed to that all right,

but who in blazes is this here exchange who is getting $375. What
did we have to do with it?"

The attitude of the average man towards Mr. h^xchange is just

about the same as that of our friend the prospector.

Means the Right to Draw Money
In the deal with the ])ros])cctor exchange was used in the sense

of a commission, but the real meaning of the term, when we speak of

sterling exchange or New York exchange, is the right to draw money
in London or New York. In this sense exchange is a commodity,
like groceries or hardware, and is bought and .sold like any other

commodity.
What produces exchange or those balances the right lo draw

which is bought and sold? The sales of goods.
Countries do not trade with each other. Canada does not trade

with the United States, but individual Canadians trade with individ-

ual Americans, and the sum of the tran.sactions of these individual

Americans makes uj) the volume of trade between the countries. The
result of each transaction is that the purchaser owes a sum of money
to the seller, which ordinarily must be paid to the seller at his place

of business, and in currency or money in circulation there. If a

Canadian buys from an American house in New York he must ])ay

for what he buys in American money, which involves paying the

cost of collecting this money and transferring it to New York. Now.
he can do this in two ways, either by shipping the actual money, or

by finding some one in Canada who has a similar debt owing to him
from some one in New York and arranging with him and his New
York creditor to make an exchange of these debts and cancel the

liability in this way. This is where the bank comes in. It acts as a

go-between.
Multiplied by thousands, these dealings constitute the balances

between the various countries and communities. When the sales on
our side are greater than the sales on the other the difference is call-

ed the balance of trade and must be settled in cash. Between cities

in the same country, this balance would be settled by shipping the

currency of the country, but between countries, this difference must
be settled in gold, which is the only international settling medium.
Shipping gold is expensive and is not resorted to except in case of

necessity, various methods bing adopted to adjust the differences as

far as possible without it. Two methods commonly in use are the

])urchase of securities or the arrangement of loans.

What Dealers are Willing to do
Until this adjustment is made the dealers in the country with

the balance to pay will be willing to pay a reasonable premium for

the right to funds in the creditor country, and the dealer in'the cred-

itor country will be willing to accept a reasonable discount for the

right to the funds in the debtor country.

In other words, British money, the standard pound or sovereign,
which formerly was worth $4.85 2/3, is now worth only $4.62 in the

United States or a depreciation of about 6 per cent and the Canadian
dollar is worth 97^ cents or a depreciation of 2H per cent. It is

humiliating but true. The Canadian dollar which means a dollar in

Canada and buys goods to that amount, will, when it crosses the

border, buy only 97y^ cents worth of goods.

Sterling Exchange in New York i.s. quoted at $4.59 and in Cana-

da at $4.72. The reason for this difference is the premium on New
York funds. New York is our jnarket for sterling, and our rates
must therefore agree with the New Y(»rk rates, subject, of course,
to the j)rice of New York funds here. Thc.=c today are at a premium
of 2H i)er cent.

Shipments of Wood Products from East
The following is the list of exports to the United States of

wood and wood products from the Cani])bcllton, N. B., district, in-

cluding Bathurst, N. B., and I'aspebiac, Que., tin- Intt'-r now Cn-pc.
Que., for the calendar years 1917 and 1918:

TTnif (if 1 (1 1 Q
I J In J 1

7

Article Quantity Quantity Value Quantity Value
l.ath .

.

M $ (>r>,h(i2 74,2.'5.''i $ 20:5,44

1

Linnljcr
Hircli .M. ::'.i7 <;.'./.'.'.i \-H :;.'My;

Cedai' 125 2.T7r, I .',2

I'ir M. 1 10 .i.oor)

1 1 enilock . ... M. OH 1.44!» 1S4
Mi.sccllant'i ni~ M. 101 l.«40 IKO
F'iiie . .

.

M. H,T.'i'.» 242,(i.'»H 8,171
I'oplar M. i:u . . 1 >

.Spruce M. 5K,627 1.4!)4..5.'..') 40,768 7'.iT.:J07

Miscellaiic- lis . . 1 ,'JO'J

I'olfS . . 1 ir,7 :!.'i.j

I'lilp .. 1 .,n> :i0,203 2,f.l.'),.'>:i0 I7.:{7.'i l,47I.;t74

l'llll)WC)()(l . Cds. :!(>.:!08 4 !» 1.249 :!2..')71 :jH«.'.t24

Shingles . . . M. .54,2:i!» 174.t)l7 1 1 1 ,0'j:! 398.021

Sticks !I0 1 ,4."..J

Ties IVli. S.C.40 0..'i:i(» 74,7'.ti; .t4,9:i9

'I'rees. l'"ir . i: 11. (i,r»oo I .T'lii

Total [;.->, ii2,n 17 $:i,:!H0.07(t

Link-Belt Branch Opened in Montreal

riie e\ er incrca-ing demand fwr link-belt throughout the Di 'inin-

ion and the desire to render customers in the eastern section a ser-

vice in keeping with the high standard of link-belt chain, the manu-
facturers have ojjened a branch at 1195 St. James St.. Montreal.

.\ liberal stock of popular tyi)es of link-belt will be carried in

stock at Montreal in the future from which all orders in that section

will be promptly filled. This will not only enable tlie Canadian Link-

Belt Company to render its customers a more prompt service than

has hitherto been possible, but will also effect for them a considerable

saving in freight and express.

For the present, the ^Montreal branch will serve largely as a

warehouse, all engineering assistance being rendered by the Canadian
Link-Belt Company at Toronto where link-belt is manufactured for

the Canadian market.
Although shipments for the Montreal and Quebec territory will

be shi])ped from the Montreal branch, all correspondence should

continue to be addressed to the Canadian Link-Belt Company, Tor-

onto.

The Expansion of the Pulp Industry

.\ line of industry that is beginning to claim a larger share of

attention in proi)ortion as the readjustment of industry is proceeding,

is the manufacture of pulp and pai)er machinery. Tliis has already

been entered uiion by industries that had si)ecialized to a large extent

on munitions. Power machinery manufacture is looked upon as a

branch of industry that presents large capabilities, and concerns that

would otherwise consider the manufacture of tractors are taking up

the building of pulp and pai)er mill ecjuipment. The extension of the

])ul]) industrv is regarded as one of the most promising economic de-

velopments of export trade.

The Last of Twenty-Seven Ships

For the purpose of having her machinery finally tested prepara-

tory to putting to sea on her maiden voyage, the 2500 ton wooden

steamer. War Suquash, was berthed alongside the wharf at Yarrows

Ltd., Victoria, B.C.

The War Suquash arrived from Chemainus where she completed

her outward lumber cargo. She is the last of the twenty-seven wood-

en vessels built on the British Columbia coast for the imperial muni-

tions board. She will sail for the LTnited Kingdom via the Panama
Canal.

It is reported in Montreal that the British Government has pur-

chased from manufacturers s])ruce to the extent of 500 million feet,

at a price averaging $5 per 1,000 ft. over that paid by the Govern-

ment last year. All the lund)er was purchased from firms in the

province of Quebec and the Maratime Provinces. The report states

that one firm sold 00,000,000 feet, another 71,000.000 ft., and a third,

40,000,000 ft.
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Canada—A Field for Profitable Investment
By C. Price-Green, Commissioner, Industrial and Resources Department, Canadian National Railways

British capital has assisted greatly in the development of Canada
by liberally subscribing to railway issues and bond issues of various

kinds, but from one cause and another, largely a lack of organized
efifort, comparatively little has been done to interest the British in-

vestor in Canadian industrial enterprises or in the wonderful field

presented by the country's natural resources.

Canada's agricultural, forest wealth, water powers and fisheries

arc understood in a general way, and have been emphasized during
the war, but the thousandth part has not been told of its phenomenal
mineral resources, more particularly its economic minerals, which
])lay such an important part in industry and world's commerce. Many
of its raw^ materials are today almost indispensable to the British

manufacturer.
The greater part of Canada is unexplored, much less ])rospected,

yet sufficient is known of its geological structure to indicate that it

is a veritable storehouse of riches. Though the surface has but been
scratched, the discovery of mineral wealth has followed the opening
up of each new district.

The huge U-shaped area of pre-Cambrian rocks known as the

Laurentian Plateau estimated at over two million square miles in

area, occupies most of the northern portion of the provinces of Que-
bec, Ontario and ]\Tanitoba and probably contains a richer and wider
range of minerals than any other in the known world. In it are

found, and are now or have been, profitably mined; nickel, copper,

iron, cobalt, silver, gold, platinum and palladium, molybdenum, lead,

zinc, arsenic, apatite, graphite, feldspar, flourspar, corundum, talc,

actinolite, baryte, ornamental stones, rare earths and other mineral

bodies. Examples of what the country contains are shown in the

asbestos, magnesites, and other minerals of Quebec, including one of

the largest known zinc deposits. The economic minerals of Central

Ontario, where there is perhaps the oldest and finest marble, with the

widest range of markings, in the world. The silver of Cobalt, gold of

Porcupine, copper of the Sudbury district and the nickel which has
supplied the largest proportion of the world's demand for this metal.

East of Lake Winnipeg new gold fields have been discovered, and
to the northwest, contiguous to the railway line to liudson Bay, large

copper deposits carrying high values, zinc and gold. The coals and
lignites of Saskatchewan and Alberta estimated by the Geological

Survey to contain over a million times a million tons.

On the Athabasca River, and in the Peace River country are

found huge deposits of the bituminous sand, tar, natural gas, oil, and

other materials. Beds of gypsum exposed on the Peace are estimated
to contain over 200 million tons.

The Cordilleran Belt (Rocky Mountains) has a length of 1,300
miles with a width of 400 miles, though little prospected, is known
to be one of the richest mineral areas on the continent, and contains
great coal fields, several of the largest copper and silver mines, and
two of the greatest placer camps on the continent.

One of Canada's most urgent needs at the present time is de-
velopment, and as the war has brought home the necessity of con-

"Steam Channeller at work cutting Canadian White Marble, equal to Italian

White, at the Canadian Marble Quarries, Bancroft, Central Ontario,

trolling the resources within the empire, this should be done by Bri-

tish capital. From self-interest as well as patriotic motives British

experience and commercial acumen should be induced to seize a

great opportunity, to play its part, and reap the reward of develop-
ing, which will some day, be one of the greatest sources of

wealth of the whole empire.

"Canadian National Railways serve the largest area and handle the greatest natural products output of the Dominion—14,000 miles of line in operation,
traversing nine provinces."
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Wanted & For Sale

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be

inserted in this department at the rate ol

20 cents per agate line (14 agate lines make
one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion,

payable in advance. Space measured from

rule to rule. When four or more consecutive

insertions of the same advertisement are or-

dered a discount of 25 per cent, will be

allowed.
Advertisements of "Wanted Employment

will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-

close ten cents extra for postage in forward-

ing replies. Minimum charge 25 centi.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a

word, net. Cash must accompany the order.

Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later

than the 10th and 20th of each month to

Insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

Mi>W«J.%ii<>gi

Wanted-Lumber

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter cut

preferred. Apply Firstbrook Brothers, Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont.

Maple and Birch Wanted
t'lear Maple and Hircli Squares, 2 x 2—10"

and multiples, 2^ x 214—10" and multiples.

Rox SMt, t anada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
8-11

Spruce Wanted
100,000 ft. each of 4 and 5 quarter. No. 1

and 2 Spruce, 6 and 8" wide, 8 to 16' long.

John I. Shafer Hardwood Co.,

g.9 South Bend, Ind.

Basswood, Birch and Maple Wanted

Ten carloads, 1st and 2nds or No. 1 Com.

and Better, white winter cut Basswood, plump

1 in. thick and good color.

Four carloads 1st and 2nds or No. 1 Com.
and Better, 3 in. Birch or Maple plank. For

further particulars apply to Box 875, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-t.f.

WANTED—Qaantities of

Basswood, Birch and 'Black Ash

Dimension stock in. and 1 in. thick, 2 ft.

i) in. to 6 ft. long and 4 in. to 0 in. wide, clear

stock, cut true to sizes and handled for ex-

port. Any one interested please give quantit>

you can get out, when delivery could be made,

price on each kind, per 1,000 ft. B.M. arid

freight rate to Montrial. Box 916, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 8-9

For Sale-Lumber p

Oak Timbers For Sale

Oak timber from 8 x 8 to 20 x 20, lengths

1(1 to 30, for boat and dock work. D. A.

Webster, r>0 Vernon St., lirooklinc, Mass. 8-13

Birch Flooring For Sale

hW,(MH> ft. Birch Mooring for sale, ready for

immediate shipment. We can fill almost any
order. Quotations and sample will be fur-

nished on demand. Apply to

QUEBEC LUMBER CO.,

OS St. Peter Street,
8 11 Quebec, Que.

Hickory For Sale

Hickory Squares 1 in. x 1 in. and Dowels
?S in. diameter, also Hickory Whipstocks.
Can ship immediately, and will sell very
cheap. C. Elias & Bro., Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.

7- 10

Lumber For Sale

Two car* 4x4 Maple Boxed Hearts.
One car S x S Maple Boxed I^earts.
One car 6x0 Maple Boxed Hearts.
Seven cars Fir Doors.
Three cars Fir Columns.

GEO C. GOODFELLOW.
Montreal. Que.

Pulpwood For Sale
Ten thousand cords of pulpwood situated

within 200 miles from Qiiebec city, and ten
million ft. of spruce and hardwood lumber,
winter cut. We can fill almost any order.
Quotations will be finished on demand. Que-
bec Lumber Co., 98 St. Peter St., Quebec,
P.Q. 3-8

Timbers For Sale

Five cars 8" x 8" to 12" x 12" x 10 to 20'

soimd square edged white oak; 3 cars 4, 5, 6
and 8" x 10" and up face x 10 to 20', and
1 car 5" and 6" x 10" and up face x 20 to
.30', white oak flitch suitable for boat and
shipbuilding or repairs.

69
The Billmeyer I^umber Co.,

Cumberland, Md.

Wanted-Machinery |

Wanted
('ompletc equipment of small second hand

alligator with twin propellers. Reply Box 10,

Tiinniins, Ont. 8-9

I For Sale-Machinery I

FOR SALE—SAWMILL
25 H. P. Engine, 50 IL P. return tubular

boiler. Three log seat carriage, overhead set,

friction feed works, single edger and slab saw.

.\1I in fair order. Price $1,000. Box 915,
( anada Lumberman, Toronto. 8

For Sale—Band Resawin^ Machine
in good running order; made by the Egan
Co., Philadelphia; takes 6 in. band resaws;
suitable for Box Plant or planing mill.

D. AITCHISON & CO.,

8-11 Hamilton, Ontario.

Jenckes Corliss Engine For Sale

One second-hand Jenckes Corliss Engine,
12 in. x 30 in. cut. Description and price on
application to

Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Company, Ltd.,

2-t.f. Toronto, Ont.

For Sale

1—17 X 24 Atlas Engine, with 36 in. x 10 ft.

flywheel.

3—No. 94 Berlin Matchers, 15 in., fitted with

hard steel knives on top and bottom sylin-

ders—one pair shiplap, jointer and floor-

ing heads with bits for each machine.

1—No. 182 Berlin Double Surfacer, 30 in. x
6 in.

1—No. 199 Berlin Buzz Planer.
1—No. 290 Berlin Picket Header.

The Otis Staples Lumber Company, Ltd.,

19-t.f. Wycliflfe, B.C.

High Speed Matchers

1— Berlin No. 90 High Speed Matcher with
Profilers and several extra heads.

1—American No. 77 Hi^h Speed Matcher with-
out Profiler but having several extra heads.

Two real bargains.

I '.ox 893, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
(i t.f.

Equipment For Sale
Economist Light Planer and Matcher, 24"

Kclipse Pony Planer. Variety Trim Saw.
-Shaper, Band Saw, Power Feed Rip Saw,
Swing Saw, 12" Moulder, Chain Morticer,
Drum Sander, other machinery.

A. J. LINDSAY,
ti 9 90 Pembroke St., Toronto.

Equipment For Sale

One 12'inch jointer, 1 lip saw and cut-olf

(ombined, 1 band saw, 1 turn lathe, all iron,

1 drive.

One 16 h p. gasoline engine, pulleys, shaft-

ing, hangers and belts, in first class shape.
.Sell cheap or will take lumber in exchange.
Apply to A. K. Wismer, 83 Dufferin St.,

St. Catharines, Ont. 7-8

Band Saw Mill For Sale

One Watero'us 9 ft. Band Saw Mill, gun-
shot feed, complete with extra saws and filing

equipment. Used about one year, excellent

condition. The Geo. F. Foss Machinery &
Supply Co., Ltd., 305 St. James St., Montreal,
Oue. 7-t.f.

Equipment For Sale

Engine 75 H.P., 18 x 06 pulley, engine 100
H.P., 21 x 144 pulley. Sawmill trimmer.
Cowan 30" Bracket Band Saw, Goldie & Mc-
CuUoch Shaper with countprshaft, Rogers
Lath Machine and Murray Lath Bolter with
saws. All excellent condition and cheap for

cash. Write for further particulars.

VIGARS SHEAR LUMBER CO.,

G9 Port Arthur, Ont.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Peter Mill, Parry Sound
1 left hand tdger, 54 inch, 4 stationary saws

and one moveable saw, made by Wm. Ham-
ilton Co.

I engine, 11 x 18 slide valve.

1 right hand Champion Edger, 48 inch, 3
stationary saws and 2 moveable saws, made
by Waterous Co. (latter edger was only used
two seasons and part of a third). Set of

tiimmcrs complete with chains and sprockets.

1 Patterson & Berrynian feed water heater.

I blower for tiordon hollow blast grates.

1 Riche automatic gang saw sharpener.

1 Rhodes gang saw swage.

In addition to above we have a considerable

quantity of shafting, chains, pulleys, etc., all

in good working condition.

Write for further particulars to

W. L. HAIGHT, Barrister,

y Parry Sound, Ont.

Elquipment For Sale

Brown cross-compound steam engine—16" x
30" cylinders x 42" stroke horizontal poppet

valve—14' x 35" c.i. flywheel—split.

The Poison Iron Works Co. . . Complete,

with condensing pump—10" x 14" x 16" hor-

izontal single piston—with c.i. air chamber
and jet condenser.

Geo. F. Blake Complete.

The Jerome Wheelock system tandem com-
pound steam engine No. 395—16" x 24" cyl-

inders x 34" stroke horizontal—side crank

with outboard bearings—and 14' x 14' groove

iron flywheel sheave spHt—for VA" rope.

The Goldie & McCulIough Co. . . . complete

with condensing pump—S" x 12" x 16" hor-

izontal—single piston—with spray condenser.

The Northey Mfg. Co Complete.

THE E. B. EDDY CO., LTD.,
g.g Hull, Canada.

Circular Saws For Sale
Changing from circular to band mill and

have six solid tooth saws for sale. Two AO
in., four from 54 in. to 58 in., in first cla<<«

shape. Can be shipped at once. Also ( >,vel

filer. Write us for prices.

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited,
7 8 Huntsville, Ontario.

Equipment For Sale

1 ib II. p. "Case" Engine and Boiler, on
skids, 125 lbs. steam pressume, in first

class condition.

1—56 inch Trevor "Jumbo" Heading Sawing
Machine, Upright, with saw collar com-
plete.

1 -3 compartment Steel Vat, 24 by 7 by
feet.

1— 10 H.P. Upright Engine and Boiler.

1 -Box Board Planer, 24 in.

1-25 H.P. Motor, 3 phase, 80 cycle. 580
volts, and two 15 k.w. transformers for

same.

2-2^4 k.w. Transformers. 2200 to 560 volts.

2—Stave- Jointing Machines.

1—125 Cal. Duplex Steam Pump.

Trenton Cooperage Mills. Limited,

7 10 Trenton, Ont.

Wanted-Employees

Advertisements under this hcadlnf two ceate i

word per insertion. Minimum charge iO cents.

WANTED: FIRST CLASS GANG FILER
for Wickes gang. Apply Box 90,3, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 7-8

Wanted—One Sawyer for Band Mill. Apply,
stating wages, experience, etc, Laberge Lum-
ber Co., Ltd., Sudbury, OnL fr8

Wanted—Band Saw Filer for Band Mill.

.\pply, stating wages, experience, etc., Laberge
Lumber Co., Ltd., Sudbury, Ont. 6 8

WANTED A FIRST CLASS COMPETENT
MAN to lake the position of manager of an
operating lumber business, who will be cap-
able of managing the concern, in its operation
from the camp to the constfraer. Apply to Box
911, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, OnL 8-0

A large firm owning timber limits in the

liastern Townships, Province of Quebec, re-

quires the services of a Practical Lumberman
to take charge of logging, manufacturing and
handling of yard stock. Apply Box 891, Can-
ada Lumberman and Woodworker, Toronto,
Ont. 69

Wanted-Employment

Advertisements under tliis headinf one cent »

word per inseration. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge S( cents.

Wanted position by first class Right Hand
Double Cut Band Sawyer, ten years' experi-

ence. Very capable. P. O. Box 106, Buck-
ingham, Que. 6-9

WANTED POSITION AS MILL SUPER-
INTENDENT by first class man. Can get re-

sults. 20 years' experience. Can start first

February. Box 837, Canada Lumberman, To-

ronto, Ont. 2-8

BOOKKEEPER AND ACCOUNTANT.
thoroughly experienced in all branches of the

lumber business, wholesale and retail. l-'^B

ging, manufacturing and handling -of buildmi;

material and supplies. Box 910, Canada I um
bernian, Toronto, Ont. ^
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BAND-SAWYER. GOOD FAST NIGGER
MAN and good White Pine Grader, wants

position. Best of references. I5ox 904

.Ilia Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

CAiNAlJA l.UMBK RMAiN A N IJ WOODWORKER 45

Can-
7-10

WANTED POSITION BY FIRST CLASS
BAND SAW FILER, 20 years' expeneiice;

can furnish first class reference. Box 836,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-8

POSITION WANTED—A young man with

I.'') years' experience in the manufacturing and

wholesale business wishes to locate with a re-

liable lumber company, buying or sales de-

partment preferred. Either hard or soft woods.

\1 insiK-ctor; will consider any capacity and

go anywhere. Box 917 Canada Lumberman
roronto, Ont.

WANTED BY EXPERIENCED LUM-
BERMAN, 42 years of age, position as Man-

iger of Woods and Lumber Department, or

would consider management of small concern

operating in the Proviace of Quebec or North-

trn Ontario. Have thorough knowledge of

Lumber, Logging and Pulpwood operations.

Highly recommended by past employers Open

for engagement April 15th. Box 878, Canajla

Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. '-8

iBusiness Chances

SPRUCE AND WHITE PINE
CONNECTION WANTED

We desire a good connection on Spruce and

White Pine. Terms to suit shipper. Serfas

Lumber Company, Easton, Pa. 6-9

For Sale

Building and Machinery of good Double Ciit

Band Sawmill, well equipped with steam feed,

canter, loaders, etc.

If you want a good mill, address Box 762,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 15-t.f.

Fifty ThouBand Acres Timber

Spruce. Maple, Pine, Hemlock, Cedar,

Birch, located in Canada, will divide to suit

purchaser; cheapest transportation. Address

W. C. Wildey, Paw Paw, Mich. 5-8

FOR SALE
modern Retail Lnmber Yard

Fully equipped for business, located in a

hustling Pennsylvania city. Great opportunity

for big business. Financial reference required.

Itox 914, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, ^"^ .j^

Pick Axe Handles Wanted

WANTED—Handles for colliers' and navvy

pick axes,-etc. Cash with order transactions

Will manufacturers who have supplies and

wish to export same to Great Britain kindly

communicate with J. Grillith, Jones ( ollieiy.

Timber Merchant. Castle Buildings, Llanelly,

S". Wales. Great Britain. 8

B.C. Pine Property

FOR SALE
as going concern. l^rge Pine timber re-

serves, first class milling and logging equip-

ment, complete organization and established

market connections. Most unusual opportuni-

ty. Full particulars to principals. Box 909,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 8

FOR SALE—WELL EQUIPPED
PLANING MILL

and lumber yard with well established con-
nections, also contracting business in connec-
tion, in growing manufacturing town of 60,-

000 population in Western New York. Owner
having other business. Only bona-fide buyers
considered. Address Box 883, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 6-9

R. R Tie and Sawlo^ Timber
For Sale

Jack Pine and Tamarac Timber on berths in

Parkins and Creelman townships, near Sell-

wood and Poole stations. C. N. R. runs
through Poole.

For Sale—A Real Bargain

Tract l(),0f;O acres near the Soo. in I'cnnc-

father Township, Ont. Consisting of 00 mil-

lion feet of hardwood timber, 50% Birch of

f^ne quality, 20% Maple, 10% Cedar, 10%
Spruce, 10% White Fine and Hemlock. At

low price and on easy terms. Property in

fee.

Address Alex. Greig.
502 MacKinnon BIdg.,

.5 8 Toronto, Ont.

SAWMILL WANTED
Efficient Portable Sawmill, capable of not

less, and preferably more, than 20 M. feet per

day, fir, hemlock and birch. For ease of

transportation double boilers. Would also

consider a contract for the sawing, but mill

would re<iuire to be moved to property. Re-

ply to T. A. Rogers, 85 Bay St., Toronto.
7-10

Saw Mill Plant For Sale

Practically new and modern Saw Mill Plant,

capacity about iiO Million feet per annum, lo-

cated in the Interior of British Columbia on

a beautiful inland lake and on the main line

of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway. About
500 Million feet of timber on and adjacent to

Lake (about 90% Spruce) and another Billion

feet available at reasonable prices. Natural

conditions ideal for economical logging, manu-
facturing, piling and shipping. An advantage

of about $4 per thousand feet in freight rates

to the Prairie Provinces over Coast shipments.

This property offers unlimited possibilities

as a lumber, pulp and paper property. Would
consider selling a half interest. Terms rea-

sonable.

A. C. FROST COMPANY,
134 South LaSalle Street,

5 t.f. Chicago, III.

Miscellaneous I

Rails Wanted
We are in the market for 14,000 lineal feet

of second hand, twenty pound rail, with platen

and spikes for same. Address Box 10, Tim-

mins, Ontario. O'^

DR. BELL'S
Veterinary Wonder Remedies
10.000 one dollar ($1.(10) bottles Free

to horsemen who give the Wonder a lair

trial. Guaranteed for Colic. Inflamma-

tion of the Lungs, Bowels, Kidneys,

Fevers. Distemper, etc. Send 25c for

Mailing Package, etc. Agents wanted.

Write your address plainly. DR. BELL,
V.S.. Kingston. Ont.

$2.00 a Year
24 Issues

Big value to any Lumber
Manufacturer or Dealer.

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER?

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide St. W., TORONTO

A. McPHERSON,
Longford Mills, Ont.

INION STOCKYARIS
OF TORONTO, timltod

•Canada's Greatest Live Stock Market*
Capital, $^.500,000. Two Hundred
Acres. Dundas St. cars to Keele St.,

West Toronto. Auction Sales every
Wednesday. Private Sales Daily.

Correspondence Solicited.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH
Manager Horse Dept.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large iiuantity of Second-

Iland Rubber and Leather Belting in

all sizes and plys up to 24 inches In

width, which we can sell at interesting

prices. Send us vour requirenienis.

N. SMITH
138 York St. - Toronto, Ont.

WIRE
Manufacturers of

For TYING. BUNDLING
and many other purposes.

NAILS, etc.

LAIDLAW BALE-TIE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. ONT.

SALE OF

SURPLUS MILITARY

AND NAVAL STORES
Dry Goods, Camp Supplies, Food,

Hardware, Scrap Metal, Junk
Cloth; new and second-hand clothing, equipment, hard-

ware,' tents, blankets, camp supplies, etc. Flour, jam.

canned evaporated milk, tea, coffee, etc. Condemned
clothinif. junk, old brass, metals, leather, rublier, etc.

SALES WILL BE MADE BY SEALED TENDER
Persons desiring to tender are requested to comnumicate with

THE SECRETARY OF THE WAR PURCHASING COMMIS-
SION, BOOTH BUILDING, OTTAWA, stating the items in which
tliey are interested, whether new or second-hand or both.

Arrangements will be made to have samples on exhibition at

places tliroughout Canada; specifications, full details, and tender forms
will be mailed when ready to those who have registered as suggested

above.

IF INTERESTED PLEASE APPLY NOW

Institutions May Make Direct Purchase Without Tender

Dominion, Provincial, and Municipal departments, hospitals,

charitable, philanthropic, and similar institutions which are co;i-

ducted for the benefit of the public and not for profit may pur-

chase goods without tender at prices established by the War
Purchasing C'oni mission.

All communications should be addressed to the Secretary, War
I'urchasing Commission, P.ooth Building, Ottawa, who will be glad

to supply ''sts and further details to tliose interested.

Door and Sash Machines For Sale
DOOR MACHINES.

1 Power Door Clamp with squaring attachment, manufactured by E. B. Hayes & Co.
1 Four Spindle Automatic Door Boring Machine (Improved), manufactured by E.

B. Hayes & Co.
2 Cylinder Door Stickers—E. B. Hayes & Co.
2 Automatic Cut-Off Saws—Greenlee Bros.

1 Panel Raiser—Cowan & Co.

SASH AND FRAME MACHINES.
1 Two-Spindle Shaper Table.
1 Sash Sticker with three square heads and four Shimcr heads, manufactured by

E. B. Hayes & Co.
2 Power Feed Rip Saws—Cowan & Co.
1 Pocket Dado and Frame Boring Machine—Smith & Pliilips.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
1—13 in. Four-sided Sticker—Manufactured by Cowan & Co.

1 Five-Spindle Boring Machine—Canada Machinery Corporation.

X Roller Double Cut-Off Saw—Canada Machinery Corporation.

2 Automatic Screw Driving Machines, No. 2—Reynolds.
1 Automatic Screw Driving Machine, N'o. 4— Reynolds.
1

—

S(o in. Glue Spreader, two sided.

1—Ji3 gallon Mixer.
1—Press, 12 in. x 52 in.

1:H sets Retaining Clamps.
Machines in good condition and can be inspected at any time.

Write for prices and particulars.

CANADIAN WOOD PRODUCTS, LTD., TORONTO
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Review of Current Trade Conditions

Ontario and the East

'Jliere are no particular features in connection with the market

situation during the past two weeks. A better demand is reported

for the upper grades of hard wood and some factories, particularly in

the implement line and furniture lines, are getting busy, with the re-

sult that maple, oak and birch arc enjoying a more active requisition.

Retail lumber dealers report that there is a fair demand for building

material, though it will be fully a month yet before it can be deter-

mined just what .proportion the present building program will as-

sume.

Practically all the logging companies have completed their win-

ter operations and the timber has been placed alongside the streams

ready for floating to the mills. On the whole, the past winter was

favorable to logging in most sections, and not a few operators report

that conditions were ideal. Considerably more timber was felled than

at first was anticipated.

Prices in all lines of lumber are holding firm, and while business

on the whole may be characterized as spotty, there is a feeling that

values are going to be maintained and that lumber will command

every dollar that it has been sold at during the past few months.

As stated in the last issue of the "Canada Lumberman" there

have been heavy purchases of spruce and pine deals in the Ivast at an

advance of from 10 to 15 per cent. As soon as ocean tonnage opens

up, there is no doubt but that there will be a concentrated efYort on

the part of manufacturers to take full advantage of the export situa-

tion. There has been formed in the West an association of leading

lum'ber producers to take care of foreign trade. In connection with

the large order of 70 million feet recently received from the Imperial

government, all mills will participate in the business in proportion to

their capacity. Last season at this particular time there was a great

scarcity of men and many concerns -wondered where they were going

to get employes to operate their mills and drive their- logs. This

year, however, there is an abundance of labor and for the most part

wages will be nearly as high as last season, due to underlying econo-

mic conditions.

There have not as yet been many cuts for the coming season

sold, and very little is heard of the negotiations along this line. It is

said some of the producers are more anxious to contract for their

season's output than are the wholesalers to take aboard any huge

consignments. It is admitted that the future is not at all clear and the

trade is divided into two camps—those who see an unprecedented

period of prosperity, and those who believe that the present tran(iuil

state will continue for some time.

Business in the export line is beginning to look very much
brighter and many inquiries are coming from timber merchants on

the other side of the Atlantic, stating that they will require forest

products along the general specifications which they followed prev-

ious to the outbreak of the war. Now that the timber control in Great

Britain has been removed, the only barrier in the way of a large

volume of trade, is the absence of adequate ocean tonnage. The St.

Lawrence river is open once more for navigation and it is expected

that there will be considerable improvement in the export business if

only larger allotments of space are given for commercial cargoes. It

is being asked by some Ontario concerns if the exporters of this pro-

vince are getting a fair proportion of the space being ofTered from

the port of Montreal.

In regard to the hardwood situation, there is a good demand for

all thicknesses in birch, and the tone of the market is stronger than

it was some weeks ago. There is also a moderate movement of oak

and basswood, and the number of inquiries each week is increasing.

One leading exporter in Toronto recently received an inquiry for five

million feet of birch to be sawn according to order, the purchaser to

provide the boats.

It is understood that about five million feet of timbers will be re-

quired for the construction of the harbor improvements in Toronto

and that a large quantity of B. C. fir amounting to considerably over

half this amount will arrive in Toronto during the next few days. It

is reported that a well known eastern firm who specialize in Coast

products, have recently received an order from the assistant British

controller for ten million feet of fir and three million feet of spruce

and that arrangement will be made by the purchaser for the water

transportation of this large order.

There is ([uite a scarcity of No. 2 common fir boards from the

West which are much in demand and also No. 1 and 2 common cedar

boards for which is quite a fair requisition Tn the East that is n^t
being satisfied. 'J'he price for B. C. timbers keep up well and there
is a moderate amount of Western stock moving. The niarki t h>v

shingles is fair.

In March there were 518 permits applied for in Toronto, a> com-
pared with 207 in the same month last year. The number of erections
totalled 6(S4, comi)ared with 254 last vear ; while the respective valu< -

were $1,004,40 and $529,^/4.

The total value of permits issued this year to date is $1.906,02(J,

while last year to the -aiiic time it was $1,2K1,911.

Great Britain

Quite a curious situation is arising out of the withdrawal of Tim-
ber Control, with liberty of action restored to the importer of ])uying
where and how he likes. The agents, without exception, are opening
negotiations with their shippers and cndeavf)ring to get matters into
trim for concluding contracts on and after April 1st next; but the im-
porters, almost to a man, are refraining from actively assisting the
agents for fear of making a false stej), says the "Timber News." 'I'he

cloud upon the horizon is the government stock to come forward dur-
ing the summer. Later the particulars of these huge purchases will

be made known, and if there are weaknesses in the specifications which
can be strengthened, the importers will not be slow to take advantage
of the position. Bridge-players will see the analogy when we say that

the situation is similar to that of waiting until "dummy" has put his

cards on the table.

The danger of speculating need hardly be emphasized at thi?

juncture. Prices are still three times higher than those in 1914, and
it would be the sheerest folly to plunge in and buy goods for forward
shipment only to find a little later on, that the Government buyer had
fully anticipated the trend of the coming market and laid in anqjle sup-
plies of the very same goods.

Many shippers in Scandinavia have great hopes of securing even
better prices than those paid of late by the Government buyer—rest-

ing, possibly, under the illusion that between the cost of bringing for-

ward (iovernment purchases and their-reselling values (based on the

maximum prices less £3 15s. per standard), there is a margin which
may be captured.

The fallacy of advancing f.o.b. or c.i.f. values to attain this differ-

ence can be understood when we say that no buyer in his senses would
risk imi)orting goods unless he can i)urchase upon better terms than
the Government—better in the sense that his c.i.f. import cost must be
below *^3. 15s. per standard, plus the £2. 5s. allowed for landing

—

say, £6 per standard in all. Admittedly, the Government is making a

small margin of profit, but directly the shipper attempts to capture
this £2 to £3 per standard he drives away all buyers, who will just

stand upon one side and pick up their requirements from the Govern-
ment stocks to arrive, thus avoiding the risk of importation.

Nothing of greater interest has occurred since the establishment

of Government control of the timber trade than the announcement by
the Controller that his authority would cease after April 1st. After

that time all timber, except pitwood, manufactured and semi-manufac-
tured wood, may be imported without the necessity of obtaining im-

port licenses.

This is in effect the liberation of the trade from the restrictions

made necessary by the war. Just as difficulties arose over the tran-

sition from private trading to controlled trading, so the reversal of

the process cannot be achieved with perfect smoothness. The Govern-
ment had to secure a large stock of softwoods, both for war purposes
and other national requirements. The disposal of this stock to the

trade, now that the security of our wood supply is unquestioned, offers

some of the chief difficulties of the new situation. There was a fear that

the Controller would re.«;ort to public auction sales to realize the Gov-
ernment's holdings, but the statement that the goods will be sold after

the end of the month at prevailing market prices appears to indicate

that no such intention is held at present.

The general opinion in the trade is that such a method of selling

huge quantities of timber would be against the interest of timber

traders, and at the same time would do nothing to forward the Govern-
ment's desire to oil the wheels of industry. National stock is estimat-

ed to reach 180/200,000 stds. To clear out these holdings to the trade

will take a little time, particularly as the fresh arrivals of Government
purchases are being taken over as they come in, or on f.o.b. terms

Locally, there is not much alteration in trading, but after the end

of the month a different state of affairs should arise. Spruce and birch
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View of Mills in Sarnia.

BUY THE BEST
Retailers and woodworking establishments who like to

get A1 NORWAY and WHITE PINE LUMBER al-

ways buy their stocks from us because we can ship them

on quick notice. It pays to have the goods, but it pays

better to
*

'deliver" them.

We also make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to or-

der any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

" Rush Orders Rushed

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co.^ Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO

B. P. BoLK, Prei. F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barrk, Gen. Mgr. W. A. Saurwein, Ass t. Mgr.
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deals and planks to arrive within the next few weeks are in demand.

The birch or hardwood planks are badly needed as the market has been

starved for this description for the past two years. Several lots of

Halifax deals are due very shortly, which will ease the situation.

Arrivals during the past week consist of silver spruce by the

Princes Juliana; spruce by the Northland, from Philadelphia; pine

lumber by the Empress of Britain, from St. John, N. B.; birch lumber

by Melita, from St. John N. B.
;
spruce and pine lumber by the Scotian,

from St. John N. B.
;
spruce by the Tamaqua, from Newport News;

pitchpine logs and lumber by the Annam, from Savannah.

United States

There has been very little development of the lumber market of

late and in most sections matters remain comparatively (|uiet. The

feeling in the West is better and more optimistic than it is in the

East, but, on the whole, trade is better than it was a month ago. The

large mills and wholesalers are looking for a steady improvement

from this out and there are few, if any, price changes to record. In

New York state there has been fine weather and good traffic condi-

tions, with plenty of labor. It is expected that the furniture business

will be good in the near future.

Writing to the "Canada Lumberman," a leading authority in

Boston says that spruce random has advanced by a dollar during the

past few days although there does not appear to be much of it in

stock. It is thought that the heavy sales of spruce in the Maritime

provinces are having some influence and should have a good deal

more effect later. Certainly there will not be nearly as much to come

into the New England market as usual.

There has been a decided change for the better in weather con-

ditions in the South. A steadily increasing number of inquiries for

stock is coming out and the demand is of reasonably large propor-

tions, and great enough, although a majority of buyers still hesitate

and buy for immediate requirements only, to absorb practically all

that is offered. Stocks, after the long interruption to logging opera-

tions, are lower than ever and prices generally are well maintained.

OUawa Reparts Lar^rer Number of Enquiries

General conditions as to sales, trading and shipments, showed

very little change in the Ottawa lumber market during the first two

weeks of April. Taken all around there is no reason for depression

being felt from the manufacturing to the retail end, except on account

of labor.

Inquiries principally from the United States contmued good if

they did not show an increase, but orders following them were slow.

The principal demand of the whole market was for mill run and the

better grades. Any depression was in mill culls, spruce, and white

pine box boards.

Information of an indirect character reached the trade, to the

effect that from four to five million feet for export purposes had

changed hands down east. As affecting the local market the appar-

ent effect will not be large, but lumbermen point out that everything

that is exported leaves so much less stock in Canada and consequent-

ly if the demand arises that it will at least insure present if not high-

er prices being received. On the other hand there was what was

generally considered the "loss" of the portable house order which

would have consumed many million feet of lumber.

From the manufacturing end the "loss" of the portable house

consignment means considerable, inasmuch as any one mill or plant

could hardly supply all the stock of a certain grade that was wanted.

For instance, perhaps two, three, or four grades of certain lines

might be required. One mill might not have all on hand that would

be wanted. Consequently the business would be distributed and the

whole industry from the manufacturer would have a chance to bene-

fit in the sale of these certain grades. Further assuming that the

grades required were pretty well cleaned by the portable house order,

and another customer came along and wanted the same grade he

would either have to pay a higher price or take a substitute in an-

other line which might at the time not be "moving." Thus the gener-

al tone of the whole market it would appear would be more or less

stimulated.

The demand which it was predicted in war years would come
the first spring following the cessation of hostilities in Europe, was
largely built up on the assumption then, that there was bound to be
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due as much to selling pressure as to an increased demand. Decided-

ly more interest in hardwood lumber is shown by building interests,

following announcement of reductions in some lines of construction

materials, which, although small, will go far to stimulate building.

But most of the present demand conies from industrial sources. Fur-
niture, automobile and vehicle manufacturers continue to be strong

factors on the market and the milKvork industry is taking an increas-

ed amount of material. The musical instrument trade also is buying
heavily.

The volume of inquiries and of orders for southern pine has

grown notably during the past fortnight, with the approach of spring

in the northern territory ; and the manufacturer and distributor are

now more optimistic than ever over the outlook for domestic busi-

ness, stimulated largely by the "Own a Home" movement which has

spread throughout the country. As regards the foreign movement of

southern pine, it is still comparatively small. Outside of Cuban,
West Indian and Central American business, foreign demanrl has n<'t

materialized notably and is not expected to do so until after peace-

has been definite concluded. In the meanwhile, production condi-

tions at most centres in the South have been considerably improved,
with the final cessation of the unprecedented period of rainy weather
which has made life miserable in the South during the last several

weeks and which has so hampered woods operations that many mills

were forced to close down.
Canvasses of the situation reveal a building deficit in the United

States at present amounting to more than $1,000,000,000, the Depart-
ment of Labor declaring that there is a shortage of at least 500,000
homes. This is a strong pressure on the market, which can be ex-

pected soon to assert itself. High prices, either real or imaginary, and
uncertainty as to the result of hearings being conducted by the In-

dustrial Board in Washington, hold back developments in the con-

struction field that normally could not be thought of as postponed

;

but recent reductions in certain material prices, as for instance of

steel, cement, plaster, sand and gravel, have wonderfully stimulated
interest in building, as is evidenced in the movement of the various

construction woods.

SPECIAL REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS AT
HOME AND ABROAD

a great revival of building. Consequently building lines which were
then remaining inactive would "shoot up." This assumption, so far

as the Ottawa market is concerned, is only partly borne out as yet.

Building in Ottawa while it is heavier than during the war years
did not during the first two weeks of April show promise of reaching
the "peak" set for it by dealers during the war. Among the big new
structures which are under way at Ottawa are that of C. Jackson
Booth located at the corner of Bank and Slater Streets and Lowe
Theatre.

One bright spot as affecting the general situation is that real

estate trading in residential properties is showing considerable activ-

ity, though big commercial deals are few and far between. So far as

the real estate activity had reflected itself on the market the chief

demand was for lumber for repairs or alterations.

Frequent inquiries came through from the United States during
the period asking quotations on white pine deals. There are only

four mills in the Ottawa valley which would be affected by such an

order, John R. Booth, W. C. Edwards & Co., Hawkesbury Lumber
Co., and the Pembroke Lumber Co. The majority of the stock of

deals these plants manufacture is usually a matter of annual pur-

chase by certain wholesalers. The view taken by the manufacturers
of deals was that the new inquiry was probably only one of several

grades that a United States exportetr had been asked to quote on.

Another feature that the Canada lumber has heard of which may
particially explain the slow demand for building stocks is the practise

of the Government in selling or offering for sale its stocks of lumber
used in the construction of military camps, etc., which is no longer re-

quired. According to one leading manufacturer the price that the

government is selling this used stock for is actually less than what it

would cost to manufacture today. Sash and door, shingle and lath

together with boxboards remained slow.

Nontreat Declares Some General Improvement
There is a very slight improvement in the Montreal market. The

building season had a setback owing to a very heavy snowfall, re-

tarding operations which had been commenced. Local trade is still

slow, with the yards only buying for immediate requirements and
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STABLE AND STORAGE TENTS
HORSE COVERS-TARPAULINS

Wr Apr PPAnY WUh a FuU stock of Rmr Omer, cookery
ff £1 iilVEi IV£i/\LF 1 and Sleep Tents, Tarps and Straw Ticks

WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
Dept. "D," OTTAWA

MR. LUMBERMAN:
You May Have

All Kinds of Fresh Meats,

At All Times,

In All Your Camps,
By Means of Our Refrigerator Car Deliveries.

Place with us your orders for—
Fresh Beef Sausages Headcheese Beef Livers

Pork Livers Beef Hearts Beef Kidneys Tripe, etc.

ASK US FOR QUOTATIONS ON

PURE LARD, DOMESTIC SHORTENING, OLEOMARGARINE, BARRELLED PORK, BARRELLED BEEF, LONG CLEAR, ETC.

The Harris Abattoir Company, Limited
WEST TORONTO - CANADA.

Branches at; SUDBURY and OTTAWA, ONT. - HALIFAX and SYDNEY, N. S. - MONTREAL and QUEBEC, QUE. ST. JOHN, N.B.
Canada Pood Control—Blanket No. 165
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with stocks on hand very small. The building supply houses report
more inquiries, but it remains to be seen whether the prospects will

materialize. The high cost of building is a deterrent on work going
ahead. There is a movement to get supply houses to reduce the
prices of their commodities, and a special committee of the Montreal
Association of Building & Construction Industries hope to shortly
announce reductions. It is recognized, however, that there is no
chance of lumber prices coming down.

Lumber prices remain very strong, and the general view is that
they are likely to continue on a firm footing. Some wholesalers,
however, doubt whether it will be possible to keep them at such a
high level during the whole of the season, this opinion being based on
the ground that such stiff quotations will check the demand except
for absolutely necessary supplies. In the absence of buying orders,

it is argued, prices will recede. This view does not take into account
the short supply and the effect on the market of the enormous pur-
chases for export.

There are reports of very extensive sales of lumber in Quebec
Province and the Maritime Provinces for export account, the British
government, it is stated having purchased in the region of 600 mil-

lion feet of spruce. The export firms are looking forward to a busy
season, although the steamship companies are not yet in a position
to state what amount of space will be available at the opening of

navigation Indications are that freights will be high, rates being
based on dollars and cents instead of sterling.

During the month of March the building permits totalled $228,-

208, a decrease of $13,452. For the first cjuarter of the year the value
was $440,102, an increase of $5,287.

Canada still continues to be a heavy exporter of pulpwood and
pulp. For the month of January, the latest return available, pulp-
wood to the value of $972,129 was sold to foreign buyers, this being
an increase of $484,653. During the 10 months of the fiscal year the
total was $12,567,357, a gain of $5,148,085. The exports of chemical
pulp and mechanical pulp in January were respectively $2,193,194
and $362,322, increases of $864,371 and $72,826. For the ten month
period there was a gain of $10,304,437 in chemical pulp and a .de-

crease of $1,628,209 in mechanical pulp.

St. John Reports Very Busy Season Coming:
Although the last four weeks have seen ])Ut few sales of deals

for United Kingdom points, in as far as St. John is concerned, still

the market has not weakened, and it has really shown the buyer
and the seller the position of the lumljer situation in St. John and
the eastern provinces.

One thing stands out very plainly. There is no overproduction
of lumber and there will not be even when all of this year's logs are

sawn, provided they all get to the mills. This is not at all like-

ly, as driving has yet to be started and finished, and it always leaves

room for doubt, until such times as the drives are finished and the

operator can count and find out where his logs have arrived.

Another factor is that logs have certainly cost more than ever be-

fore in the history of logging—much more than the operator had fig-

ured on when he started and even along through the winter; also the

laborer is today asking further advances in wages and shorter hours.

Certainly raw material and wages show a much larger cost to the

manufacturer than ever before. He must therefore either receive a

greater price or "hold his lumber, which he is not at all anxious to do.

During the last four weeks sterling exchange has taken a drop,

and should the seller be forced to take English funds for his lumber,
he would loose from $1.25 to $1.50 per M. ft. in exchange alone. The
British Government has during the last ten days witdrawn its hand
from the control of lumber and placed it back upon a free trading

basis as before the war. The last two conditions have no doubt made
the purchaser hesitate about buying since he has been waiting to see

what result these two conditions would have on the market. At the

present writing Exchange is in better shape and getting normal.
A better and moie optimistic feeling has taken hold of the mar-

ket, and unless buyers purchase their supplies pretty soon, there will

be little left for the market. American prices are advancing and more
inquiries are coming to hand with also a better feeling from that

market.
All the "St. John mills Avill be in operation this summer, providing

nothing occurs to stop them. Stetson, Cutler & Co. will operate three

mills, having just purchased the Chas. Miller mill. Murray & Gregory,
Ltd., will operate their own mill and have leased the Miller-Moore mill,

which is now being put in commission. J. E. Moore will also operate
Pleasant Point mill and Randolph & Baker will begin sawing before
very long.

All of the foregoing are now moving except Randolph & Baker
and they will begin about May 1st, 1919. This will give a turnout
of about 450 M. feet of lumber per day.

Locally as far as factory business is concerned the last four weeks
have been much the same as the past winter. During the past week

a turn for the better has taken place, and unless labor troubles crop
up, all hope to see a resumption of local building and a return to pre-
war conditions. Certainly there is not going to be any less prices for
a long time and those who intend to build might as well begin now as
any time.

Forest Fire Protection is First Essential
Dr. C. D. Howe, Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto, at

the recent annual meeting of the Commission of Conservation, point-
ed out some highly significant facts in regard to the conservation of
the wooded wealth of Canada of which .so much is heard and so
little really known. He showed that not only is the present supply
of pjne, spruce, and bal.sam diminishing rapidly, but that the methods
of logging and the repeated ravages of fire are killing off the young
trees. The result will be in a few years the end of an industry which
is exceeded only by agriculture and manufacturing as a producer of
wealth to the country.

People are aware in a general way of the enormous loss to tim-
ber caused annually by forest fires, but the most destructive effects
of these fires are not generally recognized or appreciated even by
those who have our forests in their keeping. It is the repeated fire

which is the most vicious agent of destruction, for it kills the young
trees which are to make the future forests, and it also kills the
mother or seed trees, which might if allowed to live replace the
young that are destroyed. He examined 80,000 acres of cut-over and
burned-over pine lands in the central portion of old Ontario and
found 110 young pine trees on the average acre of areas burned over
once

; 14 pine trees per acre on areas burned over twice ; 7 pine trees
per acre on areas burned over three times, and only 3 pine trees on
the average acre of areas burned over four or more times. It will
take several hundred years for nature to restock these areas with
pine.

"This is not an exceptional case. Repeated forest fires

are producing similar results on thousands of square miles
throughout the Dominion, one-half of our commercial tim-
ber lands have been burned. Even if there never were an-
other forest fire, one-half of our future supply of timber
should come from these burned areas. Every fire decrea.ses
that ])ossibility by destroying the young commercial trees.

We have not only killed the commercial, revenue-bearing
trees on one-half the timber-|)roducing areas in Canada, but
our forest policy has been such that we have virtually de-
creed their children shall not live." said Dr. Fernow.

The original forest in the St. Maurice Valley was dominated by
white pine from 3 to 6 feet in diameter and from 100 to 150 feet high,
towering 50 to 75 feet above the associated birch, maple, spruce, and
balsam. Judging from the stumps left, the trees ran from 5 to 30
per acre, but today there is only an odd pine standing on some inac-

cessible bluff. The original giants have disappeared from the forests,

and, worse still, no young pines are rising to take their place. In
order to prosper the pine requires plenty of light overhead, but the
openings made in the forests by the removal of the original trees were
allowed to fill up with hardwoods, which overshadowed and stifled

the young pine shoots.

It was further shown by Dr. Howe that both spruce and balsam
were also in danger of extinction. Taking 97 acres of severely culled

areas from which 26 spruce trees per acre had been removed, he
found that the present number of spruce trees per acre was: seed-
lings below half-inch. 422; half-inch to three inches, 28; four inches

to seven inches, 19, and eight inches to eleven inches, 7. Although
the total came to 477 new trees, it will be noted that the mortality
increased very rapidly with the growth of these trees. The net re-

sult is that there will be only 7 spruce trees to take the place of the

26 per acre removed by logging operations. Taking the same severe-

ly-culled areas based on sample plots totaling 97 acres from which
32 balsam trees per acre had been removed, he found that the present

number of balsam trees per acre was: seedlings below one-half inch.

2,477; half-inch to three inches inclusive, 58: four to seven inches, 27.

and eight to eleven inches, 12. Apparently there would be over

2,500 balsam trees per acre to replace the 32 removed, but again the

rate of mortality increases so rapidly with the growth of the trees

that there will really be only 12 trees per acre where 32 had been
taken away. Moreover, 7 out of the 12 will be so diseased to to be

unfit for pulpwood, so that the net result will be only 5 pulpwood-
bearing balsams where 32 were originally.

Dr. Howe states that the fundamental problem is how to guard
the forests properly from fire ; that in the last decade about $10.-

000,000 have been spent in protection, and yet that the forest hi

been so unsafe for trees through destruction by fire that there is a
prehension of serious curtailment, perhaps exhaustion, of our timb
supply. He declares that without adequate fire protection it is on

a waste of time to discuss methods of forest conservation.
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The British Paper Markets are

Your Opportunity
Establish a market for your paper stock now and it will

be a great asset to you in after war trade with Great

Britain. We can make very advantageous contracts for

Canadian paper of all kinds and especially newspaper stock.

This is a big opportunity for Canadian mill men. We are

the largest paper makers' agents in Great Britain and will be

glad to hear from manufacturers interested in export trade.

Write us to-day,

W. V. BOWATER & SONS, LIMITED
Paper Makers, Wholesale and Export Stationers, Etc.

159 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G., ENGLAND
Please address all communications to Woolworth Building, Broadway, New York, U.S.A.

Cluiiesiialp

MOTOR TRUCKS
MADE IN CANADA

CLYDESDALE

TRUCKS

are produced in

1, lya, 21/2,

3V^ and 5 tons

capacity

David Brown

Huddersfield

Worm Drive

Axle

Literature

upon
request

CLYDESDALE 5 TON MOTOR TRUCK
The above illustrates what is now generally acknowledged to be the most perfect motor CLYDESDALE Trucks are built in Toronto for Canada and the Imperial Colonies

truck, from the standpoint of materials, design and operation, that has ever been
produced in the market, and the CLYDESDALE is "Made in Canada." No matter what truck you may have thought of buying you owe it to yourself to see

The CLYDESDALE is the result of an actual creative experience, greater than that and try a CLYDESDALE before coming to a final decision,
entering into the design of any other truck made in America.

1 ^> 1 W • I Factory and Genera) Office

Ine Clyde Cars Company Canada Limited ys siPeari street, Toronto, Canada
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Will Continue in Timber Operations

Major-General Alexander McDougall, former director-general

of timber operations in England and France, and his brothers, Col.

Kenneth McDougall and Mr. Samuel McDougall, of Ottawa, intend

going into the timber business. They have secured an optiou on
a tract of land in Quebec measuring 620 square miles, or 396,800
acres. Col. Kenneth McDougall is now at the place and Mr. James
(Beaver) Callahan, the well-known timber cruiser of Belleville, who
served four years overseas in the C. E. F., has gone to join him.

According to reports received from those inspecting the land

the timber will mostly be useful for pulp purposes, although the

cruisers say that some of it will be worth converting into lumber.

Major-General McDougall,
Director-General of the C. F. Corps

The land is on the north bank of the 'St. Lawrence, about 260
miles northeast of Quebec. While the brothers McDougall have not

definitely announced their intention to purchase these particular tim-

ber rights, it is considered highly probable that they will do so.

In the meantime a syndicate of Canadians mostly officers of the

Forestry Corps have formed a company to handle the timber waste
in England left from the operations of the corps.

A contract has been taken from the British Government to get

out all the slabs and manufacture into lumber all the timber left

over in the rush of war. It is believed that 20,000,000 feet of lumber
will be supplied as well as 100,000 tons of fuel wood.

Men of the Canadian Forestry Corps who desire to enter the

employ of the syndicate may be demobilized in England and will be
paid Canadian wages. They will receive their war service gratuity,

but will forfeit their return passage. Among the officers of the syn-

dicate are Colonel "Barney" Hepburn, of Picton ; Col. Gerard Verner
White, of Pembroke

;
Major-General McDougall, and Colonel Ken-

neth McDougall.

Extension Would Tap Vast Wooded Wealth
At the recent convention of the Ontario Associated Boards of

Trade held in Toronto a resolution which found instant favor with
the meeting, and which was outlined at some length by its mover,
A. T. N. Taylor of Cochrane, asked that the Ontario Government
be urged to extend the Timiskaming & Northern Ontario Railway
from Cochrane to James Bay. Mr. Taylor pointed out that the route
would only have to be from 165 to 183 miles in length, with its north-
ern terminal at Moose Factory, and that it would be the means of de-

veloping an enormous tract of country teeming with forest and pulp-

wood wealth, besides almost unlimited water power. In addition,

he claimed that an outlet, open six months in the year, would be pro-

vided frorn Ontario and the West to the Atlantic, by which a vast
quantity of the country's products could be handled.

Japan Can Use Good Clear Spruce Lumber
Writing from Yokohama, Canadian Trade Commissioner A. E.

Bryan says there is a good demand for aeroplane lumber in Japan.
In a recent communication to the Department of Trade and Com-
merce, Ottawa, Mr. Bryan says in part :

—

During the last two years Japan has been giving special attention

to aviation. While the war was on, the authorities had to be content
with studying the art at home with the few aeroplanes that they were

able to obtain prior to the year 1915. At the same time they sent
officers to the various European fronts to learn a^ much as possible
from observation.

Arrangements were made with France that as soon as the war
was over, a party of experienced flyers should be sent to Japan to
teach the Japanese. In January last a party of some fifty or sixty
French flying officers arrived in Tokyo, and these men are now in-
structing at the various Japanese aerodromes. As there are only a
few up-to-date machines in this country, the party from France
brought their own aeroplanes with them. The coming of the French
rnission, as well as the various foreign experts who have given exhibi-
tion flights here in the past, has aroused the keenest interest in avia-
tion. Just at present the Aero Club of Japan have Miss Ruth Law out
here giving exhibition flights.

During the war the authorities were not able to get aeroplanes
from manufacturers in America and Europe, who were all busy on
war contracts. Since the armistice, however, they have imported a
few up-to-date machines both from England and America.

It has now been decided to build aeroplanes in Japan. The au-
thorities intend to build 600 planes during this year. The engines are
to be imported from abroad, but the ensilages will be built here en-
tirely. This will mean a new market for Canadian aeroplane spruce
and also for the many materials and parts necessary for aeroplane
construction, such as wire, screws, bolts, nails, forgings, stampings,
turn-buckles, varnish, aluminum, rubber, " dope," etc.

From the standpoint of geographical position, as well as from ex-
perience, British Columbia is the point from which all spruce for aero-
plane construction should emanate.

The spruce lumber would no doubt have to be all "clear." and
that which would not pass the test for aeroplane lumber would have
to be culled before shipment.

As regards the many accessories, which require to be of such
fine quality and .so exact in detail, there are many firms in Canada
who have been making ])arts for Canadian aeroplanes, and who should
be in a good position to handle inquiries of this nature.

As the authorities intend to begin their aviation campaign p.t

once, Canadian exporters should lose no time in answering these in-

quiries. The Canadian Trade Commissioner. Yokohama, will be
pleased to receive samples of any aeroplane parts, and will show them
to those interested.

British Markets Open Until September
Until September the Dominions enjoy complete freedom of entry

to British markets, as compared with the partially restricted entry
of neutrals and allies. It is hardly necessary to urge on Canadian
manufacturers that they should take the utmost advantage of their

present opportunity.

Miscellaneous Matters of Much Interest

Recent tests made by the Forest Products Laboratory of the

United States Forest Service have demonstrated the feasibility of

using waste hemlock bark from paper mill operations for tanning pur-

poses. The utilization of paper mill bark for such purposes would
mean a source of income for the mill from a material which is now
of little or no value. In many cases it would also be the solution of

a serious problem of stream pollution.

An interesting announcement in a British journal is that the

Bamboo Paper Co., Ltd., has been registered, w'ith a nominal capital

of £20,000 in £1 shares, to enter into an agreement with Thomas
Nelson & Sons, Ltd., and to manufacture and deal in paper pulp from

bamboo and other materials.

With the announced purpose of ridding all logging; canip- aiiJ

lumber camps of the state of Industrial Workers of the World and

Bolshevik sympathies, a state convention of the Loyal Legion of Lo?-
gers and Lumbermen will be held soon in Seattle. Government offi-

cials, it was said by members of the legion planning the convention,

have listed some 35,000 alleged radicals in the state logging camps
and mills. "We intend to make these camps and mills employment
places for only 100 per cent. Americans," one official of the league

said recently.

Fire Marshall Heaton's returns for the month of February show
that there were 708 fires in Ontario, causing a total loss of $496,783, of

which $364,109 was covered by insurance. There is a marked falling

off both in the number of fires and the aggregate loss, from the figures

for the same month of 1918. when there were 887 fires, and Avhen the

loss was $956,846, of which $750,380 was covered by insurance.

The forests of the Caucasus in Russia are estimated at 12.000.000

acres, chiefly in the Black Sea territory, which is at the rate of nearly

twenty acres to each inhabitant.
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NEW ZEBRA, WOOD, WESTERN UNION, and PRIVATE CODES USED.

Telephones
1391 Long Distance

400 Private

Cables

:

^ Hll-LAS & COi^p
. WOOD BROKERS "^-^ V K

FOR EVERY CT ASS OF TTMRFR ^FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER

Head Office : HULL, England

To the Lumber Companies of Canada

:

You have the Goods. Place your Lists w^ith full

particulars in our hands. We are in daily touch with all the

Buyers in the United Kingdom.

PLEASE NOTE. We pay cash against all documents, and

take the whole of the Delcredere risk on Buyers.

CANADIAN WOOD PULP
We are the

LARGEST
BRITISH

IMPORTERS
of Canadian

WOOD
PULP

Canadian Wood Pulp is in great demand to-day, and every

timber man should take advantage of the opportunity to

add this profit to his business. A small Kraft Soda Mill is

inexpensive, and will handle all the wood waste, slabs, bot-

toms, tops, etc., around the mill or yard. You can dispose of

any quantity at good prices, or on long-term contracts, if

desired. The previous sources of supply for the business

have been cut ofif almost entirely, and Canadian business

men can reap the benefit with little risk or investment.

Send to us for information

WE ARE AGENTS
FOR—

Chicoutimi Pulp Co.,

Chicoutimi, Canadian

Hot Ground Spruce.

Macleod Pulp Co., Liv-

erpool, Canada.

Riordon Pulp and Paper

Co., Montreal, Easy
Bleaching Canadian

Sulphite Pulp.

St. Lawrence Sulphite

Pulp Company.

Canadian Representatives: BECKER & COMPANY OF AMERICA, LIMITED, Post Office Box 609, HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

BECKER & COMPANY, LIMITED
34-40 Ludgate Hill, LONDON, E.C., England
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EDGINGS

90 St. James Street

SPRUCE (Merchantable) 1918 Cut.
500,000 ft. 1 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in

800,000 ft. 2 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 in. ...

500,000 ft. 3 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 in.

200,000 ft. 3 X 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 in.

SPRUCE (Mill Cull)
800,000 ft. 1, 2, 2K, and 3 in.

WHITE PINE (Mill Run)
1,200,000 ft. 1, VA, VA. 2 and 3 in.

HEMLOCK (Merchantable and Mill Cull)

500,000 ft. 1, 2 and 3 in.

BASSWOOD (Mill Run)
200,000 ft. 1, I'A, l-'A, and 2 in.

niRCH (Mill Run)
(500,000 ft. 1, I'A, VA, 2, 3, and 4 in.

BROWN ASH (Mill Run)
100,000 ft. 1 X 4 and up in. ... 6/13 ft.

10/16 ft.

10/16 ft.

10/16 ft.

17/26 ft.

Saw Mills at

Mont Laurier, Que.

Ste. Marguerite, Que.

Dressing Mills at

St. Jerome, Que.

Northern Office

:

MIDLAND, ONT.
Southern Office

:

HATTIESBURG, MISS.

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.
2601 Elftton Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Dealers

White Pitic, Red Pine
and Yellow Pine,
Lumber and Lath

Excellent Planing Mill Facilities. Prompt Shipments.

Everything
in Spruce

Dressed and in the Rough

Campbell^ MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL
Ontario Representative: F. L. Reed, 139 Glendale Ave., Toronto

Phone Parkdale 4448

SPRUCE
AND

BIRCH
GOOD STOCKS PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTION

C. A. SPENCER, LIMITED
Wholesale Dealer* in Rough and Dressed Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Offices -McGill Building, MONTREAL, Quebec

Ontario
^ The VV ilson Lumber Co., Toronto, have opened an office at 6.30 Confedera-

tion Life Building.

The Aijitibi Power and Paper Co., of Iroquois Falls, Ont., are contem-
plating erecting some forty workmen's dwellings this summer.

The capital stock of the Mattagami Pulp and Paper Co., Limited, whose
150 ton sulphite pulp mill is located at Smooth Rock Falls, Ont., has been in-
creased from four to seven million dollars.

The sawmill of A. M. Shaver, of Ancaster, Ont., was recently destroyed
by fire. The loss is about $15,000, and the owner will rebuild as soon as pos-
sible, and is in the market for equipment and materials.

John Whitfield Co., Limited, has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $250,000, with head offices in Toronto, to carry on the business of chain
makers, mechanical engineers, woodworkers, shipbuilders, etc.

As the result of a conference held recently in Ottawa it was decided at
once to call for tenders for two hundred and fifty thousand ties to be used
in connection with the further construction of the Hudson Bay Railway.

A charter has been granted to the Kawatha Lumber Co., Lakefield. Ont..
with a capital stock of $40,000 to carry on a general lumber, timber and wood
products business. Among the incorporated are Gabriel J. Elmsley, of Toronto.
E. R. Tate, of the township of Douro, and J. F. Lillicrap, of Lakefield.

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co. of Huntsville, have recently been adding to
their plant and are now in a position to turn out fifty per cent more flooring
than in the past. Their product is widely known as the "Red Deer" brand
hardwood flooring. The company have also considerably increased their kiln
capacity during the past winter.

A charter has been granted to the Chippewa River Timber Company,
Ltd., with headquarters in Toronto, and a capital stock of $500,000, to carry
on business of lumbering in all its branches, and to manufacture and deal in

logs, timber, pulpwod, shingles, pulp and paper, etc. The provisional directors
of the company are Frank Denton, K.C., A. A. Macdonald and Frank W'. Den-
torn.

Jesse Thompson cut down a walnut tree on the Colonel Gilbert farm,
near Port Dover, which measured five feet in diameter at the base. In addi-
tion to yielding two logs, one fourteen feet long and the other twelve feet

long, some of the limbs are two feet in diameter, and will be utilized. The
.^tump will also be dug out, and will command a good price. The tree was
planted by Colonel Gilbert 87 years ago.

A federal charter has been granted to Midland Woodworkers Limited,
Midland, Ontario, with a capital stock of $500,000, and headquarters in To-
ronto. The new concern is empowered to manufacture, buy, sell, and deal in

wooden, corrugated paper and fibre board boxes, shooks. lumber, wood-
work, wood products of all kinds, and to acqufre and operate saw mills, plan-
ing mills, box and woodworking plants, timber limits, etc.

A provincial charter has been granted to LangstafT, Schurg and Company,
Limited, with head offices in Emo, Ont., to carry on the business of saw mill

proprietors and timber merchants, and to manufacture and deal in all kinds
of wood, wood products, etc., as well as to conduct business as ship owners and
carriers. The incorporators of the company are Richard C. Langstaff, Freder-
ick Doman, Charles T. Schurg and William F. Sullivan, all of Emo, Ont.

The old wooden steamer "Cataract," which had been idle for years, and
had not earned a cent since 1910 for her owners, F. McGibbon & Sons, lum-
bermen, certainly had a reincarnation when the "Majestic," aflame from
stem to stern, bore down upon her on the sandbar in Sarnia bay, the "bone-
yard" where lay many an old hulk, on December 15, 1915. She caught fire,

and her owners sued the Northern Navigation Co., owners of the "Majestic,"
for $7,000. Mr. Justice Kelly has given judgment for $500 and costs.

A. G. Pounsford, manager of the Port Arthur Pulp and Paper Co.. who
recently returned to Port .Arthur from an extended visit to the East, states

that the erection of a paper mill, in addition to the sulphite plant now in op-
eration at Port Arthur, is assured by 1920. It is not likely that anything will

be done this season, but next spring construction will begin on the new pro-

ject which the company have had under consideration for some time. The
plans are all prepared for the ground work, and it will be decided whether
the plant will be a one-machine one or a two-machine one.

The "War Toronto," one of the fleet of forty-six wooden war freighters

being built at different points in Canada, steamed out into Lake Ontario re-

cently on her trial trip. It is just seven months since the freighter was
launched, and it is expected that she will be on her way to England before

long to take part in coastwise trade. She was built by the Toronto Shipbuild-

ing Company, and her successful trial closes the "war boat" program of that

company. She is a 3,000-ton boat, built to the maximum canal size of 260 feet

length and 42-foot beam. Like her sister boat, "War Ontario," she has proved
in every way satisfactory to her builders.

Eastern Canada
Benoit & Mathieu, Montreal, P.Q., have been registered. .A.. Benoit and

J. L. Mathieu are interested.

Considerable shipments of lumber are being made from St. John to trans-

atlantic ports and if tonnage can be secured there will be great activity at

other provincial ports as soon as the ice runs out of the river.

J. D. Walker, who bought the mills and property of the Swedish-Canadian
Lumber Co., will repair the mill at Rexton and do some sawing during the

coming season, and other mills in Kent County, N.B., will also be busy, with

a better outlook than for several years.

The Sautauriski Lumber Co. Limited, with a capital stock ot $200,000,

and headquarters at Donnacona, Que., has been formed to carry on in all its
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DRY

Spruce, Pine, Birch,Maple

and Winter Cut Basswood

1917 Cut

In All Thicknesses and Widths

"EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

McLENNAN LUMBER CO., Limited
21 Dorchester Street W., MONTREAL, CANADA

branches the business of a manufacturer and dealer in logs, lumber, timber,

pulp, pulp wood, paper and other products of wood and pulp.

A charter has been granted to Joseph A. Daoust, Limited, with headquar-

ters at St. Anne de Bellevue, Que., and a capital stock of $20,000, to carry on

the business of operating saw mills, shingle and lath mills, as well as to

manufacture, sell and deal in pulp and paper and general wood products.

The Wilson Box Co. Limited, St. John, N.B.,-are completing an addi-

tion to their box factory at Fairville, N.B., in order to accommodate their

steadily growing business. Their output will be increased by about fifty per

cent. The company intend going after a greater volume of export shook bus-

iness.

Les Ateliers de Mcnuiserie d' Amos, Limitee, has been incorporated with

a capital stock of $20,000 and head office in Amos, Que. The company is em-
powered to carry on a general lumber business and buy, sell and deal in

timber limits, pulp mills, etc. Among the incorporators are E. Sicard and

George Nevue of Amos, Que.

'F. N. McCrea, M.P., who is president of the Brompton, Pulp & Paper

Company, East Angus, Que., recently spoke on the tariff. He said he was a

manufacturer aftd would be only too glad to have free trade in his own line

of business, but if there was going to be free trade it ought to be uniform.

Some industries were not prepared to compete against the world.

With the first full cargo of pulp to leave Canada for over two years the

steamer Gpy sailed recently from Halifax for Gravesand, England. Although
many shipments of pulp have been sent over of late, this is the first tull load.

The Gyp's cargo consisted of 4583 tons, including 2282 tons of wet mechanical

pulp, made in Nova Scotia. The remainder was sulphite pulp, from Ontario.

The Council of the Woodlands Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper

Association have decided to hold the summer meeting at the end of June at

Berthier , taking advantage of the offer of Mr. Piche to loan the large build-

ing at the Berthier Nurseries for this purpose. The section, at the same time,

have received a very cordial invitation from the Laurentide Company to visit

their nurseries.

La Compagnie kes Terrains de Vimy, with a capital of $150,000 and head-

quarters in Montreal, has been organized. Among the powers of the com-
pany are to construct dwelling houses and other buildings, and to ac-

quire, hold and operate a factory and a sawmill and manufacture, sell and
deal in rough or sawn lumber. Among those interested in the organization

are Charles A. Prieur, P. E. Baribeau and L. D. Clement of Montreal.^

There is a boom in the deal business at Parrsboro, N.S., following the lift-

ing of the embargo on exports and lumber shippers are chartering all the

large schooners available. The number is not large, however, because so many
of these vessels are engaged in the South American and South African trade.

Vessel builders are rushing vessels now on the stocks along that shore to

completion as rapidly as possible. Some spot vessels have been chartered at

large figures. Between 20,000,000 and 30,000,000 feet of deals await shipment
from Parrsboro.

The report of the Union Bag and Paper Company, of which the St. Mau-
rice Paper Co., of Three Rivers, P.Q., is a subsidiary, shows net earnings for

last year of $2,619,173, against $3,131,106 the previous year. For the first time,

the income account includes dividends earned on the company's holdings in

the St. Maurice Paper Company, amounting to $46,875, bringing total income,

after depreciation amounting to $460,710, to $2,205,337. After various deduc-
tions the amount available for dividend, $1,416,710, is equal to 14.3 per cent,

on the capital stock compared with 21.4 per cent the previous year.

Western Canada;

The Imperial Lumber Yards, Ltd., Moose Jaw, Sask., have obtained a

charter.

H. Pearse and Edworthy Bros., dealers in lumber at Kinistino, Sask.,

have sold out to the West Lumber and Supply Co. Limited.

A. Barr is erecting a sawmill on his property, situated near the Ferndale
school, some miles to the north-east of Mission. The mill will have a capacity
of 20,000 feet.

The auxiliary schooner Cap Nord, which was built at JMorth Vancouver,
will load lumber at the mill of the Cameron Lumber Co., Victoria, for South
Africa. She carries about 1,500,000 feet.

Mark Christensen & Sons have bought Chas. Oliver's sawmill at the Jewel
mine, and moved it to their ranch near Boundary Falls, B.C. They have
enough timber to make four million feet of lumber.

The plant of the Eburne Sawmills, which was destroyed by fire last July,
has been rebuilt and is again in operation. P. D. Roe, of Port Moody, is one
of the principals. The new mill's capacity is 100,000 feet daily.

-The New Westminster Construction and Engineering, Ltd., have launch-
ed the steamer Victoria from the Poplar Island yard. She is the second of
five wooden vessels for the French goverhment. The first was launched last

month.

Vancouver lumbering interests have leased the Prince Rupert Lumber
Company's plant at Seal Cove. After a period of idleness for some time past
it is stated that work will be resumed, the new lessees planning to put the
plant in perfect working order.

A. E. Millington, who for the past two years has been manager of the
Whalen Pulp & Paper Mills, Swanson Bay, B.C., has retired and has been
succeeded by K. J. Carney, resident manager. Mr. Millington was presented
by the superintendents and foremen of the company with a diamond pin.

Eight of the 27 wooden steamers built on the Columbian coast to the or-
der of the Imperial Munitions Board since arrival in the United Kingdom, have
been sold to the French Government. The last of the Imperial Munition
Board's fleet to be completed at Victoria left recently on her maiden voyage
to the United Kingdom.

The British Columbia lumber trade to Australia is showing a tendency to
get back to the normal traffic of pre-war times, and it is expected will exceed
the demand of those days. The initial cargoes this year are being carried by
three steamers handled by the Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail line. When
the Werribee, one of the steamers, reaches Australia a total of 690,000 feet of
British Columbia lumber will have been shipped to Australia. It is believed
an active demand for lumber from B. C. will soon arise in New Zealand also.

Genuine Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Oak andHardwoods

Fir, Pine and Spruce

CHAS H. RUSSELL
, 211 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Que.

H. BOURGOUIN
Dominion Express Bldg., hs st. james St., Montreal

WHOLESALE LUMBER AND TIMBER
Dressed and Rough

B. C. FIR TIMBERS
Ship Timbers and Planking. Ship Decking, Tank Stock, Bridge

Timbers, Fir and Spruce Lumber
Also White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Banksian Pine,
Birch, Maple, Rock Elm, Oak, Yellow Pine, Railway Ties,

Fence Posts, Poles and Piling,

DIMENSION OAK CUT TO SPECIFICATION
Prompt shipment Satisfactory stock Good service Write or wire for prices

A. F. B. AUSTIN, Manager

Saw Mill Exhausters
''By-Pass" Blower Systems are Indestructible

"By-Pass" exhausters will handle the green sawdust
from your saw mill without clogging or trouble of any
kind. Material does not pass through or around fan
wheel. Fan is not overhung. Three bearings. No
heating or shaking. The best and most economical
system made today.

We manufacture and install systems complete

Write for information

Toronto Blower Company
156 Duke St., Toronto
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Centre of Timber Interest on the Pacific
Canada is Coming Source for Greater Part of Lumber

Supply of Neighboring Republic

Attention is officially called, in a pamphlet issued by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture, to the increasing investment of American capital

in the timber resources of Canada, and the diminishing supply of tim-
ber in the United States, says a recent despatch from Washington.
That it will be but a short time until more of the lumber sup])ly of

the United States will have to be drawn from the forests of Canada is

j)lainly indicated in this pamphlet from the pen of Henry S. Graves,
Forester in the Forest Service of the United States.

Already the Pacific Coast is being relied upon more and more for

the timber which formerly was obtainable in the eastern part of the

United States, and, according to Mr. Graves, it will be no long time
until the centre of lumber production in the United States will move
to the Pacific Coast.

Leaders of the southern pine manufacturers state that the bulk
of the original supplies of yellow pine in the South will be exhausted
in ten years, and that within the next five to seven years more than

3,000 lumber plants in that section of the United States will go out

of existence.

The white pine of the Lake States is fast approaching exhaustion,

and the spruce situation is already so serious that Douglas fir from
the Pacific Coast is being shipped 3,000 miles into the New England
States and competing there with such local spruce as is obtainable.

It is estimated that the Lake States, which only a few years ago were
the greatest producers of timber in the United States, are to-day pay-

ing a freight bill of about $6,000,000 a year to bring in lumber and
kindred products from outside sources.

With the Canadian forests much closer to the eastern part of the

United States than are those of the Pacific Coast, it is not unnatural

that Canada should be looked upon as the coming source for the

greater part of the lumber supply of the most populous sections of the

republic. Already there have been heavy investments of American
capital in Canadian forests and within the last ten years at least 28

mills for the production of 'newsprint paper for use in the United

States have been erected in Canada, mainly through the investment

of American capital. The favorable tariff laws of Canada are said

by Mr. Graves to be in a measure responsible for this American in-

vestment in the Canadian forests, but it is mainly because of the ex-

haustion of the American spruce and the abundance of it in Canada.

Britain and France have undertaken great plans for reforestation

and the advice that is being given in the United States by the forester

is to plant yearly vast areas of forests to replace those that are cut

down. While Canada has not reached a point so near the exhaustion

of its forests as the United States has, the expected heavy inroads of

American demands upon her forests may reduce them much sooner

than has been thought possible and in order to maintain her prestige

as a lumber-producing country it may not be too soon to consider

re-forestation even in a country possessing such marvellous timber re-

sources as Canada.

Century Old Wooden Ship Still Floats

When iron and steel first came into use as material for ship-

building it was thought that a vessel so constructed would last for-

ever, or at least that it would outlive any wooden craft in all the

seas; but experience covering more than a hundred years shows the

contrary. Metal ships are rather short lived, while many old "hook-

ers" of oak or other native hardwoods built in the first balf of the

last century are yet afloat and earning their way. Old sailors and

shipbuilders say it is the live oak in their frames that keeps them

together.

Since the little Philadelphia bark. True Love, which was built

in 1797, disappeared from the American registry the honors of mari-

time age have been won by the little 45-ton schooner Polfy, built at

Amesbury, Mass., in 1804. The Polly had a remarkable career as a

coaster, having carried, as some one has figured it, enough lumber,

bricks and lime from Bangor, Rockland, Calais and other Maine

ports to Boston to build a good sized city of wooden houses.

There was an interesting newspaper fiction of wide and persis-

tent circulation to the effect that the Polly was a privateer in the war

of 1812. But the Polly was a ship of peace and never fought anything

but the elements. Some years ago she retired from the lumber lug-

ging, having been purchased by a man who had an idea of taking her

to the San Francisco exposition via the Panama Canal. That plan

was abandoned, and now the Polly is hauled up somewhere in Mas-

sachusetts as a relic.

Several roly-poly little schooners, most of them under fifty, that

were built at about the same time as the Polly, were afloat up to a

very few years ago. There is in active service today the schooner

Mary, of seven tons, built at Portsmouth, N. S., in 1811, and now hail-

ing from St. George, Me. The Mary is of so-called "pinkey" model.

with bluff bows, a long "run" aft and a high, jKuntcd -.ici u like one
of the caravels of Columbus, She is a fisherman, and has in her time
made enough money to pay for a pretty good steamboat. Next
comes the sturdy old coaster Hiram, built in 1819 at Biddeford, Me.,
from which port she carries lumber to Boston and other New Eng-
land points.

The sturdy fleets of vessels launched from North Atlantic ship-
yards during the decade between 1828 and the Civil War have indis-
putably proved the durability and longevity of wood and things of
wooden construction. The little schooner Signal, which hails from
Patchogue, L. I., dates from 1828 and is still afloat.

Eleven of the craft launched between 1850 and 1860 are still alive,
the list being headed by the famous old yacht American, built in 1851.
Many vessels built during the Civil War or immediately following,
are yet in service, among them the A. F. Kindberg, of Bangor, which
at the age of 50 years was considered a good Now York coaster, and
lately has been on the Gulf and West India trade.

Some Pointers on Business Letters J

Everyone in writing a letter should have clearly outlined in his
mind before beginning, first, all the available facts bearing on the
subject, and second, as much as possible about the personality of the
house to which he is writing.

The ordinary letter should be written with two things always in

view—to say clearly, completely, and briefly what you want to say,
and to say it so that you will leave ar favorable impression in the mind
of the man to whom you write.

The four most dangerous errors I would clearly class as follows:
Familiarity, jokes, unnecessarily committing your house to a policy,
and fourth, an unpleasant impression when your letter is read. Rarely
is it necessary to write so that the man at the other end will be turned
down point-blank or criticized. The occasion for such letters is in-

frequent, and they should always be written by one who is recognized
as holding a position of authority and responsibility.

The danger in familiarity lies in your complete uncertainty as to

the mood in which your letter will find the other man. There is no-
thing quite so risky in a business letter as a joke, for the reason, again,

that you can never guess just what the conditions will be when your
letter is read.

Make your language simple, your wording clear, and your sen-

tences short, and above all put yourself in your customer's place, and
give him the information he wants.

The Pulp Market is Not Very Brisk
Advices received from the management of the Chicoutimi Pulp

Company, of Chicoutimi, Que., the principal subsidiary of the North
American Pulp & Paper Companies' Trust, are to the effect that

plants are suffering from low water and consequently are only oper-

ating about one-third of the normal. Practically no orders are being
received from the United States. Buyers there are in a nervous con-

dition, and, as most of the paper mills are running on low production
through lack of orders they are only buying from hand to mouth.
The consequence is that the Chicoutimi production is accumulating
at present.

The prospects are reported to be fairly encouraging. The demand
for the company's product in England and on the Continent is quite

active, so that, with the opening of navigation, provided steamers can

be obtained freely, they should have no difficulty in disposing of their

output, together with the quantity already accumulated. In the

nature of things also the demand from the United States must re-

vive in the near future, as soon as stocks on hand are used up.

International Products
PROTECTO-BELT DRESSING. In Paste and Liquid Form.

PROTECTO BOILER PRESERVATIVE. The Boiler Compound that puts a skin
on tlie iilatos and tubes.

PROTECTO-COAT. An Elastic Coating for Boiler Walls. Seals up the pores and
cracks in brickwork.

AMALGATEX. For waterproofing, dustproofing and hardening concrete floors.

LUSTRE METAL PAINTS. For Hot and Cold Metals.

INTERNATIONAL GEAR COATINGS. Protects the gear. One application lasts

i^ver a year.

INTERNATIONAL WOOD PRESERVATIVE.
BETSON PLASTIC FIRE BRICK. Makes a one-piece lining or arch in the boiler.

The tincst repair material for broken arches or side walls.

BETSON HI-HEAT CEMENT. For laying up Fire Brick for hard service. Also
successfully used as a facing for fire brick in the boilers.

Write for Prices. Car load stocks carried in our new Toronto Warehouse.

Our Engineering Department is at Your Service.

International Chemical Company
44-46 Lombard St. - Toronto, Ontario
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The Coming
Roofing

IN fact, they have already arrived :

In 1917 we doubled our output of

Asphalt Slates over 1916, and 1918 was
double 1917.

These were war years, remember
—when the demand for roofing materials

as a whole fell off. The fact that the

demand increased so largely during the

war period indicates how strongly *'the

wind is blowing" in favor of

Brantford
Asphalt Slates

There is going to be a big and growing

business in Asphalt Slates done by lumber yards.

We have a number of lumber dealers now who
are handling our line and finding it a brisk seller

and a good profit earner.

You will find it quite easy to sell this fire-

resistant, economical, durable roofing material

at the same time you are selling the lumber for

the house, barn or other building. Brantford

Asphalt Slates are permitted to be used in

the congested districts of cities where the

most rigid fire protection by-laws are in force.

This is an advantage that adds greatly to their

saleability.

In addition to this, Brantford Asphalt Slates

add beauty to a building. They are in soft, har-

monious red and green shades—and the crushed

slate surface gives a roof a distinct and artistic

individuality.

Brantford Asphalt Slates are easily handled

and quickly laid. They are in Individual size

shingles

Brantford Asphalt Slate Slabs are four
shingles in one. They are particularly

suitable for large roofs, because they save time

and labor in laying and require fewer nails.

When laid the roof has the same appearance as

when covered with the individual asphalt slates.

Brantford Crystal Roofing is the same
material in Rolls. It is a big seller for barn roofs.

We suggest that you put in a small stock to

try out the line. Lumber dealers who have

done so have found that Asphalt Slates do not

conflict with their regular business. Instead,

they have found that being able to supply the

Asphalt Slates gets them extra business.

We would like to send you samples, prices

and information.

Brantford RoofingCo i m ted

Head Office and Factory: BRANTFORD, ONTARIO
Branches at Toronto, Montreal, Halifax, Winnipeg
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The Ideal Edger for Light Mills
Specifications

Our new Double Edger is built on entirely new lines, and
possesses many features that commend it to mill men. The
saving in material alone will soon pay for the machine. The
output of a mill with this machine can be increased by one-third.

It is best adapted for medium-sized or portable mills that cut

from 5,000 to 25,000 feet of lumber per day.

SAWS—This Edger is fitted with either two or three saws
as required. The saws are 16 in. in diameter, and 10 in. gauge.

The greatest distance between saws is:—Two saw machines, 24

in.; three saw machine, 20 in., the least distance between saws,

2 in.

DRIVE PULLEY—The Drive Pulley is 9 in. x 9 in., afford-

ing a good belt grip, and is supported by an outside bearing.

SAW ARBOR—The Saw Arbor is made of in. steel, and
las very wide bearings.

For Shingle, Lath and Port-

able Saw Mill Machinery
write the well known manufacturers

The G. Walter Green Co.
Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Send for Catalogue

oma LIGHT STEEL RAILS
For Mining and Lumbering Purposes

AH Complete with Splice Bars

WEIGHT A B C D E F G
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Limited
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T^OR production, sturdiness, dependability, low upkeep and

general economy of operation the No. 91 is unequalled.

This machine is installed in many of the largest planing mills in the United States and" is

enthusiastically recommended by its owners.

Its solid construction assures fine finish by precluding vibration and also lessens upkeep

expense by preventing excessive strain on any part. It combines all the latest developments

in labor saving efficiency, with large production, making it

" The Invariable Choice of the Man Who Knows "

Detailed information of this wonderful machine is contained in our Matcher book which

we will gladly send free on request. Send for your copy TODAY.

PB.ydtesMachineQompattiflkd,
HAMILTON. ONT. CANADA

U. S. PLANT: BELOIT, WISCONSIN

91
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bers, etc. A Money Making and Labor Saving Tool.

We also make any type of Small Car required by

Mill Men or Lumbermen

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited ^"fs^f' Belleville, Ontario
Sales Agents : MUSSENS, LIMITED, MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG AND VANCOUVER
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When
You

Overhaul

Install

"Acme Waterproof"
Leather Belting

This brand is especially well suited to the wet places in a saw or pulp mill and will run
true as long as it is in service. When you are overhauling your mill equip it with

"Goodhue Belts" and you will never regret it. They are honestly made of solid leather

—

every inch a good belt and they won't stretch.

Get or details and prices

J. L Goodhue & Company, Limited
DANVILLE - QUEBCE

WINNIPEG AGENTS—Bissett & Webb, Ltd., 151 Notre Dame Ave., East, Winnipeg, Man.
VANCOUVER AGENTS -Fleck Bros., Ltd., 1142 Homer St., Vancouver, B.C.

Standard Machinery & Supplies, Ltd., Bank of Toronto Bldg., St. James St., Montreal, Que., agents for the Island of Montreal.

•la u a. PAT. oFr.

Now for Reconstruction
HENRY DISSTON & SONS, LIMITED

Keystone Saws, Tool, Steel and File IVorl^s

2 Eraser Ave. - - TORONTO, Canada
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Many Fires in Lumber

Mills have been caused

by Hot Boxes
This risk can be eliminated by the use of

Chapman Double Ball Bearings
-IN-

Shaftingy Hangers, Pillow Blocks

Loose Pulleys, etc.

Chapman Double

Ball Bearings
decrease the friction loss 75% and do not generate
heat.

No oil is used, a littleTranco Grease once or twice

a year is the only lubricant required, consequently
dust does not adhere to the outside of the bearing.

There is no spoilage from oil drip, and cleanli-

ness may be easily maintained.

If you realized what these savings mean you
will agree that

You pay for Chapman bearings

whether you buy them or not

Chapman Double Ball Bearing
Co., Ltd.

347 Sorauren Avenue

705 Shaughnessy Bldg.

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Transmission Ball Bearing Co., Inc.

1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.

link-belt means freedom
From breakdowns

H" Clas» Saw Mill Pintle Link-Belt

H" Class Refuse Link- Belt

T>reakdowns are expen-

sive. They mean ex-

penditures for repairs and

loss of time, labor, and out-

put. The success and profit

of each day's operation de-

pends very largely on the

strength and endurance of

the power transmitting and

material - conveying chain

employed in your mill.

Transfer Link-Belt

LINK-BBLT

"C" Class Link-Belt

'300 ' Class Link-Belt

Ewart Detachable Link-Belt

Look for this

Mark on Every Link

has long been the recog-

nized standard form of con-

veying and power trans-

mitting equipment through-

out the lumber industry. Its

ability to sucessfuUy with-

stand undue strains and the

wear and tear of years of

service has earned for it the

undisputable claim on lead-

ership.

We show a few of the va-

rious types ofsaw mill Link-

Belt. Our Book No. 260

shows many more.

Send for a copy.

> <
It is your guarantee
of service and satis-

faction.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT CO. LTD.
WELLINGTON & PETER STS.. TORONTO

Stock also carried at 1195 St. Jamer Street, Montreal
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We Manufacture the Following Well Known Brands

"Elkco Special," "Elk Steel,"

"St. Marys," "Keystone" and "Rotex"

FIRE BRICK
Each brand is specially suited to a separate use.

We have the experience to manufacture and sup-

ply the finest grade of Fire Brick for the varying
uses of the Lumber Industry. The same brick may
not meet the requirements of your Dutch Oven
and of your Refuse Burner.

This is a product that should have your most
careful attention. When so much depends directly

on the successful operation and dependability of

Fire Brick in your plant, it will repay you many
times to make a most careful investigation before

the installation. Let us show you where our pro-

duct has been successfully used for years. Let us
suggest a special brand for your particular purpose.

We have an interesting catalogue that will be
sent you. It will give you an insight into the pro-

per methods of Fire Brick construction.

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Limited
HIGH GRADE FIRE BRICK & CLAY

Sun Life Building, Hamilton, Canada
Representatives for Maritime Provinces:

RHODES, CURRY COMPANY, LTD., Head Office, AMHERST, N. S.

Branches at Halifax, Sydney and New Glasgow, N.S.

Equip your horses with

TAPATCO Collar Pads
and assist them to render greater service

When your lumtering horses are off duty because of bruised, galled and chafed
neck and shoulders and other injuries to the neck and shoulders due to the hard
work to which a lumbering horse is subjected, you begin to see that something is
wrong with the care of your horses. Fit out your horses with TAPATCO Horse
Collar Pads made with our new Patented Hook Attachment which will eliminate all
these unnecessary injuries and keep your horses on their work steadily. We have
been making pads for thirty-seven years and experience has taught us the correct
method of manufacture. Secure TAPATCO Pads for your horses at once. Sold
by dealers everywhere. Ask your jobber.

The American Pad & Textile Co.
Chatham, Ontario, Canada

Gerlach Machinery

PRODUCES THE BEST
as Well as the Cheapest

Tight or Slack Staves,

Headings, Kegs,

Barrels and

Short Box Shocks

100% to 400% profit in Cooperage
Stock today. Be wise and purchase

the best Machinery.

DIXIE PORTABLE GASOUNE DRAG SAW
Present Price $225.00 with 1 Blade

Circular, Drag and Cylinder Saws
made since 1854

The Peter Gerlach Co.
Established 1854

Cleveland, Ohio

"ASBESTOL"

Gloves and Mittens
FOR LUMBERMEN

afford the very best

hand protection that

can be had. They're

made strong and

tough to stand work

that is rough and

Ihey give wonderful

satisfaction.

" ASBESTOL

"

Gloves and Mittens

are comfortable, soft

and pliable at all

times. They resist

snow and water and

insure long wear.

" A S B L S T O L " comes in

many styles in both gloves

and ir ittens to meet every

need. They are the most de-

pendable and most econom-
ical kind to wear.

EISENDRATH GLOVE CO.
2001 Elston Ave., CHICAGO
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Kendall Gang Circular
The Machine that will convert your small logs into
more and better lumber, quicker than ever before.

The illustration shows one of the latest designs of gang circular patented by Mr.
I. N. Kendall, the well-known millwright, of Ottawa. This machine takes 16-26 'n.

diani.. 10 gauge saws—will cut cants u]) to 8 inches in thickness, and we furnish witli
it necessary saw collars for any thickness of lumber desired. It has a hollow mandrel,
water cooled saws; each saw has a separate guide; easily accessible and readily adjust-
able, and the bridge tree is so designed that it can be removed, the saws taken off and
a new set put on in 7 to 10 minutes. Safety fingers hung just inside the front press
roll prevent a cant flying l)ack off the saws. Lumber cut on these machines is guar-
anteed to come out alisolutely true to size from end to end, and so smooth that 1/16
in. over size is all tlie allowance necessary for finish.

Read what one user says about it:

—

"The machine has given every satisfaction and in many cases far exceeded my
idea of sawing lumber; the proof of this being that our customers are paying me $1.00
to $1.50 per thousand more for certain classes of lumber than they can purchase same
quality elsewhere—this advantage being purely on account of the uniform and smooth
sawing this saw is capable of doing."

We are the original manufacturers of these machines
W'e have been manufacturing them for the past thirteen years, and tlie experience

gained in all those years is at your disposal. We make these machines in three sizes,

as follows, using
2()-in. saws for 8-in. cants, as illustrated.

:!2-in. saws for 10-in. cants.
:!0-in. saws for 12-in. cants.

Each size is of the very latest design and up-to-date in every improvement.
May we send you a list of satisfied users?
W'e also make a complete line of twin circulars with cliain or steam feed for

.;lal)l)ir.g logs for these machines.

William Hamilton Co.. Limited
PETERBORO ONTARIO
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Adams
Made at Penetang, these

powerful and. efficient gasolene

boats are giving satisfaction all

over Canada.

Lumbermen will find it quicker

and cheaper to work with an

Adams Pointer. It is easier and

safer to use than alligators and tugs.

Pointers

The Adams Pointer has a

well-built easy running engine,

and powerful and reverse gear

towing winch, and will prove equal

to the heaviest work.

Get further particulars and

blue prints, which give in detail

the points wherein our Pointers

excel.

Adams Engine Co., Penetang^ Ont.
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor

The Machine That Made a Record
In a Recent Lath Cutting, 10 Hour Test
Four Hundred Sawmills

in the Dominion are to-day
using this machine.

It has all the latest im-
provements and for quick,

clean work has no equal.

The Payette No. I Bolter
will cut, count, tie and pile

128,350 laths in a period of ten
hours. The above consisted of

4 foot laths, 1^/2 by ^ inches,

and constitutes a record in

rapid lath cutting.

If you are not using a

Payette No. l Bolter you
should be.

Shall we send you full particulars

and prices ?

P. PAYETTE & CO.
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor PENETANG, ONT,
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Excelsior

Cutting Machinery

Manufactured By

The Elmira Machinery
and Transmission Co.

Elmira, Ont.

Write for Circular and Prices

New RAILS Relaying

12 to 80 pounds per yard.

LOGGING CARS
Jno. J. Garishore

58 Front St. West, Toronto

GATES Patent

FIRE BOX UNING
Our setting eliminates the losses through brick

walls to a minimum, thereby producing higher tempera-
ture in furnace. This means more evaporation of water
or in other words producing more steam without any
additional cost of fuel or labor, and the simplicity and
low cost of upkeep commends the GATES lining for

economy.

GATES AtZCH-

Section thto *

dutch oven
ELEVATIOH QF
FIRING DOOR .

Our engineering depart-

ment is making a specialty of

combustion and furnace work.
Write us of any troubles you
may have; we will be pleased

to advise you.

John W. GATES

PATENTS GRANTED PATENTS PENDING

Limited

-CATEb
FVAT ARCH

Engineering Contractors

Specializing in

Boiler Setting end Furnace Brickwoik

382 St. James Street, - MONTREAL GATES ARCH FOR DUTCH OVEN 5£TTIhG

A HUTHER BROS.
DADO HEAD

enables you to do the most in-
tricate cutting easily. It consists
of two outside cutters and enough
inside cutters to make the required
cut. It will cut perfect grooves of
any width either across or with the
grain. Is easily kept in condition
and has a simple quick adjustment.
Will fit any saw mandrel. Send
for one on approval and return at
our expense if not satisfactory.

Illustrated catalogue on request. Pat. Nov. 29, '92

July 19, '10

HUTHER BROS. SAW
MFG. CO.

Rochester, N.Y.

Grooves cut with Huther Bros. Dado Head

BOOKS FOR SALE Special Prices
"A Manual for Northern Woodsmen," by
Austin Gary. Published in 1918 by The
Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass. 302 pages and illustrations.

Price $2.75.
"Baughman's Cost Tables" for figuring

cost of any article by the foot, piece,
pound or ton. 127 pages, 5'/i in. by 7
in. Price, flexible leather, $1.50; flex-

ible Morocco, $2.50.
"Climax" tally book, bound in sheep, with
hand straps. Size 4% x 8J4, 110 pages.
Price $1.00.

Baughman's "Buyer & Seller." The hand-
iest labor-saving book for lumbermen
ever devised. Desk size, 300 pages,
$2.50. Pocket edition, 1S8 pages, $1.25.

"The Kiln Drying of Lumber," a Practical
and Theoretical Treatise, by Harry Don-
ald Tiemann, M.E., M.F. Just pub-
lished by J. B. Lippincott Co. 31fl

pages, illustrated. Price $4.

Scribner's Lumber & Log Book. 1918
Edition. Price 35c.

Seasoning of Wood; A Treatise of the
Natural and Artificial Processes Em-
ployed in the Preparation of Lumber fol

Manufacture, with Detailed Explanationt
of its Uses, Characteristics and Propei»
ties, by Joseph Wagner. Published by
D. Van Nostrand Co., in 1917. 274
pages, illustrated. Price $3.00.

The Preservation of Structural Timber, bj
Howard F. Weiss. Published in 1915
1915 by McGraw-Hill Book Company
312 pages, illustrated. Price $3.

Utilization of Wood- Waste (Second Re-
vised Edition), by Ernst Hubbard. Pub-
lished in 1915 by Scott, Greenwood ft

Sons. 192 pages, illustrated. Price $1.60.

Vest Pocket Ready Reckoner for Lumber-
men. 11th edition. Published by the
American Lumberman. Price 35 cents.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide Street West TORONTO
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Original "Dunbar'^ Machines
We are the original and the only makers of "Dunbar*'

Shingle Machines, Lath Machines, Clapboard Machines,

Steam and Gasoline Logging Engines. Each is the best

for its particular work. Are you using the best ?

Lath Machine
From our many years of experience

we evolved this "Dunbar" Original Lath
Machine. Every improvement that could
be suggested, every time-tested idea for

the betterment of product and for

greater speed, has been incorporated in

this machine. We believe it has no
equal, and there are a great number of
mill men throughout Canada who share
this belief with us. Carefully constructed
of high grade materials and designed to

work steadily under the hardest condi-
tions.

Steam and Gasoline

Logging Engines
Conditions in Canada necessitate an

engine that will stand any amount of

strain and hard work in the lumber in-

dustry. With this idea in mind we have
brought out the "Dunbar" engines per-
haps a little stronger than is really

needed. They do their work easily and
willingly, and stand a great amount of
hard usage. Built entirely in Canada for

the Canadian lumber trade.

Clapboard Machine
You will need no excuse for the qual-

ity of your product if you use the ori-

ginal "Dunbar" Clapboard Machine. Ex-
pert in every detail. This machine will
give you the very best service under
most trying conditions. It will turn out
work without delays. It will need prac-
tically no repairs and will increase your
output. We cannot recommend it too
highly because it is giving this very ser-

vice to lumbermen in all parts of this

country.

Send for catalogues ofany or all of these machines,

Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
WOODSTOCK, N.B.

ONTARIO
Canada^s Banner Province

Ontario's timber production last year

valued at $26,774,937 or 40% of Canada's

total output.

Pine production, 905,442,000 ft. B.M.

Pulpwood, 246,282 cords.

Railway Ties, 5,704,459-

Ontario's woodworking industries, using 34

different kinds of wood, provide a ready

market for the lumberman. Eighty-two per

cent, of lumber used in Ontario's industries

purchased within the Province.

Ontario's vast resources offer unsurpassed opportunities to the lumberman.

For maps and full information regarding Ontario, apply to

HON. G. HOWARD FERGUSON,
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES—WHOLESALE
TORONTO, OiNT.

I'lices in Carload Lois, K.O.B. cais Toronto.

While Pine:
1 X 4/7 Good Strips $50 00 $G2 00
I'A and I'A X 4/7 Good Strips.. «3 00 CO 00
2 X 4/7 Good Strips 03 00 00 00
1 X 8 and up Good Sides 75 00 77 00
1]4 and I'/i X 8 and wider Good

Sides 88 00
2 X 8 and wider Good Sides ... 90 00
1 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 55 00
5/4 and 6/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 65 00
2 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 70 00
1x4 and 5 Mill Run 47 00
1x6 Mill Run 48 00
1 X 7, 9 and 11 Mill Run 47 00
1x8 Mill Run 50 00
1 X 10 Mill Run 53 00
1 X 12 Mill Run 54 00
5/4 and 6/4 x 4 Mill Run 47 00
5/4 and 6/4 x 5 Mill Run 47 00
2x4 Mill Run 47 00
2x6 Mill Run 48 00
2x8 Mill Run 48 00
2 X 10 Mill Run 51 00
2 X 12 Mill Run 53 00
1 in. Mill Run Shorts 39 00
i X 4 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls

1 X 10 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls
I X 12 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls
1x4 and up 6/10 No. 2 Mill Culls
1 X 10 X 12 CnC, No. 2 Mill Culls
1 X 4 and up C/lff No. 3 Mill Culls.

Red Pine:
1x4 and 5 Mill Run 42 00
1x6 Mill Run 42 00
1x8 Mill Run 45 00
1 X 10 Mill Run 4S 00
2x4 Mill Run 42 00
2x6 Mill Run 43 00
2x8 Mill Run 44 00
1 in. Clear and Clear Face .... 53 00
2 in. Clear and Clear Face .... 53 00
Spruce

:

1x4 Mill Run 41 00
1x0 Mill Run 43 00
1x8 Mill Run 44 00
1 X 10 Mill Run 45 00
Mill Culls 34 on

90 00
95 00
58 00
67 00
72 00
49 00
51 00
50 00
52 00
55 00
57 00
49 00
49 00
49 00
50 00
50 00
53 00
55 00
40 00
41 00
44 00
44 00
31 00
.•54 0(1

22 00

1x4 and 5 in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... ;!2 00
1 X 0 in. X 9 to IC ft .37 00
1 X 8 in. X 9 to 16 ft 38 00
1 X 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 38 00
1 X 7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 35 00
2 X 4 to 12, 10 and 16 ft 36 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 12 and 14 ft. . . 35 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 18 ft 37 00
2 X 4 to 12 in.. 20 ft .'^S 00
1 in. No. 2, 6 ft._ to 10 ft. ..... 30 00
2-in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 0 to 16 ft 30 00
Douglas Fir, delivered in Toronto:
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet:
6x6 and 8, 10x10 and 12, 12x12

6x12,
14x16,

ISxlS,
12x20,

negotiation.
Fir flooring, 1x3, edge grain ..

Fir flooring, 1x4, edge grain .

.

Fir flooring, 1x4, flat grain . .

No. 1 and 2. l in. clear Fir dougli 50 00
(Depending upon widths).

No. 1 and 2, l>/i and lyi in.,

clear Fir rough .. 60 00
No. 1 and 2 2-in. clear Fir rough 53 00
1x5 and 1x0 Fir casing . .

.

1x8 and 1 x 10 Fir liase

1 X 8 and 1 X 10 X l:J E. G.
stepping

I'A and IH X 8 X 10 X 12 E. G.
stepping

1-in. clear Fir, d 4 sides 48 00
IM X V/2 in. clear Fir, d 4 sides. 55 50
.XX 15. C. cedar shingles
XXX 6 butts to 2 in

X.XXXX 5 butts to 2 in

TORONTO HARDWOOD PRICES
The prices given below are for carloads,

f.o.b. Toronto, from wholesalers to retailers,
and are based on i good percentage of long
lengths and good widths, without any wide
stock having been sorted out.

Ash, white, dry weight 3800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Com. Com. Com.
$60.00 $40.00 $30.00
63.00 45.00 35.00
75.00 45.00

100.00 60.00
115.00 65.00

43 00
44 00
47 00
50 (10

43 0(1

44 00
45 00
54 00
54 00

42 00
44 00
45 00
47 00
36 00

Toronto
33 00
38 00
39 00
39 00
37 00
37 00
36 00
3S 00
39 00
31 00

31 00

$50 00
51 00
52 00
62 50
54 00
64 60
65 00
66 60
66 00

iect to

59 00
59 00
44 00
60 00

64 00
61 00
61 00
63 00

74 00

64 00
56 60
58 00
3 50
4 54
5 00

4/4 .. ..

5/4 & 6/4
8/4 . ..

10/4 & 12/4 110.00
16/4 .. .'. 125.00

ls&2s
. $80.00
. 85.00

95.00

4/4
6/4
8/4

Ash, Urown
70.00 50.00
75.00 60.00
78.00 65.00

35.00
.55.00

60.00

33.00
45.00
45.00

Birch, dry weight 4000 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is &2s Com. Com.

$ $ 1
4/4 65 66 48 50 32 40
5 '4 and 6/4 . 67 70 50 55 .33 45
8/4 70 72 51 57 ,38 45
10/4 and 12/4 SO 90 65 73 45 .54

10/4 90 9S 75 83 50 60

Basswood, dry weight 2500 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 8
Is 4 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 . . . . $08.00 $53.00 40.00 • $32.00
5/4 & 0/4 70.00 60.00 45 flO .32 00
8/4 .. .. 75.00 03.00 45.00 32.00

Chennut, dry weight 2800 lh». per M. ft.

Nu. 1 Sound
Is & 2s Com. Wormy

4/4 $U5.UU $5u.U0 ^t>.M
6/4 & 6/4 . . . . 72.UO &0.UO *t>.W
^4 .. .. TiM» M.WI *H.»0

Elm, soft, dry weight 3100 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 58.00 $45.00 $.(5.00 $2.s.00

0/4 & 8/4 5.8.00 45.00 35.00 28.00

12/4 . .. 65.00 55.00 4(J.0O 32.00

Gum, red, dry weight 3300 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $60.00 $50.00
5/4 & 6/4 . . . . 62.00 52.00

8/4 65.00 56.00

Gum, Sap
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 $50.00 $45.00
5/4 & 6/4 54.00 47.00
8/4 55.00 47.00

Hickory, dry weight, 4600 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

4/4 $75.00 $45.00 $30.00
0'4 100.00 75.00 60.00
8/4 90.00 60.00 88.00

Maple, hard, dry weight 8900 Ibi. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 8
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 . . . . $.58.00 $45.00 $30.00 $22.00
5/4 & 6/4 tW.OO 48.00 .Ti.OO 25.00
8/4 . . . . 68.00 58.00 .38.00 2H.0O

12/4 . . . 75.00 65.00 45.(H) 30.00
16/4 . . 90.00 80.00 50.00 40.00

Soft Maple

The quantity of soft maple produced in

Ontario is small and it is generally sold on
a log run basis, the locality governing the

prices.

Mill run grade. No. 3 and better .... $38.00
No. 2 and better 47.00

White and Red Oak, plain sawed, dry weight
4000 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $78.00 $.55.00

5/4 & 6/4 SO.OO 60.00
8/4 90.00 65.00
10/4 95.00 70.00
12/4 100.00 80.00
16/4 110.OO 90.00

White Oak, quarter cut, dry weight 4000 lbs.

per M. ft.

No. 1
Is & 2s Com:

4/4 $106.00 $80.00
5/4 and 6/4 110.00 90.00
8/4 115.00 85.00

Red Oak, quarter cut.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $ 85.00 $60.00
5/4 & 6/4 100.00 76.00
8/4 106.00 80.00

OTTAWA, ONT.
Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings

:

1-ln. X 7-in. and up $60 00
IJi-in. and IH in. x 8-in. & up 70 00
2-in. X 7-in, and up 72 00
No. 2 cuts 2 X 8-in. and up . . 45 00

Pine good strips

:

1-in

I'A-in. and l/-in
2-in

Pine good shorts

:

1-in. X 7-in. and up
1-in. X 4-in. to 6-in
1^-in. and
2-in

7-in. to 9-in. A sidings

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings ... 47 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips ... 40 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts ... 88 00
Pine, 1-in. x 4-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in.' x t-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1 X 8-in. s c., 12 to 16 ft.

Pine, l in. x 10-in. M.R
Pine, s.c. sidings, 1^ and 2-in.

Pine, s.c' strips 1-in

in, lyi and 2-in
Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 to 6 in.

Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts 1x6
Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts, 1x6
Pine, s.c. shorts, 6'- 11', I'x 10"
Pine box boards:
l"x4" and up, 6'- 11'
I"x3", 12'-16'

Pine, mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. X 4-in. and up, 12-

ft. and up

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-ln.

and up, 6 ft. to 11-ft

O. culls r & w p

Red Pine, log run

:

mill culls out, 1-in 82 00
mill culls out, lyi-ia.
mill culls out, lU-in
mill culls out, 2-in 84 00
mill culls, white pine, I'x 7"
and up

Mill run Spruce:
l"x4" and up, «'-U' 82 00
l"x4" and up. 12'- 1«'
l-x^'-lO- and up, U'-M'. 40 OO
IH'xT' i-*" and up. 12'- 16' 40 00

m'xiO" and up, 12'- 16' ...

m' ft 3' s U" and «p, U'- 1«'

70 00
75 00
7« 00
BO 00

63 00
60 00
60 00

60 00
40 00
B8 00
88 00
40 00
60 00
45 00
40 00
44 00
44 00
46 00
46 00
48 00
61 00
47 00
40 00
42 00
88 00
86 00
40 00
46 00

38 OO
42 00

38 00

30 00

26 00

86 00
88 00
88 00
41 00

84 00

88 00
84 00
41 00
43 00
40 00
i» 00

spruce, l in. clear (fine dressing
and II)

Hemlock, 1 in. cull 26 00
Hemlock, 1-in. log run 30 00
Hemlock, 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' . . 30 00
Tam.rac 24 00
ISasswood, log run, dead culls out 40 00
Basswood, log run, mill culls out 46 00
Uirch, log run 80 00
Soft Elm, coniMion and belter, 1,

IVi. 2in 25 00
Ash, black, log run 32 00
1 x 10 No. 1 barn
1 X 10 No. 2 barn
1 X 8 and 0 No. 2 barn
Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine, lj4-in. x 4-ft. 4 76
No. 2 white pine ,

Mill run white pine
Spruce, mill run lH-in
Red pine, mill run
Hemlock, mill run
32-in. lath 2 00
White Cedar Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in
Clear butt, 18-in
18-in. XX

Spruce logs (pulp) IS 00

40 <)(,

27 00
35 00
35 00
26 00
60 00
60 00
82 00

30 00
40 00
62 00
46 00
42 00

K 00
4 00
2 76

16 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
Cts.

Per Cubic Foot
White Pine

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in.
average, according to lineal. 80 00

10 in. and up average 86 W
Spruce Deals

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 4 in. to Per M. Ft.
6 in. thick $31 00 $34 00

3 in. unsorted, Quebec, 7 in. to
8 in. thick 86 00 37 00

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 8 in.
thick 40 00 46 00

Cts.
Oak Per Cubic Ft.

According to average and quality
66 ft cube 86 OS

Elm
According to average and quality,

40 to 46 feet, cube 96 1 06
According to average and quality,

30 to 36 feet 76 85

Birch Planks
1 to 4 in. thick, per M. ft 40 00 46 00

SARNIA, ONT.
Fine, Common and Better

1x0 and 8 in $80 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 90 00
1% and I'/i in. and up wide 100 00
2 in. and up wide 105 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better .... 76 00
6/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 86 00
8/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 87 00

No. 1 Cuts
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 63 00
I'A in., 8 in. and up wide 72 (X)

154 in. 8 in. and up wide 73 00
2 in., 8 in. and up wide 76 00
2'A and .3, 8 in. and vp wide 100 OO
4 in., 8 in. and up wide 105 00

No. 1 Barn
1 in.. 10 to 16 ft. long $53 00 $63 00
VA, I'A and 2 in.. 10/16 ft. ... 58 00 64 00

2'A to 3 in., 10/16 ft 73 00

No. 2 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 60 00 56 00
I'A, lyi and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 61 00 56 00

2K in. to 3 in 66 00

No. 3 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 46 00 61 00
1%, lyi and 2 in., 10/16 ft ... 47 00 61 00

Box
1 in., 154 in. & I'A in., 10/16 ft. 42 00 44 00

Mill Culls
Mill Run Culls

1 in., 4 in. and up wide, 6/16 ft... $37 00
154, 1}4 and 2 in 37 00

Lath
No. 1 48 in. White Pine 6.60
No. 2 48 in. White Pine 5 10
No. 3 48 in. White Pine 4 60
32 in. Pine 2 10
48 in. Hemlock 4 60
32 in. Hemlock 2 00

ST. JOHN, N.B.

Spruce

Wholesale to tlie Retailer

Random Lengths 10 to 35 feet.

2 X 3 D 1 edge and 3 x 3 D 1 edge. . . $.38 50
2 X 4 1) 1 edge and 3 x 4 D 1 edge ... 39 00
2x5 Rgh. and 3 X 5 38 00
2x6 Rglv and 3 X 6 .38 00
2x7 Rgh. and 3 x 7 40 00
2x8 Rgh. and 3 X 8 40 00
2x9 Rgh. and 3 X 9 47 00
2 X 10 Rgh. and 3 X 10 47 00
2 X 12 Rgh. and 3 x 12 47.00

Timber at corresponding prices:
Merch. Spruce Bds., Rgh., Ran. lengths 38 00

1 X 3-4-5-6
Merch. Spruce boards, 7 and up 45 00
Refuse boards, plank deals 30 00

Per M.
Laths $3 25
Shingles, Extra Cedar 6 25

Clears 4 75
2nd do 4 00
Ex. No. 1 2 75
Spruce 310

Pine Luiiiher
1" Planer f'r

I
' $70 0<J

1" Planer 1 0« Oi(

Smooth Sl.i . ds int tm
Wc^t India . ; , . i - IJoards 52 ."iO

I'A and 2 in. I'laner Pine 70 00
I'A and 2 in. Shipper Plank 66 (X>
Small Shipper Pine ISds 40 IJU

Poor 4lh Pine Bds 40 00

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
No. 1 Spruce

Dimension

x 10 ..

S.l.S. and I E
0 It. 8 It. 10 ft.

$26 60 $29 60 $32*00
28 00 2y 50 33 UU
28 50 30 50 33 00
29 60 31 50 34 UU
31 60 32 60 35 00
12 ft. 14 ft. 10 It.

31 00 31 Of) 32 llO

31 00 31 00 31 00
31 00 31 00 32 00
32 00 32 UU 32 UU
33 00 33 UO 33 UU

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2,
For 2 inches, rough, add 60 cent*.
For SIE only add 60 cents.
For SIS and 2E, S4S or D&M, add $aoo.
For timbers larger than 8x8, add 60c. for
each additional 2 inches each way.

For lengths longer than 20 ft., add $1.00 for
each additional two feet.

For selected common, add $5.00.
For \o. 2 Dimension, $3.00 less than No. 1.
For 1x2 and 2 x 2, $2 more than 2x4 No. 1.

For Tamarac add $3.00.

FIR. HEMLOCK, SPRUCE AND LARCH
Mountain Stock

No. 1 Dimension and Timbers
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 x 8, 8 ft., SISIE $.30 00
2 X 4, 2 x 6, 2 X 8, 10 ft., SlSlE 32 00
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 x 8, 12/16, SlSlE 31 00
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 18/22, SlSlE 33 00
2 X 4. 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 24/32, SlSlE 36 00
2 X 10, 8 ft., SlSlE 31 ftU

2 X 10, 10 ft , SlSlE 33 00
2 X 10. 12/16, SlSlE 32 0»t

2 X 10, 18*22, SlSlE 34 W
2 X 10, 24/32, SlSlE 36 00
2 X 12, 8 ft, SlSlE Z\ 5t>

BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST FIR.
Dimension SIS and E.2x4 in., 6 an.l .S ft. . .

x 4
X 4
X 4
X 4

10 in

10 in.,

10 in.,

10 in.,

14 in .

14 in
,

14 in.,

14 in.

12 and 14
10 and 10 fi

18 anil 20 ft. .

22 to 32 ft. .

.

12 and 14 ft.

. 16 ft

, IS and 20 ft.

22 to 32 ft.

S to 14 ft

16 ft. ...

18 and 20 i

•2 to 32 ft.

29 r^i

:ut .'VI)

31 60
:(2 .''lU

:h 50
31 75
32 75
33 75
35 75
XI 75
.^S 75
:flt 7.1

41 75
3 X 3 and 3x4 in., 8 to 14 ft. 37 75
3 3 and 3x4 in . 16 ft. 38 75
3 X 3 and 3 x 4, 18 and 20 ft 39 76
3 x 3 and 3 x 4 in., 22 to 32 ft.

0 x 6. li X S and S x S, 6 to 10 ft. .

.

<i X 6, 6 X 8, 8 x S. 18 and 20 ft. ...

r. X 0, 6 X S, S X H. 22 to 32 ft.
.

.Sliingles, XXX I!.C. Cc-dar, straight

cars

41 75
40 00
40 00
41 50

4 21

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA. N.Y.
White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price
Uppers, 4/4 $115 00
Uppers 6/4 to 8/4 100 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 130 00
Selects 4/4 110 00
Selects 6/4 to 8/4 , . 110 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 120 00
Fine common 4/4 80 00
Fine common 5/4 88 00
Fine common 6/4 82 00
Fine common 8/4 85 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 63 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 72 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 78 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 76 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 45 00
No. 2 Cuts 6/4 10 00
No. 2 Cuts 6/4 60 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 r 67 00
No. 8 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 3 Cots 8/4 48 00
Dressing 6/4 63 00
Dressing 6/4 x 10 68 00
Dressing 6 '4 x 12 70 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 i 73 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 73 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 73 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 64 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 61 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 62 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 54 00
No. 2 Barn 1x6 and 8 4800
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 53 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 48 00
No. 8 Barn 1 x 10 41 00
Box 1x6 and up 48 00
Box 1 X 10 48 60
Box 1 X 12 44 00
Box 1 X 13 and up 48 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buffalo
ind Tonawandfc

;

MAPLE
Is & 2s No. 1 Com. No. 3 Com

4/4 43 - 45 26 - 28 IS - 19
6/4 to 8/4 55 - 67 .34 - 36 'JO - 23
10/4 to 16*4 66 - 67 46 - 48 27 -28

(CoDtlnuod CD p*c« 70)
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DUNI-ai?
Gibraltar RedSpecial Beltind

WfK^/"^ ^^^^
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*• ••• iViJ' •• • •

> ;

BELTING STABILITY

There has been such uniformity of

satisfaction followino^ the selection of

DUNLOP
"Gibraltar RedSpecial"
—"THE ORIGINAL RED RUBBER BELTING"—

that we feel our quarter-century policy

of ''Keep the Quality Upas Well as the

Production" is being amply awarded.

''Gibraltar RedSpecial" faces any kind of a test

unflinchingly. The man who wishes to talk power,
"duck," or elasticity can find ample sway for his

talents in a comparison of "Gibraltar RedSpecial"
with any other belting.

Minimum loss of power. Mastery of heavy loads

and jerky strains. Highest quality of friction uniting

the plies. Adequate weight. No stretching — these
are some of the virtues of Dunlop "Gibraltar
RedSpecial" Belting, proven in thousands of cases

of actual use on Main Drives in Pulp and Paper
Mills, Saw and Lumber Mills, M ines. Steel Plants,

etc. ; in fact, in any and every kind of transmission
work.

The Dunlop Unreserved Guarantee

If you have a difficult drive anywhere in your factory

drop a line to our Head Office, or to our nearest branch, and
we will send a man experienced in belt engineering to consider

your requirements. If it is an instance where "Gibraltar

RedSpecial" Belting may be suitably employed we will recom-
mend' its use; and we will stand l:)ehind our recommendation
with the fullest guarantee ever issued by a firm producing
rubber products.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods

Company, Limited
Head Office and Factories : TORONTO

Branches in the leading Cities

Makers of Tires for all Purposes, ^fechanical Rubber Products
of all kinds, and General Rubber Specialties.

Mt>>

•

•1.
• ••

D951
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

RED BIRCH
4/4 68-60 38 - 40 22 - 24

K/A tn fi /A 24 - 26

SAP BIRCH
4/4 51 - 53 30 - 32 18 - 20

6/4 and up 53 - 55 32 - 34 20 - 22

SOFT ELM
4/4 43 - 45 28 - 30 20 - 22

6, 6 & 8/4 46 - 47 30 - 32 20 - 22

BASSWOOD
4/4 47 - 49 37 - 39 25 27
Thicker 49 - 51 39 - 41 20 - 27

PLAIN OAK
4/4 65 - 67 30 • 32 18 - 20

6/i to 8/4 66 - 58 34 - 36 20 • 22

ASH, WHITE AND BROWN
4/4 55 - 57 30 - 31 20 - 22

6/4 to 8/4 65 - 67 35 - 37 21 - 23
10/4 and up 75 - 88 42 - 50 24 - 20

BOSTON, MASS.

Quotation! ^iven below are for higheit

grades of Michigan and Canadian white pine
and Eastern Canadian Spruce ai required in

the New England market in carloadi.
Wliite pine uppers, s 1 to 2 in. 134 00
White pine uppers, 2'/^ and 3 in. 149 00
White pine uppers, 4 in 160 00
Selects, 1 to 2 in 125 00
Selects, 2^5 and 3 in 140 00
Selects, 4 in 155 00
Fine common, 1 in., 30 per cent.

12 in. and up 90.00

Fine common, 1 x 8 to 11 in. 87 00
Fine Common, 1% to 2 in. ... 102 00 105 00
Fine Common, 'Z'A and 3 in. . . 125 00 130 00
Fine Common, 4 in 145 00
1 in. shaky clear 72 00
I'A to 2 in. shaky clear 75 00
1 in. .No. 2 dressing 64 00
1^ to 2 in. No. 2 dressing 6S 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 in 77 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 }4 to 2 in 87 00 90 00
No. 1 Cuts, 2'/, and 3 in 105 00
No. 2 Cuts. 1 in 65 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1% to, 2 in 72 00 73 00

Morgan Machine

Company

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Manufacturer!

of—

Nailing

Machines,

Lock Cor-

ner Box
Machinery,

Box Board

Matchers,

Box Board

Printing

Machines.

Every manufacturer of boxes; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in

any article, or packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan Macbine Cfompany for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Ham Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 . . . 70 00
No. 1, 1 X 10 . . . ftJ 00
No. 1, 1 X 8 . . . 62 00
No. 2, 1 X 12 . . . 05 00
No. 2, 1 X 10 ... 61 Of)

No. 2, 1 X 8 . . . 68 0<J

No. 3, 1 X 12 . . . 57 00
No. 3, 1 X 10 . . . 66 00
No. 3, 1 X 8 . . . 55 00

Can. spruce, clear, 1 x 4 to 9 in. 46 50 48 50
1 X 10 in 50 60
No. 1 1 X 4 to 7 in. 53 50
No. 1 1 X 8 & 9 in. 64 60
No. 1 1 X 10 in. . . 55 60
No. 2 1 X 4 & 5 in. 36 50
No. 2 1 X 6 & 7 in. 43 50
No. 2 1 X 8 & 9 in. 43 50 44 50
No. 2 1 X 10 in. . . 46 50
No. 2 1 X 12 in. . . 50 50

Spruce, 12 in. dimension 48 00
Spruce, 10 in. dimension 47.00
Spruce, 9 in. dimension 46 00
Spruce, 8 in. dimension 45 00
2 X 10 in. random lengths,
8 ft. and up 45 00 46 00

2 X 12 in., random lengths 47 00 49 00

2 .X :j, 2 X 4, 2 X 5, 2 X 6, 2 X 7. .'W <)0

3x4 and 4 x 4 in
2 X 8 in

All other random lengthi, 7-in.
and under, 8 ft. and up

5'inch and up merchantable
boards, 8 ft. and up, p Is ...

1x2
1x3
lii in. spruce lath 460
I'A in. spruce lath

New Brunswick Cedai Shinslra
Extras 5 IH
Clears 4 I'l

Second Clears
Clear VVliiles

Extra Is (Clear whites in)
Extra Is (Clear whites out) . .

.

Red Cedar Extras, 16 in. B butts
to 2 in 5 OS

Red Cedar Eurekas, ISinch 5
butts to 2-in

Red Cedar Perfections, 6 butts
to 2'A

Washington 10-in. 6 butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar

40 IH)

'M (X)

4ij

S"-

.'IT I HI

4 75
4 25

5 25
4 90
4 r^i

:j 76
2 26
1 M
5 18

B 40

6 IN

4 80

Galvanizing
Work
OF ALL CLASSES

Our galvanizing plant is the largest

of its kin(d in Canada. All con-

tracts, large 3.nd small, for Hot

or Electro Galvanizing can be

completeci promptly. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

Ask for quotation

ADDRESS

Ontario Wind Engine and
Pump Company^ Ltd.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary

STANDARD HORIZONTAL RETURN TUBULAR BOILER

BOILERS
We make a specialty of Horizontal Return

Tubular, Vertical Tubular and Locomotive

Type Boilers for Saw Mills and Lumbering

operations.

Send us your inquiries.

Engineering & Machine Works
of Canada, Limited

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
Eastern Sales Office: Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
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PALS

Over

Here and

Over

There

All through the War, Atkins Saws
backed up the woodsmen in the forests,

the millmen in the mills, and the men
behind the lines.

They were real "Pals".

Wherever efficiency counted. Sterl-

ing Quality stood the ceaseless grind
of War. Make Atkins Saws your
"Pals". Rely on them, and accom-
plish more and better work each day.

E. C. ATKINS
& CO.

Factory: HAMILTON, ONT.

Branch

:

109 Powell St., VANCOUVER, B.C.
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CANADA LUMBERMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
The following regulations apply to all advertisers:—Eighth page, every issue, three headings;

quarter page, six headings; half page, twelve headings; full page, twenty-four headings.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

AXES
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

BABBITT METAL
Canada Metal Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

BALE TIES
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

BALL BEARINGS
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

BAND MILLS
Hamilton Company, William.

Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BAND RESAWS
Mershon & Company, W. B.

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELT DRESSING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELTING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

Beardmore Belting Company
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.

General Supply Company
Goodhue & Co., J. L.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co.

D. K. McLaren Limited.
McLaren Belting Company, J. C.

BELTING (Transmission, Elevator,

Conveyor, Rubber)
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

BLOWERS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

BOILERS
Hamilton Company, William.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

BOILER PRESERVATIVE
Beveridge Paper Company

BOX MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

Morgan Machine Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BOX SHOOKS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

CABLE CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CAMP SUPPLIES
Canadian Milk Products Limited.

Davies Company, William.
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co .

Harris Abattoir Company
Johnson, A. H.
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

CANT HOOKS
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Pink Company, Thomas.

CARS—STEEL BODY
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

CEDAR
Fesserton Timber Co.
Fobs Lumber Company
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Muir & Kirkpatrick.
Long Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

CHAINS
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Pink & Co., Thomas.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

CHINA CLAY
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

CHEMICAL PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean. Ltd.

CLOTHING
Grant, Holden & Graham.
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company
Woods Mfg. Company

COLLAR PADS
American Pad & Textile Co.

COLLARS (Shaft)
Bond Engineering Works

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
VVaterous Engine Works Company.

CORDAGE
Consumers Cordage Company.

COTTON GLOVES
American Pad & Textile Co.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Bond Engineering Works

COUPLINGS (Shaft)

Bond Engineering Works
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

CRANES FOR SHIP YARDS
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

CROSS ARMS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company

CUTTER HEADS
Shinier Cutter Head Company.

CYPRESS
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon.

DERRICKS AND DERRICK
FITTINGS

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

DOORS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
Terry & Gordon.

DOUGLAS FIR
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
British American Mills & Timber Co.

Coal Creek Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.
Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.

Terry & Gordon.
Timberland Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

DRAG SAWS
Gerlach Company, Peter
Pennoyer & Company, J. C.

DRY KILNS
Sheldons Limited.

DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Company.

DUST COLLECTORS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EDGERS
William Hamilton Company, Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, G. Walter
Haight, W, L.

Long Mfg. Company, E.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ENGINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine (Tompany.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

EXCELSIOR MACHINERY
Elmira Machinery and Transmission
Company.

EXHAUST FANS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

FILES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

FIRE BRICK
Beveridge Paper Company
Elk Fire Brick Company of Canada.

FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
I'yrene Mfg. Company.
VVaterous Engine Works Company.

FIR FLOORING
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

FLOORING (Oak)
I-ong-Bell Lumber Company.

GEARS (Cut)
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

GRATE BARS—Revolving
Beveridge Paper Company

GRAVITY LUMBER CARRIER
Can. Mathews Gravity Carrier Co.

GRINDERS (Bench)
Bond Engineering Works
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HARDWOODS
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Atlantic Lumber Co.
Bartram & Ball.

Bennett Lumber Company.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Cameron & Co.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Fassett Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Fraser Limited.
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.

Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Stearns & Culver Lumber Co.
Summers, James R.
Taylor Lumber Company, S. K.
Webster & Brother, James.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Long Lumber Company.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
MACHINERY

American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HANGERS fShaft)
Bond Engineering Works

HEMLOCK
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin. H.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Company, W. C.
F^esserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Hart & McDonagh.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
The Long Lumber Company.

HOISTING AND HAULING
ENGINES

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

HORSES
Union Stock Yards.

HOSE
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

INDUSTRIAL CARS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

INSURANCE
Hardy & Co., E. D.
Rankin Benedict Underwriting Co.

INTERIOR FINISH
Eagle Lumber Company.
Hay & Co.
Mason. Gordon & Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Terry & Gordon.

KNIVES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Peter Hay Knife Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LATH
Austin & Nicholson.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Dupuis Limited, J. P.

Eagle Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company
River Quelle Pulp and Paper Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Victoria Harbor Lumber Company.

LATH BOLTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Green Company, C. Walter.

LOCOMOTIVES
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Climax Manufacturing Company.
Montreal Locomotive Workks.

LATH TWINE
Consumers' Cordage Company.

LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier

Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-

couver.
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Have you sent in your reservation for

space in the

EXPORT EDITION
of the

CANADA LUMBERMAN
to be published this Month

The most progressive lumber wholesalers and manufactur-
ers in Canada will be prominently represented. They are
all out to boost our export lumber trade and are showing
keen interest in the development and success of this im-
portant international number.

Over Two Thousand Copies
will be distributed to a carefully picked list of the largest

English and allied European importers and brokers. Every
Trade Commissioner who is looking after the interests of

Canada for overseas business will also receive a copy. The
value of this publicity will be almost unlimited, not only
for the individual lumberman, but for the lumber industry
of Canada in general.

Your interests are also the interests of the publishers of

the "CANADA LUMBERMAN." Let's all work to-

gether to make this Export and Directory Number ade-
quately representative of Canada's lumber industry.
FIRST FORMS will go to press at an early date. If you
have not already ordered space why not do so to-day ?

Do Not Fail to be Prominently Represented in this International
Lumber Trades Directory

HUGH C. MacLEAN, LIMITED
Office of Publication:-345-347 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO, ONT.

119 Board of Trade, Montreal Great Northern Building, Chicago

Electric Railway Chambers, Winnipeg Tribune Building, New York
Winch Building, Vancouver 16 Regent Street, S.W., London, Eng.

TEAR OFF HERE —
Hugh C. MacLean Ltd.

347 Adelaide St. West
Toronto, Ont.

Gentlemen

:

Kindly send ( information and advertising rates for the EXPORT EDITION of the Canada Lumberman,

Yours very truly,
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LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

LOGGING ENGINES
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

LOG HAULER
Green Company, G. Walter
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

LOGGING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hamilton Company, William.

Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBER TRUCKS
Waterous Engine Works Company.
LUMBERMEN'S CLOTHING

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

METAL REFINERS
Canada Metal Company.
Hoyt Metal Company.
Sessenwein Brothers.

MILLING IN TRANSIT
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
MOLDINGS

Genoa Bay Lumber Co.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
MOTOR TRUCKS

Duplex Truck Company
OAK

Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

OAKUM
Stratford Oakum Co.. Geo.

OIL CLOTHING
Leckie, Limited, John.

OLD IRON AND BRASS
Sessenwein Brothers.

PAPER
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PACKING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

PAPER MILL MACHINERY
Bowater & Sons. W. V.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Bond Engineering Works

PINE
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Atlantic Lumber Co.
Austin & Nicholson.
Bourgouin, H.
Callander Sawmills
Cameron & Co.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Company.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Eagle Lumber Company.
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Excelsior Lumber Company.
l*"esserton Timber Company
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Eraser Limited.
Gillies Brothers Limited.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Gordon & Co., George.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Hart & McDonagh.
Hettler Lumber Company, Herman H.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Montreal Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Muir Si Kirkpatrick.
Parry Sound Lumber Company.
Russell, Chas. H.
Shearer Company, Jas.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers, James R.
Terry & Gordon.
L'liion Lumber Coiiii)any.

Watson & Todd, Limited.
Williams Lumber Company
Wuichet, Louis.

PLANING MILL EXHAUSTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Co.

PLANING MILL MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Co.
Yates Machine Company. P. B.

PORK PACKERS
Davies Company, William
Harris Abattoir Company

POSTS AND POLES
Auger & Company
Dupuis Limited, J. P.
Eagle Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Terry & Gordon.

PULLEYS AND SHAFTING
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Green Company, G. Walter
Hamilton Company, William
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company

PUMPS
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Smart-Turner Machine Company
Waterous Engine Works Company

RAILS
Gartshore, John J.

Sessenwein Bros.

ROOFINGS
(Rubber, Plastic and Liquid)

Beveridge Paper Company

ROPE (Wire and Manilla)
Leckie, Limited, John

RUBBER GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Company

SASH
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Renfrew Planing Mills.

SAWS
Atkins & Company, E. C.

Disston & Sons, Henry
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Gerlach Company, Peter
Green Company, G. Walter
Hoe & Company, R.

Shurly-Dietrich (Company
Simonds Canada Saw Company

SAW MILL LINK-BELT
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
Firstbrook Bfos.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Haight, W. L.

Hamilton Company, William
Huthcr Bros. Saw Mfg. Company
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.

Parry Sound Lumber Compai.y
Payette Company, P.

Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Co., P. B.

SHEATHINGS
Beveridge Paper Company
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

SHINGLE MACHINES
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

(Continued on Page 76)

TO LUMBERMEN
We have large stocks of

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
BABBITT

for All General Machinery Bearings

IMPERIAL GENUINE BABBITT
for Crank Pins and Heavy Engines

We Guarantee Excellent Service

THE CANADA METAL COMPANY, Limited
Head Office, TORONTO

Branch Factories— HAMILTON MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOIA^ER
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CLIMAX Improved Geared LOCOMOTIVES ''°,SoN°RriLs"*

A e2-ton

Climax
Locomotive

Designed

Especially for

Heavy
Logging Work.

Climax Locomotives are successfully operated on steep grades and sharp curves. Any
weight or gauge. Locomotives in stock for immediate shipment. Get Catalog " H."

CLIMAX MANUFACTURING CO., 313 W. Main Street, CORRY, PA.
VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LTD., VANCOUVER, B. C.

Peace Year 1919
Finds us optimistic for the future and well

stocked with Horse Blankets, Feed
Bags, Tarpaulins, Oil Clothing

Tents, lags. Straw Ticks

and Grey Blankets

We Guarantee Prompt Shipment

of Orders Entrusted to us

J. J. Turner& Sons
Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives. We build all types and sizes, also

all kinds of repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give you expert advice as to what partic-

ular type and size of locomotive is best suited to your needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA.

PRATT & WHITNEY CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

SMALL TOOLS
DrillsTaps — Dies — Reamers — Cutters

MADE IN CANADA

As good as money can bny—Guaranteed absolutely

!

Head Office and Works, DUNDAS, ONT.
SALES OFFICES

:

MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG
DnaaieBd Bids. Bmnk mf HaBlItom BMi.

"ABOVE ALL THE OTHERS"
That's what one user says about his Proctor Dryer compared with three othermachines he operates.

Another customer after an experience of five years with his Proctor Dryer writesIhe working of this machine has been entirely satisfactory. It has cost us prac-
tically nothing for repairs."

v. v

,.
Dryer has dried twice as much per day as the machine that we

discarded, is the report from another user.

fegS VENEERS
give a perfectly flat and pliable product without

checks or splits
Made by the oldest and largest builders of dryers.
Ask for Proctor Dryer Catalog for your materials.

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
Builders of Drying Machinery

SEVENTH STREET AND TABOR ROAD, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.
Hamilton, Ont., Canada,—W. J. Westaway, 6 Sun Life Building.
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SAW MANDRELS
Bond Engineering Works

SAW SHARPENERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

SAW SLASHERS
Waterous Engine Works Company

SAWMILL LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company

SHINGLES
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Cardinal & Page
Dominion Lumber & Timber Co.

Eagle Lumber Company
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Heeney, Percy E.

Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Miller Company, Ltd., W. H.
Shingle Agency of B. C.

Terry & Gordon.
Timms, Phillips & Co.

Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

SHINGLE & LATH MACHINERY
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Hamilton Company, William.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Payette Company, P.

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

SLEEPING ROBES
Woods Mfg. Company, Limited

SMOKESTACKS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Conripany.

SNOW PLOWS
Pink Company, Thomas.

SPARK ARRESTORS
Jenckes Machine Company, J-td.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

SPRUCE
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Exchange Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Gillies Brothers.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grant & Campbell.
Hart & McDonagh.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Muir & Kirkpatrick.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
Nicholson & Co., E. M.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Snowball Co., J. B.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.

STEEL CHAIN
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

STEAM PLANT ACCESSORIES
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

SWEAT PADS
American Pad & Textile Co.

SULPHITE PULP CHIPS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

TARPAULINS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

TAPS AND DIES
Pratt & Whitney Company.

TENTS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Mfg. Company

TIES
Auger & Company
Austin & Nicholson.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Com.pany.
Terry & Gordon.

TIMBER BROKERS
Bradley, R. R.
Cant & Kemp.
P'arnworth & Jardine.
Hillas & Co.. W. N.
Hunter, Herbert F.

Smith & Tyrer, Limited

TIMBER CRUISERS AND
ESTIMATORS

Sevvall, James W.

TIMBER LANDS
Department of Lands and Forests.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

TRIMMERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Waterous Engine Works Company

TUGS
Wcbt & I'ciichey.

TURBINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Lid.

VALVES
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

VENEERS
Webster & Brother, James.

VENEER DRYERS
IMiiladelphia Textile Mach. Co.

VENEER MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Philadelphia Textile Machinery Co

VETERINARY REMEDIES
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co.

WATER HEATERS
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co

WATERPROOFING
Beveridge Paper Company

WATER WHEELS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd

WIRE
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

WOOD DISTILLATION PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean, Ltd.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machy. Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Long Manufacturing Company, E
Mershon & Company, W. B.

Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

WOOD PULP
Austin & Nicholson.
New Ontario Colonization Co.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.

The Home of "CONDOR" Belting

Made of 32 oz. duck and the best

grade of rubber procurable.

Manufactured on giant presses weighing 550,000 pounds each,

giving the greatest friction of any belt on the market.

The General Supply Company of Canada^ Limited
OTTAWA MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Large Stocks Carried in Canada
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GRATON& KNIGHT
standardized Series

LEATHER BELTING

\Power—and the Right Material
Leather is the right material for belting. It is firm. It is

strong. It has permanent power of expansion and contraction.

It is tough, but it yields in the right degree, at the right time.

It is easily and repeatedly spliced or repaired. It stands maul-
ing by shifters. Side-slapping won't fray it. Even after long
use it can be cut into narrower belts and goes on with its good
work.

Graton & Knight Standardized Series Leather Belts are made
to give the longest possible service at the smallest possible cost.

Those who use them say that they do.

Write for new book about Standardized Leather Belting.

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO.
Oak Leather Tanners and Belt Makers

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

CANADIAN GRATON & KNIGHT, Limited
Montreal, Canada

Representatives in Canada

:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co..

I

Limited.

J
I St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,

' Vancouver, Victoria

Planing Mill Improvements
Every Manufacturer in the Lumber Industry realizes

that to be " up-to-date " theii Factory should be installed

with Shaving Exhaust Fans.

The Sheldon Shaving

Exhaust Fan
is especially des.gnfd to suit

your particular requirements

giving greater efficiency and

independence than any other

on the market.

See our New Catalogue

Sheldons Limited - Gait, Ontario
Toronto Office, 609 Kent Building

AGENTS

:

Messrs. Ross & Greigr, 412 St. James St. Messrs. Walker's Limited, 259-261 Stanley St.

Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man.
Messrs. Gorman, Clancey & .Grindley, Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton, Alta.

Messrs. Robt. Hamilton & Co., Ltd., Bank of Ottawa Bldg., Vancouver, B. C.

Illustrating portable unit of Mathews

Conveyor for unloading cars.

Photo by courtesy of Windsor Lumber Co.,

Ltd., Windsor, Ont.

Illustrating permanent installation of

Mathevtrs Lumber Conveyor, between

mill and shipping and distributing

platform.

Photo by courtesy of Vancouver Cedar Mills,

Roche Point, B.C.

Write for Catalogue L.

CANADIAN MATHEWS GRAVITY CARRIER COMPANY, LIMITED
484 RICHMOND STREET WEST - - TORONTO, CANADA
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Portable Saw Mill Machinery
Many large lumbering concerns are installing Port-

able Saw Mills to work up isolated tracts of timber.

The various features of Long's Portable Saw Mill

Machinery appeal to the experienced mill man for this

purpose. They are built to stand service, and are the

result of long experience with this class of machinery.

Take the Mill to the Timber
We have a splendid new catalog illustrating Port-

able Saw Mills. May we send it ?

The E. Long Manufacturing Co.^ Limited
Orillia ^^^^ Canada

Robert Hamilton & Co., Vancouver Vi^H^SH Williams & Wilson, Ltd., Montreal

GormaQ, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd., Calgary & Edmonton ^^HHjV^ A. R. Williams Machy. Co., Ltd., Winnipeg
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Waterous Bandmills are Best
Much of the clear cut, business-like appearance of the Bandmill is due to the graceful yet massive

design of the columns supporting the upper wheel. They are firmly fastened together at the lower end

by heavy bolts and further braced by a through going steel shaft of large diameter. Located centrally

on the bed, their wide bearing on the same, and the strength of their construction eliminates vibration

and ensures steadiness and rigidity in the whole mill, even when doing the heaviest work. The raising

and lowering screws, the tension device, and the tilting mech-

^^^m^^^ anism are all enclosed within the lower half of the columns,
No. 5 Columns y^irx where they are kept quite free from clogging by sawdust,

and in the best of condition. Both columns are

recessed on their forward faces and the heavy
posts which support the upper mandrel bearings
work in special babbitted housings placed above
and below the recesses. This method of carry-

ing the upper mandrel is not only more rigid

than the old construction, where the mandre
was carried above the top of the columns and

posts, but allows of a wider range of

adjustment between upper and lower

wheels, as the posts are held equally

rigid at any height.
The upper mandrel bearings are extra long,

babbitted with the finest babbit, are water cool-

ed and self oiling, and are provided with an ar-

rangement for cross lining. The vertical posts

which support them are raised and lowered sim-

ultaneously by means of vertical jack screws

operated inside the columns. These work with-

in brass nuts fastened into the lower end of

each post, and are in turn supported on a short

knife edged steel shaft provided with a roller-

bearing collar. Upon this collar the bottom

of the screw turns freely, without affecting

the position of the knife edge. The knife

edge rests upon a small rocker shaft carried

on the end of the tension device arm. A
spur gear is fastened to the shaft of 'each

screw which is engaged by a pinion
on a vertical shaft held within the

column. This is driven by a set of

mitre gears operated by hand wheels
placed one in front and one at the back
of the mill, so that if desired as many
as four men may work on the cranks
when the saws are being changed.
The crank handle on the hand wheel
at the front of the mill is detachable,

permitting wide saws to be drawn
straight up through the bed without
interference.

WaterousW W BRANTFOFLD,ONTARIO,CANADA
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Pink's Lumbering Tools
The Standard Tools in every province of the Dominion, New Zealand, Australia, etc.

We manufacture all kinds of lumber tools. Li^ht and Durable.

Long Distance Phone, No. 87
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Sold tkroufhoiit tli« Dominion by all Whol«a*l« and Rolnal Hardwaro MorchaaU.

The Thomas Pink Company, Limited

MADE m
CANADA

Manufactwrt of Lumbmr Tool*

PEMBROKE

It'« a Pink
anyway, yon
talc* it, and

ONTARIO Paa*.,
made.

Not altogether what we
say, but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug manu-
factured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-
sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey Simcoe, Ont.

•

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT 5

OUR

"EXTRA"

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg 1

The J. C. McLaren Belting Co. 1

Limited 1
General Mill Supplies MONTREAL 1

Honest Clay Engines
Built for Dependability
Combining every improved mechanism of the modern gasoline engine, with

the reliability of the steam engine. The Clay does the heavy duty speedily

and efficiently, and may be operated economically on gasoline, kerosene or

distillate. Especially adaptable for tugs or stationary work in the lumber
camp. Send for descriptive booklet.

Clay Engine Manufacturing Co. jij
S64 East 72nd St., ^ CleTeland, Ohio.

Honest Clay En-
gines have been on
the market for

twenty-one year*,

and most of the

first engines put

out are still in ser-

vice.

DEALERS: SEND FOR PARTICULARS AND TERRITORY NOW OPEN
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AmericanWood
ROCH]

SALES OFFICE FOR BRI
AGENTS FOR THE REST OF CANAD

AGENTS FOR GREAT BR

KING MachineryCq
N. V.

BIA. PORTLAND. OREGON
-WALKER MACHINERY CO.. TORONTO
ROJECTILE CO.. LONDON

FIRST IN QUALITY

American No.77 Special Hardwood
Flooring Machine

If you want to make a success of the Hard-
wood F'looring business install an American No. 77
Special Hardwood Matcher.

This machine will increase your output and

raise your grade. Like our 77 Machine for

yellow pine and other soft woods our Special 77

Hardwood Matcher has no competitor. There

are other hardwood matchers, true,—but none in

the same class as this one.

Get copy of our New 12th Edition Catalog.

rvVOOD WORKING
"machinery CO.

CANADIAN SALES AGENTS

Gairlock^WaJker Meichinery Compa^ny

TORONTO

32-34 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO

MONTREAL

LIMITED

WINNIPEG
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Bartram & Ball Limited

SPRUCE
Dry Stock for Export at River Herbert, N.S.

This stock is properly piled for air-drying, separately as to widths

3x3 6,300 ft. 3x8 48,534 ft

3x4 75,000 ft. 3x9 70,281 ft

3x5 80,000 ft. 3x10 9,042 ft

3x6 101,217 ft. 3x11 11,534 ft

3x7 135,642 ft. 3x12 & up 6,100 ft

2x3 572 ft. 2x8 8,228 ft.

2x4 11,553 ft. 2x9 4,546 ft.

2x4 12,359 ft.
2x10 1,443 ft.

2x11 813 ft.

^^'^2° 2x12 & up 1,266 ft.

2x7 12,129 ft. 4x5 & up 65,635 ft.

Average Length 13^^ 14 feet

N.B. We are starting to saw about May 15th on Quebec Spruce, available for Export from Quebec City.

Enquiries Invited

Bartram & Ball Limited
Drummond Bldg., 5 ii St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, Que.

KNOX BROTHERS LTD.

Specialists

B.C Forest Products
We have to offer :

—

800,000 ft. Mill Run Birch 100,000 ft. i%" ist Quality Ontario White Pine

800,000 ft. 2" 1st Quality Ontario White Pine 15 Million'ft. i", 2" and 3" Spruce

1,000,000 ft. I" 1st Quality Ontario White Pine From Quebec and B.C.

Wire Head Office, Drummond Buildingy if interested

KNOX BROTHERS, ltd., 707 Bank of Hamilton, TORONTO, ONT.
Head Office, Montreal, Que. Tel. Main 4685 B. C. Office, Vancouver, B. C.
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[NUS FIRM
Clear Kiln Dried

B. C. Douglas Fir

We can make prompt shipment on
straight or mixed cars of clear kiln

dried B. C. Douglas Fir in all sizes

rough or dressed. Also flooring, ceil-

ing, mouldings and siding.

If quality c*an talk to you — get in

touch with us.

VICTORIA LUMBER &
MFG. CO., LIMITED

Head Office and Mill

CHEMAINUS, B.C.
Eastern Representatives:

KNOX BROS.,
Bank of Hamilton Building, Toronto,

and

Drummond Building, Montreal

J.R. Eaton & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of High Grade Wood Products

Wood Turnings, Parallel Handles, Turned Table Legs, Kitchen

Tables, Kitchen Cabinets, Extension Tables, 'Empire Brand'

Hardwood Flooring in Maple, Birch, and Plain or Quarter Cut

Oak, Solid Pine and Veneered Hardwood Doors.

A Large Factory equipped with up-to-date machinery is at your services to furnish

"What You Want" "When You Want It"

ORILLIA

YOUR ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

ONTARIO CANADA
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CAMERON & CO. LIMITED
OTTAWA, CANADA

TIMBER
Douglas Fir Long Leaf Yellow Pine

- - White Oak - -

LUMBER
HARDWOODS — Specialty—Quartered Oak, Whitewood

Red Gum, White Ash
SOFTWOODS— White Pine, Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock

Other Hardwoods, Including VENEERS

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Go's. Plant -Bird's Eye View eerRed
^

Hardwood Flooring
"Red Deer" flooring is manufactured to meet the demand

for a high grade flooring ac a moderate price.

Prices on this flooring and also Hemlock, Spruce, Bill stufl"

and Hardwood Lumber will be gladly furnished upon request.

Write us.

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited
Huntsville, Ontario
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E.

& SONS
LIMITED

Manufacturers

and Wholesalers of

Canadian

Hardwoods
White Pine and Spruce

•I 1 to 4 Birch

\ Y Basswood

1, 11/2, 3 Pine

\ " to 3 Spruce

IVrife Us for Stock Lists and Prices

\ EDWARD CLARK & SONS
LIMITED

807-9 Bank of Hamilton Building

TORONTO, ONT.
E.

& SONS
LIMITED
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THERE IS A DIFFERENCE

IN WHITE PINE

There is a vast difference in the way it is

manufactured and graded—and you know
how much difference there is in quality.

Much depends in what part of the country

it is grown in—most of our white pine is

produced in Northern Ontario, and is

practically free from shakes and black

knot defects.

We maintain the quality, and if you pay
the price for quality you will get full

value for the amount you invest

Let us figure on your requirements.

UNION LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
701 DOMINION BANK BUILDING
TORONTO CANADA
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Geo. Gordon & Co.
Limited

Cache Bay Ont.

White and Red Pine
6x6
8 X 10- i2/i6'

10 X 10- 12/16'

Stock on Hand for quick shipment

12/16 50,000 6 X 12- 12/16'

30,000 8 X 12- 12/16'

100,000 10 X 12- 12/16'

4 X 12- 12/16 60,000 12 X 12- 12/16'

7,000

14,000

25,000'

150,000'

Complete assortment i - 2"- and 3 White Pine

WRITE us FOR PRICES

AN IDEAL LUMBER MILL
Running Continuously

All the Year Round
Capacity, modern equipment, and shipment

facilities are factors that combine to make the

Fassett Lumber Mill one of the best in the

country for quality and service.

We are now sawing hardwood and have
five million feet of

BIRCH, MAPLE
BASSWOOD, ELM

and ASH
Put up on grade. Get in touch with us.

Large stocks of Hemlock and Spruce always on hand.

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited QUEBEC
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RED and WHITE PINE
LUMBER

Service and Quality
is Our Motto

Our recent acquisition of the stock and timber concessions of Eddy
Bros. & Co., Blind River, Ont., gives us a cutting capacity of 300,000

feet per day. We are now in a position to supply considerable lumber
for export, and solicit your enquiries.

We can supply Red and White Pine in any quantity and all standard
grades and dimensions. All lumber is of guaranteed quality and grade
as ordered.

Our superb location enables us to make prompt shipment by water
or rail.

Let us quote you on your next order. You will find our prices right

and all lumber up to the standard.

MM mmmut

McFADDEN & MALLOY
Lumber Manufacturers

SPRAGGE ONTARIO
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AUSTIN & NICHOLSON
CHAPLEAU, ONTARIO

Largest Producers of Railroad
*

Ties in the Dominion

Pine and Spruce Lumber

Lath Piling Railroad Ties

Pulpwood

First Class Planing-miU Equipment

Facilities for delivering

Pulpwood to Michipicoten

Harbour, Lake Superior.

Splendid facilities for

dressing and matching in

straight car lots, one or

more widths.

Mills at

NICHOLSON, ONTARIO, Main Line C. P. R.
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E. M. NICHOLSON & CO
SHIPPERS

of the

BRAND

Quebec Spruce

Quebec Birch

Quebec Elm

Quebec Ash

Quebec Basswood

Head Office - 202-203-204 Board of Trade Building

CABLE ADDRESS—"Nicholson Montreal"

Montreal - - - Canada

/
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Mason, Gordon &Co. Montreal, Que.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS

(Wholesale Only)

FIR TIMBER and Finish, CEDAR SHINGLES and Lumber

Transit Cars of the above always on the Road
Western Fir Doors

Sole Selling Agents for Eastern Canada for WHEELER OSGOOD CO., Tacoma, Wash.— Doors. Turned Stock etc.

Toronto Office : 510 Lumsden Building
Hugh A. Rom, ReprcMiitatlvc

Vancouver Office : 304 Pacific Building
Herbert C. Gordon, RepreMntative

White and Norway Pine

Lath a

Specialty

All Grades
We can supply you immediately

from our large stock of White
and Norway Pine in 4/4, 8/4,

12 4. You will find shipments

prompt, quality the best and
the prices right. Try us.

Milling in

Connection

E. J. MOORES, Jr.
MIDLAND CANADA

David Gillies,

President.
J. S. Gillies,

Managing Director.

D. A. Gillies.

Secretary-Treasurer

GILLIES BROS., Limited
BRAESIDE - ONTARIO

WHITE and RED PINE and SPRUCE

LUMBER and LATH
DRY STOCK
Mills and Head Office,

Braesiide, Ont.

WELL SAWN PROMPT SHIPMENT
Guy E. Robinson,

Aeolian Bldg., 42nd St. W., New York City.
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"British Columbia Fir"

TIMBERS
Rough Clears

Flooringf Ceiling and Finish

Alberta Lumber Co., Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Office, '^'{u^rs?' Ottawa. Can.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers
and Selling Agents for

Fraser & Co.
Mills at

DESCHENES - - - QUEBEC

White Pine
Red Pine
Spruce
Lumber and Lath

California White Pine

California Su^ar Pine

and Arizona Soft Pine

Best Stock for Factory and Pattern Lumber

^ LOUIS WUICHET
Room 716 Railway Exchange, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

We Have To Offer:

1 Car 2 X 4— 12 Merchantable Spruce

2Car8 2x5-12'

Eastern Stock. 1917 Cut

50 M. ft. Edge Grain I's & 2's Clear Fir Flooring

20 " " 1 X 6 & Up 8 16 Clear Western Spruce

Canada Lumber Co., Limited
WESTON, ONT.

HARDWOOD
TIES

2000 pes. No. 1 Hardwood Flat Ties, 6 x
8—8' Beech and Maple

1500 pes. No. 1 and 2 Oak and Chestnut

100,000 ft. Oak and Chestnut Switch Ties,

7 X 9 -8 to 16'

200,000 ft. Hardwood Switch Ties, 7x9
—8 to 16' Beech and Maple

Write for prices

The Long Lumber Co.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Canadian Hardwoods
In Dry and New Stock

American
Band Sawn CHESTNUT, Red and Sap GUM

Plain and Quartered Oak, All Grades and Thicknesses

May We Quote Prices for Immediale Delivery

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
79 Spadina Ave. ^ TORONTO
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JAMES. R. SUMMERS
Wholesale Lumber

PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK & HARDWOODS
WESTERN PINE, SPRUCE & FIR

Boxing and Crating Lumber A Specialty

95 KING ST. EAST TORONTO, CANADA

Announcement
The sale and distribution of our Products will

hereafter be conducted from our main office at

L'Anse, Michigan. We solicit the continued pat-

ronage of our old friends and welcome the oppor-

tunity to acquire new ones. Your business will

receive the same care and attention given in the

past. Our large and complete assortment of

Hardwood & Hemlock
enables us to Guarantee

Prompt Service

We have a large stock of

Birch, Maple & Basswood

STEARNS & CULVER
Lumber Company

L'ANSE, MICHIGAN

WAYNE LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

HARDWOODS
Birch and Maple our Specialty

Mills-NEW YORK and CANADA

1 10 West 40th St., NEW YORK
Represented by

—

D. COTE, 2854 Waverly St., MONTREAL, QUE.

Mills now sawing Spruce

Can cut to order Spruce
and White Pine Timbers

Inquiries Solicited

Also have

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Complete stock of crating Spruce;

also Red Pine piles for immediate
shipment

ARTHUR N. DVDLEY
Manufacturer and Wholetaler

Mills at- 109 Stair Building,

Elbow Lake and Dane TORONTO, ONT.

Callander Saw Mills
Callander, Ontario

*'All Forest Products"

Varied and High Class

WhiteandRedPine
Hemlock Lumber

and Lath

Cedar Poles

fVrite for prices to—

Head Office :

1310 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

TORONTO
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THE RIDEAU LUMBER COMPANY
Limited

CANADA LIFE BUILDING OTTAWA, CANADA

Spruce White Pine Lath
Cedar Shingles Railway Ties

We are in the Market for

Railroad Ties^ Piling and Posts

CanadianTie&LumberCo.
Limited

511 Temple Bldg. Phone Main 1151

TorontOf Ontario

THE LOUISE LUMBER CO., LIMITED
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

Quebec Spruce and Hardwood Lumber
for EXPORT TRADE and U. S. MARKETS

Head Office, 68 St. Peter Street - - Quebec City, P. Q.
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If you want

Stoplt RED PINE
Dimension Timber

Joisting or Lumber

You Should Get Our Prices

Special Timber Bills Cut Out Promptly

Colonial Lumber Co.^ Ltd.
Pembroke Ontario

KEEWATIN PINE
WHITE AND RED

Lake of the Woods White Spruce

District of Kenora Northern White Poplar

GROWN IN ONTARIO ON

Lake of the Woods
On the Extreme Northern Edge of the PINE BELT

Is Seldom Equalled and Never Excelled in Quality, Texture and Durability.

TRY IT

Keewatin Lumber Company, Ltd.
Mail Address : KEEWATIN, ONT.

Saw Mills, Planing Mills, Box and Shook Factories at KEEWATIN and KENORA, ONT.
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LUMBER and MILLWORK
Hardwood Hooring

Oak, Maple and Birch
7/8 in. and 3/8 in^

Interior Finish
Mouldings in Soft and Hardwoods

Hemlock, Spruce and Pine

Veneered Doors, Sash and Frames
Kiln Dried Canadian and American Hardwoods

We handle Timber dressed up to 16 in. x 30 in.

Up to Date Dry Kilns

GET OUR PRICES W

T. H. HANCOCK
FACTORY, YARD AND OFFICE

1372 BloorSt. W. Toronto, Ont
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The Atlantic Lumber Co.
310 Manning ChamberSy Toronto^ Canada

Band Mills

:

„ , ,
Cable Address : ,

Fonde, Kentucky
n jr r \T I T ^

Knoxville, Tenn. IVlci1\tlfciCttlTCTS Vestal, ToFOIltO

Mellow

White Oak
Plain and Quarter Sawn

Red Oaky Chestnut

Soft Yellow Poplar

White Ashf Cherry,

Hard Maple,

Basswood

Twelve Million Feet Dry Hardwoods in Stock at our Buffalo Yard

Let Us Quote on Your Requirements
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View of Mills at Victoria Harbour, Ont.

" Quality

and
Service

"

Th

Victoria Harbor
Lumber Company

Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER
and

LATH
HEAD OFFICE

12-14 Wellington St. E., TORONTO, ONT
F. N. V^ALDIE, President R. S. WALDIE, Vice-Pres. W. E. HARPER, Secetary
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SAW MILL

MACHINERY

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Having decided to discon-

tinue saw mill operations at

Penetang have the following

machinery for sale. This

machinery is all in operating

condition and is open for in-

spection at Penetang, Ont.

Mill Machinery

Extra heavy log haul-up works with

inch round and flat chain, 128 It.

centres.
2—Waterous log unloaders or kickers,

;{ arms, 10 in. cylinders.

I—Waterous log loader, 3 arms, lO in.

cylinders.
1—Waterous right-hand double cutting

band mill, 11 in. saws, 8 (t. wheel,

with 3-block carriage; 24 in. opeijinu

;

Payette set works and dogs; 8 in. x

36 ft. steam feed. „„ . ,

l_Waterous double edger tor 20 inch

saws, lever shifter.

t—Payette double edger for 18-in. saws,

lever shifter.

4g—live rolls about 8 ft. long by 10 In.

dia. ; extra heavy, sprocket drive.

20—High cars with roller tops. 24 in

heavy wheels on 3 in. axles, standard

gauge.
1—Mershon 4 saw gang resaw, takes

squared cants or just one face, ideal

machine to cut small logs and centres

of large after good has been taken oft.

1—Payette picket machine, made speci-

ally for shade roller stock, will feed

pieces 16 in. long, also sorting table

with chain top.

1—Rogers Iron Works circular resaw

for making box lumber from slabs

;

fool proof machine.
1—Payette edger for box and short

stock.

1—Rogers twin circular or tie maker.
1—Payette lath bolter and lath machine.
1—Pair lath trimmers.
1—Picket trimmer (bunch trim).

Conveyor drives and chains.

Pulleys, gears, heavy line shafting and
countershafting with bearings.

Send us your requirements.
We have a large stock of double and

triple leather belting in widths from
10 in. to 46 in.

Power House Equipment

3—Return Tubular Rollers, Coldie Mc-
Culloch make, 66 x 10, Dutch oven
settings, 85 lbs. steam allowance
Ontario Government.

Breeching and smoke stack for above
boilers, 60 in. dia., newlv painted,

600 ft. new yi-in. guy and plate for

brick pier.
1—Northey boiler feed pump, outside

packed, 8 in. x 6 in. x 12 in., for 3 in.

suction pipe.
1—Pair Poison "Brown" type engines,

coupled on quarters, 22 in. x BO in.,

with 16 ft. X 48 in. belt, balance
wheel. Excellent engines.

1—Pair American feed water heaters

for above engines; 10 in., copper
coils.

Filing Equipment

1—Waterous band saw grinder for 6
in. saws.

1—Baldwin retoother for band saws.
1—Wm. Hamilton band saw shear, 12".

2—Reversible saw levelling blocks.
2—Chilled band saw anvils.

Hanchet band saw swages; Crescent
circular saw swages ; shapers and
dressers.

Yard Equipment

Booms and boom chains, yi, H & H-
Winches and other mill supplies.

Prompt shipments and bargains for

quick sale. Will send all particu-

lars and prices on application.

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Penetang, Ont.

Will sell for

'^Export Shipment Only"

Our 1919 cut of

Merchantable
«

Spruce
SPECIFICATIONS

Widths : 25% 9" and up ; 50% 7" and 8"
; 25% 6"

and under.

Lengths : Logs are cut tree length, 8' to 24' or over.

The Lumber will be cut correspondingly long.

Average expected) to be 15 to 16 ft.

QUANTITY 4,000.000 to 5.000,000 feet.

•Daily manufacturing capacity 30 M to 40 .M ft.

Can ship 500 M to 600 M ft. monthly.

MANUFACTURE Circular .sawed, full thickne.ss.

W ill cut 2, 3 or 4 in. thicknesses, as may be want-

ed. Jiuyer to take boards accumulated. Can
dress stock if wanted.

DELIVERIES Will commence to saw in May and

complete our cut in November, 1919.

SHIPPING FACILITIES
Distance to Riviere du Loup, 50 miles.

Quebec, 50 miles; Montreal, 330 miles; St. John.

275 miles
;
Halifax, 550 miles.

HOLDING CAPACITY 1,000,000 feet.

Anv lumber not shipped by December 1, 1919, to

be paid for on that date and ordered forward on

or before March 5, 1920.

Our manufacturing experience covers a 25-year

period and believe we can satisfy the most dis-

criminating buyer. We are particular about the

manufacture and quality of our product.

Submit your proposal and buy from the manu-

facturer direct. We are ready to negotiate now.

Temiscouata Lumber Co.
NOTRE DAME DU LAC, P. Q.

Located between Edmundcton, N. B. and Riviere Du Loup, P. Q.

PETRIE'S LIST
of

NEW and USED

WOOD TOOLS
for Immediate Delivery

Wood Lathes
20'' Sidiicy, l-'amoui
Hi" ( anada Machinery Coipoialion
Hi" (.owaii.

patteinmakeri.
14 Sidney, Famoui.

Band Saws
'M" MacGi egor (ioui lay, ci

'

saw.
West Side, pedcital.

•54'' C'ant Gourlay, pedestal
'M" Cowan, bracket.
iir (;ol.|ie & McCulloch, bracket
30" Ideal, pedestal (3;.
'J'"^ Sidney, pedestal.
-D" Sidney, prdrslal.

Saw Tables
-No. (il7 C. .\1. ( ., variety.
So. 1 .Sidney, Kanioiis, vaiiely.
No. 2 Crescent, combination.
"^Hllanline vaiiablc power feed
Fisher, iron frame rip.
AlacGregor C;oui lay power feed cut ulT.
Gri enlee auloniatic cut olT.

~LY'' * Ksfan, swing saw.
7' Williams, swing saw.
Vaiiglian. portable ilrag saw.
Champion, drag sai*.
No. 4 Canadian, airmotor, pole sa«.

30"
20"
24"
24"
24"
24"

24"
l.s"

10"

Planers
Whitney pattern single surfacer.
double surfacer, with chip breaker.
Hciinanci:, double surfacer.
Sidney, Kanious, single surfacer.
Mac(jregor (joui lay.

Champion planer and matcher, with
moulding attachment,
(iait, idaner and inalchcr.
.Sidney, I^ainous, single sui facer.
Uxizz, with slotted head.

Moulders
l.*!" Clark- Demill four side.
12" Cowan four side.
12" Woods, four-side, inside.
10" Mouston four side.
8" Uundas four side.

C" Dundas sash slicker.

Mortisers
Cowan, uptight power.
Kay, upright, power.
I, all. upiighl. compound table.
No. 5 New Britain chain.
l'"ay, upriglit, boring attaclimcnt.
Vo. 2 Siuaii. foot power.
No. 1 Smart, foot power.

Clothespin Machinery
Humphrey automatic lathes (6).
Iluinpliicy double slollcii

Miscellaneous
No. ."^O Sidney, universal woodworker.
No. <S Sidney, post boring machine.
No. 7 Sidney, post boring mac''ine.
No. 100 Gait, post boring m.nchine.
No. 020 C.M.C. post boring marliincs

<-.'
Kay, single spirullc, boring machine.
Cowan moulder and panel raiser.

MacCregor Gourlay 12 spindle dove
tailer.

Fay & Egan 12 spindle dovetailer.

No. 1 Rallantine dowel machine.
12" Canada Mach. Corp. sander.
24" Kay. double drum.
(No. 2 Defiance belt sander.
M135 Cowan, sash and door relither.

2 spindle Cant-Gourlay shaper.

No. 1 DeBance, axle shoulder shaper.
Superior saw arbors, 6"-30" saws (7).

M63 Cowan spindle carver.
Hall, automatic sliinsle m.ichine.

Ross automatic sliinRle niacliine.

No. 2 Dominion, lath machine & bolter.

No. Defiance, rim and felloe round-
inpr machine.

No. 1 Defiance, automatic, spoke drive'.

T I.inderman. automatic, (flue jointer.

S' McKeouh & Trotter, hoop cutter.

No. 2 Reynolds, power screw driver.

Ask to see our large stock of used sup-
plies—belting, pulleys, machine shop
equipment, mill supplies, pipe and fit-

tings. Most of this material is as good
as new and can be bought at greatly

reduced prices.

H.W.PETRIE,LTD.
Front St. W., TORONTO, ONT
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Kegistered Trade Mark

Watson and Todd
Limited

Citizen Building, - m Ottawa, Canada

ALSO

172 Commissioner St. ^ Montreal, Quebec

172 Regent Road, Liverpool, England

White Pine

Red Pine
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For the.

Export Trade
Maple^ Birch, Elm,

Basswood, Brown Ash,

Dry Birch Stock, Spruce

Hemlock, Pine

All in Prime

Condition

We can fill your order in standard dimensions for British, French and Belgian trade

in any of the above woods. You will appreciate the way in which your order will be
attended to.

Standard Grades Prompt Shipments

Send For Our Prices

Hart & McDonagh
513 Continental Life Building

Toronto ^ Canada

1

f
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The above is a

view of our Mills

at Parry Sound,

where we manu-

facture all kinds

of Pine & Hem-

lock Lumber,

Timber & Lath.

THE

CONGER
LUMBER
COMPANY

LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE

:

622 Confederation Life Cliambers

TORONTO « ONT.

W. B. Maclean

J. G. Maclean

President

Sec-Treas.

Mills at Parry Sound, Ontario.
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John McKeroow, W. K. Grafftey,
President Manasrlns-Director

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office t Montreal Office :

46 ElKln SU. 759 Notre Dame St., W

H. Cardinal O. Page

Cardinal & Page
Wholesalers and Exporters of

FOREST PRODUCTS
180 St. James St. Montrea'

Specialties:—

Spruce and Red Pine

Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce
QUALICUM QUALITY LUMBER

Rough Fir Timbers
Any size up to 60 feet long

Select Grades a Specialty

FIR PIPE and TANK STOCK
Market wanted for Rough Cedar Timbers

Inquire for prices

Office and Mills

:

Qualicum Beach, V. I., B. C.

WE ARE BUYERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Handles

Staves Hoops
Headings

JamesWEBSTER&Bro.
Limited

Bootle, Liverpool, England
London Office

Dashwood Houie 9 New Broad St. E. C

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shinglei
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N.Y.

LUMBER

White Pine

All Dimensions

At Your Service

Of a High Grade of Manufac-

ture and taking a low freight rate

to all Central and Western On-

tario Points.

Write or Wire for Quotations

C. G. Anderson Lumber

Company^ Limited

Manufacturers and Strictly Wholesale

Dealers in Lumber

SALES OFFICE

705 Excelsior Life Building

Toronto

JACK PINE

HEMLOCK

SPRUCE

JAMES R. SUMMERS
Wholesale Lumber

95 Kin, St. E.St TORONTO, Ont.

Main 7329

Lumber, Lath
Flooring, Cedar
Poles and Posts

Railway Ties
Doors, Windows, Archi.
travesand all kinds of Mill
Work, done by experts.

Ask for our prices and services
of our architect

J. P. DUPUIS, LTD.
592 Church Ave.. Verdun. Montreal. P Q.

Pulpwood of all kinds
Bought and Sold for Canadian or

American delivery.

Quotations furnished on request.

The Jost Company, Limited
Successors to

P. M. Jost A Co.
28S Beer H.ll Hill. MOMPFAL

Robt. Coltart & Co.
Royal Liver Building:

Liverpool - England

Agents for the sale of

Pine, Spruce and Hard-
woods. Correspondence

invited.

Cable.—"COLTART" Liverpool

Cant & Kemp
S2 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Al and A B C Codes used

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Addresi: Famwortii, Liveipool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS

2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and
Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool,

England
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RIGHT GRADES
QUICK SHIPMENTS

Canadian Western Lumber Co.
FRASER MILLS, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office—Toronto—L. D. Barclay and E. C. Parsons

ALBERTA
Edmonton— Hugh Cameron

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw

Chas. R. Skene

MANITOBA
Winnipeg—H. W. Dickey
Brandon—D. T. McDowell
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W. C. EDWARDS & CO., Ltd.
Ottawa and Rockland, Canada

Manufacturers of

RED and WHITE PINE
SPRUCE, HEMLOCK
LATH, SHINGLES

Saw Mill Capacity

80 Millions Annually

We Specialize in

Boxes and Box Shooks

Sash, Doors, Blinds
and

Interior House Finishing

Excellent Facilities for Dressing in Transit

Send Us Your Enquiries

HEAD OFFICE:

OTTAWA, CANADA
Sawmills at Cable Address: Edwards, Ottawa FaCtorieS at

Ottawa and Rockland a B C Code 5th Division Ottawa
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RENFREW
We solicit your thorough inspection of our facilities

for giving the lumber trade real service.

For all kinds of Planing Mill Products we have

proven our ability to give satisfaction. Your milling in

transit w^ill be safe with us.

We have the men and the plant for turning out

first-class work. Three railway lines, G.T.R., C.P.R.,

K.&P.R., from our mills ensure prompt shipments.

Let us quote you on Mill Products and work of

any kind. Your enquiries will receive prompt atten-

tion.

RENFREW PLANING MILL
Renfrew, - Ontario
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Mills also at

I'owervillc

River, Manie,

Crown Lake

and Lapointc

on Nat. Trans.

J^y., East of

Oucbec City .

St. Pacome

Mill on I. C. R.

75 miles east of

Quebec City.

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.

WM. POWER
President

Quebec. P.Q.

HEAD OFFICE

St. Pacome, Quebec
Canada

W. GERARD POWER
Vice-Prtsident and Managing

Director
Si. Pacome. P.Q.

A Service

of Satisfaction

Best

Facilities

Transporta-

tion

and

Service

Modern

Mills

Manufac-

turing

Serviceable

Lumber
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TO FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC BUYERS

With the advantages of modern equipped mills,

accessible transportation facilities, plus many
3^ears of practical lumbering experience, we are

able to offer the Foreign as well as Home markets

the highest standards of Quebec Forest products.

Lumber^ Lath
and

Pulpwood
Our specialty, Prime Quebec Spruce, has the

careful attention of experienced workmen from
the time of cutting until it , is a finished product.

We solicit enquiries for our stock lists. Our
Service spells a guarantee of immediate delivery

of your requirements.

River Ouelle Pulp and
Lumber Co.

ST. PACOME, - QUEBEC •
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DOBELL,
BECKETT
& CO.

Lumber and Timber
Merchants

Head Office, QUEBEC, P. Q.

Branches in Canada

MONTREAL, P. Q. THREE RIVERS, P. Q.

LONDON OFFICE

RICHARD R. DOBELL & CO.
110 Cannon Street ... London, E. C, England
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We Export Canadian
Spruce and Pine

Announcement to

British and European
Importers

We make a specialty of .SPRUCE and have the stock and facilities

to give the best service in connection with these products.

European Agents

Messrs FOY MORGAN & CO.

11 Bishopgate, London, E.C., 2, ENGLAND

To whom all enquiries should be addressed.

H. RlGooddsiy & Co.
Head Office: QUEBEC, Que,, Canada
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REYNOLDS COMPANY, LIMITED
Successors to

Reynolds Timber, Shipping and Insurance Agency

Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Everything in B.C. Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles

Reynolds Fir Sells because it

excels in quality of Timber

and Manufacture.

" Horseshoe " Brand stands

for the Acme of Quality in

Red Cedar Shingles.

Prompt Shipments in Straight or Mixed Cars
General Offices, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Sales Representatives

Winnipeg—S.C.M. Lumber Co. Lethbridge— McFarland Lumber Co.

Moosejaw—Cooke & Cox Toronto— Creig, Morris Co.

LUMBER and BUILDING MATERIAL
FOR EXPORT

We can guarantee quick shipment from extensive stocks of prime forest

products in the following :

White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock
B.C. Fir and Cedar

With long experience in handling all kinds of building supplies and excellent

facilities for shipment we can give the best possible service. We specialize on

Hardwood Flooring, Sash, Ready Cut Houses, Beaver Board, Doors, Portable Houses

Beaver Brand Roofing and Mouldings

LET us KNOW YOUR REQUIREMENTS

McAuIiffe Davis Lumber Company
57 Duke Street, OTTAWA, CANADA limited
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DO YOU KNOW

Ontario's White Pine is the finest

building material known.

It is soft:

It is light:

It is durable:

Easy to work:

Holds its place without

swelling or shrinking.

Ontario's lumbering industries are in a position to supply lumber or the
manufactured products of Pine, Spruce, Maple, Birch, Hemlock, Elm,
Basswood, Beech, Ash, Poplar, Cedar, Tamarack, Willow and Sycamore.

For information and trade inquiriesy apply to;—

A. C. MANBERT
Timber Commitsioner,

Ontario's Agent General's Office

163 Strand, W.C., LONDON, ENG.

G. H. FERGUSON
Minister, Lands, Forests and Mines,

Parliament Buildings,

TORONTO, ONTARIO
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Province of Quebec
T
I

M
B
E
R

Timber Lands

License or permission to cut timber on public lands in this Province is acquired at public

auction, after due notice has been given, subject to a yearly ground rent per square mile of |6.50

for the years 1919-20 to 1923-24 both inclusive and of |8.00 for the years 1924-25 to 1928-29 both

inclusive. *

The timber cut in virtue of such license is subject to a tariff of dues fixed by order in council.

Licensees are forbidden to cut on Crown lands trees less than a fixed diameter.

The Regulations also provide that all timber cut on Crown lands must be manufactured in

Canada.

In the event of a licensee wishing to transfer his rights, he is at liberty to do so under cer-

tain conditions, namely, the paying of a fee of $4 per square mile.

There are at present time about 75,000 square miles of forest lands under license and over 150,-

000 miles in the possession of the Crown.

L

A
N
D
S

W
A
T
E

R

Water Powers
To obtain authorization for the utilization of a Water-Power in the Province of Quebec, ap-

plication should be made to the Honourable Minister of Lands and Forests.

Water-Falls capable of developing over 200 H.P. are granted under emphyteutic leases, the

conditions of which are upon the following lines:

1.—Duration of the lease, from 25 to 99 years, according to the importance of the water-power
and to the amount of capital required for its development.

2.—Payment of a yearly rental which does not vary during the term of the lease, for the

land granted, counting from the date when the contract was signed.

3.—An additional yearly charge of from 10 to 25 cents per H.P. developed according to the

geographical situation of the site of the water-power; much charge being payable from the time

the power is produced.

4.—The charge referred to in article 3 is subject to revision every 21 years, counting from
the signing of the contract.

5.—Delay of 2 years for beginning works and 2 further years for producing power.

6.—The lessee to make a deposit in money ur in securities as a guarantee of good faith for the
carrying out of the contract. Such deposit may be forfeited if the conditions are not fulfilled;

but, in the contrary case, it may be refunded after a certain time.

7.—Lastly, the grantee must submit plans of his works, mills, etc., to the Department pre-
vious to their installation, and, when such installation is completed, he must keep the Department
informed as to the quantity of power produced.

P
o
w
E
R
S

Department of Lands and Forests

of the Province of Quebec
Elz. Miville Dechene,

Deputy Minister
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White Pine, Red Pine

Spruce, Hemlock

Well assorted stocks for immediate

shipment—quality guaranteed

ALSO

British Columbia

Spruce, Soft Pine, Fir, Cedar

Larch and Timbers
(Full Thickness and Width)

Let us quote you on any of the above, milled to suit your requirements. Your
enquiries will receive careful attention and we will endeavour to show you that

our service is equal to your needs.

The Fesserton Timber Co., Limited
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

Western Office : -VANCOUVER, B.C.

15 Toronto Street Mam \^ TORONTO, Ont.
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Quality Counts^

^

TERRY & GORDON
LUMBER EXPORTERS

Head Office—703-704 Confederation Life Building

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Cable Address—"Terigord"

Western Office—513 Metropolitan Building
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Cable Address—"Terigord"

Agencies at

Montreal and New York

Shipping Brand

From British Columbia From Eastern Canada

B. C. Pine
SPECIALTY"Long lengths and big dimensions.

Silver Spruce
For aviation'and' general purposes.

Western Pine
A Substitute for (Eastern Pine-for all|purposes.

Silver Fir
For case making and general spruce purposes
—also construction.

Box Boards in Silver Spruce

Doors in Prime B. C. Pine

Pine Spruce

Red Pine Birch

Hemlock

Waney Pine Timber

Pine Doors Box Boards

Export Agents

SPENCER LOCK & CO.

^^^^

27 Clements Lane

Telegrams—Woodfeller, London
464

IPhone 465 - Avenue
466 I

LONDON, £. C.

„^ , Woodcode Zebra
Loaes i Western Union
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"Well Bought is Half Sold"

37

The Home of Our

White Pine Lumber
and Box Shooks

Manufactured by

Graves, Bigwood & Co.
of whose stock we are the exclusive distributors

Upixto-^date Equipment, Careful Manufacture and Grading Make Our
Product Second to None.

In addition we handle

Ontario Hemlock and Hardwoods;
Quebec and New Brunswick Spruce

EXPORTERS' INQIZ/RIES SOLICITED.

"The World's Our Market Place"

Canadian General Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : 712 Bank of Hamilton Bldg., Toronto
Montreal Office: 203 McGill Bldg., Montreal
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RORAY & YEAMAN
DOMINION BUILDING

VANCOUVER, CANADA

Timber Factors
lin ite inquiries resijcctin^ a \ cry excellent

l)lock of British Columbia timber which they arc

about to offer fur sale.

It is situated at tide-water, on a splendid deep-

sea harbor, and contains a stand of some

1,350,000,000 feet.

Owing to its advantageous location for over-

Bcas and coastwise shipping, and the quality and

stand of timber, this tract is particularly desir-

able for the manufacture of

Export Lumber and of Pulp

as well as for coastwise shipments to Atlantic

Coast points; the stand of timber consisting of

Old Growth Yellow Fir, Cedar,

Spruce and Hemlock.

V

V

,
it
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KING BROTHERS

E
X
P
O
R

E
R
S-

LIMITED

Spruce
Etc.

Deals

I Scantlings

Boards

Cable Address : KING, QUEBEC

Union Bank Building,

Head Office

Quebec, Canada

U. K. Representatives

Smith & Tyrer, Ltd., Liverpool, England
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New Ontario Colonization Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS

Spruce, Tamarack, Whitewood, Poplar Lumber
Rossed Spruce Pulpwood and Lath

Flooring and Other Dressed Spruce in Stock

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.
503 Niagara Life Bldg.

Mills : JACKSONBORO, ONT.
On Transcontinental Ry.

p. O. Box 914 Phone Main 948

Exchange Lumber Co., Reg.
Special

Sawing
for

U.S. Trade

WHOLESALE LUMBER

180 St. James Street

MONTREAL

Spruce
Deals
for

Export

We have a few cars left of

shingles, and spruce laths

Write for Prices

British America Mills and Timber Co., Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Pacific Coast Timber Products

FIR TIMBERS
"Shamrock" Brand Red Cedar Shingles

General Offices, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Ontario Sales Representative : D. WILLIAMS, 40 Major St. Toronto, Ont.

H. W. .A^riiold, President,
Albany, N.Y.

W. J. Bell. Vice-Pres. and Gen'l M^r.,
.Sudbury, f)nt.

The Spanish River Lumber
Company, Limited

SUDBURY - - ONTARIO

White Pine
and

Norway Pine
Mills at Spanish Mills, Ont and Cutler, Ont.

Oldest Established White Pine

Operation in Western Ontario

WE ARE CUTTING LOGS LIKE THESE EVERY DAY—ANY LENGTH UP TO 120 FEET—WE
LOG AND MANUFACTURE OUR OWN TIMBER—CAPACITY 80,000 FEET

Our Specialties:

Long Fir Timber—Planking

Decking
Cutting orders for 2" in long lengths

either Common or Clear (obtained as
side cut).

Planer capacity 6" x 30". We do not
operate dry kiln, but can arrange to

air-dry in our yard to requirements.

Our Mill is on Canadian Pacific Railway with Rail Connection (Five

Miles) to Tidewater on Albemi Canal. Navigable for all Vessels

BAINBRIDGE LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Cable Address: Ilo;..k»JJ»* D P Telephone and Postal

Bainbridge Lumber, Victoria. I>ainDnage,D.l,. Service at Bainbrid|«
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.International Land

l& Lumber Company
Limited

H Lumber

K Railway Ties

rShims, Shingles

m Pit Props

etc.

CHead Office - Ottawa, Ont.
H LIMITS AND MILLS:

St. Felicien, Lake St. John District, Quebec
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La Compagnie

Couture, Rheault
Limitee

MONT JOLI, P. Q.

-Manufacturers of-

Spruce Lumber
Lath and Cedar

Shingles

Railway Ties

Pulpwood
Always on hand 1, 2 and 3" thick spruce. Spruce

squares sawn to order.

Enquiries Solicited

SPRUCE
and

PULPWOOD

BIRCH-CEDAR
With our excellent connections,

we are able to offer you the best of

Service plus highest Quality.

Quebec Lumber Co.
Quebec, P.Q.

Fire Protection

In the Bush,

Camp and Mill

FROM CRUDE SULPHUROUS

MATCH TO THE SCIENTIFIC

Safety-First Match
AMONG all the wonderful invenrions of the Nineteenth Century

none will dispute first place to the Match for itivaluable utility.

Familiarity has perhaps bred contempt ; but we are helped

to realize the magnitude of the debt we owe to the Inventors of the

Lucifer Match if wc but stop to consider how man would fare if it

were possible to cut otT the supply of these magic fire producers for

only one brief day.

In spite of the fact that fire has been employed by man since pre-

historic days, it was not until the beginning of the Nineteenth Century

that anything in the nature of a match was available.

The first match consisted of a stick of woo<l tipped with sulphur and

then with a chlorate mixture. The match had to be drawn rapidly

across a piece of folded sand paper to be ignited.

WONDERFUL ADVANCEMENT
How ditfereHt it is in Canada to-day and what a wonderful stride has

been made by The E. B. Eddy Company from the first crude, slow-

lighting, poisonous, friction match made by thera before Confederation,

with its unpleasant odor, its afterglow and danger, to their present day

match which is one of the outstanding triumphs of this generation I

PURCHASING DISCRIMINATION
The high tax recently imposed upon matches by the Dominion Gov-

ernment makes it more than ever a matter of importance for the buy-

ing Public to realize good match value. The self-extinguishing quality

of the "Silent 5s" has the heart-whole endorsation of all Fire In-

spectors and Agents who recommend their use together with the famous

EDDY round-bottomed Fibreware Fire Pails throughout Mill, Ware-

house, Office, and last but not least in the home circle.

THE E. B. EDDY CO.
Limited

Hull, - Canada
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1
W.&J.SHARPLES

i REG'D
1 Established 1819

1

1 Wnolesale Lumoer ana iimoer rL<xporters

1

1 Union Bank Building

1 CANADA

1 We select from the best forest products of Canada 1

1 and specialize in the exportation of the following woods:

Oak
1

1

1

Will Lie 1 lllIC cLllUL IVICVl

1

Pine Deals
i

Spruce Deals
B

B
1

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiliilllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH
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Montgomery & Sons Co., Ltd.
New Richmond, Quebec

Manufacturers of

SPRUCE LUMBER
DON H. JACOBI & CO.

Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles

Piling, Cedar Posts
ALL LENGTHS and DIAMETERS

HAILEYBURY ONTARIO

HARDWOOD LUMBER
If you want anything in Hardwood
Lumber write me for quotations.

All kinds of Cordwood and Slabs. Hard-
wood Sawd ust in car load lots at any time

W. J. MARTIN, Penetanguishene, Ont .

In Arriving at Your Decision
as lO what kind of material to use there are various things

to consider.

COST, DURABILITY, APPEARANCE. ETC.

PINE, SPRUCE, CEDAR, FIR, HEMLOCK, RED
CEDAR SHINGLES, BIRCH FLOORING,

ARE ECONOMICAL
Write for prices to

ALFRED COSSETTE « Valleyfield, P. Q.
LUMBER MERCHANT

GEO. M. MASON, LIMITED
OTTAWA :: CANADA

MAXL FAC TL'RERS AXD DKALERS IX

LUMBER and TIMBER
FROM CANADIAN FORESTS

Also SASHy DOORSy Etc,
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

HENDUN LUMBER CO. LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

SPRUCE
LUMBER

HAILEYBURY - NEW ONTARIO CANADA

BECK
PENETANG

Horseshoe Brand Lumber
WRITE US

EXCELLENT MILLING FACILITIES

Williams Lumber Company
WHOLESALERS and

EXPORTERS
Ottawa :-: :-: Canada

Cable Address "Padarn" Ottawa

CAMPBELL, WELSH & PAYNES

Wholesale Lumber
miiiiiiiiij

Bank of Hamilton BIdg., TORONTO, CANADA

P.O. Box 914

PINE
Phone Main 948

SPRUCE HARDWOOD
Exchange Lumber Co. Reg.

Branch

—

Paris, France

Head Office

Montreal
Branch

—

25 Broad St.,

New York

Callander Saw Mills, <b*iu
nder

ALL FOREST PROni CTS '

WHITE and RED PINE
HEMLOCK LUMBER

LATH, CEDAR POLES
1310 Bank of Hamilton Bldg., TORONTO, CANADAH«>d

Off

CASH PAID for

SMALL MILL CUTS
of

Pine, Spruce or Hardwood Lumber

W. Y. LLOYD, Wholesale Lumber Dealer

Main 55.12 51 Yonge Street, TORONTO

WILLIAM COPPING, Jolielte, P. Q.
Manufacturer, Exporter and Dealer in

Rough and Dressedi Lumber of all descriptions

Shingles and L^ths, also Sash and Door,

Packing Cases and Butter Boxes

Our supply is constant Send us your enquiries

The Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co., Limited
Toronto - Canada

1918 SAWING
1 X 12" WHITE PINE

3" and up x 6 ', 8 \ 10', 12" WHITE PINE

Write us for quotations
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LEAK & COMPANY, LTD.

WHOLESALE LUMBER
Let us have your enquiries on all grades of

ONTARIO and BRITISH COLUMBIA LUMBER
Satisfactory Prices. Prompt Service.

1206 Bank of Hamilton Building, TORONTO, CANADA

W. J. LOVERING
Manufacturer of and Wholesale Dealer in

Ontario and B.C. Forest Products

Lumber, Lath and Shingfles, Etc.

1312-1313 Bank of Hamilton Building, TORONTO, ONT.

W. T. EAGEN
2 Toronto Street - TORONTO, CANADA

Wholesaler of

Manufactured Lumber
of all kinds

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, and full line of
Hardwoods

J. M. DONOVAN
WHOLESALE LUMBER COMMISSION

BANK OF HAMILTON BLDG., TORONTO, ONT.

Will act as buying Agent for lumber Importers. Direct con-

nections with manufacturers of Canadian and American Hard-

woods, Ontario White Pine and Spruce, British Columbia

Fir, Spruce and Hemlock.

Percy E. Heeney, Kitchener, Ontario

WHOLESALE LUMBER
I have

Basswood, Elm, Maple,

Plain and Quartered Oak for Export

"DOMINION BRAND"
B.C. CEDAR SHINGLES

(TWO MILLS)

Prices on Application

Dominion Timber Products, Ltd.
920-6 Vancouver Bldg., VANCOUVER, B.C.

Beaver Brand" SAWS
Solid and Inserted Tooth Circular

Saws—Band Saws - Mill and Gang
Saws— Machine Knives and Mill

Supplies

RADCLIFF SAW MFG. CO., LTD.
1550 Dundas St. West, TORONTO, ONT.

READ BROS. Limited

Canadian
Soft Wood Lumber
25 Toronto St. - TORONTO

Standard Chemical Iron and Lumber
Company of Canada, Limited

TORONTO, ONT.
Manufacturers of

Wood Chemicals, Charcoal, Lumber
We are cutting during the season of 1919 a large quantity

of Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood and some Hemlock and Pine

The Gall Lumber Company
Established 1898 Limited

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

HARDWOODS
Offices, Warehouses
Dry Kilns and Yards
Lake St., foot of Spadina Ave.

Toronto, Canada

New Ontario Colonization Co. Limited
JACKSONBORO, ONTARIO

NORTHERN ONTARIO SPRUCE
4/4 and 8/4 Rough or can Work to Order

Rich Clay Loam Cut Over Lands
For Sale Cheap

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Railway Ties

Poles and Posts, Pulpwood

Write us for prices

Empire Timber and Tie Co.
408 Tyrrell Bldg., 95-97 King St. E.

TORONTO - - ONTARIO

THE YOUNG LUMBER
COMPANY

NORTH BAY - - ONTARIO

Lumber Rough and Finished

0. & S, Locomotive Cranes

Locomotives

Flat Cars, Log: Loaders Cable, Chain, Boilers, etc.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

T. J. McGOVERN, 505 Lumsden Bldg., Toronto, Ont.
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The

Pembroke Lumber
Company

Pembroke, Ontario, Canada

MANUFACTURERS OF

White and Red Pine

Boards,

Deal and Timber
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FIRST RATE SERVICE

We are prepared to fill your

orders in the woods mentioned

on opposite page. An exten-

sive plant and the essential

facilities for prompt shipment

enable us to give first rate ser-

vice in every respect.

We solicit your enquiries.

Pembroke Lumber Co.
PEMPROKE, ONTARIO, CANADA
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Hope Lumber Co.
Thessalon, Ontario

MANUFACTURERS OF

White Pine

and Norway

Suitable for export market.

Soft, straight grain pine from

large timber.

Saw mill capacity 25,000,000

feet per year.

WE SOLICiT YOUR ENQUIRIES

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw
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pruce, Pine and Hardwood Lumbei

Lath, Shingles, Railway Ties, Etc.

( )ur excellent facilities for shipment by rail

or water enables us to promise prompt delivery.

W e will be pleased to answer your enqiries for

lumber of any quantity in either rough or dressed.

\ ()u can save money by getting our quota-

tions, We maintain a faultless service.

While

General Mgr.

General View of our Mill at Bathurst

G. A. Ri

Superintendent

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Head Office and Mills at Bathurst, N. B.

Mills at

Petil

Rocher,

N. B.

loucester Lumber and Trading Co.]
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KEENAN BROTHERS, LIMITED
Canadian

Hardwood a"^Pine Lumber
From 1 in. to 4 in. Inclusive

Birchf Maple, Orhamwoodf Basswood, Pine

All stock dry and well graded

We are in a position to supply anything in Hardwood lumber, and years of experience

in shipping Export stock guarantees you satisfaction.

An extra choice assortment of Maple and Birch in 1^/2 in., 2 in., 2^ in., 3 in. and 4 in. now offered

OWEN SOUND, ONTARIO
Codes A.B.C. 5th Edition and Western Union Cable Address : "Keenan, Owen Sound"

AUGER & SON, LTD.
QUEBEC, P. Q.

Wholesalers and Exporters

Lumber-Timber
All Kinds ^^^^^^^^

Pulpwood - Ties - Poles

California Red Wood
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Choice

Red and
White Pine

Sawn to Suit

Requirements

We are' now moving several million feet

of Red and White Pine for manufacture at

our mills during coming season. This will

be sawn to suit trade requirements.

Our location gives us excellent facilities

for shipment by either rail or water. If you

are in the market for the above we can sup-

ply you. Your enquiries solicited.

Chew Bros.
Midland Ontario

Mickle, Dyment & Son

Manufacturers of

LUMBER
LATH and
SHINGLES

Mills at

Gravenhurst, Severn,

Whitney and Fenelon Falls

Head Office - Barrie, Ont.

FOR SALE
Valuable Timber

Acreage
2oo Acres of Timber. Lot 6, in 6th

Vespra, containing One and a Half

Million feet of good Lumber. Also 8

to lo Thousand Cords of Wood.

Close to Shipping Station

Will Sell Cheap for Quick Sale.

WM. POTTER
BOX 29 TOTTENHAM, ONT.

The

Laberge Lumber
Company Limited

SUDBURY, ONT.
Possessing one of the best equipped planing mills and
having good connections with the Canadian Northern

and Canadian Pacific Railways we have excellent facili-

ties for handling transit work, quickly and satisfactorily.

Everything in Builders'

Supplies
Cement Limes Lath and Shingles

Plaster Felts Hardwood Flooring

Door and Sash Rough and

Wall Board Dressed Lumber
Send us your enquiries for building supplies. We can

quote attractive prices on the most reliable materials.

WHOLESALE LUMBER
STOCKS

WHITE PINE N RED PINE - JACK PINE
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
MANUFACTURERS OP

Douglas Fir^ Spruce^ Cedar and Hemlock Lumber
Rough Timbers, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Interior and Exterior

Finish of all kinds including Mouldings. Fir, Spruce and Cedar Lath

Prompt shipment of Fir timbers in all sizes and up to 100 feet in length

4 in nDTCn r^fiTlAP QUIM/^I I^Q specialize in supplying air dried Cedar Shingles, these cost more
Ailv UIviLU vLLFAIV ijnilXvjLEiiJ than kiln dried Shingles but make a better roof and last much longer

PLEASE REMEMBER I can saw any size,

length and quantity of White Oak Timbers on
short notice.

/ Want to Buy
Winter sawn Basswood any thickness

Brown Ash 4/4, 6/4 & 8/4 No. 2 Com. & Better

500.000 ft. Merchantable Hemlock, stock size

B. C. Shingles always in transit, both 3X and 5X.

Write me or phone for prices.

PERCY E. HEENEY, Wholesale Lumber

207 Weber Chambers, KITCHENER, Ont.

Planing Mill Stock

CYPRESS
Soft, Dry Stock, Finest Grades

—

All Thicknesses— 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

Yellow Pine Finish
Kiln Dried, Soft, Short Leaf Kind

4(41

Stock Widths l*\hy 4", 6", 8", 10'", 12"

Also OAK, ASH, POPLAR, GUM

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & NIXON
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Dominion Lumber & Timber
Company, Limited

LUMBER for every purpose

.Is. SHINGLES
Write or Wire for Prices

Winch Building VANCOUVER, B. C.

We offer you the Best Grades of

WHITE PINE,
SPRUCE, HEMLOCK,

HARDWOODS
Write for quotations

OLIVER LUMBER COMPANY
of Toronto, Limited

6 King St. West Toronto

EXCELSIOR LUMBER CO.
33 RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO

CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH
Cedar Posts, 8 to 12 ft. long

Spruce Piling 30 to 40 ft. long

300,000 ft. Jack Pine Box Lumber

100,000 ft. 1x4 to 12 Hemlock, Log Run

THE

Powell-Myers Lumber Co.

Rim Factory :

ARGOS, IND.

Saw Mill* :

WYATT, IND.

WAKELEE, MICH
ROCHESTER, IND.

Maunfacturers

Indiana
Bent Oak
Wagon Rims

also producing

Northern and Southern Hardwood Lumber
in Ash, Basswood, Beech, Cottonwood, Cypress, Elm, Gum,

Hickory, Maple, Oak, Sycamore, etc.

Main Office - - SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
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EXPORTERS
Douglas Fir Lumber (Oregon Pine)

Silver Spruce (Sitka Spruce)

Red Cedar Lumber and Shingles

Cable Address:

TIMPHILCO,

VANCOUVER

Codes: A. B.C. 5th Ed.

WESTERN UNION
TELECODE

TIMMS, FHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
Head Office: Yorkshire Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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RAILS
New and Used

In All Weights

ALSO

LOCOMOTIVES
Steam, Gasoline and

Electric

New and Second Hand Machinery

and Equipment of all kinds

R. T. Gilman & Co.
211 McGill St. Montreal

Standing Timber
in Large or Small Blocks

FOR
SALE

Special

Prices

THE undersigned offer for sale,

in large or small blocks all their

remaining timber lands and town
property situated in the town of

Parry Sound, Ont.

We have sold quite a number of

timber parcels but still have some
good bargains left in Townships of

McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Mon-
teith, Carling, Christie, McConkey,
Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge

and Street.

Special bargains in the Town-
ships of Falconbridge and Street for

small mills.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co.
26 Ernett Ave.

Toronto, Canada

Limited

The Harbour of Quebec offers unequalled facilities to the Shipping Trade, and is supplied with City
Water and Electric Light and Power Installations. . . .

.... It is spacious, deep and well protected.

It has:

Eleven Landing Sheds containing 523,000 square feet of floor area.

Deep Water Berths for 22 vessels drawing up to 40 feet.

50-Ton Floating Crane.

Gantry Dock Cranes and Locomotive Cranes, available at all times for handling cargoes.

One Grain Elevator, capacity 250,000 bushels.

One Fireproof, Concrete Grain Elevator, capacity 2,000,000 bushels, with grain galleries and conveyors.

Loading capacity 60,000 bushels per hour. Grain Dryer, Richardson Separator, Bagging Shed, etc.

Special facilities for bunkering vessels.

Rail Connection With All Railways.

The Port of Quebec posseises:

Two Graving Docks

:

One 600 feet long by 62 feet at entrance.

One (new) 1,150 feet long by 120 feet wide at entrance, capable of taking the largest vessels, with repair

shops in connection capable of executing all required reparations.

Further particulars and Plans of the Docks and Wh -ves upon request to:

THE SECRETARY-TREASURER
Quebec Harbour Commission,

Quebec, Canada
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Bleached Sulphite Mill, Merritton, Ont.

Spruce & Birch Lumber Shingles & Clapboards

^ » I mm. |\ jl] \\

/I

r
^ mm ' //I I

p ^^^^ ^
1 t

/ /
fgi mmi^,. sua

/

Railway Ties and Fence Posts Sulphite Sheathing Paper

IB/

The Riordon Pulp & Paper Co., Limited
PULP MILLS at : Merritton, Ont., and Hawkesbury, Ont.

LUMBER MILLS at: Calumet, L'Annonciation, Boule, Quennouille and St. Faustin, Quebec

SALES OFFICE: No. 1 Beaver Hall Square, MONTREAL
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LUMBER
OF ALL

i KINDS
The Mills—Three Rivers

CAPACITY, 180 TONS DAILY

Sulphate Pulp
and

Kraft Paper

We Solicit Your B
Export Trade General View of Sawmill, Three Rivers

Largest Ocean going Vessels can Dock at Three Rivers for loading Overseas Shipments

WAYAGAMACK
PULP AND PAPER

Company, Limited

Three Rivers Quebec
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA CAPETOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

'I
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PAPER
News Print

Kraft Paper

Sulphate Pulp

Box Board

Ground Wood
Pulp

Building and

Fibre Papers

Clapboards

Shingles

and

LUMBER
of every description

F. N. McCrea, President

W. N. Munroe, Treasurer

J. A. Bothwell, Gen. Man.

WE have one of the largest and most modernly
equipped Paper Mills in Canada, and can

supply dealers promptly with any size

shipments on advantageous contract terms. Our
Brompton Kraft Paper is worthy of your careful

attention. We claim it to be the strongest paper

and the best value on the market. Our ground
wood pulp is made from pure Spruce wood of

high quality.

Write us for quotations on any of our lines as

shown. Your business will receive prompt atten-

tion at all times.

Brompton Pulp

& Paper Co.
Limited

Daily Product on:—
120 Tons News Print

320 " Ground Wood Pulp (Dry)

90 " Sulphate Pulp (Dry)

60 " Kraft Paper (Dry)

60 " Box Board

Lumber of all Kinds

:

Clapboards, Shingles and

Pulpwood

Mills at East Angus and Bromptonville, P.Q.
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M. f i^X^^ J^f vri^f Cl^f O
& Company, Limited

Manufacturers of

Cable Address
Spruce Lumber

Codes Used

PRICE

Lath

Cedar Shingles

A. B. C.

and

LIEBERS

SAW MILLS
Ties

Batiscan

Montmagny

Rimouski

Matane

Salmon Lake

Saguenay District

Pulpwood PAPER

and

oulphite and uround

Wood Pulp

Newspaper

Cardboard^ Etc.

PULP MILLS

Kenogami

Jonquiere

Rimouski

Quebec^ Que,
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WHOLESALE LUMBER YARD
AND FACTORV

BURLINGTON, VT
Cable Address "BOOTH OTTAWA
WESTERN UNION CODE M AN U FACTU R E R

Manufacturers of

Lumber

UU M B E R
f=>UL.P RARER
S U LP M I T E

AND
CAROeOARD

News Print Paper
Pulp

Sulphite
and

Cardboard

BOOTH
Ottawa, Canada
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PINE SPRUCE

HEMLOCK

Basswood Ash Elm

Birch Maple

Lath

Shingles

We are manufacturers and merchants of

Canadian Lumber, specializing in Birch and

Spruce, and will be glad of an opportunity to

quote you on your requirements.

a.

C. A. SPENCER, Ltd.
Offices: McGILL BUILDING MONTREAL
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SPRUCED
EASTERN-WESTERN-NORTHERN

RAIL OR CARGO

30 MILLION IN PILE READY TO SHIP

MILLS NOW SAWING AND WE WOULD BE GLAD

TO CUT OUT ANY SPECIAL BILLS

ALSO

DOUGLAS FIR AND PINE

MUIR KIRKPATRICK
Head Office

:

BANK OF HAMILTON BUILDING

TORONTO, CANADA

1

734 Somerset Block

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Eastern Representatives

:

ALBERNI PACIFIC LBR. CO.
PORT ALBERNI, B.C.

Nfrs. Celebrated Red Cliff Fir

715 Pacific Building:

VANCOUVER, B. C.
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The

Harris Tie & Timber Co.
Limited

Ottawa - Canada

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Cedar Poles and Posts

Railway Ties - - Piles

ASBESTOS
We manufacture practically every article

that can be made of Asbestos— including

Asbestos
r Packings
I Boiler Gaskets

I

Pipe and Boiler
I Coverings

Atlas Asbestos Co., Limited, Montreal

FOR SALE
The following

DRY CANADIAN SPRUCE
ready for immediate shipment

MERCHANTABLE 4,000' \% x S" and up.

2x 4"—7800/10-11, 8500/12-13, 4400/14-15, 100/16 1^4 x 10", 8 ft. and up.

2500/17, 597/21, 316/21-22, .824/22-23 PIE 222,614' Clear and No. 1

2x 5" and up to 8" 8' and up PIS and M .' 2,000' m ruvv l v A" ^tiH .m A ft -j,iH i..^ ,.,;ritKc i«„rrtv,e
o an -jAA/io TAA/i ) \o(\Ar\f\i 1 ^5 ,UtKJ 1 X 4 and up, o it. and up rand, widths and lengths.

\l %r^j!%'x^/:^:^d%7yv::. ItiZ 'S.**' ^ ^^-a-d up, 6r..a„d„pra„<i. widths and»
2 X 10"—61/8, 144/9, 270/10, 150/11, 220/12, 40/13 Cull Spruce

240/14, 350/16, 72/18, 150/20, 32/21, 85,000' 2 x 5" and up, 6 ft. and up rand, widths and lengths.

47/22, 40/25 42,093' The 2 in. dimension is piled widths and lengths sep-

*Solid cars 12 to 15 ft. at bargain prices. ^f^^^'
Close prices will be made to move at once. Quick

shipments can be made as cars are available.

6,000' 1 X 3" Furring PIS and Bid. even lengths to l)dl.. The mill is within three hundred miles of St. John
8 to 16 ft. long. and the same distance from Montreal or Quebec. This

85,000' 1 X 4" PIS and Clipped, 8 to 16 ft. is all dry stock and exceptionally well manufactured. It is

15,000' 1 X 5" and up, 8 ft. to 16 ft., PIS and matched and last year's sawing. This material will be disposed of dur-

clipped. ing April as the mill will commence to saw the first of

9,000' 1^ X 5" and up, 8 ft. and up. May and the lumber must be moved prior to that time.

Foreign and Domestic Inquiries Solicited

THE WOODSTOCK LUMBER COMPANY, Bo'ifot mUs
Manufacturers of Spruce, Pine and Hemlock Lumber. Daily capacity, 350,000 feet.

STRATFORD
OAKUM

Quality Guaranteed

Jersey City and Everywhere

GEO. STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

165 Cornelison Ave. - - JERSEY CITY, U.S.A.

Cable Address :

—

" HANSEN, QUEBEC"
Mills :—Laterriere, Que

Lac Long, Que

A. K. Hansen & Co., Reg^d.
Quebec - Canada

EXPORTERS
Maple Squares, Birch Logs and
Planks, Birch Squares, White, Yellow
and Red, Spruce Deals and Boards
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If you want

Fir Common Lumber
Boards or Shiplap

Federal XXX Shingles Soft White Pine Shop

Long Fir Piling Hemlock Boards
WRITE OR WIRE

FEDERAL LUMBER CO., LTD.
470 Granville St. VANCOUVER B. C.

SPRUCE FOR EXPORT

Spruce

Lath

Cedar

Ties

Portland, Maine Office

31>^ Exchange St.

Cable Address
CHALBAY, Portland

TO SOUTH AMERICAN and BRITISH TRADE

New

Brunswick

Cedar

Shingles

Loading Lumber for Export Trade at the Company's Docks Restigouche, Que.

CHALEURS BAY MILLS
Mills at RESTIGOUCHE, QUE.

Home Office

SHERBROOKE, Que.
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"Yes Sir'^-

"Everything in Lumber

In all Thicknesses and

Widths, the following:

PINE B. C. FIR

SPRUCE MAHOGANY
HEMLOCK BIRCH
CHESTNUT MAPLE

OAK CYPRESS
GEORGIA PINE LATH
BASSWOOD SHINGLES

Ready to Ship

1 inch Dry Spruce, Rough

and Milled

McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd.

MONTREAL CANADA
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GRANT P. DAVIDSON THE LATE JAMES DAVIDSON
Founder of Business in 1874

LIEUT. KEITH DAVIDSON. R.A.F.

SASH -: DOORS -:- TRIM
PORTABLE HOUSES

Our complete line of doors, sash, blinds and portable ho .ises will meet
withyour approval. They are of the best quality material, manufactured
in our large, up-to-date and thoroughly equipped factory, planing
mill and dry kiln. Write us for our catalog and further information.

James Davidson's Sons
OTTAWA - CANADA

410

Canada

!

No. 213

Quartered Oak and Plain Oak Doors with
Linderman Infer-Locking Core Joint

No. 106

White Pine Doors, No. 1. 2 and 3 quality
Raised Panels, Bead and Cove Sticking

No. 105

White Pine Doors, No 1. 2. and 3 quality
Raised Panels, Bead and Cove Sticking
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BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRUCE
In All Sizes and Grades

We are Specialists in this Line-

R. P. Shannon Lumber
408 Pacific Building

-Wrile us.

Company
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Rough 1" - 6 to 12 " wide

and 2 " - 6 to 12" wide

Mountain

Pine
Dry, sawn full for Eastern trade

The Foss Lumber Co.
Limited

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Established 1905

^'Mm Capacity, 50,000 per day ^5^/,?"

The Stone Lumber Co., Ltd.
Marksville, Canada

Manufacturers of

Maple and Birch

LUMBER

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

British Columbia Red Cedar Exclusively
Cedar Bevel Siding, Finish, V-Joint and Mouldings

straight or mixed cars with XXX and XXXXX Shingles. Stocks carried at Lindsay, Ont., for quick shipment

Full particulars from our Eastern Agents.

Ontario Agents:

Quebec and Maritime Provinces Agents: Head Office and Mills, Port Moody, B. C.
Mason, Gordon & Company, Montreal
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OUR NEW TIMBER MILL
(Capacity 100,000 Feet Ten Hours.) NOW IN OPERATION

We solicit your enquiries for Heavy Constructioii Material and Yard Stock

ANY SIZE TIMBERS UP TO 100 FEET
Give us an opportunity to prove to you that we have earned a reputation for Quality and Service.

TIMBERLAND LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Offioe: Westminster Trust Building, NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Mill* at South Westminster, on B.C.E.R. Shipments by C.P.R., C.N.R., G.N.R., N.P.R., and C. M. & St. P. Ry.

ALLEN-STOLTZE LUMBER CO., LTD.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

Manufacturers and Wholesalers

"Arrow Brand" Red Cedar Shingles

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Mountain and Coast Lumber

Spruce - Cedar - Hemlock - Fir
Fir Doors in mixed cars with Cedar Shingles

Represented by

C. G. BOCKUS, MONTREAL, P.Q. R. G. CHESBRO, TORONTO, ONT.

SERVICE
Is it not worth something to you ?

We are in a position to supply

your every requirement in

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
and the quality of our stock is absolutely dependable.

Send us your enquiries.

SERVICE LUMBER CO., LIMITED
Pacific Building VANCOUVER, B.C.

Get Our Special Prices on

White Pine, Norway
Spruce
SPECIAL

No. 1 and No. 2 White Pine Lath, mixed.
No. 3 Lath.

Dry Stock Ready for Shipment
411 McKinnc
TORONTO, ONTARIOJAMES G. CANE & CO.,
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J. Burstall & Co.
ESTABLISHED 1832

Exporters to the British Markets
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Elm, Pine, Oak
Birch, Ash

and

Walnut Timber
Pine and Spruce
Deals and Lumber

Birch Plank
Etc.

Head Office: Quebec, Canada
Branch Office: Board of Trade Building, Montreal, Canada

also

J. BURSTALL & CO. LTD.
57 Gracechurch Street, London E. C. 3, England
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Manufacturers and Exporters of

Canadian and American Forest Products

SPRUCE
PINE BIRCH

American Hardwoods

and Mahogany

We Solicit Your Enquiries

We will be pleased to quote c.i.f. or f.o.b. on full cargoes

or smaller shipments, to any part in the United Kingdom
or Continental Europe.

THE BENNETT LUMBER CO.
LIMITED

1 1 St. Sacrament St. Montreal, P. Q.

Cable Address. " Bennett Lumber"
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BRITISH

Douglas Fir

Spruce

Western Pine

Red Cedar Products

FOR
For full particulars

write
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COLUMBIA

Heavy Construction Timbers

Finest Aeroplane Materials

Thick and Wide Clears

Pulp and Paper

EXPORT
Lumber Commissioner,

Forest Branch,

Lands Dept., Victoria, B.C.
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British Columbia
Timber Lands

Reconstruction is in the minds of

nations and individuals everywhere.

This means an unprecedented demand
for lumber and forest products which must
cause an unusual demand for timber lands.

A typical stand of British Columbia timber

We have been in this business exclu-

sively for years and are familiar with
practically every timber property on the

coast which is for sale.

There never was a more opportune
time to invest in timber lands.

Will act as buying agents for investors.

We have never lost a dollar for a

client on an investment.

Correspondence solicited from bonafide investors

W. L. KEATE
441 Seymour St. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Exceptional Opportunity

in Southwestern

Newfoundland

300 square miles of timber, principally

Spruce and White Pine. Also fine stand
of Birch.

A milder climate than Maine. Low
cost labor. Excellent driving facilities.

Much old growth White Pine running as

high as 2,500 feet to single tree.

Will Sell All Or Any Part

Deepwater harbor. Can load from mill yard to vessel.

We have the last large Pine tract in the Ottawa
valley, Canada.

If you want to buy or sell large or small tracts, let us

hear from you.

Frank W. Lawrence Company
Lawrence Building, 140 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

WM. E. LITCHFIELD, Prei. HERBERT F. HUNTER, Trea..

L. & H. LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers and exporters of

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

VERMONT
Beach, Birch, Basswood

Maple

INDIANA
Ash, Elm, Hickory
Sycamore Walnut

Whitewood

PlainUmd Quartered Oak

We operate Mills in New England and the Middle West,

producing only from High Grade Logs. The stock is well

manufactured and carefully dried. Inspected by Rules of

National Hardwood Lumber Association of the United States.

We have excellent connections which enable us to

offer Bay Poplar, Cherry, Gumwood, Chestnut,

Pacific Coast Woods and Philippine Mahogany.

77 Kilby St. Boston, Mass., U. S. A.
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Cedar Products, Limited
AMHERST, N.S., CANADA

Railway Ties,

Cedar Shingles,

Pine and Spruce

Lumber, Lath, Etc.

LARGE STOCKS AVAILABLE Shipments Made on All Railway Lines

FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT East of Quebec City

United Pole Company
Limited

Amherst, N. S., Canada

= Largest Producers of=
POLES

= in Canada =

11Telegraph, Telephone and Power Poles



THE above trade mark appears on every stick of our

export lumber. This mark is truly significant of merit.

It has behind it 33 years of close study and develop-

ment of right practices in the manufacture and handling of

hardwoods from the southern part of the United States.

Unvarying integrity of product has brough us from an humble
beginning to a ranking position in American hardwood
manufacturing circles. That mark is backed by a big re-

serve of splendid timber—oak, gum, Cottonwood, ash, cypress

and the other important southern species; by thorough-

ly modern equipment, including five complete sawmills,

adequate rotary veneer and plywood facilities and a

thoroughly harmonious and efficient organization. Your
import orders can safely be trusted to us because we have
an international reputation for quality of product, because
we have a wide selection of stocks and because our organ-

ization is big enough to properly handle any order from our

own stocks on hand.

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, U. S. A.

WE GUT 70,000,00 A YEAR OF HIGH GRADE SOUTHERN HARDWOOD
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^HAMILTON'*
PRODUCTS

"Hamilton" Machinery is built in

a plant that has been specializing in

High Grade Dependable Saw Mill, Pulp

Mill and Hydraulic Equipment for over
sixty years. We guarantee our pro-

ducts in material, design and workman-
ship to be the equal of any on the

market, and to give perfect satisfaction

wherever used.

"Quality First"

Our Motto
No. 2 Jack Work.

SAW MILL

Boom Chains
Warping Anchors
Capstans for Warping
Log Jacks
Log Deck Equipment
Band Mills

Log Carriages
Set Works (steam & hand)
Edgers
Husk Frames
Live Rolls and Drives
Slashers

Trimmers
Cut-off Saws
Latli_Mill Machinery
Shingle Mill Machinery
Filing Room Machinery
Resaws (circular)

Hogs
Drag Saws
Gang Circulars
Twin Circulars
Steam Feeds
Friction Feeds
Transmission Machinery
Haul-up and Transfer
Chains

SAW MILL—Cont'd.

Refuse Burners
Conveyors
Engines (slide and piston

valve)
Boilers
Feed Water Heaters

PULP MIIL

Log Haul-Ups
Pulp Wood Slashers
Pulp Wood Conveyors
Barking Drums
Centrifugal Pulp Screens

(horizontal and vertical)

Pulp Grinders
Centrifugal Pumps
Triplex Stuff Pumps
Slusher Tanks
Chippers
Chip Crushers
Chip Screens

(rotary and flat)

Digester Fittings
Push Fans
Agitator Drives
Refuse Burners
Transmission machinery

HYDRAULIC POWER
PUNT

Water Wheels
Water Wheel Governors
Head Gate Hoists
Stop Log Winches
Trash Racks
Butterfly Valves
Power Transmission
Hand Power Travelling
Cranes

Steel Feeder Pipes
Surge Tanks

GENERAL
Gray Iron Castings
Brass Castings
Special Machines built to

order
Patterns
Structural Steel Work
Transmission Machinery
Steel Plate Work
Tanks
Standpipes
Smoke Stacks
Boiler Breechings
Steel Pipe
Steel Bins and Hoppers

William Hamilton Co., Limited
Peterboro, Ontario

Agents: J. L. Neilson & Co., Winnipeg', Man.
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WOODS MANUFACTURING

1

CO., LIMITED

TENTS
Cotton, Duck and Canvas Products

6^
Army

Standard

Duck

Guaranteed

N0M-AB50RBENT

Made in

Our Own

Cotton Mills

Welland

Stable Tents Cookery Camps

Sleep Tents River Driver and

Lumbermen's Tents

WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL OTTAWA WINNIPEG
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SERVICEABLE TENTS

STYLE No. 12

SHED OR AMAZON TENT
Ideal for Summer Camp in sheltered position. A

very comfortable canvas summer home.

STYLE No. 5—WEDGE TENT
Popular Prospectors' Tent, giving most protection for

least weight.

This Tent, made from Sail Silk, weighs 5 lbs. Fine for

canoe work.

STYLE No. 9

HOUSE OR WALL TENT
This is our most popular line ; full stock always

ready for delivery.

STYLE 12-A

Shelter or River Man's Tent. Made from seven to

fifty feet long.

Our Catalogue Ready for Mailing

WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., UMTTED
MONTREAL OTTAWA WINNIPEG
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HITCH UP
YOUR BUSINESS

with

Something
Sure

GOODHUE
BELTING

EXTRA" "STANDARD" "ACME WATERPROOF"
The surest thing in behing is the genuine "Goodhue". Each of the

above brands serves best in its own way. We would particularly recom-
mend our "Acme" where dampness and trying conditions are to be met.

All our belts are made from the very best selected hides, well tanned
and thoroughly stretched. If you have any belting troubles try "Goodhue"
and they will cease. Goodhue Belting is the only solution.

Write for prices and information.

J. L. Goodhue & Co., Limited
DANVILLE, QUE.

WINNIPEG AGENTS—Bissett & Webb, Ltd., 151 Notre Dame Ave., East

VANCOUVER AGENTS- Fleck Bros., Ltd., 54 Cordova E.

Standard Machinery & Supplies, Limited, Bank of Toronto Building,

263 Notre Dame St., Montreal, Que., Agents for the Island of Montreal.
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Maritime Provinces

MIRAMICHI
LUMBER COMPANY

General Offices : CHATHAM, N .B.

GEORGE F. UNDERWOOD
President

JOHN P.'RILEY
Vice-Pre»ident

J. W. BRANKLEY
General Manager

View of Mills at Morrison's Cove.

Manufacturers of

Spruce and Pine Lumber
Lath, Shingles and

Pulpwood
Mills at

MORRISON'S COVE DOUGLASTOWN
AND CHATHAM, N.B.
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Little Tip About a Good Axe
The same pattern or make of Axe will not satisfy every woodsman—of course. Just the

same, there are several essential points that must be looked for if the Axe is to give good
service. High grade steel first of all. Hand made production that may be watched closely

in the tempering. A finishing that will ensure a good cutting edge that will stay keen. These
points are well exemplified in Blenkhorn's Chief—our axe that satisfies the most critical.

Send for information and prices

BLENKHORN & SONS, Cannind, Nova Scotia

ATTENTION

We are the Largest

Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's Har-

ness, Collars and
Horse Blankets in

the Maritime Prov-

inces. All Orders

Promptly Attended

to at Lowest Prices.

Write for Quota-

tions.

H. Horton & Son
LIMITED

9 & 11 MARKET SQUARE

ST. JOHN, N. B.

Are You Using the Ri^t Harness ?

ALLIGATOR BRAND
Will put an end to your Harness troubles. Our Guarantee of reliability is backed by fifty years of satisfaction.

Alligator Brand will eliminate straining and slipping. It will give comfort to your horses and convenience to the

driver; our lumberman's harness is made for strength and long wear. Try Alligator.

Write for latest Catalog and Prices to the Lumber Trade

Montreal—33 Notre Dame St. W.
Winnipeg—85 Princess Street.

Quebec—52 Crown Street.
Lamontagne Limited
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Lumber
Cedar Shingles

Kraft Pulp

Easy Bleaching

Sulphite Pulp

We Specialize in

Spruce and White Pine
We solicit inquiries from the Export market for Spruce and White Pine

lumber to be sawn to order during the sawing season of 1919. Our two

band-mills, with a capacity of 200 M. feet daily, are located on tide-water.

Ocean going steamers load quickly and safely at our wharves in the shelter

of Bathurst Harbor. The little towing necessary is done by our own steam

tugs. Stevedoring and port charges are reasonable.

Our extensive yards enable us to open-pile our deals so that they dry

out bright and free from stain.

Bathurst Lumber Company
LIMITED

Bathurst, N. B. Canada
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Spruce, Pine, Hemlock, Laths,

Shingles, Railway Ties
Our Planing and Resaw plant makes it possible to meet buyers' requirements

J.

View showing our Sawmill and Boom —Steamers Loading for Export Shipment

Our Reputation is Our Recommendation
The name of the J. B. Snowball Co. is always coupled with standard quality and

dependable service. It is our aim to always work consistently along these lines in

supplying the trade.

EXCELLENT FACILITIES FOR OCEAN SHIPMENT

Railway Sidings in Mill Yards for American and Canadian Shipments.

B. Snowball Company, Limited
CHATHAM, NEW BRUNSWICK
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FRASER COMPANIES, Limited
Bleached Sulphite Pulp Mill. Saw Mil (all Band Saw Mills). Shingle Mills.

HERE THEY ARE ON THE MAP

•5*

- /7

''. 4 k

/ K..,. Wderictorit

E W 1k

>/

A

Mills and Railway Connections
Saw and Shingle Mills. Railway Connections.

Cabano, Que Temiscouata Ry.
Glendyne, Que C. G. Ry.
Estcourt, Que C. G. Ry.
Edmun^dston, N. B C.P.R., C.G.R. and Temiscouata Ry.

Bleached Sulphite Mill, Edmundston, N. B

Saw and Shingle Mills. Railway Connections.

Baker Brook, N. B.. . .C. G. Ry., Temiscouata Ry.
Plaster Rock, N. B.. . .C. P. Ry.
Fredericton, N. B.. . .C. P. Ry. and C. G. Ry.
Nelson, - N. B....C. G. Ry.

Railway Connection, C.P.R., C.G.R. and Temiscouata Ry.

Bleached Sulphite. Rough and Dressed Spruce. White Cedar Shingles. Railway Ties

Piano Sounding Board Stock a Specialty.

Selling and Purchasing Offices :- EDMUNDSTON, N. B.
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OXFORD
Saw Mill Machinery

20' Ordinary Frame Carriage

i

New Model Horizontal Engine, particularly adapted for portable mill work Three Saw Gang Edger

Carriages with steel Logseats and Light Variable Feed Saw Husk, rope
drive to suit light power. Edgers carrying from 2 to 7 saws to suit capacity
of mill built in four sizes. Saw Husks with patented belted friction feed for

ordinary size mills, also adapted for steam feed if desired. Lath Machines,
capacity 40,000 in 10 hrs. Pole Road Trolleys, 8 to 10" flange.

OXFORD FOUNDRY & MACHINE
Company, Limited

OXFORD, - N.S.
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DUNFIELD & CO.
LIMITED

HALIFAX, N. S.

Exporters of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

Spruce
Pine

Hemlock
and

Hardwood
in 1 in., 2 in., 3 in., 4 in.

Spruce Laths and
Railway Ties

Head Office • • • •
• • • « 8 Prince Street, Halifax, N. S.

Branch Office • • • •
• • • • 8 Market Square, St. John, N.B.

u. K. Brokers : Duncan, Ewing & Co., K21 Exchange Bldg., Liverpool.

Telegraph Address : Dunfield, Halifax. Codes: ABC 5th Ed. Western Union
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Maritime Provinces

Spruce and Pine Lumber
For Home and Export Trade

LATH and TIES
PULPWOOD

CLEAR
iCAMPBELLTONjiB.

Shipments by Rail and Water

Promptf Reliable and Efficient Service

New Brunswick

WHITE CEDAR SHINGLES
Our Specialty

Let us quote you on your requirements

WE SOLICIT YOUR EXPORT TRADE

eSMPBELLTOMNB

E'^ UMITED

W. H. Miller Co., Limited
Campbellton, ^ N.B.
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Davison Lumber & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Bridgewater, N. S.

THE LARGEST LUMBERING INDUSTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA PRODUCTION 40 MILLION FEET PER ANNUM

Send us your enquiries for

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock or Hardwood Lumber
Box Shooks and

Dry Pressed Baled Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Chips
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Nova Scotia White Spruce and Hardwood Flooring
We are equipped with everything appertaining to Modern Saw Milling and operate from the Woods to the finished product.

If you want something special quickly, try us. We will cut, dry, work and ship within a few days from receipt of order.

We are located on the main line of the Halifax and South Western Railway and on Tidewater.

We Operate.

A Double Band Mill at Springfield, N.S.,

A Rotary and Gang at Mill Village, N.S.

A Rotary and Gang at Bridgewater, N.S.,

A Planing Mill at Bridgewater, N.S.,

Capacity 120,000 ft. per day
" 40,000 ft. per day
" 80,000 ft. per day
" 100,000 ft. per day

A Box Shook Factory at Bridgewater, N.S., Capacity 50,000 ft. per day
A Dry Kiln at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100,000 ft. per day
A Chipping Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100 cords per day
A Ground Wood Pulp Mill at Charleston, N.S., Capacity 40 tons Spruce

Pulp per day.

PHONE: BRIDGEWATER 74

Illustrated is one of our si)lendid extra heavy

double team harnesses. We supply it for horses of

1300 lbs. and up. Brass mounted bridles. Rest of

mountings, Japan. Bridles, reins, back pads, girths,

hames, tugs, pole straps, collars, breechings.

We can supply you with all kinds of harness sad-

dlery and accessories.

W^e would also remind you that WE SUPPLY
SHOE PACKS—the genuine oil-tanned—which are

second to none. Backed by a reputation of fifty years'

standing.

A.E.Wry-Standard
Limited

Sackville, New Brunswick, Canada

DEPENDABLE

HARNESS

No. 19 Michigan Lumber Harness

Write for our handsome catalogue giving full details and prices complete
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Cable Address

:

"GUSHING"

A.B.C.
A.B.C., 6th Ed.
Walking.

Codes used : Zebra
Scott's
A. 1
Western Union.
Universal.

Gushing & Co., Limited
Ship Brokers and Commission

Merchants

Exporters of

White Pine
and Spruce
Lumber

Laths, Pickets and Cedar
Shingles

STAVES AND HEADING
BOXES AND BOX-SHOOKS

Saint John, N.B., Canada

Typical New Brunswick Winter Scene Cables— BRAND. St. John, N. B.

Codes- Western Union. A B C Sth Edition

J. B. Brand
Export Agent

Bank of B. N. A. Building

ST. JOHN
New Brun«wick -

Hewn Birch Timbers awaiting: shipment P. O. Box 96 Canada

Hardwoods and Spruce

BIRCH Logs and Timbers, Round and Hewn
Selected Butts for Veneers.

Specialty—Dimension Hardwoods

Seasoned Stocks Spruce Dimension awaiting shipment.

Colin C. Tyrer Co. Ltd.

Halifax, N. S.

ManufacturerSf Dealers,

and Exporters of

Spruce, Pine,

Hemlock and

Hardwood

We are prepared to fill your orders

in above woods in car or cargo lots

for prompt shipment. We solicit your

inquiries which will have our best

attention.

George McKean & Co.
LIMITED

St. John, N. B., Canada

Exporters of

SPRUCE, PINE,

HARDWOODS
Etc.

From New Brunswick,

Nova Scotia and Quebec
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MOOSE HEAD BRAND "

Oil Tanned Waterproof Moccasin Footwear

I No. 20 Draw String

MEN'S SKOWHEGAN
proof Draw String Shoe Pack
Palmer's "Moose Head Brand"

No. 509

STREAM DRIVERS' PACK
Palmer's "Moose Head Brand"

Palmer's Footwear for
Lumbermen needs no
Introduction.

For forty years this

Footwear has been tried

and proven to be worthy.

Reliable Footwear for the

Lumberman is an essential.

WRITE US FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

No. 40 Draw String

MEN'S KNEE ?TIGH
Waterproof Sporting Shoe Pack

Palmer's "Moose Head Brand"

No. 36 Draw String

MEN'S 10-INCH SKOWHEGAN
Waterproof Draw String Shoe Pack

Palmer's "Moose Head Brand"

L
John Palmer Company, Limited

FREDERICTON, N.B.
CANADA
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Maritime

Established 1894 Incorporated 1908

Prime Forest Products
of New Brunswick and Quebec

SPRUCE, PINE AND HARDWOODS. Try
a car of our Air-dried Spruce.

Our stocks are selected from the prime forest

products of New Brunswick and Quebec where
we cut Virgin Spruce, Pine and Hardwoods. Our
supply is certain, so that you can always count on
your orders being shipped on time.

We have more than twenty-five years' experience
back of our work and have a good practical

knowledge of Building and Architecture. We can
execute your orders intelligently in all lines of

Dressing, Grading and Manufacture of stock.

We have on hand at all times large stocks of 1 in.

Spruce Lumber, also Kiln Dried Stock. Personal

attention to every detail of your orders. Write,

wire or 'phone for quotations.

& D. A. Harquail
Company, Limited

Campbellton, New Brunswick
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Musgrave & Co., Limited
Halifax, N. S.

Cable Address — Musgrave, Halifax " Codes—ABCSth, Watkins, Western Union

Bankers, "Canadian Bank of Commerce"

Exporters of Lumber and Foodstuffs

Spruce
Pine

Hardwood
Hemlock

Dimension Lumber
Laths

Shingles

Railway Ties

We shall be glad to have your inquiries by cable or letter, which shall

have our prompt attention.

Our facilities for shipping are unexcelled, both winter and summer.

These Machines Are

Built for Service
Cost of upkeep is nominal

i4Dunbar Shingle
Machine

The Genuine "DLWBAR" Shingle Machine
Kives RESULTS that satisfy the owner, the
operator* and purchasers of its output.

Always ready for duty. All boxes are self-
oiling; ratchets are adjustable; main arbor is

of 2 7/l(i in. polished steel. Equipment in-
cludes two 38 in. shingle saws and one ;56 in.

jointer saw, fitted to collars. Machine weighs
2800 lbs. 12-15 H.P.

Iron and Brass
Castings

Wrought and
Sheet Iron
Goods

Mill Supplies

^^Superior^^ Lath
Machine

The "SUPERIOR" is a dependable Lath
Machine that fullills expectations. Substanti-
ally built.

Wooden frame; lath machine at one end.
bolter at the other; belt feed; capacity with
two lath saws 40.000 to 50,000 per day; a third

saw will increase the output. .\11 boxes are self-

oiling. Machine weighs 900 lbs. 15-20 H.P.

Furnaces and Plain Stoves
that throw comfortable heat (with almost any

kind of wood)

The Smith Foundry Company, Limited
FREDERICTON NEW BRUNSWICK
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From Tree To Finished Product

Eastern Canada's

Greatest

Woodworking Plant

Running Continuously All

The Year Round

!vfay 1,

Virgin Spruce

Interior

Trim

Sash

Floorings

Sheathings

Virgin Hardwood

School

Desks

Hardwood

Floorings

Mouldings

Capacity, Equipment, and Shipping Facilities are

Factors that Combine to Make This Company One
of the Best in the Country For Quality & Service

Specialties—Sheathings & Floorings

EXPORT: Orders & Enquiries Solicited

FOREIGN OFFICE

CANADIAN CAR & FOUNDRY CO. (ENGLAND) LIMITED
28 VICTORIA ST., LONDON, S.W.I.

Rhodes, Curry Company Limited
Head Office, Amherst, N. S.

Hon. N. Curry, Pres. A. S. Curry, Vice-Pres. C. D. Dennis, Sec.-Treas.
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Lumbermen! Here is some-
thing you need: Axe and

Hammer Combined.
The POLL or HEAD of this Axe is made of the highest grade of Octagon CAST

STEEL, inserted and welded into the Axe as shown.

It is then properly tempered to stand heavy driving, such as TREE WEDGES, etc.

It will drive wedges and do your limbing.

It saves carrying to the woods a maul, which is often lost in the snow, besides making

one more tool to look after.

Eastern lumbermen use a lot of these axes and would not do without them.

Western lumbermen send in repeat orders after once testing them.

This axe is made to stand, you should have them to speed up your work.

This axe is covered by patent in Canada and United States.

We also manufacture single and double bit axes under our special brand XXX Choppers.

WRITE US FOR PRICES AND FURTHER PARTICULARS

CAMPBELL BROS.
ST. JOHN, N.B., CANADA

Sole makers XXX Axes, Ship Axes, Adzes and Slices.

CHOPPER

"
Ill ii' fiiiiigami

Palm Tree Brand Larri^ans

r

I

Why Palmer-McLellan Draw String Larrigans excel. We only make one

grade of Draw Strings. Every pair is carefully selected from the best PACKER
HIDES that money can buy, tanned by the most expert tanners, made by men
whose forefathers were born in the business. The wonderful, enduring wea-
ther-resisting quality of Palm-Tree Larrigans is the true economic reason for

their first place in the hearts and minds of the Canadian Lumbermen. All the

qualifications of the perfect making are founded on the experience of the late

John Palmer, the founder and originator of this Company, whose wide experi-

ence in the Larrigan business is one of your many assurances of quality.

Every pair of our Draw Strings are guaranteed and backed by our organiza-

tion, and to insure yourself AGAINST IMITATION look for the Palm-Tree

Trade Mark.

Palmer-McLellan Farm Boot, born of the Larrigan, light, strong and dur-

able, makes the most ideal boot for summer, fall and winter wear. We own
exclusively the patents on this boot. It is made from Chromoil Leather, the

greatest wear resisting leather on the market. .Shaped on a Right and Left

last, made with sole and counter in several heights and weights, it has all the

fitting comforts of a real moccasin, but will hold its shape with any boot.

If your Shoe Jobber cannot supply you, write us for prices

and samples.

Palmer-McLellan Shoepack Co., Ltd.
FREDERICTON, N. B.
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Maritime Provinces
1

EASTERN SPRUCE
PINE and HEMLOCK

In the Rough, Planed, Matched and Finished Ready
for Consumer

We
manufacture

Ready Cut

Houses

at our

St. John, N.B.,

Woodworking
Plant.

Send us your

enquiries.

We Offer For Sale

Four to Five Million Spruce Laths, to be sawn at our

St. John Mills. Also Two 'to Three Million Laths from

our Lake Frontier, Quebec, Mill. No better Laths are

manufactured. Can be sawn in widths to suit purchaser

if prompt arrangements are made. Also One to Two
Million Feet of Refuse Boards, Scantlings and Deals.

We have the cuts of two mills yet unsold, about Eight

Million Feet Deals—to be sawn from best Quebec and

Maine logs.

Speak quick, before they are sold elsewhere.

Large Stocks of

Clear, Select, Box
and Shipping Pine

always on sticks

Sheathings,

Floorings in

Hardwood,

Pine, Spruce,

and Douglas Fir

Try and think of us

when ordering.

New Brunswick Mills,

Factory & Glass Works
ST. JOHN, N. B.

We guarantee the quality and manufac-
ture of our lumber unsurpassed. You
can be assured of prompt attention and
quick delivery. Address all enquiries to

the head office.

Quebec Mill

Lake Frontier, Mont Co.
on Q. C. Railway

Murray & Gregory, Ltd.
St. John, N.B.
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VICTORY
Brings

Industrial

Revival
WITH the best of our manhood, and

the bulk of our resources for so

long diverted to the prosecution of

the war, industrial development has

naturally suffered many setbacks and
limitations.

Victory is, however, an accomplished fact

and in this lies our great moral impetus

for the reconstruction and futher develop-

ment of our industries.

It has been predicted that the next five

years will be the most prosperous,

progressive and successful in Canada's

history, that the result will astonish even

the most optimistic of to-day.

The E. Long Manufacturing Go. having

its plant and activities so long absorbed

m the production of war materials has had

many difficulties in keeping up its supply

of regular lines for the lumber industry, but throughout the period of stress it

consistently endeavored to keep in touch with its many friends and customers.

New conditions create new demands, and The E. Long Manufacturing Co. are

now bending their efforts to get back to their old time promptness of supplying goods

Your enquiries are now respectfully solicited.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co. Ltd.

WINGED VICTORY OF SAMOTHRACE

ORILLIA ONTARIO
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LUMBERMEN S

4^
EQUIPMENT

We make mill machinery

of all kinds. Send for

our Catalogue and de-

tailed information of any

machinery you require.

Saw
Carriages

We make all sizes of Saw Carriages for every type of mill.

The Carriage illustrated is our No. 40 three block outfit. Knees recede 40 inches from
the saw line. May be furnished in any number of head blocks or axles, also with steam

set works attached to either our No. 3 or No. 4 set. This is one of the most substantia]

carriages ever designed, and is well known for its efficiency throughout the lumber industry

of Canada.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co. Ltd
ORILLIA - - ONTARIO
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LUMBERMENS EQUIPMENT

Lath
Machinery
A Customer Writes:—

"We have been cutting

dry slabs and cull ties

to try to keep up to the

capacity of our lath mill.

(We were not getting

half enough green slabs

from our circular saw.)

''The bolter, Long's

No. 3, in particular

can not get hold of

enough to chew, and

no man can feed the

lath saws enough to stall

them.

When you overhaul your

mill get in touch with

us about new equipment.

We will be pleased to

co-operate with you in

every way.

No. 3 Bolter

**We have had no breakdown of any kmd and our product is said

to be equal if not superior to anything selling on the Chicago market."

{Name on request)

The E. Long Manufacturing Co. Ltd?
ORILLIA ONTARIO
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LUMBERMENS % J EQUIPMENT

Complete Mill Equipment

Service
By many years of concentration on the manufacture of equipment for

lumber operations, we offer saw mill machinery that is built with a thorough

knowledge of requirements. Below we mention a partial list of our

''Quality" Machinery, We supply these machines for mills of any capacity.

Carriages
Cant Flippers, Steam
Edgers
Feeds, Steam and Friction

Lath Bolters

Lath Machines
Lath Binders and Trimmers
Log Jacks
Log Kicker
Log Loaders, Steam
Log Turners

Log Chains
Niggers, Steam and Friction

Rollers, Live and Dead
Saw Frames
Set Works
Slashers
Steam Feed Valves
Shingle Machinery
Trimmers
Transmission Machinery
Transfers

We supply machinery complete, including power, for mills of any capacity

Plans and specifications on application.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co. Ltd
ORILLIA - - ONTARIO
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W. Malcolm MacKay Limited

St. John, New Brunswick
(A. F. & D. MacKay, Royal Liver Building, Liverpool, G.B.)

EXPORTERS OF

Spruce, Hardwood, Pine, etc. from all New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia Ports, to British,

Continental and American Markets

Nova Scotia Office : 42 Sackville St., Halifax, N.S.

Get Our Catalogue, and when Ordering

Say you want Lumbering Tools

M-Farlane's Forged Steel Socket Peaveys
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REDWOOD
MAKES THE
BEST TANKS
THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.

NEW YORK, 103;Park Avenue

By its properties of resistance to the effects
of wet as well as all kinds of acid, Redwood
is the best material for the construction of

tanks, and it is being extensively used by
tank builders throughtout the continent.

Redwood is specially adaptable for vats and
tanks in tanneries. We have stocks ready
for immediate shipment. Write for prices
and particulars.

RCCISTCRCO

TRADC MARK

II South LaSalle Street

CHICAGO

Forest Mills of British Columbia, Ltd
Head Office Revelstoke, B. C.

White Pine

Western Pine

LATH

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER Cedar, Larch

and Fir

MOULDINGS SHINGLES

Our Specialty: All Grades Western Soft Pine Lumber

Four Modern Mills Special Attention to Mail Orders

Quality Service Price
These three elements include the decisive factors in determining

whether a purchase is a profitable one or not.

QUALITY, Service and price mean absolutely nothing if the
goods are not right when received.

SERVICE, Is of utmost importance for it makes no difference
how good the goods or how cheaply bought, if you
do not receive them when wanted; it may mean
the shutting down of your plant, with its attendant
loss and annoyance.

PRICE, Must, of course, be right, but with all, it is the least
important of these three factors.

We give our customers full satisfaction on all of these points; let

us quote on 3'^our requirements.

John L Shafer Hardwood Co.
SOUTH BEND, IND.

Trade Mark

Reg. U. S. A.

ALABAMA HEWN OAK TIMBER -

HARDWOOD LOGS:—
Ash, Hickory, Poplar, Oak, Satin Walnut,
Mobile Bay Poplar, Dogwood

HARDWOOD LUMBER :-
Hewn Pitch Pine Timber, Pitch Pine Lumber

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER COMPANY
E»po''te" Mobile, Alabama, U.S.A.

Cables
"Taylor, Mobile"
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Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Our Specialty: West Virginia and Pennsylvania Cherry

1055 Seneca Street

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

Hardwoods
„ „, . / ?rom Buffalo Yards or
Prompt Shipment ' ,

I from Mill direct to you

8 Million Feet Dry Stock on Hand 1333 Clinton St.

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.

Hardwoods of All Kinds

Our Specialty—QUARTERED WHITE OAK
MAHOGANY

Established 25 Years 940 Elk Street

Miller, Sturm & Miller

1142 SENECA STREET

Hardwoods of All Kinds

G. Elias & Bro., Inc.
Established 1881

All Kinds of Hardwood Lumber
And in addition we carry a full line of

White Pine, Yellow Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and Fir Timber,
Lumber, Millwork and Boxes—Maple and Oak Flooring

CAREFUL ATTENTION TO MIXED CAR ORDERS

Taylor & Crate

Hardwoods of All Kinds
A stock of 18,000,000 to 20,000,000 feet of hardwoods

carried aft all times at our two big Buffalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

T. Sullivan & Co.

HARDWOODS
We Specialize in Brown Ash and Elm

Car or Cargo Shipments Cor. Niagara and Arthur Sts.

Yeager Lumber Company, Inc.

SPECIALTIES

Oak, Poplar, Ash, Maple
932 Elk Street

U Hardwood

r L

r D
A

bumoer

1eaiers

Buffalo Hardwood LumberCo.
940 Seneca St.

We specialize in White Ash, Plain Oak, Qtd. Oak,

Maple and Poplar. We also carry a complete stock of

Native Hardwoods.

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned Hardwoods

including Ash, Basswood, Birch, Cherry, Chestnut,

Cypress, Elm, Gum, Hickory, Maple, Plain and
Quartered Oak, Poplar and Walnut.

1100 Seneca Street
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The Hyde Lumber Company
Band Mills : Sales Office

:

Lake Providence, La. South Bend, Indiana

Cable Address—Hyde Southbend Codes—Universal and Hardwood

Manufacturers and Exporters

-HARDWOOD-
LUMBER

Plain White Oak

Quartered White Oak

Plain Red Oak

Quartered Red Oak

Sap Gum (Hazel Pine)

Red Gum (Satin Walnut)

Tupelo (Bay Poplar)

Kraetzer Cured Gum

Ash Elm

Sycamore

Cypress

Cottonwood

ALL THICKNESSES

WE SOUCIT YOUR INQUIRIES
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SOUND AND
SQUARE EDGED

CUT TO ORDER
OAK TIMBERS

OAK PLANKING
2 inch and Thicker

No. 1 Common and

Better Grades :;

^AKirS HARDWOODS
KRAETZER r>l IJiJf Straight

CURED VJlUlVl and Flat

red cedar lumber
IN STRAIGHT OR MIXED CAR LOTS

We will produce this year thirty-five million feet of

Hardwood Lumber, and would appreciate an oppor-

tunity to quote on a share of your requirements.

Fair and courteous treatment extended at all times.

Geo. C. Brown & Company
Main OfBcetj^Memphis, Tenn.
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Annual Capacity
Feet

Yellow Pine 350,000,000
Cypress Lumber 50,000,000
Cypress Shingles 15,000,000
Cypress Lath 15,000,000
Hardwoods 20,000,000
Oak Flooring 10,000,000

Southern
Products

Including long leaf Yellow Pine,

short leaf Yellow Pine, Ash, Oak,

Elm, Gum, Tupelo, Cottonwood,

Louisiana Red Cypress, Kiln Dried

End Matched Red and White Oak
Flooring, etc., all of best quality.

Manufactured by men of experience

in splendidly equipped mills. Let

us show you the value of our ser-

vice—try us.

Let us quote you. CHICAGO LUMBER & COAL COMPANY
Manufacturers

Yellow Pine, Cypress and Oak Flooring Sales Offices: East St. Louis, 111.

Hardwood Sales Offices: Exchange Bldg., Memphis, Tenn.

Peavey Patent

Cant Dogs
The very best in material and workmanship have been combined to turn out

these improved cant hooks. Made in one solid piece with taper solid socket,

extra light and extremely strong.

From our large stock on hand, which includes five sizes, we can fill your
order immediately.

We also manufacture Malleable Clasp Hooks
with extension toe rings, duck bill or round bill hook.

Let us put your name on our list to receive our

catalog showing a complete line of lumbering tools.

il'iV 'iNlli

The Peavey Mf Company

Brewer

PARKER STREET

Maine U.S.A.
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Unexampled Opportunity
for

Investors and Home Seekers

Fifty thousand acres of Canadian timber and grazing lands

situated in the fertile Kootenay Valley in Southern British Col-

umbia through which flows the beautiful Kootenay River.

About thirty thousand acres of this land is thickly covered
with Virgin growth of Larch, Spruce, Pine and Fir.

About twenty thousand acres consist of the finest grazing

and agricultural lands in North America.

The Kootenay Central Railroad, a branch of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, passing through the Kootenay Valley, gives

favorable access to all markets.

The exceptional features of the opportunities for the devel-

opment of this property are :

The large body of fine Virgin growth timber as a supply for

any size saw mill, with unlimited markets in Canada and the
United States for its products.

The natural grazing lands, with rare climatic conditions,

wonderfully suitable for raising cattle and other live stock.

The agricultural lands, with soil of great fertility, freely

watered by numerous rivers and streams.

The land now covered with timber, free from undergrowth,
immediately available for extensive farms after the timber .is

removed.

Hall Lumber Company
101 Milk Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Cable Address : Hallcopy, Boston, U.S.A.
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Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance
U. S. EPPERSON UNDERWRITING COMPANY

R. A. LONG, Chairman,
Kansas City, Mo.

President Long-Bell Lumber Co.

J. B. WHITE,
Kansas City, Mo.

Pres. Missouri Lbr. & Mining Co.

E. H. VAN OSTRAND,
Winchester, Idaho

President Craig Mountain Lumber Co.

ATTORNEY IN FACT

ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
E. G. SWARTZ, C. W. GATES,

Perry, Fla. Pasadena, Cal.

Vice-Pres. Burton-Swartz Cypress Co. President Grossett Lumber Co.

CHAS. S. KEITH,
Kansas City, Mo.

President Central Coal & Coke Co.

J. N. PENROD,
Kansas City, Mo.

Pres. Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co.

J. H. HIMMELBERCER,
Morehouse, Mo.

Pres. Himmelber^er-Harrison Lbr. Co.

W. C. EDWARDS,
Ottawa, Canada

President W. C. Edwards & Co.

L. L. SEIBEL,
Kansas City, Mo.

President Fort Smith Lumber Co.

SUITE 1114-19 R. A. LONG BUILDING
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

CONDENSED FINANCIAL STATEMENT
December 31, 1918

ASSETS

:

Cash in Banks $ 598,716.88

Bonds

:

State of Louisiana 5s $ 54,419.04

City of Dallas, Texas, 4>^s 40,338.40

Kansas City of Terminal Railway, 1st Mtg. 4s 28,639.18

Sedgwick County, Kansas, 4s 15,808.39

City of Omaha, Nebraska, 4i^s 40,553.65

City of Los Angeles, California, 4j^s 50,000.00

Canada-Southern Railway Co., 5s 26,342.56

United States Liberty Bonds, 1st Issue Converted iy^s. . 25,000.00

United States Liberty Bonds, 2nd Issue Converted 4>4s. . 75,000.00

United States Liberty Bonds, 3rd Issue, 4%s 100,000.00

United States Liberty Bonds, 4th Issue, Aj^s 100,000.00

United States Thrift Bonds 859.02

Canada Victory Bonds, SyzS 49,178.26

City of Seattle, Washington, 5s 9,975.28 616.113.79

Accounts Receivable—Deposit in Course of Collection, etc... 221,269.59

Accrued Interest Receivable 5,497.96

LIABILITIES:
Losses in Process of Adjustment 28,550.00

Administrative Expense 43,415.01

Surplus and Re-insurance Reserve 1,369,633.21

$1,441,598.22

$1,441,598.22

COLLECTIVE STATEMENT
INCOME AND EXPENDITURES

January 10, 1905, to December 31, 1918

INCOME:
Net Deposits Collected $6,197,797.55

Deposits in Course of Collection 217,075.04

Interest Collected 281,751.24

Interest Accrued, Not Due 5,497.96 $6,702,131.79

EXPENDITURES:
Losses Paid $4,058,087.40

Losses in Process of Adjustment 28,550.00

Savings Returned 1,134,387.10

Legal Expenses. Taxes, etc 68,059.07

Administrative Expense 43,415.01 5,332,498.58

SURPLUS AND RE-INSURANCE RESERVE $1,369,633.21

(Amount to Credit of Subscribers' Accounts)

After a careful examination of the books of account of the Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance, we certify that the above

statement of Assets and Liabilities is a correct presentation of the financial condition of the Alliance at December 31, 1918; and

that the statement of Income and Expenditures is a true and correct statement for the period covered; and further certify that

the books of account and records have been kept in strict accordance with the Power of Attorney and Policy-Contract between

the individual subscribers and U. S. Epperson Underwriting Company, Attorney. ^^...^
SMITH, BRODIE & LUNSFORD,

Kansas City, Mo., January 11, 1919. Certified Public Accountants.

EQUITABLE TO ALL PARTICIPANTS LIMITED EXPENSES. LOWEST COST

LEGAL EVERYWHERE ABSOLUTELY SOUND
LOSSES FAIRLY SETTLED AND PROMPTLY PAID
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KANSAS CITY, MO., January 1, 1919

To Subscribers Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance:

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT

It was with no little pride that we placed before you one yeai ago our fine

showing for 1917, and it is with even more satisfaction that we are able now to sub-
mit our excellent financial statement and annual report for the year just closed.

Although in 1918 the menace from I. W. W. activities and alien enemies existed
as in previous War years, still the losses from these causes were not so great as
in 1917, but new adverse conditions appearing in 1918 in the form of a hurricane
in the South, resulting in fires, and the Minnesota forest conflagrations.

In view of these exceptional conditions we are confident it will be a source of

considerable gratification to our subscribers to know that we have closed our fiscal

year with an average saving of 26.21% of the earned premiums.

During the past year we returned as savings dividends $166,417.36; and, in ad-

dition, increased the surplus and re-insurance reserve $829,291.09. New business
written during the year 1918 exceeded the cancellations by $13,627,069.08, making
the total volume of insurance in force $62,819,426.25. The ALLIANCE now carries

insurance on 725 properties^—an increase of 101 subscribers during the year.

A considerable reduction in the amount of insurance in force was necessitated

on account of twenty-two of our plants finishing their timber cut. We were also

reluctantly compelled to withdraw liability from a number of properties because of

continued failure to comply with our reasonable requirements as to cleanliness and
upkeep, and for other reasons which made the retention of the business undesirable

from the standpoint of inter-insurance and sound underwriting.

While to be the largest in volume of any Inter-Insurance Exchange available

to lumber manufacturers has not, at any time, been our primary ambition, we have,

however, at all times, been actuated by a desire to make for permanency and sound-

ness, believing that good underwriting methods and a good showing would attract

that support which would place us at the head as a just recognition of our unrelaxing

efforts and the quality of our work.

We feel a deep sense of gratitude to all of our policy carriers who have shown
their appreciation of our eflforts by placing the ALLIANCE at the top.

At the end of 1917 we found, to our surprise, that we had a greater volume of

business on our books than any other Inter-Insurance Exchange confining its under-
writing to lumber manufacturing plants, and this same position has been maintained
throughout the year just closed.

We want to assure our supporters that in attaining this position we have in

nowise relaxed our care in the selection of risks nor in our eflforts to minimize fire

losses. The same rules of eligibility have obtained with us from the start.

OUR READY RESOURCES
Cash in Banks $ 698,716.88
}Iigh Grade Bonds and Accrued Interest 621,611.76
Accounts Receivable, Premium Deposits in Course of Collection, etc 221,269.69

Total $1,441,698.22
Less Losses in Process of Adjustment $28,660.00
Due U. S. Epperson Underwriting Co., Attorney 48,416.01 71,966.01

SURPLUS and RE-INSURANCE RESERVE $1,369,633.21
This item consists of amounts to the credit of subscribers' ac-
counts which remain after having disbursed to them in the
fourteen years' existence of the ALLIANCE

—

SAVINGS DIVIDENDS returned 11,134,387.10
FIRE LOSSES paid $4,068,087.40

The ALLIANCE force labored under extraordinary trying conditions during the
past year. Eight of our experienced men joined the colors. Nevertheless eflficient

inspections were rendered our plants and our fire bulletins were continued. The
service, supplemented by willing and prompt co-operation from our subscribers, who
were also seriously handicapped through shortage of labor, was undoubtedly one
of the principal factors in reducing the number and extent of fires and minimizing
losses. We urge that mill owners and managers permit no laxity during the com-
ing year, in the maintenance of good housekeeping, in the upkeep of protective
systems or in the supervision of the watchmen. Conditions still demand that every
available means be provided and used to prevent fire starting and to check its spread.

We ask that the best use be made of our inspection reports and careful perusal
and distribution to the foremen of our fire Bulletins.

With the return of so many of the soldiers to civilian life, labor conditions will

ease up. This, coupled with the fact that there will be an enormous demand in

domestic and foreign markets for timber products, leads us to predict that 1919 will

prove a year of prosperity to the Lumbermen and we hope it may be one of small

fire loss.

The usual annual savings dividends will be distributed as soon as our records for

the last year are all closed.

U. S. Epperson, President
U. S. Epperson Underwriting Company,

Attorney and Manager,
Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance.USE-P

RISKS INSURED

OUR GROWTH
a3^^t«75.8eo.oe—JAN. lo. laos
At CommcDeeBMBt •( BaiiacM.

sthmmh* i.*i4.aso.oe—JAN, i»o«
At End of First Tear.

136BIH^94 315.413.99 JAN. 9. t0OT
At End of Second Tear.

213MHHi$ 9.048.451.86 JAN. 9. 1908
At End of Third Taar.

267aHHHi$ 12,255.362. 78 ^JAN. 9. 1909
At End •( Fvnrth Tear.

$16,050.448.38—JAN. 9, 1910
At End of Fifth Tear.

INSURANCE IN EFFECT

$20,147,984.70—
At End ef Sixth Tear.

-JAN. 9, 1911

$23,851,676.89 ^JAN. 9, 1912
' At End ef Serenth Tear.

$26,325,502.22 ^JAN. 9. 1913
At End of Eicfath Tear.

$29,612,154.08 JAN. 9, 1914
At End of Ninth Tear.

S 34,491,471.79—
At End of Tenth Tear.

$38,294,946.29
At End ef Eleventh Tear.

$40,278,921.64-
At End ef TwaUth Teu.

$49,292.357.17-
M End cf Thirteenth Tear.

$62,819,426.25-

JAN. 9, 1915

-JAN. 9. 1916

-DEC. 31, 1916

—DEC. 31, 1917

—DEC. 31, 1918
At End at Fe«rUenlh Tear

Insurance Coverage Extended to Owners of Lumber Manufacturing Properties that are Physically and Morally Eligible.

Licensed in Canada and Registered in Provinces.

Address all communications respecting insurance to 1114-1119 R. A. Long Building, Kansas City, Mo.
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CABLE ADDRESS "EXETER"

D. H. Moul Lumber Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

Manufacturers and Dealers

HARDWOODS
OUR

SPECIALTY OAK-EXPORT
WRITE US

y/\ We Wish to Enlarge yrCV
OUR EXPORT TRADE ^

Lumber exports will, before long, assume large proportions. Now is the time to make prepara-

tions for your source of supply. The following list, while showing only a few of the items we carry,

will nevertheless give you an idea of what we manufacture:

Plain Red Gum Sap Gum . Plain White Oak Qtd. White Oak
FAS No. 1 Com. FAS No. 1 Com. FAS No. 1 Com. FAS No. 1 Com.

1/2 in 65,200 82,400 37.300 65,600 29,200 31,500 61,300 27,400

5/8 in 90,300 75,700 78,100 84,900 62,700 • 59,300 33,200 48,700

3/4 in 112,500 97,800 93,400 124,700 19,500 24,200 22,600 24,800

4/4 in 76,000 157,400 120,700 131,500 87,000 152,600 24,700 46,300

5/4 in 21,300 27,500

6/4 in 55,400 72,000

We Manufacture All Southern Hardwoods
Our lumber is well manufactured and sawn, and of good average widths and excellent lengths.

Our grades are absolutely standard and we guarantee them.

We would consider taking orders for lumber to be manufactured and put on sticks until shipping
dry.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE ROTARY CUT VENEERS IN ALL SOUTHERN HARD-
WOODS AND HAVE ONE OF THE MOST MODERN AND WELL EQUIPPED PLANTS IN
AMERICA. WE CAN CUT UP TO 104" IN LENGTH AND BECAUSE OF THE FACT THAT
WE USE ONLY MECHANICAL DRYERS, WE ARE IN POSITION TO SHIP WITH GUARAN-
TEES AS TO MOISTURE.

LET US HAVE YOUR INQUIRIES FOR BOTH LUMBER AND VENEERS

PENROD- JURDEN COMPANY
General Offices - - MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, U. S. A.

Mills at Penjur and Helena, Arkansas, U. S. A.
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Cincinnati Walnut
Lumber Company

Manufacturers, Wholesalers and

Exporters of

American

Black

Walnut
Cincinnati^ Ohio, U.S.A.

We carry from one million to two million feet of American Black Walnut
lumber in standard thicknesses from 3/8" to 12/4" in all grades and can make
prompt shipment. Your inquiries wiil have our very best attention.
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Tone-ReLL Lumber and Timbers
Are Trade-Marked

FOR over a quarter of a century we have manufactured and sold lumber and timbers.

Buyers are familiar with the high quality standard of our products, our capacity and
ability for service, and the efficiency and integrity of our organization. These are not
mere * 'talking points", they are facts. In order that you may specify and readily

identify our products, they bear this trade-mark—

THE MARK ON QUALITY LUMBER

We can furnish the following ipne-Ren, trade-marked products for export

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
Cubic Average Sawn Timbers Ship Decking
Schedules of Prime Lumber Kiln-Dried Saps

HARDWOODS
White Oak Lumber Gum

13/16 in. and 3/8 in. Forked Leaf Oak Flooring

Ash

Shipping from Port Arthur, Texas, where we have large storage sheds and fresh water
storage for timbers.

Your inquiries will receive prompt attention

THe Tone-ReLL T umber rompanu
R. A. LONG BLDG. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Manufacturer of Southern Pine, Hardwood, Oak
Flooring; Creosoted Lumber, Ties, Posts, Poles,

Piling and Wood Blocks.
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Aberdeen Lumber Company
Manufacturers and Exporters
Mills-Annual Capacity, 35 Million Feet

OAK GUM ASH CYPRESS
COTTONWOOD

With a mill capacity of 35 million feet and a selection of the best forest

products we are well able to take care of your requirements in the above
woods. We have excellent transportation facilities, operating over the
following railroads :

—

Whelan, Ark., M. P. Railroad Yerger, Miss., Y. & MV Railroad

Jonesville, La., L. & A. Railroad Issaquena, Miss., Y. & MV Railroad

Batchelor, La., T. & P. Railroad

New Orleans, La., Port of Export.

Cable Address : "Aberdeen", Pittsburgh Western Union Code, Universal Lumber Code

ABERDEEN LUMBER COMPANY
Main Office : PITTSBURGH, Pa. U.S.A. Branch Offices : Chicago, III. and Grand Rapids, Mich.

Thoman-Flinn Lumber Company

West Virginia and Southern Hardwoods

For Foreign and Domestic Trade

Rough and Dressed

Maple - Oak - Ash - Poplar - Gum - Chestnut - Elm

Wagon Oak Planks and Scantlings a Specialty

Cable Address: • • • * Bell Codes:

Th.™.„ Lmcmnati, Uhio Block ABlrrE^itrovea
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H. H. Wiggin H. Sherburne Wiggin Geo. H. Damon
Pres., aind Treas. Vice-President Secretary

•'
1

H. H. Wiggin Lumber Co.

Manufacturers
and

Exporters
of

HARDWOOD LUMBER

We Make a SPECIALTY of

BanJ Saw WHITE ASH
5^ to 4 inches Thick

Sawed Any Thickness or Length

Also Manufacturers of

Oak^ Cypress^ Cottonwood and Tupelo Gum

Importers of Mahogany and Teak

Shipping Points :— F.O.B. New Orleans and Boston

Cable Address :
" TABASCO "

H. H. Wiggin Lumber Co.
50 Terminal Street - BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

(Charlestown District)
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ESTABLISHED 1875

SAMPSON, KINNELL & GANE.
( CHARLES GANE)

A B.C. Sth EOITn

NEW ZEBRA CODE & CONDENSER
ZEBRA CODE 3no EDITION.

WOOD CODE
Teuephon E : AVE N U E 1232

ALSO AT
V. O. LI N E 5 N? 36

PETROGRAD
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Parker & Page Co.

DEALERS IN

Hardwood

LUMBER
We have large distributing yards and kilns and

keep on hand, ready for early deliveries, all kinds of

HARDWOODS
Send for our prices

Parker & Page Co.
40 First Street East Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

JOHN BUFFUM

Lumber for Export

We handle the output of many large
Southern mills and are prepared to

make immediate deliveries in both
short and long leaf southern pine.

Arkansas Soft Pine Trim

Small'timbers
Roofers for outside boarding
Matched or jointed
Long and short leaf finish

Flooring, Sheathing,

Partition, Ceiling

Get Our Prices

JOHN BUFFUM
88 Broad Street :-: BOSTON, Mass, U.S.A.

GEORGE F. STOCRER, Mgr.

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co.
Manufacturers

Hardwood

LUMBER
Specialities

!

American

Black Walnut, Oak,

Poplar and Ash

Nashville, Tenn. U. S. A.

L N. GODFREY COMPANY

Eastern Spruce

Pine, Hemlock
ALSO HARDWOODS

Western Fir, Spruce, Cedar

Red and White Cedar Shingles,

Laths, Etc.

We ship from some of the largest mills

in America large quantities of

Maple Flooring

Oak Flooring

Birch Flooring

SHORT AND LONG LEAF SOUTHERN PINE

L. N. Godfrey Company
60 Congress St., BOSTON, Mass.

7 East 42nd St., NEW YORK CITY, N.Y. U.S.A.
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en< o enoa Bay
For Value in Lumber

Ample Stock for Immediate Shipment

Our plant is located on the east coast of Vancouver Island, 38 miles north of Victoria. Safe land

locked harbor. Ample water at loading docks at all stages of tides for vessels drawing up to 32 feet.

Fir

Timbers,

Lumber,

Lath,

Cedar,

Shingles

Fir

Flooring,

Ceiling,

Finish,

Kiln

Genoa Bay, B. C.

Dried

Mill cuts up to 85 foot lengths. We make a specialty of ship building

material in the rough and long timbers.

We are well equipped for all classes of cargo shipments and experienced

in the requirements of the United Kingdom, South Africa, South America,

Australia, China and Japan.

Can make rail shipments to all usual points reached by Canadian Pacific

Railway or Canadian Northern Railway.

Dealers in Lumber, Lath, Cross-Jlrms, ^^ouldings, T>oors, Sash. Shingles

Telecraph Address, Duncan, B. C. Code: A. B. C. 5th edition Phone 25, Duncan
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^herImporters^

DUNCAN, EWING & CO
Timber Brokers and Agents

HEAD OFFICE

K.21, EXCHANGE BUILDINGS

LIVERPOOL, Eng.

AND AT
85 GRACECHURCH ST.

LONDON, E.C.3,

ENG.

CABLES—

EWING, LIVERPOOL

ROSSALGE. LONDON

ALL CODES

Telegraphic Address:
"Haerem Manchester"

Codes Used:
"Zebra Code" Third Edition

"Wood Code"
"American Lumberman"
and "Watkins" Code

C. V. HAEREM
Timber Agent

7 Brazennose Street, MANCHESTER
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

CORRESPONDENCE invited with

first-class lumbermen and shippers

contemplating shipping direct, and ap-

pointing agents large consuming centres.

TOTAL TIMBER IMPORT MANCHESTER 1913 180,075 STANDARDS

TAGART, BEATON & CO.
47-51 KING WILLIAM STREET

LONDON, E.C.4

57 MOORFIELDS

LIVERPOOL

Brokers for the Sale of
all kinds of

Canadian Wood Goods

Correspondence Regarding SPRUCE Specially Invited

Wm. Huntington & Sons

Lancaster, England

;; IMPORTERS OF ::

CANADIAN LUMBER
Telegrams

:

"Timbers, Lancaster"

Codes

:

Wood, New Zebra, A.B.C., 5th Edn.
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"ng^WyWT^'rhnr^ /^/^V JP /^/^ Head Omce: 72 mmrose Road

KUiStLK 1 L/fJA OC LyfJ.y bootle, Liverpool
Telegraphic Address : "Fernhill, Liverpool " " Fernhill, Ottawa"

EXPORTERS OF "^""^ EXPORTERS OF

Deals and mj^ Pine Sidings and
Pine Boards RedPine Deals, &c.

Mark.

All our best quality goods are carefully lathed and piled under cover

And at Hope Buildings, 20 Elgin Street, OTTAWA, ONT., CANADA and 103 Coristine Buildings, MONTREAL, CANADA

CANT ^ KEMP
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW
TIMBER BROKERS

The Reconstruction Activities looming
up in the Allied Countries of Europe
create unlimited possibilities for the
promotion of the Canadian Lumber
Trade. Let us hear from you !

Cable Address: "Tectona," Glasgow Western Union, A 1 and ABC Codes Used

Central Saw & Moulding Mills
W. H. TODD LIMITED, Proprietors Established over 50 Years

77-79 Gt. Crosshall Street, LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND
Store Yards: HODSON ST. and FONTENOY ST.

AGENCIES for GOOD SELLING LINES INVITED
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P^ f. jf

Importers^''^Mercianis

SMITH & TYRER, LTD.
Agents

26 Chapel Street

LIVERPOOL, ENG.

All

Kinds of Woods
and Wood Products

CABLE ADDRESS: — WALMER, LIVERPOOL

James Cooke & Co.^ Ltd.

WOOD BROKERS
AND AGENTS

2 St. Nicholas Buildings

NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE
Telegrams and Cables

' Woodgood* " Newcastle-on-Tyne
Telephone

Central 1074

WRIGHT, GRAHAM & CO.
Established 1870

86 St. Vincent St.

GLASGOW and
3 Eastcheap
LONDON, E.C.3

Agents for the Sale at

United Kingdom and Continental Ports

of all descriptions of

Canadian Softwoods and Hardwoods
also United States Lumber and Staves

GABLE ADDRESSES: " BRAKRIDGE," GLASGOW " NIVARIUM," LONDON

JOHN McCRAE
TIMBER IMPORTER and MERCHANT

Agent for All Kinds of

CANADIAN TIMBER

48 WEST REGENT STREET

GLASGOW
ALEX. McCRAE
JAS. T. McCRAE

Telegrams and Cables:

"Lumberman Glasgow'

Lamb Brothers
Limited

TIMBER IMPORTERS

Liverpool England
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James W. Southern & Son
Limited

32 Store Street, MANCHESTER
or at Store Street Saw Mills, Dock Saw Mills, and Wharf Saw Mills,

Ship Canal Docks, MANCHESTER.

BUYERS OF
White and Red Pine, Spruce,

Maple Planks and Flooring,

Birch, Basswood, Hemlock,
and other Canadian lumber; also of DOORS AND
MOULDINGS, DOWELS and manufactured goods.

SELLERS OF
Borneo Red Cedar, Mahogany,

English Brown Oak and Walnut

D. W. MASSEY & CO,
LIMITED

Importers of all classes of

TIMBER and

Manufactured
WOOD GOODS

Are Open to Consider

Selling Propositions

D. W. MASSEY & CO., LTD.
New Cleveland St. Chambers

HULL
ENGLAND

oodes: A.B.C., Scotts. Cables: Massiness, Hull, England

J. GRIFFITH JONES
Mining Timber Merchant

LLANELLY, SOUTH WALES, G.B.

Will be glad to purchase supplies of Mining Timber,
Pit-props and Tram-way Sleepers for the English and
Welsh Collieries

—

On a Cash Basis.

The following are the standard sizes of ungraded
Pit-props required:

—

Approximate
Length Diameter
3' & 3' 6" 2^" full to ZYz"
4' 6" 3" to 4"

6' 6" -. 4" to 7"

9' 0" 5" to 9"

13' 0" 7 " to 12
"

SLEEPERS
Length Approximate

Diameter
3' & 3' 6" 5

" X 2^"
4' 0" 5" X 3"

4' 0" 6" X 3
"

4' 6" 6" X 3"

9' 0" " 10" X 5" and b"

ALL ENQUIRIES FROM INTENDING EXPORTERS WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION
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John Ashworth & Co.
TIMBER IMPORTERS

Trafford Park

Cables, Fleximus Manchester, A.B.C. Code

Importers of

LOGS
LUMBER
DIMENSIONED STOCK
MANUFACTURED GOODS
TURNERY AND HANDLES
BENT TIMBER, Etc.

Manchester Docks

ENGLAND
Founded 1829

Exporters of

ENGLISH HARDWOODS
WALNUTS

BROWN OAK

MAHOGANY, Etc.

and all Descriptions of Wood Goods

Canada Has a World-Wide Reputation for Good Lumber

The resources of our Dominion are almost unlimited in practically every kind of wood that is suitable for the English mar-

ket. Large quantities of Ash, Birch, Beech, Basswood, Cedar, Cherry, Cottonwood, Chestnut, Elm, B. C. Fir, Hemlock, Maple,

Oak, Pine (White, Red, Larch, Jack, Pitch, Yellow), Poplar, Spruce, Walnut, etc., are available for export trade.

British Timber Merchants and Brokers who are desirous of establishing
reliable connections for purchases of Canadian woods should carefully con-
sider these five important features of the "CANADA LUMBERMAN":

djidWbodworker
1. It is the national lumber journal of the Dominion—the pioneer in the field.

2. It is subscribed to by the leading lumber manufacturers and wholesalers in

Canada.

3. It is recognized as the authority on Canadian market conditions and is at

all times in close touch with the trade.

4. Its editorial policy is predominant—its views authentic.

•5. It is the greatest connecting link between buyer and seller, presenting
your requirements to the most reliable sources of supply.

Sample copies, detailed information, advertising rates, will be gladly supplied. Address the publishers direct, 347 Adelaide

St. West, Toronto, Canada, or

Our London Office—16 Regent St. S.W.I.
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SPRUCE
PINE BIRCH

Eagle Lumber Service is maintained by four sawmills, two

dressing mills and one sash and door factory. Our vast sorting

yard, a short distance from Montreal, keeps us supplied with a large

stock of dry lumber for filling rush orders.

We can supply you with Cedar Posts and Poles, Railway Ties,

Lath and Shingles, cheap Lumber for boxes and crating— all sizes.

TIIThT
EA&bE LUMBER CO.^-' ^-

|

L. -1

South section of the planing mill at St. Jerome

THE EAGLE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Head Office: MONTREAL

Sawmills at

Mont Laurler, Qae.
Ste. Marguerite, Que.

Dressing Mills at

St. Jerome
Que.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES—WHOLESALE

60 00
66 00
77 00

90 00
95 00
58 00
67 00
72 00
49 00
51 00
50 00
52 00
55 00
57 00
49 00
49 00
40 00
50 00
50 00
53 00
55 00
40 OO
41 00
44 00
44 00
31 00
34 0(1

22 00

TORONTO, ONT.
Prices in Carload Lots, F.O.B. cars Toronto.

4/7^ Good Strips $59 00 $62 00

I'A and VA X 4/7 Good Strips.. 63 00 ««

2 X 4/7 Good Strips 63 00

1x8 and up Good Sides 75 00

I'A and VA X 8 and wider Good
Sj(jes 8o 00

2x8 and wider Good Sides ... 90 00

1 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 55 00

5/4 and 6/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 65 00

2 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 70 00

1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 47 00

1x6 Mill Run 48 00

1 X 7, 9 and 11 Mill Run 47 00

1x8 Mill Run 50 00

1 X 10 Mill Run 53 00

1 X 12 Mill Run 54 00

5/4 and 6/4 x 4 Mill Run 47 00

5/4 and 6/4 x 5 Mill Run 47 00

X 4 Mill Run 47 00

X 6 Mill Run 48 00

X 8 Mill Run 48 00

X 10 Mill Run 51 00

X 12 Mill Run 53 00

in. Mill Run Shorts 39 00

X 4 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls .

X 10 and up G'lG No. 1 Mill Culls

X 12 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls

X 4 and up 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls .

^ X 10 X 12 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls

1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 3 Mill Culls..

l^x 4^Lnd' 5 Mill Run 42 00 43 00

6 Mill Run 42 00 44 00

8 Mill Run 45 00 47 00

10 Mill Run 48 00 50 00

4 Mill Run 42 00 43 00

6 Mill Run 4.S 00 44 00

8 Mill Run 44 00 45 00

1. Clear and Clear Face .... 53 00 54 00

1. Clear and Clear Face .... 53 00 54 00

iT" Mill Run

41

00 42 00

i X 6 Mill Run 43 00 44 00

1 X 8 Mill Run

44

00 45 00

1 X 10 Mill Run

45

00 47 00

Mill Culls 34 00 36 00

Hemlock, No. 1, in carload lots, f.o.b. Toronto

1 X 4 and 5 in. X 9 to 16 ft. ... 32 00 33 00

1 X 6 in. X 9 to 16 ft 37 00 38 00

1 X 8 in. X 9 to 16 ft 38 00 39 00

1 X 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 38 00 39 00

1 X 7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 35 00 37 00

2 X 4 to 12, 10 and 16 ft 36 00 37 00

2 x 4 to 12 in., 12 and 14 ft. . . 35 00 36 00

2 X 4 to 12 in., 18 ft 37 00 38 00

2 X 4 to 12 in., 20 ft 38 00 39 00

1 in. No. 2, 6 ft. to 16 ft 30 00 31 00

2in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft 30 00 31 00

Douglas Fir, delivered in Toronto

:

Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

6x6 and 8, 10x10 and 12, 12x12 $50 00

6x10, 8x10, 10x14, 12x14, 14x14 61 00

6x12, 8x12 62 00

14x16, 16x16 52 50

6x14, 8x14, 10x16, 12x16 64 00

14x18 54 60

8x16, 10x18, 12x18 65 00

18x18, 20x20 65 60

12x20, 24x24 66 00
32 feet subject toTimber in lengths over

negotiation.
Fir flooring, 1x3, edge grain .

.

Fir flooring, 1x4, edge grain .

.

Fir flooring, 1x4, flat grain .

.

No. 1 and 2, l in. clear Fir dough 50 00
(Depending upon widths).

No. 1 «nd 2, la and IH
clear Fir rough 60 00

No. 1 and 2 2-in. clear Fir rough 63 00
1x5 and 1 x 6 Fir casing . .

.

1x8 and 1 x 10 Fir base
1 X 8 and 1 X 10.x 12 E. G.

stepping
VA and 1^ X 8 X 10 X 12 F. G.

stepping
1-in. clear Fir, d 4 sides 48 00
154 X VA in. clear Fir, d 4 sides. 65 60
XX B. C. cedar shingles
XXX 6 butts to 2 in

XXXXX 5 butts to 2 in

59 00
59 00
44 00
60 00

64 00
01 00
61 00
63 00

74 00

64 00
66 50
58 on
3 60
4 70
5 20

TORONTO HARDWOOD PRICES
The prices given below are for carloads,

f.o.b. Toronto, from wholesalers to retailers,

and are based on a good percentage of long
lengths and good widths, without any wide
stock having been sorted out.

Aih, white, dry weight 8800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is 4 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $80.00 $60.00 $40.00 $.30.00

5/4 & 6/4 . 85.00 63.00 45.00 35.00
8/4 95.00 75.00 45.00
10/4 & 12/4 110.00 100.00 60.00
16/4 .. .. 125.00 115.00 65.00

Ash, Urown
4/4 70.00 50.00 ,35.00 .33.00

6/4 75.00 60.00 55.00 45.00

8/4 78.00 65.00 60.00 45.00

Birch, dry weight 4000 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2t Com. Com.

$ $ $
4/4 65 66 48 50 32 40
5/4 and 6/4 . 67 70 50 55 .33 45
8/4 70 72 51 57 ,38 45
10/4 and 12/4 80 90 65 73 45 54
16/4 90 98 75 83 50 00

Baiswood, dry weight 2600 Ibi. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. S
li & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 . . . . $68.00 $.53.00 .'•40.00 $32.00
5/4 & 6/4 70.00 60.00 45.00 32.00
8/4 .. .. 76.00 63.00 46.00 32.00

Chestnut, dry weight 2800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 Sound
li Sc 2i Com. Wormy

4/4 $66.00 $6O.O0f $45.00
B/4 4 «/4 .. .. 72.00 6«.00 48.00
8/4 72.00 60.00 48.00

Elm, soft, dry weight 3100 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 58.00 $45.00 $35.00 $28.00
0/4 & 8/4 5S.00 45.00 35.00 28.00

12/4 . .. 65.00 55.00 40.00 32.00

Gum, red, dry weight 8300 lbs. per M. ft.

Is 4 2t No. 1 Com.
4/4 $60.00 $60.00
5/4 & 6/4 .. .. 62.00 52.00

8/4 65.00 55.00

Gum, Sap

Is 4 2» No. 1 Com.
4/4 $5l».W $45.00
5/4 & 6/4 .'>4,(J0 47.00

8/4 55.(X» 47.00

Hickory, dry weight, 4500 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is 4 2s Com. Com.

4/4 $75.00 $45.00 $30.00
0'4 100.00 75.00 50.00

8/4 00.00 60.00 36.00

Maple, hard, dry weight 3000 lbs. per M. It.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is 4 2s Com. Com. Cora.

4 4 . . . . $58.00 $45.00 $30.00 $22.00
5/4 4 6/4 6;j.00 48.00 33.00 25.00

8/4 . . . . 68.00 58.00 3S.00 28.00

12/4 . . . 75.00 65.00 45.00 30.00

16/4 . . . 90.00 80.00 50 00 40.00

Soft Maple

The quantity of soft maple produced in

Ontario is small and it is generally sold on

a log run basis, the locality governing the

prices.

Mill run grade. No. 3 and better . . . . $.38.00

No. 2 and better 47.00

White and Red Oak, plain sawed, dry weight
4000 lbs. per M. ft.

Is 4 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $78.00 $55.00
5/4 & 6/4 80.00 60.00

8/4 90.00 65.00

10/4 95.00 70.00

12/4 100.00 80.00

16/4 110.00 90.00

White Oak, quarter cut, dry weight 4000 lbs.

per M. ft.

No. 1

Is 4 2s Com.
4/4 $105.00 $80.00

5/4 and 6/4 110.00 90.00
R/4 ... 115.00 85.00

Red Oak, quarter cut.

Is 4 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $ 85.00 $60.00
5/4 4 6/4 100.00 75.00

8/4 105.00 80.00

OTTAWA, ONT.
Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:
1 in. X 7-in. and up $60 00
lJ4-in. and 1^-in. x 8 in. 4 up 70 00
2 in. X 7-in, and up 72 00
No. 2 cuts 2 X 8 in. and up . . 46 00

Pine good strips:

1-in

154 -in. and 1/ in

2in
Pine good shorts

:

1-in. X 7-in. and up
1-in. X 4-in. to 6-in

VA-in. and lyi-in
2-in

7-in. to 9-in. A sidings

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings ... 4T 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips ... 40 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts ... 88 00
Pine, 1-in. x 4-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . . .

Pine, 1-in. x 7-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1 X 8-in. s c., 12 to 16 ft

Pine, l in. x lO in. M.R
Pine, s.c. sidings, 1J4 and 2-in.

Pine, s.c. strips 1-in

VA, lyi and 2-in

Pine, i.e. ihorti, 1 x 4 to 6 in.

Pine, i.e. and bet., ihorti 1x6
Pine, I.e. and bet., ihorti, 1x0
Pine, i.e. ihorti, 6'- 11', l''x 10"

Pine box boards

:

l"x4" and up, 6'- 11'

I"x3", 12'- 16'

Pine, mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, l in. X 4-ln. and up, 12-

ft. and up

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.

and up, 6 ft. to li ft

O. culls r 4 w p

Red Pine, log run

:

mill culls out, 1-in 32 00
mill culls out, 154-iii

mill culls out, lV4-in
mill culls out, 2-in 34 00
mill culli, white pine, I'x 7"

and up

Mill run Spruce

:

l"x4" and up, 6'- 11' 82 00
l"x4" and up, 12'- 10' ....

l-xB- lO" and up, 12'- 10'. 40 00
IH'xT" » %" and up, U'- U' 40 00

l^i-xlO" and up, 12'- 10' ...

m' ft S' s IS" asd ap. U'- M'

70 00
76 00
70 00
50 00

63 00
00 00
00 00

60 00
40 00
B8 00
68 00
40 00

60 00
46 00
40 00
44 00
44 00
46 00
46 00
48 00
61 00
47 00
40 00
42 00
38 00
86 00
40 00
46 00

.38 00
42 00

38 00

36 00

26 00

86 00
88 00
38 00
41 00

84 00

88 00
84 00
43 00
41 00
4« 00
4« 00

Spruce, 1-in. clemr (fine dressing
and B)

Hemlock, 1-in. cull 26 00
Hemlock, 1-in. log run 30 00
Hemlock, 2x4, 6, 8. 10, 12/16' . . 30 00
Tam^rac 24 00
Basswood, log run, dead culls out 40 00
Basswood, log run, mill culli out 46 00
Birch, log run 80 00
Soft Elm, common and better, 1,

V/i, 2-in 26 00
Ash, black, log run 32 00
1 X 10 No. 1 barn
1 x 10 No. 2 barn
1x8 and 0 No. 2 barn
Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine, 1^-in. x 4-ft. 4 76
No. 2 white pine
Mill run white pine
Spruce, mill run l}4-in
Red pine, mill run
Hemlock, mill run
32-in. lath 2 00
White Cedar Shingles:

xxxx, 18-in
Clear butt, 18-in
18-in. XX

Spruce logs (pulp) IS 00

46 00
27 00
86 00
35 00
20 00
60 00
60 00
82 00

SO 00
40 00
62 00
40 00
42 00

6 00
4 00
2 76
16 00

QUEBEC, QUE
Cts.

Per Cubic Foot
White Pine

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in.

average, according to lineal. 80 90
10 in. and up average 86 96

Spruce Deals
3 In. unsorted Quebec, 4 in. to Per M. Ft.

6 in. thick $31 00 $34 00
3 in. unsorted, Quebec, 7 in. to

8 in. thick 88 00 37 00
3 in. unsorted Quebec, 0 in.

thick 40 00 45 00
Cti.

Oak Per Cubic Ft.
According to average and quality
65 ft. cube 85 96

Elm
According to average and quality,

40 to 45 feet, cube 05 1 05
According to average and quality,

30 to 35 feet 76 85

Birch Planki
1 to 4 in. thick, per M. ft 40 00 46 00

SARNIA, ONT.
Fine, Common and Better

1x0 and 8 in $80 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 90 00
I'A and IH in. and up wide 100 00
2 in. and up wide 106 00

Cuti and Better
4/4 X S and up No. 1 and better .... 76 00
«/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 85 00
8/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 87 00

No. 1 Cuti
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 63 00
I'A in., 8 in. and up wide 72 00
XVi in., 8 in. and up wide 73 00
2 in., 8 in. and up wide 76 00

214 and .3, 8 in. and up wide 100 00
4 in., 8 in. and up wide 105 00

No. 1 Barn
1 in , 10 to 16 ft. long $53 00 $63 00

154, 1J4 and 2 in., 10/16 ft. ... 58 00 64 00

2!^ to 3 in., 10/16 ft 73 00

No. 2 Barn
1 in.. 10 to 16 ft. long 60 00 66 00

154, 154 and 2 in., 10/16 ft. . . . 61 00 66 00

2/, in. to 3 in 66 00

No. 3 Barn
1 in.. 10 to 16 ft. long 46 00 61 00

154, 154 and 2 in.. 10/16 ft. . . . 47 00 61 00

Box
1 in., 154 in. 4 VA in., 10/16 ft. 42 00 44 00

Mill Culls
Mill Run Culls

1 in., 4 in. and up wide, 8./16 ft... $37 00

VA, 15^ and 2 in 87 00
Lath

No. 1 48 in. White Pine 5.60

No. 2 48 in. White Pine 5 10
No. 3 48 in. White Pine 4 60
32 in. Pine 2 10
48 in. Hemlock 4 60
32 in. Hemlock 2 00

ST. JOHN. N.B.

Spruce

Wholesale to the Retailer

Random Lengths 10 to 35 fft
2 x 3 D 1 edge and 3 x 3 D 1 edge ... $.38 50
2 X 4 D 1 edge and 3 x 4 D 1 edge. . . .39 00
2x5 Rgh. and 3 X 5 -38 00
2 X 0 Rgh. and 3 X 6 .38 00

2x7 Rgh. and 3 X 7 40 00
2x8 Rgh. and 3 X 8 40 00
2x9 Rgh. and 3 X 9 47 00
2 X 10 Rgh. and 3 X 10 47 00
2 X 12 Rgh. and 3 x 12 47 00

Timber at corresponding prices:

.Vfevch. Spruce Bds., Rgh., Ran. lengths aS 00
1 X 3 4 5 6

Merch. Spruce boards, 7 and up 45 00
Refuse hoards, plank deals 28 00

PerM.
T.aths $3 25
Shingle.'!. Extra Cedar 5 50

Clears 5 25
2nd do 4 75
Ex. No 1 3 25
Spruce . 4 (X)

Pine Lumber
1" Planer Pine Bds., Large $70 00
1" Planer Pine Bds., small HD ijl)

Smooth Shipper Pine Boards Ci 'JO

West India Shipper Pine Boardi X>1 Vi
VA and 2 in. Planer Pine 70 (Hi

154 and 2 in. Shipper Plank 66 00
.Small Shipper Pine Bds 45
Poor 4th Pine Bdi 40 00

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
No. 1 Spruce

Dimension S.l.S. and I E

2x4
G ft.

$26 60
8 ft.

$29 60
29 60
30 60
31 SU
32 DO
14 ft.

31 00
31 00
31 00
•ii 00
33 00

10 f:

Ml

3.-J m
;« IX)

35
Hi It.

'S2. llO

31 oil

'il 00
'Al 00
'M <)>)

2x6 2860
2 x 8 28 60
2 X 10 29 50
2 X 12 31 60

12 ft.

2x4 31 00
2x6 31 00
2x8 31 00
2 X 10 32 00
2 X 12 33 00
For 2 inches, rough, add 60 cents
For SIE only add 5ft cents
For SIS and 2E, S4S or D4M, add $3.00
For timbers larger than 8x8, add 50c. foi

each additional 2 inches each way.
For lengths longer than 20 ft., add $1.00 for
each additional two feet.

For selected common, add $6.00.
For No. 2 Dimension, $3.00 less than No. I.

For 1x2 and 2 x 2, $2 more than 2x4 No. 1.

For Tamarac add $3.00.

FIR. HEMLOCK, SPRUCE AND LARCH
Mountain Stock

No. 1 Dimension and Timbers
2 X 4, 2 X 6. 2 X 8, 8 ft., SISIE $.30 00
2 X 4, 2 X 0, 2 X 8, 10 ft.. SlSlE 31' i«i

2 X 4, 2 X 0, 2 X 8, 12/16, SlSlE .'.1 ixi

2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 18/22, SlSlE .)
'.

'x.

2 X 4. 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 24/32, SlSlE
2 X 10, 8 ft , SlSlE .'.1

2 X 10, 10 ft., SlSlE :

2 X 10, 12/10, SlSlE : -

2 X 10, 18*22, SlSlE ..i

2 X 10, 24/32, SlSlE 30 00
2 X 12, 8 ft, SlSlE 31 5fJ

, BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST FIR.
Dimension SIS and E.

2x4 in., 6 and 8 ft.

2x4 in., 12 and 14 ft

2x4 in., 10 and 16 ft >

2x4 in., 18 and 20 ft

2x4 in., 22 to .32 ft

2 X 10 in., 12 and 14 ft. •

2 X 10 in., 16 ft

2 X 10 in., 18 and 20 ft

2 X 10 in , 22 to 32 ft

2 X 14 in , 8 to 14 ft

2 X 14 in., 16 ft

2 X 14 in., 18 and 20 ft

2 X 14 in , 22 to 32 ft

3x3 and 3 x 4 in., 8 to 14 ft
3 X 3 and 3 x 4 in , 16 ft

3x3 and 3 x 4, 18 and 20 ft

3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in., 22 to 32 ft

6 X 6, 6 X 8 and 8 X 8, 6 to 16 ft. . .

.

6 X 6, 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 18 and 20 ft

6 X 6, 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 22 to 32 ft

Sbingles, XXX B.C. Cedar, straight

29 50

4

41 50

4 21

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N Y.

White Pine
Wholesale Selling Price

Upperi. 4/4 $116 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 100 00
Upperi 10/4 to 12/4 180 00
Selects 4/4 110 00
Selects 6/4 to 8/4 110 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 120 00
Fine common 4/4 80 00

Fine common 6/4 88 00
Fine common 6/4 83 00
Fine common 8/4 88 00
No. 1 Cuti 4/4 «3 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 73 00

No. 1 Cuti 0/4 78 00

No. 1 Cuti 8/4 7« 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 48 00

No. 3 Cuts 8/4 i» 00

No. 2 Cuti 0/4 flO 00
No. 2 Cuti 8/4 07 00
No. 8 Cuti 8/4 47 00
No. 8 Cuti 0/4 47 00
No. S Cuti 8/4 48 00
Dressing 6/4 «2 00

Dressing 6/4 x 10 08 00

Dressing 6/4 x 12 70 00

No. 1 Moulding 6/4 73 00

No. 1 Moulding 0/4 73 00

No. 1 Moulding 8/4 72 00

No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 00

No. 2 Moulding 0/4 04 00

No. 2 Moulding 8/4 M 00

No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 W 00

No. 1 Barn 1 x 0 and 8 62 00

No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 8* 00

No. 2 Barn 1 x 0 and 8 48 00

No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 M 00

No. 8 Barn 1 x 0 and 8 48 00

No. 8 Barn 1 x 10 "00
Box 1 X 0 and up 4» 00
Box 1 X 10 48 55
Box 1 X 12 *4 55
Box 1 X 13 and up - . . 48 00
The following quotations on hardwoodi

preient the joober buying price at Buffa

and "ronawindh

:

MAPLE
It 4 2i No. 1 Com. No. 3 C*ia.

4 4 43 - 45 26 - 28 18 - 19
5, 4 to 8/4 66 - 57 34 - 36 20 - 28
10/4 to 16*4 68 • 67 40 - 48 27 - 38

(Contlnaad on paca 126)
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SOME USERS
Lai'llnw l.iiniljcr Company,
Micklc, Ijyment & Son,

Kal Portage Lumber Company,
C.co. H. C. Bclton,

J. R. BooHi,

Price Bros. & Company,
Cameron Lumber Company,
Canadian Western Lumber Co.,

Columbia River Lumber.
Dryden Lumber Company,
Michigan Puget Sound Lbr. Co.,

James McLaren Company.
Rat Portage I.iuhIil-i (ijini'.iiiy,

Schultz Bro.'.

White Pine l.uiiiljcr Conn)aiiy,

Dyment- Baker Lumber Compai^

[ickle, Dyraent & Son,

array & Gregory,

PiTjnette Saw Mills,

oliii I-^-miIl! -.Ill Company,
t S 1 1w J 1

t I'ompMUM'

l'.,:> > k MMh,

!• -I I niiil ' i ( .ijfpany,

Toronto

Toront'y

Winnipeg

London
Ottawa
Quebec
Victoria

Fraser Mill.';

Golden, B.C.

Dryden
Victoria

Buck
iv<-r

Old

d Hivir

'ondoii

Hrantfortl

St. John,

.New Weslinir.slt 1

Sayabec

Guelph

Midlan.l

Kingston

liathurst

SOME USERS
H. Hancock,

A. Hunting i i. u., l.tu
,

Jackson Cochrane & Company,
Likely'a Ltd.,

Martin Frere & Co., Ltd.,

McAuliffe, Davis Lumber Co.,

McDiarmid & Clark,

Pacific Mills, Ltd.,

Pembroke Lumber Co., Ltd.,

Pigeon River Lumber Company,
rndall Mackay Michiel Ltd.,

i{rew Planing Mills,

ros. Co., Ltd.,

Wni. TRutherford & Sons, Ltd.,

K. Truai^ Son.

Barchard « Co., Ltd.,

C!odcrich M I'jh^^ompany,

Keenan Wood^fcare Mfg
Windsor Lunibei^^|^
Consumers Lumbel^B|
1'. Payette & Coni^H
Shawinigan Lake Liinl

Wm. Cane & Sons ( •

liiiake Mfg. Co., l.ld.

Lt.l .

npany,

Kitchener

Grav i-nliii, -

'

M
Otta .

Brandon

Ocean falK

PerabroV

'

Port Ar

Edmom
Renf^e^^

Calt-'--

V\\

< ,

llamili'

Penetaii -

Shawimt
N'ewmai

Toronl'i

Just as Important asYour Board Rule
You wouldn't think of filling an order for a million feet of lumber by guess-work,

would, you. And you certainly would not take a chance on letting some inexperienced
workman measure it up? You bet you wouldn't! You would have your capable and .

reliable inspector do it—a man who has lots of experience and whom you can rely
upon for accuracy.

Then why take the chance of buying a million hours of time by guess-work or by
the old-fashioned, unreliable pencil and time book method? That is what you are
doing if you are not using an Automatic Time Recorder. You're taking this chance
every day and it is costing you as much or more than it would if you sold your lum-
ber by the same "guess" methods. The dearer the goods the closer you check them'.

That should apply to labor today.

INTERNATIONAL TIME RECORDERS
will take the "guess-work" out of your time sheets. They'll give you an
accurate and immediate record of the time put in by every workman in your
yard or mill during any day, week or month. The men mark their own time
in printed form as they enter and leave, and they are always reaidy to abide
by the recorder's statements. This in itself is a big factor, as it keeps the
workmen contented and avoids disputes.

There are a good many other important reasons why you need a Time
Meter. We can prove to you, as we have to thousands of other millmen, that
you can save its cost in a comparatively short time.

An opportunity is all we ask.

International Business Machines Co., Ltd.

SOME MORE USERS
C. Mills Lbr. & Trading Co., Vancouver

Campbell Lumber Company, Weymouth
Canadian Southern Lumber Co., Sydney

Christie Bioi.f Amherst

Cowan & Co. oi Gait, Ltd. Gait

^ty Planing Mill, Saskatoon

B. Gushing Co., Ltd., Calgary

. Davidson's Sons, Ottawa

Laplaiite Lnmber Company, Toronto

pgany & Veneer Co., Montreal

& Sons, Ltd., OriUia

hards Company, Ottawa

^Gardiner & Son, Gait

Holden & Graham, Ottawa
Hadley Lumber Co., Ltd., Chatham

.Haley Bros. & Company, St. John

TIME RECORDER DIVISION

Frank E. Mutton, Vice-Pres. and Gen. Manager

Royce and Campbell Avenues

Toronto Ontario
Also makers of Dayton Computing Scales

and Hollerith Electric Tabulators

SOME MORE USERS
11. .M. Kathbun,

Elm^ Interior Hardwood Co.

Cj^lPfr Murray Co., Ltd.,

Stnall & Bucklin Company,
Power River Company,
Vancouver Lumber Company,
Alberta Box Company,
W. Clark & Co., Ltd.

Cameron Lumber Company,
Western Planing Mill,

Western Mfg. Company.
Shives Lumber Company,
Jas. Shearer Company,
L. H. Peters Company,
Canadian Wood-Working Co.,

Gilmour & Hnghson, Ltd .

DeseroiT

Elmira

Winnipeg

New Westminster

Vancouver

Vancouver
Calgary

Edmont.j

Victoria

Calgary

Regina

Campbell! .Hi

Montreal

Quebec
Yarmoulli

Hnll
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High Grade Lumber and Timber
SPRUCE Xt/;; Douglas Fir & B.C. Spruce Derrick Stock

2 X 4 10/16 3 X 5 12/16' ^^'P"'^^^ B.C FIR
2 X 5" 10/16' 3 X 6" 12/16' 8 x 8 to 16 x 16" 16/32'

2 X 6" 10/16' 3 x 7" 12/16' , 12 x 12" 5/60, 5/65.

2 X 7" 10/16' 3 X 8" 12/16' PitcH PinC 14 x 14 5/52, 5/60.
2 x 8" 10/16' 3 X 8" 17/24' * * ^ / '

2 X 9" 10/16' 3 X 9" 12/16' 6 x 8" 14/20' J"
^

^/T^'
2 X 10" 10/16' 3 X 9" 17/24' 8 x 8" 12/20" ^

2 X 10" 17/24' 3 X 10" 12/16' 8 x 10" 14/16' 8 x 16 20/20, 16/36.

3x11" 12/16' 10x10" 18/20' 10 x 16 5/20,10/36.

200,000' No. 1 Common and Better Basswood Ij^ x 4" and up, mostly Ists and 2nds.

Spruce Flag-poles, 25', 30', 35' and 40' long, 4>4 to SYi" at bottom, 2" at top.

Pattern Pine a Specialty

Can Re-saw the above in any size required, rough
or planed. Mail us your enquiries.

Cars of Fir Timber always in transit

The James Shearer Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail Dealers office and yards : Mr^XjnpD IT A I
in Lumber and Timber 225 St Patrick St. IVIUIN 1 KLiiiLi

DEAL with the firm that has been giving satisfaction

to lumber buyers for almost half a century.

Established 1871

G. A. Grier & Sons Limited
Head Office, MONTREAL Toronto Office,

1112 Notre Dame St. West 507 McKinnon Bldg.

Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

SAWN LUMBER
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods, and B.C. Lumber and Timber

For rush orders we make a specialty of mixed carloads from our Montreal Storage yards where we always
carry in stock local woods as well as B.C. coast products.

We have absolutely no connection with or interest in any other firm bearing a name similar to ours
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H. M. EUis, Umited

Wholesale

LUMBER
Pacific Building VANCOUVER, B. C.

Vy^ilUam DALLEAS
Selling Agfents

for any

CANADIAN WOOD GOODS

BORDEAUX
FRANCE

Cable : Foret, Bordeaux All Leading Wood Code* U*ed

Spruce Hemlock
Hardwood

Lath

PuJpwood

Telephone Posts

MILLING IN TRANSIT

SAVOIE & CO.
SAW AND PLANING MILL AT

MANSEAU - QUE.
on C. G. Ry. 50 mile* Wect of Levis and 110 miles East of Montreal

Dominion Wheel and Foundries
Limited

Manufacturers of

Car Wheels
Chilled Car Wheels of various sizes (6 in. to 40 in. in

diameter) and weights for all classes of service, either

loose or mounted on axles, including (Babbited Journal
Boxings) for Railroads, Street Railways, Iron Mines,

Quarries, Sand Pits, Brick Yards, Cement Plants, Lum-
ber Mills, Contractors' Dump Cars, Push Cars, Trucks
of all kinds for Industrial and Construction Purposes.

In addition to our standard sizes we are prepared to

manufacture wheels, etc., to customers' specifications.

Wheels are manufactured with chilled tread and
flange.

Cars and Trucks of All Kinds for

Industrial Purposes

Castings
Grey Iron Castings of every description : Standard

Special Castings for Water Works; Flanged Special
Castings for Water Works; Mooring Posts, Bollards,
Valve Boxes, Manhole Frames and Covers, Building
Castings (bases, columns, post caps, wall boxes), Wash-
ers, Machinery Castings, Gear and Sprocket Wheels,
Conveyor Wheels, Pulleys, Grate Bars, Journal Boxes,
Castings for Brick Plants, Brakeshoes for all classes of

service.

Chilled Iron and Special Castings

Crusher Jaws, Chilled Cast Iron Balls for Cement
Mills, Chilled Rolls for Cement Mills, MuUer Tires for
Brick Plants, Chilled Iron Beaters for Asbestos Plants.

Semi-Steel Castings

Toronto Ontario
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

RED BIRCH
4/4 68 -60 38 - 40 22 - 24

«/4 to 8/4 60 - 62 40 - 42 24 • 26

SAP BIRCH
32 18 20

5/4 and up 53 - 55 32 • 34 20 22

SOFT ELM
4/4 43 -45 28 - 30 20 - 22

A Pi Urn fHA. 45 - 47 30 • 32 20 - 22

BASSWOOD
4/4 47 - 49 37 39 25 27
Thicker 49 -51 39 41 2G 27

PLAIN OAK
4/4 55 - 67 30 - 32 18 20

J/4 to 8/4 56 -58 34 - 36 20 22

ASH. WHITE AND BROWN
4/4 55 - 57 30 - 31 20 • 22

5/4 to 8/4 65 - 67 35 37 21 2.{

10/4 and up 75 • 88 42 - 50 24 26

BOSTON, MASS.

Quotations g^ven below are (or liigheit

grades of Michigan and Canadian white pine
and Eastern Canadian Spruce as required in

the New England market in carloads.
Wliite pine uppeis, s 1 to 2 in. 1.34 00
White pine uppers, 2J4 and 3 in. 149 00
White pine uppers, 4 in ICO 00
Selects, 1 to 2 in 125 00
Selects, 2'/5 and 3 in 140 00
Selects, 4 in 155 00
Fine common, 1 in., 30 per cent.

12 in. and up 00.00

Fine common, 1 x 8 to 11 in. 87 00
Fine Common, \Va, to 2 in. ... 102 00 105 00
Fine Common, 2Vi and 3 in. . . 125 00 130 00
Fine Common, 4 in 140 00
1 in. shaky clear 72 00

1J4 to 2 in. shaky clear 75 00
1 in. No. 2 dressing 64 00

to 2 in. No. 2 dressing fiS 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 in 77 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 ^ to 2 in 87 00 90 00
No. 1 Cuts, iVi and 3 in 105 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 05 00
No. 2 Cuts, IM to 2 in 72 00 73 00

Morgan Machine

Company

ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Manufacturers

of-

Nailing

Machines,

Lock Cor-

ner Box
Machinery,

Box Board

Matchers,

Box Board

Printing

Machines.

Every manufacturer of boxes; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in

any article, or packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan Machine Cfompany for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

P.arn Hoards, No. 1, 1 x 12 . . . 70 (K)

No. 1, 1 X 10 . . . (>; (X)

No. 1, 1 X 8 . . . (i2 00
No. 2, 1 X 12 ... 05 00
No. 2, 1 X 10 . . . 01 00
No. 2, 1 X 8 . . . .IS m
No. 3, 1 X 12 . . . 57 m
No. 3, 1 X 10 . . . 56 00
No. 3. 1 X 8 . . . 55 00

Can. spruce, clear, 1 x 4 to 9 in. 46 50 48 50
1 X 10 in 50 60
No. 1 1 x 4 to 7 in. 53 50
No. 1 1 x 8 & 9 in. 54 50
No. 1 1 X 10 in. . . 55 50
No. 2 1 X 4 & 5 in. 50
No. 2 1 X 6 & 7 in. 43 60
No. 2 1 X 8 & 9 in. 43 50 44 50
No. 2 1 X 10 in. . . 40 50
No. 2 1 X 12 in. . . 50 50

Spruce, 12 in. dimension 4S 00
Spruce, 10 in. dimension 47.00
Spruce, 9 in. dimension 46 00
Spruce, 8 in. dimension 45 Of)

2 X 10 in. random lengths,
8 ft. and up 45 00 46 00

2 X 12 in., random lengths 47 00 49 WJ

2 X -J X 4, 2 X 5, 2 X 0, 2 X 7. .'16 00 .'IT (/»

3x4 and 4 x 4 in ii<i

2 X S in 4'i

All other random lengthi, 7-in.
and under, 8 ft. and up 30 00

S inch and up merchantable
boards, 8 ft. and up, p Is . . . t

1x2
1x3
IH in. spruce lath 4fl0 4 73
\y, in. spruce lath 4 28

New Brunswick Cedar SbinKtes
Extras 5 15 5 2r,

Clears 4 76 4 9<i

Second Clears 4 6'.)

Clear Whites A -,1,

Extra li (Clear whitei in) 2 20
Extra Is (Clear whiles out) ... 1 90
Red Cedar Extras, 16-in. 5 butts

to 2 in 5 fiS 5 IS
Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch B

butts to 2 in 6 40
Red Cedar Perfections, B butts

to 2!4 6 18
Washington lO-in. B butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar 4 80

yNood Tanks
All kinds and sizes

We specialize in the manu-

facture of Wood Tanks,

Tank Fixtures, Steel sub-

structures for Tanks, etc.,

suitable for railways, towns

and villages, Sprinkler Sys-

tems and private Water Sup-

ply for factories, private

institutions and suburban

homes.

Estimates will be submitted
promptly. Ask for our
"Tank and Water
Supply" catalogue

ADDRESS

Ontario Wind Engine and
Pump Company, Ltd.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary

STANDARD HORIZONTAL RETURN TUBULAR BOILER

BOILERS
We make a specialty of Horizontal Return

Tubular, Vertical Tubular and Locomotive

Type Boilers for Saw Mills and Lumbering

operations.

Send us your inquiries.

Engineering & Machine Works
of Canada, Limited

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
Eastern Sales Office: Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
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Shimer Circular Bit Jointing Heads
A circular shear cut head that is unsurpassed as a Jointing Head for stock

from 1" to 3"; always ready for the job without a set up, saving you money,

and assuring a perfect square joint. Made in four, six or eight bits with or

without Self Centering Colet.

Write for Prices

SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO. OF CANADA, LTD., GALT, ONTARIO
Successors to Samuel J. Shimer &. Sons

Johnson's Veterinary Remedies
are the surest, the most economical and the best medicines with which to

equip your stables. They have been on the market for twenty-five years

and still retain their superiority over all others. The quality never

varies, it is our first consideration.

Prices in effect at the present time:

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Per Gal. $7.00

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 . . . . Quarts, Per Doz. 19.00

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Pints, Per Doz. 10.00

Johnson's Horse CoUc Remedy Per Gal. 10.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy, Qu. (8 Doses ea.) Doz. 30.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy Pints (4 Doses ea.) Doz. 15.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Ointment (Gall Cure)
2 lb. Tins each 2.25 ; Doz. 24.00

J4 lb. Tins Per Doz.
Johnson's Concentrated Condition Powders,

1 lb. Pkgs
. Doz.

Johnson's Horse Worm Powders, Pkgs Per Doz.
Johnson's Purging Balls Per Doz.
Johnson's Antisepting Dusting Powder

(For Drying and HeaUng Sores, Proud Flesh, etc.)

Per Doz.
Kreoline—Deodorizer, Antiseptic, etc Gal. Tin

4.00

6.00

4.00

2.50

8.00

1.50

Our Family and Van Remedies are as follows

:

Pine and Tar Cough Syrup Porous Plasters Big 4 Liniment—Mosquito Oil Headache Powders
Purgative Pills Stomach Bitters X Ray Liniment Mosquito Oil

Little Liver Pills Laxative Cold Tablets Cholrine Mixture (Diaahoea) All Healing White Ointment

All Drugs and Patent Medicines at Market Prices—Mail orders solicited—
Prompt shipments made

A. H. JOHNSON, Wholesale Druggist
COLLINGWOOD, ONT.

We are the Largest Maritime Cash Buyers of

Second-hand Rails of all kinds

Scrap Iron and Steel

Dismantlers of Bridges, Plants, Steamers and Mills
at any place and prompt delivery taken.

— TRY US
For prices communicate with us at once

Frank O. Garson & Company
Canada life Bldg., ST. JOHN, N. B.

Emery and

Corundum
Wheels
Vitrified Silicate

You will find our
product the best for

quality and service in

the lumber camp.

Send us your orders

and we will ship
promptly.

Brantford Emery Wheel Co.
Brantford - Ontario Limited
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Let Us Solve

Your Refuse
Burning and
Water Heating

Problems

t

The ReUly Multicoil

The Most Reliable Feed

Water Heater Made

For over fifty years the Reilly has given the

best of service everywhere. It is non-sealing

and easily repaired which makes it an ideal

water heater for the lumber mill, etc. You'll

find it a fuel saver as well as a great hel|) in

improving the condition of the boilers.

t

TheCoppusTurboBlower
will give you greatly increased efficiency

when burning waste or moist fuel even when
the moisture content runs- as high as 50 per

cent. Change in setting of boiler is unneces-

sary.

Read What One Firm Says—
EDGEWATER SAW MILLS CO.

TAMPKINSVILLE, N.Y.

September 30. 1916.
Gentlemen :—

Replying to yours of the 27th inst., regarding the Coppus
Turbo Blowers, which we have purchased from you at different
times since 1912, are pleased to say that the machines have
operated quite satisfactorily and we consider them an essential
part of our furnaces, when burning wet wood refuse

Yours truly,

EDGEWATER SAW MILLS COMPANy.
JOHN MILLER. Manager.

We also furnish ASHTON GAUGES, MASON REDUCING VALVES and a general line of

liighest class Power Plant equipment.

Write us today for catalogues or send us a plan of boiler house, particulars of boiler sizes, steam

l)ressure desired and nature of fuel, and we will submit a proposition for your consideration.

Bulletins sent on request.

Ask us about "Babbitt Adjustable Sprocket Rims" (For Overhead Valves) and "Everlasting

Blow-Oft" Valves."

The Mason Regulator& Engineering Co.
LIMITED

153 Dagenais St., MONTREAL 506 Kent Building, TORONTO

Works: 135 to 153 Dagenais Street, MONTREAL
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ATKINSS¥5SAWS

Will Do
Your Work Well

For years supreme in forest and mill, Atkins Saws are
first essentials in keeping pace with the progressive Spirit of

Reconstruction.

Use Atkins Sterling Quality Saws and eliminate saw
troubles. Profit by the service built into them, and ac-

complish more work, and better work. Their high quality
means a big saving for you.

Send for Free Catalogue

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Factory: HAMILTON, ONT. Branch: 109 Powell St., VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Saw Efficiency is Saw Economy
The Uniformity of temper and great strength

which mark every Simonds Saw above all others,

coupled with cutting efficiency and absolute reliabil-

ity make Simonds the Saw which is required by
mill owners, operators or timbermen.

The fame of all Simonds Saws, whether they be Solid Tooth
Inserted Point Circular, Band or Crescent Ground Cross-Cut saws
has travelled to every part of the industrial world.

Highest Quality Workmanship and Material

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED

Vancouver, B. C.

• The Saw Makers "

MONTREAL, P.Q. St. John, N. B.

The Acme of Band Mill

Construction
A machine that realizes the utmost in production and that is

built up to the best standards of mechanical engineering.

It effects a remarkable economy in saws by its exclusive

elastic tension device. Rigidly strong, and proof against vibra-

tion, and possessing many improved devices that guarantee the

better service necessary to modern demands.

We make them in sizes from 8' to 10' with wheels for 10",

12" and 14" saws. Let us fit 'one to your needs today.

We also manufacture Heavy Type Gang Edgers, Trimmers,

Slashers and other labor-saving machinery for lumber-

men. Write for complete catalog.

Our Trimmers for Ready-Cut Houses Used on

Government Housing Projects

Bay City Foundry & Machine Co.

26th and Water Streets BAY CITY, MICH.
No. O 8' and 9

improved Band Mill



The Reconstruction of Devastated Europe
What Each Country Requires in Structural Material—How it Should be Cut, Graded

and Delivered—Canada's Unsurpassed Opportunity in World Markets
By "Travelled Englishman"

If we take back our minds and thoughts to Europe in 1913 - 1914,

what do we see ? Peaceful, hardworking and mostly prosperous peo-

ples, workmen, with the exception of a little discontent here and
there, fairly well satisfied, the money exchange steady and banking
facilties excellent.

Germany
Prosperous haughty and conceited in the self-satisfied opinion

that she had conquered the world of commerce, and in that belief

she was not far out of her calculations. The German's web of com-
merce and intrigue was spread all over the world. It did not mat-
ter in which part of the globe one was, the inevitable oppressive feel-

ing of German influence was known and realized. The great com-
mercial agents of that country were the banking establishments
which went considerably out of their way to assist in developing and
creating business which would otherwise have never matured. These
banks gave huge facilities to their countrymen and undertook risks

which no bank of any other nation would attempt to discuss. The
Prussian tentacles were everywhere and, as time went on, the more
its influence was felt. Ordinary agents, commercial and government
spies were in every land and no scheme was too difficult for them
to undertake, if it was in the interests of the Fatherland and the cor-

nering of any particular trade.

Such was the position in 1913 and, if they had continued on the
same lines for another ten years, they would have been so placed
as to command and regulate the world's trade both with regard to

supplies and selling prices. Her conceit and arrogance was not sat-

isfied with conquering trade, but she must needs seek to conquer
the world by force of arms. This was her downfall.

Austria

The people generally are hardwork and thrifty—not too ambi-
tious—and certainly not a warlike nation, and if left to themselves
the" majority would have preferred attending to their commercial
pursuits. However, as their statesmen joined hands with Germany
they had perforce to undertake the struggle and unfortunately adopt-
ed, to their lasting shame, German methods of warfare.

France

This beautiful country, with its hardworking and thrifty popu-
lation, was also well placed with regard to commerce. The people

faithfully cultivated their vineyards and agricultural land; carried

on their factories and trading so that as time went on they were the

richer by reason of their serious attention to business details. They
were happy and contented with their position.

Belgium

Although small, this country is rich and prosperous and very
proud of its principal cities and quaint, but clean, villages. It is a

great business country, the people being industrious and hardwork-
ing and generally contented with their lot. The factories and iron-

works are usually working at full pressure, whilst the agricultural

fields are well tilled and cared for.

Italy

The country possesses beautiful landscapes. Living is very

cheap indeed, and the people, although mostly poor, are honest and
content. Its magnificent cities need no description, being well known
to the tourist.

Russia

This huge country has its millions of population of which at

least 80 per cent, are ignorant, uneducated and neglected peasants,

and the rest nobles, landowners, business men and others. The
people, as a whole, are indolent and not businesslike, and the small

proportion of "smart" ones do well and make fortunes. There are

great possibilities in this country and millions of acres requiring

development, but unfortunately they prefer to sell mining, timber

and kindred concessions to other nationalities rather than be incon-

venienced by carrying* out the work themselves.

The country is so immense that concessions can be granted that

will bring in a splendid income to the parties interested, leaving

them much leisure to spend the same in Petrograd, Moscow and other

large cities which they prefer, to living on their estates in the vast

interior. Labor is plentiful and far to cheap.

Great Britain

But what was Great Britain like in 1913-1914? Prosperous

certainly, and content up to a point. Quite willing to allow Germany
to get a stronger and stronger grip upon the world's trade so long

as it was prosperous itself. It was realized in many quarters that

our trade was being gradually undermined by Germany, but the

Pier head and landing stage from River Mersey, Liverpool, showing Harbor Commission Office in the foreground.
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majority of business men were doing too well to interest themselves
in the question. Then our banks would not undertake the same
class of business as accepted by the German institutions, and so this

serious state of affairs drifted on until August of 1914, when Britain's

eyes were opened.

Such is a brief outline of the principal countries' position in the

year 1913 to 1914.

The War Areas as They are To-day

We now come to the never-to-be-forgotten year of 1919. The
year which came in soon after the great war was ended after raging
for nearly four and a half years, and during that period practically

all the peoples of the world were involved. The war caused casual-

ties by the million, and saw the introduction of methods of warfare
which only the devil could have suggested. Then again think and
be proud of such heroism and endurance as was shown by every
individual allied soldier and sailor in the face of such diabolical in-

ventions as used by the Germans.

We will now take a brief view of the war area countries as they
are to-day.

Belgium.—-Devastated, hundreds of towns and villages destroy-

ed, machinery and valuable plants from its factories carried into

Germany, farms and agricultural land inade useless for years, leav-

ing the country practically a wreck which will occupy a considerable

time to re-construct. Tens of thousands of the f>opulation homeless.

France.—All that country lying nearest to Germany and stretch-

ing westward to within a few miles of Paris, received the same fate

as little Belgium.
The once happy Frenchman who loved his cottage and farm

returns to find it absolutely obliterated.

Italy did not receive so much damage as the foregoing countries,

but still sufficient to require a certian amount of reconstruction.

Serbia and Roumania will also require attention and to be put
in order.

Russia also received severe damage, but small compared with
Belgium and France.

Now all these countries which have suffered by the war will

require reconstructing, which means huge quantities of building ma-
terial, bricks, timber, iron girders, cement, glass and a thousand
and one articles which together will make the entire world busy for

years.

Demands of Field, Farm and Factory

In addition to this, large quantities of machinery, plant and ag-
ricultural implements will also be required. Their fields and farms
will demand tens of thousands of tons of fertilizers before they can
again produce crops and be remunerative.

Apart from the war area France and Great Britain will demand
attention, as during the period of the war housebuilding, railways,

and docks have been neglected. Shipbuilding is proceeding in all

countries and a continuous demand for iron, steel and timber is

obvious.
As we are chiefly concerned in wood it is difficult to estimate

the European demand for 1919 and 1920, but roughly we should say
that 6,000,000,000 (six thousand million feet) could be u.sed per
annum, provided sufficient ships could be found to freight it, and
workmen to use it. This is excluding Russia, Serbia and Roumania,
who could arrange for their supply, the former from its own forests

and the latter two from Transylvania.

Canada's Opportunity—What Europe Needs

Canada should bid for a large share of this business, because
she has the forests, the mills and the labor necessary to produce large

quantities of timber to suit all markets. All descriptions of wood
which can be used in the building of houses, ships and in the re-

newal and upkeep of dock and railways, must find a ready market
for some years to come, and prices should necessarily keep at a high
level

.

France uses all sizes of lumber from 4 x 11 down to 1 x 4
(square edged) also large quantities of Riga white deals of good
quality, therefore sorted spruce of the better quality could well take

its place. Large quantities of planchettes (1 x 4 & A-Vj) are also need-
ed which they machine at their own mills.

Belgium.—All sizes and qualities may be sold to this country,
but they import large parcels of White Sea and Baltic pine boards,
free of knots.

Great Britain.—All classes of Russian and Scandinavian wood,
also white pine, red pine and spruce of any size and quality can be
dian to study. Whilst St. Lawrence spruce can be sold at S36 per
spruce, doors joinery and box boards.

Holland buys large quantities of Scandinavian white and has a

great liking for 8 in. boards.

Norway and Sweden could probably take large (iuaniiiic^ oi

shipbuilding material such as rock elm, oak, Douglas fir.

Spain imports large quantities of 3 x 9, and 3x8 Baltic pine,
principally in 14 ft. lengths. Canada could supply this want with rod
pine.

The question is, how much of the timber needed for rci;wii:,iruc-

tion of Europe can Canadian lumbermen supply and are willing to
undertake, but before they book a single contract they must look
into the question of freights very closely and also have a clear know-
ledge of what buyers expect.

Freight Rates and Selling Prices

The rate of freight is the most important factor for the Can.i

dian to study. Whilst .St. Lawrence spruce can be sold at $36 pi

1,000 ft. f.o.b., the Scandinavian countries are asking about S65 fo.

9 in. red and white, and S60 for 7 in. and 8 in., which leaves a mar-
gin of .S24 to S29 for difference in freight. It must not be overlooked
that the Baltic wood averages in length 15/16 for 9 in. and 14/15
for 7 in. and 8 in., which is much appreciated by buyers. It must
further be realized that White Sea and Scandinavian goods are super-
ior to Canadian red pine and spruce for many purposes and, in ad-
dition to which they are manufactured true to size and open air

seasoned

.

During the latter part of the shipping control the government
rate of freight from Quebec to the United Kingdom was £15 per

std. (= $37.50 per 1,000 ft.) whilst the rate ruling from the West
Swedish ports varied from £4 to £7 per std. (= SIO to S17 per

1,000 ft.).

It must also be stated that rates from the middle Baltic ports

were about double these. The recent announcement of American
freights being reduced by two-thirds and, if it applies to Canadian also,

it means that in the future, the Atlantic rate will be about the same
as that of crossing the North Sea. It will be at once seen what a

great advantage Canadian lumbermen will have over Scandinavian
goods. Importers may, therefore, be expected to look very favorably
upon the produce of the Dominion when it can be offered at such
a great price difference. As there will be severe competition to char-

ter from the Baltic it is not expected that those rates will be seri-

ously reduced.

In Russia and Scandinavia practically all stocks are known by
their brands. In the former country they are hammer marked, no
paint being used, whilst the latter country neatly paint the ends of

their deals and battens by carefully stencilled lettering with the in-

troduction of a "crown" or two. These brands are so well known
that goods shipped from the same port often vary in price S2 per

1,000 ft., according to the reputation of the exporter and his brand.

This being so the buyers (and the British in particular) may
look shy upon unknown Canadian cuts and require a lot of satisfy-

ing before agreeing to "try" a cargo. The agent generally would be

willing to guarantee the shipper fulfilling his contract. When a -t' rk

is well-known this guarantee is unnecessary.

The Necessity of Detailed Information

Now the smaller lumbermen and some of the larger ones, as a

mater of fact are unknown by name and reputation in Europe. Theri

are several ways of remedying that difficulty. The first is for each

lumberman to appoint an agent in England to represent him, giving;

all information with regard to the quality of his wood, grading, ap

proximate sizes and quantities his logs will produce, the lengths hi

can give, facilities for shipment and all details that might be useful

so that the agent can properly represent the stock to his customers.

This will inspire confidence and c|uickly result in good Ini-^ino'^^ t '

mutual advantage.

There are many agents in Great Britain, whose word will be

accepted by buyers, but if the shipper (who would be the lumber-

men) fails him it will be difficult to place those goods in the future,

as importers detest and abhor those whom they consider unreliable

men. There is another way which is much resorted to in Russia, and

many parts of Sweden, and that is the establishment of local agents

at the markets and port of shipment. In the case of Canada—prob-

ably Montreal or Quebec, would be a suitable place for their head

offices. These "local agents" work through the regular agents in

Great Britain. It would be their duty to get the offer of the goods

from the Ontario lumbermen and write or wire the particulars to

the selling agents, and at the same time report and comment on the

quality and sorting of the particular deals. All correspondence •

carried on through the selling and local agents.

Buyers knowing that there is a local man on the spot, who sh

be unbiased and work fairly as between all parties, would be quite-

willing to accept the selling agents' description of the goods and

J
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upon his assurance of shippers ability to carry out his obligations,

would contract freely.

Ship and Deliver According to Contract

This carefulness, not distrust, on the part of importers would
probably not be extended beyond one season, but it must not be

overlooked that there are many lumbermen who have not shipped

direct to Europe, but have sold their cut to local merchants who pay
for the goods at mill or shipping place and do their own sorting

and shipping.

Therefore, to many, this work will be new and consequently

we have gone perhaps more fully into the question than some may

mensions is not too heavy. It is a wood suitable for the inside work
of houses.

Silver Spruce is largely used, as we all know, for aeroplane work.
It is also used for skull making and many other purposes which re-

quire strong, tough wood.

Wood Products that can be Used
Almost unlimited quantities of the following could be sold to

Europe.
White pine in 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th qualities.

White pine good quality sidings.

Spruce deals in all sizes and qualities.

Red pine, chiefly 3 x 9, 3 x 8, 2^4 x 7, 2 x 8, 2 x 7, 2 x 6, 2 x 4.

Rock elm logs and oak logs and planks.

Birch logs and planks.

Box boards.

Doors and all kinds of joinery.

Douglas Fir.

Silver spruce.

The specification required in white pine and spruce is well
known to every lumberman, but in sawing red pine it would be well
to make as many 12/16 ft. lengths as possible, but some shorter may
be shipped. Red pine of all sizes given above would be used almost
exclusively for housebuilding. Rock elm and oak are for shipbuild-
ing, birch logs and planks are largely used for chairmaking, for

which there is a good demand. Box boards enquiries would have to

be very carefully gone into before quoting a price, being such small
pieces and of special length and thickness, requiring much care in

King's Dock at Swansea, Wales, where many pit props are handled.

think necessary. In short, the main points to remember are to ship

according to contract and deliver according to contract.

This year 1919 is an exceptional year and I would strongly urge

the lumbermen to join together to appoint and support a resident

representative in Great Britain, who should be neither an agent nor

a bauyer, but one versed in the trade and its requirements, on^

who should give his whole time to the lumbermen's interests.

Not only is there a certainty of good profits from the business,

primed in all matters, prices, markets, freights and all the dif¥erent

developments of the timber trade ; in fact, be their ambassador,

friend and advisor, forward monthly reports and answer all enquir-

ies, act as arbitrator in cases of dispute.

Not only is thee a certainty of good profits from the business,

but as a patriotic move give the Old Country the timber she requires

so urgently and, at the same time, swell the revenue of your own

A modern ocean liner engaged in the export trade.

Dominion, and assist to replace those huge sums which you have
spent so freely, which finally brought the great war to a glorious

and successful end.

Doors. Naturally very large quantities of doors will be requir-

ed in the reconstruction work. Ordinary inside Swedish doors are of-

fered at about $4 each CLE. U.K. without finding buyers. It is,

therefore, necessary for makers to look carefully into the cost, plus

freight, and not manufacture for Europe unless against firm orders.

Expensive and special doors are not in demand.

Douglas Fir.. This wood, which is usually shipped in sawn,
square logs and planks of 4 in., 5 in. and 6 in. thick by 11 to 15 in.

wide, is largely used for shipbuilding, etc. This is another instance

where the lumbermen might, with advantage, give some attention.

Large quantities of 3 x 7, 3 x 6, 2^^ x 7, 2 x 9, 2 x 8, 2 x 7, 2 x 6, and
2x4 could be sold if the extra cost of sawing to these small di-

The timber store sheds at the docks at Cardiff, Wales.

sawing. A small mistake in the length or thickness might cause a

serious loss to the seller.

The General Sizes in Demand
Particulars of the sizes in most demand in the following coun-

tries are

:

France—Dunkirk to Boulogne.
3 X 9, 3 X 8, 3 X 7, Baltic pine.

V 7, 21/^ X 63^, lYi X 6, Baltic pine.

1>^ X 9, 1>^ X 8, 1>4 X 7, Baltic pine (high quality).

3 X 7, 3 X 6, Baltic spruce.

21^ X 7, 21/^ X 6>^, 21^ X 6, Baltic spruce.

Dieppe to Honfleur (for Paris and Rouen)—Large quantities of

Baltic Spruce deals. Russian and Swedish pine boards of high qual-

ity. Planchettes (1x4 and 1 x ^Yz) in large quantities.

Nantes to Bordeaux.—General specification of deals, battens and
boards.

The heavy customs tarifT will not permit planed and dressed
goods being imported.

Belgium.—2J^ x 7, 23/2 x 6^, 2^/2 x 6, Baltic pine. High quality

boards (especially I3/2 x 9 and Xy-z x 5) Riga pine and spruce battens

of all sizes.

Holland—Chiefly Russian and Swedish spruce deals and battens
(especially 3x8). Large quantities of boards in 1, 1^ and 1^ x 8.

If cut 1/8 of an inch over the customary thicknesses an extra price

is willingly paid.

Spain.—Heavy quantities of 3 x 8, 3 x 9, and 3 x 10. In Baltic

pine and spruce. 14 ft. lengths are preferred and some Scandinavian
mills especially cater for that market by guaranteeing at least 60/70
per cent, of the specification shall be 14 feet.

L. D. Barclay, manager of the Toronto office of the Canadian
Western Lumber Co., is on an extended business trip throughout the

Maritime provinces.
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Surveying the Forest Resources of Canada
Review of What Woods are Found in the Different Provinces— Character of the

Timber and the Land—Pacific Coast is Lumberman's Paradise
By R. H. Campbell, Director of Forestry, Ottawa, Ont.

The most important lumbering region of Eastern Canada lies north of the hardwood belt in Ontario and Quebec and extends
into Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. The area is underlain chiefly by archean rock and is but sparsely settled as a great part of

the land is unfit for agriculture. The forests consists of white pine (I'inus Strobus), red pine (Pirfus resinosa), white spruce
(Picea canadensis), red spruce (Picea rubra), black spruce (Picea mariana), balsam fir (Abies balsamea). tamarack or larch (Lar-
ix americana), hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) and white cedar (Thuya occidentalis). The predominating species are the pine>

and spruces. In Ontario and Western Quebec the pine is the most important tree, but in Eastern Quebec and the Maritime
Provinces spruce is the commoner tree sawn into lumber. For pulpwood spruce is used to a greater extent than any other tree

all over Canada. Mixed with these conifers, especially toward the southern portion of this belt are scattered stands of birch,

maple, beech, and other hardwoods. To the north of this important lumber producing region lies a belt of woodland crossing the

northern parts of Quebec (Labrador), Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, which is covered generally speaking with

a forest of spruce, jack pine (Pinus Banksiana) paper birch and poplar. This district is largely undeveloped at the present time.
• Its rivers for the most part run northward away from the settlements and transportation facilities. Generally speaking the re-

gion does not possess timber of the quality, dimensions, or quantity necessary to make the region important as a producer of

lumber for export.

South of the important lumbering region described above is the northern fringe of the great hardwood belt of North America,

stretching from southeastern Canada down through the Central Eastern United States. The timber in this region in Canada has

been largely removed to make way for farms as it grew originally on land better fitted for agriculture than forestry. Scattered

stands of pine and other conifers occurred throughout the region and these have also been removed but in many cases the land <o

cleared has proved to be absolutely unsuited for agriculture.

It is to the first described region that the ex-

porter of timber must look for his supply. A great

part of the area has been burned by repeated fires

and much of it has been pretty thoroughly cut over

by lumbermen in the past. The area is estimated

to contain in the neighborhood of 200 billion feet

of merchantable lumber, although few systematic

attempts to survey it have ever been undertaken.

During 1909 and 1910 a forest survey of Nova
Scotia was undertaken by Dr. B. E. Fernow, at the

expense of the province. The report summarizes

the results of the survey and gives as an estimate

for the entire province 10 billion feet of coniferous

and 5 billion feet of hardwood saw timber and 25

million cords of pulpwood. The coniferous saw

timber is for the most part red spruce (Picea rubra)

with smaller quantities of white spruce and balsam,

the pines are of secondary importance in this pro-

vince. Birch, beech, and maple are the important

hardwoods. Less than 100,000 acres of virgin or

semi-virgin forest remain as a source of timber sup-

ply in Nova Scotia. The largest single area of vir-

gin coniferous forest, consisting of about 10,0(30

acres, is to be found in Halifax County, behind Ship

Harbor. Digby and Annapolis Counties have smaller scattered areas,

mostly of mixed hardwoods and conifers.

The Forest Resources of the East

In New Brunswick a forest survey was commenced in 1916 and

although the results are not yet completely available, more than 113

billion feet of saw timber cannot be expected from the Crown Latids of

this province. The entire forest resources will not exceed 25 billion.

The commercial forest may be roughly divided into two areas, the St.

John River basin and the North Shore. Details of the timber by reg-

ions are not available.

In the case of Quebec where no comprehensive forest survey has

been attempted the available information has given rise to an estimate

of 200 billion feet of saw timber for the entire province. Five regions

may be outlined here, the Ottawa River basin, the lower St. Lawrence

valley. Lake St. John region, Eastern Townships and the great North-

ern Forest includiing Southern Labrador. This last region covers

the greatest area but contains the smallest quantitiy of commercial

timber. The Ottawa and St. Lawrence basins include the bulk of tim-

ber available for export.

There is little or no official information available concerning On-

tario's forest resources. No attempt has been made at a forest survey

and no official of the Provincial Government has ever made an esti-

mate of the total quantity' of timber available.

The white pine has been estimated at 20-25 billion feet by Mr. E. J.

Zavitz, Mr. Aubrey White estimated the pulp\vood at 300 million

cords. ' Mr. Clyde Leavitt has made a tentative estimate of about 100

billion feet for the entire forest to include saw timber and pulpwood of

the pulp species, spruce and balsam.

R. H. Campbell
Director of Forestry, Ottawa

The Ottawa V^alley is one of the chief sources
of white pine, as well as other lumber species, but
it is impossible to separate the lumber cut in the

two provinces which border on this river. The
north shore of Georgian Bay still provides a con-

siderable quantity of white pine and other saw tim-

ber. Large quantities of material are available in

Northern Ontario, but the white and red pine are

largely confined to the two regions described.

Timber Stand in British Columbia

The Commission of Conservation has made a

comprehensive study of the forest conditions in

British Columbia and a report describing the re-

sults will soon be available for distribution. The
report is based on actual investigation and on ex-

isting information.

In December, 1908, Dr. B. E. Fernow published

a pamphlet entitled "An Analysis of Canada's Tim-
ber Wealth." At that time reliable data concerning

the question was almost as difficult to obtain as at

the present time. In the pamphlet in question Dr.

Fernow estimates the stand in British Columbia at

300 billion feet. The report of the Commission of

Conservation increases this figure to 350 billion, after a careful investi-

gation.

Of the Province of British Columbia 53.2 per cent, of the total

area is unproductive, either as forest land or agricultural land. Only
5.9 per cent, has now or will ultimately have, value for agriculture.

About 40.9 per cent, is potential forest land. As at the present time

much of the agricultural land carries forests, the forested area con-

sists of- 42.2 per cent, of the total. Of this only one-third carries

commercially valuable timber at the present time. On about 97,000

square miles of the forest area, the merchantable tiinber has been

burned by fire or cut by lumbermen, but up to 1917 only about 30

billion feet board rneasure had been cut, and as this was confined

largely to dense stands, it could not have covered more than 2,(XX)

square miles, leaving a total of about 95,(XX) square miles of timber

land burned over. On the forest area remaining about half the tim-

ber has been damaged by fire. Summing up, it is estimated that

650 billion feet of timber, or about 22 times the annual cut at the

present time, has been destroyed by fires in the past.

(Two-thirds of the area, once timbered, has been totally burned,

and on over half the remained serious damage has been done).

The pulpwood* is estimated at 250 million cords, but in this

connection it might be well to mention that there is no sharp divid-

ing line between pulpwood and saw-log timber. A diameter of 10"

is often used to diflferentiate between the two classes of material,

but in many cases logs of less diameter are sawn into lumber, while

pulp is made from sticks measuring more than 10 inches.

Of the total area of timber land in the province about 75 per

cent, has already been alienated. At the present time all timber land
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west of the Cascade Range, carrying eight thousand feet per acre,

and all east of this range carrying five thousand feet not otherwise

alienated, is held in reserve. This area is estimated at 28,000 square

miles.

According to the Conservation Commission's report, the total

of 350 billion feet of standing timber is distributed among the dif-

ferent species, as follows

:

Western cedar 77 billion

Douglas fir 76

Spruce 72

Hemlock 64 ''^

Balsam 33
"

Lodge pole pine 12

Other species 16
"

350
"

The Distribution of Pacific Sawmills

There were about 390 mills sawing lumber in British Columbia,

in 1917, distributed as follows: Vancouver district, 169 mills; Van-
couver Island, 61 mills; Prince Rupert district, 10 mills; total west

of Cascade Mountains, 240 mills ; total east of Cascade Mountains,

150 mills.

Seventy-five per cent, of the lumber and shingles sawn in the

province were produced in the vicinity of Vancouver and New West-
minster, 85 per cent, of the total was produced in coast mills.

From these figures it is evident that as far as exportable lumber

is concerned, the interest is centered on the Coast District. For a

more detailed study this region may be sub-divided into the follow-

ing districts: The Southern Mainland, the East Coast of Vancouver
Island, the West Coast of Vancouver Island, the Northern Mainland,

and the Queen Charlotte Islands. Up to the present time the log-

ging has been largely confined to the south mainland and the east

coast of Vancouver Island. The Island itself protects this entire dis-

trict and logs may be towed from the timber limits to Vancouver,
Victoria, New Westminster, and neighboring milling centres with

the minimum of loss. The timber still remaining in this district has

been estimated at 120 billion feet board measure, consisting of 50

billion of Douglas fir, 35 billion of western cedar, 20 billion of hem-
lock, 10 billion of balsam, 2 billion of spruce, and the remainder of

other species.

There is estimated to be over 55 billion feet of similar timber

on the west coast of Vancouver Island, growing along deep inlets,

some of which cut almost intO' the centre of the island. These, how-
ever, are exposed to the Pacific, and logs cannot be towed with safety

north of San Juan, and the only railway connection is at Alberni.

Owing to these difficulties in the way of transportation it is probable

that most of the timber on this coast will be eventlially sawn locally.

At present comparatively little logging is done.

Richest Wooded Region in Canada

If we add the estimate for this coast tO' that of the east coast

and the mainland opposite we have a total of about 175 billion feet

of timber or 30 per cent, of the total estimate for Canada. While
this may be a rather generous estimate there is no doubt that the

region just outlined contains more timber than any other of equal

area in Canada.
The north mainland from Queen Charlotte Sound to the Port-

land Canal consists of a rough, mountainous coast deeply indented,

and of such poor rock soil that the timber is confined to the shore
line and certain valleys. The region is said to contain about 23
billion feet of saw-timber, and a considerable quantity of pulpwood.
While logs can be safely towed by inside passages from one part

to another in this district north of Rivers Inlet, it is considered more
valuable as a source of pulpwood than saw timber. There is railroad

connection at Prince Rupert and rail transport available along the

Skeena River.

The Queen Charlotte Island district contains about 15 billion

feet, mostly hemlock and. Sitka spruce. A considerable quantity of

airplane spruce was cut here during 1918. Logs are towed across

the Hecate Strait in cribs, but will eventually be sawn locally.

In the interior part of the province there is a great quantity of

timber, but the stands are nowhere as heavy as on the Coast, and the
facilities for transportation are such that it will be some time before
this region becomes an important competitor to the Coast region
as far as overseas export trade is concerned. The quantity of timber
available is estimated at 136 billion board feet, of which spruce con-
tributes 58 billions, (56 of which is Engelmann spruce), cedar, 18
billion; balsam, 14 billion; Douglas fir, 12 billion; hemlock, 12 bil-

lion; lodgepole pine, 12 billion; western soft or bull pine, 4 billion;

larch or tamarack, 3 billion; and western white pine, 2 billion. The
region may be divided into six districts. The southern central dis-

trict, which lies to the north of the railway belt and embraces the
lower Thompson Valley, contains about one-third of the total, or 46

billion board feet. The northern central district is estimated to con-
tain 38 billion, and that part of the province lying south of the rail-
way belt, 26 billion. The other districts are estimated as follows:
Railway belt, 11 billion, east of Rockies (Peace River block includ-
ed), 12 billion, and the great northern region, which is now practi-
cally inaccessible, 3 billion feet.

Give the British Buyer What
He Orders

' By J. H. Lavallee, Toronto —
Just now the attention of the commercial world is centred on

Europe, because of the great devastation caused by the war and the
consequent need of vast quantities of material required, not only for
the rebuilding of the shell-swept areas, but for catching up with in-
dustrial building, which has been partially or wholly neglected dur-
ing the four and more years of war time.

The attention of traders in general is, as stated, directed to the
needs of the battle-battered areas. That part of the trading public
dealing in forest products is giving it particular attention.

I had a conversation with a lumberman a few days ago, one who
has been in the business of exporting lumber and timber to Europe
for years—a man who has made a good deal of money and lost some
in the business, and is thus in a position to advise. Since there
may be many who in the next few months may try their luck over
there I think that his remarks are worth repeating.

"A great many of our traders on this side of the Atlantic," he said,
"are under the impression that the English business man is a particu-
larly honest one. It is a fatal mistake from a commercial viewpoint
to think them all honest; a great many of them are upright, honest
gentlemen with whom it is a pleasure to do business, but unfortunately
there are some who are not, and I refer in this connection mainly to
the brokers.

"There are many belonging to the class who, if they can lay claim
to honesty, must go down under the charge of ignorance of the busi-
ness they are engaged in, wilful carelessness or purposeful misrepre-
sentation.

"Such a broker will paint any kind of a picture which he may
think necessary for getting someone on this side sufficiently interested
to make a shipment. Someone falls for his fancy price and easy specifi-
cation and forwards a consignment. It matters little to the broker
that the goods are refused by the party for whom the shipper thought
they were intended; they will eventually be sold at some price or
other; he will rake in his commission and bait his hook with another
lot of fancy prices and easy specifications and calmly wait for the next
sucker.

"Unless the broker, whether an individual or a company, has had
experience as a lumberman, and has a reputation for honorable deal-
ing, the watchword should be, 'beware the broker.'

"

There was another point on which he dealt at some length. It
was to the eflfect that while the clean acting English business' man is

clean in the extreme, he is conservative to a degree, and exacting. This
must not be forgotten. In pre-war times when freights were "a good
deal lower than they now are, or are likely to be again (for some time
at least), there was exported to England from Canada and the United
States quite a quantity of piece stock for railway wagon manufacture,
for furniture manufacturing, etc. Now, with the higher freights, both
rail and water to pay, we are free to suppose that still more of this
piece stock will be bought for export, .so as to eliminate the cost of
freighting the portion which would be represented by the part that
would be waste if the wood was taken over either in log or in lumber.

Anyone taking orders for any such material should be particular
to watch the sizes. They cannot be too particular ; if 4 x 4 x 24 in. was
ordered, for instance, and a lot went forward 4 x 4 x 23j^ in. it would
stand a big chance of being refused, or if it was a sixteenth of an inch
of¥ in size it would stand the same chance.

Here is a case in point. A furniture manufacturer in London or-
dered a large lot of piece stock from a United States firm. This gentle-
man, to whom I was speaking, was in London when a large part of the
order came to hand. It represented a good portion of a ship's cargo.
The bulk of it had been ordered 4 ft. long,' but through some unfor-
tunate piece of mismanagement it had been cut 3 ft. 11 in. It was
refused, was sold at auction and the shipper suffered a heavy loss.

Such a case is luckily, the exception, but at the same time it is a
fact, and serves as a warning to anyone who contemplates branching
out and trying the export trade, showing as it does, the great neces-
sity of knowing thoroughly and exactly what has been sold and then
just as exactly, supplying that.

Give the legitimate English buyer what he orders and do not take
any liberties with him in your business dealings and you will find him
second to no one on earth with whom to do business.
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Taking an Inventory ofCanada 5 ForestAssets
Available Estimates of What Each Province Possesses— Total Quantity of Mer-

chantable Saw-timber of the Dominion is 800,000,000,000 Feet

A census of the lumber industry in Can-

ada has been completed by the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics, embracing 2,879 operat-

ing concerns, of which 52 were in Alberta,

251 in British Columbia, 29 in Manitoba, 255

in New Brunswick, 462 in Nova Scotia, 603

in Ontario, 60 in Prince Edward Island, 1,-

151 in Quebec and 16 in Saskatchewan.
The total capital invested in the indus-

try, including land, buildings and plant, ma-
chinery and tools, stocks in process and sup-

plies, and working capital is given at $149,-

266,019.

The number of employees on salaries was
2,874 males and 285 females, who received a

total of $3,554,097. The average number of employees on wages was
25,516, engaged in logging operations, and 28,820 in the mills, and
their combined wages amounted to $34,412,411.

The aggregate value of production in 1917 was $115,884,905. The
census covered 29 kinds of lumber, 11 of shingles, 10 of lath, 6 of

pulpwood and 10 of miscellaneous products, including cooperage stock,

veneer, ties, poles, posts, dressed lumber, etc.

The principal kinds of lumber by species of wood used, were
spruce, 1,466,558 m. ft.; white pine, 791,609 m. ft.; Douglas fir, 706,-

996 m. ft.; hemlock, 322,722 m. ft.; cedar, 149,999 m. ft.; red pine,

119,321 m. ft.; balsam fir, 102,373 m. ft., and all other varieties, in-

cluding custom sawn lumber, 483,293 m. ft.

The total quantities and values of lumber, lath, shingles and
pulpwood cut, and of miscellaneous products were as follows:

Lumber, 4,142,877 m. ft., $83,655,097; lath,, 616,949 m. ft., $1,828,-

018; shingles, 3,020,956 m. ft., $8,431,215; pulpwood, 988,444 cords,

$10,543,630; miscellaneous products valued at $11,436,945.

Ontario

Mr. E. J. Zavitz, provincial forester, has estimated the white pine

at from 20,000,000,000 to 25,000,000,000 feet. Mr. Aubrey White esti-

mated the pulpwood at 300,000,000 cords, which Mr. Clyde Leavitt

reduced to 200,000,000 cords. The concensus of opinion seems to be

that from 70,000,000 to 90,000,000 acres of the province are covered

with comrnercial saw-timber. No forest survey has ever been made
in the province of Ontario.

Quebec

In the Quebec Statistical Year Book for 1915 Mr. G. C. Piche,

provincial forester, has estimated the forest resources of the i)rovince

as follows

:

Board l-'t.

White and red pine .-iO.OOO.OOO.ooo

Spruce and balsam fir 12r.,000.000,000

Cedar 30,000,000.000

Hardwoods 35,000,000,000

Total 2:10,000,000,000

This is not definitely classed as commercial saw-timber but an

estimate of pulpwood is added at 100,000,000,000 board feet.

New Brunswick

Mr. P. L. Caverhill (late Director of the Forest Survey of the

Province), in the report of the Crown Lands Department (1916) esti-

mated the merchantable saw-timber on Crown lands at 13,000,000,000

feet, board measure. In addition to this 7% million acres of Crown
lands there were 5 million acres of settlement land, and 4^^ million

acres of private timber land, so the above estiinate might be doubled

for the entire province, giving about 25,000,000,000 board feet.

Nova Scotia

The best available estimate for this province is given in Dr. B. E.

Fernow's (Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto) report. He
places the coniferous timber at 10,000,000,000 feet, and hardwood at

5,000,000,000 feet, or a total of 15,000,000,000 feet, board measure.

British Columbia

The report of the Commission of Conservation recently published

estimates the saw-timber in that province at 350,000,000.000 feet, of

which 349,000,000,000 is coniferous. The pulp wood is estimated at

366,000,000,000 feet, with 365,000,000,000 as coniferous. The estimated

area of absolute forest land (land suitable for growing timber) is 92,-

000,000 acres, the area of merchantable timber being only 33,000,000

acres.

Prairie Provinces

An estimate of the area and stand of merchantable timber in

these provinces was made by the Forestry Branch, based on surveys

and information with resjject to the existing reserves. An actual for-

est survey of the three provinces has not been made up to the pre-

sent time. This estimate is as follows:

Merchantable Saw-Timber

Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba . . .

Total , . .

Area in .'\cres

5,416,000

:i,584,000
1,!>20,000

10,920,000

Quantity in

Board Feet
21,000,000.000

14,000,000,000

6,850,000,000

41,850,000,000

Mr. J. C. Bulmer has been employed for some time past investi-

gating forest conditions in Saskatchewan for the Commission of Con-

servation. He has made the following preliminary estimate:

Board Feet

Spruce saw-timber .

:t,000,000.000

I'oplar saw-timber .
4,000,000,000

Pine saw-timber 800,000,000

Total saw-timber

Pulpwood (spruce, balsam fir and poplar)

Jack pine cordwood
Birch, tamarack, and willow ..

Total
Total equivalent in board feet

7,800,000,000

55.000,000 Cords
78,000,000

17,000,000

150,000,000 Cords
M:t,ooo,ooo,ooo

Approximate total forest area . 98,250,000 Acres

Approximate total wooded land area ... 7:},000,000

Approximate total area under present commercial

spruce forest 750,000

Using these figures a> a basis for comparison Mr. Bulmer has

estimated the saw-timber in the three prairie provinces as follows:

—

Spruce and tamarack
Poplar
Pine

Total

Board Feet
S.000,000,000
12,000.000,000

3,000,000,000

23,000.000.000

Aggregate of Canada's Timber

The total quantity of merchantable saw-tiinber in Canada prob-

ably lies between 500,000,000,000 and 800,000,000,000 feet, board mea-

sure, covering an area of about 250,000,000 acres.

The pulpwood has been estimated as lying between 800,000,000

to 1,000,000,000 cords, but it is quite impossible to attempt a definite

division between pulpwood and saw-timber as the same stand of

timber mav be used for one or the other.

New Lumber Company Organized

The Kawartha Lumber Co. Limited, of Lakefield, Ont.. who

were recently granted a provincial charter, have been formed for

the purpose of buying and selling lumber, timber, railway ties, posts,

etc., and also for dealing in standing timber. The company have

bought considerable lumber for the coming season's trade. They

state that the cut in their section will be equal to that of 1916 or

1917, and is all sawn by small mills, all the larger plants in that sec-

tion being closed down owing to the scarcity of standing timber.

The firm look forward to a large demand for lumber and do not

think it likely that prices will be lower than those prevailing during

the past two years ; in fact they believe that hemlock and basswood

will bring more monev than at any time in the past. J. F. Lillicrap

of Lakefield is purchasing agent and salesman for the Kawartha

Lumber Co. He is favorably known to the trade in Ontario and also

in Toronto, and has been continuously connected with the lumber in-

dustrv ever since 1882, chiefly in woods and saw null operations,

and for the past ten years in handling lumber for different firms.

He knows the territory from Kingston to Samia like a book.
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How Export Shipments are Carried Through
The Space Available for Commercial Consignments is Still Limited and the Rates

Continue Very High—Effect of War on Ocean Transportation

The extent and development of the export business in Canada as
'

far as lumber and timber are concerned, will, during the coming seas-

on, depend very much upon shipping facilities and ocean freight rates.

There are a number of firms looking with more or less interest upon

the export business, and wondering whether it is worth while entering

the field. Then there is the smaller chap who thinks perhaps he might

try his hand at it in a limited way, but scarcely knows how to go about

it. He is unacquainted with the procedure, the routing of the pro-

ducts, the question of rates, the availability of bottoms, and other

phases of the situation. ^
Recently the "Canada Lumberman," in order to make clear some

simple, elementary facts concerning these problems for the benefit of

the uninitiated, asked a well known forwarding agent to outline mat-

ters as plainly as possible, and elucidate some points that may now be

in doubt. While a number of observations made herein may be patent

to numerous readers, there are many who would like to know some-

thing about the export procedure as they have never had anything to

do with this end of sale and distribution.

Their product has always been marketed through the wholesaler

who has taken charge of the entire cut or, sales have been made local-

ly, and perhaps a few shipments sent to the other side of the border.

There has been nothing very complicated about this, as the local sta-

tion agents have been only too willing to go through the ordinary rou-

tine of furnishing all the particulars.

But in the export line matters are somewhat different. The war
has brought about many changes, not only in the way of rates, but al-

so methods of shipping. Before the outbreak of hostilities, all soft-

woods were, with the exception of small consignments, generally

shipped according to the St. Petersburg standard, while hardwoods
were sent forward principally on the basis of weight. The St. Peters-

burg standard consists of 165 cubic feet of space, or 1,980 superficial

feet, board measure. It is the regulation term employed in most trans-

actions with foreign importers. In Canada, of course, the basis of sale

is generally 1,000 ft., board measure, but in the export trade, the term
"standard" is one that is most frequently used.

When stating that all shipments are now made on the basis of

weight—so much per hundred pounds for cartage—this statement
should be qualified by adding that many of the old time exporters are

still adhering to the St. Petersburg standard.

Arranging for the Ocean Voyage

Naturally if the stock of the exporter is not located at a port of

shipment, it has to be sent forward by both rail and boat. Thus there

are two hauls. The rate of freight on the railroads includes delivery

at the point of embarkation and loading on to the steamer, while the

ocean rate includes taking the goods across the water, and discharg-
ing them on the quay or wharf of the port to which they have been
consigned. Sometimes, after a certain number of hours, an extra
charge is made for dock use or canal toll, which the steamship com-
pany collects in order that the consignment may be removed within
a reasonable time. All charges, after landing on the quay or wharf,
are for consignee's account and the levy is virutally the same as de-
murrage in the case of railway cars.

If a Toronto, Hamilton or Ottawa exporter desires to make a
freight engagement, by one of the ocean lines, he will call up the local

steamship agent and ask what the rate is to Liverpool, Manchester or
some other port. The agent will give him a figure on the basis of so
much a hundred pounds, and then wire to Montreal or elsewhere, as
the case may be, to find out whether he can secure space for five or
six cars of say, white pine, spruce, birch, or oak. In regard to the
railway line which shall ship the consignment to the seaboard or port
of embarkation, this is a matter of indifference to the agent who has
no favors to play in this respect, and the shipper generally makes the
best rail arrangements possible. As soon as the agent finds out what
steamer space he can get, he gives the necessary information to the
exporter, and makes out a freight engagement bill or contract, which
set forths that he has this day booked space for the following freight

to be shipped via this line from to
, subject to the

general terms and conditions of the bill of lading. Then there is space
given for describing the character of the goods, the rate, the ship-
ment, and any remarks.

The following clause is added purely as a measure of protecting

the steamer's interest

:

This contracts is conditional upon the continuance of the

Steamship Company's service and the sailing of its steamers.

; If at any time in the judgment of the Steamship Company
» conditions of war or hostilities, actual or threatened, are such

I as to make it unsafe or imprudent for its vessels to sail, or if

its vessels shall be taken, sold or chartered for the use of any

) Government, the Steamship Company may discontinue or

curtail its service ; and in that event the Steamship Company
shall be relieved from any liability hereunder except that if

its service is curtailed the shipper shall be entitled to a propor-

tionate part of the carriage provided by this contract.

This document is generally shown to the railway company when
the consigner is getting his shipping bill, which sets out how many
cars are to be sent forward, the quantity, weights, etc.

When the goods are loaded on the steamer and the freight pre-

paid (according to the present custom) bills of lading are forwarded
by the steamship agent to the shipper and he mails them to the con-
signee as his authority to take possession of the shipment on its ar-

rival.

In regard to charging by weights, the railway companies know
exactly what the minimum-weight per car is so far as lumber is con-

cerned. The approximate weight of dry white pine to the thousand
feet is 2,500 pounds

;
oak, 4,000; birch, 4,000; white ash, 3,800; mahog-

any, 3,500; hard maple, 3,900; soft maple, 3,300, etc. If the stock is

shipped green (that is, practically as it comes from«£the saw) the

weight has to be increased by about 33 to 50 per cent.

Why Available Space is Limited

Naturally there have been rapid advances in freight rates

since the outbreak of the war. In the first two years there was prac-

tically no interference with the export trade. Space was available and
the German U-boat menace had not then loomed up seriously. With
the entrance of the United States into the war, and the greater number
of troops being transported as well as the huge cargoes of munitions
and food supplies, conditions underwent a radical change. In 1916
the government commandeered all the space, and anything that has
gone forward since then until the signing of the armistice, so far as

Canada is concerned, had to be undertaken through the British Minis-
try of Shipping at Montreal. If the ordinary exporter secured any
space at all for commodities that were not required directly or in-

directly for the prosecution of the war, it was by favor or grace that

such a concession was obtained. Of course, if the shipper could con-
vince the British Ministry of Shipping that the wood goods, or what-
ever else was in hand, were absolute essential for war work, there was
little difficulty in securing accommodation. Otherwise a refusal was
generally encountered.

After the signing of the armistice, the British government re-

leased 10 per cent, of the space for commercial purposes. This pre-

vailed during November and December. Twenty per cent, was re-

leased in January and February, and 30 per cent, in March. There
the proportion stands at the time of writing, and the outlook for any
increase is uncertain.

The reason the government has given up only 30 per cent, of the

shipping space is due to the large amount of food stuffs that have to

be sent overseas, and particularly heavy stocks of bacon. Naturally,
with only 30 per cent, available—and this space having to be divided

among so many interests—there is not a great deal of accommodation
for the export of lumber at the present juncture. However, it is hoped
that conditions will be ameliorated before many weeks pass.

Now just a word in regard to ocean tariffs. At the present time
they are excessive, being over $2.00 per hundred pounds for softwoods
and over $1.50 for hardwoods. This is many times higher than the

figure before the outbreak of war. Then the levy was about 20 cents

per hundred for hardwoods and 40 shillings per standard for soft-

woods. It is interesting to observe how the rates have gone up. In
1915 the figure was 71 cents per hundred pounds on hardwood and
125 shillings per standard on pine or spruce.

Carriage charges have since aviated amazingly, the rate in Feb-
ruary last on softwoods being $1 per hundred weight from St. John,
N. B. to the United Kingdom, and early in April it had been increased
to $1.75 per hundred weight.
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Export Trade Conditions and Prospects
North America Only Present Available Source of Supply for Softwoods—

The Function, Obligation and Service of Canadian Exporter
By Ed. Harper Wade, Quebec, P. O-

Now that the import embargo on wood that has been ob-

tained in the United Kingdom during the more recent years

of the war has been removed, a partial release of ocean ton-

nage from government control for general business purposes

conceded, and complete freedom of the internal wood trade

in Great Britain and Ireland officially announced, the way is

clear for a resumption of the export of timber, deals and lum-

ber to the British markets, a business which in the past has

formed so important a portion of the trade of the Dominion,

especially in the Eastern provinces.

Although it no longer has the primary importance it

had in earlier days, as far as the overseas portion of it is con-

cerned, for the supply of United States requirements and an

enormously increased and ever growing consumption in Can-

ada itself have opened other markets,

.it still has quite sufficient interest for

all lumber producers and manufacturers

to warrant their closest attention, as

they are naturally desirous of obtaining

the highest possible price for their pro-

duct. The advantage of the additional

market which is now again open with-

out government restrictions is obvious,

and it has at the present time a special

value in being bare of stocks in every

description of wood, and of being one

in which abnormally high prices have

been for some time current. Not only

has the import of wood goods into the

United Kingdom been restricted by
regulations and freight room diflficulties

so severely as to leave little material, in-

deed, for the ordinary consumer, but

even the native timber resources have
been depleted to an unprecedented ex-

tent. There are no reserves to fall back

upon, but on the other hand much work
to be dofie which unavoidably stood

over during the war, and will require

for its carrying out more than the usual

supply of wood in various forms. Ex-
tensive house-building construction is

contemplated by the government, part-

ly to meet urgent requirements and partly to give prompt em-
ployment to the demobilized soldiers. For this and for many
other necessary undertakings wood is required, without the

possibility of an effective substitute. Then the devastation the

war has wrought in Belgium and part of France must be re-

paired. Shelter must be provided for families driven from the

destroyed or the damaged towns and villages on their return

to the sites of their old homes, now no longer existing as hab-

itable dwellings. Housing in some form is as essentially

necessary for civilized man as food or clothing themselves,

and of all possible materials wood stands pre-eminent as a

building material for ready use.

The Former Sources of Supply

Many of the former sources of supply are no longer

available for the present, and their future possibilities in that

connection are involved in obscurity and uncertainty. Of re-

cent years the largest shippers of hewn and sawn timber in-

to the United Kingdom has been the Russian Empire. From
the Baltic and the White Sea, from Finland, Petrograd.

Archangel, and even from far oft- Vladivostock, wood of var-

ious descriptions and different varieties has come forward to

English, Scotch and Irish ports. Very nearly one-half of all

the wood imported into Great Britain and Ireland came from

Russia in the years that immediately preceded the war. It

Edward Harper Wade

will be more than one generation before the destruction of

property and depletion of population will be so recovered
from as to permit anything like a resumption (A cycn an ap-

proximate business in that unhappy country

Norway and Sweden are not capable ui so incica>ing
their production for export as to make up the resulting de-
ficiency and if they were there are other continental countries
urgently requiring an increased supply from them. Siberia

has immense timber resources, but the long sea voyage from
Vladivostock, the present port of shipment, to the United
Kingdom, would entail under present tonnage conditions an
almost prohibitive freight. The southern countries, though
possessed of magnificent hardwoods, have no woods fit to

compete with pine and spruce, and, indeed, are rather import-

ers than exporters of such woods. This
leaves the North American Continent
as the only possible available present

source of supply for the world in what
are commonly called softwoods, the

various firs, pines and spruces, that are

so easily worked and converted. Their
intrinsic value has never been properly
appreciated, until demonstrated under
the European scarcity resulting from
the war. In the past all connected with
the trade have heard much of substi-

tutes, for with every slight advance in

prices the threat to use them came, but
in the hour of need no effective and
satisfactory substitute could be found.
It is quite evident that for years to

come the European demand, includ-

ing that from the United Kingdom,
coming into competition with that from
the United States and from Canada
itself, will ensure such returns to the
producer on this side of the Atlantic
as will not only enable him to meet
the inevitable advance in the cost of

production consequent on increased
wages and dearer supplies, but will

ensure a very different stumpage and
profit return to anything in the past.

The exporter shipping from Montreal and Quebec is

generally a middle man who buys from the producer or manu-
facturer to meet those export demands and requirements
which it is his special business to study and keep acquainted
with, though one of the leading spruce producing firms,

whose head office is in Quebec, is not only a very large manu-
facturer at various points on the St. Lawrence, but is also an
exporter of its own deal product. This is also the case with
some of the sawmill owners producing spruce deals for ex-

l)ort in the Maritime provinces, while others sell their out-
put to firms whose business is an export one. The exporter
in ordinary times sells on a cost, freight and insurance basis
under contract with the purchasing importer, though during
the war business has generally been free on board at the port
of shipment. There is always, however, for him the further
question of claims and allowances if the buyer considers the
goods not in accordance with contract when delivered from
the vessel. Where credit is given there is the entailed busi-
ness risk to be considered. The general uncertainty of the
present position makes the exporter's business more than
usually difficult, for to unsettled conditions in his markets must
be added the uncertainty in connection with freights and ton-
nage, and also the impossibility under present conditions of
foreseeing what the rate of exchange may be at the time of ship-
ment, and as he is paid in pounds, shillings and pence in Lon-
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don for goods bought in Canada with dollars and cents, the

rate of exchange is to him of great importance. Under ordin-

ary conditions the par of exchange if $4.86 2/3 to the pound
sterling. This is always subject to moderate fluctuations,

arising from matters connected with the balance of trade, but

the war completely upset normal conditions, and the British

government found it necessary to maintain the rate of ex-

change by financial arrangements at something over $4.70.

That support has now been withdrawn and exchange left

to find its market level, which will probably be under the ar-

tificial rate and may be much under it. To meet such a drop,

the exporter must either buy at a low price or sell at a higher

one, but meantime has the uncertainty of the future to face.

Marine Insurance Premiums Need Readjusting

The premium of marine in.surance is a matter of the ut-

most importance in connection not only with export business

but with all Canadian trade, and that it should be greater on

goods shipped from the St. Lawrence and the Maritime pro-

vinces than from the United States Atlantic ports is a matter
for the Canadian government to attend to with consideration

and promptitude. Its pressing importance is not limited to the

timber or lumber trade, but is of the greatest consequence to

all interested in the entire import and export business of the

Dominion. The higher rate of insurance on goods shipped from
Canada means a diminished return to the exporter, who has
to compete with similar goods shipped from the States, and
this is reflected in the price he is able to pay the producer.

Apart from and in addition to that, it means higher freight

rates from Canadian ports as compared witih United States

ports, resulting from the shipowner having to pay heavier in-

surance on his vessel, for which he can only recoup himself

by charging more. It is a distinct impediment and drawback
to Canadian -trade in its competition with that of the United
States. The Dominion has spent and is spending large sums
in improving the navigation and lighting of the St. Lawrence
and in connection with the ports of the Maritime provinces
with a view to meeting this difficulty. Much of the railroad

expenditure was made in the same connection and the enor-
mous liabilities the country has recently assumed in connection
with railroads running from the producing districts to the ship-

ping ports commits the government to the removal of every
impediment to through trade from the West to Europe. It is

an open question whether marine insurance companies and

underwriters are treating Canadian business with evenhanded
justice, or if they are consciously or uncon.<7ciously discrimin-

ating against it in favor of that with the United States, but it

is clearly the business of the government in the interests of the

entire country and of its trade to see that the Canadian produc-
er and exporter are not handicapped by differential insurance

rates. The underwriters are in the business to make money,
and will charge all that the trade can be made to yield, so that

representations to them or discussions are alike futile.

Equalization of Rates is Urgent

The government should promptly take up this question of

marine insurance and obtain for shippers the same rates to and
from all Canadian ports at all seasons as are paid in connection

with similar business with United States Atlantic ports by ar-

rangements with a company formed to undertake business on
those lines. They Avould lose little or nothing in doing so.

Probably those now handling the business would compete for

it on equal terms in preference to letting it go. If anything
further can be done either in the St. Lawrence or on the Canad-
ian Atlantic coast to improve the navigation and lighting it

should be done at once. There is no good reason why the

marine risk to and from Canadian ports should be greater

than from United States ports, but in any case, in the interests

of the entire country, of our ports of our railways and of our
trade, of producers and consumers alike, the handicap should

be removed, even if some small expenditure is necessary for its

extinction. It is hopeless to expect business that cannot be
competed for on equal terms, and we are too deeply committed
and too heavily interested to hesitate. It is for all associations,

firms and individuals to take up the question and put what
pressure they can through the proper channels to induce gov-
ernment consideration and action.

The future of freights and tonnage space is still extnpmely
uncertain, the advance in rail freights from the point of pro-

duction to the port of shipment has to be reckoned with, the

description and specification of goods most urgently required

and the prices the producer can properly hold his product for

are important considerations, but this much is certain, that

such wood as Canada can supply is urgently wanted on the

other side of the Atlantic, and all difficulties connected with the

business can be met and must be met and overcome if the
country and trade are to benefit as they should do by the pres-

ent position.

Stumps cut thirteen inches from the ground, showing a marked improvement in the interests of closer
utiHzation in logging operations in New Brunswick
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An Accurate Survey of the Forests of Canada
Admirable Address by W. Gerard Power, President of the Canadian Lumbermen's

Association, on Conservation" before Canadian Forestry Association

To ask a practical lumberman to speak on Conservation is putting
a difficult task indeed before him. His every energy is, as a rule, bent
on felling more and more trees, on bringing more and more logs to his
mill, on sawing more and more lumber, so that he may give satisfac-
tion to his employers or shareholders, and be deemed a success in the
oi)inion of his fellow members of the profession. His basic idea is the
more production the more dividends, the more dividends the more
honor, not to speak of material advantages.

It is difficult, indeed, to blame him. In years gone by, when the
trade was young in this country, it was generally believed that our
forest supi^lies were illimitable and inexhaustible. The idea that the
day would ever come when the United States would find itself with
its stores on the verge of exhaustion, and, in the words of a celebrated
British authority, Mr. M. C. Duchesne, F.S.I. , "Canada contains the
only vast resources of timber within the limits of the British Empire,"
never entered the heads of these pioneers, who with their sturdy bush-
wackers roamed the forests, heedless of waste and extravagant in

method, driven thereto by the one ])rinciple, "To get the logs to the
mill, and to get the best."

It is not for us in this generation to criticize the methods of our
forefathers, and to suggest that their management of the woods was
not on the right lines or their system of forestry unsound.

Other times, other manners. Who in those days could guess
that Canada would one day be called upon to supply timber to the
entire world? Aloreover, if the methods of the old-timers were not
so scientific as ours, justice forces us to admit that but for them a
great portion of the country would still be undeveloped, roads un-
opened, and towns and villages as yet unfounded.

A number of the provinces, without their activity and industry,
would have with great difficulty found means of increasing year by
year grants of education, social work, and general development. (Since
1867 the province of Quebec has derived from the forests the sum of
$42,000,000). Millions of dollars spent in wages and construction
would never have been attracted to the country, and further, it is
hardly likely that this Canada of ours would have been so well known
to the world as it is to-day.

So much for the past. The trade and its members have been
great factors in the up-building of our nation, and we have reason to
be proud of it and grateful to them. We must look at the present and
to the future. To-day the business of production of wood material is

the second greatest industry in Canada. What will it be to-morrow?
We belong to an age of optimists, and though the bloody carnage in
Europe and its consequences have necessarily oppressed us during the
past four years, now that the high sun of victory is shining in the
heavens and the angel of peace has descended over the world, we feel
ourselves warmed and invigorated, ready to face the future with hope
and confidence.

Every nation on earth freed from the horrid nightmare which has
oppressed it, is taking stock and preparing to face the future. The
national resources are being carefully investigated in order that every
available asset may be put to the utmost practical use. We in Canada
have our Re-construction Committee, our Scientific Research Com-
mission, and other bodies established for the purpose of directing the
nation's most efficient efforts in the best channels. And so it should
be with the forestry. What we have got and what we are going to
do with it. Are we to look upon our forest as the miner looks upon

Graphic Chart compiled from Annual Report of Minister of Lands and Forests for Province of Quebec
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his underground treasure, or as the prudent husbandman looks upon
his farm? Are we to keep on taking out without any hope of replace-

ment, or are we by a wise and systematic cultivation to perpetuate one
of the country's greatest assets.

Reducing Fire Losses to Nggligible Quantity

In one direction we have made remarkable strides since the found-
ation of the "Canadian Forestry Association," by Sir Henry Joli de
Lotbiniere and certain other kindred spirits in 1900. Since that time
it can be safely said that the government and lumbermen have vied
with each other in spending their time and money for protection
against fire to such an extent that we can see the day when in the not
far distant future the forest fire losses will be reduced to a negligible

minimum.
There is no doubt but that the hand of man has in recent years

rapidly decreased our available supply of forest products. This has
been brought about partly by the greatly increased demand for lum-
ber from all over the world, and in particular from the United States,

and by the immense strides made in the pulp and paper business
which must, in order to feed its grinders, and eventually by means
of newsprint paper spread knowledge and education abroad, have at

its disposal thousands of cords of spruce balsam.
The figures given in the accompanying chart would seem to

show an ever increasing diminution in our supplies. But, I do not
think we should despair. I believe that the lumber industry is one
of the few basic industries which has within itself the possibility of

perpetuation
;
and, the time has now come for all those interested in

it to consider^ this important question, which, by the way, is by no
means a new one. As far back as 1664, John Evelyn wrote a book
entitled "Sylva," in which he says :

—
"Since it is certain and demon-

strable that all arts and artisans whatsoever must fail and cease if

there were no timber and wood in a nation (for he that shall take his

pen and begin to set down what art, mystery, or trade, belonging any
way to human life, could be maintained and exercised without wood,
will quickly find that I speak no paradox), I saw when this shall be
well-considered, it will appear that we had better be without gold
than without timber," and had it not been that succeeding genera-
tions in England acquiesced in the theory promulgated at that time,
there is no doubt but that a serious shortage in timber for use on rail-

ways and in the trenches during the late war would have been felt.

The Part Timber Played in the War
For cut off as she was, owing to the submarine menace, from out-

side sources of supply, England was obliged to fall back on her own
forests; and, though many noble trees were ruthlessly sacrificed, the
needs of the army were provided for. Th.e same may be said of France,
where the masterly genius and uncanny foresight of Napoleon saved
the forests which at a later date were to be of such great utility to his
country.

The words of John Evelyn are as true to-day as they were in by-
gone ages. "We had better be without gold than without timber,"
and if it is useful in every art and trade, then surely a nation as a
whole must interest itself in the welfare of its citizens.

The objection has often been raised that, in this country, as well
as in the United States, we are too fond of saying "Let the Govern-
ment do it." So it is in this case. On the state, of course, devolves
the supreme responsibility, for its own sake, as well as owing to the
fact that annually $7,000,000 are collected from the limit-holders of
Canada. But there must be co-operation and assistance even to the
point of pecuniary sacrifice on the part of all classes, and in particu-
lar on the part of that class which is deriving material benefit from
the exploitation of the forests.

- Speaking as a Quebec limit-holder, I may say that the help which
the individual lumberman can give to this work is not very great.
The fact that the settler may within a short time clear the land com-
pletely of all timber is scarcely encouraging, even if one had the
means to systematically carry on a program of forestry. So that the
work must be undertaken by joint effort and co-operation with the
governmental authorities, and the first step is, I think, incorporated in
the resolution which I am about to propose to you.

Stock-Taking of Timber Assets Advocated
Would it not be well, before going into this matter any further

and taking any steps which we might afterwards have reason to re-
gret, to find out exactly what we have? How much timber is there in
this Canada of ours? We have figures given by various provinces,
but they are at best only approximate. As nearly as can be made out
the area, given as forest area, includes everything which is not town
lots, mining leases, or cultivated land, and with the exception of the
largest lakes no account is taken of water, and further, the barren
lands to the north would seem to be included. Such a condition of
affairs can hardly surprise anyone. With one exception no govern-
ment has as yet undertaken a thorough and systematic survey of the
forest lands under its control.

Who knows, for instance, the quantity, the quality of the differ-

ent species which lie in Ungava, or in the great northlahd of Ontario?
What are the means of transportation therefrom? Is the timber ac-

cessible Is the exploitation of that country a commercial possibility?

The province of New Brunswick has already undertaken such a
survey, and, in the words of Mr. G. H. Prince, "It will give definite

information of the quantity, quality and value of the timber on any
area, from which the stumpage value may be determined. It will

show the quantity of species now of little commercial importance, be-
cause of lack of market demand, and possibly it may show that these
species can be marketed profitaljly, or, where quantity justifies it, to
induce industries utilizing these inferior species to operate within the
province, thus profitably utilizing material which is at present going
to waste.

Second : The estimate of the annual growth will determine whe-
ther or not the annual cut can be increased, or whether to perpetuate
the industry, restriction should be placed on certain species to regu-
late the cut.

Third : The information on soils will permit of directing settle-

ment to districts offering the greatest prospect of success, and with-
holding non-agricultural land from settlement, thus protecting both
the future settler and the licensee."

All Classes Interested in a Survey

Besides, all classes are interested in such a proceeding. The lum-
berman, in order that he may know whether or not he has somewhere
else to turn when he has exhausted his present holdings ; the state,

because it is to its interest to know exactly what are its assets; the
investor in public securities to know what guarantees his bonds; and
finally, the people of the country in order that having the figures before
them they may be enabled to check with a jealous eye the means being
taken to preserve to posterity their national heritage.

As to the methods to be followed in making such a survey, I

think it would be beyond the scope of this convention to define them.
The conditions are not the same in each province, and it would re-

quire more time than has been put at my disposal to go into the vari-

ous theories advanced on this subject. I think that this could be safely

left to be worked out by provincial authorities, always bearing in

mind that any such action will have the hearty co-operation of the

lumbermen.

Surely, the men who can calmly photograph and map German
trenches, dugouts, and hiding places, in spite of tremendous fire from
ground batteries, artillery and machine guns, could easily, while fly-

ing about bent on the peaceful business of commerce, make maps and
plans and take photographs, which would be of the highest value in

determining the features of the ground, the extent of wooded country,

waters, and burnt over land.

Resolution in Favor of National Inventory

Whereas, an accurate survey of all standing timber in

Canada, showing the various kinds of lumber, the quality,

location and accessibility, together with available means of

transportating same to the nearest market—also a report of

all cut-over lands which are suitable only for forest growth

—

with the extent and location of same, would be most valuable

information not only to lumber operators, but to the various

Dominion and Provincial governments, thus enabling said

governments to develop to the full extent a permanent forest

policy which would have the effect of conserving the great

natural resources contained in Canada's forests.

Be it therefore resolved, that the Canadian Forestry As-
sociation assembled in Montreal, urge upon the proper gov-
ernmental authorities to provide adequate financial assist-

ance, and clothe the Commission of Conservation to this end,

and that copies of the resolution be forwarded to the Prime
Minister, and the Minister of the Interior of the Dominion
Government, also the Minister of Lands and Forests of the

various provinces, and to the Chairman of the Commission
of Conservation.

This resolution was carried.

Good Showing Made in Timber Operations

A good season's cut is reported from the lumber camp of Hall

Bros., Limited, of Toronto, four miles from Marlbank, in Hastings

County, where D. Healy, as foreman, with a gang of 18 men is said

to have made a new record. Operations began on the first week of

January and closed the latter part of March, during which time 10,-

000 saw logs were cut, 5,000 cedar posts and 800 sticks of rock elm

timber. Besides this the gang landed the timber and posts at Marl-

bank, Ont., for shipment and the logs were hauled over two miles

where a mill is being installed to convert them into timber. Taking
into consideration the unfavorable weather conditions that prevailed

throughout the winter for lumbering this record is a good one.
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How the Timber is Logged for the Sawmills
Various Operations in Construction of Camps, Cruising, Felling, Drawing, Skidding

and Scaling—Methods Employed in Getting Out Cut
By G. A. Mulloy and W. M, Robertson

There are many methods of timber cruising in use in Eastern

Canada, but they are nearly all based on the strip system. A few
ocular estimates are still made, but this method is fast falling into

disuse. An experienced lumberman may be afcle to travel an area

and by comparing it witli a mental picture of some tract he has al-

ready seen logged, arrive at a remarkably close estimate of what
timber is on it. But with increasing value of timber the desire of a

more substantial method grows.
Many of the large corporations keep a cruiser employed the

year round. Besides estimating the timber they purpose buying or

selling, he determines what the various logging sub-division or

"cuts" contain from time to time ; what state burned-over areas are

in ; when it will be advisable to return to a cutover area ; amount of

timber taken in case of trespass, etc.

After boundary lines have been determined—this may necessi-

tate a re-running of the original survey lines—the compass man
commences a line across the area. At the end of each chain he stops.

The estimator then tallies all trees on a strip half a chain on each

side of the line, noting diameters or diameters and height. He also

notes the topography as he goes, thus obtaining at the same time all

the mapping information necessary for logging purposes. They pro-

ceed in this way right across the area. Arrived at the other side

the}^ ofifset 10, 20 or 30 chains, depending on whether a 10 per cent,

or less estimate is required, and cross back to starting side, vv-here

they oflfset again. This work is carried on most advantageously in

winter, after waterways are frozen and before snow is too deep.

Broad leaves are not a hindrance then as in summer.
To translate his piece tally into board feet, the estimator must

have a volume table showing for each diameter or diameter and
height the average volume board feet. If none is at his disposal

adaptable to the field he is working on he must make one locally

from actual measurements of as many trees as is feasible.

Some Factors in Locating Camps
During the summer previous to the first operating season on

a tract the company owning a timber limit or the cutting rights en-

gages a foreman who immediately, in company with the walking
Idoss, travels the "cut" to formulate a working plan. From statistics

in the office, he knows whether it is to.be more than a single seas-

on's job and approximately what the cut should be per season. Then
after travelling the field they decide whether it will be more advan-
tageous to operate every season from the one set of camps or to

mov. This, of course, is determined by the relative density and ac
cessibility of the timber at possible camping sites on the one hantl.

and the cost of new camps and a move on the other. These prob
lems solve the size of camps, and the permaijency, and therefore-

quality of them is also decided. Let us suppose the area has been
estimated to contain 15 million feet and that all logs will be watered
at one place. Then if a fairly central site can be found a good set

of camps to be used four seasons to accomodate 100 men will be de-

sirable.

It now remains to select the site. This is done with the three
factors; good water, sanitation and accessibility, keeping all clearly
in view. Plenty and good water, the first need is sometimes supplied
by a spring or more often a spring creek. Sanitation is obtained by
avoiding swamps or wet marshy land, and by placing camps below
the water supply. To be most accessible the site should be on or
near the main haul road and as centrally placed to all operations a-

possible.

As much as 16 square miles have been operated from a single

camp, where, the operation lasted over three or four years but as a
general principle men should not be more than one and a half or two
miles from the farthest work.

The Construction of the Camps
About September 1st the foreman begins to pick up his gang,

20 to 50 men, and with tents and equipment moves back to camp site.

At once clearing commences and soon the miniature town site is

ready. About three acres are cleared, sufficient so that possible wind-
falls will be harmless and small enough to be windshielded on all

sides. The timber of the clearing as far as possible is utilized for

construction and the balance for fuel. Cfimps are almost always built

of logs, as, of course, is to be expected, and until late years the build-

ings were constructed of pine. Pine logs were easy to work with

:

being straight and cylindrical, they lay well and were convenient to

obtain. However, nowadays most companies have put a ban on such
wastefulness and penalize any foreman who uses pine for his build-

ings. Sheeting lumber for gables and roofs and floors and tar paper
covering are used. The general specifications are about as follows:

Walls, of dove-tailed logs, 7 or 8 rows high, crevices chinked
on inside with wedge-shaped cordwood and plastered or mud finish-

ed. Floor joists, of 5-in. to 6-in. spruce or balsam poles, 2 feet apart,

about 12 inches from the ground. Floor, 4-4 sheeting hemlock oi

pine. Roof, almost invariably wedge—rafters of balsam poles, sheet-
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ing rough pine or hemlock, gables boarded in with same and all

covered with tar paper. Door at one end and one or two windows
in each gable.

The following table shows a fair average set of camps for 100

men

:

Building Size Man Days Team Days
Cookery 50x30x9 ' 100 7

2 bunk houses 36x30x9 190 14

Office 20x30x8 100 5

2 Stables 30x42 150 14

Tool house 18x20 40 4

Granary 18x20 40 4

Store house 18x20 40 4

This arrangement may be varied somewhat to meet special re-

quirements, e.g. tool house, granary and store house are not indis-

pensable. A root house may partially substitute for the store house

;

and the balance of stored goods may be kept in the granary or cook-

ery. If the foreman be a married man a small log camp is frequently

added for his family, the family as a rule taking meals at the camp
cookery. But in any set of camps for a crew of say, 100 men. the

amount of material used and labor varies, but little, for no one but
an experienced man is ever in charge of such an undertaking, so that

the oscillating factors of cost are prices of labor and provisions, and
the hauling expenses. If the lumber has to be teamed 25 miles, one
trip in two days, the camp must necessarily cost considerably more
than if the haul is three miles and two trips per day can be made.

The cookery is generally a single rectanglar building, the fore-

two-thirds being reserved for dining tables. The balance is the

cook's "factory," with huge
stove, bake boards and
shelves. But an improve-

ment over the regular style

was that built by a firm

at Thor Lake. The main
building was a little short-

er, about 30 X 40, and en-

tirely used as a dining

room. Behind this a lean-

to, 30 X 30 was built,' its

roof not high enough to

interfere with light of the

main building. The lean-to

was also well lighted on
two sides at its own gables.

A large opening was cut

in the communicating wall.

By this lean-to arrange-

ment the cooking smells

were much eliminated

from the dining-room, and
the bountiful supply of

light on both sides of his

stove and long tables was
indeed appreciated by the

cook. The shelving, too,

was very compact and ac-

accessible.

The tables, 4, 5 or 6 in number, are built sawhorse, crossleg

fashion, topped with rough lum'ber and long enough to accommodate

10 or 12 men to the side. A covering of table oil cloth is always used.

A long bench on each side serves as chairs.

The Sleeping Quarters of the Men
The bunk house or sleeping camps are built exactly like the

cookery. Inside completely down each side and across one end of

the wall is a double row (upper and lower) of bunks. Each bunk

accommodates two men and is about 4x7 feet over all. Nowadays,

according to law, they are built end to end or side to the wall and

not headed to the wall, or nuzzle-loading and thus space saving as of

yore. The bunks are built of pole framework, and finished with

lumber. The balance or centre of the building is the common room

with a row of benches beside the bunks. A large box stove occupies

the centre surmounted by cloth drying devices. A grindstone or two

may also find place on the floor, so that the men may tune up for

the morrow, if not too deeply engrossed in a game of "snap" stakes or

a quid of MacDonald's.
Several camps have lately installed modern, sanitary double

deck steel constructed beds equipped with spring mattresses. These
have replaced the bunks of former days.

The blacksmith shop is a rough building well lighted, often heat-

ed by box stove, as well as forges. This combines an iron and wood-
work shop. A "handy" shop, indeed, it is for much new work besid-

es all necessary repairs are executed here.

Bunk houses are almost invariably of the following sizes: 36 x

30 X 9 feet, to accommodate 48 men. This allows a per capita air

space of 280 cubic feet. The following is a brief summary of the most
important regulations of the Ontario Board of Health as approved
in 1912, applying to lumber and mining camps.

The Provincial Board of Health must be notified annually of

camps operating.

A physician must be engaged to supervise and inspect at least

once a month sanitary conditions.

A physician must be employed to give medical attendance to

employees ; or the employer may personally bear the responsibility.

If physician is employed, the maximum charge to each employee
shall be one dollar.

Hospital accommodation must be furnished for employees.
Buildings must be located with due regard to healthfulness and

subject to approval of inspector.

All bunks must be constructed parallel to the wall, and must be

at least one foot from the floor.

Every camp must have 600 cubic feet per capita air space, and
provided with sufficient means of ventilation. Floors must be right

and raised one foot from the ground.

A convenient wash-house, laundry and bathroom shall be fur-

nished.

Refuse must be collected and regularly removed.
Latrines must be constructed and maintained in a condition sat-

isfactory to the inspector.

Stables must be so located as not to contaminate the water sup-

ply and at least 125 feet from any dwelling.

Board may enforce regulations at expense of the employer.
Since the operation of

getting out logs is divided

into two distinct phases,

as indicated above, i.e., cut-

ting and skidding and later

on hauling, the force is

split up to suit the work.
During the first part of the

season no hauling is done,

and the men are all em-
ployed in getting the logs

on to the skidways.
The clerk has charge

of all camp accounts and
handles the van or store.

He keeps the men's time
and runs charge accounts
for each man in the camp.
Requisitions are sent out
each week or so for each
man in the camp. Requisi-

tions are sent out each
week or so for special sup-
plies and the clerk checks
off all incoming supplies,

and sees them put into the

storehouse. Every week
or so he takes an inven-
tory of all goods in camp

and submits it to headquarters. He makes out time checks, Avhich
both he and the foreman sign, and which are cashed either at the
main office or are negotiable at some centre. No men are paid off
without the foreman's consent and he—the foreman—decides all

wages which are to be paid. Some times the clerk acts as a helper
for the scaler, if an assistant sealer is not provided. Outside of this he
does no woods work at all. His service though may be utilized for
more than one camp, and in this case he spends half time in each camp.

In the most up-to-date camps which have a good system of book-
keeping weekly and monthly reports have to be made out, both for
supplies on hand, wanted or consumed, and the number of logs cut,

skidded, hauled and their board feet contents.

The blacksmith shop for a hundred-man camp is rather an up-
to-date aflfair. Here the blacksmith and handy man make many of the
tools necessary for the various operations, including sleighs, sprink-
lers, wedge snowplows and axe handles, cant hooks, peevies, pike
poles, tongs, hooks, devices, wedges, etc. These, however, are usual-
ly made in spare time, for shoeing and repair work is their first duty.
Horses must be kept well and properly shod with dull or sharp calks
as the case requires. Chains and rigging of all descriptions are con-
tinually coming in for repair.

It depends how many horses are in camp whether a barn-boss
is necessary or not. Each teamster is supposed to look after his own
team and keep them in good condition, but when the number of teams
increases a barn-boss becomes essential. His duties consist in super-
vising all feed supplies and their utilization. Cleaning stables, tend-

I
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ing sick horses, and treating their wounds and generally keeping an
eye on the care each teamster gives his team. He, it is to whom the

foreman looks for the care of all the teams and the close utilization

of the supply of oats and hay.

The Commander of the Commissariat

Next to the foreman the most influential man in camp is the

cook. The cook can make or break the camp if allowed to do so. Men
may grumble at early hours, hard work, unpleasant tasks and heartily

curse the boss, but when it comes to poor grub they don't kick very
much

;
they quit. And every good man who quits in the middle of

the season is so much lost to the company. Georgian Bay lumber
camps are not as a whole so much bothered with that time-tried in-

stitution, i.e. three gangs, one working, one coming and one going,

although it is prevalent everywhere to some extent. Much of the

credit is due to the genius of the cooks. A good cook can save nearly
his whole salary out of the scraps, if he is ingenious enough. The
lavishness of the board provided in an Ontario lumber camp is pro-

verbial and indeed, is one of the inducements held out to the lumber-
jack to stay at the work.

The cookees are cook's helpers and are usually young, lightly

built fellows who are not strong enough for log rolling. They wash
dishes, set tables and prepare lunches for the men at dinner time.

Their work is unskilled and, therefore, they are paid on the lowest
scale in the camp.

The choreboy, or bull cook as he is called, is also an unskilled

laborer. He makes the fires in bunkhouses and procures wood and
water. His duties, althoug'h simple are arduous.

The filer keeps the saws in trim. His work is more or less skill-

ed. Saws require sharpening, setting and gauging. His procedure
is as follows : He sharpens one spare saw and with this he proceeds
to the bush where the cutting gang are operating. He takes their

saw and gives them his spare one. Then he proceeds to sharpen this

saw on the spot, supporting the saw in sawed notches in two saplings
about 45 feet apart. If the saw needs special adjustment, such as
gumming, he may take it to the camp with him or have that particu-

lar gang bring it to camp at night and leave it with him.

Operating Gangs and What They Do
The instruction for log-making to operating gangs are generally

as follows

:

Species Loe Lengths
Desired

Smallest
Top Diameter

White pine 7 in. 15-12 ft

Red pine 8 in. 18-16-12 ft,

Spruce 6 in. 16-12 ft,

Remarks

Not more than 10 %
12 ft. As many 18 as pos-

sible, 12 only when nec-

essary.

All stumps to be cut as low as possible.

Allowance for brooming must not be less than 4 inches on any
log.

These instructions are transmitted by tlie foreman to the "fitter"

or head of the saw crew. He follows them as closely as he can, but
it is left to his own judgment to divide the tree as advantageously
as possible. But as the ends of the logs are lia'ble to be much broom-
ed in the drive, and therefore, must 1)e trimmed at the mill, it is im-
perative that the foreging brooming allowance be not neglected.

The following considerations guide the fitter in determining the
length of the logs :

Length most desired.

Straightness of bole.

Defects (disease or injury).'

Close utilization—tops as small as can be utilized.

The saw crew consists of either two or three men. Two men can
do the work, but as there is considerable axe work and measuring,
a third man should be provided and the three-man gang is recognized
as the most efficient in any up-to-date camp. The third man is the

boss of the gang and is called notcher, maker, measurer or fitter. He
makes the undercut, measures the logs with an 8 ft 4inch, or an 8 foot

3 inch stick, and makes the top cut.

He plans the direction of fall of the tree and keeps a tally of logs

and their lengths, and cut during the day.

The other two men handle the saw. The operation as carried

out is as follows : first, the fitter makes a deep notch, called the under-
cut, in the side of the tree towards which it is intended to fell it. This
notch is 6 to 8 inches deep, depending on the size of tree and is

slightly lower than the point on the opposite side of the tree at which
the sawyers begin cutting. The sawyers then start sawing, inclining

the saw somewhat downwards toward the notch. If the saw starts

to bind, wedges are driven in behind the saw with a maul for the pur-
pose. These wedges are often made in camp and two are carried
wired together. When nearly sawed through the saw kerf should
start to widen and the tree to fall, but if it is standing so perpendicu-

lar that it will not fall itself, the wedges are driven in farther and it is

wedged over.

The signal of the long drawn, sonorous cry T-I-M-B-E-R is the
warning to everyone within earshot that a tree is about to fall. This
is followed by an ominous crack, an' accelerating swish of needles
through the frosty air and then the crash of breaking branches and
smaller trees, and finally the thunderous impact of the tree on the
ground.

Meanwhile the fitter has been notching another tree. This the
sawyers begin to cut down while the fitter measures off log lengths
with his 8 foot, 4 inch stick, keeping in mind the requirements as
stated. He then limbs sufficiently to allow the sawyers to work and
make the top cut. By this time the next tree is down and the saw-
yers begin bucking the first tree into logs.

The Duration of the Cutting Season

Cutting lasts from beginning of the season, September 15th, until

about January 1st. A crew of three men may handle as many a-

225 logs per day, in exceptional circumstances, but this score i>

never turned in as such. A bank is kept by the fitter who know>
from experience how many logs a crew can be expected to make
in a day on the average in the class of timber in which the operation is

carried on, so the good days and the bad days are averaged together
and he turns in 100 or 125 as the tally each night to the foreman.

Since the number of logs per M varies very greatly in different

localities and the scattered or bunched nature of the timber predi-

cates the number cut hy any saw crew, the cost per M varies greatly.

The operation known generally under the name of skidding con-

sists really of three operations, which are carried on simultaneously.

The skidways are located, cleared and prepared earlier in the fall.

Skidways are roughly located when the foreman lays out the roads,

for the road location depends to a large extent on their position.

In deciding whether one or two skidways are to serve the pur-

pose, the foreman must consider cost of clearing a skidway ; cost of

road to second skidway, but increased efficiency in tran^portinpr Incr^

;

extra cost in skidding all logs to one skidway.

In building each skidway the foreman must decide abuut how
many logs it is to hold and how high it is advisable to deck them, i.e.

height vs. length. In many instances this point is almost decided for

him by the lay of the ground. The correct place to put a skidway is

on the upperside of the road if the road is located along a hill or on
either side of a narrow valley. The ground should slope toward the

road. As it must be cleared of brush, he tries to select a place which
is as clear as possible.

In practice, building of skidways is often left to the road gang
and foreman, but if a special gang is doing this, three men, team.ster

and team can construct from two to four skidways a day holding any-

where from 50 to 500 logs, although, where the latter figure is reach-

ed, the construction will take considerably longer.

The Construction of the Skidways

When sufficient space is cleared, a large log is out and placed

parallel and close to the edge of the road. Next, two or three strong

skids, small trees in fact, are laid at right angles to this, with one end

resting on the log and flush with its outer surface, and the other end

on the ground. Notches are cut in the upper surface of the face log

to hold the skids in position. Then the three are levelled by cutting

oflf the other end or letting them into the ground so that a log when
placed on the skidway will rest equally on all three skids. If only

two skids are used, they must be on the same level. If the skids are

long and the supporting surfaces too far apart a smaller cross log is

placed under them half way down. Materials used is usually what-

ever comes handiest, except merchantable logs. Neither an average

number of logs per skidway nor an average cost of building them can

be given, as the variation is too great.

The skidding crew consists of the following men: Swampers
4-5, teamsters and teams, snaking 2, decking 1, sender 1, decker 1, boss

of the skidding crew.

The swampers who work in pairs start at the skidway and clear

a making trail to the nearest logs. These they limb up. The top is

left lying as it is, if it is not in the road of the skidding. Then the

teamster comes along with his team. Where the bush is dense he

may unhitch the traces of one horse to allow the double trees to drag

more freely. Arrived at the piece to be snaked out, he turns his

horses round in position. Attached to the centre of the double tree

is a grab hook and swivel. A chain, 8 to 10 feet long, with a slip hook

on the end, is passed underneath the log about a foot or so from the

end, and hooked around the chain. He tries to so arrange this con-

nection that the horses will lift the log up and so prevent it from

running its nose into the ground. He then drags it along the snak-

ing road to the skidway. Snaking roads should not be more than
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150 yards long. For Jarge logs a better and more general method is

to use the tongs instead of chain.
.

Arrived at the skidway the team is stopped, so that the log is

parallel to the other logs on the skidway, or at right angles to the

skids. Here the teamster leaves it to return for another log.

All logs are stamped before placing them on the skidway.
The stamping liiimmer has the company's mark, in raised letters,

on both ends. Both ends of the logs are stamped three or four times

near the periphery, so that when floating in the water they may be
easily recognized.

The Elevation of Logs on the Skids

The log is rolled by the ground man with his cant hook on the

skidway. This is all that happens for the first tier or so of logs.

But later, as logs have to be raised above the ground on the upper
side of the skidway, the top skidder and decking team come into

play. Two short skids are placed in a leaning position against the

upper logs of the skidway. Up these skids to the top of the pile the

log has to be rolled. Where only one tier is in place the two men,
with cant hooks may be able to do the trick, but as the tiers increase

the decking line is used. Two blocks and a gin pole are used. This
gin pole, which is a straight pole 10 to 12 feet long, is fastened by
chains to one side of the skidway against the log ends, or is placed

at the other end or front of the skidway, depending on where best

the team can get a straight haul of 75 to 100 feet. A block is then

rigged at top and bottom. The line is passed through the first block

at the bottom, then through the top block over the pile, over the

top and around underneath the log to be decked, then back to some
place on the top of the pile, where a sharp dog-hook, which is fast-

ened to its end is driven into one log already on the skidway.
The horses are then hitched to the end of the chain and pull on

the line. The log, caught in the bight of the line, is drawn up the

skids and on to the top. When it passes the place where the dog
is fastened, this dog pulls out and the log is left in this position.

The operation as carried out is not as simple as a mere descrip-

tion would lead one to expect. The roller up has to judge to a nicety

where the centre of gravity of the log should be, so that it will roll

evenly up the skids, and has to help or hinder either end as it as-

cends. The decker, who is skidding boss, is the most experienced
man in the outfit. There is considerable danger if he is not quick
and sure in hivS actions, that he may get caught and injured. He
has to plan where he is going to place each log and set the log hook
accordingly. Lastly, the teamster must drive slowly and carefully

so that he can stop at any moment at a signal from the decker.

The Method of Scaling Logs
Between Christmas and New Year's the number of men is gen-

erally much reduced. The men have spent three months or more in

camp, and so many of them leave for home for a short holiday.

Most of the skidding is finished by this time, but it is continued well

into January if the snow does not get too deep.

Just as soon as sufficient snow and frost make it possible, about
New Year's, preparations begin for the sleigh haul. But even before
this time some hauling may be done by means of sloops. In this

operation one end of the log is elevated on a bunk of a single sled.

The other end trails on the ground. This is merely an expedient
to keep teams busy, which are not otherwise employed. It is not a

very efficient method except where the haul is only a short dis-

tance. It is never employed where the haul is over one-half mile.

It is particularly suitable where there is a short steep slope to the

landing. No iced roads are necessary or could be maintained with
the heavy ends of the logs trailing on the ground and breaking up
the road surface. Again, it may be used in the spring after hauling
is over and before the break-up. On a rough, short haul even chain-

ing may be resorted to, i.e., logs dragged- to dump by the same method
as to the skidway.

The Loading and Hauling of Logs

All scaling is done by a man who has passed the "cullers" ex-

amination. Some times in the smaller camps he may be the clerk

as well. But in the larger organizations the company employs a
scaler, who does the work for two or three camps. As most logs

are scaled on the skidways and only rarely at the dump, he must
be in camp before and while hauling is going on. He must have an
assistant, either temporary or permanent, and for this purpose he
often employs the clerk of the can>p. The scaler finds out from the

foreman the location of each completed skidway and the number of

logs supposed to be on each. Then, if possible, before these become
covered with snow he proceeds to scale them. His outfit consists

of the following tools: Crayons, 2 log rules (Doyle), tally boards,

ladder, 8 feet (some times carried for big skidways).

The tally board is made in the shape of a square paddle with a

handle and is made of some such soft wood, and white as basswood.
This can be cleaned each day by sandpapering. He rules it freshly

with vertical and horizontal lines, so that he can show both diameter
and length of each log, or he may rule it to show the number of

board feet directly in each log as read from the long rule,

The scaler takes his stand on one side of the skidway and places

his assistant, who has another rule, on the other side. To make
sure that both the scaler and his assistant are measuring the same
log at once, each scaler has a method of his own of working over the

whole face in a systematic manner. Any defects noted by the assist-

ant are called out and the scaler, judged by inspection of his end,

knows how much to be deducted from the total scale of the log or

whether it is to be marked "cull" altogether. This is done with an
"X" or other mark in blue chalk. To keep track of the lengths of

m

Logging in the Georgian Bay district—piling the logs on the bank of the stream ready for the spring drive
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the logs each man conijjares. it with the last log scaled, the assistant

calling out to the scaler how far its end protrudes or is short of the

last log.

Very few scalers use a defect table. The use of a common defect

table by all scalers would establish more uniformity in the various

districts. Lacking this, the scaler has to depend on his judgment.
With the large companies, however, the scaler is usually employed
in the mill in summer and is therefore able to tell very closely by
observation how much must be deducted for crook or the various

defect of injury, rot, shake, etc.

The Doyle rule is inaccurate for very large or small logs and
it is rather peculiar that some better means of measuring has not

been adopted. The lumber companies look for a certain over run

at the mill with logs up to 24 inches. Thus, in one big mill the ex-

pected over run is 25 per cent. Very large logs do not cut their full

scale, but this is very often remedied by the amount of "cull" many

large logs having sonic dciet^l, .^0^.11 heart ro^, lor uhuii a ijig cuil

in the total scale is made.
The total number of logs and scale of each skidway is kept sep-

arate. Often the scaler marks the number of logs in the skidway
on a convenient tree nearby. His scale is checked by government
scalers, who visit the camp once a season and are supposed to check
25 per cent, of the logs. Many scalers complain that the check is not
fair, as the government scalers only check the lower large logs n
the skidway and their computation is too high.

The cost of scaling runs from 2 to 4 cents per M board feet.

Each scaler can scale 1,000 to 1,500 logs per day, although as many
as 3,000 logs have been reported scaled. Seventy-five thousand to

one hundred and twenty thousand logs per season for each scaler

is about the average. Each scaler makes out and signs a report to
the crown timber agent of the district, and this is submitted to the
Department of Lands, Forests and Mines.

The Loggers Stand Back of the Exporters
As Long as the Forests Remain the Manufacturers Will Never be Short of Raw

Material in the Form Best Suited to their Requirements
By N. S. Lougheed, Port Haney, B. C, President of the B. C. Loggers' Association

Where do the loggers of British Columbia

stand, particularly in relation to the export trade;

what will our forests provide and after converting

them into lumber how are we going to get our

I)roduct into foreign markets ?

So much has been said and so much written

about our diflferent kinds of timber it is probable

that this field will be covered to the entire satis-

faction of your readers. All those interested in

our trade know the strength and dimensions of our

Douglas fir ; the durability of our cedar and the

wonderful trade it has built for us in shingles and

siding; how the war promoted our Sitka spruce

from partial obscurity and the box trade to first

place on the honor roll of woods, which on account

of its strength, flexibility and lightness, when
manufactured into wings, made our aeroplanes

the fastest and best in the world ; how the pulp

industr}' has thrived on our hemlock, and lastly

of our principal woods. How we have hidden

away among our forests large tracts of yellow

cedar, not yet to any extent introduced commer-
cially, but on account of its strength and durabi-

lity when known, will certainly find a ready mar-
ket in the boat and aeroplane industries. This wood carries a rich

cedar odor and, when made up into boxes or shelving for the storing

of furs or woollen, insures against their destruction by moths or other

vermin. Of our species I will say no more.

Regarding the extent of our holdings, British Columbia is as

rich in timber lands as any country in the world. We have. yet great

stretches and in many cases unrecorded bodies of timber. Our opera-

tions so far have taken us only a few miles from, or are on the shore

line itself.

The Necessity of An Assembling Dock

With all this in our favor it would appear we should be leading

exporters ; that we are not is explained by several reasons. First, to

get to the Eastern market and to Europe we are in the wrong place,

geographically in an outer corner of the Empire. We have not, so far,

been able to successfully compete with more advantageously placed

exporters that are closer and better equipped for this trade. On the

Pacific we can hold our own and here our brightest prospect for the

future appears to be, but again we are hardly ready. Outside of a

few of our largest mills who enjoy the advantage of their own docks,

we have not yet an assembling dock in any of our harbors that w'ill

let inland mills or those without shipping facilities into the business

properly. Should a large volume of trade (now while we are talking

of foreign reconstruction) suddenly present itself we might find our-

selves hard pressed for a time to bring our total energy into action.

I do not say that want of common harbor facilities rests entirely with

the lumbermen ; it is rather the result of an indifYerent policy on the

part of our federal authorities, who nearly as far away as our markets,

for thirty years, appear to have been unable to see over the Rocky
Mountains and properly understand where we are or our requirements.

The relation of the British Columbia logger to the lumbermen,
his trade and troubles, is rather unique. Tucked away in a corner of

N. S. Lougheed, Port Haney, B.C

the trade by himself, usually too busy to go out

and gossip with his neighbors, consequently not

often heard from, but in the final analysis he is

one of the great factors and perhaps the most pic-

turesque member of the whole family.

No matter where your trade may be, at home
or foreign, the logger is the inception of it because

whether it is whole trees for ship construction, or

-pruce for aeroplanes, he first of all must go into

the forests and get it. They say that when the

.\llies were in dire need of spruce out of which to

build aeroplanes in numbers necessary to beat

down our enemies' air resistance, British Colum-
bia produced more than all of the United States.

That we did so was entirely a loggers' victory,

notwithstanding the distance we had to go or the

difficulties to overcome in doing so.

The Enviable Record of the Logger

From our achievements of to-day the logger

more than any man can look back over a long and

honorable record. We have always extended a

helping hand to forward the progress of civil-

ization. Those of us who know our Bible,

Noah his honest pride, that when an ark was
the race, he was able to send out his hew-

ers and fallers, who probably yelled "Timber" to clear the way
(or something meaning the same) for when their trees left the stump

they hit the ground just as they are doing at this minute all along our

Western Coast. Our very existence is. proof of his success ; or of how
the boys were sent down to the forests of Lebanon to get cedar to

make a Temple. But why say more. I only want to establish con-

clusively, speaking for the loggers of British Columbia or wherever

the tribe may be, that the manufacturer need never worry about ma-

terial enough to meet any demand in any market, for as long as our

forests remain he will never be short of logs.

Unfortunately, the logger—no matter how enterprising he may
be—cannot seek a foreign market for his product. The manufacturer

is the only one who can offer lumber for sale, and the logger is oblig-

ed to depend upon his sawmill friend to secure the foreign sale. After

the manufacturer secures the business the logger furnishes the raw

material in the form best suited to the requirements of the order.

must feel

needed to

with
save

The John Carew Lumber Co., of Lindsay, Ont., report that their

timber operations for the past year have been the most extensive

they have ever had. The firm have a large stock to cut, and the

prospects are very good. They believe that prices for lumber will

hold firm for the coming season at any rate.

Lieut.-Colonel Frank J. Carew. son of John Carew. president of

the company, is still in England, but is expected home in the course^

of a few weeks He has been given charge of a number of district^

to wind up everything, and his work is practically completed. His^
brother. Lieutenant Arthur Carew is also still in England, attached

to the Imperial army with the Royal Garrison artillery. He is ex-

pected home shortly.
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Practical Talk on the Western Export Business
Need of Foreign Trade, Its Accruing Benefits and Means to Secure it—Difficulties

to be Overcome and How Government Support May be Rendered
By Geo. R. Elliott, Genoa Bay. B.C.

Looking at the lumber business as it is on the i'acific coast, it is of the world, and in order to secure tonnage to carry his lumber car

very apparent that the export trade has been badly handled and ser- goes, must be in a position to offer vessel owners return freights for

iously neglected. The attitude of mills not fitted by location or other-

wise to handle export business, has not only been apathetic, but in

many instances antagonistic, especially if any steps were contemplat-

ed calling for the expenditure of time, energy or money. The atti-

tude of mills fitted for export has been this, when rail and domestic

trade was virile, they turned down export; when rail and dome.stic

trade was weak, they tried to secure export. This naturally gave a

l)Oor and erratic service to prospective export buyers, and British

Columbia connection suffered accordingly.

The subject of the export trade readily lends itself to divisions

under the following headings :

The need of export trade.

Benefits accruing from export trade.

Means of securing export trade.

Difificulties in supplying and objections to export trade.

Government assistance in securing and holding export trade.

The export demand normally has no set seasons or artificial

boundaries; it is a continual demand. Prices for export are not af-

fected by our local conditions. The demand for ex-

port is capable of vast extension. Our domestic

and local trade demand, fluctuates according to

weather conditions, crop conditions, labor condi-

tions and conditions of our domestic financial mar-

ket. This creates periods of high prices and great

activity followed by periods of acute depression.

Periods of depression in the local and domestic

lumber market therefore occur at the same time

and other industries are depressed. Export demand
not being affected by local conditions of weather,

labor or finances, is clearly to be desired in a suffi-

cient quantity so that the lumber business in times

of local depression, in place of adding its quota to

the general commercial sadness, will have a stimu-

lating effect, reacting on trade generally, and short-

ening such periods of general depression. Inter-

provincial and local trading in lumber is simply

living off ourselves, putting our timber resources

down our own throats or on our own backs, and'

does not help us nationally. Export trading brings

in foreign money, adding to the finances and wealth

of the nation.

The export trade has a stabilizing effect, both

to prices and to labor conditions, in the lumber bus-

iness. The creation of a demand for shipping to

carry lumber from our ports, creates a demand for cargoes to our

ports, giving us lower freight rates on many commodities we now
import. General business always follows the line of least resistance

;

overseas business is no exception and follows the well defined trade

routes of the world and only goes to the side routes under pressure.

A goodly amount of export lumber shipments creates automatically

a trade route to our Canadian ports and general business is bound
to accrue.

Under present conditions we find that mills at times are cutting

largely on export until such a time as domestic and local prices are

more attractive. Then they stop export arid turn to the other, result-

ing throwing on the market without warning a vast cutting capacity,

the results invariably being that domestic and local demand is quickly

filled, prices shattered and all manufacturers suffer. It is, therefore,

to the interest of all mills, whether applicable to export or not, that a

large volume of export trade be secured and maintained by those cap-
able of handling same.

Some Necessities of the Situation

The foreign buyers as a rule have been used to dealing through
brokers or agents and the idea of dealing direct with the manufacturer
does not appeal very strongly to them.

All of the negotiations are done by cable. Prices are delivered

(CLE.) Consequently, to handle a large export demand from differ-

ent markets of the world, the seller must have a large cutting capacity

behind his quotations, must "have connections in the different markets

George R. Elliott,

Genoa Bay, B.C.

their vessels. When we consider that China, Australia, West Coast of

South America, South Africa and United Kingdom are all heavy im-
porters of Pacific Coast woods, that a connection once formed has to

have its demands filled irrespective of local conditions existing at the
cutting mill, one can realize that the security of export trade in ade-
quate quantity and of a steady flow is not possible by the individual
effort of any one mill.

What Proper Selling Agency Can Do
As to British Columbia's export trade, I am firmly convinced

that there will be no well developed or sustained foreign business
until the major number of export cutting mills combine their outputs
and place their sales through one common sales agency so that foreign
buyers can be assured.

That their requirements will be filled at any and all times.

That the same prices will be given them as are ruling with our
competitors in Washington and Oregon. That the same conditions
as to loading, and despatch, etc., will apply to cargoes from British

Columbia as from Washington and Oregon.
Such a selling agency having a large cutting

capacity behind it can form connections in all the
principal markets of the world, giving assurance
that their clients' requirements will be taken care
of promptly, that uniform grades will be shipped
at all times and of greatest importance will be able
to quote delivered prices—CLE., to all markets
These are most important considerations to which
we must give serious attention.

Difificulties now appearing in the filling of ex-
port orders by individual effort, are that the de-

mand fluctuates largely. For instance, firms in

South Africa, Australia, China, or England may all

want cargoes for approximately the same loading
dates. The assortments may be hard to supply, for

instance, a big run of United Kingdom business
calling for large sizes and long lengths giving no
outlet for side timber. Tonnage requirements are
hard to secure. More and more the larger sized
tramp steamer, carrying from 3,000,000 to 4,500,000
feet, is being used for lumber, asking at least 250.-

000 feet daily despatch loading.

These difficulties can largely be overcome by co-

operation and one central selling agency where-
by ; A large volume of business can be taken

care of by apportionment to different mills. Large vessels can
be loaded at two or three adjacent mills. Assortments can be so

placed that a mill having just cut a cargo of large sizes and having an
accumulation of side lumber will secure, an order for smaller sizes and
short lengths. For instanct, a United Kingdom or South African car-

go would be followed by a China or West Coast of South America
cargo.

How Government Can Render Assistance

Government assistance can be given

:

By the establishment and maintenance of a central selling agency.
By the education of foreign buyers as to the adaptability and uses

of our lumber so that a better assortment of sizes and lengths will be
ordered.

The reduction of port charges, fees, etc., on vessels entering our
ports for cargoes.

The cementing of that feeling created by the war, so that Canada
can realize in trade in return for the work done b)- our boys in France.

Advertising Canadian woods through trade commissioners' of-

fices, by rnoving pictures, trade exhibits, etc.

Equalization of rates of exchange.
Supplying necessary tonnage to handle export trade.

1 would suggest that a Sales Corporation be formed for the

purpose of extending the export trade of lumber and forest products,

and handling exclusively the output of B. C. mills.

The agency to be incorporated by a special act of the B. C. legis-
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lature, and have powers conferred upon it to carry on a general brok-

erage and commission business, buying, selling and dealing in forest

products and general merchandise—chartering and leasing of vessels,

freight spaces and other forms of transportation—the dealing in and
handling of drafts, bills of exchange, shipping documents, etc.

Stock holders to consist of saw mill companies or owners
who agree to furnish the agency a specified amount of lumber or

forest products per month, on orders substituted by the agency. The
amount of stock issued to each mill to be in proportion to the amount
of lumber such company obligates itself to supply per month.

Board of management to consist of directors elected by the stock

holders in conjunction with directors appointed by the Government
of B. C.

Each mill to subscribe and pay into the treasury of the agency an

amount equivalent to $1,0(X) for each 100 M. feet of lumber it agrees

to supply monthly.
The Government of B. C. to guarantee the agency and thus enable

it to make suitable financial arrangements for 'carrying on business.

The government also to turn over the agency all enquiries or

orders for lumber received by or through their various departments
and trade commissioners.

The amounts subscribed by mills to be used in creating a sinking

fund
(a) to protect government guarantee

(b) to enforce penalty clauses in agreements between mills and
agency.

How Agency Could Be Operated

The agency to be operated in the manner of a usual commercial
corporation, under a board of directors with a general manager, who
will have full powers conferred upon them to enable them to carry

on general business without referring to stock holders.

The agency to handle all transactions in the usual commercial
manner, ensuring a fair profit to the agency, profits so made, after all

expenses have been met to be
(a) divided amongst stock holders on basis of stock held

(b) held as working capital

(c) expended in measures for the extension of the market for

forest products.

as decided from time to time by the Board of Directors.

A general form of agreement to be drawn up and signed by all

mills participating, showing amount mills agree to furnish per month,
manner, ensuring a fair profit to the agency, profits so made, after all

to be supplied by the agency, and all general terms covering the buy-
ing and selling of forest products as between the agency and mill.

This agreement to carry a penalty clause and to be supported by a

bond or other security ensuring the fulfillment of terms of agree-

ment.
A definite agreement of sale and purchase to be drawn up and

signed by the agency and mill covering each sale and purchase, em-
bodying conditions of such sale and purchase.

The Government of B. C. to have access to the books, etc., of the

agency. The accounts of the agency to be audited from time to time

by an auditor appointed by the government.
An appointee of the government to act as arbitrator in the event

of any dispute arising in the conduction of the business of the agency
—between the stock holders and the board of directors, between the

manager and the board of directors.

The government to confer the power on the agency of advertising

itself as the official sales agency for the mills of the Province of British

Columbia.
The Government of B. C. at all times to use every eflort to secure

assistance from the Federal Government to the work of the agency, by
supplying the agency with confidential reports from the diflferent trade

commissioners of the Federal Government, or in any other manner.

Marine Insurance on Lumber
Forest Products Shipments Usually Protected by

"Free of Particular Average" Clause
~ By F. C. Thompson, Toronto —

Wooden Ships^Are Losinir Favor

Wooden ships were widely acclaimed during the submarine cris-

is as a practical, as well as picturesque, solution of the shipping prob-

lem confronting the Allies. A number of these ships were built in

Canada, where timber was more easily obtained than steel, and on the

whole are believed to have been a successful experiment. This has
not been the case in the United States, where the wooden ships in

some cases were even lost at sea. As a sequel, we now have the sale

a day or two ago of 15 wooden ships by the United States Shipping
Board at an average price of $145 per deadweight ton. It is estimat-

ed that at this price the ships brought about $20 per ton less than ac-

tual cost. Twenty-five additional wooden vessels are oflfered for sale

on May 5th. The wooden ships have proved a white elephant on the

hands of the United States Shipping Board, and officials at Washing-
ton express satisfaction that they are able to dispose of them. Their
seaworthiness is in question, and the insurance rates upon them have
been much higher than on steel ships.

Regular lumber exporters usually have Open Policies of Marine
Insurance which cover them on all their .shipments for export. The
rates of premium on these jjolicies are fixed from time to time and vary
according to the seaboard port of shipment, and the class of the line
of steamers on which the gqods are shipped. These policies insure
the shipments from the time of leaving interior point of shipment and
cover fire, derailment or collision on railroad, also fire risk while await-
ing shipment, and for a period after discharge at port of destination.
This period varies from 72 hours to 7 days, according to arrangement
with underwriters, and the requirements of buyers; when insuring
manufactured goods it is possible to cover them "from warehouse to
warehouse" or "until delivered to the warehouse of consignee."

It is usual for the agent who places the insurance to issue certifi-

cates of insurance bearing the open policy number, and these certifi-

cates are taken out for each specific shipment, as the same goes for-
ward from point of shipment. The certificates are issued in duplicate,
triplicate or quadruplicate, as may be necessary, in order to attach a
copy to each bill of exchange which is issued. In pre-war times it

was deemed to be sufficient to issue a first and second of exchange,
but at present some buyers are requesting triplicates and quadrupli-
cates. It is also customary in the case of large and regular shippers
whose offices may be at some distance from the agent who places the
insurance, to receive blank forms of certificates, which they issue and
sign in their own offices, sending a copy to the agent immediately
after they issue the certificates. Such shippers have running monthly
accounts with the insurance agent and this arrangement is found to

be of great convenience to exporters.

The Conditions Governing Lumber
Lumber shipments are usually insured subject to l-.i'.A. condi-

tions. That is to say, the strictly marine part of the insurance is

governed by a clause which reads as follows:

—

"Free of particular average unless the vessel or craft be stranded,
sunk, on fire, or in collision."

To most people this clause, although briefly worded, is difficult

to understand, but in effect it means, that the insurance company are
not liable for any claim unless the steamer is stranded, sunk, on fire,

or in collision. Sometimes an addition is made to this clause by in-

cluding, 3 per cent., 5 per cent, or 10 per cent, average, as follows:

—

"Free of particular average unless amounting to per cent.

or the vessel be stranded, sunk, on fire, or in collision."

This means that any damage from marine perils is covered if

it amounts to the stipulated percentage, even should the vessel be
stranded, sunk, on fire, or in collision. An additional premium is

generally charged for insurance with average, and this premium will

vary according to the amount of the percentage. For instance, three

per cent, average will command a higher rate of premium than five

per cent.

For the past two years the railroads have discontinued issuing

Through Bills of Lading, but it is expected that these will soon be

resumed; if so it will greatly facilitate the transacting of business in

connection with exporting and particularly marine insurance. At
present it is necessary to send the local railroad receipts to the steam-
ship agents at the seaboard and the Ocean Bills of Lading are not

issued until the property is actually on board the steamers. The Bills

of Lading are then sent back to shippers and by the time they go
through the banks and reach the buyers abroad the shipments are

usually at their destination and sometimes accumulating storage rent.

When Through Bills of Lading are resumed it will be possible

to simply take out through export Bill of Lading from the railroad

agent at point of shipment in interior which will carry the goods
right through to destination. Shippers can then make up their in-

voices, issue drafts, attach insurance certificates to same and get their

money at once instead of waiting, sometimes for several weeks, as

they have to do under existing conditions.

The foregoing remarks have no bearing whatever upon war risks

insurance, which is .something entirely separate and distinct from

marine insurance, and must also be arranged separately. Happily,

war risks insurance will soon be a thing of the past, but until peace is

declared it will be necessary to insure against war ricks, particularly

on shipments to United Kingdom and European ports. There is still

considerable risk from drifting mines and derelict torpedoes, etc., and

this condition may exist for some time after peace is declared. It is

likely, however, that this risk will soon be absorbed in the ordinary

marine policies.
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British Columbia Export Trade Reviewed
The Various Markets Open for Coast Products and What the Province Can Supply

— Effect of War on the Rise and Fall of Trade with Different Countries
By H. R. MacMillan, Vancouver, B. C.

The first thought of every new-
comer to the Pacific Coast upon
viewing the immense stands of

timber has been that here must be

the region to which all the world
will inevitably turn for timber.

This conviction has been the de-

ciding factor in leading many in-

vestors to acquire British Colum-
bia stumpage. The comparatively
small volume of the lumber ex-

ports from the mills on the west-

ern coast of Canada and the slow
growth of the export trade have
been the cause of much disap-

pointment.
Renewed interest has, however,

been awakened by the universal

talk of trade renewal to be expect-

ed after the war, when devastated
lands will be rebuilt and develop-

ment operations will again be un-
dertaken in those countries where
high freights, high interest rates

and high labor costs checked or delayed building operations through-
out the war.

This after-the-war revival in the lumber export trade has not

yet met the expectation of many of the anticipators. The shortage
of lumber—markets dependent upon the Pacific Coast—has been
over estimated. The actual shortage, so far as Pacific Coast lumber
is concerned, is shown in the following tabular statement:

H. R. MacMillan, Vancouver, B.C.

Chief regions of export of Total exports from Average exports
Accumulated
deficit 1951-18

B. C. Lumber Pacific Coast, from Pacific compared with
1914 Coast, 191.S-18 1914 exports

Oceanica 205,727 97,190 434,148
149,467 71,199 313,072

Central South America . . . .. 92,818 98,130
*U. S. protected markets . . . .. 76.307 93,327
Europe 34,930 74,525
United States Atlantic Coast .. 34,172 22,490
Africa 12,566 10,896 6,680

Total 605,987 467,757 753,900
* (Hawaiian Islands, Philippines, Panama, Alaska, Cuba, in which

United States exporters enjoy tariff and shipping advantages).

Why Export Business Will Increase

The above statement shows that during the four years of war
about three quarters of a billion feet less lumber were shipped to

Oceanica, Asia and Africa than would have been shipped if trade
had been maintained at the same volume through 1915, 1916, 1917,
and 1918, as was established in 1914, the last normal year. As the
countries named have practically no sources of supply from which
they could secure timber to take the place of the diminished sup-
plies from the Pacific Coast it may be taken for granted that as fin-

ancial and labor conditions become more encouraging for building
and development operations and freight rates decrease, the annual
importations of lumber from' the Pacific Coast will increase until
the deficit in building and the deficit in stocks have been met. The
delay which is being shown by buyers in those countries is disap-
pointing to some, but was to be expected. Purchases are being held
oflf until freight rates are established at whatever may appear to be
the new normal. So long as freights show a tendency to drop buy-
ers will remain aloof.

It will be noted from the above table that certain export markets
actually secured more lumber from the Pacific Coast during the war
than in the best year before the war, chief amongst these being
Central and South America, the American colonial markets and
Europe. These are the regions where war industries required the
use of larger quantities of timber regardless of the cost. The proba-
bility is that importations to these countries were only to meet actual
pressing requirements, that stocks are still abnormally low and that

exports to these countries also will, for the next two or three years,

exceed the pre-war average.

The decrease in export lumber shipments has been continuous
throughout the war, each year the trade being a little worse than in

the previous year. The effect of the serious shrinkage in export ship-

ments was not keenly felt on account of the great necessities of the

wooden shipbuilding industry and the other active domestic demands.

Shipments Made During the War
The comparative shipments for each year, 1914-1918, are shown

in the appended statement:

Comparative shipments from British Columbia and United States

Pacific Coast, excluding only shipments to California

1916
M. Ft. B.M. %

1917 1918 Inc. '18

M. Ft. B.M. % M. Ft. B.M. % over '14

British Columbia .43,243 9.9 42,474 10.1 113,069 29.2 -f 204.

Washington, Ore. 395,430 90.1 376,330 89.9 274,177 70.8 - 51.

438,673 418,8(H 387.246

It will be observed that the lumber exports from the Pacific

Coast for the year 1918 were only about 64.2 per cent, of the exports

in 1914, the actual decrease being 215,854,000 feet. The lumber trade

is probably the only great trade on the continent which, as a result

of the war, showed an actual decrease in the volume of exports.

A striking and, to a Canadian, very pleasing feature of the ef-

fect of the war on the export lumber trade was that the decrease in

exports was visited entirely upon United States shippers, Canadian
exports increasing by 204 per cent., while American shipments de-

creased 51 per cent. British Columbia, which supplied only 6 per

cent, of the off-shore shipments in 1914, produced over 29 per cent,

in 1918.

However gratifying this export increase may be, it should be

taken only as an indication of possibilities still to be realized. A
survey of Pacific Coast trade with each of the chief lumber importing
regions, shows that British Columbia still has great opportunities

for expansion

.

The Chief Market of Coast Products

The chief market for Pacific Coast lumber products is Oceanica,

the inclusive name of Australia, New Zealand and the South Sea
Islands. Over half of the lumber exported each normal year from
the Douglas fir country goes to Oceanica. Oceanica is British. In

the old sailing vessel days British Columbia supplied 30 to 40 per

cent, of the lumber shipped from the Pacific Coast to Australasia

and the South Sea Islands. Canadian exports steadily decreased

until in 1914, a typical year, 95.7 per cent, of the trade was supplied

from the United States.

The accompanying table shows the trade, as it stands at pre-

sent:

British Colvunbia's place in Pacific Coast Lumber Shipments to

Oceanica 1914 and 1918

1914 1918

M. Ft. B.M. % M Ft. B.M.

British Columbia .... 8,929 4.3 7,032

%
8.9

Washington 149,831 72.8 422,765 54.5

Oregon 46,966 23.9 29,095 47.6

Australasian imports are at present only a third of the pre-war
normal. Stocks are very low now. A great increase in imports is

expected when conditions settle. There are indications that Canada's
share well increase hereafter. Exporting houses are paying more
attention to improving connections between British Columbia and
Australasia ; the liner service between British Columbia ports and
Australasia is being improved.

The Importance of Australian Trade

Canadian mills, if they can meet the prices, may expect hereaf-

ter a larger share of the business. The Australian trade has, in the

past, constituted one-half the Pacific Coast lumber export trade.

While it is likely that developments elsewhere will decrease Aus-
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tralia's relative importance, nevertheless it will remain true that Bri-

tish Columbia cannot develop a really large lumber export trade

without doing a larger Australian business.

The showing made by British Columbia lumber in Asia is very
encoCiraging. As is shown in the accompanying statement British

Columbia during the war outdistanced Washington and Oregon in

lumber shipments to Asia, the chief importers of which are China
and Japan.

British Columbia's place in Pacific Cost lumber shipments to

Asia, 1914 and 1918

1914 1918
M.Ft. B.M. % M.Ft. B.M. %

British Columbia .... 6,526 4.4 36,828 43.7
Washington 54,133 36.2 29,292 34.8
Oregon 88,808 59.4 18,067 21.5

Asia is a market in which during the next decade a great in-

crease in the demand for Pacific Coast lumber may be expected.

There undoubtedly will be a rapid increase in railroads and indus-

trial development. Organizations for handling British Columbia
lumber exports to Asia have greatly strengthened in the past four

years. The Chinese trade is domiijated by the Robert Dollar mill

and steamer connections which centralize in British Columbia. The
enterprise and connection of their company which does the greater

part of the Chinese lumber trade, may be expected to increase Bri-

tish Columbia's importance in that market.

Japan is becoming a much larger consumer of Pacific Coast lum-
ber, imports increasing from 11,000.000, in 1914, to 50,000,000 in 1918.

This rapid increase in imports, due to meteoric war expansion in

manufacturing enterprises, railroads ' and ship-building, has suffered

a severe check, but is expected to recover the greater part, if not all,

of its 1916 to 1918 importance. Lumber trading connections between
British Columbia and Japan have been greatly strengthened during
four years and i)lans are under way for a still more active develop-
ment of the Japanese market on behalf of Canadian lumber export-

ers. The United States shippers still posses an advantage in a more
frequent liner service.

India Requires Railway Sleepers

India has, up to the present, imported only small quantities of

lumber from the Douglas fir region, 14,000,000 ft. in 1914, and 1,-

000,000 in 1918. The high freights during the war and a determined
attempt on the part of India to render herself independent of out-

side purchases, where possible, cut down imports during the war.
This was particularly true of Douglas fir timber, the chief market
for which in India is railroads and public works, all under govern-
ment control, all of which deferred outside purchasers until after the

war. A need still exists, however, particularly for sleepers, which
cannot be supplied in sufficient quantities elsewhere than from the

Pacific Coast. The quantity of native sleepers cannot be made suffi-

cient even by creosoting local wood yet untried, the quantity of

Australian sleepers available is quite insufficient. It appears that at

least 20,000,000 sleepers will be required from outside sources in the

next three or four years.

Connections between India and British Columbia, which have
been good in the past, have been very much improved by three im-
portant commercial arrangements made in the past three years, and
an increase in the lumber trade may be expected.

The Possibilities in South America

The poorest showing made by British Columbia in any open
foreign markets is in South and Central America, which is unfor-
ate as the southern continent in an important lumber importer bare-
ly on the threshold of development.

The actual standing of western Canada in South and Central
America, set forth below, should be considered as illustrating chiefly

an opportunity for more aggressive business hereafter:

British Columbia's position in Pacific Coast lumber shipments
to Central and South America, 1914 and 1918

1914 1918
M. Ft. B.M. % M. Ft. B.M. %

British Columbia .... 984 1.1 2,464 2.9
Washington 58,898 63.5 61,582 74.5
Oregon 32,858 36.4 18,646 22.6

The South American trade, in recent years, has consisted chief-
ly of shipments to Chile and Peru. It is expected now, however,
that as pitch pine becomes higher in price Douglas fir will enter
more into the very important East Coast market, and that this, to-

gether with the development to be expected in the West Coast and

in Central America and Mexico, a very much more important lum-
ber market may be expected in the south.

Shipments of B. C. Timber to Europe

The whole territory has, up to the present, been dominated by
American traders and shipping companies. Up to the present Bri-
tish Columbia exporters have paid no direct attention to working in

the region and only feeble attempts at the development of sufficient

trade facilities are yet in sight.

Those who during the past decade have been discouraged to see
British Columbia's decline in the British and European timber mar-
ket, where from supplying 50.2 per cent, of the total requiremt •

in 1895 the province lost ground until 1913, when the proportion v. a

15.3 per cent., will be pleased to see the improvement accomplished
during the war.

Position of British Columbia in Pacific Coast lumber exports
to U. K. and Europe, 1914 and 1918

1914 1918
M. Ft. B.M. % M. Ft. B.M. %

British Columbia .... 19,802 26.7 31,275 60.4
Washington 28,807 38.8 19,592 37.8
Oregon 25,533 34.5 905 1.8

The total exports shown do not take into consideration the aero-

plane lumber, of which a larger quantity was shipped by the United
States than by British Columbia. If the aeroplane lumber were in-

cluded the British Columbia shipments would be about 65,000,000;
those from the United States would be about 80,000,000.

Big Orders for Timbers and Sleepers

It has been expected by West Coast lumber producers that re-

construction in Europe would make possible the shipping of yard
stock such as dimension and boards from Pacific Coast mills. It i-

becoming evident that their expectations will not be realized, but
that important orders may be expected for timbers and sleepers.

The first of these orders, already received, for 70,000,000 for the

U.K., all of which will be cut in British Columbia, is evidence that

Western Canada is each year securing a stronger position in the ex-

port market. The demand for timbers and ties is likely to be great
in Europe during next few years, these being impossible to secure

in sufficient quantity elsewhere. A form of organization is being
concluded by the British Columbia mills that should assure their

securing all this business that they can handle. The exfwrience
many mills are now gaining in handling export lumber business is

adding greatly the export capacity of the province.

How Exports to Africa Decreased

Africa has never yet been an important purchaser of lumber
from the Pacific Coast. The annual import, in normal times, of about

22,000,000 ft., were seriously decreased by high freights during the

war. Since the custom preference granted on Canadian lumber in

1904, British Columbia has dominated the Douglas fir market. The
standing in war years is shown below

:

British Columbia's position in Pacific Coast lumber exports to

Africa, 1914 and 1918

1914 1918

M.Ft. B.M. % M.Ft. B.M. %
British Columbia .... 9,521 75.8 6,434 57.9
Washington 1.891 15.5 1,956 17.6
Oregon 1,154 8.7 2,723 24.5

Almost the whole of the lumber imported into Africa goes to

South Africa. African lumber imports depend largely on the re-

quirements of the mines and the railroads. A great shortage in rail-

way sleepers is imminent which should lead to the importation of

creosoted fir sleepers.

The American Colonial Markets

Although aside from South Africa, United States mills enjoy an

equal trading opportunity with Canadian mills, whether shipping to

ports of the British Empire or elsewhere, suhc is not the case in

what might be described as the American colonial markets. These
markets are important, are only exceeded in annual volume of im-

ports by Oceanica. Asia and South America, and in these markets

it is impossible for Canadian mills to ship on competitive terms, in

fact the handicap against Canadian mills is so great as to render

business impossible under ordinary circumstances. The handicap

exists in customs duties, restrictions upon .shipping and the control

of trade by American trading companies. The importance of the

market and the effect of the advantages held by American lumber

exporters is shown herewith.

British Columbia's position, 1914 and 1918, in Pacific Coast

lumber exports to markets, in which American shippers possess a
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tariff or shipipng advantage, (Alaska, Philippines, Hawaiian Islands,

Panama, Cuba).
1914 1918

M.Ft. B.M. % M.Ft. B.M. %
British Columbia .... .... 0.0 2,023 3.9

Washington 45,587 61.4 46,988 90.1

Oregon.. 28,699 38.6 3,134 6.0

Control of Water Borne Shipments

American mills having this extensive market as a reserve, have

a valuable nucleus in the export business, which enables them to

keep going steadily, maintain vessels in constant service and strength-

en their position in manufacturing for, and shipping to, other mar-
kets.

A further advantage possessed by American mills in the export

lumber trade is their control of the water-borne lumber shipments

to the California ports. The extent and value of their trade dwarfs

all export trade from Pacific Coast mills.

British Columbia's position in water borne lumber shipments from
the Douglas fir region to California ports, 1914 and 1918

1914 1918

M.Ft. B.M. M.Ft. B.M. '/<

British Columbia .... 80f) .1 2,013 .3

Washington 573,679 54.8 435,190 55.8

Oregon 472,123 45.1 341,716 44.9

Mainstay of American Export Mills

The California trade is also virtually out of the reach of British

Columbia mills. The existence of this California market acts as do
the preserves of the American colonial markets in strengthening the

American mills in their hold in water shipments, both by taking

common grades not suitable for export, by making it possible for

mills to maintain vessels in the lumber trade and by developing and
strengthening their organization for handling a water borne lumber
traffic. The Californian and the extra territorial American markets
have been the mainstay of American export mills, and have rendered
it possible that mills in the United States could forsake the rail

trade and rely entirely upon the off-shore trade, a condition which
has been impossible in British Columbia.

The effect of the regulations in favor of American trade in Am-
erican colonial markets is shown by the fact that British Columbia
supplies 50 per cent, of the lumber to Fiji, where the annual demands
are 2,000,000 feet, but supplies none of the lumber to either the Phil-

ippine or Hawaiian Islands, where the combined annual demands
amount from 40,000,000 to 60,000,000.

The Atlantic Coast Trade
The Atlantic coast of the United States may become an import-

ant off-shore export market for British Columbia- in the future. It

was prophesied a few years ago that shipping and canal regulations

would give British Columbia an advantage in this market; such has
not been the case. The actual results have been as below:

British Columbia's position in Pacific Coast water-borne lumber
shipments to the Atlantic Coast, 1914 and 1918

1914 1918

M. Ft. B.M. % M. Ft. B.M. %
British Columbia .... 6,440 19.8 .... 0.0
Washington 19,916 60.9 1,319 6.82
Oregon 6,294 19.3 617 31.8

The most important year yet has been 85,000,000. A much
greater trade may be expected, however, and if conditions remain
equal, connections have been established which should give British

Columbia a fair share of the business.

The larger the volume of the off-shore business the greater will

be the facilities to take care of it. A great difficulty in the past has
been that Canadian mills found the business unattractive in the per-

iods when unrestricted competition put the price below the cost of

production and, consequently, the same facilities and connections
for off-shore trade have not been developed in British Columbia as

in the neighboring States. The improvement in prices during the
past five years has developed amongst British Columbia mills a

greater interest in export trade and has led to a great increase in

both capacity and facilities for handling foreign business.

Canadian Woods, Their Quality and Uses
Adaptability of the Various Tree Species— The Unit of Measurement and System of

Estimation - Important Facts for the Foreign Buyer

The coniferous woods in Canada, such as pine, spruce, fir, and has been found to be one of the best woods available for airplane con-
cedar, are universally useful woods. They are light in weight, and struction because of these qualities.

easily handled, soft and easily worked, strong in comparison to It has been estimated that Canada's forests contain 600,000,000,000
w'eight, tough, durable, and free from shrinking and swelling when feet board measure of saw timber. This estimate does not include

subjected to changes in humidity. Canadian sawmills produce annu- an enormous volume of smaller material suitable for the manufacture
ally from 3,000,000,000 to 4,000,000.000 feet of lumber, 95 per cent. of. pulp and for railway ties, poles, piles, posts, spars of ships, and
of which is coniferous. other commodities made of material too small for sawing into lumber.

Canadian spruce, which for many years was used chiefly for The forests of British Columbia contain about half the total

pulp manufacture, is now being better appreciated as lumber. It is quantity of available timber in Canada. In that province the largest

light in weight, tough and elastic, and free from hidden defects. It and best timber grows near the coast, is easily accessible to ocean

Pulp AND Paper Industry
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Nkw.spuint Paper Print Papeh Binders Wrapping Paper M'rapping Paper Rosin Oil Book Paper Methyl Alcohol

I'-iniiKWAnF, Hanging Paper Wrapping Paper Tannins Paper Twine Writing Paper Turpkntine Litho Paper Acetone
i'lE PLATE8 Wrapping Paper Writing Paper Ethyl Alcohol Ropes Book Paper Posin .Soap Writing Paper Acetic Acid

UooK Paper Book Paper Cattle Food Bagging Methyl Alcohol Blotting Paper Higher Oils

Container Board Bag Paper ^uel Carpels A cctnnc
I-i\er3 - Tis-suE Paper DistiUatinn Cloth Acetic Arid
PosTi Rs Paper Towelling Prndvrts Belting Oxalic Acid

Wax Paper Fertilizer Condvit^ Higher Oils
GREASEPROOr Mordants Imitation Leather
Paper

Imitation
Parchment

Plastics
Vulcanized Fibre
Surgical Cotton
Vincase
Oun Cotton
Cellulose Acetate
Filter Mass
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Wood Used As Such

ROUGH

KimcwooD
C'ROSH-TlKS
Mink Ti.viiiLHo

Piling

I

ROUGH SAWN

STRUCTUUAI,

ROUGH
MANUFACTURED

SH1N0LE9
L \TH.S
OuTsiDK Finish
BOXKS & CllATES
BARnELS
Snip & Boat

TiMBERJi
Tanks <& Silos
Veneer
Excelsior
Wood Paving
Blocks

Water Pipe
Wood Flour
Wood Wool

SPECIALLY
MANUFACTURED

Sash & Doors
Furniture &
Fixtures

Flooring & Insibc
Finish

Agricultural
Implements

Vehicles &
Supplies

Railway Cars
Musical &

Scientific
Instruments

Coffin-^ & Caskets
Handles
Woodenware
Patterns
Laundry
Appliances]

Machine
CONSTRUCTtO^f

Refrigerators
Sporting Goods
Matches & Tooth

Picks
Pulleys A
CONVEYOns

Toys a N'ovelttes
Trunks & Valises
Dowels & Pegs
Shuttles, Spoolu
A Bobbins

Plumbers"
Woodwork

Brushes
Picture Frames &
Mouldings

Shade A Map
Rollers

Bungs A Faucets
Sewing Machines
Tobacco Boxe^
Boot A Shok

1' INDINGS

I

BY-PRODUCTS

LOGGING WASTE
Tops
Stumps
Branches •

Cull J-ooa
Leaves
Twigs
Roots

SAW-MILL WASTE MANUFACTURING WASTE
Slabs
Fdgi.vcs
Trimmings
SAWDUST
(tARK
Culls

Seasoning Waste
Shaping Waste
Sawdust
Shavings
CULLi

traffic, and can be shipped direct to Europe via the Panama Canal,
thus avoiding expensive railway freight charges.

Canadian white pine (Pinus Strobus) which has enjoyed steady
popularity in Europe for many years, can still be obtained in large

enough quantity for most industries. This wood has been demanded
by manufacturers above all others because of certain qualities. It is

soft, light in weight, even grained, and easily worked, but is strong
for its weight and exhibits the minimum of shrinking and swelling

under variations of humidity.

There are over a hundred and eighty difYerent species reaching
tree size in Canada, over seventy of which produce lumber which is

used in some form of industry.

Cedar (Thuja occidentalis and Thuja plicata) is one of the most
durable woods known to commerce when exposed to moisture. It

is used in Canada for those ])art of a building which are exposed to

the weather or are in contact with the soil. The wood is light, very
straight grained, and easily seasoned. British Columbia produces an-

nually over 75,000,000 feet of cedar lumber, over 2,000,000,000 cedar

shingles, in addition to large numbers of telephone, telegraph and
other poles, railway ties, and fence posts.

Canada's most important hardwood, as far as quantity is con-

cerned, is yellow birch (Betula lutea). The wood of this tree is hard
and strong, easily seasoned and easily manufactured because of its

straight grain and uniform texture. It is valuable not only for its

strength and physical qualities but for its appearance. It has a pleas-

ing color, takes a high finish and can be stained to imitate more valu-

able woods, such as cherry, walnut, and mahogany. It can be used

for furniture, cabinetwork, flooring, and all kinds of interior finish.

This tree is abundant throughout Eastern Canada. From 80,-

000,000 to 100,000,000 feet of birch timber are produced annually by
Canadian sawmills.

The maple is a typical Canadian hardwood. Its leaf is Canada's

National emblem. Syrup and sugar produced from its sap have a

delicious characteristic flavor. The maple sugar industry is highly

organized on a commercial basis in Eastern Canada, and particularly

in the Eastern Townships of Quebec province. There are eleven dif-

ferent species of this genus (Acer), three of which are used commer-
cially for producing a lumber which is noted for its strength and
stiffness. It is used for flooring, agricultural implements and vehicles,

"Curly" and "bird's eye" maple are unusual forms with attractive

figure or grain, which are much sought after for furniture and cabinet-

work.
Canada produces annually over 500,000,000 feet of Douglas fir

lumber in addition to large quantities of railway ties and m'ining tim-

bers. It has been estimated that there are over 75.000,000,000 feet of

this timber available in Canada, and as this tree ( P.seudos uga mu-
cronata) reproduces easily, proper protection should insure perj)etual

supply. The wood has no rival for heavy structural work. It is hard,
strong, heavy and stiff. The tree grows to an enormous size, speci-

mens being obtainable measuring 380 feet in height, 15 feet in diameter
and containing 60.000 feet board measure of sound timber. \o tree

in America can i)roduce larger timbers for structural work, free of

defect than this Pacific Coast species. The wood is also valuable for

general building, construction, flooring, cabinetwork, and interior

decoration.

The unit of measurement of sawn lumber in Canada—and also

in the United States, is the board foot. One board foot consists of

a piece of lumber one foot square and one inch in thickness. When
applied to inch lumber, this unit may be considered as a measure-
ment of surface, but with lumber of other dimensions, it is a unit of

volume containing 1-14 cubic inches.

A few examples will explain this more clearly. A board 12 fe«
in length, one foot in width and one inch in thickness contains 12

board feet and its surface measurement is 12 square feet. A board 12

feet long, 12 inches wide, and 2 inches thick contains 24 board feet,

while its surface measurement is still only 12 square feet This unit

is handy for measuring inch lumber and a great part of Canadian
lumber is sawn to this thickness.

With lumber of other thicknesses its use becomes more com-
plicated, as it can no longer be considered as a measure of area.

Tables for determining the number of board feet in pieces of lumber
of different dimensions are used to facilitate measurement with this

unit.

In France a unit of lumber measurement called the "merchant-
able board of the Vosges" is sometimes used in estimating standing

timber. The unit board is about 12 feet long, 9 inches wide, and one
inch thick. The contents of a tree are estimated according to the

number of boards of this dimension, \vhich could be sawn from the

tree. This unit and this system of estimation are comparable to the

Canadian boar foot unit. The Vosges unit contains the equivalent

of 9 board feet, approximately.
In most commercial transactions Canadian sawn lumber is sold

by the thousand feet, board measure. This unit is roughly approxi

mate to 2 cubic metres. For more exact comparisons, a quantity ex-

pressed in thousands of feet, board measure, may be converted into

cubic metres by multiplying by 2.3596. A quantity expressed in cubic

metres may be converted into thousands of feet board measure by
multiplying by 0.4238.
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Annual Exports of Wood Products from Canada

It is estimated that the total value of the forest products of

Canada stand at $190,000,000. The exports to the different countries

of the world during the fiscal years from 1913 to 1918 afford an in-

teresting study.

Under the heading of "Unmanufactured Wood," which includes

all lumber and timber, as well as logs, pulpwood, etc., the subjoined
table shows the countries to which wood products were exported and
the values represented each fiscal year during the past five years. The
returns present an instructive revelation in tegard to the export situa-

tion and the effect of the war upon foreig trade.

Total Exports of Unmanufactured Wood from
Exported to

—

United Kingdom
Bermuda
British Africa, East
British Africa, South
British Africa, West
British East Indies

—

India
Straits Settlement
Other.
British Guiana
British Oceania

—

Australia
New Zealand
Other
British West Indies
Gibraltar
Hong Kong
Newfoundland

Argentine Republic
Belgium
Brazil
Chile
China •.

Cuba
Denmark
Danish West Indies
Greenland, Iceland, etc

France
French Guiana
French West Indies
St. Pierre and Miquelon

Germany
Greece
Hayti
Japan . . .

'.

Mexico
Netherlands
Peru
Portugal
Azores and Maderia

Russia
San Domingo
Spain
United States
Alaska
Porto Rico 4 ...

Uruguay

Canada to Different Countries During Fiscal Years Ended March 31, 1913-1918

1913
$10,081,852

29,068

151,466

1,274

36,498

330,326
10,013

52
295,311

27,505

1,456,842

21,142
45,687

74,467
275

359,624

368

20,505

9,484

11,960
16,283

4,882

83,558

20,417

12,133

356
32,690

Total
Recapitulation.

British Empire . .

.

Foreign Countries

1914

$10,629,158
16,032

344,853

49,125

134,217

15,518

18

266,291

17,652

15,526

1,323,811

25,560

41,223

42,683

408
227,125

450
46

22,809

7,276

3,837

18,291

420
2,558

82,356

4,930

33,960

1915

$9,892,467

28,743

202,033

97,375

38,077

110,205

28,025

80
204,673

3,102

10,016

435,606

8,188

10,192

3.111

303.661

439

20,184

1,432

21,562
'

9,851

725

2,218

31,054

5,350

597

6,344

840 615 19,583

29,913,201 ^),374,349 30,996,467

472 136 334

40,065 10,231 14,114

40,765 54,547 37,785

$43,192,920 42,192,920 42,593,639

11,013,474 11,538,687 10,651,485

32,179,446 31,204,588 31,942,154

1916
$14,125,537

52,028

447
143,459

2,694

293

53,267

66.641

3,972

173,738

1,710

8,742

22,563
753,098

6,512

24,857
331,594

36

740,612

755
19,974

1,970

4.990

593

26,283

3364

16,905

400
509

16,865

34,573,005
351

59,615

51,202,970

14.692,495

36,510.475

1917

$14,849,503

40,247

1,225

364,027

1,415

40,702

46,001

14,878

375,123

13,356

38,671

531,130

7,116

536
40,085

199,980

1,918

3,399,636

16,363

7,383

3,098

43,533

1,487

13,641

18,46()

31,464

800

36,871,068

41,388
33,364

6,660

1918

.$4,501,513

40,554

367,423

3,834

35,740
21,600

134,889

389,074

8,782

219,332

36,410

53,499

7,316

, 2,363

65,474

142,711

174,511

5,706

782,743

28,251

19,349

736
67,318

4,705

38,630

16,096

22.577

44,676,777

3,743

15,991

4,720

55,864,539 51,829,121

15,616,559

40,247.980
5,720,550

46,108,571

Where Canada's timbers are tested at the Forest Products The experimental wood preserving plant at the Forest Products
Laboratories, Montreal Laboratories, Montreal
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Province of Quebec Rich in Timber Resources
Total Acreage is 130,000,000, and Wooded Wealth is Estimated at $600,000,000—

Location and Character of Various Zones—Facilities for Export
By Avila Bedard. Assistant Chief of the Quebec Forest Service —

Hon. Jules Allard,

Minister ot Lands & Forests

Considered in their entirety the

forests of the province of Quebec
may be said to constitute one of

the richest timber sources in the

world through the great quantity

of softwood suitable for lumber
and pulp, and the great natural

facilities which are offered to ex-

ploit them. It could be added
that, thanks to the considerable

quantity of water-powers avail-

able and of which only a small

portion has been utilized so far,

the manufacturing of lumber, of

])ulp and paper is greatly facili-

tated.

They may be divided in three

quite distinct zones. 1. The plain

zone; 2, the Alleghanys zone; 3,

the Laurentian zone.

The plain zone coincides with

the valley of the St. Lawrence.

In this zoiie were the first at-

tempts at settlement made, the

first farms established and most of the seigniorial concessions, chiefly

under the French regime, developed. For these reasons and principal-

ly on account of the fertility of the soil, cultivation has made remark-

able progress in this region. Such progress, however, could be effect-

ed only at the expense of the forest. Consequently, from the earliest

days of the colony, the area of the latter has been greatly reduced.

At present, the forest does not form a continuous body, but is broken
up in a large number of stands where hardwoods or deciduous spec-

ies seem to predominate. Here and there are, however, to be found
forests of rather great extent and of remarkable richness whose
boundaries almost coincide with those of the old seigniorial conces-

sions. In this class, can be placed the seigniory or Lotbiniere. This
zone could be more properly defined as the zone of jjrivate woodlots.
Though pine, spruce, balsam fir are to be found, hemlock could be
considered as the characteristic conifer of this zone. While, among
the deciduous trees, maple and yellow birch can be frequently met
with, elm, basswood, beech, ash and butternut are to be considered
as typical hardwoods in this section. Thanks to the abundant and
adequately distributed atmospheric precipitations, to the fertility of

the soil and to a comparatively long summer the timber growth is

rather rapid.

This zone could be further characterized by saying that lumber-
ing on a small scale is largely represented there ; that most private

lots which form an aggregate of some 6,000,000 acres are there chiefly

to be found ; that maple-sugar and maple-syrup making—yielding
annually about $700,000.00 of revenue, is a well established industry;

Avila Bedard, Quebec, P.Q.
Assistant Chief, Forest Service

and that the transformation of ex-

tensive into intensive farming
has without any doubt, contri-

buted, of late years, to allowing
the forest to reconquer the less

fertile lands.

The Stretches of the

Alleghanys Zone

The Alleghanys zone.—The Al-

leghanys consist of wide parallel

ridges about the same height and
whose continuity is broken by

valleys as large as those of the

St. Francois, the Chaudiere. the

Temiscouata and the Matapedia
rivers. These ridges develoj) into

a comparatively elevated plateau,

much dissected, and whose lobes

end by abrupt slopes in the sea.

The forest is not continuous in

that zone ; it is broken, especially

to the west of Temiscouata lake,

by numerous parishes with rather

extensive cultivated areas. It consists chiefly of softwoods from the

Chaudiere valley to the coast, w'hile west of that valley—except near

the 45th parallel where spruce and balsam fir predominate—the hard-

woods seem more numerous. From the standpoint of variety of trees,

the latter section markedly possesses the same characteristics as the

plain zone. In fact, the forests contain basswood, elm, beech, butter-

nut, hemlock and white pine all of which are, properly speaking, typi-

cal trees of the south-western part of the {province.

From the Chaudiere valley to the coast softwoods arc generally

found, spruce and balsam fir predominating. In the counties of Tem-
iscouata, Rimouski and in the peninsula of Gaspe those stands are

replaced, here and there, by very important white-cedar groves. On
the southern slope of the Alleghanys, near the boundary line, in the

counties of Montmagny, L'Islet, Kamouraska and Temiscouata
hardwood forests are rather extensive ; they are characterized by

species such as white birch, yellow birch, aspen and sugar maple. In

Gaspe region, and in the vicinity of the Matapedia valley, many large

stands of white birch show out clearly among the darker verdure of

the conifers.

This zone is not so well drained as the Laurentian is ; there are

fewer lakes and less rapid rivers. It is very favorable to the timber

growth ; the trees are tall and of a great diameter as a rule. It is

more a lumber industry section than a pulp and paper mills centre.

However, the bulk of the pulpwood exported to the United States

comes from the private lands located in this zone.

The Laurentian zone. This is a zone well drained by rapid flow-

Young Spruce stand in Kamouraska County Spruce stand in the Abitibi District with fringe of White Birch
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ing rivers with many water-powers and fed by numerous lakes. The
Laurentian mountains, like the Alleghanys, have been subjected to

the erosive action of the glaciers ; their summits, seen against the

horizon, form a continuous line of ample undulations. Old as the

world itself and almost uniform in composition, they likewise show
everywhere the marks of lengthy wear. They are a mass of crystal-

line rocks; gneiss granite and schists which join the alluvial terraces

on the south and extend down to the river on the southeast and to

coast on the east as well as on the north. Physiographers describe

this topographical unit under the name of Laurentian plateau 'or

Laurentian peneplain. When examined in detail the region presents

a succession of ridges very numerous, vague in orientation and cover-

ed with silicious soils of little depth. Formerly, in the larger valleys

which cut up this plateau from the St. Maurice to the Ottawa, the

forest was largely composed of white i)ine, a very valuable species

whicK, since the beginning of the 19th century, has been largely ex-

Soft wood logs on a log hauler

ported to Great Britain. This species has been in that section replac-

ed, as a consequence of the cuttings, by spruce, a species which has

proven to be adaptable to various usages. The whole eastern sec-

tion of the Laurentian plateau and all that to the north of an imagin-

ary line through Temiscaniingue, Shawinigan and St. Joachim is, so

to say, the home of spruce and balsam fir. True enough those two
species do not form continuous stands. They are frequently mixed
with hardwoods such as white birch, yellow birch and aspen. More
specially in the lake St. John district pure groves of aspen and white

birch covering large areas are to be found. One must also observe

the presence in the vicinity of the lakes some pure stands of larch.

The forest conditions of the eastern section extend to James Bay
and to Ungava Bay. but they alter. From the 51st parallel to the

border of Hudson's Bay the forest becomes less and less rich owing
to unfavorable climatic conditions. In the western section of the

same plateau, from the plain zone to the 51st parallel, besides black

and white spruce and white pine, red pine and jack pine are to.be met
with, the latter forming relatively extensive pure stands, especially

in Abitibi. Amongst the hardwoods the most valuable species are

the yellow birch and the hard or sugar maple. These species are,

however, replaced as we go northward, by white birch, canoe birch

and aspen.

Adapted to Production of Pulp Industry

Taken as a whole, the Laurentian forest can be said to be particu-

larly favorable to the production of pulpwood and to the pulp and
paper industry, owing to the density of the forest stands (some yield,

when they are cleared for culture purposes, as much as 30 cords of

128 cubic feet per acre), to the large percentage of trunks of small

diameter and to the considerable hydraulic power of the water-falls.

.
To still further characterize this zone, we could add that it com-

prises the large forest bodies leased to timber and pulpwood men, the
most of the lumbered area still unleased. There is no fear that coloni-

zation and agriculture will make, in that section, great progress to the
expense of the forest. Moreover, the trees that are there to be found
produce timber of a better quality, because of their slow growth and
of their regular texture, timber which can be compared with Riga
pine and Norway spruce.

The forests of Quebec can be classified in the following manner:
1. Private forests 6,000,000 acres
2. Forests leased as timber-limits 44,500,000 acres
3. Forests on lost under location ticket .. 1,300,000 acres
4. Township forest reserves 200,000 acres
5. Forests not in timber-limits ... 78,000,000 acres

Total 130,000,000 acres

The estimate of the wealth which is to be found in these different
classes of forests has been placed by Mr. G. C. Piche, chief of the

forest service, at $600,000,000. The details of that c.-timate follows:

50 billion feet, board measure of, white and red

pine, worth $200,000,000
125 billion feet, board measure, of spruce and bal-

sam fir, worth 250,000,000

100 billion feet, board measure, of pulpwood . . 100,000,000

35 billion feet, board measure, of hardwood, birch,

maple, etc., worth 25,000.000

20 billion feet, board measure, of cedar worth. . 25,000,000

$600,000,000

According to the 1918 Quebec Statistical Year Book the total

value of the forest product in 1917 was $35,358,196.10. Saw-logs
and pulpwood were the most important products ; the value of the

former was $17,270,908.23 and that of the latter $13,298,668.60. To
enhance the importance of the forest industries in Quebec, it can be
said that there are approximately 2,000 saw-mills operating, some
305 cutting yearly from 500,000 feet board measure upward of 20,-

000,000 feet board measure. The pulp and paper industry is repre-

sented by 31 mechanical and chemical pul])-mills. The pulp and
paper industry has made very remarkable jjrogress since 1900 and
more particularly since 1910 when the government prohibited the

exportation of pulpwood cut on the timber limits, thereby compel-
ling the manufacturers to erect pulp-mills in the country. The forests

of Quebec are not only producing for local consumption but also for

exportation. The statistics for 1917 show that 178,770,545 feet board
measure of timber were shipped outside of the pro\ ince as saw-logs,

and placed at $5,197,114 the value of pulpwood exported in 1916.

Rights Acquired by Timber Lessees

Of the total output of forest products the larger portion comes
from the timber-limits. There are timbered areas varying in extent
and in resources which are leased, at sundry periods, by public auc-

tion after a thirty days' notice. The lessee acquires the right to cut

the merchantable timber according to certain regulations. The ad-
vertisement in the Quebec special page of this issue gives all the
particulars concerning the privileges and obligations of the lessee.

It might be added that by restricting the cutting of the forest trees to

a certain diameter, the government has had in sight the preservation

of the timber wealth to the benefit of the country at large, as well

as to the advantage of the lessee himself.

The permit to cut timber granted the license holder is valid for

twelve months from the first of May. It may be renewed every year,

Plantation on the sand dunes at Lachute, Que.

provided the license-holder complies with all existing obligations or

with such as may be determined by the Lieutenant-Governor-in-
Council.

What the Province Can Supply

From the above facts, it can be readily seen that the forests of

Quebec can supply various products which—like the yellow birch,

the hard maple, the spruces, the red and white pine can advantageous-
ly, for different uses compare with some European woods. They can

supply them in great quantity without showing any sign of deprecia-

tion. Moreover, there is plent}- of room for the development of new
industries, such as pulp and paper mills, toy and woodenware manu-
factures. One must not forget that there is a great amount of hy-

diaulic power still to be developed, the development of which would
be beneficial to various industries using as motive-power electrical

energy. For the exportation of the finished products to European
countries no shorter nor more advantageous route could be found
than the St. Lawrence valley which runs through the province in all

its length and which affords remarkable harbor facilities.
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Splendid Wooded Wealth of New Brunswick
Aggressive Work of Eastern Provinces in Conducting Forest Survey— Tabulation of

Timber of Provinces Gives Interesting Data - Its Potential Value
By Hon. E. A. Smith, Minister of Lands and Mines for New Brunswick

Hon. E. A. Smith, Fredericton, N.B.

The conditions brought about by

the world war through which we
have just passed have impressed

us with a deeper sense of respon-

sibility as to the duties of con-

serving and developing our for-

ests along with other natural re-

sources of Canada. Undoubtedly
the forests of the Dominion form
one of the greatest assets of the

]Cmi)ire; have we in the past re-

cognized the true value of this

heritage and endowment?
France saw the necessity of

protecting and developing her for-

est areas and we are told as far

back as the seventeenth century
her statutes contained a most
comprehensive forest policy, and
some English writer has said, had
it not been for the magnificent

forests of that country, the war
could not have been carried on to

a successful issue by the Allies.

In the trench war-fare, timber played a very important part and

the British had to rely wholly upon the French to furnish the neces-

sary lumber for her part of the front.

We have in New Brunswick about twelve million acres of forest

land, seven and one-half million acres of which are still the property

of- the crown. It is also estimated that of this forest land, over two
million acres today lie unjjroductive because of forest fires.

The duty of conserving and protecting the forests of New Bruns-

wick from fire has been assigned by law to a Forestry Advisory Com-
mission of five members, two of which, Mr. D. J. Buckley and Mr.

Archie Eraser, represent the lumbermen and leaseholders of New
Brunswick, and one of which is the provincial forester.

This Advisory Commis.sion has had several meetings, and the re-

sults so far obtained have fully justified its creation, and I have no

hesitation in j^^aying that the practical contributions to the delibera-

tions of this Board by the two representatives of the lumbermen have

had much to do with the creation of a permanent Forest Service and
the success it has so far obtained.

The Commission, after careful study of local conditions, proceed-

ed with the formation of a permanent Forest Service, its members to

be appointed strictly by competitive examination on the basis of abil-

ity and merit alone. This permanent organization is now well under

way, and consists of about fifty rangers and inspectors at the present

time.

The Duty of the Fire Rangers

The duties of the rangers not only include fire protection, but the

scaling of lumber cut from the CroVvn lands and the protection of

game. The combination of these branches of work has spread the

duties of the rangers over the entire year, and has made possible the

offering of permanent steady employment to the men, which as you
all know, is the only method by which we could secure really compe-
tent men in our service. The system of granting permanent appoint-

ments only after six months' satisfactory probationary service has
also rendered possible the proper discipline and training of the men,
which is always very difficult, if not impossible, where men are ap-

pointed temporarily for short periods each season.

An up-to-date Forest Fires Act was passed in 1918. Probably
the most outstanding feature of it is the Fire Permit Clause. That
is, the requiring of a fire permit from a Forest Ranger before fires,

other than those required for heating or cooking, may be built near a

forest, or before burning slash. A large number of fire permits were
issued last season, and the system gives promise of materially reduc-

ing the number .of disastrous fires resulting from settlers burning
their brush in land clearing operations. Four prosecutions were j'.ir-

ried out against settlers for this offence and three convictions secur-

ed.

Another important clause provided for the disposal of any dan-
gerous area of slash which forms a fire hazard. It also provided for

the disposal of brush and other inflammable debris along roads or

highways or within three hundred feet of any railroad. Many bad
slashes along our railroads were burned last year through the opera-

tion of this clause, and this branch of the work will be closely follow-

ed up during the coming year. The law al.so gives to the Forest gan-
ger the power to call out men to assist in fighting fires, and pr'i\ i^U -

a penalty for those refusing.

The Act also provides for proper fire protection along railroads

which come under the Provincial Charter. This does not, of course,

apply to Canadian Government owned railroads, or to the railroa'l-

which come under the regulations of the Railway Commission.
The fire season of 1918 was quite severe in New Brunswicki es-

pecially so in the early j)art of the year, and a total number of 850
fires were extinguished by our patrolmen, extra help besides the

rangers being emjjloyed on 25 of these fires.

The prevention of fire is absolutely necessary for the welfare oi

any country, but in spite of the most rigid protection system some
fires will occur. They must be discovered' quickly, they must be re-

ported quickly, they must be fought and extinguished quickly. This
means that New Brunswick must have an efficient organization and
equipment for the prevention, detection and extinction of forest fires.

The organization is being effected. It must be completed and
furnished with necessary equipment. Observation towers must be
erected and equipped. Ranger cabins must be constructed in the in-

terior of the province. Telephone lines must be built. Rangers must
be furnished with fire fighting equipment. The people of the pro-

vince must be educated to believe in Forest Fire Protection.

The Progress of the Forest Survey

I desire to make some reference to the Forest Survey which is

now being carried on in our province, and which is one of the most
extensive surveys of its kind ever undertaken in North America.
This survey aims to give us detailed plans and timber estimates
on each timber block of 4,000 acres. It also gives a map of soil con-
ditions which enables us to direct settlement towards our better

lands. In fact, this survey, which has already covered twenty-two
per cent, of Crown lands, is producing information of the greatest

present and prospective value, and we expect to be able to consider-
ably speed up the work by employing many of the forest engineers
now returning from overseas.

The following averages apply to 2,200 square miles

:

Land bearing .softwoods only 39 per cent.

Land bearing both hard and softwoods 29 per cent.

Land bearing hardivoods only 5 per cent.

Thus our timber area is 73 per cent, of the total, leaving about
27 per cent, of our Crown lands now unproductive and rendered thus
chiefly through the effect of forest fires.

Tabulation of the timber estimated on this area, much of which
is heavily cut over, gives the following data

:

Black and Red Spruce 27 per cent, of total

Fir 15 per cent of total

Cedar 10 per cent, of total

Hemlock 4 per cent, of total

White Pine 3 per cent, of total

Red Pine and Princess Pine 2 per cent, of total

Making Softwood Estimate 61 per cent, of total

Yellow Birch 13 per cent, of total

White Birch 11 per cent, of total

Maple 7 per cent, of total

Poplar 5 per cent, of total

Beech 3 per cent, of total

Hardwood Estimate 39 per cent, of total

The commercial timber now standing on these lands is estimated
at 1.577 feet per acre. Of this 61 per cent, is softwood and 39 per cent,

hardwoods.

In addition to above, the undersized growing spruce and fir on
which we must depend for future cuts is estimated at 800 feet per
acre.

Through the co-operation of the Conservation Commission we
were able to secure the services of Dr. Howe in 1918 to direct our
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study of the reproduction on our cut-over lands, and I am especially

interested in his report.

Some Details of Cut-Over Timber

On one section of our best growing Crown lands, Dr. Howe re-

ports as follows on the average of a number of sample acres studied

:

'This land was cut 25 years ago, and 37 spruce trees 12 to 20

inches in diameter were removed per acre. It was again cut 10 years

ago, and 19 spruce trees 10 to 12 inches in diameter removed." This

means that approximately 56 trees or about five thousand board feet

was removed from this land during the last twenty-five years.

"There is now standing on this a total of 149 trees, 58 spruce

trees per acre and 91 fir trees, over one inch in diameter, to provide

the next crop. Of these growing trees 7 spruce and 8 fir trees are

now of commercial size and if cut would still leave 11 spruce and 10

fir trees, which would reach comrriercial size during the next thirty

years. That is, there are 36 trees to provide the cut for the next

30 yearl." Dr. Howe states that if all our cut-over lands gave as

good a showing as this, there would be little cause for worry, but the

following counts made in another part of the province will give many
of us cause for thought,

This locality was cut over three times, 30 years ago, 16 years

ago and 4 years ago, and 97 spruce and 15 fir trees removed per acre

averaging 8 to 18 inches in diameter on the stump. This means that

112 trees or probably between 9 and 10 thousand board feet or more
was cut from this area during the last 30 years.

The trees still standing on the area show an average of 108

s])ruce and 186 fir per acre over one inch in diameter, but there are

only nine of these trees large enough now to reach commercial size

during the next 30 years. Dr. Howe says "That this has been a very
productive area, as the 112 trees removed per acre shows, but it has
been quite evidently abused, as there are only 4 spruce trees that can
reach commercial size in the next 30 years."

Plainly stated, this average acre from which at least 9,000 feet

was removed during the last 30 years cannot produce more than
1,000 feet of commercial sized lumber during the next 30 years.

Of course, these averages were secured over small areas, but
they serve to indicate the need of thorough study of this problem of

annual growth.
Maintaining Great Natural Asset

Dr. Howe is one of the most widely known and experienced
foresters in Canada and I have been able to arrange with the Con-
servation Commission to allow Dr. Howe to continue his study of

the cut-over lands in New Brunswick. This particular branch of the
Forest Survey will be given special attention during 1919, and I ex-

pect that Dr. Howe will be able to give us fairly definite estimates of

our annual growth and also suggestions as to what changes are

necessary in "our logging regulations in order to maintain our great-

est asset, the forest, in its fullest producing capacity.

The greatly depleted forests of France and England together
with the enormous requirements of lumber to rebuild the devastated
portions of France and Belgium must open a greater market for

our Canadian Woods, and while we must take full advantage of

this demand, we must be ever careful not to ruin the potential value
of our forests, but to conserve the greatest natural resource of our
land, and in turn hand down to posterity, unexhausted the great her-
itage so freely bestowed by nature.

NewBrunswick s Place in theLumberIndustry
Province Expects to Capture Big Share of Overseas Trade During Important Period

of Reconstruction— Standard and Species of Timber and its Uses
By G. H. Prince, Fredericton, N. B., Provincial Forester

The geographical position of

New Brunswick favored the pro-

vince in the early days of coloni-

zation in the New World. By
reason of its maritime situation,

it contains ports on three sides of

the compass, the north, the east,

and the south, with suitable facil-

ities for the carrying on of the

immense overseas and coastal

trade. The proximity of these

ports to those of insular and. con-

tinental Europe has rendered pos-

sible the development of this over-

seas trade, an important asset to

the province and the prosperity of

her people.

All land generally falls within

two main classes, farming land

and forest land, the former com-
monly known as all land cleared of

forests for purposes of agricul-

ture, the latter existing as forests

and containing some form of tree

life. In either case the real definition is as yet not fully realized by the

public, as some land now being farmed may later be found unfit to

produce sustained annual crops, and much of the land now under for-

est may be found adaptable to agriculture. Applying this common
definition to New Brunswick the census of 1911 gave only four and
one-half million acres of slighly more than twenty-five per cent, as

land being farmed, the rest thirteen and one-half million or seventy-

five per cent, being under forest. Allowing for the increase of cultivat-

ed land since 1911 it would thus appear that about twenty-seven per

cent, of New Brunswick is now employed for agricultural purposes.

The task of hewing a home out of the forests is, indeed, a hard

one and new settlements do not spring up so. readily as those of the

treeless prairies, yet the presence of trees, though adding to the cost

of clearing land, is a decided asset to the new settler. The coming
of peace and the return of the soldiers from overseas will stimulate

settlement, as the government in co-operation with the Dominion,
has promised that her fighting men shall receive every considera-

tion. However, it is fair to assume that at least sixty-five per cent.

G. H. Prince
Fredericton, N.B.

of New Brunswick's land will remain in forest for many years to

come and the lumbering industry will continue to hold its place

as the chief industry of the province, a continued source of employ-
ment not only to thousands of woodsmen but also to thousands of

farmers during the winter season, when farm labor is not exacting.
New Brunswick is then essentially a forest province, containing, as

it does, nearly forty acres for every man, woman and child, which
is a splendid assurance of the future welfare of the country.

The Ownership of Forest Lands
About seven and one-half million acres of forest land belong to

the Crown, while the rest, over five million acres, is owned by pri-

vate companies or individuals. Most of the granted land consists of

donations of comparatively large parcels of some of the best forest

land to private companies as compensation for the building and
development of public utilities such as railroads, in the early days.
These companies early recognized the value of their forests and are
managing for sustained yield. Thus one company took the lead in

making the first up-to-date forest survey in Eastern Canada of their

limits, nearly two million acres in area. Another company has
started tree planting on their waste lands. A third is considered
to have the most up-to-date cutting- regulations in Eastern Canada.

Forested areas belonging to the Crown are distributed in every
county, but the bulk exists in the north and north eastern counties.
Nearly all the Crown forests are leased by lumber companies on
long term leases, varying up to thirty years. The licenses are in

blocks covering from two to six square miles in area, the company
paying a ground rental, a bonus and a stumpage per thousand sup-
erficial feet, which varies for different kinds of timber. Under a se-

lective system logging regulations require that no trees be cut be-
low a certain diameter limit other than those necessarily removed
in the clearing of roads or yards.

Conducting Survey of Crown Holdings

The classification of the Crown Lands by a technical staff of for-

esters provided by the University of New Brunswick Forest School
was inaugurated in 1916, and already, even under the stress of war,
one and one-half million acres of Crown Lands have been mapped
and estimated under the most modern methods of forest surveying,
timber cruising and soil classification.

The collected data gives all necessary information concerning
the amount of standing timber per acre for any unit of area segre-
gated according to species, the condition of the timber, the quality,
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the cost of logging, driving, etc.; the character of the soil; while the

maps show in detail the location of all survey lines, roads, portages,

rivers and streams, camps, kinds of forest cover, such as burned

over land, barrens, coniferous and hardwood stands, mixed areas

of conifers and hardwoods. In addition, a soil map is made, giving

the location and area of the soil and its adajitahility for farming,

classifying it into agricultural and forest land. The location and

marking of all lines under a standard system according to the best

methods of land surveying rs an important part of the field work
of the Forest Survey. The Forest Survey of New Brunswick is re-

cognized as the most comprehensive and largest of its kind in North
America. •

When this immense stuck taking is com)jletc(l accurate and re-

liable data will be at the command of the Forest Service in the formu-

lation of a ])rogrcssive forest ])olicy for the proper management of

Part of a New Brunswick Lumber Yard at one of the main Seaports
and Lumbering Centres

the forests, and regulations may then l)e adopted to better advantage
for furthering closer utilization and conservation.

The Forest Service maintains a permanent field stafT for fire

protection and general administrative work. By an efficient and vig-

orous fire patrol system the forest land will be protected "from fire and
allowed to grow and continue to produce lumber which is a reason-

able guarantee for the future stability of the lumber industry.

Amount of Standing Timber in N. B.

No accurate data has as yet been collected as to the total amount
of standing timber for the whole province. Until the completion of

the Forest Survey is accomplished no one will predict with certainty

the extent of our greatest natural resource. The timber difTers, in

growth, in size, in density, and in species, a vast amount for so com-
paratively small an area as New Brunswick. Our coniferous species

grow rapidly, favored by a suitable climate.

During the past few years the value of our standing timber has
steadily increased. Inferior species have the same value today as

those of better grades a few years ago. On privately owned lands
stumpage of spruce now sells as high as $8.00 per M. At a sale of

standing timber on government lands in October, 1918, prices ranged
from $5.50 to $7.75 per thousand board feet, according to accessibil-

ity. Hardwood timber is now being considered for utilization in the

near future and prospective values being placed on the hardwood
lands. The value of standing timber has doubled during the past five

years, and tripled during the last decade.

Kinds of Timber in the Province

White Pine.—This species, along with red pine, was the first to

have commercial value in the early days. Once it formed practically

all the cut. Today pine forms but a small item of the annual output.

Much of the cutover pineries have reproduced in spruce and fir, but
there are still some extensive areas of pine.

Spruce timber now forms the bulk of the coniferous lumber cut.

Three kinds of spruce occur, black, red and white, but all have prac-

tically the same structural properties, and are classed in the market
as spruce. This timber ranks high in the market and is very adapt-
able, both as a structural timber and general building material. It

forms a great deal of the export trade in deals and plank. It is also

shipped in the form of pit props.

Balsam Fir.—This species is becoming important as a saw timber
for uses similar to that of spruce, and the cut is increasing each year.

Balsam fir is also used largely in the pulpwood industry. It is noted
for its rapidity of growth even on poor soils.

Hemlock exists in part of the province, its range extending over
only .)4 of the area. The bark is used for tanning purposes, while
the timber is used for construction timber, deals, boards and raihvav

ties. It is especially adapted for ties, on account of its spike holding
property and decay resisting powers. Hemlock forms but a small
percentage of the annual cut, but there are stands of this species
still untouched.

Cedar forms a large percentage of the season's cut, especially in

the northern part of New Brunswick. It finds a wide use in the form
of telephone poles, fence posts, ties and shingles. Nearly all the
shingles are made of cedar, while cedar ties are sawed out from the
tops in many of the larger shingle mills. Cedar is noted for its dura-
bility,

The main hardwoods, yellow birch, maple and beech, are being
investigated as regards utilization, not only for structural timber, but
for the veneer and chemical industry. The revival of the wooden
shipbuilding has brought about the lumbering of yellow birch for

shi]) timber, a species very adaptable to the framing of sea-going
\ essels.

White birch is a common tree, and has proved very valuable ffir

spoolwood and is being investigated for use as pulp.

Poplar also is a common tree and has been largely exported to

U. S. A. to be used in the soda l)ulp industry.

The AccesEibility of Timber Limits

Although New Brunswick has 1,900 miles of railroads, the fact

that the province is traversed by a network of drivable streams and
that the main commercial species are floatable has always rendered
transportation of logs from the stump to the mill to be carried out
by w-ater. Moreover, facilities are increased by a steady flow of
water in the driving season by storage basins at the heads of rivers

in the shape of storage or splash dams. Driving and rafting on the
large rivers, such as the St. John, Miramichi and Restigouche, are
handled by log driving corporations, and all up-to-date method- nrr

used.

All commercial timber in New Brunswick can be classed a.- ac-

cessible. The lumberman with axe and saw has penetrated to the
headwaters of every river and brought out spruce over every drivable
stream. This apparent accessibility of timber made possible the de-
velopment of the lumber industry along with settlement. The early

New Brunswick has 7i/^ million acres Crown-owned forest land, com-

plete network of drivable streams, 12 export ports with accessible

Harbors; 1,900 miles of broadgauge railroad; 14,000 miles of high-

ways; 1,000 logging camps operating each winter season, and an

efficient forest fire protection system.

inauguration of the shipbuilding industry and the development of

the export ports brought the recognition of New Brunswick's pine

in Great Britain during the eighteenth century. Since the erection

of the first saw mill at St. John in 1766 and the shipment of the first

cargo of spars to England in 1780, the lumber industry has steadily

increased. The first mill erected was a tidal mill at St. John. Today
the mills in the vicinity of St. John alone cut about half a million
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feet per day besides half a million shingles. Upwards of forty mills

along the St. John River alone give employment to over 2,000 men.

In 1824 over eleven million of pitie boards and plank were exported

to England from St. John.
The history of the development of the woods operations is, in-

deed, interesting. The old camp with the large centre fire, the smoke
escaping through a hole irt the roof, the hewing of the pine in the

woods, the use of oxen, have gradually been replaced by the modern
logging camp with separate apartments for sleeping and cooking,

office for the boss and scalers, skidding and yarding with horses, iced

roads for hauling off, the latter now often being done on long roads

with steam log haulers or gasolene tractors, and, what is most import-

ant, the young growth is being protected as much as possible, and
improvements for further utilization of what was formerly wasted
are being fostered.

Pulpwood Possibilities of the Province

Next to the lumber industry comes the pulpwood industry. At
present there are five pulp mills, producing a total of about 600 tons

of pulp per day, much of the pulpwood coming from closer utilization

of the waste in logging operations and sawmills. In addition, thous-

ands of carloads of pulpwood from private lands are exported into

the United States every year, either in the rossed, peeled or unpeel-

ed state. The export of pulpwood from Crown lands is prohibited by
law.

The cutting of white birch for spool bars has been developed to

quite an extent. New Brunswick affords great opportunities for this

industry, as there are extensive areas of white birch suitable for this

product. Over 2,000,000 feet of spoolwood was shipped from Miram-
ich to Scotland alone in 1909. The wood is cut into bars four feet long
and square in cross sectiori. It is interesting to no*e that the last

load shipped during the summer of 1917 was lost, as the vessel was
torpedoed near the end of the journey. This industry was in general
greatly aflfected by the war.

The development of the overseas export trade is shown in the
following table, which does not include that cut for local consumption
or for export to U. S. A. and other parts of Canada. This covers the

past forty years, and is interesting because it shows the gradual
growth of this trade and the relative stability of the lumber industry,
which speaks well not only for the business ability of the lumbermen
but for the prosperity of the province as a whole.

Average Annual Overseas Export by Decades

1880-1890 327 millions
1890-1900 331 millions
1900-1910 365 millions
1910-1917 264 millions

The largest was in 1906, when over 400 million was exported
;

the smallest in 1917, with 116 millions.

During the war exports overseas steadily increased for the first

three years, reaching the climax in 1916, when 390 million .superficial

feet was exported. The next year, 1917, only 116 million superficial
feet was exported, although the annual cut was not curtailed to that
extent, as large quantities of lumber were piled in the yards, due to
lack of vessels. In 1918 comparatively small shipments went over-

seas, the work being carried on entirely by the Imperial Munitions
Board.

The chief ports of export are: St. John, at the mouth of the St.

John River, which in normal times is the outlet of nearly one-third

the total shipments; Campbellton and Dalhousie, at the mouth of the

Restigouche River; Bathurst, at the mouth of the Nepisiguit; Chat-
ham and Newcastle, at the mouth of the Miramichi, the last two nam-
ed being especially important.

The United States has always been as accessible market, both
by rail and water. At present this is greatly curtailed, due to war
conditions. Freight rates are high, and coasting vessels are scarce.

A small market is found in other parts of Canada for New Bruns-
wick lumber. Along with the United States, these provinces formed
an outlet for many shipments in 1918.

The fact that the British government is the one big buyer in the

lumber market today, that Great Britain has always been the essen-

tial market for New Brunswick's lumber product, should be sufficient

assurance that the trade will be renewed.

But four long years of war h^ve changed the outlook in this

province appreciably. New species are being utilized. New uses for

our hardwoods are being found. The labor situation has changed.
Lumber values have doubled. Tonnage is reduced.

It is then most important that these be fully considered in plac-

ing the industry again on a pre-war basis, and moreover it is most
important that a proper presentation of all information as existing

today regarding the woods of New Brunswick be carried out, in order
that new markets may be opened for our forest products.

Proper conservation of our national resources is essential to the

prosperity of any country and this is especially true in regard to New
Brunswick forests| The war has, indeed, brought this idea out strong-

ly and the public demands that every precaution be taken to proper-

ly safeguard our national resources. With the support of the people
of New Brunswick the Forest Service will continue to work with this

object in view.

This province has taken an important part in the war. Thous-
ands of her best men fought in France and Flanders. Due apprecia-

tion has been shown by the Allies overseas for her services and it is

only natural to expect that New Brunswick will have its proper place

during the important period of reconstruction.

Winter Logr Booms Recently Gave Way
With the main channel of the St. John river blocked lately by

a tremendous ice jam four miles long on the western side of the

islands above Fredericton, the rush of water through the eastern

channel, where the Douglas boom is situated, was so intense that

some of the logs stored there by the St. John River Log Driving Com-
pany were carried away.

When the rafting season closed last fall the company left about
three million feet of logs in the Douglas boom, expecting to have
them stored there until this spring's operations commenced. Under
ordinary circumstances there would have been no difficulty but the

forming of the big ice jam, in which the ice from more than 100 miles

of the river was packed, created a serious situation.

Scene of one of the great storage places for logs for the mill owners along the St. John River. This is one of the many places where large quantities
of these logs are kept until wanted at the mills. It is named Marble Cove and is situated just above the reversing falls leading into the harbor
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British Trade Commission Service in Canada
Origin, Development and Scope ofthe Work—Commissioners are Official Commercial

Representatives of United Kingdom in Self Governing Dominions

"The United Kingdom is well organized for the conduct and ex-

tension of export trade," said Mr. F. W. P'icld, British Trade Com-
missioner in Ontario, in an interview with a representative of the

"Canada Lumberman." "The British Government's Department of

Overseas Trade, which I represent in Ontario, is co-operating with
British manufacturers and trading associations and I am pleased to

report that the work is progressing favorably.

"The Trade Commissioner Service of the British Government
is of recent origin. At the Imperial Conference of 1907, Sir Joseph
Ward, Prime Minister of New Zealand, called attention to the need
for official commercial representation of the United Kingdom in the

self-governing Dominions. Mr. Lloyd George, then president of the

Board of Trade, was able to inform the conference a few days after-

wards that arrangements for the appointment of such officers were
being made. The measures which were subsecjuently taken resulted

in the institution, in 190(S, of the present service of four Trade Com-
missioners, one being appointed for Canada and Newfoundland, and

missioners and its extension throughout the British I'.mpire in ac-

cordance with the recommendations of the Dominions Royal Com-,
mission, and recommends that the governments concerned should'
co-operate so as to make that service as useful as possible to the Em-

:

pire as a whole, especially for the promotion of Inter-imperial trade.

Promoting Trade of Empire as Whole

"The primary duty of the British Trade Commissioners appoint-
ed in various parts of the British Em])ire comprises the collection

of information in regard to opportunities that may arise for securing
and developing the trade of the United Kingdom, and such other
parts of the British Empire as may express a desire to avail them-
selves of the facilities aflforded by the Trade Commissioner Service,

but it is also a part of their general duty to endeavor to promote the

trade of the British Empire as a whole, within the area to which they
are appointed.

"Instructions are also given t<> Trade Commissioners to report

F. W. Field, Toronto,
H. M. Trade Commissioner

in Ontario

G. T. Milne, Montreal,
H. M. Senior Trade Commissioner

for Canada

L. B. Beale, Winnipeg,
H. M. Trade Commissioner

in Western Canada

one each for Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. Each Trade
Commissioners has the assistance of a number of Imperial Trade
Correspondents situated in various districts of the Dominions con-

cerned.

"The work of the Trade Commissioners was under investiga-

tion by the Dominions Royal Commission. In their report, issued in

February, 1917, they made strong recommendations in favor of an
increase in the number of trade Commissioners in the Dominions
and of an extension of the Trade Commissioner service to other parts

of the Empire. The Board of Trade had simultaneously been en-

gaged on a scheme for the strengthening of the service, and it was
decided to increase the number of Trade Commissioners from four

to fifteen or sixteen. Under the new scheme, so far as the allocation

of posts has been decided at present, it is proposed that four of the

Commissioners shall be stationed at important centres in Canada,
the senior of them dealing also with trade in Newfoundland ; two
Trade Commissioners .stationed in Australia and in New Zealand

;

two in South Africa ; two in India ; one in the West Indies ; one in

the Straits Settlements, and one unattached to, any definite station

overseas but available in the Department for any special service.

"As a final comment on the value of the Trade Commissioner
Service, attention may be called to the following resolution passed
unanimously on the motion of General Smuts at the Imperial War
Conference on April last : The Imperial War Conference welcomes
the proposed increase of the Board of Trade service of Trade Com-

from time to time to the Department of Overseas Trade and to the

governments of such parts of the British Empire as may invite them
to do so, on all matters affecting, or likely to aflfect, the trade, indus-

try and commerce of their area that may come under their notice.

"The Trade Commissioners are also directed to furnish informa-

tion in regard to tariffs, subsidies, bounties, contracts, open, or likely

to be open, for tender, the opening of new industries, the extension

of public works, financial and trade conditions, and other matters of

commercial interest, whilst they are to report, as occasion required,

on the nature and extent of foreign competition in the local market^

so far as it affects British trade.

"An important part of the work of the Trade Commissioners is

to compile and furnish periodically the name of principal importers

or buyers of British goods in the different localities of ,the area in

which they act, with an indication of the classes of goods in which

they deal, and also to compile an agency record in respect of firms

or persons holding agencies for firms domiciled in the various parts of

the British Empire and in foreign countries, supplemented by list-

of firms or persons desirous of acting as agents for firms domiciled

the various parts of the British Empire.

"The Trade Commissioners in addition to many other duties are'

to endeavor to establish and maintain cordial relations with the gov-

erning authorities, as well as with other government officials and
with trade associations in their areas, in order to secure their co-

operation and assistance so far as it is practicable."
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Will be Able to Sell Much Timber in Europe
Canada Can Dispose ofAll She Can Deliver in Next Two or Three Years Provided

Stock is Cut and Manufactured to Requirements of Foreign Trade

In an official report from London, England, made a few weeks ago
on the prospects of the development of Canadian timber trade with

Great Britain, and more particularly regarding" the forest products of

British Columbia, some interesting facts are presented which will be

read with interest : The production of Home Crown timber in the

United Kingdom during 1918 proved of enormous value in conserving

tonnage, but immense quantities had been cut. One more year of cut-

ting at a similar rate would have depleted the British forests to a very

dangerous minimum and it was evident that in 1919 it would be neces-

sary in any case to import more timber than in 1917 and 1918.

From what source would it be possible to obtain such timber
Northern Europe was a doubtful source owing to the submarine men-
ace, and the chaotic conditions of those timber producing regions.

True, several cargoes aggregating a considerable amount arrived in

England from Sweden and adjacent countries, but not in anything like

the quantities required. The North American continent was the next

nearest source. Eastern Canada and the Southern Pine region would
be the obvious first choice because of their geographical location ; the

Pacific Coast the next choice.

Change Made by Armistice

Thus while England was preparing for another year's purchases

under war conditions the armistice was signed, and war conditions

suddenly changed to a condition of "Stand by" midway between war
and peace. The cessation of ho.stilities had not diminished the need
of imported timber in England; rather it increased perhaps not the

immediate present need, but the very near prospective need
consequent upon demobilization, and the employment of men—but

sources of supply hitherto cut of? became available. Thus the Baltic

ports could ship timber. . Trus, many of these ports would soon be ice

bound for a few months, but the most southerly of the Scandinavian
ports could ship right along.

Bearing in mind the chaotic conditions of a great portion of Eur-
ope, particularly Finland and the great timber producing regions of

Russia, it is safe to say that Canada will have for probably the next

two or three years an opportunity to participate in the European tim-

ber business.

The total annual requirements by import of Europe in timber in

the next few years is difficult to estimate. It may not be much above
normal, except in the devastated areas and the speed with which it is

required will depend on the rapidity of demobolization which will de-

termine the amount of labor available for reconstruction and new
construction.

However, it would be well to point out here that there was no
evidence at the moment of immediate and urgent huge purchases of

imported timber by either France or England, at any rate not in the

volume anticipated by those optimists on the North American contin-

ent who had visions of hundreds of thou.sands of temporary wooden
buildings in the devastated areas. This observation applies particu-

larly to France. The big demand in France for imported lumber is

Hkely to commence later on this year. France can supply a very large

l)ercentage of her timber requirements from her own forests for im-
mediate consumption. Some authorities estimate that she can supply
80 per cent, of her present requirements, and it is quite possible that

Belgium may be supplied for a time partly from Germany.
England as in pre-war days will depend on imports of soft wood

for 80 to 90 per cent, of her requirements, and it is to England that
British Columbia may look for the bulk of her European business.

Canada will be able to sell to Europe during the next two or three
years all the lumber she can deliver on this side provided that such
timber is cut and manufactured to the customary requirements of
the European trade, and does not cost more than Baltic material, CI.
F., United Kingdom ports. Railway sleepers will form a large per-

centage of the timber imports for the next two years.

Competition With Baltic Lumber

Present Swedi.sh f.o.b. mill prices are graded at around £23 per
standard for 7-in. unsorted, which with a freight rate of £3 gives a
C.i.f. price of £26.

In comparison we are oflFering merchantable at around £10 f.o.b.

mill. Commercial freight rates from B. C. to the United Kingdom are
not quoted, but it is understood the Government timber buyer figures

them at £14-10-0 per standard for the past year. This gives us £24-

10-0 per B. C. merchantable as compared with £26-0-0 for unsorted
Swedish. All ocean freight rates will, however, drop considerably in

time.

The difference in our favor, however, does not help us because ton-

nage to lift the B. C. Coast timber is not available except in negligible

quantities.

One of the most difficult, if not the most difficult obstacle to over-
come in marketing B. C. timber in the United Kingdom is the cost of,

and time taken in, transportation. Not only the freight rate per stand-
ard has to be taken into consideration, but the time taken on the jour-

ney, as well as return cargoes. Vessels bringing Swedish timber to

England load British coal on the return voyage. What can B. C. (or

any North Pacific port) take by vessel from the United Kingdom, or
intervening ports as regular cargo? All these factors will govern the
trade. Freight rates from Sweden in normal times will run from 20/-
to 40/- per standard, (they are now from £3 to £4 per standard).
From B. C. in the period covered by the years 1910-1914 the freights
varied from £6-0-0 to £10-0-0 per standard. The time taken on a
voyage from Sweden consumes 5 or 6 days. From B. C. via the Pana-
ma Canal not less than 2 months, probably more (slow cargo steam-
er or auxiliary schooner). Time will gradually be less of a governing
factor as supply of shipping equals the demand, but it certainly will

be a factor during the next 2 or 3 years of the big timber demand over
here. Thus one vessel of 1,000 standards capacity operating the year
round from a Southern Baltic port could deliver to England a mini-
mum of 8 cargoes per year allowing for loading and. unloading, etc.,

making a total delivery of 8,000 standards. The same size vessel oper-
ating from B. C, would not deliver more than 2 cargoes or 2,000 stand-
ards per year.

S. C.'s chance to market large quantities of her forest products
in the United Kingdom (and equally in France and Belgium) lies in

her ability to deliver the goods on the European side during the pres-
ent period of big demand. If this is possible then B. C. will lay a foun-
dation of continuity of a certain amount of trade after the reconstruc-
tion and new construction period.

Then we also have to reckon with competition from Eastern Cana-
da and the U. S. A. If the large cargo tonnage now building in the
U. S. A. is used for transporting lumber from the Gulf ports or Wash-
ington and Oregon, then Canada with little or no merchant marine
would be in an unfavorable position.

British Columbia's Position

For a time, availability of shipping will determine the quantity
Canada can send to Europe, but the shipping position will get easier
right along and may be normal in two years or less.

In normal times the importation of timber by the United King-
dom exceeds two million standards annually. The percentage of this
which British Columbia can supply will be limited only by her ability
to deliver and meet c.i.f. prices from the competitors and her willing-
ness to suit the requirements and sizes desired in this market.

Douglas fir and more recently silver spruce are the best known
species from the Pacific Coast but for many uses I see no reason why
Western red cedar and Western hemlock should not find a ready
sale. The use of these latter two woods will, however, depend upon
further extensive educational work. The worth of Douglas fir and sil-

ver spruce is well known here, and with them it is almost entirelv a
matter of salesmanship and delivery, rather than education.

When the world's supply of tonnage meets the demand the Paci-
fic Slope will still be faced by the lower freight costs operative from
the Baltic, Eastern Canada and Gulf ports. Our lower costs of pro-
duction may wipe out the difference in transportation costs to some
extent, but until the competing sources of supply show signs of failing
to meet the demand one doubts whether after the next five years, and
under normal trading conditions, the Pacific slope will obtain very
much of the European trade, excepting the larger sizes, railroad sleep-
ers, and especially clear grades. In the ordinary and wider uses for
which soft wood timber is needed such as house construction which
mainly takes the lower grades, Sweden, Finland and Northern Rus-
sia will control the European market for many years.

Without doubt the building and other timber consuming trades of
England, Belgium, and France, will be much busier than normal dur-
ing the next four or five years, and during that period the timber in-

dustry of British Columbia would, it seems, be well advised to take ad-
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vantage of the abnormal demand in the European market. In this

connection it is interesting to note the opinion expressed by a lead-

ing British timber trade publication (Timber Trades Journal) whicli

under date of January 4th remarks that before the war Britain's larg-

est source of supply for softwoods was Russia, and that there is not

the faintest chance of Russia being in a position to ship timber, ex-

cept in very small quantities, for a very considerable period. The

Journal adds that for several reasons it is likely that Canada will, dur-

ing 1919 and 1920 assume a position as regards timber supplies to the

United Kingdom far more important than she held before the war.

The Journal's remarks no doubt apply principally to Eastern Canada,

but B. C. should be able to take her share of the Canadian trade. More-

over, every foot of timber exported from one Canadian region means

a better domestic market for timber from another Canadian region.

Bearing this in mind and in view of the fact that Eastern Canada has

for some time, and is still, producing far less timber than normally,

the Eastern Canadian market for B. C. timber should increase very

rapidly. I should add that in the view of the Timber Trades Journal,

Russia will with further development and under sane government be

the chief wood exporting nation, not only in Europe, but to many of

the world's other markets.

It would, thefefore, appear quite possible for British Columbia

to enjoy a fairly large volume of trade in Europe for the next few

years during the big demand in the consuming countries, and the per-

iod of short supply from the producing European countries. After

that, B. C. will have more trade with Europe than in pre-war days.

Retail Lumbermen Exchange Ideas
Representative Gathering of Local Branch No. 6 Held

at Georgetown Results in Benefit to All.

An interesting and profitable meeting of the local branch No. 6

lof the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association was held in

Georgetown, on Good Friday, April 18th. The gathering was con-

vened through the activity and energy of the local secretary, J. B.

Mackenzie, of Georgetown, who thoroughly believes in co-operation.

Mr. Mackenzie entertained the visitors at luncheon at his comfort-

able home, and a splendid business session was held afterwards in his

office. J. A. Matthews, of Orangeville, chairman of the district, pre-

sided. The proceedings were largely devoted to a consideration of

various details of trade conditions and business management. A
number of interesting points were brought out, and as a result of the

interchange of ideas, the members carried away with them a number

of valuable and practical suggestions.

The way in which retail lumbermen keep track of the material

which leaves the yard, was one of the first subjects discussed. Record

forms were displayed and discussed and some of the members re-

ceived useful ideas to take home and apply in their own yards. This

led to a discussion of cost accounting and consideration of the various

elements which enter into cost.

The bearing of the cost accounting problem upon a dealer's cred-

it rating was suggested by Mr. Mackenzie. It was a great thing, he

said, to get a good credit rating. He had his afifairs in such shape

that he was able once a year to make out a financial statement as a

basis for his credit rating. He believed that if the retailers knew their

costs properly they would then be able to get a profit. It was all

a matter of education in cost accounting. With dealers all making a

profit based upon proper cost accounting it would make no difference

if one dealer found that another was coming into his territory. The
thing that made trouble was when dealers went into each others' ter-

ritories and cut prices in order to get trade. -

Little Fear From the Farmers' Clubs

Farmers' clubs and the trade of the individual farmers came in

for an extensive discussion. The members believed from practical

experience that the farmers were losing money through their co-oper-

ative buying. Definite cases in which the materials bought were
more expensive than if the farmers had bought them from local mer-

chants individually were reported. The feeling was that this would
continue to be the case so long as the movement lasted, but that on

account of the farmer's well known objection to paying too much for

his goods, the co-operative buying movement would not last very

long.

Mr. A. Henderson, of Cheltenham, laid emphasis upon the value

of doing as large a portion of business as possible on a cash basis.

Not only did it mean a better line of business with a greater percen-

tage of profit, but if properly handled it would result in a larger

volume of business. To illustrate this he said that last year he had
commenced charging more far material sold on credit than for mater-

ial sold for cash. As a result he had. done three times as much busi-

ness and had not put more than one-third as much in his books as

formerly.

The meeting concluded with a discussion of trade conditions

which developed the fact that the outlook is bright and that during
the previous few weeks there had been a considerable improvement
in the demand.

Vaccination for all N. B. Lumberjacks
The Public Health Act was recently considered by the .\cw

Brunswick legislature and an amendment introduced to the eflfect

that all men in the lumber camps must now be vaccinated. Under
the new provision employers are held responsible for eventualities if

employees are not all vaccinated. New Brunswick has in the past

suffered considerably from outbreaks of smallpox which have cost

large sums of money to suppress. In considering the bill, Hon. Dr.

Roberts stated that, it was deemed advisable to get at the source of
the disease—usually lumber camps and mills—and vaccinate the em-
ployees. The discussion was a lengthly one, and some vigorous ob-
jections were raised by certain lumbermen.

James K. Pinder, M.L.A., who is a lumberman, declared that if

the government put the measure into force, it would lessen its day
by one year at least, and so benefit the country to some extent. It is

proposed that the new regulation shall be imperative for a year.

Hon. J. P. Burchill stated that no operator in the lumber woods
would employ a man who was liable to introduce smallpox into a

camp. The operators had been taught a severe lesson by the losses

experienced from an outbreak a few years ago. But it would he a

hardship to compel each operator or employer, when hiring men for

the woods or the drive, to inquire of each man whether or not he had
a certificate of a successful vaccination, and to see that each one had
one. Men often were hired in a hurry as time was an important fac-

tor, and it would be difficult to apply this provision. It would cause
serious inconvenience if it was workable at all. The concluding part

of the section made the employer liable for smallpox expenses in the

event of an outbreak of the disease. He considered this a most harsh
and drastic provision.

Hon. Dr. Roberts said he felt and feared that his hon. friend had
not looked into the subject from all sides. He had not had an oppor-
tunity to speak to his hon. friend with regard to this matter, but had
discussed the subject with other lumbermen, and without exception

they had told him that if this measure would clean smallpo.x out of

the lumber camps, to put it into eflfect. The lumbermen had lost

thousands of dollars through this disease and knew what it meant.
The provision complained of would have to be put into eflfect only two
or three times to produce general vaccination of employees of the

lumber camps and the elimination of smallpox. Old camps had been
found to be a source of the disease, and men coming from them aided

in transmitting it. Means of- this kind must be adopted to stamp out

smallpox or else compulsory and general vaccination must be adopted
throughout the province. The disease had cost the province and the

municipalities thousands of dollars. Only two or three years ago the

province had to issue bonds to the amount of $80,000 or $90,000 to pay
smallpox bills. .And in his office at the present time were bills amount-
ing to $125,000 to $L^0,000 in smallpox liilN which hnd l)een nr would
I)e paid by municipalities.

Hon. Mr. Burchill said he did ncn doin.- u> niiiinni/,e the ericct

of smallpox and was willing to assist in its repression and control, but

he believed that some method other than that outlined in the section

must be taken. He believed that compulsory vaccination would be

better. He could give an instance of the hardship which would be

worked if this section went into eflfect. If a man came to him for em-
ployment without vaccination, and he sent him to a doctor to be vac-

cinated, how long would it be before the man would take up his em-
ployment, or he, as an employer, enjoy the advantages of his service?

Disposing* of Large Stock of Spruce

The Wood.<tock Lumber Company. 131 State Street, Boston,

Mass., who are manufacturers of spruce, pine and hemlock lumber with

a daily output of 350,000 feet, are making a special offering of Canad-
ian spruce ready for immediate shipment. Their mill is within 300

miles of St. John, the same distance from Montreal and Quebec and

the stock is all dry and well manufactured being last year's sawing.

The firm announce that this material must be disposed of at once as

the mill will commence the season's operation < on the 1st of Mav an<l

the lumber must be moved quickly.

The .sawing of lumber in Canada, as compared with the practice

in Cireat Britain, is quite a diflferent proposition, as the lumber here

is converted from the round log. while that on the other side is mere-

ly resawn to a great extent from the 3 inch deal. While very fine

sawing may be done on this side, as a general rule, owing to the en-

hanced value of the lumber when it reaches the other side, the fur-

ther conversion is efYected with fine saws to eflfect the elimination of

waste.
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Ontario Possesses Great Timber Assets
Ready to Supply Generous Portion of Overseas Requirements— Value of

Annual Harvest of Forest Products is $40,000,000
By Hon. G. Howard Ferguson, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines

Hon. G. Howard Ferguson, in charge
of Ontario Forests

The Province of On-
tario possesses in an un-

usual degree all the ele-

jnents essential to the

maintenance of the four

great basic industries that

make for national great-

ness. The Field, The For-

est, The Mine and The
Stream.
The recognition of this

fact is antecedent to any
discussion of lumbering in

Ontario. That industry

has been seriously affect-

ed by the war. When hos-

tilities began lumbering
gave way to the more im-

mediately essential indus-

tries, incident to the sup-

port of our national effort

in the great struggle, ex-

port orders declined and
operations were practic-

ally restricted to domestic
requirements. But with the advent of peace, Ontario's lumber
industry should be a large factor in the work of reconstruction.

Ontario can legitimately claim a large portion of the post-

war orders that are apportioned to Canada. Ontario gave to

the war in men, money and subscriptions to Canada's loans,

practically one-half of all Canada's contribution. Ontario pro-

duced in foodstuffs and manufactured articles half of what
was produced by the Dominion of Canada and at this moment
when France and Belgium, Italy, Serbia and Roumania are

preparing to restore their was stricken areas, Ontario stands

ready to supply a large part of their needs.

What does this mean? It is not to be expected that those

countries that have maintained an "impartial" neutrality dur-

ing these years shall now step in and profit, as they did pro-

fit through the necessities of the war, by the trade now avail-

able. With demobilization going on the problem here is not

how to supply labor to the industries but how to keep labor

supplied with work.
To meet the new conditions our export trade will undoubt-

edly play an important part and not the least among the indus-

tries involved is lumbering.

Ontario is in a position to supply for export in addition to

meetling all domestic needs, immense quantities of forest pro-

ducts.

The Present Output Can Be Doubled

With greater effort and better organization our present

•output can be increased 100 per cent. To market that added
production requires concerted effort on the part of the lumber-
men. The Ontario Government through its London office is

assisting to develop this overseas trade. Already a representa-

tive of the lumbering interests has been appointed to under-

take the important and responsible duties of Timber Commis-
sioner with headquarters at the Ontario Government ofifice,

London, England. It is not the purpose of this article to indi-

cate in what manner this work should be conducted, but it

should be understood that all the energy and resources of the

Government are available to make this departure a success.

The primary object is to increase the volume of industrial

trade in the product of the forests. The line of action to bring
this about must largely be a matter of discretion on the part of

Mr. A. C. Manbert, the Timber Commissioner, who is thor-

oughly conversant with the trade and conditions in the pro-

vince and eminently capable of most efficient service.

It is interesting to observe for a moment just what is be-
hind this overseas organization.

The Standing Timber of Ontario

The forests of Ontario comprise some 125,000 square
miles, or 80,000,000 acres. The estimated amount of standing
timber is as follows

:

7,000.000,000 ft. B.M. Pine on licensed lands,

13,500,000,000 ft. B.M. Pine on Crown Lands,
350,000,000 cords of pulpwood, and of this amount
250,000,000 cords are tributary to railways and

waterways.

The approximate value of our annual harvest of Forest Pro-
ducts is $40,500,000.

In Ontario there are some eighty sawmills of large capac-
ity. These mills saw into lumber and dimension timber im-
mense quantities of pine and hardwood.

As in other lines of manufacture, Ontario's woodworking
industries lead the Dominion in their production of material
for building. Upwards of six hundred of these factories are in

constant operation.

Ontario is ready today to supply ready cut houses, frames,
doors, interior finish and all other classes of wood products in
large quantities for export.

Within the province there are eleven large pulp and paper
plants. The daily output of these mills range from 75 to 400
tons respectively.

Development of Great Water Powers

To further develop this important industry 5,000,000 horse
power is available, 700,000 of which is already harnessed and
tiansmitted to the various plants.

The timber tracts of the province are traversed by three
transcontinental railways with many branch feeders. There

Marking waney board white pine timber, showing Ontario pine,
spruce and balsam in background

are as well thousands of miles of inland waterways providing
cheap and easy transportation.

The above facts and figures amply show that Ontario is in

an excellent position to take care of the substantial expansion
of her great forest industries that must come with the new era
in our national life.

Ontario did not wait in war—Ontario will not wait in

peace. As our men were in the vanguard of the armies of free-
dom, so should our business men be alert as the military or-
ganization makes way for the pursuits of peace.
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Nova Scotia Prepared for Foreign Trade
Active Demand for Vessels to Carry Deals to Great Britain—Looking for

Reduction in Ocean Freights—Big Quantity of Timber Cut
By Elihu Woodworth, Parrsboro, N. S.

The lumber trade, which was completely deranged and

in some cases entirely suspended by the great war, was not

restored to its normal condition by the armistice and is not

likely to be, for some time at least, by the signing of a peace

treaty or the formation of a League of Nations. Indeed, the

condition in this country can never be exactly the same as

before, for the closing for a time of the old channels of trade

led to the seeking and finding of new markets which, accord-

ing to present indications, will probably be retained.

The announcement that the embargo upon the importa-

tion of lumber into Great Britain was removed recently pro-

duced immediate results in this part of the Dominion. All

the suitable vessels in sight were chartered at once to load

deals for the United Kingdom. But at the very outstart the

shippers were confronted with the scarcity of tonnage. Many
vessels of suitable size had beefi built during the past two
years, but nearly all of these had been sold out of the country

or were employed in other trades. Nearly all of the pre-war

fleet had been sold abroad or wrecked and the few, old or

new, remaining were mostly under charter to South African,

West Indian or South American ports. If the exceptionally

mild winter had not permitted the finishing and launching of

a number of vessels which were expected to remain on the

stocks several months longer it would have been practically

impossible at present to secure any tonnage for the Transat-

lantic trade. Even the vessels launched this year were not

all available for this purpose, for some of them were charter-

ed for other trades while they were still on the stocks. Sev-
eral large schooners, which were to have been. turned ofif next

summer are, owing to the demand for bottoms, being rushed

to completion and will be launched in the course of a few
weeks. Whether the schooners afloat and to be floated will

be able to handle the business ofifering or likely to be offered

depends, of course, on the state of the British market. If

that market be strong enough to bear the present cost of

transportation there will be an urgent demand for more bot-

toms ; if not, some of the vessels not yet afloat may find it

difficult to get satisfactory charters.

Freight Rates Are Exceptionally Heavy

The present freight rate in this province on deals to

Great Britain is about three hundred shillings per standard.

One new schooner has been chartered for three voyages at

that rate. This is one hundred shillings less than the top war
price, but on the other hand it is about seven times as much
as the highest rate paid before the war. It looks as if a great-

er reduction in rates would have to be made before a very

large business can be done, for it seems unreasonable to sup-

pose that the British market will stand very long for such ex-

orbitant transportation charges. When lumber was required

for war purposes it had to be had regardless of cost, and ocean

carriers had to be well paid for the extra risks they incurred,

but with the return of peace there must be a reduction of rat-

es and a limit will have to be reached.

The American market is by no means promising this

season. There is no demand at present for boards or scant-

ling, but there is some inquiry for laths, and a few cargoes

will be shipped from this province. There has been no call

for piling yet, but probably some will be wanted later in the

season. It is to be hoped that the American market will

speedily recover, for its closing for even one year would be
severely felt in this province. Last year the sawn lumber ex-

ported to the United States from the port of Parrsboro alone

aggregated more than eighteen million feet. There is little

prospects of similar operations this season. Some recon-

struction and rearrangement will have to be done in the

United States as well as elsewhere, and the time does not

seem propitious for engaging in building or other enterprises

requiring large quantities of lumber. Many million feet of

boards and scantling were used in the Eastern States during
the past two years in the construction of military camps and
other buildings for which there will now be little or no use.

It is quite possible and not at all improbable that many of the

now useless buildings will be taken down so that the lumber
in them may be saved for other purposes. All lumber that

is saved in that way will, of course, lessen the quantity that

would otherwise have to be imported, and thus weaken the
market to that extent. Altogether, there seems to be little

reason to anticipate that the American market this year will

be even approximately as good as it was last season.

Season's Cut Was Better Than Expected

If the market for deals should jyove even better than is

expected, the supply will probably equal the demand. The
cut of last winter is larger than it was expected to be, and
in some sections the output for the preceeding year is still

practically all on hand. In some parts of this province last

winter was an ideal season for lumbering. There was all the

snow that was needed, but not enough to hinder or obstruct.

The weather conditions were so favorable that although the

gangs as a rule were smaller than in other seasons, the work
done compared well with the output of larger gangs in form-
er years. In a few sections there was scarcely snow enough,
and there was a little too much, perhaps, in some localities,

but taken altogether and all over the province it was an ex-

ceptionally favorable winter for working in the woods.

The state of the lumber market, whatever it may be, is

bound to have a marked effect upon the shipbuilding indus-

try. The boom in shipbuilding, almost as much as the manu-
facture of munitions, was caused by the war. The munition

boom in this country and elsewhere ceased when the war
ended; the shipbuilding boom may continue for a time on ac-

count of conditions caused by the war. It will depend very

largely upon the continuance of the abnormally high freight

rates and they can only be maintained by a continued demand
for carriers. If prices in the British maket will justify paying
anything near the present rates of freight the boom will con-

tinue while the demand for tonnage lasts, but in any case it

has probably reached its limit.

Great Activity Evidenced in Tonnage

It is said that more tonnage was launched in Nova
Scotia during the last three months than there ever was in

the same length of time before, and it is very doubtful wheth-

er as many wooden vessels will ever be turned off again in

the same period of time. Meanwhile the shipbuilders who
have vessels under construction are rushing them forward as

quickly as possible, while others are having a season of

"watchful waiting." While the present condition of uncer-

tainty lasts very few keels will be laid. Where new vessels

are required for a special purpose, such as fishing for instance,

they will be built, but very few will be turned off on specula-

tion. Materials and wages are too high to make it safe to

build vessels on a -falling market on the chance of selling them
at a profit. And the chances of getting lower prices seem to

be negligible. Working men all over the country—all over

the world—seem determined to reduce the purchasing power
of money and lessen their own prospects of permanent em-
ployment by demanding higher wages and fewer hours of

labor. Small wonder that employers hesitate about engaging
in any speculative enterprises under such conditions.

The development of the industry depends largely on the

attitude of labor, and a wave of restlessness appears to be

sweeping all over the world at this particular juncture. How
soon it will subside remains to be seen.
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How Canada 's Timber Limits are Cruised
The Forest Engineer Has Brought Technical Training to Bear on Problem

and Expanded ''Timber Cruise" into ''Forest Survey''
By P. L. Lyford, Clark fi? Lyford, Forest Engineers, Vancouver, B. C.

Most lumbermen, or persons interested in timber, under-

stand that a "timber cruiser" is one who estimates the quan-

tity and quality of logs or lumber contained in standing trees.

He is also expected to advise as to topography, logging con-

ditions, and anything else his employer may require to know,
which has a bearing on the ability of the tract under consid-

eration to produce logs profitably.

No doubt the earliest logger was somewhat of a timber

cruiser, but he would not have known himself by that name.
It was at a much later day, when the timber "looker" went
out on long trips with a map for a chart and a compass as

the most indispensable part of his equipment for roaming the

trackless forest that someone likened him to a mariner who,

P. L. Lyford, Vancouver, B. C.

III_|IDM>III«>II^

similarly, finds his way on the pathless sea, that the term

"cruiser" was applied to him. It was an apt comparison, and
the term "stuck".

The quantity of standing timber is usually expressed in

board feet, according to the log rule used in the locality con-

cerned. There are some exceptions to this, notably the pulp-

wood regions of the Eastern United States and Canada, where
the cord is largely used as a unit of measurement. The cord

is also used on the Pacific Coast for ineasuring cedar bolts for

shingles. Theoretically the log rule gives the number of board

feet that the logs will produce in the form of sawn lumber.

In practice, this is rarely the case, because of imperfections in

log rules, errors in allowance for defects, or curved, crooked,

or broken logs. However, the cruiser must report in board

feet, and it is obvious that his results will always be somewhat
less than exact.

In the early days, (and even now, to some extent), the

timber cruiser frequently estimated comparatively small areas

by eye, simply wandering through the tract more or less sys-

tematically, and making up his mind by comparison with sim-

ilar tracts with which he was already familiar that this one

would run so many thousand feet to the acre, and multiplying

this by the number of acres in the tract to get the total stand

of timber. Usually, however, in recent years, practically all

cruisers make an estimate of the individual trees on a certain

proportion of the area, to furnish averages for applying to the
whole area.

The details of procedure for most cruisers in determining
the scale of a tree is somewhat as follows : Estimate the
thickness of the bark, and determine the diameter of the butt
of the first log inside the bark. (This is not so easy to do on
the Pacific Coast, where the bark varies from J^-inch on small
spruce trees to as much as a foot, in some cases, on large
Douglas fir trees). Calipers or diameter tape may be used to

measure diameter outside the bark. Next, the taper of the
tree is estimated so that the diameter inside the bark at the
end of the first log may be determined. (To get at the num-
ber of board feet in a log, it is necessary to know the length
of the log and the diameter inside the bark at the small end).
This is repeated for each log until the top of the merchantable
length is reached. A few inches extra must be allowed for the
length of each log in order to provide for full even lengths of
lumber when the 1og is sawed . Now the measurement for

each log having been determined, it remains only to read the
scale in feet for each log from the log rule table and add the
logs together to get the scale of logs in the whole tree. The
tree has, in the meantime, been scanned for signs of defect,
or outward indications calling for a reduction in the scale.

Western Red Cedar, British Columbia

i

When such suitable deduction has been made, the final result

should be close to the actual lumber content of the tree. This,
however, is a slow process, and not many cruisers take time
to do the work so thoroughly. After the eye has become train-

ed to sizes and lengths, a somewhat prolonged glance at a

tree enables the cruiser to make up his mind as to the scale

of the logs, and the amount for the tree is put down in round
numbers. Many cruisers also note the percentage of grades,
either of logs or lumber.

Trees are tallied in this way, over certain areas, either
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in the form of strips or sample plots. The trees are tallied on
a strip by following a straight compass line, and including

all the trees for 33 feet chain) on both sides of the line, so

that a one-chain wide sample of the stand is obtained, and
when this has been done for a distance of ten chains, the trees

on one acre have been tallied as to board feet contents. The

Felling operations in heavy stand of hemlock, British Columbia
Coast Region

average stand for a number of acres is obtained in this way,
and when a certain proportion of a "forty" or a quarter-sec-

tion, or a square-mile section has been covered, the average

is applied to the whole area. When the sample plot method
is adopted, the sample plots are generally taken in Yz-acre

circles, and located at regular intervals on the cruise lines.

The strip method is more satisfactory, however, and is much
more widely used.

Methods of Field Work Differ

The results of the work of the timber cruiser range from
simple columns of figures giving the kinds and quantities of

timber, to a fairly elaborate map with elevations marked, and
cruise figures recorded directly on the map, accompanied by
a written report. Methods of field work and form of present-

ing results vary widely, according to the personal experience,

character, and ability of the individual cruiser.

The demands of timber owners, lumbermen, and loggers

have led many cruisers into the habit of working on rather a

wide margin. Often a man who has timber to sell, is, of course,

eager to see as high a cruise as possible on his timber land.

On the other hand, a lumberman who wants a report on tim-

ber which he intends to buy and operate, demands a consider-

able margin of safety and consequently thinks most highly

of the cruiser who turns in a figure well below what he will

cut off the tract when he operates. This has resulted in an
uncertainty among timberman and investors as to the validity

of cruise reports in general, because of extreme variations in

reports on the .same tract, due to variability in standards and
methods.

What the cruising profession has lacked h engineering
training, with its resulting standardization f>f methods. The
forest engineer, who is the modern timber cruiser, has brought
his technical training to bear on the problem, and expanded
the "timber cruise" into a "forest survey." The chief points
of difiference between the two are that the forest survey in-
cludes tojjographic (contour) maps, based on a series of sy.s-

tematcially located compass lines, and a more extensive use
of measurements as a basis for determining volume in board
feet.

The Employment of Volume Tables

The first necessitates the establishment of base lines,
carefully chained and leveled, and marked at five or ten-chain
intervals for cruise lines for this important work. The cruise
lines are run from one base line to the other at whatever inter-
vals have been decided on, usually ten chains apart. For
smaller areas and patchy timber a closer spacing is obviously
desirable. Likewise for large areas with extensive uniform
timber types, v/ider spacing may be used. Complete record is

taken of all stream crossings, rock outcrops, elevations, etc.,

and the timber is tallied for 33 feet (J/^ chain) on each side of
the line.

If the spacing of cruise lines is 10 chains apart, the paral-
lel cruise lines (on which a complete tally of timber and other

View of Timber in British Columbia coast region. Trees from left

to right are: 5-ft. Douglas Fir; 5-ft. Fir; 3-ft. Cedar; 5-ft. Fir;

3-ft. Cedar; 5-ft. Fir; 3-ft. Hemlock; 6-ft. Fir; 5-ft Fir; 5-ft. Fir.

data are taken) will, of cour.se, occupy 10 per cent, of the

tract. \Vherc the spacing is 5 chains, 20 per cent, of the tract

is covered. For any but very small areas, a 20 per cent, cruise

is sufficiently accurate even for high-priced stumpage.

The second brings in the use of "volume tables." A vol-

ume table for any kind of timber, Douglas Fir, for example,
is a table that gives the average scale for Douglas fir trees ac-

(Continued on page 169)
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Work of Forest Products Laboratories
Increased Knowledge of Uses of Canadian Woods and Value of Tests and
Research Outlined—Anatomy and Physical Characters of Leading Species

By Dr. J. S. Bates, Montreal

Words and phrases, like drugs, lose their power after

much repetition and the phrase "Conservation of Natural Re-

sources" can only stimulate the imagination if new meaning
or importance can be read into it. The association of "Conser-

vation" with "Reconstruction" may give the former an added
importance, but if the word represents only a number of re-

rommendations for the economic regulation of production it

will have but little force. But "Conservation" represents more
than this. It represents also' the economic utilization of pro-

ducts. To sell a raw material for a use for which it is not par-

ticularly suited when it would be more valuable for another

purpose is hardly good business, but it is a habit in nearly

every industry. To waste a material which a little investiga-

tion might show to be useful is distinctly bad business.

Conservation of Canada's second greatest resource re-

quires, therefore, increased knowledge of its possible uses and
it was a realization of this need for accurate information con-

cerning the properties of the products of Canadian forests

which impelled the government of Canada to establish the

Forest Products Laboratories of Canada at Montreal.

These laboratories are conducted by the Forestry Branch
of the Department of the Interior in co-operation with McGill
University.

The Scope and Purpose of Institution

The general aims of this institution are as follows

:

1. To test all Canadian commercial woods with respect

to their physical, mechanical and chemical properties.

2. To study the causes of the decay of wood and test

methods for the preservation of wood.
3. To study the fundamental problems concerning the

manufacture of wood-pulp, wood alcohol, acetic acid, essential

oik, resins, and other products obtained from trees.

4.,To find methods for the utilization of wood waste.

5. To provide free information on the properties and uti-

lization of all forest products.

In order to conduct research in these directions the Forest

Products Laboratories are organized into divisions each with

its staf¥ of technologists and quota of equipment. These divi-

sions are as follows

:

Timber Physics
Timber Tests
Pulp and Paper
Wood Preservation

Administration

In the Division of Timber Physics the anatomy and phy-
sical characters of woods are investigated. The structure, na-

ture of the fibres and other miscroscopic characters of Canad-
ian woods are studied and photographed, and the density,

hygroscopicity and shrinkage of woods are determined. The
decay of wood is studied in a special laboratory and also by
visits of the pathologist to mills and other buildings where rot

has occurred. The causes of decay and the conditions which
favour them are thus studied from all angles.

The work of the Division of Timber Tests consists in mak-
ing various tests to determine the strength of Canadian woods.
An extensive programme of tests on small specimens free from
defects has been undertaken with a view to the provision of a

basis for comparisons of the properties of all native species
and results are already available for Douglas fir from British

Columbia, red and white pine from Ontario and black and
white spruce from Quebec. Supplementary tests on full-siz-

ed commercial structural timbers are also made. For this work
the institution is fortunate in having access to the very com-
pletely equipped testing laboratory of McGill University.

As a war-measure a branch timber-testing laboratory was
established in V^ancouver for investigative work in connection

with spruce timbers for aeroplanes. This branch laboratory

will be continued on a peace basis for work on the timbers of

Western Canada.

Testing Various Woods for Pulp

The Division of Pulp and Paper is engaged in determining
the suitability of various Canadian trees for pulps and the most
efficient methods of manufacture. Although it is as a fibrous

material that wood is so important a component of paper yet

its chemical composition is also a most important consideration

and the staff of this division is engaged in research into the

properties and composition of the various chemical constit-

uents in the different species.

Experimental digestors are used for "cooking" experi-

ments and a new "semi-commercial" pulp mill is being equip-

ped for work on a larger scale. A very complete paper machine
is installed for the completion of the cycle through which wood
passes in its conversion into paper. This experimental pulp
and paper plant is probably one of the most complete in exis-

tence

In addition to experimental work this division has just

completed for publication a complete study and review of all

literature bearing on the Waste Sulphite Liquor problem.

The Division of W^ood Preservation is occupied with the

determination of the proper preservative treatment of various

Canadian woods.

This division is not only engaged in finding the relative

values as preservatives of the various substances which have
been suggested or are in actual use for the purpose, but makes
numerous tests to determine the most suitable procedure with
each species of wood. For this purpose is provided a small

but complete plant for the treatment of railway ties (sleepers),

paving blocks, etc., by injection of preservatives under pres-

sure and some valuable results have developed from experi-

ments carried out by its means.

Processes for the fireproofing of wood are also under in-

vestigation by this division.

Scientific Development of Forest Products

The work of Administration includes the collection of in-

formation and management of the library which is a valuable

up-to-date repository of technical information on the proper-

ties and utilization of all forest products. This library is, of

course, of the greatest value to those engaged in the work of

the laboratories but may also be consulted by any one interest-

ed in the characters, uses and manufacture of all tree products.

The work of such an institution is naturally of such a tech-

nical character that it would seem to have little interest for the

general public, but a visit to the Exhibit Room at the Labora-
tories will convince anyone of the enormous scope and value of

the scientific development of forest products. There are other

exhibits outside the laboratories and even at the Lyons Fair

the institution represented by a display of Canadian woods
and products.

As the \vork and purpose of these laboratories becomes
known the work of answering enquiries become greater, but
this is recognized as one of the functions of the institution.

Any person desiring reliable information concerning Canadian
forest products should therefore make use of this public service

with the assurance that every effort will be made to supply the

most recent information obtainable. Increased use of the in-

stitution in this way by the industries concerned is the ultimate
justification for its adequate financial support by the govern-
ment and improved service in the future can be best secured
by utilization of its present facilities by exporters, importers
and manufacturers of Canadian forest products.
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PromisingOutlookforNova ScotiaLumber
Export Trade Will be Limited Only by Shipping Available— Value of Forest

Products During Past Season Reached Over $18,000,000
By Hon. O. T. Daniels, Attorney-General of Nova Scotia and Minister of Crown Lands

Lumber was first ex- Value of Nova Scotia Forest Products
ported from Nova Scotia

^j^^ following list gives the estimated value of forest
in any quantity during the

products for the province during the present season compil-
Napoleonic wars, early in

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ information available:
thenineteenthcentury.lt *o-7--r^
will be recalled that fol-

L^'^ber
^/''J^

'•K lowing the battle of Jena,
Cordwood 5,2.0,000m when Napoleon humbled Staves, fish, apple, potatoes, barrels and

^Sr%. the power of Prussia, he ^ ,

^^^^^ 500,000

' i^^^ed from Berlin the P^^P • • • - 400,000

famous Berlin decrees Christmas Trees 50,000

which forbade the nations
^oop Poles 50,000

^^^H of continental Europe to n'\ ^^''^^^^^T^' '

' \V ^^2'^^^•^ ^^^^ trade with Great Britain.
lelegraph and Telephone Poles 50,000

Up to that time Great l^l^'^'^'i^'^' ^ '
\

'

'
' ^ V^" /

^^'^
Britain was largely de-

P°'%^' ^/''S' Stakes, Posts and Boards

pendent upon Norway and cu- ^- 1""^ '^'V ,^'222
Sweden for her supply of

^hip Timber and Knees, etc ^'^'^
shipbuilding timber. [V^ur l '

"

' \

When the Napoleonic de- ^"^ ^'^'"^

crees cut of? that supply "^f' \kr--
' \

'

'
'

i' '

^^'^
she turned to her North Miscellaneous as Weir Stakes, Clothes

Hon. O. T Daniels, Attorney
AmericTn colonies fc^r this

P'"^' ^an Bark, Maple Sugar etc. . . . 100,000
General for Nova Scotia American colonies tor tnis »

c o m m o d ity. Presently
Pictou and Lunenburg, Chatham and Newcastle and many Total $18,905,000
other seaboard towns began the export of large quantities of tt^ ^ u 7i * r *u- t •

i

4.- u 1 • i-u r w r r ^ Up to March 31st of this year the Imperial eovernmenttimber, thus laying the foundation of future prosperity. i^j ^*„4.^^i c u ^ \ i- ^ r "f' e"**;'

"

. . , . .
, , , , ,

control of all lumber shipments from Canada. Now,
After the opening of the great war a remarkable similar- however, sales may be affected in the open market. A large

ity of circumstances arose. The Baltic Sea was blockaded
by German warships. Mine fields were laid indiscriminately
in the North Sea. Thus the supply of timber to Great Britain Sf^^^H'"^
from the Norwegian countries and from Russia was once
more cut off. Again it was to Canada that Britain looked for

supplies and immediate preparations were made to furnish
these. Great Britain and France purchased about one bil-

lion feet of lumber from the various Canadian provinces, but
ships could not be spared for transportation of such bulky
cargoes across the Atlantic.

Lumber Trade Held up Well During War
Were it not for the lack of shipping accommodation the

w^^^^^^^^iimiammmt. •
<

past four years would have been the most productive in the
history of the Nova Scotia lumber trade. As it was, the al-

lied countries, failing to secure lumber from Canada, collect-

ed lumbermen instead and set them to work in the forests of
England and France. The service rendered by these work-
men should not be overlooked as their activities furnished a

requisite supply of a most essential war material.

Despite the scarcity of shipping and the drafting of skill-

ed lumbermen for service overseas the lumber trade of Nova
Scotia held its own remarkably well throughout the war per-
iod. During the season og 1917-18 about 200 million feet Typical stand of timber in Nova Scotia
were cut. while during the winter of 1918-19 the cut has been
about 250 million. Last year the home market consumed proportion of the stock bought by the British government i.^

about 150 million feet while the average home consumption still in the country and will doubtless be exported as the
for the past five years was about 100 millions. The local mar- necessary shipping can be procured. The freight rate is

ket consumes scantling and side boards for building purposes three hundred shillings paid in advance. The price asked by
and very large quantities of staves and boxes for apples and operators is $35.00 per thousand on car. The exchange
fish, pit timber, railway ties, ship-building materials, and amounts to about $1.20 per thousand of lumber. Neverthe-
dimension stock for our local railway car builders. About less the margin of profit over all expense is sufficient to jus-
one-half the lumber output of Nova Scotia consists of spruce, tify business provided ships can be procured to transport the
twenty per cent, of pine, twenty per cent, of hemlock and ten cargoes. The surplus cut on the Bay of Fundy side of Nova
per cent, of hardwood. Scotia is exported at present chiefly through the port of St.

The value of the lumber trade of Nova Scotia has gener- John. The quantity of lumber stored at that port, sold await-
ally been estimated at about five million dollars annually. I ing shipment, would require at least two steamers a week
have gone into this matter carefully of late and find that the for a whole year to remove.
actual value has been greatly under-estimated. Of the export from Nova Scotia seventy-five per cent.
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consists of spruce, ten per cent, of pine, ten per cent, of hem-
lock and five per cent, of hardwood. We export three inch

deal and scantling- for the British market, spruce and pine

log run boards for the West Indies and two inch plank for

the American market.

Export Reduced During the War

Up to 1917 Nova Scotia exported about 100 millions

yearly to the United States, the West Indies and Great Brit-

ain, but during the past year by reason of the import restric-

tions in Great Britain and the slack American market our

export was reduced to a minimum.

It is frequently said that the forests of Nova Scotia are

becoming depleted. There is undoubtedly a danger of deple-

tion on the properties of some small holders who own their

lands in fee simple and make use of small portable mills. The
use of these mills frequently leads to the cutting of all tim-

ber great and small. In general, however, the large operat-

ors now cut in accordance with the principles of conservation.

The territory owned by large operators is, however, inferior

in area to that owned by small holders so that a campaign of

education among the woodlot owners is necessary.

As a beginning during the past summer the Crown Land

Nova Scotia has some big fellows, too

Department of the Nova Scotia government prepared an il-

lustrated booklet on the care and improvement of the farm
woodlot and distributed it among the farmers of the pro-

vince. If our Nova Scotia forests were protected against

fires the natural growth would more than compensate for

the annual cut in all districts where intelligent lumbering
methods are followed.

The outlook for the lumber trade in Nova Scotia is ex-

ceedingly promising. A large quantity of building material

will be required in reconstruction work at Halifax and in be-

lated building construction in the other towns of the province.

It is believed that the export trade to Europe will be limited

only by the shipping available. The United States markets
at present are dull but the South American market will ab-

sorb large quantities as soon as the present high shipping
rate of $65.00 a thousand will be reduced.

How Canada's Limits Are Cruised
(Continued from page 166)

cording to diameter breast-high, (i.e. 4^ feet above ground)
outside the bark, and merchantable length. Thus, from a vol-

ume table prepared by the United States Forest Service, one
can read that a fir 36 inches in diameter, and having a log

length of 170 feet, contains on the average, 2020 feet if scaled

with the Scribner Rule. The volume table is made up from
a large number of measurements of trees of all sizes, taking
the diameter breast-high outside the bark (which can always
be actually measured and, therefore, does not need to be es-

timated) and the scale of the whole tree by logs, according to

the log rule. Of course, these measurements are taken from
felled trees, and the scale of the trees 36 inches in diameter
breast-high, for instance, is averaged, so that one volume fig-

ure is obtained that will apply to all trees of that species 36
inches in diameter, and within a certain range of merchant-
able height.

Keeping Tally on the Species

In using a volume table it will be borne in mind that its

figures are average figures, and that local measurements must
always be taken on each tract so as to determine whether the

timber on the particular area cruised will scale better or poor-

er than the average shown by the table, and how much better

or poorer.

From 80 to 95 per cent, of all sound trees of any species

within any type of stand fall within a normal range of varia-

tion as to form of bole, and the relationship between base
diameter and average, volume can readily be determined by
taper measurements on a comparatively small number of trees

within each type, in conjunction with volume tables based on
taper measurements of large numbers of trees. The base di-

ameters of these sound, normal trees are tallied as measure-
ments, giving an impersonal volume control of the sound tim-

ber. Allowances for abnormal form and visible defect are tal-

lied by trees as opinions. Allowances for unseen defect, break-
age in falling, and other shortage, are made by types, or other
subdivisions, rather than by trees.

Resume of the Results Presented

The form in which the results of a cruise, or forest survey
are presented, is an important consideration. A topographic
map, with contours, and timber types distinctly outlined, is

most essential. This furnishes a bird's-eye-view of all condi-

tions of interest to an owner, operator, or prospective purch-
aser. The cruise figures may be put directly on the map, or

tabulated separately by units of area. A separate cruise sheet

or sheets furnish a compact summary of kinds, quantities and
sizes of timber. A written report covers all points not graph-
ically shown on the maps and cruise sheets, including a dis-

cussion of logging conditions, markets, etc. The whole is cal-

culated to give the following results

:

1. A reliable basis for valuation.

2. A basis for an eflfective plan of operation.

3. The best possible location of roads, camps, and other

improvements.

4. A reduction in loss from windfalls and normal decay.

The felling areas can be adjusted with reference to

the need of promptly cutting damaged or overmature
timber.

5. The preservation of knowledge relating to the pro-

perty. Without a survey system, much information

may depart with those who happen to possess it.

6. Reduction in loss incident to change of management
in an operating company. An adequate forest survey
provides a new manager with a mass of essential

knowledge ready for his use.

7. Efficiency of fire protection system.

The cost is not the least important point in connection
with forest surveys and cruising, though it has been left until

the last. The charge for a complete showing as outlined above,
rarely exceesd 2 cents per thousand feet, and usually is nearer
one cent.
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Export Trade Viewed from Many Angles
How Representative Firms Look Upon Prospects — Would Stimulate Local

Business and Result in Expansion of the Industry

Must Supply the Goods That Buyer Requires

Previous articles in the "Canada Lumberman" have dealt

with the early export trade with Great Britain, at which time

square timber and staves, easily and cheaply secured, found

their way to these markets in large quantities. To-day square

and waney timber are still shipped, although in limited quan-

tities. Owing to high cost and increasingly limited sujjplies,

this class of wood has a restricted market, and shipments from

Eastern Canada will probably be curtailed rather than increased

during the next few years.

Certain classes of timber required for war purposes were

used during the period of the war, and as soon as Government
control is removed and free shipping is again the order, cer-

tain classes of timber, held back during the period of hostili-

ties, will soon find their way across. The British markets have

long been users of Canadian Pine lumber and this wood requires

little, if any, introduction to the merchants there, the question

of C.I.F. value being the final test of the extent of its use.

The ]5ritish user is conservative and only uses Canadian

lumber graded into qualities with which he is conversant ; he

is the big buyer of Russian, Norwegian and Swedish, lumber

advantageously situated in relation to transportation, and it is

very evident the Canadian manufacturer or merchant must
supply the goods the buyer requires.

Another most important matter relative to export of lum-

ber, is the facility with which large quantities can be supplied

to ocean steamers. All familiar with this trade are aware of

the necessity of having cargo available at the point of load-

ing at short notice.

From the writer's view i)oint. the best way to make the

lumber trade more active is to keep the f.o.b. price down and

the safest way to develop the market is through the regular

trade who know the requirements. It is cerainly a mistake

for the inexperienced to consign lumber to markets he is un-

acquainted with, as the results are as, as a rule, disappointing.

—H. Billingsby Poliwka (J. Burstall & Co.). Quebec. P.Q.

+ * *

British Columbia Looking to Panama Canal Route

I do not share the popular view held among lumbermen
that this Dominion will be materially benefited by the export

trade to France and Belgium. To begin with France has nearlv

enough standing timber for her immediate demands and Bel-

gium and France will draw some of their suonly from near-

by points like Norway and Sweden ;
they will also draw a

portion of their supply from the Yellow Pine district in the

Southern States, while unquestionably if we go after the bus-

iness we can secure a portion of it providing we can secure

ships under a favorable charter or low freight rates.

The United Kingdom will need an unusual amount of lum-

ber for two reasons. First, their stocks, to a large extent, are

depleted ; and secondly, an unusual demand on account of the

building era that will follow after the declaration of oeace.

Our three largest export mills here are the B. C. Mills Tim-
ber & Trading Company, at Vancouver, the Victoria Lumber
Company, at Chemainus, and the Vancouver Lumber Com-
pany, at Vancouver, in the order named. There is a steady and

increasing demand for lumber in China, and normally, we have

a good market in Australia, South America. Mexico, and even

South Africa, but they are all afraid to buy, owing to the high

freight rates. However, this condition has been relieved to

some extent by a marked reduction in rates, and we are look-

ing for a still further reduction.

Another large item of interest to the export trade and es-

pecially for B. C. will be shipments of lumber through the

Panama canal to the Atlantic seaboard. Negotiations are un-

der way now looking forward to secure boats for the purpose

of shipping dimension lumber, box lumber and green shingles

to the Atlantic seaboard. We have the standing timber here
and the location is such that it can be logged, milled and ship-

ped advantageously to any part of the world, and while the out-

look is not any too good at present while the readjustment per-

iod is going on, I fell confident that within a reasonably short

time we will have a demand for export lumber that will tax the

capacity of our mills here who cater to that trade.

Another item of export in its infancy, but growing very
fast, is pulp and pai)er. B. C. is going to be the centre of a

large and growing pulp and paper industry, a large portion of

which will be exported. I might touch on a few other items,

one of which is ship-building, l)Ut this has been gone into pret-

ty thoroughly on former occasions.—C. S. Battle (C. S. Battle

Timber Co.). Vancouver, B. C.

* * *

More Lumber Exported—Better Local Market.

We are very much interested in the export trade, and it

is certainly worth going after by every lumber manufacturer

who is in a position to cut his lumber into sizes suitable for

that trade. You know, the more lumber we export the better

it makes the local market. We do know, however, that there

are very few of the white pine manufacturers equipped for

cutting 3 in. white pine deals for the English market. It is a

business of itself, but any saw mill can manufacture any re-

quired thickness of red pine and spruce for the export trade.

These woods, of course, go as a merchantable quailty and do

not require the grading and handling that white pine deals

demand. However, the English market in the past has taken

from the local manufacturers almost all thickness of lumber,

both in red and white pine. The buyers are usually more in-

terested in the upper grades of white pine, particularly lumber

thinner than 3 in.

The writer firmly believes 'that when bottoms get more

])lentiful that a good' volume of trade will develop in France

and Belgium and more particularly in the .Argentine; the latter

place, we understand, for the past four years has only re-

ceived a very small portion of their requirement in white pine

lumber. We also look for considerable trade from South and

\\'est Africa.

Regarding ocean freight rates will say that they have been

very materially reduced during the past few months.—P. C.

Walker (Shepard «!v Morse Lumber Co. (Cannda) Limited). Ot-

tawa. Ont.
* * *

Export Will Have Stimulating Effect on Market.

Owing to our location being mid-way between the A tlantic

and Pacific Coasts, it is a difficult matter for us to reach the

market affected by the export trade. We understand that there

have been some large orders placed within the last few days,

and believe this will have a beneficial eflfect uoon the market

which has been in an unsatisfactory condition for the last two

or three months. While we do not expect any of this export

business directly, we expect to be benefited indirectly by the

same, as it will have a stimulating influence on the market and

keep it from demoralization which threatened the business in

this part of the country last year.—Wm. Scott (Pigeon River

Lumber Co.. LimitedV Port Arthur. Ont.

* * *

All Firms Should be Interested in Export.

There is no question but what every manufacturer of lum-

ber in Canada is very much interested in lumber trade of Eur-

ooe. and we assume there is a movement on between Great

P)ritain and Canada whereby the latter will be called upon to

furnish more or less of the former's requirements. We are ex-

pecting that Canada itself will require considerable lumber

this year, so that no time should be lost by the lumber trade of
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Europe getting in touch with the Canadian manufacturers or

vice versa, or better still, getting together. Ocean freight rates

should soon be reasonable and conditions favorable for export-

ing of lumber and other commodities.—W. K. Jackson (New
Ontario Colonization Co. Limited), Jacksonboro, Ont.

* * *

Sees Bright Future for the Export Business.

Our firm have never endeavored to secure any export trade

before the war or during the war, therefore, we are not in a

position to give any intelligent ideas as to the export business.

You will, however, appreciate the fact that the export trade from
now on will be entirely different than before the war. The writ-

er can see nothing but a bright future for the export trade into

the war devastated countries, as it is very • apparent that they

will be required to use large quantities of all grades of lumber.

We, of course, are not in touch with any direct importers, but
are very much interested in assisting any of the associations or

the government in securing any portion of the lumber export

trade.—E. C. Barre (Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co. Limited).

Sarnia, Ont.
* * *

Government Should Provide the Ocean Tonnage.

In reference to the export situation we would say that we
consider it most important our governments should make every

effort to facilitate this trade by providing tonnage at reason-

able rates. If this be done the business will take care of itself,

and we would look for quite a large volume of export business

which would be of great benefit to all trades in Canada.—E. J.

Harrison (John Harrison & Sons Co. Limited), Owen Sound.

* * *

Everybody Wants to Buy and to Ship.

We believe there is nothing to be said concerning the mat-

ter of export lumber except that everybody wants to buy and

everybody wants to ship, and all governments are holding back,

disallowing the transactions for some unknown reason,—M.
Garfield White (Charles T. White & Son Limited) Sussex, N.B.

* * *

Export Will Have Tendency to Create Demand.

As we are not exporters we do not feel that we can give

you any information that would be of value to you. The ex-

I
ort business will have a tendency to keej) the demand good in

Canada and the result should be more activity and, consequent-

ly, better demand for all labor and material connected with the

lines that are being exported.—R. R. Chappell (Chappell Bros.

&• Co. Limited), Sydney, N. S.

* *

The Price of Lumber and Building Operations.

The export business is a department by itself and, as a rule,

r''tailers have neither time nor assistance necessary to go after

business of that kind. There cannot be any doubt that the large

ex])ort demand would make it possible to obtain higher prices

for domestic goods, as it would remove a surplus which tends

to hold prices down. On the other hand, we think that the

only thing which deters people from building in this locailty,

is the high price of wood products and other builders' supplies.

Now that labor is more plentiful, we believe that many people

would build if they had the inducement of attractive prices, as

the general public has not yet become reconciled to the present

scale of prices and is evidently holding off, in the hope or fear,

that prices may fall.—F. R. Anglin (S. Anglin & Co.), King-
ston. Ont.

* * *

What Preferential Treatment Would Accomplish.

As our lumber business is largely Quebec spruce we shall

confine f-ur remarks to this class of wood. For many years we
have been shipping cargoes of spruce deals to Europe. In

fact until eight or ten years ago the great bulk of our nroduc-

tion went overseas. Then came the United States demand which,

combined with a growing home consumption in Canada, en-

abled us to place the bulk of our production on this side, until,

just before the war, only about 20/25 per cent, of our stock went

from Many Angles
overseas. Naturally a seller will place his goods in the market
which will net him the most money, and we were generally able
to get better prices on this side than could be obtained in Bri-
tain, where the competition from the Baltic and Russia kept
prices continually on a low leved. Moreover, from these points
British buyers could practically place orders at any time and
could buy in very small lots, and in two or three weeks have
delivery of their goods. At the moment, owing to war condi-
tions, of course these pre-war conveniences are not readily ob-
tainable, but the fact remains that, geographically speaking, the
United Kingdom's natural source of supply of soft wood is

from the Baltic and Russia, and unless preferential treatment is

given the Colonies , we cannot see how Canada can compete for
any length of time with these countries, .^t the present time,
of course, while the supply from other countries is limited and
fairly large stocks available in Canada, Europe looks to be a

profitable market, but in normal times, what with heavy rail

and ocean freights, a very short shipping season and a long
Atlantic journey, we doubt very much if Canada could continue
to compete without the assistance of preferntial treatment. On
the other hand it seems natural that Canada should continue
to supply large quantities of spruce to the United States, being
well situated geographically, and with the advantage of all rail

shipments throughout the whole year, and easy access to New
York districts by water via the canals in the summer season.

No doubt the ideal situation would be to have the two mar-
kets, and as regards spruce the grading of the lumber in demand
in both markets does not materially differ, but the Britisher

wants his 3 in. and 2 in. lumber cut plump, whilst the American
is accustomed to 2^ in. and in. lumber. This, of course, is

a mere matter of arranging the sawing for the one market or the
other. In our case the situation of our mills enables us to cut

for either one or both markets, which oftentimes is a great ad-

vantage, as when one market is weak or overstocked very often

the other is in a health)' condition and can absorb an extra quan-
tity, which helps considerabl}' to restore the weaker market.

We certainly like the export business and would be glad to

see same established on some workable basis whereby we could
depend on a steady and lasting market in Europe.—A. C. Morri-
son (Price Bros. & Co., Limited), Quebec, P.Q.

* * *

A Government Problem and Should Get Attention

I am sorry to say that I have given the matter little thought
as the export situation has so many angles at present that any-
thing that can be said is only a guess at the best. The fact that

Great Britain and France will need lumber goes without saying,

as their own resources in that line must have been seriously de-

pleted during the war and it only requires two things in my
judgment to help them and ourselves at the same time.

One is a method of payment and the other, reasonable cargo
rates. France is unable to pay and Great Britain will not want
to pay in gold, which is the only medium now available as Bills

of Exchange are very much against her and, in my opinion, the

countries which can supply her and finance the operation are

going to get the business, whether they are her Dominions be-

vond the seas, allied or neutral countries. And who can blame
her?

She comes out of the war in sound financial condition, with
good credit, but short of ready money and needs a breathing
spell before she can send her goods to all parts of the world to

offset her purchases as in days gone by
;
yet the ordinary Can-

adian lumberman cannot live on long-time paper and continue
to do business.

If the government could provide credit for lumber as well

as other necessaries, say up to the hundred million dollars, by a

sale of British bonds to be devoted solely to that purpose, it

would tide our country over a year of doubt to say the least, and
supply quickly the stimulus now needed in lumber as well as

other articles, and to make them possibly more saleable, they
could be endorsed by the government of Canada.

Another alternative would be for the lumber interests to

form an association, taking bonds of the Motherland, through
the Canadian Government and dispose of them as funds are need-
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ed to pay for current shipments going forward. This would be
more difficult to work out but would be a possible solution.

Is it too much to expect of our Ottawa Government that
some solution be worked out and not leave it to the individual,
as in the latter case nothing will be done? It is a government
problem and should have received attention before now.

England will want as little manufactured goods as possible
but must have raw material and lumber is essentially that. A
billion feet of Canadian lumber going forward during 1919 will

certainly help business conditions in Canada and if lumber does
not go from Canada, it will go from some other country, as
England will undoubtedly have to have it.

Ocean rates are in the hands of the Admiralty and could be
placed at any figure necessary. We are shipping certain stocks
now on which the ocean and inland rates combined come to a
greater total than our invoice, as the lumber was sold f.o.b. cars.

This is certainly a handicap for the customer and would tend
to throw everything possible to Norway and Sweden with their

shorter ocean routes.—J. K. Keenan (Keenan Bros. Limited;,
Owen Sound, Ont.

* * *

Largely Matter of Transportation and Rates

As far as I know about the export business it is now simply
a matter of transportation and rates. I feel that there is going
to be a good trade as soon as the transportation companies make
a reasonable rate and provide some accommodation.—A. M.
Davis (McAulifFe-Davis Lumber Co.), Ottawa, Ont.

* * *

The Best Outlook Appears to be St. John

Most of our sawed lumber is cut at Salmon River, N.l*. Our
information is that the English market for lumber shipped by
way of St. John presents the best outlook for such lumber for

this coming season as nearly as we can ascertain. The American
market, in which we have sometimes sold, appears dull at pre-

sent, although it is, of course, quite possible that such conditions

may materially change before next fall. Our information is that

English deals in the St. John market for export are no wcom-
manding a price of $36 to $37 per thousand alongside of vessels

there. We hope that you will appreciate that we are giving

you the best information we have on the subject, although we
realize that conditions are liable to change very materially in the

course of the next few months.—Charles P. Cowles (Pejepscot

Paper Co.), New York, N.Y.

* * *

Northern Firm Heartily Endorses Export

Our lumber all goes practically to our own yards in Saginaw,
Michigan, namely, Mershon, Eddy, Parker Company. We have
done no export business during our career at Blind River. At
a meeting of the lumbermen a short time ago in Toronto, it was
agreed to send a representative to Europe to look up the condi-

tions there relative to the export trade. I heartily agree with
the idea, as every million feet of lumber that can be sold in

Europe would have a tendency to strengthen the market for

what we would have left here. The Ottawa lumbermen are in

a better position to take care of the export trade than we are,

and if they exported their lumber, it certainly would make a

stronger market for our lumber on the North Shore. I cer-

tainly hope there is a big export trade, which will help the lum-
ber business in general throughout the country.—John R. Stover

(Eddy Bros. & Co., Limited), Blind River, Ont.

* * *

Any Profitable Business is Worth Exploiting

It has been a long while since I handled the axe or the

peavey or rode on the bunk of a bobsleigh, or assisted in swamp-
ing the road from the stump to the yard, yet I am interested in

the development of the lumber trade of Canada. You ask whe-
ther I consider that foreign timber business is worth looking

after. I am of the opinion that any business that will pay
stumpage and labor and leave a reasonable profit is worth ex-

ploiting. These things will be thrashed out by the men who
are engaged in the business, and no doubt if the trade offers

good returns will be thoroughly developed. We have in the

Senate quite a few who arc actively engaged in the lumber
operations and I am quite sure could c^flfer suggestions which
would not only be readable but valuable to the trade.—Hon.
V. Thompson, Fredericton, N.B.

Believes Tone of Market Will be Firmer

W e would say that from a reading of the reports in the
newspapers we get an impression of great uncertainty as to the
conditions in the market. They tell us that large orders arc
about to be sent to this country. We know that very consider-
able quantities of lumber of various kinds, particularly the
spruce of the lower St. Lawrence and gulf ports, have been sold
for shipment to Europe.

We know also, from our own experience, and from what
we read, that considerable quantities of lumber were shipped
in 1918 beyond that manufactured; that stocks made in the
woods this past winter, at excessive cost, are very considerably
smaller than were made during the pre-war period; and while
there is an undoubted hesitancy on the part of buyers to give
new orders at this time, or even to talk of fresh purchases, we
are convinced, from the circumstances as we see them, that the
tone of the market is almost certain to become not only firmer,
l)ut that it is inevitable that prices must advance.

There is a well-founded rumor at the present moment that
the deals to be made in the Ottawa Valley in 1919 have been
sold to European buyers at large advance over the prices re-

ceived for the 1918 cut.

What with depleted stocks, undoubted small output of logs
this i)ast winter, the great need in England and Europe for enor-
mous stocks of building material, the lack of housing, both in

Canada and the United States, leads one to the inevitable con-
clusion that the trend of prices must be upward. W^e will find,

as the season advances, a greater urgency to secure dry stocks.

—

Ward C. Hughson (Gilmour & Hughson. T.imitcdV TTull, P.Q.

* *

Believes East Has Not Much Lumber to Export

I am strongly of the opinion that Ontario, Quebec and Nova
Scotia have not a very large quantity of timber that Canada can
afford to export. The most of the lumber that is still left in

these provinces, in my opinion, will be required for use at home.
There is no doubt that a large amount of building will take place
during the next few years and these provinces combined will pro-

duce very little more than what is required at home. British

Columbia, no doubt, has a lot of good lumber and timber and
is wanting a market and may be able to export a considerable
quantity, but there is at present a large quantity of British Col-
umbia lumber used in the provinces of Ontario and Quebec and
the trade in British Columbia and these provinces is increasing
monthly.

There is not a furniture factory in the provinces of Quebec
and Ontario but what are importing large quantities of oak lum-
ber from the United States ; also quantities of gum wood are

imported. This is all manufactured into furniture. The build-

ing trades are importing large quantities of Georgia pine which
is used for the construction of buildings ; also large quantities of

California white pine are imported for the sash and door mills.

If we had a large surplus of lumber in the province of Ontario
such, as many people speak of, we would not have to import such

large quantities as we do.—R. E. Truax, M.P. (Walkerton
Wholesale Sash & Door Factory), Walkerton, Ont.

Hinges on Canada's Ability to Finance Exports

First the present situation.—Like all other export commodi-
ties that we have in Canada, the lumber export situation is con-

trolled at the moment by conditions that to some degree, at least,

are beyond our control. This, in my judgment, will not be clear-

ed up until peace is finally agreed on in all its terms, and the

world is able to see just about where it is going to land com-
mercially and otherwise. Following that, conditions in Western
Europe will have to settle down to some degree and a means
found to finance the reconstruction of the devastated countries
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before any large volume of exports or anything other than abso-
lute necessities of life can be developed.

Secondly, its prospects.—In this case I would, prefer to use
the world's "possibilities," as the prospect of developing an ex-

port trade depends largely on the clearing up of the present situa-

tion already covered ; but with regard to the possibilities, if we
can assist in bringing about a condition that ^will make possible

the financing of Canadian exports necessary for the reconstruc-
tion of France and Belgium, the possibilities seem to me to be
unlimited. The opportunities for export will depend entirely on
our ability to take advantage of these possibilities.

Then with regard to the advantages to Canada. Personally,

I know of no business that has a greater national advantage in-

herently associated with it than the lumber business. Almost
every dollar expended in the production of lumber goes directly

into the pockets of the Canadian people, either in the form of

wages or in the purchase of supplies produced by Canada.
Now one point with regard to what we may do. As inti-

mated above, my opinion is that the whole question hinges
around Canada's ability to finance her own exports, and in that

direction the organized lumbermen can be of very material as-

sistance in strengthening the hands of the government in fur-

nishing such credits as will be necessary under proper safe-

guards as to guarantees, etc., as will make possible the export

not only of lumber but of all other essential products. Coupled
with this, we must maintain an active agency in Europe, who
conferring with the Canadian Trade Commission, will specialize

on the particular subject of exporting lumber.—George B. Nich-

olson, M.P. (Austin & Nicholson), Chapleau, Ont.

* * *

Adequate Shipping Facilities the Great Need

We have, of course, sold considerable lumber to the Timber
Buyer in London through our principals in England, and the

prices paid leave a fair margin of profit and will also net the

operators a good profit on their cuts, but, at the same time, the

margin of profit will not be as large for the operators as previ-

ously as we have had a very difficult winter to contend with here

and all expenses in connection with producing lumber are ab-

normally high.

We have every reason to believe that, at the end of this

month (March), the timber control will be lifted, and we trust

that we will then be able to charter vessels for our own account
and ship lumber to Great Britain and sell it the same as we did

formerly before the war, but we cannot make any plans or de-

pend on this until it is an accomplished fact but everything points

in this direction.

There is no doubt about it the Timber Buyer in London is

giving all Canadian stocks every preference as compared with

the Swedes, Finns, etc., and this is only right. As long as we
can agree to saw the special dimensions they ask for and have

the lumber stamped or marked according to their requirements

there is no reason why we should not secure this business. Un-
fortunately, up to date, we have had no shipping work speaking

of from Halifax. We, along with others, have practically all our

lumber on hand unshipped, but we hear rumors that this month
the government will start to send steamers to lift the lumber
and we only hope and trust for this as all sidings are getting

very congested now and then again we have got to realize on

the stock in order to work business along.—Colin C. Tyrer (Co-

lin C. Tyrer Co., Limited), Halifax, N.S.

V ^ '(f

Co-operation is Needed in the Truest Sense

An export business developed now would stabilize the lum-
ber market on the prairies. The lumber industry just now is

like a huge ship out at sea in a district that is known to be mined,

but the mines can be escaped if the captain has vision, initiative

and the ability to organize his forces.

The consumer or builder feels that lumber is' bound to drop

in price, and although in need of lumber is trying to wait for this

drop to come. The attitude of the consumer is in a way shap-

ing the policy of the retailer who is putting in light stocks and
buying only for immediate needs.

To the manufacturer is left the captaincy of the ship and

the steering of it through the troubled area caused by the de-
mand for a lower price from the consumer and yet compelled to
operate with everything that goes into the cost of producing the
finished lumber, still at war prices, and a reduction impossible
without a loss. His logs are still purchased at war prices. Any
attempt to reduce wages would be the same as running the ship
onto a sandbar. The price that must be paid for sawmill equip-
ment can only be lowered when the metal industry feels that a
reduction is justified and that time has not arrived.

. The opportunity of the manufacturer to avoid the mines
planted on both sides of him is in the development of an export
trade. Europe must have lumber immediately and in huge
quantities. To get this trade the mills have to pool their efforts,

forget their differences, and co-operate in the truest sense. The
purchasing of Europe will be done through big orders ; the
financing will be such as to require the aid of governments. The
transportation is all important and must be arranged.

The Canadian mills have the lumber and of the right qual-

ity. Through co-operation in getting this lumber together and
finding the way to finance the sales, and the means to make de-

livery this export business can be obtained. It means doing in

a big way and under new conditions giving to the European
purchaser the service that has been given to the Canadian re-

tailer.—W. A. Mcllrath (Mcllrath Lumber Co., Limited), Rad-
ville, Sask.

The Uncertainty of Future and Ocean Rates

As over ninety per cent, of our business is domestic we are

not in close touch with the foreign market. It would seem, how-
ever, that the situation is suffering just now from the general de-

pression that has overtaken almost all markets, due largely to

uncertainty with regard to the future and particularly with re-

gard to ocean freight rates.—George B. Cross (Brunette Saw
Mill Co., Limited), New Westminster, B.C.

Outlook for the Lumber Business is Bright

While we are not in any way interested in the export busi-

ness, being able to take care ourselves of every bit of lumber
from our own limits, and more besides, we personally feel that

the outlook for the lumber business generally is very bright, in-

deed, and export trade certainly worth looking into.—Geo. H.
Millen (E. B. Eddy Co., Limited), Hull, P.Q.

* * *

Feels that Export Should Be Encouraged

Regarding the export situation we know practically rjothing.

Paper reports are our sole source of information, and we are

very much fed up on it, but as yet have seen nothing which we
consider of a concrete form other than the sending overseas of

an exceptionally good representative. Our company does not

expect to export overseas any of our product in the near future

;

consequently you can understand why we are lax on this ques-

tion, still we know it is our duty to assist in any way we can.

—

N. C. Hocken (Hocken Lumber Co., Limited), Otter Lake Sta-

tion, Ont.

Canada Has the Material that is Suitable

As we are a concern who have only been in business since

1916, we have not done any export trade. We feel that we
would be interested in getting some of this business, and think

it worth while for the Canadian lumberman to go after it. The
red pine, white pine and spruce in the Dominion is the best that

can be got anywhere and very suitable for the export trade.

—

C. N. Carney (Hope Lumber Co.), Thessalon, Ont.

* * *

Should Be Handled Through Reliable Agencies

First.—Foreign business is worth going after by people who
understand it and it should only be handled through thoroughly

reliable agents who would represent them in London, and the

effect of any development in this export trade would, of course,

mean better prices if there was enough volume to have any effect.

With regard to the export business as we see it here—it
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would take too long to |)ublish and certainly to write, in so far

as preparing anything giving an idea of the kind of stock re-

quired for all the different markets is concerned. In addition,

we believe that this is information that has been acquired by
years of study.

Now with regard to telling the importers of Europe and
other countries about Canada's timber resources and lumbering
manufacturing facilities and our ability to supply their needs in

the most efficient and satisfactory way, we feel that the condi-

tions are very different with regard to the specifications, • re-

quirements, etc. People on the Continent wanting wood goods
should be in touch with really reliable agents in London, who
represent first class Canadian houses and can get what they re-

quire. -The great difficulty many Canadians have had in trying

to work continental business is that they are endeavoring to do
it through people whose only anxiety to do the business is to

make the commission out of it and not establish any permanent
connection.—From "A New Brunswick Exporter."

* * *

The Big Consuming Centres are Short Stocked

As regards export business, while we do look with active

interest on developments in the export trade, we cannot, through
our inland position, directly benefit from cargo shipments;

indirectly we do gain if the tide-water mills are able to .ship to

foreign shores, thereby reducing competition in our home mar-
kets. This situation is applicable to all interior mills both in

Canada and the United States.

That the export business is increasing, especially with the

Eastern Canadian mills, is, I feel, evidenced by the activity of

Eastern Canadian lumber buyers in recently placing substantial

contracts with British Columbia mills for 1919 Canadian require-

ments.
We have to-day more desirable firm contracts on our books

than ever before and this business is very uniformly divided be-

tween the four big consuming districts, namely, the Canadian

Prairies, Eastern Canada, Chicago and New York districts.

If our situation can be taken as a barometer of similar con-

ditions prevailing at other Canadian and American mills, it must
indicate that buying is not spotted, but is general all over the

country
;
also, that our big consuming centres are .short stocked

and lumber hungry.
I am not prophesying a lumber famine, but the stage is

rapidly being set for a performance in lumber demands and

prices that will be interesting not only to witness, but in which

to participate.

There can hardly be any question but that with the enorm-

ous possibilities awaiting only development and expansion that

the export trade will rapidly become a big feature in the stabiliz-

ing of our home markets and the sustaining of fair prices.—H. C.

Meeker (Nicola Pine Mills, Limited), Canford Mill. T?.C.

* * *

Costs of Logging Increase 15 Per Cent.

It has cost our company at least 15 per cent, more than last

year for logging operations, and if one can judge by appearances,

the same increase will be the case for driving and for the opera-

tion of the sawmill during the coming summer, as compared with

last summer's driving and sawing. Therefore, I quite agree with

those who claim that the selling price should be correspondingly

higher than last year, in order to leave any profit to the manu-
facturer.—Z. Mageau, M.L.A. (Field Lumber Co.), Sturgeon

Falls, Ont.

* * *

Lumber is Climbing Higher in Values

With regard to the future lumber market, I would like to

be assured that there will be a big demand from the United

States, but, of this I have some doubts. So far as I can karn, the

shipments going to that market at present time are not large.

With respect to the overseas demand, if our government can

arrange for even a billion feet, as has been i)roposed, it would

help conditions a great deal in the export line. The order could

be divided fairly among the lumber producing provinces. 1 am
not one of those who take much stock in the prospect of in-

from Many Angles
crea.sed building in Canada or the United States during the pre-
sent year. It is quite possible, though, that France and Belgium
will require a great deal of lumber and that constructional ma-
terial will be much in demand in these countries as the people
must be provided for even if the cost is excessive. There is one
thing that the lumber manufacturers in Canada have not been
able to accomplish as cheaply as in former years, and that is the
production of lumber. Costs have been climbing each sea.son.

If the prices to be realized are not higher than last year they will
suffer lo.ss.—Hon. G. G. King (King Lumber Co.), Chipman, N.B.

* * *

The Necessity of National Timber Survey
Our lumber export trade, during the last four years, has

decreased considerably. This is due principally to limitations in

ocean transport, export restrictions, high freight rates, high cost
of labor and general increase in price of all lumber operations. It

is to be hoi)ed that the end of the war. and the restoration of
the world to its normal conditions, will result in a large increase
in the lumber trade, both for export and for home consumption.

The production of pulp wood alone withstood the effects of
this general reduction, and I sincerely believe that there is a
great future for this industry in connection with manufacture of

])ulp and its large number of by-products.
Now, let us examine the possibilities of lumber in the light

of reconstruction. Building operations during the war have been
almost at a standstill throughout the whole world, including
Canada. Besides, we must take into consideration the whole-
-sale destruction of buildings and homes, especially in devastated
France and Belgium. Another imi)ortant factor is the building
of wooden shi])s. of which a large number will be required for

the coasting trade to Boston. New York, the West Indies and
South .America. Railroads will have to be re-equipped, necessi-

tating an immense number of ties and other lumber for stations,

sheds and other buildings.

To my mind, building operations requiring lumber will re-

ceive a great impetus as .soon as peace is finally signed. It is for

us to take the necessary steps to secure for Canada a fair share

of orders which are sure to come from Europe, and most cer-

tainly from both North and South .America.

We feel sure to have a good market for our lumber in Eng-
land. France and Belgium, and we may expect a good one. too,

from the United States. Brazil, Argentina and other South Am-
erican countries. In connection with Brazil, I had the occasion

to meet a gentleman who lived there for the last twenty-five

years, and he assured me we would have splendid opportunities

there is we had an agent well versed in their language. He added
that we had no idea of the requirements of that country and the

amount of trade that could be had with that country, especially

in lumber. In conclusion. I may add that we must not allow

ourselves to be dazzled with bright possibilities and that we must
exercise due caution.

Two principal conditions, to my mind, impose themselves.

l*"irst. to have a national survey of our standing timber, its loca-

tion and accessibility. Second, to take every precaution against

forest fires. We have a great national wealth; it is our duty to

know the extent of it. and to duly protect it.—Hon. Joseph Bol-

duc (Speaker of the Canadian Senate). St. \'ictor de Tring. Que-
bec.

* * *

Thinks that Lumber Will Move Freely

I understand that the 1919 cut of spruce has been sold to

the Imperial Government at remunerative prices, and transporta-

tion's to be undertaken by the buyers. Inasmuch as the Imperial

Government is controlling shioping, no doubt this will be under-

taken and the lumber moved in large quantities from the At-

lantic Coast to the United Kingdom during the coming season.

—

W. S. Loggie, M.P. (W. S. Loggie Co.). Chatham. N.B.

* * *

Impossible to Sell at Low Prices

Business generally appears to be in such an unsettled con-

dition it is verv difficult to express any opinion or views. My
impression is. however, that there will be a good demand for

lumber at fairly good prices; in fact it is impossible to sell at low
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prices, because it has been very expensive to make lumber this

year. I am further of the opinion that the quantity of lumber
made this year is below the average.—F. N. McCrea, M.P. (Sher-

brooke Lumber Co.), Sherbrooke, Que.

* * *
~

Some Pointed Facts on Freight Rates

The outlook for the export of lumber to Europe during 1919
is not very bright. Several factors seem to contribute to this,

the principal ones being the apparent scarcity of bottoms and
high freight rates. All rates at present quoted are on the basis

of net ton of 2,000 lbs., with a maximum of 40 cubic feet of space

per ton. One thousand feet of lumber measured as a .solid will

occupy 83-1/3 cubic feet or 2-1/12 space tons. With the usual

overrun in thicknesses and lengths and with the waste space in

piling, it is calculated 1,000 feet B.M. of ordinary rough lumber
will occupy a space of 100 cubic feet or 2^ space tons. This cal-

culation is probably right.

The quotation of the regular carrying lines on March 1st

was $30 per ton from St. John to Liverpool, equivalent to $75
per M. ft. B.M. . Since then quotations have been made of $28
per ton, equivalent to $70 per M. ft., but at these rates, it is ob-

viously impossible to land our lumber in Europe in competition
with Norway and Sweden, so that until ocean rates are reduced
very considerably, our export business will suffer. The pre-war
rates on lumber were quoted on the basis of 1,000 ft. B.M. and
in some instances, were as low as $8 per M. ft. The difference

between $8 per M. ft. and $70 per M. ft. is so great as to be pro-

hibitive. With the opening of navigation to Montreal in May,
the addition to our carrying tonnage, and the release of vessels

from war trade, we may reasonably expect lower rates than those

quoted at present, but how much lower will depend upon the

amount of tonnage released from governmental control for the

general carrying trade. The cheapest rate so far suggested (not

quoted) is equivalent to $50 per M. ft. B.M. from Montreal to

European ports. This seems abnormally high, and if this is the

best rate of freight to be made during the summer of 1919, the

amount of Canadian lumber exported will be negligible.

Lumber is one of the most important of our Canadian in-

dustries, and heretofore has been a leading factor in Canadian
exports. The product of our forests must be used to help keep

the balance of world trade in our favor. Present shipping condi-

tions are such that the individual exporter finds himself up
against the stone wall of licensed imports and controlled carriers

and unable to get his lumber profitably into the European mar-
ket. The difficulties are those caused by the control necessitated

by war conditions, which is still being continued by various

European governments, and those difficulties can only be suc-

cessfully overcome by action on the part of our government.

The British Empire has been built up largely by individual

enterprise and the Britisher, above all others, has been an indi-

vidualist, using his own knowledge, his own money or credit

and his own trade connections for the advancement of his trade

or business. He has been impatient at anything that even sug-

gested governmental restrictions or control and desired only a

free hand to work out his own business salvation in his own way
for his own benefit. The Canadian Britisher, generally speaking,

is a chip off the old block, and among all the business men in

Canada, the lumber manufacturer and dealer, in his methods
and ideals, approaches more closely to the British individualist

than any other. The commodity he manufactures, under ordin-

ary conditions, is not protected. He holds his home market
solely because of his ability to deliver his material in that mar-

ket in qualities and quantities and at prices which prevent the

import of the lumber of other countries, except in special classes

or grades. His surplus is sold in the markets of the world

through his own trade connections financed by his own credit,

and heretofore he has been independent of governments and trade

commissions.

The lumber export trade of Canada was built up by indi-

viduals working in this way, but with the changed world condi-

tions have come changed trade conditions, and the individualist,

if he wishes to continue to do business in a foreign market, must

ally himself with those who may at one time have been his com-

petitors, so that by their united efforts and influence, they may
impress the official heads of our country with the importance
and necessity of holding and increasing our lumber exports.

Lumber is one of the great saleable commodities which Can-
ada produces and which the European world requires in its re-

construction and renewal of devastated areas. Europe will pur-

chase at the cheapest price laid down at her ports and ocean
freight rates, will be the controlling factor in determining the

laid down costs. Unless steps are taken to control these freight

rates and bring them to a level that will permit of competition

with other countries, Canadian lumbermen will not receive any
of the immense reconstruction orders and Canadian lumber will

be barred out of the countries Canadian blood and Canadian
money helped to save.

The situation is one the individual cannot control. Our
government must take it in hand through one of the Trade Com-
missions or a special commissioner, who .should be a man con-

versant with business conditions as they are today and with the

necessity of immediate action.—A. J. Young (Young Lumber
Co.), Toronto and North Bay.

* * *

Expects Heavy Movement All Over World

While my company is not directly interested in the export
trade, nevertheless, I have given it some study, and believe the
next few years will see a heavy movement, not only to Euro-
pean countries, but to South American, Australian and African
markets also. I do not see how it can be otherwise. Construc-
tion has been at a standstill during the four years of the war
and large areas in Europe must be rebuilt. The only countries

in Europe that are at present in a position to furnish lumber
are : Norway, Sweden and Finland. Russia must be eliminated
as a lumber distributing factor until such time as normal con-

ditions have been re-established. As soon as that country throws
off the yoke of Bolshevism it will take its place among the lum-
ber producing nations, but not before. United States and Can-
ada' will, therefore, be the main source of supply. I presume the

main difficulty will be the matter of credit, but the people must
be housed, the farms re-built, the railroad and telegraph lines re-

constructed, etc. I have no doubt the countries interested will

arrange to finance their purchases. The other difficulty is that

of transportation, but I should think this would speedily adjust

itself as soon as the tonnage now employed by the governments
is released.—H. Finger (Finger Lumber Co., Limited). The Pas,

Manitoba.
* * *

The West Will Take Care of Big Order

• What your valued publication is doing to stimulate the ex-

port trade for the Canadian lumber manufacturing industries is

fully appreciated by my company. Without a demand for the
products of our mills in British Columbia from countries across
the seas, all will have to adopt a policy of curtailment of pro-

duction, or onl}' those mills having- unlimited financial strength
and exceptional facilities for operating cheaply, will be able to

survive the depression which must come, as a result of only sup-
plying the demands of Canada and the small amount usually
shipped to the United States.

Until March 19, it really appeared that a policy of curtail-

ment would have to be adopted by all the British Columbia mills,

until such time as bottoms were more plentiful and the freight

market more stable. However, that contingency now seems to

be passed and the prospects for continuous operation through-
out the year were never better. This change has been brought
about by the Imperial Government having notified the Forestry
Branch of British Columbia, that an order for seventy million

feet of railway sleepers, crossing timbers and other timber re-

quirements, is being forwarded, to be supplied from B. C. mills.

Following the annorncement of the order, and at the sug-
gestion of our Minister of Lands, practically all of the mills

located on and contiguous to the seashore, have joined together,

and formed a corporation which will take over and handle this

seventy-million feet order, by undertaking the whole order and
then apportion it out amongst the individual mills, according to

their various capacities, and desires to participate. The corpora-
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tion which has been formed is called "Associated Timber Ex-
porters of British Columbia, Limited."

The first officers are: Mr. James D. McCormack, President,
and Mr. R. H. H. Alexander, Secretary-Treasurer. Directors:
Messrs. E. J. Palmer, F. R. Pendleton, W. W. Harvey, H. J.

Mackin, J. O. Cameron, B. Ferris, E. C. Knight. The corpora-
tion has a capital stock of $200,000.

It is expected that all of the mills in British Columbia which
are in a position to engage in export business, to sell all their out-

contract with this new selling organization, to sell all their out-

put to the foreign trade. By .so doing the Associated Timber
Exporters will be able to undertake any size contract, for prompt
loading, and prices will necessarily be stabilized.

Since the receipt of the Imperial Government order for

prompt delivery, and the prospect of a united effort of all the

mills to extend the export trade, and stabilize the market, I feel

that the prospects for B. C. Coast mills being able to do a suc-

cessful business were never before so good. The only uncertain
element is the question of the reliability of the labor employed in

the mills. Strikes and disturbances of conditions are constantly
threatening.—J. O. Cameron (Cameron Lumber Co., Limited),
Victoria, B.C.

* * *

Release Tonnage as Quickly as Possible

As to my ideas on the export situation, I must frankly say
that they are confused and largely by the difficulty of knowing
just what action is being taken and will be taken by the govern_-

ments, more particularly the Imperial Government. Upon the

whole, it would seem to me that removal of trade restrictions will

benefit both the consumer and the producer. Government con-

trol is so changeable that it is liable to injuriously aflfect the

trade. I would say to the governments, throw off restrictions

on lumber trade with Canada and release tonnage as quickly as

possible. I believe the lumber is wanted and if we are to em-
ploy the returned men and others we must have a chance to

ship our lumber so as to make preparations early for next sea-

son's operations.—Hon. C. W. Robinson (Robinson, Wright &
Co., Shulee, N.S.), Moncton, N.B.

Freights Should Be Paid at Point of Discharge

Our trade has been almost wholly confined to export of lum-
ber and timber to Great Britain for close to a century now. Past
experience does not count for much under present conditions, as

regards the immediate future of the trade.

I am of the opinion the shortage of Canadian lumber and
timber in the British markets will be fairly well met, for the pre-

sent at least, from the accumulated stocks on this side. This
emptying of the yards would have a healthy effect in stabilizing

values in Canada for a reasonable period, at least.

The need of housing accommodation in Great Britain is

pressing at the present time. This condition will call for large

supplies of rough and some dressed lumber, doors, etc., and the

specifications required will comprise a large range of sizes and
qualities, so that in a general way, the market should be a broad
one for some months to come.

The British Government has been accumulating stocks on
this side for some time past, and as a large percentage of these

stocks was bought under present market values, the govern-
ment is, therefore, in a position to bring prices down for the

benefit of the British consumer, by disposing of these holdings

in the home markets at a small carrying charge over cost.

It is, however, only a matter of time when the unusual con-

ditions presently existing, are again righted, and then the extent

of Canadian trade in free markets will be dependent upon the

c.i.f. values of our wood products in competition with other

sources of supply more conveniently situated to the British mar-
kets. Legislation and a preferential duty would, of course, great-

ly assist in the expansion of our trade.

Relative to transportation problems, the difficulties which
have heretofore existed will, no doubt, gradually disappear.

There is, however, one important change necessitated by war
conditions, which, I feel, the export trade would like to see re-

stored to the former practice at the earliest possible moment;

that is, in regard to the payment of freight, which during the war
was prepaid at point of loading, and which should be paid at
port of discharge, after the service has been rendered.—From an
"Eastern Exporter."

* * *

Market Should Include Dimension and Boards

Exploiting Eastern Canadian lumber in Europe conceivably
may bring results and I will not enter into that feature of the
subject. I presume you have an idea that your exploitation of
this subject may benefit British Columbia lumber export in
Europe; this I cannot appreciate. We have now and have had
a special demand for clear lumber in large sizes, that is to say,
timbers and stock which is re-manufactured in the United King-
dom and on the continent, also for large and long timbers for
what is known as merchantable grade. As long as lumber is pro-
duced in markets one-half, or one-quarter or one-tenth of our dis-

tance from Europe, the requirements of these countries will be
filled from other producing points before they come to us.

We cannot produce any radically larger amount of clears
and large and long timber for export, unless we have our pre-
sent market for so-called dimension lumber and boards, which
includes all our common side-cut and which is produced at the
rate of three to one of the special class above-mentioned, very
radically increased at the same time. We have no local market
large enough in British Columbia, or the near Prairies, which
will take any such increased production of side lumber. This
means, of cotxrse, our only salvation is increasing the market
for our side lumber and common grades of timbers in the Pacific

area, which means the Orient, Australia, New Zealand and
Spanish America.

The export business from the Pacific Coast has been prac-
tically entirely confined to American, or English trading com-
panies. There are no Canadian trading companies which have
made a specialty of this business. The mills interested in export
have not been financially able to develop a trading company of

sufficient financial standing to enter this business themselves.
A beginning has recently been made with the incorporation

of the British Columbia Lumber Export Company, Limited. This
may be the nucleus, or start from which larger results may be
expected from year to year, but, it will take considerable time to

develop such a concern in competition with the trading com-
panies already established.

The continual shouting of the press and lumber journals on
this subject, insofar as it relates to British Columbia export, has
been, to say the least, annoying to the lumber manufacturers of

the province, as they are not asleep but, broadly speaking, they

have not been able financially to enter this field themselves and
no one else has seemed willing to run the risk in competition with
the

.
long-established trading companies.

I might say that this new Export Lumber Company, to

which I referred above, will take on the contract of the British

Timber Controller to handle the seventy million feet which was
recently announced as having been placed with British Columbia
mills.—From "A British Columbia Lumberman."

*

Volume Will Be Limited Only By Tonnage

With reference to our exchange of letters in regard to ex-

port, we are advised by the Canadian Mission in London that

timber control in Britain is now lifted. This means that pur-

chases will be made through the ordinary trade channels. It

will therefore be necessary for those who desire to participate

in this business, to get into touch with British importers and

arrange for sales direct. The Canadian Mission in London fur-

ther advise that the volume of business in lumber with Europe
willy, in their opinion, be limited only by the ocean tonnage avail-

able.—Canadian Trade Mission, Ottawa, J. A. Wilkie, Secretary.

* * *

The Possibilities of Hardwood Flooring

We have no doubt that "Red Deer Brand" hardwood floor-

ing could be marketed in the old countries. We have shipped

quite a large quantity in the past. Just prior to the war, how-
ever, the trade in Canada was quite sufficient to take all the floor-

ing that we were prepared to manufacture. When hostilities
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broke out bottoms were not available at any reasonable rate of

freight. The widths of flooring used in the old countries are

somewhat difTerent from what we use in Canada. We found
that 33/2 in. and 4 in. face were the most desirable widths for

export. We have been adding to our plant recently and will be
in a position to turn out fully fifty per cent, more flooring than
in the past. We have added to our kiln capacity fully fifty per

cent, during the past winter.—R. J. Hutcheson (Muskoka Wood
Mfg. Co.), Huntsville, Ont.

* * *

Must Be Cut By the Metric System

During my recent stay in Europe I studied—to some extent

—the conditions, and I must inform you that to establish our-

selves on the European market it will be necessary for our

people, if they want to compete successfully with the Swedes,
to begin by adapting themselves to the conditions and exigencies

of the market. For example : all the lumber must be cut accord-

ing to the metric system and not the English foot. It will also

from Many Angles
be necessary to have a serious classification and grading made
of the products so there will be no discussion about the grades.

In the revision of the French treaty with Canada, we expert
that we will be protected so as not to be handicapped by our
Scandinavian competitors. The prohibition campaign may have
an important result in this regard as France must sell her wines,
and if we prevent their importation to Canada she cannot give us
a preferential treatment.

I found that the classification on the railways in France was
not in favor of our lumber, which is considered as an exotic pro-
duct, whereas Scandinavian lumber is classified—since European
—as "indigenous," with the result that we pay 47 francs per
ton per thousand kilometers, whilst "indigenous" woods pay
only 27 frs. 50.

You see, therefore, that if we want to establish ourselves
solidly abroad we must make vigorous ef¥orts to obtain cheap
ocean freight rates and also a preferential treaty, with a revision

of the railway freight charges in France.—G. C. Piche (Chief

of the Forest Service, Province of Quebec), Quebec, P.Q.

How Representative Importers Regard Future

Large and Expanding Field for Canada

The trade is at present in a state of transition. Importation
is still controlled at the time of writing and practically mono-
polized by the government, and while it has been unofficially

stated that this control will shortly be withdrawn, there is no
certainty that private trading will be permitted without any re-

strictions. Even if this were the case, the very large purchases

of Canadian soft woods which have recently been made by the

government, will enable them to control the market for a con-
siderable period. The demand for materials promises to be of

slower growth than has been anticipated, and, while the require-

ments for reconstruction and development are certain to be on a

very large scale, wo do not expect any immediate rush to antici-

pate the requirements. If the present tendency towards labor

troubles leads to serious difficulties the development of the trade

of the country is sure to be retarded. There is bound to be a

large and expanding field for all Canadian wood products in this

country and this can be most rapidly and efifectively exploited

by the employment of experienced agents.—Smith & Tyrer, Lim-
ited, Liverpool, Eng.

* * *

Arrears of Work to. Be Made Good
'

The trade, as you are aware, has een and is in fact, still

controlled at this writing, so that all the buying has to pass
through the hands of the government buyer, and it will not be
until the trade is thrown open that one can form an opinion as

to what the real position of the market is. There is no doubt
that considerable arrears of work will have to be made good, but
the high prices that are asked for not only lumber, but other
building commodities, will restrict operations to a very great ex-
tent. We ourselves are not interested in spruce or lumber ship-

ped from the east coast of Canada, as our interests lie more par-

ticularly in the West Coast, Vancouver and Puget Sound.—G. F.

Neame & Co., London, Eng.

* *

Good Dejmand for White Pine and Spruce

At the present time, the greatest scarcity is in white pine

deals and sidings and particularly in good third quality deals

for pattern-making. Various substitutes have been tried, but
there is really nothing to take the place of white pine for the pur-

pose named. The building trade, which has been unusually quiet

for the last few years, shows signs of again becoming busy, and
we look for a good demand for white pine and spruce. In this

conriection we may mention that the government has taken up
the question of housing, which has become acute, and large

schemes are afoot for the better housing of the people.

In the engineering and shipbuilding trades, there is great

activity, and there will be a good demand for rock elm and waney
pine timber, as well as spruce and white pine deals, etc.

The government is committed to the principle of preferen-
tial treatment of the colonies, and in this connection we think
that such items as box shooks for whiskey cases and other ex-
ports, maple flooring and pine shelving 14/16 ft x 11/12 in. x%
in. dressed, in which a large business has been done from Sweden
and the United States, can be diverted to Canada.

At the present time the chief difficulties the timber trade
has to contend with are the uncertainty of freight rates, and the
shrinkage and instability of the foreign exchange. There is also

the question of government purchases of timber amounting to

some 500,000 standards, which have still to be placed on the mar-
ket, but with these factors satisfactorily settled we would antici-

pate a good demand for timber from all the important wood-con-
suming industries of the country.—Singleton, Dunn & Co., Glas-
gow, Scotland.

Many Reports Perplex the Situation

We have nothing particular to say regarding the import situ-

ation. Every kind of report appears to be circulated from week
to week and it is difficult in the present complicated state of

aflfairs to know just exactly where we are at.—From a '"London
Timber Merchant."

* * *

England is Looking to the Dominion

As you can understand, business in the timber trade here is

only very slowly beginning to assume something of its pre-war
aspect, it being only recently that the embargo on imports was
removed. Indeed, up to the present there have been practically

no imports from Canada except those on government account,
while it is impossible to say much about current values owing to

these having been fixed on an arbitrary basis which ignored the
ordinary laws of supply and demand. As regards future pros-
pects it would appear certain that for some considerable time to

come large quantities of timber will be required and we would
say there can be no doubt that this country will look to Canada
for a considerable proportion of the necessary supplies. In the
matter of spruce and red pine its chief competitor, as in the past,

will be from the Baltic, and if Canada can send in supplies on
equally favorable terms, there can be little doubt that it would
have the preference with most of the buyers in this country.

Apart from spruce large quantities of pine will be required, and
the natural source of supply will be Canada, as in the past. The
grade chiefly wanted will be, we think, the cheaper class, but
there will also be some outlet for the best quality of pine in deals

and sidings. Canadian birch will also be wanted for furniture

and other purposes and this along with pine and spruce, we should
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say, will form the bulk of the requirements from your country,
though, no doubt, there will be the usual amount of log timber
in waney pine, elm and oak wanted for shipbuilding and other
purposes. Of Canadian timber generally we might add that the
stocks on hand are quite exceptionally low, many items being
entirely exhausted. We may add that we look with every con-
fidence to seeing a great development in the trade between your
country and ours in the immediate future, the general feeling be-
ing entirely in favor of a closer relationship with the colonies.

—

Edmiston c^' Mitchells, Glasgow, Scotland.

The Work of Canadian Mission in London
It can be stated upon broad lines that the Canadian Mission

in London is here to represent to all European governments re-

quiring lumber the capacity and ability of Canada to meet their

requirements, and further to consummate business in every case

where credits can be established and the requirements met in

detail. All government orders of this kind which we are able to

negotiate will be forwarded or reported through the Canadian
Trade Commission at Ottawa, and you may rest assured that

everything possible is being done to further the interests of the

Canadian lumber industry. We must ask you at this time to

forego the receipt of any lengthy communication from us upon
the lumber situation other than as stated in this letter.—Canadian
Mission in London, Eng., R. J. Younge, Secretary.

* * *

Expects Some Reduction in Timber Prices

Regarding the present and prospective market situation in

this country, we would say that .so far as the present is con-

cerned, there is nothing very favorable to report. Fortunately

for Canada, the British government has already made very ex-

tensive purchase from there, rightly giving your country, in some
measure at least, preferential treatment. Now that the control

is just about to be lifted, these large transactions will cease. The
government control of selling prices also ceases on March 31st,

bringing about a state of things that will immediately, in our

opmioii, forbid any extensive private operations in the place of

the government buying. The government, with their huge na-

tional stock, both here and to arrive, are now free to dispose of

it at whatever figure they may deem wise. For, be it remem-
bered, they have not only the timber trade to consider in regard

t'l the disposal of this stock—estimated altogether around 750,-

000 Petg. Stds.—but the country in general, and if by reducing

their selling prices they give an impetus to the varied manufac-

tures in the United Kingdom, they will do so. The rapid fall in

the Exchange between New York and London, and Montreal and

London, proves the tremendous importance of the British manu-
facturing export trade being encouraged, so as to help bring back

the exchange to a more normal rate. Then, too, this country

is face to face with unparalleled labor troubles, which may not

only check consumption immediately, but for a long while to

come. Taking, therefore, an all round view of the .situation, our

impression is that f.o.b. prices can hardly be maintained at their

present high level, for not only is "private" trading surrounded

by unprecedented difficulties which stop operations, but unless

consumption rapidly improves, the national stock will be more
than sufficient to carry this country through the present year and

largely into 1920. In conclusion, we would add that apparently

the economic experts in England are unanimous that not only

liberty to trade, but to trade without restrictions on prices, will

result in bringing the prices of raw materials in general back

again to a more reasonable basis. If they are right, this means

a falling, and consequently dangerous market for some time to

come. But in result, possibly several years ahead yet, it will be

to England's distinct advantage that the raw materials with

which she has maintained her huge export trade in the past,

should be cheaper. Finally, we would remark that it is not at

all improbable that the P.ritish government will decide to dis-

pose of its "forward" timber purchases by offering them to the

trade at a little under shippers' f.o.b. prices, and, in addition,

may guarantee tonnage. This suggests that the shippers would

at once commence to compete with the British government for

the timber trade's orders, with a result that is only too obvious.

—Yorke Long (Cox, Long & Co., Limited), London.

Prospect for Canadian Wood Goods are Bright

The signing of the armistice has brought about many
changes and new problems for the timber trade in the United
Kingdom. During the latter part of the war, private trading had
entirely ceased, owing to the actions of our authorities, but the

control is being gradually relaxed, and it is anticipated that it will

be soon removed entirely. The disposal of .stocks belonging to

the government at home and abroad will be the first step in thi^

direction. The substantial cut in the rate of ocean freight should
tend to stability, and encourage importers to go ahead once free-

dom is given. One of the great difficulties at present is the

trouble and unrest in the labor world. Strikes and threats of

strikes continue to hinder and hamper new business. Unless
this problem is faced and settled on a sound basis, our industries

cannot make the progress that was expected.

Canadian wood goods have been largely used by us in the

past, notably spruce and yellow pine, and in view of the large

demands that are bound to ensue from the countries which have
been devastated by the war, we think Canada's opportunity will

be greater than ever it has been in the past. The output of the

Baltic countries cannot be sufficient for such requirements, and
Canadian spruce should have a great chance. Special attention

should be paid to the manufacture of such goods, as wellsavvn

deals will attract buyers and lead to increased business. In many
cases such goods are converted here into other sizes, and irregu-

lar sawing leads to loss in such conversion. Yellow pine deals

and sidings in all usual specifications are much needed, as there

is no good substitute for this wood for pattern-making and many
other uses. Birch in planks and logs should be in good demand.

Oak and rock elm logs will be needed by shipbuilders. There is

no room for doubt that the most pressing need in the United

Kingdom at present is for housebuilding. With the return of

soldiers to civil life the urgency of this demand is accentuated.

The government and local authorities are working hand in hand,

and it should not be long before the work is in full swing. There

should be a large consumption of spruce in this industry.

Taken all over we should say the prospects for Canadian

wood goods are very bright, but taking into consideration the

difficulties to be faced in connection with the dropping of the

control and the unrest caused by labor troubles, there may be

considerable delay and disappointment before the highest hopes

are realized. That these will be ultimately fully realized \\v cIm

not doubt.—Cant & Kemp, Glasgow.

* * *

Hardwoods Should Be in Good Demand

In the house building line which, it is expected, will be car-

ried on very actively owing to the great need of dwellings, there

will be a great call for lumber. Hardwoods are being considered,

especially for floors. Oak. maple, birch, and beech stand a chance

of receiving much more frequent calls than ever in the past. Mo.st

floors of moderately priced houses in England have been made of

Norway spruce, the boards being about six inches wide. This

wood is so soft and shrinks and swells so badly that it is almost

indispensable that such floors be kept covered with carpet. The

best and most economical hardwood flooring must come from

North America. It is relatively cheap at first cost, and its wear-

ing qualities are so extraordinary that renewals and repairs will

be far apart and few. The British Isles have so little hardwood

of their own that it cannot be considered as flooring. The home

timbers of England and Scotland were so severely depleted dur-

ing the war that new forests must, in many instances, be brought

on from new plantings. Fortunately, your country has plenty,

which it will gladly share with those who need it ; and hardwood

flooring in particular, and interior house finish in general, should

constitute the basis of a prosperous exchange of commodities.

England is planning to build many houses for the people wh >

work, and in addition to that, there is a movement among the

well-to-do people to leave their large residences in the congested

parts of cities and move into the country or into the suburbs of

cities where light, ground, and room are more abundant. The

large buildings thus vacated in the cities will be converted into

apartments and will house those who do not care to go into the

suburbs.—Tickle, Bell & Co., Liverpool.
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British Columbia Building Up Export Trade
Coast Possesses More Than Half Total Stand in Canada - Able to Supply Foreign

Demand from Heaviest Dimension to Most Delicate Veneers
By Hon. T. D. Pattullo, Minister of Lands for British Columbia

Until comparatively recent date the possibili-

ties of British Columbia as a timber producer were

hardly realized. The Canadian Commission of Con-

servation undertook in 1913 to investigate the pos-

sible stand and recently have publishea an estimate

of three hundred and sixty-six billion feet of saw

material, more than one-half of the total stand in

Canada, 'ihe annual growth increment has been

estimated at six billion teet.

baw mills in the province have a yearly capa-

city of more than two and one-half billion teet, and
are equipped to handle all grades and classes of

material Doth for domestic and foreign trade, the

larger tidewater mills having their own docks where
ocean-going steamers can load direct trom tne mill,

ihe annual demand, however, has not reached the

point where the mill capacity is wholly utilized,

and during the past few years the production has

been between one and a quarter billion and one and
a half billion board feet.

1 wo obvious points are

:

(Ij British Columbia has a mill capacity and
equipment to supply a much larger market than

has developed, and at the present time stands ready
to supply any large orders for export.

(2) That this mill capacity is backed by an annual growth still

far in excess of the annual consumption and a capital supply sufficient

to meet present requirements for 200 years.

Diversity of the Coast Wood Products

British Columbia can offer to the trade a wide range of wood
products, from the finest of Douglas fir panelling and furniture stocks

to the heaviest construction timber. All material going into the build-

ing trades such as dimensions, flooring, shingles and finishing ; timber

for shipbuilding masts and spars ; timber for dock construction and
piling; box material; pulp material; excelsior and turnery stock;

veneers, timber for car construction.

Of the species making up the stand in British Columbia Douglas
fir (Pseudatsuga rnucronata) is without doubt the most important.

Totalling /b billion feet of which 63 billion is available to our
tidewater mills, this timber sold under names such as : Douglas fir,

Oregon fir and Oregon pine, is known the world over, being used for

all kinds of structural purposes as well as poles, piles, paving blocks,

interior finish and furniture ; its grain and excellent finishing quality

makes it especially sought after for the latter purposes. it' makes
its best growth on the lower mainland, and Vancouver island, when
it frequently reaches 10 feet in diameter, and a height of 300 feet;

stands frequently cutting 300,000 feet per acre.

Western Red Cedar or Giant Cedar (Thuya plicata) ranks second
m importance.

Red Cedar Shingles and Sitka Spruce

British Columbia red cedar shingles are known weherever shingles

are used, being unequalled anywhere for quality and decay resisting

properties. Red cedar is also used for poles, piling, siding and in-

terior finish. The total stand 78 billion feet, is converted into shingles

and laid 4 inches to weather,. would cover a roof 500 miles long by 6

miles wide.

Sitka Spruce (Picea sitchensis) is widely known. When the call

went out for more timber for construction of aeroplanes to maintain
the allied air supremacy, it was in the Sitka spruce forests of the north-

ern coast of British Columbia that a supply was found.

Sitka Spruce proved to be a wood without equal for aeroplane

construction, possessing great strength, lightness and resiliency. Dur-
ing the past year some 26 million feet of aeroplane stock has been
shipped, which is sufficient guarantee of the sterling qualities of Sitka

Spruce.
'

Spruce, however, has many other uses, being employed for con-

struction purposes
;
pulp for the fine grades of paper for which it is

especially suited on account of its light color and fine strong fibre;

it is also excellent stock for cooperage and boxes, and especially suit-

Hon. T. D. Pattullo,

Minister c£ Lands for British

Columbia

able for containers on account of absence of color
and odor which might injure the contents.

Spruce reaches its best development in the
yueen Charlotte Islands where it is a magnificent
tree, 8 to 10 feet in diameter, and reaching up to
250 feet in height.

The Woods Used for Producing Pulp

Of the other species found in British Columbia,
hemlock and balsam fir are used largely for pulp,

but also used in boxes, lumber.
Engleman Spruce (Picea englemannii) is the

spruce of the interior, and is used largely for lighter

forms of construction ; it is also suitable for pulp.

Soft pine and larch are interior trees used for

construction purposes.

A variety of circumstances, aggravated by war
conditions during the past four years, has militated

against British Columbia in building up an export
trade, but, with a return to normal conditions,

strenuous action must be taken to place this pro-

vince on the map as a world force in the supply of

timber.

British Columbia will be able to supply from the

heaviest of construction timber to the most delicate

veneers and finishes, sleepers, piling and car sills, aeroplane stocks,

in fact, excepting only the finest grades of furniture stock and hard-

woods, she will be able to meet any market demand that may arise.

Speaking of the promising future of the pulp and paper industry

i fully endorse what was recently said in an editorial by one of our
most influential papers on the Coast and believe the following com-
prehensively gauges the situation and outlook:

—

The pulp and paper industry, although one of the youngest in

this province, is in a flourishing condition, and what is more to the

point, indications are excellent for an indefinite period to come. With
the markets of the United States, Australia, New Zealand, as well as

the Orient before it, and with practically little or no competition, for

the present anyway, to worry about, there is every reason for the
optimism felt by those who have given any study to the future of

this industry.

There are now operating in this province six large plants, repre-

senting a total capital of over $20,000,000, and when working to capa-
city have an annual output of 60,000 tons of wood pulp and 100,000
tons of chemical wood pulp, kraft and newsprint. The output
of the mills is simply and solely a question of available tonnage.

The Potentialities of Pulp Industry

Like many other industries, the pulp-making industry has felt the
effect of the war, but only by the scarcity of ships. In this regard,

however, considering the fact that the sulphite manufacturing indus-

try is entirely export business, the eft'ect has been more or less of a

serious character. But even with the few vessels available the mills

have been unable to keep going and while the markets of Australia,

New Zealand and the Orient have been practically shut oft', Mexico
and the United States have been big consumers, and will continue to

be, although the markets of the Antipodes and the Orient are once
again possible.

For pulp producing purposes the spruce forests of British Colum-
bia remain practically untouched, although the past few years have
seen large quantities of this timber cut for aeroplane purposes. But
even in this connection only the best of the timber has been taken, and
one important phase of the business has been in the valuable contribu-
tion it has been enabled to make to war work.

The pulp and paper industry of British Columbia is still in its

infancy, though there are at present between four and five thousand
men engaged in its various branches. Other companies will come as
the vast resources of the province become more widely known and
as the growing need for more pulp fields are felt. Owing to the fact
that the spruce stands scattered through other timber, it is necessary
to install plants that can utilize these other trees and produce mer-
chantable timber for them.
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What the Pitwood Trade Means to Canada
Comprehensive Statement by One Familiar With the Trade Canada Favorably

Situated to Supply Almost Unlimited Quantities For Export
By J. Griffith Jones, Llanelly South Wales

J. Griffith Jones,
Llanelly, South Wales

If llic timber merchants of

Canada could l)e jjrevailed upon

to enter into the Pitwood trade

for exportation to Great Britain

they would be very cordially Avel-

comed as doing a great service.

There is often a reluctance in en-

tering upon a new venture, but in

the case of pitwood it surely must

be a great success providing, of

course, that conditions such as

rail freights and shipment charges

would be favorable. If they are

favorable—and they, should be

—

then the exportation could be

conducted at competitive rates

with other countries. The great

natural resources of Canada must

lend themeslves for the project,

and as for the demand for pit-

wood there need be no question

as to the constant and unceasing

sale for it, and one that will al-

ways follow as long as coal is be-

ing raised. Of course, the business at the outset must be made worth

while for the exporter or seller of the pitwood, and it goes without

saying that it chiefly depends on the freightage; the labor cost, I

am sure, will not be unreasonable.

I am unable to say how the pulp wood timber would come into

conflict with the pitwood as a similar sized pole is converted for

both purposes, but whatever the demand for pulp wood may be,

there must be an unlimited supply to draw from. France has not

the vast limits that Canada or the United States has, where the

timber stretches almost into the unknown, but what an extraordin-

ary supply France has given to Great Britain and that for a great

number of years, is something to contemplate and think over.

The system of organized forestry in France must have been mar-

velous as supplies never fluctuated, but there are those who now

say that they will, and the French peasants, who played such a part

in the production of the pitwood, are not again going to work for

next to nothing. Fortunately for us all, the United States, and Great

Britain especially, the clamor for increased wages is a world one.

There are many thousands of pits, levels and drifts in this country

producing coal, several of which employ over 2,000 men under-

ground, let alone the surface men. A large pit takes down 1,000

to 1,500 tons per week, so some conception may be formed of the

forests of timber that are taken underground.

Pit props are very rarely withdrawn and re-used ; steel and con-

crete reinforced props have been mooted and tried, but they are not

coming into anything approaching general use. The coal industry

in this country is a gigantic one, and the call for timber is unceasing

and increasing. The importations from Scandinavia generally have

been iinmense and beyond belief, and very popular props they are,

being barked, very light, rigid and smooth to handle. Altogether

they are smartly marketed and are, in some instances, previously

treated for turps extraction, but they are not used for pressure bear-

ing on them horizontally, nor are they safe for such use and are not

regarded as so, but for upright and perpendicular fixing; in fact as

a "prop" they are excellent, but from what we now hear the supply

of these in future will be erratic, and nothing like so cheap as they

formerly were.

Sudden Rush for Home-grown Timber

A 3-inch diameter prop, in 1914, was 5/6 per hundred lineal feet

ex. ship at a South Wales port, to which was added a rate of

2/- to 3/- per ton—rail freight, according to the distance from the

port to colliery siding. These props are now, at any rate, unobtain-

able, and the prices latterly were live times more than they were.

I substituted from my own plantations props in other woods

—

both hard and soft woods—and so did a large number of other mer-

chants. Props or pit wood from Norway, Sweden and Scandinavia

generally have always been sold by the 100 lineal feet, but with a

timber so light in weight it was, perhaps, advisable. French pit-

wood has always been sold by the ton, and in jtre-war day^ was very

cheap, indeed, often at 18/- per ton ex. ship at a port. The low prices

of French pitwood, of course, controlled the prices of home-grown
pitwood, and prrxluced difficult competition for merchants who often

had truck-loads rejected by the collieries, according to their mood
or disjiosition. The rejections were due to being—so the collieries

said
—

"too crooked," "too heavy," "too light," et<;., etc. There are

collieries and collieries, and some were very difficult to deal with,

All these complaints vanished when the shortage came, still, generally
s])eaking, except for the pines, our hardwoods do not grow very
straight, although the cross-cutting of a crooked pole into short

lengths should produce fairly straight props. The props should be
cut off, if possible, at the bends; our cutters are often expert at this.

The sale of home-grown timber was not, in pre-war days, pro-

fitable for our growers, taking into consideration the planting, prun-
ing and thinning out, time taken to grow, and also the taxes charge-

able on forests and woodlands. There was the strongest prejudice

against cutting by the wealthy landowners. One can sympathize
with them to a great extent. The trees and woodlands are near and
dear to us and mostly within site of our towns and villages, but the

need for timber became so urgent that it was either "cut" or be
"made to"—many a fair and lovely scene was laid barren. However,
aflforestation will come and the hills and dales will be clothed again.

The overwhelming demand for home-grown timber, caused by the

stoppage of imports, was so great that everyone rushed into the bus-

iness, just as they rushed to the gold fields in the past. Collieries

were in danger of stopping, and many actually did stop, through
having no timber. The new merchants were composed of all varie-

ties of trades and professions. It became a gamble; people who yes-

terday sold ribbons or mutton chops, or anointed your hair in a

barber's chair, were discussing pitwood and wondering perhaps what
the diflference was between a clothes' prop and a pit i)rop, and also

trying to distinguish one tree from another. As for the boom it

caused I doubt if there has been anything like it in this country
except the rubber boom of some years ago. The racing men, bookies,

etc., were in it almost to a man, and as a means of eluding the army
"and they did the trick," it being considered a work of national im-
portance, and these gentry, some of whom flourished, while the

flower of our manhood laid down their lives or got "crocked up"
with the armies in the field. I have met many of these men in out-

of-the-way and remote places, in their cars, seeking woods to pur-

chase, regardless of accessibility. They were often wealthy, and
their activities increased when the color of khaki loomed nearer, but

if these newcomers were a queer lot the cutters that they had to em-
ploy were even more so. All sorts and conditions of men were ply-

ing the axe—or fooling with it—with the result that a wood, after

a cutting, resembled a plot staked out ready for an opposing foe,

though often a man with a natural aptitude for the job became a

tolerably good cutter as far as small diameters went. There was
not much to be said against builders taking to the business whose
trade or work was at a standstill, thus giving employment to their

men who were accustomed to edged tools.

Naturally the colliery proprietors resented the intrusion of

some of these people who exploited the trade, and forced up prices

sa that colliery owners formed associations and bought up hundreds
of acres, cut them themselves, though at a loss on account of the em-
ployment of so much inexperienced labor. The merchants proper

often suffered through this, as the prices of woods went up to an

absurd degree, so that existing contracts were often conducted at

a loss. Buying and cutting timber is one thing, but removing it i>^

another, and lots of people had inaccessible woods cut down, and

still they remain on the ground. Aeroplanes would, in some in-

stances, be required to remove the timber away. I have personally

done best with the difficult woods, and I have had several working
in different districts at the same time. I have, however, kept all my
old friends and colliery clients going, although I could have done

considerably better during the rush, by taking on others who clam-

oured for pitwood. I think my policy will pay me better henceforth

for I am asked to keep on and find supplies for them if mine run

out; to retain the trade of "to-morrow" is a very necessary essen-

tial in business.

Now, as to the kind of' timber required, some discretion imi-t be
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exercised in the selection of suitable species of wood for mines. The
three chief items that matter in the main degree, are straightness,

toughness and durability ; there is no diversity of opinion on these

points. Chemical changes often occur through gas and foul air;

these soon render certain woods unsafe, especially beech, sycamore,
ash and birch. Where great support is necessary and particularly

where a prop is to remain for a considerable period, the above woods
are not used if others are obtainable ; it may be a matter of life or

death for the workers if unsafe timber is used. The timber-men em-
ployed underground are experts at "timbering," their work is skill-

ful in the highest degree
;
they "stand" props and fix the roofing

timbers in the most awkward and cramped positions. It is, I think,

an exceedingly dangerous occupation. The recent shortage caused
the use of all kinds of unsuitable timber, for a long period. The
favorite timber was the French maritime pines ; it is very light and
durable, and gives plenty of indication before it snaps under pres-

sure, but it would be ridiculous to assume that a suitable timber
could not come from Canada and United States with all the varieties

that exist there. White spruce and tamarack, I should say, would
be hard to beat. Our larch is perfect, light and straight and extreme-
ly tough and durable. Our spruce and Scotch fir are not so good as

the Canadian or foreign variety. I am convinced that the extreme
cold of a Canadian winter and again the summer heat makes for the

production of a tough fibre, and again I notice that our Scotch fir

and spruce are very liable to be worm eaten, and yet in certain

mines I have known it to last satisfactorily for a long period, al-

most longer than oak, when subjected to gas or foul air conditions.

Then sometimes the sapwood of oak, which constitutes the greater

proportion of the prop in pit-wood, sizes 3 to 10 inches in diameter,

undergoes a somewhat rapid process of decay ; on the other hand, a

whole-heart oak prop would last for an indefinite period, were it pos-

sible to produce one. This could only be done by sawing or cutting

away the sap—and this is out of the question.

Standard Sizes Used in Pine Timber

The pressure of the roof in some mines is terrific and a very
strong prop must be used. When a 12 to 18 inch diameter prop is

sometimes reduced to matchwood—and this from a perpendicular
strain—it is obvious that a good timber is necessary at times. At
any rate varieties of pine timbers of consistent toughness are greatest

in demand. The South Wales collieries use chiefly the following

standard sizes which, to a great extent, simplify measurements

:

3' 0" & 3' 6" by 2>^" full to 3" diameter .

4' 6" by 3" to 4"

6' 6" by 4" to 7"

9' 0" by 5" to 9"

13' 0" by 8" to 12"

Those chiefly used are the 4' 6", 6' 0" and 9' 0". I am at the

moment greatly pushed for these sizes. Now the 3' to 4' 6" props

will do in practically any kind of timber, if straight and clean. The
work proceeds so rapidly under ground that they are in most in-

stances in use for one day only, and the spaces are then filled in with
rubbish. Props are very rarely re-used although a good form of

prop withdrawer is at times brought into use. Certain roofs require,

very little timbering and are safe almost without any timber, but the

vast majority are not so. In pre-war days oak pitwood was in gen-
eral use—and is still—especially in anthracite coal mines. Oak, es-

pecially coppice oak poles grow sometimes beautifully straight and
clean. Beech, sycamore, ash and birch and similar species are not
popular where lasting properties are necessary. These woods just

mentioned are apt to go "sleepy," elm lasts well in wet places, es-

pecially wych-elm, and I think rock-elm and chestnut would produce
good props. A great objection to beech and elm is their great weight.
Collieries prefer a timber, if suitable, that produces the greater num-
ber of lineal feet to the ton, but objection is not raised if a certain

proportion of any kind of timber, if straight, is contained in a con-
signment of oak.

Props must be straight and clean. By "clean" I refer to the re-

moval of all twigs and knots, and these should be cut oflf close to

the bark. Consignments of pitwood or pit-props containing mixed
timbers or a proportion of fir do not command the same price as a

lot of fir or pine only. To-day's price for mixed pitwood is 50/- to

57/6 per ton delivered to the colliery; if in pine only 55/- to 60/- per
ton delivered.

Canadians will know which species of their pine is toughest and
most suitable for the pitwood that has to withhold great pressure.

Naturally all the larger sizes have to be from good timber, but some
of the softer pines will do as well for certain purposes, such as small
lengths and short diameters; there should be no difficulties over selec-

tions.

For the English collieries we cut and supply a graded prop al-

most in all cases of pine-wood only. A graded prop is a prop cut to

various lengths and certain diameters of which each size and diam-
eter is supplied separately in trucks. Scandinavian props are also

supplied in this manner. For instance, a prop 5' 0" by 5" diameter
would mean 5' 0" by not less than 5" dia. top end, and not over 5^2"-

There is no necessity to be too generous in diameter, for supplying
a larger diameter means getting a better price. There are a greater
number of sizes used in English collieries than there are in the
Welsh collieries ; the coal seams vary in thickness. I generally make
it easier for the men by not cutting too many sizes at the same
period, and thereby obviating accumulations of many different sized

piles, resulting j)erhaps in some confusion and a lot of carrying to

and fro; still this is a matter for a merchant or foreman who may
.systematize it.

Introducing Sale of Graded Props

I was perhaps the first merchant in South Wales to introduce
the sale of graded props from home-grown timber, but by marking
and cutting at first with the men they have now become so familiar

with the sizes that they know the approximate diameter at a glance
without using any gauge. The Norwegians and Swedes have been
doing this for years and are expert at sizing them. I have frequent-
ly noticed that a truck or car load of their props contain in their re-

spective diameters sizes that do not vary a %-in., but there are in

countries other than ours a growth marvellously uniform, and this

facilitates matters. This, of course, is due to the denser growth and
each pole attaining under the conditions a certain development in

length and diameter. It follows that grading pit-props involves
more expenditure of labor, but the increased prices for graded props
other than ordinary pit-wood fully compensates for the extra labor,

and what Scandinavia can do it goes without saying that Canada
can also do. It is quite possible that the future supply of Norwe-
gian and Swedish props may be erratic and the Russian supply is

certainly an unknown quantity. The latter country, as we all know,
is in a very transitory stage and offers nothing that is definite at

present. British merchants, as before mentioned, had to sell pit-

wood at low prices on account of the French pit-wood prices con-
trolling the market

;
however, we can safely assume that there will

be no reverting to the pre-war rates, therefore, all the more reason
why Canadians should embark in this business, and many think that

it is imperative that they should.

The first and elementary difficulties would soon be overcome,
and their great experience with timber in general and their familiar-

ity with it, there should, indeed, be no difficulty at all in production,

with such vast areas to draw supplies from. Regarding the price of

graded props to-day everything is at the maximum, more or less.

A 3in. diameter home-grown graded prop sells at 16/- per hundred
feet, delivered at colliery. A reduction in price is imminent, but if

this is so there will be a consistent reduction in labor costs and, con-

sequently, no loss of profit. French pitwood is rarely, if ever, grad-

ed, but this does not afifect the sale of it as South Wales collieries

are such great consumers. The same vessels which bring over the

pitwood return laden with coal.

The Cutting and Preparing Pitwood

The work of preparing pitwood is not difficult and I am per-

sonally thoroughly familiar with the falling and cross-cutting of it.

I know of no work to equal it ; a feeling of fitness results that no
day's shooting or fishing ever gives. The call of the woods is irre-

sistible and one that a lover of them never relinquishes. I have at

present to augment my supplies from a large number of small merch-
ants who sell to me for ready cash, and thereby save themselves
the trouble of disposal and marketing. My profit on these transac-

tions is a small one, but I keep my colliery clients going. I may add
that our men are very efficient cutters, stumps are cut off close to

the ground, the poles well trimmed, brushwood left in regular ridges,

and the intervening spaces are left quite clean ; in cutting they sink

on butts of 8 to 12 inches diameter a little with the axe and then use

a cross-cut saw to fell
;
they then trim off with an axe and bill-hook

and top off to 3 inches diameter for its economical conversion.

An important point is the cross-cutting and loading; where practical

the poles should be brought near where the\' are to be railed or ship-

ped and cross-cut there. This simplifies arrangements of different

sized lots and loading, and obviates a lot of sorting which occurs at

times when poles are cross-cut in the woods. In floating down
stream, poles would go in their w^hole lengths or, perhaps, multi-

ples ready to be cut into various required lengths. A good scribe

mark before cross-cutting is necessary ; then the use of a double-

handed 3' 6" or 4' saw, or the buck saw for one man if the poles arc

of small diameter; a good buck-saw for light work, 3 to 4 inches di-

ameter, wants a lot of beating. Power saws are rarely used for

cross-cutting pitwood, but there is no reason why a properly de-

signed method should not do, but hand labor becomes exceedingly
quick at the work. The rule in general use for marking the standard
9', 6' 6", and 4' 6" lengths is a rod ^ to 1 inch thick cut to 4' 6" long.
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with 2 ft. notched for the 6' 6" lengths. All rapid cutters use this

size rule.

I first introduced racer-tooth saws here, and they are excellent.

.Some prefer lightning-tooth on cross-cut and buck saws, but the ma-
jority prefer the old peg-tooth, for the chief reason that they are

easy to set and sharpen, and no gullets to cut down. Personally

I prefer the racer-tooth and, when time permitted, I was very fond

of setting and sharpening them, but to do this for several gangs in

different localities was an impossibility. The style of saw had best

be left to the individual cutter, but once 1 got a man into the tech-

nicalities of setting and sharpening racer-teeth he stuck to that pat-

tern ever afterwards. The Canadian and United States saws that 1

have come in contact with, Disston, Shurly-Dietrich and Atkins are,

to say the least, perfect articles of manufacture and are a credit to

their makers. The .same applies to the Canadian and United States

axes. The manner in which they hold their edge is marvelous; the

handles are the last word in quality and fixing.

The Different Kinds of Saws Used.
It is impossible for two mates to cut quickly with a cross-cut

unless they fit handles that curve well towards each other, and
should not be more than 7 or 8 inches long from the backedge of the

saw. English saws usually have a socket attached to the blade so

that the men cut a small branch with a natural bend in it, dress it

and fix it in, but the various U. S. attachments which fix into the

holes at each end of the blade are admirable for the purpose, provid-

ing a curved handle is fitted into them.
The existing permanent handle on a one-man cross cut is perfect,

but the auxiliary handle must have a bend and fix right against the

edge at the bottom end and not on the back of the saw. Straight

handles are of no use for small diameters and quick cutting. One or

two men can carry of¥ as the cross-cutters proceed and place the

lengths together against the car or in piles on the ground close to the

rails for loading.

English collieries require the props cut square at both ends, but

the Welsh collieries take the first butt length as cut by the axe (if

axe is use). The end of the cut is then chipped off to some extent

so as not to leave a sharp wedge end. It is well to impress upon men
not accustomed to cross-cutting to exercise great care when cutting
or snipping ofif a portion of the wedge end (when same is necessary)
as the saw is inclined to "jump the cut" when the wood is dry there-

by causing accidents—experienced men of course "feel' the cut before
they proceed briskly.

The Cutting Season for Pitwood
Pitwood is usually cut in all seasons of the year, and the objec-

tion when the sap is up is that the bark comes of¥ so freely, "strings,"

and is a pest when cross-cutting, and again the bark gets torn off

whilst being "tushed" over the ground, but if the poles are allowed to

remain on the ground for some little time the bark again adheres
tightly to the wood.

The pitwood trade is an enormous one and there is no likelihood

of its being superseded to any appreciable extent by substitutes. The
scope for supplies is unlimited and a regular trade could be maintain-
ed with this country. One cannot glance glibly over certain difficulties

in getting mining timber over here but, apart from the longer sea
route comi)ared with the continental countries, there is no other diffi-

culty which can be foreseen. I see no reason why the Canadian ports
could not deal with the traffic and once the ways and means are put in-

to being, supplies I am sure would follow intermittently. Timber has
been imported here from both Canada and the United States ; there-

fore, why not constant freights of pitwood as soon as the shipping
facilities will allow. In short, what is there that Canadians cannot do
when put to the test?

I shall be most happy to' furnish any further information that
may be considered necessary to any intending exporter, and sincerely

hope that the coming summer will see the commencement of a regu-
lar service of continuous supplies to this country.

Lumbermen on Industrial Commission
The lumber interests are strongly represented on the commission

appointed by the Federal Government to invstigate industrial condi-
tions, and to submit recommendations as to how these relations may
be improved. The employers' represenatives are Mr. Carl Riordon
and Mr. Frank U. Pauze, both of Montreal.

Mr. Carl Riordon is an outstanding figure in the lumber and pulp
and paper industries. He is vice-president and managing director of

the Riordon Pulp & Paper Company, Limited, Montreal, owners of

several timber limits and pulp and paper making plants. He was born
at St. Catharines, Ont., on June 3rd, 1876, and is the son of Charles
and Edith Riordon. Mr. Riordon received his education at the Upper
Canada College, Toronto

;
Ridley College, St. Catharines ; and Toronto

University, where he graduated B. A. In 1896 he commenced his
business career in the pulp and paper industry; became assistant man-

ager of the Hawkesbury Mill and afterwards manager of ilic Alerriton
Mill of the Riordon Company. In 1SK)5 he was appointed vice-presi-

dent and managing director. He is vice-president and managing direct-

or of the Ticonderoga i'ulp & Paper Co., Ticondcroga, N. Y. ; vice-

president and managing director of the Kipawa Co., Ltd., director of
the Niagara Falls Suspension Bridge Co., Ltd., and director of the
Buffalo Contractors' Plant Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y. Mr. Riordon
has taken a prominent part in the Canadian Paper & Pulp Association,
being chairman of the Chemical Pulp Section.

Mr. Frank Urgel Pauze, the other representative of the employers,
is president of U. Pauze & Fils Co., Inc., lumber dealers, Montreal.
Born in San Francisco in 1868, Mr. Pauze came to Canada in 1871. In
1888 and 1889 he was bookkeeper for Mr. (j. Pariseau, lumber mer-

Carl Riordon, Montreal Frank U. Pauze, Montreal

chant, Montreal ; in the latter year he was bookkeeper for N. Rheaume
& Bros., moulding manufacturers, and in 1892 for C. O. Beaucheum
& Fils. In 1895 he entered into partnership with his father, and since

then has devoted his time to the present business of dealers in sawn
lumber and timber. This is the second occasion on which Mr. Pauze
has been a member of a government commission, as in 1916 he visited

Great Britain, France and Italy as the representative of the Canadian
Timber Products Association to inquire into the question of the supply
of ready made houses for the devastated districts. This was an honor-

ary commission appointed by the Federal Government. In 1915 Mr.
Pauze was president of the Chambre de Commerce. He is a captain

and pay master of the 65th Regiment C. M. R.

American Demurrag^e Rates Reduced
The National W'holesale Lumber Dealers' Association has re-

ceived word from the Director of Traffic of the United States Rail-

road Administration that, after May 1st, there will be a reduction in

demurrage rates. Since February, 1918, the rates have been three

dollars a day for each of the first four days after free time, six dol-

lars for each of the next three days and ten dollars for each succeed-

ing day. The new regulations are forty eight hours free, two dollars

per car per day for each of the first four days thereafter, and after

that five dollars per car per day. It is also the intention to provide

in tariffs for separate average agreements covering inbound and out-

bound shipments.

A notice has also been sent out by W. S. Phippen, traffic mana-
ger of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association in regard

to war tax on freight claims which is as follows:

Section 500, paragraph A of the War Revenue Act of October
3rd, 1917, has been amended and now provides:

"That from and after April 1st, 1919, there shall be levied, assess-

ed, collected and paid in lieu of the taxes imposed by Section 500 of

the Revenue Act of 1917, (a) a tax equivalent to three per centum of

the amount paid for the transportation on and after such date by rail

or water or by any form of mechanical motor power when in compet-
ition with carriers by rail or water of property by freight transport-

ed from one point in the United States to another; and a like tax on

the amount paid for such transportation within the United States of

property transported from a point without the United States to a

point within the United States."

Under Circular No. 84 issued by Division of Accounting, U. S.

R. R. Administration, carriers receiving shipments at ports of entry

or border points will place on waybill the necessary information to

enable destination carriers to collect the proper war tax.
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Evolution of Yarding Methods at the Coast
Leading Features of the Three Systems in Operation—For Many Years Animals

Were Only Form of Draft Power Employed— The March of Progress

In the early days of the logging industry, the timber was felled on

slopes close to tidewater or beside a drivable stream, along which it

was driven to the railroad or the mill situated further down stream,

and, in the former case, made into rafts and towed to its destination

along the Coast. For many years animals gave the only form of draft

power used. Where the haul was short or over soft ground the ox was
preferred. On long hauls the horse was usually employed, being more
active. Generally, the ox was used to deliver the logs from the stump
to the skid road and the horse to haul them over the skid road to the

stream, mill or railroad.

The first patent on power skidding machinery was granted in the

U. S. in 1883 on an overhead cableway system to get logs out of pot-

holes and swampy places. It was tried out in the cypress forests of

North Carolina, with the machine mounted on scows and floated in the

High-lead yarding, Capilano Timber Co., Ltd., Capilano Valley,
North Vancouver, B.C.

bayous and sloughs, and was not very successful. In 1889 a ground
yarding system was operated with better results in a Louisiana swamp.
It consisted of two large drums and an engine and boiler mounted on a

scow, from which what in effect was an endless cable passed out into

the forest for a distance of half a mile. Power yarding was first used
in the Douglas fir forests of the Pacific Coast about the year 1890,

when a ground rope system was employed. A vertical-windlass and
one link-motion vertical engine, attached to an upright boiler, was
mounted on a sled, from which a single line was passed into the

woods. The spool was driven directly by a pinion and wheel, both of

which \yere bevel cored.

Power yarding was found superior to animal yarding from the

beginning, and succeeded in ousting the horse and ox from the Doug-

las fir regions by 1900. Since then logging engines have evolved into

the present compound-geared, ground yarding engine and the long-

range, high-speed loading engine, both seemingly developed to near
perfection, and the somewhat less satisfactory overhead and high-

lead logging engines, susceptible of further improvement.

There are three ways of yarding logs by power: First, with the
log dragging on the ground and the haul-in or main yarding line

leading along the surface of the ground from the yarding engine to

the log; second, with the log dragging on the ground and the main
yarding line leading from the yarding engine to a lead block suspend-
ed near the top of a spar tree standing close by and thence out to the
log; third, with the log riding suspended, or partly suspended, from
an overhead cable. These systems are known, respectively, as ground
yarding, high-lead yarding and overhead yarding. Each of these dif-

ferent systems is adapted to specific sets of conditions, though, as a
practical logging question, it is not always clear which method should
be employed. For example, one operator may be securing as good re-

sults with the ground method as another operator is securing with the

high-lead or the overhead method, under practically the same condi-

tions.

Question of Economy
With any method the yarding output is greatest on level ground,

or on ground sloping moderately toward the yarding engine. The
drawback to yarding logs downhill with a ground method is that as

soon as gravity carries the log forward faster than the haul-in or main
line is travelling, the tendency is for the log or logs to run out their

chokers or to run behind stumps on the side opposite to that on which
the line is leading. As a general rule, the output with a ground meth-
od is from 30 to 50 per cent higher when the logs are moved uphill

than when they are moved downhill—that is if the ground is so steep

as to cause the logs to run downhill, and, of course, when the equip-

ment is powerful enough to handle the logs expeditiously uphill. Over-
head yarding methods work better downhill than uphill ; the method
is especially adapted for yarding logs down steep slopes.

Under the same conditions, and within certain limits, the yarding
output is less in small timber than in large. A certain amount of time
is consumed in making a yarding trip regardless of the number of logs

or the volvime of timber hauled, since in any event approximately the

same amount of time is lost in hooking up, starting, unhooking and
returning the trip line to the woods. In ground yarding there is spec-
ial advantage in large timber because it is ordinarly not practical to

handle as many logs at a trip as with the overhead or high-lead meth-
ods. Under certain conditions, particularly with the overhead and
high-leads methods, the effect of small timber on the output may be
to some extent offset by cutting long logs

; and, of course, with fast

machinery and relatively larger crews, the yarding output in small
timber can be made to approach that in large.

The economic lead varies with the method of yarding. The high-

lead affords its peculiar advantages only when confined to a distance

of from 500 to 700 feet : ground yarding is generally worked on a maxi-
mum of from 600 to 900 feet ; while the overhead systems are worked
to best advantage on longer reaches, say from 900 to 1,500 feet, of

course, it is sometimes necessary to use these systems, particularly

the latter, over greater distances. The topography of the country has
a great deal to do with fixing the yarding distance, and the volume of

the stand also affects the yarding distance, as more miles of spur rail-

road can be built economically where the stand is heavy than
where it is light. The output with the ground-yarding methods is less

where the ground is broken up with "potholes," hummocks, small
ravines, etc. The effect of these factors on the output with the high
lead and overhead methods is not so apparent.

The Ground System

Up to within the last few years the bulk of the timber was yarded
by the ground system. With the boundaries of the yarding chance
known, and the yarding engine placed in position at one end of the

landing, the main and return lines are run out. The first step is to

locate the first yarding road. If all the suitable timber on the chance
is felled—and it usually is—the practice is to locate the first road on
the side bordering the railroad, succeeding roads following each other
right around the chance. After the first road is located the straw line

is dragged by hand over the road from the yarding engine and passed
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through a block adjusted to a tail tree at the far end of the road. From
there it is taken 300 feet or more to right and left—depending on the

direction the chance is being worked—along the back boundary of

the chance and through another block, and thence to the yarder. At
the yarding engine, the end of the straw line is then attached to the

trip line and the other end is reeled in on the small drum. This drags

the trip line out to and through the blocks and back over the road to

the yarder. The straw line is then detached and the end of the main
line attached to the trip line by means of a clevis. The yarder is then

ready for operation.

In addition to the two head blocks, which are hung to the tail

trees by means of straps made from short pieces of cable, it may be
necessary, to reduce wear and tear on the tripline, to use two or three

tripline side blocks, either between the tail trees or between the second
tail tree and the yarder; and the placing of the tripline several roads

distant from that being logged obviates frequent change in its posi-

tion and also keeps it well out of the way of the logs as they are haul-

ed in.

In changing from one road to another the method in general is

ihe same. Before the crew gets ready to change to a new road the

hook tender may, with the aid of one of the choker setters and the

sniper, run out the straw line on the new road and hang the extra head
block. Then, as soon as the last log is on the old road, the chaser un-

hooks the trip line from the main line and sends it back. When it

reaches the new tail tree the hook tender is there to attach it to the

straw line and send it in over the new road to the yarder, where it is

attached to the main line. By the time the crew has moved up to the

front of the new road the butt chain has arrived, thus enabling them
to start hauling logs again with little loss of time.

The High-Lead Method

The set-up described above has the main line leading from the

main drum, through a fairleader, across the landing and out along the

road to the timber. But only a small percentage of the timber can be
yarded with the line leading in this way. Most of the roads will form
an angle with an imaginary line run from the main-line, drum across

*^he ni'ddle of the landing. This difificulty is overcome by leading the

main line through a butt-chain block hung to a stump standing in line

\v\th the yarder and landing and fifty feet or more from the approach
c:k1 of the landing. In operation the log is yarded to the butt-chain

block where the chokers are unhooked from the butt-chain permitting
it to pass through the block. The chokers are then re-hooked to the

i)ut:-chain and the log continues on its way to the landing.

Briefly, the operation may be described as follows: After the

ground around the landing has been cleared, the butt-chain is attach-

ed to the main line and run out to the first log. The choker men put
the choker around the end oif the log, and after the load has been con-
nected to the butt-ehain the hook tender or head rigging slinger

signals to the engineer to haul in on the cable and the load starts in on
the road. When it reaches the butt-chain block the chaser signals to

the engineer to stop. He then unhooks the chokers from the butt-

chain, pulls the butt-chain through the butt-chain blocks, rehooks the

chokers to it and signals to the engineer to go ahead. The log is then
dragged to the landing, where it is disconnected by the chaser.

High-lead yarding involves no great modification of ground yard-
ing. The lead block is simply attached to a spar tree as high as is

practicable from the ground instead of to a stump, so that the hauling
line tends to lift the front end of the log from the ground. The intro-

duction of high-lead yarding on a considerable scale in British Colum-
bia is very recent, but it has grown rapidly in popularity. Its chief

advantage over the ground system is that there is a lift to the logs as

they come in, so that they are not stopped as much by stumps and
other obstructions and therefore travel faster. This advantage is

greater the higher the lead block is fixed, but is lost when the yarding
distance exceeds, say, 600 feet.

The accompanying sketch gives a good idea of methods of high-

lead yarding. A suitable tree conveniently located near the track is

used as a spar tree. This tree, with the top cut oflf—usually at from
120 to 200 feet from the ground—is guyed with from six to nine lines

to give it rigidity. In the case of high spar trees there are generally
six guys from the top and three from a point near the middle. A high-
lead block, with a sheave of from 24 to 36 inches in diameter, is hung
near the top below the guy-line fastenings. The hauling line is pass-

ed from the drum of the engine through this block and out to the logs

to be yarded. As a rule, no landings are built
;
but, owing to the large

output secured, a loading engine in addition to the yarding engine is

necessary. Otherwise, the equipment used in high-lead yarding dif¥ers

little from that used in ground yarding.

The high-lead method is the cheapest method of yarding, under
certain conditions. It has displaced the ground yarding system in

many cases in B. C, and the overhead system in a few. Yarding out-
put, which largely determines the labor cost, is from 15 to 30 per cent

greater with the high-lead than with the ground system when working
conditions are suitable. The crews are practically thf --rinu- iind'-r

each system, and, roughly the same wages are paid.

Overhead Yarding

A wire hung between two supi>orts, along which the log travels
suspended from a trolley, is the characteristic features of the overhead
system of yarding. There are three main methods. Two of these re-

quire special engines and the other gives the best results when used in

connection with a special engine.
The Lidgerwood overhead system consists of a standing wire

cable suspended either between two trees (known as the head spar and
tail trees) or between a portable steel head spar and a tail tree. A
yarding carriage travels on the cable, being moved toward the head
spar by the hauling line and toward the tail tree by the return or trip

line. This carriage also carries the slack-pulling line which enables
the engineer to give out the length of skidding line necessary to reach
the logs lying to on or other side of the overhead cable. Lines, other
than the main standing cable, lead from their respective drums on the
yarding engine through blocks on the head spar and thence through
the yarding carriage to their respective positions. An auxiliary engine
is used to load the logs.

The MacFarlane sky-line system differs from the Lidgerwood in

that no slack-pulling line is employed, the main cable upon which the
carriage travels being raised or lowered when the system is in opera-
tion. It was evolved in 1905 by C. E. MacFarlane when confronted
with the problem of moving 1' s about 900 feet down a steep slope to

Sketch picturing high-lead yarding

the Kalama River, Wash., the elevation of the bench above the river

amounting to 600 feet, with the slope in places so steep that it was dif-

ficult for a man to climb up. To move the logs down this slope on the

ground was not practicable and there was not enough water in the

river to permit the use of a chute. It was decided that sonre inexpen-

sive overhead method would have to be used. The trip drum of an
ordinary 8^2 by 10 inch ground yarding engine, set at the top of the

slope, was fitted with a double brake. A 1-inch steel cable was made
fast to a stump on the opposite side of the river, led up the hill and
passed through a block suspended to a properly guyed tree about 60
feet from the ground. A 7/8-inch line ran from the main drum,
through a block attached to the end of the cable, and thence back
around a stump, thus providing a purchase for raising the cable. A
5/8-inch tripline was strung about 150 feet to one side of the overhead
cable and leading through a block to the carriage.

In yarding a log, say, 100 feet from the main cable, the tripline

pulled the carriage and cable over to the log, permitting it to be hook-

ed on. Slack was then taken out of the main cable, thus elevating the

log, and by reeling in the 7/8-inch purchase line the log was lowered
down the hill by letting out the trip line. When the log reached the

river the main cable was lowered, permitting the load to be unhooked.
The device constituted an overhead snubbing system, since it relied ori

gravity to get the logs in, and Mr. MacFarlane found that the steep

ground had actually been logged as cheaply as moderately level ground
by the ground method.

This system has since been considerably improved. Now a main
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cable is suspended between a head tree and a tail tree. Upon this the

carriage travels. Two lines only are required to operate the carriage;

one to haul it in and the other to haul it back. The main cable, lead-

ing from a drum on the logging engine, passes through a block sus-

pended near the top of the head tree, thence out to and over a tree-

shoe suspended on the tail tree, and then down to a stump, to which
it is made fast. The haul-in line, leading from the second drum on the

engine, passes through a block on the head tree, in the same way as

the main cable, and thence to the front end of the carriage, where it is

made fast. The haul-back or trip line, leading from a third drum in

the engine, passes along one side of the run, then through a block on
the tail tree and thence to the back end of the carriage.

In operation, the haul-back line hauls the carriage out along the

main cable to the point where the log is to be hooked on. Then the

main cable is slackened sufificiently to lower the carriage to the ground.

When the choker has been attached to the carriage the main cable is

tightened until the front end of the load is raised far enough from the

ground to clear obstructions. Powerful brakes on the main drum hold

the main cable taut while the carriage with its load is pulled in. When
the load is brought to the landing place the main cable is lowered and
the load unhooked.

North Bend System

What is known as the North Bend .system of yarding is credited

to R. W. Vinnedge, of Edgewick, Wash. It is favored by a number
of operators because of its simplicity and wide range, and because of

the fact that it may be worked successfully with an ordinary ground
yarding engine.

The carriage rides on a standing line, which may be stretched

from the head tree to the tail tree and then anchored to stumps, as in

the case of the Lidgerwood .system, or which may lead from a drum
on the engine, as in the case of the MacFarlane sky-line system. The
latter is the better method and is always used when the engine makes
it possible. The haul-in line is attached to the carriage. In the bight

of this line, between the carriage and the head tree, a butt-chain lead

block is hung. To this block the load is attached. The haul-back line

is run out along the trip from 100 to 150 feet from the standing line, in

the same manner as in ground yarding, and attached to the lead-block.

This line is used to draw to any desired point the block to which the

load is to be attached. An ordinary two-drum yarding engine may be
used, but an engine designed especially for use with the MacFarlane
system gives better results.

We have given above the more popular systems of yarding in the

woods of B. C. There are others less commonly used which space does
not allow us to describe. But sufficient has been said to show how far

yarding methods have advanced from the comparatively recent time
when man had to depend solely on the ox and the horse for assistance

in his logging operations.

Forest Service Staff Hold Gathering

A gathering of interest not only in itself but also because it il-

lustrates the modern trend toward more scientific care of the forest

resources of the province was held in Fredericton last month, when
the forest service staff of the New Brunswick Crown Lands Depart-
ment met in convention. This staff was organized during the last

year under the provisions of the forest act adopted at the 1917 ses-

sion of the legislature, and the meeting gave the members of the
staff their first opportunity to compare notes and learn more of their

duties and the possiblities that lie therein by contact with one other
and with experts in various lines. The gathering was regarded
as so successful that a strong demand was made for its repetition
next year, and it is expected that it will be made an annual event.

G. H. Prince, provincial forester, presided; Colonel T. G. Log-
gie, deputy minister of lands and mines, delivered an address of wel-
come, in which he referred to the results secured under the new
forest act, which, he said was recognized as one of the most ad-
vanced pieces of legislation in Canada. He also referred to the forest
fires law now in force and .to the forest survey now in progress.

R. A. McFadgen, chief scaler for the New Brunswick Railway
Company ,one of the largest private owners of timber lands in the
province, read a paper on "A Business System of Scaling." William
Kerr, one of the inspectors, gave an address on "The Qualification
Required in a Successful Scaler," and a general discussion, led by A.
T. Murchie, the chief scaler, and participated in by many of the dele-
gates, followed.

J. D. Tothill, of the Dominion Entomological Branch, gave an
interesting address on the spruce bud worm and the damage it had
caused to the spruce and fir trees in New Brunswick, giving an out-
line of the life of the insect, at the afternoon session.

Hon. E. A. Smith, Minister of Lands and Mines, welcomed the
rangers and inspectors to the conference and complimented them
on the work they had accomplished during the year.

An instructive address on the value of an educational campaign

in forest fire protection, accompanied \>y -"inc nllclL-^tin^ film>, was
given by Rob.son Black, secretary of the Canadian Forestry .Associa-
tion, Ottawa.

A dinner was given in honor of the delegates at Windsor Hall,
after which addresses were made by Hon. Mr. Smith, Col. Loggie,
Clyde Leavitt, Chief Forester of the Conservation Commission, Har-
ry Allen, President of the N.B. Guide Association and others.

Mr. Clyde Leavitt gave an interesting address on railway fire

protection and locomotive inspection, in which he described the sy.s-

tem of fire inspection as carried out by railways under the jurisdic-
tion of the Board of Railway Commission ; also that with regard to
railways not under the board, and told of some of the fire protective
api)lianccs used on locomotives.

Forest Branch Down East is Active
The Forest Service of the Department of Lands and Mines in

New Brunswick is taking early precautions to prevent losses from
forest fires during the coming season.

The period during which burning sla-sh and brush within half a
mile of the forests can be undertaken only with a permit commenc-
ed on April 15th, and continues until October 15th. This feature of the
fire laws is to be strictly enforced this year, it is announced, the pen-
alty for infractions being $200.

"Slash fires neglected last year caused nearly $10,000 loss to the
settlers themselves, and it is to guard against this loss that the fire
permit is required," declared Provincial Forester G. H. Prince.

"Last year fi.shermen, hunters, campers, picnic parties who ne-
glected their camp fires or threw away burning matches or tobacco
caused a damage of $60,000 in New Brunswick, and burnt over 17,-
000 acres of forest lands. The greatest damage was caused on the
24th of May and 3rd of June, the holidays when many people spend
the day in the woods picnicking or fishing. The department asks for
the co-operation of all interested to prevent fires this year."

Gift of Woodlands to Ontario Province
There was introduced in the Ontario legislature, recently, a un-

ique piece of legislation. The bill, which was presented by Sir Wil-
liam Hearst, was pa.ssed. He explained that it was one dealing with
private forest reserves, and that it related to a gift of Mr. Snider,
of St. Jacobs, Waterloo County, who had helped the forestation of
old Ontario by private co-operation. The object of the bill was to
have such lands registered as to their title, wqth the forest reserves
of the province in perpetuity, so that no one may cut or remove the
trees without the consent of the minister of lands and forests. A
tribute was paid to Mr. Snider as being the first resident of Ontario
who, by giving this woodland directly to the Crown, had created a
precedent of private co-operation in the policy of public reafforesta-
tion.

How Sawdust is Becomingr Valuable
It is not very long ago since sawdust at the mills was considered

a nuisance and for the greater part was thrown into the water. If a
small quantity of it could be sold now and again, it brought a price of
from \ to V/i cents per bushel. The largest mills in Norway thought
they did well when they could earn from sawdust $2,000 to $3,000 a
year. Now this refuse has become valuable, the price having risen
from 10 to 15 cents, and from the large quantities sold forms a con-
siderable item in the incomes of the mills, some of them now earn-
ing from this source $30,000 to $40,000 a year. The reasons for this
heavy rise in the value of sawdust are several. The high prices of
fuel during the last few years have caused sawdust to be employed as
fuel. However, sawdust attained its principal value after the cellu-
lose mills commenced to use this material ; and thereby it has secured
a steady demand and, what is very important for the future, a com-
paratively high price, when the prices of fuel again become normal.

Hudson Bay Railway Will be Built

An important conference in regard to the Hudson Bay Railway
was held in Ottawa recently when Premier Norris and Provincial
Treasurer Brown, of Manitoba, waited upon the government.

The Federal ministers gave the assurance that the promise made
some time ago to purchase 250,000 ties was being implemented, ten-
ders having been called for already. The ministers intimated clear-
ly that they recognize that the Hudson Bay project is one that must
be gone on with. In this connection it was pointed out that any
amount of money which may be placed in the estimates this year,
will be in the nature of a re-vote as the sum voted last year was not
spent.
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Montreal Port—Canada 's Important Outlet

The importance of Montreal as a port may be gauged by the

fact that during the season of seven months 40 per cent, of the

total commerce of Canada passes through Montreal. The harbour
is very finely situated, the transportation routes in Canada nearly

all leading to the city. The port, however, has only been developed

at great expense. Fortunately successive Federal Governments have
recognized that it is a national asset, and have made large appropri-

ations from time to time to keep pace with the growing business

and to capture and retain traffic, particularly in grain, to secure

which the United States have made great efforts and spent large

sums. Montreal is a great grain port, and is equipped for the rapid

handling of this commodity.

The real development commenced in 1830, and since then, un-

der the advice of some of Canada's most eminent engineers, exten-

sive improvements have been made, until the Dominion now pos-

sesses one of the foremost harbors on the continent. Mr. F. W.
Cowie, the chief engineer, who, by the way, was awarded the Tel-

ford medal by the Institution of Civil Engineers for his paper on

the "Transportation Problem in Canada and Montreal Harbor"—
thus sums up the situation

:

Survey of the Splendid Facilities

Canada has a wonderfully cheap asset in Montreal harbor. The
total cost, $28,000,000. is represented by:

80 to 90 steamship berths from 350 to 750 feet in length, with

a depth of water of 20 to 35 feet.

35 of these steamship berths are at modern concrete wharves,

built in the past few years.

Two large modern fireproof elevators with conveyor system

to 15 steamship berths, at which 9 vessels can be loaded with grain

at one time.

21 permanent fireproof transit sheds.

51 miles of harbor terminals.

Complete and valuable construction and repair plants.

About 200 acres of land situated in the most valuable position,

industrially, in Montreal, all reclaimed.

At what other port in the world could such valuable accommo-
dation be shown, created at such low cost ?

The Accommodation Will be Doubled

Comprehensive extensions are also in contemplation, the plans

being already prepared. The programme was decided on in 1909.

the object being to double the accommodation over a period of

about 12 years. The work was interrupted by the war, but will be
recommenced at an early date.

Access to the head of the Lakes is given by the Lachine Canal,
thus providing navigation for 1400 miles into the interior of Canada.
Immense sums have been spent on dredging the St. Lawrence ship
channel, from Montreal to the sea, enabling the large ocean liners

to reach the port, this work having been commenced in 1850.

One of the most recent developments is in the direction of ship-

building. Canadian Vickers, Ltd., having built a large shipyard on the

banks of the St. Lawrence and also a floating dock, the harbor auth-
orities furnishing a site of 30 acres of made land and dredging the

deep basin. During the war Messrs. Eraser, Brace & Co. built a

number of wooden boats in a yard constructed for this purpose.

The Members of Harbor Commission

The administration of the harbor is in the hands of a Coinmn-
sion appointed by the Federal Government. The Commissioners are

Mr. W. G. Ross, president, Mr. Farquhar Robertson, & Brig.-

General A. E. Labelle, Mr. M. P. Fennell, junior, is secretary; Mr.
F. W. Cowie, chief engineer; and Sir John Kennedy consulting en-

gineer.

The revenue of the harbor is mainly derived from wharfage dues

on imports and exports, local wharfages, rental of space and transit

sheds, and charges for operating various harbor facilities. The traffic

is regulated under a number of by-laws. By these lumber and

timber is charged 10c per 1.000 ft. b.m. when landed or shipped in

the harbor, or $1.50 per carload when handled by rail. Railway ties

are charged 25c per 100 pieces of 8 ft. length and 50c per 100 pieces

of 16 ft. length. Wood pulp is charged 8 cents per ton and cordwood
5c per cord. Goods remaining on the wharves or in the sheds for

more than four days after the discharge of the vessel are liable to

extra charges, as under, for each of the first four days, an amount
equal to the wharfage paid on the goods, and for each and every day

thereafter, double the amount of wharfage paid on the goods.

Lumber landed on the wharves ex barge or steamer, however, is al-

lowed a further delay of three days for removal in addition to the

four days mentioned, making seven days in all before the additional

charge is made.
The charges for moving cars on the harbor tracks are graduated

according to the distance moved, and also according to other condi-

tions, at lower rates, it is stated, than local Canadian switching rates.

The Annual Shipments of Lumber

As an export port for lumber. Montreal has fallen awav from its

once pre-eminent position. The peak was reached in 1898 when 33.-^

View taken trom roof of Head Office, showing congestion of Lake Boats on account of break m Lachine Canal, July 26, 1916
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million feet were shipped. The following figures, dating from 1903,

will indicate the downward tendency of shipments

:

Feet. B.M.
1903 231,225,695

1904 153,689,912

1905 157,031,256

1906 146,765,423

1907 117,429,175

1908 107,934,057

1909 117,946,859

1910 117,806,706

1911 , 103,473,220

1912 109,370,764

1913 105,819,167

1914 71,401,401

1915 106,515,024

1916 104,698,013

1917 39,429,497

1918 57,939,091

With the exception of 1904 and 1907 the decreases were not

heavy; the process was gradual, with slight gains occasionally, but
with the main direction towards a lower level.

The years of the war have to be considered by themselves.
The exports in 1914, after the declaration of war, almost ceased, but
in the next two years the totals were about normal, notwithstand-
ing the enormous advance in shipping rates, which, in 1917, went
to $150 per standard. The reason for the small shipments in that

year was the commandeering of practically the entire space by the

Government. Last year the Government went one better, and took
all the space, every shipment to the U. K. being made on account
of either the Imperial Munitions Board or the British Timber Con-
troller. The increase last year was mainly owing to the shipment
of very large stocks of B . C. fir and silver spruce for aeroplanes.

The Changes Wrought by Time
The gradual decline in shipments from the port, over a series

of years, is due to several causes. One is the disappearance of the

trade with River Plate ports, which used to take from 7 to 12 mil-

lion feet per year, principally pine. The Baltic ports, too, have in

late years been very active competitors for the U. K. business,

particularly in red pine and spruce. The freight rates are consid-

erably lower than from Canada, and this naturally has an import-

ant bearing on the ]:)rice of lumber] Then we have paid increasing

attention to the United States, thus opening up a nearer market.
Going farther back than the period covered by the above statistics,

there was a very large trade in staves, full cargoes of these being
taken for the old country. This business no longer exists. Thus
a combination of causes has led to Montreal's decline as a lumber
export centre, although in other directions the port has made won-
derful progress.

Montreal is an important port from the point of view of the

Ottawa lumber trade, the boats having access to the harbor through
the Lachine Canal. As an illustration of this, the figures for last

season may be quoted. Lumber from Ottawa for U. S. ports per

American Canal boats totalled 27,286.800 b.m., an increase of 4.-

821,600 feet. A very large quantity of lumber for overseas is also

sent to the port by barge and transhipped on to the liners. Last
vear the lumber discharged in the canal basin was : Up traffic 8,-

617,600 feet, and down, 6,466,200 feet.

A very considerable traffic in pulpwood and pulp is done through
the port—thus last season 15,278 cords of pulpwood were carried

via the Canal to Canadian ports, and 66,701 cords to American
norts ; while of pulp, 1,425 tons went to Canadian ports, and 49,948
tons to American ports.

Shipping^ Facilities Have Improved
Contrasting Montreal docks 25 years ago and as they exist to-

day, Mr. E. L. Todd, Montreal manager of Watson & Todd Ltd.,

lumber exporters, states : Twenty-five years ago the Montreal dock
sheds were wooden sheds with tin roofs, which simply baked those

who had to do business within them. In the spring, water covered
the wharves to a considerable depth, and even flooded some of the

city sheds. As a lumberman, I was naturally interested in the man-
ner in which lumber was discharged. It was teamed to the outside

of the sheds and placed as far as possible out of the mud. I saw
many instances of the unsatisfactory methods—to use a mild term
—in which lumber was handled. Lumber would be dumped right

into the mud. piled into tiers, and then deluged with water by pass-

ing water carts.

All this has been changed. The wharves are now raised to the

level of the adjoining street, paved, steel and concrete sheds erected,

piers built out into the river, and the harbor has a very attractive ap-

pearance. Many improvements, however, still remain to be made,

and it requires experience in working on the docks to find out the de-

ficiences. The shortcomings are especially noticeable when large in-

ward cargoes, such as galvanized iron, tin, machinery, etc., have been
unloaded, and when one attempts to put an outward cargo into the
same shed.

In my opinion, the piers are not long enough to hold two steam-
ers properly. Naturally one cannot expect perfection, but I hope
that the harbor commissioners will soon remedy what I consider
to be defects in the matter of acccfmmodation for the lumber trade.

Lumber exporters still adhere to the old method of carting lum-
ber into the sheds; they are not allowed to order cars alongside the

sheds, as the harbor commissioners state this is not through traffic,

but handled by the exporters themselves; in other words, exporters
are penalized because they are requird to look after the goods, and
see that they are O.K. before leaving. If shipments are made on a

through Bill of Lading, the railways put on a checker to check the

goods, so many pieces more or less, generally less, through inability

of the checker to check properly. Twenty-five years ago the wages of

talleymen were 20c per hour, whereas to-day the men earn from 21

dollars to 25 dollars per week. Moreover, the class of men has great-

ly improved ; better service is given, and the hours are shorter.

Canadian Woods for Railway Coaches

In regard to the kinds of timber used in the construction of

British railway carriages and freight wagons and the woods from
Canada that could be profitably and economically supplied, together

with the sizes and probable quantities, E. H. Clark, stores superintend-

ent of the North Eastern Railway, Gateshead, England, writes the

"Canada Lumberman," as follows

:

In the building of our coaches or carriages, we use for the

under-frames English and American oak and teak scantlings, a large

proportion of which are cut from logs at our own works. Teak is

used for the top frames, the compartment partitions and roof boards
being of redwood, and the outside panels either mahognay or teak.

In wagon building, the under-frames are constructed of English

and American oak scantlings, the latter being imported in the sizes

given in the enclosed specification. These vary, of course, with dif-

ferent types of wagons. The wagon body consists of redwood, the

usual sizes being 9 in. x in., 7 in. x 2^^ in., and 9 in. x 3 in.

Probably the Canadian timber trade would be mainly interested

in the supply of redwood, which has usually been obtained in large

quantities from either Sweden or Russia in the following sizes

:

11 in. 3 in., 9 in x 3 in., 7 in. x 3 in., 11 in. x 2^ in., 9 in. x 2^2 in.,

7 in. x 2j4 in., 9 in. x 2 in., and 7 in. x 2 in.

Canadian red pine in 11 in. x 3in., 9 in x 3 in., and'9 in. x 2^ in.

has also been used ; but it was not found to be quite equal in quality

to the Swedish or Russian. It is also found very uneven in size, and
is generally coarser than the Baltic woods, while the lengths in

which Canadian pine is mainly imported, 16 ft. and under, are an ob-
jection, the lengths we prefer being 15 ft. and 16 ft. in the case of

11 in. X 3 in. and 9 in. x 3 in., 14 ft,, 15 ft., 16 ft. and 21 ft. for 9 in.

X 25^ in., and 16 ft. and upwards in the case of 7 in. x 3 in. and 7 in.

X 2}4 in.

Great importance is attached to the quality of the timber used
in building our vehicles, best Petrograd or Swedish, free from large

knots and sap, and in long lengths of 18 ft. and up being preferred

for roof boards, and second Petrograd or Swedish unsorted for other

parts ; Canadian timber intended for use in railway wagon building

should not be inferior to these descriptions.

Specification of American Oak Scantling

8' 2" X 11J4 X 4.7/8". 7 7 X 9H X 2.3/8.

6 0 do. 7 2 X 3.7/8 X 2.3/8.

7 7 X 13.3/8 X 4.7/8. 6 1 X 6.3/8 X 4.3/8.

15 8 X °>V2 X 4.3/8. 4 6 X 5.3/8 X 3.7/8.

7 5 X iiK X 354. 7 10 X 8 X 314.

5 3 X 11^4 X 33^. 6 6 X 3.7/8 X 3.7/8.

7 10 WVi, X 3K. 6 10 X 2.7/8 X 2.3/8.

7 2 do. 25 0 X 12^ X 5K.
6 9 do. 8 2 X 12J4 X W^.
6 4 do. 19 6 X llH X 4.7/8.

6 2 do. 16 8 do.

6 0 do. 15 8 •do.

5 9 do. 19 6 X 6.1/8 X 4.3/8.

5 6 do. 16 8 X 1M X 3.3/8.

4 11 do. 16 8 X 4.7/8 X 3.7/8.

4 6 do. 7 5 do.

9 1 X 4.3/8 X 4.3/8. 7 1 do.
8 3 do. 5 8 do.
6 7 X 4.7/8 X 4.7/8. 15 8 X 5.3/8 X 4.7/8.

7 7 X 11 X 2.7/8. 16 8 X 10 X 3.7/8.

7 7 X 8.3/8 X 2.7/8. 8 2 X 14.3/8 X 4.7/8.

6 6 X 7.3/8 X 2.7/8. 7 10 X 14.3/8 X 5.7/8.

7 2 X 3.7/8 X 2.7/8. 7 7 X 14.3/8 X 4.7/8.
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Great Future Ahead of Port of Vancouver
(By S. McCIay)

In tlie cstal)lishing- on a succtissful working

basis of a port of any magnitude certain factors

must exist, natural and acquired. As a founda-

tion, the location must have behind it a territory

in which is found populatioin, natural resources,

and industrial development of such a character

as to provide stable sea going trade. Before it

must lie a territory which may be reached by the

water route economically and afford a reciprocal

market. The harbor itself must be located so as

to afford natural protection for large vessels un-

der advantageous conditions. Upon this founda-

tion must be established rail and subsidiary

coastal water connections which thoroughly tap

the territory behind the harbor and the natural

location must be ])roperly developed, either pub-
licly or privately, by the provision of equipment
for the prompt and economical handling of the

water borne business of the port.

All of these conditions are found at Vancou-
ver in a remarkable degree, and because of this

fact, the development of the point as a port has
been phenomenally rapid, its position at the
j)resent time being such as to constant-
ly attract with increasing force the attention of the great world
interests. Largely as a result of the development of its busi-

ness as a port, the city has grown from its scattered popula-
tion of a few hundred in 1885 to its present position of the fourth city

of Canada having urban and suburban population of approximately
175,000. As a port, Vancouver today more than rivals Montreal, where
systematic port development work has been carried on for years, and
the outlook for Vancouver becoming one of the great seaports of the
world is not by any means visionary. In the opinion of many who are
in a position to speak with authority such a future is absolutely as-

sured.

For nearly a century after its discovery Vancouver remained a
small settlement, its surrounding waters being devoted to only local

uses. Then in the early 80's, the Canadian Pacific Railway saw the
value of the harbor as the Western terminal of the first Canadian
transcontinental railway, and in 1886 completed its line to the point.

The city was then incorporated and the name "Vancouver" given to

it in honor of the man who, 94 previously, discovered the harbor. Since
the incoming of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the development of the
city and port has been phenomenally rapid. The survey of the harbor,
which was made by Captain Richards in 1860, was revised in 1891 by
a thorough survey made under the direction of Mr. W. J- Stewart of

the Dominion Hydrographic department.

Description of the Harbor

The harbor of Vancouver, B. C, is described in ancient admiralty
records as

—
"the first great harbor that indents the coast of British

Columbia." It is located on the easterly side of the Straits of Georgia,
some distance north of the 49th parallel and a few miles northeast of

the point where the ffood of the Eraser River pours into the straits.

The limits of the harbor are particularly described in an act of the
Dominion Parliament as follows: "The harbor shall include Burrard
Inlet with the North Arm and Port Moody, False Creek and English
Bay and all other tidal waters lying east of a line drawn from the
Point Atkinson lighthouse southerly to the most westerlv point of

Point Grey."
English Bay, which may be termed the outer harbor, is an en-

closed body of water having a uniform width of five miles and extend-
ing from the Straits to Prospect Point; it forms the entrance to the
central harbor, a distance of six miles. The depth of this portion of

the harbor is from 50 to 60 fathoms at its entrance, and 5 to 6 fathoms
near the shores. This section is sufficient for the accommodation of

extensive shipping. Up to the present, however, it has been but little

used for the purpose, owing to the far more advantageous location af-

forded by the central harbor as hereafter described. English Bay is,

however, so naturally located as to lend itself admirably to develop-
ment work which will make it an ideal location for port business, and,
in the opinion of the writer, will, as the port develops, become the most
important part of the harbor.

The centre harbor is reached through First Narrows where a

channel 1,400 feet wide exists, the depth being 35 to 72 feet at low

S. McClay, Vancouver, B.C.
Chairman of the Harbor

Commission

water. The central harbor extends from First

Narrows to Second Narrows, a distance of five

miles, with a maximum width of two and a half

miles and affording a depth of 9 to 10 fathoms.
It is in this section of the harbor that the greater

part of the business as a port is carried on.

East of the central section, Burrard Inlet

extends to Port Moody, a distance of about 9
miles, with a tributary inlet, the North Arm, ex-

tending for some distance to the north from
Barnet. This section of the harbor may be term-

ed the industrial section, as its shores offer ade-

quate sites for the establishment of industries,

which, on the south side, have the advantage of

both rail and water transportation. Already
many thriving industries are located in this sec-

tion. These same remarks apply to False Creek,
an arm of English Bay extending east from Pros-

pect Point a distance of several miiles, on the

shores of which some of the principal industries

of the city are operating.

The Harbor's Idceil Natural Location

The natural location of the harbor of Van-
couver is all that could be desired, view it from whatever standpoint

one may. This fact has led both harbor experts and after dinner

speakers to declare it "one of the best natural harbors in the world."

It is perfectly sheltered, and the locality is free from periodical dis-

turbances, such as cyclones, hurricanes and even heavy winds. The
greatest wind velocity ever recorded is 30 miles an hour and the aver-

age hourly velocity for the last three years is reported as follows:

1915, 4.5; 1916, 4.6; 1917, 4.4. Even should a hurricane develop,

the location of the inner harbor (which is three-fourths of the entire

area) is such as to afford perfect shelter under such trying conditions.

The harbor is open all the year around, the question of ice as an

impediment to its use in winter being a factor which need not be con-

sidered. The status of Vancouver as a winter port is unique in Cana-

da, as it affords a water borne export outlet at a time when all other

ports of the Dominion are either tied up or operated under great diffi-

culties owing to weather conditions. The prevailing temperatures

for the last three years reported are as follows:

1915 Max 89.5 (Aug.) Min 22.9 (Dec.) Average 51.36

1916 IMax 82.9 (June) Min 6.0 (Jan.) Average 47.2

1917 Max 82.6 (July) Min 10.3 (Jan.) Average 48.8

The area of the harbor is so great, and its depth so ample, as to

allow free navigation under any conditions. The bed is chiefly of blue

clay formation which assures a good anchorage. The situation is such

as makes it possible, when wharves are congested, to load or discharge

cargoes from scows or lighters in the stream with perfect safety.

Tidal conditions are also favorable, the greatest rise recorded in 24

hours being 16 feet with a minimum report of 8j4 feet and an average

rise and fall of less than 12 feet. The harbor is practically free from

submerged rocks, shoals and other dangers to navigation such as are

a handicap or a source of enormous expense to so many harbors.

I have previously mentioned the location of many thriving indus-

tries on the harbor foreshore, a point of manifest economic value in

the operation of such plants. The Vancouver harbor is well suited

for this purpose as, out of its entire 98.4 miles of water front, there is

practically none which is not suitable for either industrial or commer-
cial purposes.

The importance of the port of X'ancouver should not be under-

estimated. I have briefly outlined its natural advantages and would

now briefly review the field which it serves and the possibilities which

lie before it.

Advantages as to Export Trade

From the standpoint of the world trade, the port of Vancouver

is located in a strategical position. It is today practically the only

Pacific gateway for the Entire Dominion of Canada for water borne

shipments. It is also within 25 miles of the International Boundry

Line, its location for port purposes being one of the facts borne in

mind by United States transcontinentals when establishing terminals

at the point. Its situation with reference to Panama Canal traffic is

advantageous as it is the first Canadian port on the Pacific in relation

to this great transoceanic short-cut.

Back of Vancouver stands a country with an area of nearly four
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million square miles which looks to the port as its natural Pacific

outlet. Wonderfully rich in natural resources, (the full measure of

which has not yet been even approximated), rapidly advancing in

population, already established as one of the great grain growing dis-

tricts of the world, making rapid strides along every line of industrial

development; this territory covers a wonderful field. The port is

connected with every portion of the settled districts of this great area

by the Canadian Pacific, Canadian National, Grand Trunk Pacific and
Pacific Great Eastern Railways, all of which have terminals in Van-
couver. To this must be joined the business coming from the United
States over the Great Northern, Northern Pacific, and the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railways, all of which have either established

terminals or connections with the port. Such is the truly wonderful

field which stands behind Vancouver as a port.

Before the city lies the Orient—a fruitful field, as yet only par-

tially developed—the islands of the Pacific and Australia, with all of

which the port carries on business. Nor is the story yet all told, for

Vancouver claims as a port a far wider field than the Pacific. Previous

to the war, water-tborne shipments were carried, on regular callings

at the port, to the Old Country, via the Mediterranean and the Suez
Canal ; and the possibilities opened up by the Panama Canal will un-

doubtedly still further strengthen its hold, and widen its field of service

to points upon both shores of the Atlantic.

One of the principal factors in port development is the provision

of both rail and water cargoes in either direction, as the running of

"empties" or voyages "in ballast" are not economic operations. Van-
couver offers advantages in this line which are just now being fully

brought out, mention concerning which I may well make at this point.

For years, the problem of transporting the immense grain crop of

Northwest Canada to its natural destination (the Old Country) has
been hedged with difficulties owing to transportation on the Great
Lakes being closed during the winter. As a port which is open all

the year round and affording direct connection with England via the

Panama Canal, the advantages of Vancouver for such shipments were
pointed out. Objection was made as to the danger of the grain deter-

iorating when shipped in bulk on account of the long voyages, and the

passage through the tropics. During 1917, however, a trial shipment
of 100,000 bushels was sent by this route. The experiment was
closely watched by the Government authorities whose report on the

trip shows that the cargo contained 15 per cent abnormal moisture
when it left Vancouver in November 1917, but that it reached London
in February, 1918, in first class condition, and was accepted as such by
the consignees. This shipment proves beyond all question the possibil-

ities of Vancouver as a port for the shipment of grain in bulk from the

Canadian Northwest to the Old Country.
Other illustrations as to the possible development of Vancouver

as a port because of the Panama Canal short-cut are afforded when it

is stated that water borne shipments of shingles may be made by this

route from Vancouver to Boston at 40 cents per thousand and that

a 40 lb. box of British Columbia apples may be shipped in cold storage

by the route for 25 cents—less in each case than the delivery cost of

the single unit within the Boston city limits.

As showing the present standing of Vancouver as a port, I give

the following figures as to tonnage for the fiscal years ending March
31st:

1917

No. of vessels

1520l-'oreign

Coastwise

Foreign

Coastwise

Inwards
Outwards
Inwards

Outwards

Grand total

Inwards
Outwards
Inwards

Outwards

Grand total

1.392

9493
9793

1918

1449
1369

9993
10206

Tonnage (gross)

2,014,859

1,734,629

3,356,050

3,629,551

10,735,089

1,890,873

1,392,141

3,549,997

3,806,496

10,639,507

In May, 1913, the Dominion Parliament placed the harbor of Van-
couver under the control of a Harbor Commission consisting of a

KEY TO BIRD'S-EYE MAP
1. Mount Garibaldi. 12. Tlic I.ions. 2:5 Colony Farm.
2. "To Fort George.'' Britannia Mines. 24 Port Moody.
.5. Sqiiamish. 14. Mount Grouse. 25 Fraser Mills.
4. Pulp Mills. West Vancouver. 2(i New Westminster.
5. Mount EUsmcre. 16. Capilano Canyon. 27. City of \'ancouver.
6. Mount Wrottesley. 17. North Vancouver. 2.S Stanley Park.
7. Bowen Island. 18. I.ynn Valley and Seymour Canyon. 2!) Marine Drive.
S. Point Atkinson. 19. Wigwam Inn. .30. Point Grey.
0. Whytecliffe (Horseshoe Bay). 20. North Arm, Biurard Inlet. 31 Marpole (Eburne).
10. North Shore Marine Drive. 21. Coquitlam Lake and River. 32. .Stevcslon.

n. P.lack Mountain. 22. City of Coquitlam. iO I.uUi Island.

o4. Ferry to Ladner.
.'o. Pacific Highway to Seattle and South.
.'Ui. Crescent Beach.

Ocean Park.
•.iS. White Rock.
39. To Chilliwack and Fraser Valley.
40. To .Maska and Prince Rupert.
41. To Nanaimo.
42. To Victoria.
43. To Honolulu, Australia and Orient.
44. To Seattle, Tacoma, S'an Francisco.
45. Imperial Oil Plant, loco.
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president and two commissioners. Authority was given this commis-
sion to establish regulations for the government of shipping in the

harbor and to exercise control on the foreshore, as well as appoint a

staff to carry out these rules. This work has been done in conformity

with the practice observed in the best regulated harbors of the world.

In addition to the regulations and control exercised by the Harbor
Commission, it also directly operates one of the finest public wharves
on the Pacific coast. This wharf is located on Burrard Inlet, in the

heart of the central harbor. The wharf is of the reinforced concrete

type of construction, a new method on the Pacific coast being employ-

ed in the work, involving the use of cribs reinforced with concrete

and a heavy mass wall of concrete. The wharf is 800 feet long and 300

feet wide and is so located as to give a depth of 35 feet at low tide. On
the wharf are two sheds, with trackage on each side, the easterly being

676 feet 10 inches in length and 78 feet 8 inches in width, and the

westerly 843 feet long and 97 feet 9 inches wide. This shed is pro-

vided with a depressed track. There is a steady demand for accom-
modation at this wharf, and during the past year, the Harbor Commis-
sion has been compelled to turn away business from it owing to the

berths being occupied, or storage accommodation being completely

taken up.

Adjoining this wharf is a Dominion Government grain elevator

which has a capacity of 1,250,000 bushels. The receiving capacity is

20,000 bushels an hour, and the loading capacity 60,000 bushels an

hour; the plans providing for this loading being carried on for four

vessels at one time. The equipment also includes a sacking plant

capable of handling from 3,000 to 5,000 bushels an hour.

The Harbor Commission judges that the fostering of industrial

development came within its field and has, to that end. reclaimed

33.13 acres of land in False Creek. This work was done in 1917, the

reclamation being accomplished by dredging in the waterway. 971,-

457 cubic yards of material were used and the reclamation work cost
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14c a square foot. The Harbor Commission named the tract "Indus-
trial Island" and has divided it into three zones, offering the sites to
industries on 21 year leases, with privilege of renewal for two addi-
tional terms. Zone "A" contains 11.24 acres and fronts on the main
channel with 20 feet of water at low tide ; the annual rental here
charged being $1,500 an acre. Zone "B" 11.35 acres, with 12 feet of
water, rents for $1,000 an acre per annum, and Zone "C", 5.60 acres,

which has only trackage facilities, rents at an annual payment of ' '

per acre. The Harbor Commission's plan of granting to indu'-iiiai

plants practically permanent leases on a ground rental basis has been
heartily welcomed and over half the property has already been leased
with many industries now in operation.

How Much Remains to Be Done

While the Harbor Commission has already done valuable work in

developing the port business of Vancouver along many lines and
putting port affairs on a sound working basis, it is admitted that ther<

is much which still remains to be done in the line of provision '

equipment, etc., to adequately prepare the port for its future m
The Harbor Commission recently took up with the Hon. C. C.
lantyne. Dominion Minister of Marine and Fisheries, many que>t
of this character. The Minister showed a hearty interest in the de-

velopment of the port, as to the future of which he had no doubt, and
promised hearty co-operation in the plans outlined. The first step of

the program agreed upon was taken some months ago when an expert
harbor engineer was sent to the coast to look over the situation and
recommend to the Ottawa authorities a systematic policy of exten'^ion

as to improvements and equipment designed to cover the demand-- of

the port for the next 15 years. It is with genuine pleasure that I

record this progressive policy of the Honourable Minister, as all con-
nected with port development know that in this field it is necessan,'

to plan years ahead in order to properly meet demands as they arise.

The Ups and Downs of Ocean Freight Rates
The war created a revolution in freight

rates of lumber from Montreal to the United
Kingdom. Under the extraordinary demand
for space by various industries and the lim-

ited amount available, owing to the heavy
shipments of food, and ammunition and
.other war materials, rates rose to a height
beyond all expectations. It was naturally
thought that they would advance substan-
tially, but the destruction of vessels by sub-
marines with the consequent reduction in

the number of vessels, and the attendant war
risks, upset all calculations, and forced rates

up to a very high point—the highest ever
known.

The governing factor in the rise was supply and demand. With
the diversion of many boats to war uses, and the enormous depletion

owing to submarines, the number was, of course, limited. On top of

this freight of every kind was offered in liberal quantities—so much
so that the steamship companies were unable to find accommodation
for all the goods requiring transportation from Montreal. Under
these circumstances freights increased, until as much as 650s per

standard of lumber were paid. The exporters, in addition, had to bear
the very substantial additions to insurance involved in war risks.

The exporting firms, in fact, had a particularly anxious period,

f'he demand was uncertain and the rates of freight were constantly

advancing. Then the shippers were never sure as to the space avail-

able, as the government had the first claim on the vessels, and some-
times at the last moment the space arranged for was taken over by
the government. This meant expense for demurrage. In 1917 the

government claimed nearly the whole space, allowing the steamship

companies 15 per cent., and later 10 per cent, for commercial purposes,

thus curtailing lumber shipments. Last year the entire space was
commandeered, the exports being wholly on government account.

The Sky Rocket Rates for Carriage

Just before war started the rate for deals to the United Kingdom
was 35s to 40s. The government took over a large number of vessels

soon after hostilities commenced, and the rates advanced to 60s. At
the opening of navigation in 1915 the rates were up to 100s to 125s,

according to port, and there was a steady rise, and at the end of the

season 200s were paid. During that season there was a very sub-

stantial increase in shipments, the total in fact being the largest dur-

ing the war period.

Opening at 275s, freights continuel in an upward direction dur-

ing the early period of 1916 season until 400s were paid for deals, with
600s for timber. Then quotations took a most unexpected fall, dro;)-

ping 125s within ten days. This was due to more vessels being re-

leased and also to the small amount of grain which was offered. The
sudden collapse in rates upset the market for the time being, shippers

being disinclined to send lumber on a falling market, as it was natur-

ally not known when the bottom would be reached. There was a

further recession, but rates again strengthened during the season,

although not reaching the basis of the early months. The close of

navigation found prices from 250s to 275s per standard.

How Food Stuffs and Munitions Came First

A still higher range of prices was quoted at the commencement
of the 1917 season. The steamship companies asked 350s. and in addi-

tion required that freight be prepaid, a departure not to the liking

of the shippers, who claimed that it was a far more inconvenient ar-

rangement than the one carried out for years, under which the freight

was paid on the other side. Besides this, the basis of payment was

changed to dollars and cents instead of shillings. To add to the diffi-

culties of the trade, the government took over all space except 15 per

cent., and later 10 per cent., for general cargo purposes, and ultimately

commandeered the entire space. Under these circumstances, and with

space so limited, it is not surprising that rates went to $150 per

standard.

Another complication was the condition that no lumber be ex-

ported except under license, thus extending a provision made for hard-

woods in 1916. Even in the earlier period of the war when the ship-

ping companies were able to accept large amounts of cargo, wheat,

munitions, etc., always had the preference over lumber, but with

practically the entire space at the disposal of the British authorities

the amount shipped on commercial account was limited; some fair

parcels, however, being sent to South Africa. The year was, for ex-

porters, a very poor one.

The hold on space by the government was tightened during 1918.

All the lumber sent from Montreal was on government account, al-

though some of this was sent through the exporters. From the com-

mercial point of view, the season was a blank, if we except the ship-

ments to South Africa.

The rates now quoted are 250s per standard. The indications

that shippers will be allowed 30 per cent, for commercial space at

opening of navigation.
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5*;^. John as Great National Winter Port

St. John, the ever-open "Eastern Gateway of Canada," as a

shipping port for lumber is second to none in the Dominion. It has
unlimited facilities to accommodate a large number of ocean liners

and sailing craft of every description, and has numerous advantages
which are not possessed by other ports either in the east or in the

west.

The majestic St. John river, at the back door, which traverses

over four hundred miles of territory in the Province of Quebec,
Maine and New Brunswick, is a natural channel where millions of

logs are collected from many streams and tributaries, and are

brought to St. John and manufactured into lumber. After coming
through the mills the product is conveyed either by scows or on
flat cars to the large ocean liiters and carried to all points of the
world

.

Schooners, even four masters, are accommodated at the wharves
near the mills and whenever lumber is being shipped in sailing craft

it can be taken right from the runs leading from the mills and stowed
on the ships for transportation. It it through this port that the
wealth of the New Brunswick, Quebec and Maine forests are ship-

ped and this in itself is convincing evidence of the importance of

St. John as a lumber port.

On account of its geographic situation and railway centres, to

date St. John is principallw a winter port. The traffic in 1895
amounted to three and a half million dollars imports, and three mil-
lion dollars exports, whereas during the year 1917 the traffic reached
sixteen and three quarter millions imports and two hundred million
dollars exports. This affords some idea of the great expanse in busi-
ness in that period. The port of St. John is now the second most im-
portant one in Canada and is open all the year round. Millions have
been expended on the splendid facilities which it affords and the
good work is being continued.

The Improved Terminal Facilities

The Bay of Fundy not only gives New Brunswick and all Can-
ada a convenient outlet to the Atlantic^ but places St. Johu in a
most favorable situation for trade with all the western coast of
Nova Scotia, including the fruitful Annapolis Valley. The advant-
ageous geographical situation which St. John enjoys for the develop-
ment of trade with the outside world is becoming more and more
widely recognized.

The terminal facilities are being continually improved as the
business of the port increases. At present the west side of the har-
bor is equipped with eight deep-water berths ranging in length
from 600 to 700 feet with 34 feet of water at extreme low tide, while
on the eastern side the Intercolonial Railway has four deep-water

berths. There are also a number of private wharves available for

coast shipping. The Canadian Pacific Railway has two, million-bush-
el grain elevators at its west side terminals, and the Intercolonial

Railway is about to build a large modern grain elevator at its deep-
water terminals in this harbor.

In the Courtenay Bay harbor there are under construction a
breakwater a mile and a quarter long, a dry dock 1,150 feet long
and 110 feet wide, and 23 berths to range from 700 to 1,000 feet long
with 35 feet of water at extreme low tide.

Lumber Shipments from the Port

The following figures illustrate the amount of lumber shipped
from the port of St. John for the past seven years, as well as the value

of that shipped to the United States during the last three years

:

Deal and Lumber Shipments—From St. John to United Kingdom
Continent, Australia and South Africa

*

Spruce Deals Hardwood Plank Birch Timber
Sup. Ft. Sup. Ft. Tons

1911 121,539,833 3,697,308 2,305

1912 76,846,726 5,194,237 2,330
1913 80,714,861 5,823,761 2,307
1914 84,027,826 7,651,181 1,411

1915 139,486,183 4,333,709 1,611

1916 132,278,749 2,190,908

1917 88,749,576

Lumber and Products—Exported from St. John and District to

United States

1916 1917 1918
First Quarter. . .$267,920.24 $355,671.51 $587,107.69

Second Quarter . . 350,675.06 525,090.39 966,281.47

Third Quarter . . . 457,531.14 643,768.75 652,697.97

Fourth Quarter . . 334,717.62 891,838.04

Total $1,410,844.06 $2,426,368.69 $2,206,087.13

A Model Ship of B. C. Timber
Vickers' office at Westminster, England, contain a model of a

nine-thousand-ton novel ship being built in British Columbia of

5,000,000 board feet of timber. The ship and cargo form really a huge
raft, which will have ample accommodation on the deck for the crew,

and will have motor engines to assist the sails. This strange ship

will make the voyage to England through the Panama Canal, and on
reaching its destination will be dismantled and the timber distributed.

1. ^ .

View of St. John Harbor, showing steamers and sailing craft riding at anchor and docked along the water front. At upper end is seen the former mill pond
of F. E. Sayre, who now uses another location.
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General view of Quebec ciiy, showing Dufferin Terrace in the upper portion and the splendid harbor along the water front

The Port of Quebec and Its Great Facilities

The city of Quebec is situated on the St. Lawrence River, at the

mouth of the St. Charles River, at the head of navigation for vessels

of the largest draught. The population of the city is about 105,000.

The port of Quebec has been especially endowed by nature and
can be truly termed as "The Natural Port of Canada." It possesses

exceptional facilities and is deep enough for the biggest ])assenger and
freight steamers afloat. It is also large enough to admit the navies

of the world.

Quebec City is within six days' run from Liverpool, and can be

reached at all stages of the tide, the river being well buoyed and well

lighted. It is 500 miles nearer Liverpool than New York, the lati-

tude being 46.48 degs. N. and the longitude 71.13 degs. W.
Along the docks of the Louise basin and Pointe-a-Carcy, there

is ample room for the berthing of 22 large ocean-going ships, with a

water depth varying from 26 to 40 feet at low tide. These docks are

accessible to the Canadian Pacific Railway, whose Quebec terminal

is right within the Quebec harbor, and also to the Canadian Northern

Railway and the National Transcontinental Railway.

Eleven modern freight sheds, covering an area of 523,000 square

feet, are built on these docks, and splendid facilities for the handling

of grain and other merchandise have also been provided for.

The Quebec Llarbor Commissioners have built over fifteen miles

of railway tracks which are thoroughly equipped with freight cars

and shunters. The Commissioners have also provided the port with

"gantry cranes," "locomotive cranes," and "50-ton floating crane," etc.

Grain conveyors, capable of loading direct from elevator to ship,

at the rate of 60,000 bushels per hour, are now completed.

On the r,ouise embankment there are two grain elevators, one

capable of containing 250,000 bushels, and a large, modern fire])roof

concrete elevator of 2.000,000 bushels capacity, with grain dryer,

Richardson separator and bagging shed, etc.

With the completion of the Quebec Bridge, several railways can

now have access from the .south shore of the St. Lawrence into Que-
bec City, such as the Quebec Central Railway, Grand Trunk Railway,

Canadian National Railways, Delaware & Hudson and other Ameri-
can railways.

The port of Quebec, which heretofore possessed a dry dock_600
feet lon<j bv 62 feet wide at entrance, has now another new drv dock

1,150 feet long by 120 feet wide at entrance, which was completed i'l

1918, and is one of the largest dry docks in existence.

The port is now fully equipped with all modern appliances, and
the shipping corporations find.it beneficial to themselves by selecting

it as a distributing centre on the St. Lawrence River.

The Timber Shipments from Quebec

The exports from the port of Quebec, showing the amount of

lumber and timber shipped out each year from 1900 to 1918, both

vears inclusive, are as follows:

—

Timber 1900 1901 1902 190U 1904

Oak Cubic I'eet 779,040 516,437 .'578,121 651,969 201,767

Ehll do 682,600 548,869 586,777 477,217 310,540

Ash . do 84,880 118,074 49,970 59,441 26.191'

Birch do 371,240 304,584 247,390 201,521 127,8S.'

White Pine

—

Square .... do 2,754.920 2,317,443 2,445,548 2,181,961 1,491.84;

Waney ... do

Red Pine . .. do 138,640 86,535 80,190 84,292 12,59-<

Deals
Pine Q. Sid. 233,540 379,993 114.480 49,730 97,310

Spruce
"

il" t
lie,-, r, r:;^ r.ii'i 4.t>^>l.140 .-).nr)().n.->:', 3.319.TM

A scene along the St. Lawrence River at Quebec, showing the excellent water facihties
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Timber
Oak Cubic Feet
Elm do
Ash do
Birch do
White Pine

—

Square .... do
VVaney .... do

jved Pine . . . . do
Deal.s

Pine Q. Std.
Spruce do

1905

321,042
426,470

25,118
152,251

1,477,023

38,284

17,975

3,214,855

1906

731,115
536,277
10,155

348,088

1,857,600

31,721

7,782

1907

598,143

311,462
24,425
124,252

1,31 1,252

20,853

1,932

1908

317,453
193,781

7,671

145,28.-)

,098,779

9,022

6,583

1909

242,837
214,682

5,390

193,6.)2

1,038,750

6,624

1,315

1917

Timber
Oak Cubic Feet
Elm do
Ash do
Birch do
White Pine-
Square do
Waney do

Red Pine do

1913

Unit of
Quantity

Lumber, pine deals Sd. Hund
" spruce deals
" deals end "

planks and boards ... N°
spool wood M. Feet
packing boxes in shooks $

" wood pulp Tons
" pulp wood Cords

Timber, ash Tons
birch
elm
maple
oak
red pine
pine white and waney..
all other
wood of all kind $

1914

Unit of

Quantity

Lumber, pine deals Sd. Hund.
spruce deals
planks and boards ...

packing boxes in shooks .$

wood pulp Tons
pulp wood Cords

Timber, ash Tons
" i)irch

elm
maple
oak
red pine
pine, white and waney
all others "

" wood of all kinds ... $

5 2,942,392 2,469,722 2,714,810

1910 1911 1912

342,588

259,233
1,232

129,332

317,498

288,743
396

169,586

396,773
391,880

938
160,788

747,353 1,069,428 1,192,819

6,653 3,841 10,953

1915

Lumber, pine deals
" spruce deals
" all others
" planks and boards .

.

wood pulp
" pulp wood

Timber, ash
beech
elm
maple

" oak
red pine
pine, white and waney
all others
wood of all kinds . . .

Total

Lumber, pine deals
spruce deals
all others
planks and boards . . .

wood pulp
pulp wood

Timl)er, ash
" birch

elm
maple
oak
red pine
pine, white and waney
all others
wood of all kinds ....

Total Total Great
Quantity Value Britain

9,726 $ 7,040 7,040
Oo9,oUb 550,0 1

4

163,6 14 45,171

2,500

98,901 1,042,788 448,621
58,076 4.50,889

96 1,931 1,931

.3,950 59,336 54,601
6,684 257,251 253,046
222 13,605 13,605

600,608 206,108 206,108
139 3,556 3,556

7,256 269,692 265,617
85 2,674 2,674

174,942 174,055

Total Total Great
Quantity Value Britain

3,296 4,445 4,445
908,058 388,681 377,981
100,344 45,684 45,684

147,741 1,726,226 887,894

22,472 177,567
11 220 220

3,242 46,453 46,453

7,107 303,116 300,696

7;iso 239,599 239,599

13,518 465,033 465,033

161,840 161,840

Unit of Total Total Great
Quantity Quantity Value Britain

Sd. Hund. 186.77 15,511 15,511

19,498.71 1,000,812 955,340
2,172.29 28,701 . 28,701

No 162,658 36,198 36,198
Tons 128,161 1,429,844 302,500
Cords 29,243 190,724
Tons 75 1,881 1,881

6,848 99,391 99,391

4,326 162,233 162,233
29 690 690

4,679 139,332 139,332
5,491 4,404 4,404
8,661 285,221 285,221
383 10,723 10,723

$ 44,200 33,011

3,941,303 2,215,232

1916

Unit of Total Total Great
Quantity Quantity \' alue Britain

Sd. Hund. 14,521 15,126 15,126

19,504.35 1,1 13,934 1,113,934

Ft. 1,096,068 34,064 34,064

Sd. Hund. 5,772 5.155 5,155

Tons 124,362 1,351,106 291,479
Cords 59,016 464,631
Tons 1 33 33

2,743 41,646 41,646

((

7,828 307,743 295,059

8,239 236,405 236,405

2,141 89,939 89,939

$ 60,122 60,122

Unit of Tntpl

\J Uct 11 L 1 Ly Quantity
Lumber,

. . Sd. Hund. 566
spruce deals 48,806
all others Ft. 205,028
planks and boards . . Sd. Hund. 35
wood pulp Tons 50,006
I)ulp wood Cords 34,774

Timber, ash Tons
birch 552
elm
oak
pine, white and waney
wood of all kinds . . .

,310

2.029

1918

Unit of
Quantity

Lumber, pine deals Sup. feet
" spruce deals
" all others

planks and boards ...

Timber, birch Cu. feet

elm
" pine, white and waney "

" spruce "

" all other Tons
Wood pulp
Pulp wood Cords
Spool wood Sup. feet

Wood of all kinds $
Wooden steamers .\'os.

Total Great
Value Britain

75,879 75,879
164,347 159,092

16,037 16,037

3,550 3,550
,393,834

250,146

10.277 10,277

204,759 197,367

122,001 122.001

10,623 10,623

Total Total Great
Quantity Value Britain

,085,210 38,983 38,983

331 331

21,817 1,701 1,701

83,867 148,583 148,583

159,968 146,655 146,655
1.50,610 165,790 165,790

300 7,3.50 7,3.50

1 1,313 283,176
37,499 272,884

387,247 19,362 19,362

5 2,500,000 2,500,000

No Relaxation of Pulpwood Embargo
It i.s stated that an attempt is being made to bring pressure upon

the Quebec provincial authorities to repeal the law imposing an em-
bargo upon the export of pulpwood from Crown Lands in an unmanu-
factured state. This regulation has been in force since 1910, and
previous to that, pulpwood was shipped in large quantities to the

United States and there converted into paper. When the restriction

was put into efifect, first by Ontario; then by Quebec, and later by
New Brunswick in order to put a check on rough wood from Crown
Lands being sent across the line, without being first converted into

the finished product, it changed matters industrially with the result

that Quebec province now has over 40 pulp and paper mills, with a

capital investment of $82,000,000 and an annual output of $50,000,-

000. During the past eight or nine years many new concerns have
sprung into being, and at least 10,000 employees are engaged in the

mills, while a large number more are employed in the limits, getting

out supplies for each succeeding season. The only pulp wood that is

allowed to go out of the province of Quebec at the present time is

that cut by settlers on private lands and even this amounts to a great

deal. It is stated that during the current fiscal year the total value
will be over $12,000,000, of raw pulpwood, and this converted into a

manufactured state, would be worth four or five times as much. The
tidings that American interests are seeking to have the embargo
raised is not new. The radical proposition does not create very much
anxiety among the mill men of Quebec and Ontario. The cry for

free wood is being raised by. leading U. S. journals, who, knowing of

the sources of pulpwood on the other side of the line, are being rap-

idly exhausted and believing that self preservation is the first law of

'nature, have started this move for the removal of the embargo on
Crown Lands pulpwood in order that they may be assured of cheap
news print in the days to come.

The news industry in Canada has niade wonderful progress and
fully 33 1/3 per cent, of the two million tons of news print now con-

sumed in the United States comes from the Dominion, and Quebec's
proportion of this is more than half. Ten years ago Canada furnish-

ed a very small fraction of the newsprint consumed by Uncle Sam.
At the recent annual meeting of the International Paper Co., Philip

T. Dodge, president of that company, stated that the exhaustion of

wood had practically put a stop to the development of the newsprint
industry in the United States. Commenting further on the situation,

Mr. Dodge said that apart from the few large tracts of spruce wood
in New England states and New York, that had been carefully pre-

served by two large paper companies, there was not a stand of spruce
east of the Rockies that justified the erection of a 50-ton paper mill.

The manufacturers of the United States would, therefore, have to

look to Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia for the

greater part of their supply. He estimated that of the 5,536,802

cords of spruce wood used in the United States in 1917, nearly two-
thirds was imported from Canada. For, despite the embargo, wood
cut from private lands and settlers' lots still goes to the United Stat-

es in large quantities everv vear. The Canadian wood exported to

the States in 1913 was valued at $6,806,945; 1914, $7,388,770: 1915.

$6,817,311; 1916, $5,743,847; 1917, $6,443,198; 1918, $8,339,278. The
current fiscal year will total over $12,000,000.
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Halifax Harbor—One of the Best in World
By W. R. McCurdy. Halifax. N. S.

Halifax is one of the oldest cities of Canada, dating back to

1749, so that it has passed the century mark by seventy years. Hon.
Edward Cornwallis founded Halifax, settling it chiefly with di.sband-

ed English soldiers. Before the white man came, Chebucto Bay, its

original name, was a rendezvous for Indians, who made it one of

their chief camping grounds. It has always been a commercial and
shipping centre rather than a place for manufacturing, and this char-

acter is largely maintained to the present time.

The harbor of Halifax is admittedly one of the best in the world.

It has a deep and wide channel of entrance and a good and safe an-

chorage, and shipmasters have ever been ready to sound its praises.

Not only has it long been an entrepot of commerce, but Halifax has
since its foundation been the headquarters of Britain's navy. In

time of war it shines in all its glory and in the last war was used not
only by the British, but largely also by the American navy.

The Facilities Provide for Shipments

The equipment of the port is thoroughly up-to-date. There are

two sets of piers—the older one further up the liarbor from the

new ocean terminals of the Canadian National railways system.
Pier two of the older set is solid cement and cost a million dollars.

The new terminals consist of a series of piers and docks.
The quay and pier walls are of unique construction, consisting

of cellular reinforced concrete blocks 31 feet wide, 22 feet long and
4 feet 1^/2 inches in height, and weighing in the neighborhood of 64
tons each ; these blocks, facing the bulkhead passenger landing quay
and piers, are placed one on top of the other, thirteen in height, some
of the cells being filled with concrete and some with rubble. Thus
the entire project has a concrete facing of 30 feet in width, its en-

tire length faced with granite from one foot below the low water
mark upwards.

For the shipment of timber there are all the conveniences that

can be required for quick and economical handling. Previous to the

explosion of 1917, all the timber was shipped from the Richmond
piers still farther north, but since that time the new ocean terminals
have been used for that purpose.

Nova Scotia is not so well known perhaps as a lumber-producing
province as some of the other eastern provinces, but it is, neverthe-

less, a large producer of lumber. It is rapidly becoming one of the

largest manufacturing and mining provinces of Canada, and a large

amount of its lumber finds a ready market right at home. Last year
in the vicinity of one hundred and fifty million feet, board measure,
was used in the home market, while the average home consumption
for the past five years has been in the neighborhood of one hundred
million feet.

Up to 1917 the province exported in the vicinity of one hundred
million feet annually to the United Kingdom, United States and
West Indies, while during 1918, on account of the import restric-

tions in the U. K., and the abnormal local and American markets,
very little went overseas. We are looking for the English market
to absorb the larger portion of our available export stocks this year,

in fact steamers are now loading deals and scantling at the piers.

Nova Scotia has a few large stationary band mills, but the larger

portion of stocks are manufactured by small portable mills, moved

from place to place, and the lumber hauled to the railways on sleds
or wagons. This method is practised chiefly for the reason that the
lands are mostly owned in fee by small holders, along the lines of

railway, and not being situated on rivers, it is necessary to take thr
mills into the woods and bring the lumber out on the frost. At thi-

season of the year one will see lumber piled at nearly every railway
station. Manufacturers have the forests almost at their doors from
which to draw supplies of lumber, rough or dressed.

The shipping tonnage at Halifax increased enormously during
the war years, as the following statistics compiled by the Board of

Trade show

:

Tons.
1913 3,901,094

1914 4,289,22«

1915 4,471,346
1916 6,465,188
1917 17,092,911

1918 15.836,554

Increase in Exports and Imports

The exports and imports at Halifax also show striking increase-

since 1913. The figures are as follows:

Exports

—

1913 $ 15,747.247

1914 19,157,170

1915 32,175,231

1916 78,843,487
1917 141,582,170
1918 127,642,512

Imports

—

1913 $ 12,1%,236
1914 1,546,554

1915 10,712,585

1916 9,873,779

1917 13,885,665

1918 14,760,000

The Nature of the Lumber Output

The annual output generally consists of about 50 per cent,

spruce, 20 per cent, pine, 20 per cent, hemlock, and 10 per cent,

hardwood, in addition to large quantities of railway ties and pit

props. Three inch deal and scantling are manufacturers for the

English market
;
spruce and pine log run boards for the West Indies,

two inch plank for the American market, while the local market uses
small scantling and side boards for building purposes, enormous
quantities of staves and boxes for apples and fish, mine props, rail-

way ties and dimension stock for local railway car builders. The
ship-building industry during the past two or three years ha< n-ed
a large amount of our native woods.

The average shipments from Halifax for the United Knigdom
and the continent of Europe were fifty millions of superficial feet.

From Pictou there went fifteen millions, from Pugwash fifteen mil-

lions and from the Parrsboro woods twenty millions. This makes a

total of 100 millions of which Halifax shipped half.

The new terminals of Halifax Harbor, showing the Olympic in the Dock
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Supplying Europe with Portable Houses
Development of Rapidly Growing Canadian Industry—How the Structures are

Made, Their Use and Convenience—Co-operation in Securing Export
: By C. E. Merrett, Ottawa, Ont. —— —

The President of the ]>ritish Local Government Board' said re-

cently that approximately 300,000 houses would be required in Great
Britain. When it is considered that very little building wias done
there for even a few years before the war—none between 1914 and the

])resent time—the hundreds of dwellings destroyed by Zepjjelins; the

thousands of slums, which, in the new order of things will have to be
demolished, the estimate does not appear to be an extravagant one.

Personally, we do not think that Canada will supply many of the doors
which will be required for these houses.

Sweden, which exported many thousands of doors to England
annually, has, since 1914, practically sent none at all.- They have done,

as far as we know, no war work, so that it is only logical to suppose
that their factories have been kept busy on doors, frames and sash in

anticipation of the demand they were sure would naturally follow.

.Sweden is the only country in the world in which there has been none
or almost no labor troubles. For the next few years, at least, it ap-

pears that the greater part of doors needed in England will be sup-

|)lied by Sweden.
It seems, as far as our line of business is concerned, that about

the only thing that there is any demand for abroad is portable houses.

We know that there is a lively requisition for them.
Until this war there never was any demand in Europe for port-

able houses, and never was a house of this description used there.

The people probably never even dreamed of one. The nearest ap-

proach was the old gypsy caravan or a pay ofifice on wheels used by
contractors for the duration of a job, a "bathing machine" or probably

the box used by a "Punch and Judy" show. If only a shooting box
was required it had to be stable. It is only on this continent that port-

able houses have been used, so that no one will dispute the statement

that Canada is far more qualified to make them than any other coun-

try, our neighbors to the south being a close second.

Portable Houses Strong and Substantial

Regarding how the portable house idea originated, we are not

able to say, but "necessity is the mother of invention." No doubt

farmers on their way to the new territory out west found it far more
expedient to take their house with them in sections than to fell the

trees and build a shack. It is difificult to say when the first portable

house was used. Almost every other building, from a stable to a

palace, even a skyscraper, is mentioned in the Bible, but probably the

first portable house was made 50 or 60 years ago. Our firm (James
Davidson' Sons) have manufactured them since 1874, and while wc
have not kept track of houses built so far back, many built by our-

selves twenty years ago are still in evidence at the T-housand Isles

and up the Gatineau.

It will perhaps not he out of place in this article if we give an

idea of some of the houses built by ourselves and how they are con-

structed.

These portable houses are made from a good grade of white pine

and when put together are strong, substantial and practically wind
and storm proof. They are put up for shipment in crates or packages

of a convenient size for handling and transporting; thus "Hunter's

Cabin" and "Garage" can be easily packed in an ordinary wagon and
still leave plenty of room for other baggage.

These houses are made in sections which are duplicates of each

other as to size, viz. : 3-2 x 6-6, so that the purchaser can arrange the

windows and doors to suit himself.

Like a sectional bookcase which "grows with your library," so

you can add extra .sections to your house as your needs demand. No
nails or tools are required to erect, except screwdriver and wrench.

Perhaps one of the largest orders given for portable houses was
that by the R.N.W.M. Police, for Port Nel.son, B.C., a few years ago.

There was a large dining room, office, kitchen, guard room, dog
house, store house and latrine, all made in sections as previously

shown. Several officers occupied these all one winter and the houses

were warm, dry and comfortable and in every respect satisfactory.

When the extreme cold and heavy winds that prevail around Port

Nelson are taken into consideration this is a splendid testimony to

the efficiency of these houses.

Formation of Timber Products Association

Hearing that, at the termination of the great war. many thous-

ands of temporary dwellings would be required for the devastated

regions of France and Belgium during the period of reconstruction,

and realizing that orders wherever placed would be of such magni-
tude that no individual firm could handle them, many manufacturers
of Ontario and Quebec got together, with the result that the Canadian
Timber Products Association was formed. This Association is corn-
loosed of fourteen of the leading manufacturers of Ontario and two
of JVIontreal, the Secretary being Mr. F. P. Potvin, of the Georgian
Bay Shook Mills, Midland, Ont.

Three years ago a representative was sent to London and Paris
to see what the prospects were. Plans were submitted with prices,

but at that time peace looked very far distant and the thoughts of the
people were of "getting on with the war." They were not giving
much heed to reconstruction. The representative returned, and as
most of the factories were then busy on shell boxes and other war
work, the portable house idea was for a while second in our thoughts.

The Association though, was not asleep, and the members kept
in touch with one another, and on the cessation of hostilities, Novem-
ber 11, 1918, realizing that the shell box orders would be cancelled,
resumed activities.

The Type of House Approved Abroad
Several types of houses were submitted to the Association, but

most of them were clumsy afifairs compared with those manufactured
for the Canadian market. A type "A" house, containing 2 rooms and
a shed, which met the approval of the Minister of the Interior for

France, was the one to which the Association gave their attention.

This house was constructed different to our own ; the walls of the

room were to be of 2 in. x 3 in. studding, in. board on the outside
and a % in. board inside, the shed similar but no inside board and was
to be a "Cut House.

A. G. Rose, of Ottawa, a man with 35 years' experience in the

business—was sent by the Canadian Timber Products Association to

London in January last to see if any orders for these houses could be
obtained. In February he cabled that he could book an order for

10,000 at a certain price, but the house was to be "sectional" and
glass and all hardware had to be included, also painting, and c.i.f.

French ports.

The members figured what the extra cost of material and labor

for the sectional idea, hardware, glass, painting and freight Canadian
ports and made enquiries for ocean rates, but found to their astonish-

ment that the latter would cost 50 per cent, more than the price of the

house f.o.b. Canadian ports. It appeared as if the Association would
have to refuse the oflfer.

The steamship companies quoted $30 per 40 cubic feet, and as

this house contains approximately 1.000 cubic feet, the ocean freight

alone would be $750.

A house of 2 in. x 3 in. studding and outside and inside sheathing

nailed on. contains a lot of lost space, while a "cut" house or our own
"sectional" idea takes up just half the room. This means that unless

the steamship companies reduce their rate to about $10 per 40 cubic

feet, or unless the people overseas will accept a "cut" house or our

"sectional" idea, the chance of obtaining this order is slim.

Now see what this loss entails. Ten thousand houses means ap-

proximately six million dollars. It also means approximately fifty

million feet of lumber.

If this order is obtained 16 factories would be able to employ
some 1500 men for six months on these houses. As there is not much
activity in the building trade so far, and prospects in that direction do

not appear bright, this is a decided loss to the labor market.

Price Bros. Profits Show Big Gain
The report of Price Bros. & Co., Ltd., of Quebec, for the year

ended Feb. 28th last indicates a considerable improvement over the

preceding twelve months. The profits totalled $1,495,961, a gain of

$119,179, and after deducting bond and note interest, the balance is

$1,053,984, an increase of $126,179. When dividends are deducted

the surplus stands at $653,984, as against $311,452. in 1917-18, but in

the latter period the sum of $216,353 was charged against fire loss.

The total surplus is now $2,874,224. The working capital is $2,764,-

122 as against $2,436,521. In his report to the shareholders. Sir Wil-

liam Price says: "During the year under report the lumber opera-

tions of the company have been very satisfactory, largely owing to

the extra demand from the United States market. The pulp and

paper branches suffered from the increase in the cost of labor.
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Canada's Status as Large Exporter of
Forest Products

The importance of export trade is vitally recognized by every

l)rogre.s.sive country. No nation or individual can live unto itself. The

trend of expan.sion, the .spur of inspiration, the realization of ideals,

and the incentive of achievement, call for alertness and development

along this line. These are the first essentials and underlying economic

l)rinciples in all commercial, indu.strial and national enterprises. The

country which gives a prominent place to the export trade in natural

products and more particularly those in manufactured form, aftords

not only employment and prosperity to its own people, but brings in

a large amount of foreign capitial that helps to preserve the balance of

trade and maintain an equilibrium in the matter of exchange.

The Canadian lumber industry stands third in annual creation of

national wealth, our forest products in 1917 being valued at $116,-

000,000 even in the face of a serious labor shortage and other heavy

handicaps of the war. Now that the conflict is happily terminated, the

attention of leading exponents in this great pioneer enterprise, is be-

ing directed to the resumption of foreign relations, and the extension

of trade activities to new countries.

Canada has iminense wooded wealth, and 'the fullest details con-

cerning her unrivalled forest possessions will be found in special ar-

ticles from the pen of leading authorities from several provinces of

Dominion, specially prepared for the Export Edition of the "Canada
Lumberman."

In presenting consideral)ly new material on all phases of the great

lumber industry, the "Canada Lumberman" believes the many import-

ant points emphasized, and the array of facts marshalled will demon-
strate that export trade is worth while, that all eflfort.s—individual,

corporate, and national—which are being concentrated in this direc-

tion, tend not only to the elevation of Canada in the status of nation-

hood, but in placing her on the map as one of the foremost exporting

lands of the world. The tremendou- ~]^iuin.aiic(. .<i .,ui ixpijii ini~i

ness and how it should be vigorously and consistently pursued, not
only as a measure of self-interest to the lumbermen of the Dominion,
but al.so as an evidence of national influence and upbuild, is conceded
on every hand.

In a word, we are of the opinion that maintaining and fostering
foreign connections through definite, well established channels is one
of the passports to broadening, educational and industrial importance,
and should have encouragement and support on all sides. The situa-
tion calls for energetic co-operation, and aggressive individual activ

ity. The stimulus of such a mission drives home the idea that in stn\
ing for better and greater things, something that really tallies is being
fought out and won, during the process of readjustment and repair-,
tion. The purpose ju.stifies all honorable, progressive means in ihl
rapid conversion of trade conditions from a war basis to a normal
peace footing and entering upon a new era of expansion.

The export trade will widen our lumber activities, invigorate the
home market, place Canada in the forefront of bu.sine.s.s-building coun-
tries, and usher in a larger measure of individual and community pros-
perity than perhaps any other known means.

The chief object of the Export Edition of the "Canada Lumber-
man" has been to present to the importers in Plurope and other foreign
countries some leading, first-hand facts concerning Canada's splendid
timber re.sources, and lumber manufacturing facilities, and her ability
and facilities to .supply any demands in the line of forest products.

Another desideratum has been to afford our own manufacturers
and exporters some conception of the requirements that exist abroad,
and to ofl^er as far as possible, practical and helpful suggestions in the
development of an export trade that should, in the years to come, stand
out as one of the principal post-war factors in national enterprise and
aggressiveness.

Demand for Cooperage Stock on
Overseas Market

The export of cooperage 'stock from Canada for the past two years
has been severely handicapped by lack of steamship space. In fact,
during 1918 exports were almost nil. Since the armistice was signed
there has been a little movement via St. John, Portland and New
York, but room is still very scarce, and while freights opened at $1
per 100 lbs. to British ports, they have now advanced to $1.50, with
little room oflfering, and the demand from Euroiv drMi.prd ,,fT.

lower freights are looked for.

Outside of British ports very little is moving from Canadian nulls,
as buyers will not pay the prices asked, being able to buy much
cheaper from United States mills, the Canadian mills being handi-
capped by excessive inland rates, as well as the higli ocean rates.
The two freights at the present time arc more than the cost of the
goods f.o.b. mills.

For example, take staves to Montreal. Inland rate from Chat-
ham, Ont., was 18c per 100 lbs., ocean rate 19c per 100 lbs., or $2.%
per 1,000 staves. Now the rates are 26c and ^].B0 respectivelv. or

$14.08 per 1,000 .staves.

There is a dearth ui c.H»pcrai;(.- stock in iuiiuix.-. l iu- trade i> do-

ing its best to supply the needs of the consutners by shipping from
United States mills and United States ports. The demand will be
very heavy as ocean freights decline, but unless inland and ocean
rates are adjusted Canadian stock will be out of the running.

The output of cooperage stock in Canada will be light this year,

as the winter, in most sections, was unfavorable, and in the early

part of the season men were hard to get for the woods. W ages were
the highest known, $75 to $100 jier month and board for cutters and
skidders. Supplies for men and horses were very expensive, while

logging equipment was also very high-priced. The consequence is

that hardwood and basswood logs and bolts cost more than ever be-

fore in the history of the cooperage industry.

"What the industry requires at the present time is lower rates

on both raw and,manufactured material. If we get these, we will be

able to compete in the world's markets, but under present conditions

this is impossible," said a leading manufacturer.
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Some Representative Canadian Woods
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Types of Timber Possessed By Ontario
White Pine Holds Premier Position Among the Trees Cut— Yellow Birch Takes First

Place in Hardwoods—Many Other Varieties, Their Qualities and Uses.
By E. J. Zavitz, Toronto, Provincial Forester for Ontario'

E. J. Zavitz, Toronto, Ont.

While an accurate, detailed sur-

vey of the forest resources of On-
tario has not been made, yet it is

possible to give a general des-

cription of the forest condition, in

relation to the distribution and
occurrence of the commercial
trees of the province. For pur-

poses of description Ontario can

l)e divided into three zones or

types, namely : The Southern
Hardwood Type, the Central

Laurentian Type and the North-

ern Type.
The Southern Hardwood type

is that region which lies south of

the Laurentian plateau and com-
prises about thirty million acres.

When white men first reached
Ontario this was a vast pine and
mixed hardwood forest inter-

spersed with pure stands of pine

upon the lighter sandy soils.

In the southern portion of this

region (the Lake Erie district) a mild climate and fertile soil sup-
ported a remarkable flora. Here were found the black walnut, chest-

nut, tulip tree, magnolia, black gum and numerous other southern
species.

Throughout the Southern Hardwood type we find maple and
beech most prevalent, with white and red oak, elm, ash and cherry
attaining splendid development.

This region is now largely cleared for agriculture and only the
remnants of forests remain in the form of the farmer's woodlands. It

is estimated that less than nine per cent, of this region is in w-ood-

land and the forest products are chiefly used for local industries.

The Real Forests of the Province

The Central Laurentian type comprises the real forests of On-
tario. This area extends from about the 45th parallel of latitude on
the south, to the Heights of Land (the ridges forming the watershed
between Hudson's Bay and the Great Lakes) on the north. It makes
a belt across Ontario LOGO miles in length and comprises a potential

forest area of 50,000,000 acres, an area larger than that of England
and Wales. This vast region of Archean rock has here and there

pockets of soil which may be suited for agriculture, but in the ag-

gregate this area must be managed for forest crops if it is to remain
permanently productive.

While the topography and soil of this region is little diversified,

yet there is a distinct difference in forest types. The region has
usually been classed as that of a coniferous forest with white pine,

red pine and hemlock the outstanding species. Owing to a better

climate and perhaps to somewhat better soil condittens the southern

portion of this Central Laurentian type contains a number of hard-

woods worthy of mention. The area referred to is that portion of the

Laurentian formation lying south of Lake Nipissing, also a belt along
the north shore of Lake Huron, and the southern portion of the Rainy
River District at the western end of the province.

Within this region, comprising probably 15 to 20 million acres,

is found maple, beech, red oak, elm, basswood, paper birch and black

ash in limted quantities. However, the most valuable hardwood of

this region is the yellow^ birch (Betula lutea) or the .so called black

birch of the lumberman. This tree attains its best development with-

in this region, specimens are frequently found growing 3 to 4 feet

in diameter and with clear stems of 50 to 60 feet in height.

The Virgin Stands of White and Red Pine

A large portion of the virgin pine has been cut from the eastern

and southern portion of the Central Laurentian type, and it is to the

northern part of this region that we now turn. With the exception

of a strip along the north shore of Lake Superior this belt, south

of the Height of Land, contains the virgin stands of white and red

pine. This region is estimated to contain 15 to 20 billion board feet

of white pine. In addition to white and red pine, this region pro-
duces paper birch, white si)ruce. cedar, banksian pine and balsam fir
in commercial quantities.

The northern type of forest lying i^cvuiid the height of land i>
best described as a .spruce and poplar forest. Scattered white and
red pine occur in the .southern portion of this area, but not in com-
mercial quantities. Banksian pine and balsam fir gradually disap-
pear as we go north, but white and black spruce, tamarac'and as-
pen are found to the northern limits of tree growth, although becom-
ing very poor in development at the extreme north. The northern
boundary of this type is not well known, but the area is thought to
comprise about 50 million acres.

The aspen and balsam poplar find their best development in
the central part of this northern type, reaching 18 to 24 inches in
diameter with clear trunks 50 to 60 feet in height. In the southern
portion of this region the white spruce, banksian pin and poplars are
frequently cut into lumber.

While considerable saw timber will be found in the southern por-
tion of this region the great value of this forest at present is its enor-
mous .supply of pulpwood. It is estimated to contain at least 200
million cords of pulpwood.

The Outstanding Commercial Trees
Summarizing, Ontario's forest regions or types are as follows:
Southern Hardwood type with about 3 million acres of private

woodlands in small holdings in which maple, beech, elm and bas.s-
wood $re the predominant species.

Central Laurentian type, comprising 50 million acres, in which
white pine, red pine, hemlock, banksian pine and white spruce are the
most valuable conifers and birch and maple the most valuable
hardwoods.

Northern type, comprising about 50 million acres, in which
white spruce is the most valuable conifer and poplar the most valu-
able hardwood.

In addition to describing the forest regions of Ontario the writer
feels that further mention should be made of some of the outstand-
ing commercial trees with special reference to their qualities and
uses.

The white pine (Pinus strobus. Linn.) known abroad as the
Weymouth Pine, still still holds the premier position amongst the
trees cut in Ontario's forests.

No other wood has played so important a part in the history
of eastern America. I'n the past this wood has served more uses than

Splendid stand of red and white pine !n Nipissing district, Ontario

can be enumerated. It has supplied material for everything from
the tiny match to the mast for the great ship. When the early pion-

eers landed in America they soon found that white pine was of all

the woods the best adapted for purposes of home construction. It.

could be easily handled and readily worked even by the unskilled.
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The- test of three centuries has proven it to be the premier wood for

home construction.

The wood of white pine seasons quickly ; is light and soft and
can be easily worked under the carpenter's tools. Its durability has
been proven by the fact that houses built soon after the Pilgrims

landed are still well preserved. The remarkable quality of this wood
is attested by the fact that it is used by twenty seven distinct indus-

tries in Ontario and for 90 different commodities..
The annual cut of white pine in Ontario for 1911 was 873,872,-

000 B. ft., valued at over 17 million dollars.

Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) is distributed throughout Ontario
south of the height of land, although it is not found as far north

as the white and red pine. It is found occasionally in pure stands,

Felling sturdy white pine in Northern Ontario

but more often mixed with j)ine and hardwood. The wood is coarse

and cross grained, not so durable as pine, but has considerable

strength. Owing to its strength and abundance it is used for rough
building construction, for boxes, and its bark is greatly valued for

tanning.

Of the woods cut into lumber in Ontario, hemlock stands second
in value, producing from two to three million dollars worth of tim-

ber annually.

Red pine (Pinus resinosa) is found throughout Ontario south

of the height of land. It comprises a much smaller proportion of the

forest than the white pine, and is usually found upon poorer soil

sites.

The wood of this tree is more resinous, harder and stronger than
that of white pine. In local markets it is often mixed in with the

latter. The wood of red pine is very similar to that of Pinus sylves-

tris, the chief pine of Europe. Red pine being harder and stronger

than white pine, is more valuable for structural uses. The annual
cut of red pine is around 100,000,000 board feet.

Spruce is Valuable; for Pulp Wood
White spruce (Picea canadensis) has a wide distribution in On-

tario, being found in all parts of the province excepting a narrow
belt along Lake Erie, while in the central and southern part of

Ontario it grows to saw material size and is cut for lumber in the

northern part of its range its greatest value is for pulpwood.
Compared to white pine, spruce is not as durable nor as easily

worked, but it is comparatively tough and has a fine grain. Being
non-resinous, it is without taste or odor, and is valuable for con-

tainers for foodstuffs. It is used for inside structural purposes in

building, for cooperage, musical instruments and ship building.

While it is used in the manufacture of some 50 commodities its

chief use in Ontario is in the manufacture of pulp.

In 1911 the value of spruce lumber cut in Ontario was $2,600,

000, and the value of spruce pulpwood about $1,300,000. By 1915
spruce pulpwood values had risen to $3,000,000.

Yellow birch (Betula lutea) is found throughout Ontario south
of the height of land. It finds its best development in the Ottawa-
Huron district, south of Lake Nipissing, frequently growing 3 or 4
feet in diameter with a clear trunk 50 to 60 feet in height.

Birch Heads List of Hardwoods

Yellow birch forms the bulk of the birch cut into lumber in

Canada, and it heads the list of hardwoods in regard to quantity and
value. The annual cut is valued at about V/i million dollars.

While the cut of maple and elm each have an annual value above
that of birch in Ontario it is likely that the latter will be our most
important hardwood of the future. It reaches its finest development
in the central part of Ontario, where a large quantity of virgin sup-
ply exists lands suited for agriculture.

The character and quality of this wood is probably not appre-
ciated abroad. The wood of yellow birch should not be confused
with that of the paper birch or the white birch of Europe. It is

superior to these woods, being obtainable in large dimensions and of

very fine quality. The wood is hard, strong and has a very fine

grain. It is easily worked and, taking a high polish, it has become a

popular wood for floors and interior finish. While it has a character of

its own it is often stained to imitate mahogany and other more expen-
sive woods. In Ontario this wood is used by 30 industries and for

55 different commodities.

McFadden and Malloy, of Spragge, Ont., have purchased the

mill, stock and timber concessions of Eddy Bros, and Company,
Blind River, Ont. This important deal, which was recently conclud-

ed, will give McFadden and Malloy a cutting capacity of about 300,-

000 feet a day. The plant of Eddy Bros, and Company, whose head-

quarters are at Bay City, Mich., has been established in Ontario
for some 18 years, and is erected on the Soo branch of the C.P.R.,

about 16 miles west of Spragge, where McFadden and Malloy's mill

is situated. The capacity of the Eddy plant is 125,000 feet a day,

and the equipment consists of two band saws, a gang saw and a

gang edger, together with the usual accessories.

The townships covered in the sale are No. 176, No. 182, and No.
188. They are well timbered, and the principal growth consists of

white and red pine, with a sprinkling of hardwood.
It is under.stood that enough logs are already available to keep

the Eddy plant operating during the coming season. J. J. McFad-
den, head of the firm who have acquired the Eddy interests, spent

a few days in Toronto recently, and states that John R. Stover, who
has been manager of the Eddy business for a number of years, will

continue in the same capacity for this firm, for which he is thor-

oughly qualified.

Mr. McFadden further states that his firm purpose sawing a

considerable amount of lumber for export. In the past the principal

market for their output has been the United States, but with pros-

pects of foreign trade looming up attractively, it is the intention of

McFadden and Malloy to go after a portion of this overseas business.

The company operated several camps during the past season,

and their logging output will be about the same as last year, al-

though costs have mounted up considerably, totalling about 20 per

cent, more than in 1917-1918. Mr. McFadden is confident that the

price of lumber will be maintained during 1919. With respect to

the labor outlook, it is possible that there will be more available sup-

ply than last year, but the exact condition will not be known until

the plants of his company resume operations.

New Brunswick Cut Will Be Fair

Reports from the various sections indicate that New Bruns-

wick's gross lumber cut for manufacture this season has been about
equal to that of last year, and if the lumber can be brought out there

will be plenty to keep the mills going throughout the season.

The quantity of logs coming out of the Restigouche this year

will be about 120,000,000 feet, which is only about ten per cent, short

of record cut on that river.

On the Southwest Miramichi, the output will be about 70,000,000

feet, ten million feet short of last year's cut, and the cut on the North-

west Miramichi was about 40,000,000 feet.

The River Valley Co., of Oromocto, expect to get out their full

cut of 5,000,000 feet of logs which will keep their mill in operation

throughout the season. Their drive in the south branch of the Oro-
mocto is now in safe waters; the Back Creek drive of 1,000,000 feet

also is safely through, and the Russiagornis drive is coming along
well. The company also has 1,000,000 feet of logs coming from the

Washadenioak which does not have to be driven. A smaller drive

of 300,000 feet which is being brought down the Oromocto for J. F.

Gregory, of St. John, is expected to come through safely.
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New Mechanics' Lien Act will be Drafted
Ontario Legislature Appoints Special Committee for This Purpose—Measure Will

Afford Adequate Protection to Wage Earners and Material Men

The efforts of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association

to have a number of amendments to the Ontario Mechanics' and Wage
Earners' Lien Act carried by the Ontario legislature have borne fruit

in a decision on the part of the government to appoint a special com-
mittee of the House for the purpose of holding meetings between the

l)rescnt session of the legislature and the next session, to hear repre-

sentations from all parties who may be interested and to introduce a

new Bill as a government measure at the next session.

For many years there have been serious efforts made by those,

who are interested in the matter, to have the present Act so amended
as to give proper protection to wage earners and material men. The
decision of the government to go into the matter thoroughly with a

view to revising the whole Act, is a feather in the cap of the Ontario

Retail Lumber Dealers' Association and a very striking demonstration

of the beneficial results that flow from earnest co-operation.

On February 12th the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Associa-

tion sent a strong deputation to interview the Prime Minister and the

Attorney General of Ontario and urge them either to make a few im-

portant amendments to the Act or to redraft the whole Act, so as to

make it more in harmony with modern legislation on this subject. The
Prime Minister at that time asked the representatives of the lumber
dealers to submit their proposed amendments and promised that they

would be given careful consideration. He also stated that in all prob-

ability the government would consider the proposal for redrafting the

Act at the session of the legislature to follow the present one. The
promise now made to appoint a special committee with a view to car-

rying a new Act at the next session is in direct line with the O.R.L.D.
A's original request.

Some of the Changes Outlined

The amendments which the association sought to have carried at

the present session must now be dropped for the time, being and in-

corporated in the principles of the new bill. Some of these amend-
mentsS were of considerable importance. It was, in fact, the govern-

ment's recognition of the importance of these amendments that in-

duced the legal committee to decide that the better course would be

to redraft the whole Act, rather than subject it to any furher amend-
ments. Those who have had reason, through legal proceedings, to

appreciate the infinite uncertainties and inadequacies of the present

Act will be prompt to appreciate the importance of the step which is

now to be taken and to co-operate in an effort to produce and have
carried a new Act which will give a reasonable protection and cer-

tainty to all whom it concerns.

The first amendment proposed of those, which were to have been

presented at the present session of the legislature, was one dealing

with the definition of an "owner." It was sought to have this include

a person "with whose knowledge, by himself or his agent" work or

service is performed or materials placed, etc. Under the present Act
it has been hc.ld by the courts that an agreement of sale under which
the purchaser is bound by covenant to erect a building according to

plans and specifications approved by the vendor, does not constitute a

"request from the owner of the fee" to perform work or supply mater-

ial, thus depriving the lien claimants of protection when the person

who enters upon the improvement of the real estate is not the owner
of the fee.

The second amendment was designed to give the right of lien to

a person or firm who has supplied expensive manufactured materials

such as mantels. At present, in case of default by the contractor, the

manufacturers are left with this material on their hands and it is not

saleable for any other purposes.

The third amendment was to require the owner and the contract-

tors, in gradation, to retain one-third of the contract price until the

expiry of the time for signing liens. The present Act requires that

only 20 per cent, be retained on all contracts except those of which the

value is over $15,000 in which case 15 per cent, is to be retained. The
present percentages have been found entirely inadequate to protect

supply men and very frequently do not pay more than the preferred

lien for wages.
The fourth amendment dealt with cases where contracts are taken

at inadequate prices. It provided that where the owner knew or ought
to have known that the work could not be carried out at the contract
price, he would be liable for the statutory percentage on the actual

value of the work and material of which he had had the benefit.

The fifth amendment sought to give the lien priority from the date

of its attachment, over payments made before tlu' li( n i- nrtnnlK rctr

istered, in respect of mortgages or conveyance

The sixth amendment dealt with cases wiicrc sale agrcciiieuts
have been entered into at fictitious jirices. Under the present Act it

frequently happens that by collusion between the owner and the pur-
chaser, a building, when nearly comj>leted, is abandoncfl by the pur-

Stand of Hard Maple in the Bruce Peninsula

chaser, and the material man's lien then attaches only on the interest

of the alleged purchaser, while the balance of the purchase moneys is

a prior claim. Under these sale agreements at fictitious prices the un-
paid balance is so great that the lien holder gets nothing and the own-
er has his house or other building erected almost for nothing. Under
the amendment as proposed the lien holder would have the right to

have an enquiry to determine the real value of the land at the time of

the sale and would thereafter be entitled to assume the rights of the

purchaser as determined by the fixing of the real value of the land.

The last amendment was designed to protect the material man in

cases where the statutory fund under the present Act is all used up in

compensating the owner where the fault is his, the owner's. This pro-

tection is already given to the wage-earner and the amendment pro-

l>osed to extend it to the material man.

Still another amendment was desired by the retail lumber deal-

ers to extend the time for filing a lien from thirty days to sixty days.

It was thought that this would provide time for negotiations and there-

by reduce the number of liens and the amount of litigation. Many of

the contractors were in favor of this amendment but as some of them
were opposed to it, the association decided to omit it for the time be-

ing at least, in order to secure the support of the contractors on the

other amendments. It is possible that when the special committee of

the legislature holds its meetings it will be invited to consider this

proposal also. The special committee of the Ontario legislature ap-

pointed to consider amendments to the Mechanics' and Wage-Earn-
ers' Lien Act with a view to presenting a new bill at the next session

of the legislature, consists of Hon. W. D. McPherson, Provincial Sec-

retary Hon. I. B. Lucas, Attorney-General C. S. Cameron, (North
Grey), V. A. Sinclair, (South Oxford). I. F. Hilliard, (Dundas), Wm.
Proudfoot, (Centre Huron), H. H. Dewart, South West Toronto),
and Udney Richardson, (East Wellington).
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Some Representative Canadian Woods

Top—Western Tamarack. Top—Eastern Hemlock, Edge Grain
Second—Edge Grain Tamarack. Second—Eastern Hemlock, Slash Grain
Third—Slash Grain Tamarack. Third^Western Hemlock, Edge Grain
Bottom—Eastern Tamarack. Bottom—Western Hemlock, Slash Grain

m
Top—Slash Grain Sugar Maple
Second—Edge Grain Sugar Maple
Third—Broad Leafed Maple
Bottom—Bird's Eye Maple

Top—Eastern White Cedar, Slash Grain
Second—Eastern Red Cedar, Slash Grain
Third—Eastern Red Cedar, Edge Grain .

Fourth—Western Red Cedar, Edge Grain
Bottom—Western Red Cedar, Slash Grain
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Canada's Unrivalled Forest Resources
By Henry K. Wicksteed, Chief Engineer of Surveys Canadian National Railways

Canada was first introduced to the liritish investor as a breed-

ing ground for fur-bearing animals, and the fur trade supported Can-

ada for a great many generations. Not only supported it, but ex-

plored and mapped it out, and to a limited extent settled it.

For three hundred years this fur trade has been carried on, and

for two hundred it supplied the greater part of the export trade. As
trans-Atlantic transport became cheaper and England's own sup-

plies of timber became exhausted, and those of Western Russia and
Scandinavia jjartially depleted, she began to look around for other

sources of supply. Canada was known to be a densely forested

country—how else could the fur-bearing animals have lived—and
who so likely to know just where
the finest timber was, and how to

reach it, as the trappers and"c<)ur-

eurs des bois" who had developed

the fur trade. The transition

from trapper and voyageur to

lumberman and river driver was
easy and natural, and the race

that had carried the fleur-de-lis of

France, and later the Union
Jack, to every corner of the

Northern Continent on snow
shoes in winter, in bark canoes in

summer, the race of Champlain,

La Salle, Marquette, Radison and
La Verendrye, became the best

axemen and the most skilful and
daring rivermen of the world.

The only timber looked for in

those early days of the lumber
trade was white pine and occa-

sional sticks of oak, but the latter was not much in .favor with the

lumbermen because it would not float without support from lighter

timbers, and floating was the essence of the lumber business. Rail-

ways there were none at first, and they multiplied and extended slowly
when they did come, but rivers and lakes were plentiful, and they

all led to the sea, and most of them to Quebec, and so Quebec became
the emporium of the lumber trade.

The timber in these early days of the lumber trade was all hewn
square with the broadaxe. The saw did not enter into the manufac-
ture at all and millions of f .b.m. of good timber was left in the woods
to rot in the form of chips and waste. The source of supply got fur-

Dressed Lumber along the Transcontinental Line Between
Levis, Que., and Edmundston, N.B.

ther and further away from the sea. and the difficulty of getting out
the great square sticks increased. The introduction of iron and stetSL
into structural work decreased the English demand, and a new de-
mand for building timber arose in the eastern part of the neighborinjf
re]mblic. All these causes contributed to bring about the decline of
the .square timber era, and to usher in that of the sawmill and the
log, but still the demand was for white pine, and the method of tr;ii -

l)ort was still by flotation. The log was floated to the mill and tli.

sawn lumber was carried by water from the (Jttavva by l>arges to
New York, and from lake ports by schooner to Tonawanda and ().<»-

wego. Gradually the railways pushed their way forward, multiplied,
and took a greater part in the dis-

tribution of the sawn product,
and also opened uj) for settlement
the great treeless plains of the
central plateau, creating a new
demand within the country, and
contemporaneously the enormous
forest resources of British Colum-
bia were brought within reach, as
also in the case of the Canadian
National Railways the fore^ted
areas of Northern Ontario, Mani-
toba. Saskatchewan, and Alberta.

Still more recently has cornc
the era of wood pulp, and here
both the Canadian National and
the eastern i)rovinces, especially

Quebec, came into their own.
Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New
Brunswick being all on the sea-

board, had always done a very
considerable buMiie-> in ^aun -pruce deals with England and other
overseas countries, but the wood pulp industry opened up markets
for their forest products before undreamed of Nova Scotia's mer-
chantable timber is almost all spruce, and as an offset to the com-
l)aratively limited area of the province, it has a moist and mild cli-

mate which cflfects more rapid reproduction than i- p'T--;ililc any-

where else but on the Pacific Coast.

So much has been said and written of the ayiKuluiral pu.->ibi-

lities of the Prairie district and of the nickel and other minerals

that the fact that Canada is mainly still covered by forest has been
lost sight of ; but a glance at any regular maj) of the Dominion will
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show how great is the forested area as indicated by the great U of the

Laiirentian plateau and British Columbia. There are.areas of agricul-

tural land all through it and one of the:e. the Clay Belt, north

of Lake Superior, contains some 25,000 square miles, but the total

area of the provinces of Ontario and Quebec, in which it is situated,

is over 1,000,000 square miles, and most of this is Laurentian. Neglect-

ing the extreme northern portions which do not contain much merch-
antable timber, if any, this little patch does not represent more than

5 per cent, of the total, and the present value even of this is its forest

wealth. By far the greater part of this vast area is valuable only for

its forest and its minerals.

The same applies to British Columbia and the Yukon, and it

is noticeable in respect to this that the forest growth extends and
is valuable much further north, than on the Atlantic and Hudson's
Bay coast. Hearne, leaving a treeless region at Fort Churchill and
travelling west, reached a well-wooded one far east of Lake Atha-
basca; and spruce of a fair size grows even about Great I>ear I^ake,

while the very finest in the world grows on Queen Charlotte Island.

The basin of the Upper Mackenzie and its tributaries the Peace,

Slave, and Athabasca, has agricultural possibilities, and all of it has

Thousands of cords of pulpwood are to be seen along the Canadian
National Railways

mineral, but the minerals are imderground, and more or less uncer-

tain as to location, and mineral production does not interfere with
forestry as does agriculture. It goes hand in hand with it, so that

the fact remains that on some 2/3 of the area of Canada, within the

temperate zone, forest products are the actual tangible assets, and
that forestr}' is, in consequence, one of our most important cares

and studies. It is noteworthy that the statistics show that the min-
eral and forest production of the Dominion are approximately equal

in value, $175,000,000 each per annum.
I regret very much to say that this great heritage of ours has

been sadly mishandled and neglected. Nature had been so bountiful

in her gifts that we believed and boasted that they were inexhaust-

ible. In the race to turn them into money, we have wasted and
destroyed by fire more than we have used. The best of the white
pine has gone. So have the white cedar and tamarac, and all of these

are slow growing trees, taking years, even centuries to replace. Our
children's children will travel far to see the glory and dignity of a

white ])ine forest, but there remains to us much still, and with more
care and proper forestry laws, it will not only last for centuries, but
increase in value from generation to generation. The white pine has
almost gone, but the Douglas fir and the giant cedars of the Pacific

coast remain ; and in the Noi-th there are, besides the spruce, which
is everywhere, a number of hitherto almost unused timbers which
can be made to take the place of the more lordly growth. Among
these are poplar and the balsam. The birch, both white and red. is

another most useful tree.

Mining and forestry can go on hand in hand. The operations of

the former require much of the latter, and of the coarser species.

There is one aspect of the Northern forest which we have not

touched on, the conservation of our water|)Owers. Streams which
100 years ago were perennial and turned the wheels of our fore-

fpthers' little grist and saw mills the season round, have become,
with the clearing of the forest, mere trickling rills in midsummer.

I
and raging torrents in Spring.

Nearlv all our streams have their sources in the forest country,

Something has been done towards this and in setting aside forest
reserves in a number of diflferent regions, and some thousands of

Canadians have formed an association for the purpose of getting
more done. I can not close this essay better than by quoting from
one of its booklets: "Of that vast tract of 400,000,000 acres, only a
few thousand square miles are good for any crop but timber. Every
consideration of common sense and national welfare calls for the
maintenance of these timber crops for hundreds of years to come.
That is the idea on which European forestry has built up colossal
profits for the public treasury."

Lumberman Joins Ranks of Benedicts

Lieut. Finley McGibbon of the McGibbon-Hodgson Lumber Co.,

Vancouver, son of Chas. McGibbon of the McGibbon Lumber Co.,

Penatanguishene, Ont., who passed away recently, was married on
April 23rd to Miss Julia Pringle, eldest daughter of Mr. Arthur Prin-
gle, Preston, Ont. The bride is the niece of Admiral Sir Chas. Kings-
mill. The ceremony was performed by Rev R. Herbert, Mr. McGib-
bon and bride are spending some time in Atlantic City, and will take
up their residence in Vancouver. The assistants at the wedding were
Miss Constance Pringle, sister of the bride, and Arthur McGibbon,
brother of the groom .

White Ash For Export Trade
Messrs. H. H. Wiggin Lumber Co. in this issue of "Canada Lum-

berman" are ofYering to those interested in European market large
quantities of white ash, which they will cut in any length or width up
to 35 feet, all band sawn stock 5^ths to 4 inches thick. This lumber is

of excellent quality and has been adopted by the United States govern-
ment on all navy yard work where wood of this character is used
for such purposes as repair work, construction and trim. It is used
for small boat work, steps, grating and other interior finish work on
all the large ships. During the last year H. H. Wiggin Co. have sold

over 4,000,000 feet for the various navy yards at Boston, Charlestown,
Brooklyn, Washington, Norfolk, Puget Sound and Mare Island.

H. H. Wiggin Co. carry large stocks on hand ready for immed-
iate shipment from their Southern mills at New Orleans, Louisiana and
at their Boston warehouse and lumber yard at Charlestown, Boston
Mass. The output of the mills at the present estimation will be 8,-

000,000 feet so that they are in a good position to handle large export
shipments. Other woods w'hich this lumber house handle for both im-
port and export are oak, cypress, cottonwood, tupelo gum, mahogany
and teak.

Good OpeniniT for Shooks in Mexico
There is a bright opening for Canadian l)ox and l>arreis shooks in

Mexico, according to advices by the Canadian Trade Commission, Ot-
tawa. A few years ago Canadian manufacturers commenced shipping
in competition with American exporters from the lumber region of

the Mississippi and Louisania but owing to war and other conditions
there has been scarcely any trade recently. .A.t present there is renew-
ed activity and a heavy movement in the mineral oil industry, in which
the refined article is barrelled. As many as five and six thousand tons

of shooks are used by one operating company. The British Board of

Trade in Mexico states that at present there is only one small Mexican
firm competing with the import trade.

St. Maurice Co. Had Splendid Year
Another Canadian company to report a prosperous year is the

St. Maurice Paper Company, Limited, whose operating profit after

all expenses amounted to$l,468.488 last year, as compared with $1,-

060,853 the year before. Details of deductions are not available, but

the surplus is given as $562,300, as compared with $596,148 the i)rcv-

ious year. Current assets are $2,757,680, against $1,990,694. Current
liabilities are $1,040,079, against $1,039,880 the previous year. The
working capital is thus increased to $1,717,601, compared with $950,-

814. The company's total assets are now $9,727,425, as against $8,-

872,558.

Available figures compare as follows:

1918 1917

Profit ,$1,468,488 $1,060,853

Surplus 562,300 595,148

Current assets 2,757,680 1,990.694

Current liabilities 1,040.079 1.030,880

Net working capital 1,717.601 O.SO,814

Cash 30,334 13,615

Total assets 9,727,425 8,872,558
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Keeping UnimpairedCanada 's Timber Wealth
How to Increase the Earning Capacity of the Capital Invested in the Forests—Funda-

mental Objects in Safeguarding Great National Assets
Bv Dr. C. D. Howe, Faculty of Forestry. University of Toronto

Dr. C. D. Howe

Not long ago J attended a

meeting of business and univer-

sity professors gathered to listen

to reports upon the progress of

industrial research in Canada. Be-
ing Toronto business men and,
therefore, doers as well as seers,

some of them seemed inclined to

express impatience that matters
in the hands of the Research
Council at Ottawa had not devel-

oped more rapidly. One of the
gentlemen made the remark

:

"C"anada stands almost naked of
industrial research, of co-opera-
tion between the scientist and the
business man." Another, in re-

])lying, said, in efifect: "We must
liave patience. New ideas develoj)

slowly." Then to use what he
doubtless considered a convincing
illustration, he remarked, with a

great deal of emphasis: "1 remem-
ber 25 or 30 years ago we had to

be told what forestry meant. It was an entirely new thing. Now,
every big lumber company or ])ulpwood concern has a forester. They
could not do business without one."

The statements of these two gentlemen made a dee]) impression

upon me, the first because of its terse descriptive quality, and the

second because of the j^rofundity of ignorance which it displayed.

Since the second statement reflects a very general pubjic opinion with
regard to forestry in Canada, I shall combine it with the first and
make the remarks quoted the subject of my text and I shall say:

After nearly ,30 years of agitation and effort Canada stands almost
naked of any forestry practice, of any definite carefully formulated

plans for the management of forests.

I make this statement deliberately, although I am aware that it

will evoke critici.=m and ])crhaps censure. I believe the time is ripe

for plain speaking. The forests of the Dominion chiefly rest in crown
lands. They belong to you and you should know into what state

their j)ast and present treatment has brought and is bringing- them.
You should demand an account of stewardship and to urge this

course upon you is the purpose of my speaking to you this afternoon.

The Primary Object of Forestry

To make myself clear and to avoid misunderstanding, let me de-

fine what forestry practice means. The primary object of forest

management is to maintain unimpaired the capital stock, the forest

wealth. Herein lies the differences between lumbering and forestry.

Lumbering removes the trees with no thought of a future forest

crop on the same area
;
forestry practice removes the trees only after

careful planning for the future crop. When this fundamental object

has been accomplished, the next procedure in order is, if possible, to

increase the earning capacity of the capital invested in the forest.

Although minor objects and methods of technicjue may differ under
varying circumstances, these are the two elemental principles at the

base of all forestry pra'ctice. Keep the ca])ital intact, so that its re-

turns will be as continuous as possible ; increase the earning capacity

of the capital. Nothing about that is hard for a business man to un-

derstand. In fact, someone has defined forestry practice as the ap-

plication of business principles in obtaining the continued productiv-

ity of woodlands.

Su])pose you had an acre of land covered with trees of commer-
cial value. Now, trees possess the miraculous power of rejuvenating

themselves each year and the result is a layer of new wood. Let us

suppose that the new wood laid down in a growing season on all the

trees of the acre totals a cord—a cord of wood per acre. You could

remove a cord of wood each year and your capital stock would re-

main unimpaired. You could consider that cord of wood as earnings

on capital invested or you could imagine yourself cutting coupons in-

stead of cutting cords. And the wonderful thing about it is that you,

your children, or your children's children could go on doing this as

long as the sun shines and the rain falls, for wood is only solidified
sunshine and water plus a small percentage of mineral salts from th<

soil. I will substitute for the words you and your children the U •

the state, the nation. I confess I can never pass this point with ;;•

dreaming of what might be if men only demanded in governmcn!

-

business the same standards that they insist upon in their pri\
business.

The ])rimary object of forestry i)ractice, then, is to maintain the
capital stock in a productive condition. I take this to be the founda-
tion upon which all legitimate business rest.s—the security of the in-
vestment. As business men yon make this your initial demand upon
the state. Do you or have you made the same demand in behalf ..f

the forests in which you are i)art-owners, which yield revenues to the
jniblic treasury, and so indirectly r(>dtu-<' the ro-^t crirrv incr <>n v<.nr
business, whatever it may be?

Perhaps you have not the data ;u naiid. nu aii>'.\<.r lia qiu--
tion for you. One-third of the ge(jgraphical area of Canada doubt-
less is incapable of i)roducing trees of sawlog size because of inhos-
pitable climatic or soil conditions. The actual sawlog producing
areas probaI)ly do not total 500,000 square miles, and at least one-
half of this has been burned. Any of you who has travelled in the
north co.untry or who has even ridden on the transcontinental rail-

ways must be fairly well convinced that our forest capital has not
been maintained unimpaired and therefore, according tu our defini-
tion, the primary object of forestry jjractice has not yet been attain-
ed.

The Maintenance of Capital Stock

The capital values destrnyed by fire are incomprehensibly large.

I he effect of this loss of wealth upon industry is already apparent,
for it has forced lumber concerns to seek materials each vear farther
and farther from the market, which means that the consumer has to
pay more and more each year for the products of the forest. We are
using in Toronto forest pr<xlucts whose raw material came from the
other side of the height of land in the Hudson Bay drainage basin.
Think o{ the transportation charges on that material. I see in this

room wood material which came from the Southern States. The
wages expended in converting the raw material into the finished pro-
duct went to the citizens of another country and yet those wages
might have gone to our own citizens; we could have had raw mater-
ials better adapted for the purpose within 200 miles of Toronto, if we
had taken the first stej) in forestry practice, that is, had we maintain-
ed our forest capital unimpaired.

We as consumers are paying heavily today for our neglect of this

elementary business precaution, yet the failing of timber supplies
through the devastation of forest fires is not the most serious aspect
of the problem. Mother nature is a great restorer ; if undisturbed,
she eventually heals all wounds, and in time she might re-cover our
fire scarred forest areas with commercially valuable trees, but, unfor-

tunately, she is not allowed to carry out her plans. The forests are

burned not once, but repeatedly. I know areas that have been burned
thirteen times in the past 50 years. The repeated forest fires is a vic-

ious and destructive thing, for it kills the young trees which are to

make the future forest and it kills the mother trees (seed trees) which
might, if allowed to live, replace the destroyed young.

One-half of our commercial timber lands have been burned, ^

see, even if there never were another forest fire, one-half of our fu-

ture supply of timber should come from these areas. Every fire de-

creases that possibility by destroying the young commercial trin -

You cannot kill the children for several generations and look forwrr

to the continuance of the race; you cannot kill the young pine a:i'.

the young spruce on an area every 5, 10 or 20 years and expect even

tually to get saw logs.

Let me state once more the conditions on the burned area-

Thousands of square miles of forest land in the Dominion have bei ii

so severely burned by repeated fires that they will lie barren of com-
mercial trees for hundreds of years unless they are planted by man
Other thousands of square miles, less seriously burned, are restock-

ing themselves naturally to valuable species, but these areas are

ing constantly reduced and transferred into the first class menti
because of inadequate fire protection.

I asked you a moment ago, if you had demanded security
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"he Canadian forest capital in which you share. Have you? You
ave spent a milHon dollars a year for the past ten years for protec-

on of your property. You have invested ten million dollars in a

roject. Have you asked for an adequate return on that investment?
Let me tell you; although you have spent millions of dollars on for-

est protection, the safety of the forests is still largely in the hands
of Providence. I mean it depends upon weather conditions. Things
go fairly well until we have an exceptionally dry season. The tech-

nique of fire-fighting methods has not been sufficiently developed tp

cope with the extra dry season. A very efifective preventive method,
although successfully practised in certain districts in the West, has
not yet been employed other than experimentally in the East, namely
the disposal of the slash which becomes extremely inflammable in

softwood forests, as in the north country. Unless the slash in cer-

tain districts is burned at the time of lumbering, we may as well be-

come resigned to periodic forest holocausts. The best fire-fighting

organization in the world could not master a situation in which all

the odds were against it.

Another reason for this insecurity of the forest, the reason more
time and thought have not been put upon the development of fire-

lighting methods is largely because the rangers are not hired because

they are efficient workmen or even good fire-fighters—but for other

reasons.

The Evil of Political Patronage

I have only words of highest praise for the men in charge of the

Dominion and Provincial Forestry Branches. There are men at Ot-
tawa ; there are men here in Queen's Park, men in nearly every pro-

vincial capital, hardworking, patriotic men who are giving the best

eflforts of their lives in the attempt to protect our forest capital, but

they are far from successful because in the end they find astride every
trail that hideous grinning monster, political patronage. Who is to

blame for this state of affairs? Now, I have thought over this matter

a good deal and I have come to the conclusion that no politician, no
official of the government is to blame ;

they are simply the victims of

an inherited political tradition with regard to the methods oi hand-
ling governmental business. You and I are really the responsible

parties. The average citizen is to blame because he does not demand
in governmental business the same standard that he demands in his

own private business. Political patronage is a question of public

morals and the problem will be solved only on this ground.
If, as an organization, you are contemplating presenting a mem-

orial at Ottawa or in Queen's Park on this subject, I make bold to

suggest that you state the case something like this: Our forests are in

a precarious condition. Unless they are relieved, their revenue-pro-

ducing functions will be practically destroyed because of repeated for-

est fires. We believe this condition is chiefly due to an archaic, in-

efficient, rotten system of political patronage, a .system for which
you are not responsible because you inherited it from your political

ancestors. In fact, we acknowledge that we as tax-paying citizens

are really responsible for a condition of affairs for which we have in

the past condenmed you. Now, cannot we get together and devise

some means of putting forest protection on a business basis ? I have
a feeling that the responsible politician, I mean the legislator and the

cabinet minister are just as disgusted with the whole business as

anyone else and that approached in this matter, they would meet you
more than half way.

Making the Forests Safe From Fire

Let me say again that the first step in forestry practice is the

maintenance of the earning power of the capital stock. This primary
iibject has not yet been accomplished in Canada becaiise we have not
\ et devised the means and methods to make the forests rea.sonably

safe from destruction by fire.

Now, let us turn to the unburned logged-over lands and see how
iiur definition of forestry applies to their treatment. We have the
testimony of lumbermen that the end of the white pine supply in

ICastern Canada is in sight. There will be scattered white pine trees

in the forests for many years,, but outside the forest reserves only a
few large stands of virgin white pine remain. Investigations indi-

l ate that white pine does not reproduce itself when removed from •

the ordinary mixed forest. The young seedlings require light and
the dense thickets that spring up after logging choke and finally kill

the little trees.

Certain areas in the old pineries, that is, where the trees were in

pure stand when cut, are undoubtedly regenerating themselves witt
pine, but we don't know how extensive such areas are. It is very im-
portant that we should know, but we don't know. We need much
more investigation of the matter, but so far as the investigations have
gone, they indicate that we have not accomplished the first object
of forestry practice in respect to white pine, that is, we have not kept
the capital stock represented by white pine trees unimpaired and con-
tinuously productive.

For the past two summers 1 have been investigating for the

Commission of Conservation, at Ottawa, the regeneration of spruce
and balsam on cut-over unburned pulpwood lands in the province of
Quebec. I cannot here go into the details of my results, but I would
like to tell you what we found on a certain representative area of 97
acres which had been severely culled. Twenty-six spruce trees per
acre had been removed. We counted all the young trees on those 97
acres and determined their death rate. We found when they reach
merchantable size there will be only 7 spruce trees per acr« to take
the place of the 26 spruce trees removed by the logging operations,
or, in other words, there will be one-third as many spruce trees in
the future forest as in the virgin forest.

Knowing Results From Cut-Over Lands
We don't know yet whether this area is representative of all

the cut-over spruce lands in Eastern Canada. It is very important
that we should know. If it is representative, then it will be very evi-
dent to you as business men that the forest capital stock represented
by spruce trees has not been maintained unimpaired and continuou.s-
ly productive. Therefore, we have not accomplished the primary ob-
ject of forestry practice in respect to spruce.

Balsam trees at the rate of 32 per acre had been cut from these
same 97 acres. Following the same line of investigation as with the
spruce, we found that in the next crop there will be 12 trees per acre
\yhere 32 have been taken away, or, in other words, there will be a
little more than a third as many balsam trees in the future forest as
were in the virgin forest. Nor is this the whole story. Our investi-
gations indicate that 7 of those 12 balsam will be so badly diseased
by heart rot as to be unfit for pulpwood

; so the final result will prob-
ably be 5 pulpwood bearing balsam trees where 32 were taken away.

We don't know yet whether this area is representative of all the
cut-over balsam lands in Eastern Canada. It is very important that
we should know. If it is representative, then it is no longer neces-
sary for me to bring to you any more illustrations to drive home my
assertion that we have not attained the first objective of forestry prac-
tice because we have not maintained the forest capital unimpaired
and in a continuously productive condition.

The Mistaken Idea of Forest Revenues
I hope you have already anticipated my next statement. Our .so-

called forest revenues are not revenues at all. They represent so much'
money taken from the capital stock; an average of 1.5 million dollars
in Ontario for the past ten years

; and nearly the same for the pro-
vince of Quebec. It is not revenue at all ; it is borrowed money. You
are already paying exorbitant interest on it in the steadily rising pulp-
wood and lumber prices, and you will pay a higher rate each year so
long as the practice of borrowing is continued. Also, because we are
each year reducing our forest capital and so restricting its production
you contribute in the aggregate large sums of money to pay the
wages of lumbermen in the States instead of paying our own lumber-
men. You do this every time you buy southern pine to furnish your
house, and practically every house I have entered in my ten vears of
residence in this city contains more or less southern pine.

This borrowed capital must be restored to the forest cither in
the form of planting or in the form of regulated logging operations
-—probably both, if our lumbering and putpwood industries are con-
tinuously to be maintained even at their present capacities. Either
method of restoration will be very costly, but you or your children
because of your previous neglect will be compelled to pav the price.
The longer you wait, the higher the price.

Let me point out to you a great anomaly that very largely ac-
counts for our present forest conditions. As business men you will
appreciate the point. The Forestry Branch at Ottawa is charged with
the care of 25,000,000 acres of Dominion forest reserves. It has a
staff of technically trained foresters. With the exception of settlers'
permits and a few odd logging jobs, the activities of the branch are
confined to fire protection. All the licensed lands, all the big logging
operations within the Forest Reserves are in charge of another branch
at Ottawa, which has not a forester in it. Let us come nearer home.
The province of Ontario has around 7.000,000 acres in forest reserv-
es. It has 10,000,000 acres under timber license and practically the
same area in pulpwood concessions. There is a Forest Branch with
technically trained foresters. There are no better foresters in the
Dominion, yet they have no part in carrying out the timber regula-
tions for the licensed lands. That is in the hands of another branch
which has no forester in it. Managing forests .>;o that they will re-
main continuously productive is a big job ; it calls for men with spec-
ial ability and special training. Those of you who are manufacturer.s—to whom do you turn with your technical problems? Do ^i^u turn
them over to your clerks?

The Part of Patriotism and Business

May I refer you back to my text : Canada stands practicallv nak-
ed of any forestry practice. The reason for this is that you and busi-
ness men like you throughout the Dominion have not taken interest
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enough in your property to sec that it is j)ropcriy managed, to de-

mand an account of stewardship. 1 think it is the part of patriot-

ism as well as the part of elementary business policy to make an ef-

fort to sustain an industry which stands third as a producer of wealth
in this country, an industry that created for Canada in 1917 forest

])roducts valued at $116,000,000, an industry that employs over 50,-

000 people and distributes nearly 40 million dollars in wages. These
are concerned with wood products as such. Jf we add to these sums
the industries partially dependent upon wood in some form, we find

that they increased the wealth of Canada in 1917 by over $250,000,-

000 Surely in the interests of the continued prosperity of our coun-
try, the wheels of these industries should continue to turn.

I hope I have not drawn the picture too dark. I have failed in

my effort, if I have given you the impression that the case is hope-
less. It is far from that. We are still much better situated in regard

to timber supplies than any other country, but that does not justify

indifiference or the delay of recuperative methods. Four-fifths of

Canadian soil is pFobaljly better adapted to the growing oi trees than
to any other purpose. No other country has such large forest areas,

so accessible to transportation by water and by rail, so near the great

consuming markets. Russia may have more timber. The United
States undoubtedly has more and in larger variety, but I repeat no
othef country has such large forest areas so accessible to the markets
of the world as Eastern Canada. With proper fore-thought and
proper fore-action there is no reason why Canada should not supply
the timber requirements of the world. Properly managed our great

forest areas might turn for all time continuous streams of sylvan
wealth into our public treasuries. Rut they never vvill

;
they will lie

as idle waste lands, a burden upon the tax-payer, as so many of them
already are, unless recuperative methods are inaugurated at once,

unless you and business men like you throughout the country take
more interest in them in the future than you have in the past.

Has Portable House Order Failed?
Negotiations Said to be Still Pending and Part of the

Business May Yet Come to Canada

A. Ci. Rose, of Ottawa, who some months ago went to England
and the Continent in the interest of the Canadian Timber Products As-
sociation, in the hope of securing export l)usiness for that organiza-

tion, has returned home. When recjuested for some "information re-

garding the success or otherwise of the large overseas order from the

French government for 10,000 portable houses and amounting to $6,-

000,000, Mr. Rose had little to say. He remarked that there would
be "a lot of business after labor conditions improved," but declined

to discuss the matter of the portable house order.

This business was reported in the last issue of the "Caaiada Lum-
berman" as having been lost to the Dominion because of the alleged
indifiference of the federal authorities in adjusting the excessive
freight charges.

From another source comes the information that while it was
thought the order had gone by the board completely, later advices
are to the efifect that negotiations are still pending, and the situation

is developing favorably.

It was said by one member of the association that by the end of

June, much more space would be available on ocean going vessels for

the transportation of goods to Europe, and it was then expected that
freight rates would come down. The general freight charges were
around 75 cents per cubic ft. ftt the time the order was cabled. An
efifort was made to have these charges substantially reduced, but
with no encouraging results.

There is something going on behind the scenes, at any rate, and
it is rumored that Mr. Rose may return to Europe once more in the
hope of finally landing the business for the Association.

If the order is lost, it is alleged that it will be by reason of the
high ocean freight rate, and because the Federal Government did not
make a prom])t and effective move in transportation matters so that
the business could be profitably handled. It is now asserted that if

Canada does not secure the order, instead of the consignment for

10,000 portable houses going to the United States, it will revert to
Sweden or Norway. These countries are very close to France and
Belgium, and ocean freight rates would not likely enter into the ques-
tion. Both of these lands have plenty of wood and labor is reported
cheaper than either in Canada or the United States. Spruce or pine,
it was stated, was included in the specifications under which the or-
der was originally negotiated by the Canadian Timber Pioducts As-
sociation.

Speaking of the outlook, one member stated that if Canada still

captures the business or part of it that present ocean freight rates
would have to be cut in half to compete with other countries, espe-
cially the Scandinavian market. Besides this, there is the question of
getting accommodation in cargo space.

AND WOODWORKER

British Timber Controller Now
in Canada

Sir James Ball says United Kingdom is Short of Lumber
and Anxious to Get as Much Shipped as Possible

from the Dominion— Confers with Repre-
sentatives in Montreal

Sir James Ball, British Timber Controller, and Mr.
Montague Meyer, British timber buyer, with Mr J. H.
Lane, secretary, are on a visit to Canada. They came via

.\'cw Vork. Their visit is in connection with the purcha^^es
of lumber in this country and the shipping of the stock to
the U. K., and also for study of Canadian conditions. The
lumber has been bought for delivery alongside ship, Can-
adian port, and the bottoms will have to be found by the
British ''jovernnient. It is understood that that Clovern-
niont has completed its buying programme in Canada.

After leaving New York, the party visited Montrc .il

arriving there on April 30. Sir James and Mr. Meyer had
conferences with Sir Arthur Harris, the Director-Generai
of the British Ministry of Shipping, and in the afternoon
of May 30 met representatives of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association. The deputation included Messrs. \V.

Gerard Power, president; Arthur H. Campbell, D. H. Mc-
Lennan, G. W. Grier, Geo. Goodfellow, W. K. Grafftev,

W. T. Mason, W. Blair, L.-Rolland, J. A. McLaurin, J. S.

Gillies, W. E. Golding, (St. John, N. B.), and Frank Haw-
kins, secretary.

The discussion chiefly related to the question of ship-

ping, and as to how the lumber could be quickly shipped.

The issue was discussed in an informal way, the interview

being of a satisfactory character. Sir James expressed his

I)leasure at meeting the members of the Association and
di.scussing in a frank manner the questions in which they

were mutually interested.

The exporters met Sir James and Mr. Meyer on the

following day.

Have Bought 800,000,000 Feet Here
In an interview with the "Canada Lumberman" Sir

James referred to the pleasure with which he had discussed

questions afifccting Canada with Mr. Lloyd Harris, Mr.
Wade of British Columbia, and Mr. Manbert of Toronto,

the latter representing the Ontario i)ine interests. "I can

only repeat what I said to them : You have magnificent

opportunities, having regard to your great wealth from the

timber point of view. The United Kingdom is short ol lum-

ber, and we are anxious to get as much as possible shipped.

We have purchased about 800.000.000 feet in Canada, in-

cluding 75 millions in B. C. Naturally we shall try to get

shipping for our own purposes, and we are here to make
arrangements to this end. We believe that it will be of

benefit to the Canadian lumber interests for us to ship

the lumber we have purchased as promptly as we can, and
thus take it off your market.

"It is for the Canadian lumbermen to get together and
make the best arrangements they can for getting their lum-
ber sent to the U. K.. and also to increase their trade.

They must not depend upon the British Government

—

but must make their own arrangements.
Canada Should Seize Opportunity

"The opportunity for increasing the volume of trade

with Europe is there, and it is for Canadians to seize it.

In 1913 Europe imported 4]/^ million standards, of which
Great Britain took 50 per cent. Russia is now pactically

dormant, and although Sweden and Norway are sending in

a good amount of lumber, there is plenty of room for

Canada, in fact the opportunity is such as never occurred
before."

Mr. Meyer, in the course of conversation, mentioned
that the lumber purchased here will be sold to retailers,

in cargoes, if possible, and also in half cargoes. Possibly'

the Government might make a small profit, but the object

was not to make any money out of it. The lumber was
required, and the Government was anxious to get it into

consumption as soon as possible.

The party will visit Ottawa, and possibly Toronto, and
then go to B. C, Sir James Ball and Mr. Meyer returning
home by different routes. When in Ottawa Sir James Ball

will see Sir Thomas White.
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A. C. Manbert, Toronto, Ont.

Cordial Welcome Given Mr. Manbert
Timber Commissioner for Ontario Finds British Trade Much

Interested in His Mission Overseas

Clippings from British timber
trade papers announce the ar-

rival in London of Mr. A. C.
Manbert, of Toronto, the recent-

ly appointed Timber Commis-
sioner for Ontario, and his en-

trance upon his new duties.

Personal letters to his partners

in Canada briefly comment upon
the cordial welcome he has re-

ceived from the various ])eoj)le he
has thus far seen who would be
naturally interested in his mis-
sion. It is undoubtedly too early

to expect from him any report

U])on conditions in the Knglish
timber trade as he finds them, but
all venture the expectation" that

these will be 'forthcoming as he
becomes established and better

acquainted. Reports of Briti'sh

developments would, however,
indicate that his visit is well'

timed.
Lumbermen, generally, with any interest in the British export

trade, are anxious that the restrictions and control of purchases and
movements exercised by the Government, shall be removed. Reports
are that this hope is soon to be realized as the Government is anxious
to have the timber trade resume the pre-war basis of individual ini-

tiative and activities.

Already the Government is offering without reserve to the pub-
lic for tenders some of its timber holdings. In order to stimulate
and enable the furniture trade to resume aggressive manufacturing,
the Government is so offering all of its hardwood stocks both in

hand and under contract.

It is a matter for congratulation that the well-known genius of

the British people for self direction is so promptly recognized by
"officialdom," and that we belong to a nation experienced in the or-

derly processes of self control, as contrasted with the incoherent
vagaries of an inexperienced proletariat now ruling the affairs of so
much of Eastern Europe.

So much the sooner shall we return to stabilized conditions and
the development of the timber export trade (and all trade for that

matter) under the natural law of supply and demand.
The "Canada Lumberman" has been a persistent and consistent

pleader for an extension of our export trades. It has urged it not
only as a measure of self interest to the lumbermen of Canada, but,

beyond that, as a duty to national concern and coherence. It takes
the position that the resources of the Empire should have preferen-

tial distribution within the Empire. The easy and comfortable way
is to be satisfied with our domestic opportunities. These are, of

course, of great importance, and we urge, not less of these, "but more
of these, and the other as well.

The "Canada Lumberman" has been a keen supporter of the

quickened co-operative impulse among all the factors of lupiber pro-

duction and distribution for Canada. It supports, with equal inter-

est, this co-operative purpose of the Government, and lumber manu-
facturers of Ontario in sending Mr. Manbert overseas.

Arising out of the war, the bonds of the Empire have been ten-

sioned—it would be impossible to have them more strengthened

—

and Britain has been thrilled with the loyalty and power of her col-

onies. Canada has accomplished a dignity and prominence which
makes her the premier of these, and she must measure up to her op-

portunities.

It has been well said that as in development, the nineteenth cen-

tury belonged to the United States, so the twentieth century belongs

to Canada. The lumber producers and Government of Ontario are

to be congratulated upon the vision and contribution towards that

purpose, which is embraced in the appointment of Mr. Manbert.

An Agressive Firm of Timber Factors
Roray & Yeaman, timber factors, whose announcement will be

found elsewhere in this issue, have been very active in timber affairs

of British Columbia; cruising, valuing, buying and selling timber

properties. They have been the means of interesting considerable

capital in timber, bringing to the province some very substantial

lumbering industries. Gained through years of experience and con-

nection with lumber and timber operations, this firm have accumulat-

ed and compiled a vast amount of timber data and information, all
of which is freely placed at the disposal of their clients.

Mr. Roray has been actively identified with lumbering and log-
ging, in the Pacific Northwest since 1895, having come to Seattle in
that year from the employ of the Lutcher & Moore Lumber Co., at
Orange, Texas.

Mr. Yeaman, prior to joining with Mr. Roray, was Vancouver
manager for Henry Disston & Sons, Inc., .saw manufacturers, and
as salesman for this company, as well as for E. C. Atkins & Co., had
for years visited the camps and mills of the Southern States and of
Canada, bringing to the firm of Roray & Yeaman the benefits of a
large acquaintance among mill owners and timbermen.

More Methods of Wood Preservation
The Forest Products Laboratory of the Forest Service at Mad-

ison, Wis., has been co-operating with the Emergency Fleet cor-
poration, with the result that the grading rules for ship timbers
have been much improved and methods of wood preservation have
been developed. New woods have also been discovered for use as
treenails. Specifications for ship timbers that would yield a satisfac-
tory grade of material and at the same time allow production in
quantity, wete prepared with the aid of data obtained by the Labor-
atory on the mechanical properties of various native woods.

New Chairman of Saskatoon Section

F. M. Beatty, who has been
elected chairman of the Saskatoon
section of the Prairie provinces
branch of the Canadian Manufac-
turers' Association, is manager at
Saskatoon for Gushing Bros. Lim-
ited, of Calgary, which firm are
manufacturers, importers and job-
bers in lumber and conduct the
largest sash and door house in the
west. F. M. Beatty is a brother
of W. R. Beatty, who is secretary
of the Colonial Lumber Company
of Pembroke, Ont., and Mayor of
that progressive town, while his
father is with the Hayward Lum-
ber Company of Edmonton, so
that both father and sons are all

in the lumber business F M.
Beatty was born in Pembroke in

1886 and ever since leaving school
has been in the lumber and wood
working line. After departing
from his native town he took a

position in a planing mill at Buckingham, Que., where he worked for
three years in the office and mill. He gained considerable practical
knowledge and this has been of much benefit to him in his executive
duties. Thirteen years ago he went west and located in Edmonton,
starting in with Gushing Bros., in whose service he has been ever
since. In 1910 he was appointed manager at Edmonton owing to A.
T. Gushing having to leave the business for a year on account of ill

health In the spring of 1911, Gushing Bros, decided to erect a plant
in Saskatoon and Mr. Beatty was made manager and transferred to
that point to look after the construction of the new buildings. He
has always liked and taken a deep interest in his work and his suc-
cess is the story of a great many young easterners, who have locat-
ed in the west early in life and climbed rapidly to positions of prom-
inence. Mr. Beatty has for many years been a live wire member of
the Canadian. Manufacturers' Association. Gushing Bros, have fac-
tories at Calgary, Edmonton, Regina and Saskatoon and branch
yards at Red Deer, Fort Saskatchewan and Morinville and besides
handling lumber and all kinds of building supplies, manufacture
every kind of interior and exterior trim.

F. M. Beatty, Saskatoon, Sask.

It is proposed to. erect pulp mills throughout the Eraser Valley
in British Columbia, to be utilized in turning the timber on unused
land into a serviceable and profitable commodity, as well as provid-
ing employment for returned soldiers. G. E. Hope is one of those be-
hind the enterprise, and recently addressed a representative meeting
of the Greater Vancouver Bureau of the Board of Trade. It is stated
that while a fine grade of pulp could not be manufactured ' from the
timber, there is plenty of raw material available for the production
of the coarser grades. With the establishment of pulp mills, thous-
ands of acres of land will be cleared, and rendered available for cul-
tivation. It is probable that the project outlined will be taken up
by the provincial government.
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Second Hand.
Machinery 6
Equipment
Wanted a
For Sale

QHick flctio»i SEction
Special Lola
Of Lumber—
'—Posilions
Wanted &
Vacant

J'UHLISIlEk'S NOTICE

Advcrtisenicnls otiiei- tlian "Employment
Wanted" or "Emjiloyees Wantid" will be
inserted in this deiiartmenl at the rale of 20
cents per agati' line (14 agate lines make one
inch). !|!2..S0 per inch, each insertion, pay-
iilile in advance. Space measured from rule to

rule. When four or more consecutive inser-

tions of tlic same advertisement are ordered a
discount of "J.") per cent, will be allowed.

.Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

t'anada I-uniberman box number is used, en-

dose ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a

word, net. Cash must accompany the order.

Minimum charge 50 cents.
Advertisements must be received not later

than the lOtb and 20tli of each month to

insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

i Wanted-Lumber |

Cedar Posts, Etc.

Wanted—Cedar Posts, Cedar Poles and
Railway Ties. -Apply Rox 921, Canada I-um-

bernian. J)

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter cut

preferred. Apply Firstbrook Brother*, Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont. 8-t.f.

Maple and Birch Wanted
Clear Maple and Birch Squares, 2 x 2—10"

and multiples, 2^ x 2%—l(i" and multiples,

liox Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
8-12

WANTED-BIRCH
White nirch, V/i in., lYi in. and 2 in .

all

grades. Can send inspector. Advise ipiantity.

I)rice and age. liox !t27, Canada Lund)erman,
Toronto. 9

Spruce Wanted
100,000 ft. each of 4 and 5 quarter. No. 1

and 2 Spruce, 6 and S" wide, 8 to 16' long.

John 1. Shafer Hardwood Co.,

(; ;» South Hcnd, Ind.

Elm, Maple and Beech Wanted
Eor spring and siuiiiner ileliveiy, Kock Elm
and (irey Elm, Maple and lieech I'lank, 2^"
and .{;4" thick in oar lots. Quote price f.o.b.

to St. Marys Wood Specialty Co., Ltd., St.

Marys, Ont. 9

Spruce Wanted
We want to buy the following Canadian

.Spruce

:

25carslx4 - 0 to 20' Xo. 4— S2S
5 " 1 X (i

5 " 1x8
n " 1 X 10
5 " 1 X 12

21) " IxS, 10 & 12" 14 &- Hi' No. ;!

S2S & CM.
1x4 to 12"—C to 20' No. 5—S2S.

KUSSELL J. MATTHIAS CO.,

910 Chicago, 111.

WANTED-Quantities of

Basswood, Birch and Black Ash
Dimension stock ^ in. and 1 in. thick, 2 ft.

9 in. to (i ft. long and 4 in. to G in. wide, clear
stock, cut true to sizes and handled for ex-
port. Any one interested please give quantit>
you can get out, when delivery could be made,
price on each kind, per 1,000 ft. B.M. and
freight rate to Montreal. Box 91C, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 8-9

Sawdust
Wanted—A few carloads of Sawdust. Ap-

ply liox 921. Cana.la Lumberman, Toronto, 9 |
^2^Jjt^-j^£^(JjJug|y

I For Sale-Lumber
^

;l»ff/::S4l«W-:ttV<a.;^^^^^^^^
alligator with twin propellers. Reply Box 10,

i-xlv.'ffiriA':}.-f:':y:;.V-^^^^ Timmins, Ont

Wanted
Complete equipment of smalt second hand

10,
89

Rock Elm For Sale

One small car 4,4 Kock Elm, thoroughly
ilry, and in first class condition. Apply at

The Stratford Mfg. Co., S'tratford, Ont. 912

Spruce and Balsam For Sale

Three cars of 2 in. dry spruce and balsam
lumber for sale. Also 400 cords dry kiln

wood. P. Adams & Co., North Bay, Ont. 9

Oak Timbers For Sale

Oak timber from 8 x 8 to 20 x 20, lengths
10 -to ao, for boat and dock work. D. A.
Webster, 50 \'ernon St., Brookline, Mass. 8-i:i

TIES FOR SALE
.About l.OtiO pieces undersized Cedar and

Hemlock Ties (very few Hemlock) eminently
suitable for siding work. For further par-

ticulars apply to Box 2(;4, Kenfrew, Ont. 9

Pulpwood For Sale

Five luindred cords 4 ft. peeled spruce and
balsam |)ulpwood for sale, on Transcontinent-
al Ry., delivery option of buyer. Open to

contract for 5,000 cords 1919-20 delivery.

James T. Clair, Clair, N.B. 9

Hickory For Sale

Hickory Squares 1 in. x 1 in. and Oowels
^ in. diameter, also Hickory Whipstocks.
Can ship immediately, and will sell very

cheap. C. Elias & iiro.. Inc., liuflfalo, N.Y.
7 10

Birch Flooring For Sale

500,01)0 ft. Birch Hooiing for sale, ready for

imnndiate shipment. We can fill almost any
order. Ouotalions and sample will be fur-

nished on demand. Apply to

(JUEBEC LUMBER CO.,

98 St. Peter Street,
S-11 Quebec, Oue.

Timbers For Sale

Five cars 8" x 8" to 12" x 12" x 10 to 20'

sound square edged white oak ; 3 cars 4, 5, 6
and 8" x 10" and up face x 10 to 20', and
1 car 5" and 6" x 10" and up face x 20 to

30', white oak flitch suitable for boat and
shipbuilding or repairs.

The Billmeyer Lumber Co.,

G-9 Cumberland, Md.

CEDAR FOR SALE

Cedar Poles

Cedar Squares

Cedar Fence Posts

Address enquiries to:

St. Lawrence Lumber Co.
Quebec

Chisel Tooth Saw Wanted
54" to 5S" ; would prefer 7 and .S gauge.

Must he in good condition and cheap. For
sale, 54" and (52" solid tooth saws. E. A.
McCann, Dorchester, Ont. 9

I For Sale-Machinery

BURNER
For Sale.—Refuse Burner, .'in ft. \ 9l> ft.

r.o\ !(!!>, Cana<la Lumbernian. 9

Sander and Clamp For Sale

()m Three Driuii Cowan Sander, 42 inch.
One Improved L'oor and Sash t lamp (Met

alj

TR.AVERSV LIMITED,
l.'Jti Papinean Ave., .Montreal.

FOR SALE—SAWMILL
25 IL P. Engine, 50 11. P. return tubular

boiler. Three log seat carriage, overhead set,
fiiction feed works, single edger and slab saw.
.All in fair oider. Price $1,000. Box 915,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 8-11

For Sale—Band Resawing Machine
in good running order; made by the Egan
Co., Philadelphia; takes 0 in. band resaws;
suitable for Box Plant or planing mill.

D. AITCHISON & CO.,
8-11 Hamilton, Ontario.

Jenckes Corliss Engine For Sale

One second-hand Jenckes Corliss Engine,
12 in. X 30 in. cut. Description and price on
application to

Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Company, Ltd.,
2-t.f. Toronto, Out.

High Speed Matchers
1— Berlin No. 90 High Speed Matcher with

Profilers and several extra heads.

1—American No. 77 High Speed Matcher with-
out Profiler but having several extra heads.

Two real bargains.

Box h93, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
(i-t.f.

Big Sawmill
For Sale -Complete Machinery, Transmis-

sion, Lath Mill, Filing Room Equipment,
Power Plant, for 2IMI,(KI0 daily capacity.
Double Band Sawmill. Also Burner, Mach-
ine and Blacksmith Shop E(|uipment, Cater-
pillar Logging Engine, Sleighs, etc., etc. 9-tf.

Box 930, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

For Sale
1—17 X 24 Atlas Engine, with 36 in. x 10 ft.

flywheel.
3—No. 94 Berlin Matchers, 10 in., fitted with

bard steel knives on top and bottom sylin-

dcrs—one pair shiplap, jointer and floor-

ing heads with bits for each machine.

1—No. 182 Berlin Double Surfacer, 30 in. x

6 in.

1—No. 199 Berlin Buzz Planer.

1—No. 290 Berlin Picket Header.

The Otis Staples Lumber Company, Ltd.,
19-t.f. Wyclifle, B.C.

Equipment For Sale
Economist Light Planer and Matcher, 24*

Eclipse Pony Planer. Variety Trim Sj*
Shaper, Band Saw, Power Feed Rip
Swing Saw, 12" Moulder, Chain Mo
DniiM Sander, other machine;:.

A. J. LINDSAY,
'' ' 90 Perabroku .-i , luronto

Bind Saw Mill For Sale

One Waterous 9 ft. 1 !

shot feed, complete witl
equipment. Lsed abou.
condition. The Geo. F. l oss .M
Supply Co., Ltd., 305 St. James St
Que.

Equipment For Sale

Engine 75 II. P., 18 x CO j

HP., 21 X 144 pulley, >
Cowan 30" Bracket Band Sa .

Culloch Shaper with couni<;;si.,.
Lath Machine and Murray Lath i

saws. All excellent condition an.l
cash. Write for further particulars.

0 9

VICARS SHEAR LUMBER CO.,

Port Arthur, Ont.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Peter Mill, Parry Sound
1 left hand cdger, M inch, 4 stationary saws

and one moveable saw, made by Wm. Ham-
ilton Co.

1 engine, 11 x IS slide valve.
1 right hand Champion Edger, 48 inch, 3

stationary saws and 2 moveable '
^ - !

by Waterous Co. (latter edger »a-
two seasons and part of a tbi:

tiimineis complete
1 Patterson & 1.

1 blow cr for Goi . .

1 Riche automatic gang saw siiarpencr.
I Rhodes gang saw swage.

In addition to above we have a consideiabic
(luantity of shafting, chains, pal|eys, etc., all

in good working condition.

Wiile for fuither particulars to

W. L. HAIGHT, Barrisu..

8-11 Parry Sjund. Onl

Equipment For Sale

lirown cross-compound steam engine—IG" X
30" cylinders x 42" stroke horizontal poppel
valve—14' x 35" c.i. flywheel— split.

The Poison Iron Works Co Cor.

with condensing pump—10" x 14" x Itj'

izonlal single piston—with c.i. air chan.Jc.

and jet condenser.
Geo. F. Blake Complete.

The Jerome Wheelock system tandem
pound steam engine No. 395—10" x 24

inders x 34" stroke horizontal—side

with outboard bearings—and 14' x 14' g
iron flywheel sheave split—for l}i" roj-

The Goldie & McCullough Ca . . . coii
,

with condensing pump—8" x 12" x 16" iior

izontal—single piston—with spray condenser.
The Northey Mfg. Co Complete.

THE E. B. EDDY CO., LTD..

0 '.I Hull, Can j.U

Equipment For Sale

1-35 H.l'. "Case" Engine and Boiler, OH
skids, 125 lbs. steam pressume, in first

class condition.

1 -50 inch Trevor "Jumbo" Heading Sawing
Machine, Upright, with saw collar •

'i

plete.

1-3 compartment Steel Vat, 24 by 7 by 4'j

feet.

1—10 H P. Upright Engine and Boiler.

1—Box Board Planer, 24 in.

1 -25 H P. Motor, 3 phase. 00 cycle. 550

volts, and two 15 k.w. transformers I':

same.

2—2'^ k.w. Transformers, 2200 to 530
2—Stave Jointing Machines.

1—125 Gal. Duplex Steam Pump.

Trenton Cooperage Mills, Limited,

7-10 Trenton, Out.
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^ Wanted-Employees

\(lvti tisements under this lieading two cents a

wind |ur insertion. Mininuini cliargc 5l) cents.

Culler Wanted
WANTED—A Culler wlio is acquainted with

I lie National Hardwood Association grading,.
• nr a mill at Mont Laurier, P.O. Sam Ouel-

ite, Mont I.ainier, P.O. 9

WANTED A FIRST CLASS COMPETENT
MAN to take the position of manager of an
operating lumber business, who will be cap-
able of managing the concern, in its operation
from the camp to the consumer. Apply to Box
911, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 8-9

A large firm owning timber limits in the

Eastern Townships, Province of Quebec, re-

quires the services of a Practical Lumberman
to take charge of logging, manufacturing and
handling of yard stock. Apply Box 891, Can-
ada Lumberman and Woodworker, Toronto,
Ont. C9

Wanted, experienced Lumber Yard Fore-

man, and local salesman for retail department,
c: pablf of handling teams and men, getting
liunber into mill, keeping up lumber shed,

urading and tallying from cars, one who
•peaks French preferred, Ic'i southwestern

I intario city. Also matcher and sticker hands
anted. Apply staling wages expected and
Nperience, to Box 920, Canada Lumberman,
L'cironto. U

^ Wanted-Employment J

SPRUCE AND WHITE PINE
CONNECTION WANTED

We desire a good connection on Spruce and
White Pine. Terms to suit shipper. Serfas

Lumber Company, Easton, Pa. 6-9

Come to Canada—Your Chance

is Here
I'or .Sale —Planing mill and saw mill. Old

cstablisheil business now running strong. Lots
of orders, lots of help. Satisfactory reasons
for selling, and price right. Address Box
92.'!, Canada Lunil)erinan, Toronto, Ont. 9

For Sale

Building and Machinery of good Double Cut
Band Sawmill, well equipped with steam feed,

canter, loaders, etc.

If you want a good mill, address Box 762,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 15-t.f.

FOR SALE
Modern Retail Lumber Yard

Fully equipped for business, located in a
hustling Pennsylvania city. Great opportunity
for big business. Financial reference required,

liox 914, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
811

FOR SALE—WELL EQUIPPED
PLANING MILL

and lumber yard with well established con-
nections, also contracting business in connec-
tion, in growing manufacturing town of 60,-
000 population in Western New York. Owner
having other business. Only bona-fide buyers
considered. Address Box 883, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 6 9

Advertisements under this heading one cent a

word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents.

Wanted position by first class Right Hand
rouble Cut Band Sawyer, ten years' experi-

ence. Very capable. P. O. Box lUG, Buck-
ingham, Que. 0-9

BAND-SAWYER. GOOD FAST NIGGER
MAN and good \Vhite Pine CIrader, wants
liosition. Best of references. 1!o,k 9lj4, Can-
ula Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 7-10

Position Wanted—As lumber inspector,

>ard or mill foreman. Have occupied posi-

tions of responsibility and trust with promin-
. lit lumber companies, and can furnish best

(it ri-fcrences. Phone Junct. 541, or Box 926,

Canada Lumberman & Woodworker, Toronto.
!)

POSITION WANTED—.\ young man with
years' experience in the manufacturing and

wholesale business wishes to locate with a re-

liable lumber company, buying or sales de-

p.-irlment preferred. Eitlier hard or soft woods.
\1 inspector; will consider any capacity and

anywhere. Box 917 Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 8"9

POSITION WANTED by thoroughly qua'

itied bookkeeper with ten years' practical ex-

perience in all branches of the lumber busi-

ness. Logging, milling, shipping and handl-

ing of builders' supplies. Capable of taking

charge of office. Ontario or Maritime Pro-

vince company preferred. Apply Box 910,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 9

POSITION AS SAWYER on left hand rig.

I have long experience on both circulars and
l and saws. I am used to fast rig steam feed

and steam Niggers. Have been in the em-
ploy of the same company for over five years.

I want to change on account of short season.

I am a married man with wife and family,

and can furnish best of references if needed.

\l)ply to Sawyer, c/o Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 910

1 Business Chances!

FOR SALE
Retail lumber yard, sliop, and machinery

iloing a good thriving business and growing
every year. Situated in y\gincourt in very
best of farming district on lines of G. T. R.

and C. P. R., 15 miles from Toronto otr good
load. Hydro goes past property, power if

teqiiired. I Owing to ill health owner is

"bliged to sell. A good chance for the right

man and a mechanic* lUisiness bound to

wrow. Address Lewis Foisythe, Agincourt,
Ont. 910

SAWMILL WANTED
Efficient Portable Sawmill, capable of not

less, and preferably more, than 20 M. feet per
day, fir, hemlock and birch. For ease of
transportation double boilers. Would also
consider a contract for the sawing, but mill
would require to be moved to property. Re-
ply to T. A. Rogers, 85 Bay St., Toronto.

7-10

Timber Limit Wanted
WANTED—Softwood Limit of 100 million

or more standing timber, with or without
mill plant, conveniently located to transporta-
tion. Please address reply, giving full par-
ticulars, to Post Office Box 2.S4, Montreal?

9-12

Saw Mill Plant For Sale
Practically new and modern Saw Mill Plant,

capacity about 30 Million feet per annum, lo

cated in the Interior of British Columbia on
a beautiful inland lake and on the main line

of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway. About
5!)0 Million feet of timber on and adjacent to
Lake (about 90% Spruce) and another Billion
feet available at reasonable prices. Natural
conditions ideal for economical logging, manu-
facturing, piling and shipping. An advantage
of about $4 per thousand feet in freight rates
to the Prairie Provinces over Coast shipments.

This property offers unlimited possibilities
as a lumber, pulp and paper property. Would
consider selling a half interest. Terms rea-
sonable.

A. C. FROST COMPANY,
134 South LaSalle Street,

5 t.f. Chicago, 111.

Miscellaneous 1

Rails Wanted
We arc in the market for 14,000 lineal feet

of second hand, twenty pound rail, with plates,

and spikes for same. Address Box 10, Tim-
mins, Ontario. 8-9

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large .uiantity of Second-

Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in

all sizes and i)Iys up to '24 inches in

width, which we can sell at interesting

prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. - Toronto. Ont.

DR. BELL'S
Veterinary Wonder Remedies
10.000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free

lo horsemen who give the Wonder a lair

trial. Guaranteed for Colic. Inflamma
tion of the Lungs, Bowels, Kidneys,
Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send '25c for
Mailing Package, etc. Agents wanted.
Write your address plainly. DR. BELL,
V S.. Kingston, Ont.

WIRE
Manufacturers of

For TYING, BUNDLING
and many other purposes.

NAILS, etc.

LAIDLAW BALE-TIE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. ONT.

PERISCOPE the future and rear the

North Eastern Canada Silver Black
Fox, the species that is different from
all others and the acknowledged king
of Fur bearers. The 20th Century in-

dustry for thoughtful men and women.
The new industry approved by United
States and Canadian Governments is

the most lucrative branch of live stock

industry. We offer choice unrelated

breeding stock for sale in pairs and
furnish instructions to beginners. Join

the fast increasing number of Fox
ranchers.

Now is a good time to start—today.

REID~^ROS.
BOTHWELL, ONTARIO, CANADA

NBES
HNION STOCKYARIS
or TORONTO, kimi'teol

•Canada's Greatest Live Stock Market*
Capital, 500, 000. Two Hundred
Acres. Dundas St. ears to Keele St.,

West Toronto. Auction Sales every
Wednesday. Private Sales Daily.

Correspondence Solicited.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH
Manager Horse Dept.

CUT YOUR
SELLING

COSTS
Use MacLean
Daily Reports
and know where

the projects are that offer the most pro-
fitable business. Reduce the percent-
age of wasted time and lost orders by
concentrating on the most likely oppor-
tunities.

Rates and Samples on Request.

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS, Ltd.

345 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

TIMBER LANDS
Bought and Sold

Timber and Puip
Wood Estimates

R.R.BRADLEY
Consulting Forester
Globe-Atlantic Bldg.

ST. JOHN . N. B.

Timber

Estimates
JamesW. Sewall
OLD TOWN. MAINE

Coolidge & Carlisle

Forest Engineers

Timber Estimates and Map

Plans for Logging Operations

Bangor, Maine

BOOKS FOR SALE Special Prices

",\ Manual for Northern Woodsmen," by
Austin Gary. Published in 1918 by The
Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass. 302 pages and illustrations.

Price $2.75.
"Baughman's Cost Tables" for figuring

cost of any article by the foot, piece,

pound or ton. 127 pages, 5],^ in. by 7

in. Price, flexible leather, $1.50; flex-

ible Morocco, $2.50.

"Climax" tally book, bound in sheep, with

hand straps. Size i% x S'A, 110 pages.

Price $1.00.

"The Kiln Drying of Lumber," a Practical

and Theoretical Treatise, by Harry Don-
ald Tiemann, M.E., M.F. Just pub-
lished by J. B. Lippincott Co. 310
pages, illustrated. Price $4.

Vest Pocket Ready Reckoner for Lumber-
men. 11th edition. Published by the
American Lumberman. Price 35 cents.

Seasoning of Wood ; A Treatise of the
Natural and Artificial Processes Em-
ployed in the Preparation of Lumber fof

Manufacture, with Detailed Explanations
of its Uses, Characteristics and Proper*
lies, by Joseph Wagner. Published by
D. Van Nostrand Co., in 1917. 274
pages, illustrated. Price $3.00.

The Preservation of Structural Timber, bj
Howard F. Weiss. Published in 1915
1915 by McGraw-Hill Book Company,
312 pages, illustrated. Price $3.

Utilization of Wood-Waste (Second Re-
vised Edition), by Ernst Hubbard. Pub-
lished in 1915 by Scott, Greenwood ft

Sons. 192 pages, illustrated. Price $1.50.

Baughman's "Buyer & Seller." The hand-
iest labor-saving book for lumbermen
ever devised. Desk size, 300 pages,
$2.50. Pocket edition, 1S8 pages, $1.25.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide Street West - TORONTO
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Review of Current Trade Conditions

Ontario and the East

'J here is not much change in the general trade situation, and ow-

ing to the Eastertide holidays, business, that had loomed up fairly well

in certain lines, became somewhat quiet. The general situation may
be described as somewhat peculiar with inquiries increasing steadily.

At this season of the year there is generally much heard in regard to

the sale of annual cuts but so far few large transactions have been

reported, though some sales of several million feet Have taken place.

Wholesalers are not very anxious to assume heavy obligations in view

of the somewhat hesitating trend of events and uncertain building

situation, while the manufacturers are not disposed to vend their

stocks at the figure which buyers are inclined to pay. One Toronto

wholesaler stated during the past week that in response to an inquiry,

they had received a reply from a leading Eastern spruce firm request-

ing more money for the lumber than the wholesale trade is able to ob-

tain for it after carrying it a whole season. Eastern spruce men are

asking all the way from $6 to $12 more for their 1919 offerings than

for the corresponding grades of last year. They contend that even

then they will not make as much as in the previous season, owing to

logging costs being from 10 to 15 per cent, more, and in some cases

higher.

The majority of Ontario and Quebec mills will start operating

this month and a few are already sawing. They expect that there will

be no difficulty in securing crews. The wage scale is likely to be about

as high as last summer. Building in the various towns is looming up
fairly well, though there has been no heavy move in this direction made
as yet. It is a bit too early perhaps to gauge the situation accurately.

With excessive demands made by labor unions the agitation for short-

er hours, and the restless feeling prevailing in industrial ranks, there

is a disposition on the part of contractors and home builders to hold

back. In fact, in every branch of the trade the policy seems to be one

of proceeding cautiously and conservatively. It is not possible to

look into the future and size up the situation.

In hardwoods, manufacturers are asking from 10 to 35 per cent,

more for their cuts than last season, while wholesalers, in view of

the general conditions, are not able to obtain any more money than

they are getting at the present juncture. The upper or thick ends of

birch are holding firm, No. 3 common is selling for a little less than

last year. There is a slight depreciation in all the lower ends of hard-

wood, and quotations on the other side are lower than ait present pre-

vailing in Ontario. Even with the surtax of per cent, maple and

other Michigan hardwoods are being quoted f.o.b. at some points in

Ontario for less money than is being asked by local wholesalers. This

will not worry the trade any if export opens up early. The whole ad-

justment of the home situation depends on how foreign business de-

velopes.

In regard to Western stocks, there is a shortage of one-inch cedar

boards. The B. C. shingle market is characterized by a shortage of

supplies and lately there has been an aggressive campaign on the part

of ready-roofing men to place their lines in the hands of retail lumber-

men in competition with B. C. shingles. Never have the metallic

roofing, felt roofing, tar roofing and other exponents of artificial

coverings for houses and buildings been on the alert so much as they

have been this spring, but dealers feel that there will continue to be

a good requisition for shingles.

There has been some relaxation in the timber market. W'hen the

big order of 70,000,000 feet was placed by the Imperial government
with British Columbia mills, timber naturally became firmer in price,

but due to shipments not going forward as rapidly as possible, there

has been some easing off in the situation. Word received from the

Coast indicates that most of the labor troubles, including that with the

coolies, have been amicably settled, and productions are now moving
along.

There is a moderate demand for B. C. stock and the feeling jjer-

sists in the t^ade that there is something in the air. One leading sales-

man of a representative company said this week "I am optimistic re-

garding the prospects. I feel that within two or three months we will

be rushed off our feet. Two years ago the demand was so active that

we had a wire from our mill at the Coast to accept no orders

and give no quotations until further advised. I then went on a fishing

jaunt, and had a month's rest. While conditions may not revive to

this extent, I am of the opinion that all the mills will have all the

ICastern business they can attend to within the next few weeks."

There should be a big demand in the near future for building ma-
terial as it is reported that a leading automobile concern intends spend-

I

ing millions of dollars on the construction of new plants in Walker-
ville and Oshawa while housing schemes are going ahead in a number
of other centres.

A leading lumber merchant recently expressed regret that in the
effort to erect houses clieap the sj)eculative builders were making n-c
of .so much inferior material. He said that in a certain section in

ronto the call was all for No. 2 hemlock and No. 3 lath. There i> al

present a great scarcity in lath of all kinds.

Some shipments have recently been made from Toronto oversea^
One firm sent forward about sixteen cars of three-inch white pinfl

deals and one and one and one-half inch shipping cull sidings. T
The fact that the British government controls practically 70 per

cent, of the tonnage shuts out at the present time large shipments of

lumber going forward .in the 30 per cent, balance of space. While
firms in normal periods contract for space for thousands of standards,
only small lots of space of 25 standards are now being offered them,
and these too at the outside figure.

Great Britain

While importers and merchants are eagerly looking forward to

the time when peace is signed for the rapid revival of business, never-
theless the removal of trade restrictions is having a stimulating effect

on the market. With the transmission of stocks into the hand
brokers for gradual realization in the usual course, prices in hardu
and other markets have fallen to some extent during the progress, but
on the whole have remained satisfactory. Though they have not reach-

ed in all cases the altogether extreme rates of the war period, the re-

sults should leave little, if any, loss on the import. It is believed that

the bottom in this descent has been reached, existing rates in most
cases approximating the cost of importation at the present time. This
fact is a source of stimulation and encouragement to merchants and
consumers.

It was generally supposed that when the late reduction in freight

from the United States and Canada was made heavy consignments of

supplies of lumber would be directed to the Mother Country. This has
not been the case, however, and the possibility is rather remote. Ship-

ping space is exceedingly difficult to secure, for months ahead, and, in

the meantime, aclvancing figures are quoted for freight.

The general tone of the market at Liverpool and other ports is

distinctly encouraging. With the continual increase in Board of Trade
releases, business is becoming decidedly better. Everyone is hopeful

and optimistic now that restrictions on trading have ceased altogether.

March 31st marked this time, and a quick revival is anticipated. Free-

dom to indulge in ordinary private trading should, according to Eng-
lish advices, not only assist in repairing the heavy loss sustained by
the timber trade on account of the war, but should likewise give thr

industry its long-sought chance to regain its footing in the commercial
world. Large shipments are daily coming in, with hardwoods and ma-
hogany quite prominent. With these vast supplies on hand, there

should not only be enough to meet home demand reviving trade, but

also sufficient to fill foreign orders. Shipping companies are .il

advertising their regular sailings to and from points in the Contin

and with space available, it is conceded that merchants will .seek to re-

establish their pre-war activities with the Continent.

The British Government has entered into a large contract for the

purchase of railway timber from British Columbia. Over 33,000

railway sleepers are said to be required by British railways at an (

date. Negotiations have been completed and Canadian mills ait-

working on the order. While every indication points to an early re-

vival in timber activities, prices will remain high. Atlantic inward

bound freights are rising. A month or two ago advertised freights on

lumber was $1.00; later it is $2.00 and there is every reason to believe

that it will go higher still.

Although the Controller has purchased very large quantitic-

Canadian spruce, there is still a little movement in importing circle.-,

and some negotiations are proceeding. The market is rather a difficult

one. It was thought some time ago that owing to the very much low-

er free-on-board basis for spruce, as compared with Scandinavian

wood, the former would be brought in far more cheaply. Several fac-

tors, however, have contributed to raising the probable import

into this country. In the first place freights over the Atlantic 1; .

become much firmer, and, as we reported last week, rates up to £ 14,

and even £15, have been asked for f.o.w. to the West Coast of Eng-

land. This is probably an exaggerated idea, but many think that

£12 10s. will have to be paid. Then, again, the shippers have placed
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View of Mills in Sarnia.

BUY THE BEST
Retailers and woodworking establishments who like to

get Al NORWAY and WHITE PINE LUMBER al-

ways buy their stocks from us because we can ship them

on quick notice. It pays to have the goods, but it pays

better to
*

'deliver" them.

We also make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to or-

der any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

Rush Orders Rushed

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co.^ Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO

B. P. Bole, Pres. F. H. Gorr, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barre, Gen. Mgr. W. A. Saurwein, Ass't. Mgr.
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SO much of their production that they are fairly independent, and

are firmer in their free-on-board prices; while another factor in raising

the cost here is the loss on the exchange. When the government
operations for controlling the exchange were abandoned, a sharp

movement against this country occurred; and although a reaction has

since been noticeable, there will be a loss in converting sterling into

dollars for some time—a loss whjch the shippers in America will be

able to put on buyers in this country.

The inquiry for yellow pine is simply enormous, and large as are

the government holdings, the placiing of the wood will be very easy

work. For weeks past there has been a waiting list of names at Salis-

bury House, and the allotting of the wood will be a matter of .some

delicacy says the "Timber Trades Journal." Firms who have special-

ized in yellow pine have been very hardly hit, and the few arrivals

which will come in before open water will not go far towards satisfy-

ing the requirements. Some hard things have been said about the

Controller for allowing the stocks of pine to run out, but the great

need of all Atlantic tonnage last year for direct war purposes made
shipments impossible. As regards the stocks of which we gave par-

ticulars last week, it is plea.sant work to have for sale goods which
everyone wants to buy, and especially so when there is no necessity

to strive for a big profit; and in this yellow pine the government buyer
will have almost a monopoly for a time, and his quotations will rule

the market. In order to meet the immediate demand, we understand

that some of the wood has been railed to St. John, but, of course, the

bulk of the purchases will have to wait until the St. Lawrence is open.

A pleasing feature of the specifications is the heavy quantities of 3x11
in. Ists, 2nds, and 3rds. Buyers all over the country have been asking
for this size for months, and meagre quantities only have been avail-

able. The substitution of cypress has been tried by many pattern-

makers, but as far as we can gather with little success.

United States

The general situation is growing better and as spring advances
business is gaining in volume and a more hopeful feeling prevails.

Orders are starting to come in more freely and the conviction is now
pretty well established that present values will continue to hold. The
retail yard men are generally presenting better reports and building is

becoming more active in the big centres. The trade in the East is

developing more confident and reversion to a normal business footing

is now being "speeded up" by the march of commercial and industrial

events.

Business in the Buffalo market has picked up considerably during
the past few days and is now fairly good. The hardwood trade is

looking for considerable improvement from the South and believe that

prices will be fair. There has been quite a bit doing in some stocks such
as ash, 1-in. plain white oak and others.

In the New York and Boston markets, it is reported that more
inquiries are coming in from suburban points, and the rural lumber
merchants are replenishing their stocks owing to the spring demand
for alterations and repair work. So far as purchases from the large

city yards are concerned, these are still limited in quantity and num-

Montreal Business Shows Practically No Change
Local trade in Montreal is, at the time of writing, disorganized

owing to a strike of carters, who are trying to hold up manufacturers,

jobbers, retailers, etc., for a very large increase in wages. The result

is that several yards have had to be closed down, the operations of

box and other woodworking factories curtailed, and the movement of

lumber practically stopped. The striking carters have intimidated men
who would otherwise be willing to work, and police protection

has had to be given in many instances.

What little business has passed has been at firm prices. Atlhough
so far the season has been rather disappointing, wholesalers are

still, as a rule, optimistic as to the general outlook. The need for

houses is more insistent than ever, owing to the large number of

men returning from the front, 'but comparatively few are being built,

and so far little has been done in the way of expediting the govern-
ment scheme for industrial houses.

A wholesaler doing business with the United States declared that

orders were scarce. Firms were willing to buy, but only on condition

that prices were cut.

Trade in hardwoods and in veneers is quiet. There is still uncer-

tainty as to the amount of shipping likely to be available for export.

ber. Owing to the government cancellation of contracts with \

carrying substantial stocks, there is not a great demand Un sjii

Quotations range from $38 to $42. 'I'here is some small movement
in lath, spruce being offered at $4.75 to $5. The wh^U -itnnti'.n i>

summed up by one leading concern, as being firm

Due to improved weather conditions in the Soulli, piiic pi odu
has been increased, but new orders have fully kept u]> with incri

output. Indicative of the general trend of trade is the assertion ol a
retail lumberman at the American Lumber Congress recently: "Dur-
ing March I did about twice as much business as I expected to do.

Just where this business came from I do not know, but I am satisfied

because it did come. The result is that I have had to do a great deal
more buying than I expected to do."

Northern i)ine mills are receiving a steadily increasing volume
orders, and while some sellers would be satisfied with still more bu
ness, conditions generally are encouraging. There is comparative
little lumber in shipping condition. Demands for shop lumber are

'

creasing along with that for yard stock.

There has been practically no change in the volume of shipments
and orders jjlaced with Douglas fir manufacturers. However, there

has been an upward revision of prices, with the result that all quota-
tions are now $2 higher than a week ago. Some concessions are given,

but the market is of a firm tone. More special cutting business would
undoubtedly be appreciated by some of the mills, though thi> condi-

tion will be relieved as soon as vessels are obtainable for export trade.

Spruce manufacturers of the East are considerably benefiting from
the steady increase in building. Though the market is somewhat
spotty, stocks are on the whole so small, an the prospective demand
.so good, that unless the ideas of the buyers are met, no .':ales are made.

With a limited supply to be looked for from Canada, more spruce than
usual is being cut on the Pacific coast this year, largely because of the

logs that were cut to furnish airplane material. It is evident that this

wood, whose good qualities were forced upon the public by the w n^. !-

to enjoy an excellent demand this year.

The hardwood market i.s shaping up excellently. The demand ior

almost all grades of hardwood has materially increased, and some
items are now hard to find in shi])ping condition. Northern manufac-
turers possibly are in a little better shape to fill rush orders than in

the South, though even stocks in the North are unusually small for

this season. Production has increased somewhat in the South, though
weather conditions have been unfavorable, and labor remains inade-

quate in supply and inefficient in character, thus contributing to small

production and increased cost of manufacture. With truck and auto-

mobile manufacturers entering the market extensively, hickory is in

very good demand. Likewise hardwood flooring trade is reviving, so

that large immediate supplies of oak and maple flooring are needed.
Manufacturers of sash and doors and interior millwork are doing a

great deal of figuring, which undoubtedly means an increase in orders.

Prices are holding firm, and on item in heavy demand, have even ad-

vanced. Just now the volume of orders being booked exceeds the pro-

duction of hardwoods, viewing the country as a whole.

SPECIAL REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS :AT
HOME AND ABROAD

The rej)resentativcs of exporting houses believe that the season will

be a busy one, but so far only a small amount of space has been booked
for the United Kingdom, at 300s. per standard.

According to opinions expressed in the Montreal lumber trade,

there is no likelihood of any famine in wood goods. It had been rumor-

ed in some quarters that shipments would have to be brought in from

the United States, but this situation appears quite improbable. Ac-

cording to the best informed authorities in the trade, there will be

enough lumber in the Canadian market to take care of all requirement>

during the coming season without resorting to importation. There i<

a general imprecision that export business will be somewhat limited

this season owing to lack of adequate bottoms, and it is stated there

will not be an abnormal demand at home for building material, as the

government housing schemes will not be sufficiently under way to re-

quire more than a limited amount of lumber. The feeling is growing

that there will be no great building activity this year, although re-

tailers' sales are likely to show a gratifying increase over those of last

season.

Industrial conditions are not going to recover as rapidly as some

had at first supposed, and the export trade, while it will be revived to

a considerable extent, will not reach the proportion that some of the

Market Correspondence
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A Consideratle Portion of tKe

Expansion of Our Business ^ve

Attribute to our PaCKARDS'
MICKLE, DTMEWT & SON, TCRONTO

Toronto, March 17th, 1919.

The Ontario Motor Car Co., Ltd. :

It is a pleasure for us to tell you of the excellent service we have received from our three Packard trucks,

and of our satisfaction with them.

Our first purchase was a 5 'ton Packard in December, 19 1 6, and although this truck gave excellent sat'

isfaction the first year, now that it has been on the road two seasons and is starting on its third year, we are

convinced that we are receiving equally as good or better service than when it was new.

Our second purchase was a 3'ton in January, 1918, and our latest purchase was a 2'ton in January, 1 9 1 9.

\A/ith our present equipment we are able to tender on and deliver material by motor trucks to work,
which it would be almost impossible for us to handle by teams. A considerable portion of the expansion of
our business we attribute to this service and look for further increase of suburban and country business as soon
as prospective buyers realize what our service means to them in the promptness of receiving their supplies.

MICKLE, DYMENT SON
(Sgd.) T. A. Paterson, Manager.

Lumber Dealers, Retail Timber Dealers—do you want to place your " toting: " and trucking on
an economy and efficiency basis ? If so the first step is to ask our Freight Transportation Department for

an analysis of your hauling problem.

Tlxe Ontario Motor Car Corapan}), Limited
18 Bloor Street East, TORONTO 49 Metcalfe Street, OTTAWA
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most confident expected at the beginning of 1919. Boat rates are still

very high, and the government is yet commandeering most of the

space.

St. John Reports Costs Steadily Mountingr Up
The mills at St. John, N. B., are now all in operation, having been

shut down by strikers who demanded 80c per man per day over the

last year's rate of wages. This matter has now been adjusted to the

satisfaction of the men by granting them an advance of 40c per day
per man. This means that the manufacturers at St. John have grant-

ed an increase of $1.20 per day per man in three years. This advance
in wages plus the tremendous increase in the cost of logging certainly

prohibits any lower prices in lumber except at a loss to the manufac-
tarer.

The Engli.sh market for deals as far as export is concerned, is al-

most at a standstill. It is hoped that in a few days the matter of ton-

nage will be arranged, and if ships are available, stocks will move out
freely, and with vessels and lower freight rates it is expected the

market will i)roduce a better price.

The British Munitions Board purchased very large quantities of

deals and buyers are anxious to learn what the Board will do with
these deals. If they should flood them on the trade it would certainly

be felt, but if they will a])portion them out in reasonable lots, it will

not affect the market. This is practically what the United States gov-
ernment-have done with their war purchases and it has not acted in

any way to the detriment of the trade.

It is felt that we must have increased trade before very long as

the goods are urgently needed. Labor conditions in England and in

the United States have helped to retard sales very much, and have
also caused builders to hesitate. When all these matters are adjust-
ed and buyers stop looking for lower prices, a boom must come.

Driving on the St. John has only begun in earnest. If rains con-
tinue driving should be well along and into corporation limit by the
middle of May. The cut of logs at this writing on the lower and up])er

St. John for the St. John market will be normal. Laths are in slow de-
mand. Many mills at St. John have stopped manufacturing them and
are putting their wood into kiln or firewood. Shingles are in fair de-
mand. The box trade is not as good as it was a few months ago.

Ottawa Lumbermen Make Some Price Advances
A sharp advance in manufacturers' prices, the receipt of more in-

quiries and an improved movement of lath, indicating that building is

be^^inning to show activity, featured the Ottawa lumber market dur-
ing the closing period of April.

Conditions all around remained firm as to price, and although the
volume of business done was not perhaps as large in certain lines as
during a corresponding period last year, the indications for continued
improvement seemed good.

The advance in the manufacturers' ])rices was heavier than had
been expected in some circles, and opinion differed as to whether or
not the manufacturers would be able to get the prices they arc asking
for their stocks.

Taken all around the market, with the exception of uncertaiiit\

as to export and what the attitude of mill and factory labor will be
on May 1, appeared much steadier than it has been for some time.

Orders showed a slight improvement and shipments picked up some.

Just what attitude will be taken by mill and factory labor on May
1st remained unannounced from the labor end. It is known to the

operators, however, that common labor employed in the sawmills and
the yards is organizing. The organization of the employees of wood-
working plants and factories took place some time ago.

At the present time work with the woodworking factories is not

heavy, and with the accepted loss of the portable house order, there

does not appear to be any other big work that would take its place

and give employment to as many persons.

Private Forestry Urged By Official

Henry S. (iraves, of the forestry service, Department of .\gricul-

ture, Washington, is urging the importance of private forestry in the

United States.

"The time has come for constructive public action that will bring

about a right handling of our private timberlands," says Mr. Graves.

"The practice of forestry on private timberlands is entirely possible,

when coupled with a liberal policy of co-operation and assistance.

Such public help should be provided and forestry be made mandatory.

"Our country is progressively destroying its forests. The exhaus-

tion of the forests is followed by closing of industries, the steady in-

crease of waste lands, the abandonment of farms that depended for

their market on the lumber communities, and the impoverishment of

many regions.

"No sections of the country can afford to have a large part of its

land an unproductive waste, with the loss of taxable values, of indus-
tries and of population that would be .supported if these lands were
productive. No section can afford to be dependent for its supplies of
wood products on another section from 1,000 to 3,000 miles away.

"Leaders of the southern pine industry say that the original sup-
plies of pine in the .south will be exhausted in ten years, and that with-
in five to seven years more than 3,000 mills will go out of existence.
Already there is an acute jjroblem of sujiplies for paper mills and for

other industries in the east which use specialized material. Pacific

Coast timber is entering the eastern markets. This means that the
price of home-grown timber has risen tr) a jjoint making it ])ossibIe to

ship timber three thousand miles in competition with it.

"Timberland owners have not recognized an obligation to pre\'ent

their properties from becoming a source of injury to the community.
Even in organized fire protection the chief effort is confined to the
stands of merchantable timber.

"There should be compulsory fire protection of cut-over lands as
well as standing timber. 'Fhe public should prohibit destructive meth-
ods of cutting that injure the community and the i)ublic at large.

At the same time there should be recognized a public obligation
not to throw the entire burden on |)rivate owners through merely re-

t^trictive measures, but liberal action to aid owners in introducing for-

estry should be taken. The public should provide a sane system of

taxation
; it should co-operate in .snch problems as overproduction of

lumber, land classification, colonization, ])roblems of labor, technical
questions relating to methods of practice and other economic indu.s-

trial and technical matters."

The Oldest Lumberman In the World

Colin La Fortune, who resides

with his daughter, Mrs. E. L. Ni-

colls, at Port Dover, Ont., happi-

ly celebrated his 101st birthday on
April 23rd. Mr. La Fortune, who
is the oldest lumberman in the

world, is still quite vigorous, and
busies himself each day |)erform-

ing many light tasks in which he
delights. He is particularly fond
of gardening and- poultry raising,

and is very active for a man of his

advanced years, being on his feet

the greater part of the day. He
has been a total abstainer all his

life. Neither does he smoke nor
chew tobacco. The members of

the La Fortune family are noted
for their remarkable longevity.
One brother died at the age of

106. another at 103, another at 98
and one at 94.

Mr. La Fortune, who was born
in 1818, one mile north of Mon-

treal, was engaged in the business of lumbering for many years. When
he first came to Port Dover on his way to the district of Port Rowan
where he lived for a long time, there was but one building in the for-

mer village. He helped to clear the forests and during the winter
felled many pine trees. Mr. La Fortune followed timber cutting and
log driving over 65 years, and in his day was an expert with the axe
and saw.

C. La Fortune, Port Dover, Ont.,
photographed on his 101st birthday

Mr. Piggott Surprised The Burgrlars

Walter T. Piggott, of the Walter T. Piggott Lumber Co., \\ ind-

.sor, Ont., recently had a rather unpleasant experience with burglars.

He had been over to Detroit and was returning home rather late

and dropped in the office to see that everything was all right, but

matters were not exactly as he expected. When he switched on the

lights he found that the place was in chaos and. realizing that burg-

lars had been at work, he sat down to telephone for the police. While

waiting for "central" to answer one of the midnight marauders, who
was hiding in the office in the rear, stole up and hit Mr. Piggott on

the head with a bottle. He was dazed by the blow for a short time,

and prevented from sending in the alram, while the unbidden visitors

made off by way of the front door, which had been left open when
Mr. Piggott entered. Previous to getting into the general office by

means of a back window, the burblars visited the factory office,

where they threw about a number of papers, but did not steal any-

thing.
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Special f

Choice Hand-picked

WHITE BEANS
Write for Special Quotations

PROVISIONS
for the Camp

W/ E do a tremendous lumber camp trade and are fully ac-

^ ^ quainted w ith the food requirements of logging camps.
We shall be glad to quote you on any lines you need this

year, and will submit special quotations if you will drop us a

card. We can supply you with all that's best in provisions

and fresh meats, and give you a service you will appreciate.

Long Clear Bacon — Sausage

Fresh Meat — Pure Lard
Barrelled Beef — Barrelled

Pork — "Peerless" Shortening

^^Peerless" Pickles and Cutsup

Write or

Wire us

—at our

expense

Thone

Adelaide

4910

(Toronto)

HAMILTON
TORONTO

Canada Food Board Packer's Licenae No. 13-50 MONTREAL
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Lumbermen Discuss the Outlook
Representative Members of the Industry Are Looking for

Big Business in the Near Future

The April meeting of the Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Associ-
ation was held on April 25, at the Albany Club, Toronto.- Mr. Eck-
ardt presided, and reported on behalf of the Transportation Com-
mittee that at a recent conference of manufacturers in regard to

circular 97 of the Canadian Railway War Board, it had been decid-

ed to postpone the effective date of the regulation till June 1st. It

had subsequently been learned that the War Board had practically

shelved the matter and that the regulation was not likely to become
effective at all.

- Mr. Eckardt also reported on behalf of the Transportation Com-
mittee in connection with the desire of the railway companies to

have the stop-off service charge increased from 1 cent a hundred
pounds with a minimum of $5.00 ])er car to 2 cents per hundred
with a minimum of $8,00 per car. Pie stated that Mr. C. E. Dewey
of the Grand Trunk was the prime mover in this matter, and that the

C.P.R. were lukewarm. The Transportation Committee had held

a conference regarding the matter with the Canadian Manufacturers'
Association, at which the objections were outlined, and sent to Mr.
Dewey with a request for a conference. Nothing had been heard of

it since.

Greetings from Buffalo Visitor

Mr. H. I. George, of Buffalo, one of the members of the Cana-
dian General Lumber Company, who attended the meeting, was
then introduced by the Chairman, and asked to favor the members
wtih a few words. Mr. George expressed his pleasure at being pre-

sent and stated that he felt, to some extent, at home in such a meet-
ing on account of the international rei)utation of many of the mem-
bers of the Association. Speaking of business conditions, he said

that he felt they should all, as business men and as lumbermen, con-

sider very carfeully just now their mode of procedure in the conduct
of their affairs. Prior to the conclusion of the war they all felt that

when it was terminated we would all go through quite a period of

readjustment. It seemed to him that we were experiencing that per-

iod now, but the feeling was quite general that we had passed
through the most difificult part of it, and that from now on condi-

tions would improve. He had had a talk with a prominent banker
a few days previously who had said that he believed they might
have (o worry along for a few weeks, possibly a few months more,
but they were coming, at an early date, to a period of the greatest

business on this continent that had ever been known. This feeling.

Mr. George said, was not very general on the other side of the lino,

and it looked to him as though the readjustment would be carried

(Hit in a comparatively short time. Undoubtedly the people of the

United States were now finding their feet under the new conditions

and he hoped that the same thing was true of the people of Canada.

From the Land of Optimists

Mr. A. E. Gordon, of Terry and Gordon, Toronto, who had re-

cently returned from a business trip to British Columbia, was asked
by the chairman to make a few remarks. He reported that he had
just returned from the land of optimists and was very glad to say

that they were feeling very much better out there now than they had
been a few months ago. They all had a little business on hand and
the prospects were much better than they had been. They had ex-

port orders for the Old Country amounting to about 70,000,000 feet

and they had been able to make the price for this F. A. S. vessel

at Vancouver. The people in the west, like those in the east, had
been passing through very difficult and dangerous times, but he

believed that these things were now rapidly adjusting themselves.

Mr. Frank W. Gordon, formerly of British Columbia, who has-

now come east to help in the sale of Terry and Gordon stocks in

Eastern Canada, was also called upon. He reported that the more
progressive manufacturers in British Columbia were loo'king to-

wards Eastern Canada as a permanent market. The export mar-
ket had stiffened their backs quite a lot and he thought that the

day of irregular price cutting was almost a thing of the past.

They were all looking forward now to good business.

Terms of Sale Discussed

Mr. Hugh A. Rose, of Mason, Gordon & Co.,, Montreal, intro-

duced a discussion on the subject of terms of sale. He had been
asked by his firm to bring the matter up in order to ascertain the

feeling of the other members, more particularly those interested in

British Columbia stocks. The question was discussed at much
length ,the members explaining the terms now in use and discussing

the advisability of endeavoring to have them altered. It seemed to

be the general feeling that while some changes were desirable it might
not be the part of wisdom to endeavor to have them introduced. No
action was taken in the matter.

Mr. A. E. Eckardt rcijuried a ca.>e in which he had a car of lum-
ber re-weighed, resulting in a very large reduction in the net weight.
He stated that he had learned recently from Mr. Walsh of the C.
M. A., that it was the intention of the railway companies to have
the matter of weights brought up in a general way at an early date,
in order to have the allowance for stake dunnage, etc., taken out of
the tariff.

A discussion followed regarding the possibility of securing ad-
vance notice of proposed tariff changes, and copies of current tariffs
when introduced. Messrs. Hugh A. Rose, A. E. Gordon and Hal-
liday were appointed a committee to consider this matter.

Mr. W. E. Bigvvood reported that he had reliable information to
the effect that the Railway Bill, now before the House of Commons,
would provide for placing the National Railways under the juris-
diction of the Dominion Board of Railway Commissioners.

Nr. Booth Still Busy at Ninety-Two
Ninety-two years of age and still in working harness and display-

ing a particularily keen interest toward business, describes John R.
Booth, "Canada's Lumber King," who celebrated his ninety second
birthday at Ottawa last month.

The celebration of the passing of another milestone of the mil-
lionaire lumberman was somewhat quieter on this occasion than u.sual

as Mr. Booth's daughter, formerly Mrs. J. A. Seybold, has died during
the year. A beautiful ba.sket containing ninety-two roses was the
birthday gift of the employees of the Booth plant to their employer.

J. R. Booth, Ottawa, Ont.

As has been customary for years Mr. John R. Booth did not quit

work or take a "holiday" on his birthday. He was at the big Chau-
diere mills during the morning and afternoon and spent the evening
quietly in his home on Metcalf street, Ottawa. During the day hun-
dreds of congratulatory telegrams and messages from lumbermen,
pulp and paper manufacturers, business men and personal friends were
received. Next day the "Lumber King" went back to work again, as

though it was a conscientious obligation on his part to earn the $40,-

000 a year salary that he draws.
April 5th marked the sixty second year of Mr. Booth's activities

in the direction of his mannoth plants at the Chaudiere. His close at-

tention to the supervision of his enterprises is one of his outstanding
characteristics. Day in and day out he is ever doing something toward
the operation of his vast pulp and paper, timber and lumber activities.

A charter has been granted to the St. Lawrence Investment Co.,

Ltd., with a capital stock of $99,900, and head office in Montreal.
Wide powers are conferred upon the company, among them being
the right to buy and sell timber licenses, water powers, water rights

;

to build dwelling houses and business blocks ; to carry on business

as lumbermen ; to manufacture and deal in timber and lumber of all

kinds; to build and operate booms, etc.

The National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association have sent

out in pamphlet form a copy of the address delivered at the annual con-

vention of the association held in Philadelphia on March 20th, by Hon.
Hugh Guthrie of Guelph, Ont., solicitor general of the Dominion t

Canada. The subject was "International Friendship."
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All "Reliance" Chains are i)ro-

vided with a wide-wearing shoe
on one side of the link.

Note also the double-keyed
pin head to prevent the pin

from

F.4 (B. & F.)

"Reliance" Chain
With F-4 (or B. & F.) Attachments; the best thing for Saw Dust
and Light Refuse Conveyers. Used also for Lumber Conveyers.

The Jeffrey Square Shank Pin Con-
struction eliminates all rock- ^^^^>
ing motion in tlie side bar.

Jeffrey Square Shank Pin Construction
The hard smooth steel pins with the square shanks fit into per-

fectly square holes. The bearing surface is the full width of the

pin. We are the originators of this type of chain and have been
building and improving it for 25 years,

JEFFREY
CHAINS
For Conveyer Service in Handling

Logs, Lumber, Mill Refuse, Slabs,

&c.

Not just chains, but chains that combine all

the qualities and features demanded where

greatest production or capacity is to be ob-

tained.

Our 36 years of Chain building experience

and knowledge of the Lumber Industry's

needs makes the recommendations of Jeftrey

Engineers valuable to you.

We ask the opportunity to prove our
claims to you. Write for Catalog.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms

MONTREAL

Jeffrey Detachable Chain
The type most generally used for Chain Drives. With F-2 At-
tachments to carry flights, Detachable Chains make good saw dust
Conveyers.

Long Link Coil Chain
For Log Hauls with 3-1^2 Spurs
For Heavy or Light Refuse and Slab Conveyers, use U Bolt or

K-5 Attachments to carry flights or scrapers.
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Personal Parag^raphs of Interest

VI. S. Ball of Bartrani & Ball, Mcjutrcal, has been on a business

visit to several points in New York state.

B. W. Arnold, of Albany, N. Y., president of the Spanish Mills

Co., was in Toronto lately on business.

W. J. Smith, wholesale lumber dealer, of Weston, Ont., who re-

cently returned from the South, is very ill.

John W. Floyd, lumberman of Philadelphia, Pa., was in Toronto

recently calling upon the members of the trade.

Major Charles E. Read, of Ottawa, officer in charge of the forestry

branch Canadian Forestry Corps, France, has returned to Canada.

R. A. Laidlaw, of the R. Eaidlaw Lumber Co., Toronto, has re-

turned home after si)ending: several weeks in Virginia on a holiday.

Thomas Phillips, of Timms, Phillips & Co., Vancouver, B. C, was
in Toronto recently on his way east to Boston and called upon a num-
ber of friends in the trade.

Samuel R. Rogers died recently in St. Mary's hospital. New West-
minster, B. C. He was 74 years of age, and a native of Ontario. He-

was identified with the timber trade for a great many years.

A. E. Gordon, of Terry & Gordon, Toronto, who has been si)cnd-

ing several weeks among the mills in British Columbia, returned home
recently and reports that the outlook in the west is promising.

E. M. Barrett has been elected to represent the lumber interests on

the evecutive committee of the branch of the Association of Canadian
Building and Construction Industries recently formed in Ottawa.

Sir James Ball, the British Timbei Controller, is visiting Canada
via the U. S. in connection with the government purchases of lumber
for the United Kingdom.

W. J. Bell, of Sudbury, Ont., vice-president and general manager
of the Spanish Mills Co., who has been si)ending the past seven weeks
in California, has returned home.

H. C. Campbell, formerly lumber purchasing agent for the Can-
adian Car & Foundry Company, Montreal, is now associated with

C. H. Russell, wholesale lumber, McGill Building, Montreal.

Mr. and Mrs. Jos. Oliver, Toronto, sailed recently for England,
accompanied by Miss Oliver and Miss Lillian Oliver, the latter of

whom will be married to Capt. Fred Hipwell, of Witley camp.

H. Fonger, who was formerly in the retail lumber business at

Niagara Falls, Ont., returned recently from three years' service over-

seas, and has joined the selling stafif of James G. Cane & Co., Toronto.

J. P. Johnson, of J. P. Johnson & Son, Toronto, who underwent
an operation in the hospital, is able to be at his office again after an
absence of three weeks, and is feeling much better than he has for a

long time.

T. M. Lewis, late of Toronto, who was recently appointed British

Columbia representative of the Fesserton Timber Co, of Toronto, has
arrived in Vancouver and opened an office for the firm at 814 Dominion
Bank Building.

C. O. Maus, of the Hyde Lumber Co., South Bend, Lidiana, spent
a few days in Toronto recently on business. He reports that there is

a great building and industrial boom at South Bend and that business
is very active.

Dr. J. S. Bates, superintendent of the Forest Products Laborator-
ies of Canada, Montreal, has resigned and has accepted a position as
chemical engineer with Price Bros. & Co., Ltd., Kenogami, P. Q. Dr.
Bates left Montreal on April 11th.

R. W. Hovey, in charge of the plup and paper division of the For-
est Products Laboratories of Canada, Montreal, has joined the staff

of the Abitibi Pulp & Paper Co., Iroquois Falls, Ont. He will be en-

gaged in technical work on pulp and paper.

Miss Florence Muriel, eldest daughter of G. J. Staton, of Dobell,
Beckett & Co., lumber exporters, Quebec, was married on April 26th
to Harry A. FyfTe, son of Mr. J. W. Fyfife, of Qu'Appelle, Sask. Ow-
ing to recent bereavement in the bride's family, the event was a very
quiet one.

Josiah Hallett, one of the best known residents of York county,
N. B., died recently at Millville, after a week's illness from pneumonia.
He was 62 years of age, and is survived by a widow, four sons and five

daughters. He carried on lumber operations for a number of years,
and last winter cut 2,000,000 feet for the Nashwaak Pulj) & Paper Co.,
of St. John. In other winters he had cut as high as 6,000,000 feet.

Alex Gordon, who for the pa.st few years has been a valued mem-
ber of the staff of IVIickle, Dyment & Son, Toronto, has taken a posi-
tion on the selling force of Edward Clark & Sons, Toronto, and will
cover Ontario and part of Quebec, while A. E. Clark will devote more
of his attention to the East and the United States. Mr. Gordon is well
and favorably known to the trade.

Thomas Newburn, one of the pioneers of Parry Sound, Ont., died
recently, aged 88 years. He is survived by his wife, three sons and

llucc daughter^. In 1X72 Mr. and Mr.-. Xeuburn ami laiinly moved to

Parry Sound, which was then a little hamlet with one sawmill and one
store. He had been a faithful employee of the Parry Sound Lumber
Company, the M. & N. S. L. Co., and later of the Conger Lumber
Company, until advaJicing age compelled his retirement. He had beeitt

an Oddfellow about half a century or more.

Andrew J. Todd has entered upon his now duties as manager
the Welfare. Housing and Educational Work of the Riordon !'

'

and ]'ai)er Co., Montreal, in connection with their plants at Haw
bury, Merritton and Kipawa. Mr. Todd was until recently sup( ;

tendent of the Labor Information and Welfare Dcpartiiv nt nf

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Montreal.

J. D. (iilmorc, chief forester and woods -upci iiucndcni lui

Anglo-Newfoundland Develo])nient Co., of Grand FalK, Nfld., wa s

Frcdericton, N. B. recently. This company is one of the largest, li i

.

ing an annual cut of 80 million feet of pulpwood. Mr. (iilmore wa- en

route home, after a month's business tri]) to the United States. Dur-
ing his stay in Fredericton he was the guest of Mr. and Mr- <] 'I

Prince.

John Marr, sr., a well-known resident of West Toronto, j>a- J

away recently in his 78th year. He was born in Aberdeenshire, S' t

land, and came to Canada in 1841, settling for some time in UxbriilLi

township. He was engaged in the lumbering business for a numlM r

of years, and since coming to Toronto 40 years ago, followed the busi-

ness of builder and contractor. He is survived by his wife, three sons,

and one daughter.
Gunner Hugh McLean, son of Angus McLean, president of the

Bathurst Lumber Co., Bathurst, N. B.. who enlisted with the Twelfth
Canadian Siege Battery in September 1917, and trained in l-Ingland

during the early parts of 1918, when he landed in France and was in

the fighting until the armistice was signed, is expected home during

the i)rcsent month. Gunner McLean went through the severe en-

gagements at Cambria where the Canadians suffered such heavy loss-

es, and had just reached Mons when i)eace was declared.

Captain W. Roberts Crow, who represents Spencer Lock & Co..

timber agent, London, Eng., was in Toronto recently on business.

Captain Crow left the firm of his father, R. Crow & Son, who have
been in operation for many years, at the outbreak of the war and for

.some time was assistant timber controller for the British government.
He spent two years in France as a member of the Army Service Corps
and reports that the prospects for the development of a large business

in the export line to Great Britain and Europe are very bright and his

firm are looking forward to making Canadian stocks more widelv

known abroad. Captain Crow was on his way east from British Coluiti-

bia where he had spent some time and reports that the scarcity of

ocean tonnage is the one great barrier in the rapid expansion of the

exjjort line at present. Previous to his departure he completed ar-

rangements for a large order of B. C. forest products with Terry &
Gordon for whom Spencer Lock & Co. are the British export agent^.

Aerial Forest Patrol Starts in June
The St. Maurice River l^)rcstry I'rotection Association has com-

pleted arrangements for guarding the forests of the members of the

association by means of aeroplanes.

Through the medium of Hon. C. C. Ballantyne, Minister of Mar-

ine and Fisheries, the St. Maurice Forestry Protective As.sociation,

which has been working in close harmony with Quebec Provincial

Government for forest protection for many years past, has made an

arrangement whereby there will be two seaplanes start on the task of

their forests by June 1st.

The two machines will be turned over by the minister in a few

days, and will fly from JTalifax to Three Rivers at that time. By June

1st they will be ready for their patrol work. Stewart Grant, who has

been with the British navy for two or three years and has the Navy
Cross for sinking a submarine, will be in charge of the operations of

the seaplanes. Lie is a Montreal boy. The general technical direction

of the aeroplanes will be under Major MacLaurin, Royal Canadian Air

Force.

The St. Maurice River Forest Protective Association has the sec-

ond largest forest area to protect, that of the Upper Ottawa being the

largest in the province. The St. Maurice reserves total 15,000 square

miles of forest area.

Hon. F. B. Carvell., Minister of Public Works, stated that he

recognized the importance of the. project and promised that the

question would be submitted to the cabinet as a whole and given

the most careful consideration. He, however, pointed out that there

were many requisitions from different municipalities for public

works of one kind and another and, in view of the heavy war ex-

penditures which had to be met, it was manifestly impossible to pro-

ceed with every proposition presented. He merely emphasized this

in illustrating some of the financial problems laid before the Gov-

ernment.
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NEW ZEBRA, WOOD, WESTERN UNION, and PRIVATE CODES USED.

Telephones : Cables

:

^fl
Distance ^ ^ ^ - HILLAS," HULL

400 Private Branch Exchange. ^ ^ W Jk V ^

^ ^\LLAS & COj^p
.

*• * WOOD BROKERS "^-/VV^ ^ FOR RVRRY CLASS OF TIMRRR ^FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER

Head Office : HULL, England

To the Lumber Companies of Canada

:

You have the Goods. Place your Lists with full

particulars in our hands. We are in daily touch vs^ith all the

Buyers in the United Kingdom.

PLEASE NOTE. We pay cash against all documents, and

take the w^hole of the Delcredere risk on Buyers.

YOUR opportunity in Wood Pulp

Every Canadian Saw Mill or Plant could

profitably take advantage of this oppor-

tunity. By installing an inexpensive Kraft

Soda Mill, all the slabs, tops, bottoms and
waste wood may be utilized to produce
Wood Pulp. We can place long term con-

tracts for all that Canadian concerns are

able to supply. The Swedish supply is

practically cut off and Canada has a free

field for this business. We will be pleased

to send you details of this opportunity.

Write Today

We are the largest

British Importers

of CANADIAN
WOOD PULP

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES :

Becker & Co. of America, Limited
Post Office Box 609, HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

Becker & Co., Limited
34-40 Ludgate Hill

LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND

SOLE AGENTS FOR
CHICOUTIMI PULP CO., Chicoutimi, Canadian Hot

Ground Spruce.

MACLEOD PULP COMPANY, Liverpool, Canada.

RIORDON PULP AND PAPER CO., Montreal. Easy
Bleaching Canadian Sulphite Pulp.

ST. LAWRENCE SULPHITE PULP COMPANY.
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90 St. James Street

SPRUCE (Merchantable) 1918 Cut.

500,000 ft. 1 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in

800,000 ft. 2 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 in. ...

500,000 ft. 3 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 in.

200,000 ft. 3 X 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 in.

SPRUCE (Mill Cull)
800,000 ft. 1, 2, 2^, and 3 in.

WHITE PINE (Mill Run)
1,200,000 ft. 1, VA, I'A, 2 and 3 in.

HEMLOCK (Merchantable and Mill Cull)

500,000 ft. 1, 2 and 3 in.

BASSWOOD (Mill Run)
200,000 ft, 1, 114, IH. and 2 in.

BIRCH (Mill Run)
600,000 ft. 1, I'A, IH. 2, 3, and 4 in.

BROWN ASH (Mill Run)
100,000 ft. 1 X 4 and up in. ... 6/13 ft.

.. 10/16 ft.

. . 10/16 ft.

, . 10/16 ft.

. . 17/26 ft.

Saw Mills at

Mont Laurler, Que.

Ste. Marguerite, Que.

Dressing Mills at

St. Jerome, Que.

Northern Office

:

MIDLAND, ONT.
Southern Office:

HATTIESBURG, MISS.

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.
2601 EUton Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Dealers

White Pine, Red Pine
and Yellow Pine,
Lumber and Lath

Excellent Planing Mill Facilities. Prompt Shipments.

LATH
Campbell, MacLaurin Lmnber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade BuUding, MONTREAL

Ontario Representative: F. L. Reed, 139 Glendale Ave., Toronto
Phone Parkdale 4448

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited
GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters and

Mortise Chisel

has been changed to the \a-

Ont. It is expected the mill

Ontario
The planiriK mill owned hy Georwe V enator, Hamilt.

tained a small loss by fire.

The name of M. L. Stearns & .Son, Limited,
tional Lumber Co., Limited.

S. Bryant is erecting a sawmill at Norland,
will be in operation in a few weeks.

W. H. Heath & Sons, of VVallaceburg, Ont., are contemplating rebuild-
in^r their planing mill and saw mill which was destroyed by fire recently.

George Rathbone. Ltd.. 10 Northcote avenue, are erecting .nn addition to
their woodworking factory. The extension is of brick, two stories high, 50 x 5.'.

feet.

A. M. Shaver, of Ancaster, whose sawmill was recently destroyed by fire,
has purchased another mill and will carry on operations during the coming
season.

E. J. O'Reilly, whose planing mill is located at Killaloe Station. Ont -

ccntly suffered loss by fire. The loss was covered by insurance. Mr. O'U
will rebuild.

Recent returns show that Toronto's building programme at present repre-
sents one-third of that for the whole of Canada. Permits in Toronto for the
month of March represented a total cost of $1..')00,0(K), as compared with $3,014.-
000 for the remainder of the Dominion.

The Blue Mountain Lumber Co., Limited, recently granted a charter, will
not erect a mill this coming fall as originally intended, as they have sold the
season's stock in the log. When they put up a plant it will be at Seguin Falii.
Ont., and the cutting capacity will be about 15,000 feet per day.

Seamen, Kent Co.. who are manufacturers of hardwood flooring, and re-
cently removed their head office and sales department from Meaford to To-
ronto, intend installing a manufacturing plant in Toronto for the turning out
of oak flooring for which the demand is rapidly increasing.

The Fesserton Timber Co., of Toronto, purchased a large consignment of
the 1918 fall cut of Manley Chew of Midland, consisting of about four million
feet of white pine, mill run and better. The Fesserton Timber Co. have also
leased the mill at Monteith, Ont., which has been operated by the Monteith
Pulp and Timber Co.

The officials of the Spruce Pulj) & Paper Co. recently paid a visit to Kapus-
kasing, Ont.. where they intend to erect a 200-ton pulp and paper mill. It is

planned to begin construction work at an early date. Among those in the party
were S. A. Mundy, of Bradford, Pa., president of the company, and E. Stewart,
of Toronto, vice-president of the organization.

.\ charter has been granted to the Mageau Lumber Co., Limited, with head
offices in Field, Ont.. and a capital stock of .$250,000 to carry on general lumber-
ing and mercantile operations and to conduct the business of pulp manufac-
turers in all its branches. .\mong the incorporators of the organization are
Zotique Mageau. M.L..\., of Sturgeon Falls; Joseph U. Lamarre; Domintat
Thibert and Hector O. Tremblay. of Field township, District of Nipissing.

The Lake Superior Corporation of Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.. are ofTerint; r 'f

sale fiSO.OOO acres of pulp lands in Algoma. and negotiations are at prt -.

under way for the purchase. These pulp lands are located partly north of Sauli

Ste. Marie and partly east of Michipicoten Harbor on Lake Superior. .Ac-

cording to the regulations issued some years ago by the Ontario government,
the spruce cannot be cut from these lands and exported without being first

converted into pulp or paper.

.\ charter has been granted to the Canadian Farmers Company, Limited,
witli head oftice in Comber. Ont. The capital stock is forty thousand dollars
and among the powers conferred on the company are to deal in all kinds of
liuiUling materials, lumber, shingles, roofing, cement, etc. Another similar or-

ganization is the Ramsay Farmers Co-operative Club, Limited, with head
offices at .Almonte. The club is granted a charter without share capital and is

possessed of wide powers, including buying, selling and dealing in lumber and
fencing.

.\ charter has been granted to the Thompson and Heyland Lumber Co.,

Ltd., with a capital stock of $40,000 and head offices in Toronto. Extensive
powers are conferred upon the new organization such as erecting buildings and
dealing in building material, acquiring lands, mines, minerals, etc., and to manu-
facture pulp and paper;and to carry on. business as a manufacturer of and deal-

er in logs, timber, pulp. wood, lumber, shingles, etc. The members of the com-
pany are Tames Thompson. M.L..A., of Havelock and Toronto, and F R Hey-
land. of Toronto.

Eastern Canada
Fire recently destroyed the sawmill and residence of Mr. Normand at Fort

Crulogne, Que. There was no insurance on the property.

The Quebec Provincial government has been carrying on negotiations \\

the Ottawa autliorities with a view to leasing two seaplanes for the patroi i>i

timber limits against forest fires.

The steamer War Chilkat arrived at Halifax on .\pril 24th from \'ancouver

with a cargo of deals for London, Eng.. via the Panama Canal, having sailed

from Vancouver on January 30th.

A charter has been granted to J. H. Leboeuf, Limitee. with headquartir-

in Montreal, and a capital stock of $20,000, to carry on a general lumber busi-

ness and to manufacture wooden articles.

The Laurentide and Riordon Paper Companies have co-operated in buying
1,500,000 spruce trees to plant the coming spring, in addition to those fr-ni

their nurseries. Each will plant about a million trees.

The lumber industry of New Brunswick is to be brought under the i>r '

vision of the Workmen's Compensation Act. This announcement was ma^lc-

recently in the provincial legislature by Premier Foster.

The plant of the Nashwaak Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd., St. John, N. B., manu-
facturers of bleached sluphite pulp, has resumed after a shut-down for sonic

time. The various departments have been thoroughly overhauled and put m
splendid shape.

Reports from the Hillsboro district in New Brunswick show that the crew
have all come out of the woods, and that the lumber cut in .Albert county thi

season will be about 40,000,000 feet. This is not as large, probably, as the cu

some years ago. Most of the timber will be sawed by portable mills, and pr.
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bly a score are at work in different parts of the country. It is stated that

some 30,000,000 feet out of the 40,000,000 in Albert county will be converted

into lumber by the portable mills.

The plant of the Laurentide Co., at Grand Mere, Que., is running at full

capacity in all departments, and the company is looking forward to a very

l)usy season.

The Victoria mills at Fredericton, N. B., have started operations for the

ason. The mills which are owned by Erasers, Ltd.. have the largest supply

>f logs on record, and expect that the season's cut will be about 15,000,000 feet.

The Canadian Barking Drum Co., Ltd., with a capital stock of $25,000, and
headquarters in Montreal, has been granted a charter to introduce, promote
and extend processes, appliances and machinery relating to the pulp and paper

industry.

June 24th and 25th is the date fixed for the summer meeting of the Wood-
lands section of the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association which will be held at

Berthier, P. Q. Special trains will run from Montreal and Quebec on those

days, it being expected that there will be a very large gathering of members.

The Canadian Trade Corp., Ltd., Montreal, with an authorized capital of

$100,000, has been organized for the purpose of carrying on a general trading,

importing and exporting business, and has opened a branch office in London.
C. C. Gardner, formerly of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, is at the head
if the enterprise.

La Compagnie de Phonographes Casavant, Limitee. have I)een granted a

charter with a capital stock of $75,000 and headquarters in St. Hyacint'he. The
company is empowered to manufacture phonographs, pianos and other musical

instruments, and to deal in lumber and all kinds of woods, as well as to ac-

quire timber limits.

The second Mapleland built by the Annapolis Shipping Co. was recently

launched at Annapolis Royal, N. S. She is a tern schooner 173 feet keel, 35

feet beam and 13 feet depth of hold. Her gross tonnage is 629.44 and her net

register 566.20. The keel for another vessel has been laid in the yard of the

.\nnapolis Shipping Co.

Fire destroyed the sawmill owned by B. J. Thibodeau of Boiestown at

Avery's Portage, N. B.. recently. The mill was only completed last spring. The
loss was about $15,000, partially covered by insurance. Mr. Thibodeau had
refused an offer for the sale of the mill about a week before the fire, and will

start to rebuild at once.

O. Chalifour, Inc., dealers in lumber, Quebec, have obtained a charter. The
capital stock is $150,000. The organization is authorized to carry on a general

lumber business either as manufacturer, maker, purchaser, seller or as import-

er or exporter of lumber of all kinds, cordwood, pulpwood, etc. The incorpor-

ators are J. O. Chalifour, J. G. Chalifour and J. E. Berube.

The pulp mill of the Bathurst Lumber Co., of Bathurst, N. B., has resum-
ed operations after being closed down for some time. Fourteen additional

dryers have been installed on the sulphite machine which will increase the

tonnage, while a new fuel economizer has been completed. The mill is now in

good shape for starting up, and it is hoped that the condition of the pulp mar-
ket will shortly imp^rove.

The annual meeting of the St. John River Log Driving Company was held

in St. John recently. J. Eraser Gregory, of Murray & Gregory Limited. St.
I i,„ „„„5;fjj„p. The former board of direictors was re-elected for the coming
year. Reports received at the meetings indicated that about 35,000,000 feet

of lumber would pass through the company's booms during 1919. This would
be about 10,000,000 feet less than last year.

The Anderson Co. of Canada, Montreal, have closed a contract for the
purchase of 60 trawlers and 89 wooden drifters from the British government.
The company have also under construction at present 66 wooden vessels, in-

cluding a French contract for 50 ships. Of these ships there are 31 building in

Eastern Canada, and 35 on the Pacific Coast. The average tonnage is 1,500

tons. Eraser, Brace & Co., of Montreal, have eight of these ships under con-
struction.

At a meeting held on April 23rd in Montreal, it was decided to form the
Mill Works Manufacturers' Association, thirty-two members having promised
to join. It is intended later to embrace the entire province, although for the
moment the association is confined to Montreal. The main object is to pro-
tect the interests of the members. The constitution will be so framed as to

include every class of manufacturer doing mill work. At the next meeting the
officers will be elected.

The Morrell Pulp and Paper Company, Limited, has been incorporated
vith a capital stock of $19,500, with headquarters at Montreal. It has been
empowered to acquire timber and timber limits, to purchase, lease and ex-

I

change houses, stores, warehouses, and building generally; also to manufac-
' ture and deal in paper, pulp, pulpwood, timber, and all other kinds of raw ma-

terial or manufactured paper products. The incorporators are John Morrell,
\V. G. Rohrer, Wm. Couper, John- D. Tennant and Henry C. Couper, all of
Montreal.

The new Kipawa plant of the Riordon Pulp & Paper Co., of Montreal,
1 being erected at Temiskaming, Que., is making splendid progress. It is ex-
I pected that the mill will be equipped and in operation by the end of the present

year, and will have an output of 180 tons daily. The Riordon company are
rupidly converting their output from unbleached sulphite into bleached, and
^ome 80 tons a day are now being bleached at Hawkesbury. By the end of
H»19, 120 tons will be bleached, and only about 40 will be turned out unbleach-

,
ed. The company anticipate a large export trade between the United States

I

and Canada just as soon as market conditions revive and ocean tonnage is

! available.

Stanley Douglass, of Stanley, N. B., whose sawmill was destroyed by fire

last August, has erected a new mill at Stanley and will cut about three million
feet of hemlock and spruce log's during the coming season. The mill, which

I Mr. Douglass was operating at Napadogan on the Transcontinental line, he
=old some time ago to the Naskwaak Pulp and Paper Co. of St. John. In addi-
tion to the three million feet o>f logs cut last winter for his mill at Stanley, Mr.

I

Douglass cut two million feet for the Nashwaak Pulp and Paper Co. on their

J
own limits and also sold to the York and Sudbury Milling Co. at South Devon

' another million feet. He has made an agreement with the owners of the York
,
and Sunbury Mills to take over their plant at the end of the sawing season

I

and expects to operate that mill as well as the one at Stanley next year.
Mr. Douglass has been in the lumbering and milling business for over twenty
years and thinks it is the most interesting work in the world.
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Chas.H. Russell

B.C Fir and Spruce
Yellow Pine Timbers

and Finish

Oak Timbers and Flitches

Bill Oak a Specialty

Eastern Pine and Spruce

Canadian and Southern Hardwoods

Direct Selling Agent for Mills producing

Half Million Feet Daily

Write or Wire for Quotations

Chas. H. Russell
211 McGill Street - MONTREAL

H. BOURGOUIN
Dominion Express Bldg., i46 st. james St., Montreal

WHOLESALE LUMBER AND TIMBER
Dressed and Rough

B. C. FIR TIMBERS
Ship Timbers and Planking. Ship Decking, Tank Stock, Bridge

Timbers, Fir and Spruce Lumber
Also White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Banksian Pine,
Birch, Maple, Rock Elm, Oak, Yellow Pine, Railway Ties,

Fence Posts, Poles and Piling.

DIMENSION OAK CUT TO SPECIFICATION
Prompt chipment' Satisfactory stock Good service Write or wire for price*

A. F. B. AUSTIN, Manager

"By-Pass" Blower Systems
for green saw dust and wet stringy material

Material that usually clogs the ordinary Blower
is handled easily and continuously by our "By-
Pass" Blowers. No material passes through or
around the fan. That is the big secret of "By-
Pass" success. Slow speed and minimum power
are other strong features. Write for literature

and all details.

We manufacture and install complete systems

Toronto Blower Company
156 Duke St., Toronto
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Budget of Briefs from Western Canada

C. E. Hope is considering; the a(lvisil)ility of erecting; a inil]) mill

in Fernie, B. C. The proposition has been talked over with the

Liind)cr

are Hri-

Moard of Trade

Board of Trade.

Provincial charters have been granted to the Bluebird

Co., Ltd., and the Empire Shingle Co., Ltd.. both of which

tish Columbia concerns.

N. T. MacMillen recently told the Winnipeg
that 10,000 new houses are reepiircd in that city to accommodate re-

turned soldiers and increased pojjulation. When such a larg;e con-

struction is carried throug'h, it will mean a heavy demand for P.. C.

lumber.

The two 1,500-ton wooden steamers, h'rontenac and X'ictoria,

built for the h'rench g;overnment by the New Westminster Con-

struction and Engineering- Company, and now outfitting at the com-
pany's assembling plant, are expected to be ready for sea about the

beginning of May.
The West Coast Towing & Sahage Co., Ltd., has been granted

a charter with head ofifices in \'ancouver, and a capital stock of $2.50,-

000, to engage i.n the business of transportation by water or land,

and to build and ojjerate ships and other vessels, and also to carry

on the business of lumbermen and saw mill men, re-foresting lands,

etc.

Although the ocean exi)ort lumber shi])ments from Vancouver
have not actually reached the amount shipped bv this time last vear

the outlook is that the total for 1919 will exceed the 53,000,000 'feet

of 1918. The present difficulty is in obtaining tonnage. Many ship-

owners do not want to take lumber unless nothing else oflfers. So
far there has been general cargo sufficient to fill the available ton-

nage though it is believed that shortly there will be a large increase

in lumber shipments. There are big quantities offered ship])ing ag-

ents already and as soon as tonnage is available the movement will

commence.
It is understood that London, I'^ng., capitalists are considering

the construction of a large aeroplane factory in Vancouver. This
was the statement recently made by H. J. Robertson, of the Aeron-

autical Inspection Department, London, who jKjinted out tlial great

forests of spruce trees were available, and should be used to build

an aerojilane industry. Mr. Robertson believes that aircraft wiK
some day be used for fire patrol, timber cruising, mail service, pro-

])ecting, mining, fishing and survey parties.

The saw mill and shingle mill at the Beaver River Lumber C'

at Langley Prairie, B.C., were burned to the ground recently. Thi

loss is estimated at $75,000 and is i)artly covered by insurance. The
cause of the fire is said to have been that the cedar sparks from an

open burner had been blown by a strong ICast wind among the .sha\

ings and saw dust kept to feed the engine fires. The jjlaning mill ami
lumber yard were saved. 'J he fire destroyed the steam pipe thus put

ting the pump out of action so that the saw mill had no prfjtection

The company will rebuild.

'J'he two, 1,500-ton wooden steamships, the Frontenac and tht

Victoria, which have been built by the New Westminster Construe

tion & Engineering Co., for the French fiovcrnment, will be rea*l\

for sea about the middle of this month. Work is now proceeding

with the three remaining vessels of the contract. The next hull t i

be launched has been named the La Salle. No further work has

been done on the three, 2,800-ton vessels ordered by the Belgiuin

(lovernment, the keels of which were laid. The contract has been

cancelled since the signing- of the armistice.

Hon. T. D. Pattullo, Minister of Lands for British Columbia, ha-

under consideration a plan which may add an aerial patrol service to

the Forest Protection Branch of the Land Department. The British

Columbia Forest Protection Committee held its regular quarterl\

meeting recently for the purpose of discussing matters relating to tin

safeguarding of the timber wealth of the province, and some discu-
sion took place on the possibilities of utilizing by co-operation the

newly formed Aerial League airplanes for fire protection. An an-

nouncement of interest may be made in the near future.

Major D. *D. Young, Croix de Guerre with star, and MajMi

James Brechin have been appointed by the Government to position-

as British Columbia lumber market commissioners associated with

the trade extension department of the forest branch. It will be the

duty of these two officials to cultivate the prairie and Eastern Can
adian markets and generally to conduct an aggressive camjiaign fm

British Columbia's forest products. It is exjiected that one of tin

appointees will make his liead-fpiarters at a point on the prairies an'l

FROM

MANUFACTURER

MANUFACTURER

I QUALITY
IS OUR WATCHWORD
AND THE FOUNDATION ON
WHICH OUR BUSINESS STANDS

GRADE
IN THE LUMBER BUSINESS IS INSEPARABLY
LINKED WITH QUALITY. WE HAVE A CORPS OF
EFFICIENT INSPECTORS WHO ATTEND TO THIS
IMPORTANT DETAIL.

If you are not

receiving our
Monthly Mailing
Service, giving you
an idea of stocks

on hand, a post-

card request from
you will bring it

to your office reg-

ularly. It is some-
thing different,

—

let us send it to

you.

SERVICE
IS A VITAL PART OF ANY BUSINESS AND IN OUR
ORGANIZATION WE PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THIS FEATURE

MEMPHIS BAND MILL CO
MEMPHIS, TENN.

||||||l"IIllli|[l!-<l||:cmil|||||
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Rebuilt Locomotives
FOR ALL PURPOSES

We can supply you with locomotives in any sizes and types
between those shown here.

Write for specifications and bulletins.

Dump Cars

Flat Cars

Passenger Coaches

Box Cars

Locomotives

We would like to hear

from any one having

good equipment to

dispose of.

Locomotive Cranes

Steam Shovels

Drag Lines

Contractors' and

Railway Equipment

Canadian Equipment Co.
LIMITED

285 Beaver Hall Hill

MONTREAL
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the other in Ontario. In connection with the trade extension work
now to be undertaken on a much broader basis, the need for publi-

city and advertising has been appreciated and to attend to that

branch of the business, William Turnbull, who for the past two
years has been secretary to the minister of lands, has been appoint-

ed. Major Young and Major Brechin are practical men in the lum-

ber business and both have service in France to their credit.

What is undoubtedly the most gigantic lumber enterj)rise ever

conceived is about to be launched by a syndicate headed by Percy
M. Furber, president of the Mexican Oil Fields Company of New
York, and John Arbuthnot, financier, well known in Victoria, B.C.

This .syndicate will be known as the Furber Lumber Company.
Orders hav already been placed with the .syndicate by British

interests to deliver 30,000,000 feet of lumber which, in the event of

a satisfactory agreement being reached on purchase price with the

saw mills and lumber manufacturers will be supplied by British Col-

umbia mills. Mr. Arbuthnot states further contracts are pending
from European interests, for lumber that will run into billions of

feet.

The Beaver Cove Lumber and Pulp Co. at Vancouver, expect
their new pulp mill and saw mill at Beaver Cove, B.C., to be in

operation the latter part of June. The saw mill will have a capacity

of 125 M feet in 10 hours, while the pulp mill will turn out 40 tons
of sulphate or kraft pulp. The company expect that their market
for pulp will be divided between the United States and the Orient,
and they also hope to ship some of their output to Australia and
New Zealand. The Beaver Cove Lumber and Pulp Co. have over
500,000,000 feet of timber, consisting mostly of hemlock and larch,

which will be used entirely for pulp, the larch making practically as
good pulp as the hemlock or spruce. The company's saw mill equip-
ment consists of a 60-inch circular saw, heavy Pacific coast type
edger, trimmer and slasher, all of which are electrically driven. At
the present time there is' being installed only the small side of the
mill and when the capacity of the pulp plant is increased, the larger

side will be installed. The lumber cut for export will be Douglas
Fir. The erection of a six-machine shingle mill is under contempla-
tion

Major Austin C. Taylor, director of the department of aeron-
autical supplies of the Imperial Munitions Board, has confirmed the
report from Victoria that the Thurston Harbor, Queen Charlotte

Islands, headquarters of the Imperial Munitions Board, has b
presented to the Provincial Government and is to be turned ov
upon completion of the board's work at Thurston Harbor. The he-
quarters camp consists of wharf, store and office buildings, hospi
building, wireless station, etc. Major Taylor also stated the inf

mation obtained by the Munition Board's timber cruisers is 1 - • "

presented to the forestry dejjartment of the Provincial Governii
This valuable information has been compiled from reports covering
365 square miles of timber cruised in detail. In all there was cruis-

ed in a preliminary, partial and detailed manner approximately '

square miles. The resultant information has been carefully (

fie.1 and mapped, comprising the only existing extensive surv'

the "occurrence and distribution of Sitka spruce in British C'

bia." It. is believed these records will be a valuable addition t

forestry department's archives.

A recent despatch from Chicago says: Roger E. i

who was sent to Russia in 1917 as a member of a United St.i ^ v

ernment commission to study the lumber situation in the war-de-

vastated countries and who was taken prisoner by the Bolshevist

Government and at one time sentenced to be shot, told the legisla-

tive commission investigating high prices of building material that

ihe world was facing a lumber famine. Prices of lumber, he said,

were certain to rise in the next few years because of the unprece-

dented dem.and which would come from the reconstruction of the

war-stiicken regions of Europe. The major portion of this lumber,

he said, would have to be supplied by the United States and Can-
ada. Canada already has received an order from the British Govern-
ment for one billion feet of lumber, while this country has red ' i

orders for one million feet of oak by England and twelve ship

of lumber for Italy. Mr. Simmons, who spent eighteen months
abroad studying the subject, .said Russia, which before the war ex-

ported 52 per cent, of the world's lumber supply, would not be in a

position to cut lumber until five years after the government had
been stabilized and order restored. Austria and other countries

which exported before the war, are in a similar position, he said,

.so that the present burden in supplying this commodity would have

to be borne by this country and Canada. When he left Russia last

December, all the 1500 sawmills in the country were abandoned.
The workmen had stripped the plants of machinery and sold it to

the Germans for money with which to buy food.

The Finest in Veneer Equipment
We manufacture a line of Veneer Machinery which comprehends

every need in the veneer industry. Throughout the world our
machines are known for stability economy and excellence of production.

We advise on, plan, and execute the complete equipment of veneer
plants. Our knowledge is at your service.

Lathes
Dryers
Clippers

Illustrations show a Rotary Cutting

Lathe, a Dryer, and a Clipper. These

machines have gained a wide and well

established reputation for efficiency In

meeting the requirements of the Veneer

industry. By their improved facilities

they are productive of the best work at

the lowest cost.

Our catalogue should be in your

hands. It exhibits our different lines

with complete specifications. Write for

it now.

Dryer

Clipper

The COE
Manufacturing Company

Painesville,Ohio,U.S.
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Simplicity, Economy, Comfort, Safety, Reliability
ARE TO BE FOUND IN THE WONDERFUL

DISAPPEARING PROPELLER BOAT

Unique Features
Not Found in Other Boats

1. Lifting of lever automatically controls

speed of engine and boat.

2. Any speed from slightest forward move-
ment to H'/i miles per hour.

Increase of from 2 to 2'/^ miles per

hour over rear-driven propeller.

4. One pull of control lever gives as clean

a keelson as a skiff.

5. Automatic propeller protection.

(!. Propeller mid-ship stabilizes as centre

board to sailboat.

7. Can remove propeller while silting in

boat.
S. Vibration eliminated.
0. Steers from all parts of boat.

10. ISoat always on even keel.

11. Propeller at all times tlio^dughly sub-

merged.
12. Engine and device so placed no avail-

able room lost.

13. Lever up, boat stands still, automatic-
ally throttling engine, making one way
clutch.

14. Can be pulled out on beach or dock
same as a rowboat.

15. So simple of operation a child can
run it.

So called liecause. unlike other motor boats, the propeller is automatic-
ally protected against all damage. Disappearing Propeller Boats are

propelled from centre, giving- an increase of speed of 2 to 2^4 miles per
liour over rear-driven ])oats. The engine is placed under forward mid-
ship seat—out of sight—out of way. They are equipped with an in-

board engine on a stationary bed properly reinforced with l)ulk-heads,

thus eliminating vibration.

We specialize in three standard sizes only

—

Water-Ford, $275.00 John Bull, $325.00 Uncle Sam, $375.00

Made in Canada to suit Canadian conditions and fully guaranteed.

Send for illustrated catalogue showing boats and engine in natural colors.

The Disappearing Propeller Boat Co., Ltd.

69 Bay St.,TorontO, Ont. Factory, Port Carling, Muskoka Lakes, Ont.

Largest Builders of Small Motor Boats in Canada

Can be seen at
TORONTO—

Mc.Mullen & Lee, Ltd., 472 Yonge St.

Rice, Lewis & Co., Ltd., 19 Victoria St.

D. Pike & Co., Limited, 123 King St. K.

Can. Boat & Engine Co., 4.3 Yonge St.

F. C. Burroughes Co., fi43 Queen St. W.
Canadian Beaver Co., Foot York St.

C. W. Spink, 170 Lake Front.
Frank Dawson, 991 Eastern Ave.
I. N. Devins, Humber Bay.
Cross & Maclicll, 2295 Dundas St. W.

HAMILTON—Dixon Sporting Goods Co.
WELLAND—Martin R. Whelan.
ST. CATHARINES—International Garage.
LINDSAY—J. Dickson.
SUDBURY—,\. E. Cameron.
NORWOOD—J. W. Rorke.
MIDLAND— N. K. Wagg.
ORILLIA— T. H. Ross Boat Co.
MONTREAL—-Fyke Boat & Yacht Co.
BROCKVILLE—Gilbert Boat Co.
PARRY SOUND—S. Phillij.s & Sons
PETERBORO—H. B. Rye.
KINGSTON—A. C. Knapp.
NORTH BAY—Cochrane Hardware Co.
OTTAWA—Frank W. Bedard.
JACKSON'S POINT- T. A. Grew.

PUMPS
For

The Most Exacting

Requirements . . .

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO.,
LIMITED

HAMILTON - CANADA

Can We Do Anything

For You in Canada ?

Perhaps there is some information

about Canada that we can forward

to you. If so, write us about it.

We are on the ground and in close

touch with conditions. Just address

The Canada Lumberman
347 Adelaide St. West TORONTO, Canada

Are You a Subscriber ? If not, Use This Form

19
Publishers,

"Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" Toronto.

Please send the "Canada Lumberman and Wood-
Worker " to the undersigned until further notice, for

which find enclosed Two Dollars, being One Year's
subscription in advance.

Nam*

Address
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Adams Pointers

Made at Penetang, these

powerful and efficient gasolene

boats are giving satisfaction all

over Canada.

Luniberincn will find it quicker

and cheaper to work with an

Adams Pointer, It is easier and

safer to use than alligators and tugs.

The Adams Pointer has a

well-built easy running engine,

and powerful and reverse gear

towing winch, and will prove equal

to the heaviest work.

Get further particulars and

blue prints, which give in detail

the points wherein our Pointers

excel.

Adams Engine Co.y Penetangy Ont
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor

The Machine That Made a Record
In a Recent Lath Cutting, 10 Hour Test
Four Hundred Sawmills

in the Dominion are to-day
using this machine.

It has all the latest im-
provements and for quick,
clean work has no equal.

The Payette No. I Bolter
will cut, count, tie and pile

128,350 laths in a period of ten
hours. The above consisted of

4 foDt laths, lyi by % inches,

and constitutes a record in

rapid lath cutting.

If you are not using a

Payette No. I Bolter you
should be.

Shalt we send you full particulars

and prices ?

P. PAYETTE & CO.
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor PENETANGy ONT,
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• am AnGmomsuijneet Lea^ind Lead Pipe

i^ead Pipe Any Size
in diarri'

Order from

Our Nearest Factory

A Marvel of Efficiency
This is the opinion of a man thoroughly acquainted

with

BABBITT METAL REQUIREMENTS
And every user of

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
Agrees that for

ALL GENERAL BEARINGS IN WOODWORKING MACHINERY
That it is worthy of its reputation

i
1

We Ship

Promptly

What it means to buy your require-

ments from a firm proud of the goods
they manufacture

We are proud of our reputation

for Manufacturing BABBITT
METALS that give excellent

service.

Specify

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
For All General Bearings and

IMPERIAL GENUINE
For Extraordinary Hard Work

The Canada Metal Co., Ltd.
HAMILTON T^^^«*^ WINNIPEG
MONTREAL * OrOIllO VANCOUVER

Resisting tfrass and Bronze

STINGS
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BUY SAW MILL

Bandmills

Established

Edgers

IN CANADA, where lumbering is industrially of

first importance, timber sawing has been developed
to its highest efficiency. As a result, Canadian saw-
mills are among the fastest cutting in the world.

WATEROUS EQUIPMENT is used in nearly all

of them.

Sixteen Waterous Circular Mills were in use m Eng-
land during the war, cutting timber for the War
Office. Some of them designed to cut 15,000 feet

daily—under high pressure turned out as much as

45,000 feet every ten hours. Such performance is

the real test of endurance and sturdiness.

WATEROUS MACHINERY is built with a big

margin of speed and strength. It includes every
machine for the sawmill, either band or circular

type, and is built to handle every variety of timber
up to the largest and heaviest being cut.

WATEROUS MILLS are operating in India, Japan,

New Zealand, Chili, Peru, South Africa, Roumania,

Straits Settlements We know how to build and

pack machinery for export. Thirty years' exper-

ience has taught us.

Whether it is a portable outfit or a mill cutting

500,000 feet daily, we can supply it. Full infor-

mation, plans and prices and catalogues sent any-

where on request. Write to nearest agency.

(BRANCH-WINNIPEG)

Carriage*

1844

Log Deck Machinery

WsLterousW W BRANTFORD,ONTARIO.CANADA
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MACHINERY
BUY

Mills Like These

Are Using

—

WATEROUS
MACHINERY

You will find Waterous Equipment in those Canadian Mills where
fast and accurate cutting are essentials. Waterous Sawmill
Machinery is being used because it is built for that kind of
work— it is the result of more than fifty years' intimate knowledge
of Canadian sawmilling conditions. The men who use Waterous
Machinery know that it will give the service they expect.

Our reputation for "knowing how" is a guarantee that every piece

of equipment you buy from our shops is the last word as regards
Sawmill machinery. You can bank on the results it will give you.

Everything for the
Sawmill

Log Jacks
Log Deck Equipment
Sawmill Carriages
Carriage Dogs
Set Works
Steam Set Works
Friction Receders
Steam Feeds
Friction Feeds
Twin Engine Feeds
Live Rolls and Drives
Transfers and

Transmissions
Refuse Conveyors
Band Mills—6 ,7,8,

9 and 10

.

Double Cutting Saw
Guides

Circular Saw Mills

Edgers—all sizes

Filing Room Tools
Lath Mills and

Bolters
Log Chains
Log Slashers
Planers
Sawmill Engines
Power Plants Complete
Boilers—all kinds
Refuse Burners
Catalogues on Request

rouBRANTFORD, ONTARIO,CANADA
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DUNLOP
"Gibraltar RedSpecial" Belting
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" THE ORIGINAL RED
FRICTIONED -SURFACE
RUBBER BELTING"

WHEN it's a question of unusual
achievements in Beltdom,
"Gibraltar RedSpecial"
stands supreme.

As an effective means of trimming
down overhead " it is known far and
wide.

This Red Frictioned-Surface Belt

has dominated the field since its in-

ception.

Without variation this belt has
lived up to the exacting standard of

service set by us when it was first in-

troduced to belt buyers.

Having been tested and tried to

the limit in all manner of places—and
by thousands of users throughout the

country from the Atlantic to the Paci-

fic— " Gibraltar RedSpecial" will also

secure you against the uncertainties

which surround the use of "just-as-

good " brands.

The price may be higher than that

of "ordinary" belts, but the service is

long and satisfactory in the extreme, as

a multitude of long-time users will glad-

ly testify.

With the Dun lop Unreserved
Guarantee which goes with every belt,

you should have no hesitation in mak-
ing your next order read " Gibraltar

RedSpecial."

You know the Dunlop reputation
for square-dealing, too.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Limited
Head Office and Factories - . . . TORONTO

BRANCHES IN THE LEADING CITIES
Makers of Tires for all Purposes, Mechanical Rubber Products of all kinds, and General Rubber Specialties
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MADE IN CANADA

CLYDESDALE 5 TON LORRY

'The value of a Motor Truck to its owner is gauged entirely by the continuity of its

operation.

CLYDESDALE TRUCKS are maintaining their record, earned all over the world, for continuous

uninterrupted operation, low operating and upkeep costs. This is due to the perfection of design

found in Clydesdale Trucks and the high quality of materials used.

CLYDESDALE TRUCKS are built by a Canadian Manufacturer, to a great extent from

Canadian materials. The Clydesdale plant was established here to better serve Canadian Manufacturers,

and to give the best possible Service to Canadian Users of Transportation.

CLYDESDALE TRUCKS must be seen to be fully appreciated. We would like to send you

a catalogue and, if you will permit, show you a Clydesdale in actual operation.

CLYDE CARS COMPANY CANADA LIMITED
General Office and Plant— 73 Pearl Street

TORONTO, CAN.
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Many Fires in Lumber

Mills have been caused

by Hot Boxes
This risk can be eliminated by the use of

Chapman Double Ball Bearings
-IN-

Shaftingy Hangers, Pillow Blocks

Loose Pulleys, etc.

Chapman Double

Ball Bearings
decrease the friction loss 75% and do not generate
heat.

No oil is used, a little Tranco Grease once or twice
a year is the only lubricant required, consequently
dust does not adhere to the outside of the bearing.

There is no spoilage from oil drip, and cleanli-

ness may be easily maintained.

If you realized what these savings mean you
will agree that

You pay for Chapman bearings

whether you buy them or not

Chapman Double Ball Bearing
Co., Ltd.

347 Sorauren Avenue
705 Shaughnessy Bldg.

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Transmission Ball Bearing Co., Inc.

1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.

Link-Belt Means Freedom
from breakdowns

'H" Class Saw Mill Pintle Link-Belt

"H" Class Refuse Link-Belt

"Dreakdowns are expen-

sive. They mean ex-

penditures for repairs and

loss of time, labor, and out-

put. The success and profit

of each day's operation de-

pends very largely on the

strength and endurance of

the power transmitting and

material - conveying chain

employed in your mill.

rr<tnsier Link-belt

LIHK-BBLT

"C" Class Link-Belt

"700" Class Link-Belt

Ewart Detachable Link-Belt

Look for this

Mark on Every Link

has long been the recog-

nized standard form of con-

veying and power trans-

mitting equipment through-

out the lumber industry. Its

ability to sucessfuily with-

stand undue strains and the

wear and tear of years of

service has earned for it the

undisputable claim on lead-

ership.

We show a few of the va-

rious types of saw mill Link-

Belt. Our Book No. 260

shows many more.

Send for a copy.

<
It is your guarantee
of service and satis-

faction.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT CO. LTD.
WELLINGTON & PETER STS., TORONTO

Stock also carried at 1195 St. James Street, Montreal
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Woodsmen
of the World
Look To "Pink"

TOOLS and HANDLES
Wherever the British flag flies and the lumbering industry flourishes, there you

will find Pink's Tools.

The same uniformly excellent quality supplied year in and year out has earned

for Pink's Tools the esteem of all lumbermen.

Exporters to Europe, and contractors to the Allied Armies.

The Thomas Pink Company have shipped vast quantities of tools to Britain

and her Allies.

Lists free. All good hardware dealers sell our Tools and Handles.

Write for information. Canada Long Distance Phone No. 87.

The Thomas Pink Co. Limited
PEMBROKE, ONTARIO, CANADA.

We are also makers of Car Movers.
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Canadian National Railuiaus
HAMLOOP.

EDMONTON
)Pf>INce ALBCfiT

CHARLOTTLTOWN

MOMCrOf*WsYDNCY

NOW OPERATING

roffOnTo STJOHN

Canadian Northern Railway System

Canadian Government Railways

The Great North Western Telegraph Company

HALIFAX

HALIFAX

Passenger

14,000 Miles of Railway
56,000 Miles of Telegraph Line

Traversing, every province in Canada's Dominion
and directly serving the great ocean ports of

ST. JOHN
VANCOUVER

QUEBEC -

VICTORIA
MONTREAL

Freight

Now under conslruction

Express

48 Vessels

Telegraph Hotels

For the Atlantic, Pacific, and Great Lakes Service
With these ships in commission and working in conjunction with the vast railway system

CANADA'S products of FIELD, F9REST, MINES and INDUSTRIES
will find ready markets in the ports of the world.

EUROPEAN
London, S.W., Eng.—W. J. Cartmel, Act'g European Traffic Mgr., 21

Cliaring Cross.
London, E.C., Eng.—G. E. Cowie, Gen. Freight Agent, Orient House,

New Broad St.

Alicante, Spain.—Carey & Co., Freight Agents.
Amsterdam, Holland.—Van Es & Van Ommeren, Freight Agents, Bin-

neii Kant 21.

Bordeaux, France.—James Moss & Co., Freight Agents, 19 .'\llees de
Chartres.

Barcelona, Spain.—MacAndrews & Co., Ltd., Freight Agents.
Denia, Spain.—Mac.\ndrews & Co., Ltd., Freight Agents.

AGENCIES
Glasgow, Scotland.—Passenger and I'reight Depts.. 125 llupe Street.

Havre, France.—Caplain & Strauss, 1 Rue Du Socage de Bieville.

Liverpool, Eng.—Passenger and Freight Depts., Cunard Building.

Malaga, Spain.—Mac.\ndrews & Co., Ltd., Freight Agents.
Marseilles, France.—P. A. Young, Freight Agent, 2 Place Sadi Carnot.

Paris, France.—Caplain & Strauss, I-'reight Agents, .30 Rue d'Enghien.
Patras, Greece.—Achia Steamship Co., Ltd., Freight Agents.
Rotterdam, Holland.— P. A. Van Es & Co., Contine.ifal Freight Agent-

Boompjes 76a.

Tonnay—Charante, France.—Em. D Ahbadie. Freight Agent.
Valencia, Spain.—MacAndrews & Co., Ltd., Freight Agents.

C. A. HAYES, H. H. MELANSON, GEO. STEPHEN,
Vice-Preiident Pascenger Traffic Freight Traffic

Manager Manager

Head Offices, Toronto, Canada
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To Combat The Shortage of Labor

Buy a

Portable

Gasoline

Drag Saw
"The Vaughan" has no

equal. It saves man power
and gives real service because
it is the outcome of first hand
knowledge.

"The Vaughan" is made
and designed by Engineers
who have had fifteen years

of hard practical working ex-

perience in the timber and
lumber camps of the Pacific

North West.

Lumbermen
Note

The ''Vaughan'' Drag Saw
is guaranteed to give you satisfaction—no chance work about it.

Send your orders immediately and they will

be filled by express or freight.

All parts carried in stock. Read our guar-

antee.

All the working parts of these machines are

guaranteed against defective material and
workmanship. Parts found defective should
be forwarded to the factory for an inspection

at once—Prepaid. New parts will be returned
without delay.

Price $175 f.o«b. Memphis, Tenn.

Price $155 f.o.b. Portland, Ore.

Works Well

Anywhere

Write for all particulars to

J. C. Pennoyer Company
226 South U Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL
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CLIMAX Improved Geared LOCOMOTIVES '%^u°rails''

A e8-ton

Climax

Locomotive

Designed

Especially for

Heavy
Logging Work.

Climax Locomotives are successfully operated on steep grades and sharp curves. Any
weight or gauge. Locomotives in stock for immediate shipment. Get Catalog " H."

CLIMAX MANUFACTURING CO., 313 W. Main Street, CORRY, PA.
VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LTD., VANCOUVER. B.C.

Peace Year 1919
Finds us optimistic for the future and well

stocked with Horse Blankets, Feed
Bags, Tarpaulins, Oil Clothing

Tents, Flags, Straw Ticks

and Grey Blankets

We Guarantee Prompt Shipment
of Orders Entiusted to ut

J. J. Turner& Sons
Umifd

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives. We build all types and sizes, also

all kinds of repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give you expert advice as to what partic-

ular type and size of locomotive is best suited to your needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA.

PRATT & WHITNEY CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

SMALL TOOLS
Taps — Dies — Reamers — Cutters — Drills

MADE IN CANADA

At good as moeey can buy—Guaranteed absolutely

!

Head Office and Works, DUNDAS, ONT.

MONTREAL
Draaunoad Bldg.

SALES OFFICES

:

VANCOUVER WINNIPEG
Bank of HamUtoB BU(.

DRYERS FOR PROFIT
A Proctor Dryer represents the most efficient and economical method of dry-

ing:. It embodies air re-circulation, utilization of exhaust steam. Requires minimum
time for drying. Saves floor space, labor, power, etc. The capacity and degree

of drying are not affected by weather variations.

%Zocio^^ for VENEERS
h^DRYERS

dive a perfectly flat and pliable product without
checks or splits

Made by the oldest and largest builders of dryers.

Ask for Proctor Dryer Catalog for your materials.

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
Builders of Drying Machinery

SEVENTH STREET AND TABOR ROAD. PHILADELPHIA, PA.. U.S.A.

Hamilton, Ont., Canada,—W. J. Westaway, 6 Sun Life Building.
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Beardmore Extra Quality Waterproof

CementLeatherBelting

For the Wet

Place

Tell us your belting troubles

and we can help you.

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
OTTAWA MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Large stocks available for immediate shipment

THE "MAPLE LEAF" FOR EVER
Economy, Durability, Efficiency and True Running

We are Sole Manufacturers of the celebrated

MAPLE LEAF"
BRAND STITCHED "MAPLE LEAF"
COTTON DUCK BELT DRESSING
BELTING

The best on the market for Transmission of Power
Conveying, etc. Also **Maple Leal'* Belt Dressing,

which is unexcelled, and equally good for using on all kinds

of belting.

Write us for Prices

DOMINION BELTING COMPANY, LIMITED
Hamilton :: Canada

Quebec Branch: 51 Duluth Building, Montreal
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Oldest and Best

HOE
Chisel Tooth Saws

Choice of Lumbermen Everywhere

The even temper of these saws and the fine quality of steel from which they are made
have proved Hoe saws reliable for nearly one hundred years.

More than one hundred thousand "Hoes" are to-day successfully sawing lumber in all

parts of the globe. The Hoe Chisel Tooth Saw, invented 40 years ago, is still the best for

cutting hardwood.

Special Flanged Shanks and Superior Bits Supplied

R. HOE & CO.
504-520
Grand
Street New York City

America's Oldest Saw Manufacturers

Rubber Goods
FOR LUMBERMEN

RAlf|||^ Our long experience in the making of Rubber Belts enables us to specialize

^ on this line. "F
for power transmission.

P. M.S.," "Special Drive" and "Lion" are our leading brands

Pd.ckinffS "Redstone" High Pressure Sheet Packing has proved by test that it

^ will outlast any other similar packing on the market. We make Spiral

and Ring Packings, etc., that are equally reliable.

tlose Steam, Water, etc., in various grades, made especially to give satisfactory—^— and economical service under different conditions.

Fire Hose more of our twenty brands of Fire Hose will be found, not only—^—^—— in the best equipped Factories, Mills, etc., but in almost every Fire

Department in the Dominion.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited
lORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG REGINA SASKATOON CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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11,000 Feet

To One Concern
during a single year proves how our belts commend themselves to those

who have used them. They "stand the test" of efficiency-plus-economy.

Last year, one large Canadian corporation placed, in their new mills, more

than TWO MILES of

Leviathan

Anaconda
Belts

Their experience had shown them that, on every installation where WE
RECOMMEND THEM these belts,

Give
Satisfaction

LEVIATHAN, for ordinary purposes-ANACON DA where steam,

moisture, heat, gas or acids have to be contended with—will give MORE
POWER to shafts and machines than ANY OTHER BELTS MADE

MAIN BELTING CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

MONTREAL-IO St. Peter St. TORONTO--32 Front St. W.

WINNIPEG—W. W. Hicks, 567 Banning St.

CALGARY and EDMONTON Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Edmonton
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Lumbermen^ Railroad, Contractors

and Miners Outfitters

We are Head to

Foot Specialists

for all kinds of

Clothing, Mackin-

aws, Ettoffs and

Untearable Wool

Tweeds.

Underwear

Long
Stockings

Wool Socks

Braces

Caps

Moccasins

Rubber
Footwear

Snow Shoes

Blankets

Bedding

Towels

Table Oil

Cloth

Top Shirts

Overalls

Sweaters

Mitts and
Gloves

Etc., Etc.,
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We Are Builders of Canvas

Homes for Lumbermen
and Sportsmen

REPELLANT Brand Duck is the best known and most

called for duck sold on the continent to-day. Repellant

Brand Duck has passed the rigid tests of both the Canadian

and United States Army Departments.

Repellant Brand Duck is made up into Tents, Awnings,
Horse Covers, Tarpaulins, and everything that can be made
out of canvas. We will be glad to send you samples of

Repellant Brand Duck and quotations upon shortest notice.

Horse Covers, Tarpaulins, Wagon Covers, etc.

Duck Tents
of Double and Twisted
Yarns, Guaranteed free

from sizing.

Watertight Duck
Tents

Absolutely weather and
mildew proof.

Featherweight
Silk Tents

All Stylesf Easy to Pack,
Light and Durable.

Grant-Holden-Graham
Manufacturing Wholesalers and Importers Limited

Ottawa 147-151 Albert Street Canada
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The Carriage You Are Looking For
Our No. 1 Size

CARRIAGE—Has tliree head blocks, as shown in cut, usually

set 9 and G feet apart, will be placed any distance apart to suit pur-

chaser. Knees open 38 in. from saw, and is fitted with Knight or

Peel dogs, as desired. Taper movement on each knee. 1 15-16 in.

steel set bar with steel pinions and coil spring receder, and friction

lever brake for stopping knees where required. Timbers are 5x6
in., or heavier if desired, well bolted and braced. Diameter of truck

wheel, 13 in. Axles 1^ in. diameter, and extend clear across car-

riage, are furnished with self-oiling bearings. Front block is fitted

with timber rule, placed as desired; 54 feet of V and flat track

furni.shed with each carriage.

SET WORKS—As shown in cut, is made up of ratchet wheel
13 in. diameter, 4 in. face, with set lever carrying 7 steel pawls of

varying lengths; also, same number of check pawls set in quadrant.

Both sets of pawls are disengaged from either side of carriage when
required to recede knees. This is a positive set, without lost motion.

FEED WORKS—As shown in cut, consists of 16 x 12 in. drum,
with spur gear keyed to shaft. Pinion or friction shaft in saw frame
engages with this gear. Cable takes two or three turns around
drum, and is passed around end sheaves and attached to carriage.

We also furnish 26 in. drum with internal gear in place of 16 in.

drum when desired.

For Shingle, Lath and Portable Saw Mill Machinery
write the well known manufacturers

The G. Walter Green Co,, Limited
Send for Catalogue PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Algoma LIGHT STEEL RAILS
For Mining and Lumbering Purposes

All Complete with Splice Bars

WEIGHT A B C D E F G

Pounds Kilos
PER PER Inches M/M Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M M. Inches M/M. '

Inches M/M. Inches M/M.
Yard Meter

8 3 97 1% 39. G9 l?<i 39 69 20.64 11.91 20.64 % 7 144 >^ 3.969

12 5.95 2 50.80 2 50.80 1 25.40 14.29 27.78 8.731 54 4.763

16 7.94 2H 60.33 2H 60.33 29.77 16.27 34.53 H 9.525 5.S56
20 9.92 2H 66.68 2% 66.68 1"^ 34.13 18.26 37.31 11.11 y* 6.350
25 12.40 2H 69.85 2H 69.85 38.10 % 19.84 l»J<i 37.70 12.30 7.541
30 14.83 3y» 79.38 3H 79.38 42.86 H 22.23 43.66 % 13.49 8 334

35 17.36 84.14 3% 84.14 44.45 24.21 45.24 14.68 9.128
40 19.84 88.90 3H 88.90 VA 47.63 25.80 47.23 15 88 '56 9.922
45 22.32 93.66 3^6 93.66 2 50.80 26.99 1»% 50.01 »>6 16 67 '36 10.72

Algoma Steel Corporation
Limited

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
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Made in

Canada by
Canadians

aple Leaf Saws
CUT LIKE A RAZOR

Prince Rupert

No 66
Cross Cut

Solid and Inserted Tooth Maple Leaf Saws

No. 1914

No. 66
One Man

Kant
Krack
Handle

Manufactured by

Shurly^Dietrich Co. Ltd., Gait, Can.
Branches at Vancouver and Ottawa

L
E
A
F

S
A
W
S
For

Quality

Service

Maple Leaf Saws
REGlSTERTD
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ECURITY
AVING
ERVICE

Canadian Lumbermen's

Insurance Exchange

Showing the Style of Heavy Harness
Made by the Hugh Carson Company, Limited

Carson
Quality
Is Still

The Best

No. 139 Michigan Lumber
and Skidding Harness

This is the heaviest Lumber and Ski'ld

Harness we manufacture. It is sir

made from No. 1 selected Oak stock an i •

;

constructed to stand the heavy strain ui

bush work and lumber hauling. To con-

vert to skidding harness, remove the breach-

ing seat and side straps and add cruppers

to snap. This harness is being used by all

the leading lumbering concerns throughout
Canada. It has stood the test and every set

carries our guarantee.

Manufacturer*

Harness and- Horse Collars,

Horse Blankets, Oil Tan Mocca-

sins, Shoe Findings and Rubber

Heels, Automobile Tires and Ac-

cessories—Trunks, Bags and Suit

Cases.

HUGH CARSON
CO., LIMITED

Ottawa - Ont.

Brandon - Man.
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UDGERWOOD
SKIDDERS

The Most Modern Machines
for

Skidding Logs of All Sizes

We build skidders for every condition

and will send expert logging men to look
over your timber lands and advise you
what type is best

suited to your
work.

Lidgerwood Machines
were the pioneers in steam
logging and have been con-

stantly improved to meet

.

the advancing require-
ments of lumbermen.

Lidgerwood Skidders
are the only skidders pro-

vided with interlocking

drums and with a mech-
anical slack puller.

Portable Ground Skidder

Portable High Spar Overhead Skidder

A statement of what
logging is costing at any
particular operation, with-

out taking into considera-

tion the local conditions,

and without considering

every element of cost from
the felling of the tree to

delivery at mill, is worth-
less.

In deciding the cost of

skidding by any type of

machine not only should

the cost of operating the

machine be considered, but
also the amount of timber
that will be skidded at

each setting, the railroad construction necessary, and time
lost in repairs.

We have paid special attention to the construction of Cableway
Skidders required by conditions in British Columbia and the
most successful machines now in use in that province were m-
stalled by us.

Exclusive Agents for Canada

CANADIAN ALUS-CHALMERS
LIMITED

Head Office :—TORONTO. District Sales Offices :-Montreal, Halifax,
Ottawa, London, Cobalt, South Porcupine, Winnipe^r, Calvary,

Edmonton, Nelson and Vancouver

Tree Rig Ground bkiader
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Soo Line Pike Poles, Peavies, Cant Hooks and Sager Axes
in the hands of your woodsmen will give you satisfaction and save your money.

Mad* by

''°"diJJ!t'
°' """" Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

ST. CATHARINES. ONT.

Not altogether what we
say, but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug manu-
factured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-
sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT5
KNOWN

'EXTRA'
-EXTRA 5

^/

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

The J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

McKinnon Boom Chain
Proof Coil Fl t^^t^f^ fJCgQ Q'^^ ^ ^ ^

B B Coil K/ Loading Chain

Mode to any pattern — In all sizes

ALL CHAIN CAREFULLY INSPECTED AND TESTED

McKinnon Columbus Chain, Limited, St. Catharines, Ontario
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C.M . G.
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

WOOD WORKING MACHINE TOOLS

No. 833 Wood Turning Lathe No. 619 Dimension Saw

GALT - ONTARIO
Toronto Office and Warerooms:—Brock Avenue Subway
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SPIKES BOLTS TOOLS

Locomotives RAILS Switches

Logging Cars Flat Cars

Contractors' Equipment

New and Second Hand

John J. Gartshore
58 Front Street West TORONTO, ONT.

Water-PowerPlant Machinery
HEADGATE

an(

STOPLOG
WINCHES both

Hand and Power
Driven.

HEAVY GEARS
Heavy Bridgetrees,

Pulleys, Bearings,

etc.

BEST MAPLE COGS

supplied for

MORTISE GEARS.

STEEL CASTINGS
HYDRAULIC TURBINES PROPELLER WHEELS

in any size and any material.

STEERING ENGINES, "HYDE " ANCHOR WINDLASSES, Etc

The WM, KENNEDY & SONS. LIMITED, OWEN SOUND, Ontario
Ettabliahed 1860
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The Blizzard of KLIM
Whirling, drifting, fine white particles of snow piling up into drifts is the best illustra-

tion we can suggest of how Klim is made.

The diagram shows how the liquid milk is forced at high pressure in the form of a fine

spray into a chamber through which a swiftly moving current of filtered, heated air

passes. The fine spray of milk and the swiftly moving dry heated air meet and cause
a swirling action in which the water in the milk becomes absorbed into the air and the

milk solids fall to the floor of the box in a drift of pure powdered separated milk, which
is KLIM.

The quick evaporation of water from fresh se])arated milk is just as simple as the dia-

gram indicates. The white dry powder is the body-building protein and food value free

of water. The process is so simple and easy to understand that one can appreciate the

purity of Klim. It is in the safe powder form a few hours after the cows are milked,
and at no time in the process of production is it subjected to any high temperature that

can cook or spoil it.

Of course, the milk is separated to remove the fat and pasteurized immediatel}' it is re-

ceived from the farmers and in that way all disease-producing bacteria are destroyed
should there be any in the fresh liquid milk "before the blizzard."

Klim is economical because it is 100 per cent, milk food. There is no useless water to
make up weight and take shipping and storage space.

Dissolving Klim, according to directions, produces again the liquid as it was before the
interesting simple process of drying.

Sold by all wholesale and retail grocers in 1 lb. tins for household use, and
10 lb. tins for hotels, boarding houses and camps. Prove it in your home
first.

Pure

Economical

Satisfactory

For

Hotels

Boarding Houses

Camps

Private Homes.

Canadian Milk Products Limited
Head Office - Toronto

Montreal Winnipeg St. John

Plants at:—Belmont, Brownsville, Burford, Glanworth, and Hickson, Ont.
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ALWAYS
"on the Job"

How many days last year

was your motor truck idle

—

waiting for repair parts to cross

the border?

You can avoid all such

gaps of idleness and reduce

your haulage expenses to the

minimum by buying a National

Motor Truck.

NATIONAL TRUCKS
ARE BUILT IN CANADA

They are especially designed to meet Canadian conditions and are

composed of standard unit parts, all of which can be obtained immedi-

ately from our factory in Hamilton, without delay and without the

bother of paying duty.

The owner of a National Truck has solved his haulage problems,
regardless of weather, distance or conditions of streets and roads. He

is sure of a truck "always on the job" every day in the year, and twenty-
four hours a day if necessary.

National Trucks are built in six models— 1 ton, lyi ton, 2 ton, 35'j

ton, .5 ton trucks and 6 ton tractor. There is a National Truck that will

exactly take care of all your haulage requirements.
Write for illustrated catalogue and name nf the nearest National

Deale.'.

National Steel Car Company, Limited - Hamilton, Canada

mta. u 8. PAT. orr

Now for Reconstruction
HENRY DISSTON & SONS, LIMITED

Keystone Saws, Tool, Steel and File Works
2 Fraser Ave. - - TORONTO, Canada
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For Longer Service

and Greater Comfort

Penetang Shoepacks"

Temiscoming No. 10

THE exacting demands of the

camp or saw mill necessitate

two prime features in shoe-

pack or boot—exceptional wear-
ing service and the utmost in

comfort. Gendron policy in-

corporates only the highest grade

materials with A 1 workmanship
the result of which is absolute
satisfaction.

A card will bring our latest Catalog

THE

Gendron Penetang Shoepack Mfg. Co.

PENETANGUISHENE, ONTARIO

Remember the Trade Mark

24 Different Line*

River Driver* Boot

i
PLIBRICO is

a plastic sub-

stance that makes

a solid one-piece Lin-

|ii ing without Joints by

your own men for your

lljillilf ' Steam Boilers, Wood-

W Burners, Kilns, Dutch-

Ovens, &c. Will outwear

any fire-brick made and does^,[||y

away with Fire-Clay.
Mill Supply Dept.

BEVERIDGE PAPER
Co., Limited

Montreal and St. John, N.B,

Agent*

Coa*t to Coa*t

..jijilliiu UbuUliLia'JUijUL'ULlUU'JUl

Cable Address :
" Paperhouse, Montreal," A.B.C. Code, 5th Edition.

Spring Overhaul

Now is the time for getting the mill in

good shape and some of the largest firms

are doing all Boiler and Dutch Oven, &c.

repairs and renewals by their own men by

using our PLIBRICO. Our Installation

Book makes it simple **as falling off a

log"

SOLIGNUM the well-known Wood Pre-

servative and Stain for interior and ex-

terior work. Just the thing for old or

new Shingles.

ROCKFACE WHITE WATER PAINT—
Made in Canada—will lighten up your

Mill so as to prevent accidents and will

not rub or peel off like whitewash; for

wood, stone or cement.
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& H. Borbridge
Ottawa, Ont. Winnipeg and Brandon, Man.

—Manufacturers of—

Harness, Horse Collars, Horse
Blankets and Moccasins

for the Lumber Trade

Maple Leaf Kanthurt

Horse

Collars
(PATENTED)

These collars will not
hurt your horses'

shoulders

No. 10 Jute Blanket
6 ft. 6 in. long, 80 in. wide, 60 in. lined, m «. i . w -

-

made square with gusset and shaped MlChlgail LUmber riameSS
at rump. Weight 13 lbs. 6 oz.

Leather Leg Strap extra. A full line

of Horse Blankets for lumbermen's
purposes. Write for catalogue and
price list.

made in 2 in., 2^4 in.. 214 in., 2^ in. trace.
A full line of Lumbermen's Harness for
all sections.

Write for catalogue

Patented 1911

No. 152 Long Leg Seamless Heel Draw
String Moccasins

The latest improvement in Moccasins doing away with all seams at heel. Under
the old method the heel would come down and in a short time the wearer would
be walking on it, wearing out the stitch ing, thus causing it to leak and rip. With
the new process the heel will not flatten out ; will always keep its shape, and there

are no seams whatever, making a clean, smooth, Ripless and Waterproof heel.

Made only in the highest quality, all heights of leg, with or without soles or heels.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST

You are never in doubt when you buy from Borbridge. We have been

dealing with the lumbermen of Canada for upwards of a quarter century
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No. 309—Prospector*' Boot

5S.
Bell Front Legging

We are Manufacturer? of Leather Goods

We have It

Leather goods that give the service, that

stand the strain of heavy work and are thor-

oughly satisfactory in every way is what you
will find our range to be. Harness and Horse
Collars, Oil Tan Moccasins, Waterproof Sport-
ing or Prospectors', Men and Boys* Leggings,
Boots, Sole and Upper Leather Factors are
some of our manufactures that will prove most
interesting to the lumbermen. Write and let

us know your needs in the way of leather

goods. We can ship almost immediately.

Beal Bros., Limited
TORONTO Ontario, Canada

Send for our Catalogue of what you are interested in

Our Goods are known as the Round Knife Brand

No. 400—Oil Tan Moccasin

Lumber Collar

(REGISTCREOI

CAR8S s

MACKINAW.

The original and only genuine waterproof Mackinaw made in

Canada.

All "Carss" Mackinaws bear our registered label.

All "Carss" Mackinaws are guaranteed by us.

All "Carss" Mackinaws are made from northern wool for winter
wear.

All "Carss" Mackinaws are made up to a standard, notldown to

a price.

You will be pleased with the "Carss" Service. Write today for

prices.

Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co., Limited
ORILLIA ONTARIO
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Delivers

The Power
From the source to the ultimate use. Delivers it smoothly

and consistently, without stretching or skidding

The remarkable satisfaction that McLaren's Leather Belting

gives under all conditions of fluctuating power and strain is due

to the special Oak-Tanned process to which it is subjected.

McLaren's Leather Belting should be on your wheels ensuring

the utmost output from your machinery. Consult us—our

knowledge'of power transmission is at your service.

LIMITED
nf3pr

Head Office and Factory—351 St. James St., MONTREAL
ST. JOHN, N.B.

90 Germain St.

TORONTO, ONT.
194 King St. W.

VANCOUVER, B.C.

849 Beatty St.
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CORDAGE'

Transmission Rope

Latli Yam
r

Where LION BRAND CORDAGE is used, the satisfaction it is giving is its best ad-
vertisement. Hundreds of users are depending upon LION BRAND where it has been
tried and not found wanting.

Our coast to coast service will enable you to procure LION BRAND promptly for your
needs anywhere in Canada.

A full stock always carried by our agents listed below.

When ordering from your Jobber specify LION BRAND

Consumers Cordage Co., Umited
285 St. Patrick Street, MONTREAL, QUE.

MONTREAL HALIFAX ST. JOHN, N.B.
AGENTS AND STOCKS AT

TORONTO, 11 Church St.

Tess & Persse, Ltd., Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Moose Jaw, Calgary, Edmonton, Fort William
James Bisset & Co., Quebec Macgowan & Co.. Vancouver
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CAMP RANGES
and HEATERS

For Lumbermen,
Miners and
General Con-

tractors.

In Four Sizes Adjustable Shelves Included

Length of Wood:—30-in., 38-in., 44 in.. 50-in.

The Standard of

Quality and Workmanship.

Years of Satisfaction
Merits Their Reputation.

For years we have been making a line

of camp ranges and heaters which have

been the acme of perfection in every way.

Their reputation has been established.

Will you benefit by our long experience?

We can ship your order immediately and

in perfect condition. Write us to-day for

further information.

In Two
Sizes

Ovens, width

24-in.

30-in.

Depth

23-in.

26-in.

Height

16-in.

16-in.

Fire Boxes Wood
28-in.

28-in.

Coal or

Wood

Adam Hall, Limited,
Peterborough, Ontario
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Extract from Letter of Chief Engineer

The Chief Realized that theWeakest
points of a boiler furnace lining are the joints

between the bricks.

So he set out to find a way to remove this

weakness, and he ''discovered"

BETSON'S
EXSSEBTRADE MARK p% ZSaESaB

PlasticFireBrick
Now he is not only a Betson user, but a Betson

booster.
There is no mystery about Betson's. It is the

pioneer and proven Plastic Fire Brick that has made
practicable the one-piece furnace lining without
joints. It has a record of 20 years' satisfactory ser-

vice under all sorts of trying conditions.
You, too, can benefit by its use.

INVESTIGATE—Write for our literature.

It will help you.

Comes in the yellow top barrel.

International Chemical Company
44 Lombard Street TORONTO, ONT., CANADA

Planing Mill. Cabinet Shop and Power House. C.P.R. Angus Shops
Showing Dust Collectors Erected by Us

ExhaxjL&i Systems
We have equipped many of

the largest and most up-to-date
Planing Mills and Woodworking
Plants in Canada and can guar-
antee satisfaction.

Let us quote on your next
installation.

We also do Sheet Metal Work
of every description.

Geo.W.Reed&Co., Montreal
Established 1852

Modern Marine
Machinery

The Corbet Automatic Steam Towing Machines are made in five sizes
to accommodate Steel Flexible Hawsers from s/^ in. diameter up to 2 in.

diameter.

THE MOST MODERN TOWING MACHINE ON THE
MARKET SAVES ITS COST IN THREE SEASONS

The "Corbet" Automatic Steam Towing Machine for Tugs and Barges

The "Corbet" Double Cylinder and Double Purchase Steam and Hand
Power Anchor Windlass

"Corbet" Steam Cargo Winch

The Corbet Foundry and
Machine Company, Limited

OWEN SOUND, CANADA
WRITE OUR NEAREST AGENTS

E. Read, Esq., 407 Hastings Street West, Vancouver, B.C., Canada.

E. A. Muir, Esq., 50 Algoma Street South, Port Arthur, Ont., Canada.

Chas. P. Archibald & Co., 164 St. James Street, Montreal, Que., Canada.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company, St. John, N.B., Canada.

W. F. Davis Machine Tool Co., 85 Liberty St., New York, N.Y., U.S.A.
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The Quality

Standard that

Produces "Plus"

Service Belting
The only sure way to get satisfactory service is to

buy products of known worth.

In Dominion Rubber System Belting-, the worth

is known because every ounce of material—each

individual operation and each finished belt must
test up to the highest quality standard ever made
for belting.

From the time the materials come into our factory

until the belt is running on your pulleys, there is

no chance of your getting anything but "plus ser-

vice" belting.

This is the result of over fifty years of belt mak-

ing experience and research by the oldest, largest

and most completely equipped rubber organization

in Canada.

The rubber that goes into Dominion Friction Sur-

facing Belting is not a mere waterproofing sub-

stance—our chemists have given it a far greater

value by making it into a friction compound that

prevents practically all power wastage on the pul-

leys.

"Plus service" includes the free technical advice of

our belting engineers who are ready to help you

with your transmission and conveying problems

without placing you under obligation to us.

A phone call, wire or letter to our nearest branch

places all of our facilities at your disposal.

Services Branches
Halifax, Fort William,

St. John, Winnipeg,

Quebec, Brandon,

Montreal, Regina,

Ottawa, Saskatoon,

Toronto, Edmonton,

Hamilton, Calgary,

London, Lethbridge,

Kitchener, Vancouver,

North Bay, Victoria.

No. 134 Dimension Planer

and Matcher

Here is a general purpose machine
for general Planing Mill work.

Will give steady sturdy service un-

der all conditions. No. 134 has

always made good and is the ma-
chine to consider when purchasing

new equipment.

Write for Circular

Hall'&lBrown Wood Working Machine Co
Saint Louis. U.S.A.

Home Office and Factory, 1913 to 1933 North Broadway

Do You Know That Lumbermen
Have Been Saved

MILUONS OF DOLLARS
l!y tlu-

Manufacturing Lumbermen's Underwriters
Oiganiztd in 1M>S

The Pioneer Lumber Insurance Association

For 20 YEARS the best example of the RECIPROCAL or INTER-INSURANCE
plan successfully applied to the lumber industry and still the LARGEST AND
STRONGEST CO-OPERATIVE EXCHANGE furnishing AT COST ideal fire insur-

ance for Saw Mill plants and giving the best service, which includes

Liberal and Correct Policy Forms
Improvement Suggestions for Reducing Rates

Practical, Efficient, Frequent Inspections and
Fire Prevention Service

The Certainty of Prompt and Equitable Adjustment
ARE YOU ONE OF THIS ASSOCIATION'S T.i5 ME.MBERS?

ARE YOUR POLICIES' PART OF THE SIXTY MILLIONS INSURANCE
IN FORCE?

DO YOU OWN A PORTION OF THE SURPLUS FUND OF OVER ONE
MILLION?

HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANY OF THE SAVINGS OF OVER 1^ MILLIONS
RETURNED?

HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANY OF THE 5'A MILLION DOLLARS IN THE
FIRE LOSSES' PAID?

Do You Know ofAny Other Insurance Medium That
Never Had a Law Suit ?

Help yourself and your fellow lumbermen by joining our membership, or if already

a member, by giving us more of your business.

THIS ASSOCIATION HAS BENEFITED EVERY SAW MILL OWNER AND
SO DESERVES YOUR FULL SUPPORT. Ask your neighbor or

Our representative will call on you at your convenience

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting Company
Attorney and Manager

Licensed in Canada KANSAS CITY, MO.
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QbUPLEX FOUR
WHEEL
DRIVE
TRUCK

Duplex Ton-Miles Cost Less

Duplex ton-mile average from 20 to

60 per cent. less.

In various lumbering operations the

Duplex 4-Wheel-Drive has replaced

horses and mules and other trucks time

and again—and saved money.

Repeatedly the Duplex has won in

comparative demonstrations in logging

operations and in generally bad woods

going.

Duplex four-fold pulling power is

almost unbelievable. Every ounce of

Duplex power goes to all four driving

wheels.

This means positive, continuous

haulage— on stretches where even

teams, or an ordinary truck, would

stall.

But these aren't the points to re-

member.

The vital point is the 20 to 60 per

cent, saving in ton-mile costs.

Extra wide or dual-tread tires are not

needed, which gives a saving of 30 per

cent, in tire cost.

All the gasoline is turned into power

which gives a distinct reduction in

fuel consumption.

Proven Duplex savings make the

principle of the Duplex 4-WheeI-Drive

no longer a matter for discussion.

Comparative figures gathered in cities

as well as remote sections prove that

with the Duplex the net result is

20 to 60 per cent, saving in ton-mile

costs.

The most we ask of executives is

that they give personal study to these

records and to the Duplex showing in

a demonstration.

Send for Booklet—"The Modern and
Efficient Way to Haul Logs and Lumber '

'

DUPLEX TRUCK COMPANY
2062 Washington Ave., Lansing, Michigan

DUPLEX
Cost Less TRUCKSPer Ton-mile
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A HUTHER BROS.
DADO HEAD

enables you lo do the most in-

tricate cutting easily. It consists
of two* outside cutteis and enough
inside cutteis to make the required
cut. It will cut perfect grooves of

any width either across or with the
grain. Is easily kept in condition
and has a simple (|uick adjustment.
Will fit any saw mandrel. Send
for one on approval and return at

our expense if not satisfactory.

Illustrated catalogue on request. Pat. Nov. 29, '92

.Tuly 19. '10

HUTHER BROS. SAW
MFG. CO.

Rochester, N.Y.

Grooves cut with Iluthcr Bros. Dado Head

Pyrene Fire Extinguishers
Are the Ideal Fire Protectors for your mill, for

the following reasons :
—

1st—Pyrene is death to all inflam-

mable fires.

2nd—Pyrene does not freeze at fifty

degrees below zero.

3rd—Pyrene does not deteriorate.

4th—Pyrene is easily operated and
ever ready.

5th—Pyrene reduces your Fire In-

surance rate 15 per cent when
installed on your Automobile
or Motor Truck.

6th—Pyrene has served with the
boys at the front.

7th—Pyrene in one of our Holsters
is ideal for your watchman in

case he locates a fire in your
building.

PYRENE

TO OPERATE
TURN HANDLE TO lEfl

WORK LIKE APUMC

We also carry the 2^ Gall Soda Acid

Extinguisher

Ask for our Catalogue which contains a full line of
fire appliances, also for our book on how to protect
your factory. This book contains valuable information.

Pyrene Mfg. Co. of Canada, Limited
3 St. Nicholas St. Montreal

BOOKS FOR SALE Special Prices
"A Manual for Northern Woodsmen," by

Austin Gary. Published in 1018 by The
Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass. 302 pages and illustrations.
Price $2.75.

"Baughman's Cost Tables" for figuring
cost of any article by the foot, piece,
pound or ton. 127 pages, 5'A in. by 7
in. Price, flexible leather, .fl.SO; flex-
ible Morocco, .$2.50.

"Climax" tally book, bound in sheep, with
hand straps. Size 4J4 x 8%, 110 pages.
Price $1.00.

"The Kiln Drying of Lumber," a Practical
and Theoretical Treatise, by Harry Doi»
aid Tiemann, M.E., M.F. Just pub-
lished by J. B. Lippincott Co. 319
pages, illustrated. Price $4.

Vest Pocket Ready Reckoner for Lumber-
men. 11th edition. Published by the
American Lumberman. Price 35 cents.

Seasoning of Wood ; A Treatise of the
Natural and Artificial Processes Em-
ployed in the Preparation of Lumber fot

Manufacture, with Detailed Explanations
of its Uses, Characteristics and Propet>
ties, by Joseph Wagner. Published by
D. Van Nostrand Co., in 1917. 274
pages, illustrated. Price $3.00.

The Preservation of Structural Timber, bj
Howard F. Weiss. Published in 1915
1915 by McGraw-Hill Book Company.
312 pages, illustrated. Price $3.

Utilization of Wood-Waste (Second Re-
vised Edition), by Ernst Hubbard. Pub-
lished in 1915 by Scott, Greenwood &
Sons. 192 pages, illustrated. Price $1.50.

Baughman's "Buyer & Seller." The hand-
iest labor-saving book for lumbermen
ever devised. Desk size, 300 pages,
$2.50. Pocket edition, 188 pages, $1.26.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide Street West TORONTO

Veneered Panels
for Interior Trim

Quartered and Plain Oak, Mahogany
and Birch

6o" X 3o" and 72" x 24"

3 ply 14" and 5 ply

Write for prices

Hay & Company, Limited
Woodstock - Ontario

General

Efficiency

Demands the

Use of

BERNARD
Wood Split Pulleys

The war is ended so far as a continuation of the bloody combats
of the battlefields is connected. But in the war after the war there

wil! be waged lively battles for industrial supremacy wherein the ad-
vantage will lie with the plant equipped with the most economical,
and durable machinery.

Competition will be more intense, and in this connection, keep
your eye on the overhead. It has been looming large these past few
years and must certainly come down.

BERNARD Wood Split Pulleys will help you eliminate power
waste; their cost is low, their efficiency is GREAT.

The A. B. Bernard Industrial Co.
Manufacturers of High Grade Power Transmiiiion Appliances

Office and Works:

Forliervilie, Quebec, Canada

Railway and Track Supplies

For Lumber and Contractors'

requirements

Rails, Locomotives, Accessories,

Cars, Lion Brand Babbitt Metal

Correspondence solicited

Sessenwein Bros.^ Montreal
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A Fine Chance
For The Lumber

Dealer
The Lumber Dealer has a big chance to sell a large amount

of Climax Sheathing Paper with very little effort on his part.

When selling the lumber for the building the dealer has a rare

opportunity for adding to his profits by selling the sheathing

paper too.

Climax
Sheathing Paper

has a quality that puts it in a class far removed
from ordinary building paper or tar paper.

Climax is a tough kraft paper manufactured

especially to our specifications. We coat it

with high-grade asphalt. It is both durable and
waterproof. In fact, it is often used for the

roofing and for covering the sides of lumber

camps and other temporary buildings. Unlike

tar paper it is not easily torn by the wind.

Its more general use is for damp-proofing pur-

poses, in houses and other permanent buildings,

between footing and foundation; between
foundation and wall ; between foundation ex-

terior and the earth ; below basement cement

floors ; underneath floors in houses ; on walls

before lath and plaster are put on.

Besides keeping out dampness. Climax Sheath-

ing Paper also keeps out the wind. It makes
houses cooler in summer and warmer in winter.

It saves coal. It is also used for all manner of

insulation and cold storage work.

Let us send you samples and prices of "Climax

Sheathing Paper. It has so many uses, its

quality is so superior, and its price so reasonable,

that you will find it an easy and profitable line

to sell.

Brantford Roofing CQu^ted

Head Office and Factory, Brantford, Ont.

Branches at Toronto, Montreal, Halifax, Winnipeg
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FIRE BRICK
You will get the best results from your Refuse Burners,

Boiler Settings, Kilns, Dutch Ovens, etc., only when they are

fitted with the proper Eire Brick to suit the different condi-

tions. Our Fire Brick are

99

''Elkco

Special

''Elk SteeV
''St. Marys''

"Keystone"
"Rotex**

made to meet every require-

ment of the Lumber In-

dustry. For years we have

supplied Canadian firms with

the most satisfactory Fire

Brick construction to be

obtained. We offer you the

benefit of our experience.

Write us giving details of

your requirements and we
will advise you as to the

proper Fire Brick to use.

We have a complete cata-

logue that will give you interesting information on this

subject. It will be sent free at your request.

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Limited
HIGH GRADE FIRE BRICK and CLAY

Sun Life Bldg., Hamilton, Canada
Representatives for Maritime Provinces:

RHODES, CURRY COMPANY, LTD., Head Office, AMHERST. N. S.

Branches at Halifax, Sydney and New Glasgow, N.S.

Keep Your Horses in

Condition with

COLLAR PADS

and assist them to

render greater service

When your lumbering horses are off duty because of bruised, galled and chafed
neck and shoulders and other injuries to the neck and shoulders due to the hard
work to which a lumbering horse is subjected, you begin to see that something is

wrong with the care of your horses. Fit out your horses with TAPATCO Horse
Collar Pads made with our new Patented Hook Attachment which will eliminate all

these unnecessary injuries and keep your horses on their work steadily.. We have
been making pads for thirty-seven years and experience has taught us the correct

method of manufacture. Secure TAPATCO Pads for your horses at once. Sold
by dealers everywhere. Ask your jobber.

Gloves
Work Gloves to suit any

requirement. Well made
and comfortable; low priced

and long wearing.

The American Pad & Textile Co.
Chatham, Ontario, Canada

DIXIE Drag Saw
A 4 H. J'. Port-

able Single Cylinder
2 Cycle, Gasoline
Rig, upon skids.
\V e i g h t, 280 Lbs.
Makes 12.5 strokes
per
minute.
Cuts
Logs 7"

to 73"

nianie-
ter.

1-^ a s i 1 y started and
ni u V e d . Runs as

smoothly as the Liberty Motor.
The S()luti<jn (if the present

and future Fuel, Labor and Car
Shortage.

ICcoMDinical of fuel and never
throws weary.

Saves Labor. May be taken to the Forest for cutting Logs, Fuel
and Short Bolts for Stave, Heading. Shingle Bolts, Handle. Charco:il
and .Alcohol Wood.

When not required for sawing, Dixie Engine may be used for
driving I'umps, Dynamos, Churn, Feed Cutters, Mixer, etc.

Price $225.00

Extra 5 ft. or (i ft. Saws, each $12.00
Extra ft. or 7 ft. Saws, each $14.00

F. O. B. Cleveland.

Manufactured By

The Peter Gerlach Company
Cooperage Machinery and Saw Makers

E.t.bii.hed 1854 CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

THE

LEAGUE OF

LUMBERMEN

Are all agreed that

"ASBESTOL"
Gloves and Mittens

work for the great-

est good in lumber

camps everywhere.

Strong, durable and
dependable "ASBESTOL" guarantees the best

protecton for the hands.

Put "ASBESTOL" to the test Make them

prove their real worth by actual service on

the job.

EISENDRATH GLOVE CO.
2001 Elston Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
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ZTS^ A Word To The Wise

Preston Machines
Deserve Your Consideration

" Preston " No. 143 Buzz Planer or Jointer

View showing Machine Motor Driven (with 6 H.P. Motor). Machine equipped

with S K P Ball Bearings. Machine equipped with round safety cylinder and

guard to meet requirements of Factory Inspector.

because they are Absolutely

Modern and Up-to-date
"Preston" No. 132-36 inch Band Saw

View showing machine guarded

No. 145 Heavy Four Side Moulder, on Base
with Hess Bright Ball Bearings for End Thrust on Side Heads, and many other new features.

No. 125 Tilting Top Saw Table

A medium weight machine, very desirable for pattern

shop work. Supplied with guard. Capacity up to

3 in. thick.

Preston Woodworking Machinery Co. Ltd

PRESTON, ONT., CANADA
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Cincinnati Walnut Lumber Co.. 109

Clark & Sons, Ltd., Edward ... 6

Clark & Co., Ltd., A. R. O. B. Cover

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co.,

Ltd 211

Climax Mfg. Company 236

Clyde Cars Co. Canada, Ltd. . . . 231

Coe Mfg. Company 224

Colonial Lumber Co., Ltd 16

Coltart & Co., Robert 24

Conger Lumber Company . . . . 23

Consumers Cordage Co., Ltd. . . 255

Cooke & Co., Ltd., Jas 118

Coolidge & Carlisle 209

Copping, Wm 44

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.,

Ltd 257

Cossette, Alfred 44

Coutur.e, Rheault Co., Ltd 42

Cox & Company, Robert 117

Gushing & Co., Ltd 88

Dalleas, William 125

Davidson's Sons, Jas 65

Davies Co., Ltd., Wm 215

Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co., Ltd. H7

Department of Lands (B.C.) .. 70-71

Dept. of Lands & Forests

(Quebec) 34

Dept. of Lands, Forests and

Mines (Ontario) 23

Disappearing Propeller. Boat Co.,

Ltd 22.')

Disston & Sons, Ltd., Henry . .. 250

Dobell, Beckett & Co :;0

Dominion Belting Co., Ltd 237

Dominion Lumber & Timber Co.,

Ltd 52

Dominion Timber Products, Ltd. 45

Dominion Wheel & P'oundrics,

Ltd 125

Donovan, J. M 45

Dudley, Arthur N 14

Duncan, Ewing & Co 116

Dunfield & Co., Ltd 85

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods
Co., Ltd 230

Duplex Truck Company 259

Dupuis Ltd., J. P .24

Eagen, W. T 45

Eagle Lumber Co 121-220

Eaton & Co., Ltd., J. R 4

Eddy Co., Ltd., E. B 42

Edwjards & Co., Ltd., W. C. . . . 26

Elias & Bros., Inc. G 101

Elk Fire Brick Co 262

Eisendrath Glove Co 262

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co 44

Ellis Ltd., H. M 125

Empire Timber & Tie Co 4S

Engineering & Machine Works
of Canada, Ltd 126

Excelsior Lumber Co 52

Exchange Lumber Co., Regd. 40-44

Farnworth & Jardine -4

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co... 114

Fassett Lumber Co 8

Federal Lumber Co., Ltd 63

Fesserton Timber Co., Ltd. ... 35

Firstbrook Bros., Ltd 20

Forest Mills of B. C, Ltd 100

Foss Lumber Co., Ltd 66

Eraser Bryson Lumber Co., Ltd. 13

Eraser Companies, Ltd. 83

Gall Lumber Co., Ltd. 45

Gane & Sons, Chas 113

Garlock-Walker Machy. Co.

I. F. Cover

Garson & Co.. Frank 0 127

Gartshore, J. J 248

Gendron Penetang Shoepack
Mfg. Co 251

General Supply Co 237

Genoa Bay Lumber Co 115

Gerlach Company, Peter 262

Gillespie, James 24

Gillies Bros., Ltd 12

Gilman & Co., R. T 54

Gloucester Lumber & Trading Co. 49

Godfrey Company, L. N 114

Goodday & Co., H. R 31

Goodhue & Co., Ltd., J. L 78

Gordon & Co., Geo 8

Grant-Holden-Graham Ltd. . 240-241

Graton & Knight 267

Green Co., Ltd. G. Walter . . . 242

Grier & Sons, Ltd., G. A '
;

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Ltd. .

Haerem, C. V
Hall & Brown Woodworking
Machine Company .

.

Hall Ltd., Adam ....
Hall Lumber Company lOj

Hamilton Co., Ltd., Wm 7.j

Hancock, T. H 17

Hansen & Co., Regd., A K flj

Hardy & Co., E. D. .

.

Harquail Co., Ltd.. J. & U. A.

Harris Tie & Timber Co., Ltd... 62

Hart & McDonagh
Hay & Co.. Ltd. ..

Hay Knife Co., Ltd., Peter .. .. 22u

Heeney, Percy E 45-51;

Hendun Lumber Co., Ltd 44

Hettler Lumber Co., Herman H. 220

Hillas & Co., W. N. .. -• 21 'J

Hoe & Company, R. .

Hope Lumber Company i-

Horton & Son, H 8o

Huntington & Sons, Wm UC
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Co 26"

Hyde Lumber Co.

International Business Machines

Co., Ltd 12.T

International Chemical Co. . . . 257

International Land & Lumber C<p 4t

Jacobi & Co.. Don H.

Jeffrey Mfg. Company
Johnson, A. H. .

.

Jones, F. GriSffith >

Jost Company, Ltd 24

Keate, W. L.

Keenan Bros.. Ltd j"

Keewatin Lumber Co., Ltd 16

Kennedy & Sons Ltd., Wm. .. 248

King Bros., Ltd 3^'

Knox Bros., Ltd.

L. & H. Lumber Co 72

Laberge Lumber Co., Ltd 51

Laidlaw-Bale Tie Co., Ltd 20fi

Lake Lumber Co., Ltd. i

Lamb Bros

Lamontague. Ltd

Lawrence Co., Frank W " -

Leak & Co., Ltd. .

Lloyd, W. y 44

Long-Bell Lumber Company ... 110

Long Lumber Company

Standard 2 Drum Engine
for Skidding or Loading
Logs the year round, re-

gardless of climate or wea-
ther conditions.

This is the Machine that Made Good in France

and in England
In Getting Out Timbers to Help Win the War

Ask any members of the Canadian Forestry Battalions who have used one of these machines, or have been

familiar with the work done by them and they will tell you how they saved time and money and assisted

the soldiers in their strivings for rapid production.

THEY WILL DO AS GOOD WORK FOR YOU IF YOU WISH

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited ""fsil^' Belleville, Ontario
Sales Agents : MUSSENS, LIMITED, MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG AND VANCOUVER
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ong Mfg. Co., Ltd., E 95-98

ouise Lumber Co., Ltd 15

overing, W. J 45

umbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance 106-107

acKay Ltd., W. Malcolm .... 99

acLean Daily Reports, Ltd. .. 209

ain Belting Company 239

arsh Engineering Works . . . . 264

artin, W. J 44

ason, Gordon & Co 12

ason Ltd., Geo. M 44

Mason Regulator & Engineering

Co., Ltd. 138

Massey & Co., D. W 119

McAuliffe Davis Lumber Co. ... 32

McCrae, John 118

McFadden & Malloy 9

McFarlane-Neill Mfg. Co., Ltd.. 99

McGovern, T. J 45

McKean & Co., George 88

McKinnon Columbus Chain Cp.,

Ltd 246

McLaren Belting Co:, J. C 246

McLaren Ltd., D. K 254

McLean Lumber Co., Hugh . . .101

McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd. ... 64

Memphis Band Mill Co 222

Mickle, Dyment & Son 51

Miller Co. Ltd., W. H 86

Miller, Sturn & Miller 101

Miramichi Lumber Co 79

Montgomery & Sons Co., Ltd. . .
44

Montreal Locomotive Works,

Ltd 236

Montreal Lumber Qo., Ltd 24

Moores, Jr., E. J 12

Morgan Machine Co 126

Moul Lumber Co., D. H 108

Muir & Kirkpatrick 61

Murray & Gregory, Ltd 94

Musgrave & Co., Ltd 91

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Ltd. . 5

National Steel Car Co., Ltd. ... 250

New Ontario Colonization Co.,

Ltd 40 & 45

Nicholson & Co., E. M 11

Oliver Lumber Co 52

Ontario Motor Car Co., .Ltd. .. 2l3

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump
Co., Ltd 12G

Oxford Foundry & Machine Co.,

Ltd. 84

Pacific Lumber Company .. .. .. 100

Palmer Co., Ltd., John 89

Palmer-McLellan Shoepack Co.,

Ltd 93

Parker & Page Co 114

Parry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 54

Payette & Company, P 226

Peavey Mfg. Company 104

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.. 13

Pembroke Lumber Co 46-47

Pennoyer Company, J. C 235

Penrod-Jurden Co 108

Petrie, H. W 20

Philadelphia Textile Machy. Co.. 236

Pink Company, Th,os 233

Potter, Wm 51

Powell-Myers Lumber Co.-.. .. 52

Pratt & Whitney Co 236

Preston Woodworking Machy. Co. 263

Price Bros. & Co., Ltd. .. .... 58

Pyrene Mfg. Co. of Canada. Ltd. 260

Quebec Harbor Commission ... 54

Quebec Lumber Co 42

Radcliff Saw Mfg. Co., Ltd 45

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting

Company 258

Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 52

Read Bros., Ltd 45

Reed & Co., Geo. W 257

Reid Bros 209

Renfrew Planing Mill 27

Reynolds Timber, Shipping & In-

surance Co 32

Rhodes, Curry & Co., Ltd OS

Rideau Lumber Co., Ltd 15

Riordon Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.. 55

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.

28-29

Roray & Yeaman 38

Russell, Chas. H 221

Sadler & Haworth LB. Cover
Sav,oie & Company 125

Service Lumber Co., Ltd 07

Sessenwein Bros 260

Sewall, Jas. W 209

Shafer Hardwood Co., Jno. L ... 100

Shannon Lumber Co., R. P 66

Sharpies, Regd., W. & J 43

Shearer Co., Ltd., Jas 124

Shimer Cutter Head Co. of Can-

ada, Limited 127

Shurly-Dietrich Co., Ltd 243

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd... 130

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd. 225

Smith Foundry Co., Ltd 91

Smith, N 209

Smith, Walter Harland 209

Smith & Tyrer, Ltd 118

Snowball Co., Ltd., J. B 82

Southern & Son, Jas. W 119

Spanish River Lumber Co., Ltd.. 40

Spencer, Ltd., C. A 60

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 101

Standard Chemical, Iron & Lum-
ber Co 45

Stearns & Culver 14

Stone Lumber Co., Ltd 66

Stratford Oakum Co., Geo 62

Sullivan & Co., T 101

Summers, Jas. R 14 & 24

Tagart, Beaton & Co 116

Taylor & Crate 101

Taylor Lumber Co., S. K 100

Temiscouata Lumber Co 20

Terry & Gordon 36

Thoman-Flinn Lumber Co Ill

Thurston-Flavelle Ltd 66

Timberland Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 67

Timms, Phillips & Co., Ltd. ... 53

Toronto Blower Co 221

Turner & Sons, Ltd., J. J 236

Tyrer Co., Ltd., Colin C 88

Union Lumber Co., Ltd 7

United Pole Co., Ltd 73

Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Ltd. 19

Victoria Lumber & Mfg. Co., Ltd. 4

I

Waterous Engine Works . . . 228-229
Watson & Todd 21
Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Co.,

Ltd 56
Wayne Lumber Co 14
Webster & Bros., Jas 24
West & Peachey 246
Wiggin Lumber Co., H. H 112
Williams Lumber Co 44
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon .... 52

Woods Mfg. Co., Ltd 76-77

Woodstock Lumber Co 62
Wright, Graham & Co 118
Wry-Standard Ltd., A. E 87
Wuichet, Louis 13

Yeager Lumber Co., Inc 101
Young Lumber Co 45

Universal

Double Braced

Ring Oiling

Drop Hanger

Babbitted
and Reamed
Bearings

Univeraal
Adjuftment

Extra Heavy Rigid
Pillow Block

A splendid,' well-proportioned, substantial

Bearing designed for extra heavy work

Spiro Compression Couplings
have 50% more gripping power

than any other

Case Hardened
Steel

Set Scerws

Universal Adjustable

Ring Oiling Post

Hanger

If Ws
Transmission

we have it

Write for Catalogue C.W. 38

Bond Engineering Works
Limited

TORONTO - - CANADA
Sole Makers

Bond Double-Sure

Transmission

i

Rigid Ring Oiling, Pillow Block

Plate Coupling
With Tight Fitting Bolts and Keys
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The following regulations apply to all advertisers:—Eighth page, every issue, three headings;

quarter page, six headings; half page, twelve headings; full page twenty-rour headings.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd

AXES
Blenkhorn & Sons
Camp'bell Brothers
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

Pink Company, Thos.

BABBITT METAL
Canada Metal Company
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd,

BALE TIES
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company

BALL BEARINGS
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

BAND MILLS
Bay City Foundry & Machine Co.

Firstbrook Bros. Ltd.

Hamilton Company, William

Long Mfg. Co. Ltd., E.

Preston Woodworking Machinery Co.

Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BAND RESAWS
Canada Machinery Corporation Ltd.

Mershon & Company, W. B.

Petrie Ltd., H. W.
Preston Woodworking Machinery Co.

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company
Sadler & Haworth

BELT DRESSING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

Dominion Belting Co., Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company
Sadler & Haworth.

BELTING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

Beardmore Bejting Co., Ltd.

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.

Dominion Belting Co., Ltd.

General Supply Company
Goodhue & Co., J. L.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company
Main Belting Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co.

McLaren Limited, D. K.
McLaren Belting Company, J. C.

Sadler & Haworth.
Smith, N.

BELTING (Transmission, Elevator
Conveyor, Rubber)

Dunlop Tire & Rirbber Goods Co.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

BLOWERS
Sheldons Limited
Toronto Blower Company.

BOATS (Gasoline Launches)

Adams Engine Company.
Disappearing Propeller Boat Co., Ltd.

BOILERS
Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada, Limited
Firstbrook Bros. Ltd.
Hamilton Company. William.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited.
Waterous Engine Works Company

BOILER PRESERVATIVE
Beveridge Paper Company.
International Chemical Company.

BOX MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Morgan Machine Co.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BOX SHOOKS
Cushing & Co., Ltd.
Davidson's Sons, James.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company,
Edwards & Co., Ltd., W. C.

(Jane & Sons, Charles.

BRITISH IMPORTERS
Ashworth & Co., John.
Becker & Co., Ltd.

Cant & Kemp.
Central Saw & Moulding Mills.

Colthart & Co., Rohert.
Cooke & Co., Ltd., James.
Cox & Co., Robert.
Duncan, Ewing & Comi)any.
F'arnworth & Jardine.
Haerem, C. V.
Hillas & Co., W. N.
Huntingdon & Sons, Wm.
Jones. J. Griffith.

Lamb Brothers.
Massey & Co.. D. W.
McCrae, John.
Smith & Tyrer, Ltd.
Southern & Son, James W.
Tagart, Beaton & Company.
Webster & Bro., James.
W'right, Graham & Company.

CABLE CONVEYORS
Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

CAMP SUPPLIES
Canadian Milk Products Limited
Davies Company, William.
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder C<>

Eddy Co.. E. B.

Grant-Holden-Graham Ltd.
Hall, Ltd.. Adam.
Harris .-Vbattoir Company.
Johnson. A. H.
Turner & Sons, J. J.

\N'oods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

CANADIAN EXPORTERS
.\uger & Son, Ltd.
Bartram & Ball, Ltd.
Bennett Lumber Co., Ltd.
Burstall & Co., J.

Chaleurs Bay Mil's.

Cushing & Co., Ltd.
Department of Lands (British Colum-

biaV
Dobell & Co., Richard R.
Genoa Bay Lumber Co.
Goodday & Co., H. R.
Hansen & Co., Reg'd., A. K.
Hart & McDonagh.
Hope Lumber Company.
King Brothers Ltd.
Louise Lumber Co.. Ltd.
Mackay Ltd.. W. Malcolm.
McKean & Co.. Ltd., Geo.
Musgrave & Co., Ltd.
Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Rhodes, Curry Co., Ltd.
Rover Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Sharpies, W. & J.

Temisconata Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co., Ltd.
Tvrer Co., Ltd., Colin C.
Watson & Todd, Ltd.
Wflliams Lumber Compony.

CANT HOOKS
Blenkhorn & Sons.
Canadian W'arren .Axe & Tool Co.
General Supoly Co. of Canada. Ltd.
McFarlane-Neill Mfg. Co.. Ltd.
Peavey Mfg. Company.
Pink Company. Thomas.

CARS—STEEL BODY
Canadian Equipment Co.. Ltd.
Dominion Wheel & Foundries. Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited.
National Steel Car Co., Ltd,

CASTINGS
Kennedy Company, William.

CEDAR
Allen-Stoltzc Lumber Co., Ltd.

Brown & Company, Geo. C.

Department of Lands (British Col-

umbia).
Dominion Timber Products, Limited.

Fesserton Timber Company.
Forest Mills of British Columbia. Ltd.

Fos.s Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
McAuliffe Davis Lumber Company.
Muir & Kirkpatrick.

Quebec Lumber Company.
Rat F'ortagc Lumber Co., Ltd.

Roray & Yeaman.
Service Lumber Co.. Ltd.

Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co., Ltd.
\'ancouvcr Lumber Company.
\ ictoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

CHAINS
Canadian Link-Belt Company Ltd.

Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
McGovern, T. J.

McKinnon Columbus Chain. Ltd.

I'ink & Co., Thomas.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-

couver.

CHEMICAL PLANTS
Blair, Caiiipl)e11 & McLean, Ltd.

CHINA CLAY
Bnwater & Sons, W. V.

CLOTHING
Clark & Co.. Ltd.. A. R.

Grant. Holden & Graham.
Woods Mfg. Company.

COLLAR PADS
.American Pad & Textile C<3mpany.
Beal Brothers. Ltd.

Borbridge. S. & H.
Horton & Son. Ltd.. H.
Wry-Standard Ltd.. A. E.

COLLARS (Shaft)

Bond Engineering Work.s.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier

Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Waterous Engine ^Vorks Company.

CARBORUNDUM & EMERY
WHEELS

Braiitford Emery Wheel Co.. Ltd.

CORDAGE
Consumers Cordage Company.

COST RECORDERS
International Business Machines Co..

Ltd.

COTTON GLOVES
.Vnierican Pad & Textile Co.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Bond Enirineering Works.

COUPLINGS (Shaft)

Bond luigincering Works.
Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada, Ltd.

CRANES FOR SHIP YARDS
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

CRATING LUMBER
Dudley. .Arthur N.
Eagle Lumber Ck.. Ltd

CROSS ARMS
(jenoa Bay Lumber Company

CUTTER HEADS
Sliinur ( uttir Hear! Cnmpany

DADO HEADS
.\tkins & Company. E. C.
Disston & Sons, Ltd.. Henry
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Company
Sinionds Canada Saw Co.. Ltd.

DEALS
Burstall & Co., J.
Hansen & Co.. Reg'd., A. K.
King Bros.. Ltd.
Murray & Gregory, Ltd.
Pembroke Lumber Company
Sharpies, W. & }.

DERRICKS AND DERRICK FIT-
TINGS

Marsh Engineering Works. Limited.

DOORS
Allen-Stolte Lumber Co., Ltd.
Booth. J. R.
Davidson's Sons, Tames.
Dupuis Ltd., J. P.

Eagle Lumber Co., Ltd.
Eaton & Sons. Ltd.. f. R.

Edwards & Co.. Ltd." W. C.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company.
Hancock. T. H.
Laberge Lumber Co., Ltd.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason. Gordon & Co.
Mason. Limited. Geo. M.
Renfrew Planing Mills
Rutherford & Sons. Wm.
Terry & Gordon.

DOUGLAS FIR
.\llen-Stoltze Lumber Co.
Bainbridge Lumber Co., Ltd
British .American Mills & Timiai i

Canadian Western Lumber Co.
Coal Creek Lumber Company.
Department of Lands (British Col-

umbia").

Ellis. Liimted. H. M.
Federal Lumber Co., Ltd.
Fesserton Timber Company.
Forest Mills of British Columbia, Ltd.

Foss Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company.
Godfrey Company. L. N.
Grier & Sons Limited. G. A.
Heeney. Percy E.

Knox Brothers.
Lake Lumber Co., Ltd.

Leak & Co.. Ltd.
Long Lumber Company.
Lovering, W. J.

Mason. Gordon & Co.
McAuliffe Davis Lumber Company
McLennan Lumber Co.. Ltd.
Muir & Kirkpatrick.
Rat Portage Lumber Co.. Ltd.

Reynolds Timber. Shipping & In-ur

ance .Agency.
Rorav & Yeaman.
Service Lumber Co.. Ltd.

Shearer Company. Jas.
Terry & Gordon.
Timberland Lumber Company.
Timms. Phillips & Company.
A'ancouver Lumber Company.
\'ictoria T^umber & Mfg. Company.

DRAG SAWS
Gerlach Company. Peter
Pennoyer & Company T C
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This illustration shows

a Graton & Knight

veteran in a Spartan

Double Belt, 46 feet

long and 8 inches wide.

It is running every day
in the plant of the Le-

roi Furniture Company,
St. Louis', Mo. It has

seen 4J/2 years of ser-

vice. This belt-eatin^j;

sanding machine wore
out three O-inch ordin-

ary belts in eighteen

months. Its cost has

been 40 cents a week
with long service to

come.

For all drives designed

in our Engineering De-

partment the belts are

proportioned so that the

stress, due to the horse-

power being transmit-

ted, is never more than

one-tenth of their ulti-

mate strength. The
rules employed are the

result of extensive ex-

perience, and applied to

your problems may
show that you are using

a belt too good or one

not good enough for

the work to be done.

The Right Belt in the Right Place
Here is punishment for any belt, and as

usual SPARTAN is the belt that is game for

it. It shows the right belting material in the

right place. SPARTAN, greatest of pulley-

grippers, flexible and elastic, is solving the

problem of the trouble-making drive in thou-

sands of plants. There is one answer and

one reason—leather properly tanned and

fabricated for a given purpose—a Standar-

dized Series.

You can't think of any belting material

that stands hard knocks the way leather

does—or one that can be satisfactorily spliced

or repaired. Leather has the tightest of

frictional grip. It gives and takes as the

need arises. It doesn't fray under the side

slapping of shifters. After a long and useful

life on main drives you can cut it into smaller

belts and keep it earning money.

Graton & Knight Standardized Series

Belts are made for the work to be done —
from the first step in tanning. Very nearly

300,000 steer hides pass through our hands

yearly. Think of the broad selection that

gives us, the uniformity of quality possible.

And installing any G. & K. Standardized

Series Belt means the right belt in the right

place—not merely a belt, but a belt for a

given purpose.

Many of the best belted plants ask us to

specify the belting for every drive. Try the

plan yourself. Then, when buying, call for

''Graton & Knight Brand - or equal." This

won't commit you to buying our belts. It

will put your buying on one basic consideration

—the work to be done.

Write for information abcut Standardization as applied to Belting

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO.
Oak Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather Belting,

Lace Leather, Leather Packings, and Specialties.

WORCESTER, MASS., U.S.A.
Canadian Graton & Knigfht, Limited, Montreal, Canada

Representatives in -Canada:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Vancouver, Victoria.

GRATON & KNIGHT
Standardized Series

LEATHER BELTING
Tanned hy uj for belting use
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DRYERS
riiiladelphia Textile Machinery Com-

nanj'.

DRY KILNS
Slu-ldons Limited.

DUST COLLECTORS
Shelduns Limited.
Toronto Blowers Company.

EDGERS
Bay City Foundry & Machine Co.

Canada Machinery Corporation Ltd.

Firstbrook Bros.. Ltd.

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

Crecn Company, G. Walter
Hait?ht, W. L.

Hamilton Company, Ltd., William.

Lonf? MfR. Company, P..

Oxford Foundry & Machine Co., Ltd.

Preston Woodworking Machinery Co.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

ELEVATING & CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Oxford Foundry & Machine Co., Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

ENGINES
Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada Ltd.

Hamilton Company, William.

Oxford Foundry & Machine Co., Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

EXCELSIOR MACHINERY
Elmira Machinery & Transmission

Company.

EXHAUST FANS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Reed & Co., Geo. W.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blowers Company.

FILES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

FIRE BRICK
Beveridge Paper Company
Elk Fire Brick Company of Canada
International Chemical Company.

FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

Pyrene Mfg. Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

FIR FLOORING
Genoa Bay Lumber Company.
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

FLOORING (Oak)

Long-Bell Lumber Company.

FRENCH IMPORTERS
Dalleas, William.

GEARS (Cut)

Eaton & Sons Ltd., J. R.

Smart-Turner Machine Company.

GLOVES
American Pad & Textile Co.

Clarke & Co. Ltd., A. R.

Eisendrath Glove Company.

GRATE BARS (Revolving)

Beveridge Paper Company.

GRAVITY LUMBER CARRIER
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co.

GRINDERS (Bench)

Bond Engineering Works
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

GUM
Aberdeen Lumber Company.
Anderson-Tully Company.
Brown & Company, Geo. C.

Cameron & Co., Ltd.

Hyde Lumber Company.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Memphis Band Mill Company.
Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
Penrod-Jurden Company.
Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
Thoman-Flinn Lumber Company.
Wiggin Lumber Co., H. H.

HANGERS
Bond Engineering Works.

HARDWOODS (Basswood, Beech,
Birch, Elm, Maple)

.A.berdeen Lumber Company
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Anderson-Tully • Company
.Atlantic Lumber Company.
Bartram & Ball

Bennett Lumber Co., Ltd.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Brand, J. B.

Brompton Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
Burstall & Company, J.

Cameron & Co., Ltd.
Cardinal & Page
Clark & Sons, Ltd., Edward.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company.
Dunfield & Co.
Eagle Lumber Co., Ltd.
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Elias & Bro., Inc., G.
Farris Hardwood Lumber Company.
Fassett Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Gall Lumber Company,
Gillespie, James
Gloucester Lumber & Trading Co.

Grier & Sons, Ltd., G. A.
Hancock. T. H.
Hansen & Co., Reg'd., A. K.
Harquail Co., Ltd., J. & D. A.
Hart & McDonagh.
Heeney, Percy E.

Hyde Lumber Company.
Keenan Bros., Ltd.
Knox Brothers.

L. & H. Lumber Company.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Louise Lumber Company.
Mackay Ltd., W. Malcolm.
Martin, W. J.

McKean & Company, Geo.
McLean Lumber Company, Hugh
McLennan Lumber Company
Memphis Band Mill Company
Miller. Sturn & Miller.

Moores, Jr., E. J.
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Oliver Lumber Company.
Parker & Page Company.
Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Company
Powell-Myers Lumber Co.

Quebec Lumber Company.
Riordan Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.
Russell, Chas. H.

Savoie & Company
Sharpies, W. & J.

Spencer, Limited, C. A.
Standard Chemical, Iron & Lumber

Co. of Canada Ltd.
Standard Hardwod Lumber Co.
Stearns & Culver Lumber Co.
Stone Lumber Co., Ltd.
Sullivan & Company.
Summers, James R.

Taylor & Crate.
Taylor Lumber Company, S. K.
Thoman-Flinn Lumber Company.
Tyrer Co., Ltd., Colin C.

Union Lumber Company.
Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.
Wayne Lumber Company.
Wiggin Lumber Company, H. H.
Yeager Lumber Co., Inc.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Bufifum, John.
Godfrey Company, L. N.
Hancock, T. H.
Laberge Lumber Co., Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Murray & Gregory, Ltd.
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Rhodes. Curry Co., Ltd.

HARDWOOD FLOORING MA-
CHINERY

American Woodworking Machinery
Company.

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HARNESS
Beal Bros., Ltd.
Borbridge, S. & H.
Carson Co., Ltd., Hugh.
Horton & Son, Ltd., H.
Lamontagne Limited.
Wry-Standard Ltd., A. E.

HEMLOCK
.\llen-Stoltze Lumber Co., Ltd.
.'\nderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Bartram & Ball
Booth, J. R.
Bourgouin, H.
Brompton Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.
Callander Sawmills.
C"ameron & Co. Limited.
Campbell, Welsh & Paynes
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Conger Lumber Co., Ltd.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company.
Dobell & Co.. Richard R.
Dunfield & Company.
Eagen, W. T.
Eagle Lumber Co., Ltd.
Edwards & Company, W. C.

Ellis Limited, H. M.
Federal Lumber Co., Ltd.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumher Company.
Gillespie, James.
Godfrey Corripany, L. N.
Grier & Sons, Limited, G. .\.

Hart & McDonagh.
International Land & Lumber Co.,

Ltd.
Lake Lumber Co., Ltd.
I^ong Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McAulifFe, Davis Lumber Co.
McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd.
Murray & Gregory, Ltd.
Musgrave & Co., Ltd.
Muskoka .Wood Mfg. Co.. Ltd.
Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd.
Roray & Yeaman.
Savoie & Company.
Snowball Co., Ltd.. J. B.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers. Jas. R.
Terry & Gordon.
Tyrer Co., Ltd., Colin C.
Union Lumber Company.
Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.
Woodstock Lumber Company.

HOISTING AND HAULING EN-
GINES

Canadian Allis-Chalmers
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited.

HORSES
Union Stock Yards.

HOSE
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada. Ltd.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

INDUSTRIAL CARS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited.

INSURANCE
Hardy & Co., E. D.
Rankin Benedict Underwriting Co.
Epperson Underwriting Co., U. S.

INTERIOR FINISH
Davidson's Sons, James.
Eagle Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Co.
Hay & Co.
Hancock, T. H.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Terry & Gordon
Thurston-Flavelle Ltd.

KNIVES
.Atkins & Company, E. C.

Disston & Sons, Henry.
Peter Hay Knife Co.
Radcliffe Saw Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

LATH
.Austin & Nicholson.
Callander Saw Mills.

Campbell, McLaurin Lumber Co.
Canadian General Lumber Co.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page.
Cedar Products Ltd.
Chaleurs Bay Mills.

Chicago Lumber & Coal Co.
Conger Lumber Co.
Copping, William.
Couture, Rheault Limited.
Cushing & Co., Ltd.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Co., Ltd.
Dupuis Limited. J. P.

Eagle Lumber Co.
Edwards & Co., Ltd., W. C.

Exchange Lumber Co.. Reg.
Forest Mills of B. C. Ltd.
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Co.
Genoa Bay Lumber Co.
Gloucester Lumber Co.
Godfrey Company. L. N.
Harris Tie & Timber Co., Ltd.
Hettlcr Lumber Co., Herman H
Laberge Lumber Co., Ltd.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennen Lumber Company.
Mickle. Dyment & Son.
Miller Co., Ltd., W. H.
Miramichi Lumber Co.
Moores. Jr., E. J.

Murray & Gregory, Ltd.
Musgrave & Co., Ltd.
New Ontario Colonization Co.
Price Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Rideau Lumber Company, Ltd.

River Ouelle Pulp & Paper Co.
Savoie & Company.
Snowball Co. Ltd., J. B.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Victoria Harbor Lumber Co.

LATH BOLTERS
Firstbrook Bros.. Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada Ltd.

Green Company. G. Walter
Long Mfg. Co., Ltd., E.

Payette & Co., P.

LATH TWINE
Consumers' Cordage Co., Ltd.

LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company.
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier

Co.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.
Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver,

B. C.

LOCOMOTIVES
Canadian Equipment Co., Ltd.

Climax Manufacturing Co.
Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada. Limited.
Gartshore, John J.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Gilman & Co., R. T.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
McGovern, T. J.

Montreal Locomotive Works.
Sesscnwein Bros.
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LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
Canadian Equipment Co., Ltd.

Canadian Link-Belt Co., Ltd.

LOGGING ENGINES
Canadian Allis-Chalmers.
Canadian Equipment Co., Ltd.

Climax Mfg. Company Ltd.

IJunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
Engineering & Machine Work.s of

Canada, Limited.
Gilman & Co., R. T.
Marsh Engineering Works, Ltd.

LOG HAULERS
Canadian Allis-Chalmers.
Engineering & Machine Works of

Can. Ltd.
(Ireen Company, G. Walter.

LOGGING CARS
C anadian Equipment Co., Ltd.
Dfjminion Wheel & Foundries, Ltd.
(Sartshore, John J.
Tvational Steel Car Co., Ltd.
Sessenwein Bros.

LOGGING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT

Canadian Allis-Chalmers.
Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada, Limited.
Gartshore, John J.

General Supply Co. of Can., Ltd.
Gilman & Co., R. T.
Hamilton Company, William.
Long Mfg. Co., Ltd., E.
Marsh Engineering Works, Ltd.
Pennoyer Company, J. C.

Sessenwein Bros.
VVaterous Engine Works Co.

LOGGING TOOLS
Blenkhorn & Sons.
Camp'bell Bros.
McFarlane-Neill Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Peavey Mfg. Company.
Pink Co., Thos.

LUMBERMEN'S CLOTHING
Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co., Ltd.
Clarke & Co., Ltd., A. R.
Grant-Holden-Graham.
Woods Mfg. Co., Ltd.

LUMBER TRUCKS
Waterous Engine Works Company.

MAHOGANY
McLennan Lumter Co., Ltd.
Bennett Lumber Co., Ltd.

METAL REFINERS
Canada Metal Company.
Sessenwein Bros.

MOCCASINS AND SHOEPACKS
Beal Bros., Ltd.
Borbridge, S. & H.
Carson & Co., Ltd., Hugh.
Clarke & Co., Ltd., A. R.
Gendron Penetang Shoepack Mfg. Co.
Grant-Holden-Graham.
Palmer Company, Ltd., John.
Palmer-McLellan Shoepack Co., Ltd.
Wry-Standard Ltd., A. E.

MOLDINGS
Forest Mills of B. C. Ltd.
Genoa Bay Lumber Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Rhodes, Curry Co., Ltd.
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

MOTOR TRUCKS
Clyde Cars Company, Canada, Ltd.
Duplex Truck Company.
Ford Motor Co.
National Steel Car Co.
Ontario Motor Car Co., Ltd.

OAK
.Aberdeen Lumber Co.
Anderson Lumber Co., C. G.
Anderson-Tully Company.
Atlantic Lumber Company.
Bennett Lumber Co., Ltd.
Brown & Company, Geo. C.

Cameron & Company, Ltd.

Chicago Lumber & Coal Co.
Farris Hardwood Lumber Co.
Gillespie, James.
Heeney, Percy E.

Hyde Lumber Company.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
L. & H. Lumljer Company.
MacKay, Ltd., W. Malcolm.
McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd.
Memphis Band Mill Company.
Moul Lumber Co., D. H.
Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Company.
Penrod-Jurden Company.
Powell-Meyers Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Sharpies, W. & J.

Summers, James R.
Taylor Lumber Co., S. K.
Thoman-Flinn Lumber Co.
Wiggin Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon.

OAKUM
Stratford Oakum Co., Geo.

OIL CLOTHING
Leckie, Limited, John.

OLD IRON AND BRASS
Garson & Company, Frank O.
Sessenwein Bros.

PACKING
Atlas Asbestos Company Ltd.
Dunlops Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

PAPER
Bowater & Sons, W. V.
Brompton Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.
Price Bros. & Co., Ltd.
R"ordon Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.
Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.

PAPER MILL MACHINERY
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PILLpW BLOCKS
Bond Engineering Works

PINE
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Atlantic Lumber Co.
Austin & Nicholson
Bathurst Lumber Co., Ltd.
Beck Mfg. Co., Ltd., C.

Bennett Lumber Co., Ltd.
Booth, J. R.
Bourgouin, H
Brompton Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.
Buflfum, John
Burstall & Co., J.

Callander Sawmills.
Cameron & Co.
Canadian General Lumber Company.
Canadian Western Lumber Co.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page.
Cedar Products, Limited.
Chew Brothers.
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Clark & Sons, Ltd., Edward.
Cleveland-Sarnla Sawmills Company
Colonial Lumber Co., Ltd.
Conger Lumber Co., Ltd.
Cossette, Alfred.
Gushing & Co., Ltd.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Department of Lands (British Col-

umbia).
Dobell & Co., Richard R.
Dominion Lumber & Timber Co., Ltd.
Donogh & Co., John.
Donovon, J. M.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company.
Eagen, W. T.
Eagle Lumber Company.
Edwards & Co., W. C.
Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co., Ltd.
Ellis, Limited, H. M.
Excelsior Lumber Company.
Exchange Lumber Co., Reg.
Federal Lumber Co., Ltd.
Fesserton Timber Company.
Forest Mills of British Columbia, Ltd.

Foss Lumber Co., Ltd.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Eraser Limited.
Gillies Brothers Limited.
Gloucester Lumber Company.
Godfrey Company, L. N.
Goodday & Co., H. R.

Gordon & Co., George.
Grier & Sons, Limited, G. A.
Harris Tie & Timber Co., Ltd.

Hart & McDonagh.
Hettler Lumber Company, Herman H.
Hope Lumber Company.
Keenan Bros., Ltd.

Leak & Co., Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
MacKay, Ltd., W. Malcolm.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McAulif¥e Davis Lumber Co.
McFadden & Malloy.
McKean & Co., Geo.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Mickle, Dyment & Son.
Miller Co., Ltd., W. H.
Miramichi Lumber Company.
Montreal Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Muir & Kirkpatrick.
Murray & Gregory, Ltd.
Musgrave & Co., Ltd.
Oliver Lumber Company.
Parry Sound Lumber Company.
Read Bros., Ltd.
Rideau Lumber Co. Ltd.
Russell, Chas. H.
Sharpies, W. & J.

Shearer Company, Jas.
Snowball Co.. Ltd., J. B.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers, James R.
Terry & Gordon.
Tyrer Co. Ltd., Colin C.

Union Lumber Company.
Watson & Todd, Limited.
Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.
Williams Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon.
Woodstock Lumber Company.
Wuichet, Louis.
Young Lumber Company.

PIT PROPS
International Land & Lumber Co.,

Ltd.

PLANING MILL EXHAUSTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Co.

PLANING MILL MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machinery

Company.
Canada Machinery Corporation Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Petrie, Ltd.. H. W.
Preston Woodworking Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

PORK PACKERS
Davies Company, William.
Harris Abattoir Company.

PORTABLE HOUSES
Davidson's Sons, James.
Murray & Gregory, Ltd.

POSTS AND HOLES
Auger & Company.
Canadian Tie & Lumber Co., Ltd.
Dupuis Limited, J. P.
Eagle Lumber Company.
Empire Timber & Tie Company
Excelsior Lumber Company.
Harris Tie & Timber Co., Ltd. .

Jacobi & Co., Don. H.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Riordon Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.
Savoie & Company.
Terry & Gordon.
United Pole Co., Ltd.

PULLEYS AND SHAFTING
Bernard Industrial Co., Ltd.
Bond Engineering Works.
Canadian Link-Belt Company.
Engineering and Machine Works of

Canada, Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Green (Company, G. Walter.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

PULPWOOD
Auger & Son, Ltd.
Austin & Nicholson.
Couture, Rheault Limitee.
Miller Co., Ltd., W. H.
Miramichi Lumber Company
Price Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Quebec Lumber Company.
River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Savoie & Company.

PUMPS
Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Smart-Turner Machine Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

RAILS
Gartshore, John J.
Gilman & Co., R. T.
Sessenwein Brothers.

ROOFINGS (Rubber, Plastic and
Liquid)

Beveridge Paper Company.
Brantford Roofing Co., Ltd.

ROPE (Wire and Manilla)
Leckie, Limited, John.

RUBBER GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Company
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
Gutta Percha & Rubber Company

SASH
Booth, J. R.
Davidson's Sons, James.
Eagle Lumber Co., Ltd.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company.
Hancock, T. H.
Renfrew Planing Mills.
Rhodes, Curry Co., Ltd.

SAWS
Atkins & Company, E. C.
Disston & Sons, Henry.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Gerlach Company. Peter.
Green Company, G. Walter.
Hoe & Company, R.
Radcliff Saw Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Shurly-Dietrich Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

SAW MILL LINK-BELT
Williams Machinery Co., ,\. R., Van-

couver.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Bay City Foundry and Machine Co.
Canadi.in Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Dunl)ar Engine & Foundry Co.
Firstbrook Brothers.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Haight, W. L.

Hamilton Company, William.
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Company.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Parry Sound Lumber Company.
Payette Company. P.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Co., P. B.
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SHEATHINGS
Beveridgc Paper Company.
Brantford Roofing Co., Ltd.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Rhodes, Curry Co., Ltd.

SHINGLE MACHINES
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited.

SAW MANDRELS
Bond Engineering Works.

SAWMILL LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

SAW SHARPENERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

SAW SLASHERS
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SHINGLES
.Mlen-Stoltze Lumber Co.

Bathurst Lumber Co., Ltd.

British America Mills and Timber Co.,

Ltd.
Brompton Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Cardinal & Page.
Cedar Products, Limited.

Chaleurs Bay Mills.

Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Copping, William.
Couture, Rheault Limitee.
Cushing & Co.. Ltd.
Department of Lands, (British Col-

umbia).
Dominion Lumber & Timber Com-

pany.
Dominion Timber Products, Ltd.

Edwards & Co.. Ltd.. W. C.

Exchange Lumber Co.. Reg.
Federal Lumber Co.. Ltd.

Forest Mills of British Columbia, Ltd.

Foss Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company.
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company.
Godfrey Company, L. N.

Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Heeney. Percy E.

International Land & Lumber Co.,

Ltd.
Laberge Lumber Co., Ltd.

Long Lumber Company.
Lovering, W. J.

Mason, Gordon & Co.

McLennan Lumber Co.

Mickle, Dyment & Son.

Miller Co., Ltd., W. H.
Miramichi Lumber Company.
Musgrave & Co., Ltd.

Price Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Reynolds Timber. Shipping & Lisur-

ance Agency.
Rideau Lumber Co., Ltd.

Riordon Pulp & Paper Co.. Ltd.

Shingle Agency of B. C.

Snowball Co., Ltd.. J. B.

Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle, Ltd.

Timms, Phillips & Co.

Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber & Mfg. Co.

SHINGLE AND LATHE MACH-
INERY

Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

Green Company, C. Walter.
Hamilton Company, Williai;-

Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Payette Company, P.

Smith Foundry Co., Ltd.

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

SLEEPING ROBES
Woods Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

SMOKESTACKS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

SNOW PLOWS
I'ink Company, Thos.

SPARK ARRESTORS
Engineering and Machine Works of

Canada, Limited.
Waterous Engine Works Company

SPRUCE
Allen-Stoltze I.umber Co., Ltd.

Austin & Nicholson.

Bartram & Ball.

Bathurst Lumber Co., Ltd.
Beck Mfg. Company, Ltd., C.

Bennett Lumber Co., Ltd.
Booth, J. R.

Bourgouin, H.
Brand, J. B.

Brompton Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.

Cameron & Co., Limited.
Campbell, Welsh & Paynes.
Canadian Western Lumber Co.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page.
Cedar Products, Limited.
Chaleurs Bay Mills.

Clark & Sons, Ltd., Edward.
Cossette, Alfred.
Couture, Rheault Limitee.
Cushing & Co., Ltd.

Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company.
Department of Lands (Biritish Colum-

bia).

Dobell & Co., Richard R.
Dominion Lumber & Timber Co.. Ltd.
Donogh & Co.. John.
Donovan. J. M.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company.
Eagle Lumber Co., Ltd.
Edwards & Co.. Ltd.. W. C.

Ellis. Limited, H. M.
Excelsior Lumber Company.
Exchange Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co., Ltd.
Foss Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Gillies Brothers.
Gloucester Lumber & Trading Co.
Godfrey Company, L. N.
Goodday & Co., H. R.
Grant & Campbell.
Grier & Sons. Limited, G. A.
Hansen & Co., Reg., A. K.
Harquail Co., Ltd., J. & D. A.
Hart & McDonagh.
Hendun Lumber Co., Ltd.
International Land & Lumber Co.,

Ltd.
King Bros. Ltd.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Lloyd, W. Y.
I,ong Lumber Company.
Louise Lumber Co., Ltd.
Mackay Limited, W. Malcolm.
Mason. Gordon & Company.
Mc.AulifTe Davis Lumber Company.
McKean & Co.. Geo.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Mickle, Dyment & Son.
Miller Company, Limited, W. H.
Miramichi Lumber Company.
Montgomery & Sons Co., Ltd.
Muir & Kirkpatrick.
Murray & Gregory, Limited.
Musgrave & Company, Limited.
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Company, Ltd.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
Nicholson & Company, E. M.
Oliver Lumber Company.
Price Bros. & Company, Limited.
Quebec Lumber Company.
Read Bros., Ltd.
Rideau Lumber Co., Ltd.
Riordon Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd. •

River Ouelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Roray & Yeaman.
Russell, Chas. H.
Savoie & Company.
Service Lumber Co., Ltd.
Sharpies, W. & J.

Shearer Company, Jas.
Timms. Phillips & Co., Ltd.
Union Lumber Company.
Young Lumber Company.

STEAM PLANT ACCESSORIES
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.,

J-td.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL BARRELS
.Smart-Turner Machine Company.

STEEL CHAIN
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company."

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine (Company.

SULPHITE PULP CHIPS
I)a\ison Lumber & Mfg. Company

SWEAT PADS
American Pad & Textile Company.
Carson Co., Ltd., Hugh.

TAPS & DIES
i'ratt & Whitney Company.

TARPAULINS
{jrant-Holden-Graham, Ltd.
Turner & Sons, J. J.
Woods Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

TENTS
Grant-Holden-Graham, Ltd.
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Mfg. Company, Limited.

TIES
Auger & Company.
Austin & Nicholson.
Canadian Tie & Lumber Co., Ltd.
Cedar I'roducts, Limited.
Chaleurs Bay Mills.

Couture, Rheault Limitee.
Duntield & Company, Limited.
Eagle Lumber Company, Limited.
Empire Timber & Tie Company.
l-"raser Companies, Limited,
(iloucester Lumbebr & Trading Co.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Musgrave & Company, Limited.
Price Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Kideau Lumber Company, Limited.
Snowball Company, Limited, J. B.

Terry & Gordon.

TIMBER BROKERS
tiradley, R. R.
Cant & Kemp.
Farnworth & Jardine.
Hillas & Company, W. N.
Hunter, Herbert F.

Smith & Tyrer, Limited.

TIMBER CRUISERS AND
ESTIMATORS

Coolidge & Carlisle.

Sewall, James W.

TIMBER LANDS
Bradley, R. R.
Department of Lands (Ontario).
Department of Lands (Quebec).
Hall Lumber Company.
Keate, W. L.

Laurence Company, Frank W.
i'arry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd.

TIME RECORDERS
International Business Machines Co.,

Ltd.

TOWING MACHINERY
Corbet Foundry & Machine Co., Ltd.

Kennedy & Sons, Ltd., Wm.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Engineering Works.
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd...

Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.,

Ltd.
Dominion Belting Company, Ltd.

Engineering & Machine Works of

Canada, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

TRIMMERS
Bay City Foundry & Machine Co.
( anada Machinery Cjirporation Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter.
WateriMK Engine Works Company.

TUGS
West & i'eachey.

TURBINES
Engineering & Machine Works '

Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William
Kennedy & Sons, Ltd., Wm

VALVES
.Ma.son KeKiilator & Engineering Co.

VENEERS
Anderson-Tuliy Cpmpany.
Cameron & Company, l-imited.

Hay & Company, Limite'!

Penrod-Jurden Company.
Webster & Brother, James.

VENEER DRYERS
Philadelphia Textil.e Mach. Company.

VENEER MACHINERY
Coe Manufacturing Company.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Philadelphia Textile Machinery (

VETERINARY REMEDIES
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co.
Johnson, A. H.

WALNUT
Atlantic Lumber Company.
Burstall & Company, J.

Cincinnati V\ alnut Lumber Compa.iy.
Farris Hardwood Lumber Company
Taylor Lumber Co., S. K.

WATERPROOFING
Beveridge J^aper Company.
International Chemical Conipan\

WATER WHEELS
Engineering & Machine Works
Canada. Limited.

Hamilton Company, William.
Kennedy & Sons, Ltd., Wtn.

WIRE
Laidlaw Bale-Tie Company.

WOOD DISTILLATION PLANTS
i'.lair. Campbell & McLean, Ltd.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machy. C >

Canada Machinery Corporation, L'

Garlock-Walker Machinery Compaii.>

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Long Manufacturing Company, E
Mershon & Company, W. B.

Oxford Foundry & Machine Co., Ltd.

Petrie, Ltd., H. W.
Preston Woodworking Machinery Co.

Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

WOOD PULP
Austin & Nicholson.
Bathurst Lumber Co., Ltd.

Booth, J. R.
Brompton Pulp & Paper Co., Ltii

Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co., Ltd
Department of Lands (B. C.)

Fraser Companies, Ltd.

Jost Company, Limited.

Miller Company, Limited, W. H.

Miramichi Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Companv.
Pric-e Brps. & Co.. Ltd.

River Ouelle Pulp & Lumber Co.

Roray & Yeaman.
Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.

WOOD TANKS
Ontario Wind Engine & Pumii

Ltd.
Pacific Lumber Company.

WOOD TURNINGS
Eaton & Sons, Limited, J. R.



MONTREAL
511 William St.

THE highest economy in power is

achieved by AMPHIBIA BELTING
It is the result of 43 years experience

by a firm whose constant effort has been

to supply a leather belting of standard-

ized efficiency. That the excellence of

AMPHIBIA BELTING has been recog-

nised is evident by its use throughout the

whole of the Dominion of Canada.

WINNIPEG
Princess St. and Bannatyne Ave.

f

Tanners and Manufacturers
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JOHN LECKIE LIMITED
77a Wellington St. West, TORONTO, ONT.

CHAINS
Black, galvanized, all kinds, Blocks

Steel and Wood, Oiled Clothing,

Manila Rope, Wire Rope, Tents,

Dunnage Bags, Canvas, Etc.

PRICES ON REQUEST

EDGAR D. HARDY JAS. E. REYNOLDS

E. D. HARDY & CO.
INSURANCE

Specialists in LUMBER and WOODWORKING Plants

HEAD OFFICE: OTTAWA, ONT.

"Carss" Clothing Stands Steady Work
It's Quality that counts in Clothes for Lumbermen

Warm waterproof clothing will go a long way to keep the men contented and work-

ing well. "Carss" has always been noted for Quality and we mean to keep up that

reputation.

Better send a card to-day for information. If you wish to see samples, let us know.

Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co., Limited
ORILLIA, ONTARIO

GENUINE "TURBROS"

Balata Belting
Waterproof and Stretchless.

The best belt for sawmills.

Atlas Asbestos Co., Limited
MONTREAL

PUMPS
for

the most

exacting

requirements

Send us your

next

specification

THE SMARTTURNER MACHINE CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON CANADA

Soo Line Pike Poles, Peavies, Cant Hooks and Sager Axes
in the hands of your woodsmen will give you satisfaction and save your money.

Ask your dealer or order
direct.

M«de by

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

^^phabeticannd^^^Advertis^^ Classified Directory to AdvertisementB. Pasre 68
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AmericanWood
ROCHI

SALES OFFICE FOR BRI

AGENTS FOR THE REST OF CANAD
AGENTS FOR GREAT BR

KING Machinery Co.
, N . V.

IBIA. PORTLAND. OREGON
WALKER MACHINERY CO.. TORONTO
ROJECTILE CO.. LONDON

FIRST IN QUALITY

American No.77 Special Hardwood
Flooring Machine

If you want to make a success of the Hard-
wood Flooring business install an American No. 77
Special Hardwood Matcher.

This machine will increase your output and
raise your grade. Like our 77 Machine for

yellow pine and other soft woods our Special 77

Hardwood Matcher has no competitor. There
are other hardwood matchers, true,—but none in

the same class as this one.

Get copy of our New 12th Edition Catalog.

CANADIAN SALES AGENTS

Gairlock^WaJker MaLchinery Compainy

TORONTO

32-34 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO

MONTREAL

.LIMITED

WINNIPEG
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Spruce Hemlock
Dry Stock on Hand for Immediate Shipment

Merchantable Spruce

1 x 3 48,000 ft

1 x 4 122,000
"

1 x 5 175,000
"

1 x 6 194,000
"

1 x 7 95,000
"

1 x 8 48,000
"

1 x 9 10,000

1 X 4 & up shorts 50,000
"

Merchantable Spruce

2x4 scant .... 96,000 ft.

2x5 " . . .

.

176,000
"

2x6 "
. . .

.

227,000
"

2x7 " . . .

.

166,000
"

2x8 "
. . .

.

88,000
"

2x9 " . . .

.

192,000
"

2 X 10 "
. . .

.

10,000
"

2 X 11 "
. . .

.

10,000
"

Cull Spruce

1, 2 and 3 in. . . . 500,000 ft.

Merchantable Hemlock

1 X 8 X 10/16 . . 100,000 ft.

1 X 9 X 10/16 . . 45,000

Mill Run Lath

11/2—4 ft. Spruce 500 M.
114—4 ft. W. Pine 825 M.

Bartram & Ball Limited
WHOLESALE LUMBER

Drummond Bldg., Si l St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, Que.

KNOX BROTHERS LTD.
Specialists

B. C Fir Timbers
Fir and Spruce Lumber

IN TRANSIT

1 Car % Ceiling 10 Cars 3x11 Spruce

^ {S^Ceiiwig ^® ^^^^ Timbers

1 Car Flooring 1 Car Clear Cedar

Address

KNOX BROS., LTD., Drummond Bldg., MONTREAL
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Geo. Gordon & Co.
Limited

Cache Bay - Ont.

White and Red Pine
stock on Hand for quick shipment

6x6- 12/16 50,000 6 X 12- 12/16' 7,000'

8 X 10- 12/16' 30,000 8 X 12- 12/16' 14,000'

10 X 10- 12/16' 100,000 10 X 12- 12/16' 25,000'

4 X 12- 12/16 60,000 12 X 12- 12/16' 150,000'

Complete assortment i'- 2"- and 3' White Pine

WRITE us FOR PRICES

—OFFERS WANTED—
For Whole or Part of

100,000 Pieces
Birch Veneer 19 x 19 x l/4'' 1 ply

stock

The Wm. Rutherford & Sons Co., Ltd.

425 Atwater Ave. - MONTREAL
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Red Muskoka Wood Mfg. Go's. Plant -Bird's Eye View Deer

Hardwood Flooring
"Red Deer" flooring is manufactured to meet the demand

for a high grade flooring at a moderate price.

Prices on this flooring and also Hemlock, Spruce, Bill stuff

and Hardwood Lumber will be gladly furnished upon request.

Write us.

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited
Huntsville, Ontario

Vancouver Lumber Co.
LIMITED MANUFACTURERS OF

B. C. Fir, Cedar and

B.C. Hemlock Products

TWO LARGE MODERN
MILLS AT YOUR SERVICE

View of our Fir Mill from log pond, Vancouver, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office:

Fir Finish

Fir Flooring

Fir Timbers

*'BIG CHIEF BRAND" SIDING

RITE GRADE SHINGLES

701 EXCELSIOR LIFE BUILDING
Representative-C. J. BROOKS TORONTO, ONT.
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QUALITY

Specials in B.C. Stock
For Quick Shipment Only

QUALITY

SERVICE

120,000'

85,000'

QUALITY

FIR AND LARCH
1 X 4"—6/18' No. 1 and 2 Clear. Flat, Angle, and Edge Grain mixed . . .

1 X 6"—6/18' No. 1 and 2 Clear. Flat, Angle and Edge Grain mixed . . .

(Can run above to Flooring, or "V" Jt., 1 or 2 sides).

CEDAR
1 X 4 to 12"—6/18' No. 1 and 2 Common Cedar SIS Va" (Now Run) .... 150,000'

MOUNTAIN SPRUCE
(Rough, Dressed, or Sized)

1 X 8"—8/18' Common and Dressing 250,000'

2x8"—12' " 110,000'
14' " " " 130,000'
16' " " " 400,000'
18' " " 28,000'

SPECIAL PRICES FOR THE ABOVE ON APPLICATION

TERRY & GORDON

i.

SERVICE

QUALITY

VANCOUVER BRANCH:
513 Metropolitan Bldg.

A. .S. Nicholson,

Western Manager.

Head Office:

704 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO, ONT.
Ontario Representatives of

The British Cdlumbia Mills, Timber & Trading Co. of Vancouver, B.C.

U. S. Representatives:

Berry Lumber Company,

30 Church Street,

New York City.

iflt^if8?iirS(ifi§?ifii?x^i^t^i^if§?it^i^s^

AN IDEAL LUMBER MILL
Running Continuously

All the Year Round
Capacity, modern equipment, and shipment

facilities are factors that combine to make the

Fassett Lumber Mill one of the best in the

country for quality and service.

We are now sawing hardwood and have
five million feet of

BIRCH, MAPLE
BASSWOOD, ELM

and ASH
Put up on grade. Get in touch with us.

Large stocks of Hemlock and Spruce always on hand.

Fassett Lumber Company,UmitedS
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THERE IS A DIFFERENCE

IN WHITE PINE

There is a vast difference in the way it is

manufactured and graded—and you know
how much difference there is in quality.

Much depends in what part of the country

it is grown in—most of our white pine is

produced in Northern Ontario, and is

practically free from shakes and black

knot defects.

We maintain the quality, and if you pay
the price for quality you will get full

value for the amount you invest

Let us figure on your requirements.

UNION LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
701 DOMINION BANK BUILDING
TORONTO CANADA
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Davison Lumber & Manufacturing Co.^ Ltd.
Bridgewater, N. S.

THE LARGEST LUMBERING INDUSTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA PRODUCTION 40 MILLION FEET PER ANNUM

Send us your enquiries for

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock or Hardwood Lumber
Box Shooks and

Dry Pressed Baled Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Chips
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Nova Scotia White Spruce and Hardwood Flooring
We are equipped with everything appertaining to Modern Saw Milling and operate from the Woods to the finished product.

If you want something special quickly, try us. We will cut, dry, work and ship within a few days from receipt of order.

We are located on the main line of the Halifax and South Western Railway and on Tidewater.

We Operate:

A Double Band Mill at Springfield, N.S., Capacity 120,000 ft. per day A Box Shook Factory at Bridgewater, N.S., Capacity 50,000 ft. per day

A Rotary and Gang at Mill Village, N.S. " 40,000 ft. per day A Dry Kiln at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100.000 ft. per day
»x>. ^ -a -J xXTo •< onnnnr.. J A Chipping Mill at BridgewateF, N.S., 100 cords per dayA Rotary and Gang at Bridgewater, N.S., 80,000 ft. per day ^ Ground Wood Pulp Mill at Charleston, N.S., Capacity 40 tons Spruce
A Planing Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., 100,000 ft. per day puip per day.

PHONE: BRIDGEWATER 74

DUNFIELD& CO., Limited

Exporters of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
and Hardwood

in 1 in., 2 in., 3 in., 4 in.

Spruce Laths and Railway Ties

Head Office : 8 Prince St, Halifax, N.S. Brancli Office: 8 Market Square, St. John, N.B.

U. K. Brokers: Duncan, Ewing & Co., K21 Exchange Bldg., Liverpool. Telegraphic Address: Dunfield, Halifax. Codes: ABC 5th Ed. Western Union
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"British Columbia Fir"

TIMBERS
Rough Clears

Flooring, Ceiling and Finish

Alberta Lumber Co., Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., ud.

Office. W«rs£* Ottawa. Can.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers
and Selling Agents for

Fraser & Co.
Mills at

DESCHENES - - QUEBEC

White Pine
Red Pine
Spruce
Lumber and Laih

California Wliite Pine

California Sugar Pine

and Arizona Soft Pine

Best Stock for Factory and Pattern Lumber

^ LOUIS WUICHET
Room 716 Railway Exchanfte, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Veneered Panels
for Interior Trim

Quartered and Plain Oak, Mahogany
and Birch

6o'' X 3o" and 72" x 24"

3 ply Va and 5 ply Vs'

Write for prices

Hay & Company, Limited
Woodstock - Ontario

Milling in Transit
A Well Equipped Mill

CP., G.T., & C.R. Railway Connections

LargeDryKilns SpecialMillwork

J. R. Eaton & Sons^ Limited
ORILLIA, ONT.

HARDWOOD
TIES

2000 pes. No. 1 Hardwood Flat Ties, 6 x
8—8' Beech and Maple

1500 pes. No. 1 and 2 Oak and Chestnut

100,000 ft. Oak and Chestnut Switeh Ties,

7 X 9 -8 to 16'

200,000 ft. Hardwood Switeh Ties, 7x9
—8 to 16' Beeeh and Maple

Write for prices

The Long Lumber Co.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO
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A Choice Block of

PINE
1 X 6 100,000 Ft B.M.

1 X 7 160,000

1 X 8 250,000

1 X 9 160,000

1 X 10

1 X 12

2x4
2x8

80,000 Ft. B.M.

20,000

15,000

25,000

48 in. No. 1 Pine Lath, 2,500,000.

48 in. No. 1 Spruce Lath, 640,000.

48 in. No. 3 Lath, 1,750,000.

32 in. No. 1 Pine and Spruce Lath, 1,300,000.

1918 Sawing.

All in our Yards at Nicholson, Ontario.

Prices on the entire block or a portion given on application.

Immediate shipment can he made

First class facilities for dressing in carload lots

after April 15th

Au$tin& Nicholson
CHAPLEAU, ONTARIO

Basswood
I in., in., in., 2 in., and 3 in.,

Dry Basswood

Dry Birch Stock
All thicknesses and grades in

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood and Brown Ash

Also Cottonwood, Tupelo, Gum, Magnolia

and Buckeye

Spruce,Hemlock and Pine
Can saw to order at MacDonald's Siding

Let us quote on your requirements

HART & McDONAGH
Temple Building, Cor. Bay and Richmond Streets

TORONTO, ONT.

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS Dry Stock at Buffalo for Quick Shipment

1 in.

VA in.

1/2 in

2 in

1 in.

1]A in.

1}4 in.

2 in.

^Yi in.

in.

4 in.

BROWN ASH
Clear. No. 1

1 & 2 Strips Com.
44,900 27,000
34,500 5,300 6,200
11,500

800 .... 10,000

WHITE ASH
Cleai

1 & 2 Strips
17,300
62,000
73,900
28.300
7,000

20.000
4,500

15,000
7,200
500

No. 1
Com.

110,000
20,000
82,000
79,000
6,500
23,500
6,300

No. 2
Com.

22,000
6,300

No. 2
Com.

89,000

26a66
34,000

4,300

1 in.

1% in.

IVz in.

2 in.

2!^ in.

3 in.

BASSWOOD
Clear No. 1
Strips Com.
2,200 120,000
12,000 146,500

14,800
40,000
25,900
12,500

1&2
1,700

144,300
28,600
16,200
75,000

550

No. 2
Com.

40,000
65,800
5,000
4,500
13,000
3,900

TENNESSEE SCENTED RED CEDAR
No. 1 No. 2

1 & 2 Com. Com.
1 in 7,100 4,800 500
114 in 4,400

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
Clear No.l- No. 2

1 & 2 Strips Com. Com.

84,566 25,466 118,666

i,fm 8,666

'A

Ya

Vt
1

1^

2

67,400
1,000
1,500
6,500 350
800

5,100

4,000
300

2..300

2,700

1 in

1/4 ir

\'A ir

2 ir

2/1 ir

3 ir

4 ir

^ in.

1 in.

1% in.

IH in.

2 in.

2^ in.

3 in.

POPLAR
Box Bright

1 & 2 Boards Saps
18 in. & up 1 & 2 13 in & up

9,600
16,200
2,800
4,300

41,000 11,600

2,600
15,600
20,800
5,900

31,000

83,200
15,000
8,000

13,000
24,000
32,600

Stained Clear No. 1 No. 2
Saps Strips Com. Com.

28,.300 2,600
23,600 88,900 59,300
8,600 . . . : 11,600 6,000
7,700 31,000 20,700
5,000 153,500 20,500

9,300
40,000 32,000

QUARTERED POPLAR
Clear No.l No. 2 No. 3

1 & 2 Strips Com. Com. Com.
1 in. 4,400 500
IK in. 250

POPLAR SQUARES
No. 1 No. 2

1 & 2 Com. Com.

X 5 1,900
X 6 450 4,200
X 7

PLAIN SYCAMORE

1 &2
1 in 5,600
2 in 1,900
2yi in 2,900

No. 1

Com.

1 in.

VA in.

lA in.

2 in

.

3 in.

4 in.

1 in.

1!4 in.

I A in.

2 in.

2^ in.

3 in.

4 in.

V* in.

1 in.

\A in.

lA in.

2 in.

2/, in.

3 in.

1 in.

\A in.

\A in.

2 in.

BLACK WALNUT
No

1&:

100
250
300
110

1
Com.

14,000
300
200
.SOO

120
500

1 &2
154,000

32.1100

4,100
4,500
3,500
2,900

CHERRY
Clear No. 1
Strips Com.
24,000 129,200

600
. 12.700
. 14,200

800

No. 2
Com.
3,100
200
100
500
250

1,250

No. 2
Com.

59,500
400

63,300
10,900

800
2,300
1,600

CHESTNUT

1 &2

193.900
S.'*.SIX)

22,500
9,200
1,700

16,000

Clear
Strips

7,766
1,300

S.

No. 1
Com.
1,500

26,.300

31,200
1,000

43,300 107,200
250
300

VV. &
No. 2
Com.

62,000
69,500
61,200

RED GUM
1 & 2 No. 1 Com, No. 2 Com.
74,300 8,200
24,200 11,200
9,000 11,300

30,100 4,800

SAP GUM
1 & 2 No. 1 Com, No. 2 Com.

47.400 8,000
ll.lSO

11,000 qtd. 7,500 qtd

1 in

1'4 in.

VA in.

2 in.

•I'A in.

3 in.

4 in.

HICKORY
1 & 2 No. 1 Cora. No. 2 Com.

1,300 «0f»

I'

I.L'IHJ

5,111111

166

PLAIN RED OAK
Clear No. 1

1 & 2 Strips Com. Com.
in. .30.200

H in 97.000 3,466

H in. 11,000 19.766
1 in. 2.56,200 2,700 7,566 8.400
1!4 in, n T'lO 2,4<X> 7.000 4.2<J0

\A in. 1 4,300 S.20*J 24.fl00

2 in. 4.5.^00

2J4 in.

3 in.

4 in.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
Clear No. 1

« in.

1/2 in.

in.

y* in.

1 in.

IK in

\A in.

2 in.

2 "4 in.

3 in.

4 in.

1 & 2
2.3.4nC(

1 !
1".'

1

4fi.MHi

9,000

Strips Com.
11.900

SOf)

.",666

'.ll.lKKI

:w,.50<i

1,30(1

1 in.

IK in.

2 in.

QUARTERED RED OAK
Clear No. 1

1 & 2 Strips Com.
72.200 41,300 Ssixm,

.5(10

1,000 .... Ti'

Com

9.000
2,200
6.000

10.000

4.400

No. 2
Com.

310

Also Large Stock of BEECH, BIRCH and MAPLE

THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO, Inc. , MANNING CHAMBERS,

MANUFACTURERS SOUTHERN HARDWOOD LUMBER
Head Office: BOSTON, MASS. Yards: BUFFALO, N.Y. Mills: KNOXVILLE, TENN.; FONDE, KENTUCKY

TORONTO
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SAWN LUMBER

G. A. Grier & Sons
Limited

Montreal
Head Office: 1112 Notre Dame St, West

Toronto
507 McKinnon Building

For nearly half a century we have
given satisfactory service to lumber buy-

ers of the Dominion.

Handling the best forest products and possessing excellent mill

and transportation facilities we are in a position to give you
prompt delivery and high grade quality in the following woods

:

Pine, Spruce

Hemlock
Hardwoods

and

B. C. Lumber and Timber
For rush orders we make a specialty of mixed carloads
from our Montreal storage yards where we always
carry in stock local woods as well as B.C. coast products

We have absolutely no connection with or interest in any other firm
bearing a name similar to ours.
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John McKbroow, W. K. Grafptkt,
President ManasrinK-Dlrector

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Umlted

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Offica t Montreal Office :

46 EIsrlB it. 759 Notre Dame St., W

H. Cardinal O. Page

Cardinal & Page
Wholesalers and Exporters of

FOREST PRODUCTS
180 St. James St. Montreal

Specialties:—

Spruce and Red Pine

Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce
QUALICUM QUALITY LUMBER

Rough Fir Timbers
Any size up to 60 feet long

Select Grades a Specialty

FIR PIPE and TANK STOCK
Market wanted for Rough Cedar Timbers

Inquire for prices

Office and Mills

:

Qualicum Beach, V. I., B. C.

WE ARE BUYERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Handles

Staves Hoops
Headings

JamesWEBSTER&Bro.
Limited

BootI*, Liverpool, England
London Ofilce

Dasbwood House 9 New Broad St. E. C.

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shinglei
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N.Y.

LUMBER

White Pine

All Dimensions

At Your Service

Of a High Grade of Manufac-

ture and taking a low freight rate

to all Central and Western On-

tario Points.

Write or Wire for Quotations

C. G. Anderson Lumber

Company, Limited

Manufacturers and Strictly Wholesale

Dealers in Lumber

SALES OFFICE

705 Excelsior Life Building

Toronto

JACK PINE

HEMLOCK

SPRUCE

JAMES R. SUMMERS
Wholesale Lumber

9S Kiel St. Eul TORONTO, Ont.

Main 7329

Lumber, Lath
Flooring, Cedar
Poles and Posts

Railway Ties
Doors, Windows, Arc hi-
traves and all kinds of Mill
Work, done by experts.

Ask for onr prices and services
of our architect

J. P. DUPUIS, LTD.
592 Church Ave.. Verdun. Montreal. P Q

Pulpwood of all kinds
Bought and Sold for Canadian or

American delivery.
Quotations furnished on request.

The Jost Company, Limited
-Successors to

I*. M. Jo.t A Co.
285 BeaTcr Hell Hill. MONTRFAL

Robt. Coltart & Co.
Royal Liver Building:

Liverpool - England

Agents for the sale of

Pine, Spruce and Hard-
woods. Correspondence
invited.

Cables—"COLTART" Liverpool

Cant & Kemp
52 St. Enoch Squar*

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Al and A B C Codes used

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address: Famwortfa, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS

2 Dale Street, Liverpool, aod
Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool,

England
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SAW MILL

MACHINERY

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Having decided to discon-

tinue saw mill operations at

Penetang have the following

machinery for sale. This

machinery is all in operating

condition and is open for in-

spection at Penetang, Ont.

Mill Machinery

Extra heavy log haul-up works with

inch round and flat chain, 128 ft.

centres.
2—Waterous log unloaders or kickers,

3 arms, 10 in. cylinders.

I—Waterous log loader, 3 arms, 10-in.

cylinders. ... ,

l_Waterous right-hand double cutting

band mill, 11 in. saws, 8 ft. wheel,

with 3-bIock carriage; 24 in. openinu

;

Payette set works and dogs; 8 in. x

36 ft. steam feed.
, .

1—Waterous double edger for 20-inch

saws, lever shifter.

1—Payette double edger for 18-in. saws,

lever shifter.

4S—live rolls about 8 ft. long by 10 m.

dia. ; extra heavy, sprocket drive.

20—High cars with roller tops. 24 in.

heavy wheels on 3 in. axles, standard

gauge.
1—Mershon 4 saw gang resaw, takes

squared cants or just one face, ideal

machine to cut small logs and centres

of large after good has been taken off.

1—Payette picket machine, made speci-

ally for shade roller stock, will feed

pieces 16 in. long, also sorting table

with chain top.
1—Rogers Iron Works circular resaw

for making box lumber from slabs;

fool-proof machine.
1—Payette edger for box and short

stock.
1—Rogers twin circular or tie maker.
1—Payette lath bolter and lath machine.
1—Pair lath trimmers.
1—Picket trimmer (bunch trim).

Conveyor drives and chains.

Pulleys, gear*, heavy line shafting and
countershafting with bearings.

Send us your requirements.
We have a large stock of double and

triple leather belting in widths from
10 in. to 46 in.

Power House Equipment

3—Return Tubular Boilers, Goldie Mc-
Culloch make, 66 x 16, Dutch oven
settings, 85 lbs. steam allowance
Ontario Government.

Breeching and smoke stack for above
boilers, 60 in. dia., newly painted,

600 ft. new }4-in. guy and plate for

brick pier.
1—Northey boiler feed pump, outside

packed, 8_in. x 6 in. x 12 in., for 3 in.

suction pipe.
1—Pair Poison "Brown" type engines,

coupled on quarters, 22 in. x BO in.,

with 16 ft. X 48 in. belt, balance
wheel. Excellent engines.

1—Pair American feed water heaters
for above engines; 10 in., copper
coils.

Filing Equipment

1—Waterous band saw grinder for <J

in. saws.
1—Baldwin retoother for band saws.
1—Wm. Hamilton band saw shear, 12".

2—Reversible saw levelling blocks.
2—Chilled band saw anvils.

Hanchet band saw swages; Crescent
ciicular saw swages; shapers and
dressers.

Yard Equipment

Booms and boom chains, H & Ti-

Winches and other mill supplies.

Prompt shipments and bargains for

quick sale. Will send all particu-

lars and prices on application.

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Penetang, Ont.

"WELL BOUGHT IS HALF SOLD"

Have You Used Our

Celebrated No. 1

White
Pine

Stocks ?
We have the following, all even

lengths and dry:

—

10/161 X 4
1 X 5
1 X 6
1 X 8
1 X 10
1 X 12

Also 5/4 ", 6/4 ' and 8/4
'

This is choice smooth
red knotted stock

:: LET'S QUOTE ::

Canadian General Lumber Co.

Limited

FOREST PRODUCTS
TORONTO OFFICE :— 712-20 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

Montreal OHice:—203 McGill Bldg.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Quick

Action

You

Can

Have

It

Try the Canada Lum-

berman Wanted and For

Sale Department. Have

you anything you wish to

buy or sell in the Lumber

Industry? You will find

this department inexpen-

sive, and a very effective

business getter.

Our Classified Adver-

tisers do not repeat the

ad, often. They don't

have to. They report im-

mediate results. Use these

columns to your own ad-

vantage.

CANADA
LUMBERMAN
and WOODWORKER

347 Adelaide St. W.

TORONTO
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Watson &Todd Limited
OTTAWA

1 to 3
' WHITE PINE

All Grades and Widths

1" to 6' NORWAY
Registered

A

Trade Mark

Export Trade
Our Specialty

Registered

Trade Mark

KEEWATIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of White and Red Pine, Spruce and

Poplar Lumber, Boxes, Shooks, Lath and Ties.

Dry White Pine Uppers and Factory Plank
Dry White Pine Common Boards

Also BOX and CRATING STOCK
in PINE, SPRUCE and POPLAR

Saw Mills, Planing Mills and Box Factories at

Keewatin and Kenora, Ontario

Correspondence solicited

General Office - KEEWATIN, ONTARIO

STRATFORD
OAKUM

Quality Guaranteed

GEO. STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

Jersey City and Everywhere
165 Cornelison Ave., Jersey City, U.S.A.

Tht

Harris Tie & Timber Co.
Limited

Ottawa - Canada

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Cedar Poles and Posts

Railway Ties - - Piles

Get Our Special Prices on

White Pine, Norway
and Spruce

SPECIAL
No. 1 and No. 2 White Pine Lath, mixed.
No. 3 Lath.

Dry Stock Ready for Shipment

JAMES G. CANE & CO., jj,',^^^'-"TORONTO. ONTARIO

Canadian Hardwoods
In Dry and New Stock

American
Band Sawn CHESTNUT, Red and Sap GUM

Plain and Quartered Oak, All Grades and Thicknesses

May We Quote Prices for Immediate Delivery

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
79 Spadioa Ave. ^ TORONTO

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldib, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Mannfactnrers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

MiUs at Victoria Harbor, Ont. 12-14 WemiSrtonrsi£eet Eatt, TORONTO, ONT.
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FRASER COMPANIES, Limited
Bleached Sulphite Pulp Mill. Saw Mills (all Band Saw Mills). Shingle Mills.

HERE THEY ARE ON THE MAP

9

E W

IA ...1

/ 7

A.

Mills and Railway Connections
Saw and Shingle Mills. Railway Connections.

Cabano, Que Temiscouata Ry.
Glendyne, Que C. G. Ry.
Estcourt, Que C. G. Ry.
Edmundston, N. B C.P.R., C.G.R. and Temiscouata Ry,

Bleached Sulphite Mill, Edmundston, N. B

Saw and Shingle Mills. Railway Connections.

Baker Brook, N. B.. . .C. G. Ry., Temiscouata Ry.
Plaster Rock, N. B.. . .C. P. Ry.
Fredericton, N. B.. . .C. P. Ry. and C. G. Ry.
Nelson, - N. B. . . .C. G. Ry.

Railway Connection, C.P.R., C.G.R. and Temiscouata Ry.

Bleached Sulphite. Roufh and Dressed Spruce. White Cedar Shingles. Railway Ties

Piano Sounding: Board Stock a Specialty.

Selling and Purchasing Offices :- EDMUNDSTON, N. B.
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Mason, Gordon &Co. Montreal, Que.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS

(Wholesale Only)

FIR TIMBER and Finish, CEDAR SHINGLES and Lumber

Transit Cars of the above always on the Road
Western Fir Doors

Sole Selling Agents for Eastern Canada for WHEELER OSGOOD CO., Tacoma. Wash.—Doors, Turned Stock etc.

Toronto Office : 510 Lumsden Building Vamcouver Office : 304 Pacific Building
Hugh A. Rose, Representative Herbert C. Gordon, Repre»entatlve

Western Sp
ALL GRADES ALL SIZES

ALSO

Large Stocks Quebec and N. B. Spruce
WESTERN SOFT PINE-WHITE PINE-CEDAR
DOUGLAS FIR—SHINGLES—LATH—TIES—ETC.

We Specialize in Crating and Box Lumber
RAIL OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

MUIR AND KIRKPATRICK
Manitoba Representatives

1325 6-7-8 Bank of Hamilton Building British Columbia

n 1 u TORONTO, ONT. AUanUc Pacific
Barnes Lumber Co. Lumber Co

Somerset BIdg. Eastern Representatives of Alberni Pacific ^ ^ mackney Mar

Winnipeg Man Lumber Co., Port Alberni, B.C. Pacific Bldg.,' ^
'

* Manufacturers of the Celebrated Red Cliff Fir Vancouver, .€.

David Gillies, J. S. Gillies, D. A. Gillies.

President. Managing Director. Secretary-Treasurer.

GILLIES BROS., Limited
BRAESIDE - ONTARIO

WHITE and RED PINE and SPRUCE
LUMBER and LATH

DRY STOCK WELL SAWN PROMPT SHIPMENT
Mills and Head Office, ^ Guy E. Robinson,

Braeside, Ont. Aeolian Bldg., 42nd St. W., New York City.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRUCE
In All Sizes and Grades

We are Specialists in this Line-

R. P. Shannon Lumber
408 Pacific Building

-Wrile us.

Company
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Rough 1" - 6 to 12 " wide

and 2 " - 6 to 12 " wide

Mountain

Pine
Dry, sawn full for Eastern trade

The Foss Lumber Co.
Limited

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Established 1905

Trade Mark

Reg. U. S. A.

ALABAMA HEWN OAK TIMBER

-

HARDWOOD LOGS:—
Ash, Hickory, Poplar, Oak, Satin Walnut,
Mobile Bay Poplar, Dogwood

HARDWOOD LUMBER :-
Hewn Pitch Pine Timber, Pitch Pine Lumber

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER COMl»ANY
??e5rt^ Mobile, Alabama, U.S.A. Cables

'Taylor, Mobile'

We are the Largest Maritime Cash Buyers of

Second-hand Rails of all kinds

Scrap Iron and Steel

Dismantlers of Bridges, Plants, Steamers and Mills

at any place and prompt delivery taken.

— TRY US

For prices communicate with us at once

Frank O. Garson & Company
Canada Life Bldg., ST. JOHN, N. B.

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

British Columbia Red Cedar Exclusively
Cedar Bevel Siding, Finish, Vi«Joint and Mouldings

Straight or mixed cars with XXX and XXXXX Shingles. Stocks carried at Lindsay, Ont., for quick shipment

Full particulars from our Eastern Agents.
Ontario Agents:

Gull River Lumber Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont. fjr t f\CC* J Ikif *11 D M. HH J D
Quebec and Maritime Provinces Agents: OeaCl UltlCe anCl IVllilS, rOYX MOOOyy O. C

Mason, Gordon & Company, Montreal.
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\
DOUGLAS FIR

LUMBER
RED CEDAR
SHINGLES

DOUGLAS FIR
Construction Timbers, Dimension Lumber

Flooring, Ceiling, Finish

RED CEDAR
Shingles, All Varieties Bevel Siding

Clear and Common Lumber

TIMMS, PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
Head Office : Yorkshire Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Montreal Representative

U. E. GERMAIN
II St. Sacrement St.

Montreal, Que.

Toronto Representative

D. WILLIAMS
40 Major St.

Toronto, Ont.

Ontario Representative

H. FONGER*
Grimsby, Ont.
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OUR NEW TIMBER MILL
(Capacity 100,000 Feet Ten Hours.) NOW IN OPERATION

We solicit your enquiries for Hcavy Constructioii Material and Yard Stock

ANY SIZE TIMBERS UP TO 100 FEET
Give us an opportunity to prove to you that we have earned a reputation for Quality and Service.

TIMBERLAND LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Office: Westminster Trust Building, NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Mill* at South Westminster, on B.C.E.R. Shipments by C.P.R., C.N.R., G.N.R., N.P.R., and C. M. & St. P. Ry.

Arrow Brand Shingles Hit the Mark
Shingle Bolts in Reserve—RUSKIN, B. C.

ALLEN-STOLTZE LUMBER CO., LTD.
C. G. BOCKUS, 17 Knox Street

MONTREAL, P. Q.
VANCOUVER, B. C.

R. G. CHESBRO, 504 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.
TORONTO, ONT.

International Land & Lumber
Company, Limited

Lumber, Railway Ties

Shims, Shingles, etc.

Head Offices, Ottawa, Ont.

Limits and Mills: ST. FELICIEN, LAKE ST. JOHN DISTRUCT, QUEBEC

SERVICE
Is it not worth something to you ?

We are in a position to supply

your every requirement in

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
and the quality of our stock is absolutely dependable.

Send us your enquiries.

SERVICE LUMBER CO., LIMITED
Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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REDWOOD Is the ideal lumber for In-

terior Finish, Seeding Grain

Boxes, Milling Machines and Caskets.

RCeiSTCRCO

Write for prices and particulars TRADC MARK

THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.
11 South LaSalle Street

CHICAGO
NEW YORK, 103 Park Avenue

Mills now sawing Spruce

Can cut to order Spruce
and White Pine Timbers

Inquiries Solicited

Also have

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Complete stock of crating Spruce;

also Red Pine piles for immediate
shipment

ARTHUR N. DUDLEY
Manufacturer and Wholesaler

Mills at— 109 Stair Building,

Elbow Lake and Dane TORONTO, ONT.

Hard Maple
Are You Interested ?

100 M 4/4 No. 1 Common and Better.

50 M 4/4 No. 1 Common, 7" and wider.

100 M 4/4 No. 3 Common.
100 M 5/4 No. 1 Common and Better.

30 M 5/4 No. 2 Common and Better.

70M 6/4 No. 1 Common and Better.

15 M 8/4 Firsts and Seconds.

150 M 8/4 No. 1 Common and Better.

20 M 8/4 No. 1 and 2 Common.
20 M 8/4 No. 2 Common.
Also Soft Elm, Birch, Basswood, Soft Maple.

Prompt Service

STEARNS & CULVER
Lumber Company

L'ANSE, MICHIGAN

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of

SPRUCE
Lumber Lath Pulpwood

Head Office and Mills at:

St. Pacome, Que., Canada
On I. C. Rj. 75 Miles East of

Quebec City

A iso Mills at

:

Crown Lake, Powerville Riv. Manic

On Nat Transcontinental Ry.
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Lumber Selling Assistance

We Sell to

Dealers Only

A sale is already half made when the

customer comes into the yard. He came

for lumber or he wouldn't be there.

A sale is Nine-Tenths made when the

customer comes into the yard with his mind

made up to buy a certain brand of lumber —

a lumber he has already posted himself about

from reading the manufacturer's advertise-

ments in magazines and farm and technical

publications.

The entire product of The Long-Bell

Lumber Company, largest producer of South-

ern Pine in the United States, bears this

trade-mark brand on every piece

—

Tone-ReLL
The Mark on Quality Lumber

In this great advertising campaign

The Long-Bell Lumber Company

is addressing the lumber consumers

in Behalf of Dealers Only. Our

aim is to Increase the dealer's sales

of lonG-Reu^ branded material.

In twenty-nine leading publications, all

of national circulation, this company is calling

attention to its lumber and creosoted pro-

ducts. An actual demand for lpnodB!eu«

Lumber is being built up in the minds of

thousands of lumber users. The world today

is asking for advertised goods—goods that

bear the name of the maker.

Tlie TonG-ReLi. T umlier ComKana
Manufacturer of Southern Pine, Hardwood, Oak Flooring, Creosoted

Lumber, Ties, Posts, Pole*, Piling and Wood Blocks

R. A. Long Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
MANUFACTURERS OF

Douglas Fir, Spruce, Cedar and Hemlock Lumber
Rough Timbers, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Interior and Exterior

Finish of all kinds including Mouldings. Fir, Spruce and Cedar Lath

Prompt shipment of Fir timbers in all sizes and up to 100 feet in length

A IP riPfirri PITTI AP QVUMr*! FQ specialize in supplying air dried Cedar Shingles, these cost more
AlIV UIViriLf V/CLr/\I\ OmnijLEiiJ than kiln dried Shingles but make a better roof and last much longer

PLEASE REMEMBER I can saw any size,

length and quantity of White Oak Timbers on
short notice.

/ Want to Buy
Winter sawn Basswood any thickness

Brown Ash 4/4, 6/4 & 8/4 No. 2 Com. & Better

500.000 ft. Merchantable Hemlock, stock size

B. C. Shingles always in transit, both 3X and 5X.

Write ine or phone for prices.

PERCY E. HEENEY, Wholesale Lumber
207 Weber Chamberj, KITCHENER, Ont.

Planing Mill Stock

CYPRESS
Soft, Dry Stock, Finest Grades

—

All Thicknesses— 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

Yellow Pine Finish
Kiln Dried, Soft, Short Leaf Kind

. Stock Widths I'ljby 4", 6", 8", 10'\ 12"

Also OAK, ASH, POPLAR, GUM

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & NIXON
Real Estate Trust BIdg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Dominion Lumber & Timber
Company, Limited

LUMBER for every purpose

ai»> SHINGLES
Write or Wire for Prices

Winch Building VANCOUVER. B. C.

I HAVE IT

All Grades in White Pine

Lath A Specialty

Milling in Connection

E. J. MOORES, Jr.
MIDLAND CANADA

LET'S GET TOGETHER

CLEAR
CampbelltorMB.

,r 2'«*CLEAR

DkMPBtLLTOKMB

" UMITEO- ^

We Specialize in

—

New Brunswick

White Cedar Shingles

We alto manufacture

Spruce and Pine Lumber,

Lath, Cedar Ties, etc.

Shipment* by Rail ard Water.

W. H. MILLER CO., LTD.
Campbellton, N. B.

THE

Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
Maunfacturers

Rim Factory :

ARGOS, IND.

Saw Mill* :

WYATT, IND.

WAKELEE, MICH
ROCHESTER. IND.

Indiana
Bent Oak
Wagon Rims

also producing

Northern and Southern Hardwood Lumber
in Ash, Basswood, Beech, Cottonwood, Cypress, Elm, Gum,

Hickory, Maple, Oak, Sycamore, etc.

Main Office - SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
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We are in the Market for

Railroad Tiesy Piling

and Posts

Canadian Tie & Lumber Co., Ltd.
510 and 511 Temple Building:,

Phone Main 1151

TORONTO, ONTARIO

Standing Timber
in Large or Small Blocks

FOR
SALE

Special

Prices

THE undersigned offer for sale,

in large or small blocks all their

remaining timber lands and town
property situated in the town of

Parry Sound, Ont.

We have sold quite a number of

timber parcels but still have some

good bargains left in Townships of

McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Mon-
teith, Carling, Christie, McConkey,
Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge

and Street.

Special bargains in the Town-
ships of Falconbridge and Street for

small mills.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co.
26 Ernest Ave.

Toronto, Canada

Limited

Island Soft Douglas Fir
well manufactured into

TIMBERS of any size or any kind.

SAWN CLEARS (kiln dried) for factory purposes.

FINISHED CLEARS or COMMONS for yard trade

(made to special sizes when desired)

Carefully graded and shipped under P. C.L.I, certificate.

CEDAR, HEMLOCK, SPRUCE, SHINGLES

McELROY LUMBER COMPANY Limited
Credit Foncier Building - - VANCOUVER, B.C.

(Trademark Keglstered)

The Trade Mark that Assures your Customer of the most Re-
liable Roofing Material in the World.

THERE'S BIG
BUSINESS AHEAD
—by co-operation we can land it

—to our mutual advantage.

ENQUIRIES coming to our office indi-

cate there's going to be a lot of build-

ing this year—in the cities—in the rural

districts.

People are asking about British Columbia

Red Cedar Shingles—we're sending the in-

formation—then we're referring the en-

quiries to the local yards.

We recently put a yard in touch with a "con-

sumer enquiry" that landed an order for shin^fles

for 14 roofs. And that's only one instance of

what we're doingr every day.

Get in touch with us. We'll supply you

with mighty attractive display cards—with

literature that will interest your customers.

Issued by the Publicity Section

Shingle Agency of British Columbia

Standard Bank} Building

VANCOUVER B.C.

An Illustration that shows the Customer one of the many ad-

vantages of the Shingle Roof
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Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Our Specialty: West Virginia and Pennsylvania Cherry

1055 Seneca Street

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

Hardwoods
„ „, . I From Buffalo Yards or
Prompt Shipment ' , j.

I from Mill direct to you

8 Million Feet Dry Stock on Hand 1333 Clinton St.

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.

Hardwoods of All Kinds

Our Specialty—QUARTERED WHITE OAK
MAHOGANY

Established 25 Years 940 Elk Street

Miller, Sturm & Miller

1142 SENECA STREET

Hardwoods of All Kinds

G. Elias & Bro., Inc.
Established 1881

All Kinds of Hardwood Lumber
And in addition we carry a full line of

White Pine, Yellow Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and Fir Timber,
Lumber, Millwork and Boxes—Maple and Oak Flooring

CAREFUL ATTENTION TO MIXED CAR ORDERS

Taylor & Crate

Hardwoods of All Kinds
A stock of 18,000,000 to 20,000,000 feet of hardwoods

carried at all times at our two big Buffalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

T. Sullivan & Co.

HARDWOODS
We Specialize in Brown Ash and Elm

Car or Cargo Shipments Cor. Niagara and Arthur Sts.

Yeager Lumber Company, Inc.

SPECIALTIES

Oak, Poplar, Ash, Maple
932 Elk Street

U Hardwood

F Lumber

F Dealers

A BuffaloHardwood Lumber Co.
940 Seneca St.

We specialize in White Ash, Plain Oak, Qtd. Oak,

Maple and Poplar. We also carry a complete stock of

Native Hardwoods.

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned Hardwoods
including Ash, Basswood, Birch, Cherry, Chestnut,

Cypress, Elm, Gum, Hickory, Maple, Plain and
Quartered Oak, Poplar and Walnut.

1100 Seneca Street
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New Ontario Colonization Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS

Spruce, Tamarack, Whitewood, Poplar Lumber
Rossed Spruce Pulpwood and Lath

Flooring and Other Dressed Spruce in Stock

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.
503 Niagara Life Bldg.

Mills : JACKSONBORO, ONT.
On TransconUnental Ry.

If you want

Fir Common Lumber
Boards or Shiplap

Federal XXX Shingles Soft White Pine Shop

Long Fir Piling Hemlock Boards
WRITE OR WIRE

FEDERAL LUMBER CO, LTD.
470 Granville St. VANCOUVER B. C.

MAPLE
—and Prompt Shipment
As extensive producers of Hard Maple we are fully

prepared to fill orders immediately. You need ex-
perience no difficulty in securing your Maple quick-
ly for we can make prompt shipment.

Our Maple is especially selected for use in Auto-
mobile, Vehicle and Implement work. With it you
can be certain of building a high value into your
product.

John 1. Shafer Hardwood Co.
SOUTH END, IND.

International Products
PROTECTO-BELT DRESSING. In Paste and Liquid Form.

PROTECTO BOILER PRESERVATIVE. Tlie Boiler Compound that puts a skin
on tlie plates and tubes.

PROTECTO-COAT. An Elastic Coating for Boiler Walls. Seals up the pores and
cracks in brickwork.

AMALGATEX. For waterproofing, dustproofing and hardening concrete floors.

LUSTRE METAL PAINTS. For Hot and Cold Metals.

INTERNATIONAL GEAR COATINGS. Protects the gear. One application lasts

over a year.

INTERNATIONAL WOOD PRESERVATIVE.
BETSON PLASTIC FIRE BRICK. Makes a one-piece lining or arch in the boiler.

Tlie tincst repair niateiial for broken arches or side walls.

BETSON HI-HEAT CEMENT, for laying up Fire Brick for hard service. Also
successfully used as a facing for fire brick in the boilers.

Write for Prices. Car load stocks carried in our new Toronto Warehouse.

Our Engineering Department is at Your Service.

International Chemical Company
44-46 Lombard St. - Toronto, Ontario
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'^v'^I^H Hot;

'

Saw Efficiency is Saw Economy
The Uniform temper and great strength

which mark every Simonds Saw above all others,

coupled with cutting efficiency and absolute reliabil-

ity make Simonds the Saw which is required by
mill owners, operators or timbermen.

The fame of all Simonds Saws, whether they be Solid Tooth,
Inserted Point Circular, Band or Crescent Ground Cross-Cut saws
has travelled to every part of the industrial world.

Highest Quality, Workmanship and Material

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED

Vancouver, B. C.

"The Saw Makers
"

St. Rem! Street and Acorn Ave.

MONTREAL, P.Q. St. John, N. B.

Feeding the Camp
TF that is your problem, remember that it is our

business, too. We do a tremendous lumber camp
trade and are fully acquainted with the food require-

ments of logging camps. We shall be glad to quote

you on any lines you need this year, and will submit

special quotations if you will drop us a card. We
can supply you with all that's best in provisions and
fresh meats, and give you a service you will appreciate.

WRITE OR WIRE US AT OUR
EXPENSE—TODAY

LONG CLEAR BACON

BARRELED PORK

SAUSAGE

DAVIES PURE LARD

PEERLESS SHORTENING

MINCEMEAT, ETC.
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Canada's Opportunity in Britain's

Timber Requirements
Canada has now a great opportunity to make herself felt in the

timber trade of the world. It rests with the members of the industry

themselves to see that full advantage is taken of the favorable situ-

ation which has been comprehensively presented by Sir James Ball,

British Timber Controller, and Mr. Montague L. Meyer. They
pointed out that one way to strengthen the demand for Canadian for-

est products was to give the buyer the sizes and grades that he de-

sires. Their visit to the Dominion has awakened new interest in

the possibilities of a big market for Canadian forest products.

One can always learn something from the other fellow if not

blinded by bigotry, selfishness or jealousy, and there are certain ways
in which the Swedish manufacturers put up their stock which might

be emulated by the Canadian producers. These methods are econ-

omical and attractive, and the markings are such as have appealed

to the English buyer, particularly in the construction of houses.

The question which reniains uppermost in the situation, how-
ever, is that of transportation. It is hoped that as the season ad-

vances, more space will be available. There is no reason why Can-

ada could not supply four or five times as much in the line of wood
goods to the British market, as she did before the war. The way has

been clearly shown, and the truth was driven home by the British

visitors, that on a fair basis the Dominion has no cause for fear.

If practical results on a large scale are to be attained, the outcome
rests upon the initiative, enterprise and aggressiveness of the indi-

vidual Canadian lumberman and exporter.

The British Government has purchased about 800,000,000 feet

of timber in Canada for commercial purposes, and certainly has done

its part in relieving the country of surplus stocks of white and
red pine, spruce and fir and making the local market that much bet-

ter and stronger. The export business is looming large in Canada
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at this juncture. Now is the critical moment for the Dominion to

build up a strong established connection in foreign fields. The pre-

sent is a period for action. Great developments hinge upon the way
matters shape during the next few months. The call is insistent,

the field is ripe, and is only remains for the harvesters to go forth,

confident in the superiority of their product, the soundness of their

methods and the satisfactory nature of their service.

Why Lumber Prices Will Continue
at Present High Levels

The individual who thought that the price of lumber would come
down after the war, has been sadly mistaken in his calculations.

He did not take into account the world-wide restlessness, the many
new demands, and the exactions which seem to be affecting all in-

dustrial classes at the present juncture. Wages have been on the
increase and are likely to go higher. By reason of the excessive cost

of foodstuflfs, it is necessary that the worker obtain more liberal

recognition in return for his labor, if he is to make ends meet and
bring up his family in any degree of comfort. Signs are multiply-

ing on every side that the days of low values and cheap commodi-
ties are things of the past. A higher level has been struck and a
new era ushered in. Whether with the increased wages and the

augmented cost of living, the v>age earner is any better off at the

present time than if he received only one-half his present allowance
and paid out about the same ratio for rent, fuel, food, etc., as in pre-

war days, is a problem which economists have not solved satisfac-

torily. In the end the net results wilj be the same. While more is

secured, more has to be poured out for the necessities of life, and
with the growing acuteness of the situation, the most perplexing

problem of the present day, on the part of the wage earner, appears

to be in getting a dollar or two ahead of the game. There has been
a disposition on the part of certain individuals to think that the

values of materials will fall, that lumber will come down in price,

that any construction now undertaken is a costly experience, and in

the words of the old song, the attitude of "better bide a wee" should

prevail.

So far as the horizon can be scanned, it would seem that there

will be no amelioration of present conditions, that values are likely

to ascend rather than descend, and the sooner one wakes up to a

knowledge of this fresh state of affairs and realizes that conditions

of the past will never retutrn. the better it will be all around for the

prosperity of the community and the welfare of each individual.

A student of the situation propounds the questions : "Do you
think the price of building material will be lower, and answers it

in the following cogent and comprehensive manner: "We believe

prices will continae at their present level, or higher, until labor

costs and railroad rates are materially reduced and we do not see

any prospects of a reduction in either. Lumber costs are made
up largely of labor and freight charges. When talking to your

customers try and impress upon them the fact that prices are not

going to be lower and that they will save nothing by postponing

building. The sentiment is : 'Build Now.' "

In this connection special emphasis is put upon the value of

selling service, and by this means strengthening the hold which the

average retail lumber dealer has upon his customers. Just what
service consists of is clearly outlined in the following:

"We believe it will consist of knowledge of the wants of your

customers and how you can best supply them. It will consist in

knowing more about the building business than your customer,

which puts you in position to advise him and help him make up

his mind. Only a few men know exactly what they want, and these

few made up their minds as the result of what they had read or

had told to them. It will consist of knowing just what is the best

material for certain uses so you will not let your customer buy some-

thing not suited to his needs, something- that will not give satisfac-

tion. It is a shortsighted policy to sell high priced material when a

cheaper grade would serve the purpose just as well. Nothing you

can do will do more to convince your customer of )our determina-
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tion to serve him to his best interests than to save him money by

such a suggestion. The people as a whole are inclined to think

our one desire is to sell them all the high priced goods they will

buy, but it should be our aim to sell them the most satisfactory goods

for the lowest prices.

"This does not mean that you should attempt to reduce grades

or lower the price on all bills you figure. W here a man wants a

good house and is willing to pay for the best of everything, by all

means sell it to him, but if he orders "C" select for a puri)ose that

No. 3 would be just as serviceable, it would be a mistake not to call

his attention to it."

Standardization Favored in Sizes and
Patterns of Moldings

A matter which is claiming much attention in retail lumber cir-

cles is the standardization of moldings. It is felt in the East that

some move might be made that woidd n(;t result in contractors, sup-

plymen and others having seven or eight different patterns of one

type of say, 4 in. crown molding. As a result of no standardization,

producers and consumers have to pay more for their supplies by

reason of the variation in pattern and owing to factories having to

grind new knives in order to, make a certain particular style. It

has been pointed out in the "Canada Eumberman" from time to time

that if all crown, band, panel, and base moldings, as well as casings

having the same detail were standardized, builders and others could

order from certain types which would be numbered, and thus much
expense in production, overlapping and useless delay would be

eliminated, while a better service would be furnished

Many articles that we wear and many everyda\ commodities

are made from certain blocks or standardized patterns. This results

in giving a better finished and more valuable article for less money
and one that is worth a great deal more in every way. Surely, in

these days any movement that will contribute to enlarged produc-

tion and reduce the production cost without lessenting the style or

value of the commodity, shoidd not be overlooked. It is interest-

ing to note that certain organizations are taking up this important

question, and at a recent meeting of the retail lumber dealers' asso-

ciation in the state of Xew York, the following resolutions were car-

ried :

Whereas, there is a great variation in the sizes and patterns

of moldings produced by the manufacturers of several species of

wood ; and

Whereas, this variation is the source of much needless expense

and annoyance on the part of the customer and retail dealer, caus-

ing confusion and indecision on the part of the customer; and

Whereas, the larger retail lumber firms of this state and of

the country at large are already standardizing their stock of mold-

ings to obviate this evil ; therefore be it

Resolved, that the Retail Luml)er Dealers' Association of the

State of New York urge the several associations of lumber manu-
facturers to co-operate in the adoption of standard sizes and pat-

terns of moldings which shall be standard for all species of wood
;

and be it further

Resolved, that we urge the several associations of lumber manu-

facturers to publish a standard molding book, setting forth such

standard sizes and patterns of jnoldings.

In commenting upon the foregoing a leading lumber journal

cordially endorses uniform, moldings, and adds: The lumber trade

already has "universal patterns of shiplap and drop siding."' It can

readily be seen that uniformity in all "worked" lumber is desir-

able. By " worked " lumber we mean luml)er that is fur-

ther manufactured than sawed and planed. The advantage of hav-

ing moldings inter-changeable can readily be demonstrated.

Many of the woods manufactured in American sawmills are

e(|ually suitable for some purposes, and a dealer does not always

have in stock the amount of certain patterns which may be needed

for a given job. If he can supply the deficiency from some other

wood, he will not be obliged to make up a special order for the kind

that is short, and perhaps to be filled by the same mill or factory.

Conserving Canada's Timber Wealth
Before It Is Too Late

"Wilful waste makes woeful want," not only in matters of per-

sonal concern, but in the larger affairs of life. Nations, like individu-

als, must profit by the experience and lessons of the past, and not

spend with a prodigal hand, trusting that the day of reckoning will

never arrive. There is in us all a sense of immunity in that, while

death and disease, disappointtnent and disaster, fire, fIo(id, famine and
similar casualties may come to others, we shall, by some means,

miraculous or otherwise, esca])e the visitation of these agencies. The
talk of good fortune, exceptional luck, a charmed career, and -

talismanic utterances, seems to buoy us up a great deal, and t

us to be blind to the passing needs of the hour, the necessity of con-

servation, the advisability of precauti(Mi, and the benefits of thrift and

foresight.

This observation is proving true in the matter of safeguarding

our national timber wealth. It is only now that public bodies and

l)rivate interests are awakening to the fact that this ojjulent natural

endowment of Canada will not last many years longer, and like all

other good things will come to an end. The ruthle.-s hand of the lum-

berman in earlier days, the unchecked ravages of firt, the system of

utter waste that prevailed in years gone by, arc causing us to realize

the menace with which we are confronted.

Possibly one of the most significant staten,. ui- ui.ti ; ecu

made in a long time, was uttered recently by Philip T. Dodge, pre-

sident of the International Paper Company, who stated that, except

in the case of two paper companies who had carefully guarded their

spruce wood limits, there was not in the eastern states sufificient pulp-

wood to warrant the erection of a 50-ton paper mill. The experience

which the United States paper manufacturers now face, is liable to be

repeated in Canada unless a great deal more effective work is done

in the way of conserving the forest resources of the Dominion than

has been undertaken in the past, and a sudden national awakening
creates more progressive legislation and precautionary measures.

Despite the warning furnished by the United States, the pro-

phetic utterances of leading timber cruisers, and the clarion calls of

the commission of Conservation, there are those who still seem to

take little stock in the gravity of the situation and evidently think

that all the agitation which has been raised on this question savor

much of the character of an ordinary political discussion or a passing

campaign propagan<la which, from a party standjjoint, is to be taken

with a liberal discount.

There is, however, a deeper meaning and a more intensive char-

acter to this problem and to many others, if Canada is to maintain

her prestige and predominance as one of the great timber, pulp and

paper producing nations of the globe. It was ably pointed out b\

Dr. Howe. Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto, before a re-

cent gathering of business men in Toronto, that it was part of patri-

otism as well as of elementary business sense to make an effort tu

sustain an industry that creates annually for the country forest pro-

ducts valued at over $116,000,000 a year, and affords employment to

many thousands of people. Dr. Howe is not an alarmist and is not

given to exaggeration or sensationalism. He strongly emphasizeil

that forestry practice was to maintain unimpaired the capital stock

of the forest wealth, and to increase the earning capacity of the cap-

ital invested in the forest. This is the object of every business or-

ganization and surely Canada cannot do better than to see that the

yearly cut does not deplete the growth to such an extent that the

inroads of time and industry will bear so heavily ui)on our national

resources that, like the individual who fails to replenish his ward-

robe, his larder or his stock of merchandise, from time to time,

will wake up some morning to find, before we are fully aware oi

the true state of affairs, that all we have left of this great natural

and national heritage is shreds and patches. The best time to tak'

full advantage of the present situation and adopt wise, aggressivi,

measures, is now. Otherwise Canadians will bitterly realize thi

fact that so far as our wooded wealth is concerned the saddest of al'

words are "it might have been."
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Making Jobs Worth While for

Permanency of Service
The purpose and scope of the Canadian Forest Products Lab-

oratories in Montreal was outlined in an excellent and instructive

article which appeared in the Export Edition of the "Canada Lum-
berman." It was pointed out that the general aims of this institu-

tion were to test all Canadian commercial woods, with respect to

their physical, mechanical aijd economical properties, to study the

causes of the decay of woods, methods for their preservation, etc.

Other objects were to find ways for the utilization of wood waste

ond to provide authentic information on the properties and utiliza-

tion of forest products. The work in this institution requires skill,

technical knoweldge, a high order of ability in and extensive re-

search. The Forest Products Laboratories are at present without

a superintendent, and applications are being invited for the posi-

tion. The Laboratories are conducted by the Forestry Branch of

the Department of the Interior in co-operation with the McGill

University.

It is stated in the announcement inviting applications, that the

superintendent must be a university graduate in forestry, chemistry

or engineering. He must have at least three years experience since

graduation in research laboratory work in one of these lines of

study; practical work in some industry or work in which wood is

used as a raw material, such as lumbering, pulp or paper manufac-

administration or research. It is added that the applicant must

possess a high grade of scientific ability and capacity for research

work ; a broad knowledge of the technical characteristics and uses

of Canadian woods, and initiative and ability in organization and

administration.

For a man possessing these numerous (|ualifications and hav-

ing the necessary experience and practical insight into everything

mentioned, one would think that an attractive salary would be

offered, and that the figure would not be less than $100 a week, or

$5,000 a year; whereas it is considerably below this sum. It is

l)ointed out by those who are in a position to know, that when
exacting requirements, or one might say, "specifications" of an ap-

l)licant, the government goes to the extreme, but in the matter of

remuneration too little consideration is given, and qualified men
are naturally not as willing to enter federal service as they are

commercial or industrial fields, owing to the inadequacy of remun-

eration.

In the "Canada Lumberman" of February 1st. 1918. an article

was published declaring that commercial companies were engaging

men from the Laboratories, owing to the unattractive salaries paid

by the government for first class technical men. There has been

a procession of experts from the Laboratories ever since they were

established. Dr. Bates, the late superintendent, recently joined the

staff of Price Bros. & Co., while Mr. Hovey, Mr. Campbell, Mr.

Bryant and others have all taken their departure from the insti-

tution, having obtained better situations with commercial organiza-

tions. This state of affairs is bound to continue unless the govern-

ment is prepared to pay salaries somewhere near what public com-

l)anies and private concerns are offering. Until the Federal authori-

ties wake "up and make the consideration sufificiently generous, there

will be no permanency of service and any positions will be looked

upon as of a transitory character or as stepping stones to something

l)etter in the outside world. Thus the government trains men and

loses them for lack of proper pay. Such a course impairs the effi-

ciency, work and worth of the Laboratories, and naturally results

in loss in important research undertakings of the institution.

It is time that certain departments down at Ottawa who spend

money with reckless abandon in conducting academic investiga-

tions, making useless appointments and overmanning numerous

l)ublic service branches gave heed to the higher affairs which make
tor the upbuild and welfare of industrial Canada, and pay salaries

that are worth while. Competent men will not devote the best

years of their life, their ideas and their services to the Dominion

without receiving at least a moderate recompense. This is a practical

age when practical, progressive results are expected, and efficient

government appointees in important research work should re-

ceive liberal recognition of their standing in the community and their

contribution to the industrial and commercial welfare and advance-

ment of the Dominion.

Will Aerial Forest Patrol Displace
Present Methods

A fe\v years ago there was great rivalry between the horse and

the automobile. The cars then turned out were crude, noisy and

cumbersome affairs, and for a long period the equine maintained

his prestige; but of late years the noble animal has had to give way
before the onward march of science, invention, speed and progress.

Only the other day in addressing a graduating class of veterinary

surgeons, the principal of the training school emphasized the fact

that the new men must devote their energies to other animals than

the horse, which he believes is practically doomed.

In a like manner the question may be asked: Will the hydro-

aeroplane in time entirely displace the fire ranger? This question is

one that is fraught with much interest, and it is gratifying to note

that a beginning may be made in Canada in connection with aerial

patrol of the forests. How- matters will develop in the way of cost

and efficiency remains to be seen. The work will be largely experi-

mental in character, and whether it will prove as effective and fruit-

ful in result as the tower, telephone and ranger system, remains to

be demonstrated. It is interesting to observe the difference in opinion

in this most important matter, one dispatch stating that it will be

Canada's proud distinction to have the first aerial forest patrol,

through the enterprise of the Quebec Covernment and the St. Maur-

ice Forest Protection Association.

It is also pointed out that the undertaking has possibilities of

vast importance and the Dominion will earn the credit for initiat-

ing the first aerial forest service in the world.

On the other hand comes information from ( )1(1 Ontario that

hydro-planes are too costly and that their use is yet impracticable,

and that delay will have to be made in their employment until their

worth, efficiency and economy have been i)roved. In substantiation

of this is a statement made by a leading official of the province that

the cost of safeguarding the forest by aerial service would be twice

as much as the present service, and that representative lumbermen

have all declared the scheme too expensive. It has also been pointed

out that to maintain such a patrol would cost one-third of a million

dollars a year, besides a like sum for aerial ec|uipnient, and on top

of this, buildings in certain lands would have to be provided, thus

further increasing the cost something like a million dollars. Even

with this heavy desbursement, only one-fifth of the present area

covered would be protected.

Thus we have two sides of this most important proposition,

and the future of aerial service vs. fire ranger patrol will be viewed

with the greatest interest. In this age of concentration and special-

ization, stranger things have happened than that of seeing our en-

tire forest limits watched over by an aerial fleet, which was first

propounded at the convention of the Canadian Forestry Association

in Montreal about a year and a half ago.

The Canadian Forestry Association holds that the federal gov-

ernment, to establish the new form of forest fire protection can well

assume the risk of damage to two otherwise idle machines, the Que-

bec government and the St. Maurice Forest Protective Aessociation

having agreed to pay the cost of maintenance.

The Millwork Manufacturers' Association has l)ecn formed in

Montreal, with the main oliject of protecting the trade interests of

the members. For the moment, the Association is confined to Mon-
treal but later it will embrace the province of Quebec. The .Associa-

tion includes every class of manufacturer making mill work. Mr.

Wm. Rutherford, of Wni. Rutherford & Sons Co., Ltd., is president;

Mr. J. P. Dupuis, of J. P. Dupuis, Ltd., vice-president; and Mr. .\.

Balfry, secretary.
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Canadian Timber Needed in the British Market
"I Believe That Your Country Has Today a Great Opportunity of Enlarging and Develop-

ing the Lumbsr Industry Such as She Never Had Before"—Sir James Ball

Sir James Ball, British Timber Commissioner, and Mr.

Montague L. Meyer, British Timber Purchaser, who are now
on a mission to Canada for the British Government, looking

over the large stocks of forest products, which have been pur-

chased in the Dominion by the Imperial authorities, and mak-

arrangements for transportation of the timber overseas, paid a

visit to the trade in Montreal, Ottawa, Quebec and Toronto, pre-

vious to leaving for the West.

Important conferences were held in these cities with the

lumber manufacturers and exporters, and the situation, present

and prospective, with regard to Canada supplying a large share

of the future demands of the Mother Country, was discussed.

Sir James Ball
British Timber Controller

Much practical information was imparted l)y the visitors in re-

gard to the requirements of the Old Land, and the character of

the material that could be used. The opinion was expressed

that the time was at hand for Canada with her unrivalled forest

resources to get into the export business in a large way. No
further purchases of stocks will be made by the Imperial author-

ities, and all British restrictions and control have now been re-

moved. The development of the overseas timber trade from this

out rests upon the initiative, enterprise, and aggressiveness of

the Canadian lumbermen, individually and collectively.

The whole outlook was admirably summed up by Sir James
Ball in these words

:

"I believe that Canada has today a great opportunity of

enlarging and developing the lumber industry such as she has

never had before. I know the difficulties under which your

trade is laboring at present, with the increased cost with which

you are faced, but I cannot help thinking that with the unique

opportunity ahead Canada will grasp and deal with her

difficulties. She has made a world-wide reputation with the gal-

lantry and heroism of her sons during the war, and with a simi-

lar amount of energy displayed in the more peaceful field of com-

merce, she should be able to secure her share of the world lum-

ber trade to which her wealth of timber gives her full title."

While in Toronto on Tuesday, May 6th, Sir James Ball

and Mr. Meyer met personally a large number of the lumber-

men of the city and the province, and were entertained at lunch-

eon. About forty representatives of the industry were present

and listened to edifying and inspiring addresses from the dis-

tinguished guests.

Cordial Welcome Extended to Visitors

A. E. Clark, Chairman of the Wholesale Lumber Dealers'

Association, Inc., who presided, stated that they had come to

greet their guests. Sir James Ball, British Timber Controller,

and Mr. Montague L. Meyer, British Timber Purchaser. "It

is a great pleasure to receive these gentlemen as we are all mem-
bers of the British family. They are men vitally interested in

the lumber industry and the future of Canada, and are now turn-

ing over large orders to this country, which should help materi-

ally in building up the timber trade of the Dominion during:

the present process of reconstruction, and enable Canada to se-

cure her proper share in the British market for our forest pro-

ducts."

Sir James Ball, who was warmly received, spoke in an easy,

conversational style, and reciprocated the kind words of Mr
Clark. He said that they had been busy since crossing the

border and getting into Canada. He felt, when he was in the-

Dominion, as if he were coming home. This was not his first

visit to this country, but his third, and he trusted that it would

not be the last. He had experienced Canadian hospitality and

friendliness on previous occasions, when he was a railway engi-

neer in Great Britain previous to entering upon his position as

timber controller in 1917. He said that of late years lumber had

increased very materially in price.

There were two or three points that he wished to correct be-

fore making any further statements. He had learned with some

amusement that a large share of the timber which had been pur-

chased in Canada was not to be taken across the water and that

it was going to be wasted or sold at a loss to those who were

willing to buy it back. This, I need scarcely tell you, is not

true," continued Sir James. "We would not have bought the

goods if we did not want them, and we certainly intend to re-

move them."

"Another rumor circulated by the press is that I am in Can-

ada to urge upon the Canadian Government the desirability of

extending further credit for the purchase of timber. This also

is not true. Thanks to the ready assistance of your government

and Sir Thomas White in arranging the necessary credit, we

have been able to place large orders in Canada for lumber

—

spruce, white pine, red pine and Douglas fir. The question of

credits since our arrival has not been brought up and will not

be. We are not placing any more government orders in the east,

but hope that the general trade in the Old Country will create

further business on its own account in a commercial way for

the Dominion."

Sir James hopes soon to be relieved of his present duties as

Timber Controller and so expressed himself. The trade would

then be left to individual timber merchants of Great Britain.

All restrictions on the timber industry in the Old Land have

been removed. He felt that the lumber trade was more seri-

ously disorganized during the war than any other industry. Be-

fore the outbreak of hostilities Britain produced comparatively

little timber and depended on imported stock. As soon as the

submarine campaign became active and ships began to disappear

and more men and munitions were reqtiired for the armv. all
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the country became specially concerned in the purchase and pro-

duction of wood. Government control was instituted in the

best interests of the industry, and with the goodwill of the tim-

ber merchants themselves. Mr. Meyer did the buying and for

a while Britain became the biggest consumer of forest products

in the world, and had to get busy on her own timber resources.

The Work and Worth of Canadians

Sir James hopes soon to be relieved of his present duties as

Canadian Forestry Corps under the direction of Major General

Alec. McDougall, who had done remarkably well in getting out

the timber for the trenches. Some 34,000 tons were wanted in

a hurry for trench purposes and it had been hustled out by the

Canadian Forestry Corps ten days ahead of scheduled time.

Pre-war importations of timber had been cut down 77 per cent,

by the submarine campaign. The British Isles had to look

around in their own woods to see what they could get at home.

British and Scotch forests furnished in one year—1918—two

and a half million tons of mining timber, or pit-props, something

like our pulpwood, and also 1,100,000,000 feet of sawn lumber.

They would agree with him that this was some record and the

stuflf had to be gotten out in the best way possible. But it was

produced nevertheless, in spite of bad weather, congestion on

the railways and other difficulties. As soon as the war was over

Great Britain began to relax operations in the woods, and to de-

mobilize the Canadian Forestry Corps, and now only about

10,000 men were at work cleaning up in the forests. What timber

was on hand had been sold back to the trade by the Imperial

authorities, and it had been well disposed of, but no profit had

been made on the transaction. Some 300,000 pounds Sterling

were involved in the timber that had been handed back to the

trade. As already stated, large orders had been placed in Can-

ada for Canadian woods. Sir James said he had seen some of

the stocks in Ottawa and they were beautiful. The job of Mr.

Meyer was to make arrangements for the shipping of the stuff

and it was pleasing to state that good progress was being made

in this direction. They wanted to see the timber taken out of

the way as fast as possible. Shipping would be handicapped

for a time but the situation would doubtless improve in the near

future, so far as the quantities are concerned, and also in the

matter of reduction of freight rates. The Imperial government

was anxious to get the Canadian timber overseas as cheaply and

as quickly as possible. Every effort would be made to see that

freight rates were lessened and an opportunity afforded to get

Canadian goods in Great Britain.

Possibilities of the British Trade

Prior to the war Europe imported eleven billion feet B.M.

of lumber annually, of which Great Britain took approximately

40 per cent, and Canada had supplied only 10 per cent. Russio

exported about three billion feet, Austria-Hungary 1,200,000,0(X),

and Finland about the same. With the lumber industries in

these countries as badly disorganized as they are at present,

timber must be found elsewhere to meet the huge requirements,

and where better than in Canada? This country should take

advantage of the opportunity and create a field for her magni-

ficent timber. Russia would in a few years be the greatest com-

petitor after things had settled down in that country. Sir James

said that he was informed that the Southern pine of America, or

pitch pine, as they call it overseas, would be exhausted in about

15 years, and something would have to be substituted. Canada

has it in her Western reserves in the shape of Douglas fir. As
a railway engineer he had used it in construction work and he

knew something of its splendid life and characteristics. With

the unusual opportunities now looming up, Canada should in-

crease her trade and make every effort to get over any geo-

graphical disability such as distance.

The Imperial government had placed an order in the Otta-

wa Valley for all the pine they could lay their hands on, and

they were now shipping the same across the sea. Sir James ob-

served that since coming to Canada he had met only one pessi-

mist, and that if he (Sir James) were twenty years younger, he

would become a Canadian, "While in Ottawa," he continued, "I

walked around the extensive yards of one lumberman who is

well past the allotted span of three score years and ten, and I

assure you that he was no pessimist. You all know to whom I

refer, and I notice in the "Canada Lumberman," that he (Mr.

J. R. Booth) has just celebrated his 92nd birthday. We talked

Mr. Montague L. Meyer
British Timber Buyer

over a great many matters and I told him when I returned to

this country, say ten years hence, I would be pleased to have an-

other walk with him around his yards, and he replied : "Sir

James, I will be on hand."

Opportunity for Expansion at Hand

Warm words of praise were bestowed upon the fighting

men of Canada and the heroic part they had played in the great

war struggle, by the British Timber Controller, who added that

they had won a world-wide reputation. With a similar amount
of energy displayed in the more peaceful fields of commerce
Canada should be able to secure a large share of the world tim-

ber trade, providing Canadians applied themselves with equal

vigor and a similar amount of energy. The speaker said he was

glad that Great Britain had been able to place these large lum-

ber orders in the Dominion. He believed that a fair price had

been paid for the stocks and it would prove a good thing for the

Old Country as well as for Canada. Mr. Meyer and he were

keenly interested in the development of the Canadian timber in-

dustry, and appreciated the difficulties which it was facing in

the way of increased costs. He felt, however, that this was a

unique opportunity to strengthen and develop the trade in Great

Britain and the future would largely rest on the individual

efforts of Canadian lumbermen.

All Government Purchases Complete

British Government purchases were practically completed

in this country, and Sir James added that he was looking for-

ward to the time in the near future when he could resume his

former vocation. Canada would have to look after her own in-

terests from this out in the matter of British trade, which was
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actively interested in getting hold of Canadian timber. The
Dominion has every opportunity to make herself felt and Great

Britain is only too anxious to use all the material she can get.

In 1913 Great Britain imported million standards, and

since the war had not been buying nearly as much. In 1918 the

purchases had dropped to about 23 per cent, of that quantity,

but the Old Country was going to buy a great deal more now
that peace had been restored.

In answer to some queries by Mr. W. E. Bigwood, Mr.

Clark and others, Sir James said that Sweden, Finland and the

Baltic were the principal European sources of supply, Can-

adian red pine has characteristics similar to Swedish unsorted.

Douglas fir and spruce from Canada are well known in the

British market, the former for heavy engineering, railway ties,

and crossing timbers, while the merits of white pine are also re-

cognized. The great difficulty, as he had already pointed out,

was the heavy cost of transportation.

He had placed an order for 10,000 standards of B. C. tim-

ber which was to come over in a great ship, and the vessel had

been bought as well. The timber was to be paid for on arrival

in Great Britain. The method of buying the ship as well as

the cargo might help to solve the problem of transportation so

far as British Columbia is concerned, and the proposition was

a strictly commercial one.

"Thank God the war is over," declared Sir James, in clos-

ing his interesting address, "and with it the vigorous onslaught

of our homeland woods will, I hope, cease and that soon we will

be able to utilize to a very large extent the unequalled resources

of this great Dominion."

Mr. Meyer Imparts Some Suggestions

The British Timber Purchaser, Mr. Montague L. Meyer,

stated, when called upon to address the gathering, that there

were several reasons why he should not make a speech and one

of them was because Sir James had covered the ground fully.

There, was very little left for him to add to what had already

been said. The policy of Sir James had allowed him (Mr.

Meyer) to place large orders in Canada and he was very glad

of an opportunity to do this because the Canadian Forestry

Corps had done much for the lumber industry in Great Brit-

ain. The Mother country was under a debt of gratitude to

Canada and to the lumbermen of Canada in allowing their men
to come in large numbers across the sea while their operations

in the Dominion had been interrupted and suffered many handi-

caps in consequence. The trade in Canada was, therefore, en-

titled to as large an order as Great Britain could give. After

negotiations between the governments and arranging the neces-

sary credits so that the trade balance would not be upset, Great

Britain had been able to make large purchases. The operation

of these extended from the Maritime Provinces, Quebec and the

Ottawa Valley to the Pacific Coast. In the Ottawa section they

had bought all the wintered stock of white and red pine, amount-

ing to 100,000,000 feet, and all the stocks of spruce along the

St. Lawrence River, the Gulf, the Bay of Fundy, and New
Brunswick.

"No one," said Mr. Meyer," could improve on the manufac-

turing and methods of production employed in the Ottawa

Valley. If Canada wants to increase its trade in forest pro-

ducts with Great Britain she must produce infinitely better and

furnish the sizes and grades required overseas. She will natur-

ally find a serious competitor in Sweden in house construction

material." Mr. Meyer added that he had been a dealer in lum-

ber for many years and also an operator for some time previous

to the outbreak of the war. It might require some effort on the

part of Canadian producers to alter slightly the markings and

methods of manufacture, but he felt that it was worth their

while in order to capture the British trade.

It might be advisable for some of the Canadian lumbermen
to take a trip to Sweden and pick up some tips and little tricks

and ways in the manufacture of forest products in that country
—little things that are economical and at the same time at-

tractive to the trade. Canada should be a strong competitor of

Sweden. So far as European trade is concerned no one wished
to spend a shilling in Sweden if they could help it. Great Brit-

ain was anxious to do business with Canada and the time had
come when, in his opinion, the majority from Canada and not
the minority from Sweden, should control and meet the British

timber requirements. In closing, Mr. Meyer wished the Can-
adian manufacturers every prosperity and success in building a

strong and active overseas connection.

Mr. Clark thanked Sir James Ball and Mr. Meyer for ihcir

instructive and timely remarks, and spoke of the pleasure their

visit had given the trade at Toronto in particular and the lum-
bermen of Eastern Canada.

The distinguished visitors made a number of calls in the

afternoon and left Toronto early in the evening for British Col-

umbia, where they will spend some time looking into purchases
which have recently been made on the Coast. Afterwards they

will visit the Southern States and possibly return to Eastern
Canada for a few days before departing for home.

British Visitors Welcomed to Ottawa
At a luncheon tendered Sir James Bull, British Timber Con-

troller and Montague L. Meyer, British Timber Purchaser, by
the lumbermen of the Ottawa Valley at the Rideau Club, Sir

James gave a very interesting insight into the conditions sur-

rounding the timber and lumber situation in the old country dur-

ing the period of the war.

The luncheon was largely attended by representative lumber-

men, and among those present were: Hon. A. K. MacLean, Sir

Henry Egan, Sir Henry Drayton, Lieut.-Col R. M. Beckett, Di-

rector of Timber Supplies in the United States to the British

War Mission ; Gordon C. Edwards, W. C. Hughson, George H.
Millen, H. H. Humphreys, E. R. Bremner, R. G. Cameron, Alex.

MacLaren, Dan McLachlin, Arnprior; D. G. Gilmour, George
I. Dewar, L. Van Meter, H. M. Williams, J. B. Allan, Fred

Booth, Frank Hawkins, and C. B. Dougherty.

In the course of his remarks Sir James said in part:

"You all know that the British Government had placed very

large orders in Canada for lumber, for spruce, white pine, red

pine and Douglas fir, and in becoming more intimately acquaint-

ed with the benefits of your city yesterday, it is very refreshing

to see within a stone's throw of thfs building and further down
the river, large and apparently well seasoned stocks of pine. I

only wish these stocks, a large quantity of which I am informed

belong to the British Government, were safely delivered in

Great Britain.

"We want all the timber we have purchased from Canada
brought in as early as we can get it. Our orders have been

heavy in the case of white pine, or what we call yellow pine. I

believe we have secured almost all the wintered goods. The
difficulty at present is the shipping position. I am informed

this will become much easier both in quantity and price later in

the season, and I am fully assured that in the interests of the

trade, both of Canada and the United" Kingdom, the sooner we
can lift our purchases and get them home the better it will be

for both. Indiscriminate seeking after tonnage will only lead

to one result, and that will be to increase the already almost

prohibitive cost of freightage. I hope you will do therefore all

you can to assist us to get our purchases shipped by refraining

as far as you possibly can from going into the market for

freight.
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Building Operations Active in Many Towns
The Public Realize That Price of Lumber and Present Rate of Wages Will Continue

—Retail Trade is Generally Optimistic Regarding Outlook

The people have been convinced of the firm price stand being

taken by the lumbermen and are beginning cautiously, though in

earnest, to build and satisfy the great need for houses. This seems

to be the general opinion of lumbermen in reply to a query from the

'Canada Lumberman" regarding building conditions, prices, the

general attitude of the public, the outlook etc. Though some build-

ing supply dealers report a holding back of activity on account of

high prices, the general keynote is an optimistic one, and construc-

tion is going forward in most sections.

M. B. Zimmerman, manager of the Consumers' Lumber Co.,

Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., writes: "At present there are three large fac-

tories under construction in addition to about 200 houses, ranging

in price from $4,000 to $6,000. Up to the present time there had been

a feeling on the part of the public to hold back on the strength of

prices in all lines of building material being lowered, but the writer

is under the impression that builders have decided to go ahead with

building regardless of the high prices. Most of the yards are pretty

well stocked with material. Our Association met a few nights ago,

and the general opinion expressed would lead one to believe that

there will be an average amount of building this season."

Many New Houses are Going Up
C. H. Helton, of the R. Laidlaw Lumber Co., Sarnia, Ont., says:

"There seems to be good local feeling existing at Sarnia, covering

business for 1919. Building is very active here at present and we
expect it will be all season. The general shortage of houses that

prevails through the whole of Ontario, is very pronounced in Sarnia.

Several large manufacturing companies are establishing plants at

Sarnia, some of which are now under construction and the building

of these, with the necessary homes for employees, is bound to keep
conditions good during 1919.

"We find no complaint made regarding prices. Lumber has

advanced less than any other building commodity and the advance
is due, simply to increased wages. As the wage earner is the man
looking for a home at the present time, he should be the last one to

object to the slightly higher prices. It is the demands of the wage
earner that have increased. Prices will not decrease until the wage
earner takes less money and it is a certainty this will not happen in

the immediate future. We believe if the true state of affairs were
really understood there would be no hesitancy on the part of the

builder, particularly where the man is a wage earner."

Conditions obtaining in Napanee, Ont., are a bit natiye to that

section as revealed in a letter from Robert Light, of that section

:

"The prospects for building in, this section are about the same as in

ll'lS. Country work is about on a par with last eason. A consider-

able quantity of dimension and sheeting material from the aviation

buildings at Camp Mohawk and Rathbun is being distributed here,

and ip displacing new material in large measures. Material from two
aerodromes is being moved to Napanee for the erection of agricul-

tural show buildings and a large quantity of the same stuff is being
hauled by farmers for outbuildings and barns. Local yards are very
well stocked with new material, and prices are holding firm. Brick
and tile works expect to produce an increased quantity this year."

Rural Sales Show Marked Increase

From A. D. F. Campbell, of A. F. Campbell and Son, Arnprior,

Ont., comes a most optimistic reply as follows : "Trade prospects

for this locality look good. Town trade while better than last year
is not very brisk as yet, but rural sales are showing quite a marked
increase over any one of the past four years. Speaking of Arnprior
alone which is a town of about 5,000 population, it had practically

no war industries, and the writer does not know of half a dozen men
being thrown out of employment in the town due to the cessation of

hostilities. On the other hand, hardly an empty house is to be had,

real estate business is brightening up, property values increasing,

and there are good prospects of some new industries. The greater
proportion of building is new construction, comprising principally

moderately priced houses being erected by working men for them-
selves. The tendency among these men is growing more toward
ownership of their own home, and toward building a bigger and
better average class of home than formerly. The little eighteen by
twenty-four house which seemed to be the favorite of many work-
ing men a few years ago is now seldom heard of.

Many working men and farmers readily admit they have never

before been as well able to build, as at present. In rural districts,

exceptionally wet weather all spring, which has prevented any seed-

ing here as yet, is causing some farmers to hold back slightly to

see what their prospects of a crop will be. This together with re-

sultant bad roads has put more or less of a damper on trade lately.

"On the whole, however, there seem to be little inclination on the

part of the public to hold back on account of the prices, and the pre-

vailing opinion is that "lumber cannot come down." Many farmers
whose sons went overseas, practically quit building or repairing,

waiting to see what another year might bring, prospects of boys
returning, help more plentiful, etc.

"Now, however, with boys coming back, there is a fairly firm

conviction that lumber and wages are up to stay for some time, and
prospects otherwise are bright. We are looking forward to an ex-

ceptionally good season's business. Local stock is gradually becom-
ing harder to get and whereas eighteen months ago we did not have
a piece of B. C. stock in our yard, we are now buying half our stock

from there. We expect most mills will have smaller cuts this year
than usual, and the prospects are of B. C. prices stiffening somewhat.
Our opinion is that a good full yard never was a better investment."

Much Repair Work in Progress

Lsaac Allan, of Kingston, says : "There seems to be a great deal

of repair work being done, shingling, etc., but few new buildings

have been started. We know that a number are not going ahead on
account of the high price of material and the labor situation being so

uncertain. A great many believe that the prices of lumber will not

come down for some time. The amount of stocks carried is about
the same as last year, and the present values are holding stiff.

"The Government is doing some work in Kingston now in the

way of putting extensions to the Jiospitals and the R. M. C, which
helps conditions and makes business better."

Condirions at Islington, Ont., seems to be flourishing. Major

J. E. L. Streight declares. "A considerable amount of new work is

being undertaken—extensions and repairs are numerous. The public

at the beginning of the season was inclined to hold for cheaper ma-
terial and labor, but is now realizing the urgent need of houses, and
few are of the opinion that material and labor will be any better for

a considerable time. The lumber situation is good. Large supplies

are going out and we have a bigger stock than ever before. Present
values will be easily held provided the retailers do not get "cold
feet," and commence cutting prices. If a few start to cut prices, the
lumber situation will be critical, otherwise the outlook is good."

Thinks High Wages is Deterrent

R. G. Oke, of Whitby, writes : "New building has been at a

standstill for the past two years owing partly to the high cost of

materials, but more especially to high wages. There is a scarcity

of houses, and the town council has appointed a commission to take
advantage of the Government's offer of assistance. However, I do
not know of any definite action being taken as yet. I understand
there are some small houses being commenced just now. The lumber
business has been dull with us for some time. I am carrying all the
stock at present that the demand warrants. I do not see any pros-

pect of lumber prices coming down, and the public might just as well
build now as wait and probably pay more. There are some altera-

tions going on, but not enough doing to creat any great demand for

material.

H. J. Hall & Son, of Kitchener, Ont., assert: "There are a

number of additions to factories and some new houses being built

here ; also many garages. We hear occasionally where persons would
like to build but are afraid of the high cost. The manufacturers
seem to have fair stocks on hand and all appear to be otpimistic

as to the future."

A. &. W. J. Bailey, of Hagersville, Ont., report: "The outlook
for new buildings is not very bright. There are quite a lot of people
doing some repair work. It is a little early in the season to know
just what might turn up."

Reports from several other centres in Ontario as well as other
provinces will appear in the next issue of the "Canada Lumberman."
The majority of them speak very favorably of the present situation

and outlook for the season.
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CostAccounting, Co-operation andAdvertising
Live Problems Considered by Southwestern Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Associa-

tion —New Officers Appointed and ^Satisfactory Reports Presented

The Southwestern district of the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers'

Association, which constitutes the Southern district of the Ontario

Retail Lumber Dealers' Association, held its annual meeting at Lon-
don, Ont., on April 29th, Former meetings have been held in the

Western end of the district and have always been largely attended.

Some hesitation was felt about making the innovation of holding the

gathering in the Eastern end of the district, but the result was most
satisfactory, there being a good representation of members from all

parts of the district. The convention was one of the most interest-

ing which has been held.

Mr. W. J. Taylor, Ridgetown, Ont., presided during the first

part of the meeting. After the presentation of the secretary-treasur-

er's report the next mattetr of routine business was the election of

ofificers, which resulted as follows

:

President, W. A. Hadley, Chatham, Ont.

Vice-president, George H. Belton, London, Ont.

Secretary-treasurer, B. F. Clarke, Glencoe, Ont.
Directors, W. L. Travis, Wyoming; E. C. Russell, Walkerville

; J.

McGibbon, Sarnia; C. M. Smith, Aylmer; George N. Kernohan, Lon-
don and George McPherson, Merlin.

ers to have a customer tell them that they can do better somewhere
else outside of Chatham.

The experiences which Mr. Hadley and the other Chatham deal-

ers had had in this connection convinced him that the most important
thing for all dealers was to know their cost. He would like to >tc

all the dealers in the Association make a careful study of this matter.
He had recently attended the convention of the Millwork Cost In-

formation Bureau in Chicago and he commended to the members
the work done by this Association, pointing out that it was a co-oper-
ative association among millwork firms, existing for the purpose of
exchanging practical information regarding actual producing costs,

and being conducted without profit. He suggested that dealers
should communicate with this Bureau and he ho])ed that several of

them would become members of it. "You must know your costs,"

Mr. Hadley said, "before you are going to make any money. If you
do not know your costs you are going to make a loss. What you make
out of your lumber business will be all eaten up in your mill."

Another matter of interest to which Mr. Hadley referred was
the advisability of having standard size f)penings for doors, windows,
etc. He suggested that they should endeavor to agree on this subject

W. A. Hadley, Chatham, Ont.
Newly elected president of Association

Geo. H. Belton, London, Ont.
Newly elected vice president of Association

W. J. Taylor, Ridgetown, Ont.
Retiring president of Association

The balance of the meeting was devoted to an informal discus-

sion of several important problems connected with the retail lumber
business. Mr. W. J. Taylor, the retiring president, vacated the chair
giving place to the newly elected president, Mr. W. A. Hadley. Mr.
Hadley delivered a short address expressing his appreciation of the
honor done him and discussing the practical value of association
work. By way of illustration he referred to the fact that it was not
very long ago since the Chatham retail lumber dealers were accused
by the trade in general of being in the habit of cutting prices in order
to take trade away from dealers in the surrounding districts. Not
long ago the Chatham dealers had discussed among themselves the
general trade situation, giving particular attention to the matter of
cost accounting. The result was that they quickly became alive to
the fact that price cutting would get them nowhere except into the
poor-house. Today the Chatham dealers were conducting their

operations on a modern and businesslike method. They were giving
close attention to cost accounting and charging for their material a
sufficient price to enable them to continue in business. A noticeable
result of this change is the fact that, so far as the dealers in the sur-
rounding district are concerned, the shoe is now on the other foot
and the Canadian dealers report that some of the dealers outside of
Chatham are cutting prices in Chatham in order to get a portion of
the trade. It is now quite a common thing among the Chatham deal-

and to influence the architects for this purpose. The time was favor-

able now for such a step and he thought that the local groups of mem-
bers of the Association should take it up and use their influence upon

architects in their districts. This was one of the ways in which they

could be of service to the public by keeping down the cost of build-

ing. It was important that this sort of thing should be done when-

ever possible, on account of the steadily increasing cost of labor, ma-

terials, etc. We were living in a diflferent age from that which pre-

vailed before the war. Labor was at a higher level today and it was
not going to come down. Retail lumber dealers would find their lab-

or endeavoring to establish wages upon the same level as those in

other lines in each community. Along this line, as a further means
of assisting the retail lumber dealer in keeping down costs, Mr. Had-
ley urged the importance of having a man employed in each plant

who understood thoroughly the details of a bill of material and how
to work it out. He ventured to say that there was not 10 per cent,

of the men now engaged in the lumber business who really knew their^

costs, or knew how to figure them out. The other 90 per cent. wer<

guessing.
Mr. J. McGibbon, Sarnia, agreed with the statements made bj

Mr. Hadley and said he was convinced that in the planing mill busi-

ness they were not getting back the money they spent. The planing

mill seemed to be a fifth wheel on the wagon.
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Geo. N. Kernohan, London, Ont.
Newly elected director of Association

E. C. Russell, Walkerville, Ont.
Newly elected director of Association

John McGibbon, Sarnia, Ont.
Re-elected director of Association

Mr. Chester H. Belton, Sarnia, spoke at considerable length on
the subject of advertising. The retail lumber dealer, he said, was for

some reason or other very slow in getting into the advertising game.
The average lumber dealer was looked upon as possibly the principal

merchant in his community. His investment was as great as that of

any other merchant in the town or city, yet he did very little advertis-

ing. Other merchants were alive to the value of advertising. They
frequently saw new merchants come into the cities who would build
up their business by advertising and keep right at it. If these other
merchants could make a success and build up their business in this

way, the lumber dealers could do the same thing and create a desire
for building by advertising.

In the United States they were all working on the "Build Now
Campaign." In Detroit, the lumber dealers had banded together and
were running in the daily papers quite a large advertisement under
the heading "Build Now and Build With Lumber." Campaign litera-

ture in connection with this work was being issued by the National
Lumber Manufacturers' Association and was being furnished, he
believed free of charge. It was a puzzle to Mr. Belton to understand
why the lumber dealers in Ontario did not advertise more extensive-
ly. They could surely aflford to do so. Many firms in the United
States had reduced the matter to a definite basis and were setting
aside 2 per cent, of their sales annually to be used for advertising in

the newspapers. The building industry had become a very consider-
able one all over the continent and the influence of activity in build-
ing was wide-spread. When building became active, the stone mas-

on, the brick-layer, the carpenter, the plumber, the grocer, the interior

decorator and a dozen other lines of industry all commenced to get

busy. Until building in general became active throughout the coun-

try, the real basic industries would not be busy and they could not

expect good times until this came about. All the lumber organiza-

tions were now promoting the "Build Now Idea" and he believed it

was the duty of every dealer to run an advertisement in his local pap-
er along these lines. His own firm were getting out advertising copy
and sending it out to their different yards. They were going ahead
with the intention of spending more money on advertising than they

had in the past.

Mr. Hadley said that the advice given by Mr. Belton was very

timely. In the past, business had come to the lumber dealers and
they did not require to advertise, but they were living today in a dif-

ferent age and must change with the times.

There was considerable other discussion among members in re-

gard to problems they had to face in their own local trade. The meet-
ing, for a short time, developed into a friendly discussion among
groups of dealers during, which useful information was exchanged
in regard to local difficulties.

'

On the suggestion of the president, a motion was carried tender-

ing the hearty thinks of the Association to the lumber dealers of Lon-
don, Ont., who had furnished the facilities for the meeting and had
entertained the visiting members at an excellent luncheon at the Te-
cumseh House.

It is now five years since the Southwestern Ontario Lumber

1

C. N. Smith, Aylmer, Ont.
Re-elected director of Association

B. F. Clarke, Glencoe, Ont.
The energetic secretary-treasurer

George McPherson, Merlin, Ont.
Newly elected director of Associaton
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Dealers' Association was formed. During that period the Association

has made rapid progress. Its worth and usefulness are becoming

more widely known and as new blood is injected in the official ranks

and executive membership each year, the organization is kept alert

hkI aggressive. Another influence which tends to make the South-

western Ontario Association a forceful factor in the community in

which it serves, is that the honors are passed around and no man sits

in the chair for two or three years. It is felt by bringing new ideas

and fresh viewpoints upon the administration of its afifairs, the high-

est welfare of the organization may be reached.

The history of the Southwestern Ontario Lumber Dealers' As-

sociation is rather an interesting one. It was in the spring of 1914

that a few dealers got together with the object of promoting a better

feeling among themselves and becoming more thoroughly acquaint-

ed. Those, who came together at that time were Chas. Hubbell, of

Thamesville, B. F. Clarke, of Glencoe, (the present energetic secre-

tary), and Allan McPherson of Glencoe. There was no thought then

that the little corporate unit would extend beyond a radius of a few

miles, but like the current of a mighty river, the movement began to

gather strength as it flowed and the as.sociation fixed its territory so

that it took in all the Southwest peninsula of Ontario, from London
to Windsor, including both these cities. Then another extension came
in the shape of a decision to cover the ground as far east as St. Marys.

Until 1917 the annual and special meetings were held at the Ho-

tel Sanita, Chatham, but in 1917 Windsor dealers invited the gath-

ering to that city. In 1918 the gathering was invited to Sarnia, and

this year, the local trade in London royally welcomed the visitors.

Thus a difYerent point each year becomes the Mecca of the associa-

tion' annual gathering, which also tends to keep alive the interest and

stimulate activity. The first president of the organization was F. H.
Laird of Dresden. The next president was Chas. F. Hubbell, of

Thamesville, then W. J. Taylor, of Ridgetown, and now W. A.

Hadley, of Chatham. The retiring members of the executive are

A. W. Osborne, of Sandwich, Wm. Saunders, of Dutton and D. J. Mc-
Eachern, of Alvinston. Members of the executive whe were re-elect-

ed are C. M. Smith, of Aylmer, and John McGibbon, of Sarnia, while

the new executive members are W. L. Travis, Wyoming, E. C. Rus-

sell, Walkerville, Geo. N. Kernohan, of London, and Geo. McPherson,
Merlin.

Membership in the organization, according to its official bulletin

issued some time ago, possesses many personal advanttages. Fore-^

most among these are the interchange of ideas, the employment of

modern business methods, and the passing along of mutual informa-

tion concerning unfair trade, not to speak of the social side of the re-

sulting companionship.

Many Large Orders for National Trucks

Increased business in any line of manufacture helps the employ-
ment situation. It is with pride that J. L. Acker, general sales mana-
ger of the National Steel Car Company, Limited, Hamitlon, Ont.,

reports the closing of large export orders for National motor trucks.

These orders, together with large contracts recently signed up in Can-

ada, amounting to almost a million d<jllars, assure the active operation
of the National plant for many months to come.

This is the only built-in-Canada heavy duty motor truck, and the
makers say that as far as it is possible, everything that goes into its

manufacture is bought in Canada, and that within a few months every-
thing used in the make-up of the truck will be manufactured in this

country, which means not only the mechanics at the National plant
being kept busy, but also work for the steel companies and makers of
other products used.

The National truck has gained favor rapidly with Canadian firms
—now being used everywhere from Halifax to Vancouver, 'i'his sea-
son another model truck is being added to the list, of suitable si?e

for the farmer and light delivery.

The success of the truck is due, to a large extent, to the fact thnt

the best "motor truck brains" available were secured, both to
'

sign" and "develop" the truck, as well as to "produce" as perf( . : .

as i)ossible. All of the men who are responsible for the truck have
had many years' experience in some of the largest motor truck t)lants.

Major C. S. Dahlquist, the designei- of the truck, is recognized tfs

one of the best authorities on the continent, being employed bv the
American government during the war as supervisor of inspection of

vlass B militarv trucks at W'ashington.
A. E. HefTelfinger, chief engineer at the National plant, came to

his present position from one of the largest builders in the world,
Viaving had many years' experience in this work.

W. E. Galloway, the purchasing agent, has a renutation for

knowing how to buy raw material, his constant touch with the market
having a great deal to do with the quailty of everything that goes into

the truck.

Gordon W^cst. production manager, and B. B. Hamilton, sales

manap'er. arc al'^o busv men and working wholeheartedly for the suc-

cess of "The National."

Lumberman's Sons Who Played Their Part

No family have played a more important part in the annal> oi the

war and in doing their bit than have the sons of William Power, of

W. & J. Sharpies, Reg., Quebec. Three of his boys were at the

front.

Lieut. Joe. Power, who was with the 2nd Battalion, was gassed
and has been home for the last couple of years. He is now in fair

shape and is again back in the lumber business, in the employ of Mc-
Fadden and Malloy, at Blind River.

Major Chas. G. Power, M.C., who now sits in the House of

Commons in Ottawa, was seriously wounded on two occasions, and
has partially recovered with the exception of his right arm which is

practically useless. He was with the 14th Battalion, and was later

transferred to the Cyclists Corps.

The youngest brother, Frank Power, with the 52nd Battalion,

was in Germany with the army- of occupation and it at present in

England. It is expected that he will return to Canada shortly.

W. Gerard Power, of St. Pacome. Que., president of the Can-
adian Lumbermen's Association, is a brother of the three members
of the Power family who have seen active service overseas.

PATRIOTIC CANADIAN LUMBERMEN WHO DID THEIR DUTY OVERSEAS

Major Chas. G. Power, M.C.,
Federal representative for Quebec South

Lieut. Joe Power, Quebec,
who is back again in the lumber business

Lieut. Frank Power, Quebec,
who is expected home shortly from the front
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Greatest Lumber Storehouse in World
What Canada is Destined to Become With Proper Conserva-

tion and Fire Protective Measures

That Canada will very shortly become the greatest storehouse of

timber in the world and that to protect these forest resources is one

of the Dominion's first duties, was the text of a forceful and timely lec-

ture delivered before the Royal Canadian Institute, Toronto, by Mr.

Robson Black of Ottawa, secretary of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion.

"Forest conservation," he said, "is the most vital 'public owner-

ship' proposition facing the people of Ontario today. Farming, fisher-

ies, water-power development, transportation, manufacture—all these

have lines of communication running from the living forests. Cut the

line, and the industry dies or is weakened in competitive power. Such

causes and consequences have been illustrated with such striking fre-

quency that one would think forestry would top every legislative pro-

gram from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

"Today we encounter in Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the

United Kingdom and the United States a vigorous and impatient de-

mand that the nation's great storehouse of timber should be handled

with at least the sagacity and prevision that characterizes a corner

grocery. We have been sitting under the greatest schoolmaster the

race has ever known. The object lesson in State forest organization

Ontario white pine lumber hewn in Temiskaming district

dinned into ears of Sweden, France, Switzerland and other nations

have made us ask embarrassing questions. The fact that Germany has

doubled her forest wealth in the last generation has prompted not a

few Canadians to inquire why Canada's forest wealth has been cut in

two during the same space of time. Canadian boys by the thousands

have worked in the forests of Gascony and have heard the story of its

transition, solely through forest cultivation, from one of the most

wretched to the richest area of France. The leagueing of nations will

do one notable service for Canada if it only inculcates a more enlight-

ened theory of public management of resources.

Mr. Black pointed out that every progressive government on earth

had been forced, sooner or later, to make forest management a State

function. This resulted as a matter of course because of the conflict

between the transient interests of individuals and the long-time ele-

ment in growing timber. Only the State with its providential func-

tions could master the task of timber perpetuation.

"Over the greater part of the Dominion we do not know what tim-

ber we own nor where it is, nor what it consists of. We have few

forest maps. Though we have thorough inventories of the number

of pay envelopes to be filled by next year's forest crop, we have no in-

ventory of the crop itself.

"As to the possibility of timber exhaustion in Canada, we have

two noteworthy pleaders; first, the calamity agent who cannot see

where another log is to come from the week after next; secondly, the

annual-address banker and politician offering to pay the national debt

from the unscathed timber wealth of Baffin's Land. Until we have the

rock foundation of fact, ascertainable only by a forest survey of On-

tario and Quebec, we have only surmise to rest on. We know the ter-

rific rate of consumption. We know that 40 million newspapers issued

eVery day in America are stripping millions of acres of spruce. We
know that the Toronto newspapers will devour in one day's run at

least one thousand logs. We know that Ontario's white pine cut is

falling year by year, because white pine is slowly passing off the map.

We know that the forests of Eastern Canada are not growing as fast

as they are cut down.
"From the United States ,which owns four times as much timber

as Canada, dismal confirmation of our own suspicions comes. Philip

T. Dodge, president of the International Paper Company, declares that

with two exceptions there are not two stands of spruce in the Eastern

States that would justify the erection of a fifty-ton paper mill. Col.

Graves, chief forester of the United States, says that within ten years

3,000 lumber mills in the Southern States will find their supplies of

wood gone. Fortunately for Canada, her Eastern spruce forests are in

no such depleted state. From that lucky circumstance, the nation

stands to garner a tremendous industrial harvest. Americans freely

admit that Ontario and Quebec and New Brunswick will within a few
years almost monopolize the newsprint manufacture of Eastern Amer-
ica. That fact readily translates itself into a chain of new towns, add-
ed population, new traffic for the railways and new wealth for mer-
chants and farmers. Whether this promi.se of industrial domination
ever comes true, depends entirely upon the immediate application of a

policy of forest investigation and technical supervision of timber cut-

ting. There can be no 'future' for the timber industry in Ontario, no
increase of export trade, not even a certainty of existence for our
hundreds of lumber towns, if the present depreciation of the forest

resource itself is not arrested."

Ontario was to be congratulated upon the installation of a modern
forest protection system, remarked the lecturer, for the prevention of

fire loss took precedence to any forestry plan. Canada as a whole was
making remarkable progress in ousting the fire fiend from timber. New
Brunswick and Quebec and British Columbia possessed modern and
efficient protective organizations, and Nova Scotia was about to climb
aboard the wagon this spring. Little was to be gained by talking of

extensive planting of trees until the ravages of fire in mature timber
had been mastered.

Western Canada Notes of Interest

A successful launching took place at the Foundation Company's
yards in Victoria, B.C., recently, when the wooden steamer Winnipeg
was sent afloat at noon. The Winnipeg is the foutrh of twenty 3,000-

ton wooden steamers building here by the company for the French
Government, three other vessels having been launched within the past

two months.
A charter has been granted to Northern Pulp, Limited, with a

capital stock of $200,000, and headquarters in Winnipeg, to deal in,

manufacture and sell pulp and paper as well as lumber, timber and
wood of all kinds, including timber limits, concessions, etc.

The Russell Log Co., Ltd., has been incorporated with headquar-
ters in Vancouver, and a capital stock of $10,000.

The ])art that British Columbia spruce forests played in ])roviding

the material for the swarms of aeroplanes that took no small part in

bringing the Huns to surrender will be pictorially set forth by the

well-known Canadian artist, Mr. C. M. Simpson, of Montreal, who
was in Vancouver recently, after a trip through the spruce logging
camps of the province. Mr. Simpson went east, taking with him a

large number of notes in pencil and color of spruce operations, in-

cluding logging, loading and milling. These will be used in the paint-

ing of a large panel which will form part of the National War Mem-
orial.

Due to the efficient fire-fighting organization at the Point Ellice

shipyard of the Foundation Company at Victoria, B.C., recentl}^ an
incipient blaze which threatened the plant, was quickly extinguished.

The Penticton lumber mill, which closed down recenth' after a

steady business for the past ten years, has been re-opened by the

former manager, Mr. H. Leir, who has just returned from overseas.

He is now starting to cut 200,000 lineal feet of lumber and expects a

large market for his product. There are several fine pine and fir limits

in the vicinity.

Cedars, Limited, are boosting the town of Lynn Creek, North.

Vancouver, to one of the prominent spots on the north shore. Their
whole plant is now running at capacity. Three machines operating

in the shingle mill produce 95,000 shingles daily. The fourth mach-
ine will soon be in running order, increasing the output another

20,000. Likewise the saw mill is running on a large order for an out-

side purchaser. Foundations for bunk and cook houses and the offices

of the company have been laid, and work is proceeding on these new
buildings as fast as labor can assemble them. A complete sewerage
.system is also being installed in order to bring the sanitation of the

camp up to the highest state of efficiency.

Sergt. Hooker, who recently returned from overseas, delivered an

interesting talk in Chiliwack, B.C., on his reminiscences in France.

His work was with the 21st Forestry Corps. The record cut in one
mill in a ten-hour day was 165,000 feet, and the honor belonged to the

70th Co.. while another company working a similar mill, sawed 125,-

000 feet in a day.

Major D. D. Young. Britsh Columbia lumber commissioner, re-

presenting the forest branch of the administration in Eastern Canada,

accompanied by W. Turnbull, who is in charge of the publicity de-

partment of the forest branch, were in Calgary, recently, attending a

meeting of the Mountain Lumber Association. While there they also

had a conference with Major Brechin, who is the lumber commission-

er, representing the B. C. forest branch in the prairie provinces.
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Never Loses His Liking: For His Work

W. K. Baldwin, M.P. for Stan-

stead county, Que., is a well

known lumberman and all his

Jays has been engaged in the in-

dustry. Early in life he com-
menced manufacturing lumber on
the outlet of Baldwin's pond,

which business has been more
than half a century in the family.

Mr. Baldwin sees no reason why
the same line cannot be contin-

ued for very many years to come
by his successors, as his land hold-

ing.-- cover several thousand acres.

These, with his other holdings,

make Mr. Baldwin the largest

real estate owner in the county of

Stanstead which he has represent-

ed in the House of Commons
since 1917, when he was elected

in the Liberal interests.

Mr. Baldwin was born at Bald-

win's Mills, Stanstead county, in

1857, and in addition to his

activities in lumbering, conducts a busy mercantile establishment.

He is also a director of the Canadian Crocker-Wheeler Co. and of the

Canadian Southern Power Co., of Quebec.
The outstanding feature of Mr. Baldwin's career is that he has

never lost his liking for work. He has a cheerful way of making his

work his play, early and late, and believes that this class of individ-

uals gets, the most out of life. Providing one is always ready to work
v.'ith the great forces of nature, success and happiness are assured.

Mr. Baldwin was educated at Stanstead College, and is related

to Robert Baldwin, the eminent Canadian statesman, who played
.-uch an important part in the early political history of the Dominion.

W. K. Baldwin, M.P.,
Baldwin's Mills, Que.

Britain Will Import Box Shooks

Alexander Wilson, of the Wilson Box Company, .St. John, N. B.,

entertained recently a distinguished visitor to the city in the person

of C. Peto Bennett, of London, England. Mr. Bennett is by far

the largest importer of box shooks in Great Britain, having last

year handled sales amounting to $10,000,000. He landed in New
York and came to St. John especially to see Mr. Wilson before pro-

ceeding to Quebec, Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver. With the

granting of a preference by Great Britain to her colonies in which it

is expected that box shooks will be included, Mr. Bennett said that

the Canadian manufacturers will have a splendid opportunity to

develop an export trade which will be an immense advantage to the
Dominion, and no city is better situated than St. John is for this

trade. Mr. Bennett expressed himself as being highly pleased with
St. John and remarked "that if its citizens follow up the great oppor-
tunities that nature has so bountifully provided St. John cannot
help becoming a great city in the near future."

Cross Demand Failed in This Action

In the case of Mason, Gordon and Co., vs. W. H. Pauze, and
contra, Gordon & Co. sued the principal defendant for $240, due on
two promisory notes. This claim was not contested, but defend-
ants made a counter-claim against the firm for $2,057 damages for

default of delivery of two carloads of fir doors ordered by Pauze.
Justic Maclennan, of Montreal, gave judgment for the plaintiffs,

Gordon & Co., for $240, with interest from September 17th last, on
the principal action, together with costs ; but dismissed the counter-
claim by Pauze against Mason, Gordon & Co.

"The cross-plaintiff," said the judge, "has never tendered the
price of the doors to the cross-defendants, and until he filed his cross-

demand in the present action he made no demand for their delivery
or for damages after the cross-defendants had notified him that the
order was cancelled, and that the goods would not be shipped.

"The cross-plaintiff does not allege or prove that he purchased
any goods in the open market to take the place of those which he had
ordered from the cross-defendants in February, 1917.

"The damage to which a purchaser is entitled for non-delivery
of goods is not the profits which he has lost, but the difference be-
tween the contract price and the market price of similar goods in

the open market at the date of the breach or failure to deliver, and
it is his duty to go into the market and supply himself with othei
goods similar to those which he had bought if he intends to hold th<
vendor liable in damages for failure to deliver the goods purchased.

"The cross-plaintiff by his silence from the date of notification

of cancellation of the contract for a period of over eleven month.', -

and until he was sued by the principal plaintiffs on a* balance of an
indebtedness which was due by him before the cancellation, acquiesc-
ed in the cancellation of the order given by him on February 28th
1917.

"In the circumstances the court holds the cross-plaintiff has not
proved the material allegations of his cross-demand, which is ac-
cordingly dismissed with costs."

Canada's First Portable House for France
Canada's first portable house, built for the i)urpose of demonstrat-

the possibilities and workmanship of Canadian woodworking factories
being members of the Canadian Timber Products Association, is now
on its way overseas, and by the time this article appears in print it

will Drobably have arrived in France.
The house, which was of the "Ready-built" style, was made by thr

Mc.Auliffe-Davis Lumber Co., Ottawa, and was built for the purpo-i
of showing those in England and I'Vance one type that could be con-
structed and shipped at a certain charge to the countries in need of
them.

It was not built in connection with the previously reported order
of ten thousand jjortable knock-down houses at an estimated value of
around $6,000,000. This jjarticular house is known to the manufactur-
ing trade as "ready built," which is distinct from the "knockdown"
design, the latter being largely constructed of panels.

tip to May 12th it was not known whether the house had arrived
in France or not. After its arrival it will take some time to be set
ii]). The cost of the ready built house, while cheaper in the first place
from a manufacturing view, has the disadvantage of not being put
together or set up as readily as the type known as the "portable house."
In the end, with everything complete and ready for occupany, the
cost is practically, according to an Ottawa manufacturer, about the
same.

.

Very little new information regarding the placing of the order
secured by Mr. A. G. Rose of Ottawa, representing -the Canadian
Timber Products Association, for portable hou.ses in Europe, develoj)-

ed at Ottawa, during the past ten days, though it was unofficially stat-

ed that the Export Company of London, England, might place an
independent order for ajiproximately 2.000 houses.

From certain information it did not appear that anything definite

had been as yet decided.

Details as to the cost, construction, etc. of the houses were not

announced. The question of freight rates, which has much to do
with the non-acceptance of the previous order, is still in abeyance.

Pulpwood Cut Falls Off in the East
Reports received from Xew Brunswick are to the effect that the

present pulwood situation is not bright and that unless the mills

come out with a fair figure commensurate with'the high cost of living

there will not be a great deal of pulpwood taken out this season. The
dealers are afraid of the market and will not encourage the farmers

to cut.

Writing to the "Canada Lumberman" James T. Clair, of Clair,

N. B., states that the supply of cars during the last season was very
good and practically all the wood was shipped. This has filled up the

mills with a good supply thereby lessening the demand. He figures

that the output for 1918-19 is fifty per cent, of what it was in 1917-18.

This applies more particularly to new territory than to the older settl-

ed districts, where production will be about the same. The prevailing

price for 4 ft. peeled spruce and balsam pulp wood at present is

$10.50 to $11.50 per cord f.o.b. cars, loading place. Last year the fig-

ure was around $12.00. There is very little stock of last year's wood
on hand at the present time.

Late Rains Delay Forest Patrol Work
The late season and abundant rain fall has proved trying uii farm

and garden operations in Ontario, but the Department of Lands. For-

ests and Mines has been able to effect a considerable saving by rea-

-son of not having to send its fire rangers into Xotrhern Ontario to

patrol the extensive forests as early as customary.
In recent years the fire rangers, of whom a large number are em-

ployed, have begun their duties on May 1, although a few years agi>

this patrol work began on April 15. This year, however, because oi

the backwardness of the weather and the heavy rains, the rangers are

not to be sent north until May 15. although the staff is complete.

This has resulted in a saving of about $40,000 to the province.

The following new companies have been recently incorporate

under the provincial Companies' Act: Lyon Lumber, Limited, capi

tal $50,000, head office, Vancouver ; North Arm Lumber Co., Limited

capital $20,000, head office, Vancouver; McElroy Lumber Co., Limit

ed, capital unknown at date of writing, head office, Vancouver.
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Operation of New Housing P|lan
Expert Advice and Town Planning Service are Placed at the

Disposal of Any Municipality

The principles underlying the Ontario Gov'ernment Housing
Scheme are:—To assist in overcoming- the present scarcity of small
houses; to give working men and women, and returned soldiers an
opportunity to own their own homes ; to assist in providing employ-
ment.

It is the intention of the Government to try and secure the erec-

tion of houses of a somewhat better class than many of the small
houses which have heretofore been built. The adoption of the prin-

ciple of selling on monthly payments, instead of renting, will, it

is expected, encourage the thrifty and industrious, and put within
the reach of a great many people, an opportunity of owning their own
homes, which otherwise they never would have had.

It is the intention to have these houses erected at the lowest
possible cost, and at the same time to have them built in as health-

ful and sanitary a manner as is possible. The housing standards
prepared by the Ontario Housing Commission, with a few slight

variations, have been adopted by the Province. These housing stand-

ards cover grouping of houses, provision of open spaces, sizes and
types of houses, sizes and heights of rooms, provisions of light and
ventilation, heating, plumbing, lighting, character of materials, sani-

tary arrangements, etc.

In order to secure the best houses and sanitary arrangements
possible these standards will be followed. All plans and specifica-

tions submitted to the Director will be judged by such standards.
The Government is also providing experts in various branches

of housing. The}^ are employing town planners, sanitary engineers,

for both sewerage and water sevvice, road engineers, architects, etc.

The Government propose to place absolutely free at the disposal

of any municpalty coming under the Act, the services and expert
advice which it may be necessary to have. The intention is to assist

each municipality for such services, and thus to carry out such
schemes. The standards mentioned must be compiled with. Be-
sides preparing their own plans and specifications the Housing Com-
mission of every municipality is expected to work out its own plans
of developing the land required for houses, and laying it out and
plotting the houses thereon to the best advantage.

A copy of the report re Housing contains much information, in-

cluding the following:—Act, Rules and Regulations, Housing
Standards, Provisions to be considered, and Forms.

The list of municipalities under the Ontario Housing Act, is

:

Sudbury, Windsor, Sandwich, Fort William, Hespeler, Port Dal-
housie, Madoc, Gait, St. Catharines, Ingersoll, Port Credit, Oshawa,
Sault Ste Marie, Ford City, Ottawa, New Toronto, Elmira, Neebing
Township, Cochrane, Trenton, Sarnia, Woodstock, Point Edward,
Sturgeon Falls, Leamington, Palmerston, Richmond Hill, Perth,

London, Whitby, Guelph, Niagara Falls, Listowel, Brantford City,

Brantford Tp., Bridgeburg, Fergus, Thorold, Mimico, Walkerville,
Midland, West Oxford Tp. Arthur, Stratford.

Lumberman's Sons Home From the Front^

Two of the three sons of A. J. Young of the Young Lumber Co.,

North Bay and Toronto, who have been overseas for several years,

have returned home. Lieut. John Francis Young and Lieut. Alfred
Harold Young are once more in Canada, while Lieut. Russell Young,
the oldest son, who was associated with his father in the lumber
business in North Bay, is expected back in the near future.

Lieut. John Francis Young was a third year student in mining at

the School af Practical Science in Toronto when he enlisted as a

gunner. He joined the 25th Battery, C. F. A., in March 1915, and
left for England in August of the same year. In December, 1915, he
he secured a command in the Royal Garrison Artillery, going to

France in July, 1916, as second Lieutenant. He took part in the
battles of the Somme, and was promoted to a Lieutenancy. During the

past summer he was in England taking a battery commander's
course in the Royal Garrison Artillery.

Lieut. Alfred Harold Young, who is a younger son, signed up
in March, 1915, as a gunner in the 47th Battery. He left for England
in September of the same year and secured a command in the Royal
Field Artillery in May, 1917,. Crossing to France in January, 1918,
he saw some lively fighting. Previous to joining the colors he was a
student at the University School, Toronto.

Will Handle Lumber for Europe

C. Gardner Johnson & Co. have been appointed agents by the
French High Commission for the forty wooden ships now being
built in British Columbia for the French Government. Some of these
vessels are about ready for sea, and the French Government wishes
to have them all take cargo when they sail, While no definite infor-

mation regarding the loads to be carried can be obtained, it is under-
stood that some of the vessels will handle lumber bound for Europe.
The French construction contract includes 20 wooden steamers of
1,500 tons and 20 of 3,000 tons, the latter being of composite construc-
tion. Up to the present time three of the larger vessel have been
launched, and eleven of the smaller ones. The earlier launchings
are now practically fitted out for trial trips, and the action of the
owners in appointing a British Columbia agent indicates that ship-
ment of the vessels homeward will commence in the near future.

Mr. Chesbro Finds Conditions Improving-
R. G. Che.sbro, of Toronto, who represents the Allen-Stoltze

Lumber Co., of Vancouver, returned recently from a month's business
trip to the West in the interest of his customers. It is three years
since Mr. Chesbro has visited the Pacific Coast, and naturally he
noticed a great many changes. He spent a good portion of the time
while away in visiting the mills, both on the Coast and in the moun-
tains, and conferring with his firm on matters of mutual interest. Con-
siderable buying was done in the West for special customers in the
East, and the stocks inspected and found satisfactory.

Mr. Chesbro reports that everyone in B. C. is becoming most
optimistic and looking for a busy season. The feeling is much bet-
ter since large export orders have been placed by the British govern-
ment. After ocean transportation improves, it is believed that every-
thing will move along expeditiously. The shingle market is rather
short of supplies at present, and prices are stif¥. On the whole, Mr.
Chesbro considers the outlook for Western stocks in Ontario is par-
ticularly promising, and is well pleased with the business prospects.

Better Regulations for Burning Slash
Fire Rangers of British Columbia have begun operation for the

season. Twenty are engaged in the coast section of the railway belt,
twelve of whom are returned soldiers with previous experience. The
field work of the rangers is now entirely under the control of the
chief ranger Selkirk, instead of the crown timber agent as formerly.
It is also announced that the appointment of rangers continues dur-
ing good behavior which is a move calculated for the good of the
service. It is also stated that the permit sea.son for burning slash has
been extended from September 15th to September 30th.

At a meeting* of the Dominion fire rangers held recently at New
Westtninster at which there was a large number of provincial repre-
sentatives, the matter of better legislation in regard to the disposal
of slash in the woods was referred to. This slash is the biggest men-
ace to the safety of merchantable timber today. While it is possible
to have the particular accumulation of slash designated as a nuisance
and dealt with in that way, the present method is too slow, and not
fitted for the dozens of small accumulations, besides which the time
is liable to pass during which it is possible to burn the fuels safely.

Plant of Prince Rupert Co. Leased
The plant of the Prince Rupert Lumber Co., of Prince Rupert,

B. C, has been leased to the Prince Rupert Mills Co., Ltd., which con-
cern has just been organized. It is composed of Vancouver lumber-
men under the able management of A. A. Ewart, who is a competent
and experienced lumberman. The Prince Rupert Spruce Mills Co.
started operations early this month on a commercial basis. The past
operations by the retiring company under Mr. Duby have been under
contract with

, the Imperial Munitions Board for supplying airplane
spruce.

Mr. Duby, under whose supervision the plant at Prince Rupert
was erected, has gone to Vancouver. Regarding his future plans, he
says that it is his intention to engage again in the lumber business at
an early date. On behalf of the retiring company and himself, he ex-
pressed appreciation of the liberal patronage extended. Mr. Duby is

confident that the new company will be in an excellent position to
serve the wants of the trade in the Sitka spruce line.

Enterprising Firm is Branching Out
John Hanbury, of \"ancouver, who is at the head of the well-

known firm of J. Hanbury & Co., Limited, has effected a division in
the control and management as well as an extension in operations.
Major Geo. Hanbury, his son, who recently returned from the front,
takes over the mill and interests at Brandon, Man., while W. F. Han-
bury of Winnipeg, assumes charge of the Lone Star Lumber Co., of
Kamloops. It is understood that plans are under way to establish
three new mills at Notch Hill and Cherry Creek limits. Mr. John
Hanbury will continue to supervise the Vancouver plant, while his
sons assume the management of the mountain and prairie position.
The average cut of a quarter of a million feet a day is the present
capacity of the Hanbury mills, but Mr. Hanbury is planning to spend
a quarter of a million dollars in bringing the plants up to the highest
production point.
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Securing Efficiency in the Filing Room
Volumes have already been written on "Efficiency in Filing

Room," but there still seems to be a vast difference of opinion m
most plants, and the writer will try to state briefly some new ideas.

These ideas are based on the practical knowledge of men who have

met with similar difficulties, and it is hoped that they will be of great

benefit to mill men who have spent sleepless nights trying to solve

the difficult problem, says D.R. Forsythe in the "Southern Lumber-
man."

We will first take the front of a circular sawmill. Some use drag

saws, some swing circular cut-olf saws, others band cut-off saws,

which are all practical. Our idea of a drag saw is to have the saws
perforated at the bottom of gullets, as shown in Fig. 1, which saves

the filer work in grinding, and saves the company many wheels.

Now the circular cut-off saws range in sizes from 60 to 84 inches,

and require very careful study. Frequently an inexperienced man
tries to operate the machine, consequently logs may drop or pinch

the saws, causing them to crack or become long on the rim from
short twists. One will find a remedy to keep these saws from crack-

ing by using a cross-pin hammer, letting them down on the rim and

expanding the gullets so as to overcome this twist, as the hammei
expands the gullets to such an extent it is hard to crack them.

The Main Circular Saw

We now come to the main saw, the log circular saw, which re-

quires a great deal of deep thought and consideration. The carriage

track should be in line. Fig. 2 shows a sketch of the V rail. Stretch

a tight line parallel to the entire length of the V rail, then measure

6 inches from the center of the V rail at both ends, make a wooden
tram or guage to fit V rail snugly, then bring guage along. If the

pencil mark travels to and from the line, your track it out. You
can easily pull this back in line by making a hook that will h.iok over

the flange of the rail, boring through the track timber, say at a 45

degree angle, as shown in cut No. 2. See that the track is level, so

that the timber won't travel to the saw in a wind. We have heard

some men say it does not matter as long as the track is level in front

of the saw, but this is a mistake, as the back end of the carriage be-

ing uneven has a tendency to cause the timber to pull loose from the

dogs and travel to the saw in a twisted position. Therefore, it is es-

sential to the care of saws to have the track level.

Next take the carriage. See that the V trucks fit the V rail, but

don't have the flanges loose on either side nor the truck bearing hard

on the bottom of V track. In fact, it is better to have a slight clear-

ance at the bottom of the groove, as the track wears fast and caus-

es the carriage to have too much lateral motion. See that most of

the end play is taken out, also that the fish plates are level and the

face plates on the head blocks are plumb. Then you will find that

the carriage will run true.

Next take the mandrel or saw arbor. See that this is perfectly

level and try .it plumb, as sometimes a mandrel will show level and

the collar may be out, causing the saw to be out of plumb. If the

mill has no lathe or a lathe that wont swing the mandrel, take tail

rest of lathe and place a 6 x 8 across the track, then run the engine

very slowly and face up the collars to give the saw a good bearing

on fast collar. If you cannot have your loose collar flat, except where
lug pins come through, just a little counter made out of cast steel, as

the ordinary cast-iron collar is inclined to lose its shape, causing a

great deal of trouble. Inspect the lug pin holes with a 6-inch straight

edge to see that there are no burs or disorted places on the face of

each collar. See that your lug pins do not project too far into the

loose collar, as it will cause your saw to be insufficiently clamped.

These are all essential to the running of saws.

Next comes the lead in the mandrel for long timber rigs

—

inch in 20 feet. To secure this lead some use a wooden tram, while

others stretch lines, which are both good methods. Now to secure

this quickly, slack both guide pins and see that nothing is touching

the saw, then move the carriage until a head block comes in front ot

the saw. Now dish the saw to the log and lay a rule on the head

block just so it touches the saw at the roots of the teeth, then move
the carriage slowly ahead until the rule comes to tail of the saw,

having the saw just clearing the rule, say 1-32-inch. This is a very

quick and good method. If you are doubtful of your saw, turn the

mandrel around (Fig. 3).

Hammering and Fitting Need Thought

Hammering and fitting requires a great deal of deep thought

and study. Take speed, for instance. You can vary in this. Saw-

makers have made a study of this for years. If you increase the speed
over ten thousand rim feet per thousand you diminish the feed and
your sawmill sounds keener, but will not do any more work. Ex-
cessive speed makes the saw sensitive and inclined to dart and not

get results you would attain from the standard speed. Now if the

mandrel is inclined to run warm, leave the saw pretty tight across

the eye; do not allow the tension to drop away more than 10 inches

from collar line. Of course, the mandrel should run cool, but •

are lots of things in a sawmill that should be, but do not pan
therefore, it is the filer's duty to study all conditions. A saw should
be tested all the way across with a long straight edge, to see that

it does not become tight in the eye ; but be very careful around the

eye of the saw, as that is one of the vital spots. If the eye gets too

open, the saw is inclined to lay out on a thin slab and crack at the

collar line, or turn over the collar. When a saw is turned over the

collar several times, even if you pad your anvil, it will become weak
and lose its elasticity; then the saw is never the same. When a saw
runs out it is a tremendous strain on the eye, as the timber crowding
the saw out forms a wedge between the rim and the eye. This be-

ing the case, the collar nor the log will give, therefore you are in dan-
ger of cracking the saw around the eye. We have seen many saws

Figure 1 Figure 2

running out of the log from being too open around the eye, or too
open for the speed ; in other words, having the tension in the wrong
place. The sawyer will say to the filer, "Let's try a little more lead,"

and it may take the thin slab all right, but when you get the cant
or timber squared up, the saw runs in, due to both sides of the saw
cutting equal.

Now the sawyer finds he is going to cut the cant out of square
or ruin the piece of timber, so he holds the saw out of the log, and
finally finishes that piece of timber and loads another log. Now bear
in mind his saw is lined in the log and the guide is holding the saw
out. He starts in, and the saw mandrel leads out, causing the tim-

ber to rub the centre of saw and the friction from the log expands
the saw at the centre to such an extent that it is impossible to con-
tinue sawing. The whistle blows to shut down and the filer come
while they are taking the saw off. The sawyer tells the filer, "Yo\.

have too much tension," so they, together, pull the saw through an<i

find it wide open, the saw goes in the filing room and before it ir^

thoroughly cooled off the filer puts it on the anvil, lets it down, and
really the saw is too stiff, 12 inches back from the rim.. The only
solution is to get that lead right, and then you can regulate the ten-

sion in the saw.
We suggest that across the eye of the saw just a little light

should show under a 12-inch straight edge, gradually dropping the

tension to the centre of the saw. We find that this gives good results.

The Rim of High Speed Circular Saw

Now we come to the rim of the high speed circular. We have
come from the centre of the saw with the tension gradually taperei!

out to the rim, carrying the rim about 5 or 6 inches flat. This should
be perfectly level. A high speed saw will become rim-bound, an(i

where it does your saw will get hot on the rim, causing it to snakt

and throw dust. To overcome this, use a 6-inch straight edge and
hammer lightly, avoid doing too much work on one side. It may
seem tiresome to keep changing the saw from one side to the other,

but after awhile you will get these tight ridges all expanded and
your saw will show level to the 6-inch straight edge on both side?

We find that in testing for these ridges with the straight edge it

is better to have the saw dished away from you. See Fig. 4.

working out these ridges on a rim-bound saw you may disturb y
tension. Hammering the rim of a saw you are bound to let out y
tension to a certain extent, but you can feel safe in knowing

3

have expanded the steel where it needed it, as a ridge is where t

metal is bunched up. These ridges come in saws through expa
sion from both ways, running your tensions up to the rim to 4 or
inches of the rim. Then, on the other hand, there is a certain amou
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of contact and expansion when the saw comes in contact with the

log. That is what a great many filers call the dead line, and when
that becomes tight, and the metal gets bunched, it is called ridges

or fast places, commonly known in mills as being rim-bound.

There are quite a few differences of opinion on tension, but we
are all striving for the same results—getting good running saws. We
can say this much : if a saw is tensioned too much for the speed, it

will lay in or out, and if it is not tensioned enough, it will snake, so

there are tension levels for all speeds and adjustable tension gauges

to suit most any degree of tension you may desire.

We have seen quite a few saws run badly when they come out

of the factory, but if the mill man will give the correct speed, the

saw manufacturer will not miss it much.
When ordering saws you will, nine times out of ten, give the speed

when out of the cut. Your saw may enter the cut at say 800 or 900

revolutions, and when it comes out at the end of the cut the saw

may be turning 600 or 650 revolutions per minute. Now you can see

that the saw will drop over because the mill lags down and the speed

is not sufficient to straighten up the saw. Therefore, in lots of cases,

the speed is given the manufacturer when the saw is running idle

and it comes out for that speed.

Fitting

Fitting is an art. We have found men skillful in hammering,

and tensioning the blade, but poor fitters. First, get your hook right

don't get too much or too little. We favor a little less than one-half

the diameter of the saw. See Fig. 5, which shows a good practical

hook. Have the clearance on the back of the teeth ; if you do not,

your saw will heat on the rim. If you get too much hook you weak-

en your teeth, as you cannot get enough stock on the back, and at

the same time get the proper clearance.

We have seen filers lose the shape of the teeth by not having

the proper swage. We will give a cut of our "Ideal" swage with

attachment. This swage is easily adjusted and we find it mild on

the steel. One of the fine features is that it carries the metal ahead

and by light grinding it faces up in great style. We know all teeth

build from the back, therefore it is quite important to have a swage
you can rely upon.

The day for soft saws has long since passed away. The temper
has been improved along with other methods. The high speed cir-

cular of to-day is high and tough in temper, that which you will find

in high-grade silver steel. These plates are of the finest selected

crucible steel. Why? Because the day has come where timber is

worth a great deal more than in former years, and a filer knows he
cannot get good results from a soft saw. The mill owner knows
he has to have a saw that will go on his mill and stand up and cut

good timber and hold its cutting edge. This is a great thing to con-

sider.

Jump Saws
Now we leave the main saw and come to the jump saw. This

saw is not as important, as all it is required to do is to cut the board
in two, but we might suggest having a saw with a peg tooth, so that

the saw will not jerk or pull the board across the live roller bed.

causing the saw to bind and crack on the rim . See to it that the

slides on the jump saw frame are plumb, so that the .saw will enter

the cut straight and not in a wind or twisted position. This little

saw has quite a lot of work to do, and if it is not doing its work
well the balance of the mill will suffer by becoming blocked up,

causing the company to lose time and money.

Slasher Saws
Now come the slasher saws. They are very important—but I

find quite a few of these saws sadly neglected on account of not

having to cut accurately. They should also have a peg tooth the

same as the jump saws, so they will not pull or snatch the slabs or

refuse stock over the saw, causing them to crack and often twisting

the plate. Once a slasher saw gets twisted there is no running it,

as it becomes long on the rim and running in a twisted position, it

is impossible to get the stock over the saws. How many of us have
seen slasher saws running in this manner, smoking and not cutting.

It usually makes the foreman's temper smoke, too. We suggest the

peg tooth, also looking over the saws more often, as a slasher saw
becomes rim-bound more quickly than any other saw in the mill.

Not another tool in the mill gets more abuse than the slasher, un-
less it is a hog, as the slashed usually feeds the hog.

Let us suggest a few more points on the care of slasher saws.

See to it that the tooth of the saw is just a little below the feed bed,

as oftentimes a big butt slab will enter the saw and the saw will

be embedded in the thick butt, and the thin part will be entering

the saw next to it. If the saw is above the feet bed, it is liable to

jerk it over and crack the saw that is imbedded in the butt of the

slash. See that your collars clamp the saws evenly and get as much
bearing on the saw in collars as possible. Of course, the speed
varies on these a great deal, as there is such a vast difference in the

diameter of the saws. Just a little light all the way across the blade

is a good remedy. Try and keep the boxes cool so that your saw
will not get too open in the eye and cause it to flap around, causing
the saw to crack around to collar line.

Trimmers

Now come the trimmer saws. These saws require good, careful

fitting. They should, above all things, be kept jointed perfectly

round and set evenly. See that the lead is right. I mean by this we
have seen trimmer saws after they have finished the cut, with the
tail of the saw dragging hard on the board or cant, causing the saw
to run hot on the rim and on some occasions the saws to crack on
the rim. See that the trimmer arbors are level. Now, first, if the

arbor is level, lead is right, saws are put up straight, jointed and set

evenly, you will trim the lumber smooth. It is very essential that

lumber should be trimmed smooth, as it brings up the grade and
makes the manufacturer smile. Also it sells better.

Don't overlook any play in the arbor, as a saw playing back
and forward will cause tooth marks on the end of the boards.

Edgers

Now comes the edger, which is a very important machine, one
that cannot have too careful attention. First, see that the saw arbor

Figure 3 Figure 4 Figure 5

-BAND SAW TEETH. DOTTED LINE IS CHAMBERING CAPACITY OF TEETH
No. 1 shows greatest throat room but least chambering capacity.
No. 2 gets its chambering capacity by depth, and is not a good all-round tooth. Will work well in pine or cypress.
No. 3 has a greater chambering capacity than either No. 1 or No. 2, and will do good work in all kinds of timber and will not vibrate in the cut.
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is perfectly level
;
second, that the collars fit the arbor snugly, so

they will not rock around on arbor; third, have feed rolls level with
arbor and bed rolls level with feed rolls. Keep your guide pins up
snugly, not too tight. Have your saws to go on free, and when
clamped or screwed op tight, see that they are not dished. If your
feed rolls are worn we will recommend the Coleman feed rolls. They
are inserted tooth rolls and are absolutely guaranteed to make a

straight lumber on any edger aiid can be fitted to any size machine.
It is impossible to make straight lumber with worn rolls.

Another thing is essential when edger is stopped : lift up the

press rolls and push a board up to the saw and see if you have the

proper hook in the teeth, and see if the clearance on the points is

right. Sometimes it is a job to get a machine in condition, but when
you get one right, the worry and trouble is over.

Band Saws

Now we have finished up with the circular mill. We will take

up the band mill. There are lots of different makes of band mills,

and though they are different as to patents in their straining devices,

they all attain the .same results. Of course, we will not have to go
through round saws in the band mill, as they are the same as in a

circular mill

.

There are double-cut and single-cut mills and re-saws. Double-
cut mills require a careful study and accurate workmanship on saws.
Your double-cut bands have to be perfectly level right across the
tooth line and tensioned evenly so that the strain will be equal on
each edge of the cut. One edge cannot be longer than the other.

When this occurs the saw will lead, as the strain on the plate is

unequal. See that your mill has no cross line. If it is a telescope

type see that the mill does not cross-line as it riases and lowers.
Be sure your automatic grinder swage and shaper is keeping the

teeth perfectly square. Sometimes the teeth will appear square, but
may be a little higher on the log side or high on the board side.

Now you see this works vice versa. As you turn the saw over to

grind it will cause the saw to lead one way or the other.

To line your grinder, chalk each end of your emery wheel arbor
on the automatic grinder, and lay a straight edge on the face plate

of the machine and inscribe a line on the end of the emery wheel
arbor. Then turn the arbor around and see if it corresponds with
the inscribed line. Do this on each end of emery wheel arbor and
allow for the thickness of saw. Then you saw will be ground square.

Also see that your shaper jaws have the same degree of bevel,

because if one side has a long keen corner and the other a less de-

gree of bevel, your saw is apt to lead. On a single-cut mill this is

not noticed so readily, because each line the saw will lead in a little,

but the boards will come out uniform until you get to the last line

and then you will find it thick or thin, but the double-cut saw will

make every line thick and thin.

Now one thing you are blessed with in a double-cut mill is that

you do not have to worry with offsets. The guides of a double-cut
are one of the important features. It is very essential that you keep
these up almost perfect or as perfect as you can. I could go on
writing quite a good deal more on double-cut saws, but will let this

rest for later on.

Single-cut mills are similar to double-cut, only there are different

requirements in regard to putting up saws. We will take the single-

cut saws. A single-cut band requires to be a little longer on the

back edge than on the tooth edge. This, so that when the mill is

strained up the tooth edge becomes tighter than the back edge, be-
cause when the saw comes in contact with the cut, there is a certain

amount of expansion on the tooth edge and this long back overcomes
this expansion. I will not go into the ditferent tension circles, but
there is one thing sure, get 3'our tension to co-ordinate with your
strain and 3^ou will bet good results.

Here is a good plan: If you are on a mill that has a movable
straining device, get one of your saws, that is in good condition

nicely tensioned and leveled, and put it in the mill. Start it up at

full speed and then move your straining weights in until the back of

the saw starts to slap, then move you strain weights out until the

saw becomes steady on the back. There you have your tension

so it will co-ordinate with your strain. The proper way to figure

strain is to figure ten pounds to the width in inches, times the num-
ber of thousands .in thickness of your saw blade.

Fitting the Teeth

We have finished tension and strain—let's take up fitting the

teeth. So many people around the mill will say, "Give us plenty of

throat room and we will show you lots of feed." Throat room is

mixed up with chambering capacity. You can have ever so much
throat room and yet the tooth will not have the proper chambering
capacity. Different filers get the same results in different ways, but
there is one way you can attain better results. For instance, say
you are in a mill cutting mixed timber. I will endeavor to give cuts

of three different styles of teeth and number them one, two and
three. See Fig. 4. Point out the tooth that is most suitable for all

kinds of timber. There is quite a vast difference in the degree of
swage a saw should have in hardwoods and soft. You can take a
saw with too much clearance in hardwood and it is just like a lathe
turning a hard piece of steel. It will chatter or vibrate in the cut.

And, I might say, uneven tension will also cause vibration and cause
the hardwood to be cut rough or what is commonly known as
"washboard lumber." The saw being unevenly expanded throughout
the blade, these different expansions coming in contact with the
wheel cause vibration.

Lining the Band Mill

Many i)eoplc say the mill is in line when nine times out of
the mill is cross-lined. Some line with the saw, some tram off ;

the V rail and stretch a line through the husk frame and drop plunili

bobs and measure in to the edge of wheel, and others line to tin

centre of shaft. Now here is a point to consider: Your bottom wheel
will wear faster than your top wheel, and wear faster on the tooth
edge. Now if you are lined to the centre of the shaft or to the edges,

your saw line is out of the log, if your mill is a little worn. If any-
body reading this article would be interested in the way I line, I will

be glad to explain this point.

New Lumber Concerns Organized
The National Tie and Timber Co. Ltd., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $20,000 and headquarters in Sudbury, to carry
on the business of lumbering, sawmilling and general woods opera-
tion. Among the incorporators are Frederick Woods, and Frederick
W. Rogers, of Sudbury.

A charter has been granted to the Rastall Lumber Co., Ltd.,

with headquarters in Toronto, and a capital stock of $60,000. The
company is empowered to take over the business now carried on by
the firm of R. A. Rastall & Co., 1072 Queen Street. E., Toronto, and
to conduct the business of lumberers, saw and planing millers, and to

manufacture lumber asd woodenware, and deal in wood products of

all kinds.

The Muskoka Rivers Improvement Co.. with headquarters in

Toronto, and with a capital stock of $10,000, has been formed to

construct and maintain dams, slides, booms and other work neces-

sary to facilitate the transmission of timber down the south branch
of the Muskoka River, the Hollow River, and their tributaries, and
to improve the navigation of these streams. Among the incorpor-

ators of the company are Chas. Mickle, of Gravenhurst ; Jas. K.
Shier and Alfred R. Shier, of Bracebridge ; Simon Dyment, of Bar-

rie and C. S. Mickle, of Whitney township, and other lumbermen.
The improvements to the Muskoka River will be carried out, of

course, subject to the provisions of the Timber Slides Companies
Act.

Exports From St. John to United States

The exports of lumber and pulj) wood from the port of St. John,

N. B., to the United States during the year ending December 31st,

1918, and a comparison with the previous year were

:

Unit of 1917 1918
Articles Quantity Quantities Values Quantitias Vaiaes

Laths M. 33,797 158,213.24 15,554 59,316.19

Lumber ...M.Ft. 43,789 1.123,712.70 53.443 1,668.905.2?

Pine Boards M.Ft. 1.254 35,259.23 1,337 42.346.^2

Pulp Wood Cords 12,146 116,513.05 12,425 161,539.34

Shingles .. M. 1,159 5.912.20 2.052 10,601.30

Ships' Knees 698.35

Staves .... 1.090.79

Wood Pulp M.Lbs. 27,507 983,%9.13 21.547 977.314.0(1

Barrel Heads 4,662.S1

Old Company Takes New Name
The Mageau Lumber Co. Limited, which was recently incorpor-

ated with headquarters at Field, Ont., and a capital stock of $250,000,

is the name of the organization replacing the Field Lumber Co.. anil

the new charter provides for increased capital if need be. The sanu*

board of directors is in charge of affairs, as in connection with th.

former organization, and will continue in office. The company wiil

operate its mill at Field on the Canadian Northern Railway. Zotiqut

Mageau, M.L.A., of Sturgeon Falls, Ont., is at the head of the new

enterprise.

The National Fire Protection Association, in session at Ottat

decided to ask grants from the Dominion and Provincial Governme
and from the Federal and State Governments in the U. S. for

conduct of an educational publicity campaign during the week of

Prevention Day, which will be held on October 9.
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Live Member of Progrressive Firm

•

J. J. Cluff, who is a member of

N. Cluf¥ & Sons, Seaforth, and

was recently elected a member of

the District Committee of District

No. 7 of the Ontario Retail Lum-
l)er Dealers' Association, is well

known to the trade in Western
Ontario. Mr. ClufT was born

and brought up in Seaforth, where
he enjoys the confidence of the

citizens and was a "father" in the

town council for several years.

The present firm of N. Cluff &
Sons, who are dealers in lumber,

laths, shingles and coal, is the

outgrowth of a small business

started in 1879 by N. Cluff, the

senior member. During many
years of development, a solid

trade in lumber and planing mill

products has been built up. The
factory is equipped with modern
woodworking machinery, and the

firm, owing to efficient methods,

coupled with courtesy and prompt attention to every detail of their

customers' wants, have established a wide connection which is con-

stantly expanding. A few years ago N. Cluff and Sons moved into

new premises, and as stated, besides handling extensively lumber and
planing mill products, they have a large coal business. The firm do not

undertake contracts but figure on bills of supplies and report that the

prospects for the coming season are very good.

J. J. Cluff, Seaforth, Ont.

The Outlook as Seen in the East

An Eastern correspondent of the Canada Lumberman writes:

"The speculative is always the most interesting in the business and

manufacturing vvorld—what will likely happen, what prices will pre-

vail, what will be supplies and what the demand. The results of the

past year are known, the present is a sort of a mark time period of

milepost in the reconstruction journey and the conversion of affairs

in the wood products arena from a war basis to a peace footing. It

is to the future that the trade is looking and wondering how matters

will shape up generally, whether there will be an unprecedented de-

mand in activity, an export expansion such as has never been wit-

nessed or comparative stagnation for, at least, twelve months and a

gradual resession in prices. It is easy to prognosticate and to make
our wishes the sponsor for a projected line of thought. In certain

circles the view is expressed that building will not become very ac-

tive nor will any large reconstruction program be undertaken until

values come down. There must be some incentive, it is claimed, to

go ahead with new structures, although it is admitted that repairs

and renovations cannot be any longer delayed. On what foundation
the expectation of lower prices rests is a very unsubstantial one and
is not bolstered up by any economic productive or market view point.

Stocks on hand, with the great majority of manufacturers and whole-
salers, are lower today than ever and the lumber that is now in the

mill yards or at distributing points cannot be replaced at what it cost

to produce it during the past summer. Expenses in logging, hauling,

towing, distributing, sawing, piling and carriage have gone up all

the way from 10 to 20 per cent. There is no evidence that there will

be a decrease in any particular phase of the whole lumber situation

from the felling of the trees to the final delivery to a customer. Every-
thing is high and the trend is upwards instead of downwards on
everything except pork. While labor is more plentiful and a higher
range of efficiency prevails the liberation of men from the munition
plants and other war activities in the eastern provinces came too late

to be of much avail. Cutting generally starts in the month of August
and ceases in January and it was practically the beginning of De-
cember before any new recruits were ready for the camp. Then there

was the flu and now there is a certain unrest which is difficult

to explain. Some manufacturers are more learful of labor trouble
than they are about being able to sell their cuts for the coming year
at a satisfactory figure, but they are all hoping for the best."

the re-shipping arrangements on lumber, under such headings as

dressing, kiln drying, sawing, sorting, etc.

The following suggestions have been made by the aforementioned
bodies to the railways and there the matter rests at present.

Lumber, C. L. for dressing, etc.—Objection is made to any in-

crease in the stop-over charge from Ic, minimum $5.00 to 2c per 100

lbs., minimum $8.00 per car.

Kiln Dried.—It was considered that the time allowed at stop-

over point for reshipping both to points in Canada and the United
States should be 60 days, instead of 30 days, which is insufficient.

Sorting and reshipment to United States, or for export.—The
present arrangement to United States points, as per tariff C. R. 176,

allows 12 months, and for export, as per supplement, 10 to C. F. 322
allows 12 months, which it is considered, should be continued.

Re-sawing.—The arrangement should also supply on lumber,
cross-cut or butted, the same as now covered in C. R. 176.

Note L It is suggested this be amended by eliminating from
the third and fourth lines, the following:

"Nor can one kind of softwood be substituted for another,

or one kind of hardwood lumber for another; for example:
Pine substituted for spruce ; oak for maple

;
pine for oak,

or maple, etc."

Note 5.—Covering re-building, is not quite clear to us, as it

seems to conflict with the first item in proposed tariff, and item "B"
of the regulations.

Regulations, (A).—It is suggested that the requirement that the

number of feet be shown on the bill of lading be struck out, as it is

impracticable and also the last two sentences, reading as follows:

"And in addition to the above, shipments for dressing,

re-sawing or kiln-drying, must also show consignee and final

destination. If change in destination is required, request

must be made by shippers prior to arrival of car at stop-off

I>oint."

(B) Third paragraph, last line. Should not the "or" be inserted

after "final destination," making it read as follows:

"Or such surplus weight may be used in making up the

C. L. minimum weight."

Second paragrai)h—Eliminate what follows after word "consign-

ed".

Fourth paragraph, third line: The words "and for same destin-

ation" be eliminated.

(H) It is suggested that the word "reconsigning" be substituted

for the word "local."

The above suggestions are made after very careful consideration
and after several meetings of the trade held in Toronto, Ottawa, and
Montreal.

If the carriers would like to discuss the matter with the lumber-
men a committee will be appointed for the purpose.

Lumbermen Oppose Railway Demands
Meetings of representatives of the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-

ciation, Canadian Manufacturers' Association, the Toronto Board of
Trade, and Montreal Lumber Association were held recently to take
into consideration the attitude of the railways in connection with the
proposed increase in stop-off rates and other regulations relating to

Budget of News from the West
The property of the Western Timber Co. at Gerard, B.C., and the

logs of the saw mill at that point have been taken over by the New
Westminster lumbermen, who expect to keep the mill running the

entire season

.

The second hull of the five ships built for the French Government
by the Northern Construction Co. at Vancouver, was launched recent-

ly. The other vessels of the fleet are being constructed with dispatch

and will be launched at regular intervals during the next few months.
Abernethy and Lougheed intend laying a railway to their timber

limits at Lillooet Lake, and the engineers have gone over the ground
preparatory to work being started.

The Duncan- Locke Lumber Co. of Vancouver has been incorpor-

ate with a capital stock of $50,000.

The third of the five 1,500-ton wooden steamers for the French
government was recently launched at the Poplar Island shipyard, New
Westminster, B. C. The vessel is known as the C-46. The first of these

vessels which was Christened the Frontenac, but which is now known
as the C-44, is ready for sailing.

Dussault & Boutin have sold their saw mill at Albertville, Sask.,

to J. E. Painchard.
McClelland & Co., lumber dealers of Letellier, Sask., have been

succeeded by the Letellier Lumber & Coal Co.
Residents of Port Hammond, B.C., are justly proud of the war

record of the saw mill located there. This mill turned out more lum-
ber for use in aeroplane construction than any other one mill in Bri-

tish Columbia, and in this instance that means the whole Dominion.
The mill company have a letter on file which proves the statement,

and congratulates the management on the enviable position thus won
When labor was scarce the mill owners made attractive oft'efs in order

to secure female help and at one time eight patriotic young ladie.s

were engaged in jobs that are generally looked on as men's work,
Recoirds show that they did these jobs as well as men could

have done them.
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Personal rsiTagra.phs of Interest

Edward Clark of Edward Clark & Sons, Toronto, who has been

ill for some time, is able to be at the office again.

Chas. J. Tulley, of the Forestry Department, Ottawa, has been

appointed secretary of the Civil Service Federation of Canada.

A. B. Davis, sales manager of Ross-Saskatoon Lumber Co.,

Ltd., Waldo, B.C., was in Toronto recently calling upon the trade.

F. H. Stearns & Co., wholesale lumber dealers, have removed

from the Transportation Building to the McGill Building, Montreal.

Alfred E. Read, of Read Bros., Limited, Toronto, has .sold his

house at 83 Dorval Road and has bought a fine new home on Oak-

mount Road.

E. B. Snyder of the Penrod-Jurden Co., Memphis, Tenn., was in

Toronto recently on business and called upon a number of members

of the trade.

Sir Douglas Cameron, of Winnipeg, who has considerable lum-

ber interests on the Pacific coast, was' a recent visitor to Montreal

and Ottawa.

The Montreal offices of J. & W. Sharpies have been removed

from 1 Place Royal to 512-514 Transportation Building, St. James

St., Montreal.

H. G. McDermid, of the Union Lumber Co., Toronto, who was

laid up for some time with an attack of influenza, is once more able to

be at his desk.

George Kersley, wholesale lumber, hardwoods, veneers, etc., has

removed from the McGill Building to his yard office, 140 Chatham

Street, Montreal.

Alex. J. Read, of Read Bros., Toronto, who has been spending

some weeks on the Pacific Coast on a business trip is expected home

in a few days.

S. A. Hurlbut, of the A. Sherman Lumber Co., Potsdam, N.Y.,

accompanied by Mr. Sal'ford, manager of that organization, spent a

few days in Toronto recently, calling upon the members of the trade.

James Ludgate, of Parry Sound, who is manager of the Schroed-

er Mills & Timber Co., Pakesley, Ont., spent a few days in Toronto

recently. He is now thoroughly recovered from his recent illness

and is looking well.

Frank J. Tone has been made president of the Carborundum

Company of Niagara Falls, succeeding the late Frank W. Haskell.

George R. Rayner has been made vice-president, succeeding R. B.

Mellon, of Pittsburg. F. H. Manley retains the office of treasurer.

Duncan Heise, late of the Knight Manufacturing & Lumber Co.,

Meaford, Ont., has joined the selling staff of the C. G. Anderson

Lumber Co., Toronto, and is looking after trade in softwoods in

Western Ontario.

Hart & McDonagh have removed their offices from the Contin-

ental Life Building, Toronto, to more commodious quarters on the

third floor of the Temple building corner of Bay and Richmond

Streets, Toronto.

C. G. Anderson, of the C. G. Anderson Lumber Co., wholesale

lumbermen, Toronto, has sold his residence at 93 Dewson Street,

and has purchased a most commodious and attractive dwelling on

Braemor Road, Wychwood, Toronto.

J. M. Donovan has removed his office in the Bank of Hamilton

building, Toronto, to Room 707 and has embarked in the wholesale

lumber business after being in the commission line for the past two

years. He is specializing in western stocks and southern hardwoods.

J. Leonard Apedaile, of Montreal, has been appointed managing

director of Price Bros. & Co., Limited, of Quebec, and will have

charge of the various pulp, paper and lumber activities of the com-

pany. Until recently Mr. Apedaile was a resident partner of George

A. Touche & Co., accountants, of Montreal, and resigned his partner-

ship in order to take over his new duties.

W. J. Sheppard, of the Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Waubashene,

Ont., is one of the promoters who will erect a new million dollar

theatre in Toronto. The entrance will be at 263 Yonge Street and

the building will extend right through to Victoria. The seating

capacity will be 2,500 persons and construction will begin at once.

The theatre will be a vaudeville and moving picture house and a

$25,000 pipe organ will be one of the features of the building.

W. R. Butler & Co., of Boston, Mass., have severed their selling

arrangements with the Emporium Lumber Co., of Utica, New York,

whose stock they have had the exclusive sale of in New England

and a portion of New York state for more than 23 years. W. R.

Butler & Co. will continue in the hardwood business specializing in

Northern hardwoods, and they have completed arrangements so that

they continue to supply beech, birch, and maple, while with the

southern mills they have also eflfected facilities for large stocks of

oak, ash, poplar, and chestnut.

N. J. McDonald recently started in the lumber business under
the name of the McDonald Lumber Co., and has opened .sales offices

at 195 Victoria Street, Toronto. The organization is specializing in

Coast and mountain forest products from B. C, and represents eleven
mills. Mr. MacDonald, who was born in Nova Scotia, learned the
lumber game in the manufacturing end in that province, and for some
years has resided in the West. He has been in the selling branch of
the business in Winnipeg, Edmonton and Vancouver.

W. A. Hadley, of Chatham, Ont., who is president of the South-
western Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association, was in Toronto
recently to meet his son, Lieut. C. S. Hadley, of the R. A. F. who
paid his own passage in order to get home. Lieut. Hadley says that

London is crowded with rnany Canadian soldiers, who have beconi
practically stranded while awaiting transportation. H application i

made to the authorities they answer that the matter will be dealt willi

immediately and that is the last heard from them.

A Wilmot Hay, in his 61st year, passed away at his home in

Woodstock, N. B., on April 27th. He is survived by a widow, t\V'>

S'ons, Sergt. Robert W. Hay, now overseas, and Murray Hay, wh^i

recently returned from the front. Mr. Hay was born at Lower Wood-
stock, and conducted a pork packing business. He was on the farm
settlement board, and immigration officer until relieved of duty by
the present government, since which time has been associated with
his sons in the lumber business. He was a leading citizen of Wood-
stock and his loss is mourned by many friends.

W. B. Snowball, of the J. B. Snowball Co., Chatham, N. B.. ha.

returned home after an extended trip to the Western States and the

Pacific coast. Mr. Snowball took his jaunt for a complete rest and
did not devote much of his time to mixing with the lumber trade or

getting any special information along business lines. He visited

some of the mills to observe their methods of sawing, and went into

one woods operation on "V^ancouver Island. Aside from this, he say-,

he did not think of lumber from the time he left until he returned.

Mr. Snowball was Mayor of Chatham until April last when he re-

tired, not offering for re-election.

Reg. Buchan, of Robert Bury & Co. (Canada) Toronto, who re-

cently returned from an extended trip to England, reports that there

is a big demand for lumber of all kinds in Britain. The one great

difficulty at the present time is transportation and the excessive

freight rates prevailing. As is well known, the British Ministry of

Shipping is allowing only 30 per cent of cargo space for commercial
and industrial purposes. This is not nearly sufficient considering

the varied assortment of goods. The Robert Bury Co. have shipped

about half a million feet of dry basswood and maple to the United
Kingdom, and this was done only after searching practically every

port to secure accommodation. The company have a large quantity

of mahogany, and other woods, ready to go over as soon as ocean

carriage can be arranged.

Key Valley Railway Will Carry Lumber
The Schroeder Mills & Timber Co., of Pakesley, Ont., commenc-

ed driving logs about the middle of last month on the Key River

and Dollar Lake. There has been plenty of water so far, and the

drives are progressing favorably. It is understood that the Lauder.

Spears and Howland mill in that section will not be running thi-

summer, and that this firm have disposed of their logs to the Cleve-

land Sarnia Sawmill Co., of Sarnia, Ont. The Key Valley Railway,

which was built between Pakesley on the C. P. R. and the site of the

mill on the "Lost Channel" of the Pickerel River—a distance of

twelve miles—will be in operation this season to bring out all the

lumber that is still left in the mill yards, and also carry to carry

tourists, there being a good-sized summer colony from Pittsbursr.

Pa., who spend their holidays in that ideal spot. The Schr<

Mills & Timber Co. have lately been burning over cut-over hiii .-

and believe that there should be much more done in that section in

order to increase its agricultural possibilities.

Lumber Firm's Offices are Improved
Extensive alterations have been made to the offices of Terry &

Gordon, Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto. Additional space is

available for the officers of the Company, including new quarter-

for Frank W. Gordon, late of Vancouver, who has now taken up hi-

residence in Toronto, and has special charge of the B. C. Forest Pro-

ducts department.
On the occasion of his marriage recently, Mr. Gordon was p

sented by the firm with a handsome cabinet of silver cutlery.

That the Canadian lumber trade will experience some difficulty

securing its share of orders for reconstruction work in France unl<

more attention is paid to the requirements of the overseas market,

a warning given by the commission of conservation at Ottawa
Canadian exporters of lumber.
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NcFadden & Malioy Acquire Eddy Plant

McFadden & Malloy, of Spragge, Ont., have purchased the mills,

stock. and timber concessions of Eddy Bros, "and Company, Blind

'Riverj Ont., This important deal, which was recently concluded,

gives McFadden and Malloy a cutting capacity of about 300,000 feet

a day. The plant of Eddy Bros, and Company, whose headquarters

are at Bay City, Mich., has been esttablished in Ontario for some 15

years, and is erected on the Soo branch of the C. P. R., about 16

miles west of Spragge, where McFadden and Malloy's mill is situat-

ed. The capacity of the Eddy plant is 125,000 feet a day, and the

equipment consists of two band saws, a gang saw and a gang edger,

together with the usual accessories.

The townships covered in the sale are No. 176, No. 182 and No.

188. They are well timbered, and the principal growth consists of

white and red pine with a sprinkling of hardwood.

It is understood that enough logs are already available to keep

the Eddy plant operating during the coming season.. John R. Stover,

McFadden & Malloy's Mill at Spragge, Ont.

who has been manager of manufacturing at the Eddy mill for a num-
ber of years, will continue in that post, for which he is thoroughly

qualified.

Mr. McFadden states that his firm purposes sawing a consider-

able amount of lumber for export. In the past the principal market
for their output has been the United States, but with prospects of

foreign trade looming up attractively, it is the intention of McFadden
and Malloy to go after a portion of this overseas business. The com-
pany operated several camps during the past season, and their log-

ging output will be about the same as last year, although costs have

mounted up considerably, totalling about 20 per cent, more than in

1917-18. Mr. McFadden is confident that the price of lumber will be

maintained during 1919.

It is understood that some large sales of white pine have taken

place recently. McFadden and Malloy, of Spragge, Ont., who, as al-

ready stated, acquired the mill, stocks and limits of Eddy Bros. &
Co., of Blind River, have sold some seven million feet of the entire

product of the log to American interests. It is learned that the fig-

ure received for the merchantable quality compares favorably with

the price secured last year. The Spragge plant of McFadden and Mal-
loy has already begun operations and the supply of labor is reported

adequate. It is the intention of the firm to start the Eddy plant at

once. The prospects for a busy"season are promising.

No Aerial Patrol for Ontario Limits

Much has been heard recently respecting the feasibility and
efficiency of aerial patrol in the protection of forests. As announced
in the last issue of the "Canada Lumberman," the St. Marie Forest

Protection Association of Quebec, which is a private concern com-
posed of limit holders and timber men, had made arrangements with
the Department of Marine and Fisheries for the use of two sea-

planes for the coming season. These will start doing duty about the

first of June.

Naturally when so much attention is being directed toward the

subject of the use of hydroplanes in safeguarding the forests, the

Department of Lands, Forest and Mines in Ontario has given the

project special consideration. The matter was gone into very thor-

oughly by Hon. G. Howard Ferguson, the plans being placed before

him by the Canadian Air Force, and Gen. Manley Sims, acting Agent-
General in London, England. After a full investigation, it has been

decided that hydroplanes will not take the place of fire rangers in

controlling the extensive forests of Northern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Ferguson states that he had come to the conclusion

that hydroplane patrols were impractical at the present time, and
too costly to be attempted by the Government. Information has

reached the Department of Lands, Forests, and Mines, that after

trying them out at British Columbia and in the state of Minnesota,

these districts have given up the hydroplane idea. In Quebec where
two machines were tested out, Mr. Ferguson states that the area to

be patrolled is that of a private concern, which is making the experi-

ment although the Government is supplying the machines.
E. J. Zavitz, provincial forester for Ontario, also went care-

fully into the proposal made by the Canadian Air Force, and has

reported that such a system as that recommended would cost more
than twice as much as the present method of fire rangers. The pres-

ent system costs $6 a square mile, whereas the hydroplane patrols

would cost $12.50 a square mile. The lumbermen of the province

were also consulted. They declared against the scheme, and said

that the only practical method was the employment of fire rangers,

watch towers and telephones.

It was estimated by the C. A. F. that it would cost $375,360 a

year to maintain the hydroplane patrols. The initial cost for aerial

equipment would be another $350,000, and on top of that buildings

and certain lands would have to be provided, further increasing the

cost. Even then the C. A. F. estimates were for patrolling only one-

fifth of the extensive area.

"War Toronto" Loaded With Lumber
The last of that line of watercraft which proved so efficient in

supplying the Mother country with munitions during the war, the

"War Toronto," a wooden vessel of 100 tons net weight, arrived in

Montreal recently on her way to England, with a million and a half

feet of lumber on board. The "War Toronto" is the last wooden ship

to be built for the Imperial Munitions Board. She is 261 feet long,

43 feet 6 inches in beam and 25 feet in depth. After discharging her

lumber cargo in England she will be used in general trade between
England and Frace. She is capable of developing 1,000 horsepower,
and during her trial trip in Toronto some days ago developed a speed
of over li knots. Her crew of 30 men, under Captain Low, came
from England especially to man her on her maiden trans-Atlantic

voyage.

Must Not Tamper With Log Booms
A trapper, canoeist, or settler who takes it unto himself to open

up a river blocked by either rafts, booms or logs is liable to severe
penalties in Quebec Province, according to a decision delivered re-

cently by Judge Charles Langelier in the Quebec Police Court.

Eddy Boisvert, a settler in the Abitibi region, was standing trial

on a charge of having smashed a boom holding logs on the River
Harricana, above Amos. Boisvert admitted having cut the boom
loose with an axe, but he claimed that a river was a public thorough-
fare, and that no one had a right to block its path. This was admit-
ted by the court, but the latter added that no man has a right to

cause the loss of logs or rafts even to clear the way on a river, but

that anyone finding a river or stream obstructed by logs, rafts, booms,
etc., may sue the owner of such obstruction for damages.

The court fined Boisvert $50 and costs or 15 days jail, and Judge
Langelier said that the next settler, or whoever comes for trial on a

similar charge, will get the full penalty of the law.

Dedication of the Lumbermen's Arch
The Lumbermen's Arch in Stanley Park, Vancouver, designed

by the late Captain George P. Bowie, who was shot whilst sketching

on duty during the war, was recently dedicated to the memory of its

designer, and a brass plate affixed thereto in the presence of British

Coluinbia members of the Artists Rifles Regimental Association.

The brass plate is engraved as follows : "The Bowie Arch" dedi-

cated to the memory of Capt. George P. Bowie of the 5th Batt. West-
ern Cavalry who was shot near Ypres on 7th July 1915, sketching on
duly. He designed this arch and was formerly of the Artists (20th

MX) Rifles.

Hon. C. C. Ballantyne, Minister of Marine and P'i.-iicrics, who
has returned to Ottawa from the South, has informed Mr. S. J. Crowe,

M. P., that he will support a grant of five million dollars for the im-

provement of Vancouver harbor. Harbor Commissioner S. McClay
and Secretary W. D. Harvie will shortly leave for Ottawa in connec-

tion with this grant.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rale of 20
cents per agate line (14 agate lines make one
inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, pay-
able in advance. Space measured from rule to

rule. When four or more consecutive inser-

tions of the same advertisement are ordered a

discount of 2') per cent, will be allowed.
Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"

will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a
word, net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later

than the 10th and 20th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

Wanted-Lumber

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter cut

preferred. Apply Firitbrook Brother!, Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont. 8-t.f.

Maple and Birch Wanted
Clear Maple and Birch Squares, 2 x 2—10"

and multiples, 254 x 2%—10" and multiples.

Box 889, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
8-12

Birch and Basswood Wanted
Wanted. To jiurcliase one or more cuts of

liirch and Basswood for the present season.
Apply Box !);!2, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto. 10-11

Fir Wanted
I shall need some Wood for building, good

mill-run North American Fir.

Thickness 1, 2, 3 inches.

Width, 4 to 11 inches.
Length, 8 to 16 feet.

100,000 feet in all.

10 Eugene Math, Depuy Cte Pontiac, P.Q.

Spruce Wanted
We want to buy the following Canadian

Spruce

:

25 cars 1x4 —6 to 20' No. 4—S2S
5 " 1x0
5 " 1x8
5 " 1 X 10
5 " 1x12

20 " 1x8, 10 & 12"—14 & 16' No. 3—
S2S & CM.

25 " 1x4 to 12"—6 to 20' No. 5—S2S.

RUSSELL J. MATTHIAS CO.,

9-10 Chicago, III.

Poles Wanted
Wanted : Live Cedar, Basswood, White

Pine or other straight grained, light weight
poles, 10' long, 5-J4" diameter and up,
small end under bark, in carload or larger
lots. If you can furnish any, describe them,
and quote price, F.O.B. cars, or delivered
here. G. Elias & Bro., Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
10-13

For Sale-Lumber |

Rock Elm For Sale

One small car 4/4 Rock Elm, thoroughly
dry, and in first class condition. Apply at

The Stratford Mfg. Co., S'tratford, Ont. 9-12

Dale Timbers For Sale
Oak timber from 8 x 8 to 20 x 20, lengths

10 to 30, for boat and dock work. D. A.
Webster, 50 Vernon St., Brookline, Mass. 8-13

Hiclcory For Sale

Hickory Squares 1 in. x 1 in. and Dowels
% in. diameter, also Hickory Whipstocks.
Can ship immediately, and will sell very
cheap. C. Elias & Bro., Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.

7 10

HARDWOOD FOR SALE
1 car Maple 3" No. 1 Com. & B.
1 car Beech 2" No. 1 Com. & li.

1 car Switch Tics.
2 cars Ties.

.\pply Box !)40, Canada F-umbcrman, To-
ronto. 10

Birch Flooring For Sale
5i!0,000 ft. liirch flooring for sale, ready for

imnudiate shipment. We can fill almost any
Older. Quotations and sample will be fur-
nished on demand. Apply to

QUEBEC LUMBER CO.,
98 St. Peter Street,

811 Quebec, Que.

FOR SALE
LOGS. One million feet, more or less,

mostly Pine and Spruce; also Hemlock, Bal-
sam, Basswood, Birch, Ash and Elm.

Could be cut to any specification.
Shipment direct from our sawmill at In-

<l!an Station, 20 miles west of Pembroke on
C. N. Ry.

N'o reasonable oflFer refused.

Fischer & Remus, Lumbermen,
Box 1010,

1011 Pembroke, Ont.

For Sale-Machinery |

FOR SALE
E?(celsior machine, double head, good re-

pair. One hand bailer. New. Very low price.

Ralston, 591 Ingersoll Ave., Woodstock.
10

FOR SALE—SAWMILL
25 II. P. Engine, 50 II. P. return tubular

boiler. Three log seat carriage, overhead set,

friction feed works, single edger and slab saw.
All in fair order. Price $1,000. Box 915,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 8-11

Water Tube Boilers
Four Heine Boilers each having 115 3J4"

tubes. Two 18 feet and two 16 feet long,
with Dutch Ovens. All complete. Fine for

Sawmill. J. L. Neilson & Co., Winnipeg,
Canada. 10-11

For Sale—Band Resawlng Machine
in good running order; made by the Egan
Co., Philadelphia; takes 6 in. band resaws

;

suitable for Box Plant or planing mill.

D. AITCHISON & CO.,
8-11 Hamilton, Ontario.

Jenckes Corliss Enj^ine For Sale

One second-hand Jenckes Corliss Engine,
12 in. x 30 in. cut. Description and price on
application to

Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Company, Ltd.,

2-t.f, Toronto, Ont.

High Speed Matchers

1— Berlin No. 90 High Speed Matcher with
Profilers and several extra heads.

1—^American No. 77 High Speed Matcher with-

out Profiler but having several extra heads.

Two real bargains.

Box 893, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
6-t.f.

Big Sawmill
For Sale—Complete Machinery, Transmis-

sion, Lath Mill, Filing Room Ecjuipment,
I'ower Plant, for 200,000 daily capaeity.
Double Band Sawmill. Also Burner, Mach-
ine and Blacksmith Shop Equipment, Cater-
I>illar Logging Engine, Sleighs, etc., etc.
Box 930, Canada Lumberman, "Toronto.

9 tf.

For Sale
1—17 x 24 Atlas Engine, with 36 in. x 10 ft.

flywheel.
3—No. 94 Berlin Matchers, 15 in., fitted with

hard steel knives on top and bottom sylin-
ders—one pair thiplap, jointer and floor-
ing heads with bits for each machine.

1—No. 182 Berlin Double Surfacer, 30 in. x
6 in.

1—No. 199 Berlin Buzz Planer.

1—No. 290 Berlin Picket Header.

The Otis Staple! Lumber Company, Ltd.,
19 t.f. WyclifTe. B.C.

Band Saw Mill For Sale

One Waterous 9 ft. Band Saw Mill, gun-
shot feed, complete with extra saws and filing

equipment. Used about one year, excellent
condition. The Geo. F. Foss Machinery &
Supply Co., Ltd., 305 St. James St., Montreal,
Que. 7-t.f.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Peters' Mill, Parry Sound
1 left hand edger, 54 inch, 4 stationary saws

and one moveable saw, made by Wm. Ham-
ilton Co.

1 engine, 11 x 18 slide valve.
1 right hand Champion Edger, 48 inch, 3

stationary saws and 2 moveable saws, made
by Waterous Co. (latter edger was only used
two seasons and part of a third). Set of
trimmers complete with chains and sprockets.

1 Patterson & Berryman feed water heater.
1 blower for Gordon hollow blast grates.

1 Riclie automatic gang saw sharpener.
1 Rhodes gang saw swage.

In addition to above we have a considerable
quantity of shafting, chains, pulleys, etc., all

in good working condition.

Wiite for further particulars to

W. L. HAIGHT, Barrister,

8-11 Parry Sound, Ont.

Equipment For Sale

1—35 H.P. "Case" Engine and Boiler, on
skids, 125 lbs. steam pressume, in first

class condition.

1—56 inch Trevor "Jumbo" Heading Sawing
Machine, Upright, with saw collar com-
plete.

1—3 compartment Steel Vat, 24 by 7 by 4J4
feet.

1—10 H.P. Upright Engine and Boiler.

1—Box Board Planer, 24 in.

1—25 H P. Motor, 3 phase, 60 cycle. 550
volts, and two 15 k.w. transformers for

same.

2—2'/2 k.w. Transformers, 2200 to 550 volts.

2—Stave Jointing Machines.

1—125 Gal. Duplex Steam Pump.

Trenton Cooperage Mills, Limited,

7-10 Trenton, Ont.

' Wanted-Employment

.\(Ivertiscments under this heading one cent a

word per insertion. Bo.x No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents.

SALESMAN with Eastern connection to

sell B. C. Timbers, Yard Stock and Shingles,
on Commission. Box 929, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. 10-11

Position Wanted
Lumberman e.xpericnccd in all hrarrh'

wishes position, ouLaidc work
;

ten yt.-.

road. References. Apply Box Wfi, I.

man. |i,
,

FIRST CLASS BAND SAWYER
position. Can deliver the goods. Kigh'
rig preferred. Box Ml Canada LumI
Toronto.

BAND-SAWYER. GOOD FAST NICGEK
MAN and good White Pine Grader, wanti
position. Best of references. Box 904, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 7-10

MANAGER OF RETAIL LUMBER BUS-
INESS desires to make change,
years' experience in lumber, inclu J
years' travelling. Box !*31>, Cana<l.> Lumijcr-
nian, Toronto. 10-12

POSITION WANTED by a first cUss
man who knows the lumber busioets in gen
eral, from the lumbering to the retail yard.
Could supply best references. .Apply to 70(*

4lh .\venue, Maisonneuve, Montreal.
10 11

POSITION AS SAWYER on left hand rig.

I have long experience on both circulars and
band saws. I am used to fast rig steam feed

and steam Niggers. Have been in the em-
ploy of the same company for over five years.

I want to change on account of short season.
I am a married man with wife and family,
and can furnish best of references if needed.
Apply to .'^a^vcr. r (I Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Out 9-10

Business Chances!

Veneer Plant For Sale

Up to date Veneer Plant (or sale, with
good box business. This is a good, going
concern, making money; a good chance for

anyone who understands timber. Apply Box
O.'ii, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 10-11

Sales Manager
Position or an interest desired in live, up-

to-date wholesale lumber concern, requiring

services of a Sales Manager with 15 years'

experience in White Pine and North-west
lumber ; familiar with the Eastern trade and
sources of supply. Box 933, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 1"

Saw Mill Plant For Sale

Practically new and modem Saw Mill Plant,

capacity about 30 Million feet per annutn, lo-

cated in the Interior of British Columbia on

a beautiful inland lake and on the main line

of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway. About
500 Million feet of timber on and adjacent to

Lake (about 90% Spruce) and another Billion

feet available at reasonable prices. Natural

conditions ideal for economical logging, manu-
facturing, piling and shipping. An advantage

of about $4 per thousand feet in freight rates

to the Prairie Pro\'inces over Coast shiprnents.

This property offers unlimited possibilities

as a lumber, pulp and paper property. Would
consider selling a half interest. Terms rea-

sonable.

A. C. FROST COMPANY,
134 South LaSalle Street,

5 t.f. Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE
Retail lumber yard, shop, and mach

doing a good thriving business and growl

every year. Situated in Agincourt in very

best of farming district on lines of G. T. R-

and C. P. R., 15 miles from Toronto on good

road. Hydro goes past property, power it

required. Owing to ill health owner il

obliged to sell. A good chance for the right

man and a mechanic. Business bound to

grow. Address Lewis Forsythe, Agincourt,

Ont. 9-10
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For Sale
Building and Machinery of good Double Cul

Band Sawmill, well equipped with steam feed,
canter, loaders, etc.

If you want a good mill, address Box T62,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 15-t.f.

FOR SALE
modern Retail Lumber Yard

Fully equipped for business, located in a
hustling Pennsylvania city. Great opportunity
for big business. Financial reference required.

Box 914, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
8-11

SAWMILL WANTED
Efficient Portable Sawmill, capable of not

less, and preferably more, than 20 M. feet per
day, fir, hemlock and birch. For ease of

transportation double boilers. Would also
consider a contract for the sawing, but mill
would require to be moved to property. Re-
ply to T. A. Rogers, 85 Bay St., Toronto.

7-10

Timber Limit Wanted
WANTED—Softwood Limit of 100 million

or more standing timber, with or without
mill plant, conveniently located to transporta-
tion. Please address reply, giving full par-
ticulars, to Post Office Box 284, Montreal.

9-12

An Inventory of Government
Lumber Stocks

Upon the subject of di.si)o.sition

to be made of surplus lumber
now in the hands of the Govern-
ment, a conference was held at

the invitation of Brig.-Gen. Jam-
ieson, Director of Sales, between
representatives of his department
and the following representatives
of the National Wholesale Lum-
ber Dealers' Association—Horace
F. Taylor, "President, F. R. Bab-
cock, Lewis Dill, and E. F. Perry,
Secretary, at which it was agreed
that the following general pro-
gram should be recommended to

Brig.-General Jamieson, Director
of Sales, as conserving the inter-

est of the United States Govern-
ment in securing the best returns
for such lumber.

The plan recommended con-
templates an inventory of all sur-
plus lumber in Government hands
according to location, kind, grades
and thicknesses ; the proper pil-

ing and roofing of the same to
prevent deterioration, that in the
meantime a stop order be issued
preventing- the sale of such lum-
ber until the above work is com-
pleted, it being the opinion of the
conference that this preparatory
work will require at this time of
year a period of probably three
months.

The plan further contemplates
that upon completion of this work,
the lumber will be disposed of on
a plan to be adopted by the De-
partment on consultation with the
National Wholesale Lumber Deal-
ers' Association, and in line with
the suggestion of our association
committee, that the facilities of-
fered shall be available on equal
terms to all similar dealers, irres-
pective of Association affiliation.

It is intended that this lumber
when sold shall be sold at the pre-
vailing market price with reason-
able allowance to dealers for cost
of selling. Through the methods

thus indicated, it is confidently

expected that there will result lit-

tle or no disturbance to market
conditions and that the Govern-
ment as well will have the ad-

vantage of securing the market
price for this material less the

necessary sales cost.

DR. BELL'S
Veterinary Wonder Remedies
10,000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free

to horsemen who give the Wonder a lair

trial. Guaranteed for Colic, Inflamma-
tion of the Lungs, Bowels, Kidneys,
Fevers. Distemper, etc. Send 25c for
Mailing Package, etc. Agents wanted.
Write your address plainly. DR. BELL,
V.S., Kingston, Ont.

$2.00 a Year
24 Issues

Big value to any Lumber
Manufacturer or Dealer.

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER?

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide St. W., TORONTO

CUT YOUR
SELLING

COSTS
Use MacLean
Daily Reports
and know where

the projects are that offer the most pro-
fitable business. Reduce the percent-
age of wasted time and lost orders by
concentrating on the most likely oppor-
tunities.

Rates and Samples on Request.

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS. Ltd.

S45 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

Coolidge & Carlisle

Forest Engineers

Timber Estimates and Map

Plans for Logging Operations

Bangor, Maine

UNION STOCKYARIS
OF TORONTO, L.imit«3Ct

•Canada's Greatest Live Stock Market*
Capital, $'.R00,000. Two Hundred
Acres. Dundas St. ears to Keele St.,

West Toronto. Auction Sales every
Wednesday. Private Sales Daily.

Correspondence Solicited.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH
Manager Horse Dept.

WIRE
Manufacturers of

For TYING, BUNDLING
and many other purposes.

NAILS, etc.

LAIDLAW BALE-TIE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. ONT.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-

Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in
width, which we can sell at interesting
prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. - Toronto, Ont.

Timber

Estimates
JamesW. Sewall
OLD TOWN. MAINE

TIMBER LANDS
Bought and Sold

Timber and Pulp
Wood Estimates

R.R. BRADLEY
Consulting Forester
Globe-Atlantic Bldg.

ST. JOHN - N. B.

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited
GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters and

Mortise Chisel

Books For Sale

Special Prices

"A Manual for Nortlicrn Woodsmen," by
Austin Gary. Published in 1918 by The
Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass. 302 pages and illustrations.

Price $2.75.

Baughman's "Buyer & Seller." The hand-
iest labor-saving book for lumbermen
ever devised. Desk size, 300 pages,
$2.50. Pocket edition, ISS pages, $1.25.

"Baughman's Cost Tables" for figuring
cost of any article by the foot, piece,

pound or ton. 127 pages, o'A in. by 7
in. Price, flexible leather, $1.50; flex-

ible Mprocco, $2.50.

Chapin's Lumber Reckoner, valuable in

the saving of time, labor and eri'or.s.

Size 4 in. X 7 in., 171 pages. Price,

cloth binding, .f2.25, Morocco, $."i.2.j.

"Climax" tally book, bound in sheep, with
hand straps. Size 4% x Syi, 110 pages.
Price $1.00.

" l.umbernian's and Logger's Guide," just
])ulilishcd by the author, Bernard Bre-
reton, size, (i in x !) in., V.Hi pages, dial-
ing with the merits and uses of Doug-
las Fir, California Redwood and the

hading Commercial Woods of the Paci-
fic Coasts. Contains Log Tables and
other useful information. Price $1.00.

"The Kiln Drying of Lumber," a Practical
and Theoretical Treatise, by Harry Doi>
aid Tiemann, M.E., M.F. Just pub-
lished by J. B. Lippincott Co. 318
pages, illustrated. Price $4.

Seasoning of Wood ; A Treatise of the
Natural and Artificial Processes Em-
ployed in the Preparation of Lumber fot

Manufacture, with Detailed Explanations
of its Uses, Characteristics and Proper
ties, by Joseph Wagner. Published by
D. Van Nostrand Co., in 1917. 274
pages, illustrated. Price $3.00.

The Preservation of Structural Timber, bj
Howard F. Weiss. Published in 1313
by McC.raw-Hill Book Company, 312
pages, illustrated. Price $3.

Utilizaiion of Wood-Waste (Second Re-
vised Edition), by Ernst Hubbard. Pub-
lished in 1015 by Scott, Greenwood &
Sons. 102 pages, illustrated. Price $1.50.

Vest Pocket Ready Reckoner for Lumber-
men. 11th edition. Published by the
American Lumberman. Price 35 cents.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide Street West - TORONTO
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Review of Current Trade Conditions

Ontario and the East

There is a much better feelinj;- prevalent in the lumber business

than has been evidenced for some weeks past. The visit of the Bri-

tish Timber Controller, and the numerous conferences which have

been held with the trade, seem to have clarified the atmosi)here. It

is felt that the outlook for export is exceptionally bright, and from
this out good business will prevail. Retail lumbermen are buying

more freely, and building in numerous centres is advancing with con-

sideral)le encouragement. All the stocks held by wholesalers are

worth a good deal of money, and they do not intend to part with

them at less value than has prevailed all winter. It has cost much
more to get out the logs this season than it did in 1918—all the way
from 12 to 20 per cent, extra—and many Ontario lumbermen esti-

mate that by the time the timber reaches the mill, that cutting and
driving expenses will total from $5 to $7 a thousand over the figure

of last year.

Under the circumstances it can be seen that a stifYening of i)rices

is inevitable. The removal of large stocks of spruce and white pine

by the British Government leaves the market clearer in the East

than it has been for some time, and will tend to stabilize conditions.

The transfer of the timber bought by the Imperial authorities natur-

ally tends to stimulate domestic activity.

Nearly all the mills in the country ha\ e started operations, and

find the sui)ply of labor ami)le in most localities, although there is

no perceptible fall in the matter of wages. Last year common labor

was shiftless, independent and inefficient. This year there are more

men seeking jobs than formerly, but an agitation is on for shorter

hours. It is reported in some quarters unions are being formed in

order to inaugurate an eight-hour system. This is causing sawmill

l)roprietors considerable anxiety.

There has been some talk of increasing white ])i'ne i)rices in

Ontario by 10 per cent. The market has been stifYening, and it is

necessary to obtain higher figures in order that the values which the

stocks represent, may be secured. The export business across th.:

line is now more active than for some months. So far no large con-

tracts have been placed for cuts for the coming season and whole-

salers do not seem disposed to load up with any additional obliga-

tions. As one of them expressed it, this is a year when the millmen

will have to carry the stocks and, instead of the wholesaler running

after the manufacturer, it wll l)c the reverse before many months have

passed.

The demand for western goods is quite active, but there is a

shortage in No. 1 common boards and shiplap. Shingles are also

scarce, and prices are stiff. There is a big movement of XXXXX
to the other side of the line, but owing to recent labor troubles in

British Columbia, production fell olT. It will be a couple of months

yet before the Eastern firms can get a supply of XXX, for which they

are in search. Lath is scarce and high, particularly No. 2 white pine.

Cedar posts are selling well.

The market in hardwoods remains firms, and furniture factories

and. automobile concerns are busy, and buying (juite heavily. Th^re

is a scarcity of the thicker stock of No. 1 l)irch and maple, for which

good figures are being obtained.

A number of mill men have granted increases to their men and

cut down the number of working hours each day from 10 to 9. There

has been quite a jump in the price of oak, and there is a scarcity of

dry stock. Firsts and seconds in all thicknesses of oak, plain and

ciuertered, have ascended considerably in price, and so has gum.

In Southern ])ine stocks are quite low as the protracted rains have

interfered materially with production, while there is a decided scarcity

of ordinary labor. The result is, so Toronto representatives report,

that a number of mills in the South have to cease cutting during the

day for several hours, in order that the hands may go out in the yards

and l)ile. Quotations range from 50 cents to $v3 higher now at the

mills than for the same grade when the United States government

established base prices last year, and all the output of the plants was

require for war work. It is expected that now that better weather

has been ushered in, goods will move a little more freely. The out-

look for the demand in Canada is considered very good.

Great Britain

The present period in the English market is a critical one. Im-

porters are confronted with the problem of buying in its most acute

form, and on their decision either to plunge or to act with great cau-

tion, much depends. There is open water at many of the Baltic ports.

In addition to this, the shippers' agents are issuing numerous speci-

fications, and in a short time the Government buyer will have ready
particulars of the spruce which has been purchased in Canada.
There are .some Finnish goods for sale already purchased l)y the
(Government, and a certain quantity of wood from the White >

Suddenly overwhelmed with a huge supply at high prices, merch
can scarcely make up their minds how far to go. The general fee

is that it is safe to purchase a certain proportion of Swedish Ba n
wood for f.o.w. shipments on the basis of the prices quoted by thi-

Government timber buyer, as well as prompt parcels oflFered on c

i. f. terms either by the Government or by shippers' agents. Th\^
method of business, however, is worrying the larger firms, who pre-

fer, and are compelled to make provisions for some time ahead.
While the need for lumber is great both in France, I»elgium and

Britain, the demand at present is not at ail commensurate with re-

quirements. Great supplies of wood are needed for houses, ships,

railway sleepers, wagons, etc., and if Britain imported all the wood
she needed this season she could well absorb all the SA'edi.sh wood
and most of the Finnish productions as well. The high prices, the

doubt whether the excessive cost will stop development, and the con-

sequent fear that values may fall, are all contributing factor.s to the

holding back of the demand.

The^reat feature of the Board of Trade report for March is the

expansion of British exports, and the consequent reduction in the

adverse balance of trade. Exports during the month of March reach-

ed 53 millions sterling, a record for any month, and 17 millions more
than in March, 1918. Imports are still large, but they sow a reduc-
tion of 1^ millions as comi)ared with a year ago. As regards the im-
port of timber, this has not contributed to the general reduction in

import values. Although there was, last month, a diminution of 8

per cent, in the quantity as against the imports of March, 1918; the

value of the wood shows an increase of 3 per cent. The respective

totals were 229,751 loas in March, 1918. and 211.370 loads in March
of this year.

Encouraging signs show in many ways that matters in the in-

dustrial side of business are gradually settling down into something
like normal conditions. There is an increasing all-around demand for

mahogany, for lumber of all descriptions, for teak and other hardwoods
while su])i)lies to meet such calls are, in most cases, limited, and en-

tirely negligible in others. In the meantime, further sui)plies are dif-

ficult to obtain owing to the absence or curtailment of shipjjing space.

Moreover, the rate of freight from most shipping ports steadily ad-

vances. Although the arrival of fresh supplies is extremely light, the

greater part of these are lumber, mostly arriving on Government ac-

count.

Liverpool, on the other hand, reports that merchants are busily

engaged preparing for the great boom that is sure to follow the sign-

ing of the peace treaty. There are now fair quantities of American
hardwoods arriving in the port, and sales are being daily effected by
the brokers of the Government holdings. The demand is active for

every kind of lumber, and prices are being maintained. Shipping
accommodations have also become easier, and arrivals show a ten-

dency to grow greater in volume, .so that supplies will be assured in

the future. One important factor that should bring back pre-war con-

ditions is the fact that everybody is anxious to settle down to busi-

ness again. The government is assisting toward this object as far as it

possibly can ; the demobilized men are eager to get back to work once

more ;schemes for the reconstruction are being discussed, and it only

needs the necessary raw materials to enable commerce to regain its

former prestige.

United States

The signing of thi: peace treaty, it is felt, will remove the la-^t

obstacle in the way of i decided expansion of lumber activities. The
feeling in the United States is growing that more attention should

be paid to cultivating a domestic market rather than look to imme-
diate results in the export field. The reason for this is, obvious.

Prospects promise a record-breaking crop production this year,

which undoubtedly will bring high prices. Live stock is also bring-

ing top-notch prices, and the buying power of the American farmer^

therefore, is not excelled by the buying power of any nation in the

world. The American farmer also has an advantage in that he car

pay cash. While manufacturing plants, generally, are not runningj

to full capacity, the labor supply is not over-pletniful

.

The market for southern pine, generally speaking, has showr
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View of Mills in Samia.

BUY THE BEST
Retailers and woodworking establishments who like to

get Al NORWAY and WHITE PINE LUMBER al-

ways buy their stocks from us because we can ship them

on quick notice. It pays to have the goods, but it pays

better to
*

'deliver" them.

We also make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to or-

der any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

Rush Orders Rushed

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co.^ Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO

B. P. BoLK, Pr«i. F. H. Gorr, Vicc-Pres. E. C. Barrs, Gen. Mgr. W. A. Saurwein, Ass t. Mgr.
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iniijrovement of late. There is an increase in demand, the liveliest

market bein^;- for stock going to the Texas oil fiels. The movement
of this material, though, has been somewhat ham])ered by an em-
bargo on shipments. Prices are holding firm and, in sorrie instances,

have advanced. Stocks in the South are badly broken. Wholesalers
are buying heavily, thus indicating their belief that the market is

bound to advance. Logging conditions have improved, but much
trouble is experienced in getting efficient and adequate labor.

The hardwood trade is in a healthy condition. W'eather condi-

tions have held back the production of logs and lumber. Automobile
and furniture factories are placing large orders, and prices have ad-

vanced on items most in demand. The supply of oak does not meet
with the demand. In the North there is very little of this lumber and
manufacturers are obtaining higher prices. The scarcity of oak is

due to the Government orders for this wood last year. The manu-
facturers cut logs into thick stock, and naturally produced \ ery lit-

tle inch lumber. The call for birch, elm and maple is urgent, it is

stated. Production, however, is not going to be very heavy, as a

comparison of the log input shows.
The Douglas fir market is in excellent condition. Not only is the

demand for fir well maintained, but ])rices have advanced on many
items. Orders are exceeding production so that there is no accumu-
lation of stock. Plenty of yard business is being booked and the de-

mand for this kind of business is probably in excess of the mill.s' al)i-

lity to supply immediately.
The hemlock situation is somewhat varied. Along the Atlantic

coast retailers are reported to have on hand large stocks, and to be
ex])eriencing difficulty in moving the lumber. The market in that
section, therefore, is not very active. On the other hand, hemlock
manufacturers in the North were never in a better position so far
as orders for stock are concerned. It is hard to meet the demand, and
stocks are low and badly broken. The demand for Western hemlock
is slowly but surely increasing, and this specie of lumber is finding
great favor with the public.

The demand for white pine is .somewhat sjjotty. J-"or example,
there is a good call for high grade pattern stock >n the East, but
buyers are not keen about paying the price asked. The demand from
retail yards, on the other hand, is jjicking up. Prices are firm, and the
stocks are badly broken, since shipments continue to exceed i)roduc-
tion.

West X'irginia s|)ruce o|)erators have recently granted a coi

sion of from $3 to $3 right through their ])rice list, which conce>-i .i,

it is understood, will be withdrawn in the near future. Western
spruce continues firm in price. The base for Pennsylvania remains
at $36. There has been a decided advance in Red Cedar shingles, an
increase as high as 20 to 30 cents in some of the grades. Spruce boards
show a slight demand, but |)rices remain firm. Spruce lath shows an
increase in inquiries, but prices are no better than from $4.75 to
$.S.OO. Spruce furring remains at $36 to $38.

On the whole inquires from suburban yards are increasing in

;:iore or less volume, which is not unusual at this season of the year.
Prices continue firm, with an upward tendency in some directions.

Market Correspondence
SPECIAL REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS AT
HOME AND ABROAD

St. John Calls for Better Shipping^ Facilities

During the last four years a great deal of talk has been made
in both the l^nglish and Canadian papers of the great good feeling be-

tween the Motherland and Canada. .A.s far as Canada is concerned
the good feeling has been very much expressed. She has sent across

the water her very best and has kept them there with her money.
It certainly has been a costly experience, but if a better friendship

and a closer cementing of ties has arisen from all that Canada has
done, certainly it will be worth while.

At the present time Canada's lumber industry is hard hit. large-

ly for lack of transportation arrangements. Whether this is the fault

of the British. Munitions Board, or the allied boards, or whether the

steamship companies are asking the Government unfair rates, is not
as yet decided. But certainly, if a better working arrangement is not

arrived at very shortly, Canadian lumber trade must suffer a tremen-
dous loss, and it certainly is not deserving of any such usage. Lumber
is fast piling up at all the mills, and on account of the slc^w move-
ment of stocks during the ])ast winter, a great deal of old stock is

on the wharves, practically all purchased some time ago by the Tim-
ber Controller of Great Britain through various brokers in England
and their representatives in Canada. These old stocks added to the

new just pilng, if not shifted shortly, will be the cause of stoppage of

the mills, throwing many thousands of men out of employment. .As

many of the lads returning from the front are being employed in the

sawmills, this condition would certainly be a catastrophe to the coun-
try, and might mean serious trouble let alone the financial loss, per-

ha])s bankruptcy, to many operators.

Lumbering is the backbone of Canadian trade. If something is

not done to keep it alive, the country must suflfer. It is said that large

quantities of lumber are needed in Great Britain, France, Belgium,
and other European countries, and that this is Canada's chance. But
what good is this to the Dominion if the powers who control the ship-

ping, and the powers who have purchased the lumber, both old and
new, are pulling apart? Certainly this matter needs the serious atten-

tion of the best and most honorable men in Great Britain and Canada,
and unless it is taken up and thrashed out to a finish at once, only a

serious panic can be avoided.
There is no use talking prices at the present time as everything is

tied U]). The manufacturer must get a cetrain price for his lumber.
If not, he will lose heavily and will not operate again. With increas-

ed wages just put into effect, he is worse' oflf than ever. The main
object at present is transportation. Everyone should get busy on
this subject. Logs and labor are higher than ever. Therefore, how
can the manufacturer cheapen his goods ?

Brighten up your yard. Make it look more like a place where
people can get ideas to build homes, rather than no man's land after

a fierce bombardment.

Business in Montreal Shows Little Chans^e

With few exceptions, Montreal wholesalers report that bu>ine>>

is slow. In spots, orders have come in more freely, but generally

speaking, trade is dull. The reason for the slackness in local busi-

ness is jndustrial unrest. No sooner was the strike of the carters

settled than other workers commenced to agitate for shorter hours

and more jjay. The construction industries were to a certain extent

involved, and naturally the lumber trade was afTected. A fair amount
of repair work is being done, the main reason for this being the alter-

ation of the many bars in the city consequent on the new liquor law

coming into operation. The building permits for the last month to-

talled $446,470, a loss of $202,040, while for the four months the total

was $886,572, a decrease of $196,753.

Orders from the States are few. Travellers who have just re-

turned from the Eastern States report that building there is very

quiet. The hadwood section is about steady. Veneers are in fair

demand.

The visit of Sir James Ball and Mr. Montague L. Meyer kept

province of Quebec exporters very busy. The British officials too.

had practically no leisure, the work of arranging for the shipment of

the lumber already bought involving a large amount of work. They
spent over an hour with the members of the Canadian Lumbermen's
Association, discussing various points. The question of shipping

facilities was raised by some exporters who ship on their own ac-

count, and Sir James Ball made it plain that it was up to the export-

ers to make their own arrangements and not depend upon the gov-

ernment prf viding tonnage. .Another point was as to the policy of

the British Government in buying such large quantities of lumber

rather than allowing Canadian exporters to supply the United King-

dom market through the ordinary channels. The answer is that the

Government were urged by representatives of the Canadian Govern-

ment in London to purchase Canadian lumber. The purchases were

accordingly made, thus positively securing a very large amount of

business for the Canadian lumber trade—a part of which would have

gone to Norway and Sweden if the buying had been left in the ordin-

ary way to British houses. Not only so, but the British Timber Con-

iroller and British Timber Buyer are in a favorable position to obtain

tonnage for the prompt shipment of the goods. The officials asked

for the co-operation of the lumber trade in moving the lumber, which

is understood to be mainly old cut. This season the lumber will be

shipped principally through Montreal and Quebec. That from Bri

ish Columbia will go via the Panama Canal. The lumber purchas

i- not for government use, but is for ordinary commercial consum,,

tion.

From all appearances exporters will have a brisk season ; not onl

will the Government lumber be shipped from the port, but there w"
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STABLE AND STORAGE TENTS
HORSE COVERS-TARPAULINS

With a Full Stock of River Driver, Cookery

and Sleep Tents, Tarps and Straw TicksWE ARE READY
WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited

Dept. "D," OTTAWA

A Saving in Fuel
WITH AN

Increase in Power

GATES FIRE BOX LINING
This improvement means the reduction of heat losses to a mini-

mum. It insulates the fire box, increasing the temperature within, and

giving a higher steam pressure without adding to the fuel consumption.

The simplicity and low cost of upkeep make Gates Lining an econom-

ical necessity.

Section thro*
dutch oven

ELEVATIOM OF
FIRING DOOR .

CATE.«>
FL«T ARCH We will be pleased to take

care of your furnace and
combustion troubles. Our
engineering department ia

making a specialty of this

line. Let us hear from you.

John W. GATES

GATES ARCH FOR DUTCH OVEN 5ETTIHG
i

Engineering Contractors

Spaclali/ing in

Boiler Setting and Furnace Brickwoik

Limited

382 St. James Street, MONTREAL
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be a considerable amount for private account, and vessels are beinfj

chartered by Montreal firms.

The pulpwood market is easier, although the supply of wood is

by no means plentiful. The American mills, however, are not buy-
ing to any appreciable extent.

The official report of Canadian exports of ])ulpwood and pulp
for the month of February again shows heavy gains. In that month
the exports of pulpwood were valued at $1,411,100, as compared with

$359,486 in the corresponding month of last year. The number of

cords was 145,747 this year as against 36,515 cords in February 191S.

The value of chemical l)ulp in the same period this year was $1,916,-

<S?S compared with $1,2(0,024, while that of mechanical pulp $217,-

421 against $222,245. For the eleven months of the fi.scal year the

pulpwood exported was of the value of $13,978,457, compared with
$7,778,758 in the corresponding i)eriod in 1918. The exports of chemi-
cal pulp for the eleven months came to $28,184,972, as against $17,-

223,731. Mechanical pulj), however, showed a falling off, being val-

ued at $4,253,361, as against $5,886,394.

ICditor,

The Careless StartinsT of Forest Fires

"C anada I ,um!)erman" :

This illustration shows a
("iraton & Knight veteran in

a Si)artan Douhlc l!elt, 40
feet long and K inches wide.
It is running eviry day in

the plant of the Leroi Fur-
niture Company, .St. I.ouis,

Mo. It has seen 4Vi years
of service. This lielt-eating

sanding machine wore out
three '.tinch ordinary belts

in eigliteen months. [is

cost has been 40 cents a

week with long service to
come.

The Right Belt in the Right Place
Here is punishment for ANY belt. And, as usual, Spartan is the belt that is game
for it. It shows the riglit belling material in the tight place. Spartan, greatest of

pulley grippers, flexible and elastic, is solving the problem of the trouble-making
diive in thousands of plants. There is one answer and one reason—leather properly

tanned and fabricated for a given purpose—a Standardized Series.

Graton & Knight .Standardized Series Uelts are made for the work to be done

—

from the first step in tanning. Very nearly ."illOjOJO .steer hides pass through our
hands yearly. Think of the broad selection that gives us, the uniformity of (juality

possible. .\nd installing any G. & K. .Standardized Series Helt means the right

belt in the right place—not merely a belt, but a belt for a given purpose.

Write for information about Stand-
ardization as applied to lielting.

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO.
Oak Leather Tanners and Belt Makers,

Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

CANADIAN GRATON & KNIGHT, Limited
Montreal, Canada

Representatives in Canada:—The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited.
St. John, Ouebec. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Vancouver, Victoria

GRATON & KNIGHT
standardized Series

LEATHER BELTING
r<f/.«A/ h as far Afft.nf b.

A HUTHER DADO HEAD
is a wonderful labor-saving device for the man who works
in wood. It will cut perfect grooves either with or across
the grain and makes intricate cutting easy. By the simple
no-screw adjustment no time is lost in setting the Dados
for the work you wish to do.

Illustration shows tray handle cut by a Huther Dado in a
few seconds. The lock corners were cut with Huther lock
corner cutters.

Send for a catalog showing the complete line of Huther
saws or send for a Dado Head. It may be returned at our
expense if unsatisfactory.

Fits any saw mandrel or rig.

Pat. Nov. 29, '92

.Tuly 19. '10

HUTHER BROS. SAW
MFG. CO.

Rochester, N.Y.

Sir,— I havt* just /^^ad an interesting letter by J. H. Harkin, C>tta-

\va, in a recent is.su^j of your valuable paper, on the subject of putting
out forest fires. According to my belief, the Government should
make more stringent laws against the settler who goes out of an
evening, j^ets a lot of >tnmi>s or brush afire, anrl then retires to ocd
The next morning the wind gets up and starts a blaze going into his

neighbor's bush, by noon it gets going in g(X)d shape; the fire runs up
an old birch stalk and the dry bark at the top begins burning. The
wind blows the cinders half a mile, or if it is a pine or spruce f

the green leaves will fly. What can an aeroplane do to prevent u..-

blaze from spreading, and if you can't stoj) these cinders from flying,

how can you stop the fire?

1 had a bush lot one time north of Lindsay. A neighbor had a

lot alongside mine that he wanted to burn in order to prepare '

crop. He notified me of his intention. The line between us ran i i .

and West, and we went out and raked the leaves and brush all along
the line. He got a good burn and it didn't get across the line, but he
let the fire go on East and jjaid no attention to it. In about a week's
time it burnt over miles of territory. The wind changed and blew it

back into my lot, the consetjuence being that T lost a large quantity
of hardwood cut, and a large ciuantity of cedar trees and other valu-

able timber.

Now the question in my mind is this; Why can't there be a strict

law compelling that man to keej) the fire on his own land? He can
do it. If he is unable to do it alone, let him have help enough on the

spot to keep it under control. It should be made a very criminal of-

fence to set a fire anywhere near timber. The very best fire extin-

guisher is fire prevention. If it means a term in Kingston for nie to

set fire to an old stump, I will be apt to think twice before I set it. To
my mind no settler has the right to set fire to burn his little five or ten

acres, and allow it to burn over thousands of acres.

Prospectors, hunters and all parties gf)ing into those Northern
timber lands should be given a passport telling them plainly that if

fire is discc^vered on their trail that a term «if ft' ni three to ten yfar<

breaking stone in Kingston will be their due

I have konwn men who delighted in .setting lire to anyihiuy th.i

would burn, for the fun of seeing it go. Somef)ne is responsible fi :

every big bush fire. It is quite easy to put out a fire that has to he

started for a smudge when a fellow is in the bush, or to make his tea.

All he has to do is to pour water on it or smother it with earth. .\

few minutes will do it. But let that fellow walk away and lea' <

burning, and the wind gets it going in the tree tops.

In my boyhood days the the big lumbermen went through tiu

beautiful pine and took only the perfectly sound timber. Only a very

small knot in each log made the balance. If that tree had been left

standing there till now, it would be valuable at this date, but .some

fellow came along and set fire to it. The result is that the people ui

Canada have lost millions, yes billions, of dollars.

Let the government and the people wake up and guard these

beautiful bush lots of a'l kinds, as well as they would guard their

own homes. I have fought fire in .a bush night and day for nearly a

whole week at a time, and become s<:) completely exhausted that I

ct)uld scarcely walk home. I have good reasons to believe that the

fellow who set the fire going was there poking fun at the whole gang.

I know what a blaze means on a dry windy day. When once start-

ed in the bush it cannot be put out. The one who starts the fire should

pay dearly for his folly.

^'oi.rs rrulv,

R. Gillies.

Exeter, Out., Mav 4th, 1919.

Western Shipyards Nay Cease Operation

Dissatisfied with the exorbitant price being asked bv the Inijfcri.i

Munitions Board for their interest in the Poplar Island yards, the

New Westminster Construction & Engineering Co., New Westmin-
ster, B. C, has threatened to cease work. Questioned by a local news-
paper, the answer was; "Unless a (|uick settlement can be affected

with the Imperial Munitions Board, there is certainly no prospect of

further shipbuilding at our Poplar Island yards. Four hundred men
will be thrown out of employment and a payroll of approximately

$60,000 will be lost to New Westminster." The yard will have com-
pleted construction of five ships for the French (jovernment within

thirty days. There are no further contracts in sight, and the manage-
ment seem to be making no serious effort to go after orders. Wi
questioned as to the prospects for further orders, the reply was:
think the market is fairly good for wooden ships, but we are not i

position to go after them. In all probability our yard will close wi

in the next thirty days. We are not prepared to say when it will

open."
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NEW ZEBRA, WOOD, WESTERN UNION, and PRIVATE CODES USED.

Telephones

1391 Long Distance

400 Private

Cables

:

Exchange. ^ , , AC P ^ " HILLAS." HULL

.
*• WOOD BROKERS Vx

FOR RVFRY CI ASS OF TIMRFR ^FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER

Head Office : HULL, England

To the Lumber Companies of Canada

:

You have the Goods. Place your Lists with full

particulars in our hands. We are in daily touch with all the

Buyers in the United Kingdom.

PLEASE NOTE. We pay cash against all documents, and

take the whole of the Delcredere risk on Buyers.

FOR SALE

Four New 120 H.P. Holt "Caterpillar" Tractors

Property of the British Government. Shipment can-

celled on account of armistice.

These tractors were made by the Holt Manufacturing
Company for the British Expeditionary Forces for haul-

ing heavy guns and loads over the world's worst roads.

They will serve you on the farm and in the forest as they
served the British Empire in the field.

For particulars address

BRITISH WAR MISSION
Director of Production 165 Broadway, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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EDGINGS

90 St. James Street

SPRUCE (Merchantable) 1918 Cut.

500,000 ft. 1 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in

800,000 ft. 2 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 in. ...

500,000 ft. 3 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 in.

200,000 ft. 3 X 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 in.

SPRUCE (Mill Cull)
800,000 ft. 1, 2, 'Zyi, and 3 in.

WHITE PINE (Mill Run)
1,200,000 ft. 1, \%, 1%, 2 and S in.

HEMLOCK (Merchantable and Mill Cull)
• 500,000 ft. 1, 2 and 3 in.

BASSWOOD (Mill Run)
200,000 ft. 1, IK, IK. and 2 in.

BIRCH (Mill Run)
600,000 ft. 1, 154. 2, 3, and 4 in.

BROWN ASH (Mill Run)
100,000 ft. 1 X 4 and up in. . . . 6/13 ft.

10/10 ft.

10/16 ft.

10/16 ft.

17/20 ft.

Saw Mills at

Mont Laurier, Que.

Ste. Marguerite, Que.

Dressing Mills at

St. Jerome, Que.

Northern Office

:

MIDLAND, ONT.
Southern Office

:

HATTIESBURG, MISS.

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.
2601 Elston Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Dealers

White Pine, Red Pine
and Yellow Pine^
Lumber and Lath

Excellent Planing Mill Facilities. Prompt Shipments.

CEDAR

Shingles
Campbell, MacLaurin Lmnber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Ontario Repreaentative : F. L. Reed, 139 Glendale Ave., Toronto
Phone Parkdale 4448

SPRUCE
AND

BIRCH
GOOD STOCKS PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTION

C. A. SPENCER, LIMITED
Whol.aaU Dealer* in Rough and Dressed Lumber, Lath and Shingle*

OFficet—McGill Building. MONTREAL, Quebec

Ontario
A charter has been framed to the .SiKll)ury Improved Car Stake and

Manufacturing Co., Ltd., .Sudl)ury, Ont.
H. C. Monteith, Powassan. Ont., whose saw mill in South Himsworth

township, was recently destroyed l)y lire, intends rebuilding.

The Union Lumber Co., Limited, Toronto, are presenting to their patrons
and friends neat boxes of high-class cigarettes of a special brand, bearing
the name of the company engraved on the receptacles.

Charles I'edwell has started his new saw mill at Lion's Head, Ont., which
is engaged in the producti,Dn of hardwood lumber and ties while his plant at
Mc Vicar is cutting soft woods. Mr. Pedwell expects a busy season.

.\ charter has been granted to the Anglo-Canadian Lumber Co. Limited
with head office in Toronto, and a capital stock of !(;100,000. J. H. La
is at the head of the new organization. He is widely known in the in<l

The Waterloo Golf Club will plant on its property, near Gait, 200 trees,
the gift of E. J. Zavitz, Provincial Forester. They include 50 Scotch pine, 50
-Austrian pine, 50 Douglas pine, 50 Douglas fir. 25 white spruce, 50 white cedar
and 25 bull pine.

Hart & McDonagh, wholesale lumber dealers, have removed their office
from 51.!-515 Continental Life llldg., Toronto, to the third Hoor of the Temple
Huilding, corner Richmond and Bay Street, Toronto, where they have much
larger and more commodious quarters.

.\ charter has been granted the Piano Cases and F'honographs. Li'
with a capital stock of $100,000 and to be located at i3rantford, Ont. A
the powers granted the organization is that to acquire, operate and dispose
of timber, timber lands, limits and licenses.

.\ provincial charter has been granted the Tilbury Farmers Co-operative
Co. with a capital stock of .$40,000 and the head office at Tilbury, Ont. The
organization is empowered, among other things to buy. sell and deal in all

kinds of building material, lumber and shingles, roofing, cement, plaster, brick
and stone.

.\ federal charter has been granted the Penn Canadian Fuel Co. with head
offices in Toronto. Wide powers have been conferred upon the new organiza-
tion, among them to operate and dispose of tim1)er and timber lands and
licenses, and to carry on the business of saw mills and planing mill proprietor^,
and to handle wood of all kinds.

The Kitchener and VNaterloo Manufacturers' Association, Limited, has
been granted a provincial charter with a capital stock of forty thousand dol-
lars. The object of the association is to promote the industrial and commercial
progress of Kitchener and Waterloo and further the sale of all goods made
and distributed by the manufacturers in these places.

The Baetz Bros. Specialty Co., Ltd., with headquarters in Kitchener and
a capital stock of $40,000 has been granted a charter. Among other powers
conferred upon the new organization is that of manufacturing in whole or in

part novelties and specialties in wood, metal or paper, and to carry on the
l)usiness of a lumberer, saw miller, wood worker, etc.

A charter has been granted to the Toronto N'eneer Co., Limited, with head
offices in Toronto and a capital stock of one hundred thousand dollars to carry
on the business of buying, selling and dealing in lumber, timber, woods and
veneers of all kinds, .\mong the incorporators of the organization are Joseph
A. Houde, Hebert T. Brewer, and Gordon A. McElhinney, of Toronto.

A. E. Pedwell, who was formerly in the lumber business at Thornbury,
Ont.. and for the past two years has been residing near Barrie, has removed
to Toronto and taken up his residence at 204 Oakwood .Ave. Mr. Pedwell ha>
embarked in the retail lumber and builders' supply line on the old belt line

railway north of Oakwood .Ave., between Dufferin and Bathurst streets.

A provincial charter has been granted to Matheson Products Ltd.. with
capital stock of $100,000. and head offices in Matheson. Ont. The compai"\ -

authorized to manufacture, purchase and acquire and trade in all kinds of l

and also carry on the business of lumbering in all its iiranches. and to conmK.
the business of manufacturer and dealer in logs, lumber, timber, wood and
pulp, and all kinds of natural products and by-products thereof.

Toronto has been given permission to carry out a housing plan which i«

suitable for the city. It has been found impractical to undertake the execp -
'

of the housing scheme in Toronto under the terms of the present legis!

and a deputation recently waited upon Premier Hearst asking that the c\\\

given power to finance and carry out a scheme of its own. The assurance was
sought that any action of this sort will l)e validated by the legislature at its next

session.

For the purpose of increasing the company's annual pulp output from
30,000 to 45,000 tons approximately $1..500.000 of bonds of the Mattagami Pulp

& Paper Company are to be underwritten by Canadian and .American finan-

cial interests. The Mattagami organization is one of the largest producers oi

easy Ijleaching sulphite pulp in Eastern Canada. Its plant at Smooth Rock
Falls, Ontario, has been in active operation for a little over a year in which
time it has established an excellent earning power record.

British Possessions Exploration Co., Ltd.. with a capital stock of $4" """

and headquarters in Toronto, has been formed. .Among the powers corn

on the company are to carry on all kinds of exploration work and busines-

to manufacture, sell and deal in lumber, logs, timber, pulpwood. and all

wood products. Another new organization is the Canadian Cork Boar/;

Ltd.. with a capital stock of $100,000. and head office in Toronto. The org.i

tion is empowered to buy. sell and deal in all kinds of goods, wares and
chandise.

The sawmill at Foleyet. Out., /operated by the Eastern Lands Depa
ment of the Canadian National Railways, has begun operations for the s"

son and is in splendid condition. The superintendent of the mill is Cha
Jacques, and ample lai)or is available for the summer and fall. It is anticip

ed that the mill will cut during the coming season about five million f

of logs, and turn out 250.000 ties. The Canadian National Railways are buil
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i;:g fifty houses for railway men at Capreol, and the material will be largely

obtained from Foleyet. The rossing mill has also started up, and will ross

about 12,000 cords of pulpwood, which has all l)een contracted for. The daily

output will be al>out 00 cords. The Eastern Lands Department took out a

larger amount of pulpv;,ood during the past winter than ever.

The sawmills of McLachlin Bros, at Arnprior, Ont., have commenced
operations for the season. Towboats have already brought down several tows
of logs, and indications are that operations this season will be exceptionally

good. Ample labor is available, and the firm granted an increase of 25 cents

a day to all their men on May 1. AH the employees of the company are be-

lieved to be satisfied with their treatment by the firm in the shape of wage
and working conditions. The plant of Gillies Bros. Ltd., at Braeside, has also

begun running.

The "War Magic," the second boat to be constructed by the Midland
Shipbuilding Co., was launched at Midland, Ont., recently. She is a canal-

sized freighter built for the Imperial Government, and designed fcfr trans-

atlantic service, her sister ship the "War Fiend," having already made a trip

to the Island of Sicily with a load of Canadian grain. The "VVar Magic" is

361 feet over all, with a depth moulded to main deck of 28 feet, and her dead
weight carrying capacity is 3,400 tons. Engineer Commander Edgar Rankin
of the British navy is in Canada to take her across the .'\tlantic as soon as

she is ready to sail.

Eastern Canada
The Glenfalloch Lumber Co. has been registered at Stellarton, N.S.

N. Chalifour is contemplating the erection of a sawmill at St. Scholastique,

Quebec.

Cie (La) de Boileau Ltee., dealers in lumi)er, Chicoutimi, Que., have been
incorporated.

The Salmon Lake Drive and Boom Association, Ltd., will probably erect

a large wood and pulp plant at Lac au Saumon, Quebec.

Adrien R. Rousse and Albert J. Gariepy have registered under the name of

the Beaver Lumber Co. The head office will be in Montreal, Que.

The War Toronto, the last wooden vessel to be built for the Imperial
Munitions Board, which was loaded \^ith about 1^ million feet of lum-
l)er for England, ran aground near Cap St. Michiel. Efforts were made to

refloat her, and these were successful on May 6.

The following have been elected officers of the newly formed Millwork
Manufacturers' Association, Montreal. Mr. William Rutherford, of Wm.
Rutherford & Sons Co. Ltd., president; Mr. J. P. Dupuis, of j. P. Dupuis,

Ltd., vice-president; and Mr. A. Balfry, secretary.

The provincial forester of Quebec, G. C. Piche, announces that the capa-
city of the tree nursery at Berthierville, Que., is to be increased to ati annual
production of 5,000,000 young trees, partly in contemplation of the provin-

cial government adopting a programme of forest planting on denuded crown
timber lands.

A charter has been granted to the St. Lawrence Investment Co., Ltd., with
a capital stock of ,$99,900, and headquarters in Montreal. Wide powers are

granted the new concern, among them being that of carrying on business as

lumbermen, and to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in timber and lumber of all

kinds, build and operate booms, etc.

The steamer Labrador of the Gulf of St. Lawrence Trading Co., was
launched recently at the Lauzon yard of the Davie Shipbuilding Co., Quebec.
The vessel was originally intended ^or war purposes, but was recently pur-

chase from the British Government by the St Lawrence Trading Co. She
has a capacity of about 500 tons of freight.

A proclamation has been published which brings the lumber industry of

New Brunswick under the provisions of the Workmen's Compensati.on Act
Those included in the provisions of the proclamation are: Persons employed
in the woods, in logging, cutting of timber, pulpwood, firewood, railroad ties

or sleepers, or river driving, rafting, booming or the transportation of logs,

timber, pulpwood, firewood, railroad ties or sleepers.

Employees of the Victoria Mills, Fredericton, N. B., have forwarded a

request to the Eraser Companies, through the manager, W. J. Glenn, for a 9-

hour day with the same wages as now paid for the ten-hour day. There are

125 men on the payroll at the Victoria Mills. The millmen in Fredericton have
no organized union. The only place in the province where sawmill employees
work shorter hours than a ten-hour day is St. John.

The Fiowler Head Shipping Co., recently launched the Minas Princess, a

tern schooner of 465 tons register, from their shipyard at Spencer's Island,

N. S. The new vessel has all the latest improvements, and is expected to be a

fast sailer and large carrier. She has been purchased by J. Newton Pugsley,
of Parrsboro, N.S., and her Captain is L. C. Tower, of Sackville, N.B. The
Minas Princess has loaded a cargo of deals for the United Kingdom.

La Compagnie de Bouleau, Limitee, with headquarters in Chicoutimi, has
been granted a charter with a capital stock of $20,000. Among the incorpor-

ators are J. E. Dubois and Rene Dubois of Larouche, A. Lepage of Bagotville,

Joseph Lepage of Chicoutimi, and others. The company has been empowered
to carry on a general lumber business and other subsidiary business incidental

thereto.
*

The St. Maurice Forest Protective Association, Limited, is co-operating
with the Federal and Provincial Government for the patrolling of the St.

Maurice Valley with two seaplanes this coming summer. Although the Fed-
eral Government have loaned the Association two machines with an extra
engine for this summer, thej' are to be operated at the expense of the Asso-
ciation. They will be stationed at Lake Wayagamack, near La Tuque. It is

also intended to map the territory by photography in addition to patrolling

the forest. Mr. Stuart Graham will pilot the machines. The seaplanes are

expected to reach Three Rivers by the first days in June, and will be flown
from Halifax.

On May 1 Sir James Ball, British Timber Controller, and Mr. Montague
Meyer, British timber buyer, met the Quebec exporters who have sold lumber
to the British Government. The object of the conference, which was held
in Montreal, was to confer on shipping this lumber, Sir James Ball asking
the firms to give their best efforts in handling the products. The following
firms were represented: J. & W. Sharpies, Regd. (Messrs. W. Power & J. J.

Levie), Dobell, Beckett & Co. (Lieut.-Col. R. M. Beckett & Mr. W. A. Home);
H. R. Goodday & Co. (Mr. H. C. Foy); King Bros. (Mr. R. Quirouet); Wat-
son & Todd, Ltd. (Messrs. E. R. Bremner and W. W. Humphreys); J. Burs-
tall & Co, (Mr. J. Burstall). On May 2 James Ball paid a brief visit to

Quebec City.

DRY

Spruce, Pine, Birch,Maple

and Winter Cut Basswood

1917 Cut

In All Thicknesses and Widths

"EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

McLennan lumber co., Limited
21 Dorchester Street W., MOHTREAL, CANADA

Genuine Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Oak andHardwoods
Fir, Pine and Spruce

CHAS H. RUSSELL
211 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Que.

H. BOURGOUIN
Dominion Express Bld^., 145 st. jamei st., Montreal

WHOLESALE LUMBER AND TIMBER
Dressed and Rough

B. C. FIR TIMBERS
Ship Timbers and Planking, Ship Decking, Tank Stock, Bridge

Timbers, Fir and Spruce Lumber
Also White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Banksian Pine,
Birch, Maple, Rock Elm, Oak, Yellow Pine, Railway Ties,

Fence Posts, Poles and Piling.

DIMENSION OAK CUT TO SPECIFICATION
Prompt shipment Satisfactory stock Good service Write or wire for prices

A. F. B. AUSTIN, Manager

Install a By-Pass Exhauster
in your Saw Mill, Planing Mill or Plant

Our " By-Pass " Exhaust systems save your power
and give better service. They handle green sawdust or
wet, stringy material that usually clogs up an ordinary
Blower system. The fan wheel is not overhung. No
heating, clogging, or shaking. Three bearings.

Write for information.

We manufacture and install systems complete.

Toronto Blower Company
156 Diik« St., Toronto
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The Log Jack for Heavy Work

m

New Double Powered

Log Jack

The accompanying illustration gives

a correct idea of our new Double
Power Log Jack, designed for hauling
heavy timber into Saw Mills.

GEAR.—The large Gear Wheel i>

36 in. in diameter, with 72 teeth, 4 in.

face, and 1^ in. pitch.

PINION on intermediate ^-haft has
13 teeth, 4 in. face and I'/z in. pitch.

PAPER FRICTION is 10 in. in

diameter and 10 in. face. Iron Friction

Pulley is 30 in. in diameter and 10 in.

face.

CHAIN is made of extra heavy
steel, and the bunks have steel spikes,

the whole outfit being calculated for

heavy logs.

The G. Walter Green Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH, ONT.Send for Catalogue

oma LIGHT STEEL RAILS
For Mining and Lumbering Purposes

All Complete with Splice Bars

WEIGHT A B C D E F G

Pounds Kilos
PER PER Inches M/M Inches M/M. I.VCHES M/M. Inches M M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M. iNcass M/M.
Yard Meter

S 3 97 1% 39.09 39.69 '?« 20.64 11.91 '«i 20.64 ?6 7 144 3.969

12 5.95 2 50.80 2 80.80 1 25.40 Jf. 14.29 l)» 27.78 8.731 4.763
16 7.94 2H 60.33 2Vs 60.33 l'J<J 29.77 16.27 l'5<i 34.53 H 9.52.5 % 5.556
20

25

9.92 i% 66.68 2H 66.68 34.13 % 18.26 1'% 37.31 11.11 y* 6.350
12.40 2>A 69.85 2>A 69.85 38.10 19.84 I'ki 37.70 12.30- '56 7.541

30 14. 8S m 79.38 3H 79.38 42.86 'A 22.23 1% 43.66 13.49 8.334

35 17.36 84.14 84.14 iH 44.45 24.21 1»56 45.24 14.68 9.128
40 19.84 m 88.90 3M 88.90 47.63 25.80 15% 47.23 H 15 83 '5<4 9.922
45 22.32 93.66 3H|i 93.66 2 50.80 1% 26.99 I'Jii 50.01 »J6 16.67 'J6 10.72

•c

JIt;
,1.

r

Algoma Steel Corporation
Limited

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
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We have prepared a special circular on the No. 177, It
will be sent free on request. Write for your copy today.

PB.yatesMachineCoMd.
HAMILTON. ONT. CANADA

U. S. PLANT—BELOIT. WISCONSIN, U. S. A.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

All)crta Lumber Company .... 9

Algoma Steel Corporation . . . . 50

Alleii-Stoltze Lumber Co 1!)

American Pad & Textile Co. ... (il

American Woodworking Machin-

ery Company 2

Anderson & Co., C. G l:i

Atkins & Co., E. C 7:e

Atlantic Lumber Co '.. .. 10

Atlas Asbestos Company 1

Austin & Nicliolson 10

Bainbridge Luml)er Co
Bartram & Ball :!

Bay City Foundry & Macliinc Co. (>!)

Bell Veterinary Wonder Co., Dr. 47

Beveridge Paper Co
Bond Engineering Works
Bourgouin, H 55

Bowater & Sons, W. V
Bradley, R. R. .. .'. 47

Brantford Roofing Co
British American Mills and Tim-

ber Company
British War Missions 5j

Brown & Co., Geo. C
Buffalo Mardwood Lumlier Deal-

ers ;m

Canadian Western Luml)er Co..

Carborundum Co (iii

Canadian Consolidated Rubber
Company

Campbell MacLaurin Lumber Co. 54

Canada Metal Company 70

Canadian General Lumber Co... 13

Canadian Link-Belt Company . . (iO

Canadian Mathews-Gravity Car-

rier Company
Canadian National Railway . . .

Canadian Tie & Lumber Co. . . 23

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co. 1

Cane, Jas. G 14

Cant & Kemp 12

Cardinal & Page 12

Carss Mackinaw Company .... 1

Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co. 60

Chicago Lumber & Coal Co. . .

.

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co.. 49

Climax Manufacturing Company. 71

Clyde Cars Company
Coltart & Company 13

Coolidge & Carlisle 47

Consumers Cordage Co

Davison Lumber Company .... 8

Davies Company, William 2(i

Department of Lands, I'orcsts

and Mines, Ontario 62

Disston & Sons, Henry 59

Dominion Lumber & Timber Co. 22

Dudley, A. N 20

Dim field & Company 8

Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co. 62

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co. 65

Duplex Truck Company
iHipuis Company, J. P 12

li^agle Lumber Company 54

Eaton & Co.. J. R 9

Edwards & Co., W. C
Eisendrath Glove Co 61

Eilc Fire Brick Company 61

Elmira Machinery and Transmis-

niission Compar.y 66

ICnginecring & Machine Works of . .

Canada, Ltd 76

Excelsior Lumber Company . . . .

l'"arnsworth & Jardine 12

Fassctt Lumber Company, Ltd.. 6

Federal Lumber Co 25

Fcsserton TimJ)cr Company . . .

I-'irstbrook Brothers 13

l-'oss Lumber Company 17

I'raser Companies, Ltd 15

I'raser Bryson Lumber Co., Ltd. 9

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.. 2

Garson, Frank 0 17

Gates, John W 51

Gerlach Company, Peter 61

Gartshorc, John J. .'. 66

General Supply Company 73

Gillespie, James 12

Gillies Brothers. Ltd 16

Gloucester Lumber & Trading Co.

Genoa Bay Lumber Co
Goodhue & Co.. J. L 59

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. . .

Gordon & Co.. George t

Grant. H olden & Graham . . .

.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Co. ... 52

Green Company, G. Walter ... 56

Grier & Sons, G. A 11

Gutta Percha and Rubber Co. .

Hay & Company '.)

Hall & Brown Machinery Co..

Hamilton Company, William . . 67

Hardy, E. D 1

Harris Tie and Timber Co 14

Hart & McDonagh 10

Hay Knife Company. Peter . . .

.

Heeney, Percy E 22

Hcttler Lumber Company, H. H. 54

Hillas & Company, W. N 53

Hoe & Company, R
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Co., Inc. 52

International Chemical Co. .. 25-63

International Land & Lumber Co. 19

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Johnston, A. H
Jost, P. M \:i

Keewatin Lumber Company II

Knox Brothers

Laidlaw Bale-Tie C^impaiiy t;

Lake Lumber Comjianx 12

Lamontagne Limited . .

Leckie, Ltd., John i

Long-Bell Lumber Compa i.\ :.'l

Long Lumber Company 9

Long Manufacturing Co., E. . . 74

MacLean Daily Reports .. i:

Main Belting Co
Marsh Engineering Worlds, Ltd. 58

Mason. Gordon & Co 16

Mason Regulator Compa 'y .

McElroy Lumber Co 23

McKinnon Columbus Chain Co..

McLaren Belting Compa 'y. J. C. 7()

McLaren, Limited, I?. K
McLc iinan Lumber C 3., Ltd. . . .55

Miller Company, W. H 22

Montreal Locomotive Works ... 71

Montreal Lumber Company ... 12

Morgan Machine Mfg. Ci 66

Moores, Jr., E. J 22

Muir & Kirkpatrick 16

Musgrave & Company
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co 5

National Steel Car Co
New Ontario Colonization Co..

Oliver Lumber Company
Ontario Wind Engine & Pump
Co li

>

Pacific Lumber Company 20

Parry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd.. 23

Payette Company, P 69

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.. 14

Pennoyer Company, J. C
Petrie, H. W
Philadelphia Textile Machinery

Company 71

link Company, Thos. ... 70

Powell-Myers Lumber Co ;2

Pratt & Whitney
PyrctK MfK. Co

Ua I'.i.. Ik (liei Lij

Rat Portage Lumber Compan
Reed & Co., Geo. W.
Renfrew Planing Mills

River Ouelle Pulp and Lunili

Company
Russell, Chas. H
Rutherford & Sons. Wm i

Service Lumber Co.

Sessenwein Brother-

Sewall, James W.
Shafer Hardwood Co., J(jhii 1.. j:,

Shannon Lumber Co.. R. P 17

Shearer Company. James
Shimer Cutter Head Company
Shingle Agency of B. C. . .'

;

Shurly-Dietrich. Limited
Simonds Canada Saw Co.. Ltd.. 26

Smart-Turner Mach. Co.. Ltd.. 1

Smith. N 47

Spe icer Limited. C. A. . ,4

Stratford Oakum Co., Geo i<

Stcarr.s & Culver Lumber Co.. 20

.Summers, James R 12

Taylor, S. K. . . i

:

Terry & Gordon . i,

Tlinrston-FIavelle Lumber Co. .. 17

Timberland Lumber Company.. 19

Timms, Phillips & Co 18

Toronto Blower Company ".5

Turner & Sons. J. J ;i

L'nion Lumber Company . 7

L'nion Stock Yards ..

\ ancouver Lumber Company
Victoria Harbor Lumber Co. .. 14

\'if-toria Lumber .tiiH Mfc Ci>

Watcrous Engine Works Com-
pany. Ltd 75

Watson & Todd 14

Webster & Brother, Lt(f., Jamo'^ 12

W'est & Peachey
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon . . . .

Woods Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. 51

Wuichet, Louis .... '

Yates Machine Company. P. 11

Moving Logs in Summer
That is the Canadian problem—How to get the logs from the stump to the mill when the snow is off the ground: when the water in the
stream is low. or dried up entirely; when the swamps, etc., are impassible; when gullies, ravines, etc.. obstruct the passage of men and horses.
No wonder lumbering in Canada has been conducted almost exclusively in the winter time in the past.

With Skidding and Loading Machinery
It is now possible to cut logs and ship them to the mill the year round, same as is done in the Southern States, where Jack Frost never comes
ahing to give the lumberman a hand.
Our Booklet, "Suggestions for the Lumberman," describes several methods of moving logs the year round—methods suited for the small
camp, and methods suited for the large camp: methods for localities where timber is close to the rail or water, and methods for places where
timber is farther away.
If you have received your copy of this Booklet, study it well—it will repay you. If you have not received it yet, write us, and you will get ic

by return mail.

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited ""s^*' Belleville, Ontario
Sales Agents : MUSSENS, LIMITED, MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG AND VANCOUVER
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FACTORY TO YOUR MILL

TOyilthe saw mill and woodworking industries we offer an unusually good belting value in our

**Acme Waterproof." This belting is specially made from the best hides to run in wet places

where only the best quality belt can "make good." If you require any belting you should

enquire into the merits of "Goodhue Belts," then you will buy a "Goodhue."
According to the conditions under which the belt has to run, we recommend "Extra," "Standard"
or "Acme Waterproof"—each brand the best quality, but each made for a different service

Send for

ulars andX" J. L. GOODHUE & CO., LIMITED, Danville, Quebec
WINNIPEG AGENTS:

Bissett & Webb, Ltd., 151 Notre Dame Ave., East.

VANCOUVER AGENTS:
Fleck Bros., Limited, 1142 Homer Street.

Standard Machinery & Supplies, Limited. Bank of
Toronto Building, St. James St., Montreal, Que.,

Agents for the Island of Montreal.

Disston's

four
Invincibles

MSa U S. PAT. OFF.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
ncorporated

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Worlds

Philadelphia, U. S. A.
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Many Fires in Lumber

Mills have been caused

by Hot Boxes
This risk can be eliminated by the use of

Chapman Double Ball Bearings
-IN-

Shaftingy Hangers, Pillow Blocks

Loose Pulleys, etc.

Chapman Double

Ball Bearings
decrease the friction loss 75% and do not generate
heat.

No oil is used, a littleTranco Grease once or twice

a year is the only lubricant required, consequently
dust does not adhere to the outside of the bearing.

There is no spoilage from oil drip, and cleanli-

ness may be easily maintained.

If you realized what these savings mean you
will agree that

You pay for Chapman bearings

whether you buy them or not

Chapman Double Ball Bearing
Co., Ltd.

347 Sorauren Avenue

705 Shaughnessy Bldg.

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Transmission Ball Bearing Co., Inc.

1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.

LINK-BELT MEANS FREEDOM
FROM Breakdowns

'H" Class Saw Mill Pintle Link-Belt

'H" Class Refuse Link- Belt

"Dreakdowns are expen-

sive. They mean ex-

penditures for repairs and

loss of time, labor, and out-

put. The success and profit

of each day's operation de-

pends very largely on the

strength and endurance of

the power transmitting and

material - conveying chain

employed in your mill.

Transfer Link-Belt

LINK-BBLT

"C" Class Link-Belt

"700" Class Link-Belt

Ewart Detachable Link-Belt

Look for this

Mark on Every Link >

has long been the recog-

nized standard form of con-

veying and power trans-

mitting equipment through-
out the lumber industry. Its

ability to sucessfully with-

stand undue strains and the

wear and tear of years of

service has earned for it the

undisputable claim on lead-

ership.

We show a few of the va-

rious types ofsaw mill Link-
Belt. Our Book No. 260

shows many more.

Send for a copy.

<It is your guarantee
of service and satis-

faction.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT CO. LTD.
WELLINGTON & PETER STS., TORONTO

Stock also carried at 1195 St. James Street, Montreal
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FIRE BRICK
We make five Brands of Elk Fire

Brick in order to supply the many re-

quirements of furnaces, boilers with

stokers, Dutch ovens, refuse burners,

kilns, etc. Our experience of many

years enables us to specify the most

reliable grade of Fire Brick for any

purpose and this service is entirely

free to our customers.

We manufacture the following well-

known brands

:

"Elkco Special," "Elk Steel,"

"St. Marys," "Keystone" and"Rotex"

Write for copy of our catalogue,

"Refractory Efficiency Engineering."

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Ltd.
HIGH GRADE FIRE BRICK *nd CLAY

Sun Life Bldg., Hamilton, Canada
Representatives for Maritime Provinces:

RHODES, CURRY COMPANY, LTD., Head Office, AMHERST, N. S.

Branches at Halifax, Sydney and New Glasgow, N.S.

Keep Your Horses in

Condition with

COLLAR PADS

and assist them to

render greater service

When your lumbering horses are off duty because of bruised, galled and chafed

neck and shoulders and other injuries to the neck and shoulders due to the hard
work to which a lumbering horse is subjected, you begin to see that something is

wrong with the care of your horses. Fit out your horses with TAPATCO Horse
Collar Pads made with our new Patented Hook Attachment which will eliminate all

these unnecessary injuries and keep your horses on their work steadily.. We have
been making pads for thirty-seven years and experience has taught us the correct

method of manufacture. Secure TAPATCO Pads for your horses at once. Sold

by dealers everywhere. Ask your jobber.

Gloves
Work Gloves to suit any

requirement. Well made
and comfortable; low priced

and long wearing.

The American Pad & Textile Co,
Chatham, Ontario, Canada

Gerlach Machinery

PRODUCES THE BEST
as Well as the Cheapest

Tight or Slack Staves,

Headings, Kegs,

Barrels and

Short Box Shocks

100% to 400% profit in Cooperage

Stock today. Be wise and purchase

the best Machinery.

DIXIE PORTABLE GASOLINE DRAG SAW
Present Price $225.00 with 1 Blade

Circular, Drag and Cylinder Saws
made since 1854

The Peter Gerlach Co.
Established 1854

Cleveland, Ohio

THE

LEAGUE OF

LUMBERMEN

Are all agreed that

"ASBESTOL"
Gloves and Mittens

work for the great-

est good in lumber

camps everywhere.

Strong, durable and
dependable "ASBESTOL" guarantees the best

protecton for the hands.

Put "ASBESTOL" to the test. Make them
prove their real worth by actual service on

the job.

EISENDRATH GLOVE CO.
2001 Elston Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Original "Dunbar^' Machines
We are the original and the only makers of "Dunbar"'
Shingle Machines, Lath Machines, Clapboard Machines,
Steam and Gasoline Logging Engines. Each is the best

for its particular work. Are you using the best ?

Lath Machine
From our many years of experience

we evolved this "Dunbar" Original Lath
Machine. Every improvement that could
be suggested, every time-tested idea for

the betterment of product and for

greater speed, has been incorporated in.

this machine. We believe it has no
equal, and there are a great number of

mill men throughout Canada who share
this belief with us. Carefully constructed
of high grade materials and designed to

work steadily under the hardest condi-
tions.

Steam and Gasoline

Logging Engines
Conditions in Canada necessitate an

engine that will stand any amount of
strain and hard work in the lumber in-

dustry. With this idea in mind we have
brought out the "Dunbar" engines per-
haps a little stronger than is really
needed. They do their work easily and
willingly, and stand a great amount of
hard usage. Built entirely in Canada for

the Canadian lumber trade.

Clapboard Machine
You will need no excuse for the qual-

ity of your product if you use the ori-
ginal "Dunbar" Clapboard Machine. Ex-
pert in every detail. This machine will
give you the very best service under
most trying conditions. It will turn out
work without delays. It will need prac-
tically no repairs and will increase your
output. We cannot recommend it too
highly because it is giving this very ser-
vice to lumbermen in all parts of this
country.

Send for catalogues of any or all of these machines,

Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co
WOODSTOCK, N.B.

ONTARIO
Canada^s Banner Province

Ontario's timber production last year

valued at $26,774,937 or 40% of Canada's

total output.

Pine production, 905,442,000 ft. B.M.

Pulpwood, 246,282 cords.

Railway Ties, 5,704,459-

Ontario's woodworking industries, using 34

different kinds of wood, provide a ready

market for the lumberman. Eighty-two per

cent, of lumber used in Ontario's industries

purchased within the Province.

Ontario's vast resources offer unsurpassed opportunities to the lumberman.

For maps and full information regarding Ontario, apply to

HON. G. HOWARD FERGUSON,
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines,
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From Days to Hours
You can reduce the time required for repairing furnace lining'i

or relining tlie furnace completely by using

BETSON'S
EZSI!BiTRADE BM MARK WiS3uK30um

PlASTIcFiREBRICK
It practically eliminates the risk of a shut-down and enables you

to keep your boilers on the load.

Betson's saves you time, labor and trouble. There is no need
to wait for shipments of special fire bricks or blocks or for experts
to lay tbem.

What others arc doing is good evidence. The largest industrial
concerns who run their boiler plants continuously are using Betson's
Plastic Fire Brick. Try out a barrel or two in repairs for your pre-
sent fire brick lining. Then when the time comes for complete re-

lining, you will certainly want to use Betson's for the job.

With Betson's Plastic Fire Brick any handy man can make a

perfect, one-piece, jointless lining for any type of furnace or boiler,

including front arch and wall, side-walls, bridge-wall, combustion
chamber and back-arch, as well as bafifics.

You can increase your

general information on fur-

nace lining practice by a

study of our practical litera-

ture. Just ask for it.

Canadian Distributor:

International Chemical Company
44-46 Lombard St., Toronto, Canada

Planing- Mill, Cabinet Shop and Power House, C.P.R. Angrus Shops
Showing Dust Collectors Erected by Us

Exhaust Systems
We have equipped many of

the largest and most up-to-date
Planing Mills and Woodworking
Plants in Canada and can guar-
antee satisfaction.

Let us quote on your next
installation.

We also do Sheet Metal Work
of every description.

Geo.W.Reed&Co., Montreal
Established 1852

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiMiiiitiiiiMnniiiiiMtiiiininiiiiiiHn:

Aloxite

Saw Gumming Wheels
Save Time and they cut Wheel Costs

KEEPING saws in shape

costs money.

Real saw gumming wheels

will cut these costs to a mini-

mum without sacrificing effi-

ciency.

When we say real saw-gum-

ming wheels we mean wheels

that cut fast and cool. That
cut free without any dragging

action. Wheels that hold their

shape and require but little

dressing. These are just the

sort of wheels that will re-

duce your saw gumming costs

and increase the efficiency of

your filing room.

These are just the sort of wheels you

will find in

Aloxite Saw Gumming
Wheels

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
NIAGARA falls; N. Y.

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES—WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Prices in Carload Lots, F.O.B. cars Toronto.

White Pine:
1 X 4/7 Good Strips $59 00 162 00

I'A and I'A X 4/7 Good Strips.. 63 00 66 00

2 X 4/7 Good Strips 63 00 66 00

1 X 8 and up Good Sides 75 00 77 00

154 and 1J4 x 8 and wider Good
Sides 88 00

2x8 and wider Good Sides ... 90 00
1 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 55 00
5/4 and 6/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 65 00

2 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 70 00
1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 47 00

1x6 Mill Run 48 00
1 X 7, 9 and H Mill Run 47 00
1x8 Mill Run 50 00
1 X 10 Mill Run 53 00
1 X 12 Mill Run 54 00
5/4 and 6/4 x 4 Mill Run 47 OO

5/4 and 0/4 x 5 Mill Run 47 00

2x4 Mill Run 47 00
2x6 Mill Run 48 00
2x8 Mill Run 48 00

2 X 10 Mill Run 51 00

2 X 12 Mill Run 53 00

1 in. Mill Run Shorts 39 00

1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls

1 X 10 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls

1 X 12 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls

1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls

1 X 10 X 12 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls

1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 3 Mill Culls.

Red Pine:
1x4 and 5

6 Mill
8 Mill

90 00
95 00
58 00
67 00
72 00
49 00
51 00
50 00
52 00
55 00
57 00
49 00
49 00
49 00
50 00
60 00
53 00
55 00
40 00
41 00
44 00
44 00
31 00
34 00
22 00

42 00 43 00
42 00 44 00
45 00 47 00
48 00 50 00
42 00 43 00
43 00 44 00
44 00 45 00
53 00 54 00
53 00 54 00

41 00 42 00
43 00 44 00
44 00 45 00
45 00 47 00
34 00 36 00

33 00
38 00
39 00
39 00
37 00
37 00
36 00
38 00
39 00
31 00

31 00

1
1
1
2x4 Mill Run
2x6 Mill Run
2x8 Mill Run
1 in. Clear and Clear Face
2 in. Clear and Clear Face
Spruce

:

1x4 Mill Run
1x6 Mill Run
1x8 Mill Run
1 X 10 Mill Run
Mill Culls , ^ ^
Hemlock, No. 1, in carload lots, l.o.b. Toronto

1 X 4 and 5 in. X 9 to 16 ft. ... 32 00
1 X 6 in. X 9 to 16 ft 37 00

1 X 8 in. X 9 to 16 ft 38 00
1 X 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 38 00

1 X 7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 35 00
2 X 4 to 12, 10 and 16 ft 36 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 12 and 14 ft. .. 35 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 18 ft 37 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 20 ft 38 00
1 in. No. 2, 6 ft. to 16 ft 30 00
2in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft 30 00
Douglas Fir, delivered in Toronto:
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

6x6 and 8, 10x10 and 12, 12x12 $50 00
6x10, 8x10, 10x14, 12x14, 14x14 51 00
6x12, 8x12 52 00

14x10, 16x16 62 60
6x14, 8x14, 10x16, 12x16 64 00

14x18 54 60

8x16, 10x18, 12x18 65 00
18x18, 20x20 55 60
12x20, 24x24 66 00
Timber in lengths over 32 feet subject to

negotiation.
Fir flooring, 1x3, edge grain .

.

Fir flooring, 1x4, edge grain .

.

Fir flooring, 1x4, flat grain .

.

No. 1 and 2, 1-in. clear Fir dough 50 00
(Depending upon widths).

No. 1 and 2. IK >n<l 1^ i"-.

clear Fir rough 60 00
No. 1 and 2 2-in. clear Fir rough 53 00
1x5 and 1x0 Fir casing . .

.

1x8 and 1 x 10 Fir base
1 X 8 and 1 X 10 X 12 E. G.

stepping
I'A and 154 X 8 X 10 X 12 F. 0.

stepping
1-in. clear Fir, d 4 sides 48 00
I'A X VA in. clear Fir, d 4 sides. 65 50
XX B. C. cedar shingles
XXX 6 butts to 2 in

XXXXX 5 butts to 2 in

69 00
69 00
44 00
60 00

64 00
61 00
61 00
63 00

74 00

64 00
56 60
68 00
3 60
4 70
5 20

TORONTO HARDWOOD PRICES
The prices given below are for carloads,

f.o.b. Toronto, from wholesalers to retailers,

and are based on a good percentage of long
lengths and good widths, without any wide
stock having been sorted out.

Ash, white, dry weight 3800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 8
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $80.00 $60.00 $40.00 $30.00
5/4 & 6/4 . 85.00 63.00 46.00 36.00
8/4 95.00 75.00 45.00
10/4 & 12/4 110.00 100.00 60.00
16/4 .. .. 125.00 115.00 65.00

Ash, Brown
4/4 70.00 50.00 35.00 33.00

6/4 75.00 60.00 55.00 45.00

8/4 78.00 65.00 60.00 45.00

Birch, dry weight 4000 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

% % 9
4/4 65 66 48 50 32 40
5/4 and 6/4 . 67 70 50 55 33 45
8/4 70 72 51 57 38 45
10/4 and 12/4 80 90 65 73 45 54

16/4 90 98 75 83 50 60

Basswood, dry weight 2600 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. a No. S
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 .. .. $68.00 $53.00 r40.00 $32.00

5/4 & 6/4 70.00 60.00 45.00 32.00

8/4 .. .. 75.00 63.00 46.00 32.00

Chestnut, dry weight 2800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 Sound
Is & 2s Com. Wormy

4/4 $06.00 $60.00 $46.00
6/4 ft «/4 .. .. 72.00 ee.OO 48.00
H/4 Ti.OO 66.00 48.00

Elm, soft, dry weight 3100 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.
4/4 68.00 $45.00 $35.00 $28.00
6/4 & 8/4 58.00 45.00 35.00 28.00

12/4 . . . 65.00 55.00 40.00 32.00

Gum, red, dry weight 3300 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $60.00 $50.00
5/4 Se 6/4 .. .. 62.00 52.00
8/4 65.00 65.00

Gum, Sap
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 $50.00 $45.00
5/4 4 6/4 64.00 47.00
8/4 65.00 47.00

Hickory, dry weight, 4500 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

4/4 $75.00 $45.00 $30.00
6 '4 . . .... . . 100.00 75.00 60.00

8/4 90.00 60.00 86.00

Maple, hard, dry weight 8900 Ibi. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 3 No. S
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 . . . . $58.00 $45.00 $.30.00 $22.00

5/4 & 6/4 63.00 48.00 33.00 25.00

8/4 .. .. 68.00 58.00 38.00 28.00

12/4 . . . 75.00 65.00 45.00 30.00

10/4 . . . 90.00 80.00 50.00 40.00

Soft Maple

The quantity of soft maple produced in

Ontario is small and it is generally sold on
a log run basis, the locality governing the

prices.

Mill run grade, No. 3 and better .... $38.00

No. 2 and better 47.00

White and Red Oak, plain sawed, dry weight
4000 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $78.00 $55.00
5/4 & 6/4 80.00 60.00

8/4 90.00 65.00

10/4 95.00 70.00

12/4 100.00 80.00

16/4 110.00 90.00

White Oak, quarter cut, dry weight 4000 lbs.

per M. ft.

No. 1
Is & 2s Com.

4/4 $106.00 $80.00

5/4 and 6/4 110.00 90.00

8/4 116.00 85.00

Red Oak, quarter cut.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $ 85.00 $60.00

5/4 & 6/4 100.00 76.00

8/4 106.00 80.00

OTTAWA, ONT.
Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings

:

1-in. X 7-in. and up $60 00
IJi-In. and IJ^-in. x 8-In. ft up 70 00
2-in. X 7-in, and up 72 00
No. 2 cuts 2 X 8-in. and up . . 46 00

Pine good strips

:

1-in

154 -In. and l/-in
2in

Pine good shorts:
1-in. X 7-in. and up
1-ln. X 4-in. to 6-in

154 -in. and Iji-in
2-in

7-in. to 9-in. A sidings

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings ... 47 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips ... 40 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts ... 88 00
Pine, 1-in. x 4-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-fn. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 7-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1 X 8-in. s.c, 12 to 16 ft

Pine, 1-in. x 10-in. M.R
Pine, s.c. sidings, 1^ and 2-in.

Pine, s.c. strips 1-tn

154, 1J< «nd 2-in

Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 to fl in.

Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts 1x6
Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts, 1x6
Pine, s.c. shorts, 6'- 11', l"x 10"
Pine box boards

:

l"x 4" and up, 6'- 11'

I"x3". 12'- 16'

Pine, mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. X 4-in. and up, 12-

ft. and up

Mill cull shorts. 1-in. x 4-In.

and up, 6-ft. to li ft

O. culls r ft w p
Red Pine, log run:

mill culls out, 1-in 82 00
mill culls out, Xii-in.
mill culls out, l>4-in
mill culls out, 2-in 84 00
mill culls, white pine, l-xT"
and up

Mill run Spruce:
l"x4'' and up, e'-ll' 82 00
l"x4'' and up, 12'- 1«'

l-xt'-lO- and up. 12'- le'. 40 00
IH'xT aa4 up. 11'- !•' « 00

IJi'xlO- Md up, 12'- 1«' ...

m' ft S' X U' aad «p. U'- U'

70 00
76 00
76 00
50 00

68 00
60 00
60 00

60 00
40 00
58 00
68 00
40 00

60 00
46 00
40 00
44 00
44 00
46 00
46 00
48 00
61 00
47 00
40 00
42 00
88 00
86 00
40 00
45 00

38 00
42 00

38 00

36 00

26 00

86 00
88 00
38 00
41 00

84 00

38 00
34 00
43 00
43 00
M 00
M 00

Spruce, 1-in. clear (6ne dressing
and B)

Hemlock, 1-in. cull 28 00
Hemlock, 1-in. log run 80 00
Hemlock, 2x4, 6. 8, 10. 12/16' .. SO 00
Tam.rac 24 00
Basswood. log run. dead culls out 40 00
Basswood. log run, mill culls out 45 00
Birch, log run 80 00
Soft Elm, common and better, 1,

lyi, 2-in 26 00
Ash. black, log run 32 00
1 X 10 No. 1 barn
1 X 10 No. 2 barn
1x8 and 0 No. 2 barn
Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine, l^ in. x 4-ft. 4 76
No. 2 white pine
Mill run white pine
Spruce, mill run IVi-in
Red pine, mill run
Hemlock, mill run
82-ia. Uth 2 00
White Cedar Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in
Clear butt, 18-in
18-in. XX

Spruce logs (pulp) 18 00

46 00
27 00
36 00
86 00
26 00
60 00
60 00
82 00

80 00
40 00
62 00
46 00
42 00

00
00
76
00
26
00
26

00
4 00
2 76

IB 00

QUEBEC. QUE.
Cts.

Per Cubic Foot
White Pine

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in.
average, according to lineal. 80 M

10 in. and up average 85 M
Spruce Deals

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 4 in. to Per M. Ft.
6 in. thick $31 00 $34 00

3 in. unsorted, Quebec, 7 in. to
8 in. thick 38 00 37 00

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 0 in.

thick 40 00 45 00
Cts.

Oak Per Cubic Ft.
According to average and quality
66 ft. cube 88 06

Elm
According to average and quality,

40 to 46 feet, cube OB 1 06
According to average and quality,

30 to 86 feet 76 86

Birch PUnks
1 to 4 in. thick, per M. ft 40 00 46 00

SARNIA, ONT.
Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in $80 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 90 00
VA and 154 in. and up wide 100 00
2 in. and up wide 106 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 75 00
6/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 85 00
8/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 87 00

No. 1 Cuts
1 in.. 8 in. and up wide 63 00
154 in., 8 in. and up wide 72 00
154 in., 8 in. and up wide 73 00
2 in., 8 in. and up wide 76 00
2>A and 3, 8 in. and up wide 100 00
4 in.. 8 in. and up wide 105 00

No. 1 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long $63 00 $63 00

154, IH and 2 in., 10/16 ft. ... 68 00 64 00
254 to 3 in.. 10/16 ft 73 00

No. 2 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long i 50 00 56 00

154. 154 and 2 in.. 10/16 ft.... 51 00 56 00

2J4 in. to 3 in - 66 00

No. 3 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 46 00 51 00

154, VA and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 47 00 51 00

Box
1 in., 154 in. & 154 in., 10/16 ft. 42 00 44 00

Mill Culls
Mill Run Culls

1 in., 4 in. and up wide. 6,/16 ft... $37 00

154. 154 and 2 in 37 00
Lath

No. 1 48 in. White Pine 6.60
No. 2 48 in. White Pine 5 10
No. 3 48 in. White Pine 4 60
32 in. Pine 2 10
48 in. Hemlock 4 60
32 in. Hemlock 2 00

ST. JOHN. N.B.

Spruce

Wholesale to the Retailer

Random Lengths 10 to 35 feet.

2 X 3 D 1 edge and 3 x 3 D 1 edge. . . $38 50
2 X 4 D 1 edge and 3 x 4 D 1 edge. . . 39 00
2x5 Rgh. and 3 X 5 38 00
2x6 Rgh. and 3 X 6 38 00
2x7 Rgh. and 3 X 7 40 00
2x8 Rgh. and 3 X 8 40 00
2x9 Rgh. and 3 X 9 47 00
2 X 10 Rgh. and 3 X 10 47 00
2 X 12 Rgh. and 3 X 12 47.00

Timber at corresponding prices

:

Merch. Spruce Bds., Rgh., Ran. lengths 38 00
1 X 3-4 5 6

Merch. Spruce boards, 7 and up 45 00
Refuse boards, plank deals 2S 00

PerM.
Laths $3 25
Shingles, Extra Cedar 5 50

Clears 5 25
2nd do 4 75
Ex. No. 1 3 25
Spruce 4 00

Pine Lumber
1" Planer Pine Bds., Large $70 00
1" Planer Pine Bds.. small 6'J 00
Smooth Shipper Pine Boards 00 00
West India bhipper Pine Boards 52 60
I'A and 2 in. Klaner Pine 70 00
154 and 2 in. Shipper Plank 66 00
Small Shioper Pine Bds 46 00
Poor 4th Pine Bds 40 00

WINNIPEG. MANITOBA
No. 1 Spruce

Dimension S.l.S. and 1.E
6 ft. H ft. 10 ft.2x4 $26 60 $29 60 $32 002x6 2» 60 29 60 33U0

2 x 8 28 50 30 60 33 00
2 X 10 29 5(J 31 SO 34 UO
2x 12 31 50 32 60 85 00

12 ft. 14 ft. 16 ft.

2 x 4 31 00 31 00 32 00
2 x 6 31 00 31 00 31 00
2 x 8 31 00 31 00 32 00
2 X 10 32 00 32 00 32 002x 12 33 00 33 0O 38 00
For 2 inches, rough, add 60 cents.
For SIE only add 60 cents.
For SIS and 2E. S4S or D&M. add $3.00.
For timbers larger than 8x8, add 60c. for
each additional 2 inches each way.

For lengths longer than 20 ft., add $1.00 for
each additional two feet.

For selected common, add $5.00.
For No. 2 Dimension, $3.00 less than No. 1
For 1x2 and 2 x 2, $2 more than 2 x 4 No. 1
For Tamarac add $3.00.

FIR, HEMLOCK, SPRUCE AND LARCH
Mounfin Stock

Na 1 Dimension and Timbers
2 X 4. 2 X 6, 2 X 8, » ft.. SISIE $30 00
2 X 4. 2 X 0, 2 X 8. 10 ft , SlSlE 32 00
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 12 1 E 31 00
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8. 18 - - 33 00
2 X 4. 2 X 6, 2 X 8. 24/3-, :,1.^1E 35 00
2 X 10. 8 ft.. SlSlE 31 00
2 X 10, 10 ft.. SlSlE 33 00
2 X 10, 12/16. SlSlE 32 Of)

2 X 10. 18'22. SlSlE 34 00
2 X 10, 24/32. SlSlE 36 00
2 X 12. 8 ft. SlSlE 31 60

BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST FIR.
Dimension SIS and E.

2x4 in.. 6 and 8 ft 2» 50
2x4 in., 12 and 14 ft 30 5»
2x4 in., 10 and 16 ft 31 50
2x4 in., 18 and 20 ft 32 50
2x4 in., 22 to 32 ft 34 50
2 X 10 in., 12 and 14 ft 31 75
2 X 10 in.. 16 ft 32 75
2 X 10 in., IS and 20 ft 33 75
2 X 10 in., 22 to 32 ft '. 35 75
2 X 14 in., 8 to 14 ft 37 75

16 ft 38 75
18 and 20 ft 39 75
22 to 32 ft 41 75

4 in., 8 to 14 ft

14 in.,

14 in.,

14 in..

14 in.,

3 and 3 37 76

2
2
3
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in . 16 ft 38 75
3 X 3 and 3 X 4, IS and 20 ft 39 75
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in.. 22 to 32 ft 41 75
6 X 6, 6 X 8 and 8 x 8, 0 to 16 ft. .

.

6 X 6, 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 18 and 20 ft. ...

6 X 6, 6 X S, 8 X S, 22 to 32 ft.

Shingles. XXX B.C. Cedar, straight

cars

40 00
40 60
41 50

4 21

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA. N.Y.

White Pin*
Wholesale Selling Prico

Uppers. 4/4 $116 00
Uppers 6/4 to 8/4 100 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 180 00
Selects 4/4 110 00
Selects 6/4 to 8/4 110 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 120 00
Fine common 4/4 80 00
Fine common 6/4 88 00
Fine common 6/4 .................. 83 00
Fine common 8/4 86 00
No. 1 Cutt 4/4 68 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 i 73 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 7« 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 76 00
No. 3 Cuts 4/4 48 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 M 08
No. 2 Cuts 6/4 60 00

No. 2 Cuts 8/4 67 00
No. 8 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 48 00
Dressing 6/4 62 00
Dressing 6/4 x 10 «i 00
Dressing 6/4 x 12 TO 00

No. 1 Moulding 6/4 73 00

No. 1 Moulding 6/4 73 00

No. 1 Moulding 8/4 ". . 73 00

No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 00

No. 2 Moulding 8/4 64 00

No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 61 00

No. 1 Bam 1 X 6 and 8 82 00

No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 84 00

No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 48 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 83 00

No. 8 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 *» 00

No. 8 Bam 1 x 10 48 00
Box 1x6 and up 48 00
Box 1 X 10 48 00
Box 1 X 12 44 00

Box 1 X 13 and up 48 00

The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buffalo

and "Tonawandk

:

MAPLS
la ft Sa Na. 1 Cora. No. 3 Cam.

4/4 43 - 45 26 - 28 18 - 19
6/4 to 8/4 66 - 67 34 - 36 20 - 23

10/4 to 16*4 66 - 67 46 - 48 27 - 28

(ContlBaod on pao 126)

i
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DUNLDP
GtbriiltarREdSpecial

BELTING.

" The

Long-Grain

Friction

Belt

"

Dunlop " Gibraltar RedSpecial " is the proven benefactor of many an industry in

this country which has felt the need of offsetting rising costs by speeding up produc-
tion and by the elimination of belt trouble.

* 4f

" Gibraltar RedSpecial " is a real rubber belt. It may be compared to other
brands of belts only as a powerful magnifying glass might be compared with the
object whose imperfections it brings into the limelight.

* * *

^ The first belts of this brand sold have been in use for years and have proven that
scientific researchT—combined with approximately one quarter of a century's experi-

ence in the rubber goods manufacturing industry—could offer no more in belt merits
than those features for which this DuhlopProduct is so well and favorably known.

* * *

fli We believe Dunlop " Gibraltar RedSpecial " cannot be made better. It is a red,

frictioned-surface belt, constructed of the highest grade rubber, and specially-woven
duck of tremendous tensile strength. This accounts for its great tenacity, its enduring
flexibility and its absolute uniformity throughout.

* * *

Provision has been made in " Gibraltar RedSpecial " against drying out and
rotting. The richness of the rubber—compounded to retain its pliability indefinitely

—waterproofs the duck as well as holds the plies securely together. It also serves to

minimize internal chafing due to the constant bending of the belt. All unnecessary
stretch is taken out in the manufacturing process.

* * *

^ You will find Dunlop " Gibraltar RedSpecial " Frictioned-Surface Belting doing
daily duty the year round in Pulp and Paper Mills, Iron Foundries, Steel and Rolling
Mills, Saw and Lumber Mills, Mines, etc., in a truly efficient manner.

* * *

^ We also specialize on Conveyor and Elevator Belts to meet every need.

The Dunlop Unreserved Guarantee

If you have a difficult drive anywhere in your factory drop a line to our
. Head Office, or to our nearest branch, and we will send a man experienced,
in belt engineering to consider your requirements. If it is an instance where
" Gibraltar RedSpecial " Belting may be suitably employed we will recom-
mend its use ; and we will stand behind our rcommendation with the fullest!

guarantee ever issued by a firm producing rubber products.

DunlopTire&Rubber Goods Co., Limited
Head Office and Factories: TORONTO

BRANCHES IN THE LEADING CITIES

Makers of Tires for all purposes, Mechanical Rubber Products of all Kinds, and General Rubber Specialties
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

RED BIRCH
4/* Oo • W oo • 4v

S/4 to 8/4 60 - 62 40 - 42 24 26

4/4 51 - 53 30 - 32 18 20
H/i and up 53 - 55 32 • 34 20 22

SOFT ELM
4/4 43 - 45 28 - 30 20 - 22

i, 0 & 8/4 46 - 47 30 - Si 20 - 22

BASSWOOD
4/4 47 -49 37 - 39 25 • 27
Thicker 4a - 51 39 41 2C 27

PLAIN OAK
4/4 65 -67 30 • 32 18 20

6/* to 8/4 66 - 68 34 - 36 20 22

ASH, WHITE AND BROWN
4/4 55 -57 30 31 20 - 22

5/4 to 8/4 05 - 67 35 - 37 21 23
10/4 and up 75 - 88 42 - 50 24 26

BOSTON. MASS.

Quotation! g[iven below are for liighett

grades of Michigan and Canadian white pi^e

and Eastern Canadian Spruce as required in

the New England market in carloads.
Wliite pine uppers, s 1 to 2 in. rt4 00
White pine uppers, 2'^ and 3 in. 14'J OU
White pine uppers, 4 in ItiO 00
Selects, 1 to 2 in 125 00
Selects, 2y2 and 3 in 140 00
Selects, 4 in 155 00
Fine common, 1 in., 30 per cent.
12 in. and up 90.00

Fine common, 1 x 8 to 11 in. .^7 00
Fine Common, \% to 2 in. ... 102 00 105 00
Fine Common, 2>4 and 3 in. . . 125 00 130 00
Fine Common, 4 in 145 00
1 in.' shaky clear 72 00
1^ to 2 in. shaky clear 75 00
1 in. No. 2 dressing 04 00

\'A to 2 in. No. 2 dressing OS 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 in 77 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 J4 to 2 in .S7 00 90 00
No. 1 Cuts, 2"^ and 3 in 106 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 05 00
No. 2 Cuts, XVi to 2 in 72 00 73 00

Morgan Machine

Company

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Manufacturers

of-

Nailing

Machines,

Lock Cor-

ner Box
Machinery,

Box Board

Matchers,

Box Board

Printing

Machines.

Every manufacturer of boxes; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in

any article, or packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan Machine Cfompany for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER. N.Y.

Excelsior

Cutting Machinery

Manufactured By

The Elmira Machinery
and Transmission Co.

Elmira, Ont.

Write 'for Circular and Prices

Ham Hoards, No. 1, 1 x 12 . . . 70 00
No. 1, 1 X 10 . . . 03 00
No. 1, 1 X 8 . . . 02 00
No. 2, 1 X 12 . . . (K> (JO

No. 2, 1 X 10 ... 01 0<i

No. 2, 1 X 8 . . . 5.S 00
No. 3, 1 X 12 . . . .57 00
No. 3, 1 X 10 . . . 50 00
No. 3, 1 X 8 . . . 55 00

("an. spruce, clear, 1 x 4 to 9 in. 40 50 48 60
1 X 10 in 50 60
No. 1 1 X 4 to 7 in. 53 60
No. 1 1 X 8 & 0 in. 64 50
No. 1 1 X 10 in. .. 65 50
No. 2 1 X 4 & 5 in. 36 50
No. 2 1 X 0 & 7 in. 43 6<J

No. 2 1 X 8 & 9 in. 4.', .V) 44 60
No. 2 1 X 10 in. . . 40 Wj
No. 2 1 X 12 in. . . 50 50

Spruce, 12 in. dimension 48 00
Spruce, 10 in. dimension 47.00
Spruce, 9 in. dimension 46 00
Spruce, 8 in. dimension 45 00
2 X 10 in. random lengths,
8 ft. and up 45 00 40 00

.2 X 12 in., random lengths 47 00 49 OO

2 X .3, 2 X 4. 2 X 6, 2 X C 2 X 7. :1C 00 37 00
3x4 and 4 x 4 in 38 UV
2 X 8 in 40 00
All other random lengthi, 7-in.

and under, 8 ft. and up 3G 00
6'inch and up merchantable

boards, 8 ft. and up, p Is ... 40 00
1x2 38 00
1 x 3 37 00
IH in. spruce lath 460 4 T9

in. spruce latli 4 3B
New Bruniwick Cedai Shinclea

Extras 5 15 5 25
( kars ... 4 75 4 90
.Stcond Clears . ... 4 80
Clear Whites . . 3 76
Extra li (Clear whites in) .... SW
Extra Is (Clear whites out) ... 1 M
Red Cedar Extras, 10 in. 6 buttt

to 2 in 5 08 5 18
Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-ineh B
butu to 2-in f M

Red Cedar Perfections. 6 butts
to 2!.i AM

Washington IS in. 6 butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar 4 80

Galvanizing
Work
OF ALL CLASSES

Our galvanizing plant is the largest

of its kind in Canada. All con-

tracts, large and small, for Hot

or Electro Galvanizing can be

completed promptly. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

Ask for quotation

ADDRESS

Ontario Wind Engine and
Pump Company, Ltd.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary

New RAILS Relaying

12 to 80 pounds per yard.

LOGGING CARS

Jno. J. Gartshore
58 Front St. West, Toronto

fl
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Prescott's Valve Controller
Patented June 8, 1916

The Machine You Have Been Waiting for. rr ?

To eliminate every trouble with your Steam

Feed Valves install one of these machines.

Six Real Reasons for Doing So:

1—Gives the sawyer the easiest kind of control of valve.

2—Hand lever stays put, making them safe against any jerk

or kick of valve.

3—Gives the sawyer every confidence in handling valve.

4—Will prevent accidents—is easier on the nerves and car-

riage runs steadier.

5—Water flowing into valves from foaming boilers does not

fret the sawyer.

6—This relief from all troubles of which sawyers have com-

plained enables them to give closer attention to the

logs they are cutting and a better inspection of the lum-

ber they produce.

Read what one of the largest lumber companies on the

north shore has to say about it.

We are sole Canadian manufacturers of these mahcines.

Pamphlets with full description and prices on application.

Let us quote you also on our new "Hamilton" Vertical

Steam Feed Valves.

PRESCOTT'S VALVE CONTROLLER

Waubaushene, Out., Sept. 1], 1017.
Messrs. Wm. Hamilton Co.,

Peterborough, Ont.

Gentlemen :

—

Replying to your inquiry re Prescott Valve
Controller, which you sent us last spring to
try out: I beg to say that we installed this
machine early in April, just previous to start-
ing the mills, selecting the most difficult valve
we have to handle, the steam having to travel
through nearly three hundred lineal feet of
pipe to reach this valve, and noting the fact
that the pipes are well covered, there is neces-
sarily considerable condensation, and every
sawyer knows the annoyance caused by water
passing through the valves which violently
jars or jerks the lever, sometimes wrenching
it from the hand and thereby inflicting sciious
damage to the machinery of the mill. And
now after nearly five months of daily use, I

am pleased to tell you that this device has
put up all that is claimed for it. There is

not the slightest jar or vibration to be felt,

no matter where the lever is held. It is very
easily attached and does not interfere in any
way with the free movement of the lever, and
the Sawyer, Mr. George Hotting, also our
Foreman, Mr. W. A. Gill, both speak of your
controller in the most glowing terms. I can,
therefore, congratulate you on securing an
article that will fill many a long felt want.

Yours truly,

(Signed) D. B. .Anderson,
Chief Engine'r,

The Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Ltd.

William HamUton Co., Umited
Peterboro, Ontario

Agents: J. h, Neilson & Co., Winnipegr^ Man.
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CANADA LUMBERMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
The following regulations apply to all advertisers:—Eighth page, every issue, three headings;

quarter page, six headings; half page, twelve headings; full page, twenty-four headings.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

AXES
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

BABBITT METAL
Canada Metal Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Sj'racuse Smelting Works

BALE TIES
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

BALL BEARINGS
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

BAND MILLS
Hamilton Company, William.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BAND RESAWS
Mershon & Company, W. B.

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELT DRESSING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELTING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Beardmore Belting Company
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.
General Supply Company
Goodhue & Co., J. L.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co.
D. K. McLaren Limited.
McLaren Belting Company, J. C.

BELTING (Transmission, Elevator,
Conveyor, Rubber)

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

BLOWERS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

BOILERS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

BOILER PRESERVATIVE
Beveridge Paper Company

BOX MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Morgan Machine Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BOX SHOOKS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

CABLE CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company,
enckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

CAMP SUPPLIES
Canadian Milk Products Limited.
Davies Company, William.
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co .

Harris Abattoir Company
Johnson, A. H.
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

CANT HOOKS
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Pink Company, Thomas.

CARS—STEEL BODY
Marsh Engineering Workt. Limited

CEDAR
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Muir & Kirkpatrick.
Long Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

CHAINS
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Pink & Co., Thomas.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

CHINA CLAY
Bowater & Sons, VV. V.

CHEMICAL PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean. Ltd.

CLOTHING
Grant, Holden & Graham.
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company
Woods Mfg. Company

COLLAR PADS
American Pad & Textile Co.

COLLARS (Shaft)
Bond Engineering Works

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

CORDAGE
Consumers Cordage Company.

COTTON GLOVES
American Pad & Textile Co.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Bond Engineering Works

COUPLINGS (Shaft)
Bond Engineering Works
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

CRANES FOR SHIP YARDS
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

CROSS ARMS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company

CUTTER HEADS
Sliimcr Cutter Head Company.

CYPRESS
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon.

DERRICKS AND DERRICK
FITTINGS

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

DOORS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
Terry & Gordon.

DOUGLAS FIR
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
British American Mills & Timber Co.
Coal Creek Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.
Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Terry & Gordon.
Timberland Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

DRAG SAWS
Gerlach Company, Peter
Pennoyer & Company, J. C.

DRY KILNS
Sheldons Limited.

DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Company.

DUST COLLECTORS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EDGERS
William Hamilton Company, Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, G. Walter
Haight, W. L.

Long Mfg. Company, E.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ENGINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

EXCELSIOR MACHINERY
Elmira Machinery and Transmission
Company.

EXHAUST FANS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

FILES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

FIRE BRICK
Beveridge Paper Company
Elk Fire Brick Company of Canada.

FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Pyrene Mfg. Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

FIR FLOORING
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

FLOORING (Oak)
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

GEARS (Cut)
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

GRATE BARS—Revolving
Beveridge Paper Company

GRAVITY LUMBER CARRIER
Can. Mathews Gravity Carrier Co.

GRINDERS (Bench)
Bond Engineering Works
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HARDWOODS
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Atlantic Lumber Co.
Bartram & Ball.

Bennett Lumber Company.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Cameron & Co.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Fassett Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Eraser Limited.
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.

Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Stearns & Culver Lumber Co.
Summers, James R.

Taylor Lumber Company, S. K.
Webster & Brother. James.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Long Lumber Company.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
MACHINERY

American Woodworking Machinery-
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HANGERS rShaft)
Bond Engineering Works

HEMLOCK
Anderson Lumber Company. C. G.
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.

Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Company, W. C.

Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Hart & McDonagh.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
The Long Lumber Company.

HOISTING AND HAULING
ENGINES

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

HORSES
Union Stock Yards.

HOSE
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

INDUSTRIAL CARS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

INSURANCE
Hardy & Co.. E. D.
Rankin Benedict Underwriting Co.

INTERIOR FINISH
Eagle Lumber Company.
Hay & Co.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Terry & Gordon.

KNIVES
Disston & Sons. Henry.
Peter Hay Knife Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LATH
Austin & Nicholson.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Dupuis Limited, J. P.

Eagle Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd

Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company
River Ouelle Pulp and Paper Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Victoria Harbor Lumber Company.

LATH BOLTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Green Company, C. Walter.

LOCOMOTIVES
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Climax Manufacturing Company.
Montreal Locomotive Workks.

LATH TWINE
Consumers' Cordage Company.

LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier

Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Williams Machinery. Co., A. R., Van-

couver.
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Loggers Double the Usefulness
of Your Motor Trucks

by loading them in shorter time and with less labor. You can make
more deliveries of logs to mills or railroad siding and do it more
economically when your motor trucks are equipped with our

Improved Log
Attachment
It is operated from the power of

your motor and requires the ad-

ditional use of a gin pole. Let
us tell you more about it and
send you blue prints showing
its construction.

Loading

gope cefios r^cer w^Cfv LoaoiMs
\

We build Auto Truck Winches and Cranes for Trucks of

all makes and sizes. These can easily be installed by you.

O r^*M. r J Q "Kli 26th and Water StreetsBay City roundry & Machine Company bay city, mich.

A Boon to Lumbermen
Payette^s Famous Patent Mill Dogs

650 Sets already sold

B
£^ (1) They will dog with perfect ease and safety in any class of timber,

p (2) Will dog just as easily, frozen maple or hardwoods of any description.

. (3) Will dog the last board, just as easily as they dogged the first one.

(4) They do not tear the board or stock.

U| (5) Many other reasons, too numerous to mention here.

s
E

Write us for full particulars and booklet on same.

P.

We also manufacture the following High-Grade Saw-Mill Machinery:—New Modern
Saw-Mill Carriages, with either three or two head blocks; P. Payette's New Patent
Saw-Mill Dog, for use in either winter or summer. P. Payette's Grip-Set Works;
Steam Feed Valves, Steam Lifter and Loaders, Valves. Five different classes and styles
of Edgers, for either light or heavy duty. Combined Gang-Circulars and Edgers, or
Independent Gang Circulars.
Steam-Canters, Steam Liftera and Loaders, and a general line of saw-mill machinery.
Detachable Chain-Sprockets, Castings of Gray-Iron, Semi-Cast Steel, and brass cast-
ings for general use.
Descriptive Booklet and prices mailed free upon request.

Payette & Company
Engineers and Machinists

Penetanguishene, Ontario
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor
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LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.

LOGGING ENGINES
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

LOG HAULER
Green Company, G. Walter
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

LOGGING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBER TRUCKS
Waterous Engine Works Company.
LUMBERMEN'S CLOTHING

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

METAL REFINERS
Canada Metal Company.
Hoyt Metal Company.
Sessenwein Brothers.

MILLING IN TRANSIT
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
MOLDINGS

Genoa Bay Lumber Co.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
MOTOR TRUCKS

Duplex Truck Company
OAK

Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

OAKUM
Stratford Oakum Co., Geo.

OIL CLOTHING
Leckie, Limited, John.

OLD IRON AND BRASS
Sessenwein Brothers.

PAPER
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PACKING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

PAPER MILL MACHINERY
Bowater & Sons. W. V.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Bond Engineering Works

PINE
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Atlantic Lumber Co.
Austin & Nicholson.
Bourgouin, H.
Callander Sawmills
Cameron & Co.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.

Cardinal & Page
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Company.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Eagle Lumber Company.
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Excelsior Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Company
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Gillies Brothers Limited.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Gordon & Co., George.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Hart & McDonagh.
Hettler Lumber Company, Herman H.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Montreal Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Muir & Kirkpatrick.
Parry Sound Lumber Company.
Russell, Chas. H.
Shearer Company, Jas.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers, James R.

Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Watson & Todd, Limited.
Williams Lumber Company
Wuichet. Louis.

PLANING MILL EXHAUSTERS
Garlock- Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Co.

PLANING MILL MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Co.
Yate.s Machine Company, P. B.

PORK PACKERS
Davies Company, William
Harris Abattoir Company

POSTS AND POLES
Auger & Company
Dupuis Limited, J. P.

Eagle Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Terry & Gordon.

PULLEYS AND SHAFTING
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Green Company, G. Walter
Hamilton Company, William
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company

PUMPS
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Smart-Turner Machine Company
Waterous Engine Works Company

RAILS
Gartshore, John J.

Sessenwein Bros.

ROOFINGS
(Rubber, Plastic and Liquid)

Beveridge Paper Company

ROPE (Wire and Manilla)
Leckie, Limited, John

RUBBER GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Company

SASH
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Renfrew Planing Mills.

SAWS
Atkins & Company, E. C.

Disston & Sons, Henry
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Gerlach Company, Peter
Green Company, G. Walter
Hoe & Company, R.
Shurly-Dietrich Company
Simonds Canada Saw Company

SAW MILL LINK-BELT
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.

Firstbrook Bros.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Haight, W. L.

Hamilton Company, William
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Company
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.

Parry Sound Lumber Company
Payette Company, P.

Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Co., P. B.

SHEATHINGS
Beveridge Paper Company
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

SHINGLE MACHINES
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

TO LUMBERMEN
We have large stocks of

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
BABBITT

for All General Machinery Bearings

IMPERIAL GENUINE BABBITT
for Crank Pins and Heavy Engines

We Guarantee Excellent Service

THE CANADA METAL COMPANY, Limited

I ranch Factories

Head Office, TORONTO
HAMILTON MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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CLIMAX Improved Geared LOCOMOTIVES FOR WOOD AND
IRON RAILS

A 62-ton

Climax

Locomotive

Designed

Especially for

Heavy
Logging Work.

Climax Locomotives are successfully operated on steep grades and sharp curves. Any
weight or gauge. Locomotives in stock for immediate shipment. Get Catalog " H."

CLIMAX MANUFACTURING CO., 313 W. Main Street, CORRY, PA.
VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LTD., VANCOUVER, B.C.

Peace Year 1919
Finds us optimistic for the future and well

stocked with Horse Blankets, Feed
Bags, Tarpaulins, Oil Clothing

Tents, Flags, Straw Ticks

and Grey Blankets

We Guarantee Prompt Shipment

of Orders Entrusted to us

J. J. Turner& Sons
Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives. We build all types and sizes, also

all kinds of repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give you expert advice as to what partic-

ular type and size of locomotive is best suited to your needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA.

PRATT & WHITNEY CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

SMAU TOOLS
Taps — Dies — Reamers — Cutters — Drills

MADE IN CANADA

As good as money can bay—Guaranteed absolutely

!

Head OfUce and Works, DUNDAS, ONT.

MONTREAL
Dranrad MUm.

SALES OFnCESi

VANCOUVER WINNIPEG

PROCTOR SERVICE
The Proctor Organization endeavors to supervise the

operation of Proctor Dryers wherever thej' are installed.

The visiting engineer examines the dryer and makes certain
that every part is just right for highest economy of produc-
tion.

This is Proctor Service

for VENEERS
give a perfectly flat and pliable product without

checks or splits.

Made by the oldest and largest builders of dryers.
Ask for Proctor Dryer Catalog for your materials.

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
Builders of Drying Machinery

SEVENTH STREET AND TABOR ROAD, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.
Hamilton, Ont., Canada,—W. J. Westaway, 5 Sun Life Building.
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SAW MANPRELS
Bond Engineering Works

SAW SHARPENERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
V\ aterous Engine Works Company.

SAW SLASHERS
VVaterous Engine Works Company

SAWMILL LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company

SHEET METALS
Syracuse Smelting Works

SHINGLES
AUan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Cardinal & Page
Dominion Lumber & Timber Co.
Eagle Lumber Company
Foss Lumber Company
fraser Limited.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Heeney, Percy E.

Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Miller Company, Ltd., W. H.
Shingle Agency of B. C.

Terry & Gordon.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

SHINGLE & LATH MACHINERY
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Hamilton Company, William.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.
Payette Company, P.

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

SLEEPING ROBES
Woods Mfg. Company, Limited

SMOKESTACKS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Corripany.

SNOW PLOWS
Pink Company, Thomas.

SPARK ARRESTORS
Jenckes Machine Company, J.td.

VVaterous Engine Works Company.

SPRUCE
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Exchange Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Gillies Brothers.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grant & Campbell.
Hart & McDonagh.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Muir & Kirkpatrick.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
Nicholson & Co., E. M.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Snow^ball Co., J. B.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.

STEEL CHAIN
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

STEAM PLANT ACCESSORIES
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

SWEAT PADS
American Pad & Textile Co.

SULPHITE PULP CHIPS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

TARPAULINS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

TAPS AND DIES
Pratt & Whitney Company.

TENTS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Mfg. Company

TIES
Auger & Company
Austin & Nicholson.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.

TIMBER BROKERS
Bradley, R. R.
Cant & Kemp.
Farnworth & Jardine.
Hillas & Co., W. N.
Hunter, Herbert F.

Smith & Tyrer, Limited

TIMBER CRUISERS AND
ESTIMATORS

Sewall, James W.

TIMBER LANDS
Department of Lands and Forests.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

TRIMMERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Waterous Engine Works Company

TUGS
West & Pcachey.

TURBINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

VALVES
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

VENEERS
Webster & Brother, James.

VENEER DRYERS
I'hiladelphia Textile Mach. Co.

VENEER MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Philadelphia Textile Machinery Co.

VETERINARY REMEDIES
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co.

WATER HEATERS
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

WATERPROOFING
Beveridge Paper Company

WATER WHEELS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

WIRE
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

WOOD DISTILLATION PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean, Ltd.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machy. Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.

VVaterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

WOOD PULP
Austin & Nicholson.
New Ontario Colonization Co.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.

ATKINS
ALWAYS AHEAD!

The most advanced improvements in Saw manufacture have
placed us far ahead in the manufacture of Saws for all uses.

Our Band and Circular Saws are worthy examples. They cut

more timber—do it with less power and require less repair to be

kept in perfect condition.

Economy in mill operation has proved their value. Put them
through competitive tests with other Saws.

The Sterling quality of

Atkins Sterling Steel Saws

will overcome your difficulties.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Factory: HAMILTON, ONT. Branch: 109 Powell St., VANCOUVER
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The Home of "CONDOR" Belting

Made of 32 oz. duck and the best

grade of rubber procurable.

Manufactured on giant presses weighing 550,000 pounds each,

giving the greatest friction of any belt on the market.

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
OTTAWA MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

Large Stocks Carried in Canada

VANCOUVER

Illustrating permanent installation of

Mathews Lumber Conveyor, between
mill and shipping and distributing

platform.

Photo by courtesy of Vancouvei- Cedar Mills,

Roche Point. B.C.

Illustrating portable unit of Mathews

Conveyor for unloading cars.

Photo by courtesy of Windsor Lumber Co.,

Ltd., Windsor, Ont.

Write for Catalogue L.

CANADIAN MATHEWS GRAVITY CARRIER COMPANY, LIMITED
484 RICHMOND STREET WEST - - TORONTO, CANADA
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Lath
Machinery

When you overhaul your

mill get in touch with

us about new equipment.

We will be pleased to

co-operate with you in

every way.

A Customer Writes:—

**We have been cutting

dry slabs and cull ties

to try to keep up to the

capacity of our lath mill.

(We were not getting

half enough green slabs

from our circular saw.)

**The bolter, Long's

No. 3, in particular

can not get hold of

enough to chew, and

no man can feed the

lath saws enough to stall

them. No. 3 Bolter

''We have had no breakdown of any kind and our product is said

to be equal if not superior to anything selling on the Chicago market."

{Name on request)

The E. Long Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
ORILLIA - - ONTARIO
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Waterous Bandmills are Best
An important feature in the design and construction of a bandmill and one which is too

often overlooked or neglected is that of the upper and lower wheels

After many years of study and of observing mills under actual working conditions our

Engineers have designed wheels that are absolutely correct in every way.

The low^er wheel is made entirely of iron, this wheel is very heavy, and is so cast that all

strain due to shrinkage is effectually prevented. In pouring we use a core to split the hub at

right angles to the mandrel. The arms are attached diagonally to the rim in such a way that

they connect each side of the rim to the opposite half of the hub. The attached cut explains this

construction. As the wheel cools the sections of the hub can draw together without inducing

any strain in the arms. When cold the core space between the hub sections is filled with a

wrought iron ring bolted into place as shown in the cut. Over 300 of these wheels are in use at

present and no failures have as yet been recorded.

- The rim of the wheel is made extra heavy, and on its inner side is steeply bevelled, so that

it will quickly shed any sawdust that falls upon it.

The hub is bored a ground fit with the tapered
mandrel and is firmly held in place by a feather

key let into the latter. It is further fastened in

position by a large nut. This method of fastening

the wheel ensures perfect centering and an abso-

lutely tight fit, which is almost impossible to obtain

with a straight mandrel or with a driven key.

So that the upper wheel will not over-run the

lower, and permit the saw to go slack on the cut-

ting side, we have made the upper wheel as light

as possible. Both hub and rim are of cast iron,

connected by light strong steel spokes, upset on

both ends and flared in such a way that the metal
(in casting) thoroughly attaches itself to the

spokes. The hub is bored on a taper and is made
a ground fit to the tapered mandrel to which it is

fastened with feather key and nut as in the case

of the lower wheel.

Both upper and lower wheels, after being attached to their respective man-
drels, are placed on a lathe and the rim is turned and ground perfectly true. They

^ are then carefully counter-weighed to exact balance and when placed in the

IT V/ <<0' b^^^^^S's will run with absolute precision. Heavy scrapers keep the wheels clear

"^^/A/gS ^ of sawdust and resinous accumulations, thus securing an even contact between
the wheel and the saw, and also preventing the saw from running where gummy deposits may
lead it.

BUY
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Pink's Lumbering Tools
The Standard Tools in every province of the Dominion, New Zealand, Australia, etc.

We manufacture all kinds of lumber tools. Light and Durable.

Long Distance Phone, No. 87
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Sold throughout the Dominion by all Wholesale and Retail Hardware Merchant*.

The Thomas Pink Company, Limited
Manufactarmra of Lumber Tools

PEMBROKE . .

MADE IN

CANADA

it'a a Pink
anyway, you
take it, and
it's the best

ONTARIO LV/*'

Not altogether what we
say, but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug manu-
factured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-

sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAfS
KNOWN

'EXTRA'
-EXTRAS

sv

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

The J. Cs McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

i

STANDARD HORIZONTAL RETURN TUBULAR BOILER

BOILERS
We make a specialty of Horizontal Return

Tubular, Vertical Tubular and Locomotive

Type Boilers for Saw Mills and Lumbering
operations.

Send us your inquiries.

Engineering & Machine Works
of Canada, Limited

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
Eastern Sales Office: Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
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Pyrene Fire Extinguishers
Are the Ideal Fire Protectors for your mill, for

the following reasons:

—

1st—Pyrene is death to all inflammable fires.

2nd—Pyrene does not freeze at fifty degrees below zero.

Srd—Pyrene does not deteriorate.

4th—Pyrene is easily operated and ever ready.

5th—Pyrene reduces your Fire Insurance rate 16 per cent, when in-

stalled on your Automobile or Motor Truck.

6th—Pyrene has served with the boys at the front.

7th Pyrene in one of our Holsters is ideal for your watchman m
case he locates a fire in your building.

We also carry the 2^ Gal. Soda Acid Extinguisher

Ask for our Catalogue which contains a full line of "fire appliances,

also for our book on how to protect your factory. This book contains

valuable information.

Pyrene Mfg. Co. of Canada, Limited
3 St. Nicholas St. Montreal

EDGAR D. HARDY JAS. E. REYNOLDS

E. D. HARDY & CO.
INSURANCE

Specialists in LUMBER and WOODWORKING Plants

HEAD OFFICE: OTTAWA, ONT.

Shimer Circular Bit Jointing Heads
A circular shear cut head that is unsurpassed as a Jointing Head for stock

from 1" to 3"; always ready for the job without a set up, saving you money,

and assuring a perfect square joint. Made in four, six or eight bits with or

without Self Centering Colet.

Write for Prices

SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO. OF CANADA, LTD., GALT, ONTARIO
Successors to Samuel J. Shimer & Sons

ASBESTOS
We manufacture practically every article

that can be made of Asbestos—including

(Packings
Boiler Gaskets
Pipe and Boiler

Coverings

Atlas Asbestos Co., Limited, Montreal

PUMPS
for

the most

exacting

requirements

Send us your

next

specification

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON CANADA

Soo Line Pike Poles, Peavies, Cant Hooks and Sager Axes
in the hands of your woodsmen will give you satisfaction and save your money.

m

Ask your dealer or order
direct.

Mad* by

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
ST. OA THARINES. ONT.

Iphabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 72 Classified Directory to Advertisements, Page 84
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AmericanWood
ROCH

SALES OFFICE FOR BRI
AGENTS FOR THE REST OF CANAD

AGENTS FOR GREAT BR

3

KING MachineryCo
, N . Y.

BIA. PORTLAND. OREGON
WALKER MACHINERY CO.. TORONTO
ROJECTILE CO.. LONDON

Don^t go behind in your grade

or your output

For highest efficiency - get a 77A Model 5

At least write Garlock-Walker for a copy of the above Catalog--

The finest book ever issued on planing mill machinery.

When you know how this Model 5 is constructed and what it

will do you will have no other.

CANADIAN SALES AGENTS

I

Gairlock-WaJker MaLchinery Compa^ny

TORONTO

32-34 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO

MONTREAL

LIMITED

WINNIPEG
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Spruce Hemlock
Dry Stock on Hand for Immediate Shipment

Merchantable Spruce Merchantable Spruce Cull Spruce

1 x 8 48,000 ft. 2x4 scant .... 96,000 ft. 1, 2 and 3 in. . . . 500,000 ft.

1^4 122,000 " 2x5 " .... 176,000 "
Merchantable Hemlock

1 x 5 175,000 " 2x6 " .... 227,000 " . ^ mo 000 ft
1 x 6 194,000 2x7".... 166,000 " ^ ^ ^ f.^.^^

' '

'^f^^:
1 x 7 95,000 " 2x8 " .... 88,000 " 1 x 9 x 10/16.. 45,000

1 x 8 48,000 " 2x9 " .... 192,000 " Mill Run Lath

1 x 9 10,000 " 2 X 10 " .... 10,000 " 11/2—4 ft. Spruce 500 M.
1 X 4 & up shorts 50,000 " 2 x 11 " .... 10,000 " IV^—4 ft. W. Pine 825 M.'

Bartram & Ball Limited
WHOLESALE LUMBER

Drummond Bldg., 511 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, Que.

KNOX BROTHERS LTD.
Specialists

B. C Fir Timbers

Fir and Spruce Lumber
IN TRANSIT

1 Car % Ceiling 10 Cars 3x11 Spruce
(Flooring

1 Car
5^ Ceilwig

^^^^ Timbers

1 Car Flooring 1 Car Clear Cedar

Address

KNOX BROS., LTD., Drummond Bldg., MONTREAL
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M CHEMAINUS FIR
Clear Kiln Dried

B. C. Douglas Fir

We can make prompt shipment on
straight or mixed cars of clear kiln

dried B. C. Douglas Fir in all sizes

rough or dressed. Also flooring, ceil-

ing, mouldings and siding.

If quality can talk to you— get in

touch with us.

VICTORIA LUMBER &
MFG. CO., LIMITED

Head Office and MiU

CHEMAINUS, B.C.
Eastern Representatives:

KNOX BROS.,
Bank of Hamilton Building, Toronto,

and

Drummond Building, MontreaL

High Grade Lumber and Timber
SPRUCE
X 4"

X 5"

X 6"

X 7"

X 8"-

X 9"

X 10"

X 10"

10/16'

JO/16'
10/16'

10/16'

10/16'

10/16'

10/16'

17/24'

Ready for
Shipment

12/16'

12/16'

12/16'

12/16'

17/24'

12/16'

17/24'

12/16'

12 '16'

3 X 5"

3 X 6"

3 X 7"

3 X 8"

3 X 8"

3 X 9"

3 X 9"

3 X 10"

3 X 11"

Douglas Fir & B.C. Spruce
Ready for Shipment

8 X 8 to 16 X 16" 16/32'

Pitch Pine
6 X 8" 14/20'

8 X 8" 12/20"

8 X 10" 14/16'

10 X 10" 18/20'

Derrick Stock
B.C FIR

12 X 12"

14 X 14

16 X 16

18 X 18

8 X 16

10 X 16

5/60, 5/65.

5/52, 5/60.

5/60, 5/65.

5/65.

20/20, 16/36.

5/20. 10/36.

200,000' No. 1 Common and Better Basswood Ij^ x 4" and up, mostly Ists and 2nds.

Spruce Flag-poles, 25', 30', 35' and 40' long, 4^/2 to Sy/' at bottom, 2" at top.

Pattern Pine a Specialty

Can Re-saw the above in any size required, rough
or planed. Mail us your enquiries.

Cars of Fir Timber always in transit

The James Shearer Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail Dealers office and yards: lilf/^ILJTDF A ¥
in Lumber and Timber 225 St Patrick St. IVll^IN I KLiiiLi
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Geo. Gordon & Co
Limited

Cache Bay Ont.

White and Red Pine
stock on Hand for quick shipment

6x6- 12/16 50,000 6 X 12- 12/16' 7,000

8 X 10- 12/16' 30,000 8 X 12- 12/16' 14,000

10 X 10- 12/16' 100,000 10 X 12- 12/16' 25,000'

4 X 12- 12/16' 60,000 12 X 12- 12/16' 150,000'

Complete assortment i - 2' - and 3' White Pine

WRITE us FOR PRICES

Red Muskoka Wood Mfg. Go's. Plant -Bird's Eye View Deer

Hardwood Flooring
"Red Deer" flooring is manufactured to meet the demand

for a high grade flooring at a moderate price.

Prices on this flooring and also Hemlock, Spruce, Bill stuff

and Hardwood Lumber will be gladly furnished upon request.

Write us.

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited
Huntsville, Ontario
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QUALITY

Dry Small Log Mill Run
QUALITY

SERVICE
AT MIDLAND, ONT.

White Pine Red Pine

1

1

5/4

5/4
5/4

6/4
2

2

2

2

1

1 X 4

1 X 5

1 X 6

1 x7,9 & 11

1 X 8

X 10

12

5

6

8

4/8
6

8

10

12

10/16 100,000'

70,000'

190,000'

40,000'

140,000'

70,000'

15,000'

6,000'

15,000'

30,000'

21,000'

65,000'

70,000'

14,000'

12,000'

& 2" Mill Culls
QUALITY

X 4 10/16

X 5

X 6

X 7

X 8 & up "

2x4
2x8
2 X 10 & 12

"

3x6
3 X 10

3 X 12

2x6" 18'

2x8" 18'

1" & 2" Mill Culls

160,000'

95,000'

150,000'

13,000'

90,000'

88,000'

120,000'

35,000'

11,000'

13,000'

10,000'

58,000'

85,000'

QUALITY

TERRY & GORDON
VANCOUVER BRANCH:
513 Metropolitan Bldg.

A. S. Nicholson,

Western Manager.
SERVICE

Head Office:

704 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO, ONT.
Ontario Representatives of

The British Columbia Mills, Timber & Trading Co. of Vancouver. B.C.

U. S. Representatives ;

Berry Lumber Company,
30 Church Street,

New York City.

For Prompt Delivery of

Hemlock, Spruce, Lath,

Pulpwood and Hardwoods

The Year Round—In Any Quantity

Dressed and Ripped to Your Orders

We specialize in Hemlock and Spruce Timbers. Let us

know your requirements. We can assure you of im-

mediate shipment through our splendid transportation

facilities. Rail and water delivery.

Fassett Lumber Company, LimitedS
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OUR QUALIFICATIONS
There are four Band Mills cutting on our stock

right now.

We have lumber at

Milnet, on C.N.Ry.

Trout Mills, on T. & N.O.Ry.
G.P.R. or G.T. from North Bay

Callander, on G.T.R.

L'Orignal, on G.N.R.
(near Ottawa)

Our selling organization is at your disposal. We
will have a representative call at your convenience.

Dry Stocks of White Pine
Red Pine
Jack Pine
Spruce and
Lath

Always on hand

What do you need right now ?

UNION LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
701 DOMINION BANK BUILDING
TORONTO CANADA
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Davison Lumber & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Bridgewater, N. S.

THE LARGEST LUMBERING INDUSTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA PRODUCTION 40 MILLION FEET PER ANNUM

Send us your enquiries for

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock or Hardwood Lumber
Box Shooks and

Dry Pressed Baled Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Chips
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Nova Scotia White Spruce and Hardwood Flooring

We are equipped with everything appertaining to Modern Saw Milling and operate from the Woods to the finished product.

If you want something special quickly, try us. We will cut, dry, work and ship within a few days from receipt of order.

We are located on the main line of the Halifax and South Western Railway and on Tidewater.

We Operate:

A Double Band Mill at Springfield, N.S., Capacity 120,000 ft. per day A Box Shook Factory at Bridgewater, N.S., Capacity 50,000 ft. per day

A Rotary and Gang at Mill Village, N.S. " 40,000 ft. per day A Dry Kiln at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100,000 ft per day

3 ^ T, . XTC " annnnt* ^o.. A Chipping Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., 100 cords per day
A Rotary and Gang at Bridgewater, N.S., 80,000 ft. per day ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ p^jp Charleston, N.S., Capacity 40 tons Spruce
A Planing Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100,000 ft. per day Pulp per day.

PHONE: BRIDGEWATER 74

DUNFIELD& CO., Limited

Exporters of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

SprucCf PinCf Hemlock
and Hardwood

in 1 in., 2 in., 3 in., 4 in.

Spruce Laths and Railway Ties

Head Office : 8 Prince St., Halifax, N.S. Branch Office: 8 Market Square, St. Johii, N.B.

U. K. Broken: Duncan, Ewing & Co., K21 Exchange Bldg., Liverpool. Telegraphic Address: Dunfield, Halifax. Codes: ABC Sth Ed. Western Union

I
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"British Columbia Fir"

TIMBERS
Rdugh Clears

Flooringy Ceiling and Finish

Alberta Lumber Co., Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Office, "il?'{.??i'Sr" Ottawa, Can.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers
and Selling Agents for

Fraser & Co.
Mills at

DESCHENES - QUEBEC

White Pine
Red Pine
Spruce
Lumber and Lath

California Wliite Pine

California Sujgar Pine

and Arizona Soft Pine

Best Stock for Factory and Pattern Lumber

^ LOUIS WUICHET
Room 716 Railway Exchange, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

We are in the Market for

Railroad Ties, Piling

and Posts

Canadian Tie & Lumber Co., Ltd.
510 and 511 Temple Building,

Phone Main 1151

TORONTO, ONTARIO

HEMLOCK
AT MIDLAND

80,000 ft. 1.x. 4 and up—6 to 16 ft. Merchantable.

35,000. .2 X 6—10 and 12 ft.

10,000 " 2 X &—14 ft.

30,000 " 2 X 8—10 and 12 ft.

10,000 " 2 X 8—14 ft.

10,000 " 2 X 8—16 ft.

20,000 " 2 X 10—10 and 12 ft.

20,000 2 X 10—14 ft.

20,000 " 2 X 10—16 ft.

20,000 " 2 X 12—10 and 12 ft.

20,000 2 X 12—14 ft

30,000 " 2 X 12—16 ft.

15,000 "2x6 and 8"—18 ft.

60,000 " 2 X 10 and 12—18 ft.

Write for prices. We can save you money.

The Long Lumber Co.
TORONTO BRANCH: Head Office,

25 Toronto Street. HAMILTON, ONT.

Milling in Transit
A Well Equipped Mill

CP., G.T., & C.R. Railway Connections

LargeDry Kilns Special Millwork

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Limited
ORILLIA. ONT.
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Austin& Nicholson
CHAPLEAU, ONTARIO

Largest Producers of

RAILROAD TIES
in the Dominion

Pine and Spruce Lumber

Lath Piling

Railroad Ties

Pulpwood

First Class Planing-mill Equipment
Facilities for delivering Pulpwood

to Michipicoten Harbour, Lake Superior

Splendid facilities for Dressing and Matching
in straight car lots, one or more widths

Mills at NICHOLSON, ONTARIO, Main Line C.P.R.

Basswood
I in., ll4 in., in., 2 in., and 3 in.,

Dry Basswood

Dry Birch Stock
All thicknesses and grades in

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood and Brown Ash

Also Cottonwood, Tupelo, Gum, Magnolia

and Buckeye

Spruce,Hemlock and Pine
Can saw to order at MacDonald's Siding

Let us quote on your requirements

HART & McDONAGH
Temple Building, Cor. Bay and Richmond Streets

TORONTO, ONT.

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS Dry Stock at Buffalo for Quick Shipment
BROWN ASH

1 in.

I'A in.

I'A in

2 in

1 in.

I'A in.

Wi in.

2 in.

2!4 in.

3 in.

4 in.

Clear.
1 & 2 Strips
44.900
;{4,500 5,300
11,500

800 ....

WHITE ASH

No. 1
Com.
27.000
(),200

10,666

Clear
1 & 2 Strips
17.300
62,000
73,900
28,300
7,000

20,000
4.500

15,000
7,200
500

No. 1
Com.

110,000
20,000
82,000
79,000
6,500
23,500
6.300

No. 2
Com.

22.000
6,300

No. 2
Com.

89,000

26^66
34,000

4,366

BASSWOOD
Clear No. 1 No. 2

1 & 2 Strips Com. Com.
1 in. 1,700 2,200 120,000 40,000
1% in. 144,300 12,000 146,500 65,800
XYi in. 28,600 14,800 5,000
2 in. 16.200 40,000 4,500

2H in. 75,000 25,900 13.000
3 in. 550 12,500 3,900

TENNESSEE SCENTED RED CEDAR
No. 1 No. 2

1 & 2 Com. Com.
1 in 7,100 4,800 500
VA in 4,400

'A

1

1^

2

2/.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
Clear No.l

1 Se 2 Strips Com.

\. 84.566 25,466 118,666

No, 2
Com.

07,400
1,000
1.500
6.500
800

7,800 8,000

350 5.100

4,000
300

2,300
2,700

H in.

1 in.

1% in.

l/j in.

2 in.

2K in

3 in.

4 in.

H in.

1 in.

1% in.

lYi in.

2 in.

2% in.

3 in.

POPLAR
Box Bright

1 & 2 Boards Saps
18 in. & up 1 & 2 13 in & up

9,600
41,00016,200

2,800
4,.30O

11,600

2,600
15,600
20,800
5,900

31,000

83,200
15,000
8,000

13.(M)0

24,000
32,600

Stained Clear No. 1 No. 2
Saps

23,606
8,600
7,700
5,000

Strips Com.
28,300
88.900
11,600
31.000

153.500
9 300

40;000 32.666

Com.
2,600

59,.300

6,000
20,700
20,500

QUARTERED POPLAR
Clear No.l No. 2 No. 3

1 & 2 Strips Com. Com. Com.
1 in. 4.400 500
VA in. 250

POPLAR SQUARES
No. 1 No. 2

1 & 2 Com. Com.

1,900
450 4,200

PLAIN SYCAMORE

1 & 2
1 in 5.60O
2 in 1.900
2/j in 2,900

No. 1

Com.

1 in.

VA in.

iVi in.

2 in.
.-{ in.

4 in.

1 in.

I'A in.

l/j in.

2 in.

2'A in.

3 in.

4 in.

Va in.

1 in.

1J4 in.

VA in.

2 in.

2A in.

3 in.

1 in.

VA in.

I'A in.

BLACK WALNUT
No.

1 &2

io6
250
300
110

1

Com.
14,000

300
200
800
120
500

1 &2
154,000

32,000
4.100
4,500
3,.500

2,900

CHERRY
Clear No. 1

Strips Com.
24,000 129,200

600
. 12,700
. 14,200

800

No. 2
Com.
3.UK)
200
100
500
250

1,250

No. 2
Com.

59.500
400

63.300
10,900

800
2„300
1,600

CHESTNUT

1&2

193.966
88,800
22.500
9,200
1,700

16,000

Clear
Strips

7".7(i6

1,300

S.

No. 1
Com.
1,500

26.300
31,200
1,(X)0

43,300 107,200
250
300

W. &
No. 2
Com.

62.000
69,500
61.200

RED GUM
1 & 2 No. 1 Com, No. 2 Com.
74.300 8,200
24,200 11,200
9,000 11,300

.30,100 4,800

SAP GUM
1 & 2 No. 1 Com, No. 2 Com.

47,400 8.000
11.7:«)

11.000 qtd. 7,500 qtd

Also Large Stock of BEECH, BIRCH and MAPLE

1 in

I'j in.

VA in.

- 7

1

3
4

HICKORY
1 & 2 No. 1 Com

1,.'»0l,2tX)

150
5,000
7.350
7.0<)0

400
9,.300

21.600
5,000

No. 2 Com.
eito

350
2,000
10.700

PLAIN RED OAK

H
Yt

H
1

VA
VA
2
2/2
3
4

H in.

in.

in.

Vi in.

1 in.

VA in

VA in.

2 in.

2'A in.

3 in.

4 in.

Clear
1 & 2 Strips
3it.2»H)

97.000
11.000

256,200
41,70(1

68,900
46,100
18,100
23.80*1

6,61

"

No. 2
Com.

2,700
2,400
4.300

Str ps

PLAIN WHITE
Clea

1 S:2
23,400
11,300
11,150
31,900
1S8,300
65,300
40,500
29,000

l.V*,S00

46.800
9,000

No 1

Com.

3,406

7,566
7.000
8,200

45,.8C0
600

5,500
4,900

OAK
No. 1

Com.
11,900

800

5.066
8.000

10,000
64,400 10.000
91,000
35,500
39,800
1,300

19.700
8.400
4.2(H)

24.000

No. 2
Com.

9.000
2.200
6.000

4.400

QUARTERED RED OAK
Clear No. 1

1 & 2 Strips Com.
1 in. 72.200 41.300 .38,000
1^4 in. 500 3.900
2 in. 1,000 7,400

No. 2
Com.

THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO., Inc. • MANNING CHAMBERS.TORONTO
Head Office: BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFACTURERS SOUTHERN HARDWOOD LUMBER
Yards: BUFFALO, N.Y. Mills: KNOXVILLE, TENN.; FONDE, KENTUCKY
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ESTABLISHED 1871

The record of nearly half a century's

satisfactory service stands behind

G. A. Grier & Sons
Umited

Montreal Toronto
Head Office: 1112 Notre Dame St. West 507 McKinnon Building

We are in a position to supply you
with the best forest products in the

following woods:

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock,
Hardwoods and

B. C Lumber and Timber
Our mill and transportation facilities enable us to give

special consideration to rush orders for mixed carloads.

In our Montreal storage yards we carry all local woods

in addition to the Pacific Coast timbers.

We have no connection with, or interest in, any other

firm bearing a name similar to ours.
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John McKbroow, W. K. Grafftbt.

PresMent Managlnsr-Director

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office ! Montreal Office :

46 Elgin St. 759 Notre Dam* St., W

H. Cardinal O. PaOe

Cardinal & Page
Wholesalers and Exporters of

FOREST PRODUCTS
180 St. James St. Montreal

Specialties:-

Spruce and Red Pine

Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce
QUALICUM QUALITY LUMBER

Rough Fir Timbers
Any size up to 60 feet long

Select Grades a Specialty

FIR PIPE and TANK STOCK
Market wanted for Rough Cedar Timbers

Inquire for prices

Office and Mill*

:

Qualicum Beach, V. I., B. C.

WE ARE BUYERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Handles

Staves Hoops
Headings

JamesWEBSTER&Bro.
Limited

Bootle, Liverpool, England
London Ofilce

Dashivood Home 9 New Broad St. E. C.

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N.Y.

LUMBER
Dry Ready to Ship

Midland Stock

White Pine
All Dimensions

WANTED
We are in the market for

ONTARIO
HARDWOOD

CUTS
ADVANCES MADE DURING OPERATIONS

C. G. Anderson Lumber

Company, Limited

Manufacturers and Strictly Wholesale
Dealers in Lumber

SALES OFFICE

705 Excelsior Life Building

Toronto

JACK PINE

HEMLOCK

SPRUCE

JAMES R. SUMMERS
Wholesale Lumber

»S Kin. St. Ea.t TORONTO, Ont.

Main 7329

Lumber, Lath
Flooring, Cedar
Poles and Posts

Railway Ties
Doors, Windows, Archi-
traves and all kinds of Mill
Work, done by experts.

Ask for our prices and services
of our architect

J. P. DUPUIS, LTD.
592 Churcli Ave.. Verdun. Montreal. P Q.

Pulpwood of all kinds
Bought and Sold for Canadian or

American delivery.
Quotations furnished on request.

The Jost Company, Limited
Successors to

P. M. Joal A Co.
285 Bearer Hall Hill. MONTREAL

Robt. Coltart & Co.
Royal Liver Building

Liverpool . England

Agents for the sale of
Pine, Spruce and Hard-
woods. Correspondence
invited.

Cable.-" COLTART" Urerpool

Cant & Kemp
52 St Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona." Glasgow

Al and ABC Codes used

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address: Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS

2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and
Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool,
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SAW MILL

MACHINERY

Firstbrook Bros.
Limif ed

Having decided to discon-

tinue saw mill operations at

Penetang have the following

machinery for sale. This

machinery is all in operating

condition and is open for in-

spection at Penetang, Ont.

Mill Machinery

Exlf« heavy log haul up works with

inch round and flat chain, 128 It.

centrei.
2—Waterous log unloaders or kickers,

3 arms, 10 in. cylinders.

I—Waterous log loader, 3 arms, lO in.

cylinders.

1—Waterous right-hand double cutting

band mill, 11 in. saws, 8 ft. wheel,

with 8-block carriage ; 24 in. opening

:

Payette set works and dogs ; 8 in. x

36 ft. steam feed. „ . .

1—Waterous double edger for 20 inch

saws, lever shifter.

I—Payette double edger for 18-in. saws,

lever shifter.

48—live rolls about 8 ft. long by 10 in.

dia. ; extra heavy, sprocket drive.

20—High cars with roller tops. 24 in.

heavy wheels on 3 in. axles, standard

gauge.
1—Mershon 4 saw gang resaw, takes

squared cants or just one face, ideal

machine to cut small logs and centres

of large after good has been taken off.

1—Payette picket machine, made speci-

ally for shade roller stock, will feed

pieces 16 in. long, also sorting table

with chain top.
1—Rogers Iron Works circular resaw

for making box lumber from slabs

;

fool-proof machine.
1—Payette edger for box and short

stock.
1—Rogers twin circular or tie maker.
1—Payette lath bolter and lath machine.
1—Pair lath trimmers.
1—Picket trimmer (bunch trim).

Conveyor drives and chains.

Pulleys, gears, heavy line shafting and
countershaftmg with bearings.

Send us your requirements.
We have a large stock of double and

triple leather belting in widths from
10 in. to 40 in.

Power House Equipment

3—Return Tubular Boilers, Holdie Mc-
Culloch make, 06 x 10, Dutch oven
settings, 85 lbs. steam allowance
Ontario Government.

Breeching and smoke stack for above
boilers, 60 in. dia., newly painted,

600 ft. new yi-in. guy and plate for

brick pier.
1—Northey boiler feed pump, outside

packed, 8 in. x 6 in. x 12 in., for 3 in.

suction pipe.
1—Pair Poison "Brown" type engines,

coupled on quarters, 22 In. x 60 in.,

with 16 ft. X 48 in. belt, balance
wheel. Excellent enrines.

1—Pair American feed water heaters

for above engines; 10 in., copper
colls.

Filing Equipment

1—Waterous band saw grinder for 6
in. saws.

1—Baldwin retoother for band saws.
1—Wm. Hamilton band saw shear, 12".

2—Reversible saw levelljng blocks.
2—Chilled band saw anvils.

Hanchet band saw swages; Crescent
ciicular saw swages; shapers and
dressers.

Yard Equipment

Booms and boom chains, yi, H fi-

Winches and other mill supplies.

Prompt shipments and bargains for

quick sale. Will send all partlcu-

lara and prices on application.

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Penetang, Ont.

"WELL BOUGHT IS HALF SOLD"

Special Offer

5/4 Merchantable

Spruce
1918 Cut

11 M' 5/4 X 4--6/11'

22 M' 5/4 X 4--12 & 13'

10 M' 5/4 X 5--6/11'

62 M' 5/4 X 5--12 & 13'

4 M'' 5/4 X 6--6/11'

39 M' 5/4 X 6--12 & 13'

3 M' 5/4 X 7--6/11'

13 M' 5/4 X 7--12 & 13'

1 M' 5/4 X 8--6/11'

4 M' 5/4 X 8--12 & 13'

11/2 M' 5/4 X 9--6/13'

Choice, Snappy Spruce.

Canadian General Lumber Co.

Limited

FOREST PRODUCTS
TORONTO OFFICE :— 712-20 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

Montreal Office:—203 McGiU BIdg.

Mills : Bynff Inlet, Ont.

PETRIE'S LIST
of

NEW and USED

WOOD TOOLS
for Immediate Delivery

Wood Lathes
20" Sidney, Famous
IG" Cowan,

Vi". ^'A"^y' Famous, patternmakers
14 Sidney, Famous.

30"
:m"
HO"
30"
•>()"

Band Saws
West Side, pedestal.
Cowan, bracket.
Goldie & McCulloch, bracket
Ideal, pedestal (3).
Crescent, fcdestal

Saw Tables
No. 2 Sidney, Famous, variety.
No. 2 Crescent, combination.
^^Ilanline variable power feed \iy
Fisher, iron frame rip.
MacGregor Gourlay power feed cul-olT
Greenlee automatic cut-off.
T/i ' Fay & Egan, swing saw.
7' Williams, swing saw.
Kench type, jig or scroll saw.
No. 4 Canadian, airmotor, pole saw.

Wood Planers
30"
26"
24"
24"
24"
24"

24"
IS"
12"

13"
12"
12"
10"

Whitney pattern single surfacer.
double surfacer, with chip breaker.
Hermance, double surfacer.
Sidney, Famous, single surfacer.
pohy planer.
Champion planer and matcher, with
moulding attachment.
Gait, planer and matcher.
Sidney Famous, single surfacer.
Buzz, with slotted head.

Moulders
Clark-Demill four side.
Cowan four side.

Woods, four-side, inside.
Houston four side.
Dundas four side.
Dundas sash sticker.

Mortisers
Cowan, upright, power.
Fay, upright, power.
Gait, upriglit, compound table.
No. 5 New Britain chain.
Fay, upriglit, boiing attaclmiciit.
N.'o. 2 Smart, foot power.
No, 2 Osborne, foot power.

Boring: Machines
No
No

S Sidney, Famous, gear driven.
7 Sidney, Famous, belt driven.

No, 100 Gait.
No, 920 Canada Machinerv Corpora-

tion (2).
Fay, single spindle.

Clothespin Machinery
Humphrey automatic lathes (6).
Humplirey double slotters (3).

Miscellaneous
No. 30 Sidney, universal woodworker.
.30" MacGrcgor-Gourlay, circular re-

saw.
Vaughan, portable drag saw.
Champion, drag saw.
Cowan moulder and panel ra(ser.

MacGregor Gourlay 12 spindle dove-
tailer.

Fay & Egan 12 spindle dovetailer.
No. 1 Ballantine dowel machine.
12" Canada Mach. Corp. sander.
24" Fay, double drum.
No. 2 Defiance belt sander.
M135 Cowan, sash and door relisher.

2-spindle Cant-Gourlay sliaper.

No. 1 Defiance, axle shoulder shaper.
Superior saw arbors, 6"-30" saws (7).

M63 Cowan spindle carver.
Hall, automatic shingle machine.
Boss automatic shingle machine.
No. 2 Dominion, lath machine & bolter.

No. 3 Defiance, rim and felloe round-
ing machine.

No. 1 Defiance, automatic, spoke driver.

R' T.inderman, automatic, glue jointer.
.S' AfcKeough & Trotter, hoop cutter.

No. 2 Reynolds, power screw driver.

Ask to see our large stock of used sup-
plies—belting, pulleys, machine shop
equipment, mill supplies, pipe and fit-

tings. Most of this material is as good
as new and can be bought at greatly
reduced prices.

H.W.PETRIE,LTD.
Front St. W., TORONTO, ONT.
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Watson &Todd Limited
OTTAWA

I to 3' WHITE PINE
AH Grades and Widths

1
' to 6' NORWAY

Registered

A

Trade Mark

Export Trade
Our Specialty

Registered

Trade Mark

KEEWATIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of White and Red Pine, Spruce and

Poplar Lumber, Boxes, Shocks, Lath and Ties.

Dry White Pine Uppers and Factory Plank
Dry White Pine Common Boards

Also BOX and CRATING STOCK
in PINE, SPRUCE and POPLAR

Saw Mills, Planing Mills and Box Factories at

Keewatin and Kenora, Ontario

Carrespondence solicited

General Office - KEEWATIN, ONTARIO

STRATFORD
OAKUM

Quality Guaranteed

Jersey City and Everywhere

GEO. STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

165 Cornelison Ave. - - JERSEY CITY, U.S.A.

The

Harris Tie & Timber Co.
Limited

Ottawa - Canada

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Cedar Poles and Posts

Railway Ties - - Piles

Let us quote you on

White Pine

and Norway
Dry Stock Ready for^Shipment

JAMES G. CANE & CO.. TORONTO, ONTARIO

6
5

10

10

2'/2"

2"

r

We offer the following DRY STOCK for immediate delivery: —
2 cars 4" Birch, No. 1 C. & B.

" No. 1 C. & B.
" No. 2 C. & B.
" No. 2 C. & B.
" No. 2 C. & B.

2 cars 3" Hard Maple, No. 1 C. & B.
5 " 2" " N0.2C.&B.

10 " r " N0.2C.&B.
Soft Elm in all grades and thicknesses.

3,500 Posts, 4>/2" and up by 8 ft., peeled.

Let us quote price on your requirements in new stock

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
79 Spadiaa Ave. « TORONTO

F, N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldib, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secreiary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont 12-14 WcSiiS^onS&eet East, TORONTO, ONT.
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FRASER COMPANIES, Limited
Bleached Sulphite Pulp Mill. Saw Mills (all Band Saw Mills). Shingle Mills.

HERE THEY ARE ON THE MAP

V

c 5i<

-•"ft

5' Vet
^0"

E W
V 4 ir

17 N I Xi"

/ >
V

«//";///' 7
Jre'dencton*

7/

'•5

^4-

Mills and RaUway Connections
Saw and Shingle Mills. Railway Connections.

Cabano, Que Temiscouata Ry.
Glendyne, Que . .C. G. Ry.
Fstcourt, Que C. G. Ry.
Edmun.dston, N. B C.P.R., C.G.R. and Temiscouata Ry.

Bleached Sulphite Mill, Edmundston, N. B

Saw and Shingle Mills. Railway Connections.

Baker Brook, N. B.. . .C. G. Ry., Temiscouata Ry.
Plaster Rock, N. B. . . .C. P. Ry.
Fredericton, N. B.. . .C. P. Ry. and C. G. Ry.
Nelson, - N.3. . . .C. G. Ry.

Railway Connection, C.P.R., C.G.R. and Temiscouata Ry.

Bleached Sulphite. Rough and Dressed Spruce. White Cedar Shingles. Railway Ties

Piano Sounding Board Stock a Specialty.

Selling and Purchasing Offices :-- EDMUNDSTON, N. B.
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Mason, Gordon &Co. x.'«r.t Montreal, Que.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS

(Wholesale Only)

FIR TIMBER and Finish, CEDAR SHINGLES and Lumber

Transit Cars of the above always on the Road
Western Fir Doors

Sole Selling Agents for Eastern Canada for WHEELER OSGOOD CO.. Tacoma. Wash.—Doors, Turned Stock etc.

Toronto Office : 510 Lumsden Building Vancouver Office : 304 Pacific Building
Hugh A. Rose, Representative Herbert C. Gordon, Repretentativ*

EASTERN NORTHERN WESTERN

SPRUCE - SPRUCE - SPRUCE
WE ARE SPRUCE SPECIALISTS

TRY us;

WE CAN SERVE YOU AND SAVE YOU MONEY

LARGE STOCKS CRATING AND
BOX MATERIAL

IN

SPRUCE, PINE, CEDAR and FIR

MUIR \ KIRKPATRICK
MANITOBA: liil¥ Tl A IX IX ¥l A T^ri I # ' IX BRITISH COLUMBIA:

"c„™u. MUIK MKIVrA 1 KitK ^-^-^o,.
Somerset Block Pacific Building

Winnipeg, Man. 1325-6-7-8 Bank of Hamilton Bldg., TORONTO, CANADA Vancouver, B. C.

RAIL OR CARGO SHIPMENTS
David Gillies, j. s. Gillies, D- A. Gillies.

President. Managing Director. Secretary-Treafurer.

GILLIES BROS., Limited
BRAESIDE - ONTARIO

WHITE and RED PINE and SPRUCE

LUMBER and LATH
DRY STOCK WELL SAWN PROMPT SHIPMENT

Mills and Head Office, Guy E. Robinson,

Braeside, Ont. AeoUan Bldg., 42nd St. W., New York City.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRUCE
In All Sizes and Grades

We are Specialists in this Line— Wrile us.

1X» 1 • k^IiCiiiilUil I^UiiilLI\^I VxUiii|JCliijr

408 Pacific Building - - - VANCOUVER, B. C.

Rough 1 - 6 to 12 ' wide

and 2" - 6 to 12" wide

Mountain

Pine
Dry, sawn full for Eastern trade

The Foss Lumber Co.
Limited

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Established 1905

Trade y^^^^^ Mark

\!/
Reg. U. S. A.

ALABAMA HEWN OAK TIMBER

-

HARDWOOD LOGS:—
Ash^ickory, Poplar, Oak, Satin Walnut,
Mobile Bay Poplar, Dogwood

HARDWOOD LUMBER :-
Hewn Pitch Pine Timber, Pitch Pine Lumber

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER COMPANY
Exporters Mobllc, Alabama, U.S.A. xayfotMobiie

We are the Largest Maritime Cash Buyers of

Second-hand Rails of all kinds

Scrap Iron and Steel

Dismantlers of Bridges, Plants, Steamers and Mills

at any place and prompt delivery taken.

— TRY US —
For prices communicate with us at once

Frank 0. Garson & Company
Canada Life Bldg., ST. JOHN, N. B.

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

British Columbia Red Cedar Exclusively
Cedar Bevel Siding, Finish, V»Joint and Mouldings

Straight or mixed cars with XXX and XXXXX Shingles. Stocks carried at Lindsay, Ont., for quick shipment

Full particulars from our Eastern Agents.
Ontario Agents:

Gull River Lumber Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont. . r\tr* n iRil J Ti
Quebec and Maritime Provinces Agents: Head UtnCe and MlliS, rOrt MOOdV, D. L.

Mason, Gordon & Company, Montreal.
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RIGHT GRADES
QUICK SHIPMENTS

Canadian Western Lumber Co.
FRASER MILLS, B.C.

Eastern Sales O^cc—Toronto—L. D. Barclay and E. C. Parsons

ALBERTA
Edmonton— Hugh Cameron

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw

Chas. R. Skene

MANITOBA
Winnipeg-H. W. Dickey
Brandon—D. T. McDowell
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OUR NEW TIMBER MILL
(Capacity 100,000 Feet Ten Hours.) NOW IN OPERATION

We solicit your enquiries for Hcavy CoDstruction Material and Yard Stock

ANY SIZE TIMBERS UP TO 100 FEET
Give us an opportunity to prove to you that we have earned a reputation for Quality and Service.

TIMBERLAND LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Office: Weslmirster Trust Building, NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Mills at South Westmincter, on B.C.E.R. Shipment* by C.P.R., C.N.R., <J.N.R., N.P.R., and C. M. & St. P. Ry.

Arrow Brand Shingles Hit the Mark
Shingle Bolts in Reserve—RUSKIN, B. C.

ALLEN-STOLTZE LUMBER CO., LTD.
C. G. BOCKUS, 17 Knox Street

MONTREAL, P. Q.
VANCOUVER, B. C.

R. G. CHESBRO, 504 Bank of Hamilton BIdg.
TORONTO. ONT.

International Land & Lumber
Company, Limited

Lumber, Railway Ties

Shims, Shingles, etc.

Head Offices, Ottawa, Ont.

Limit! and MilU: ST. FELICIEN, LAKE ST. JOHN DISTRICT, QUEBEC

SERVICE
Is it not worth something to you ?

We are in a position to supply

your every requirement in

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
and the quality of our stock is absolutely dependable.

Send us your enquiries.

SERVICE LUMBER CO., LIMITED
Pacific Buiidin^ VANCOUVER, B.C.
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REDWOOD Is the ideal lumber for In-

terior Finish, Seeding Grain

Boxes, Milling Machines and Caskets.

RCeiSTCKCO

Write for prices and particulars TRAPC HANK

THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.
11 South LaSalle Street

CHICAGO
NEW YORK, 103 Park Avenue

Mills now sawing Spruce

Can cut to order Spruce
and White Pine Timbers

Inquiries Solicited

Also have

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Complete stock of crating Spruce;

also Red Pine piles for immediate
shipment

ARTHUR N, DUDLEY
Manufacturer and Wholesaler .

Mills at— 109 Stair Building,

Elbow Lake and Dane TORONTO, ONT.

Hard Maple
Are You Interested ?

100 M 4/4 No. 1 Common and Better.

50 M 4 4 No. 1 Common, 7" and wider.

100 M 4/4 No. 3 Common.
100 M 5 4 No. 1 Common and Better.

30 M 5/4 No. 2 Common and Better.

70M 6/4 No. 1 Common and Better.

15 M 8/4 Firsts and Seconds.

150 M 8/4 No. 1 Common and Better.

20 M 8/4 No. 1 and 2 Common.
20 M 8 4 No. 2 Common.
Also Soft Elm, Birch, Basswood, Soft Maple.

Prompt Service

STEARNS & CULVER
Lumber Company

L'ANSE, MICHIGAN

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of

SPRUCE
Lumber Lath Pulpwood

Hgad Offic* and Mills at:

St. Pacome, Que., Canada
On I. C. Ry. 75 Miles East of

Quebec City

Also Mills at:

Crown Lake, Powerville Riv. Manie

On Nat. Transcontinental Ry.
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A Universally Known Trade Mark

Tpno-Reix

This mark on quality lumber is known today wherever Southern

Pine Lumber is used. Since January, millions of lumber users have
been reading in magazines, in farm papers and in trade and technical

journals about the excellence of the products of the Long-Bell Lumber
Company—the concern that brands its trade marked name, Ipne-Reu,^

on the 550 million feet it manufactures every year in its thirteen modern
sawmills.

Branding lumber and advertising it nationally was an innovation.

The results have been most gratifying to thousands of lumber dealers—

for this advertising campaign is directed to consumers IN BEHALF
OF DEALERS.

Just as consumers of other goods demand trade marked products,
consumers of lumber are today demanding trade-marked lumber.

THe Tone-ReLL T umber rompann
R. A. Long Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.

THE LONG-BELL PRODUCTS
Southern Pine
Oak, Oak Flooring, Gum
California White Pine
Screen Doors, S-Ply Veneers
Box Shooks

Creosoted Lumber
Ties, Posts, Poles
Piling and Wood Blocks
California White Pine
Sash and Doors
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
MANUFACTURERS OP

Douglas Fir^ Spruce, Cedar and Hemlock Lumber
Rough Timbers, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Interior and Exterior

Finish of all kinds including Mouldings. Fir, Spruce and Cedar Lath

Prompt shipment of Fir timbers in all sizes and up to 100 feet in length

AIR DRIED CEDAR SHINGLES
We specialize in supplying air dried Cedar Shingles, these cost more
than kiln dried Shingles but make a better roof and last much longer

PLEASE REMEMBER I can saw any size,

length and quantity of White Oak Timbers on
short notice.

/ Want to Buy
Winter sawn Basswood any thickness

Brown Ash 4/4, 6/4 & 8/4 No. 2 Com. & Better

500.000 ft. Merchantable Hemlock, stock size

B. C. Shingles always in transit, both 3X and 5X.

Write me or phone for prices.

PERCY E. HEENEY, Wholesale Lumber
207 Weber Chambers, KITCHENER, Ont.

Planing Mill Stock

CYPRESS
Soft, Dry Stock, Finest Grades

—

All Thicknesses— 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

Yellow Pine Finish
Kiln Dried, Soft, Short Leaf Kind

Stock Widths l^jby 4", 6", 8", 10'\ 12"

Also OAK, ASH, POPLAR, GUM

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & NIXON
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Dominion Lumber & Timber
Company, Limited

LUMBER for every purpose

ais» SHINGLES
Write or Wire for Prices

Winch Building VANCOUVER. B. C.

I HAVE IT

All Grades in White Pine

Lath A Specialty

Milling in Connection

E. J. MOORES, Jr.
MIDLAND CANADA

LEFS GET TOGETHER
We Specialize in

—

New Brunswick

White Cedar Shingles

We alto manufacture

Spruce and Pine Lumber,

Lath, Cedar Ties, etc.

Shipments by Rail ard Water.

W. H. MILLER CO., LTD.
Campbellton, N. B.

THE

Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
MAN UFA CTURERS

NORTHERN \ SOUTHERN

HARDWOODS
We Solicit Your Enquiries

Main Office - SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
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L N. GODFREY COMPANY
Wholesale Lumber

We buy extensively to be shipped in car and car^ro

lots CANADIAN Lumber of all kinds including—

SPRUCE, PINE, HEMLOCK
ALSO HARDWOODS

Douglas Fir and Cedar

—Lumber

—

Red and White Cedar Shingles, Laths, Etc.

We handle Canadian and New England SPRUCE
in all sizes and grades

We ship from some of the Largest Mills in America

Quantities of

MAPLE, OAK and BIRCH FLOORING
Short and Long Leaf Southern Pine

60 Congress St., BOSTON, MASS.
51 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK CITY, N. Yl

JOHNSON'S
Veterinary Remedies

are the surest, the most economical and the bes
medicines with which to equip your stables They
have been on the market for twenty-five years and
still retain their superiority over all others.

The quality never varies, it is our first consideration.
Prices in effect at the present time are as follows:

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Per Gal. $7.00
Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Quarts, Per Doz. 19.00
Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1 Pints, Per Doz. 10.00
Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy Per Gal. 10.00
Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy . . Quarts (8 Doses each) Doz. 30.00
Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy . . . Pints (4 Doses each) Doz. 15.00
Johnson's Veterinary Healing Ointment (Gall Cure)

2 lb Tins each 2.25 Doz. 24.00
lb. Tins Per Doz. 4.00

Johnson's Concentrated Condition Powders, 1 lb. Pkgs. Doz. 6.00
Johnson's Condition Powder, No. 2 doz. 2.75
Johnson's Horse Worm Powders Pkgs., Per Doz. 4.00
Johnson's Purging Balls Per Doz. 2.50
Johnson's Antiseptic Dusting Powder >

(For Drying and Healing Sores, Proud Flesh, etc.) Per Doz. 8.00

"Kreoline," antiseptic, deodorizing Gal. Tin 1.50

Our Family and Van Remedies are as follows:

—

Pine and Tar Cough Syrup Big 4 Liniment—Mosquito Oil
Purgative Pills X Ray Liniment
Little Liver Pills Cholerine Mixture (Diarrhoea)
Porous Plasters Headache Powders
Stomach Bitters Sarsaparilla
Laxative Cold Tablets All Healing White Ointment

All Drugs and Patent Medicines at Market Prices.

Mail orders solicited — Prompt shipments made.

A. H. JOHNSON *"r»
Collingwood, Ontario

Established 1892 Cable Address:
"JONRIT" Bs. Aires.

John Wright & Sons Limited
Timber Importers

801 calle CHILE 849
BUENOS AIRES

Are Cash Buyers of White Pine, Spruce

Pitch Pine & Douglas Fir, and all kinds

of materials for Building constructions.

Our annual consumption exceeds 30,000,000

square feet of timber.

Quotations & Correspondence from Reliable
Firms Invited,

BANKERS:

The London and River Plate Bank, Ltd.
The National City Bank of New York.
The First National Bank of Boston.
The Anglo South American Bank, Ltd.
The British Bank of South America.
Banco de Italia y Rio de la Plata.

Banco de la Nacion Argentina.
Banco Frances e Italiano para la America del Sud.

GRUNDY
Patent Flexible

Insulated

COUPLING

Used where Motor

Drives, Direct

Connected

are Desirable

15 Sizes

Transmitting

from One

to Five Hun-

dred H.P.

at

100 R.P.M.

Send for

Leaflet E

Bond Engineering Works, Limited
Harbour Industrial District TORONTO, Canada

Sole Maker., BOND DOUBLE-SURE TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
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Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK

Our Specialty: West Virginia and Pennsylvania Cherry

1055 Seneca Street

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

Hardwoods
I
From Buffalo Yards or

Prompt Shipment j ^^^^ j,;,, jj^^^^

8 Million Feet Dry Stock on Hand 1333 Clinton St.

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.

Hardwoods of All Kinds

Our Specialties—QUARTERED WHITE OAK
SAP AND RED GUM

Established 25 Years 940 Elk Street

Miller, Sturm & Miller

1142 SENECA STREET

Hardwoods of All Kinds

G. Elias & Bro., Inc.
Established 1881

All Kinds of Hardwood Lumber
And in addition we carry a full line of

White Pine. Yellow Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and Fir Timber,
Lumber, Millwork and Boxes—Maple and Oak Flooring

CAREFUL ATTENTION TO MIXED CAR ORDERS

Taylor & Crate

Hardwoods of All Kinds
A stock of 18,000,000 to 20,000,000 feet of hardwoods

carried at all times at our two big Buffalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

T. Sullivan & Co.

HARDWOODS
We Specialize in Brown Ash and Elm

Car or Cargo Shipments Cor. Niagara and Arthur Sts.

Yeager Lumber Company, Inc.

SPECIALTIES

Oak, Poplar, Ash, Maple
932 Elk Street

U Hardwood

r L

D
A

bumoer

ealers

BuffaloHardwood LumberCo.
940 Seneca St.

We specialize in White Ash, Plain Oak, Qtd. Oak,

Maple and Poplar. We also carry a complete stock of

Native Hardwoods.

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned Hardwoods

including Ash, Basswood, Birch, Cherry, Chestnut,

Cypress, Elm, Gum, Hickory, Maple, Plain and

Quartered Oak, Poplar and Walnut.

HOC Seneca Street
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New Ontario Colonization Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS

Spruce, Tamarack, Rossed Spruce Pulpwood
Whitewood, Poplar, Lath

Full Planing Mill Facilities

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.
503 Niagara Life Bidg.

Mills : JACKSONBORO, ONT.
On Transcontinental Ry.

IF YOU WANT

Fir Common Lumber

Boards or Shiplap

Federal XXX Shingles SoftWhite Pine Shop

Long Fir Piling Hemlock Boards

Write or Wire

FEDERAL LUMBER CO., LTD.

470 Granville St. VANCOUVER, B. C.

MAPLE
—and Prompt Shipment
As extensive producers of Hard Maple we are fully

prepared to fill orders immediately. You need ex-
perience no difficulty in securing your Maple quick-
ly for we can make prompt shipment.

Our Maple is especially selected for use in Auto-
mobile, Vehicle and Implement work. With it you
can be certain of building a high value into your
product.

John L Shafer Hardwood Co.
SOUTH BEND, IND.

Standing Timber
in Large or Small Blocks

FOR
SALE

Special

Prices

THE undersigned offer for sale,

in large or small blocks all their

remaining timber lands and town
property situated in the town of

Parry Sound, Ont.

We have sold quite a number of

timber parcels but still have some

good bargains left in Townships of

McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Mon-
teith, Carling, Christie, McConkey,
Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge

and Street.

Special bargains in the Town-
ships of Falconbridge and Street for

small mills.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co.
26 Ernest Ave.

Toronto^ Canada

Limited

Lower Your Production Cost
No doubt you, like most concerns
in your line, are trying to reduce
your production costs.

By saving labor the

Huther Bros. Dado Head
.iill lielj) you do this.

It will cut perfect grooves of any
width either with or across the

grain, and makes the most intri-

cate cutting seem easy.

Will fit any saw mandrel or rig

and has simple no screw adjust-

ment. Requires but little power
to operate.
Send for one on approval. May be
returned at our expense if unsat-
is factory.

Pat. Nov. 29, '02

July 19. '10

HUTHER BROS. SAW MFG. CO.
Rochester, N.Y.
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\
DOUGLAS FIR

LUMBER
RED CEDAR
SHINGLES

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

DOUGLAS FIR
Construction Timbers, Dimension Lumber

Flooring, Ceiling, Finish

RED CEDAR
Shingles, All Varieties Bevel Siding

Clear and Common Lumber

TIMMS, PHILLIPS & CO., LTD,
Head Office: Yorkshire Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Montreal Representative: Toronto Representative: Ontario Representative

U. E. GERMAIN D. WILLIAMS H. FONGER
II St. Sacrement St. 40 Major St. Grimsby, Ont.

Montreal, Que. Toronto, Ont.
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Southern
Products

Including long leaf Yellow Pine,

short leaf Yellow Pine, Ash, Oak,

Elm, Gum, Tupelo, Cottonwood,

Louisiana Red Cypress, Kiln Dried

End Matched Red and White Oak
Flooring, etc., all of best quality.

Manufactured by men of experience

in splendidly equipped mills. Let

us show you the value of our ser-

vice—try us.

CHICAGO LUMBER & COAL COMPANY
Manufacturers

Yellow Pine, Cypress and Oak Flooring Sales Offices: East St, Louis, 111.

Hardwood Sales Offices: Exchange Bldg., Memphis, Tenn.

WE HAVE

MILLIONS OF FEET
SPRUCE AND PINE LOGS

Can be Sawn to Your Special Order

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY TO SECURE STOCK AT MODERATE PRICES

Splendid Facilities for Shipping by Rail or Water

Gloucester Lumber & Trading Company
WHOLESALE LUMBER DEALERS

BATHURST, N.B., CANADA
Manufacturers of

Spruce and Pine Lumber, Lath and Shingles

We Solicit Your Enquiries

Southern "Insurance" for Future Labor Supply.

Annual Capacity
Feet

Yellow Pine 350,000,000
Cypress Lumber 50,000,000
Cypress Shingles 15,000,000
Cypress Lath 15,000,000
Hardwoods 20,000,000
Oak Flooring 10,000,000

Let us quote you.
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Wholesale Lumber
OTTAWA CANADA

White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Lath, Shingles, Boxes,
Box Shooks, Factory Material

Write us your requirements. Planing Mill, Ottawa and Rockland

DRESSING
IN

TRANSIT
Our new and efficient facilities

make it possible to do your milling

in transit quickly and at low cost.

Prompt service is assured by three

railway lines.

We are always glad to quote you
very attractive prices and show you
the quality of our work.

Xsk Lumbermen who know and
they will tell you to

TRY

Renfrew Planing Mill

Renfrew, Ontario

EXCELSIOR LUMBER CO.
33 RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO

CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH
50,000 feet 1 x 4 to 12—10/16 M. R. White Pine

50,000 feet 2 x 4 to 12—10/16 M. R. White Pine

Both lots 60% 8, 10 and 12 inch

50,000 feet 2 x 4 to 12—10/16 Spruce

607o 8, 10 and 12 inch

50,000 ft. 2-inch Pine, No. 1 and 2 Cull, wide average

Western Stock

In Transit

3 Cars 1 x 6 No. 1 Com. Spruce, dressed

1 side 1 end, % in.

2 Cars 1 x 8 No. 1 Com. Cedar shiplap

3 Cars 1 x 8, 10& 12 No. 2 Com. Ced. shiplap

1 Car 1 X 8, 10 & 12 No. 2 Com. Ced. boards

2 Cars 1 x 6 No. 2 Com. cedar boards

1 Car 1x6 No. 2 Com. shiplap

These are only a few of the cars which we have in transit.

WIRE US FOR PRICES

The Fesserton Timber Co.,
LIMITED

15 Toronto St. Main
[795
[796 TORONTO

We offer you the Best Grades of

WHITE PINE,
SPRUCE, HEMLOCK,

HARDWOODS
IVrite for quotations

OLIVER LUMBER COMPANY
of Toronto, Limited

6 King St. West Toronto
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British America Mills and Timber Co., Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Pacific Coast Timber Products

FIR TIMBERS
^'Shamrock" Brand Red Cedar Shingles

General Offices, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Ontario Sales Representative : D. WILLIAMS, 40 Major St. Toronto, Ont.

Spruce, Hemlock, Pine

and Hardwoods
Deals, Boards, Timber and Dimension material

of every description

Piling Ships Knees Ties
We are in a position to fill any sized order, and have
every facility for shipping either by rail or water,
making prompt shipments.

MUSGRAVE & CO., LIMITED
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia

HIGH GRADE LUMBER
FROM GENOA BAY

FIR TIMBERS,
LUMBER, LATH,
CEDAR, SHINGLES,
FIR FLOORING,
CEILING, FINISH,

KILN DRIED.

We have large stocks for immediate shipment, witli

an up-to-date plant located on the east coast of Van-
couver Island.

Our mills cut up to 85 foot lengths. We specialize on
ship building material in the rough, and long timbers.

We are equipped for all classes of cargo shipment
abroad and can make rail shipments to all usual points

reached by C. P. R. or C. N. R.

GENOA BAY LUMBER CO., Genoa Bay, B.C.
Dealers in

Lumber, Lath, Cross Arms, Mouldings, Doors, Sash and Shingles

Telegraph Address, Duncan, B. C. Code: A.B.C. 5th Edition Phone 25 Duncan

WE ARE CUTTING LOGS LIKE THESE EVERY DAY—ANY LENGTH UP TO 120 FEET—WE
LOG AND MANUFACTURE OUR OWN TIMBER—CAPACITY 80,000 FEET

Our Specialties:

Long Fir Timber—Planking

Decking
Cutting orders for 2" in long lengths

either Common or Clear (obtainea as

side cut).

Planer capacity 6" x 30". We do not

operate dry kiln, but can arrange to

air-dry in our yard to requirements.

Our Mill is on Canadian Pacific Railway with Rail Connection (Five

Miles) to Tidewater on Alberni Canal. Navigable for all Vessels

BAINBRIDGE LUMBER CO., Ltd.
n..:^L«:J<*« n C Telephone and Postal

ia DainDriage,D.L. Service at Bainbridge
Cable Address

Bainbridge Lumber, Victori
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Simonds In-

serted Tooth
Cut-Off Saws
stand heavy
feed and do
not crack.

They are eco-

nomical be-

cause teeth
can be renew-
ed at slight

expense.

Simond's
Canada
Saw Co.,

Limited
St.RemiSt.and
Acorn Ave.

Montreal, P. Q.

Vancouver, B.C.

St. John, N.B.

Feeding the Camp
TF that is your problem, remember that it is our
^ business, too. We do a tremendous lumber camp
trade and are fully acquainted with the food require-

ments of logging camps. We shall be glad to quote

you on any lines you need this year, and will submit

special quotations if you will drop us a card. We
can supply you with all that's best in provisions and
fresh meats, and give you a service you will appreciate.

WRITE OR WIRE US AT OUR
EXPENSE—TODAY

LONG CLEAR BACON

BARRELED PORK

SAUSAGE

DAVIES PURE LARD

PEERLESS SHORTENING

MINCEMEAT, ETC.

mmm.
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
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doidWoodworker
Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.
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information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion

by its readers.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For
manufacturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention

of owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories,

pulp mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly
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to the "Wanted" and "For Sale" a,dvcrtisements.

Authorized by the Postmaster-General for Canada, for transmission as

second-class matter.

Entered as second-class matter July 18th, 1914, at the Postofifice at Buf
falo, N.Y., under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.
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Knowing Costs and Other Essentials

in Selling Lumber
In the management and operation 'of'any business there are what

is known as fixed charges, such as rent, heat, light, taxes, insurance,

advertising, postage, interest, freight, etc., which are largely uncon-

trollable. These disbursements practically rvm the same from year

to year, varying, of course, somewhat according to the volume of

business done and other considerations. Such "levies" have to be-

provided for and taken care of. In these days, however, it is neces-

sary for the retail lumberman to keep down expenses to the lowest

notch and reduce costs wherever possible in order to forge ahead

in the business game with its added outlay for materials, labor, de-

livery and overhead.' There are many items w^hich will bear closest

scrutiny. These are knowing accurately the cost of doing business,

the proper way to figure profits, turnover, making estimates and tak-

ing an inventory of stock, not' to speak of the necessity for careful

buying. Getting loaded up too much with commodities in one line

which are slow to move and being short on supplies which are in

active daily demand is another encumbtance to be avoided. The
man who is thoroughly acquainted with these facts, knows definitely

all points covered 'and eliminates guess work, is the one who is ex-

panding today. He is not only extending his trade, but feels in the

conduct of his aflFairs that he is getting somewhere and not merely

marking time or ekeihg out a bare living, with no adequate return

on his investmeiit or recompense for his labor.

The retail lumberman has to exert himself today as never be-

fore. His capital outlay is larger than ever, his competition is keener

and his disbursements for labor, cartage and other things ascending

all the while. He should know what material he has on hand, should

employ a well regulated stock-keeping system and see that his ser-

vice and deliveries are constantly up to the mark. If he engages

in contract work or operates a planing mill he should possess full

knowledge of what his materials cost, quantities required, his help,

the hours of work, etc., and check all estimates carefully. Price

cutting should be out of the question. Lumber of all kinds is destined

to go higher. The rate of wages at the mills is being increased, the

hours of labor are getting shorter, freight rates will in all likelihood

take another jump, and, with augmented consumption and diminished

output, forest products quotations are bound to be in the ascendency.

The hope that there would be a drop in the price of building material

is, owing to the industrial trend of the times, fast vanishing, and it

would appear as if the values of the past will not return.

A new era is upon us, the cost of living keeps aviating and world-

wide conditions growing more irksome and burdensome so far as the

industrial army is concerned. There was never an era when it re-

quired the exercise of so much intelligence, energy, foresight, discrim-

ination and good judgment to manage successfully a retail lumber

business—or any other business for that matter—as it does at this

juncture. It is rapidly becoming a case of the survival of the fittest.

No longer will following the lines of least resistance answer. Ser-

vice is the watchword of the hour, coupled with quality, system, and

co-operation. The trade association can do much and is accomplish-

ing a great deal for its members. Now is the time to hang together

and observe better terms of settlement, cutting out all chance and

guess work, keeping personally on the job and attending strictly

to duty.

The reiteration of these simple and elementary truths may be

thought a matter of supererrogation, but the fact is driven home
more and more that quality and service are the elements that win the

present-day struggle. Definitely ascertained costs, proper inventories,

prompt collections and securing a fair, reasonable profit on every

transaction are contributing factors that can no longer be ignored.

The ideas of the past must be discarded ; the reception of new condi-

tions and methods must be welcomed. The retail lumberman who
becomes conversant with conditions and standards as they are in-

stead of desiring to follow along old, effete lines or adhering to past

performances is the one who is going to win out. As an example of

broadmindedness and ready adaptability, an eastern firm in writing

the " Canada Lumberman " sum the situation comprehensively and

succinctly when they state : "The cost of production is much higher

than it was and prices, must go up and with them the margin of pro-

fit. We intend to explain these facts in an aggressive advertising

campaign in our local papers, advising the public that the present is

the best time to build, that values will not come down and that every-

one must adjust themselves to think in 1919 terms and forget any-

thing that happened in 1913. If this course is adopted generally,

we fell such a campaign would have splendid and far-reaching re-

sults, that doubt and difhculty would be overcome and confidence

and assurance would be re-established in the public mind."

Winning Support in the Cause of

Forest Fire Protection
Education is the cheap defence of nations. It is also a vital

measure of protection in any movement safeguarding the interests of

the people and bringing home to the masses the conviction that the

good of all is bound up in the welfare of each, and vice versa. This

is particularly true in connection with the great heritages that be-

long to the public domain, such as timber, fisheries, mniing, crown

lands, etc. There is no province in Canada more alert an 1 aggressive

in safeguarding its natural sylvan possessions than New Brunswick.

The forest service has been particularly vigilant during the last two

years, and Hon. Dr. Smith, Minister of Lands and Mines, has demon-

strated that he is a fearless and efficient exponent of maintaining pro-

vincial rights, and at the same time guarding well private interests.

There has been recently issued by the Forest Service Departinent of

New Brunswick a leaflet to which the "Canada Lumberman' feels

it is advisable to draw more than passing attention. An appeal is

personally made to each citizen of the province, and the object, it

•L stated, is to bring his close attention to the more important points

of the forest fire law, and to enlist support on behalf of fire protec-
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tion. Then follow explicit directions in regard to burning permits,

the rules for slash burning, co-operation in fire fighting, directions

for campers and picnic parties, and Avhy fire protection is necessary.

As a convincing proof of the directness and force of these instruc-

tions, a table is attached showing the number of forest fires, their

causes, and the needless damage done during 1918. The figures are

somewhat startling, revealing that the number of fir^s were 850, the

total area of acres covered, 19,080, and the damage $72,266. There

are two or three clear and striking clauses which cannot help but

drive home serious thoughts in the minds of the average citizen, and

will have a telling eflect. It is asserted that a forest fire is a

menace both to private and public property, and often to life. From
the standpoint of good citizenship alone, every able-bodied citizen

should in every way possible endeavor to prevent fires, and be ready

and willing to assist in putting theni out. Thus every person in the

province has an immediate interest in the prompt and effective sup-

pression of all forest fires. With the great area to be protected, for-

est rangers can only supervise the timber resources by having the

active assistance and cordial co-operation of every citizen.

Editorial Short Lengths
A small experimental order for about 2,000,000 feet of lumber

has been placed in British Columbia for the English market, accord-

ing to an announcement made recently by Sir James Ball. He ex-

pressed the hope that this would be the prelude to an extensive busi-

ness in B. C. lumber for British accounts.

Who is responsible for the delay and inadequacy of shipping

facilities across the seas? The lack of transportation accommodation

is alarming. Stocks are piling up at export points, and the timber

trade of the^ Dominion will suffer severely. The situation at St. John

and other ports is really alarming and so far nothing to relieve the

situation has been accomplished.

The scarcity of houses in New South Wales, Australia, is so

alarming as to have enlisted the co-operation of the government.

A comprehensive scheme has been launched, under which it is pro-

posed to rent houses on the model village plan, built for those anxi-

ous to purchase by installments, assist people to build in approved

districts, to finance the purchase of homes already occupied, and to

arrange the conversion of life as.3urance lo a-ssist in house purchases.

Weekly payments of from thirteen to twenty shillings for houses

of from three to five rooms with ample verandahs, it is estimated,

will suffice for all cost, including interest, and will at the same time

provide a sinking fund to extinguish the debt in twenty-five years.

Some interesting facts in regard to Safety work have been

gleaned from the Safety Committee's experience in connection with

the large plants of the General Electric Company industries on the

other side 6f the line. The tabulated data shows that more accidents

occur on Monday than on any other day of the week and that the

most careful age is found to be 37. Other striking incidents are that

the ages showing most accidents in proportion to the number of

employees are between 22 and 26, and 50 years and over. The hour

showing most accidents is from 9 to 10 a.m. Fifty per cent, of the

accidents occur to new employees or those who have been less than

six months in one position. Contrary to general belief, the foreign-

born employees are quick in acquiring the safety habit, if taught.

More accidents occur in the hot season than in the cold. Over 80 per

cent, of the accidents are due to carelessness. The average woman
on the same kind of work meets with an accident only one-third as

frequently as the average man.

The Ontario Legislature has passed a bill permitting the ex-

port of poplar pulpwood from Crown lands. For many years there

has been a regulation that no pulpwood should be exported from

the province without being manufactured into pulp or paper. Spruce

has been the most sought-after wood, in fact the one almost ex-

clusively used, and there has been little activity in or demand for

poplar. The result has been that in the cutting of spruce and other

timber, the poplar has not been put to good account and cannot be

sold to Canadian mills as it is scattered through the spruce. In order

to conserve this wood, and cause it to have a market, the bill when
presented to the Ontario legislature, met with no opposition. It

was felt that the province might as well benefit from the dues that

will be collected on such pulpwood exported from the province.

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association of Chicago

are sending out effective and admirably illustrated booklets on "Own
Your Home." Here is one significant paragraph out of many that

will be read with interest.

"Did you ever think of the difference in your friends? Stop a

minute and compare them; you'll be surprised that you never saw
the contrast before. Those who own their homes have a different

look on their faces than the fellows who rent. The man who goes

home to supper at six o'clock to a rented house—just like half a

dozen others in the same row, hasn't half as much spring to his step

as one who hurries along, keen to see the progress in the new garage

he is building or what development the day has brought in the gar-

den. It's a queer trait of human nature that the possession of a

little real estate changes a man's general appearance, his disposition,

and his efficiency. It makes him feel as though he had a place in the

world with a RIGHT to it. It gives him responsibility—it spurs

him on to do his best. It's just like having your own wife, or your
own baby, or your own car—the other fellow's possessions may be

very nice but—you want your own !"

A pioneer in the undertaking, the Dominion Government has

decided to put to the test the feasibility of aerial forest patrol. The
Quebec government and the St. Maurice Forest Protective Associa-

tion have volunteered to pay for the maintenance of machines and
pilots, and accordingly, Acting Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Hon. A. K. Maclean, has ordered two hydroplanes to be released from

their sheds at Halifax for safeguarding the limits. Stuart Graham,
a former air pilot in the British Navy's warfare with submarines, has

arrived in Ottawa to take charge of the patrol. Canada is the first

to initiate aerial forest patrol, though the United States will be a

close second, having issued orders to have the military authorities

co-operate with the American Forest Service. While patrolling and

keeping a watchout for fires from above, operators will be in wire-

less communication with rangers on the ground, and thus should be

able to report fires and have these men dispatched to the scene with

a minimum loss of time. The mapping of forests by camera will be

an important adjunct to the work.

The following timely resolution recently passed by the New
York State Retail Lumber Dealers' Association, speaks for itself:

Whereas, the lumber industry has been greatly injured by the

shipment from manufacturing points of material poorly manufac-

tured and not up to specifications of grade; and whereas, such prac-

tice has greatly injured the reputation of building material and has

caused much loss of business owing to the use of substitutes ; and

whereas, we as retail dealers, standing closest to the consumer, are

determined upon giving him at all times material fully to specifica-

tions; be it resolved, that we condemn as subversive to the best in-

terests of the public and the trade the practice of shipping unsold

cars in transit, resulting as it does in the tying up at all times of a

large amount of rolling stock, and the continual forcing upon the

market and the consumer of great quantities of material very fre-

quently of inferior quality and manufacture. And as in the ship-

ment of cars in transit the original shipping point is generally con-

cealed, making it impossible for the buyer to know what class of

stock he is getting, or by whom manufactured ; be it further resolved,

that the best interests of the public and the members of the retail

dealers' association of the State of New York will be served by our

refusal hereafter to purchase any material so offered upon cars in

transit.
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Mr. Manbert Reviews Conditions in England
Preliminary Survey Reveals Splendid Appreciation of White Pine—Definite Ways of

Increasing Trade—Lower Rates and Transportation Control Urged

A. C. Manbert, of Toronto, who has now been in England for

several weeks conducting propaganda work in the interests of On-
tario timber products, with the object of widening the market, more
particularly so far as certain thicknesses and widths of white pine
are concerned, has sent a most interesting and instructive prelimin-
ary report to the Honorable G. H. Ferguson, Minister of Lands,
Forests and Mines for Ontario, W. E. Bigwood, of Toronto, chairman
of the Lumber Manufacturers' Organization for Overseas Propa-
ganda, and W. M. Ross, of Ottawa, Secretary of the organization.

After speaking of his first experience in London and getting
down to the work in hand, Mr. Manbert says :—If I entertained some
misapprehension about the quality of my reception it was perhaps
best to do the discounting in Canada, for avowedly it has been most
reassuring to receive an unexpectedly courteous welcome and sympa-
thetic hearing, coupled with a readily announced interest in every-
thing pertaining to Canadian relationships.

When it comes to translating this attitude of interest into terms
of action, and discussing definite ways and means of increasing trade,

it is natural that the viewpoints should reflect the various trade activi-

ties and positions of the individual, his trade philosophy and measure
of perspective. But if these attitudes range from enthusiastic par-
tisanship for Canada to a cautious friendliness, in every case do I

find universal agreement that conservatisms which have heretofore
controlled have been so rudely shaken and old traditions so broken
down, that unimagined opportunities exist and that many* changes
are inevitable. .

On the other hand, this unsettlement again induces a reacting
conservatism in effecting adjustments from a war to a peace basis of

business conduct; a hesitation that is always allied to unsettled con-
ditions. This is specifically instanced in the decontrol of timber sup-
plies.

The Expiration of Timber Control
As you have been advised, the timber control expired at the end

of March, but though nominally true, it is a question if, just at the
moment, the control does not equal its previous reign and authority,
if in a different fashion.

Shortly before relinquishment the Controller bought large quan-
tities of timber, notably spruce and pine. In this, Canada is happy
that a majority of the purchases came from there.

So far as I can learn, there is general satisfaction here with the
Government's action, but the immediate effect is to create, in a "free
market," centralized holdings and a "dealer" whoe rises superior to
uic oidniary impulses and restraints that direct civilian trade. A gov-
ernment can do, in the fulfillment of its policy, what would create
bankruptcy in an individual. Illustration is unnecessary.

.

The Government undoubtedly has a policy, but, as yet, unan-
nounced. It may be to prevent any further rise in prices, but cer-

tainly it has bought this timber, as a measure of safeguarding its

policy and that policy undoubtedly is intended to conform to the
generally understood wish of the British people for a speedy return
ti) full ])o\ver of the trade and manufacturing movements of the coun-
try.

A fundamental doctrine here is free access to raw materials.
The Timber Board announces that it will sell its purchases with

due consideration to their cost, but it is conceivable that if it be con-
sidered necessary to make a first loss in order to quicken resumption
of general trade, it might find ample warrant.

Indeed, in both official and business circles, as I see it, the con-
\'ictic)n is at full flood that everything possible must be done to restore
production to its pre-war status, so that exports may be resumed in

volume to reduce and soon overcome the adverse "balance of trade."
This is so all-important to the varied problems of Britain's national
life that I am sure she will support and demand any arbitrary gov-
ernmental measure which she thinks is favorable to the purpose even
though she ever regrets any interference with her ])hiIosoi)hy or indi-

vidualistic freedom of action.

Importing for the Time Hesitant

In the instance I have given, until the Government polic}' is

announced and, more particularly, until the Government stock is dis-

tributed, individual and new purchases from Canada or elsewhere
are bound to be deferred and to that extent, and quite apart from
the shipping situation which I shall touch upon later, importing out-
side of Government stocks is for the time hesitant.

In this, I am not dealing with local demand, which is a different
matter and is generally good. What I am trying to show is that the
regular, importing timber trade which operates largely in advance
of local requisition is halted, and that purchases from Government
stocks are on a "hand to mouth" basis. This is a point which Can-
adian operators should understand as affecting present or early
future sales.

I have referred to the demand as good. For white pine, that is

too moderate a statement—the demand is really keen. There is

literally a famine in white pine (or yellow pine, as it is called here).

I went over the Surrey Docks this past week and where in ordinary
pre-war times vast stocks were stored, there were not now 5 stand-
ards. In fact, I was told by a competent authority in the pine trade
that he doubted if there were in all of London 50 standards of pine
that is for sale. There is quite a little criticism of the Government
for allowing this greatly emphasized shortage of pine to occur, the
judgment being that it should have brought forward more pine and
less sprucCi I have no doubt, therefore, that pine will have a promi-
nent place in its shipping programme. ^

The Stocks Purchased Abroad
In writing at length upon the subject of Government purchases,

and the effect of the same upon further buying, I must not be under-
stood as suggesting that these purchases are out of proportion to the
nation's needs. Quite the contrary is the fact. What I am pointing
out is the immediate effect of the action. Statements which I get of

the stocks in hand in Britain vary, but the concensus is that they are
relatively very light—pine seriously so. Government purchased
stocks, abroad, are reported to be

:

Canadian spruce, about 250,000 standards
Canadian pine 30,000 standards
Scandinavian and Finland, about 150,000 standards

I am ignoring the recent B. C. purchase of 35,000 standards or
more, as tnis is largely railway ties and timber). When it is remem-
bered that Britain in normal times imports about 4,000,000,000 ft. of

sawn timber (all woods) it will be seen what a return to such normal
experience would mean in new timber purchases. (And this takes
no account of the tremendous demand for ties and timber for deferred
railway use). But while that is interesting speculation, it is alto-

gether beyond the point of present interest which must center in the
impediments that lie in the way, the chief one of which is the ship-

ping problem. That in truth is the alpha and omega of the diffi-

culties in the export timber trade, and unfortunately it is a factor so

vast, so complex, so varied as to be quite formidable to even govern-
mental control ,and most difficult of appraisal as to its action and
trend. The reasons for this are so well understood that any extended
commen is gratuitous, but I should like to emphasie the fact that

present freights are really paramount to Canadian f.o.b. costs, and
being abnormal and due to privilege and unnatural and transitory

causes, make all private timber importation very hazardous unless

for a definitely arranged outlet.

The Retardment of High Freights

Therefore, this traffic must be limited to uses of absolute neces-

sity for no regular peace time business, no matter how anxious to

resume its old activities, can sanely make extended committments.
Freight rates at $32 to $37 per M as against pre-war rates of $4.50

to $6.00 per M must necessarily restrict and not develop trade. And
so this situation stands an unwelcome taxgatherer at the gate, dis-

couraging all who would enter and taxing inordinately all who do.

But yet with the necessitous business now existing, if the housing
])rogramme takes quicker shape and effect than most people seem
to expect, and a large attempt is made to satisfy railway needs, it

is quite possible that rates will have little influence. Here again the
Government enters as a guarantor, and ordinary precautions and con-

clusions lose application.

But it is unquestionably true that the trade is disappointed that

rates have advanced rather than declined since armistice. I have
sought information from all sources—governmental, shipping and
importers as to when relief may come. Beliefs vary. Some say June
or July—others the coming Fall, and still others scout very much
improvement till next year. In the matter of space itself (independ-
ent of rates) the Government is most keen to release a larger propor-

tion of its controlled tonnage, but here again foodstuffs are first neces-
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sities and our more bulky product must wait for gradually increased
allotment.

As an indication of the Government's earnestness to leave no
stone unturned to bring relief, we have the present journey being
made by Sir James Ball, the Timber Controller, and Mr. Montague
Meyer, the Timber Buyer, to Canada, avowedly to get first hand in-

formation of stocks and to expedite shipping.

This errand perhaps chiefly has to do (so far as shipping is con-
cerned) with their B. C. purchases. I was assured by both these
gentlemen that it embraced Eastern Canada as well. In fact. Sir

James was very emphatic in his belief in Canada's present oppor-
tunity to increase her timber trade here, but also that "Canadian
lumbermen must do something to help the shipping situation." In

this there is, of course, less "call to arms" for Ontario than the mari-
time provinces, but it brings into view a question of Canadian na-
tional policy.

The Necessity of Controlling Transportation

If we are to increase our exports and take a really new and pro-

minent position in world commerce, we must have some means of

controlling transportation as well as producing the wares. It seems
incongruous to expect to successfully compete with Sweden and Nor-
way, for instance, in so important an industry as their timber pro-

duct, and look to them for a large proportion of bottoms to carry our
goods. Indeed, there is evidence everywhere that Scandinavians are
intent upon controlling this market, and now that the large Russian
competition is to be definitely quiescent for some time, they are de-

termined to both advantage themselves temporarily and also lay the

foundation for future control. I get this in diplomatic circles as well

as trade advices. In this programme freights play the large part just

White pine fence built two hundred years ago and still doing duty

at present. It is significant of our handicap, if merely a coincidence,

that Canada suflfers today in a disturbance of the accustomed diflfer-

entials in ocean rates. In pre-war days rates from Canada were
barely double those from lower Scandinavia. Today they are almost
if not quite three times, and that means a lot on present freights.

I have referred to the "housing question." Having in mind the

large requirements which this proposal carries for doors, sash, trim,

flooring and general finishing lumber and the premier qualities of

white pine tor this use, I have sought information upon the scope
and details of the undertaking and have had interviews with Sir

James Carmichael, the Director of Housing. If there is to be any
delay in "getting action" in this colossal proposition, it is not to be
due to lack of earnestness on the part of the Government. The mag-
nitude of the proposal and the vast arrangements and adjustments
necessary to give it effect must make it slow moving. We can guess
something ot the situation from our relatively small housing pro-

gramme at home, and we have no dearth of building materials, no
really congested areas to re-construct, no "land question." 500,000
houses to be built "at once" and perhaps 200,000 per year for ten
years or more ! It staggers one even as it interests. I should like

to write at length of my talk with Sir James, but I have already ex-

tended this so that I fear you will be wearied, and 1 am not yet done.

Merits of White Pine Recognized

Stated as briefly as possible :

—

Houses are to be built after a general plan, but not duplicates;

tastes and needs of each situation will be studied. Work will be let

to local builders who will secure materials in regular channels.

Until proved unequal to the demand ( ?) all mill work or joinery

work, to use the local term, will be done here, for manifest reasons.

The merits of white pine for this purpose are fully appreciated

by the Department, and they regret that there is such a scarcity of

the wood here. They are much interested in the question of ship-

ping and have been in consultation with the Timber Controller re-

garding it. They have promised to give me details and specifications

of some intended houses, having an eye to any suggestions in relation

to sizes of lumber we have in majority. This I consider a field to be
followed closely until its measure is more definitely known, and I

shall/ therefore, give it careful attention.

The matter of box shooks, I have not lost sight of. I have spent
some time in preliminary work, such as visiting .some of the larger
users, to see their stock and the governing conditions. Fortunately
1 was able to see Mr. llennctt. perhaps the largest shook importer
here, and whom I had known before, just as he was starting on a

trip to Canada.
I think Mr. Bennett's journey indicates and emphasizes a very

general wish here to use our shooks. Here again we have the Scan-
dinavians for competitors and they are skilful operators and most
exact and efficient in their machine work and methods.

These do not turn upon any inherent manufacturing superiority,

but up on greater care and exactness. The market here is quite be-
yond our capacity, but it is open to us with, I believe, preference, to
such extent as we can come in and meet the before stated conditions
of competition and price. I am hoping that I may develop informa-
tion proving this to be a field worth careful cultivation by Ontario
shook factories.

Much Depends on White Pine Prices

I regret to say that I have not as yet gone very far in my pur-

pose to get in intimate touch with distributing and consuming tim-

ber factors, nor to project any comprehensive propaganda work. The
first is entirely a matter of time and energy. The second so obviously
depends upon a sound understanding of the general and detailed

situation, that it must wait upon the progress of the first to a con-

siderable extent. That I have this matter prominently in mind goes
without saying. As definitely related to this subject, I wish to speci-

hcally point out from all I can gather, considered from the standpoint

of its proper and generally understood consumptive sphere, white

pine occupies the strongest position of any wood here. Its peculiar

qualities are well appreciated, the market is bare of stock and (a

matter of much importance) its price has not advanced in ratio to

the other woods. Its position is generally considered to be the sound-

est and least liable to assault. It would be interesting to trace out

for you some comparisons in price movements and differences, as

confirming what I have stated. This I may do at some later time.

In fact, price bears such a prominent part, at least in the introduc-

tory stage, in any extension of the use of white pine that a full

understanding is vital to my efforts.

If I seem to give exceeding prominence to white pine, it is not

that I am overlooking our other woods, but that white pine is featured

on account of its prime importance.
This has run on to much greater length than I had any idea of

when I started, but if you are wearied, please realize that this is due
to a desire to recognize your interest, as stated at the beginning, and
to acquaint you with the local atmosphere. That done, future com
munications will be largely statements of facts.

Returned Soldiers Take Forestry Positions

Lieut. H. C. Kinghorii. of I'Vedericton, N.IL, has accepted a

permanent position with the Crown Land Department. Mr. Kinghorn
is a graduate of U.N. B. in Forestry, in 1911. and has had extensive

experience with the Dominion Forest Service and B. C. Forest Ser-

vice. Mr. Kinghorn resigned a very responsible position in the For-

est Service of H. C. in May. 1916, to enlist in the 58th Battery Cana-

dian Engineers. Only recently he returned from overseas.

Lieut. H. S. Laughlin, B.Sc.F., of Milltown, N.B., has taken a

])osition with the F""orestry Department. Mr. Laughlin graduated in

1914 from U.N.B., and joined the B. C. Forest Service, enlisting in

November, 1915. Lieut. Laughlin was in charge of forestry work in

District 5. Canadian Forestry Corps. France, and has been highly

recommended by his superior officer overseas. Mr. Laughlin was mar-

ried in England and his bride is with him in Fredericton. Both the.se

men have been offered former positions in B.C., but prefer to work
in their native province.

Capt. A. J. Mclntyre, of Campbellton. an ex-locomotive engineer

and machinist, who recently returned from overseas, has been ap-

pointed Inspector of Fire Protective .Appliances on Locomotives for

the Forestry Department of the Government. Mr. Mclntyre's work
is especially concerned with forest fire protection.

rte. H. C. Lynn, also a returned soldier, has taken a position

as assistant railway fire patrolman, from Campbellton to White's

Brook, on the International branch of the C.N.R.. in Restigouche.

Pte. James F. Lawney, of Waasis, N.B., is the second returned

soldier having the necessary two years' experience in scaling logs, to

apply for a forest ranger's position. Pte. J. E. Bourdages was the

first returned man to apply who had the necessary two years' experi-

ence as a scaler.
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Canadian Lumbermen Discuss Ocean Rates
Desirable to Revert Speedily to Pre-war Conditions—More Cargo Space and Better

Facilities Required—Meeting British Timber Demands

The directors of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association held a

meeting at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, on May 2L Mr. W. Gerard
Power presided, and the following were present : Messrs. A. Mac-
Laurin, G. W. Grier, W. E. Bigwood, H. B. Poliwka, Walter C. Laid-

law, David Champoux, Jas. G. Cane, W. M. Ross, and Frank Hawkins
(secretary)

.

Te following report was presented

:

The Railway Act has received very careful attention in its passage
through the Special Committee of the House of Commons, and every-

thing that we asked for has practically been included. Considerable
doubt exists as to whether this Act will pass this session, and we
would strongly urge this meeting to pass a resolution asking that the

one or two contentious clauses which may prevent the passage of the

1)ill, be eliminated, and all the other portion of the Act be passed.

The whole railway operation of the country should not be held up
by one town or city objecting to certain features of the Act, which
may be regarded as of merely local application, particularly when this

has nothing to do with the operation of railways.

The Stop Off Service

On A|)ril 10th your secretary attended a conference held in the

lioard of Trade rooms, Montreal, to discuss this question, and a

memorandum for the railway companies was prepared, and forward-
ed to them, and a suggestion was made that if further discussion was
required with the railways, that we would arrange to meet them.
On May 16th, in Toronto, a meeting was held in the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association Board room, when over twenty representatives

of shippers and carriers were present. After a thorough discussion of

the matter the railway companies agreed to withhold further action

for a month or six weeks, and in the meantime would investigate the

particulars put before them by shippers, and promised to communi-
cate again with shipping interests before proceeding definitely in the

matter.

The question of increases in export lumber rates has been the sub-
ject of investigation by Mr. W. S. Tilston, Transportation Manager,
Board of Trade, Montreal. It is quite true that these rates have been
very considerably increased. At the same time the export rates are

lower than the domestic rates from the same points. There has evi-

dently been a further lining uo of the tariff, particularly as it affects

export rates. Our understanding is that the export feature was not
dealt with in the Order in Council authorizing the railway companies
to increase freight rates by 15 per cent., with a maximum of Ic, and
subsequently by an additional 25 per cent., with a maximum of 5c,

because the report made by the Board of Railway Commissioners to

the Government states clearly that so far as export rates were con-
cerned these had been the subject of the order of the Board on a

previous occasion, which means that it was the opinion of the Board
that export rates should be lower than domestic rates.

Mr. J. G. Cane calls attention to the fact that from a number of

shipping points in Quebec, and some in Ontario, there are no through
special commodity rates to Ohio and Pennsylvania points, and that
sixth class rates are charged. We understand also that all shipments
from the Canadian Government roads to Long Island territory are
subjected to excessive arbitraries.

London Exhibition of Woods
We have been asked to furnish samples of Canadian woods. One

of our members has undertaken to furnish three kinds of western
woods. Four specimens of each kind of wood are asked for: 8 ft.

long, 1 in. thick, 10 in. wide, two of the boards to be of the best
grade obtainable. One of each should be rough sawn, and one sur-

faced four sides ; the other two boards should be of the grade of the
average mill run or merchantable material, one of which should be
rough, and one surfaced four sides. The list is as follows:

White spruce, white pine, hemlock, red pine, yellow birch, Doug-
las fir. western hemlock, western larch, paper birch, basswood. Jack
pine, beech, aspen poplar, white ash, white elm, hard maple. The s >e-

cimens should be shipped to the Forest Products Laboratories, Mc-
Gill University, Montreal.

The Canadian Trade Commission

We have had a number of communications from the secretary,
Mr. J. H. Wilkie. One of these refers to an inquiry for B. C. fir from

the export association, for railway ties. The other is a specification

for lumber required by the various departments of the Egyptian gov-
ernment for shipment presumably to Alexandria, and the full detailed
specification is in our possession. Perhaps in view of all the circum-
stances your Board may decide to take certain action which has been
suggested, urging that the export lumber business of Canada should
be allowed to revert to pre-war conditions, and not be subjected to

this continued interference.

Ocean Freights Unsatisfactory

This matter is still in a very unsatisfactory condition, but wc un-
derstand that on June 1st the British Government will only reserve
50 per cent of the tonnage instead of 70 per cent, as at the present
time. In this connection it is interesting to note that the Cunard Co.
has recently doubled its shares without increasing its capital ; in other
words they propose to capitalize the reserve fund to the extent of is-

suing to shareholders one new fully paid ordinary share for each or-

dinary share now held. Also the Cunard Co. has concluded an agree-
. nient with the Thomas & John Brocklebank Co. Ltd., whereby the

ordinary shares of this company are transferred to the Cunard Co.
This also transfers the Brocklebank interests in the Anchor Line,

whose ordinary shares are owned by the Cunard Co. In other words,
there is a community of interest in these three companies.

Housing Commission Requirements

Your secretary had a visit from a representative of the Housing
Commission under the Dominion Government. They propose to con-
struct 50,000 houses in Canada. Taking the lumber requirements as

being 5000 feet per house, would mean that 250,000,000 feet of lumber
would be available for this purpose. We were asked if we could give
some sort of assurance that this quantity of lumber would be avail-

able for this purpose, and it was intimated that the Government might
possibly lend its influence should additional capital be required in

order to sjieed up production. We explained to Mr. Moon, the repre-

sentative, that the number of logs would determine the size of the cut.

Australia Requireis Flooring

On the 6th inst., we sent out to all our meml>crs copy of a cable

received from the Department of Trade and Commerce, asking for a

quotation for 60,000 four panel doors I1/2 in. thick, 120,000 sashes

6 ft. X 2 ft. 10 in. X 15^ in. ; 70 million superficial feet flooring tongued
and grooved, dressed all sides, 1 in. x 4 in.; also a similar quantity of

linings, tongued and grooved 4 in, x 1/2 in. or 3/4 in. The same re-

quirements would be for the next four or five years. We have had a

number of replies from our members indicating that they were inter-

ested in the flooring' and linings.

With regard to railway legislation, Mr. Hawkins referred to the

fact that parliament had passed the non-contentious clauses of the

Railway Bill, leaving over the contentious clauses as to the Toronto
and Niagara Power Company. It was only just that the Bill should

be passed, and not held over as in the past three years. Under the

Bill the Government Railways will be brought under the jurisdiction

of the Railway Commissioners, which has not hitherto been the case.

Another clause provided for the Commissioners to put in force emer-
gency rates. A further clause placed the shippers in a more favorable

position as to any proposed increase in rates.

It was stated that the bond feature of the credit arrangement of

the Railway War Board had practically been dropped.

The Display of Empire Timbers

Mr. W. M. Stokes, of the Forest Products Laboratories of Can-
ada, attended to support the request for specimens of Canadian woods
to be shown at an exhibition of timber grown within the British Em-
pire, to be held in London in October, under the auspices of the Bri-

tish Board of Trade. The letter sent to the Association pointed out

that the shortage of lumber in England made it worth while to in-

clude a very large variety of species, grades, and sizes. It was desired

that the whole of the Canadian industry should be fully represented

consistent with its ability to export, so that all the ports from which
a given species could be shipped should be mentioned in the catalogue.

The President stated there was no doubt the specimens could be
secured.

The meeting discussed the question of securing the boards, and
arranged with members to supply what was desired.
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Mr. Stokes explained that althou<>li 10 in. was specified, this was

nut absolutely necessary; what was wanted was specimens of f^ood

merchantable lumber.

Narrower Widths and Thinner

In the course of further discussion, the President pointed out

that it was necessary to educate the British merchants to use narrower

sizes and thinner. They must take narrower widths and lower grades

of white pine. He had discussed this question with Sir James Ball,

who had urged that Canada should cultivate the export trade more

freely. Mr. Power replied that the British peojjle must be educated

to take .smaller widths, sizes and lengths, as the Canadian lumber was

getting smaller.

Mr. Bigwood suggested that Mr. Manbert should be written to,

telling- him what was being done here, and asking him for information

as to what is being done in Great Britain.

It was decided that members in the various provinces should be

asked to prepare memoranda as to the lumber manufactured there,

this information to be supplied to Mr. Stokes for use in connection

with the exhibition.

Should Retain Laboratory Experts

The subject of the remuneration paid to officers of the Forests

Products Laboratories, and the fact that the staff were losing some of

the best man, owing to more attractive offers being received from

commercial firms, was discussed.

The President said the government ()u;.;iil to pay sufficient salarie-

to keep the technical men of the Laboratories.

The Government is to be communicated with on the subject.

It was agreed to prenare a resolution asking the Government to

pass the Railway Bill, eliminating, if necessary, the contentious clauses.

The co-operation of the Canadian Manufacturers' As.sociation and of

Boards of Trade is to be sought with this end in view.

The secretary gave details of the conferences on the subject (;t

stop-off. He pointed out that certain firms would be very seriously

affected if they were bound to shin the lumber within 60 days of its

receipt. This lumber took a long time to thoroughly dry and finish,

and it was impossible to do this within the sixty days allowed,

The President agreed that this was a matter of im])ortance to the

entire trade, as the firms referred to took a large amount of lumber.

On the subject of excessive arbitraries in the Long Island terri-

tory, it was stated that there were no through rates from Canadian

territory to the Long Island territory. The freight was to New York

and then local rates were charged from that point.

The President said the result was that Canadian trade was shut

out of the Long Island territory, as it was impossible to compete.

Reverting to Pre-war Conditions

/'ollowing a brief discussion, during which the appointment of an

international board to settle rates was advocated, it was decided to

leave the matter in the hands of the Transportation Committee. It

was also suggested that the matter should be taken up with Cana-

dian railways and with the Railway Commission.
The Canadian Trade Commission, in its relation to the export

of lumber and the difficulty in securing sufficient tonnage, together

with the high freight rates, were discussed. It w'as decided to

write Mr. Wilkie, referring him to the resolution pas.sed at the annual

meeting at St. John, as to the desirability of reverting as soon as pos-

sible to pre-war conditions.

A number of inquiries have been made as to the cable from .\us-

tralia, asking quotations on a door, sash, flooring, and linings order.

Hon. A. K. MacLean will be written to asking as to the possibilities of

securing tonnage.
As to the supply of luml^er required for the Dominion Government

housing scheme, it was pointed out that there would be no difficulty

in securing sufficient supplies.

Votes of sympathy with the relatives of the late Mr. Geo. M.
Mason, of Ottawa, and Mr. C. E. Dewey, of the Grand Trunk, were

passed.

Conserving: Canada's Spruce Supplies

William Little, of Westmount, Que., who is a well-known lum-

berman, devoting much attention to the conservation of the timber

wealth of Canada, and the safeguarding of the wooded interests of

the Dominion from the ravages of fire and other destructive agencies,

writes an interesting and timely letter to the press, in which he says

:

Under the misleading heading of "Not Disturbed Over U. S.

Campaigns," was published recently one of the best atricles that has

appeared in the press for some time on the prudence of Canada con-

serving her spruce forests for the use and profits of our own people

—

a subject of such vast importance to Canada that it cannot be too

persistently brought to the attention of the Canadian public.

Surely it is full time to think seriously on this subject when Mr.

Philip T. Dodge, of New York, president of the International Paper
COmjiany, a gentleman who is probably the best inftjrmcd person in

America on the suliject of pulpwood reserves and the.manufacture of

nevvs|)rint for i)aper, publicly states that ''the exhaustion of wood has
practically ])Ut a stop to development of the newsprint paper industry

of the United States, and that it is a lamentable fact that, apart from
a few large tracts of spruce-wood in New England and New York,
that have been carefully preserved by two large jiaper companies,
there is not a stand of spruce east of the Rockies that would justify the

erection of a 30-ton mill."

This being the case it behooves us in Canada to seriously consid. t
the situation and insist on the conservation of our limited supply erf

spruce in the eastern provinces for the use and benefit of our ow»
people—a question to which we have up to the i)resent paid far too
little heed, fpr Mr. Dodge tells us that "manufacturers must now look
to Canada to the spruce forests of Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick
and Xova Scotia for the greater part of their pulpwood."

B. C. Shipments of Aeroplane Lumber
The staff of the department of aeronautical supplies of the Imper-

ial Munitions Board recently tendered a complimentary dinner In'

Vancouver to Major Austin C. Taylor, the director, who in the course

Inspecting aeroplane sprace at Port Clements, Queen Charlotte Islands, B.C.

of remarks on airplane lumber production, mentioned the shipments
from British Columbia yf air|)lane spruce consisting of the following
l)erccntagcs of Great Britain's requirements of this material:

Percentage of

Spruce Great Britain's

(feet) Requirements
Januarv 1 IfS.OOO 1.36
I">I)ruarv 500,000 3.86
March..' 470.000 3.33
April 439.000 3.02
Mav 1.019,000 12

lune . 1,823.000 21.47
lulv 2.165.000 25.47
August 3.024.000 35.57
September 4,487,000 52.79
October 5,229,000 61.52
November 6.850.000 80
The October shipment, plus fir shipments, amounted to 74 per

cent, of England's requirements. The November shipments, plus fir

shipments, amounted to 97 per cent, of England's total requirements.
In addition to Mr. H. R. MacMillan. Mr. F. R. Pendleton. Mr. O.

N. Scott. Mr. J. H. Greer, Mr. W. P. Morgan. Mr. L. R. Scott, and
other department heads, the logging and lumbering industry was re-

presented at this dinner by Mr. J. D. McCormick, Mr. .\rthur Hen-
drv. Mr. F. L. Buckley. Mr. E. C. Saunders, Mr. J. O. Cameron. Mr.
Eric Hamber. Mr. R. H. H. Alexander. Mr. N. S Lougheed, Mr. F. C.

Riley. Mr. Henry Darling, and others, who; in conjunction with Mr.
Grainger of the forestry department, all spoke in a most complimen-
tary manner of the success achieved by Major Taylor's department in

the production of airplane lumber.
Mr. B. W. Armstrong, representing the members of the staff

of the aeronautical department, presented Major Taylor with a loving

cup.

Higrher Rates Asked on Lumber
A late despatch from Washington says:—Increases in rates on

lumber and other forest products from Washington. Oregon. Idaho
and Montana to Canadian destinations were asked recently in an ap-

plication filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission by the

Northern Pacific and Great Northern railroads.
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Lively Conference on Trade Relations
Committee Report Presented to Wholesale Lumbermen will Come Up Again at Next

Meeting—Manager of CM. A. Looks for Increase in Freight Rates

The Wholesale Lumber Association, Inc., held their May meet-
ing- at the Ontario Club, Toronto, on May 16th. The meeting whs
exceptionally instructive on account of several visitors who attended

and delivered short addresses, and also by reason of the presentation

of a report by A. E. Gordon, chairman of the standing committee on
Trade Relations.

There was also an interesting report presented by R. Halliday,

chairman of the special committee, on the securing of railway freight

tariflf information, and a statement by A. E. Eckardt, chairman of the

Transportation Committee, in regard to a conference which had been
held between shippers and representatives of the Railways in connec-

tion with the proposal of the railways to increase their charge for

stop-of¥ service from Ic per hundred pounds and a minimum of $5.00

per car to 2c per hundred and a minimum of $8.00 per car.

The guests of the evening were J. E. Walsh, General Manager of

the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, Toronto ; Frank Hawkins,
Secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, Ottawa, and R.

J. Hutcheson, of the Muskoka Wood Manufacturing Company, Hunts-
ville, Ont.

In the absence of Mr. A. E. Clark, chairman of the Association,

Mr. A. E. Eckardt, Vice-Chairman, presided.

Functions of Wholesaler vs. Retailer

Mr. A. E. Gordon reported the result of a conference between the

standing committee on trade relations and a similar committee re-

presenting the Ontario Retail Lumber Dealers' Association. The re-

sult of the conference had been a resolution agreed to by the Retail

committee on behalf of the Retail Association, and which Mr. Gordon
submitted to the Wholesale Association for discussion.

There was a general discussion of the details of this resolution,

and it was finally decided that it would be advisable to call as full a

meeting as possible of the Association in June for the purpose of giv-

ing the subject the thorough discussion that it requires. A motion
was carried approving of the principles of the resolution and instruct-

ing the secretary to send a copy of it to all members and ask them
to endeavor to attend the June session which will be held on Friday,

June 13th, so that the matter may be disposed of.

It is the intention of the Directors to invite the members of the

Retailers Committee on Trade Relations to be present at the June
meeting, as their guests so that the matter may be gone into fully

from every point of view.

Mr. Walsh Reviews Transportation Matters

Mr. J. E. Walsh, general manager of the Canadian Manufacturers'
Association, Toronto, was accorded a hearty welcome and prefaced

his remarks by reporting that the Canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

tion had received an official report from the Canadian Railway War
Board to the eflfect that the Board had decided to drop its proposed
regulation for cancelling credit arrangements for freight charges and
had decided to adopt regulations which had been drafted by Mr.
Marshall of the Toronto Board of Trade and concurred in by the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association. Referring to the clauses now
before the House of Commons in connection with the Railway Act
for the purpose of enlarging the powers of the Board of Railway Com-
missioners for Canada, Mr. Walsh stated that under the present Rail-

way Act the Board has no power to act of its own motion to amend
or disallow a tariff. The amendment proposed would give it this

power, thus affording an opportunity for checking over the tariffs

from time to time and so protecting the public.

Mr. Walsh then spoke at some length on the transportation sit-

uation in Canada which, he said, was very little different from that

in the United States. The increased operating expenses, growing out
of the higher wages paid to employees to put them on the same basis

as the employees in the United States railways, had not been met
by the increased freight rates which the Canadian roads had been
permitted to charge. He would not be surprised if the railway com-
panies should soon ask for a further substantial increase in freight

rates. The railways in the United States had gone behind to such an
extent during the past year that they had decided that public owner-
ship was not the proper thing. The Director General of the United
States Railroad Admistration had made the statement a few days
ago that the only solution of the problem was to turn the railways
back to their original owners and that was going to be done at an
early date.

In England, there had been no increase in freight rates' during
the war, but there had been substantial increases in passenger rates.
It was now proposed that the freight rates in England should be in-
creased 100 per cent. Mr. Walsh then considered the problem of
government ownership of the railwals in Canada, and dwelt upon
the necessity for keeping their management out of politics.

Canada's Need of Merchant Marine
Mr. Walsh next referred to the shipping situation in connection

with ocean transportation, which, he claimed, would soon improve
considerably. After pointing out some of the difficulties which had
prevailed during the war on account of the shortage of ocean ton-
nage, he drew attention to the fact that the United. States was set-
ting out on a plan for building 9,000,000 tons of ships, enough to
carry one-half of their foreign trade. If Canada hoped to do any for-
eign trade we would have to build a sufficient merchant shipping ton-
nage to put ourselves in much the same position.

Mr. Walsh concluded with an interesting review of the remark-
able growth of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association and an out-
line of some of its plans for future development.

Mr. Frank Hawkins of Ottawa, Secretary of the Canadian Lum-
bermen's Association, spoke briefly, referring to the i)robability that
the amendments to the Railway Act would provide for bringing the
government-owned railways under the jurisdiction of the Board of
Railway Commissioners, and referring to other aspects of the railway
situation which are being dealt with in the amendments to the Act'.
In conclusion, he expressed the hearty desire of the Canadian Lum-
bermen's Association to co-operate as fully as possible with the Whole-
sale Lumber Dealers' Association, Inc.

R. J- Hutcheson, of the Muskoka Wood Manufacturing Company,
Huntsville, Ont. ,also addressed the gathering, expressing his pleasure
at being present and his appreciation of the work that is being done-
by the Association.

The report of the special committee on securing information re-
garding railway freight tariffs, was presented by Mr. R. Halliday,
who stated that the committee had held a meeting, and had taken
steps which had resulted in arranging for securing information re-

garding the tariff changes proposed by the railway companies, and
for securing indexes of the tariffs in force from the railway com-
panies.

The chairman reported that the conference with representatives
of the railway companies, which had been held in the afternoon
to discuss the stop-off matter, had been adjourned, and that a further
conference would probably be held in five or six weeks.

Votes of condolence were carried in connection with the deaths
of Mr. C. E. Dewey, freight traffic manager of the G.T.R., and Geo.
M. Mason, wholesale lumber dealer of Ottawa. The Secretary was
instructed to send copies of the resolution to the bereaved families.

Many Canadians on Standing: Committees
The standing committees of the National Wholesale Lumber

Dealers' Association have been appointed for the coming year by the
President, Horace F. Taylor of Buffalo. N.Y. W. G. Power, of the
River Ouelle Pulp & Lumber Co., St. Pacome, Que., is a member of
the Executive Committee. Duncan McLaren, of the Union Lumber
Co., Toronto, is a member of the Board of Managers of Bureau of In-
formation. W. T. Mason, of Mason, Gordon &'Co., Montreal, P.Q.,
has been appointed to the Railroad and Transportation Committee,
and C. W. Wilkinson, of the Union Lumber Co., Toronto, Ont., to the
Terms of Sale Committee. Both Frank Brown, of the Davison Lum-
ber Co., Ltd., Bridgewater, N.S.. and Angus McLean of the Bathurst
Lumber Co., Ltd.. Bathurst, N.B., are on the Ocean Marine Commit-
tee; W. C. Laidlaw, of the R. Laidlaw Lumber Co.. Toronto, on the
Fire Insurance Committee; Daniel McLachlin of McLachlin Broth-
ers, Ltd., Arnprior, Ont., on the Forestry Committee, and J. W. Smith
of the Pembroke Lumber Co., Pembroke, Ont., on the Special Com-
mittee on Workmen's Compensation.

The Membership Committee of Ontario. Quebec, and Maritime
Provinces is composed of Duncan McLaren. Chairman, Union Lum-
ber Co., Toronto. William Blair, Blair & Rolland. Ltd., Montreal,
Que. ; D. H. McLennan, Mcl^ennan Lumber Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

;

G. C. Edwards. W. C. Edwards & Co.. Ltd.. Ottawa. ; A. [. Auger!
Auger & Son, Quebec; A. E. Clark, Edward Clark Sons," Toronto,
Ont.; Angus McLean, Bathurst Lumber Co., Ltd., Bathurst, N.B.
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Lumber Shows No Signs of Sagging in Price
Nothing to Warrant the Impression that Staple Building Commodities Will Come

Down—One Firm Adopts Plan of Insuring the Customer

There is a general impression throughout the country that build-

ing materials are to drop in price—that a delay in building will mean
a saving. This impression is the result of a general tendency to class

the most important of building supplies—lumber—in with the war
babies, such as food, clothing, iron, steel, drugs, etc., all of which
have risen tremendously during the past four years on account of

war demands. These commodities soared because the war opened up
the world's market for them, but with the soldiers fast returning to

I)eace time pursuits, it will be safe to assume that supply will soon
catch up with demand and prices on these things will return to normal,
says a writer in the Toronto "Star Weekly".

With lumber the situation is very different. In 1913, before the

war, building materials were normal in price, and the demand was
steady at prices giving a fair profit over cost of production. It was
in the midst of the building season in 1914 that the_ war started, and
as 60 per cent, of the building of the country is done on borrowed
money, much building had to be abandoned, owing to the fact that

the banks tightened ud on loans. In 1915 hard times were our lot, the

war boom not following until late in the fall of this year. During
the following two years the demand for lumber was below normal,
as the only building- was for war factories or Government needs. While
these projects created a good demand for certain grades of lumber,
the total amount of business was less than normal, because the people
did not wish to tie up large sums of money in such a percarious en-

terprise.

Lumber Remains Normal in Value

Late in the fall of 1917 lumber returned to a somewhat normal
condition as regards price, in comparison with the year 1913. At the

same time the price of other necessities was soaring very high, and
the buying power of the dollar had dropped tremendously. Since 1917
the lumber manufacturers have turned their resources to turning out
spruce for airplane construction, heavv timbers for airplane construc-
tion, heavy timbers for docks and ships and other lumber for ship-

1)uilding. The small demand for ordinary lumber has been met from
stocks previously on hand. Ordinarily, there is enough lumber in

reserve in the mills—cut and seasoning—for about six months' normal
supply. At the present time, owing to this policy of milling only for

special purposes and filling all orders from the reserve, there is less

than one month's supply of lumber in reserve in the country's mills.

The cost of running a lumber mill is much greater now than in

the year 1913 with which we are making comparisons. Labor cost has
increased 100 per cent. Machinery, transportation and equipment are
other items which have increased in price proportionate!)'. The mills
necessarily must get more for their lumber, and there is going to be
a big demand. Unlike the other supplies enumerated, lumber is not
past the crest of demand. The war caused stagnation, not stimula-
tion, in the building industry.

In 1914 .America built only 7 per cent, of her quota; in 1915 and
1916, about 55 per cent.; in 1917 and 1918, only about 30 per cent.
This country is over two years behind its normal building program.
Instead of a slowing up, we are facing a vastly increased demand
for building materials—and facing it without any reserve stocks.

The greatest building project ever contemplated is now being
faced, in the rehabilitaton of northern France and Belgium ; and Eng-
land, thoueh not suffering from direct destruction is nearly four vears
l)ehind in her building programme. Forced by the demand from lab-
or for better housing, England plans to build a million houses. These
countries are looking to Canada and the United States to furnish a
large share of the lumber required.

Work of our Woodsmen Overseas
During the war there were no available ships for carrying lum-

l)er to these countries from .America, and yet large quantities of lum-
ber were required in England and France. To solve this question we
sent overseas battalions of experienced woodmen to produce lumber
from the forests of England and France. This plan necessarily used
UP the lumber these countries were saving for years ahead. Our men
cut timbers which were reserved for 1923, 1924 and even 1925. Eur-
ope's lumber supply for six years went to win the war. therefore, it

little wonder they now turn to Canada and the United States to
apply them

.

-Another interesting phase of the situation is that we in Canada
and the United States are cutting our forests and milling the trees

into lumber twice as- fast as the new timber grows, and experts on
the subject point to the possibility that the present generation will

see the last of chcaj) lumber on this continent.
Facing this situation it is practically impossible that any great

decline will take place in j)riccs of lumber. The increasing scarcity

of lumber, combined with the world-wide demands which America
must face, is enough to guarantee the maintenance of high prices.

In order to influence the situation and get- a start made in the
l)uilding industry, one Canadian lumber firm has adopted a novel
plan of insuring the customer against any substantial decline in

prices. In an open letter this firm states, "we purpose to give you
insurance and propose to refund to the purchaser the full amount
of the differences between the price paid us for his building material
this soring and the new ])rice next s])ring. You take no risk. If von
put off building and prices go up. then you lose. If you put off build-

ing and prices do down you will save the difference, but you will not
have had the building during the year 1919. Here is your alternative,

if you build now and take advantage of our offer, you will have your
house during the remainder of the preesnt year, and if prices should
go down you get the benefit of the lower j)rices just the same."

This policy of insuring the customers against loss seems to Ix

a fair and straightforward way of meeting present conditions and
furthering the efforts of the authorities to encourage building. It ex-
presses the same opinion as that held by experts on the building situ-

ation throughout the country. It sets at rest the unwarranted pre-
sumption that sta])lc building commodities will fall in price.

Some Data on British Housinir Schemes
The tremendous uncertainty with regard to j)riccs and co>t-,

together with the labor troubles, have induced the Government t"

modify somewhat their scheme for financial assistance to the local

authorities in the new house-building schemes, says "The Timber
Trades Journal." The originj^l proposals were that the Treasury
should bear 75 per cent, of any eventual loss, and the local authori-

ties the remaining 25 per cent.; but as even this latter proportion

was an utterly unknown quantity, the Trpasury have, in order to

encourage the co-operation of local effort, agreed to guarantee that

the loss shall not exceed a penny rate. This is somet-hing definite

and should have a good effect. The Treasury can afford to take risks

which a local tody does not feel justified in assuming, and as the

housing question has .become of national importance in more ways
than one, it is only right that the national finances should be main-
ly responsible. The President of the Local Government Board in-

forms us that plans have been completed for 12.000 houses out of

the v300,000; a small proportion, but it is comforting to know that a

real start has been made, as unemployment in the building trade is

very widespread. The full cost of the scheme will, in the first in-

stance, be borne by the Treasury, arid in the clearance of slum areas

exactly similiar financial assistance will be afforded. It is further an-

nounced that the local authorities -will .shortly be furnished with

a list and description, with dimensions of the standardized articles

which, with few exceptions, will have to be adopted in every scheme.
Large quantities of standardized doors, window frames, and other

fittings will be ordered. Financial assistance will also be given to

public utility societies, and it is hoped that many employers and

workmen will form such societies in order to hasten the progress of

the work.
The national housing scheme submited to the President of the

Local Government Board by the National Housing and Town-Plan-
ning Council is a further practical step towards the solution of the

present serious shortage of houses in London, Eng.
An outline has already appeared of the report upon the Local

Government Board scheme to build 500,000 houses to replace the

shortage in all large centres of population in Great Britain.

To what has already been stated may be added the conclusion

and recommendations of the Committee which include the following:

Special precautions should be taken against the use of imper-

fectly seasoned wood and against dry-rot, in view of the extra risks

which after-war conditions may entail.

.Alternative sources of timber supply to those most commonly
used are available, and economy might result if full and reliable in-

formation were accessible to architects and timber users generally.
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How RetailLumbermen See Trade Conditions
Rural Demands are Rapidly Increasing and Building Outlook Generally Regarded

as Promising—No Reduction Looked for in Prices ofLumber

It is always interesting to learn the views of the other fellow.

When one man in any line of trade meets another these days about
the first matter spoken of is in respect to business conditions and the

outlook, present and prospective. There is thus established a band
of mutual interest and a profitable exchange of thought and experi-

ence.

In the last number of the "Canada Lumberman," several repre-

sentative dealers in lumber and builders' supplies referred hopefully

of the future and gave their opinion on the present prices of lumber,

the amount of stock on hand, building activities, and how the public

regard the present high price of materials, labor, etc. In this issue

are presented numerous interviews, which will be read with much
timely interest. They reveal, in spite of some disturbing factors, an
encouraging and optimistic outlook in the majority of cases.

Sales Show Gratifying Gain

The William Shirton Co. of Dunnville, Ont., say : In compari-
ison with the last three or four years the building situation in our
section at the present time is quite satisfactory, our sales in lumber
being nearly 100 per cent, more during the month of April, 1919, than
during the same month in 1918. Our sales of shingles during the

spring season far exceeded our anticipations, being about 400 per

cent, more in April, 1919, than in April, 1918.

Approximately speaking 75 per cent, of our business is absorbed
by the rural districts surrounding our town. We receive more inquir-

ies for material contemplated being used in new buildings from our
country customers than from our town customers. Comparatively few
new buildings are being erected at the present time ; the largest per-

centage of the stock we sell being used for repair work. We antici-

pate, however, a fairly good summer, judging from the number of in-

quiries that we are reciving for material. We also base our expecta-
tions on the fact that, during the last few years, building and repair

work, to a large extent has been practically at a standstill, and con-
sequently the people will soon be compelled to resume the necessary
building and repairs.

In the earlier period of advancing prices we found, especially the
farmer, quite inclined to suspend his building operations owing to

soaring prices; but these advances gradually became more establish-

ed, and as the value of farm products kept pace with, and in a great
many cases overreached the price of the farmer's requirements, in

proportion, we find our rural friends becoming more reconciled to

this new schedule, which we point out to them, may hold firm inde-

finitely. Considering the prosperous condition which the rural popu-
lation is enjoying at the present time—and which materially aflfects

our towns and cities—we can see no hindrance to building and con-
struction work being stimulated, and the former general prosperous
conditions revived.

We are occasionally confronted with the statement from a pros-
pective builder that the price of lumber is too high, and that he will

wait until the prices lower. We are of the opinion that contemplating
builders lay too much stress on the price of lumber when estimating
the cost of building, and forget or overlook the. fact that labor,

plumbing and the various items that contribute to the erection of a

house are the most expensive. The average house only requires about
10 M. or 12 M. ft. of lumber, and a fluctuation in price of $5.00 or
$10.00 per M. would make no material diflference in the cost of a
building. We have a good stock of hemlock on hand, but have con-
siderable difficulty in obtaining barn lumber and shingles.

Giving the above facts due consideration we conclude that.the mer-
chant and prospective builder are mutually benefited by the existing
prosperous conditions, and we are optimistic in our outlook of the
building situation.

Lowering of Prices is Impossible

James Sheppard & Son of Sorel, Que., relative to conditions in

the lumber market gauge the situation as follows: We still find a
disposition on the part of the public to withold their support on new
construction especially for renting purposes. We find, however, that
our customers have gone into repairs extensively this spring and our
trade in lumber has been all that we anticipated. We have noticed
that the people employed during the war, as munition worers, are
coming into the market for new dwellings. They are going into the
matter very thoroughly, and are taking, as a rule, a very high-class
finish for the interior of their houses. It looks to us as if these people

are coming out with some new ideas in the building lines, and are
tired waiting for prices to come down. They seemingly have enjoyed
high wages during the war. and are now beginning to spend some
of their money on private dwellings.

The present condition of the labor market is very good, and the
outlook does not seem dark at all. We do not expect as heavy a rush
as during the war, because there are no more big individual orders,
for munition plants, or extensions, or other industries of the same
nature, but the new orders are more evenly divided or distributed,
and cover a much larger field.

We do not expect to see lumber any cheaper than it is now, and
cannot see how it could be lower. The margin of profit has necessar-
ily got to be higher than a few years ago, and the cost of production
is much higher than it was. There does not appear to be any alterna-
tive—either the present prices must be maintained, or the mills must
close up. There would be no profit in operating a lumber mill, with
lumber much cheaper than at present.

By way of observation, we may say, that we think the newspapers
and magazines should publish articles showing how it is almost im-
possible for a wholesale lowering of prices in building materials to

take place. People are always expecting conditions to return to the
level of say, the prices of 1913. We consider that we are away from
that, and that values are almost double of what they were then

;

wages are double what they were then, so no one is the worse oflf.

There is plenty of work for everybody, and there is a great shortage
of dwellings for workingmen.

We are going to enter into an advertising plan in the local papers,
informing the public that we advise the present as the time for any-
one to build, and telling them that the prices will not come down

;

that every one must adjust themselves to think in 1919 terms, and
forget anything that happened in 1913. W^e are sure if this was done
all over the Dominion the summer of 1920 would bring in very good
results from such a campaign. We trust you will not think we have
written too much. We have simply stated what we believe regarding
local conditions, and also how we are of the opinion that additional
business could be secured if there was a concentrated eflfort made
along the lines suggested.

Favors "Owning Your Home" Campaign

J. O. Chalifour, of Quebec, reports the building trade is more ac-

tive in Quebec this spring than in a long time, and a good season is

expected. However, it is not likely to be as favorable as it was im-
mediately before the war. Mr. Chalifour stated that they are now
buying lumber at the same price as last year, although the dealers

were first asked more for it. All have pretty good stocks on hand,
at this juncture, and it is difficult to tell what quotations will prevail

next fall. Some think that prices will come down a little if the de-
mand is no greater than at present. The members of the Quebec
Retail Lumber Dealers' Association are much pleased at the great
improvement that the discontinuance of free delivery has meant to

the members of the Association, and the success with which the move-
ment has met is regarded as a guarantee that this improvement would
wor out satisfactorily in almost any town or city.

Mr. Chalifour believes that it would be a good idea for retail

associations to get out several blotters emphasizing the idea of "own-
ing a home first," or a "build now" campaign. If these were distri-

buted by yard and builders supply men they would have a good ef-

fect in stimulating trade in certain centres.

Other Repreisentative Opinions Expressed

D. G. Cooper, of Collingwood, Ont., remarks : There is very lit-

tle new building being done here at present, owing, it is claimed, to

the high cost of material. The cost of a house is so much that there

is no chance to make anything on the investment. The opinion ap-

pears to be general that there will be no reductions in prices of wages
and materials for this season. There is a fair amount of repairs being
done, and quite a number of garages being built. Regarding the lum-
ber situation, with the exception of shingles there is about the usual

amount of stock on hand in this locality, and the present outlook is that

business will be at least as good this year as last.

Henry Winter, of Ormstown, Que., reports that practically no
new work is in progress and only necessary repairs are being made.
He considers the cost too much for large undertakings to be proceed-
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ed with at the present time. Lumber is scarce in that section, and
there is little doino- at the present time.

F. Richardson, of Ingersoll, Ont., says that a large amount of

repair work has been in progress in that town. The John Morrow
Co., Limited, have enlarged and reconstructed their factory and the

buildings lately occupied by the Noxon Co. have been practically re-

built for three factories, two of which are occupied. The local lum-
ber yards are carrying large stocks, and do not anticipate any dro,)

in prices for twelve months. Ingersoll is considering erecting fifty

houses under the government housing scheme. Less building on the

farms will be undertaken this season owing to high prices and the

open winter, which was against construction.

The Ludlam-Ainslie Lumber Co., of Leamington, Ont., declare

:

In reference to the outlook of building operations we would say that

they have seldom looked better. There seems to be no hanging back
owing to the high cost of material. If this remains as it is now the

proposed work will go on unless checked by labor conditions.

Stocks Normal—Outlook Promising

The P. G. Piggott Lumber Co. of Chatham, Ont., observe : The
building trade is beginning to pick up in the section. Libby, McNeil

.^av about present values being maintained, but personally think that
a drop or reaction may be looked for, both in building materials and
in labor.

John Hastie, of Orm,stown, Que., reports that there is very litth

new work going on in his vicinity and that most of the people are
waiting with the expectation that material will drop in i>rice. Stock
on hand is rather lower in quantity than in any previous years, while
l)rices are higher. The work undertaken at the jjresent time onvists
mcjstly of rejjair and small extensions to present buildings.

W. A. Iiovvn of Lennoxville, Que., says there is consideral^lc ncv
work going on in his vicinity and adds: "I think there are as man\
new houses being built as usual. There has been a certain disposi-
tion on the part of the public to hang back, owing to the high cost
of material, but I believe they are beginning to feel confident that

the prices will not be much lower in building material, especially

lumber. Every small mill in the Eastern townships seems to be
heavily stocked with certain kinds of common lumber. There are,

however, quite large quantities of the same class being shipped in

from British Columbia, which goes to show that the demand is quitr-

equal to the sujjply. I cannot see myself any prosjiect of lower j)rirc-

RELATIVE LUMBER MOVEMENT 1912-1919
(In Terms of Average Production and Shipment per Mill)

Publivhcd cxclutjvely fpf the members of the Nkljona] Lumber Manufactwen AtMcUtion. Wilson Complon. Secrctary-Maiwge

& Libby of this city, are building a large addition ; also the Board
of Education are building a large addition to McKeough School, and
with what houses are going up it is making the lumbermen and the

planing mills busy. We find that the public have been hanging back
owing to the high cost of material, thinking that the prices might go
down in a short time. They have been waiting for three years and
are now beginning to realize prices will not drop and are starting

their imi)rovements. Our stocks are about normal and the outlook
is very promising^.

Davis & Doty, of Oakville, Ont., say : Building operations here
are not developing very rapidly this spring, owing partly to the un-
favorable weather conditions, but principally due to the high cost of

material and labor. However, there is the usual amount of repairing

and some new work under way. Real estate is quite active, wiiich

will mean more building in the near future, and we think we can
reasonably expect an average year's business.

Ewing & Cross, of Sherbrooke, Que., assert that they believe

there. are some buildings being held up on account of the high cost

of labor and material. Only a few houses are going up in that vicinity,

and there is not much general building. There is very little available

stock of lumber in sight except that which is held by one or two large
concerns. Most of the lumber in the Sherbrooke district has been cut

off and shipped out. The firm state that they do not know what to

in lumber for some time to come. The demand for lumber for indu>-

trial |)ur|5oses, machine shops, mining, etc.. is much below normal.

Arthur Kent, of Granby, Que., says : There is not a large amount
of building under construction here. I am building an extension to

the Miner Rubber Co.'s plant that will amount to about $40,000 to

$50,000, and also remodelling a dwelling house. There is a ware-

room being built here that likely will cost $10,000, and about ten

dwellings at present going up. There have been quite a few changes
in property at an advance over last year of 25 per cent., and there

is a disposition to wait for better prices in material. In regard to the

lumber situation there was a fair cut through the townships, but

prices have advanced in many lines. The tendency of mills is to

hold their lumber if they do not get their price.

D. J. McEachern & Son, of Alvinston. Ont., observe : There is

not very much new work going on this year, but a lot of repair work
and smaller buildings. Most people seem to be hanging back, be-

cause material is .so high in price, expecting it to come down in a

couple of years. We have a good stock in both our yards and seem
to be selling quite a lot, but all in small quantities—no big jobs at

all. We think that present values will stay for some time, and as

soon as people see that they are going to continue they will be more
contented and cooler. Then they will begin to build as they have
been hanging off for a long time and need the new buildings.
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What Vast Spruce Forests Mean to Quebec
An Intelligent Classification of all Crown Lands is Necessary for Provinces to

Maintain its Premier Position in Pulp and Paper Industry

Writing upon Quebec forests and industries, and particularly the

manufacture of pulp and paper, which is wholly dependent on a sup-
ply of coniferous woods, such as spruce, Edward Beck, of Montreal,
points out some pertinent and timely facts. He says:

Up to within a few years our pulp wood resources were common-
ly talked of as being illimitable. It was also taken for granted that

nature, unaided, replenished the forests as fast as the trees were cut
down. Both of these contentions are now known to be erroneous, and
there is the best authority for asserting that our pulp wood forests

will be practically exhausted in a quarter of a century or less at the
present rate of consumption, unless adequate steps are taken to per-

petuate them.
The Government of Quebec, the most progressive in the Domin-

ion in the development and conservation of its natural resources, has
already done a great deal to build up the industries dependent upon
our forests for their raw material, particularly in respect to an intelli-

gent handling of the waterpowers, to fire protection and to the enforce-

ment of proper regulations covering the handling of timber limits and
the governing of settlers. A good start has also been made in prac-
tical forestry, the nurseries at Berthierville being second to none in

the country. Sir Lomer Gouin and the Hon. Jules Allard, minister of

lands and forests, and their predecessors are entitled to very great cre-

dit for what has already ben accomplished. But more remains to be
done.

Classification of Crown Lands
The first thing essential, if this province is to maintain its premier

position in the pulp and paper industry, is an intelligent classification

of all crown lands to distinguish between those suitable for cultivation

and those that are not. Frequently, in the past, settlers' rights have
been granted to applicants whose only use of them has been to slaugh-
ter the trees, and then abandon the land. The line should be drawn
tight against the mere timber robbers. Even bona fide settlers should
in their own interest, as well as that of the state, be obliged to reserve

10 to 15 acres of their grants for wood lots. (Ordinary firewood sold
throughout the province last winter for from $10 to $15 a cord).

But the all-essential thing is to provide the means for reforesta-

tion on a scale extensive enough to take care of future demands.
This can only be done by co-operation between the Government and
the limit-holders. It costs from $10,000 to $15,000 to plant 1,000,000
trees covering, say, a square mile of land, and, when planted, many
years must elapse before there is any prospect of return. Experts
say that a yield of from 4 to 6 cords an acre may reasonably be count-
ed on after forty years' growth, eliminating from the calculation any
losses by fires, fungi or insect pests, such as that you describe, mean-
while. On such a long term investment at 6 per cent, rate of return
would be altogether impracticable and even 4 per cent, rate would
offer difficulties. Consequently the enterprise is hardly one upon
which private capital can l)e expected to embark unaided. The Gov-
ernment of Quebec is now receiving in license fees and stumpage
dues from $1;600,000 to $1,800,000 a year. One-third of this amount,
it has been estimated, if devoted to scientific forest propagation, would
be sufficient to ensure a perpetual supply of pulpwood, and would, in

the long run, add to the Government's return.
Several of the Quebec companies, more particularly the Lauren-

tide and Riordon companies, are now engaged in extensive replanting
operations of their own, applied, of course, to freehold lands. It is

for the Government, however, to undertake the replenishment of the
crown lands, the undertaking being too hazardous, too costly and
too uncertain for private capital.

Time to Waken Up Nationally

It is none too soon to take up this subject with the utmost seri-

ou.sness. "Forests, in Canada, or elsewhere, are not a constant quan-
tity, as is an undeveloped silver mine," writes Mr. Robson Black, sec-

retary of the Dominion Forestry Association, in a pamphlet on "Can-
ada's Forests as an Imperial Asset." "To withhold them from com-
mercial use duobly defeats the aims of the conservator for an unused
forest wastes its mature stock and handicaps its growth. A forest is a
living organism, a massed battalion in Nature, demanding special dis-

cipline and subject to unique laws wholly apart from the aesthetic pro-

gramme of the arborist. The ruinous consequences of our neglect of

all such technical necessities of a living timber land, and an insensibi-

lity to the amazing inroads of forest fires, have taken a very drastic

toll from coast to coast of Canada. Although Canada has had a unit-

ed national government for more than fifty years, and provincial ad-

ministration in Eastern Canada for a great deal longer, Ontario and
Quebec and New Brunswick are not yet aware, except in approxi-
mate fashion, how much timber they own, how much has been lost,

the areas and location of barren lands, and such other matters of in-

ventory as obtain in any well-ordered business house. This condition
is in the way of being remedied by surveys projected or in actual pro-
gress. Nothing, of course, would have forced a state examination
of the forest conditions—so drowsy had we grown on the lotus of the
'inexhaustible'—had not commercial operators suddenly been awak-
ened to a dangerous set of circumstances. For example, the 'drives'

between the timber limits and the mill have been growing disturb-
ingly long. Most of the logs coming to the great paper mills near Ot-
tawa require at least two years to travel from the forests to the 'grind-

ers,' with aliout ten per cent, loss through sinking. Then, too, the
old-fashioned bushman's boast that a Canadian forest can be cut over
every thirty years for pulpwood, producing a like quantity at each cut-

ting, has been exposed as a piece of moonshine. In at least the St.

Maurice Valley of Quebec, now under careful investigation by the
Commission of Conservation, spruce trees will not grow to legal size

for cutting much under 175 years. The latter takes account only of

an unregulated forest and is not applicable, necessarily, to what might
be one under sylvicultural treatment. One need only have compared
the huge logs in the drives of Eastern Canada of thirty years ago to
the diminished specimens floating by to-day to realize the absurdity
of the 'every thirty years' theory. Forests take a great deal longer
to reconstitute their timber values after cutting than most observers
seem to think."

Quebec's vital interest in the perpetuation of the pulp and paper
industry may be gathered by a consideration of the fact that there
are now twenty-nine estblishments in this province producing pulp
and paper, including eight paper mills, ten pulp mills and eleven com-
l)ined pulp and paper mills. The total capital invested in 1917 was
$82,842,157. In that year this province produced 393,153 tons of pa-
per, valued at $27,668,373. and 779,539 tons of pulp, valued at $15,450,-

560, a total of $43,098,933. The industry employs 10,084 persons, not
counting almost twice as many employed in the woods during the cut-
ting, and pays out in salaries and wages over $8,000,000 a year.

Quebec cannot afford to let this industry deteriorate through fail-

ure to pay proper attention to the future of its raw materials.

Constructing^ Fire "Breaks" in the North
A. P. Ebert, of Toronto, has the following to say in regard to

preventing forest fires in Northern Ontario:
I was interested in an interview appearing recently in your pap-

er with A. R. Lawrence, in which he gave his views of measures that

in his opinion would improve the means of preventing losses by for-

est fires in New Ontario.

About a year ago I placed the following suggestions before the
honorable minister of that department, but further than to acknow-
ledge receipt thereof, I do not know if it has been considered.

I have had extensive experience in fighting forest fires, and have
learned that AVhen a fire once gets under way, in a very dry time, that

men are helpless to stop it, unless they can take advantage of some
cleared space, or river where they can start fires (without having
them run the wrong way) and burn towards the great fire.

To this end it would be advisable to survey the country into fire

zones, taking advantage (as far as practicable) of natural breaks,

rivers, lakes and clearings, and where this could not be done, clear*

ing a roadway of all matter that would catch or hold fire, and if any
muskeg was encountered, dig through it to sand or clay.

These fire breaks should run as near as practicable north and
south, and east and west, dividing the country into blocks, so that

when fire got a start in a block it could be confined to that block.

This looks like a very big contract, but is not as formidable as

might at first appear, and of necessity the work would be stretched

over a number of years, using the men who have to be kept there to

do the work
;
making the blocks large at first, and subdividing later.

As far as the men now employed go, there is being done a good
work in looking after incipient fires, but when a real dry time comes,
there is almost sure to be a general conflagration, with loss of life, and
millions of dollars worth of property. This could be avoided if the

means I advocate are adapted, and at a comparatively small cost, as

all merchantable material could be marketed, which would go a long

way to cover the cost.
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Enlisting Interestiin Timber Protection
New Brunswick Administration Shows How All Can Help in

Safeguarding Forests of Province

Hon. Dr. Smith, Minister of Lands and Mines for New Bruns-

wick, believes in an appeal to the common people in the interest of

any good cause.. He enlists their sympathy, support and co-operation,

and recently issued a letter on behalf of Forestry work, which has

1)een widely distributed, and is addressed to "Mr. Citizen of New
Brunswick." It reads as follows:

The object of this letter is to bring to your attention some of

the more important points of the Forest Fire Law, and to enlist your

co-operation on behalf of fire protection.

Burning Permits: The close season in respect to fires is now

April 15th to October 15th. During the close season a burning permit

must be obtained from a Forest Ranger before setting out any lire for

land-clearing, brush-burning, etc., within half a mile of the forest.

Experience has shown that in the timbered countries undergoing set-

tlement, the permit regulation is the only means of ensuring adequate

fire protection both to the settler and to the forests. This regulation,

in one form or another, is in force to-day in every section of Canada

where fire protection is successful.

•It is our desire to place the least possible restriction on your

land-clearing work. Each Forest Ranger and Fire Warden has been

instructed to see that all are visited as often as possible, so that hre

])ermits can be obtained without difficulty or delay.

We ask you to do your burning in the early and late parts of the

season, when weather conditions are safe, and to use every reason-

able precaution to prevent your fires from escaping control and caus-

ing 'forest fires. It is especially important that all slashes near rail-

roads, public roads, etc., be disposed of, because they are particularly

liable to be set on fire.

Rules for Slash-Burning:

Tc following rules are recommended for guidamc in burning

slashes:

1. Burn in the early spring and fall, preferably when the slash

is dry but the soil damp. When the soil is very dry a fire will destroy

ihe humus or vegetable matter which enriches the top layer of the

soil, and also is much more difficult to handle.

2. if possible, have one or more neighbors assist in the burning

so that the fire may be kept under control at all times.

3. Always make a light fire-break around the slash by throwing

any brush or litter in for 50 feet, especially on the side adjacent to

timber. This will help to confine the fire and let you get around it

quickly should it start to spread.

4. If the s-lash adjoins timber, burn it if possible when there is

a light breeze blowing away from the timber, and start the fire fir^t

on the leeward side, 'if the slash is on a side-hill, start the fires first

ou the upper side, and burn down-hill. When a good guard has been

burned along the top, fires may be set at the foot of the slope and

allowed to burn up.

5. If conditions are at all dangerous, never start a fire in the

morning. The best time to start burning is after 5 o'clock in the af-

ternoon of a calm day. The slash is then dry and burns readily, there

is little danger of wind, and the fire burns out during the night, when

it is at least ai)t to escape.

6. Keep close watch on the area until all fires are completely out.

Co-operation in Fire-Fighting:

A forest fire is a menace both to private and public property,

and often to life. From the standpoint of good citizenship alone,

every able-bodied citizen should in every way possible try to pre-

vent fires, and be ready and willing to assist in putting them out.

Land-owners are required by law to do their utmost to prevent

the spread of any fire (no matter how caused, even if set under per-

mit) burning on their own property, and must place themselves and

their employees at the disposal of the Forest Ranger for the purpose

of fighting such fires. The "Forest Fires Act" states that such fire-

fighting must be done at the expense of the land-owner, and if he

fails to take action he is required to pay any expenses incurred by

his neighbors, or by the Government in fighting the fire.

Thus every person in the Province has a direct interest in the

)M-ompt and eflfective suppression of all forest fires. With the great

forest area to be protected, Forest Rangers can only protect the tim-

ber resources of the Province by having the willing assistance and

hearty co-operation of every citizen. Your help in this matter is

earnestly requested. All you are asked to do is this: First of all.

•put out'promptly any fires which may start on your own property.

Next, watch for fires on your neighbor's land, and if one is discovered,

warn' him And help in extinguishing it. Lastly, if you discover a

fire on Crown Lands, or if a fire threatens to spread to Crowm Lands,

notify the Forest Ranger if you cannot yourself readily extinguish

it. If you yourself extinguish a fire, please report your action to the

I-'orest Ranger. If "you fail to locate the fire warden, telephone the

i'"orest Service Office. Fredericton.

Why fire protection is necessary: The greatest aid to agricul-

ture and to settlement in New Brunswick is a flourishing and pros-

perous lumber industry. This industry contains a great deal of in-

vested cajjital and in ordinary times pays an immense sum in wages.
Out of every dollar spent in logging and manufacturing lumber a
large part goes directly to the community to employ labor and buy
supplies and transportation. The annual revenue from the forests

forms more than one-third of the total ordinary revenue of the Gov-
ernment. It helps to build roads, schools and all kinds of public works.
It keeps the taxes down. The continuance and increase of this rev-

enue is directly dependent on the prosperity of the lumber industry.

Fire protection is necessary to ensure a permanent supply of raw
material for the lumber industry. It is necessary to preserve the ma-
ture timber for cutting now and in the future. It is equally neces-

sary to protect th sectmd growth to provide saw-timber for the most
distant future, when the demand will be much greater than at pre-

sent. It takes from 50 to 100 years for a second crop of timber to

grow after a fire. If repeated fires occur, the young growth is de-

stroyed, the soil injured, and the timber crop is delayed indefinitely.

Nearly all the Crown Land timber is held in partnership with
the public, under leases and licenses. You. as a citizen, are there-

fore one of the shareholders in the forest resources of the Province.

You are urged to be careful with fire in the woods, and to give every
assistance in your jjoucr toward the jireventii m and siipi)res'-ion of

forest fires.

B. C. Telegraph Poles for France

Negotiations are now in progress between the French Govern-
ment and British Columbia for the supply of 1,2C0.000 telegraph pole^,

according to advices from London, iMig.

The agent general for British Columbia, when asked about the

lumber possibilities in luiro])c, said that there were plenty of open-
ings if the shipping difficulty could be solved. If the British Govern-
ment had only made U]) its mind a little earlier to use warships to

assist in the repatriation of Canadian troops, the tonnage saved would
have gone a long way to helping out the tinil)er shortage in the U. K.
It was further suggested that Canada might assist the Government
of the Old Country to carry out its house building camjiaign by ship-

])ing over mill-cut houses. These could be consigned five hundred
at a time, and would make a sj)lendid substitute for bricks and mortar,
while giving plenty of employment during their erection.

There is, however, unfortunately, a prejudice amongst the local

and municipal authorities in England against the erection of wooden
houses, and this valuable suggestion has not yet been definitely tak-

en up by the Government.
Meanwhile it is reported that the Scandinavians are to try the ex-

periment of floating timber across the North Sea.

Shorter Hours for Mill Workers
All the lumber mills in the Fredericton, N.B.. district are now

operating on a nine-hour day. The Fraser Companies, Limited, have
announced that the request of their employees at Victoria Mills for

a nine-hour day had been acceded to.

Mr. W. D. Gunter. proprietor of the Babbitt Mill at North Dev-
on, stated that he had granted his men a nine-hour day without wait-

ing for a request to be made and that the new schedule had gone in-

to effect. In all cases the same wages are being paid for nine

hours as had been paid for ten hours. It is said that lumber prices

will be increased ten per cent.

Forest Service Builds First Ranger Cabin

Work will start in a few days on a Ranger Cabin and fire-fight-

ing tool store house on the headwaters of the North Branch of the

South West Miramichi River near Jupiter Station, N.B., on the Trans-
continental Railway.

The cabin is being built by the Rangers and Game-Wardens
themselves. Ranger Bradbury being in charge. Canoes and emer-
gency fire fighting tools will be stored here for the use of fire-wardens.

This is a very important point as many hunting and fishing parties

enter the woods from this locality and it forms part of va.st areas

of forest lands. The site for the cabin is being provided by the New
Brunswick Railway Co. Arrangements are being made to connect

the cabin by telephone with the New Brunswick Telephone Co'-,

line for use in case of fire.

This is the start of a programme of construction of telephone

lines, look-outs, cabins and fire fighting tools caches adopted by the

Forestry Advisory Commission at their last meeting. A large num-
ber of lumbermen will co-operate in thi< important work to increase

fire protection.
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Growing Activities of Bathurst Lumber Co.
How Busy New Brunswick Concern Operates Modern Saw Mills and has Developed

Extensive Pulp Interests—Ten Years of Continuous Expansion

One of the most progressive and rapidly developing industries

in its line in New Brunswick is the Bathurst I.umber Company, Lim-
ited, of Bathurst, N.B. Through its busy saw mills, active pulp and
paper division and logging- operations the organization has done much
during the past ten years toward the growth and stability of Bath-
urst and placing this thriving centre on the map. Bathurst is an en-

terprising industrial community of over four thousand people, located

on the Bathurst Harbor and the Canadian National Railways and is

the county seat of Gloucester.

Two up-to-date plants are operated in the lumbering arena, the

mill in West Bathurst having a normal cutting capacity of 150,000

feet a day, while there is in connection an admirably equipped plan-

ing and two lath mills. Sawmill No. 2 is located in East Bathurst
and has an output of some 75,000 feet of lumber a day, as well as a

shingle department operating ten machines. The timber cut is prin-

cipally spruce, with the exception of about fifteen i)er cent, of white
pine and a large export trade in two and three inch deals has been
built up. During the last two years of the war this trade was much
interfered with, but an outlet was found in the United States and
other markets and the plants were kept busy although, of course, pro-

The Bathurst Lumber Co. began operations in 1907, in Bathurst
village, having accjuired the property of the Sumner Luml^er Co.
Under the new control the old saw mill was in operation only a year
when it was wiped out one night by fire. The present modern plant
was erected in 1908. The building is of concrete and steel construc-
tion, the first floor down being entirely concrete. The mill is equip-

Saw Mill No. 1, located in West Bathurst

].ed with two 8 ft. band saws, two vertical resaws, two edgers, and
the usual complement of smaller installations.

Later, the saw fiiill of the Nepisiguit Lumber Co. was acquired
and the plant completely remodelled. This is known as mill No. 2.

There is a band saw, a band resaw, a double edger. two lath bolters,

and mills and ten Dunbar shingle machines. Both mills are electri-

cally lighted and possess fine yard accommodation. Shipping is car-

ried on from the plants by rail and water.
During the winter the company operate their own camps and

the logs are floated down the Telagouche, Nepisiguit and other riv-

ers. The company have erected a large number of model cottages
for their employees, modern in appointments and attractive in lay-

-out. Though the pulp market has been quiet for some time it is confi-

Logging on the Petagauche River near Bathurst, N.B.

duction was not as large as before the outbreak of hostilities in Eur-
ope. Now that peace once more reigns the company are looking
forward to a resumption of export business on a larger scale than
ever as soon as adequate ocean tonnage is provided. The company
owns extensive limits comprising some L600 square miles in all.

The Large Pulp Department
About four years ago the pulp and paper divison was established

and this department has formed an important factor in the upbuild
and expansion of the firm, giving- steady employment to some five

hundred persons. The installations are of the most modern type and
some conception of the extensive character of the undertaking can
be gleaned from the cut of the mills appearing in this article. The
output is one hundred tons daily, fifty of unbleached sulphite pulp
and the same quantity of sulphate pulp, the latter being used for the
making of kraft wrapping i)aper, which is noted for its strength, tex-

ture and durability. Owing to the possession of splendid pulp wood
resources Canada is bound to become one of the greatest, if not the
greatest, pulp and paper producing lands under the sun, and no
branch of Canadian activity is developing more rapidly. The Bath-
urst Lumber Co. are adding some fourteen new dryers to their sul-

phite dr)Mng machine and also twelve hand barkers which will increase
the daily output of sulphite pulp to sixty tons, ten more than at pre-
ent. There will also be an added production in sulphate pulp by a sim-
ilar amount, as the concrete liquor storage tanks are being augmented
in capacity. A new fuel economizer has just been completed.

Saw Mill No. 2—the Nepisiguit plant
\

dently expected that the demand will reassert itself in the near fu-

ture and the output of the pulj) department will be disposed of with-
out difficulty. In the meantime, prices are hol.ding firm.

Busy Career in Lumber Arena
The \'ice President and General IManager of the Bathurst Lum-

ber Co. is Angus INIcLean. who is an active factor in the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association and the Canadian Pulp and Paper Associ-
ation as well as the Eastern Spruce Manufacturers' Association. Born
in Thurso, Quebec, he took kindly to the woods and the open air
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The sulphite and sulphate pulp mills of the Bathurst Lumber Co., Ltd., Bathurst, N.B. Total daily output 120 tons

early in life, and when fourteen years old, he made his first trip to

Montreal with his father on a raft. This was in the spring of 1874,

and since that date Mr. McLean has been engaged continuously in

the timber and lumber business. His father, Donald McLean, was a

well known timber man and was in the square timber trade for many
years, getting out square and flatted pine and cedar in the winter
and floating the rafts down the Ottawa river to Lachine and Montre-
al in the spring and summer. Angus McLean secured his first job

with James McLaren & Co., of Buckingham, Que., in 1879, as a ship-

per of lumber, and soon after entered the of¥ice of J. A. Cameron &
Co., North Nation Mills, Que., with whom he remained a number of

years. He then took a position with W. C. Edwards & Co. at their

Rockland plant on the Ontario .side of the Ottawa river, which mill

has been established fifty-one years. There, in the capacity of ac-

countant, Mr. McLean remained until 1895, when he went to Buflfalo,

N.Y., and in association with his brother, Hugh McLean, was engag-
ed in business under the firm name of Hugh McLean & Co. He re-

turned to Canada ten years ago to become General Manager of the

Bathurst Lumber Co., Limited. Mr. McLean holds a number of im-
portant offices, being President of the Hugh McLean Lumber Co., of

Buffalo, Vice President of the Haines Lumber Co. of North Tona-
wanda, N.Y., and Vice President of the Wood Mosaic Co. of New-
Albany, Indiana, as well as Vice Chairman of the ]'3astern Spruce
Manufacturers Section of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

He has two sons, A. E. McLean, who has spent several years in

the business, and is now the manager of the pulp and ])aper division,

and Hugh McLean, who spent some years overseas during the war
with the 12th Canadian Siege Battery.

(iunner McLean enlisted in September, 1917, and sailed for Eng-
land in December of the same year. In March, 1918, he landed in
France and was in the fray until the armistice was signed. He went
through the severe fighting at Cambrai. where the Canadians .suffered
such heavy loss, and had just reached Mons when the war terminat-
ed. Gunner McLean returned home recently and was given a cordial
welcome.

Treating: Timbers to Preservative Baths
In order to preserve timbers and boards used in industrial build-

ing, a system of treating them on the site has been provided. In this
system pressure is not used to force the creosote into the wood.
Open tanks are employed in which a bath of oil is maintained at a
temperature between 150 degrees and 200 degrees F. The timbers
are immersed in the oil and then transferred to a second oil bath in
which the temperature is not over 100 degrees F. the cooling action
of the second bath acts by condensation of the heated air and moisture
to assist in causing the atmospheric pressure and capiliary attraction
to drive the oil into the wood. The i)eriods of immersion in each bath
depend upon the thickness and the grain of the wood, the time vary-
ing from one hour to 15 minutes per inch of thickness. A second
form of treatment consists in spraying the wood or applving the oil
with a brush or mop. The process is particularly valuable in build-
ings in which a high degree of humidity is maintained. The roof
timbers of such buildings if untreated are liable to decay in a period
of a few years. Treated roof timbers have been found to be in good
condition after nine vears of service.

Angus McLean, Bathurst, N.B.
Vice-president and general manager

of the company

Gunner Hugh McLean, Bathurst,
N.B., who recently returned from

service overseas

A. E. McLean, Bathurst, N.B.,
Manager of the pulp and paper

division
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Demountable Ship Scheme is Feasible
Sir James Ball Assured by Naval Authorities that the

Plan Will Work Out Well

Orders have been placed for twenty million feet of lumber to be
shipped from British Columbia to England via the Panama Canal, in

demountable ships. The announcement was made recently by Sir

James Ball, British timber controller, speaking at the luncheon tender-

ed at the Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, by the B. C. Lumbermen's
Association, at which Premier Oliver and Hon. T. D. Pattullo were
also present.

Sir James assured his audience that he had been told by naval

authorities that the scheme for the demountable ships was feasible and
he' had given the originators their opportunity by placing the order

for four ships which will average five million feet of lumber each.

There has been considerable criticism of these ships, said Sir James,
but the originators of the scheme had every faith in them. The lumber
had, therefore, been ordered by him to be [)aid for on delivery in Lon-
don or Liverpool. These ships have a considerable way to go, he said,

but it is a thing worth trying.

In addition to this order, states Sir James, we have placed a small

experiment order amounting to about two million ft. This order, said

Sir James, he hoped would lead to the opening up of a new and con-

siderable business between British Columbia producers and the Eng-
lish market.

Premier Oliver in extending a welcome to Sir James Ball and Mr.
Montague Meyer said that in days when the Empire called for per-

sons to defend her, British Columbia sent between 50,000 and 60,000
of her best citizens. These men had come in large numbers from the

iumber woods and mills of the province. Now that the warfare in

Europe was over, we are facing a period of commercial warfare in

which British Columbia must play no less splendid a part. He was
glad of the opportunity of saying to the lumber men and producers
of British Columbia what had been said by Sir George Foster in Lon-
don a few days ago. Canada must produce and sell in the markets
of the world or perish. W^e have arrived at a time of rebuilding when
very large quantities of timber will be required. We have immense
quantities of timber in this province, but it is up to the lumbermen of

the province to make it available. The premier said that when he read,

a short time ago, that the B. C. mills had been forced to decline large

V)rders for lumber, he had felt the keenest regrets at this loss of an
opportunity. Sir James Ball, said Mr. Oliver, is a business man, the
lumbermen of this province are business men and they ought to be
able to get together. When the call came for aeroplane spruce, every
acre of this province that produced this wood was thrown open for

the purpose of securing the vital necessity of warfare, and now we
must do the same thing to produce the lumber to provide for the
markets which are opening before us in Europe.

The Demand for Dougrlas Fir in Britain
That the Ikitish Government is determined to help forward the

Dominion in every possible way and foster inter-Imperial trade is

evidenced by the big timber contract which it has just placed with
the Associated Mills of British Columbia, says "Imperialist" in the

London, Eng., "Financier".

When I called upon Mr. F. C. Wade, the agent-general for the

province, last Monday, he was greatly enthused over the whole busi-

ness. The order is for seventy million feet of timber, made up of

forty million feet of railway sleepers, ten million feet of crossings
and twenty million feet of "merchantable and common."

"It will mean," said Mr. Wade, "very much to British Columbia
at present, as owing to the stoppage of orders for spruce with the

cessation of the war, a great many men were thrown out of work,
and a large number of mills were idle. It was too late after the war
for industrial conditions to adjust them.selves through the ordinary
channels, and this order comes just at the right time to start the

wheels going again. The order will improve labor conditions im-
mensely, and will have a tonic eflfect on other industrials and every
form of business."

Asked whether any difficulties were likely to be experienced in

the shipment of the timber, Mr. Wade said that the British Govern-
ment had undertaken the responsibility of getting it shipped to this

country."

I believe that this is the first time that the famous Douglas fir

of British Columbia has been used for the permanent way of British

railways. Largely in demand for building purposes in Canada, this

timber is said to combine the requisites of great strength, light weight
and ease of handling and working durability and cheapness, more than
any other commercial timber. Doubtless the heavy freight in the

past has prevented its successful competition with Norway timber
in the United Kingdom.

Douglas fir has this advantage that it increases in strength as it

seasons, and its durability has made it the popular sleeper material

for the railways of Western America.
No other class of industries is of such general value to P.ritish

Columbia or afifects its general prosperity so closely, or is as helpful
to settlement as the wood-using industries, which now distribute $30,-

000,000 per year in the province, over 80 per cent, of which is spent
for labor and sup])lies. Half the capital invested in the province is in

these industries, which employ over half the lal)or and pay over half

the wages.
These were among the interesting points mentioned to me by the

agent-general in connection with the British Government's order for

Douglas fir, which, with the single exception of the sequoias of Cali-

fornia, is the biggest tree in the world.

Quebec Retail Lumbermen Hold Annual Meeting
The annual meeting of the Quebec City Retail Lumber Dealers'

Association was held on May 23rd. The records of the past year
were reviewed with much interest. The Association has now enter-

er on its second term with bright prospects, and the members are

much pleased with the results obtained. Leading retailers of the

city all belong to the Association, and among the first moves under-

taken at the time of its inception, was the stopping of free delivery.

Charge for cartage is now made independent of the price of the

lumber, and the new plan has worked out admirably, while by co-

operative action better selling terms have been launched. Everyone
must pay cash except well known and highly responsible parties to

whom the following credit is extended : 2 per cent., 10 days, or 30
days net from date monthly account is rendered. In regard to

charges for delivery, a one-horse load or part thereof, is 75 cents

;

a two-horse load or part thereof is $1.25.

L. C. Marquis was re-elected president; L. Hamel, vice-president,

and J. O. Chalifour secretary-treasurer. The directors are Nap.
Gignac, Art Gignac (president of J. H. Gignac, Ltd.) and Jos. Le-
francois.

Eastern Men Want Tonnage Released

An unsettled sterling exchange, continued high freight rates and
the necessity of utilizing much cargo space for food for European
nations, are the principal things which are retarding the movement
of the immense quantities of lumber in the Maritime Provinces which
the British Government contracted for last winter through leading St.

John brokers and shippers and those in other places, according to one
of the largest lumber houses in Eastern Canada, which has offices in

St. John, N. B. A prominent lumber authority stated that because
of the conditions named lumber was moving slowly, and that the

necessary tonnage was by no means in sight, although a start has been
made.

Seven steamers have been chartered to load lumber at Maritime
Province ports for Great Britain. Three of the steamers have been
booked to load at St. John, two in the Miramichi River and one at

Halifax. If freight rates are reduced and Great Britain can spare

the tonnage, there will be a considerable movement of lumber and
many busy ports in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia during the sum-
mer and fall.

Quite a number of shipments of lumber have been made from
the two provinces this spring by schooners.

The mills in New Brunswick have made preparations for a big

summer's cut and most of them have obtained their log supplies,

recent heavy rains having aided the drivers. Many of the mills will

run nine hours daily this season instead of ten as heretofore, the em-
ployees having declined to work longer than nine hours. In some
places mills will run overtime by allowing extra pay.

W. S. Loggie, J\I.P., of Chatham, head of the W. S. Loggie Co.,

exi)ects that the British Government will be able to move the lumber
cut before next spring. Mr. Loggie says: "I understand that the 1919

cut of spruce has been sold to the Imperial Government at remunera-
tive prices, and transportation is to be undertaken by the buyers. In-

asmuch as the Imperial Government is controlling shipping, no doubt
this will be undertaken and the lumber moved in large quantities from
the Atlantic coast to the United Kingdom during the coming season."

Hon. C. W| Robinson, of Moncton, head of the Robinson, W^right
& Co., of Shulee, N. S., favors the British Government throwing off

restrictions on the Canadian lumber trade and releaseing tonnage as

quickly as possible. "I b.elieve the lumber is wanted," he said in a

recent statement, "and if we are to emplo}^ the returned men and
others we must have a chance to ship our lumber so as to make prepar-

ations for next season's operations."

Mrs. Foster, wife of Ernest F. Foster, manager of the Holt
Timber Co., Bolger Bridge, Ont., died recently in a hospital in De-
troit as the result of an operation. She leaves besides her husband,
five sons and one daughter.
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Survey of British Columbia Forests
Comprehensive Report Estimates 350,000,000,000 Feet of

Material as well as Immense Pulpwood Wealth

The recently published report of the Commission of Conserva-

tion on the forests of British Columbia by Roland D. Craig, F. E.

and H. N. "W^hitford, Ph. D. is a comprehensive work, well illustrat-

ed with maps and photographs. Through the co-operation of the

Provincial and Dominion governments, the timber owners, the Can-

adian Pacific Railway and other interests, the authors secured very

complete data on which to base the estimates. The province was

divided into 66 districts, for which separate estimates of the stand

were compiled.
The forest resources of the province are estimated to be approxi-

mately 350 billion feet saw-material with an additional 16 billion

feet suitable only for pulp. In addition to the estimate of the stand,

the report describes the efifects of the climate, soil and topography on

the forests, and outlines the various systems of tenure under which

the forest resources have been alienated. Interesting chapters are

devoted to the description and distribution of the various species

of trees and to the injuries done by insects.

The Waste Land of the Province

The total land area of the province is 355,855 square miles of

which approximately 200,000 square miles is incapable of produc-

ing forests of commercial value. About 145,000 square miles lie

above the merchantable timber line, and on 55,000 square miles be-

low the timber line the soil is either so rocky or wet, or the forests

have been so completely destroyed by fire that there is no hope of

natural re-establishment of forest conditions for centuries.

Of the remaining 155,855 square miles, which is capable of pro-

ducing forests, only about 28,000 square miles—less than one-fifth^

—

carries sufficient timber to be classified as statutory timberland. In

the interior of the province, there are areas of forest land, aggregat-

ing 23,800 square miles, which, though not reaching this standard,

carry between 1,000 b.f. and 5,000 b.f. per acre, part of which may be

utilized. Only very meagre data have been obtained, as yet, at to

the area of the land which can be used for agricultural purjjoses. The
forest land classification indicates that somewhat over 5,000 square

miles: is grass land or very open forest, some of which is suitable for

cultivation, but the greater proportion is of value only for graz-

ing. In addition, there is, perhaps, from 12,000 to 15,000 square miles,

cleared or under forest, which is more valuable for agriculture than

for forest production. Deducting this potential agricultural land,

say 20,000 square miles, from the total capable of producing com-
mercial timber, there is 135,855 square miles of absolute forest land

which should be devoted permanently to forest production.

The Ravages of Forest Fires

The timber on about 100,000 square miles, or two-thirds of the

original forest land, has been totally destroyed by fire, and on over

half of the remaining 55,855 square miles the timber has been ser-

iously damaged. It is estimated that the province has lost, through

forest fires, at least 665 billion feet board measure. As the present

total stand of saw material in the whole Dominion probably does not

greatly exceed this amount, the seriousness of this loss, due very

largely to public carelessness, is apparent.

The following table indicates the composition of the present

stand of saw material

:

CoaSt Interior Total

Million ft. Million ft. Million ft.

Species bd. measure Per bd. measure Per bd. measure Per
cent. cent. cent.

Western red cedar . . . . 59,000 27.4 18,019 13.2 77.019 22.1

Douglas fir 64,000 29.4 12,573 9.2 76,573 21.8

Spruce (1) 14,000 6.7 58,375 42.8 72,375 20.6

Western hemlock 52,000 24.6 12,164 8.9 64,164 18.3

Balsam (2) 19,090 9.2 13,838 10.2 32,838 9.5

Lodgepole pine 20 .1 12,130 8.9 12,150 3.5

Western yellow pine 4,208 3.1 4,208 1.2

Yellow cypress 3,700 1.9 3,700 1.1

Western larch 3,152 2.3
.

3,152 .9

White pine 1,100 .5 1,617 1.2 2,717 .8

Black Cottonwood 400 .2 272 .2 672 .2

213,220 100.0 136,348 100.0 349,568 100.0

(1) Includes Sitka spruce, Engleman spruce .white spruce and black spruce.

(2) Includes alpine fir, lowland fir and amabilis fir.

(1) Includes Sitka spruce, Engelmann spruce, white spruce and

black spruce.

(2) Includes alpine fir, lowland fir and amabilis fir.

Rich in Pulpwood Supplies

Of the species used in the manufacture of pulp and i)aper (hem-

lock, balsam, spruce and cottonwood), there is 170 billion feet, which

is equivalent to 243 million cords of pulpwood. This may be increas-

ed to 250 million cords by utilizing smallest timber. As the supply of

pulpwood is becoming a very serious matter in eastern North
America, it is important to know that so considerable a supply may
be obtained in British Columbia.

During the last five years the total cut in the province has aver-

aged only 1,250 million board feet. With a stand of 350.000 million

board feet of timber of commercial size, and with over 100,000 square
miles of land on which young forests are established and which, if

protected, should produce from 5,000 milli*jn t(j 7,000 million feet

])er annum, it will be seen that the forest resources of British

Columbia can, under conservative exploitation, supply at least five

times the present cut without seriously depleting the capital stock.

Would Banish all Foreiflrn Aflritators

Major-General A. D. McRae, of Vancouver, who is a well-known
lumberman, being former vice-president and general manager of the
Canadian Western Lumber Co., Fra>^er Mills. B. C. spoke in Toronto
'on May 19th before the Canadian Club on "Canadian Citizenship of

the Future." Gen. McRae was Quartermaster General of the Canad-
ian Expeditionary Forces in England, his excellent work in that capa-
city attracting the notice of the British government, which led to his

appointment as assistant to the Minister of Information for the Im-
I)erial government, with the rank of Major-General. (Jeneral McRae
refused pay or emolument for his services with the Imperial
forces, which is a tribute to his patriotism.

In his remarks before the Canadian Club he emphasized the

fact that now is the time to clean house and get rid of undesirable
aliens. He advocated a vigorous governmental policy in dealin^f with
foreign agitators, and proclaimed that the Canadians wanted no
coddling of anarchy in this country. He also touched upon the

tariff and thought there should be a Parliamentary committee, on
which both farmers and manufacturers should be represented, to

investigate the tarifT. This committee would inquire into the ques-
tion of the sellinsr price and the co-^t price of the present articles now
in use, and would recommend to Parliament the basis to be adopted
for the tariff of the future. He declared that as soon as ixx-ible

loyal Canadians should get together on this vital i)robleni and that

the disposition to fight it out at arms length, which is <o much in

evidence, was not in the best interest of the parties concerned, or

the country as a whole. He suggested that the tariff be taken out
of politics and placed in the hands of a permanent, non-political com-
mission on which the different interests would be represented.

New Position for Sir Georgre Bury
Sir (ieorge Bury, late vice-president of the C. P. R., has been

appointed president of the Whalen Pulp & Paper Mills, Mill Creek,
.Swanson Bay and Port Alice, B. C. Mr. J. Whalen, the retiring presi-

dent becomes chairman of the board of directors. The Whalen Co., in

addition to producing large quantities of easy bleaching and bleached
sulphite pulp, has a capacity of manufacturing 150,000,000 feet of

lumber and a large number of cedar shingles.

Exporters Should Take More of Log
In Vancouver Sir James Ball, British Timber Controller, spoke

on the advisability of B. C. lumbermen cultivating export trade. J.

D. McCormack, general manager of the Canadian Western Lumber
Co., Eraser Mills, in replying to Sir James, said that there was in the

minds of the public a wrong impression as to what the lumbermen
of British Columbia should do to develop the export trade. He stated

that in order to make extensive exporting a commercial possibility it

was necessary to find market for all the product of the logs. The ex-

port market demands, which were for the one choice grade known
as merchantable lumber, covered about 30 per cent, of the log. There
must be market found elsewhere for the remaining 70 per cent. Na-
turally the larger the export business grew the more there would be

need to find broader markets for the lower-grade surolus.

In order to develop to the full the export business he declared

there was need for more population in Canada and also the export

market should take up to 60 per cent, of the log. When the orairies

had their fair quota of settlement and when the markets of Eastern

Canada were open, there would then be further impetus to export

trade.

At nresent the great competitors of the B. C. lumbermen were
the producers of southern or yellow pine. It was admitted that the

stumpage of this timber was being reduced. He believed that in the

next five years British Columbia would be getting some of the mar-

ket now supplied by the yellow pine producer. Railroad rates, he said,

were against the development of British Columbia lumber business

in the East, but he expected there would soon be some .Atlantic trade.

Mr. McCormack spoke of the value of true co-operative effort in

develo-^ing the industry. He declared that there was need for fullest

unification of energy and effort, and with this being done he hoped
to see the export business take added life and strength.
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Snowball Plant is Historic One
The Industry was Founded Forty Seven Years Ago and

Cuts Principally for English Market

One of the outstanding lumber organizations in the East is the

J. B. Snowball Company, Limited, of Chatham, N.B., which has been
in existence since 1872. The industry was founded by the late Hon.

J. B. Snowball, and in three years will be celebrating its golden jubi-

lee. It was incorjjorated as a limited com])any in 1*)00.

This widely-known concern manufactures spruce, pine and hem-
lock lumber, shingles, laths, etc. Its president and general manager
is W. B. Snowball, while W. H. Snowball is secretary-treasurer, and
R. A. Snowball is managing director. Mills are operated by the com-
])any at Chatham and Tracadie. The company also has two small

rotary mills at Millerton and Chatham, which have a capacity of 25

to 35 M feet per day. The J. B. Snowball Company has 540 square
miles of timber limits in Northumberland and Gloucester counties.

Four Demountable Ships For Lumber Trade
A unique one-voyage ship is being built in British Columl)ia by

the Vickers firm. The vessel will be of 9,000 tons displacement, and
will go to England to be dismantled. This craft is stated to be one
of the latest productions of marine architecture. The voyage will

be about 9,000 miles by way of the Panama Canal, and it is stated that

it will take about one month. The vessel will consist of 5,000,000
board feet of lumber, and will be of British Columbia fir, hemlock
and cedar; it will be found essentially a "wooden" craft, since the
ship and its cargo will be all one. The length of the vessel will be
250 feet, beam 60 feet and depth 36 feet. When the bottom of the
ship is completed it will be launched and the vessel will be built up
layer by layer. Roomy quarters will be provided for the officers

and crew, and motor engines will be installed to supplement the
sails. Practically all of the vessel and cargo will be utilized.

It is understood that at least four demountable shijis each carry-
ing 5,000,000 feet of lumber will be sent to England from P.riti-li

View showing Sawmill and Boom at Chatham, N.B.—Steamers Loading for Export Shipment

and its logging operations extend over a good deal of this territory

during the winter.

The Chatham mill is equipped with a 12 inch single cut band, 2

12 inch vertical band, a 10 inch horizontal band slab resaw and twin
rotary. In connection there is a lath mill, box shook mill and shingle
mill, also a resaw and planing plant. The mill has a capacity of 20
to 25 millon superficial feet per year and a daily capacity of about
150 to 200 M. in ten hours. Spruce, hemlock and pine are the princi-

j)al lumber sawn. There is some hardwood, but not a great quan-
tity. The lumber is cut j)rincipally for the English market into 1,

2 and 3 inch stock. There are excellent shipping facilities at this mill.

Some 50 feet of water lies at the face of the wharf so that ocean ship-

ments can be easily handled. There is also a railway siding in the
mill yard.

The Tracadie mill is a gang and rotary mill with a daily capacity
of 70 to 90 M.

J. B. Snowball Co., Chatham, N.B., have sold their entire cut of

spruce, hemlock and pine to the British Admiralty for this season,
which jjuts the company out of the market so far as outside trade is

concerned. Their mills have started running and most of their logs are

now in the booms.
Labor supply is very good and better than it has been in a long

time in that section. As far as shipping is concerned, the most of the

lumber on the Miramichi has been sold to the British Admiralty and
the company are hoping that they will supply the shipping facilities.

Columbia and opinion given b}- naval authorities is that tills plan i>

quite feasible, and will work out to good advantage.

E. H. Judge, of Price Bros., Ltd., Quebec, and H. D. Bean,
of the Abitibi Power & Paper Co., Montreal, have been elected

members of the executive committee of the Purchasing Agents' As-
sociation of Montreal and district.

Lumberman Lost His Cash in Deal
"I have $25,000 in cash in my pocket, and $40,000 at home. I

want more money to buy property—will you pool with me?" said a
stranger to a visiting lumberman from Port Colborne, with whom
he had struck up an acquaintance on St. Catherine street, Montreal,
a few days ago. The lumberman was Joe Barre, an old country
Frenchman, who was on his way back to his mother country with
five years of careful saving in the camps. Now the stranger is' being
sought by the police.

Barre's story, as given to the police, is that he had been ill since
coming to the city some weks ago, and had been staying in town.
On Wednesday of last week, he fell in with a man on St. Catherine
street, who claimed to be a rich fellow-countryman. He had j^ro-

perty in Winnipeg and the West—he said—and of ready cash he had
any amount. However, he vi^anted to let his new found friend in on
a "good thing" and would therefore permit him to "pool" with him
in buying a property. The stranger thereupon pulled out a huge wad
of bills, saying: "I have $25,000 here in my pocket." His proposition
was that he should pool with him, and as a mark of his good faith,

he would allow the money to be put into a tin box, which was to
be given over to Barre.

The lumberman thought the proposal a good one. handed over
his $1,700, which was apparently put in the box, and took the "for-
tune" home with him in the same box. Yesterday, however, he be-
came suspicious, as the stranger had not i)ut in an appearance, and
in great trepidation he opened the box. It contained a $2 bill and his
own handkerchief, which the stranger had purloined.
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Death of Hon. Peter McLaren

In the recent dcatli of lion

I'eter McLaren of Perth, Ont., a

veteran figure in the lumber and
legislative world has joined the

silent majority. The deceased Sen-

ator was 88 years old and was
born in Lanark, Ont. Early in life

he entered upon a successful and
honorable business career, and he
leaves a name and record revered .

by all and by none more than his

fellow residents in Perth, where
he spent so many years. At the

age of thirteen Mr. McLaren left

the Public School and began U)

learn the lumber trade. He ac-

(|uired a thorough, practical know-
ledge of hauling timber, rafting,

and milling, and in 1853, when
he was 24 years old, he became a

i)artner in the lumber firm of Gil-

lies & McLaren. Carleton Place,

Ont. They bought out the ex-

tensive (iilmour business, con-

sisting of about three hundred square miles of timber on the Mississ-

ipi)i River, Ontario, as well as working the Madawaska limits.

Mr. McLaren became sole proprietor of the business in 1890.

The firm manufactured all kinds of sawn lumber and square timber,

the former being for the Canadian and United States and the latter

for the European trade. .\ few years ago he retired from active busi-

ness to enjoy life at his l)eautiful residence "Nevis Cottage," Perth,

Ont.

I*\)r nearly 30 years Mr. McLaren occupied a seat in the Domin-
ion Senate, having been summoned to that distinguished body in 1890.

He was a Conservative and a Presbyterian. In 1867 he married So-

jihia Lees, daughter of the late William Lees, Lanark, Ont., and
granddaughter of the late Col. Playfair, of the old Canadian Parlia-

ment. The union was blessed l)y two sons and three daughters.

The late Mr. McLaren was the owner of 100,000 acres of \alu-

able timber lands in Virginia, upon which are also valuable mines.

The late Senator McLaren,
Perth, Ont.

Mr. Georgre M. Mason Joins Silent Majority

(ieorge IM. Mason, head of the firm of (leorge M. Mason, Ltd.,

wholesale lumber dealer, Ottawa, died on May 13th in the Royal
Victoria Hospital, Montreal, where he underwent a seriou opera-

tion. Mr. Mason had not been well for several months and just

before Easter left for Montreal for special treatment. The operation

before his death was the second one that he had undergone. The
deceased was born in Ottawa, 54 years ago, and early in life entered

the lumber firm of Wm. Mason & Son. His grandfather was then

proprietor of the business, the name of which upon his death was
changed to Geo. M. Mason, Ltd. A sawmill was run by them on
the Chaudiere foi- a number of years. Mr. Mason is survived by a

widow, his mother, three sisters and two brothers. W. T. Mason,
of Mason, Gordon & Co., wholesiile lumbermen, Montreal, i.s a

brother. The late Mr. Mason was actively connected with the River-

meade Golf Club and was held in high respect by members of the

trade who deeply regret his passing.

The Value of Aerial Forest Patrol

ICditor, "Canada Lumberman."
Sir:— I notice in your last issue the following statement in an

article dealing with the use of aeroplanes for forest patrol in On-
tario: "Information has reached the Dei>artment of Lands, Forests
and Mines that after trying them out in iJritish Columbia and in the
.State of Minnesota, these districts have given uj) the hvdro aeroj)Iane
idea."

There must be some mistake in regard to this. Neither I'.riti-li

Columbia nor the State of Minnesota has ever tried aeroplane for(

patrol. It is true that a locally built machine, intended for forest

])atrol, was smashed at Vancouver, but the British Columbia Gov-
ernment is now applying to the Dominion Government for hydro
aeroi)lanes with which to commence aerial patrol. The State of Min-
nesota never tried the hydro aeroplane idea, and therefore never re-

jected it. On the contrary, the Chief Forester of the United States,

Col. Graves, has pointed to the Minne.sota disaster of last year as a
consi)icuous e.xamjjle of a forest fire situation in which aeroplanes
might have been used with great advantage as aids to the regular
fire ranging system..

The elaborate and costly scheme, concocted by Arg>'ll House,
London, for the patrol of Ontario forest areas, was turned down by
the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests, as it well deserved.
There is not the slightest data available by which aerial forest patrol

can be either accepted or rejected. The position taken by the Cana-
dian Forestry Association has been that some of the idle machines
of the Dominion Government should be released for experimental
work in forest areas. Only by such means could the value of aerial

l)atrol be established. It is worth bearing in mind that nearly all

returned axialur- ciKlor-^e the ])lan as quite feasible.

Robson Black,

Secretary Canadian Forestry Association.

Ottawa, May 23, 1919.

The Passing" of Mr. H. L. Loveringr

The man}- friends of W. J. Lovering, wholesale lumber dealer,

Toronto, and vice chairman of the Lumbermen's Section of the To-
ronto Hoard of Trade, will extend sym])athy to him in the death of

his father. H. L. Lovering, of Coldwater, Ont., who passed away on
May 20. He had attained a ripe old age, being 85 years old.

The late Mr. Lovering began life in Canada in 1841, as a log cab-

in settler and backwoodsman. He died a leader in church and com-
mercial affairs, and a man of prominence and wealth. He was a

founder and large shareholder and director of the Georgian Bay
Lumber Company, and was known throughout Canadian Methodism
as a lay member of every general conference with one exception, and
every annual conference, since Confederation. He was a member of

the General Board of Missions and one of the largest contributors to

that cause.

In politics the late Mr. Lovering was an influential Conservative.

He is survived by two sons, W. J. Lovering, of Toronto, and T. D.
Lovering, secretary-treasurer of the T. H. Allan Co., of St. Paul,

INIinn.

The Question Box of the Trade

Editor "Canada Lumberman."

Will you please answer the fullnw intr (ino'^tioii-; ruKl eroat!v

oblige

:

1.
—"It is learned that a large (|uaiilU\ i> lor raiiwas ,>lccpcr.-,

fir 5 X 10 X 8.6 and that the figure is $23.50 F.A.S. Vancouver. B.C."

What means F. A. S. and definition?

The term "F. A. S." means free alongside -uaiiiLr. llu- una
used when lumber is shipped from tide water, where there is not a

dock, and the lumber has to be lightered to the steamer.

2.—"In the first place, freights over the Atlantic have become
much firmer, and, as were reported last week, rates up to £14, and
even £15, have been asked for F. O. W. to the West Coast of Eng-
land."

What means F. O. W. and definition?

The term "F. O. W." means First Open WalLi, and i> put in

contracts in order to have some specific understanding as to the time

of shipment.

3._"Oak Planks 3 in. F. A ^ 4-^ 6(1. per feet cub.. F. O. R.

London, England."

What means F. O. R. and (IciiiiiUuur

The term "l"". O. R." means Free On Rail, or as used in this coun-

try, f. o. b. cars.

4.—"Make bc,-t olier for .-prucc h)g>, I'. O. T. 30 mile.-> London,

Eng., or 65 s. ton net F. O. T. Galashiels District."

What means F. O. T. and definition?

The term "F. O. T." means Free On Truck, and is the same tcnn

as F. O. B. or free on rails.

5.—To take a concrete instance: presume that 3x9 in. u. ? red

spruce bought at £27 F. O. B., make a liberal estimate of, .say £8,

for freight and insurance, £3 for loss in exchange, £3 for landing

and incidental expenses, and we have £41 as the arrived cost. The

price to the trade is £45 5s., a profit of £4 5s. per .standard.

What means U/S and the rest?

The term "U/S" is used when selling spruce and red pine in

the United Kingdom, meaning, un.sorted, that is, the stock is the

product of the log with the culls and fifth quality out. Standard

is 1,980 board feet.

6.—What means C. I. F. London England?

"C. I. F," means cartage, insurance and freight, or in other

words, delivered price on the quay, London, England.

Yours, etc.

J. T. M.
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Personal Parag^raphs of Interest

I. B. Petheram, Port Hope, Out., is closing out his saw and
planing mill.

Col. R. M. Beckett, of Dobell, Beckett & Co., Quebec, was on
a business visit to Montreal recently.

Thos. Forsythe, retail lumber dealer and planing mill operator, of

Beech Lane, Ont., passed away recently.

L. G. Delamater rejjresenting Harry J. Strong, Inc., the Pacific

Tank and Pipe Company, New York, was recently in Montreal on
a business trip.

J. W. Hennessy, woods superintendent at Fort Coulonge, P. Q.,

of J. R. Booth, died in Boston on May 18th. He was buried at Fort

Coulonge on May 21st.

B. F. Clarke, of Clencoe, Ont., secretary-treasurer of the South-
western Ontario Retail Luml)er Dealers' Association, was in Toronto
recently calling upon the trade.

Charles M. Bostwick, one of the wealthiest men in New Bruns-
wick, died recently in St. John, aged 86 years. He was engaged ex-

tensively in the lumber business for a long period.

W. J. Sheppard, of the Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Waubashene,
Ont., was at the recent annual meeting of the Toronto Paper Mfg.
Co. re-elected vice-president of that company with which he has been
identified many years. '

'

Gunner Hugh McLean, son of Mr. Angus McLean, of the Bath-
hurst Lumber Company, N. B., recently spent a few days in Mon-
treal. Mr. McLean, who was with the 12th Canadian Siege Battery,

is taking up a position with the Bathurst Lumber Co.

George Chahoon, jr., president of Laurentide, Ltd., Grand'Mere,
P. Q., while on a visit to Montreal, expressed confidence as to the

future of the pulp and paper industry. The market for sulphite pulp
and ground wood had materially stiffened lately, and the outlook was
for a further advance.

Brigadier-General J. B. White, of Montreal, who is at the head
of the woods and sawmill operations of the Riordon Pulp and Paper
Co. and had charge of forestry operations in France in connection
with the Canalian Forestry Corps during the war, spent a few days
in Toronto recently on business.

W. McLaughlin, who was overseas for two years, has recently

taken a position as chief accountant with the Eraser Co., Ltd., Ed-
mundston, N. B. Previous to his present connection Mr. McLaugh-
lin was for five years with the Laurentide, Co., of Grand Mere, P. Q.,
as chief accountant and office manager.

Wesley G. Morse passed away recently in Leamington, Ont.,

at the age of 83 years. When Leamington was incorporated he was
a member of the town council, and subsequently served for some
years on the Board of I'lducation. In his early years Mr. Morse was
engaged in the lumber business, and later in life occupied several

positions in Leamington.

H. S. Laughlin, B.Sc, who only a few weeks ago was appoint-
ed to the stafif of the N. B. Provincial Forest Service, has resigned
his position to accept a position with the J. B. Snowball Co., Ltd.,

of Chatham, as their chief forester. J. R. Gareau, who formerly held
thi.s position, is going into private business. Mr. Laughlin recently

returned from overseas, where he served with the Canadian Forestry
Corps.

R. D. Craig, of the forestry staff. Commission of Conservation,
has commenced a survey of the forest resources of Ontario, especially

})ulpwoods. He has just returned from British Columbia, where,
as chief inspector of the Aeronautical Branch, Imperial Munitions
Board, he has had under his supervision the production of spruce
for aeroplane construction. Mr. Craig is the author of a report on
the forest resources of British Columbia.

Frank H. Harris, of the Frank H. Harris Lumber Co., Toronto,
has returned from an extended business trip throughout the South.
He reports that the stocks of southern |)ine are below normal, and
that prices are constantly ascending. Owing to the extended wet
season the mills fell very much behind in production, and the labor
scarcity has tended to complicate the situation. Colored help is

being carried from all parts of the United States to relieve the 'short-

age. The market for southern pine is very active at the present
time and the prospects are good.

Many friends were shocked at the recent sudden death in Otta-
wa of W. P. Gundy, president 'of the Kinleith Paper Mills, St. Cath-
arines, Ont. He was one of the outstanding figures in Toronto busi-
ness life, and took a. very active part not only in the advancement
and progress of the paper and pulp industry in general, but also in the
larger affairs of the city. He was a former president of the Toronto
Board of Trade, Ontario Pulp & Paper Makers' Safety Association,
trustee of the National Sanitarium Association, and the Toronto
Free Hospital for Consumptives. He joined the stafif of the \N. J.

(jage Co. 38 years ago and gradually worked his way to the high-
est position in the company. It was only a few months ago that
Sir William Gage resigned the presidency to become chairman of

the board, and Mr. Gundy was appointed president. Mr. Gundy had
for the past year and a half been a member of the W'ar Purchasing
Commission, Ottawa, and his services were given freely, and with-
out any personal recompense, other than the faithful discharge of a
patriotic duty. He was 60 years old and heart failure was the cause
of death.

William Henderson, of Toronto, who is superintendent of the
Shantymen's Christian Association, which was founded fourteen
years ago, is spending some time in British Columbia, in company
with Rev. Oswald Smith, formerly assistant pastor of Dale Presby-
terian church, Toronto. The Shantymen's Christian Association has
recently begun work on the Coast in logging and lumber camps. The
work is undenominational in character and no collections are taken
up at the services, the Association being supported by friends. A
few months ago labor in the lumber camps in Michigan, Wisconsin
and other states was begun and is now being taken up on tlic Coast.

Hocken Lumber Co. Open Toronto Office

The Hocken Lumber Co., of
Otter Lake, Ont., have moved
their head office to Toronto, and
arc now located at 630 Confeder-
ation Life Bldg. J. W. Slater,

who, for the past 12 years, has
been accountant with the com-
pany and is also a director, is in

charge of the office; while Mr.
Norman C. Hocken, president of

the company, Avill devote his at-

tention particularly to the manu-
facturing end. The company
operated for 15 years at Otter
Lake, cutting large quantities of

hemlock. About two years ago
the mill was dismantled and the
plant removed to W^est River, 10

miles south of Espanola, and
18 miles north of Little Current
on the Algoma Eastern railway.

The mill is cutting white and red

pine and will produce this season

about five million feet. The
Hocken Lumber Co. also own another mill at Deer Lake on the C.

N. R., 20 miles north of Parry Sound. This is a winter mill and
hemlock and white pine are the principal woods sawn, the output
being a million and a half feet during the season. The Hocken Lum-
ber Co. report that prospects for the coming season are most promis-
ing, and in moving their head office to Toronto, believe that they
will be in a much better position to cater to the wants of their numer-
ous customers, and give prompt deliveries and satisfactory service.

It was some sixteen years ago that Mr. Hocken, who was born
in Bowmanville, Ont., and comes of a lumbering family, started in

business for himself after working for a number of leading mills and
securing a practical training in every branch of the business from the

b; sh to the piling ground. He also took a course in architecture, is

an expert millwright and able to take charge of any part of the erec-

tion and supervise all the arrangements in his own undertakings
11 om start to finish. In 1907 a joint stock was formed and the name
of the Otter Lake Lumber Co. was changed to that of the Hock-
en Lumber Company, the head office of which is now in Toronto.

Norman C. Hocken, Otter Lake, Ont.

Canada's Pulp Producingr Prospects

At the annual meeting of Becker & Conii)anv in London, Mr. F.

Becker said he wanted to see some of the boys in their office have a

chance to come to Canada, and hoped to make the necessarv plans.

Referring to his visit Mr. Becker described the wonderful pulp
producing prospects of the Dominion and mentioned the case of the

Chicoutimi Company, which had increased its production, from 30 tons

to 350 tons. This, he said, could not have been done but for Becker
& Company. He described the position of the C hicoutimi Mill, and also

referred to the sulphite mill at Ha! Ha! Bay.

One of the startling statements of the rt'j)ort was that the turn-

over during the past year had amounted to £4,000.000, £3,000,000 of

whic.h was for wood pulp bought for the French, British and Italian

Governments, and it is a source of great pride and satisfaction to the

company that this enormous business was conducted without any pro-

fit whatever to Becker & Company.
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Death of Veteran Timber Driver

(jcorgc Sjjiers, Sr., one of the cjldcst jjioiiccrs of H iintsx illc, Mus-
koka, passed away recently at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Samuel
ISradlc}', Huntsville, Ont., in his 87th year. He had enjoyed remark-
al)le health for one of his years, until within a short time of his death.

The late Mr. Spiers was a native of England, but came to Canada
when but a lad and settled near Ottawa. These were days of primi-

tive lumbering methods on the Ottawa, and Mr. Spiers, from very
early in life, became associated with the great Canadian indu.stry.

Me traversed the chains of waters tributary to the Ottawa river, and
in the days of less convenient methods of trans])ort, often drove square
timber down the Ottawa and St. Lawrence rivers to Quebec city.

I lis wife died thirteen years ago and since then Mr. Sj)iers had made
his home with his daughter, Mrs. Samuel Bradley of Huntsville.

Old Established Firm Incorporated

j. O. Chalifour of Quebec, L.Q., who spent some time along with
Mrs. Chalifour, in Mt. Clemens, Mich., returned home lately and is

now in excellent health. The company with which he is connected
was recently incorporated as O. Chalifour, Inc. This does not mean
any change in the business other than being more permanently estab-

lished. The authorized capital is $150,000 and the paid up capital

$103,OCO. The ofificers of the com])any are as follows : J. Ones. Cha-
lifour, president; J. George Chalifour, vice-president; Arthur Duval,
secretary ; ICrnet^t Uerube and Mrs. O. Chalifour, directors. The firm

has been in l)usiness since 1872 and enjoys a wide connection.

New Trademark Design for Canadian Paper
The Canadian Pulp and Pajjer .\ssociation recently started on

;i quest for a trade-mark such as could be used for the pur;)ose of lab-

eling and identifying all the pulp and paper products made by its

members. The Association invited suggestions from cvervbody in-

terested and offered to pay $100 for the suggestion adjudged best
adopted to the ])urposc in view, as well as to pay the price i^laced

upon it by the person submitting it. The result was that over IrO
designs, some of them very artistic in conce ption and showing the

The new trademark of the industry

result of a great deal of work in their development, were submitted.

Prof. Ramsay Traquair, of McGill University, president of the .\rts

Club of Montreal, and Mr. F. W. Stewart, president of the Montreal
Publicity Association were invited, together with Mr. .\. L. Dawe,
secretary of the Association, to pass upon the entries. The judges

agreed that a design submitted by Mr. Harold McEvers, a student in

the Department of Architecture of McGill University, Montreal, came
nearest to meeting all requirements.

Used as a label and in other forms where the use of colors is

practicable, the trade-mark will appear in three colors, the tree and
the maple leaves in green, the orb and its radiating rays in red and
orange and the rest of the design in black.

The design i.s to be registered as a trade-mark. It will be used

on all ])ackages and boxes, containing Canadian-made good paper and
pulp ])roducts.

The Future of the Lumber Industry

Charles S. Keith, of Kansas City, president of the Southern Pine

Assaciation, recently delivered a masterful address before the asso-

ciation at the opening session of its annual convention in New Or-

leans of the Southern Pine Association. He briefly reviewed some
of the important happenings affecting the lumber industry during

the war; predicted a wonderfully pro.sperous future for the industry,

and offered some excellent advice to all branches of the trade. His

advice to the industry, which was both timely and pointed, i.s ably
summed up, as follows, and will be read with much interest:

We should actively demand such legislation on the part of the
h'ederal Government as will permit rea>^onable constr - .])cr-

ation in the public interest.

We should demand from our Government sucli acU' ii «.n its

part, through proper legislation, as will jjermit an early return, un-
der pre-war conditions, of the railroads to private ojHfration, unre-
stricted by obstructive laws.

We .should demand and insist upon such legislation as will en-
able the American ship-owner to operate under our • n flag in com-
petition with the ship-owners of other nations.

We should continue to make a close study and careful ana!v-i^
of investment and cost, looking forward and building for the future.

We should continue our active personal and financial support
of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, so as to co-
ordinate in its own protection and develop its economic facts .so we
may have a National instead of a sectional vision of our industry.

lunph^yers in this industry must give a more personal sturdy
to the subject of human relations, .s^o the bond of understanding and
sympathy between employer and emplf)yee may be strengthened
and industrial strife lessened.

The future of our industry is bright. Its ultimate succc-s de-

l)ends upon the vision, 'energy and courage of its members.

More Effective Aids in Fire Fighting

Work has started on a ranger cabin and fire-fighting tool house
(jn the headwaters of the North liranch of the .South We-^t Miramichi
River, near juniper Station, N.IL, on the Transcontinental Railway.

The cabin is being built by the rangers and game-wardens them-
selves. Ranger P>radl)ury being in charge. Canoes and emergency
fire fighting tools will be stored there for the use of fire wardens.
It is a very important ])oint as many hunting and fishing parties en-
ter the woods there and it forms part of vast areas of forest lands.
The site for the cabin is being provided by the New IJrunsv ick Rail-

way Co. .Arrangements are being made to connect the cabin by tele-

phone with the New I'runsvvick Telehone Comany's line for use in

case of fire.

This is the start of a programme of constrction of telephone lines,

cabins and fire fighting tool caches adopted by the Forestrv .\dvisorv

Commission at their last meeting. A large number of the lumbermen
wi'I co-o])erate in this im ;)ortant work to increase fire protection.

The Production of World's Shipyards

Outside of (iermany and .\ustria-Hungary, the shi )yard-; of the

whole world during 1918 produced 5,477,444 gross tons of merchant
shinping, as given in the Annual Summary of Lloyd's Register of

Shipping. This is 63 per cent, higher than the total in the year 1913.

which held the record for construction and included the output of Ger-
many, .\ustria, etc. The total for the United Kingdom in \'^\8 was
1 348,120 gross tons and the output for the L'nited States was 3,033,-

030 gross tons, which is equal to that for the ten years 1*^07 to 1916

in the United States, and half of this was built on the Pacific Coast.

Of the United States total output of 3,033,030 tons, about 1,000000
consisted of wooden ships.

Great Pipe Made from B. C. Fir

The new l3y2-ioot pipe line through \'ictoria Park, Niagara
l*"alls, Ont., which supplies the Ontario Hydro Commission with

cquii)ment for 50,000 additional horsepower in its Ontario power
plant, is no win full operation and is working well. Work on this big

pipe line was commenced in March last year.

The construction involved the excavation of 133,000 yards of

earth and 14,000 yards of rock. The pipe line is 6,700 feet long and
is constructed of wood stave work. The wood stave pipe, which

came from Vancouver, is one of the largest ever built.

The former plant of the Ontario Power Company, as now con-

trolled and operated by the Ontario Hydro Commission, consists ')f

an installation of fourteen turbines, seven with a rated capacity >>f

11,800 horsepower, five rated at 15,000 horsepower and two at

horsepower. These are directly 16,000 horsepower, making a total of

connected with generators with a total rating of 149,012 kv.a.

Water is supplied through two 18-foot diameter conduits, each

approximately 6,600 feet long, having a combined maximum carry-

ing capacity of about 162.000 horsepower. The new pipe gives 50.-

000 horsepower additional.

The third pipe line just completed is of the finest British Colum-

bia fir, the staves beuig four inches thick and six inches wide. The
pipe is banded by 7/8-inch steel bands made in two sections with

two shoes. The space between the bands varies from S'^^l inches at

the forebay end to 2>^ inches at the power-house end.
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An Enterprisini^ Eastern Lumberman
E. II. AlcElmoii, 'wlu) is ihc i)ro,)iietor of the Dartmuutli Euni-

I)er Mills, Dartmouth, N.S., is an enterprising memljer of the indus-

try. Just 20 years ago, without a dollar capital and practically no

credit, he launched out in business for himself, and has built up a

wide connection. In the big explosion which occurred in Halifax on

December 6, 1917, his mills were razed to the ground, but were
reconstructed without much Iqss of time. At Preston, seven miles

from Dartmouth, Mr. McElmon runs a portable saw mill which

cuts about one million feet of lumber in a season. This is brought

to the Dartmouth mills, where it is resawn and finished as required

A general view of the McElmon plant, Dartmouth, N.S.

for Iniilding purposes. The plant in Dartmouth is equipped with up-

to-date machinery run by 75 horsepower steam boiler and engine.

There is also an auxiliary in the shape of a large gasoline engine.

Mr. McElmon handles pine, spruce, hemlock, hackmatac, hardwood,
etc.

Mr. McElmon is a man of some ingenuity and many years be-

fore the era of automobiles, conceived the idea of a motor truck for

use in hauling lumber and logs. He partially built such a truck, but

for a long period no special progress was made. The outfit was com-
pleted a short time ago, and works admirably. A four-horse load can

be hauled with ease over any ordinary route, the truck travelling at

the rate of six miles an hour.

Mr. McElmon reports that the truck which he invented will be

put on the road some time within the next few weeks, and as soon

Coal loading plant at Halifax terminals

as it is in successful operation, the "Canada Lumberman" hopes to

])resent its readers with a picture of this novel vehicle.

Mr. McElmon is a public spirited resident, and -at the last civic

election was returned as Councillor for Ward 2. Outside of his lum-
bering activities, he is interested in real estate, and has always been

a man of influence and vision in making Dartmouth a bigger, better

and busier town.
The plant at Dartmouth cuts logs and Mr. McElmon has brought

a lot of theoi to his mills from outside Halifax harbor by having logs

made into rafts. He steeples each log to a cabin, and the raft is
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towed with tugs to his mill, which turns out dressed lumber, as well

as moldings, interior trim, etc. Quite a large business is done in the

resawing of heavy timber for the repairing of ships.

Will Build Look Out Towers at Once
The Forestry Advisory Commission decided at their meeting re-

cently in Fredericton, N.L>., to recommend the construction of look-

out towers for use in connection with the elaborate plans that are be-

ing evolved on modern lines f(jr the protection of New Brunswick's
forces from fire.

Three or four towers will be in use this season and will, it is an-

nounced, be connected by telephone with the surrounding country
so that alarms of fire can be quickly and effectively given and organ-
ized fire fighting forces hurriedly gathered. It is believed that the

suggested towers will go a long way to assisting in this important
work. One of the proposed towers will be erected on top of Bald
Mountain, which is at the head of the lower south branch of the

Nepisiguit river and commands a most important and extensive

stretch of crown timber lands. It is also proposed that the present

tower of Mount Hope, Penniac, and Otterslide, on the Tobique, which
were erected by the geodetic survey carried on from Ottaw'a. Two
telephone lines will be erected during the present season, one up the

Nepisiguit river from the Gloucester iron mines to the head of the

laes, with a branch to Bald Mountain tower, and the other from Sum-
mit Station on the Transcontinental Railway—the watershed of the

Tobique and the Miramichi river and down the Little Southwest Mi-
ramichi to connections at Newcastle.

Survey parties engaged on the classification of the crown lands

ha\ e already commenced this season's work and their operations will,

it is announced, be of a more extensive nature than before. Most of

the work this year will be done on the Little Southwest Miramichi
and Renous rivers, reaching over to the Nepisiguit, and it was said

that another party will be sent into Madawaska county at an early

date

.

When asked as to reports respecting the quantity of lumber cut

on the crown lands during the past winter the only information com-
ing from the commssion was that the growth was exceeding the cut.

Would Give Men Their Own Sawmill
Just as a test of the theories of those who advocate the nation-

alization of all industry, Perry D. Roe, of the Eburne Saw Mills, in

the course of his evidence before the Mathers commission on Indus-
trial Relations, recently in Vancouver, suggested that the Federal
government "acquire properties now in existence and permit com-
panies, organized and 0])erated exclusively by the labor unions, affili-

ated with the Trades and Labor Council, to operate a saw mill, a log-

ging camp, a machine shop and a cannery." All of these should, he
said, be fairly large and reasonable assistance in financing should be
given, and after 5j/2 per cent, interest and after reasonable deprecia-

tion and maintenance is provided for, all profits should be given to

the employes free from income tax.

An appropriation of $1,500,000 should, the witness said, handle
the four industries named, and he suggested further that if the recom-
mendation was adopted and the experiment proved a success it would
pave the way for the more general adoption of the principle. The
test; he thought, should be tried in all the provinces simultaneously.

"The trouble with the labor leaders to-day is they frankly ad-

mit," said Mr. Roe, "that their object is not to improve conditions,

but to exterminate industries."

"Is it the industries or the system that they are aiming at?" was
asked.

"W^ell, I guess it is the system,'' was the reply, "but men who are

struggling on the verge of financial ruin are not disposed to be pat-

ient with that kind of thing."

Mr. Roe said he employed 104 men in the mills, 63 whites and
41 C)rientals. They hoped to increase the staff to 150 shortly. His
partner and he had hoped to make the mill a white man's mill, but
found there were jobs they could not keep white men on. "No sol-

dier applies for a job there without getting it, but many of them are

not physically fit, and most of them think they are entitled to some-
thing better, and I don't blame them." Pie believed such public works
as the Vancouver harbor improvements, and the proposed railway

construction should be started up promptly. This would absorb most
of the surplus labor until conditions settled.

Edwin Henry Cooke died at his late residence, 60 Shannon
street, Toronto, recently, at the age of 84 years. He came from

Stroud, England, to Toronto, 70 years ago and engaged in the lumber
business in Toronto and Deseronto. He is survived by one son,

Harold H. Cooke, of the Union Trust Co. The late Mr. Cooke was a

member of the militia of Toronto for many years and fought with

the volunteers at Ridgeway during the Fenian raid in 1866.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be

inserted in this department at the rate of 20
cents p<r agate line (14 agate lines make one

inch). $2.80 per inch, cacli insertion, pay-

able in advance. Siiacc measured from rule to

rule. When four or more consecutive inser-

tions of the same advertisement are ordered a

discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-

close ten cents extra for postage in forward-

ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a

word, net. C^ash must accompany the oidcr.

Minimum charge 00 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later

than the 10th and 20th of each month to

insure iiiserlion in the sul)S(<|uent issue.

J Wanted-Lumber %

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter cut

preferred. Apply Firstbrook Brothers, Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont. 8-t.f.

Maple and Birch Wanted
Clear Maple and liircli Sc|uarcs, 2 x 2—10"

and multiples, 2!4 x 2'A—IO" and multiples.

Box 8h9, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
8-12

Birch and Basswood Wanted

Wanted. To pureliase one or more cuts of

Birch and Basswood for the present season.

Apply Box 9:52, Canada Lumberman, To-

ronto. 10-11

Lath Wanted

Wanted

—

i' No. .•? While Pine Lath. State

commission allowed. Mills interested please

wire Charles II. Stiwart, 45 Lothrop Ave.,

Detroit, Mich. H

For Sale-Lumber

Rock Elm For Sale

One small car 4/4 Rock Elm, thoroughly
dry, and in first class condition. Apply at

The Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford, Ont. 9-12

Oak Timbers For Sale

Oak timber from 8 x 8 to 20 x 20, lengths
10 to 30, for boat and dock work. D. A.
Webster, 00 Vernon St., Brookline, Mass. 8- 13

Biroh Flooring For Sale
500,000 ft. Birch flooring for sale, ready for

immidiate shipment. We can fill almost any
order. Quotations and sample will be fur-

nished on demand. Apply to

811

QUEBEC LUMBER CO..
98 St. Peter Street,

Quebec, Que.

R. R. Tie and Sawlog Timber
For Sale

Jack Pine and Tamarac Timber on berths
in Parkins and Creelman townshifs, near
SelKvood and Poole stations. C. N. R. nms
II rough Poole.

11

A. McPHERSON,
Longford Mills, On!

FOR SALE
LOGS. One million feet, more or less,

mostly Pine and Spruce; also Hemlock, Bal-
sam, Basswood, Birch, Ash and Elm.

Could be cut to any specification.
Shipment direct from our sawmill at In-

dian Station, 20 miles west of Pembroke on
C. N. Ry.
No reasonable oflfer refused.

Kischer & Remus, Lumbermen,
Box 1010,

10-11 Pembroke, Ont.

Poles Wanted

Wanted : Live Cedar, Basswood, White
Pine or other straight grained, light weight

poles, 10' long, H-'A" diameter and up,

small end under bark, in carload or larger

lots. If you can furnish any, describe them,

and quote price, F.O.B. cars, or delivered

here. C Klias & liro., Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
1013

Ash Wanted
2 cars 4 4 I'W.S and No. 1 Common.

:! cars .S/4 FAS' and No. 1 Common,

:; cais 10/4 FAS and No. 1 Conuuon.

2 cars 12/4 FAS and No. 1 Conmum.

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

Buffalo, N.Y.

Aromatic Red Cedar

WANTED
in log, bolt, post, rail or plank form. If you

liave any, send samples, description and

(luantity.

Wm. Cane & Sons Co., Ltd.,

Newmarket, Ont.

For Sale-Machinery

FOR SALE—SAWMILL
25 H. P. Engine, 50 H. P. return tubular

boiler. Three log seat carriage, overhead set,
friction feed works, single edger and slab saw.
AW in fair order. Price $1,000. Box 915,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 8-11

Water Tube Boilers
Four Heine Boilers each having 115 li'A"

tubes. Two IS feet and two IG feet long,
with IHitch Ovens. All complete. Fine for
Sawmill. J. L. Neilson & Co., Wi nnipeg,
Canada. 10-11

For Sale—Band Reaawin^ Macliine

in good running order; made by the Egan
Co., Philadelphia; takes 0 in. 'band resaus;
suitable for Box Plant or planing mill.

D. AITCHISON & CO.,
8-11 Hamilton, Ontario.

High Speed Matchers

1—Berlin No. 90 High Speed Matcher with
Profilers and several extra heads.

1—American No. 77 High Speed Matcher with-
out Profiler but havmg several extra heads.

Two real bargains.

Box 893, Canada Liimberman, Toronto, Ont.
Ct.f.

Band Saw Mill For Sale

One Waterous 9 ft. Band Saw Mill, gun-
shot feed, complete with extra saws and filing

equipment. Used about one year, excellent
condition. The Geo. F. Foss Machinery &
Supply Co., Ltd., 305 St. James St., Montreal,
Que. 7-t.f.

Big Sawmill
For Sale—Complete Machinery, Transmis-

sion, l,ath Mill, Filing Room Equipment,
Power Plant, for 200,000 daily capacity,
Double Band Sawmill. Also Burner, Mach-
ine and Blacksmith Shop Equipment, Cater-
pillar Logging Engine, Sleighs, etc., etc.

Box 930, Canada Lumberman, "Toronto.
9-tf.

For Sale
1—17 x 24 Atlas Engine, with 36 in. x 10 ft.

flywheel.
3—No. 94 Berlin Matchers, 15 in., fitted with

hard steel knives on top and bottom sylin-

ders—one pair shiplap, jointer and floor-

ing heads with bits for each machine.

1—No. 182 Berlin Double Surfacer, 30 in. x
6 in.

1—No. 199 Berlin Buzz Planer.

1—No. 290 Berlin Picket Header.

The Otii Staples Lumber Company, Ltd.,
19-t.f. Wycliffe, B.C.

Building Sold,

Machinery Must be Sold
Iron Pipe Valves, etc., guaranteed.
Boiler, 72 .\ 10 ft. 1(H> lbs.

Twin engine, bore 1354", stroke 17".
.'! Stickers.

17 .Saws (various styles).
5 Sanders.
2 Automatic turning tables.
2 Tenoners.
2 Chain Mortisers.
4 Filing Machines (automatic).
2 Fans and Blower system.
Pulley and Shafting.
Many other Planing Mill machines.

.\pi'ly: Dominion Lumber & Coal Co. Ltd.,

Hamilton, Ont. 11-14

POSITION WANTED by a fir«t da-
man who knows the lumber busii ' >

tral, from the lumbering to the
Could supply best references. Ai
4th Avenue, Maisonnruve, Monlica.

10 11

Position Wanted
Lumberman expeiienced in all b

wishes position, outside work; ten y<

road. References, .\pply Bo.x 1(37, l.i

man. loll

POSITION WANTED with Planing Mill
Firm by a young man (ag' ! 2'> 1 wlm ha<
for the last nine years be'

a large Ontario Firm n
highest class of lumber, m^.
cabinet work ; has been en^j

for the past seven years i

familiar with the Estimatn.jj, .~' niui^' and
Shipping end of the business. Apply Box
!t4<! Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 11-13

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Peters' Mill, Parry Sound
1 left liand edger, 54 inch, 4 stationary saws

and one moveable saw, made by Wra. Ham-
ilton Co.

1 engine, 11 x 18 slide valve.
1 right hand Champion Edger, 48 inch, 3

stationary saws and 2 moveable saws, made
by Waterous Co. (latter edger was only used
two seasons and part of a third). Set of
tiimmers complete with chains and sprockets.

1 Patterson & Berryman feed water heater.
1 blower for Gordon hollow blast grates.
I Riclie automatic gang saw sharpener.
1 Rhodes gang saw swage.

In addition to above we have a considerable
tiuantity of shafting, chains, pulleys, etc., all

in good working condition.

Wiite for further particulars to

W. L. HAIGHT, Barrister,

S ll Parry Sound, Ont.

Wanted-Employment |

Wanted-Employees

SALESMAN with Eastern connection to
sell B. C. Timbers, Yard Stock and Shingles,
on Commission. Box 929, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. 10-11

Comiictenl machine man u.-n t-'I fnr (.1

1

ing mill out of City; sl.

Reply, stating experience .1

c<l Id lliix !>44 < anada l.uni

11

TRAVELLER wanted— .\ bright young
man, knowing the Planing Mill and Yard
Irade in Eastern and Western 1 1 ; tn

travel for a Toronto Wholesale I

.\pply, stating experience and s..

eil. 10 Box (>42, Canada Lumbrrman.
11

Business Chances I

Advertisements under this heading one cent a

word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents.

HANDSAW FILER, double or single cut,

wants i)osition; IS years' experience. Can
give gooil references. Box 947, Canada 5-t.f.

Lumberman, Toronto. 11

Veneer Plant For Sale
I'p to date Veneer Plant for sale, with

good box business. This is a good, going
concern, making money ; a good chance for

anyone who understands timber. Apply Box
!t;f4, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 10-11

Saw Mill Plant For Sale

Practically new and modern Saw Mill PU-
capacity about 30 Million feet per annuin, i

cated in the Interior of British Colunv i

a beautiful inland lake and on the u

of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway.
500 Million feet of timber on and adjait: i i

Lake (about 90% Spruce) and another Billion

feet available at reasonable prices. Natural

conditions ideal for economical logging, manu-
facturing, piling and shipping. An advantage

of about $4 per thousand feet in freight rates

to the Prairie Provinces over Coast shipments.

This property offers unlimited possibilities

as a lumber, pulp and paper property. Would
consider selling a half interest. Terms rea

sonable.

A. C. FROST COMPANY,
134 South LaSalle Street.

Chicago, III.

FIRST CLASS BAND SAWYER wants
position. Can deliver the goods. Right hand
rig preferred. Box 941 Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. 10-11

MANAGER OF RETAIL LUMBER BUS-
INESS desires to make change. Twenty-five
years' experience in lumber, including several

years' travelling. Box 939, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 10-12

FOR SALE

modern Retail Lnmber Yard

Fully equipped for business, located in a

hustling Pennsylvania city. Great opportunity

for big business. Financial reference required.

Box 914, Canada LumbemWn, Toronto. On^
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For Sale

Building and Machinery of good Double Cut
Band Sawmill, well equipped with steam feed,

canter, loaders, etc.

If you want a good mill, address Box 762,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 15-t.f.

Contractor Wanted
We own timber limits in township of

Proudfoot containing twenty-three square
miles. Estimated to cut seven million feet

each of soft wood and hard wood. We wish
to' contract by the thousand with some re-

liable Mill Owner to remove this timber
from tlie stump, saw and deliver it on board
cars at nearest railway station. Operations to

commence this Fall.

THE WILSON LUMBER CO., LTD.,

Jl-12 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto.

Timber Limit Wanted
WANTED—Softwood Limit of 100 million

or more standing timber, with or without
mill plant, conveniently located to transporta-
tion. Please address reply, giving full par-

ticulars, to Post Office Box 284, Montreal.
9-12

iscellaneousi

Sale of Timber Berths
Tenders will be received by the undersign-

ed up to and including Wednesday, the 16th

day of July next, for the right to cut the

Red and White Pine Timber on the following

Townships, viz.

:

DISTRICT OF ALGOMA
Mississaga Forest Reserve,
Township "C".

DISTRICT OF SUDliURY
Township of Teffer.

Township of McConnell.
Township of McNish.
Township of McNaniara.

DISTRICT OF NIPr.sSl.XC,

Township of Kenny,
Township of Sisk,

Township of McCallum,
Township of McLaren,
Township of Charlton.

Also, tenders will be received by the un-

dersigned up to and including Wednesday,
the sixteenth day of July next, for the right

to cut various classes of timber on Townshij)

"U", in the Mississaga Forest Reserve, in the

District of ^^goma.
The terms and conditions of the sale con-

taining full particulars, and also maps show-
ing the berths offered for sale, may be ob-

tained upon apflication to the undersigned, or

from Mr. Charles Henderson, Crown Timber
Agent, Sudbury, or from Mr. J. T. McDoug-
all. Crown Timber Agent, North Bay.

G. II. FERGUSON,
Minister of Lands, Forests & Mines.

Toronto, May 14th, 1!)11).

N.B.—No unautliorized puljliealion of this

notice will be paid for. 11-14

Efficient Operation of the Dry
Kiln

Considerable study has been de-

voted to the drying of lumber of

late years, so that to-day kiln dry-

ing has been reduced to an exact

science.

Too much attention cannot be

given to the process of drying

lumber as the lasting quality of

the product depends primarily on

the moisture content of the lum-
ber that goes to make it up. There
should not be" any room for guess

work. All stock should be thor-

oughly tested before being remov-
ed from the kiln. A standard of

nToisture content and shrinkage

should be set and rigidly adhered
to.

It is a mistake to take lumber

right out of the kiln and com-
mence working it up. It should
be left on the cars about twenty-
four hours before l)eing disturb-

ed. This not only allows the lum-
ber to cool oflf, but gives the grain
of the wood a chance to set. When
it is necessary to store the dry
lumber for a time a proper shed
or room should be provided and
the stock should be kept warm
and free from moisture. In storing
dried stock it should never be
piled in a stack or dead pile while
it is warm or in a hot condition,

but should stay on the kiln car
until it has cooled thoroughly.
Another point is that lumber
that is to be stored should be
dried to a lower point than stock
that is going to be worked up im-
mediately. The reason for this is

that stock in storage, even under
the best of conditions, is bound
to absorb more or less moisture
from the surrounding air. The
drying to a lower degree of mois-'
ture content counteracts this to

a certain extent.

Different manufacturers have
different methods of drying and
testing but the results achieved
are practically the same. A mois-
ture content- of from four to five

per cent, gives very satisfactory
results. Lumber that is too dry
])resents just as many problems as
stock that is not dry enough.

Open joints are the bane of the
life of the average wood manu-
facturer. This trouble often oc-
curs as the article is about fin-

ished or even after being ready
to ship or shipped. The producer
immediately thinks that the stock
was not thoroughly dry when re-

moved from the kiln and blames
the man in charge of the drying.

W^hen a truck load of lumber
is taken from the kiln and tested

and found to contain four per cent,

moisture it is dry enough to be
made up and if properly handled
when going through .the factory
no trouble will be experienced. On
the other hand if the stock is stor-

ed in a room where the atmo-
sphere contains from six to nine

per cent, humidity the lumber will

ab.sorb a considerable quantity of

this moisture. The humidity of

the air in the machine', cabinet and
finishing room will probably
vary the same amount. I claim

that it is the dift'erence in humid-
ity of the air after it leaves the

kiln that causes the loose joints.

When air dried lumber is first

placed in a kiln it should be steam-
ed for about forty-eight hours.

This steaming softens the wood
and allows the internal moisture
to escape. It is a serious mistake
to use too high a temperature on
fresh lumber. High temperature
in the early part of the dying
process causes the stock to case

harden and honey-comb.

In drying freshly cut lumber,
after steaming, the air should con-
tain 30-40 per cent, humidity and
have a temperature of 160-165

with plenty of circulation in the

kiln. Without good circulation

the wood cannot be dried prop-

rly.

The process should be varied

according to the thickness of the

stock to be dried. Never attempt
to dry thick and thin stock in the

same compartment. The thicker

stock should all be kept together

and dried separately. For this

stock the steam should be kept
on for ninety-six hours. The
humidity should be held for a

longer period and the tempera-
ture should not be raised as quick-

ly as the case when drying thin-

ner stock. It is a good plan to

raise the temperature every twen-
ty-four hours until the maximum
temperature is attained.

New Executive at the Helm
It is definitely announced that

Sir George Bury, until recently

vice-president of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, has
been elected president and chief

executive of the Whalen Pulp &
Paper Mills, Limited, with offices

at Vancouver.
The connection of so prominent

an executive with the Canadian
pulp and i)aper industry is re-

garded as a step that will mean a

great deal toi the industry, its

further growth and solid expan-
sion, for Sir George is a man with
a large industrial and railroad ex-

perience.

Sir George Bury was born in

Montreal on March 6th, 1866. He
received his education at the Mon-
treal College, and in 1883 he en-

tered the service of the Canadian
Pacific as junior stenographer in

the ofifice of Sir Thomas Shaugh-
nessy, who was then plain T. G.
Shaughnessy, general purchasing
agent of the road. From this time
his advancement, due to his un-
doubted ability and keen grasp of

affairs, was rapid. It was while
serving as private secretary to

Mr. Shaughnessy that his abilities

as a railroad man quickly became
apparent, and he was given var-
ious important posts all over the
company's lines; in which he bore
himself with distinction.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-

Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in
width, which we can sell at interesting
prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. - Toronto, Ont.

TIMBER LANDS
Bought and Sold

Timber and Puip
Wood Estimates

R.R.BRADLEY
Consulting Forester
Globe-Atlantic Bldg.

ST. JOHN . N. B.

Timber

Estimates
JamesW. Sewall
OLD TOWN. MAINE

WIRE
Manufacturers of

For TYING, BUNDLING
and many other purposes.

NAILS, etc.

LAIDLAW BALE-TIE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. ONT.

CUT YOUR
SELLING

COSTS

Use MacLean
Daily Reports
and know where

the projects are that offer the most pro-
fitable business. Reduce the percent-
age of wasted time and lost orders by
concentrating on the most likely oppor-
tunities.

Rates and Samples on Request.

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS, Ltd.

345 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

Coolidge & Carlisle

Forest Engineers

Timber Estimates and Maps

Plans for Logging Operations

Bangor, Maine

DR. BELL'S
Veterinary Wonder Remedies
10.000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free

to horsemen who give the Wonder a fair

trial. Guaranteed for Colic, Inflamma-
tion of the Lungs, Bowels, Kidneys,
Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send 25c for
Mailing Package, etc. Agents wanted.
Write your address plainly. DR. BELL,
V.S.. Kingston. Ont.

imiON STOCKYARBS
OF TORONTO, Limitoot

•Canada's Greatest Live Stock Market*
Capital, $'.500,000. Two Hundred
Acres. Diindas St. cars to Keele St.,

West Toronto. Auction Sales every
Wednesday. Private Sales Dally.

Correspondence Solicited.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH
Manager Horse Dept.
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Review of Current Trade Conditions

Ontario and the East

There is not a great deal in tlie way of a radical change in the

general lumber situation at the present time. Values are being well

maintained and certain prices on the upper grades of hardwood have
increased considerably. It is now being generally accepted that

there is no likelihood of cheaper lumber. Builders and contractors

are becoming reconciled to the fact, and were it not for the industrial

unrest which i)revails at the present- time, a better general feeling

would be created and more house construction undertaken. As it

is, a large number of the municipalities have taken advantage of the

provisions of the (lovernment housing schemes, and are going ahead
with rather ambitious undertakings. This should relieve the short-

age in domicile accommodation in a number of congested centres,

such as Welland, Midland. Sarnia. St. Catharines, and other towns.

The price of B. C. shingles is ascending all the while, and it is

difficult to keep tab on values, which are changing from day to day.

fust how high the figure will go seems to be an unknown fact. De-
liveries are not rapid and many firms are making all sorts of in-

quiries for larger cpiantities and more prompt delivery.

There has been a general advance in all lines of B. C. forest

products and some Eastern representatives have been notified not

to take any orders without first advising the mills by telegraph in

order to learn the latest ([uotations and what stock can be supplied.

Practically all the saw mills in the East are now under operation,

the labor situation is good, and the recent rains have enabled drives

to be brought down in fine shape. On the whole, however, the cut

of many mills will be smaller than that of last season, owing to the

open winter and the shortage of help at the beginning of logging

operations.

There is some hope that the export prospects will improve with

the first of the month, and that more cargo space will be released

by the British Ministry of Shipping for commercial purposes. As
it is now, owing to the paucity of bottoms, large quantities of lumber
are piled on the docks in Montreal, Quebec, St. John and other

ports. Tt is said that one of the large Eastern firms recently secured

orders from Europe for $6,000,000 worth, most of which was new
Canadian business.

The various Lumbermen's Assosciations have been trying to

secure from the Canadian Government and transportation companies
some concession in the way of space and reduction in freight but

have not been able to do so. Even the^ large quantities of white and
red pine deals purchased by the British Timber Controller in Eastern

Canada are not moving with any degree of rapidity. . The rate now
being paid by the British Government for timber runs about 250
shillings per std. (L980 feet) as compared with about 30 shillings per

standard before the war, or in other words, carriage is eight times

higher than it was in 1913 and 1914.

Word has been sent out from Ottawa that special commis-
sioners of the Department of Labor are probing production costs of

lumber concerns in order to ascertain whether companies are mak-
ing unfair ])rofits. This will be news to most members of the in-

dustry and the "Canada Lumberman" learns that the inquiry is now
proceeding quietly, but the mill men are not in the least alarmed.

In these times of industrial unrest, ascending quotations, high cost

of living, and the general disarrangement due to the close of the

war and the transition to a peace footing, most people will believe

any wild rumor afloat, no matter how improbable or visionary. It

has been charged by a few that lumber concerns have been mak-
ing undue profits. The fact is that in comparison with steel, plumb-
ing, brick and other building" requisites, advances in lumber such as

hemlock, white pine and spruce, have been very small. If the Canad-
ian Government has any idea that big "spreads" have been made, its

commissioners should wait until they see some of the prices next

year. The hours of labor are being .shortened, new demands are

being made by the men upon the companies for extra pay, freight

rates are likely to take another jump—in fact, everything pertaining

to the production and distribution of wood goods is climbing

steadily.

The "Canada Lumberman" has interviewed many representa-

tive retail concerns in various parts of the Dominion and with scarce-

ly an exception, they all feel that lumber will not only hold at its

present level, but is eventually bound to go higher. Builders who
are holding ofY are making a grave mistake. A new order of things

has been ushered in and the sooner Federal authorities, general con-

sumers, wholesalers and retailers recognize the new status of

affairs, the better it will be for their peace of mind, the stability of

the trade and solidity in o])eration, investment and readjustment.

Great Britain
Conditions in the British market and the general situation re

garding the present and future are pretty well summed up in the re-

port sent by A. C. Manbert, of Tclronto, tf.> the members of the

White Pine Association of Ontario. Mr. Manbert's letter is well

worth a perusal, as he has gone carefully into various ])hases of the

trade, pointing out the factors in favor of the development of Canad-
ian timber trade with the Mother Country, and at the same time
disclosing the obstacles that beset the pathway of expansion in

export business.

There is a more general desire on the part of the trade to get
back to normal conditions. The rate of progress has not been as

rapid as was expected, owing to many unforseen barriers. However,
advancement is being made, and in a few months, every avenue of

business will be open, and operating on a pre-war basis. There is

still much improvement to be desired in the shipping situation and
a shortage of tonnage creates a dearth of trade. There is an in-

crease each week in the imports of foreign grown lumber, but the

volume is still a long way from what it was in normal times. Speak-
ing of other contributing factors, the "Timber Trades Journal" says

:

Apart from this, there is also to be taken into consideration the fact

that private trading .having been dormant for so long, when it does
attain to full strength, it will l)e considerably greater in volume than
it was in pre-war times. This is accounted for by the natural growth
in trade, which, like the hedgerow after it has been clipped, bursts out
afresh in countless other jjlaces. So is the care with busines.s—the

more it is pruned the thicker it grows.
The whole delicate fabrc of the world's commercial trade has

been built up on credit. From the gigantic undertaking to the

smallest industrial concern, the need of credit is one of the vital

problems which afi'ect its entire existence. It would have been im-
possible to bring the war to a successful conclusion without its aid,

and in like manner it will prove to be the salvation of the commercial
community when business attains pre-war activities. Since the war.
credit has been crippled, and cash transactions have been the order
of the day. but without the help of credit it would be impossible
to expand business operations, and eventually it will return, as con-
fidence in the market grows stronger.

Sir Robert Horne, Minister for Labor, says that the Government
has in contemplation the building of 100,000 houses during the next
twelve months. "I look to the immediate future with the greatest

[X)ssible hope," said Sir Robert. "We are on the verge of great

industrial movements in this country. The Government has a com-
plete programme at the present time which aspires during the next
twelve months to set u]) 100.030 houses. That was practically the high-
water mark of house-building in this country before the war. At that

time there were 250,000 more people in the building trade than are

employed in it to-day, so that you can see the extent to which build-

ing schemes of that kind will drain the industry of unemployment.
In addition to that, local authorities are putting in hand works to

the extent of £15.000.000. The Road Board has just passed a pre-

liminary scheme of £6,000,000 for road^repairing, and when the

Ways and Communications are set up w'e shall have an enormous
development in the use of railways and thus obtain all the necessary
material. We are relaxing all restrictions on trade, and Manchester
and Lancashire are already beginning to feel the effect. Trade is

commencing once more to flow in its normal channel. If within the

near period we obtain the great gift of peace, for which men's hearts

have longed for so many bitter years, I have supreme confidence
that the spirit of enterprise will again reanimate this country, and
set our industrial life beating once more with a steady pulse and a

strong heart."

United States
The country in general feels it can look into the future with more

confidence and assurance than fx>r some time past. Peace has been
practically concluded, the last Victory loan campaign is over
and readjustment is making progress. Conditions are becoming
more settled. With the general improvement there is a noticeable

betterment in all around trade feeling. Building is becoming more
active and the orders to meet future requirements are growing stead-

ily. This gives an indication that market valuer will be maintained.



View of Mills in Samia.

BUY THE BEST
Retailers and woodworking establishments who like to

get A I NORWAY and WHITE PINE LUMBER al-

ways buy their stocks from us because we can ship them

on quick notice. It pays to have the goods, but it pays

better to ^'deliver" them.

We also make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to or-

der any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

Rush Orders Rushed

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co.^ Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO

B. P. Bole, Pre». F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barre, Gen. Mgr. W. A. Saurwein, Ast t. Mgr.
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The demand for all kinds of hardwood is active and production is

not equal to the number of requisitions. On a number of items

prices have advanced considerably, and it is in the upper grades that

the biggest movement is taking place. On some lines quotations

arc changing from day to day. With the improvement in weather

conditions from this out, it is expected that the output will be in-

creased.

In Southern pine stocks are still limited and orders are in excess

of the output. All grades of flat grained flooring are in active de-

mand, and during the past three weeks, prices have shown con-

siderable advance. The labor situation is still complicated, and al-

though wages are higher than ever before, a number of negroes have

left to work in the cotton fields. In certain sections excessive rains

still retard logging and shipments. The demand for white pine is

steady, and operators in the North intend to do more logging than

usual so as to be in a more advantageous position to cater to the

wants of the trade at the end of the sea.son. The "American Lumber-
man" reports that production is coming along nicely in the Western
l)art of the Canadian white pine belt, although it is hardly probable

that a normal amount of white j)inc will enter the United States this

vear.

In Buffalo, Detroit and other cities, home building is greatly
on the increase. The lake lumber trade will shortly start up, and
freight shippers talk encouragingly. Shippers are quite busy, find-

ing it an advantage to move freight by water. Western lumber
prices have gone up so high that some Eastern lumbermen hesitate-

to buy Leading business firms, familiar with general conditions,
predict higher figures for lumber and labor. Labor conditions arc

still unsettled. With a normal state of affairs, however, there is no
doubt that building will receive a greater impetus than ever. Many
of the permits taken out are for garages.

For the last six weeks red cedar shingles have advanced on an
average of about 21^ cents a day, until at the time that this is written
clears bring from $3.95 to $4, Coast basis, with *A* shingles selling

for about $1 less. The shingle mills are doing all possible to stimu-
late the production of cedar logs and also to cut as many shingles as
possible. The supply may catch up with the demand and, when this

occurs, unless manufacturers immediately curtail production there
will be a drop in the market. When this will occur no one can tell.

The demand for redwood shingles is very good and some buyers are
turning to the redwood district to secure their supply because of
the scarcity along the north Pacific coast.

Market Correspondence
SPECIAL REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS AT
HOME AND ABROAD

St. John Expects Freer Movement of Stocks

The past two weeks has seen no change in the lumber situation at

St. John. All the mills are sawing right along without any change.

No sales have been made, but more numerous inquiries are coming
both from American and English buyers, especially English. It has

been hinted that more tonnage is to be granted in the very near

future and during the next two weeks they shall anticipate moving
some stocks for European ports.

Prices in United States have improved about $2.00 per M. over the

early spring and winter. Business in general in United States is not

as bad as heretofore, and a more optimistic feeling is on the move. A
great number of buyers have visited the West Coast and made large

purchases of Western fir, but as the sizes bought are largely of a wide
and large dimension, it is not having any great influence upon the

Eastern spruce.

Foreign markets are calling for smaller sizes which can be had
in large quantities in the East where the logs are smaller but of a

firm construction and much better for house building purposes. With
the large demand for British Columbia products the Western manu-
facturers have advanced their lists from three to five dollars per M.
This will, therefore, have a tendency to steady prices of Eastern
spruce

;
especially do these advances apply to flooring and sheathings,

and Eastern spruce board should find a ready market in the very near

future. Refuse lumber is very slow selling at the present moment
and is accounted for by very little house building over the Eastern
provinces. Local trade shows some improvement, largely in interior

finish and special repair work, and general improvements but no large

buildings are being erected.

The drives on the head waters of the St. John are practically

all out of the brooks into the main corporation, and if the water holds
will all get to the booms at Fredericton." At the present writing only
about fifteen out of forty have arrived in the booms at Fredericton.

Ottawa Looks for Still Hiffher Lumber Prices

Conflicting reports as to the amount of business done together
with special information that Sir James Ball, the British Timber Con-
troller, had decided to purchase altogether in Canada one billion feet

of lumber, featured the Ottawa lumber market during the closing

period of May.
Reports from manufacturing circles indicated that business had

picked up, and that orders and inquiries were increasing. On the

other hand from wholesale and retail sources it was pointed out
that such information was for the purpose of trying to influence the

wholesalers into buying and putting the prices up.

According to some reports from wholesale and retail sources the

May business proved a disappointment, or fell short of what it was
confidently expected beforehand that it would be. The volume of

sales was perhaps greater than during the war years, excluding the
sales of shell box stock.

Building grades according to the retailers did not move as fast as
expected. The stock sold was chiefly for repairs, with a few orders for

new buildings. The volume of building operations aside from residen-

tial dwellings was considerably in excess of last year, or any year
since the war began. Work on the Booth building at the corner

of Slater and Bank streets which will cost anywhere from a quarter

to half a million dollars is well under way and when it is completed
will furnish Ottawa with its first underground departmental store.

The excavation has been completed to a depth of twenty-four feet

and there will be two stories underground.
The reconstruction of the Federal Parliament Buildings, the

new Government "Hunter" building, the remodeling of the old Arcade
building, and the commencement of work on the Loew theatre enter-

prise, all added to the utilization of lumber. The lumber, sash and
door, and interior fittings with the exception of the Daly, Loew and
Booth buildings was practically already contracted for.

Reasons and opinions vied with each other as to the possibilities

of lumber sales during the immediate future. From manufacturing
sources it was reported that trade both Canadian and foreign had
picked up considerably during the last two weeks and there had been
more orders and requires. This was given to mean that the tone of

the market reflected the confidence of wholesalers as to the future and
the assumed belief on their part that good business was ahead and
that existing prices were not going to come down.

Gauged generally a tendency exists on the part of the manufac-
turers to further advance prices.

With wholesalers and retailers the present demand, which is not

up to their previous expectations, is attributed largely to the present

industrial unrest, in the ranks of building labor. "With the way the in-

dustrial and labor situations are at present persons who would build

are holding back, because they do not know when their buildings are

going to be completed or when another strike is going to be called,"

was the explanation of one prominent Ottawa dealer.

In connection with the reported purchases of the British Timber
Controller, Sir James Ball, of one billion feet of lumber in Canada, it

is pretty well understood that of this amount only between one and
one quarter and one and one half million feet was purchased from
firms in the Ottawa Valley. The average purchase price for Canada
was around forty dollars per M. Should this actually be so it would
mean between fifty and sixty thousand dollars worth of trade to the

Ottawa Valley. In addition to any purchases of lumber, practically all

of the available supply of white pine deals in the Ottawa Valley were
purchased. The price at which the deals sold was not announced.

One of the most interesting rumors which it is understood was
causing considerable concern to manufacturers, was that Western
lumber was coming unto the Eastern market at a price which would
not permit of competition with Eastern quotations. The explanation

given by a leading Ottawa Valley manufacturer was that during the

war a great deal of stock had been purchased in the west, subject to

specifications, for use in the building of aeroplanes and aircraft.

"The specifications demanded that the stock to be accepted must
be flawless and A. 1. stock. A great amount was cut and large portions

of it rejected. The rejected stock is being placed on the Eastern
market now, at prices with which we cannot hope to compete with

any profit," was the comment of one lumberman.
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STABLE AND STORAGE TENTS
HORSE COVERS-TARPAULINS

With a Full Stock of River Driver, Cookery

and Sleep Tents, Tarps and Straw TicksWE ARE READY
WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited

Dept. "D," OTTAWA

Books For Sale

Special Prices

"A Mamial for Northein Woodsmen," by
Austin Gary. Published in 1918 by The
Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass. 302 pages and illustrations.
Price $2.75.

Baughman's "Buyer & Seller." The hanct
iest labor-saving book for lumbermen
ever devised. Desk si^c, 300 pages,
$2.50. Pocket edition, 188 pages, $1.25.

"Baughman's Cost Tables" for figuring
cost of any article by the foot, piece,
pound or ton. 127 pages, 5>i in. by 7
in. Price, flexible leather, $1.50; flex-

ible Morocco, $2.50.

Chapin's Lumber Reckoner, valuable in

the saving of time, labor and errors.
Size 4 in. X 7 in., 171 pages. Price,
cloth binding, $2.25, Morocco, $3.25.

"Climax" tally book, bound in sheep, with
hand straps. Size 4^ x 8yi, 110 pages.
Price $1.00.

"Lumberman's and Logger's Guide," just
published by the author, Bernard Bre-
reton, size, 6 in x 9 in., 136 pages, deal-
ing with the merits and uses of Doug-
las Fir, California Redwood and the

leading Commercial Woods of tlie Paci-
fic Coasts. Contains Log Tables and
other useful information. Price $1.00.

"The Kiln Drying of Lumber," a Practical
and Theoretical Treatise, by Harry Dot*
aid Tiemann, M.E., M.F. Just pub-
lished by J. B. Lippincott Co. 310
pages, illustrated. Price $4.

Seasoning of Wood ; A Treatise of the
Natural and Artificial Processes Em-
ployed in the Preparation of Lumber fot
Manufacture, with Detailed Explanations
of its Uses, Characteristics and Propei*
ties, by Joseph Wagner. Published by
D. Van Nostrand Co., in 1917. 274
pages, illustrated. Price $3.00.

The Preservation of Structural Timber, bj
Howard F. Weiss. Published in 1915
by McGraw-Hill Book Company, 312
pages, illustrated. Price $3.

Utilization of Wood-Waste (Second Re-
vised Edition), by Ernst Hubbard. Pub-
lished in 1915 by Scott, Greenwood ft
Sons. 192 pages, illustrated. Price $1.50.

Vest Pocket Ready Reckoner for Lumber-
men.

_
11th edition. Published by the

American Lumberman. Price 35 cents.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide Street West - TORONTO

Ideas and Suggestions

for Interior Trim

Read the series of Illus-

trated articles on the

above subject by W. H.

Shaw now running in the

Canadian Woodworker.
Subscription price of this

publication, loo pages

monthly, One Dollar a

year.

Order from

Woodworker Publishing Co., Limited

343 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO
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Considerable Improvement in Montreal Trade
Trade is slightly better in Montreal. The \ards are huyinp^ a

little more freely, exports are going forward fairly well, and American
inquiries and orders are more satisfactory. Although business is

not at a very high standard, the outlook, particularly locally, is more
favorable, provided always that labor troubles are avoided. Some
of the branches of the building trade are very restless, and are making
demands which are regarded as preposterous. There is a chance
that action will be taken on the Montreal housing scheme. This has
been held up owing to a hitch in the appointment of a chairman of the

Commission, but this has been straightened out, and it is likely that

prompt action will be the order of the day. More building is coming
out, but the season is not likely to be very active. The hopes enter-

tained by some that costs would come down have now to be given
up, as costs are likely to increase.

Lumber prices still remain firm, and the tendency, it is held, will

be more in the direction of advances than declines. The view is that

the buying for British Government account will prove of immense
benefit to the Canadian domestic market.

Wholesalers doing business with the States, report an improved
demand. Lath is being bought more freely, and |)rices are better.

A fair amount of lumber is being shipped to the United Kingdom
largely on account of the British Ciovernment. Commercial shippers

of every description are assigned 30 per cent, of the total cargo space

;

this was changed to 50 per cent., but it quickly reverted to the former
proportion. There is, in fact, a shortage of tonnage, and from present
indications, British Government owned lumber will take a long
period to be shipped to the other side. Rates have stiffened, and arc

now about 350 s. ])er standard. Tonnage will be a very important
factor in Canada filling her foreign orders. The inquiry for sashes,

doors, etc., from Australia is a case in point. The chances are favor-

able to B. C. manufacturers securing such an order, and here again
the question of tonnage and rates will be of great importance.

The Lumber Situation in the West
Considerable iini)ro\emnt has ])een noted in the log and .shingle

business of British Columbia during the past fortnight. Orders arc

materializing both in shingles and logs from parts of the country not
heard from in many instances for eighteen months. South of the
international boundary operators are experiencing the same activity,

one man stating that last week he sold a car of shingles at the highest
price he had obtained in twenty-five years.

Locally the usual number of shingle orders arc being received
from the Eastern States, while Eastern Canada is also being heard
from. Business is also developing from the prairies, where there has
been no .market for British Columbia more than a year.

The number of houses under construction in Greater Vancouver
is also adding its quota to mill activity. For the present the mills are
filled with orders sufficient to last for thirty days or more. The log
supply is none too good, due to the fact that the camps which switch-
ed from cedar to spruce are slow in returning to their original line.

If building keeps up as it is anticipated by the shingle men, the mills

will be kept busy for the rest of the year.

The shingle school which is under operation by the Shingle Ag-
ency of British Columbia for the benefit of returned veterans, is still

working at capacity at the foot of Wall Street, and already several

qualified sawyers have been passed as competent. There is a demand
for white sawyers in different parts of the province and good wages
are being earned by the new recruits in the shingle business.

Logging conditions are also fairly good, there being no accumu-
lation of logs at the booming grounds although there is a little hem-
lock on the north side of the Inlet, due to oflfal from the spruce campc
being used for pulp requirements. Fir and cedar are in good demand
and the output is disposed of as fast as the logs are marketed.

Pitch Pine Export Operations

Mr. A. L. Williams, who is well-known to the trade, and has also

an extensive connection with timber shippers by his extended visits

to the various timber-producing countries, is now established in bus-

iness with temporary offices at 80, Gracechurch Street, pending the

possession of more commodious offices, says the "Timber Trades
Journal" of London, Eng. The style of the firm is A. L. Williams &
Co., and it is announced that they have just been appointed United
Kingdom agents for the American Pitch Pine Export Co., of New
Orleans ; with the formation of which company, and the preparations

made by it for the handling of export business, there may be said to

have come into existence the first real lumber export combination
in the- United States formed under the Webb-Pomerene Act on a

large scale. The mills composing it comprise some of the most im-
portant in the eastern part of the yellow pine territory that is east

of the Mississippi, and have always been large producers of export
stock, so that they are most advantageously situated to handle a large

volume of l)usincss
; and they have selected to head the company with

their most experienced and capable men. All the directors, officers,

and ccjmmittec members are thoroughly conversant with the require-
ments of the foreign lumber markets, and have made a success of
that branch of the trade. Mr. Williams is also vice-president of the
Central Timber Export Co., of New York, which is one of the largest

l)roducers and shippers of all American hardwoods in the State-,

and embraces the Walnut Export Sales Co.. New York, which is a
combination of about 90 jjer cent, of the walnut manufacturers of the
'United States. The firm are also agents for the A. C. Dutton Lumber
Corporation, of Springfield. Mass., whose operations on the Pacific

coast and ascmbling yard at Poughkeepsie, just above New York,
puts them in the best position to make immediate shipments of Paci-
fic coast products.

Mr. ^^'illiams is well acquainted with the industry in Canada

.

and has paid frequent visits to the Dominion.

The New Managrer for Price Bros.

J. Leonard A[>cdaile, who has
i^ecn appointed managing director

i)f Price i>ros. & Co., Ltd., Que-
hec, and will have charge of their

various pulp, paper and lumber
activities, with headquarters in

the ancient capital, is of English
descent, being born in Essex.
I'ngland, in 1880. After complet-
ing his education at Edinburgh
university, he became an appren-
tice with a chartered accountant
in lulinburgh, in 1898, and later

assistant to the George A. Touche
Co., chartered accountants, I^n-
don, England. Eight years ago
Mr. Apedaile came to Montreal
and opened up a branch of George
.\. Touche & Co., who are estab-

lished in London. Eng., as well

as in many cities in Canada and
the United States. He served
with the Montreal Heavy Bri-

gade. Canadian Artillery, qualify-

ing as lieutenant in 1912. and has acted as Adjutant to the Brigade
since 1914. Mr. .\pedaile has disposed of his partnership in the
(jcorgc -A. Touche & Co. in order to devote his full time and attention
to his new and responsible duties. He is a member of several clubs,

and his recreations are equitation, golfing and motoring. He is a life

governor in the Montreal general hos])ital, and has been a director
or vice-president of several Montreal concerns.

J. L. Apedaile, Montreal, P.Q.

Australia Requires Canadian Lumber
Immediate openings for Canadian export trade, amounting to

many millions of dollars, are outlined in a cable message received

from D. H. Ross. Canadian Trade Commissioner, Melbourne. Aus-
tralia, sent to the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Department
of Trade and Commerce. Ottawa.

The text of the cable runs: "Commonwealth Soldiers' Homes De-
partment, just constituted, is adopting an aggressive policy with an

.

ultimate expenditure estimated at about fifty million pounds sterling

($250,000.000) . They desire within a fortnight cabled c.i.f. quotation,

say in the first instance, for Sydney and Melbourne, for comparison
with Scandinavian and American quotations, the following quantities

of goods with delivery within the next twelve months:
"Sixty thousand four-panel standard doors, 1J4 inches (think the

ultimate quantity required will be about half a million doors, spread
over six years)

; 120,000 sashes within the first year, size 6 feet by 2
feet, 10 inches by 1/4 inches thick; 70,000 superficial feet tongued
grooved flooring, dressed one side, size 4 by 1 inches, in first year,

with a similar quantity in the following four years, and a similar

quantity also of linings, size 4 inches by half or three-quarter inches.

I suggest immediate conference at Vancouver. Pacific spruce is like-

ly to be acceptable if cheaper for flooring and lining."

Timber Revenue From Indian Reserves

During the license year 1918-19, sales of timber and cash receipts

for timber cut on the Indian reserves of Canada, produced a total

revenue of $258,274, according to a statement issued by the Interior

Department. The report states that during the war the Indians in-

certain parts of the Dominion contributed an appreciable quantity

of raw materials for the manufacture of airplanes and for use in the

distillation of acetone in the manufacture of high explosives.
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NEW ZEBRA, WOOD, WESTERN UNION, and PRIVATE CODES USED.

Telephones : Cables

:

^frii
p"""^ Distance A ft ^ " HILLAS," HULL

400 Private Branch Exchange. ^ ^ ^ Jk %J

^.HILL
AS & COA^rp

. * WOOD BROKERS "^-/VV^ FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER ^

Head Office : HULL, England

To the Lumber Companies of Canada

:

You have the Goods. Place your Lists with full

particulars in our hands. We are in daily touch with all the

Buyers in the United Kingdom.

PLEASE NOTE. We pay cash against all documents, and

take the whole of the Delcredere risk on Buyers.

FOR iP^Jl^ SALE

Four New 120 H.P. Holt "Caterpillar" Tractors

Property of the British Government. Shipment can-

celled on account of armistice.

These tractors were made by the Holt Manufacturing
Company for the British Expeditionary Forces for haul-

ing heavy guns and loads over the world's worst roads.

They will serve you on the farm and in the forest as they
served the British Empire in the field.

For particulars address

BRITISH WAR MISSION
Director of Production - - - 165 Broadway, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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90 St. James Street

SPRUCE (Merchantable) 1918 Cut.
500,000 ft. 1 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in

800,000 ft. 2 X 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 in. ...

. , . 500,000 ft. 3 X 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 in.

200,000 ft. 3 X 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 in.

SPRUCE (Mill Cull)
800,000 ft. 1, 2, 2'/2, and 3 in.

WHITE PINE (Mill Run)
1,200,000 ft. 1, 1%, I'A, 2 and 3 in.

HEMLOCK (Merchantable and Mill Cull)
500,000 ft. 1, 2 and 3 in.

BASSWOOD (Mill Run)
200,000 ft. 1, VA, I'A, and 2 in.

BIRCH (Mill Run)
600,000 ft. 1, VA, VA, 2, 3, and 4 in.

BROWN ASH (Mill Run)
100,000 ft. 1 X 4 and up in. ... 6/13 ft.

10/16 ft.

10/16 ft.

10/16 ft.

17/26 ft.

Saw Mills at

Mont Laurier, Que.

Ste. Marguerite, Que.

Dressing Mills at

St. Jerome, Que.

Northern Office; Southern Office:

MIDLAND, ONT. HATTIESBURG, MISS.

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.
2601 Elston Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Dealers

White Pine, Red Pine
and Yellow Pine,
Lumber and Lath

Excellent Planing Mill Facilities. Prompt Shipments.

Everything
in Spruce

Dressed and in the Rough

Campbell, MacLaurin Lmnber Co.
Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Ontario Representative : F. L. Reed, 139 Glendale Ave., Toronto
Phone Parkdalt 4448

SPRUCE
AND

BIRCH
GOOD STOCKS PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTION

C. A. SPENCER, LIMITED
WIioIomU Doaler* in Rough and Dratted Lumber, Lath and Shingle*

Offices—McGUl Building. MONTREAL, Quebec

EDGINGS
Ontario

N. Cluff & Sons, of Seaforth, Out., are erecting an addition to their plan-
ing mill. It is 40 x 100 feet, one storey high, on concrete foundation.

In a small fire which broke out recently in a big block of trimmings piled
on the yard of the Keewatin Lumber Company at Keewatin, the loss was
about $5,000.

The Abitibi Power and Paper Company, of Iroquois Falls, is making i

cellcnt progress, and it is said that all deferred dividends will be paid before
the end of the year.

The action by J. B. R. McLaughlin against James Davidson's Sons, of
Ottawa, to recover $10,000 commission on the sale of lumber was dismissed
by Mr. Justice Kelly, of Toronto.

The steamer City of Midland, owned by the Collingwood Steamship Co.,
was recently burned at Collingwood, while lying on the wharf at the west
side of the harbor. She was valued at $12,000 and partly insured.

A charter has been granted to Smith and Stone, Limited, Toronto, with
a capital stock of one hundred thousand dollars ,to carry on the business of
builders and general contractors and to buy and sell lumber, pulp, paper, etc.

A federal charter has been granted to the Dominion Towing and Wreck-
ing Co., Ltd., with headquarters in Midland, Ont., and a capital stock of
$250,000, to carry on the business of towing and wrecking, and to own, charter
and sell ships, ferry boats, tugs, dredges, etc.

The Brennen planing mill property in Hamilton has been sold to Wood,
Alexander & James, wholesale hardware dealers, who will erect a large mod-
ern warehouse on the site. The machinery is being sold by the Dominion
Lumber & Coal Company, Limited, of Hamilton.

The Ontario Safety League is adopting several progressive measures. It

has been decided to authorize the purchase of 1,000,000 safety stickers for
distribution. Another progressive move is having a cartoon contest open to
all artists in Canada, and also to have the pupils of Ontario schools enter
into competition in writing essays on Safety.

London Shipping Containers, Limited, London, have been granted a
charter with a capital stock of fifty thousand dollars and headquarters in

London, to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in paper, cardboard, wooden and
metal containers, boxes, barrels, pails and bags. Among those back of the
enterprise are Thomas H. Lacey, George W. Stephenson and William J. Reid,
of London.

McGibbon, Limited, with a capital stock of one hundred thousand dollars

and head offices in Sarnia, have been granted a provincial charter, to manu-
facture, buy ,sell and deal in lumber, timber, and building materials of all

kinds. The incorporators of the company ae John McGibbon, John H. Mc-
Gibbon, and Donald McGiggon, lumber dealers, of Sarnia, and Donald White
accountant.

Panels, Limited, with head office in Toronto, and capital stock of twenty
thousand dollars, have been granted a charter to manufacture all kinds of

wood veneers, to buy, sell and deal in wood and other panels and wood pro-

ducts generally. The incorporators of the company are Joseph A. Houde,
Hebert T. Brewitt, Robert C. Stock, Gordon A. McElhinney and Ernest
Houde, all of Toronto.

The Port Hope Veneer & Lumber Co., Port Hope, Ont., are installing a

veneer plant and intend to enter extensively into the manufacture of veneers

and panels. The equipment will include a veneer lathe, trimmer, presses, dry-

ers, as well as a few woodworking machines. The sawmill, situated at Bewd-
ley, will be operated in connection with this plant. The company have sev-

eral good timber limits and will make a large quantity of crossbanding.

The New Ontario Colonization Co., Ltd., whose mills are at Jackson-
boro, Ont., report that they started operations early in the month. They
further state that the labor situation is not bad, and there are plenty of men,
but all do not seem inclined to work. The demand for both rough and worked
lumber, as well as pulpwood, is good, and the company are shipping out both.

W. K. Jackson, of Buffalo, president of the organization, states that prices are

satisfactory, although none too high considering the heavy cost of production.

He is satisfied that both Canada and the United States are going to do con-

siderable building this year, and the company are looking for good business

throughout the year. The demand has already set in in many quarters.

The Dickson Co., Ltd., Peterboro, has been granted a federal charter and

incorporated with a capital stock of $1,000,000 and headquarters in Peterboro.

Wide powers are conferred upon the company, who will take over as a

going concern, the business, lands, leases, franchises, assets, etc., of the Dick-

son Co. of Peterboro, Ltd., which concern is incorporated under the pro-

vincial laws of Ontario. The company is authorized to own and operate saw-

mills and other mills for the production of boxes, sash, doors, furniture, etc.;

to manufacture and deal in lumber of all kinds, and to own and operate ground

wood and chemical pulp plants, paper, cardboard and other mills. Among the

incorporators are Dickson Davidson, and S. Dickson Hall, of Peterboro, and

others.

Hart & McDonagh, wholesale lumber dealers, of Toronto, have recently

closed several large contracts for the present season. They have bought one

million feet, log run, of hemlock, birch, and spruce from Taplin & McDonald

at Novar, Fern Glen, and Emsdale. Among other purchases have been one-

half million feet of birch, basswood ,elm and maple from H. C. Monteith,

Powassan, Ont., and one million feet of maple and basswood from Hall Bros.,

Limited, of Toronto, which was cut along the Central Ontario Railway m
Hastings County and in Glengarry County. The maple consists of No 1

common and better, and the basswood of log run on grade. Hart & Mc-

Donagh have so far this season concluded negotiations for over seven mil-

lion feet.
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DRY

Spruce, Pine, Birch,Maple

and Winter Cut Basswood

1917 Cut

In All Thicknesses and Widths

"EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

McLENNAN LUMBER CO., Limited
21 Dorchester Street W., MONTREAL, CANADA

Quebec
Four wooden steamers in course of construction at the Davies shipbuild-

ing plant at Lauzon, Que., have been launched.

A. Painchaud, manager of La Scierie Lac Des Ecorces, Ltd., Lac de
Ecorces, Que., is contemplating the erection of a sawmill at Lac des Ecorces,
Que.

Leon W. Miller and Willard H. Miller have registered at Stanstead, P.Q.,
under the name of W. H. Miller & Son, to engage in the lumber and pulp-
wood industry.

Nine men were drowned on the night of May 12, when a motor boat
that was taking them home after a log drive, capsized on the Etchemin river

at St. Leon de Standon, Dorchester county, P.Q.

Two million feet of lumber, the property of the British and French gov-
ernments, was destroyed at DeBert, N.S., recently. The lumber had been
piled ready for shipment for about a year and the loss is estimated at $50,000.

The Brompton Pulp and Paper Company, of East Angus, Que., have in-

stalled a second news print machine, which will shortly be in operation, in-

creasing the production from 50 to 110 tons daily. Contracts for the aug-
mented output for the remainder of 1919 have been closed.

Job Shipping Corporation, Ltd., with a capital of $30,000, and head-
quarters in Montreal, has been incorporated to carry on the business of mer-
chants and carriers by land, air and water; and to transact all business con-
nected with ships or shipping, or the cartage and conveyance of produce,
merchandise, etc.

The Kipawa sulphite pulp plant of the Riordon Pulp and Paper Co.,

Montreal, is being rushed rapidly. The buildings are nearing completion and
part of the equipment is being installed. During the summer the remainder
of the machinery will be placed in position and the plant will be in full

operation before the close of the present year.

A provincial charter has been granted to La Compagnie des Bois du
Nord, with a capital stock of $99,000, and head offices in Amos, Que. The
company is empowered to manufacture wood and all- products thereof.
Among the incorporators are David Gourd, C. E. Marchand, Phillippe Massi-
cotte, Eugene Lafleur, of Amos, and J. C. Morin, of Villemontel, Que.

A charter has been granted to Belanger & Bolduc, Limited, with head
offices in Quebec and a share capital of $20,000. The incorporators are
Philippe Bechard, of Montmagny, Wilfrid Bolduc, J. A. LaRue, Eugene Trudel
and Oeorge Cantin, of Quebec, fhe company is authorized to acquire timber
limits and to carry on a general lumber business and to deal in charcoal and
other fuels.

La Campagnie L. Gingras and Fils, Limitee, with a capital stock of $20,-

000, and headquarters in Quebec City, has been incorporated to deal in tim-

ber, cordwood, and lumber and building materials, as well as to own and
operate timber lands, timber berths, etc. Among the incorporators of the

company are Patrick Gingras, Albert Pouliot, Emile Brousseau and others.

A recent despatch from Fredericton says: It is the intention to cut

largely deals at the Victoria Mills this year for overseas trade, this being
a change from former years when plank for the American market have made
up the big end of the output. Fifteen million feet of logs are available for

manufacture at the Victoria Mills this year, it is announced, and this amount
is about two million feet more than the maximum output of any former season.

Preparations are well under way for the inauguration of the aerial patrol

of the St. Maurice Forest Protective Association. The plans are now pretty

well completed and headquarters of the airship will be at La Tuque. Stewart
Graham and Major Macllaurin will begin their 750-mile aerial trip up to La
Tuque and Halifax in a few days. The machines they will use are two of

the fourteen owned by the Canadian government. One of them is now ready
for service and the other has just been overhauled.

Sir Charles Gordon, of Montreal, who is well known in Canadian indus-

trial circles, recently arrived in London, Eng., and declared in an interview

that he was greatly impressed with the work of the Canadian trade mission.

He pointed out that Canada was now able to compete with the United States

in certain lines of industry, particularly in lumber, paper and pulp, and com-
pete on their merits. Sir Charles spoke appreciatively of the expansion of

Canadian industries since the oubreak of the war, and welcomed the begin-

ning of Imperial preference as encouraging certain industries.

An appeal has been entered by Price Bros. & Co., against a recent con-

viction for operating their plants on Sunday. According to the law of the

Province of Quebec all industrial plants must close on Sunday or else face

court proceedings. Some time ago one of the pulp and paper divisions of

Price Bros, and Co. was found to be operating on Sunday and action was
instituted, not only against the management, but also against several of the

workmen who were engaged. They were fined by a local magistrate but
appealed to the superior court to obtain a writ of prohibition which, however,
was refused. Recently the Court of Appeals, sitting in Quebec city heard the

appeal of the company and also its operatives. Judgment in the matter was
reserved.

The Snyderfiba Barrel & Box Co., Ltd., with a capital stock of $200,000,

and chief offices in Montreal, have been incorporated. Wide powers are con-

ferred upon the company, and among them are to maintain and operate pulp
and paper mills or any products thereof; to purchase and operate lumber and
sawmills ;and to manufacture and deal in timber, lumber, wood, etc. Among
the incorporators are WiUiam Taylor, Fred W. Tofield, and Bruce S. Crom-
bie, Montreal. Another concern granted a charter is the Canadian Snyder-
fiba Container Co., with a capital stock of $100,000. The headquarters are

in Montreal and the powers of the company are similar to those of the

Snyderfiba Barrel & Box Co. The personnel of the incorporators is also

largely the same.
The British Timber Buyer, Mr. Montague L. Meyer, has appointed

Messrs. S. G. Denman and W. L. C. Fisher as Eastern representatives of

the British organization. Mr. Denman was formerly in charge of the lum-

ber department of the Imperial Munitions Board, and Mr. Fisher, who is

expected in Canada in the middle of June, is connected with Mr. Meyer's

office in London, England. An office has been opened at 104-5 St. Nicholas

Building, Montreal, Mr. J. S. Granner being the chief inspector. The ob-

ject of opening this office is to allocate the shipping for forwarding the lum-

ber purchased in Eastern Canada by Mr. Meyer on behalf of the British

Government. Certain tonnage will be placed at the disposal of the Eastern
representatives by the British Ministry of Shipping, and tramp vessels will

also be chartered by the London office of the Timber Buyer. A Western
office is to be opened in Vancouver, B.C.

Genuine Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Oak andHardwoods

Fir, Pine and Spruce

CHAS H. RUSSELL
211 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Que.

H. BOURGOUIN
Dominion Express Bldg., 145 st. jamei St., Montreal

WHOLESALE LUMBER AND TIMBER
Dreased and Rough

B. C. FIR TIMBERS
Ship Timbers and Planking, Ship Decking, Tank Stock, Bridge

Timbers, Fir and Spruce Lumber
Also White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Banksian Pine,
Birch, Maple, Rock Elm, Oak, Yellow Pine, Railway Ties,

Fence Posts, Poles and Piling.

DIMENSION OAK CUT TO SPECIFICATION
Prompt shipment Satisfactory stock Good service Write or wire for prices

A. F. B. AUSTIN, Manager

Saw Mill Exhausters
"By-Pass" Blower Systems are Indestructible

"By-Pass" exhausters will handle the green sawdust
from your saw mill without clogging or trouble of any
kind. Material does not pass through or around fan
wheel. Fan is not overhung. Three bearings. No
heating or shaking. The best and most economical
system made today.

We manufacture and install systems complete

Write for information

Toronto Blower Company
156 Dnke St., Toronto
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Me! Im Sorree for Good Many Tini;

Editor Lumberman Cannayenne,

—

1 got your lettre O.K. las vvik but Inii be very sorree I no can tcl

you wat you aks me for tel.. De boss have all dose figger you wan
an de clerk are gone on Toronto for mak hees report for de winter
beezness.

Nodder ting wat are preven me write you more soon are ma
wife Glorianna.

Say, mon vieux, you no can nodderstan for minute wot Im pas
trough dese las few wik an mesef Im not wan have pas trough de
.same ting again for tousan dollar.

You see it were lak dis. ,Las Fall ma wife Glorianna tel me hees
sister Mercedes have young feller wot are court her prettee strong
an she aks me for give him job on de bush.

Wei, Im not know dat young feller mesef for dat sister de Glori-

anna live on de Brule on farm an I no have seen her for more as one
year before an nodder ting Im be prettee busy oil de time work on
de Bush an Drive. Yes Im preettee busy mans mos de tam an nod-
der ting Im quiet man an dat sister de Glorianna are not quiet wo-
mans atall. She not ac lak ma Glorianna tall—she prettee sharp on
her tongue as she prettee strong girl too—so Im Hn out. Me Im
satisfy stay on Lac au Loup an Mercedes she stay on de Brule—but
were fren jus de sam.

Ma wife Glorianna she tel me dat feller are fin chantier-mans
an can mak de log wit anybody an drive de horse an do all dose
tings wat chantier-mans could do. Wei, you know de mans were
scarce las Fall an wen Im hear bout dis good mans wat are wan a

job I say on ma wife she write her sister Mercedes an sen dat feller

along—an he come.
Beeg feller too—mos a head bigger an me an take coat bout de

sam size lak me—maybe not so beeg on de chess but weigh bout de
sam, roun 200 poun. He got funny man too for Pea Soup for hees
nam are Hector MacKenzie an he got de red hair. Wen Im see her
lirs I begin talk on English ])ut he stop me an say he not talk dat way
but only on French. I aks her were he come from an he say he live

bout tree wik below Quebec.
Wei,—Hector were a good mans an can do mos everything firs

class an he were strong lak bull too but he have mos bad temper Im
never see an can quarrel wit de nodder man al de tam.

Das wan ting Im not lak for dose nodder mans are good mans
an mos dem ma neighbor from Lac au Loup an none de wan quarrol

wit nobody. Hector lak shok how he strong an queek an before he
be dere a wik he have tree fight an tree ma bes mans have been lick.

Im not be dere for see one dose fight for dey are happen wen me Im
nodder place but Hector he always fin me firs an tel all bout it an he
never in de wrong but always a innocent victime . Im notis after

wile dat some ma bes mans leave me an go an work on nodder camp.
I aks some dose feller for tel how dose fight happen but dey no can
tel only de one wat fight can tel so dat leave me for judge de two
mans.

i lector are good talker, lie court de sister ma wife Glorianna.

An he beeg man too.

Wei, we pas de winter preetee fair an mak lots de log an get
dem out too. De Hardwood are haul on de mill an de Softwood on
de Landing an we move oursef on de mill an begin get ready for saw
de Birch an Maple.

Hector have lick mos all de mans wat are not scare to fight wit

him an he begin tink he bout de bes mans on dat part de countree.

De las one he beat are Tomas Major de young son de ma neighbor
on Lac du Loup an a good boy too. Tomas hees only bout eighteen

year ole but he gone grow oler an beeger too for he got good start,

so mebbe Hector bes look out—but das not on de story yet.

Wen Tornas have been lick he start ma troub by saying on Hec-
tor he are too smart for try mak any fuss wit Caspar Lamarche

—

dats me—an dat he know better as get me after him.

Ba Gosh ! Why peoples can leave ma beezness alone. Here lak

Im tel you are young mans wat are mebbe gone de family some day.

An me Im not wan have any fuss wit nobody an young Tomas have
for say dose word.

All dis happen bout de middle las mont an we are ready start de

mill on Monday. Hector say he are gone pay visit on Mercedes be-

fore he work on de mill an he ac mos jjlcasant for few days—mebl>e
because he tink of Mercedes. Anyhow he fight wit Tomas on Turs-
day an on Saturday morning he come on de Blacksmit shop were Im
happen to be an he all dress up ready for leave.

He aks me for message for ma wife family an den he shake de
han an say "Au revoir." He stop on de dour de shop an turn joun
an say "Caspar, Im gone lick all dose fellers was Im not lick yet jus

so soon Im be back. Watch out."

.\ man are a funny ting sometam. (ilorianna say he are funiu
ting all de tam. Mebbe so but he are funny sometam, an dose word
de Hector "Watch out" dey mak me tak beeg breat an before Im tink

I say "I'es jiass me by Hector or mebee you not finish de job."

He stop on de door lak he much surprise. Den he take few step

away, mebbe fifty feet, den he stop a leetle an den he turn roun an
come back on de door. He say "Caspar you not mad eh? Im pass

you by because you marry de sister de ma girl—Dats good reason
eh? So don worry mon viex." Say! He make me mad on one minute.

Wen Im come on dis worl I have de good body, de good fadder

and modder an plentee good food for eat but Im also have prettc

queek temper mesef an Im have lots de troub wit it wen Im young.
My modder she cry many tam for me an mebbe she say leetle prayer

for me too but Im fin out after wile dat de bes way for keep out de

troub are for say notting but jus now I have say someting an Hec-
tor have say someting an de firs ting Im begin member are wen de

mans are hold me back an nodder man are carry Hector outside.

Hector didn go for visit on Mercedes but Mercedes have come
here for see Hector an between de two womans Mercedes and Cilori-

anna, Doctor Lemay an Pere Jaroin Im feel lak a dog wat are keel a

ship. An Im not look pretee needer for ma nose are much too beeg
an one eye are red on de corner an I can fin couple blue mark on

ma rib.

Hector are glad he not gone die—now he have Mercedes near

her but if he ever have Merceds jump on him lak she jump on me
after she see Hector seek on de bed he much prefer have nodder fight

wit me.
Me Im sorree for good many ting but Im tink much troub have

been mis if somebody have told Hector how Im kill de beeg black

bear wit ma han couple year ago wen Im catch him eat ma Jersey

calf behin de barn.

Bien a vous
Lac au Loup, Que. Caspar La Marche.

To-day, organizations like lumber associations, our commercial

clubs, as.iociations of manufacturers, associations of credit men, as-

sociations of merchants, are doing good work, and if conducted in a

spirit of mutual helpfulness, with the machinery of the Government
standing by subject to call, will help solve pressing problems and

remove many of the present handicaps of business.—Edward N.

Hurley.

Island Soft Douglas Fir
well manufactured into

TIMBERS of any size or any kind.

SAWN CLEARS (kiln dried) for factory purposes.

FINISHED CLEARS or COMMONS for yard trade

(made to special sizes when desired)

Carefully graded and shipped under P.C.L.I. certificate.

CEDAR, HEMLOCK, SPRUCE, SHINGi-ES

McELROY LUMBER COMPANY Limited

Credit Fonder Building - VANCOUVER, B.C.
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All "Reliance" Chains are pro-

vided with a wide-wearing shoe

on one side of the link.

Note also the double-keyed
pin head to prevent the pin

from turning.

"Reliance" Malleable
Drag Chain

FOR SAW DUST AND REFUSE
CONVEYERS

F.4 (B. & F.)

"Reliance" Chain
With F-4 (or B. & F.) Attachments; the best thing for Saw Dust
and Light Refuse Conveyers. Used also for Lumber Conveyers.

The Jeffrey Square Shank Pin Con-
struction eliminates all rock- ^^^^^^^
ing motion in the side bar. ^^^^^^^

Jeffrey Square Shank Pin Construction
The hard smooth steel pins with the square shanks fit into per-

fectly square holes. The bearing surface is the full width of the

pin. W^e are the originators of this type of chain and have been
building and improving it for 25 5'ears.

JEFFREY
CHAINS
For Conveyer Service in Handling

Logs, Lumber, Mill Refuse, Slabs,

&c.

Not just chains, but chains that combine all

the qualities and features demanded where

greatest production or capacity is to be ob-

tained.

Our 36 years of Chain building experience

and knowledge of the Lumber Industry's

needs makes the recommendations of JefYrey

Engineers valuable to you.

We ask the opportunity to prove our
claims to you. Write for Catalog.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms

MONTREAL

Jeffrey Detachable Chain
The type most generally used for Chain Drives. With F-2 At-
tachments to carry flights, Detachable Chains make good saw dust

Conveyers.

Long Link Coil Chain
For Log Hauls with S-lJ^ Spurs
For Heavy or Light Refuse and Slab Conveyers, use U Bolt or

K-5 Attachments to carry flights or scrapers.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Prices in Carload Lots, F.O.B. cars Toronto.

White Pine:
1 X 4/7 Good Strips $59 00 $62 00
154 and lyi X 4/7 Good Strips.. 63 00 60 00
2 X 4/7 Good Strips 63 00 66 00
1 X 8 and up Good Sides 75 00 77 00
I'/i and I'/i x 8 and wider Good

Sides 88 00
2x8 and wider Good Sides ... 90 00
1 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 55 00
5/4 and 6/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 65 00
2 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 70 00
1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 47 00
1x6 Mill Run 48 00
1 X 7, 9 and 11 Mill Run 47 00
1x8 Mill Run 50 00
1 x 10 Mill Run 53 00
1 x 12 Mill Run 54 00
5/4 and 6/4 x 4 Mill Run 48 00
5/4 and 6/4 x 5 Mill Run 48 00

00 00
95 00
58 00
67 00
72 OO
49 00
51 00
50 00
62 00
56 00
67 00
50 00
50 00
50 00
50 00
50 00
54 00
56 00
41 00
4U 00
44 00
44 00

1x6 Mill
1x8 Mill

1 X 10 Mill

32 00
34 00
22 00

43 00
44 00
47 00
50 00
43 00 .

44 00
45 00
54 00
54 eo

42 00
44 00
45 00
47 00
36 00

;«» 00
40 00
41 00
38 00
.19 00
38 00
40 00
41 00
32 00

32 00

2x4 Mill Run 48 00
2x6 Mill Run 48 00
2x8 Mill Run 48 OO
2 X 10 Mill Run 52 00
2 X 12 Mill Run 54 00
I in. Mill Run .S'horls 40 00
1x4 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls . .

1 x 10 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls .

1 X 12 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls .

1x4 and up 0/lG No. 2 Mill

Culls . 31 00
1 X 10 X 12 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls ..

1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 3 Mill Culls...

Red Pine:
1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 42 00

6 Mill Run 42 00
8 Mill Run 45 00
10 Mill Run 48 00
4 Mill Run 42 00
6 Mill Run 43 00
8 Mill Run 44 00

1. Clear and Clear Face 53 00
1. Clear and Clear Face 53 00

Spruce

:

1x4 Mill Run 41 00
Run 43 00
Run 44 00
Run 45 00

Mill Culls 34 00
Hemlock, No. 1, in carload lots, f.o.b. Toronto
1 X 4 and 5 in. x 9 to 16 ft.- . . 33 00 34 00
1x6 in. X 9 to 16 ft .S8 00
1x8 in. X 9 to 16 ft 39 00
1 X 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 40 00
1 X 7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16 ft. .36 00
2 X 4 to 12, 10 and 16 ft 38 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 12 and 14 ft. . . 37 00
2 X to 12 in., IS ft 39 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 20 ft 40 00
1 in. No. 2, 6 ft. to 16 ft. . . 31 00
2-in. No. 2, 4 in. and Uf' in

width, 6 to 16 ft 31 00
Douglas Fir, delivered in Toronto

:

Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

6x6 and 8, 10x10 and 12, 12x12 $60 00
6x10, 8x10, 10x14, 12x14, 14x14 61 00
6x12, 8x12 62 00
14x16, 16x16 62 60
6x14, 8x14, 10x16. 12x16 64 00
14x18 64 60

8x16, 10x18, 12x18 65 00
18x18, 20x20 65 60
12x20, 24x24 66 00
Timber In lengths over 82 feet subject to

negotiation.
Fir flooring, 1x3, edge grain . .

Fir flooring, 1x4, edcte grain . .

Fir flooring, 1x4, flat grain.. 44 00
No. 1 and 2, 1-in. clear Fir dough 50 00

(Depending upon widths).
No. 1 and 2, lH and lyi in.,

clear Fir rough 60 00
No. 1 and 2 2-in. clear Fir rough 53 00
1x5 and 1x6 Fir casing . .

.

1x8 and 1 x 10 Fir base
1 X 8 and 1 X 10 X 12 E. G.

stepping
1% and IJ/J X 8 X 10 X 12 F. G.

stepping
1-in. clear Fir, d 4 sides 48 00
1'/? -x lyi in. clear Fir. d 4 sides. 65 50
XX B. C. cedar shingles
XXX 0 butts to 2 in

XXXXX 5 butts to 2 in

TORONTO HARDWOOD PRICES
The prices given below are for carloads,

f.o.b. Toronto, from wholesalers to retailers,

and are bated on a good percentage of long
lengths and good widths, without any wide
i'tock having been sorted out. War tax f''

seven and half j cr cent, on imported woods,
payable by purchasers.
Ash, white, dry weight 8800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 3 No. 8
Com. Com. Com.
$60.00 $40.00 $30.00
63.00 46.00 35.00
7500 46.00

100.00 60.00
116.00 66.00

69 00
69 00
40 00
00 OU

64 00
61 on
61 00
63 00

74 00

64 00
66 60
68 on
4 30
5 30
6 00

4/4 .

5/4 & 6/4
8/4 . .. .

10/4 & 12/4 110.00
16/4 .. .. 126.00

Is &2s
. $80.00

85.00
96.00

4/4
6/4
8/4

Ash, Brown
70.00 50.00
75.00 60.00
78.00 65.00

35.00
55.00
60.00

Birch, dry weight 4000 lbs. per M. ft.

33.00
45.00
45.00

4/4
5/4 and 6/4 .

8/4
10/4 and 12/4
16/4

Is &2s
$

65
'

67
70
80
90

No. 1
Com.
$

48 50

No. 2
Com.

«
32 40

50
51
65
75

55
57
73
83

33
38
45
50

Basswood, dry weight 2600 lbs. per M. ft.

4 /4 . . . .

5/4 & 6/4
8/4 .. .

1« * 2«
$6S.no
70.00
75.00

No. 1
Com

$.')."^.on

60.00
63.00

No. a
Com.
$40.00
45.00
45.00

No. S
Com.

$.38.00

40.00
40.00

Chestnut, dry weight 2800 lbs. per M. ft.

Na. 1 Sound
Is A 2s Cora. Wormy

4/4 $65.00 $52.00 $46.00
0/4 & «/4 .. .. 72.00 BC.00 48.00
B/4 73.0U 66.00 48.00
Elm, soft, dry weight 8100 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 3 No. 8
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 58.00 $45.00 $36.00 $28.00
6/4 & 8/4 03.00 50.00 40.00 33.00
12/4 . . . 70.00 60.00 45.00 37.00

Gum, red, dry weight 8300 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $60.00 $60.00
5/4 & 6/4 .. .. 62.00 62.00
8/4 65.00 56.00

Gum, Sap
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 $60.00 $46.00
5/4 & 6/4 64.00 47.00
8/4 66.00 47.00

Hickory, dry weight, 4600 lbs. per M. (t.

No. 1 No. 3
Is dt 2s Com. Com.

4/4 $76.00 $46.00 $30.00
6/4 100.00 76.00 60.00
8/4 DO.OO 00.00 8S.00

Maple, hard, dry weight 8000 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 3 No. 8
I«*28 Com. Com Com.

4/4 . . . . $58.00 $45.00 $30.(K) $26.00
5/4 & 0/4 63.00 48.00 :«.00 29.00
8/4 ... . 68.00 58.00 .38.00 32.00
12/4 . . . 75.00 65.00 45.00
16/4 . .. 90.00 80.00 50.00

Soft Maple
The quantity of soft maple produced In

Ontario is small and it is generally sold on
a log run basis, the locality governing the
prices.

Mill run grade. No. 3 and better .... $38.00
No. 2 and better 47.00

White and Red Oak, plain sawed, dry weight
4000 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $80.00 $60.00
5/4 & 6/4 82.00 65.00
8/4 90.00 67.00
10/4 96.00 70.00
12/4 100.00 80.00
16/4 110.00 90.00

White Oak, quarter cut, dry weight 4000 lbs.

per M. ft.

No. 1
Is & 2s Com.

4/4 $120.00 $90.00
r>/4 an<l 6/4 130,00 100.00
8/4 135.00 100.00

Red Oak, quarter cut.

Is ft 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $ 86.00 $60.00
5/4 & 6/4 100.00 76.00
8/4 106.00 80.00

OTTAWA, ONT.
Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:
l iii. X 7 in. and up
I'i-iii. and IJ^-in., 8-in. & up
'2 in. X 7-in. and up
No. 2 cuts 2 X 8-in. and up..

Pine good strips

:

1-in

I'/i in. and l'A-\n
2in

Pine good nhorts:
1- in. X 7-in. and up
l in. X 4-in. to 6-in
l!4-in. and 1^-in
2-in. .. .. ..

7-in. to 9-in. A sidngs

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings . .

.

Pine, No. 1 dressing strips . .

.

Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts ....
Pine, 1-in. x 4-in. s.c. strips . .

Pine, 1-in. x 5-in. s.c. strips ...

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 7-in. s.c. strips ...

Pine, 1 x S in. s c., 12 to 16 ft.

Pine, l in. x lO in. M.R .

Pine, s.c. sidings, Xyi and 2-in.

Pine, s c. strips 1-in

I'A, I'/i and 2-in .

Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 to 6 in.

Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts, 1x5
Pine, s.c. and bet., shorts, 1x6
Pine, s.c. shorts, 6' -11

' , l"xlO"
Pine box boards

:

l"x4" and up, 6' -11'

l"x,3, 12 '16'

Pine, mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. X 4-in. and up, 12-

ft. and up

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.

and up, 6-ft to 11-ft

O. culls r & w p

Red Pine, log run

:

mill culls out, 1-in

mill culls out, 1^-in
mill culls out, lyi-in

mill culls,

and up . .

vhhe pine, l"x7"

Mill run Spruce

:

l"x4 and up, 6' -11'

I"x4" and up, 12 '16'
I"x9"-10" and up, 12 '16'...
lM"x7" 8-9" and up, 12'-16'..

1% X 10 and up, 12 '16'

IH" ft a- X 11' ud m». U'- 1«

75 00
90 00
95 00
65 00

60.00
68 00
75 00

5S 00 60 00
52 00
62 00
(55.00

45 00

53 00 55 00
.48 (X) 50 00
45 00 47 00
44 00 45 no

47 00
47 00
49 00

. 48 00 .50.00

51 00 52 00
48 00 50 00
45 00 47 no
45 00 47 00

42 00
40 00

46 00 47 00
48 00

.38 00
42 00

40 00

38 00

26 00

36 00 40 on
.36 00 40 00
3S 00 42 00
40 00 42 00

40 00

.38 00
40 00
45 00
45 00
48 00
«« OU

Spruce, 1-In. clear (fine dressing
and B)

Hemlock, 1-in. cull 26 00
Hemlock, 1-in. log run 80 00
Hemlock, 2x4. 6, 8, 10, 12/10' . . 80 00
Tammrac 24 00
liasswood, log run, dead culls out 46 00
Basswood, log run, mill culls out 46 00
IJirch, log run 48 00
Soft Elm, common and better, 1,

IH, 2 in 26 00
Ash, black, log run 83 00
1 X 10 No. 1 barn
1 X 10 No. 2 barn
1x8 and 0 No. 2 barn
Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine, l'/i-\n. x 4-ft.

.No. 2 white pine
Mill run white pine
Spruce, mill run IH'i"
Red pine, mill run
Hemlock, mill run
82-in. lath 2 00
White Cedar Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in

Clear butt, 18-in
18-in. XX

Spruce logs (pulp) 18 00

4fl 00
27 00
36 00
86 00
20 00
48 00
SO 00
5() 00

80 00
40 00
62 00
48 00
42 00

5 25
6 00
4 n
4 00
4 26
4 00
3 26

5 25
5 (X)

4 00
16 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
CU.

Per Cubic Foot
White Pine

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in.

average, according to lineal. 80 tO
19 in. and up average 90 1 00

Spruce Deals
8 In. unsorted Quebec, 4 in. to Per M. Ft.
6 in. tbick $.34 00 $37 iHt

8 in. unsorted, Quebec, 7 in. to
S in. thick 38 00 40 00

8 in. unsorted Quebec. 0 in.

thick 40 00 45 00
Cta.

Oak Per Cubic Ft.
AcrorHinir to average and quality

.'")5 ft. cube m 1 00

Elm
According to average and quality,

40 to 46 feet, cube M 1 00
According to average and quality,

30 to 86 feet 76 86

Birch PUnks
1 to 4 in. thick, per M. ft 40 00 46 00

SARNIA, ONT.
Fine, Common and Belter

1 X 0 and 8 in $80 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 00 00
1% and in in. and up wide 100 00
2 in. and up wide 105 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 76 00
6/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 86 00
8/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 87 00

No. 1 Cuts
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 63 00
1% in., 8 in. and up wide 72 00
lli in 8 in. and up wide 73 00
2 in., 8 in. and up wide 76 00
2'4 and 3, 8 in. and vp wide 100 00
4 in., 8 in. and up wide 106 00

No. 1 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long $63 00 $63 00

lii, lyi and 2 in.. 10/16 ft. ... 68 00 64 00

2yi to 3 in.. 10/16 ft 73 00

No. 2 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 60 00 66 00

1%, lyi and 2 in.. 10/16 ft.... 61 00 56 00

2^5 in. to 3 in 66 00

No. 3 Barn
1 in.. 10 to 16 ft. long 46 00 61 00

154, 1J4 and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 47 00 61 00

Box
1 in., 154 in. & lyi in., 10/16 ft. 42 00 44 00

Mill Culls
Mill Run Culls

1 in., 4 in. and up wide, 6/16 ft. . . $37 00

Hi, lyi and 2 in 37 00
Lath

No. 1 48 in. White Pine 6.60
No. 2 48 in. White Pine 6 10
No. 3 48 in. White Pine 4 60
32 in. Pine 2 10
48 in. Hemlock 4 60
32 in. Hemlock 2 00

ST. JOHN, N.B.

Spruce

Wholesale to the Retailer

Random Lengths 10 to 35 feet.

2 X 3 D 1 edge and 3 x 3 D 1 edge. . . $38 50
2 X 4 D 1 edge and 3 x 4 D 1 edge. . . 39 00
2x6 Rgh. and 3 X 6 38 00
2x6 Rgh. and 3 X 6 38 00
2x7 Rgh. and 3 X 7 40 00
2x8 Rgh. and 3 X 8 40 00
2x9 Rgh. and 8 X 9 47 00

2 X 10 Rgh. and 3 X 10 47 00
2 X 12 Rgh. and 8 X 12 47.00

Timber at corresponding prices

:

Merch. Spruce Bds., Rgh., Ran. lengths 38 00
1 X 3-4-6 0

Merch. Spruce boards. 7 and up 46 00
Refuse boards, plank deals 28 00

PerM.
Lathi »-'« 26
Shingles. Extra Cedar 5 50

Clears 5 25
2nd do 4 75
Ex. No. 1 3 25
Spruce 4 00

Pine Lumber
1" Planer Pine Bds., Large $70 00
1" Planer Pine Bds., small 60 00
Smooth Shipper Pine Boards Of) 00
West India Shipper Pine Boards 52 60
I'A and 2 in. Planer Pine li) Wt
I'/i and 2 in. Shipper Plank 56 00
Small Shipper Pine Bds 45 (MJ

Poor 4th Pine Bds 40 OO

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
No. 1 Spruce

Dimension S.l.S. and l.E

X 4

X 10

6 ft. 8 ft. 10 ft.

$26 60 $29 60 $32 UO
28 60 29 60 Xi txi

28 50 SO 60
29 50 31 60
31 50 32 60
12 ft. 14 ft. 1'

31 00 31 00
31 00 31 OU
31 00 31 00
32 00 32 00
33 00 33 00
add 50 ccnu.

(1 cents.

2x4
2x0
2x8
2 X 10
2 X 12

2
2
2
2
2
For 2 inches, rough,
Kor .SIK only add I

For SIS and 2E, S4S or D4M, add $3.00.
For timbers larger than 8x8, add 60c. for
each additional 2 inches each way.

For lengths longer than 20 ft., add $1.00 for
each additional two feet.

For selected common, add $5.(X).

For No. 2 Dimension, $3.00 less than No. 1.

For 1 X 2 and 2 x 2, $2 more than 2 x 4 No. I

For Tamarac add $3.00.

FIR, HE.\ILOCK, SPRUCE AND LARCH
Mount'in Stock

No. 1 Dimension and Timbers
2 x 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8. 8 ft., SISIE | <

2 X 4, 2 x 6, 2 x 8. 10 ft.. SlSlE 3.
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 12/16. SlSlE 31 i«

2 X 4, 2 X 6. 2 X 8, 18/22, SlSlE 3.1 00
2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 24/32. SlSlE 36 00
2 X 10, 8 ft.. SlSlE 31 00
2 X 10, 10 ft., SlSlE 33 00
2 X 10, 12/16, SlSlE 32 00
2 X 10. 18*22, SlSlE 34 00
2 X 10. 24/32. SlSlE M Oil

2 X 12. 8 ft, SlSlE 31 60

BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST FIR
Dimension SIS and E.
6 and 8 ft 20 W)
12 and 14 ft

1 X 4 in.. 10 and 16 ft

2x4 in.. 18 and 20 ft

22 to 32 ft
'

12 and 14 ft.

. 16 ft . T^.

, 18 and 20 ft

22 to 32 ft

8 to 14 ft

. 16 fi 7
".

2 X 14 in., 18 and 20 ft.

2 X 14 in., 22 to .32 ft.

3x3 and 3x4 in., 8 to 14 ft
3x3 and 3x4 in.. 16 ft

3 X 3 and 3 X 4, 18 and 20 ft 39
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in., 22 to 32 ft 41
6 X 6. 6 X 8 and 8 x 8, 6 to 16 ft. .

.

6 X 6, 6 X S, 8 X 8. 18 and 20 ft. ...

6 X 6, 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 22 to .32 ft.

Shingles. XXX B.C. Cedar, strai'ght

cars

2 X 4 in

2 X 4 in

2 X 4 in

2 X 10 in.

2 X 10 in

2 X 10 in.

2 X 10 in.

2 X 14 in.

2 X 14 in.

41
37
3<s

75

40 0«)

40 60
41 60

4 21

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA. N.Y.

White Pine
Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers. 4/4 $116 00
Uppers 6/4 to 8/4 100 00
Uppers 10/4 to 13/4 180 00
Selects 4/4 110 00
Selects 6/4 to 8/4 110 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 120 00
Fine common 4/4 80 00
Fine common 6/4 8B 00
Fine common 6/4 83 00
Fine common 8/4 Si 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 « Ot
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 .... * 73 00
No. 1 Cuts 0/4 Ti 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 76 00
No. 3 Cuts 4/4 48 00
No. 3 CuU 8/4 W 00
No. 2 Cuts 6/4 60 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 87 00
No. 8 CuU 5/4 47 00
No. 8 Cuts 6/4 47 66
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 48 00
Dressing 6/4 63 00
Dressing 6/4 x 10 6i 00
Dressing 6/4 x 13 TO 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 T8 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 73 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 7t 00
No. 3 Moulding 6/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 M
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 64 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 - 61 60
No. 1 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 13 00
No. 1 Bam 1 x 10 M 00
No. 2 Bam 1 x 6 and 8 48 00

No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 83 00
No. 8 Bam 1 x 6 and 8 48 00
No. 8 Bam 1 x 10 48 00
Box 1x6 and up 48 00
Box 1 X 10 48 00
Box 1 X 13 44 00
Box 1 X 13 and up « 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buffalo

and "Tonawanda

.

MAPLE
la ft ta No. 1 Com No. S Com

4.-4 45 -47 28 -30 20 - 21

5 4 to 8/4 57 - .59 36 - as 22 25
10 '4 to 16/4 67 - 69 4S - 50 'JO .10

(Contlnnod on pac« 66)
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Supplies the needs

ofCamp and Boarding House

Where fresh liquid milk is not available Klim is indispensable. Klim is

dry powdered separated milk that returns to its original liquid state when
dissolved in water.

Use it just as you would new milk fresh from the separator—for cookmg
and baking and for tea, coffee and cocoa.

No camp is too remote from the base of supplies to enjoy the natural

flavor and freshness of Klim. In its dry state Klim will not freeze nor turn
sour. You can order a supply for a whole season with the assurance that the

last tin will be as good as the first.

Klim saves 75 per cent, in freight charges because it bulks smaller and
contains no water to add unnecessary weight and to take up space, it will keep
indefinitely ; is clean and convenient to use ; does not need ice in summer

;

does not spoil in any weather.

Klim is packed in handy cover ten-pound tins. One tin makes forty

quarts. Order Klim from Wholesale Grocery and Gamp Supply Houses.

Canadian Milk Products Limited
Head Office: TORONTO

Branch Offices : St. JOHN, MONTREAL,

Cheaper to ship, keeps

onger, more convenient

to use, needs no ice,

cannot freeze, economi-

cal.

WINNIPEG

USE

LION BRAND
Cordage Transmission Rope

Lath Yarn

"LION

BRAND

Made in Canada

Avoid all chances of loss by breakages by insisting

on "LION BRAND." Our factories are equipped
with the most modern machinery, ensuring a pro-

duct that will stand every test.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE CO., LIMITED, 285 St. Patrick Street

MONTREAL, QUE.
Montreal Halifax St. John, N. B.

Agent* and Stock* at

Toronto, 1 1 Church St.

Tees & Percce, Ltd., Winnipeg, Regina, Sackatoon, Moose Jaw, Calgary, Edmonton, Fort William.

James Bisset & Co., Quebec. Macgowan & Co., Vancouver.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

RED niRCH
4/4 60 - 02 40 - 42 24 26

n i 1 . >
'4 62 C4 42 -44 JO 28

SAP UlRCII
4 ''4 20 - 22

Ti 4 ;ui<l up 55 57 34 - 36 22 - 24

SOFT ELM
4/4 45 - 47 30 - 32 22 - 24

n, (; .V s'4 47 - 4!) 32 - 34 22 - 24

IIASSWOOI)
4/4 4!) - 51 39 - 41 27 - 29

Thic <c r 51 53 41 I.". JS - 29

PLAIN OAK
4/4 5!) - 01 34 - 36 22 • 24

3/4 to 8/4 60 - 62 38 40 24 - 2(i

ASH, WHITE AND BROWN
4/4 60 - 62 35 - 36 25 - 27

5/4 to 8/4 70 - 72 40 - 42 2(i 28
1l)/4 and up 80 - 93 47 55 29 - 31

BOSTON. MASS.

Quotationi ^ven below are for higheit
grades of Michigan and Canadian white pine
and Eastern Canadian Spruce at required in
the New England market in carloadf.
Wliite pine uppers, s 1 to 2 in. 134 00
White pine uppers, 2yi and 3 in. 149 OU
Wliite pine uppers, 4 in 160 00
.Selects, 1 to 2 in 125 00
Selects, 2yi and 3 in 140 00
Selects, 4 in 155 00
Fine common, 1 in., 30 per cent.
12 in. and up OO.fX)

h'ine common, 1 x 8 to 11 in. 87 00
I'ine Common, 1}^ to 2 in. ... 102 00 105 00
Fine Common, 2J^ and 3 in. . . 125 00 130 00
I'ine Common, 4 in 140 00
1 ill. shaky clear 72 00

.

I'A to 2 in. shaky clear 75 00
1 in. .No. 2 dressing 64 00
l!4 to 2 in. No. 2 dressing G8 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 in 77 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 J4 to 2 in 87 00 90 00
No. 1 Cuts, 2<A and 3 in 105 00
No. 2 Chip. 1 in t}!5 (HI

No. 2 Cuts, V/j to 2 ill 72 00 73 00

BOX MAKING MACHINERY
We

Manufacture

Nailing

Machines,

Shook Spli-

cers for

Driving

Corrugated

Fasteners,

Lock Cor-

ner Box

Machines,

Box Board

Matchers,

Box Board

Printers.

No. 12-30 Open Back Cleater, Framer and Bottomer
Motor Direct Connected.

Every manufacturer of boxes; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in

any article, or packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan Machine Company for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 . . . 70 (X)

No. 1, 1 X 10 . . . W)
No. 1, 1 X 8 . . . 02 00
No. 2, 1 X 12 . . . G5 00
No. 2, 1 X 10 . . . 61 00
N<j. 2, 1 X 8 . . . 5.S 00
No. 3, 1 X 12 . . . m 00
No. 3, 1 X 10 . . . 56 00
No. 3, 1 X 8 . . . 55 00

Can. spruce, clear, 1 x 4 to 9 in. 4G 50 48 60
1 X 10 in 50 60
No. 1 1 X 4 to 7 in. 63 50
No. 1 1 X 8 & 9 in. 54 50
No. 1 1 X 10 in. . . 55 50
No. 2 1 X 4 & 5 in. :JC 50
No. 2 1 X G & 7 in. 43 50
No. 2 1 X 8 & 9 in. 43 50 44 50
No. 2 1 X 10 in. . . 4G 5fJ

No. 2 1 X 12 in. . . 50 50
Spruce, 12 in. dimension 48 00
Spruce, 10 in. dimension 47.00
Spruce, 9 in. dimension 46 00
Spruce, 8 in. dimension 45 00
2 X 10 in. random lengths,
8 ft. and up 45 00 4G 00

2 X 12 in., random lengths 47 00 4!) 00

2 X 3, 2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 0, 2 X 7. M 00 37 00
'I A it _ A I_

.i^ (HI

40 (Ml

All oilier random lengtbf, 7-in.
and under, ^ It. and up .to no

6'inch and up merchantable
boards, S ft. and uii, p Is ... 40 (ill

1x2 '.. 38 OO
37 fm

400 4 ir,

4 25
New Bruniwick Cedat Shi ncles

Extras 5 15 5 25
Clears 4 ~r, 4 90
.Second Cliars 4 CJ
Clear Whites

. '. 7r.

Extra li (Clear whiles in) 3 2S
Extra Is (Clear whites out) ... 1 M
Red Cedar Extras, 10-in. 6 hulls

lo 2 in 5 OS 5 16
Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch S

B 40
Red Cedar Perfections, 6 butis

to 2^ C IS
Washington 16-in. D butts to 3-

4 M

Wood Tanks
All kinds send sizes

We specialize in the manu-

facture of Wood Tanks,

Tank Fixtures, Steel sub-

structures for Tanks, etc.,

uitable for railways, towns
and villages, Sprinkler Sys-

tems and private Water Sup-

ply for factories, private

institutions and suburban

homes.

Estimates will be submitted
promptly. Ask for our
"Tartk and Water
Supply" catalogue

ADDRESS

Ontario Wind Engine and
Pump Company, Ltd.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary

STANDARD HORIZONTAL RETURN TUBULAR BOILER

BOILERS
We make a specialty of Horizontal Return

Tubular, Vertical Tubular and Locomotive

Type Boilers for -Saw Mills and Lumbering
operations.

Send us your inquiries.

Engineering & Machine Works
of Canada, Limited

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
Eastern Sales Office: Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
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Our System of Testing

Insures Uniformity
and 'Dependability in

Dominion Rubber
System Belting

Probably the elements that create

the most satisfaction in the use of

any article are an accurate know-
ledge of what it will do before it is

made and to prove that it will effici-

ently accomplish its purpose after it

is made.

It is on this basis that we build our
belting and the knowledge of what
it will do is the result of over fifty

years experience and research.

We prove by careful tests that every
ounce of material is up to our high
standard—each individual operation

is checked as the belt proceeds from
one machine to the next and a

sample of the finished belt is tested,

both chemically and physically, to

prove that it will efficiently serve the

purpose for which it was made and
that it has a reserve of strength for

emergencies.

We want you to test not only our
claims of superiority for Dominion
Rubber System belting, but our free

belting service, in charge of belting

experts, who can help to cut your
manufacturing costs, by making your
equipment more efficient.

A phone, wire or letter to our near-

est service branch will enable you to

test this service without obligation.

Services Branches

DoMiNio}!
^'L RUBBERi^.

Halifax,

St. John,

Quebec,

Montreal,

Ottawa,

Toronto,

Hamilton,

London,
Kitchener,

North Bay,

Fort William,

Winnipeg,

Brandon,

Regina,

Saskatoon,

Edmonton,
Calgary,

Lethbridge,

Vancouver,

Victoria.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

No. 134 Dimension Planer

and Matcher

Here is a general purpose machine
for general Planing Mill work.

Will give steady sturdy service un-

der all conditions. No. 134 has

always made good and is the ma-
chine to consider when purchasing

new equipment.

Write for Circular

Brown Wood Working Machine Co
Saint Louis. U.S.A.

Home Office and Factory, 1913 to 1933 North Broadway

Do You Know That Lumbermen
Have Been Saved

MILUONS OF DOLLARS
By the

Manufacturing Lumbermen's Underwriters
Organized in 1S98

The Pioneer Lumber Insurance Association

For 20 YEARS the best example of the RECIPROCAL or INTER-INSURANCE
plan successfully applied to the lumber industry and still the LARGEST AND
STRONGEST CO-OPERATIVE EXCHANGE furnishing AT COST ideal fire insur-
ance for Saw Mill plants and giving the best service, which includes

Liberal and Correct Policy Forms
Improvement Suggestions for Reducing Rates
Practical, Efficient, Frequent Inspections and

Fire Prevention Service

The Certainty of Prompt and Equitable Adjustment
ARE YOU ONE OF THIS ASSOCIATION'S 735 MEMBERS?

ARE YOUR POLICIES PART OF THE SIXTY MILLIONS INSURANCE
IN FORCE?

DO YOU OWN A PORTION OF THE SURPLUS FUND OF OVER ONE
MILLION?

HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANY OF THE SAVINGS OF OVER l}i MILLIONS
RETURNED?

HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANY OF THE 5'A MILLION DOLLARS IN THE
FIRE LOSSES' PAID?

Do You Know of Any Other Insurance Medium That
Never Had a Law Suitl

Help yourself and your fellow lumbermen by 'joining our membership, or if already
a member, by giving us more of your business.

THIS ASSOCIATION HAS BENEFITED EVERY SAW MILL OWNER AND
SO DESERVES YOUR FULL SUPPORT. Ask your neighbor or

Our representative will call on you at your convenience

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting Company
Attorney and Manager

Licensed in Canada KANSAS CITY, MO.
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hard point no bigger

than a pin's head, if it

should reach the surface of a

bearing, is liable to rip or score

the journal.

The formula of the metal may be all right,

the ingredients may be the best, but un-

less it is perfectly alloyed, hard points are

liable to form. You never heard of a hard

point in

Syracuse
Babbitts
because they are alloyed by the Stanley

Process, which assures homogeneity. Shall

we send you a miniature ingot of our Man-
ganese Babbitt, the best all-round service bab-

bit made?

Syracuse Smelting Works
Subsidiary United .-Xmcrican Metals Corporation

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Manufacturers of ,

Babbitts, Solders, Phosphor

Tin, Phosphor Copper,

Sheet Metals

'l liere are few indus-

tries in which bearinp^

metals are so import-

ant as they are in the

lumber industry. The
strain on a hearing in

a lumber gang, is se-

vere, and to put in a

babbitt that you are

not sure of may prove
mighty expensive.

I'or years we have giv-

en close study to the

l)caring requirements
of lumber machinery.
In most of the biggest

lumber camps on this

continent, you will find

the machinery lined

with Syracuse Bab-
l)its.

W here the service is

exceptionally severe,

we unqualifiedly re-

commend our Alumin-
um Genuine Babbitt—
the strongest, and at

the same time, the

lightest, babbitt made

Would you like to

know more about this

metal?

GREATER BUYING POWER
That is what the trade paper represents to the man who is a
regular and careful reader of it.

In its editorial columns he finds useful ideas that help him
in his business—helps and hints that smooth out many of

the rough spots—plans the other fellow has tried and found
successful.

The advertising pages are also a source of valuable informa-
tion. Here he learns what the manufacturer has to offer

—

how those goods are made—the materials that enter into

their manufacture—when salesmen are on the road— special

opportunities, etc.

He keeps thoroughly posted on the market, because the
trade paper is in close touch with the situation and gives
him accurate knowledge of conditions—when and what to

buy.

Read your trade paper thoroughly each issue and make a re-

''^^oftApc^^ ferenee file of it. You will often have occasion to refer to it.
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The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited
GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters and

Mortise Chisel

Bay City Trimmer
Saves labor and increases production.

This trimmer will increase your output
enough to pay for itself in a short

time. Send for our catalogue.

Bay City Foundry & Machine Co.
BAY CITY - MICHIGAN

Railway and Track Supplies

For Lumber and Contractors'

requirements

Rails, Locomotives, Accessories,

Cars, Lion Brand Babbitt Metal

Correspondence solicited

Sessenwein Bros., Montreal

New RAILS Relaying

12 to 80 pounds per yard.

LOGGING CARS

Jno. J. Gartshore
58 Front St. West, Toronto

Alligator Brand
The Harness That
Helps The Horse

For increased efficiency and general satis-

faction you cannot improve on Alligator

harness for camp or mill. Send for our

catalogue.

Lamontagne Limited
338 Notre Dame St. W. 85 Princess St.

MONTREAL WINNIPEG
52 Crown St., QUEBEC

Emery and

Corundum
Wheels
Vitrified Silicate

You will find our

product the best for

quality and service in

the lumber camp.

Send us your orders

and we will ship
promptly.

Brantford Emery Wheel Co.
Brantford - Ontario
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PLIBRICO is

a plastic sub-

stance that makes

a solid one-piece Lin-

I

j],
ing without Joints by

your own men for your

Steam Boilers, Wood-

iji
' Burners, Kilns, Dutch-

'v Ovens, &c. Will outwear

any fire-brick made and does

away with Fire-Clay.
Mill Supply Dept.

BEVERIDGE PAPER
Co., Limited

Montreal and St. John, N.B.

Agents

Coatt to Coast

jJUULjliLlU'JUUUL'lJCUlJ'JUl

Cable Address: " Paperhouse, Montreal," A.B.C. Code, 5lh Edition.

Spring Overhaul

Now is the time for getting the mill in

good shape and some of the largest firms

are doing all Boiler and Dutch Oven, &c.

repairs and renewals by their own men by

using our PLIBRICO. Our Installation

Book makes it simple "as falling off a

log"

SOLIGNUM the well-known Wood Pre-

servative and Stain for interior and ex-

terior work. Just the thing for old or

new Shingles.

ROCKFACE WHITE WATER PAINT—
Made in Canada—will lighten up your

Mill so as to prevent accidents and will

not rub or peel off like whitewash ; for

wood, stone or cement.

A Boon to Lumbermen
Payette^s Famous Patent Mill Dogs

650 Sets already sold

o-

B
E
C
A
U
S
E

(1) Tliey will dog with perfect ease and safety in any class of timber.

(2) Will dog just as easily, frozen maple or hardwoods of any description.

(3) Will dog the last board, just as easily as they dogged the first one.

(4) They do not tear the board or stock.

15) Many other reasons, too numerous to mention here.

Write us for full particulars and booklet on same.

P,

We also manufacture the following High-Grade Saw-Mill Machinery:—New Modern
Saw-Mill Carriages, with either three or two head blocks; P. Payette's New Patent
Saw-Mill Dog, for use in either winter or summer. P. Payette's Grip-Set Works;
Steam Feed Valves, Steam Lifter and Loaders, Valves. Five different classes and styles

of Edgers, for either light or heavy duty. Combined Gang-Circulars and Edgers, or
Independent Gang Circulars.
Steam-Canters, Steam Lifters and Loaders, and a general line of saw-mill machinery.
Detachable Chain-Sprockets, Castings of Gray-Iron, Semi-Cast Steel, and brass cast-

ings for general use.
Descriptive Booklet and prices mailed free upon request.

Payette & Company
Engineers and Machinists

Penetanguishene, Ontario
J. T. PAYETTE. Proprietor
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Lumbermen's Tents and Clothing
Pure wool, Waterproof Mackinaw Coats, Pants and Shirts,

the kind you have been looking for.

Repellant Brand Army Duck Tents
The best duck that money can buy.

We can equip your van complete.

Pure wool Blankets, Sweaters,

Underwear. Hand Knit Mitts

and Socks. Palmer's Shoe
Packs, Buck and horse hide

Moccasins, etc.

Crant-HoldeiiMGraham, Limited
Factory and Warehouse

147 to 151 Albert Street, Ottawa, Can.

BUY Thrift Stamps and

"Maple Leaf" Saws
Every man, woman and child in Canada should buy

Thrift Stamps. Every carpenter, woodsman and mill operator should buy MapleLeaf Saws

WHY?
First—Both are needed for Reconstruction work.

Second—Both help to keep Money in Circulation at home. Maple Leaf Saws are Made in Canada by
Skilled Canadian Workmen and Canadian Capital.

Third—Both offer a safe Investment. Thrift Stamps are secured by the Canadian Government; Maple
Leaf Saws by our Guarantee.

YOU take NO CHANCE on either.

Fourth—Both will be a source of Great Satisfaction in the future. You will feel that you did your "bit"

towards making a Better and Greater Canada.
"MAPLE LEAF" SAWS once use always used, because they Give Satisfaction in Service.

WE make GOOD SAWS and try to make THE BEST.

We manufacture all kinds of Band, Circular, Crosscut, Grooving, Concave and

Hand Saws.

BUY

GALT
Shurly-Dietrichy Limited

CANADA "^^/NGS ^
rRAOE

REGISTERED Store and Repair Branches at Vancouver and Ottawa.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Alberta Lumber Company .... 9

Algoma Steel Corporation .... 74

Allen-Stoltze Lumber Co 19

American Pad & Textile Co. ... 77

American Woodworking Machin-

ery Company 2

Anderson & Co., C. G 12

Atkins & Co., E. C -. 88

Atlantic Lumber Co 10

Atlas Asbestos Company 1

Austin & Nicholson 10

Bainbridge Lumber Co 39

Bartram & Ball 3

Bay City Foundry & Machine Co. 69

Bell Veterinary Wonder Co., Dr. 53

Beveridge Paper Co 70

Bond Engineering Works 23

Bourgouin, H 61

Bowater & Sons, W. V
Bradley, R. R 53

Brantford Emery Wheel Co. . . 69

Brantford Roofing Co
British American Mills and Tim-
ber Company 29

British War Mission 59

Brown & Co., Geo. C
Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Deal-

ers 24

Canadian Western Lumber Co. 18

Carborundum Co 79

Canadian Consolidated Rubber
Company 67

Campbell MacLaurin Lumber Co. 60

Canada Metal Company 86

Canadian General Lumber Co... 13

Canadian Link-Belt Company . . 76

Canadian Mathews-Gravity Car-

rier Company
Canadian Milk Products 65

Canadian National Railway . . .

Canadian Tie & Lumber Co. . . 9

Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co. 1

Cane, Jas. G 14

Cant & Kemp 12

Cardinal & Page 12

Carss Mackinaw Company . . .

.

Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co. 76

Chicago Lumber & Coal Co. ... 27

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co.. 55

Climax Manufacturing Company. 87

Clyde Cars Company
Coltart & Company 12

Coolidge & Carlisle 53

Consumers Cordage Co 65

Davison Lumber Company .... 8

Davies Company, William 30

Department of Lands, Forests

and Mines, Ontario

Disston & Sons, Henry 73

Dominion Lumber & Timber Co. 22

Dudley, A. N 20

Dunfield & Company 8

Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Dimlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

Duplex Truck Company 80

Dupuis Company, J. P 12

Eagle Lumber Company 60

Eaton & Co., J. R 9

Edwards & Co., W. C 28

Eisendrath Glove Co 77

Elk Fire Brick Co 77

Elmira Machinery and Transmis-
mission Company

Engineering & Machine Works of . .

Canada, Ltd 66

Excelsior Lumber Company .... 28

Farnsworth & Jardine 12

Fassett Lumber Company, Ltd.. 6

Federal Lumber Co 25

Fesserton Timber Company ... 28

Firstbrook Brothers 13

Foss Lumber Company 17

Fraser Companies, Ltd 15

Eraser Bryson Lumber Co., Ltd. 9

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.. 2

Garson, Frank 0 17

Gates, John W
Gerlach Company, Peter . . ... 77

Gartshore, John J 69

General Supply Company . . . . 89

Gillespie, James 12

Gillies Brothers, Ltd 16

Gloucester Lumber & Trading Co. 27

Genoa Bay Lumber Co 29

Godfrey, L. N 23

Goodhue & Co., J. L 73

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. .

.

Gordon & Co., George 5

Grant, Holden & Graham .... 71

Graton & Knight Mfg. Co. ... 85

Green Company, G. Walter ... 74

Grier & Sons, G. A 11

Gutta Percha and Rubber Co.. 82

Hall & Brown Machinery Co... 67

Hamilton Company, William ... 83

Hardy, E. D ' 1

Harris Tie and Timber Co 14

Hart & McDonagh 10

Hay Knife Company, Peter .... 69

Heeney, Percy E 22

Hettler Lumber Company, H. H. 60

Hillas & Company, W. N 59

Hoc & Company, R 82

Huther Bros. .Saw Mfg. Co., Inc. 2."j

International Chemical Co. ... 79

International Land & Lumber Co. 19

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company. 63

Johnston, A. H 23

Jost, P. M 12

Keewatin Lumber Company ... 14

Knox Brothers 3

Laidlaw Bale-Tie Company .... 53

Lake Lumber Company 12

Lamontagne Limited 69

Leckie, Ltd., John
Long-Bell Lumber Company . . 21

Long Lumber Company 9

Long Manufacturing Co., E. . . 90

MacLean Daily Reports 53

Main Belting Co 78

Marsh Engineering Works, Ltd. 73

Mason, Gordon & Co 16

Mason Regulator Company . . .

.

McElroy Lumber Co 62

McKinnoii Columbus Chain Co. 92

McLaren Belting Company, J.C. 92

McLaren, Limited, D. K 81

McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 61

Miller Company, W. H 22

Montreal Locomotive Works ... 87

Montreal Lumber Company ... 12

Morgan Machine Mfg. Co 66

Moores, Jr., E. J 22

Muir & Kirkpatrick 16

Musgrave & Company 29

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co 5

National Steel Car Co
New Ontario Colonization Co.. 25

Oliver Lumber Company 28

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump
Co. . 66

Pacific Lumber Company 20

Parry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd. 25

Payette Company, P 70

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber ("o 14

Pennoyer Company, J. C. 75

Petrie, H. W 13

Philadelphia Textile Machinery

Company 87

Pink Company, Thos. 92

I'lcssisvillc Foundry Co. ho

Powell-Myers Lumber < .'2

Pratt & Whitney . . h;

Pyrene Mfg. Co. . .
'

Rankin-Benedict Co ii7

Rat Portage Lumber Company. 22

Reed & Co.. Geo. W. . . TO

Renfrew Planing Mills . 2^

River Ouelle Pulp and Lumber
Company 20

Russell, Chas. H <il

Rutherford & Sons, Wni

Service Lumber Co. 10

Sessenwein Brother.s 69

Sewall, James W 53

Shafer Hardwood Co., John I.. 25

Shannon Lumber Co.. R. P 17

Shearer Company. James 4

Shinier Cutter Head Company. 1

Shingle Agency of B. C
Shurly-Dietrich, Limited 71

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd. 30

Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd.. 1

Smith, N 53

Spencer Limited, C. A. . 60

Stratford Oakum Co., Geo. ... 14

Stearns & Culver Lumber Co 20

Summers, James R 12

Syracuse Smelting Works .... 68

Taylor, S. K. . 17

Terry & Gordon 6

Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Co. . . 17

Timberland Lumber Company.. 19

Timms, Phillips & Co 26

Toronto Blower Company ... 61

Turner & Sons, J. J 87

Union Lumber Company
Union Stock Yards >'

Vancouver Lumber Company
Victoria Harbor Lumber Co. . . 14

Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co. 4

Waterous Engine Works Com-
pany, Ltd 91

Watson & Todd 14

Webster & Brother, Ltd., James 12

West & Peachey 92

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon .... 22

Woods Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 57

Wright & Sons 23

Wuichet, Louis 9

Vates Machine Company, P. B.

Experience is the Best Teacher
When our Canadian Forestry Battalions went to England they knew they had a big job ahead of them, and that they

must produce timbers in the quickest possible time and thus do their part to win the great war. So they took with them the

best labor-saving tools—in spite of the fact that they had plenty of labor and no labor union troubles.

And so, although labor may be more plentiful with you now, and may be yet more plentiful as the months go by, it will

still be to your advantage to use the best labor-saving tools, and thereby increase your speed, increase your output and increase

your profits.

The experience of the Forestry Battalions and the experience of many successful lumbermen in Canada is convincing that

It Pays to Use Skidding and Loading Machinery
The Forestry Battalions used our Machinery—So may you, if you wish.

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited ^"W^t' Belleville, Ontario
Sales Agents : MUSSENS, LIMITED, MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG AND VANCOUVER
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Transmit 100
of Your Power

Why pay good money to generate power and then employ a poor belt that will only trans-
mit a fraction of that power.

i
^

i ^ .

If you equip your mill with Goodhue Belts you can transmit 100% of the power generated.

Goodhue Belts stretch 15% to 25% less than other belts and have just the right amount of
"cling" on the pulley.

YOU CAN DO
IT WITH A-

Write us for particulars and prices

GOODHUE BELT
Winnipeg Agents: Bissett & Webb, Limited, 161 Notre Dame Ave. East, Winnipeg, Man

Standard Machinery & Supplies, Limited, Bank of Toronto Building, St. James
Street, Montreal, Que.—Agents for the Island of Montreal.

Vancouver Agents: Fleck Bros., Limited, 1142 Homer
^ I

,

St., Vancouver, B. C.

oi;GooDHUE ^ CoMPAjn^g
^"•'-E, QUEBEC -

Disston's

four
Invincibles

Nca u PAT. opr.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
Incorporated

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Worlds

Philadelphia, U. S. A.
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The Ideal Edger for Light Mills
Specifications

Our new Double Edger is built on entirely new lines, and

possesses many features that commend it to mill men. The
saving in material alone will soon pay for the machine. The
output of a mill with this machine can be increased by one-third.

It is best adapted for medium-sized or portable mills that cut

from 5,000 to 25,000 feet of lumber per day.

SAWS—This Edger is fitted with either two or three saws

as required. The saws are 16 in. in diameter, and 10 in. gauge.

The greatest distance between saws is:—Two saw machines, 24

in.; three saw machine, 20 in., the least distance between saws,

2 in.

DRIVE PULLEY—The Drive Pulley is 9 in. x 9 in., aflford-

ing a good belt grip, and is supported by an outside bearing.

SAW ARBOR—The Saw Arbor is made of 2]/^ in. steel, and
las very wide Ijearings.

For Shingle, Lath and Port-

able Saw Mill Machinery
write the welt known manufacturers

The G. Walter Green Co.
Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Send for Catalogue

oma LIGHT STEEL RAILS
For Mining and Lumbering Purposes

All Complete with Splice Bars

WEIGHT A B C D £ F G

Pounds
PER
Yard

Kilos
PER

Meter
Inches M/M Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M.

S 3 97 39.09 39.69 20.64 11.91 20 64 7 144 56 3.969

12
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20

25

30

5.95

7.94

9.92

12.40

14. 8S

2

2%
2H
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60.33

66.68

69.85

79.38

2

2M
2%
2J<

3H

SO. 80

60.33

66.68

69.85

79.38

1

1%
1'16

I'if.

25.40

29.77

34.13

38.10

42.86 H

14.29

16.27

18.26

19.84

22.23

l>a

l'J6

l'!<i

1'%

27.78

34.53

37.31

37.70

43.66

%
N .

'/fi

8.73>

9.S25

11.11

12.30

13.49

54

J6

M
'56

'J6

4.763

5.556

6.350

7.541

8 334

35

iO

45

17.36

19 .S4

22.32

m
3'K.

84.14

88.90

93.66 3H(i

84.14

88.90

93.66

IK
VA
2

44.45

47.63

50.80 I'-ii

24.21

25.80

26.99

1*56

I'ift

45 24

47.23

50 01

'A

'>6

14.68

15.88

16.67

'Hi

'56

9.128

9.922

10 72

Algoma Steel Corporation
Limited

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
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Save Man Power
with a "Vau^han"
DRAG
S AW
For real usefulness there's

no equal to the "Vaughan."
Lumbermen everywhere
speak highly of its work

—

it gives real service because
it is the result of hard
earned experience.

Designed and made by En-
gineers who have had over

15 years practical know-
ledge of wood and timber
conditions in the Pacific

North West.

For you, there is no chance
work in the purchase of a

Vaughan Portable Gaso-
lene Drag Saw. It is guar-
anteed to satisfy you.

Orders can be filled im-
mediately by express or
freight. AH parts carried
in stock.

Guarantee

All the working parts of these
machines are guaranteed
against defective material

and workmanship. Parts
found defective should be
forwarded to the factory for

an inspection at once— Pre-
paid. New parts will be re-

turned without delay.

Price $175.00 f.o.b. Memphis, Tenn.

Price $155.00 f.o.b. Portland, Ore.

Write for all particulars to

Proven
Practical

J. C. Pennoyer Company
226 South U SaUe St., CHICAGO, lU.
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Many Fires in Lumber

Mills have been caused

by Hot Boxes
This risk can be eliminated by the use of

Chapman Double Ball Bearings
IN-

Shaftingy Hangers^ Pillow Blocks

Loose Pulleys, etc.

Chapman Double

Ball Bearings
decrease the friction loss 75% and do not genera^(?

heat. '-
' '

No oil is used, a littleTranco Grease once or twic^

a year is the only lubricant required, consdC|ueVtly

dust does not adhere to the outside of the bearing.

There is no spoilage from oil drip, and cleanli-^

ness may be easily maintained.

. ^ |f you realized what these savings mean you
will "agree that

You pay for Chapman bearings

whether you buy them or not

Chapman Double Ball Bearing
Co.y Ltd.

347 Sorauren Avenue

705 Shaughnessy Bldg.

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Transmission Ball Bearing Co., Inc.

1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.

Link-Belt Means Freedom
From breakdowns

"H" Class Saw Mill Pintle Llnk-Bclf

"H" Class Refuse Link Belt

greakdowns are expen-

sive. They mean ex-

penditures for repairs and

loss of time, labor, and out-

put. The success and profit

of each day's operation de-

pends very largely on the

strength and endurance of

the power transmitting and

material - conveying chain

employed in your mill.

Transfer Link-Belt

LINK-BBLT

"C" Class Link-Belt

•700" Class LInk BeJt

Ewart Detachable Link-Belt

Look for this

Mark on Every Link >

has long been the recog-

nized standard form of con-

veying and power trans-

mitting equipment through-

out the lumber industry. Its

ability to sucessfully with-

stand undue strains and the

wear and tear of years of

service has earned for it the

undisputable claim on lead-

ership.

We show a few of the va-

rious types ofsaw mill Link-
Belt. Our Book No. 260

shows many more.

Send for a copy.

<It is your guarantee
of service and satis-

faction.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT CO. LTD.
WELLINGTON & PETER STS., TORONTO v

Stock also carried at 1195 St. James Street, Montreal
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FIRE BRICK
We make five Brands of Elk Fire

Brick in order to supply the many re-

quirements of furnaces, boilers with

stokers, Dutch ovens, refuse burners,

kilns, etc. Our experience of many
years enables us to specify the most

reliable grade of Fire Brick for any

purpose and this service is entirely

free to our customers.

We manufacture the following well-

known brands

:

«1Elkco Special," "Elk Steel,"

"St.Marys," "Keystone" and"Rotex"

Write for copy of our catalogue,

"Refractory Efficiency Engineering."

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Ltd.
HIGH GRADE FIRE BRICK and CLAY

Sun Life Bldg., Hamilton, Canada
Representatives for Maritime Provinces:

RHODES, CURRY COMPANY, LTD., Head Office, AMHERST, N. S.

Branches at Halifax, Sydney and New Glasgow, N.S.

TAPATCO Collar Pads
Will Protect Your Horses

You cannot afford to have your horses off duty through injuries to their necks
and shoulders caused by bruises, galls and chafes. Tapatco Collar Pads are neces-
sary equipment for the hard worked lumbering horses and will keep them in good
condition for the big hauls. Tapatco Collar Pads are made with Patented Hook
Attachment, and of the best material. They are the result of 37 years' experience.

Ask your dealer or jobber to show you a Tapatco Horse Collar Pad.

The American Pad & Textile Co.
Chatham, Ontario, Canada

DIXIE Drag Saw
A 4 H. P. Port-

able Single Cylinder
2 Cycle, Gasoline
Rig, upon skids.
Weight, 280 Lbs.
Makes 125 strokes
per
minute.
Cuts
Logs 7

to 72"

Diame-
ter.

Easily started and
moved. Runs as

smoothly as the Liberty Motor.
The Solution of the present

and future Fuel, Labor and Car
Shortage.
Economical of fuel and never

grows weary.

Saves Labor. May be taken to the Forest' for cutting Logs, Fuel
and Short Bolts for Stave, Heading, Shingle Bolts, Handle, Charcoal
and Alcohol Wood.

When not required for sawing, Dixie Engine may be used for
driving Pumps, Dynamos, Churn, Feed Cutters, Mixer, etc.

Price $225.00

Extra 5 ft. or 6 ft. Saws, each .$12.00

Extra 6J4 ft. or 7 ft. Saws, each $14.00

F. O. B. Cleveland.

Manufactured By

The Peter Gerlach Company
Cooperage Machinery and Saw Makers

Established 1854 CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

THE

LEAGUE OF

LUMBERMEN

Are all agreed that

"AS BE ST OL"
Gloves and Mittens

work for the great-

est good in lumber

camps everywhere.

Strong, durable and
dependable "ASBESTOL" guarantees the best

protection for the hands.

Put "ASBESTOL" to the test. Make them
prove their real worth by actual service on
the job.

EISENDRATH GLOVE CO.
2001 Elston Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
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11,000 Feet
To One Concern
during a single year proves how our belts commend themselves to those

who have used them. They "stand the test" of efficiency-plus-economy.

Last year, one large Canadian corporation placed, in their new mills, more
than TWO MILES of

Leviathan

Anaconda
Belts

Their experience had shown them that, on every installation where WE
RECOMMEND THEM these belts,

Give
Satisfaction

LEVIATHAN, for ordinary purposes—ANACON DA where steam,

moisture, heat, gas or acids have to be contended with---will give MORE
POWER to shafts and machines than ANY OTHER BELTS MADE

MAIN BELTING CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

MONTREAL-IO St. Peter St. TORONTO--32 Front St. W.
WINNIPEG—W. W. Hicks, 567 Banning St.

CALGARY and EDMONTON . Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Edmonton
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Do You Want To

Know—
How to eliminate boiler troubles ?

How to build durable furnace linings ?

How to keep out excess air ?

How to make permanent baffle walls ?

This Booklet Tells How

—

BETSON'S
EISgaiTRADE Hi MARK ^lji.u^

PlasticFireBrick
is used for building durable one-piece

furnace linings that are air and gas

tight and gas tight baffle walls for

any make of boiler.

Send for your copy at once

Comes in
International

t^ial^Ji
Chemical Company

44 Lombard Street

TORONTO, ONT., - CANADA

Planing Mill, Cabinet Shop and Power House, C.P.R. Angus Shops
Showing Dust Collectors Erected by Us

Exhaust Systems
We have equipped many of

the largest and most up-to-date
Planing Mills and Woodworking
Plants in Canada and can guar-
antee satisfaction.

Let us quote on your next
installation.

We also do Sheet Metal Work
of every description.

Geo.W.Reed&Co., Montreal
Established 1852
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Aloxite Saw Gumming
Wheels Sing the Song

of Clean Cutting

THEY sound good to

the flier's ear, because

they cut clean and free.

No drag—no undue heat.

The keen, sharp, tough

Aloxite grains stand right

up to their job—and how

they cut!

The bond breaks at just

the right time to keep the

wheel free—yet the wheel

stands up to insure against

waste— against the wheel

losing shape.

And, remember — that

Aloxite Wheels are uni-

form in grit and grade.

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON PHILADELPHIA CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI PITTSBURGH GRAND RAPIDS MILWAUKEE
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FOUR
WHEEL

••DRIVE
TRUCI^

They Haul Better and For Less
If you could talk with Duplex owners one
by one, they would tell you of Duplex ton-

mile savings more convincingly than we
can ever hope to do.

They would relate a stirring story of their

own gratifying experience with the origin-

al 4-wheel drive truck.

Hearing their haulage cost reports of the

past eleven years, you would realize why
telling just the simple truth about the

Duplex compels us to say things that

sound almost too good to be true.

For Duplex truck users can show you sav-

ings of 20 to 60 per cent, in their ton-mile

costs.

In the lumber industry, Duplex trucks

have replaced horses, mules and other

trucks—and saved money.

In city as well as the widerness—on cobble

streets and on almost impassable roads

—

Duplex ton-miles have proved cheaper.

It is a commonplace among Duplex dealers

that they are always sure of winning in a

comparative demonstration.

All four wheels of the Duplex are driving

wheels. Every ounce of power is used to

haul the load.

This means positive, continuous pulling

—

even where a team would stall.

It means that driving strains are evenly
distributed; which, in turn, spells longer

life for the truck, and minimized mainten-
ance costs.

It means that extra-wide or dual-tread tires

are not needed on the rear wheels, and that

all tires give so much greater mileage, that

Duplex tire costs average 30 per cent. less.

The haulage results of power multiplied

four times are almost unbelievable—but
that is not what we want you to remember.

The point we want you to remember is that

with this four-fold pulling power. Duplex
ton-miles cost less.

The principle of the Duplex four-wheel
drive is no longer a matter for discussion

—

because its savings are proved.

Reports of these astonishing savings rare-

ly fail to convince business men.

They have only to see the Duplex in a com-
parative test to realize that it costs less per
ton-mile under all conditions, and performs
better under the worst conditions.

The most we ask is that you give personal

study to the records of the Duplex Sy^-ton

truck, and learn how the original 4-wheel

drive can save 20 to 60 per cent, in your
own hauling costs.

Send for Booklet—"The Modern and
Efficient Way to Haul Logs and Lumber '

'

DUPLEX TRUCK COMPANY
2062 Washington Ave., Lansing, Michigan

DUPLEX TRUCKS
Cost Less Per Ton-mile
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LATENT STRENGTH
Dormant in D. K. McLaren's Genuine Oak Tanned Leather siting

lies a strength and durability which is acknowledged by engineers everywhere.

When power must be transmitted silently, swiftly, smoothly, D. K. Mc-
Laren's, because of their strength and dependability, are the logical beltings

to use.

A belt for every type of machinery.

Montreal

ST. JOHN, N. B, TORONTO, ONT. VANCOUVER, B. C.

90 Germain St. 194 King St. W. 849 Beatty St.
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Oldest and Best

HOE
Chisel Tooth Saws

Choice of Lumbermen Everywhere

The even temper of these saws and the fine quality of steel from which they are made
have proved Hoe saws reliable for nearly one hundred years.

More than one hundred thousand "tloes" are to-day successfully sawing lumber in all

parts of the globe. The Hoe Chisel Tooth Saw, invented 40 years ago, is still the best for

cutting hardwood.

Special Flanged Shanks and Superior Bits Supplied

R. HOE& CO.
504-520
Grand
Street New York City

America's Oldest Saw Manufacturers

Rubber Goods
FOR LUMBERMEN

Beltini? Our long experience in the making of Rubber Belts enables us to specialize

K on this line. "P.M.S.," "Special Drive" and "Lion" are our leading brands
for power transmission.

Pd.ckiniFS "Redstone" High Pressure Sheet Packing has proved by test that it

S will outlast any other similar packing on the market. We make Spiral

and Ring Packings, etc., that are equally reliable.

Hose Steam, Water, etc., in various grades, made especially to give satisfactory

— and economical service under different conditions.

Fire Hose more of our twenty brands of Fire Hose will be found, not only
—————— in the best equipped Factories, Mills, etc., but in almost every Fire

Department in the Dominion.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited

lORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG REGINA SASKATOON CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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%milton 'Lath Machines

"Hamilton"

Uth MiU
All iron frame, excep-

tionally heavy, rigid and
strongly braced, top and
bottom rolls power driv-

en. Extra wide table.

Carries six 14" saws.

Guaranteed capacity 50,-

000 lath in ten hours.

Get Our Special

Catalogue

" Hamilton "

Lath Bolter
Extra heavy all iron frame,

Feed Rolls driven, top and
bottom, fitted with adjust-

able steel guide.

Carries four 20" saws.

Saws readily changed for

filing.

Both of above Machines
Carried in Stock

William Hamilton Co., Limited
Peterboro, Ontario

Agents:—J. L. Neilson & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
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CANADA LUMBERMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
The following regulations apply to all advertisers:—Eighth page, every issue, three headings;

quarter page, six headings; half page, twelve headings; full page, twenty-four headings.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

AXES
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

BABBITT METAL
Canada Metal Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Syracuse Smelting Works

BALE TIES
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

BALL BEARINGS
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

BAND MILLS
Hamilton Company, William.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BAND RESAWS
Mershon & Company, W. B.

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELT DRESSING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELTING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

Beardmore Belting Company
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.
General Supply Company
Goodhue & Co.. J. L.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co.
D. K. McLaren Limited.
McLaren Belting Company, J. C.

BELTING (Transmission, Elevator,
Conveyor, Rubber)

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

BLOWERS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

BOILERS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jcnckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

BOILER PRESERVATIVE
Beveridge Paper Company

BOX MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Morgan Machine Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BOX SHOOKS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

CABLE CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Tenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CAMP SUPPLIES
Canadian Milk Products Limited.
Davies Company, William.
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co .

Harris Abattoir Company
Johnson, A. H.
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

CANT HOOKS
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Pink Company, Thomas.

CARS—STEEL BODY
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

CEDAR
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Muir & Kirkpatrick.
Long Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

CHAINS
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Pink & Co., Thomas.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

CHINA CLAY
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

CHEMICAL PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean. Ltd.

CLOTHING
Grant, Ilolden & Graham.
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company
Woods Mfg. Company

COLLAR PADS
American Pad & Textile Co.

COLLARS (Shaft)
Bond Engineering Works

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

CORDAGE
Consumers Cordage Company.

COTTON GLOVES
American Pad & Textile Co.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Bond Engineering Works

COUPLINGS (Shaft)

Bond Engineering Works
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

CRANES FOR SHIP YARDS
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

CROSS ARMS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company

CUTTER HEADS
Shinier Cutter Head Company.

CYPRESS
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon.

DERRICKS AND DERRICK
FITTINGS

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

DOORS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
Terry & Gordon.

DOUGLAS FIR
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
British American Mills & Timber Co.

Coal Creek Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.

Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.

Terry & Gordon.
Timberland Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

DRAG SAWS
Gerlach Company, Peter
Pennoyer & Company, J. C.

DRY KILNS
Sheldons Limited.

DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Company.

DUST COLLECTORS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EDGERS
William Hamilton Company, Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, G. Walter
Haight, W. L.

Long Mfg. Company, E.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ENGINES
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

EXCELSIOR MACHINERY
Elmira Machinery and Transmission
Company.

EXHAUST FANS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

FILES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

FIRE BRICK
Beveridge Paper Company
Elk Fire Brick Company of Canada.

FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Pyrene Mfg. Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

FIR FLOORING
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

FLOORING (Oak)
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

GEARS (Cut)
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

GRATE BARS—Revolving
Beveridge Paper Company

GRAVITY LUMBER CARRIER
Can. Mathews Gravity Carrier Co.

GRINDERS (Bench)
Bond Engineering Works
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HARDWOODS
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Atlantic Lumber Co.
Bartram & Ball.

Bennett Lumber Company.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Cameron & Co.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Fassett Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Fraser Limited.
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Heeney, Percy E.

Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Stearns & Culver Lumber Co.
Summers, James R.
Taylor Lumber Company, S. K.
Webster & Brother, James.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Long Lumber Company.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
MACHINERY

American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HANGERS fShaft)
Bond Engineering Works

HEMLOCK
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Company, W. C.

Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Hart & McDonagh.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
The Long Lumber Company.

HOISTING AND HAULING
ENGINES

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

HORSES
Union Stock Yards.

HOSE
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

INDUSTRIAL CARS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

INSURANCE
Hardy & Co., E. D.
Rankin Benedict Underwriting Co.

INTERIOR FINISH
Eagle Lumber Company.
Hay & Co.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Terry & Gordon.

KNIVES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Peter Hay Knife Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LATH
Austin & Nicholson.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.

Cardinal & Page
Dupuis Limited, J. P.

Eagle Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
River Quelle Pulp and Paper Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Victoria Harbor Lumber Company.

LATH BOLTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Green Company, C. Walter.

LOCOMOTIVES
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturiing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Climax Manufacturing Company.
Montreal Locomotive Workks.

LATH TWINE
Consumers' Cordage Company.

LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier

Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.
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This is an 80-inch 3-ply Heart Brand Belt in a Massachusetts paper mill. It began ita service
in 1911. It carries 1100 horsepower. The cost of transmitting a horsepower a week is $.0045.

The Test of Adaptability
For some materials there is no sub-

stitute. Such, for instance, is leather

for belting. Its superiority for all the

major requirements is recognized by
transmission experts. The belt shown
above, for instance, was transferred

from one drive to another—lengthen-

ed by splicing, and cut down 2 inches

in width—an adaptation that is pos-

sible only with leather.

The advantages of leather for trans-
mission are developed to their maxi-
mum in Graton & Knight Standardized
Series Leather Belts. They are that
rare thing in business—a highest-qual-
ity line enjoying the largest sales. Do
you know of any other brand in any
highly competitive field that combines
highest grade with biggest sale? Talk
that over in your transmission confer-
ences.

Representatives in Canada:

Write for booklet on standardization as applied to belting

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO.
Oak Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather Belting,

Lace Leather, Leather Packings, and Specialties.

WORCESTER, MASS., U.S.A.

Canadian Graton & Knigrht, Limited, Montreal, Canada

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Vancouver, Victoria.

GRATON & KNIGHT
Standardized Series

LEATHER BELTING
Tunned by tufor belting use
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LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.

LOGGING ENGINES
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

LOG HAULER
Green Company, G. Walter
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

LOGGING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hamilton Company, William.

Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBER TRUCKS
Waterous Engine Works Company.
LUMBERMEN'S CLOTHING

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

METAL REFINERS
Canada Metal Company.
Hoyt Metal Company.
Sessenwein Brothers.

MILLING IN TRANSIT
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
MOLDINGS

Genoa Bay Lumber Co.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
MOTOR TRUCKS

Duplex Truck Company
OAK

Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long- Bell Lumber Company.

OAKUM
Stratford Oakum Co.. Geo.

OIL CLOTHING
Leckie, Limited, John.

OLD IRON AND BRASS
Sessenwein Brothers.

PAPER
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PACKING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Consumers Cordage Co.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

PAPER MILL MACHINERY
Bowater & Sons. W. V.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Bond Engineering Works

PINE
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Atlantic Lumber Co.
Austin & Nicholson.
Bourgouin, H.
Callander Sawmills
Cameron & Co.
Canadian General Lumber Comp?ny
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Company.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Eagle Lumber Company.
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Excelsior Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Company
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Eraser Limited.
Gillies Brothers Limited.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Gordon & Co., George.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Hart & McDonagh.
Hettler Lumber Company, Herman JI

Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
NTcLennan Lumber Company.
Montreal Lumber Company.
Moores. Jr.. E. J.

Muir & Kirkpatrick.
I'arry Sound Lumber Conipany.
Russell, Chas. H.
Shearer Company, Jas.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers, James R.
Terry Si Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Watson & Todd. Limited
Williams Lumber Company
Wuichet, Louis.

PLANING MILL EXHAUSTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Lo.
Reed & Company, Geo. W.
Slieldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Co.

PLANING MILL MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Slieldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Co.
Yates Machine Company. P. B.

PORK PACKERS
Davies Company, William
Harris Abattoir Company

POSTS AND POLES
Auger & Company
Dupuis Limited, J. P.
Eagle Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Terry & Gordon.

PULLEYS AND SHAFTING
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd
Green Company, G. Walter
Hamilton Company, William
Jefifrey Mfg. Co.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company

PUMPS
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Smart-Turner Machine Company
Waterous Engine Works Company

RAILS
Gartshore, John J.

Sessenwein Bros.

ROOFINGS
Reed & Company, Geo. W.

ROOFINGS
(Rubber, Plastic and Liquid)

Beveridge Paper Company

ROPE
Consumers Cordage Co.
Leckie, Limited, John

RUBBER GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Company

SASH
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Renfrew Planing Mills.

SAWS
Atkins & Company, E. C.

Disston & Sons, Henry
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Gerlach Company, Peter
Green Company, G. Walter
Hoe & Company, R.

Shurly-Dietrich Company
Simonds Canada Saw Company

SAW MILL LINK-BELT
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd
Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
Firstbrook Bros.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd
Haight, W. L.

Hamilton Company, William
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Company
Jefifrey Manufacturing Company
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.

Parry Sound Lumber Compa^-y
Payette Company, P.

Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Co., P. B.

SHEATHINGS
Beveridge Paper Company
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

SHINGLE MACHINES
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

TO LUMBERMEN
We have large stocks of

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
BABBITT

for All General Machinery Bearings

IMPERIAL GENUINE BABBITT
for Crank Pins and Heavy Engines

We Guarantee Excellent Service

THE CANADA METAL COMPANY, Limited

Branch Factories—

Head Office, TORONTO
HAMILTON MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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CLIMAX Improved Geared LOCOMOTIVES ^°,Son°rail/"'

A e2-ton

Climax

Locomotive

Designed

Especially for

Heavy
Logging Work.

Climax Locomotives are successfully operated on steep grades and sharp curves. Any
weight or gauge. Locomotives in stock for immediate shipment. Get Catalog " H."

CLIMAX MANUFACTURING CO., 313 W. Main Street, CORRY, PA.
VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LTD., VANCOUVER. B.C.

Peace Year 1919
Finds us optimistic for the future and well

stocked with Horse Blankets, Feed
Bags, Tarpaulins, Oil Clothing

Tents, Flags, Straw Ticks

and Grey Blankets

We Guarantee Prompt Shiptnc nt

of Orders Entiusted to us

J. J. Turner& Sons

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.
"

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives. We build all types and sizes, also

all kinds of repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give you expert advice as to what partic-

ular type and size of locomotive is best suited to your needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING. MONTREAL, CANADA.

PRATT & WHITNEY CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

SMALL TOOLS
Taps Dies — Reamers — Cutters — Drills

MADE IN CANADA

As good as money can buy—Guaranteed absolutely

!

Head Office and Works, DUNDAS, ONT.

MONTREAL
DruBifBond Bldv.

SAL£S OFFICES

:

" VANCOUVER WINNIPEG
Bank of Hamilton BIdt.

IMPROVING YOUR PRODUCT
Tlie engineering experience of tir> years has made it possible for the Proctor

Organization to build dryers for every individual drying need. The usual results

are an improved product and improved working conditions. That's why users of

Proctor Dryers are always ready to recommend and demonstrate their dryers.

^i^ocior VENEERS
h^DRYERS

give a perfectly flat and pliable product without
checks or splits

Made by the oldest and largest builders of dryers

Ask for Proctor Dryer Catalog for your material

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
Builder* of Drying Machinery

SEVENTH STREET AND TABOR ROAD, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.
Hamilton, Ont., Canada,—W. J. Westaway, 5 Sun Life Building.
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SAW MANDRELS
Bond Engineering Works

SAW SHARPENERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

SAW SLASHERS
Waterous Engine Works Company

SAWMILL LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company

SHEET METALS
Syracuse Smelting Works

SHINGLES
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Cardinal & Page
Dominion Lumber & Timber Co.

Eagle Lumber Company
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Heeney, Percy E.

Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Miller Company, Ltd., W. H.
Shingle Agency of B. C.

Terry & Gordon.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

SHINGLE & LATH MACHINERY
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Hamilton Company, William.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Payette Company, P.

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

SLEEPING ROBES
Woods Mfg. Company, Limited

SMOKESTACKS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SNOW PLOWS
Pink Company, Thomas.

SPARK ARRESTORS
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SPRUCE
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Exchange Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Gillies Brothers.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grant & Campbell.
Hart & McDonagh.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Muir & Kirkpatrick.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
Nicholson & Co., E. M.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Snowball Co., J. B.

Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.

STEEL CHAIN
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

STEAM PLANT ACCESSORIES
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

SWEAT PADS
American Pad & Textile Co.

SULPHITE PULP CHIPS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

TARPAULINS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

TAPS AND DIES
Pratt & Whitney Company.

TENTS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Mfg. Company

TIES
Auger & Company
Austin & Nicholson.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Comipany.
Terry & Gordon.

TIMBER BROKERS
Bradley, R. R.
Cant & Kemp.
Farnworth & Jardine.
Hillas & Co.. W. N.
Hunter, Herbert F.

Smith & Tyrcr, Limited

TIMBER CRUISERS AND
ESTIMATORS

Sewall, James W.

TIMBER LANDS
Department of Lands and Forests.

TRACTORS
British War Mission

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

TRIMMERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Waterous Engine Works Company

TUGS
West & Pcachey.

TURBINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

VALVES
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co

VENEERS
Webster & Brother, James.

VENEER DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Co.

VENEER MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Philadelphia Textile Machinery Co.

VETERINARY REMEDIES
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co.

WATER HEATERS
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

WATERPROOFING
Beveridge Paper Company

WATER WHKELS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

WIRE
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

WOOD DISTILLATION PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean, Ltd.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machy. Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

WOOD PULP
Austin & Nicholson.
New Ontario Colonization Co.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.

ATKINS
ALWAYS AHEAD!

The most advanced improvements in Saw manufacture have
placed us far ahead in the manufacture of Saws for all uses.

Our Band and Circular Saws are worthy examples. They cut

more timber—do it with less power and require less repair to be
kept in perfect condition.

Economy in mill operation has proved their value. Put them
through competitive tests with other Saws.

The Sterling quality of

Atkins Sterling Steel Saws

will overcome your difficulties.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Factory: HAMILTON, ONT. Branch: 109 Powell St., VANCOUVER
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Beardmore Extra Quality Waterproof

CementLeatherBelting

For the Wet

Place

Tell US your belting troubles

and we can help you.

The General Supply Company of Canada^ Limited
OTTAWA MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Large stocks available for immediate shipment

IsYourMill ProperlyEquipped?

Our saw mill carriage shown
here is made for our No. 3 mill,

with screw dog, three double
knees, model A, and two single

knees; varies according to our cus-

tomer's needs and request.

Our Model 295

Send for specifications

Steam Boilers Saw Mill and
and Engines Woodworking Machinery

43 years experience stands behind our reputation

The Plessisville Foundry Co., Plessisville, Que.
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An Announcement by
The E. Long Mfg. Co., Ltd.

'y\7'E are glad to be

able to announce

that our period of re-

construction is over, and

that we will henceforth

be able to take care of

all our customers' re-

(iuirements for saw mill machinery.

The demands made upon us while we

were making munitions were such that we were

able to do very little more than supply necessary

repair parts for machines in operation. While

we feel that we have done this in a manner to

cause little criticism, we have had many enquiries

for new equipment that we have been unable to

supply. It gives us, therefore, a great deal of

pleasure to be able to make this announcement.

Our shop is now double its former size,

and, with new and modern equipment, we will

be in a better position than ever to give prompt

service, no matter how large a contract we may

be called upon to fill.

WE ARE REPRESENTED BY:

Gorman, Clancey and Grindley, Limited, Williams & Wilson, Limited,

Calgary and Edmonton Montreal

A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Limited, Robt. Hamilton & Co.,

Winnipeg Vancouver
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Some Waterous Bandmill Advantages
1—It is built in 8, 9, and 10 ft. sizes—one for

every kind of work.

2—The spring-cushioned, all knife-edged tension

device is the most sensitive in use.

3—Upper and lower guides swing about the exact

centre of the saw blade.

4—The upper guide is raised and lowered by steam,

an accurate, easy and swift adjust-

ment unequalled by any other.

5—Wheel raising device and
tilting device are roller bearing.

J5—All operating mechanism^is
enclosed within the columns—saw-
dust and slivers cannot reach it.

7—Massive design of bed and columns precludes
vibration during cutting. This mill is aosolutely
steady doing the heaviest work.

8—Mandrel bearings, both upper and lower are

easily adjustable and align rapidly and accurately.

9—Every part of the mill is designed to make
millwrighting easy and adjustments and inspections

can be made without difficulty.

10—Waterous Band Mills are de-
signed and built in a plant that has
specialized in the manufacture of
Canadian sawmill machinery for more
than seventy years.

WINNIPEG, MAN. VANCOUVER, B. C.

BRANTiFORD,OJSTTARIO^CANADA
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Pink's Lumbering Tools
The Standard Tools in every province of the Dominion, New Zealand, Australia, etc.

We manufacture all kinds of lumber tools. Li^ht and Durable.

Long Distance Phone, No. 87
Send for Catalogfue and Price List.

Sold throuchottt the Dominion by all Wholetalo and Retail Hardware Merchant*.

MADE IN

CANADA

The Thomas Pink Company, Limited

PEMBROKE

Manufacturer* of Lumber Tools

If> a Pink
*nyw«y,yea
take it, and
it's the best

ONTARIO LVJ-'

Not altogether what we
say, but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug manu-
factured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-
sider them inJispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,
in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAfS
KNOWN

OUR

EXTRA
-EXTRA 5

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

The J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

ElQctric WGldGd and FireWelded Chains - All binds -All sijes

Coil Chain (AU Sizes) Loading Chain

Logging Chain Boom Chain

Conveyor or Log Haul up Chain
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JOHN LECKIE LIMITED
77a Wellington St. West, TORONTO, ONT.

CHAINS
Black, galvanized, all kinds, Blocks

Steel and Wood, Oiled Clothing,

Manila Rope, Wire Rope, Tents,

Dunnage Bags, Canvas, Etc.

PRICES ON REQUEST

EDGAR D. HARDY JAS. E. REYNOLDS

E. D. HARDY & CO.
INSURANCE

Specialists in LUMBER and WOODWORKING Plants

HEAD OFFICE: OTTAWA, ONT.

Galvanizing
Work
Ontario Wind Engine and Pump Company, Limited

OF ALL
CLASSES

i^UR galvanizing plant is the largest of its kind

in Canada. All contracts, large and small, for

Hot or Electro Galvanizing can be completed
promptly. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Ask for quotations

TORONTO ONTARIO
Branches : Montreal, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary

GENUINE "TURBROS"

Balata Belting
Waterproof and Stretchlesa.

The best belt for sawmills.

Atlas Asbestos Co., Limited
MONTREAL

PUMPS
for

the most

exacting

requirements

Send us your

next

specification

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON CANADA

Soo Line Pike Poles, Peavies, Cant Hooks and Sager Axes
in the hands of your woodsmen will give you satisfaction and save your money.

Mad* by

'°"di"J?,' " Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
ST. CATHARINES. ONT

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 64 Classified Directory to Advertisements, Page 72
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Ameri
NuM

Larger output and higher grades in

all patterns of siding, ceiling, floor-

ing, etc. are for the mill that installs a

Model 5 Matcher

No machine can compare with the

Model 5 either in its masterly con-

struction or in the work it can do.

Write our represen-

tative for free book-

let.

CANADIAN SALES AGENTS

Garlock-Walker Machinery Company Limited
32-34 Front Street West, TORONTOMONTREAL WINNIPEG
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Spruce Hemlock
Dry Stock on Hand for Immediate Shipment

Merchantable Spruce

1 x 8 48,000

1 x 4 122,000

1 x 5 175,000

1 x 6 194,000

1 x 7 95,000

1 x 8 48,000

1x9 10,000

1 X 4 & up shorts 50,000

Merchantable Spruce

ft.

<<

«

<<

<(

((

ii

<<

2x4 scant

2x5 "

2x6 "

2x7 "

2x8 "

2x9 "

2 X 10
"

2 X 11
"

96,000 ft.

176,000
"

227,000
"

166,000
"

88,000
"

192,000
"

10,000
"

10,000
"

Cull Spruce

1, 2 and 3 in. . . . 500,000 ft.

Merchantable Hemlock

1 X 8 X 10/16 . . 100,000 ft.

1 X 9 X 10/16 . . 45,000
"

Mill Run Lath

11/2—4 ft. Spruce 500 M.
li/^_4 ft. W. Pine 825 M.

Bartram & Ball Limited
WHOLESALE LUMBER

Drummond Bldg., 511 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, Que.

KNOX BROTHERS LTD.
Specialists

B. C Fir Timbers
Fir and Spruce Lumber

IN TRANSIT

FIR
2 Cars ^ Ceiling

3 Cars Mixed Flooring and ^ Ceiling

1 Car 4 X 6 E. G. Ship Decking
1 Car 5" X 14' —40' to 60' Fir Planking

KNOX BROS., LTD.,

8 Cars 12 x 12—24 to 32 Timbers
2 Cars 2 Clear Fir, 6

" to 22 wide
1 Car Rough Clear Fir, }4-l" and >^-2"

SPRUCE
20 Cars 3 x 11—12 to 20 ft., full thickness

Address

Drummond Bldg., MONTREAL
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IMMEDIATE
ORDERS TO PLACE

We have immediate orders to place

for Box Boards and similar timber

and are open to act as Agents in

England for shippers exporting

these goods. If quotation satisfac-

tory very big business guaranteed.

REFERENCES ON APPLICATION.

Apply:

Timber Importers, Limited

GRACECHURCH BUILDINGS,
GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E. C. 3.

Telegrams: Planchers, Grace, London. ABC Code, 5th Edition.

Established 1892 Cable Address:
"JONRIT" Bs. Aires.

John Wright & Sons Limited

Timber Importers

801 calle CHILE 849
BUENOS AIRES

Are Cash Buyers of White Pine, Spruce

Pitch Pine & Douglas Fir, and all kinds

of materials for Building constructions.

Our annual consumption exceeds 30,000,000

square feet of timber.

Quotations & Correspondence from Reliable

Firms Invited.

BANKERS:

The London and River Plate Bank, Ltd.

The National City Bank of New York.
The First National Bank of Boston.
The Anglo South American Bank, Ltd.

The British Bank of South America.
Banco de Italia y Rio de la Plata.

Banco de la Nacion Argentina.
Banco Frances e Italiano para la America del Sud.

—OFFERS WANTED—
For Whole or Part of

100,000 Pieces
Birch Veneer 19 x 19 x 1/4'' 1 ply

stock

The Wm. Rutherford & Sons Co.^ Ltd.

425 Atwater Ave. MONTREAL
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Geo. Gordon & Co.
Limited

Cache Bay - Ont.

White and Red Pine
stock on Hand for quick shipment

6x6- 12/16

8 X 10 12/16'

10 X 10- 12/16'

4 X 12- 12/16'

50,000

30,000

100,000

60,000

6 X 12-

8 X 12-

10 X 12-

12 X 12-

12/16'

12/16'

12/16'

12/16'

7,000'

14,000'

25,000'

150,000'

Complete assortment i'- 2'- and 3' White Pine

WRITE us FOR PRICES

Vancouver Lumber Co.
LIMITED MANUFACTURERS OF

B. C. Fir, Cedar and

B.C. Hemlock Products

TWO LARGE MODERN
MILLS AT YOUR SERVICE

View of our Fir Mill from log pond, Vancouver, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office:

Fir Finish

Fir Flooring

Fir Timbers

"BIG CHIEF BRAND" SIDING

RITE GRADE SHINGLES

701 EXCELSIOR LIFE BUILDING
Repre«enlative-.C. J. BROOKS TORONTO, ONT.
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QUALITY

SERVICE

Dry Small Log Mill Run
AT MIDLAND, ONT.

PLANING MILLS AT POINT OF SHIPMENT

QUALITY

White Pine
10/16

Red Pine
1 X 4

1 X 5

1 X 6

lx7,9& 11

1 X 8

10

12

5

1 X
1 X

5/4 X
5/4 X 6

5/4 X 8

QUALITY

6/4 X 4/8
2x6
2x8
2 X 10

2 X 12
"

1" & 2" Mill Culls

Above stock all even lengths

65,000'

60,000'

175,000'

40,000'

120,000'

70,000'

15,000'

6,000'

15,000'

30,000'

21,000'

55,000'

60,000'

9,000'

5,000'

1 X 4 10/16 . . . 160,000'

1x5 " ... 90,000'

1x6 " ... . 140,000'

1x7 13,000'

1 X 8 & up " ... 80,000'

2x4 " ... 65,000'

2x8 " ... 110,000'

2 X 10 & 12 "
. . . 30,000'

3x6 11,000'

3 X 10 " . . . 13,000'

3 X 12 " . . . 10,000'

2x6" 18' 58,000'

2 X 8" 18' " ... 85,000'

3 X 7 & 8" 18' " . . . 28,000'

1" & 2" Mill Culls.

Above stock all even lengths. DUALITY

TERRY & GORDON
VANCOUVER BRANCH:
5lS Metropolitan Bldg.

A. S. Nicholson,

Western Manager.

Head Office:

704 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO, ONT.
Ontario Representatives of

The British Columbia Mills, Timber & Trading Co. of Vancouver. B.C.

U. S. Representatives

:

Berry Lumber Company,
30 Church Street,

New York City.

For Prompt Delivery of

Hemlock^ Spruce^ Lath,

Pulpwood and Hardwoods

The Year Round—In Any Quantity

Dressed and Ripped to Your Orders

We specialize in Hemlock and Spruce Timbers. Let us

know your requirements. We can assure you of im-

mediate shipment through our splendid transportation

facilities. Rail and water delivery.

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited QinEBEC
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More Profit Per Thousand

The retailers who buy their White
Pine requirements from us do make
more profit 'per thousand. Why?

Because of the quality.

It contains all the top end. You
know what the top end or ''pick-

ing" means to a retailer.

It is properly graded—At the mill

and again in the yard.

It is all band sawn and put up
under the supervision of our own
men.

We are sawing a quarter of a million White

Pine every day to meet your requirements.

YOUR INQUIRIES WILL BE ATTENDED TO PROMPTLY.

UNION LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
701 DOMINION BANK BUILDING
TORONTO CANADA
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Davison Lumber & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Bridgewater, N. S.

THE LARGEST LUMBERING INDUSTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA PRODUCTION 40 MILLION FEET PER ANNUM

Send us your enquiries for

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock or Hardwood Lumber
Box Shooks and

Dry Pressed Baled Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Chips
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Nova Scotia White Spruce and Hardwood Flooring
We are equipped with everything appertaining to Modern Saw Milling and operate from the Woods to the finished product.

If you want something special quickly, try us. We will cut, dry, work and ship within a few days from receipt of order.

We are located on the main line of the Halifax and South Western Railway and on Tidewater.

We Operate:

A Double Band Mill at Springfield, N.S., Capacity 120,000 ft. per day A Box Shook Factory at Bridgewater, N.S., Capacity 50,000 ft. per day

A Rotary and Gang at Mill Village, N.S. " 40,000 ft. per day A Dry Kiln at Bridgewater, N.S., " 100,000 ft per day
AT>^ J- 4.T1-J tKTo " annnntt. A Chipping Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., 100 cords per dayA Rotary and Gang at Bridgewater, N.S.. 80,000 ft. per day ^ Ground Wood Pulp Mill at Charleston. N.S.. Capacity 40 ton. Sprue;
A Planing Mill at Bridgewater, N.S., 100,000 ft. per day pujp p^r day.

PHONE: BRIDGEWATER 74

DUNFIELD& CO., Limited

Exporters of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

Spruce, PinCf Hemlock
and Hardwood

in 1 in., 2 in., 3 in., 4 in.

Spruce Laths and Railway Ties

Head Office : 8 Prince St, Halifax, N.S. Brancfi Office: 8 Market Square, St. John, N.B.

U. K. Brokers: Duncan, Ewing & Co., K21 Exchange Bldg., Liverpool. Telegraphic Address: Dunfield, Halifax. Codes: ABC Sth Ed. Western Union
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" British Columbia Fir
"

TIMBERS
Rough Clears

Flooring, Ceiling and Finish

Alberta Lumber Co., Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Office. "S"{.;«??' Ottawa, Can.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

aad Selling Agents for

Fraser & Co.
Mills at

DESCHENES - - QUEBEC

White Pine
Red Pine
Spruce
Lumber and Lath

California White Pine

California Sujgar Pine

and Arizona Soft Pine

Best Stock for Factory and Pattern Lumber

^ LOUIS WUICHET
Room 716 Railway Exchange, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

We are in the Market for

Railroad Ties, Piling

and Posts

Canadian Tie & Lumber Co., Ltd.
510 and 511 Temple Building,

Phone Main 1151

TORONTO, ONTARIO

HEMLOCK
AT MIDLAND

80,000 ft. 1.x. 4 and up—6 to 16 ft. Merchantable.

35,000. .2 X 6—10 and 12 ft.

10,000 " 2 X 6—U ft.

30,000 " 2 X 8—10 and 12 ft.

10,000 " 2 X 8—14 ft.

10,000 " 2 X 8—16 ft.

20,000 " 2 X 10—10 and 12 ft.

20,000 " 2 X 10—14 ft.

20,000 " 2 X 10—16 ft.

20,000 " 2 X 12—10 and 12 ft.

20,000 " 2 X 12—14 ft.

30,000 " 2 X 12—16 ft.

15,000 "2x6 and 8"—18 ft.

60,000 " 2 X 10 and 12—18 ft.

Write for prices. We can save you money.

The Long Lumber Co.
TORONTO BRANCH: Head Office,

25 Toronto Street. HAMILTON, ONT.

Milling in Transit
A Well Equipped Mill

CP., G.T., & C.R. Railway Connections

LargeDry Kilns Special Millwork

J. R. Eaton & Sons^ Limited
ORILLIA, ONT.
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Austin& Nicholson
CHAPLEAU, ONTARIO

Largest Producers of

RAILROAD TIES
in the Dominion

Pine and Spruce Lumber

Lath Piling

Railroad Ties

Pulpwood

First Class Planing-mill Equipment
Facilities for delivering Pulpwood

to Michipicoten Harbour, Lake Superior

Splendid facilities for Dressing and Matching
in straight car lots, one or more widths

Mills at NICHOLSON, ONTARIO, Main Line C.P.R.

Basswood
I in., lli in., in., 2 in., and 3 in..

Dry Basswood

Dry Birch Stock
All thicknesses and grades in

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood and Brown Ash

Also Cottonwood, Tupelo, Gum, Magnolia

and Buckeye

Spruce,Hemlock and Pine
Can saw to order at MacDonald's Siding

Let us quote on your requirements

HART & McDONAGH
Temple Buildingf, Cor. Bay and Richmond Streets

TORONTO, ONT.

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS Dry Stock at Buffalo for Quick Shipment

1 in.

I'A in.

i'A in

2 in

1 ill.

I'A in.

I'A in.

2 in.

21/2 in.

H in.

4 in.

BROWN ASH
Clear.

1 & 2 Strips
44,900
•M.m) 5,:!00

11,500
800 ....

No. 1

Com.
27,000
(i,200

10,000

WHITE ASH
Clear

1 & 2 Strips
17,300
62,000
73,000
2S.;i00

7,00fr
20,000
4,5fK)

15,000
7,200
500

No. 1

Com.
110,000
20,000
82,000
79,000
C,500

2;{,5no

().:!00

No. 2
Com.

22,000
C,;500

No. 2
Com.

89,000

2C,i66
34,000

4,300

1 in.

VA in.

VA in.

2 in.

2A in.

3 in.

BASSWOOD
Clear No. 1

Strips Com.
2,200 120,000
12,000 146,500

14,800
40,000
25,900
12,500

No. 2
Com.

40,000
65,800
5,000
4,500

13,000
3,900

TENNESSEE SCENTED RED CEDAR
No. 1 No. 2

1 & 2 Com. Com.
1 in 7,100 4,800 500
154 in 4,400

1 &2
1,700

144,300
28,600
16,200
75,000

550

'A

V4

H
1

I'A
I'A
2
2A

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
Clear No.l No. 2
Strips Com. Com.1 & 2

84,500

67,466
1,000
1,500
6.500
800

25,400 118,600

7,866 8,666

'356 5.166

4,000
.300

2,300
2,700

H in

1 in

154 in

lA in

2 in

2A in

H in.

1 in.

VA in.

lA in.

2 in.

2/2 in.

3 in.

POPLAR
Box Bright

1 & 2 Boards Saps
IS in. & up 1 & 2 13 in & up

9,000
16,200 41,000 11,600 83,200
2,800
4,300 2,600

15,600
20,800
5.900

31.000

15,000
8,000

13,(K)0

24.000
32,600

Stained
' Saps

23.606
8,600
.7.700
5,000

St
lear No. 1 No. 2
rips Com. Com.
. . 28,300 2,60<»

. . RS,9(X) 59.3(K)

.. 11,000 6,000

. . 31,000 20,700

. . 153,500 20,500
9,.300

. . 40,000 32,000

QUARTERED POPLAR
Clear No.l No. 2 No. 3

1 & 2 Strips Com. Com. Com.
1 in. 4,400 500
VA in. 250

POPLAR SQUARES
No. 1 No. 2

1 & 2 Com. Com.

. . . . 1,900
450 4,200

PLAIN SYCAMORE

1 & 2
1 in 5,600
2 in 1,900

2J4 in 2.900

No. 1

Com.

1 in.

I'A in.

VA in.
2 in

.

3 in.

4 in.

1 in.

VA in.

VA in.

2 in.

2A in.

3 in.

4 in.

H in.

1 in.

VA in.

VA in.

2 in.

2A in.

3 in.

VA in.

I'A in.

BLACK WALNUT
No

1 & 2

i6()

:«K)

no

1

Com.
14,000

300
200
S(X)

120
500

1 & 2
154,000

32.(»00
4.100
4..')IHP

3,."ilMI

2,900

CHERRY
Clear No. 1
Strips Com.
24,000 129,200

61)0

12,700
.... 14,200

SCK)

No. 2
Com.
3,100
200
100
500
250

1,250

No. 2
Com.

59,500
400

6;{..300

10.900
800

2.300
1.60O

CHESTNUT

1&2

19.»,9(K)

88,800
22,500
9,200
1,700

16,000

Clear
Strips

7,766
1,300

S.

No. 1

Com.
1.500

26,300
31,200
l.CHKI

43,3110 10T.200
L'.")i I ....
:',nii

. . ,

W. &
No. 2
Com.

62,000
69.500
61,200

RED GUM
1 & 2 No. 1 Com,

8,200
11.200
11,300
4.800

No. 2 Com.
74..SOO

24,200
O.OOO

30,100

SAP GUM
1 & 2 No. 1 Com, No. 2 Com.

47,400 8,000
11,730
11,000 qt(t. 7.500 qtd

Also Large Stock of BEECH, BIRCH and MAPLE

THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO., Inc.,

HICKORY

iA in.

lA in.

2 in.

2'A in.

3 in.

4 in.

H
1

VA
I

A

2
2A
3
4

H >n.

A in.

^ in.

^ in.

1 in.

1% in

lA in.

2 in.

2A in.

3 in.

4 in.

1 & 2
1,'JINI

l.'M)

5.1100

7,.!50
7.0t)0

i66

No. 1 Com

.

21. til "I

5.0O(»

5,5>-0

200

No 2 Con

PLAIN RED OAK
Clear

1&2 St.

30,21 K»

97 ,(•<«»

11.000
256.200
41.700
ftS.OOO

46. KK)
18,100
23,.»<00

6,600

No 1

Com.

400

2,700
2,4(K)

4.300

No. 2
Com.

10 700
^ (IMI

Strips

PLAIN WHITE
Clear

1&2
23.400
11.300
11,150
31,900

1.<W.3(X)

65,300
40,500
29,000

13S,S(M)

46,800
9,000

45.M '(»

tWMI

5,500
4.900

OAK
No. 1
Com.
11.900

.soo

1(1,(" -

t>4.4lA)

91,000
.35.500

39.800
1,300

10,000

QUARTERED RED OAK
Clear No. 1

1 & 2 Strips Com.
72.200 41.300 38.000

500 ... 3.900
1,000 7 4"o

4.400

No. 2
Com.

310

MANNING CHAMBERS,TORONTO
Head Office: BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFACTURERS SOUTHERN HARDWOOD LUMBER
Yards: BUFFALO, N.Y. Mills: KNOXVILLE, TENN.; FONDE, KENTUCKY
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ESTABLISHED 1871

We are in a position to supply you with the

best forest products in the following woods:

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock,
Hardwoods and

B. C Lumber and Timber
The record of nearly half a century's

satisfactory service stands behind

G. A. Grier & Sons
Limited

Montreal Toronto
Head OfRce: 1112 Notre Dame St. West 507 McKinnon Building

Our excellent mill and transportation facilities enable us to

give special consideration to rush orders for mixed carloads.

Prompt delivery from our Montreal storage yards where we

carry all local woods as well as Pacific coast lumber.

We have absolutely no connection with, or interest in, any firm
hearing a name similar to ours.
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JoHK McKeroow, W. K. Grafftet,
Preildent Manasrlne-Dlrector

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawm Offic* i Monlraal Offlea :

46 Eigin SI. 759 Notre Dam* St.. W

H. Cardinal O. Page

Cardinal & Page
Wholesalers and Exporters of

FOREST PRODUCTS
180 St. James St. Montreal

Specialties:—

Spruce and Red Pine

Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce
QUALICUM QUALITY LUMBER

Rough Fir Timbers
Any size up to 60 feet long

Select Grades a Specialty

FIR PIPE and TANK STOCK
Market wanted for Rough Cedar Timbers

Inquire for prices

Office and Mills

:

Qualicum Beach, V. I., B. C.

WE ARE BUYERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Handles

Staves Hoops
Headings

JamesWEBSTER&Bro.
Limitad

Bootla, Liverpool, England
London OfiBce

Dashwood Honta 9 New Broad St. E. C.

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N.Y.

LUMBER
Dry Ready to Ship

Midland Stock

White Pine
All Dimensions

WANTED
We are in the market for

ONTARIO
HARDWOOD

CUTS
ADVANCES MADE DURING OPERATIONS

C. G. Anderson Lumber

Company, Limited

Manufacturers and Strictly WhoIessJe
Dealers in Lumber

SALES OFFICE

705 Excelsior Life Building

Toronto

JACK PINE

HEMLOCK

SPRUCE

JAMES R. SUMMERS
Wholesale Lumber

95 Kiog St. East TORONTO, Ont.

Main 7329

Lumber, Lath
Flooring, Cedar
Poles and Posts

Railway Ties
Doors, Windows, Archi.
travesand all kinds of Mill
Work, done by experts.

Aslt for our prices and services
of our arcliitect

J. P. DUPUIS, LTD.
592 Church Ave.. Verdun. Montreal, P Q.

Pulpwood of all kinds
Bought and Sold for Canadian or

American delivery.

Quotations furnished on request.

The Jost Company, Limited
.Successors to
P.M. Jost A Co.

28S Beaver Hall Hill, MONTREAL

Robt. Coltart & Co.
Royal Liver Building

Liverpool - England

Agents for the sale of

Pine, Spruce and Hard-
woods. Correspondence

invited.

Cable*—" COLTART " Liverpool

Cant & Kemp
52 St, Enoch Squaro

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Al and A B C Codes used

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address: Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS

2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and
Seaforth Road, Seafortn, Liverpool,

England
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SAW MILL

MACHINERY

Firstbrook Bros.
Limited

Having decided to discon-

tinue saw mill operations at

Pcnetang have the following

machinery for sale. This

machinery is all in operating

condition and is open for in-

spection at Penetang, Ont.

Mill Machinery

Extra heavy log haul-up worki with

inch round and flat chain, 128 ft.

centrei.
2 Waterous log unloaders or kickers,

3 arms, 10 in. cylinders.

1—Wateroul log loader, S arms, 10-ln.

cylindera.
l_Waterouf right-hand double cutting

band mill, 11 irt. iaw», 8 ft. wheel,

with 8-bloclt carriage ; 24 in. opening

;

Payette aet work* and dogi; 8 in. x

88 ft. iteam feed.
. .

1 Wateroui double edger for 20-«nch

iawt, lever ahifter.

1—Payette double edger for 18-ln. tawi,

lever thifter. ^ ,

4g_live roll! about 8 ft. long by 10 in.

dia. ; extra heavy, sprocket drive.

20—High carf with roller tops. 24 in

heavy wheels on 3 in. axles, standard

gauge.
1—Mershon 4 saw gang resaw, takes

squared cants or just one face. Ideal

machine to cut small logs and centres

of large after good has been taken off.

1—Payette picket machine, made speci-

ally for shade roller stock, will feed

pieces 16 in. long, also sorting table

• with chain top.

1—Rogers Iron Works circular resaw

for making box lumber from slabs;

fool-proof machine.
1—Payette edger for box and short

stock.
1—Rogers twin circular or tie maker.
1—Payette lath bolter and lath machine.
1—Pair lath trimmers.
1—Picket trimmer (bunch trim).

Conveyor drives and chains.

Pulleys, gears, heavy line shafting and
countershafting with hearings.

Send us your requirements.

We have a large stock of double and
triple leather belting in widths from
10 in. to 40 in.

Power House Equipment

3—Return Tubular Boilers, Goldie Mc-
Culloch make, 66 x 16, Dutch oven
settings, 85 lbs. steam allowance
Ontario Government.

Breeching and smoke stack for above
boilers, 60 in. dia., newly painted,

600 (t. new yi-ln. guy and plate for

brick pier.

1—Northey boiler feed pump, outside

packed, 8 in. X 8 in. x 12 in., for 3 in.

suction pipe.
1—Pair Poison "Brown" type engines,

coupled on quarters, 22 in. x 50 in.,

with 16 ft. X 48 in. belt, balance
wheel. Excellent engines.

1—Pair American feed water heaters

for above engines; 10 in., copper
coils.

Filing Equipment

1—Waterous band saw grinder for 6
in. saws.

1—Baldwin retoother for band saws.

1—Wm. Hamilton band saw shear, 12".

2—Reversible saw levelling blocks.
2—Chilled band saw anvils.

Hanchet band saw swages; Crescent
ciicular saw swages; shapers and
dressers.

Yard Equipment

Booms and boom chains, ^, H & H-
Winches and other mill supplies.

Prompt shipments and bargains for

quick sale. Will send all particu-

lars and prices on application.

Firstbrook Bros.
Limitcil

Penetang, Ont.

"WELL BOUGHT IS HALF SOLD"

Special Offer

5/4 Merchantable

Spruce
1918 Cut

11 M' 5/4 X 4--6/11'

22 M' 5/4 X 4--12 & 13'

10 M' 5/4 X 5--6/11'

62 M' 5/4 X 5—12 & 13'

4 M' 5/4 X 6--6/11'

39 M' 5/4 X 6--12 & 13'

3 M' 5/4 X 7--6/11'

13 M' 5/4 X 7--12 & 13'

1 M' 5/4 X 8--6/ir

4 M' 5/4 X 8--12 & 13'

11/2 M' 5/4 X 9--6/13'

Choice, Snappy Spruce.

Canadian General Lumber Co.

Limited

FOREST PRODUCTS
TORONTO OFFICE :— 712-20 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

Montreal Office:—203 McGill Bldg.

Mills : Bynff Inlet, Ont.

Quick

Action

You

Can

Have

It

Try the Canada Lum-

berman Wanted and For

Sale Department. Have

you anything you wish to

buy or sell in the Lumber

Industry? You will find

this department inexpen-

sive, and a very effective

business getter.

Our Classified Adver-

tisers do not repeat the

ad, often. They don't

have to. They report im-

mediate results. Use these

columns to your own ad-

vantage.

CANADA
LUMBERMAN
and WOODWORKER

347 Adelaide St. W.

TORONTO
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Watson &Todd Limited
OTTAWA

1' to 3 WHITE PINE
All Grades and Widths

1" to 6" NORWAY
Registered

A

Trade Mark

Export Trade
Our Specialty

Registered

Trade Mark

KEEWATIN LUMBER CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of White and Red Pine, Spruce and

Poplar Lumber, Boxes, Shooks, Lath and Ties.

Dry White Pine Uppers and Factory Plank

Dry White Pine Common Boards
Also BOX and CRATING STOCK
in PINE, SPRUCE and POPLAR

Saw Mills, Planing Mills and Box Factories at

Keewatin and Kenora, Ontario

Correspondence solicited

General Office - KEEWATIN, ONTARIO

STRATFORD
OAKUM

Quality Guaranteed

GEO. STRATFORD OAKUM CO.

Jersey City and Everywhere
165 Cornelison Ave., Jersey City, U.S.A.

The

Harris Tie & Timber Co.
Limited

Ottawa - Canada

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Cedar Poles and Posts

Railway Ties - - Piles

Let us quote you on

White Pine

and Norway
Dry Stock Ready for Shipment

JAMES G. CANE & CO.,
411 McKinnon Building

TORONTO, ONTARIO

We offer the following DRY STOCK for immediate delivery:

—

2 cars 4"

6 " 2>/2'

5 " 2"

10 " V/z'

10 " r

Birch, No. 1 C. & B.
" No. 1 C. & B.
" No. 2 C. & B.
" No. 2 C. & B.
" No. 2 C. & B.

2 cars 3" Hard Maple, No. 1 C. & B.
5 " 2" " N0.2C.&B.

10 " r " N0.2C.&B.
Soft Elm in all grades and thicknesses.

3,500 Posts, 4 J/2" and up by 8 ft., peeled.

Let us quote price on your requiremenb in new stock

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
79 Spadina Ave. » TORONTO

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Mannfactnrers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. 12-14 WemSftoiTsS'eet East. TORONTO, ONT.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRUCE
In All Sizes and Grades

We are Specialists in this Line— Write us.

R. P. Shannon Lumber Company
408 Pacific Building - - - VANCOUVER, B. C.

Rough 1
"

- 6 to 12 wide

and 2 " - 6 to 12 wide

Mountain

Pine
Dry, sawn full for Eastern trade

The Foss Lumber Co.
Limited

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Established 1905

Reg. U. S. A.

ALABAMA HEWN OAK TIMBER -

HARDWOOD LOGS:—
Ash, Hickory, Poplar, Oak, Satin Walnut,
Mobile Bay Poplar, Dogwood

HARDWOOD LUMBER
Hewn Pitch Pine Timber, Pitch Pine Lumber

THE S. K. TAYLOR LUMBER COMPANY
Exporters Mobilc, Alabama, U.S.A. TayfofMobue

We are the Largest Maritime Cash Buyers of

Second-hand Rails of all kinds

Scrap Iron and Steel

Dismantlers of Bridges, Plants, Steamers and Mills

at any place and prompt delivery taken.

— TRY US —
For prices communicate with us at once

Frank 0. Garson & Company
Canada Life Bldg., ST. JOHN, N. B.

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

British Columbia Red Cedar Exclusively
Cedar Bevel Siding, Finish, V»Joint and Mouldings

Straight or mixed cars with XXX and XXXXX Shingles. Stocks carried at Lindsay, Ont., for quick shipment

Full particulars from our Eastern Agents.

,.ri "Pr/^rA^^r-'
°"' Head office and Mills, Port Moody, B. C.

Maion, Gordon ft Company, MontreaL
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Mason, Gordon&Co. x^Jl^X Montreal, Que.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS

(Wholelale Only)

FIR TIMBER and Finish, CEDAR SHINGLES and Lumber
Sole Representatives,

Fir Finish, Flooring, Ceiling, etc.
Ontario: Quebec and Maritime Provinces:

Dominion Creosoting and Lumber Co., The British Columbia Mills and Trading Co.,
Vancouver, B. C. ' Vancouver, B. C.

1 _ _ J CUJ«««p« Quebec and Maritime Provinces:Uedar riniStl ana OiaingS Thurston, FUvelle Limited, Port Moody, B.C.

Western Fir Doors._
Toronto Office: 2 Toronto St. Eastern Canada for WHEELER OSGOOD CO., TacOma, Wash. Vancouver Office: 804 Pacific Building

Hugh A. Rose, Representative DoOrS, Turned StOCk, etc. Herbert C. Gordon, Representative

SPRUCE
EASTERN - NORTHERN - WESTERN

ALL SIZES AND GRADES

WE SPECIALIZE IN CRATING LUMBER AND BOX STOCK
ALSO

COMPLETE LINES OF

WHITE PINE - WESTERN PINE - CEDAR
FIR AND LARCH

WE PUT UP EXCEPTIONALLY CHOICE TANK AND SILO STOCK

MUIR and KIRKPATRICK
1325-6-7-8 BANK OF HAMILTON BUILDING

MANITOBA: TORONTO BRITISH COLUMBIA:
Somerset Block Eastern Representatives of Pacific Building

Winnipeg, The Albemi Pacific Lumber Co. Vancouver

Man. PORT ALBERNl. B. C. ^' ^•

Mfrs. of the Celebrated Redcliffe Fir

David Gillies, J. S. Gillies, D- A. Gillies.

President. Managing Director. Secretary-Treasurer

GILLIES BROS., Limited
BRAESIDE - ONTARIO

WHITE and RED PINE and SPRUCE

LUMBER and LATH
DRY STOCK WELL SAWN PROMPT SHIPMENT

Mills and Head Office, Guy E. Robinson,

BraesLde, Ont. Aeolian Bldg., 42nd St. W., New York City.
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FRASER COMPANIES, Umited
Bleached Sulphite Pulp Mill. Saw Mills (all Band Saw Mills). Shingle Mills.

HERE THEY ARE ON THE MAP

/
vet

^0"

V 4 \\
V N S

4 r
^Tre'defictoifi^f^

A

t
A

Mills and Railway Connections
Saw and Shingle Mills. Railway Connections.

Cabano, Que Temiscouata Ry.
Glendyne, Que C. G. Ry.
Estcourt, Que C. G. Ry.
Edmunidston, N. B C.P.R., C.G.R. and Temiscouata Ry.

Bleached Sulphite Mill, Edmundston, N. B.

Saw and Shingle Mills. Railway Connections.

Baker Brook, N. B.. . .C. G. Ry., Temiscouata Ry.
Plaster Rock, N. B. . . . C. P. Ry.
Fredericton, N. B.. . .C. P. Ry. and C. G. Ry.
Nelson, - N. B.. . . C. G. Ry.

Railway Connection, C.P.R., C.G.R. and Temiscouata Ry.

Bleached Sulphite. Rough and Dressed Spruce. White Cedar Shingles. Railway Ties

Piano Sounding Board Stock a Specialty.

Selling and Purchasing Offices :- EDMUNDSTON, N. B.
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''To Pay the National Debt,

ExportMoreThanYou ImporV^

If you have Limits, Logs or

Lumber for Sale, Write us.

Jacob J. Bierlein Lumber Co
Wholesale Lumber, Logs and Limits

Bay City, Mich.

GEO.W. REED & COMPANY, LTD.

Thomson

Improved

Spark

Extinguisher

joker" a-'io*^^
SaoKT.VT.USA '>

is an appliance for the tops of chimneys and stacks

that is warranted to extinguish all dangerous sparks
without choking the draft. Where wood is used as

fuel, they are a positive necessity.

It is no untried experiment, as there are hun-
dreds in use at the present time which are giving

complete satisfaction.

Insurance companies make substantial reduc-

tions in their rates where this device is used.

Send for particulars.

Manufactured by

Geo. W. Reed & Co., Montreal
Established 1852

Island Soft Douglas Fir
well manufactured into

TIMBERS of any size or any kind.

SAWN CLEARS (kiln dried) for factory purposes.

FINISHED CLEARS or COMMONS for yard trade

(made to special sizes when desired)

Carefully graded and shipped under P. C.L.I, certificate.

CEDAR, HEMLOCK, SPRUCE, SHINGi.ES

McELROY LUMBER COMPANY Limited
Credit Foncier Building - - VANCOUVER, B.C.

QUALITY
ROOFING

We put British Columbia Red
Cedar Shingles (trademarked) up
against any roofing product in the

world for all-round satisfaction.

Our shingles are made from Red
Cedar grown on the Pacific Coast
slopes of British Columbia—a section

where natural conditions develop

Red Cedar to a state of perfection

which is unexcelled in any other part

of the world.

Our mills are operated with the

most modern type of machinery and
provided with every known equip-

ment for the turning out of shingles

of quality which will meet every con-

dition demanded for roofing.

The grading rules under which our
shingles are manufactured are of

such a nature as guarantees the con-

sumer a product which marks the

highest standard of manufacture
known in the shingle world.

We supply you with "dealer liter-

ature" such as your customers
want—booklets that tell them facts

about roofing—just the things

they want to know.

Free on request---Send for a package to-day

Issued by the Publicity Section

Shingle Agency of British Columbia

Standard Bank Buildingf

VANCOUVER B.C.

(Trademark aegristared)

The Trade Mark that A*«ure« your Customer of the mo*t Re-
liable Roofing Material in the World.
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OUR NEW TIMBER MILL
(Capacity 100,000 Feet Ten Hours ) NOW IN OPERATION

We solicit your enquiries fo Hcavy Constructioii Material and Yard Stock

ANY SIZE TIMBERS UP TO 100 FEET
Give us an opportunity to prove to you that we have earned a reputation for Quality and Service.

TIMBERLAND LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Office: Westminster Trust Building, NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Mills at South Wettmincter, on B.C.E.R. Shipment* by C.P.R., C.N.R., G.N.R., N.P.R., and C. M. & St. P. Ry.

Arrow Brand Shingles Hit the Mark
Shingle Bolts in Reserve-RUSKIN, B. C.

ALLEN-STOLTZE LUMBER CO., LTD.
C. G. BOCKUS, 17 Knox Street

MONTREAL, P. Q. VANCOUVER, B. C.
R. G. CHESBRO, 504 Bank of Hamilton BIdg.

TORONTO, ONT.

International Land & Lumber
Company, Limited

Lumber, Railway Ties

Shims, Shingles, etc.

Head Offices, Ottawa, Ont.

Limit* and Mill*: ST. FELICIEN, LAKE ST. JOHN DISTRICT, QUEBEC

SERVICE
Is it not worth something to you ?

We are in a position to supply
your every requirement in

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
and the quality of our stock is absolutely dependable.

Send us your enquiries.

SERVICE LUMBER CO., LIMITED
Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Ontario Representative A. E. MASURET, 30 King Street West, Toronto
Telephone Adelaide 3071
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RCGISTCRCOMXE^M^ WW \^\^M^ terior Finish, Seeding Grain ^^^^
Boxes, Milling Machines and Caskets. P ^SL L

Write for prices and particulars

THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO. "SSTcr
NEW YORK, 103 Park Avenue

TRAPE MARK

Mills now sawing Spruce

Can cut to order Spruce
and White Pine Timbers

Inquiries Solicited

Also have

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Complete stock of crating Spruce;

also Red Pine piles for immediate
shipment

ARTHUR N. DUDLEY
Manufacturer and Wholesaler

Mills at- 109 Stair Building,

Elbow Lake and Dane TORONTO, ONT.

Hard Maple
Are You Interested ?

100 M 4/4 No. 1 Common and Better.

50 M 4/4 No. 1 Common, 7" and wider.

100 M 4/4 No. 3 Common.
100 M 5/4 No. 1 Common and Better.

30 M 5/4 No. 2 Common and Better.

70 M 6/4 No. 1 Common and Better.

15 M 8/4 Firsts and Seconds.

150 M 8/4 No. 1 Common and Better.

20 M 8/4 No. 1 and 2 Common.
20 M 8/4 No. 2 Common.
Also Soft Elm, Birch, Basswood, Soft Maple.

Prompt Service

STEARNS & CULVER
Lumber Company

L'ANSE, MICHIGAN

River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of

SPRUCE
Lumber Lath Pulpwood

Head Office and Mills at:

St. Pacome, Que., Canada
On I. C. Ry. 75 Miles East of

Quebec City

Also Mills at

:

Crown Lake, Powerville Riv. Manie

On Nat. Transcontinental Ry.
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We are Now in Toronto
AT

630 Confederation Life Building

PHONE MAIN 3153

with better facilities than ever to give you Quality and Service

Our Specialty

WHITE PINE STRIPS

Hocken Lumber Co., Limited
Formerly of Otter Lake Station, Ont.

SQUARE EDGED OAK TIMBERS
CUT TO ORDER

George C. Brown & Company, May 26th, 1919.

Memphis, Tenn.

Gentlemen :

—

We just want to say to you that the two cars of No. 1 Common Gum
which we have received today and are unloading, is very nice stock indeed,

and if you people can ship us this kind of material from time to time, we will

be very glad to send you additional orders. In the past we have at times ex-

perienced quite some difficulty and annoyance in receiving Gum which did

not come up to our requirements at all This stock which you have shipped
is nice, straight, clean looking lumber and just the kind that we want to buy.

If you can give such instructions as will insure our receiving this kind
of material, we will appreciate it and thjs will eliminate any chance of our get-

ting a bad lot.

Yours very truly.

The (name furnished on request)

Furniture Company.

We offer for quick shipment, 400,000 feet 4x4 ins. No. 1 G)mnion and Better Selected Red Gum, Plain Sawed, on stick at least one year.

If interested, do not fail to wire us, our expense, for prompt delivered prices.

GEORGE C. BROWN & COMPANY
MAIN OFFICE - MEMPHIS, TENN.

We operate two large band mills in Arkansas, capacity 100,000 feet daily.
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
MANUFACTURERS OF

Douglas Fir, Spruce^ Cedar and Hemlock Lumber
Rough Timbers, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Interior and Exterior

Finish of all kinds including Mouldings. Fir, Spruce and Cedar Lath

Prompt shipment of Fir timbers in all sizes and up to 100 feet in length

A IP riPfCn P17nAP QVII1\Jr*T ^® specialize in supplying air dried Cedar Shingles, these cost more
i/I\i£iLr VEiLrillV UllillljLEiiJ than kiln dried Shingles but make a better roof and last much longer

PLEASE REMEMBER I can saw any size,

length and quantity of White Oak Timbers on
short notice.

/ Want to Buy
Winter sawn Basswood any thickness

Brown Ash 4/4, 6/4 & 8/4 No. 2 Com. & Better

500.000 ft. Merchantable Hemlock, stock size

B. C. Shingles always in transit, both 3X and 5X.

Write me or phone for prices.

PERCY E. HEENEY, Wholesale Lumber
207 Weber Chambers, KITCHENER, Ont.

Planing Mill Stock

CYPRESS
Soft, Dry Stock, Finest (grades

—

All Thicknesses— 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

Yellow Pine Finish
Kiln Dried, Soft, Short Leaf Kind

Stock Widths |lby 4", 6", 8", 10'\ 12"

8/4J

Also OAK, ASH, POPLAR, GUM

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & NIXON
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Dominion Lumber & Timber
Company, Limited

LUMBER for every purpose

also SHINGLES
Write or Wire for Prices

Winch Building VANCOUVER, B. C.

I HAVE IT

All Grades in White Pine

Lath A Specialty

Milling in Connection

E. J. MOORES, Jr.
MIDLAND CANADA

LEFS GET TOGETHER

p EXTRA

^ CLEAR
CaMpbelltorNP

We Spocialize in

—

New Brunswick

White Cedar Shingles

We alto manufacture

Spruce and Pine Lumber,

Lath, Cedar Ties, etc.

Shipments hy Rail ad Water.

W. H. MILLER CO., LTD.
Campbellton, N. B.

THE

Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
MAN UFA CTURERS

NORTHERN \ SOUTHERN

HARDWOODS
We Solicit Your Enquiries

Main Office - - SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
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\
DOUGLAS FIR

LUMBER
RED CEDAR
SHINGLES

DOUGLAS FIR
Construction Timbers, Dimension Lumber

Flooring, Ceiling, Finish

RED CEDAR
Shingles, All Varieties Bevel Siding

Clear and Common Lumber

TIMMS, PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
Head Office : Yorkshire Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Montreal Representative: Toronto Representative: Western Ontario

U. E. GERMAIN D. WILLIAMS E. A. LEBEL
II St. Sacrement St. 40 Major St. Sarnia, Ont.

Montreal, Que. Toronto, Ont.
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Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Our Specialty: West Virginia and Pennsylvania Cherry

1055 Seneca Street

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

Hardwoods
„ „, . r From Buffalo Yards or
Prompt Shipment \ , ..

I from Mill direct to you

8 Million Feet Dry Stock on Hand 1333 Clinton St.

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.

Hardwoods of All Kinds

Our Specialties—QUARTERED WHITE OAK
SAP AND RED GUM

Established 25 Years 940 Elk Street

Miller, Sturm & Miller

1142 SENECA STREET

Hardwoods of All Kinds

G. Elias & Bro., Inc.
Established 1881

All Kinds of Hardwood Lumber
And in addition we carry a full line of

White Pine, Yellow Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and Fir Timber,
Lumber, Millwork and Boxes—Maple and Oak Flooring

CAREFUL ATTENTION TO MIXED CAR ORDERS

Taylor & Crate

Hardwoods of All Kinds
A stock of 18,000,000 to 20.000,000 feet of hardwoods

carried at all times at our two big Buffalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

T. Sullivan & Co.

HARDWOODS
We Specialize in Brown Ash and Elm

Car or Cargo Shipments Cor. Niagara and Arthur Sts.

Yeager Lumber Company, Inc.

SPECIALTIES

Oak, Poplar, Ash, Maple
932 Elk Street

B Buffalo

U Hardwood

r L

F Deal

A

umber

ers

BuffaloHardwood Lumber Co.
940 Seneca St.

We specialize in White Ash, Plain Oak, Qtd. Oak,

Maple and Poplar. We also carry a complete stock of

Native Hardwoods.

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned Hardwoods
including Ash. Basswood, Birch, Cherry, Chestnut,

Cypress, Elm, Gum. Hickory, Maple, Plain and
Quartered Oak, Poplar and Walnut.

1100 Seneca Street
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New Ontario Colonization Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS

Spruce, Tamarack, Rossed Spruce Pulpwood

Whitewood, Poplar, Lath

Full Planing Mill Facilities

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.
503 Niagara Life Bldg.

Mills : JACKSONBORO, ONT.
On Transcontinental Ry.

IF YOU WANT

Fir Common Lumber

Boards or Shiplap

Federal XXX Shingles SoftWhite Pine Shop

Long Fir Piling Hemlock Boards

Write or Wire

FEDERAL LUMBER CO., LTD.

470 Granville St. VANCOUVER, B. C.

MAPLE
—and Prompt Shipment
As extensive producers of Hard Maple we are fully

prepared to fill orders immediately. You need ex-

perience no difficulty in securing your Maple quick-

ly for we can make prompt shipment.

Our Maple is especially selected for use in Auto-
mobile, Vehicle and Implement work. With it you
can be certain of building a high value into your
product.

John I. Shafer Hardwood Co.
SOUTH BEND, IND.

Standing Timber
in Large or Small Blocks

FOR
SALE

Special

Prices

THE undersigned offer for sale,

in large or small blocks all their

remaining timber lands and town
property situated in the town of

Parry Sound, Ont.

We have sold quite a number of

timber parcels but still have some

good bargains left in Townships of

McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Mon-
teith, Carling, Christie, McConkey,

Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge

and Street.

Special bargains in the Town-
ships of Falconbridge and Street for

small mills.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co.
26 Ernest Ave.

Toronto, Canada

Limited

Lower Your Production Cost
No doubt you, like most concerns
in your line, are trying to reduce
your production costs,

hy saving labor the

Huther Bros. Dado Head
.vill help you do this.

It will cut perfect giooves of any
width either with or across the

grain, and makes the most intri-

cate cutting seem easy.

Will fit any saw mandrel or rig

and has simple no screw adjust-

ment. Requires but little power
to operate.
Send for one on approval. May be
returned at our expense if unsat-

is factory.
Pat. Nov. 29, '92

July 19. '10

HUTHER BROS. SAW MFG. CO.
Rochester, N.Y.
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Feeding the Camp
TF that is your problem, remember that it is our
• business, too. We do a tremendous lumber camp
trade and are fully acquainted with the food require-

ments of logging camps. We shall be glad to quote

you on any lines you need this year, and will submit

special quotations if you will drop us a card. We
can supply you with all that's best in provisions and
fresh meats, and give you a service you will appreciate.

WRITE OR WIRE US AT OUR
EXPENSE-TODAY

LONG CLEAR BACON

BARRELED PORK

SAUSAGE

DAVIES PURE LARD

PEERLESS SHORTENING

MINCEMEAT, ETC.
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How Far Will Official Investigation

Proceed Without Results?
It is announced that the Federal authorities have begun an in-

vestigation into the cost of manufacturing lumber and that the in-

quiry is now quietly proceeding. The investigators are connected

with the Department of Labor at Ottawa, and have received instruc-

tions to conduct an official probe into the cost right from the woods

to the retail yard. If there is any undue profiteering, they are in-

structed to put their finger on it.

It is not so long ago that a leading Montreal business man in

addressing a representative body in Toronto, said that all govern-

ments, no matter how brilliantly they start oflf, sooner or later

seemed destined to be characterized by inefiiciency and mediocrity.

Just why lumber prices should be investigated when possibly only

one out of every six or seven persons has to inake extensive use of

lumber, is something that few humans can understand. Every indi-

vidual in the Dominion of Canada uses eggs and butter, meat and

flour, bread and sugar, and the scale of living is constantly ascend-

ing, yet we are having no investigation of these vital commodities,

but spectacular moves such as the so-called probe into paper and a

few other things that do not concern the ordinary worker. The

whole investigation business, which appears to have been carried

to the point of mania, savors so much of the ridiculous as to par-

take of the nature of a comic opera or a farce comedy.

Supposing the average man does build a house. The minimum

requirement is about 5,000 feet, and the maximum, 15,000 feet. Tak-

ing the middle figure, which is generally a safe course—and placing

the amount at 10,000 feet, if lumber has gone up $5 a thousand, it

only means an additional individual outlay of $50. Yet the hours of

labor are being shortened, the wages of mill men have been increased

100 per cent, since the outbreak of the war, the cost of living so far

as logging camps and boarding houses are concerned has been ad-

vanced by 125 per cent., and machinery, supplies, overhead and
everything else connected with the manufacture, sale and distribu-

tion of forest products have aviated amazingly—yet what do we find?

On the whole, the average increase in luinber during the last five

years, so far as house building material is concerned, is only 55 or

60 per cent. Yet the Federal government must have an investiga-

tion, forgetting that the fuel and lighting have gone up 80 per cent.,

metal products 85 per cent., food 100 to 125 per cent., farm products

135 per cent., clothing 150 per cent., and all other commodities 105

per cent. The figure received for the finished product has not by
any means kept pace with the added cost of manufacturing lumber

and that there will be no immediate drop is now being recognized

by retail lumbermen, builders and contractors. They are cognizant

of the fact that lumber has advanced less than any other commodity.
Tiiis is self evident to every individual except supine and inefficient

administrative authorities, who must conduct an investigation in or-

der to afTord someone a fat berth and a comfortable means of living.

It is well known that money invested in new buildings at the

piesent time is a safe, sound and wise outlay, for the longer that

building is delayed—unless all other signs fail—the more costly the

undertaking.

However, is is perhaps advisable not to give too much attention

to the erratic movements made by governmental bodies, but thev :ire

likely to have a perplexing problem on their hands in securing any
reliable or comprehensive data with respect to production, costs,

and selling prices in the lumber business, which has undergone a

complete revolution during the last five years. Operations have been

extended on every side, and grades which a few years ago were

thrown into the scrap heap, and treated as of little or no worth owing
to the scarcity of building inaterial now command a fair figure. If

those now at work can evolve any comparative and reliable table

of costs which will serve as a guide to the industry, they will have,

in a measure, earned the gratitude of all. It is hoped, though, that

the investigation into the price of lumber will not be like the investi-

gation into the cost of newsprint paper, which has meant a large

expenditure of money, without any corresponding benefit or concrete

results.

The spirit of restlessness is in the air. Strikes seem to be the

popular move in the ranks of the workers, but not to any more pro-

nounced extent than the tendency on the part of the federal govern-

ment to conduct probes, inquiries and investigations. If anyone can

point to a satisfactory solution of any of the perplexing questions

brought about by such governmental probe or official commission

there would perhaps be some justification for the continuaunce of this

method of getting at the bottom of affairs, but nothing has been

accomplished that is of any permanent value or benefit. It is likely

that the same course will be pursued with no more concrete results

in regard to the alleged inquiry relating to lumber.

The Observance of Proper Trade
Relations and Customs

Where do the function, purpose and status of the wholesaler

begin and end? It might with equal pertinence be asked when does

a retailer trench upon the ground and rights of a wholesaler. For a

long time there have been complaints of the wholesaler against the

retailer and vice versa. It is charged that some who are in the

wholesale business are not very particular regarding whom the}'

sell and will on occasions step over the mark and enter the

territory of the legitimate retailer.

The question of directing the lumber trade in its proper chan-

nel has always been a vexed and in some respects an unsatisfactory

one. There is no doubt that each sphere, such as manufacturing,

wholesaling and retailing has its obligations, privileges and responsi-

bilities and to expect that perfection with no overlapping will be at-

tained in the respective ranks is almost an idle dream as to image,

now that the war is over and civilization, freedom and liberty re-

stored, that the millenium is at hand.

There are black sheep in every lodge, goats in every religious
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denomination, self seekers in every political camp, and sordid, selfish,

double dealing men in every rank of life. It is, therefore, not to be

expected that every man who is a wholesaler or retailer of wood pro-

ducts is one hundred per cent, honorable, amiable and reputable.

There are mean, underhanded and two-faced individuals in all ave-

nues of industry, but the majority of fellows that one meets in this

work-a-day world as so upright, decent, thoughtful and helpful in

spirit and purpose that one forgets all aliout the few who are no

credit to themselves or the cause that they represent.

The force of example and the dictates of custom do much to keep

the wavering and erring ones in line and if some satisfactory arrange-

ment can be presented which will more clearly define the status

existing between the wholesale and retail lumbermen and set forth

lucidly and comprehensively the duties and privileges of each, there

would be much accomplished in the way of preventing misunder-

standing, eliminating disputes and establishing pleasant mutual re-

lations. Of course, no hard and fast rule can be laid down, and no

matter what arrangement is arrived at there will always be a few

who will side-step the issue or seek to find a loop-hole in its interpre-

tation and application. If the leading representatives of the trade

live up to a well defined and clearly set forth set of rules or principles

the efi^ect is beneficial on the rank and file.

The matter of trade relations have been discussed by the Whole-

sale Lumber Dealers' Association, who have sought to define what a

wholesale dealer is and who a retail lumber dealer is, and to estab-

lish the legitimate trade to which a wholesaler may cater and also

a retailer, but no definite basis have as yet been agreed upon. There

is no doubt that the atmosphere is clearer as the result of the venti-

latioi,! that this subject has received. Perhaps a closer bond of union

and sympathy will exist between the wholesaler and the retailer, and

if the former conducts strictly a wholesale business and does not

seek to impinge upon the territory of the retailer, the yardmen should

as far as possible buy from only regularly constituted wholesale lum-

ber dealers and use all their individual and collective influence to

protect the wholesalers in their legitimate trade. If there are any

complaints arising out of the agreement, should it be finally adopted,

a regular constituted standing committee will act very much as a

board of arbitration and all parties will be fully represented.

Editorial Short Lengths
According to recent semi-official advices within a very short

period the railways of Canada can be expected to make another ap-

plication for an increase in freight rates on the ground that the pre-

sent rates are insufficient to enable them to pay increased operating

and maintenance costs because of the high and growing cost of ma-

terials and labor. In all probability an increase of twenty per cent,

will be asked for. During the war two increases were granted, one

of fifteen per cent., another of twenty-five per cent., and now a third

one of twenty per cent. This would mean, if granted, that the cost

of freight rates would be raised from forty-four per cent, above pre-

war rates to seventy-three per cent, above pre-war rates.

The unanimous adoption of the British Government Housing

Scheme by the Imperial Parliament contemplates the immediate erec-

tion of something like half a million houses, and emphasizes the

urgent need for more time, according to a recent despatch from Lon-

don, England. Similar timber demands are arising in the devastated

countries of Europe and hence much satisfaction is expressed in Old

Country circles at the news that the forty ships built in British Col-

umbia for France have been chartered for timber cargo. The tim-

ber scarcity also explains the interest aroused in press announce-

ment of the project for shipping forest products across the Atlantic

by means of demountable rafts. -It is explained that the rafts are

fashioned in "shipshape." Their diflPerence from the ordinary aux-

iliary ship will be that whereas a ship is a mere shell enclosing lum-

ber, the demountable raft is a solid mass of lumber held securely

together by iron bolts. It is understood that Lloyds have approved

the idea, which also has the support of the timber control officials in

Great Britain. Some officials when consulted have expressed strong

preference for timber carried by ships—not rafts—especially seeini,'

that ships are available for return cargoes to Canada.

The Canadian lumberman is taxed enough. This is the gen-
eral view prevailing at Ottawa, for the proposal to impose further

assessments on all natural resources, including timber, has not met
with any degree of favor. The suggestion emanated from some of

the prairie farmers, but it is not likely to be taken seriously by the

powers that prevail. The various governments of Canada now col-

lect about $8,000,000 a year on the timber lands under lease to oper-

ators, and a sum vastly in excess of the foregoing is collected from
wood-using industries. Quebec's plan is to auction oflf the right to

cut timber on public lands and this has recently brought the public

treasury as high as $1,000 a square mile of forest. In addition, the

holder must pay a ground rent of $5 a square mile, and fire taxes.

Should fire devastate his lands, he loses, of course, the heavy original

investment and all annual payments. Under these circumstances,

the campaign to load new taxation on timber limits is rightly meet-
ing with organized opposition. World-wide experience in the

handling of forests has shown that every incentive must be provided
to encourage the holding of timber lands over long periods of time.

Heavy taxation, as the United States has learned, forces the owner
to cut his lands bare in order to extract the maximum value and then

throw the lands back upon the government as barrens. The public

interest, as Dominion forestry officials have repeatedly urged, lies

in a continuous production of timber rather than the stripping of

mature and immature growth. A plan now being worked out for

reasonable timber taxation on lands privately owned allows the

municipality a small annual tax and provides for a division of profits

when the timber crop is mature enough to cut. This refers to only

a very small percentage of Canadian timber holdings which are

nearly all on so-called "Crown Lands," owned by the governments.

The government forests are now bringing in public revenues as

high as $1,800,000 a year in the case of Quebec and $2,000,000 for

British Columbia.

These are the days of rising costs when every item that enters

into the production of the manufactured article has to be watched
with closest scrutiny. Particularly is this true in the woodworking
line, where operators are up against shorter hours, higher wages
and augmented outlay for materials. As pointed out in a recent

issue of the "Canada Lumberman," it is of the utmost importance

that the retail lumberman and especially the one who operates a

planing mill, should know costs. The ability to make proper esti-

mates and furnish figures that will adequately cover every item in

connection with a job and at the same time yield the contractor

or supply man a reasonable profit, is an evidence of good business

ability and a sense of the fitness of things during the present period.

F. J. Moss, President of the Millwork Cost Information Bureau
of Chicago, states that the object of this Bureau is to "know your

cost," and that it was never of more vital consequence than it is

at this juncture to maintain a comprehensive cost system. Mr.

Moss adds that there is every indication of a busy season in the

planing mill business, and it is clearly within the power of the

individual members of the induustry to place their business on a

profitable basis. To do so, however, will require intelligence and
courage to stand for a price which it is apparent to all mu^it be

obtained to cover present cost.

Mr. Moss adds:—Not a day passes that I do not feel like writ-

ing a letter to my fellow millmen to warn them of the perils in

the present situation. Doubtless all have been impressed with the

mounting costs, but I question if any have realized the extent to

which it will cut down profits or increase their loss. I feel it my
duty to say that, notwithstanding the advanced selling prices, the

results thus far this year, as reflected in our cost work, have been

more disappointment than ever before. The rapid increased cost of

material and labor and expenses with reduced efficiency is simply-

astounding and the end is not yet in sight. I predict that all con-

tracts made, even at present high prices, will prove to be unpro-

fitable when they have been completed.
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Some Things Canadians Can Learn in Sawing
They Should Study the Methods and Marking of Swedish Competition if They

Desire to Increase Trade with Britain—Practical Pointers
By James H. Lane, London, Eng.

- The timber trade of Great Britain has drawn its supplies in the

past mainly from Sweden, Norway, Finland, Russia and America.

Canada, in spite of her vast wealth of lumber has only been able to

secure a very small proportion of this trade and while admitting that

the geographical position of the other countries narned is far better,

yet I am convinced that Canada might very easily secure a much
greater share of the trade with Great Britain than she has in the past,

if she will only lay out her plans and organize her lumber industry

with this end in view. When this is dgne it will be found that the

timber trade of Great Britain is only too willing to co-operate by
purchasing as much if its supplies as possible from Canada.

If this attempt is to be made, it should be done at once. Sup-
plies from Russia must be very uncertain for the next two or three

years and the same remark applies to Finland, while Austria can be

ruled out altogether. This leaves Sweden and Norway, and possibly

Germany, as the principal competitors of Canada for the present,

and there is no doubt that everyone in Great Britain would much
prefer to see their money spent in Canada than in any of the countries

named.

Should Investigate Swedish Methods

A very large proportion of the imports of timber in the United
Kingdom comes from Sweden and it would pay the Canadian pro-

ducers, especially those in the Maritime provinces, to investigate

the methods of the Swedish saw-millers in catering for the British

market and to take a few leaves out of their book. The Swedish pro-

ducers have very closely studied the United Kingdom requirements

and are able thus to be on the spot with practically anything that

may be required. The chief use of the timber supplied is for build-

ing construction and during the next two or three years very large

quantities will be required for this purpose. The sizes most in de-

mand will be: 2x3, 2x4, 2x7, 2x8, 2x9, 2>4x6, 2>^x7, 3x4, 3x4^^, 3x7,

3x8, 3x9, these for carcassing purposes while a quantity of laths 3/16
in. and Y^-'m. x 1 in. and slating battens 5^-in. x 1-3-in., ^-in. x 1-3-in.

will also be used. These sizes have exclusively been imported from
Sweden and Norway, and are very seldom produced in Canada, and,

in fact, an attempt to induce Canadian lumbermen to produce these

size has met with much opposition, apparently because it is a little

difificult to induce the mill owner to take the trouble and care neces-

sary to produce these smaller sizes when he would far rather go
along as he has gone before and just produce a falling specification

from his logs without any regard to the requirements of the market
to which he hopes to sell.

Produce the Sizes That are Required

The Canadian producer must realize that he will increase the

export trade to Great Britain that he really has and which is content

to buy its requirements in a falling specification of sizes. Every
order he secures for these special sizes is so much extra business for

the country. The Swedish manufacturer produces the sizes required

and in selling them is able to sell many other sizes that are not in

such great demand but which he cannot help producing in his at-

tempt to get the utmost out of his log.

If the Canadian lumberman will produce a specication that is

required, he is in a far better position to induce the buyer to take

a larger proportion of what he does not actually require, but is

willing to buy in order to get his picked specification.

The Swedish producer also pays great attention to the manu-
facture of his finished sizes, and the buyer can depend upon them
being evenly sawn, just a little full of sizes required, with no varia-

tion whatever in the thickness and width. This is very important
as most likely if the timber is used for joisting and laid side by side,

a flooring will be put across the joists without any preparation which
would be impossible if there was any variation in the size. Un-
fortunately the same care is not taken by the Canadian lumberman in

the Maritime provinces and consequently his production is unevenly
sawn, which makes its use for many purposes impossible and in any
case makes its selling value much less than it would otherwise be.

Regularly Sawn—Neatly Cross Cut
One can recommend Canadian wood to the consumer and he is

quite prepared to use it but when he sees it is badly manufactured,
he will refuse to have it and be willing to pay £ 1 or £2 per standard
more for the Swedish production because of the regularity with

which it is sawn and the neatness of the cross-cutting which adds
nothing to the quality of the wood but much to the appearance of

the finished scantling. Having carefully manufactured and cros.s-

cut to the size and length required, the Swedish shipper puts his own
brand an red paint on both ends of the deal or scantling without any
extra charge to the buyer. This may seem to be very unimportant
matter to the lumberman but is a necessity to the man who has to

market the goods in the country of import. An endeavor has been
made to induce the shippers to put such a brand on their goods and
great difficulty has been experienced.

Flooring and Planed Boards

The shipper's red paint brand becomes in course of time his

trade mark and most valuable selling agent and one can only ap-
preciate the refusal of a shipper to put a distinctinve mark on the

ends of his goods, if he is not going to ship a good quality of lumber.
The British importer buys the Swedish production almost entirely

on its mark. He may not even know the shioDer's name but knows
that the brand is a hallmark of good quality, therefore, he seeks that

brand wherever he can get it.

In the same way the brand becomes a protection for the buyer
because he knows that the shipper is so jealous of his reputation
that he will not put his brand upon anything that will not live up
to a certain standard of quality. This indentification of timber with
marks has become such an important factor in the trade of England
that more often than not an architect when getting out the plans
for a building will stipulate that the timber to be used in the con-
struction shall be of such and such a brand and the buyer does not
hesitate to purchase a production, the brand of which helps consider-
ably in the sale.

I need say little more on this subject, except that when goods
are sorted into qualities each quality receives a separate and distinct

mark and that the mark is made according to the size of the lumber
to be marked and will be large enough to almost cover the ends.

Everything is marked from 1x3 upwards, and so keen are the

Swedes to have their brand known that on smaller sizes where the

ends do not lend themselves to marking, they will place this mark on
the flat, as an advertisement for the seller and a protection for the

buyer.

Flooring and planed boards is another specialty of the Swedes.
A large quantity of flooring planed from %-in. x 6-in. is used for

cottage floors. This flooring is carefully planed on one side and
two edges and then thicknessed on the underneath side so that it is

all the same thickness. 1-in. flooring both with planed edges and
tongued and grooved ^ in., 1 in. and 1-1/3 in. x 9 in. and 11 in.

wide, and planed one side and two edges finds a ready market while

Yi in., y% in., )4 in. and 1 in. matching both tongued, grooved and
beaded, or tongued, grooved and V jointed, are also in demand. The
Swedish shippers mark these goods in exactly the same way as des-

cribed above and the brand becomes a standard of quality.

Claim Clause in All Contracts

It will pay the Canadian lumbermen over and over again to

study the methods of his competitors and to see how all these things

are done. In his attempt to increase his trade with Great Britain,

he has to remember that the Swedish shipper will always be a keen
competitor and, therefore, he must not only keep his cost of produc-
tion as low as possible but must also carefully consider his methods
for selling. The Swedish shipper is the owner of the mill which
cuts the logs and he sells direct on to the British market through his

own recognized agent in that country to whom he pays a commis-
sion for securing the orders and looking after his interests.

Mistakes will occur and a shipment is sometimes made that does
not come up to the recognized standard of quality called for by the

contract. A claim clause appears in all contracts and the Swedish
shipper loyally abides by this in the spirit as well as in the letter.

This article is not written in order to hold the Swedish shipper

up as a paragon of virtue but in order to show the methods adopted
to secure and hold a large volume of trade which the buyers in

Great Britain would far rather see coming to Canada. The writer

is convinced the lumber exporter of Canada could permanently re-

tain a large proportion of the trade with the United Kingdom if

they would only go about it in the right way and there will cer-

tainly be no greater opportunity than the present.
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Why Shingle Prices Are Still In Ascendancy
Mills are Short of Red Cedar Logs— Buyers Allowed Stocks to Become Depleted

and Building Activity Creates an Abnormal Demand

The lumber dealers, wholesale lumbermen, home builders and

large consumers of B. C. red cedar shingles know that they have

been advancing rapidly in price and that during the past few weeks

deliveries in Eastern Canada have been delayed. In some instances

it has been difficult to get orders accepted, let alone filled, within

a couple of months. Why are shingles going up in price, is the ques-

tion that has been asked frequently. Has it been the abnormal de-

mand, the sudden rush of orders, the high cost of production, the

shortage of stocks, or a combination of all these circumstances and

contributing conditions?

In view of the wide discussion regarding the upward trend of

shingle quotations and considering that this roof covering is noted

for its long life, beauty and serviceability, it is interesting to review

the situation and present some first hand facts from a leading author-

ity in the trade. It is desirable to acquaint the consumers with the

reasons back of the recent shingle price advancement so that, as has

been stated "shingle manufacturers will not be classified along with

war pirates and profiteers."

The Law of Supply and Demand

It is contented that the causes for the elevation of shingle prices

have for the most part been beyond the control of shingle manufac-

turers. In a recent statement issued by J. S. Williams, secretary of

the Shingle Branch of the West Coast Lumbermen's Association—

a

man who has given an exhaustive study to the situation—he states

that the simple answer is the natural economic law of supply and de-

mand. Ever since the market began to boom a few weeks ago, the

query has been in the mouths of lumber dealers, lumber consumers

and prospective builders as to why shingle prices have been ayiating.

Here is the admirable summing up by Mr. Williams and the points

that he makes will no doubt be read with a great deal of interest.

In the first place, he explains, the market is short of shingles

and the shingle mills are short of red cedar logs ; in the next place,

the country is experiencing a building boom that has brought with

it an unprecedented demand for lumber of all kinds ; the popularity of

the red cedar shingle, due to its demonstrated serviceability, backed

by additional advertising, has created a particular demand for this

particular commodity.
"Naturally," asserts the shingle secretary, "prices have gone up,

but even at present prices red cedar shingles, on a basis of service

rendered, are far cheaper than any other class of roofing material."

Confronted With Log Shortage

In further explanation of the situation, Mr. Williams points out

that the manufacturers' market is confronted with a severe log short-

age. The log supply, he says, is less than 85 per cent, of the normal

requirement.

"Why is the log supply short?" is the natural query, to which Mr.

Willliams replies that for more than a year, during the period of the

war, logging operators centred their eflforts on getting out spruce and

fir logs—^^the species need for airplane parts and ship timbers. Log-

ging railroads were built to tap spruce and fir forests. Cedar tract

was ignored."

"Now, since the war is over, it is not sound economy to change
these logging railroads until after the spruce and fir stands are cut.

Consequently very few new belts of cedar will be opened for several

months.
"Moreover, immediately after the close of the war, and for sever-

al months thereafter, conditions were so uncertain that many logging

operators and quite a few lumber mills suspended operations entire-

ly. The previous war activities produced a large quantity of fir,

spruce and hemlock logs which supplied the mills through a large

part of the winter. New logging operations were not necessary

until the early spring of this year.

"The same element of business uncertainty that caused the log-

gers and sawmill operators to suspend activities during the winter
also forced many retail lumber dealers to let their supply of lumber
and shingles run low.

"Then," continued Mr. Williams, "came the big building boom
with which everyone is thoroughly familiar. During this boom the

demand for shingles, on account of their superior qualities as a roof-

ing and siding material, which fact has been driven home through
national advertising for the past four years has been more than nor-

mal, and this demand is growing almost daily.

"This situation, together with the activity of dealers in replen-

ishing their stocks, has created an abnormal demand for shingles in

the face of the below-normal supply of cedar logs. In this connec-
tion, the advance in log prices has kept pace with the advance in the

price of shingles themselves, so that the manufacturers' margin of

profit is no greater than vmder normal circumstances.

Effect of Eight Hour Day
"Another factor that enters into the reduction of shingle and log

supply, is the eight-hour day, which reduces the output of the mills

by nearly 20 per cent, compared with the ten-hour operation.

"It must be remembered, too, that the nation-wide advertising

campaign now being conducted on behalf of the Rite-Grade shingle,

has stimulated the demand for shingles as a roofing and siding mater-
ial. A home sided with red cedar shingles is the means of selling

many additional orders in its neighborhood. In this way millions of

shingles are being sold every year. The demand will continue to

grow and the use of red cedar shingles will spread wherever people

want durability, service, comfort, and beauty in their homes."

Canada Can Compete In Pulpmaklne:

A reference to the official evidence shows that an injustice was
unwittingly done to the Canadian pulp and paper industry in a recent

report of evidence given on May 20 by Dr. R. F. Ruttan of Montreal
before the special committee of the Commons on .Scientific and In-

dustrial Research at Ottawa. The report stated that Canada could

never compete in the export pulp and paper trade until Canadian
pulp and paper are many degrees better than they are today, because
of the insufficient skill and scientific training of the men who are

making the pulp and paper.

The verbatim report of the evidence given makes it clear that

Dr. Ruttan was speaking particularly of the higher grade pulps, in

the production of which it is admitted some of the older countries,

possess advantages oi-er Canada, where the industry is of compara-
tively recent growth. Dr. Ruttan did not condemn the entire pro-

duction of Canadian pulp and paper, nor say that it could not compete
in the export market. He said in part:

"The great trouble with pulp and paper in Canada is not the

quantity we are turning out—because we are turning out a tremen-
dous lot. at a big profit for the countr}-—but that we cannot compete
in the export trade with the highest grade of pulp made in England
and Sweden until our pulp is many degrees better than it is today.

That is thoroughly well recognized. While our mills are turning out

a good commercial grade of pulp, authorities on this question of

paper and pulp agree that the quality of paper and pulp they are

turning out is vastly inferior to the more valuable high-grade paper
and pulp which they produce in England, Norway. Sweden and the

United States, and the reason is that they cannot obtain university

men of sufficient .skill and scientific training on pulp and paper tech-

nology. It is our hope to be able to provide them in the near

future."

Good Progress on New Palp Plant

The Kipawa Fibre Company is making rapid progress in the

work of erecting the requisite buildings, the development of water

power, and the installation of the machinery necessary to make its

sulphite pulp plant at Lumsden's Mills, situated at the south end of

Lake Temiskaming, Quebec. Already about one-third of the build-

ing program has been done, and with upwards of a thousand men on
the pay-roll it is expected great progress will be made during the

balance of this year.

Four digesters, each with a capacity of from 25 to 30 tons daily,

are in position. A dam has been built on Gordon Creek, about one
mile from its mouth, and about 200 feet above the level of the Otta-

wa River, into which it flows. The huge plant, in which it is ultimate-

ly planned to develop about 20,000 h.p., is being built at the foot of

the hill, right at the edge of the Ottawa River. A branch line of the

C. P. R. serves the new town, the distance from Mattawa being
about 37 miles. From the site of the mill to Cobalt and Haileybury
the distance is about 60 miles. It is about 140 miles almost due
south from the plant of the Abitibi Power & Paper Company, which
is yet the largest plant of its kind on the continent.
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Mr, Harris Tells of Trade Openings Abroad
Chairman of the Canadian Mission Wants People of the Dominion to Get Vision of

World Business That is Now Thrust Before Them

Lloyd Harris,
Chairman of the Canadian Mission

in London, Eng.

Stirring and optimistic was the

address delivered recently before

:he business men of Toronto in

the Board of Trade assembly
room when Lloyd Harris, chair-

man of the Canadian Mission,

London, England, spoke of the

])ossibilities and potentialities of

Canadian trade with the mother
country and various nations of

Europe. Mr. Harris, who has ren-

dered signal service to the com-
mercial and industrial interests of

the Dominion, will spend some
time in Toronto and other cities

conferring with different groups
of industries in 'respect to the

development and upbuilding of

European connections. As chair-

man of the Canadian Mission in

London, since its inception. Mr.
Harris has been very closely in

touch with Canadian trade, and
just previous to sailing for Can-

ada, he made a tour of the Continent, visiting practically all the

countries of Europe and studying at close range their respective re-

quirements and special problems at the present time.

Mr. Harris is well known to the large Canadian manufacturers
and is himself identified with a number of progressive concerns. He
was born in Beamsville. Ontario, in 1867, and was educated in Brant-
ford and Woodstock. He entered the service of A. Harris. Son & Co.
and learned the business from stoking- the furnace up to the execu-
tive end. In 1889 he went to Eurone in the interest of the firm and
was resident manager in Great Britain, with head office in London,
after the formation of the Massey-Harris Co.. in 1891 . A few vears
later he returned to Canada, since which time he has devoted his

whole attention to his extensive private interests. He is officiallv

connected with various organizations and is a large shareholder in

the Massey-Harris Co. He sat for several years in the House of

Commons in Ottawa, as the representative of Brantford, in which
city he has alwavs taken a deen personal interest, beingr a former,

nresident of' the Board of Trade and a member of the City Council.
Mr. Harris has also evinced active sunnort of the Cai>adian Manufac-
turers Association, the Ontario Motor League and other bodies, while
he has been an enthusiastic patron of soorts and more narticularlv

lacrosse. He is a member of a large number of clubs and identified

with the Harris Trust Co.. The Canada Starch Co.. The Trust and
Guarantee Co.. The Russell Motor Car Co.. The Dominion Power and
Transmission Co., The Steel Co. of Canada. The Canada Glue Co..

The Underfeed Stoker Co.. and other organizations.

In his remarks Mr. Harris made a strong aopeal to Canadian
manufacturers to take advantage of the onportunity now afforded
them for securing a large proportion of trade with European coun-
tries. He snoke of the splendid position which Canada now enjoys
in the mind of the peoole of the mother land, and added. Great Bri-

tain, as well as the smaller countries of Eurooe were prenared to

give the Dominion the bulk of their exoort trade nrovided Canada
was willing- and able to cone with it. He referred to the heavy pur-

chases of timber and lumber which have been made bv Great Britain

in Canada, and hooed that the connection established bv Canadian
lumbering firms would be maintained. Great Britain would require a

huo^e amount of forest nroducts for the next three or four years, and
it is UD to Canadian manufacturers and bankers to get busv.

In exploiting this new source of trade, the soeaker stated, it might
be necessary, owing- to the financial difficulties under which Eurone
is for the present laboring-, to revert to a system of barter, and ac-

cept raw materials in exchanee for our products. The demand for

these products would, for some years at least, be enormous.

"Southern Russia can offer manganese ore. iron ore, tobacco, nil."

said Mr. Harris. "It is un to the manufacturers and bankers of Can-
ada to get together and form a syndicate. Unless the peonle of Can-
ada realize what export trade means, anything that a Government

can do will be utterly useless. Things have been so easy in thi^
country for the last five years that we have lost our selling organi7a-
tions. Anything we did in the selling of war materials, the orders
were handed to us.

The Splendid Position of Greece

Greece is in a magnificent position as compared with any other
allied country in Europe. Her country was not damaged and .she had
a fair amount of shipping at the outbreak of the war. Premier Veni-
zelos has wonderful ambitions for the development of Greece, and
was to my mind one of the outstanding figures at the Peace Confer-
ence. Greece is to get added territory, which is largely agricultural,
and there will be great developments along that line.

"They are the gateway to the Balkan States and I have suggest-
ed to M. Venizoles that Canada should be the workshops of Greece,
and M. Venizelos has accepted that theory, and a deputation is to
come to Canada with that in view.

"We have just completed a contract with Greece for their whole
supply of wheat for twelve months, which means 5,000 tons a month
or one million bushels a month. Our job now is to sell a billion dol-
lars' worth of goods from Canada.

"Parts of the British Empire have been dependent upon England
for many manufactured articles. England is not in a position to
dupply them now. The orders are there for you if you care to go after
them. They have the money to pay for them. If you are going after
the export trade, send somebody, who, in addition to being a good
salesman, knows something about the technical end of your busi-
nss. Our time is going to be wasted unless we get the idea into our
heads that we are going to make it a permanent business.

"Canada has the greatest reputation of all the nations of the
world in Europe to-day. That reputation was won by the fighting
men we sent overseas. The smaller nations have a confidence in this
country, and think we have no other idea than to build up trade
with them. They have always been under the heel of one big power.
(Germany and Austria had a remarkable domination over Greece and
the Balkan States. If we can give these people the things they v/ant
and can finance them, we can have not only their trade, but also their
goodwill. The men we sent overseas have done their part. It is now
up to the manufacturers, bankers and merchants to do theirs.

"In Canada I find a very discouraging set of conditions. It is

depressing to find such a situation here. We should have fhe happi-
est country in the world, efficient and contented labor I have
been preaching that Canada was the greatest and freest, country in

ihe world. Let us all get together and co-operate.

"Capital cannot have all its own way all the way through. Labor
cannot have all its own way. We must get down to some sort of a
decent compromise, some sort of a basis that we can make Canada
the great country it ought to be."

The Sacrifices Made by Britain

"We know nothing in this country of the sacrifice made by Great
Britain in this war. We know nothing of the enormity of their effort,"

added Mr. Harris.

"The rationing of coal in England last year was one-third of che
normal supply," he said, "and from that one-third had to be deducted
any electricity used. As a result it was impossible to keep a house
warm. The needs for timber in England for the next few years will

be enormous. Through some flaw in the law and without the know-
ledge of the British Government, a joker was in by which British

markets were opened to the United States and not to Canada. It was
a case of a father not knowing his own child. To-day the British

markets are open to Canada and we hardly realize the possibilities of

the British market. There is a market in England to-day for almost
everything we manufacture in Canada.

"France has a tremendous job in the reconstruction of destroyed
areas, and France will require much from Canada. Miles and miles
of railroad tracks and railroad bridges have been destroyed.

"The French have problems of their own. They have an enor-
mous debt, and they arf-e demobilizing their army. They have unem-
ployment, and must take care of their own people. For some years
they will have a budget of four billion dollars a year, where before

the war their biggest budget was one billion dollars. Thev mu-^t
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look after their own people, and find employment for them. It is

only what we would do in Canada.

Belgium is very much in the same position, but I think Belgium

will be the first of the European nations to be ready to get started.

"Poland is not Bolshevik. All they want there is an opportunity

to get to work. With Bolshevism on one side and the Germans

on the other she is in a very bad position, but with clothing, food,

and raw material she will soon go ahead. The conditions there are

terrible. Thousands are dying from typhus daily, and the men in the

army only have one shirt to their backs.

"In Roumania they are operating with sixty locomotives, where

formerly they used twelve hundred. Roumania needs everything, and

if we could only finance them we could find business for every in-

dustry in Canada."

Should Rightly Use Opportunity

In regard to the visit of Mr. Harris to Canada, where he will rc

main until early in July, the Canadian Trade Mission of Ottaiva ha^

issued the following statement:

While in Ottawa Mr. Harris was interviewed about the possibi-

lities of Canadian trade with Europe. He spoke enthusiastically ol

the almost illimitable opportunities, but especially emphasized the

fact that individual manufacturers and groups of traders should en-

deavor to secure a permanent footing in the export field, and that

they should regard government credits only as an assistance to this

end, not as the "be all and end all" of their effort.

"I want the Canadian people to get a vision of the world trade

that is thrust before them," he .says. "I believe it is something alto-

gether new on which we are entering, and will exceed the dreams of

the most optimistic. All our people should now emulate the Canadian

soldier, whose example and courage are known in the most remote

countries in Europe. We have had many instances of this from the

missions from Southern Europe. They have again and again said to

me: 'We want Canada to be our guide in our reconstruction ideas,

because Canada's help has been so important, and her own effort in

the last twenty years in building up a country is the brightest in the

world.' Greece, Roumania and the new Balkan States all desire to

enter into closer relationshio with Canada. I think there has never

been such an opportunity, if it is used rightly. The trade we are

asked to do is not of firm with firm, nor even of a grou]) of manu-
facturers with a group of merchants, but it is the whole trade of a

nation with a sister nation. One hundred million dollars would not

be too much for Roumania alone. If we could grant so much credit

we could have the entire traed of a prosperous and secure country.

That is what I mean when I want the Canadian people to get the

vision of this world trade."

Mr. Harris is anxious to see Canadian shi^pin-j;^ under Canadian

register obtained in hundreds of thousands of tons, because he re-

gards it as the missing link between an enormous potential trade and

the markets which are wide open.

"Ships are the secret of our success." he says, "for we must find

means of joining our railways with the railways on the other side

of the ocean, that the stream of commodities may flow."

The Lack of Business Methods

A grave statement on the lack of business methods by some firms

which is hurting the general Canadian reoutation in Great Britain is

contained in a communication from Mr. Henrv B. Thomson, of the

Canadian Trade Commission, now in London in an advisory capacity

with the London Mission. He says:

•'It has been brought to our notice by several firms here that Can-

adian manufacturers and others are verv lax in not replving to cor-

respondence and inquiries, and it is having the effect of creating an

impression that Canada as a whole is not looking for business, or

making much effort to get it. Trifles of this kind create a false idea,

as the people in the United States are very particular about prompt

reply to inquiries, and furthermore carry on a regular follow-up course

of correspondence. Not only has it a bad effect in creating an im-

pression of slackness, but it is also causing some of the innorters

here to make strong representations to the Government to remove the

import trade restrictions with other countries that are not within

the Emnire. At the nresent moment Canada is. as vou are well aware,

particularly favored in this reeard as compared with the United State*^.

but if the representations of the importers are sufficiently strong and

insistent, the Government will be forced to allow certain commodities,

to be brought in here on a par with Canada, because these commodi-

ties cannot be procured, or apparently so. within the Dominion. Even

if thev have not got the stocks on hand, or da not deal in the com-

modities they are asked about, surelv it would be a sim-)le matl-^r

for them to write a note to the English fM-in inquiring and ex 'Inin

the situation to them."

Canadian Lumbermen Operating^ in England
Canadian lumber methods, which were introduced in England

during the war, are t6 be perpetuated in peace. General Alex Mc-
Dougall, General W. B. R. Hepburn, M. P.; Col. Ewing, and Col.

Campbell, of the Forestry Corps, are reported to have acquired ex-

tensive timber limits in England and will operate them. The British

Board of Trade took over British forests after the armistice, and
the Canadians have made an arrangement with the board for the

disposal of their cut. It is probable that the Canadian sawmill equip-

ment there will be taken over and Canadian lumbermen employed
as far as possible in overseeing and (^rrying on the work. Other
Canadian lumbermen, formerly in the Canadian forces, are also go-
ing in for lumbering in the Mother Country, among them being Vinc-
ent Mott, of Ottawa, formerly in business in Montreal.

Paper Men Sending Mr. Dawe Overseas

.\ special general meeting of
the Canadian Pulp and Paj)er As-
sociation was held in Montreal
recently to consider ways and
means of improving the export
business in Great Britain. It was
decided to send A. L. Dawe of
Montreal, secretary of the Cana-
dian Pulp & Paper As.s'ociation,

to London, to act as pulp and
l)a])er advisor to the Lloyd Harris
Canadian Trade Mission, the sug-
gestion that an expert familiar

with the industry, be sent, com-
ing from Mr. Harris himself. Mr.
Dawe has been with the Pul,) and
Pai)er Association for some years
and prior to that was engaged in

the paper trade both in Montreal
and in England.
A long discussion took place

concerning the difficulty of ob-
taining shipping and the exces-
sive freight rates now in force

between Canada and Great liritain, the prevailing sentiment being
that Canada ought to be prepared to look after her own shipping in-

terests at the preesnt time without depending so much upon the Old
Country. It was stated at the meeting that some ships now owned
by the Canadian Government are being employed in bringing foreign

products to this country from Cuba and elsewhere, which might bet-

ter be employed in carrying Canadian products, such as pulp and
paoer for which there is a steady demand, to England, under such
arrangements as would make it possible for Canadian producers to

meet foreign competition. It was also stated that the .American ship-

ping board has diverted several ships to the St. Lawrence route, some
of which were reported as being now engaged on cargoes in Mon-
treal. Efforts will be made to obtain space on these boats for Cana-
dian pulp and paper exports. The statement was also made that this

diversion of American shipping is but the beginning of a regular

service between Montreal and Liverpool by ships owned by the Am-
erican Government.

A. L. Dawe, Montreal, Que.

Advance in Lumber Prices Scheduled
Lumber prices are scheduled to advance very much per ICXXD

feet. June 15th, according to statements of leading manufacturers
in the West. A recent despatch from Seattle says this will be the

sixth upward price revision in sixty days. There is some opposition

to the project from representative mills, which claim that the log

market is firm, and logging contractors have been demanding more
money from mills that must buy commercially and are not in posses-

sion of any large area of stumpage of their own.
It is pointed out by the more conservative manufacturers, who

are in opposition to the advance and desire to hold quotations at the

present level, that an advance will surely follow in logs which will

take the profit carried by the proposed quotations from the manu-
facturer and leave him in a worse position than before. It is claimed
that further high prices will shut off lumber buying in the East,

the greatest avenue of distribution.

West coast mills, including those . reporting to the associations

and others, are approximately 20,000 carloads of lumber behind in

their orders. This includes prior orders by rail, cargo and coast-

wise in the domestic trade. Some of the mills have been operating
day and night crews to gain headway on the delayed shipments. Pro-
duction is now within 11 per cent, of normal. New business is com-
ing in despite the comparatively high prices. It will require steady
operation until the middle of August to clean up oil accumulated
business.
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A panoramic view of the industries of the Keewatin Lumber Co., Keewatin, Ont.

Keewatin Lumber Mills Splendidly Equipped
How Progressive Organization Has Kept Pace With Development of the Industry—

Some Features of Busy Plants and Various Departments

One of the most progressive and enterprising lumber manufac-
turing concerns in Ontario is the Keewatin Lumber Company, Lim-
ited, of Keewatin, Ont. Their plants are located at Keewatin and
Kenora, on the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and at the

northern end of the Lake of the Woods, one hundred and thirty

miles east of Winnipeg and three hundred miles wfest of Port Arthur
and Fort William. The mills are admirably equipped and the pro-

duct of the company enjoys a wide market. A special pride is taken
in seeing that a good grade of lumber is shipped and that all con-
signments are sent forward promptly.

E. W. Backus is president of the company, S. W. Backus vice-

president and W. F. Brooks, secretary-treasurer. The manager is

D. McLeod, who enjoys a wide acquaintance in the industry and is a

thoroughly practical and wide-awake sawmill man. The mill at

Keewatin was completed in 1906 and has been considerably added to

since that time. The cut last season was about twenty-four million

feet and four million pieces of lath, the output being somewhat
smaller than usual owing to the shortage in help and the fact that

a double shift was not run after July in order that the men might be
released to help gather in the harvest by reason of the scarcity of

labor on the farm.

The company's output is sold largely in Manitoba and Saskat-

chewan, and some to Lake Superior points and Eastern Canada. The
timber supply is principally white and red pine, with a small per-

centage of spruce. The company purchases from settlers alid others,

considerable quantities of poplar logs each year, the amount being
about per cent, of their cut. The timber resources are located

at the extreme northern edge of the great pine belt of North America,
which, in all likelihood, accounts for the fine quality, close texture

and grain, of the red and white pine turned out. The Keewatin com-

pany are also proud of the superior quality of their spruce, which
moves freely to the trade.

During the past winter the company operated seven camps, and
got out about 70 per cent, of their normal supply of logs. The cost,

however, was considerably higher than in previous years, running
up about 25 per cent, per M. to stream. The Keewatin mill has al-

ready started operations for 1919, and two shifts will be employed
until harvest, after which the mill will run with one shift for the bal-

ance of the season. The planing mill is operated the year round.

The company have spur track facilities for a large number of
cars, having loading platforms to serve some 30 cars at a time, and
when the tie mill is in operation, this amount of space is used. The
Keewatin yard has room for thirty-five to forty million feet of lumber.

In hauling and towing equipment the company have three steam
tugs which ply on the Lake of the Woods, and also employ four
Alligator Warping tugs of the twin screw type for use on the interior

lakes. At Keewatin, there is not only the sawmill with a capacity
of 225,000 in 20 hours and 100 M. lath in the same length of time,

but there is also a planing mill, box and shook factory, and tie mill,

The normal annual capacity of the Keewatin mill is 30 million feet

of lumber, 6 million feet of lath and from 400,000 to 500,000 ties.

At Kenora there is a sawmill and a box factory, the former not
being operated this year. A new battery of boilers will be installed

and other improvements carried out. If labor conditions are such
that the company can cut a sufficient supply of logs during the com-
ing season, the Kenora mill will be started up next spring. At this

point there is a marine slip operated with the annual machine and
blacksmith shop in connection.

The equipment of the Keewatin sawmill is as follows : two 8 ft.

diamond bands, two diamond band resaws, one 5 ft. one 6 ft. ; three

The extensive piling grounds of the Keewatin Lumber Co., Keewatin, Ont.
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edf^ers, one trimmer, one diamond bolter, one diamond lath mill,

usual filing machinery.

The Keewatin sawmill i)o\ver e(|uipment consists of : one iUick-

eye high speed engine, 750 h.p.; five boilers, 66 x 18 No. 125 5 team;
one 1,200 light dynamo and engine; usual pumps, etc.

In the planing mill are: two P. B. Yates fast feed matchers, one
P. B. Yates fast feed surfacer, 30 in., one P. B. Yates 54 in. vertical

resavv, one 1^. B. Yates 108 moulding machine, one McGregor Gour-
lay 15 in. 2 Y. matcher, one Hoyt & Co. surfacer and sizer, one

Mill and log pond of Keewatin Lumber Company, Keewatin, Ont.

Canada Machinery Co. self feed rip saw, one American 3 saw trim-

mer, two American cut-off saws, one Picket heading machine, one
i^yrkit lath machine.

The remaining plants and equipment in Keewatin are:

Box and shook factory—one P. B. Yates & Co. 26 in. single

surfacer, four Cowan Co. cut-off saw^s, four Cowan Co. rip saws, one
Mereen Johnson cleat machine, two Morgan nailing machines.

Planing mill power—one Buckeye high, speed engine 300 h.p.,

two 66 X 18 boilers, one 250 light dynamo and engine, one 1,600 gal.

fire pump.
Tie mill power—one 250 h.p. Corliss engine, two boilers 66 x 16

125 lbs. steam, one 100 light dynamo and engine, usual pump, etc.

In connection with the Keewatin plant a complete machine and
blacksmith shop is operated.

At the Kenora plant there are two band saws and a resaw with
the usual complement of edgers, trimmers, and lath mill equipment,
while there is a planing mill and box factory in connection. The
equipment of the box factory is four pairs saws, three resaws, two
nailing machines, one equalizer, one cleat machine, two surfacers, one
recess machine, ox\>i set lock corner machine, usual filing machinery.

The Midsummer Trip of Ontario Retailers

The annual .summer outing and educational trip of the Ontario
Retail Lumber Dealers' Association will be held on Thursday, Fri-

day and Saturday, July 31st, and Aug. 1st and 2nd. The members
will leave Toronto on the evening of July 31st, but the trip proper
i\ ill commence I'^riday, Aug. 1st. In the morning there will be a

tour ta the plants in Penetanguishene, and at noon luncheon will be

enjoyed. The afternoon visits will be made to plants in Midland, fol-

'n)wed by a steamer trip to Honey Harbor or Minnecoganashene. On
Saturday, August 2nd, the sojourning lumbermen will pay .-< visit to

th(! mill of the Victoria Harbor Lumber Co. at Victoria Harbor, and
the Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Waubashene. On Saturday af tern. ion

he members will be free to return home or spend the week-end at

any of the numerous summer hotels where splendid bass fishing may
be enjoyed. .Vs Monday, August 4th. is Civic Holiday in Toronto and
other cities in Ontario, it is probable that a large number of the

members will take advantage of the occasion to enjoy the week-end
at some of the attractive spots on Georgian Bay.

Service Lumber Co. Opens Toronto Office

A. E. Masuret, representing the Service Lumber Co., Pacific

Building, Vancouver, B. C, has arrived in Toronto and opened an
office at 30 King Street West in order that the firm may cater more
extensively to their Ontario patrons and furnish better service and
facilities. The Service Lumber Co., at the head of which is Sid B.,

Smith, are akso opening an office in Montreal while for a considerable

time they have had a branch in Winnipeg. The firm specialize in

rough and dressed timber, in fir, spruce and cedar, fir tank stock, and
fir shi') decking as well as B. C. red cedar shingles and the usual line

of i^acific coast products such as shipla]), boards, siding, ceiling, floor-

ing, etc. Mr. Masuret was formerly manager of the Eldorado Lum-
ber Co. whose mill is located at Tyee Siding, near Duncan, on Van-
couver Island. He is a former resident of Ontario, leaving London

some 25 y .n- -.r^'i in l./rau m the \\'c->l. L'p In Uk Iiiiil; mi iMCinniig
jdtntified with the lumber industry he was engaged iii railway con-
struction work. The Service Lutnber Co. handle the (jutput (jf niilN
at Koyston, Cumberland, Tyee .Siding and other places and have
developed a large and growing business in the Ivast. Sid B. Smith,
head of the company, recently visited M'liitrcil. 'romut'. rmd otlur
Eastern places calling upon the trade.

togs are Coming: to Mills Much Earlier
Charles Henderson. Crown Timber Agent, of .Sudbury, in re-

\iei ing loggii'ig and timber conditions in that di.strict, says that the
vie d of logs will be about ten per cent, short of last season. The
out ut of jnilpwood will be about 15 per cent, greater than last sea-
son, and the wood has been practically all cut from the comj>any's
concessi(jns. The out])Ut of railway ties is very much greater this
season. Last season the ])roduction of ties in this district was about
naif a million, this season it will reach about three million tics,

i.abor conditions have changed greatly since last fall. Men are seek-
ing employment and there are more men offering than there is em-
] o\ ment. Lumber men will deliver their output to the mills, at

least six weeks earlier than last season, owing to drivers being j^len-

' u! a; d water for floating the timber, good.

i

Expansion of Portable House Trade
I he sui)ject of movable houses, readi-cut homes, ])ortable dwel-

lings and knock-down structures has been receiving much attention

of late, not only in the newer pf)rtions of Canada where the settle-

ment of soldiers on the land is taking jjlacc but also in the devastated
countries of Europe where it is desirable to have housing accommo-
dation for the masses whose abodes were destroyed during the late

European war. The i)ortable house industry is one of comparative-
ly recent growth and, in the recent Export Edition of the "Canada
Lumberman," an interesting and timely article appeared from the

pen of C. K. Merrett, of Ottawa, who dealt thoroughly with the ex-

jiansion of this rapidly growing Canadian activity and told how the

structures are manufactured, their use, special features and conven-
ience. He also referred to co-operation in the Canadian indu.stry in

seeking to secure orders from abroad for special types of portable

houses. Ml*. Merrett, who ft)r many years has been associated with

James Davidson's Sons' Ottawa, described in detail the various

ways in which such domiciles are manufactured, as well as their

-tien^th, service and comfort.

Another type of house which is making much progress among
the homebuilders of the nation ia.the readi-cut and some attractive

and inviting residences have been built on this. pla>i. The Canadian
Aladdin Co., Ltd., of Toronto, have sj)ecialized in this particular line.

It is interesting to note that a few years ago a writer in the "Canada
Lumberman" said that the price of carpenter work had been advanc-
ing year by year thus making the cost of lumber higher when in posi-

tion. He predicted that framing material would eventually have to

come to the building trimmed to length and thought that this fact

was not generally appreciated as it should be. He predicted that the

piece stuff of the future will be furnished to the building ready for

position and that the practice of cutting and cutting with a hand saw
at the building until it fit was altogether too costly. On another page
is ])resented some representative cuts of portable buildings and rea T-

cut home which will be found interesting.

Newsy Happenings From Ottawa
James Davidson's Sons are fairly busy on a new order for two

or three carloads of doors for the Old Country. The price this year

is about ten per cent, in advance of that received last year. This
plant also during the first part of June was successful in securing the

contract for the doors, sash, and lumber to be used in the new Daly
building on Sparks street. The value of the contract was in the

neighborhood of $10,000.

Mr. Kemp Edwards, who for many years has occupied the posi-

tion of secretary-treasurer of the George M. Mason Lumber Com-
pany, Ottawa, has now become its general manager as well, owing
to the recent death of Mr. George M. Ma.son at Montreal. Mr. Ed-
wards will continue in his capacity as secretary-treasurer of the com-
pany. The new Board of Directors, with Mrs. G. M. Mason taking

the place of her husband, will be comprised of the following mem-
bers: Mr. W. T.Mason, Montreal, president; Mr. George I. Dewar.
of the Montreal Lumber Co. and the Export Lumber Co., Boston,

vice-president; Kemp. Edwards, sec.-'^treas. and general manager;
Mrs. Anna Mason, mother of George M. Mason, and Mrs. George
M. Mason.

Mr. J. E. Reynolds, of Hardy and Co., lumber insurance agents,

will leave Ottawa shortly to attend the 54th annual convention of

field men of the Associated Lumber Mutual Eire Insurance Compan-
ies which will be held at Boston June 24th to 27th inclusive.
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Some Types of Portable and Readi-Cut Cottages

I

Sitting Room.

The Gatineau—2 room cottage composed of five verandah sections and containing
sitting-room and bed-room. By James Davidson's Sons, Ottawa, Ont.

Hunter's Cabin—size 6 ft. 4 in. x 9 ft. 6 in. By James Davidson's
Sons, Ottawa, Ont.

The Dixie—containing one large living-room, three bed-rooms, bathroom, closets and
pantry. By Canadian Aladdin Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

The Champion VI.—containing living-room, dining-room, kitchen, two bed-rooms,
pantry, bathroom and closets. By Canadian Aladdin Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Portable Automobile House—9 ft. 6 m. x 12 ft. 8 in. with TJ^ ft.

side wall panels. By James Davidson's Sons, Ottawa,
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Summer Meetingr of Woodlands Section

The following is the programme of the summer meeting of the

Wfjodlands Section of the Canadian Pulj) & Paper Association at

lierthier and Cirand'Mere on Wednesday and Thursday, June 25 and

26. Visitors will leave Montreal Wednesday, June 25, by C. P. R.

train, 8.50 a.m., arriving at Berthier 11.10 a.m., or will leave Quebec
the same ray by C. P. R. train 8.30 a.m., arriving at Berthier 12.50.

From Berthier station visitors will be taken in cars to the nur-

series, where luncheon will be served. After the inspection of the

nurseries a return will be made to Berthier to connect with the 6.53

p.m. train to Three Rivers. Dinner will be served on the train in the

diner.

From Three Rivers the visitors will go by the 8.05 p.m. train to

Grand'Mere, and will stay on the sleeper.

The association is informed by the Hon. J. Allard, Minister of

Lands and Forests, that arrangements will be made to give the offic-

ial welcome to the Forestry Service hydroplanes which will give com-
plete demonstrations as to the work that is planned for the summer.
The Premier of Quebec has signified his intention of being present.

On Thursday, June 26, there will be an inspection of the Proub'

Nurseries, with demonsliration of tractors, fire pumps, and slasfli

burning.

Luncheon will be served at Grand'Mere, visitors leaving at 2.15

p.m. for Montreal and at 4.50 p.m. for Quebec.

What Publicity is Intended to Accomplish

Advertising is the gentle art of informing some who want to

buy of the fact that you have for sale the product he is in the market
for. Advertising is also intended to keep before the vision of this

buyer the further fact that you are always in a position to furnish

said buyer with his needs in that particular product at any and all

times, says the "Lumber Trade Journal." Not all people are users

of transmission machinery, rubber or leather belting or any other

specialized or technical product used by the industrial trade. At the

same time it might be further suggested that all readers are not

users of motor trucks.

The essence of advertising is to reach the readers interested in

your product with the least possible waste of time, eflfort and money.
It is therefore an accepted basis of fact that advertising is as equally

a specialized product. It is a waste of time and effort to hunt for

daisies in the middle of the ocean, and therefore, an equal waste to

hunt for customers for motor trucks, transmission machinery, rubber
and leather belting, etc., among barbers, salesladies, manicure artists

and what not.

The business paper is a specialized publication catering to the

best interests of the industry it represents and read by all the in-

dustry. Its advertising pages are given the same thoughtful consid-

eration as are the reading pages. The price for one page in one
issue of a certain national weekly, read more by barbers, salesladies,

manicure artists and hair oil peddlers than by business men, would
buy a page in each issue of almost every trade paper catering to the

trade that the advertised product is intended to reach.

The barber has a scraping acquaintance with the owner of a saw-
mill, the manicure artist produces tender reflections in the mind of a

manufacturer of steel as she fondles his finger tips, the saleslady

knows by sight the name of the man who makes her chewing gum,
and the hair oil peddler has an oily way with the manufacturer of

motor trucks; but none of these artists will ever step into the shoes

of the man who actually buys and uses the specialized or technical

product advertised. In these piping times of modern business meth-
ods what cares the advertiser.

Pulpwood Production is Not Brisk
The present season is not one ])articularly active for the getting

out of peeled pulpwood and there is only a fair demand just now for

spruce wood. One of the large firms in Northern Ontario writes that

they are taking out no pulpwood at all this season and that the cost

v)f producing the same was never higher than it is at present ; in fact,

it seems to have reached the limit. This is the season when pulpwood
has to be cut if it is desired to peel the same. Settlers are not
very anxious to go extensively into pulpwood cutting just now for

several rea.sons, one of which is that contractors do not like, owing
to the unsettled state of affairs, to name a fixed price for the product
and. in the absence of such, the settlers are not particularly eager to

go ahead and get out wood not 'knowing what they are likely to

receive. Another barrier is that owing to the heavy spring rains

most of the swamps and low lying lands are under water or the
ground is so soft and soggy that it is not possible to cut trees with
any degree of comfort or satisfaction. The price paid in Ontario for

peeled pulpwood on the cars is from ten to thirteen dollars per cord.

Much depends upon the location of the wood and the freight rate

from point of shipment to destination.

Who Can Supply Aromatic Red Cedar?
William Cane & Sons Co., of Newmarket, Ont., who are manu-

facturers of lead pencils, pails, tubs, clothespins and other wooden-
ware, writes the "Canada Lumberman" that in the special export
number they noticed some illustrations of eastern red cedar. The
firm state that they are in the market for genuine an^matic red cedar
which they use extensively in the manufacture of lead pencils. Wil-
liam Cane & Sons Co. are at the present time bringing in this wood
from outside points to Canada and they add "If there is a likelihood
of our obtaining material in this country we would very much like

to purchase it in Canada, rather than buy it from anywhere else. We
might state that British Columbia red and yellow cedar we have
tried and find unsuitable. The native cedar here, a white cedar,
would be the term we believe, is also unsuitable."

Lumberman Says Capital is Uneasy
At the recent sitting of the Industrial Commission in St. John,

N. B., one of the witnesses examined was J. Fraser Gregory, of Mur-
ray & Gregory, Limited, lumber manufacturers. Mr. Gregory re-

minded the commission that capital is just as uneasy as labor. Dis-
cussing the eight-hour day question, he said it could not be introduc-
ed into such seasonal business as lumbering, because one couldn't
hold up a freshet carrying logs simply because an eight-hour day had
expired.

J. M. Christie, lumber manufacturer, said naturally wages paid
were governed by conditions. Obviously the fewer hours a man
worked the less he produced. This was true even when the improve-
ment in machinery was taken into consideration.

Commissioner Pauze : 'If your men were put on an eight-hour
day would you have to import stuff?"

Mr. Christie : "Yes from other parts of Canada and the United
States."

Has HifiTh Water Mark Been Reached?
Writing to the "Canada Lumberman" a leading Ontario timber

operator says : What I do know is that the cost of taking wood
out must have reached it highest point for the season 1918-19. The
demand for railway ties is very great—more so than the supply to

meet that demand. Labor conditions and a general desire to curtail

caused the railways to reduce their purchase of ties very materially
in 1915/16 and 1917, resulting in the necessity for securing large

quantities in 1918 to keep up with necessary renewals. The acute
labor situation during the season of 1917/18 caused the available

supply for the season of 1918 to be much below normal requirements,
and instead of an improvement during the cutting season of 1918-19.

the conditions became more difficult still ; and while there has been a

fairly large output of railway ties through Northern Ontario, I fee'.

I am safe in saying that it is not more than 60 per cent, of what the
railways should absorb.

In our own business we took out more than double the quantity
of ties during the past season that we did the previous season, all

under a specific contract with one railway company ; and the demand
continues very great. Labor conditions are still very unsettled, and
the man who would predict what the future is going to be would be
a venturesome man, indeed. Prices for railway ties as for all other
kinds of timber is, of necessity, high—I would almost say, has reach-

ed high water mark.

Tribute Paid to Canadian Lumber Firm

A recent issue of the New York Lumber Trade Journal says:

Muir & Kirkpatrick, of Toronto, Canada, and Vancouver, B. C, an-

nounce that they will have for distribution this year in the Canada
and United States markets from 130 to 140 million feet of spruce
adaptable both to domestic and export trade. They have three mills

equipped to cut exclusively for export, and solicit inquiries from the

wholesale trade on foreign business. It is the purpose of Muir &
Kirkpatrick to confine their trade exclusively to the wholesaler, and
in this connection W. M. Callahan, 127 Edna Place, Buffalo, has
been appointed Eastern sales agent, and will cover all the territory

from Buffalo to Boston. In producing these stocks Muir & Kirk-
patrick will cut even lengths and widths in all thicknesses, and solicit

special cutting orders. Shipments will be made all rail. The Van-
couver office will be in charge of A. E. Mackney. Sidney R. Anderson
has been appointed sales representative for the territory west of Buf-
falo. Mr. Callahan has been specializing in Canadian and Coast pro-

ducts for several years.

In their advertising in the local press S. Anglin & Co., Kingston,
Ont., who conduct a progressive lumber yard and woodworking fac-

tory say : Build now. The high costs of labor in the bush and at

the mills, leave little prospect of any drop in the price of lumber. Our
advice is to build now and get the use of it.

9
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Keeping Tuned Up in the Lumber Trade

It is a familiar sight to see musicians, especially those who use

stringed instruments, tuning up before they begin to take their

part of the program watever it may be.

They might argue after this fashion : "I am too busy to bother

tuning up. Besides, why should I ? The strings are there and the

other parts of the instrument, and they should be reasonably ready
for use. The other fellow who hasn't much to do or who wants to

make something of a show, can tune up if he likes, but as for me, I

will cut it out ! I have got along so far without doing much tuning
up, and I reckon I can go on the rest of the way as well as I have
come this

!"

Can you imagine a musician of that caliber, playing in a sym-
phony orchestra or before a discriminating audience? Not much!
Even a cheap restaurant would not tolerate him. Probably the best

It is just as important that the delicate human instrument with

its myriads of fine wires in the shape of nerves, its brain cells with

their peculiar functions, and its wonderful system so marvelously

interdependent, should be "tuned up." The musician can buy an-

other instrument; the business man cannot buy another body or

brain. He may be driven to the point of having the one he has

tinkered as nearly into shape as possible by the best doctor or sur-

geon he can find, but the best remedy after all is prevention.

Sometimes we wonder to see men who are at the head of large

corporations, the business of which runs annually into millions, spend-

ing so much time, as it seems to us, in golf, motoring, camping, fish-

ing, or whatever particular type of recreation appeals to them, and
yet if you and I were to talk to these captains of industry the

chances are that they would tell us that there is no more important

[now 15 THE TlhAg TO SU<LD
j

If YOU are one of the thousands who want to build, aad who OUGHT to build, but are delaying because you think
buUdinsr costs are too high, please study the above price increase comparisons. You will find that building materials
have ADVANCED LESS than ANY OTHER COMMODITY, and that consequently money invested in new buildings
TxoWf is the best investment that you can make. Come in and talk it over with us.

From "The Retail Lumberman"

he could expect would be, to be allowed to saw away on a street

corner.

There are a \ot of business men who are just as unwise about
themselves as this. They think they can go on day after day, week
after week, month after month, and year after year, without "tuning
up." After awhile, as might be expected, nerves begin to jangle, the

very closeness to their problems causes them to lose their sense of

perspective, and they either deteriorate into small, grubby business
men who merely hang on because of their dogged persistence, or else

they face a nervous or perchance a mental breakdown altogether.

Either is serious. Neither pays.

part of their routine than "tuning up." It helps them to be physically

and mentally fit for the big tasks which they are obliged to face

continually.

The man who keeps his nose continually on the grindstone will

soon suflfer from two physical defects. First, he will become so

cross-eyed that he cannot see plainly ; and second, his nose will wear
off gradually so that after awhile he will not be able to see at all.

We cannot continually draw upon our bank account without
making regular deposits, for soon we will come to the end and our
bank checks will be returned marked "No funds." This is always
humiliating, because it is a situation which impairs our credit and
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injures our selfrespect. After all, the Chinese people are wise in

their day and generation, in that they pay a physician as long as

they keep well, and promptly stop the regular remuneration they

otherwise pay him as soon as they fall ill.

Any condition which departs from the strictly normal always
lowers one's efificiency and capacity for enjoyment, so there is no
advantage in encouraging such a condition. We admire the heroic

fortitude of the early martyrs, for the reason that they suffered for

principle. There are modern martyrs also, who are unavoidable
victim.', of circumstance, but we have no patience and no right to

have any patience with people who deliberately neglect themselves

a'xl abuse body and brain, which would serve them well if given

half a chance.

Any man who invests money in a motor car expects to pay out

more or less in time or money or both in keeping it in repair. If

he ran it through thick and thin, without paying much attention to

its mechanical needs except to keep gas and oil enough in to insure

locomotion, he could be sure he would have trouble some day, and
such a man would be just the type to be impatient and resentful

because that trouble came at a peculiarly inopportune time. Before

a locomotive or a sea-going vessel starts out on a journey its essen-

tial parts are all carefully tested and it is "tuned up" for the trip.

There are a variety of ways in which the "tuning up" process

can be effected by the man in business. Anything which invigorates

him in mind and body will be effective. ' He requires recreation pure
and simple, and it ,should be taken in moderation, regularly and along
lines which he especially enjoys. One man may be benefited by hunt-

ing; another by frequent musical treats; still another by a game
which pits his wits and skill against some other shrewd individual.

There is nothing like a change of occupation to give a healthful

rest.

Then it tunes a man up to come in contact with others in his

same line or calling, and so he is foolish if he neglects the opportunity

to join whatever co-operative organizations are available which will

prove an insj)iration—the local retailers' association of business men,
the state association, the national organization, the local Chamber of

Conrmerce, clubs which are helpful in their nature, or possibly frater-

nal organizationc which appeal to him in their fundamental principles.

Contact with people of the right type out of business hours is an im-
portant part oi "tuning up."

A change of scene is a necessity occasionally, for the man who
never stirs from the area of a limited horizon becomes narrow and
lacks the inspiration of the achievement of others. It is a good plan

sometimes to climb over the garden wall and see what is on the

other side.

An insti^ument which is neglected for a long time is more difficult

to tune and does not stay in tune so long as one which has been
properly cared for. The owner of a very fine piano neglected to

have it tuned for a number of years, because it was used so little.

When discords at last made it imperative the instrument was tuned.

It took long and patient work, and the tuner said: "This will not
stay in tune long. It ought to be tuned every three months or often-

er for a considerable period of time, to get back if possible to where
it was."

It doesn't pay toi put "tuning up" off. It is too expensive. Not
in .dollars and cents alone, but in that subtle quality of power to

produce results which only keeping in tune can insure.—The Hard-
wood Record.

How Workmen's Compensation Operates in Ontario

The rei)ort for the fourth year's operation of The W^orkmen's
Compensation Act contains much interesting information concerning
industry, workmen, and accidents in the province.

During the year $3,514,648.47 was awarded for compensation,
^r $11.600\a day. and $369,346.37 for medical aid, or $1,219 a day. the

numl)er of cheques issued ])er day being 248 for compensation and
139 for medical aid.

Payment was made for 40,930 accidents, 382 of these being death
cases, 2,549 causing .some degree of permanent disability, 25,446 caus-
ing only temporary disability, and 12.553 involving only medical aid.

It is estimated that over 500.000 workmen are covered by the

provisions of the Act.

As the disability in serious accidents often continues into and
sometimes bevond the following year, complete statistics can only
l)e given for the prior year.

These show that about 75 per cent, of the injured workmen were
.British subjects agd 25 per cent, foreign; 63^ per cent, were Austri-
ans. 6 per cent. Italians. 5^ per cent. Russians, and 2^2 per cent,

citizens of the United States.

The average weekly wage of injured workmen was $19.06, and
the average age 34.07.

The total time loss from accidents during the year was 565,526
days ; the average length of temporary disability was 21 days.

Machinery caused about 32 per cent, of ail the accidents; the
handling or moving of objects, 28 per cent., and falls of the work-
men, 10 per cent. The most prolific individual causes were saws,
which caused 892 accidents; lathes, 891

;
presses, 813; hoisting appar-

atus, 785 ; abrasive wheels. 781
;
belts, pulleys, chains and sprockets,

390; of which 7 were fatal; planers, jointers and edgers, 260; shak-
ers, moulders, and headers, 121

;
shafting, couplings and set screws,

75, of which 6 were fatal. Falls from vehicles caused 260; collapse
of support. 276. Hot and inflammable substances caused 1.018 acci-
dents; falling objects caused 1,256; and runaway animals, 98.

In the present industrial conditions the existence of a law which
is just and satisfactory to labor and not unduly burdensome to indus-
try is of the highest imjiortance, and the success of the present On-
tario Act must be a great satisfaction to those responsible fof its

enactment, among whom the rej)resentatives of labor took a leading
])art.

While the amendments at the last Session have put the Ontario
law in the first place in regard to benefits to workmen, the rates of
assessment are low comnared with those of other places. The ex-
planation is in the fact that Ontario has a collective liability state
system, in which the comparatively small cost of administration is

mostly borne by the Province, and in the fact that the provisions
and methods of administration of the .Act are very simple, speedy,
and inexpensive.

Statistics show that from 40 to 60 per cent, of what is paid by em-
ployers for private insurance elsewhere is consumed in exj)enses and
profits, and less than 25 |)er cent, of what the employer paid under
the old employers' liability system actually reached the workman or
his dependents, the rest being absorbed in legal nnd nther cxmch-c^ .

New Waterous Representative Appointed

C. E. Kendall, who is well known among the prominent saw mill

men of Canada, has been appointed representative of the Waterous
Engine Works Co., of Brantford, Ont.. in British Columbia, and has
entered upon his new duties. Mr. Kendall is a relative of the late

I. N. Kendall, who was famous as a millwright and inventor of various

machines for the sawmill, notably the Kendall gang and nigger. Mr.
Kendall has had many years experience and practical insight into

saw mill and pulpwood operation and construction. He enlisted with
the 67th Battalion "Western Scots" in Sept., 1915, and went overseas

Sergt. C. E. Kendall, Vancouver, B.C.

in March, 1916. His battalion landed in France on Aug. 13, 1916, as

a pioneer battalion to the 4th Canadian Division, and went at once
into the Ypres salient and six weeks later was transferred to the

Somme. Sergt. Kendall was with the battalion until the latter part

of October, 1916, when he was ordered to report to divisional head-

quarters as draughtsman in the intelligence department. He assist-

ed in preparing the plans for capturing Regina Trench and later on
the plans for Vimy Ridge. One month after the famous ridge was
taken he was transferred to the Forestry Corps, at the request of

Gen. McDougall, and did duty with the different forestry companies,
placed in the areas next the front line trenches until Oct. 28, 1918,

when he was seriously injured in a collision between his motor-
cycle and a fast moving railway engine between Arras and Doullens.

After spending several months in various hospitals in England and
France, Sergt. Kendall recently arrived in \'ancouver, and was im-
mediately appointed British Columbia representative of the Water-
ous Engine Works Co., succeeding Mr. Hugh Gilmour.
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J. I. Bennett, Montreal, P.Q.

Present Freight Rates Much Too High
For Canadian Spruce to Compete with Goods from

Sweden and Norway in Britain

Mr. J. I. Bennett, president of

the Bennett Lumber Co., Mon-
treal, lumber exporters, has just

returned from a visit to England,

France, Belgium, and Italy.

Speaking to a representative of

the "Canada Lumberman," Mr.

Bennett stated : '"When I was in

England and on the Continent the

markets were bare of stock, but

since then prices for spruce have

weakened, due to large importa-

tions from Sweden, Norway and
Finland. Owing to the difference

in freights it is practically impos-

sible for Canadian spruce to com-
pete with goods from .Sweden,

Norway and Finland. The freight

rate from Montreal is now^ being

quoted about $70 to $<S0 per stand-

ard, which, at present prices rul-

ing in England, prohibits any
large quantities being shii)ped

froiu this side.

"There is also another factor entering into the question. The
British Timber Buyer is able to ship at Government rate of freight

—

a much lower rate than is obtainable by private shippers. The con-

sequence is that spruce is laid down in England at a cost with which
ordinary ex])orters cannot compete. While the purchases by the Brit-

ish Government are no doubt of great value to Canada as a whole, yet

they have made it difficult for the private shipjjer to do business in

Great I'ritain, and this has had a deterrent effect on individual en-

terprise and initiative. There is a great demand for pine, and hard-

woods in the Old Country.
"I believe that freights will come down ; they cannot stay at

their present high level with the hope of our increasing the Canad-
ian spruce business. The same applies to Continental Europe. A
Finnish firm has oft'ered 9 in. white spruce, c.i.f. Havre, at £29 per
standard. It is out of the question to offer our goods to French firms

with such competition. We simply cannot meet it, our price being
at least £6 higher c.i.f. for 9 in. On the present freight rate of $80
per standard. This also about represents ' the position at Antwerp.
Personally, I do not look for a big market on the Continent at pres-

ent, foi- the reason that until the armies are demobilized, the labor

market will not be in a position to deal with reconstruction on an
extensive scale.

"I visited the principal English ports, Genoa, Paris, Havre, Bor-
deaux, Boulogne, Antwerp and the battlefield areas. The destruction
in the latter is incredible. There will be an immense demand for

lumber for rebuilding, but 1 do not look for this to materialize until

next year.

"There is a great deal of industrial unrest in hjigland, but I be-
lieve that it will disappear, and that there is no liklihood of a labor
revolution, as at the bottom the Englishman is a pretty levelheaded
man, and has no use for revolutionary methods."

Fire Destroys New Brunswick Sawmill
A serious fire visited the sawmill of the Sayre and Holly Lumber

Company, Chipman, N. B., recently when damage was done to the
extent of $140,000 and between two and two and a half million feet of

lumber valued at $80,000 went up in smoke. The flames broke out
so quickly that it was impossible for some of the employees to get
their coats. The origin of the blaze is a mystery. The lumber is cov-
ered by insurance, but the mill, valued at $60,000, is only about half
covered. It is understood that the company will rebuild on the
same site. The fire did not affect the engine and boilers, which are
contained in a fire proof building, and a steady stream of water, which
the pumps poured on the surrounding structures saved the village
of Chi])man.

Tells About Standard Apron Conveyors
The new catalogue of the Jeft'rey Manufacturing Company, Co-

lumbus, Ohio, has just been issued and is now ready for distribution
to the trade. This interesting publication of 75 pages devoted to in-

stallations showing standard steel and wood apron conveyors in ser-

vice in various industries, specifications, general dimensions and other
important data of vital interest to the purchaser. The Jeffrey Stand-
ard Apron Conveyors, both of steel and wood flights are so arranged

in this book that not only the engineer, but the layman, who is more
or less unfamiliar with conveying machinery can easily select a con-

veyor which will completely meet his requirements. There are no
confusing tables to contend with. On several pages will be found
some important notes to aid the purchaser in selecting a conveyor.

This catalog will be of special advantage to the purchaser as he will

save the time and expense heretofore required in making drawings
and layouts for his own particular needs.

Make It Easy for People to Use Wood
Is thete a confusing multiplicity of lumber grades? Can the

method of grading lumber now in practice be simplified so that it

will promote the use of lumber? says "The Retail Lumberman."
Those questions are involved in the paper written for the Ameri-

can Lumber Congress by Sullivan W. Jones, of New York, one of the

prominent architects of the country. He emphasized the need of

further standardization of forest products, and told about reading

and re-reading eight or ten of the little books on grading rules that

are sent to the architects to assist them in specifying the kind of ma-
terial they should use.

He made specific reference to flooring, and stated that when he
was through reading all the "rules" he could find, he didn't know anv
more than before he started ; that the terms "rift," "vertical grain,"

"edge grain," and "ciiiarter sawed" are all used to describe the same
grain characteristics in finished flooring. Furthermore the best staple

grade is variously designated as "'clear," "A," "No. 1." clear." As is

to be expected, the defects permissible in corresponding grades vary
according to the characteristics peculiar to each species.

The question in this architect's mind, and perhaps in the minds
of every other architect, is "Which of these first class grades are com-
parable in the matters of appearance and serviceability?" •

Apparently none of the books on grading rules supply the an-

swer to that question. If that is the case, and, if as stated by the

author of the paper referred to, the answer can only be found by
vears of experience, then, wood, as a construction material, is labor-

ing under a serious handicap ; an obstacle that must be removed.
People know a lot more about wood as a construction material

now than they did before the war—notwithstanding the old theory
that "everyone knows what wood is good for." The war, with its

demand for ships, for houses, for airplanes, and for thousands of

other things in the making of which wood played a vital part, has
centred the public attention on wood as a building material in a way,
and with an intensity that no effort on the part of the manufacturers
of forest products could have done.

Because of this situation, the public in general, builders, archi-

tects and contractors in particular are more concerned than ever in

gainina: a better knowledge relative to the various species of wood,
and which particular uses certain species are best adapted for. It is

up to the' manufacturers of lumber to supplv that information—and
in a way that all possibility of misunderstanding be eliminated.

Technology is confusing to the lay mind. The thing that seems
quite simple to the technical expert is exceedinglv confusing to the
layman. But that same layman is the consumer. That's a point that

should not be overlooked. No matter how complicated the lumber
manufacturing processes may be, the product of the lumber mills

should be marketed in a way that will make it as ea.sy as possible for

the prospective builder to use it.

If noted and successful architects cannot interpret the lumber
grading rules, how can the ordinary consuiwer of lumber be expected
to?

If "quarter sawed" properly designates oak flooring manufactur-
ed by a specific process, why shouldn't the same term be employed in

describing flooring made from any species of wood by the same pro-

cess? If "clear" designates a certain grade in one species of wood
why shouldn't it be used to describe the same grade in every species?

No use toi go into the history of grading rules. The past took
care of itself. We have the present and must prepare for the future.

The standardization of grading rules is a colossal task. Its im-
portance measures up fully to the difficulties' involved. The suc-
cess of such an undertaking calls for a great deal of hard work on the
part of lumbermen, and complete harmony of intention and co-opera-
tion of effort by those interested in the production of the various
species of wood.

While wood is the oldest construction material known, the full

and complete utilization of wood as a building material has reached
'OnW the initial stage.

The paramount object is to make it easy for people to use wood.
Standardization of grading rules and of lumber technology ought
to go a long way toward accomplishing this.

Burton A. Hamilton, secretary of the Miller-Wells Lumber Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio, was a recent caller on the trade in Toronto.
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National Hardwood Lumber Convention

A number of wholesale lumbermen from Ottawa, Montreal, To-

ronto, and other cities will attend the 22nd annual convention of

the National Hardwood Lumber Association which will be held at

the Congress Hotel, Chicago, on Thursday and Friday, June 19th

and 20th. There will be many strong outstanding features on the

program, including addresses from Hon. VJ. H. Taft, former presi-

dent of the United States; Earl Palmer, National Counsellor, of the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States; Harry A. Wheeler,

president of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Wash-
ing and vice-president of the Union Trust Co., Chicago; and Hon.

James E. Watson, United States senator from Indiana. Owing to

the large amount of important business which the convention has to

deal with, and the numerous representative attendants expected,

no provision has been made this year for the entertainment of ladies.

Chicago hotels are overcrowded, and delegates are advised to make
their reservations in advance. The sessions will open at 9.30 a.m.

on Thursday, June 19th, in Convention Hall of the Congress Hotel,

and will last during the morning and afternoon. In the evening in

the Gold Room of the hotel, a complimentary banquet will be tender-

ed by the National Hardwood Lumber Association to members and
invited guests. On Friday, June the 20th, the convention will be

called to order at 10 o'clock and in the morning the reports of com-
mittees will be received, including the report of the Inspection Rules

Committee, of which John W. McClure is chairman. There will also

be a discussion of the proposed inspection rules, and in the after-

noon, there will be the election of a president and three vice-presi-

dents to serve one year ; and the election of eight directors to serve

three years.

New Rait Route to Western Canada'

Travellers between Eastern and Western Canada are showing
their appreciation of the high standard of railway service aflForded

by "The National," the splendid train which operates between Toron-

to and Winnipeg. "The National" uses the rails of the Grand Trunk
to North Bay, the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario (Provincial

Government Line) to Cochrane, and the Canadian National Railways
to Winnipeg, where it links up with the Grand Trunk Pacific for all

important points in the West. A pleasant run to Toronto by th'e Grand
Trunk and "The National" is ready to carry you westward. The de-

narture of "The National" from Toronto is at 9.15 p.m. on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays. North Bay is reached early next morn-
ing and there opens for your admiration all the lakeland beauties

of the territory served by the T. & N. O. Line, while the rich Cobalt
and Porcupine districts may be inspected. These are followed by a

wonderfully interesting trip through the sparsely populated territory

of New Ontario, giving the traveller an opportunity of inspecting this

fertile region, including the famed "clay belt" where tens of ihousands
of settlers will make their homes in the future. The area of New On-
tario is 330,000 square miles, fully four times the size of old Ontario,

and in addition to great expanses of good farming land, it has wonder-
ful resources in timber, minerals, water power, fish and game.

The three railways have combined to make the through passen-

ger service over this new route the e(|ual of that offered anywhere
on the continent. The smooth, straight and level roadbed embodies
all that has been learned in three quarters of a century of railroad

building. The greatest travel comfort is assured. The use of the

new route involves no extra fare, as compared with any other route
available, between points in Eastern and Western Canada.

The Chanffinir Value of Commodities
The wage earners are asking for (demanding in some cases),

an immediate adjustment downward of prices. The manufacturer
is hoping for a continuance of present levels or an adjustment up-
wards in keeping with the general trend of events, says Bradstreet's.

It is a matter of serious consideration to everyone, and a problem that

cannot be dealt with at an informal, or formal, meetins: of wage
earners laboring under the burdens of soaring prices. Nor can it

be settled by the manufacturers of any one country. In one sense
it is a supply and demand riddle coupled with the national debts.

The value of commodities is changing at such a rate that today's level

may be entirely different to yesterday's quotation, some changes
being upward and some downward. This must be the condition of

affairs until the world is again running smoothly ; until the store

shelves have been replenished and the people have restocked their

yvardrobes and filled their pantries.

But there is a great deal more than the mere restocking of store-

houses and pantries to be dealt with before prices will run along day
after dav with practically no change, the way they did in pre-war
times. There is the question .of national debt. War materials were
bought at war prices and must be paid for in times of peace. If

commodities are to revert to their 1914 basis the tax rate must appear

decidedly higher than is necessary with goods at their present levels.

It is easier to pay a war tax of 5 cents on a $2 article than 5 cents on
a $1 purchase, and yet to reduce the nation's debt as quickly on the

easier price level the taxes would necessarily be on a greater per-

centage basis.

So that the low levels of pre-war days would actually mean the
increasing of the war debt. Perhaps after the unions have finished

their fighting and the men are back at their jobs there will be an effort

made to increase the farmer.s' output, which would not he a case

of decreasisg his yearly income but would be the means of bringing
the necessities of life within the reach of the less prosperous. It is

in production and not in the lowering of prices that the nation's debt
\vill be wijied off.

Lumber Necessary for Ensrlish Cottagfcs

According to a rcjiort of a committee of the local government
boards for England, Wales and Scotland, appointed to consider ques-

tions of building construction, there is a shortage of 300,000 "work-
ing-class" houses in England and Wales and 109,000 in Scotland.

Appended to one report is an estimate of materials for 300,000 cot-

tages, from which the following excerpt is presented, showing the

minimum quantities of lumber required

:

Timber for carpenters' work (floor and ceiling joists,

roof timber, etc standards 171,625

Timber for joinery for the following:: 1,950.000 windows,
3,600,000 doors and frames, 300.000 dressers, 300,000

stair-cases, standards 175,625

Oak or hardwood standards 10,045

Rough boarding standards 6.278

Slating battens running feet 169,537.750

Tiling battens running feet 302.238.750

Laths bundles 3,564,750

Note.

—

A standard=165 cubic feet or 1,980 board feet.

Machinery Will be Shipped to France

The three shipyards of the Foundation Company at Tacoma.
Wash., Portland, Ore., and Victoria, B. C, are to be dismantled and

the best of the machinery shipped to France. Henry Bouset. French

high commissioner, announced upon arrival in Seattle. This an-

nouncement set at rest reports that $200,000,000 worth of ship con-

tracts might be let to the northwest yards of the French company,
and also to reports that the yard at Tacoma might be converted into

a steel plant.

The Foundation yards at Tacoma and Portland have been idle

for some time, having completed the last of their contracts. The
Victoria yard will complete construction of ten, wooden hulls before

being: dismantled.

Machinery and other equipment not wanted for shipment to

France, the commissioner said, would be offered for public sale.

Citizens Can Protect Their Own Trees

Considerable damage both to trees and tempers has been caused

in the past through the needless vandalism practised by men of the

Hydro and other utility companies when stringing their wires. Hith-

erto the loss and annoyance have been borne with patient long-suf-

fering and under protest in the belief that the companies were acting

within their rights and could only be restrained in the event of some
very flagrant and wanton instance of shade tree destruction. But
now comes Mr. Robson Black, of Ottawa, secretary of the Canadian

Forestrv Association, with an assurance that there is not the slightest

reason for householders to submit to any depredation committed by
linemen on shade trees. The laws of the province of Ontario, he says

place the ownership of shade trees in the owner of the property in

front of which they are growing. This applies, he explains, to trees

on the public highways as well as those on a private lawn or garden,

a fact that is little known.
Commenting on Mr. Black's letter, the Canadian Horticulturist,

in the current number, observes that no public company or even a

municipal government itself has the right to damage shade trees on

the highway without the consent of the private owner. The Ontario

Criminal Code establishes penalties for the destruction of a shade

tree, and where the rights of the public are disregarded in this matter,

citizens have the right to take action under the Ontario Tree Plant-

ing Act against the party or parties violating the law. Mr. Black
points out that the simple prohibition of vandalism on the part of a

private owner is quite sufficient in the eye of the law to act as an ef-

fectual deterrent to any lineman from slashing trees. Hereafter it

will be for any houseowner to prevent the depredations so much de-

nounced in the past by voicing his objections and, if necessary, follovv-

inp: this up by criminal complaint.
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Clarke Bros. Will Enlarge Operations
New Sulphate Pulp Plant, Another Saw Mill, and Exten-

sion of Woodworking and Shipyard Facilities

As announced in the "Canada Lumberman," recently, the firm

of Clarke IJros., Ltd., of Bear River, N.S., has been organized under a
federal charter to take over the business of Clarke Bros. Ltd., organized
under a special act of the Nova vScotia Legislature in 1911. The firm

was formerly a partnership of W. G. Clarke and W. W. Clarke, who
have been in business in Bear River for some thirty-five years.

Spruce and pine lumber, sash, doors, wood finsh and hardwood pro-
ducts of various kinds, including lumber, dowels and clothes pins
have been successfully manufactured. It is now the intention of the
company to erect a sulphate pulj) mill of ten thousand tons annu.d
capacity at Bear River. The site will be at the crossing of the Do-
minion Atlantic Railway and the Bear River. The company will also

build an additional saw mill of si.x million feet annual capacity and
enlarge the output of their hardwood mills at Bear River as well as

install a larger ship repair yard and dry dock at the same point and
operate their present industries to the greatest limit.

Clarke Bros., Limited, now operate a small ship repair block

at Bear River, which is the only repair yard on that part of the

Coast. They also possess two vessels, whicl;i move their own ])ro-

ducts to the markets in the United States and West Indies. The
freight steamer "Bear River," which plies between St. John, N.B.,

and Bear River, N.S., as well as Digby, is also owned and operated
by the company, who have their own water power at Bear River,

three miles from the village, and this power will be developed to the

extent of 4,000 h.p.

In embarking in the sulphate pulp business the company state

this decision has been arrived at owing to the woods in the province
of Nova Scotia, owned by them and tributary to the mill, being par-

ticularly adapted to the production of high-grade sulphate pulp.

The company own in fee simple about 40,000 acres of land contain-

The manufacture of clothespins at the Lake Jolly mills of Clarke Bros.

ing approximately 400,000 cords of pulp wood. Besides these hold-

ings they have available at very low cost by water, an unlimited
supply of not less than 10,000,000 cords of wood suitable for the mills

of the company. The company will dispose of their entire output of

sulphate pulp to the Ironsides Board Corporation of Norwich, Conn.,
who are leading manufacturers of test jiite board which is used in

the making of corrugated and fibre shipping cartons.

A. G. Mclntyre, who is the new President and managing director

of the pulp division, is widely known in Canadian pulp and paper
circles, and has been the designing engineer, builder or manager of

a number of leading Canadian pulp and paper plants. He was for-
merly secretary-treasurer of the Canadian I'ulp and Paper Associa-
tion, and organized and headed the Forest Products Laboratories in

Montreal. Associated with Mr. Mclntyre in the construction and
operation of the new sulphate pulp mill, will be Jo.seph G. Mayo,
President of the Ironsides Hoard Corporation, of Norwich, Conn., A.
-A. MacDiarimd, chief engineer of the Ironsides Corporation, F. W.
Frazer, formerly secretary of the Dominion Government Forest Pro-
ducts Laboratories, Andrew Block, a widely known builder and man-

W. G. Clarke, Bear River, N.S. W. W. Clarke, Bear River, N.S.

ager of Swedish pulp mills, and Howard Cunningham, late engineer

of the Nova Scotia Steel and Iron Co., who will be resident manager
for Clarke Bros.

It is understood that the cost of building the sulphate pulp plant,

which will have thirty tons a day capacity, as well as the additional

saw mill of thirty one thousand feet daily output, and the enlarging

of the hardwood mills at Bear River, and installing a bigger repair

yard and dry dock, will be in the neighborohood of $700,000. It is

also proposed to double the output gf the clothes pin plant, which
has a contract for the sale of the entire output of clothes pins and
dowels with E. B. Estes & Sons, of New York, extending over ten

years with five years yet to run.

Lumber Firms Interested in Forestry

The increasing realization of the value of technical forestry

training is proved by the number of corporations in eastern Canada
which now emnloy men with such training. Among these are the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the folloAving timber-own-
ing concerns : Laurentide Company, Riordon Pulp and Paper Com-
pany, St. Maurice Paper Company, Brown Corporation, Belgo-Can-
adian Pulp and Paper Company, and Canada Paper Company. It is

expected that both the Abitibi Power and Paper Company, and the

W. B. Snowball Company will establish forestry departments in the

near future.

The Laurentide and Riordon Companies are already engaged
upon extensive reforestation propaganda, and the Abitibi Comnany
is expecting to follow suit in the near future. Aside from forest

nursery and planting work, foresters in private employ in Canada
have thus far found the greatest demand for their services in connec-
tlon with forest mapping and cruising. There is an increasing re-

coofnition of the superior results accomplished along these lines by
men with technical forestry training, supplemented by practical ex-

perience. Like other members of the engineering profession, the

forester recognizes fully the necessity of securing practical exper-
ience after graduation, before he is ready for a position involving
responsibility and the exercise of mature judgment.

Throttle Valve for Air or Steam
There has recently been issued by the Bay City Foundrv & Ma-

chine Co., of Bay City, Mich., an instructive pamphlet describing the

Pendry Balanced Throttle Valve. This valve has but one main valve
seat which may be re-ground at any time, and the internal narts can

be removed without disconnecting the piping. The Pendry Balanced
Throttle Valve is used on all types of hoisting engines, traction en-

gines, steam shovels, pile drivers, log loaders, etc., and is a perfectly

balanced throttle valve for air and steam. Many other important and
economic features are possessed by the Pendry.
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Personal Parai^raphs of Interest

Joseph Oliver, of the Oliver Lumber Co., Toronto, who has been

spending the past few weeks in the Old Country, has returned home.

Frank W. Gordon, who is in charj^e of the Coast products divi-

sion of Terry & Gordon, Toronto, has gone on a business trip to

Vancouver.

Guy H. Long, of the Long Lumber Co., Ilamilton, who was in

the hospital for three weeks undergoing a minor operation, is able to

be around again.

Sid. B. Smith, of the Service Lumber Co., Vancouver, B. C, has

been spending a few days in Montreal, Toronto and other I-'astern

points on business.

E. A. Lebel, of Sarnia, Ont., has been appointed Western On-
tario representative of Timms, Phillips & Co., Limited, Vancouver,

and has entered upon his new duties.

Thomas Phillips, of Timms, Phillips & Co.. Ltd., Vancouver, B.

C. was in Toronto recently returning to the Coast from a business

trip to Boston and other Eastern centres.

The many friends of A. K. Johnson.of the firm of J. P. Johnson &
Son, wholesale lumber dealers, Toronto, are congratulating him on

the advent of a daughter in his household.

Messrs. James A. Conners and Joseph D. Latno, of the James W.
Sewell office, timber cruisers, Old Town, Maine, have returned from

a short ex])loration trip in western Quebec.

.Angus McLean, vice-president and general manager of the Bath-

urst Lumber Co., Limited of Bathurst, N.B.. was in Toronto recent-

ly on business and called upon a number of friends in the trade.

Thomas Patterson, of Hamilton, president of the Ontario Re-

tail Lumber Dealers' Association and W. T. Aitchison, of Hamilton,

were in Toronto recently on their way north on a fishing expedition.

R. S. Waldie, of Tf)ronto, vice-president of the Victoria Harbor

Lumber Co. and president of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., has been

elected a member of the Board of Directors of the Imperial Bank
of Canada.

R. G. Chesbro, who represents the Allen-Stoltze Lumber Co., of

Vancouver, has removed his offices from 504 Bank of Hamilton Bldg.,

Toronto, to 1304 in the same building where he has larger and much
more commodious ciuarters.

A. E. Clark of Edward Clark & Sons. Toronto, has removed
to his summer home at Grimsbv Park. T. B. Jarvis of Elgie & Jarvis.

Toronto, has taken ui) his residence with his family at Oakville for

the summer.

W. C. Wilkinson, who for forty-seven years has been secretary-

treasurer of the Board of Education, Toronto, is resigning. He is

the father of C. W. Wilkinson, vice-president of the Union Lumber
Co., Toronto.

J. R. Booth, of Ottawa, is by far the largest taxpayer in the

Capital. During the last ten years he has paid in taxes $506,000.00.

Although 92 years of age, Mr. Booth is as active in business as he

was thirty years ago.

Hugh A. Rose, representing Mason, Gordon & Co., of Mon-
treal, has removed his office from the Lumsden Bldg., corner of

Yonge and Adelaide streets, Toronto, to Room 22 at 2 Toronto street

where he has much larger and more commodious quarters.

Col. G. V. White, of the Canadian Forestry Corps, London, Eng.,

writes the "Canada Lumberman" stating that he is not in any way
connected with the Canadian syndicate, composed mostly of officers

of the forestry corps to handle the timber waste in England left from

the o])erations of the corps. Col White's name recently appeared

in several Canadian papers as being identified with the .syndicate.

W. M. Miskelly and F. J. Cummings of Toronto, have purchased
the stock, plant and business of the W. C. Charters Lumber Co.. 828

Kingston Road, Toronto. The name of the Company will be changed
to the Kingston Road Lumber Co. Ltd. Mr. Miskellv will look after

the executive end of the business while Mr. Cummings will devote
his attention to the manufacturing. All kinds of interior and exterior

woodwork are turned out. Mr. Cummings has been in the building

and lumber line in Toronto for the past twenty years, while Mr. Mis-
kelly has been associated with the financial and other interests for

nearly as long a period.

Sir James Ball, the British Timber Controller, Mr. Montague
L. Meyer, the British I'imber Buyer, and Mr. Lane, the secretary,

have left for England. After leaving Vancouver the party visited

Seattle and San Francisco. Sir James sailed for England on June
2nd from Halifax, and Mr. Meyer and Mr. Lane left at a later date

from New York, after a visit to Chicago. Mr. Lane visited Mon-
treal prior to joining Sir James in New York. Both Sir James and
Mr. Meyer are well satisfied with the results of their trip. The
lumber shipments are going forward in good shape.

The Work of Quebec Limit Holders

J

The sixteenth annual report of

the Province of Quebec Limit
Holders Association has just been
issued and contains much inter-

esting matter. The total number
of members is now sixty-two and
the area of their holdings is aj)-

proximately 38.500 miles. The as-

sessment for the current year has
been fixed at the rate of ten cents

per mile. It is the intention of

the members to visit the provin-
cial tree nursery at Berthier on
June 25th and 26th, and also the
nursery of the Laurentide Co. at

Grand Mere. The tour will be at

the same time as the annual sum-
mer outing of the Woodlands sec-

tion of the Canadian Pulp and
F'aner AsscKiation.

One of the matters that receiv-

ed attention at the annual meet-
ing was that the Secretary-Treas-
urer send out a standard form +o
all the members to be used in making the necessary rejjorts to the

government as to the location of dams and other river improvements.
D. McLachlin of Arnprior, Ont., was re-elected president of the

association, and M. C. Small and A. J. Price, vice-presidents. Paul
G. Owen of Quebec City is secretary-treasurer, while the executive
committee for the coming year is composed of F. M. .Anderson. H.
I'iermans, Archibald Eraser. Wm. Russell, Brigadier-General J. B.
White, S. L. de Carteret, George Chahoon, Jr., W. Cierard Power
(President of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association), F. I. Ritchie
and G. M. Stearns. The former Presidents of the Quebec Limit Hold-
ers' Association are Rod Tourville. M.L.A., Alex. MacLaurin. S. P.

Grogan, Wm. Power and Ed. Ouellette, M.L.A.

D. McLachlin, Arnprior, Ont.

Sir Georcre Bury Assumes New Duties
Sir George Bury, newly appointed president and chief executive

of the Whalen Pulp & Paper Company, has arrived in \''ancouver.

Sir George expressed himself as delighted with the prospect of re-

siding in Iiritish Columbia. With regard to his new interests there, he
says he anticipates a great activity, and expressed every confidence
of a tremendous development in the pulp industry. British Columbia,
with its splendid quality of raw materials, its natural markets, its

deep-sea lanes leading right to the doors of the pulp mills, is in a
position to compete with any pulp-producing organization in the

markets open to it.

The Arrival of the First Hydroplane
From Halifax to Three Rivers by air is the feat terminated by

Lt. Graham, his wife and mechanic, Mr. Cussy. They landed at

Three Rivers on June 9, amid a vast throng of people and officials

of the province of Quebec, of Quebec city, and of the Saint Maurice
Forest Protective Association. The flight from Halifax to Three
Rivers was made in one of the hydroplanes the Saint Maurice Forest
Protective Association has purchased to patrol timber limits in Que-
bec province. Lt. Graham has been engaged for this aerial patrol,

and he is to return to Halifax shortly for another hydroplane, which
he will pilot from Halifax to Three Rivers for the association. The
jaunt from Halifax to Three Rivers was made with a number of

stops. The aviators stated that their trip, generally speaking, had
been splendid. They saw a number of forest fires on their way west
from St. John, N. B., but none was very serious. In Three Rivers
the aviators were oflficially received by the Hon. J. A. Tessier, pro-

vincial Minister of Highways, and Mayor of Three Rivers; by R. F.

Grant, president of the St. Maurice Forest Protective Association ;

Henry Sorgius, manager of the association, and Ellwood W^ilson, of

the Board of Directors.

Speaking before the Canadian Club,' Montreal., on June 5. Mr.
Lloyd Harris, chairman of the -Canadian Trade Commission in Lon-
don, referred to the shortage of timber all through Europe, and said

there was a great opportunity for Canadian trade there, especially

after the splendid record made by our forestry corps and other sol-

diers overseas, which had paved a war road to peace trade. The
trouble was that France and other European countries had great

needs, but were financially so hit by the war that unless credits were
created they could not take our supplies for lack of means. Further
he thought that any business with France would only be ephemeral,
because as soon as the country had recovered from the war it would
become one of our strongest competitors.
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Mew Hardwood Flooring Company Formed
The Seaman, l^'aton Flooring- Co., Limited, is being formed in

Toronto, the members being W. B. Seaman, for many years with the

Seaman, Kent Co., Limited, Toronto, and Marshall H. Eaton of the

same company. The new concern is making arrangements for a head
office and warehouse in Toronto and have completed connections

with a plant at an outside point for the production of hardwood
flooring of all kinds, which' will be warehoused in Toronto. It is

the intention of the company to manufacture ultimately in Toronto
and turn out hardwood flooring of the highest grade. W. B. Seaman,
head of the organization, was the founder of the Seaman, Kent Co.

and sold out his interest a few months ago. Marshall H. Eaton, who
has been district manager for Seaman, Kent Co. for the past two
years and a half, was with the firm for six years and recently re-

signed to enter upon his new business relations.

The Kaiser Active as Lumberjack
Seventy-seven trees sawn into logs in one day is the best record

attained by William Hohenzollern since his flight into Holland and
his semi-imprisonment in the castle of Amerongen. William IL com-
pleted on May 14 the sawing of three thousand trees. The last of

these was cut into about thirty small blocks, which were taken to

the ex-Kaiser's apartments in the castle and there marked by his own
hand with the date of the occurrence.

On this occasion, as when the one-thousandth and two-thous-
andth trees were cut, blocks were presented as souvenirs to several

members of the suite and to workmen in the castle garden who help

in arranging the trees for sawing. Many of the remaining blocks

were then packed in a case and sent of? to Germany for distribution

among those who have remained true to the memory of their former
ruler.

It must not be imagined that the trees sawn by William Hohen-
zollerii are giants of the forest. Most of them are mere saplings.

Reducing^ Expenses Through Economic Effort

Every lumber concern today faces the problem of cutting down
production costs. If the thought "Save!" can be brought home to

every employee every few minutes every day for one year, says Pery
H. Whiting in Printers' Ink, it should be possible to reduce expenses
through economy in material and time, the prevention of waste anl

like methods.
Mr. Whiting suggests a dozen ways to secure, inside the organi-

zation, the publicity needed for a thrift movement of this character.

He believes it is a job for the advertising man.
First, send each employee, attached to his weekly pay check, a

request that he answer two questions : One, What can and will you
do to cut down the operating expense of the company? Second,
What ways can you suggest that others can cut down expenses?
Dej^artment heads might be held responsible for an answer from
every employee, and a record of answers kept.

Second, each employee might fill in a simple blank weekly, stat-

ing how he was able to cut down operating expenses by some short-

cut to saving of material and time. Many employees are able to im-
prove methods, but no way of bringing achievements to the employ-
er's notice has been provided. Employees naturally ilke credit in

such cases, and an opportunity to bring their own good work to

light.

Pay envelopes should contain practical economy talks, and where
a business concern ' publishes a house organ that should contain
economy articles by department heads, showing ways of saving.

To show employees that their efiforts are appreciated, articles

should be published telling what individuals have done along this

line.

In every part of the mill, on the yard, and in the woods, posters
should be put up making definite appeals for economy, and these
should be frequently changed. In the office little hangers may be
put over telephones with such questions as: "Before you put in that
telephone call, answer this question—Would it be just as well to
write?" Little signs over stamp drawers would ask: "Are you using
just as few stamps as the law allows? Are you bunching district

stuflp? Are you sending it in the cheapest allowable class?"
Personal letters should be written by executives or department

heads commending every employee who has done anything worth
while in the saving line, to let him or her know that such effort is

appreciated.

Monthly results of saving in figures can be compiled and pub-
lished.

Wherever savings can be put in figures, reduce costs, increase
profits and actual money, that money should be shared with em-
ployees in the form of prizes or bonuses.

An organization permeated with this saving spirit would soon
learn to save fir itself, as well as the boss by \vatching household ex-

penses in the same way, cutting ])ersonal costs, and putting savings
aside in War Savings Stamps. On the same plan, if a business con-
cern encouraged personal thrift by employees and investment in War
Saving Stamps, the employee who learned to save for himself would
quickly see the point of saving for the boss.

Mr. Little Recalls Other Day Memories
Mr. William Little, 101 The Boulevard, Montreal, sends the fol-

lowing interesting communication to the "Canada Lumberman :"

As one of the earliest subscribers to the "Canada Lumberman" and
I believe one of the most prolific in contributions to its columns in its

youth, and having watched its career with much interest for over a

third of a century I feel happy in being able to commend your en-

terprise in publishing such a practicable work as the great mam-
moth export issue of May 1st, 1919. that is replete with useful know-
ledge and information concerning everything relating to timber, lum-
ber, pulp and naper industries; in fact an encyclopaedia of facts for

all future learning.

On looking over back numbers of "The Lumberman" I find that

its birth almost synchronised on the date of my entrance into the

arena to fight for the conservation of our then existing forests, only
to be ridiculed by the ignorance and dishonesty of those who have
recklessly squandered our great heritage of valuable timber, till we
are advised by members of the Commission of Conservation that

within less than fifteen years time the Eastern provinces of Ontario,

Quebec—New Brunswick and Nova Scotia must look to British Co-
lumbia for supplies of lumber and pulpwood for their domestic needs.

The following, publi-shed by "The Lumberman" Sept. ISth, 1882,

shows that I at least was aware of the situation and doing my little

best to delay as long as possible the lamentable condition in which we
now find ourselves actually with less timber than is requested for

our own almost immediate wants.

To the Editor of the "Canada Lumberman."

Dear Sir: Your paper of September 1st has come to hand with
the report of the American Forestry Congress at Montreal (August
21 and 22, 1882). Allow me to suggest, and it may be gracefully add-
ed in another issue, that the success of this very successful meeting in

the interest of forestry was mainly due to the untiring ef¥orts and
thoughtful provisions that had been made in advance by Mr. Wil-
liam Little of Montreal, who had notified all he could reach, had ar-

ranged with transportation lines for concessions had secured elegant
rooms and accommodations for the meetings and, in a word, had de-

voted himself wholly to the cause of the Forestry Congress ever
since the adjournment of the Cincinnati meeting (.April 25, 1882).

The selection of such a man to be our corresponding secretary, with
the honest and earnest vote of thanks which was heartily passed, are

but an expression of obligation under which the society universally
feels to our worthy corresponding secretary, Mr. W. Little.

(Signed) A Member.

The War Prices on Pine Were Low
The upward tendency of all species of Southern woods has been

a notable feature of market conditions in the last two "weeks. This is

especially true of Southern pine, which wood has taken on a new lease

of life and the high prices of war times are low in comparison with
the prices of today on many items. There is a reason—supply and
demand. The stocks on hand at the mills, are not only unusually low,

but are badly broken and as a result the average manufacturer is not
in a position to take care of usual trade let alone handle the tremen-
dous amount of new business that is being thrust upon him. Pro-
duction is away below any improvement there may be in weather
conditions. The labor shortage is such that it will be impossible for

manufactv'.rers to get anywhere near a normal fulltime operation for

the remainder of the year. There are a number of manufacturers
who believe that ])rices on ujjper grades are soaring too high and
think that something should be done to equalize them, so that there
would be no more advances in uppers but higher prices in lowers so
that the diflference would be thus better equalized.

Who Can Supply These Maple Blocks?
Alwyn D. Radlcy, automobile and mechanical engineer, Chald

Lane, Wakefield, Eng., is in the market for quarter cleft maple wring-
ing machine roller blocks. He is a large user of these cut 20 in.. 22
in.. 24 in. x 6% in. rough bored and manufactured for the trade. Mr.
Radley would like competitive prices for sizes as stated and also

some information regarding the quantities that can be supplied, and
the name of the broker or importer in England of any Canadian firm
making wringing machine roller blocks.
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Mr. John Hanbury, who has taken full

control of the mill in Vancouver, B.C.
Mr. W. F. Hanbury, who is opening the

new lumber mills near Kamloops, B.C.

Major George Hanbury, who is in charge

of the Brandon lumber business

New Arrang^ement For Hanbury Mills

Mr. John Hanbury, head of the well-known lumber concern in

Vancouver of Hanbury and Son, has disposed of his interest outside

the province of B. C. to two of his sons and will, in the future, devote
himself exclusively to the supervision of the mill on False Creek.
The ramifications of his business in British Columbia and on the

prairies called for too much of his time and Mr. Hanbury decided to

locate two of his sons, Major George Hanbury and Mr. W. F. Han-
bury.

Mr. Hanbury, Sr., says that he has found the supervision of all

the varied interests that he controls too much for him and he had
decided, now that his sons were all in Canada again, to take it a

little easier, though that did not mean that he intended to relax any
of his efforts or his vigilance so far as the Vancouver mill is con-

cerned.

While Mr. Hanbury, Sr., will be in charge of the mill on False

Creek, Major George Hanbury, of Vancouver, will assume control,

and has assumed control by this time, of the plant at Brandon, Man.
The Major was at the front in charge of one of the Forestry units in

the Jura and Vosges mountains, and at one time he was actively

engaged on the Marnc. He returned home recently with the proud
distinction opposite his name of having established a logging and
cutting record that no other Forestry unit in France could surj^ass,

not to mention equal. Major Hanbury, his father stated, is now the

absolute owner of the plant at Brandon, and will in future operate
it under his own name.

Then there is the property in the interior of British Columbia
which will be looked after by Mr. W. F. Hanbury. "Fred" was for-

merly with the North Star Lumber Company. He has already made
arrangements for installing the most modern plant on the timber
limits near Kamloops, and as there are no less than thirty-six sections

of land it will be seen that the timber on that area is extensive. The
timber is stated to be of a high quality and just as soon as it is

possible to do so, the machinery will be installed. As a matter of

fact the order for the plant has been placed with the Schaake
Machinery Company of ^'^ancouver, and efforts are being made ro

have the mill in operation within a few weeks.'

The order includes the machinery for three mills of the most
approved type and work will be started by a force of nearly two hund-
red men which will be increased according to the demands that are

made. The first contract which has been ])laced with the concern is

by the C. P. R., which has ordered 200,000 ties for their permanent
way. These have to be delivered by the first of next November.
No trouble is anticipated in filling this order, it was stated, and there

are indications that the new concern will be kept busy for a consier-

able time.

Mr. Hanbury was in Vancouver some time ago. He was highly
optimistic for trade conditions in the present year and said he was
looking forward to big things happening in the lumber industry in

British Columbia. The location of the new plant is an admirable one

and is well suited for the work that is to be undertaken, wliirb will

be, as indicated, the cutting of ties, at least for some time.

Mr. John Hanbury's other son, Lieut. Lawrence Hanbury, en-

gaged in the office with his father, as sales manager. He, too, was
at the front for some time. He will be an assistant to Mr. MacFar-
land, the general manager. The new arrangement regarding the vari-

ous Hanbury establishments are now in effect and the mills at Van-
couver, Kamloops and Brandon are now running under their new
managements.

Labor Troubles Stop Coast Production

The lumber trade situation in the liast has been affected to a

major degree by the labor difficulties in British Columbia. Repre-
sentatives in Toronto of lumber interests on the' coast state that

activities have been completely suspended by the mills on account of

difficulties in carrying on. The millwrights and engineers stopped
work several days ago in Vancouver when the general strike was
declared in that city. This in itself crippled the mills, but operation

is possible, even under these conditions. The lumbermen have been
able to continue operations in the past, when the above unions have
ceased work. The Vancouver strike extended, however to the elec-

tric railway, and this made further work impossible, since this pub-
lic utility is depended on by all the lumber mills around the city

to move cars to and from the sidings. The lumber industry in that

district is accordingly at a standstill, according to the latest advices

received from the West. This will undoubtedly affect the ability of

the companies to continue selling lumber if the labor difficulties are

of a protracted nature.

Small Forest Fires in New Brunswick

The Mount Hope lookout tower at Pcnniac, N. B., proved its

usefulness in the protection of the forests from fire when the look-

out man there discovered a fire near Oromocto.
The Department of Lands and Mines in Fredericton, N. B.. was

at once notified by telephone and instructions were sent to Wallace
Bridges, the forest ranger, at Sheffield. He proceeded at once to

Geary and located the fiire about two miles south of Geary on the

Brisley stream.

With the assistance of a crew of men Ranger Bridges succeed-

ed in getting the fire out before dark. About twenty acres of slash

was burned over but with a little more of a start the fire might have
done a great deal of damage in the vicinity. The land where the

fire occurred is under lease to the Fraser Companies, Limited.

Provincial Forester Prince recently received word that the fire

which had been reported raging at Scotch Ridge, Charlotte county,

had been successfully subdued, after about thirty acres of land had
been burned over. This property is owned by the Eastern Pulp-

wood Company. There was another fire in the same district about

five miles from Scotch Ridge, but it was put out after about five

acres had been burned over.
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Part of the equipment of the Wilson box plant at Fairville, N.B.

An Enterprising^ Woodworking^ Plant

The Wilson Box Co., Limited, of St. John, N. B., in 1910 bought
the unoccupied factory and land covering some 12 acres of the F. B.
Dunn Pork Packing Company at Fairville, N. B., a suburb of St. John,
and after re-modelling the same began the manufacture of boxes and
box shooks^ Steady progress has been made under the capable and
energetic management of Alex. Wilson, the present president and man-
aging director who was born in Buckie, Banffshire, Scotland. Com-
ing to this side of the Atlantic with his parents when eleven years of

age he completed his education in the Public and High School of Hali-
fax from which he graduated with honors. Mr. Wilson had a bank-
ing experience in the Bank of Nova Scotia covering some thirteen
years, rising from junior clerk to manager.

Forsaking finance for the active work of manufacturing he spent
some years in one of the leading lumber firms in St. John which ran a
box factory as a side line. Believing that there was an opportunity
in the Maritime provinces for conducting a box business on a large
scale he got busy and induced some leading citizens of his adopted,
city to start the present company with an authorized capital of $75,000
and a bond issue of $25,000. His judgment has been fully vindicated
for the company have steadily advanced until now they own not only
their large box factory at Fairville, N. B., to which they are at present

adding a new unit which will increase their output some fifty per

cent., but they have by degrees acquired or built no less than three

sawmills situated at Westfield, Bonny River, and Cambridge, N. B.,

respectively, where they not only saw box boards for their box fac-

tory but in addition saw lumber both for the Canadian and American
market. They have also been acquiring timber limits of their own,
buying last year the limits consisting of over 3,000 acres and sawmills

at Cambridge, N. B., formerly owned and operated by Mr. Jas. S. Rob-
inson.

The company supply a large and increasing nailed up trade in

boxes to St. John city in addition to shipping box shooks all over the

Maritipie provinces besides doing a considerable export trade. They
are very advantageously situated for the latter business. The export

end they figure on developing to a greater extent than heretofore.

The success attending this company is due in large measure to

following strictly business principles including fair and honest treat-

ment to their employees and standing back of their products with a

guarantee as to quality.

Mr. Wilson is an elder in St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church, His-

torian of St. Andrew's Society, member of the Canadian IManufactur-

ers' As.sociation, Canadian Club, treasurer of the South-end Improve-
ment League and an enthusiastic Rotarian and interested in all that

pertains to the progress of St. John which he characterizes as the

winter port of Canada.
The superintendent of the box factory is Olaf Nerby, a

practical box man who learned the business in Norway
where the industry is condvicted on a large scale. The sec-

retary-treasurer is G. Fred Noble, who has been with the

company since its inception, and is regarded as a painstak-

ing and capable official. The company cut last winter be-

tween four and five million feet of logs, the greater part of

which will go into box boards for their own factory.

The sawmill of Wilson Box Company at Westfield N.B.

For Sale—Material and Service.

After all, the retail lumberman has only two items for

sale; and these two items are—material and service, says
the "Lumber Co-operator."

One yard has no advantage whatever over its competi-
tor in the matter of material. Hence, the only item any
yard has in competition with others is service. No con-
sumer goes to a second yard because he can there secure
better lumber ; he goes for better service. No one yard can
give better lumber than another, but in rendering that ma-
terial available for the object in view, there may be a hund-
red grades of service.

The only difference in many estimates, in many jobs is

simply service. Two yards may each use the same kind of

lumber throughout; yet what a difference in the results

produced. The difference is service.
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Second Hand.
Macbineri^ &
Eqaipmenl;
Wanted &
For Sale

Special Lola
Of Lumber——'Posilions
Wauled &
Vacant

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate of 20
cents per agate line (14 agate lines make one
inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, pay-
able in advance. Space measured from rule to
rule. When four or- more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement are ordered a

discount of 25 per cent, will he allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash nuist accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a
word, net. Cash must accompany the order.
Mininunn charge 50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later
llian the lOtli and 20th of each month to
insure insertion in tlie subsequent issue.

Wanted-Lumber

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter cut

preferred. Apply Firstbrook Brothers, Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont. 8-t.f.

Hemlock Wanted
Wanted to buy—Small stock of Hemlock

Lumber. Apply Hox 954, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 12

Maple and Birch Wanted
Clear Maple and Birch Squares, 2 x 2—10"

and multiples, 214 x 2'/i—10" and multiples.

Box S80, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
8-12

Aromatic Red Cedar

WANTED
in log, bolt, post, rail or plank form. If you

have any, send samples, description and

quantity.

Wm. Cane & Sons Co., Ltd.,

j2
Newmarket, Ont.

For Sale-Lumber |

Rock Elm For Sale

One small car 4/4 Rock Elm, thorouRhly
dry, and in first class condition. Apply at

The Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford, Ont. 0 1

J

Oak Timbers For Sale

Oak timber from S x S to 20 x 20, lengths
10 to 30, for boat and dock work. D. A.
Webster, 50 Vernon St., Brookline, Mass. S I.'!

FOR SALE
I5 cars Cedar Posts.

" 2x4 W.l*. Dressing.
1 " 2 X 5

"

1 " 2 X 6
"

1 " lyj X 4. 5, 6, 7 W.P. Dressing.
1 " 1x3 W.P. Dag.

100 M. 2x6 Norway.
100 M. 2 X 4

iWanted-Machinery |

Band Mill

v. A.\TED—A six-foot band mill. Give
full i/articUlars to Box 960, Canada Lumbcr-
m;in. rur<)nto. 12

Nailor Wanted
Wanted a second liaiid Morgan nailing ma-

chine, H t,i 10 nails at once; must be in

good working order.

The James Shearer Company, Limited.
Montreal, Oue.

Bolting Machine
WAANTED— 1 Bolting Machine, with

carriage, for 4 to 5 foot wood, with 36 in.

saw. Box 5, Papineauville, Que. 12-13

Wanted
Slab slasher in good repair, cash or ex-

change for light carriage or lath mill. Ap-
ply Box 9s9, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

1213

For Sale-Machinery 1

F
12

McGlUBON & SONS,
Sarnia, Ont.

FOR SALE SAWMILL
25 IL 1*. [Engine, 5O H. P. return tubular

boiler. Three log scat carriage, overhead set,

friction feed works, single edger and slab
saw. .\il in fair order. Price $1,000. Box
9i5, Canada Lumberman, 'I'oronto. 12-15

For Sale

Berlin No. 177 Double Surfacer.
Berlin No. 90 High Speed Matcher.
Mcrshon 44 in. Band Kip Saw.
Berlin No. 88 Hardwood Matcher.

Box 948, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.
li-l,^

High Speed Matchers

1 —Berlin No. 90 High Speed Matcher with
Profilers and several extra heads.

1—American No. 77 High Speed Matcher with-
out Profiler but having several extra heads.

Two real bargains.

Box S93, Canada lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
6 t.f.

Band Saw Mill For Sale

One Waterous 9 ft. Band Saw Mill, gun-
shot feed, complete with extra saws and filing

eeiuipment. Used about one year, excellent
condition. The Geo. F. Foss Machinery &
Sui>ply Co., Ltd., 305 St. James St., Montreal,
due. 7-t.f.

Big Sawmill
For Sale—Complete Machinery, Transmis-

sion, Lath Mill, Filing Room Equipment,
Power Plant, for 200,000 daily capacity,
Double Band Sawmill. Also Burner, Mach-
ine and Blacksmith Shop Equipment, Cater-
pillar Logging Engine, Sleighs, etc., etc.

Box O-'iO, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.
9 tf.

For Sale
1—17 X 24 Atlas Engine, with oC in. x 10 ft.

flywheel.
.3—No. 94 Berlin Matchers, 15 in., fitted with

hard steel knives on top and bottom -sylin-

ders—one pair sliiplap, jointer and floor-

ing heads with bits for each machine.
1—No. 1S2 Berlin Double Surfacer, 30 in. x

6 in.

1—No. 199 Berlin Buzz Planer.

1—No. 290 Berlin Picket Header.

The Otis Staples Lumber Company, Ltd.,
19-t.f. Wyclifle. B.C.

Building Sold,

Machinery Must be Sold
lion Pipe Valves, ele,, guaranteed.
Boiler, 72 x 16 ft. 100 lbs.
Twin engine, bore Vi'A", stroke 17".
3 Stickers. .

17 Saws (various styles).
5 .Sanders.

2 Automatic turning tables.
2 Tcnoners.
2 Chain Mortisers.
4 Filing Machines (automatic).
2 Fans and Blower system.
Pulley and .Shafting.
Many other Planing Mill machines.

.\pyly : Dominion I,umber & Coal Co. Ltd.,
Hamilton, Ont. 11-14

Wanted-Employment

-Advertisements under this heading one cent a
word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents.

HANDSAW FILER, double or single cut,
wants position ; 18 years' experience. Can
give good references. Box 947, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 11-12

MANAGER OF RETAIL LUMBER BUS-
INESS desires to make change. Twenty five
years' experience in lumber, including several
years' travelling. Box 939, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 10-12

Man with long experience in export of
deals, planed boards and box shooks for
United Kingdom, Africa. Australia, and other
countries, is open lor engagement. Write
Box 958, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 12-14

POSITION WANTED by a well educated
young man, 1$ years' experience with whole-
salers and manufacturers; competent inspec-
tor either hard or soft wood; will consider
any other capacity. Apply Box 9s6, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 12-16

MARRIED MAN, -RETURNED SOLD-
ier, with ten years' experience in the manu-
facture of Canadian lumber from stump to
market, seeks position ; familiar with railroad
operations, good references. Box 963, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto. 12

wantf:;^)—Position as Superintendent or
Foreman of planing mill or woodworking fac-
tory by thoroughly capable experienced man
who has handled big work and large gangs,
knows the business and machines thorough-
ly, and gets results. Box 95O, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto. 12-ls

POSITION WANTED with Planing Mill
Firm by a young man (aged '28), who has
for the last nine years been emfloyed with
a large Ontario Firm manufacturing the
highest class of lumber, matched goods and
cabinet work; has been engaged in the office

for the past seven years and is thoroughly
famihar with the Estimating, Selling and
.Shipping end of the business. Apply Box
946 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 11-13

VP^antcid-EmpIoyees i

GOOD ENGINEER WANTED at once
with second class papers. Apply Box 962,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 12

GOOD MILLWRIGHT WANTED, one
who can file and hammer saws. Apply Box
955. Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 12

SALESMAN with Eastern connection to

sell B. C. Timbers, Yard Stock and Shingles,
on Commission. Box 929, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. 10-11

Business Giances

Timber Limit Wanted
WANTED- -Softwood Limit of UK) niiU'ion

or more standing timber, with or without
mill plant, conveniently located to transporta-
tion- Please address reply, giving full par-
ticulars, to Post Office Box ZM, Montreal.

9 12

Contractor Wanted
We own timber limits in township of

Proudfoot containing twenty-three square
miles. Estimated to cut .seven million feet
each of soft wood and hard wood. We wish
to contract by the thousand with some re-
liable -Mill (3wner to remove this timber
from the stump, saw and deliver it on board
cars at nearest railway station- Operations to
commence this Fall-

THE WILSON LUMBER CO-, LTD.,
11-12 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto.

Timber For Sale
Timber for Sale— Halfbillion feet; half

cellar, quarter fir and tamarack, quarter white
pine and spruce; two hundred thousand cedar
poles; situated on Lower Arrow Lake. B.C..
tributary to Canadian Pacific and Great
.Northern Railroads. Price 50c per M. or
two hundred and fifty thousand dollars. Ad-
dress Owner, Apt. K., .\cvada Apts., Seattle.
Wash. 1

2

Saw Mill Plant For Sale
Practically new and modern Saw Mill Plant,

capacity about 30 Million feet per annum, lo

cated in the Interior of British Columbia on
a beautiful inland lake and on the main line
of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway. About
500 Million feet of timber on and adjacent to
Lake (about 90% Spruce) and another Billion
feet available at reasonable prices. Natural
conditions ideal for economical logging, manu-
facturing, piling and shipping. An advantage
of about $4 per thousand feet in freight rates
to the Prairie Provinces over Coast shipments.

This property offers unlimited possibilities

as a lumber, pulp and paper property. Would
consider selling a half interest. Terms rea
sonable.

A. C. FROST COMPANY.
134 South LaSalle Street.

5-t.f. Chicago, III.

FOR SALE
Saw and Shingle Mill

20 H.P. Bell Engine.
30 H.P. Waterous Return Tubular Boiler
Three Log Seat Carriage.
Henry Disston inserted tooth saw, single

edger and slab saw. Long shingle mill knife
and saw edger; all in good order. Price
$1,00 at railway switch. Box 144, Schom-
berg, Ont. 12-13

Two Timber Limits

34,000.000 ft. X'irgin Timber, and 3.000,
000 cords of Spruce Pulpwood. For all dr
sirable information write to D. McDonaM.
L.i Salle, N.Y. 121

5

For Sale
Building and machinery of good Double

Cut Band Sawmill, well equipped with steam
feed, canter, loaders, etc.

Also two storey Brick Factory on large

lot convenient to two railways; splendid lo-

cation. Address Box 949. Owen Sound, Ont.
12-t.f.
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iscellaneous

Sale of Timber Berths
Tenders will be received by the undersigned

up to and includint; Wednesday, the 16th day
of July next, for the right to cut the tim-
ber of various descriptions on the Townships
of Groves and St. Louis in the District of

Sudbury.
Terms and conditions of the sale contain-

ing full particulars, and maps showing the
position of the lierths offered for sale, may
be obtained upon application to the under-
signed, or from Mr. Charles Henderson,
Crown Timber Agent, Sudbury.

G. II. FERGUSON.
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines,

N.I5.—No unauthorized publication of this
notice will he paid for. 12-14

Toronto. June Uth, 1919.

TRUSTEE'S SALE

Flooring and
Furniture Factory

of

Siemon Bros., Limited
Wiarton, Ontario

Tenders will he received by the under-
signed at their office. Temple building, To-
ronto, up to 5 o clock p.m., Monday, the
30th day of June, 1919, for the purchase en
block of the following assets of Siemon
liros.. Limited :

All and singular the lands and premises
situ;ite in the Town of Wiarton and more
particularly described as that part of P;.ik
Lot lettered "I" in the said Town of Wiar-
ton on the north side of Frank Street, des-
cribed as follows :—Commencing at a j oint
in the southerly liinit of said Park Lot "1"
distant north 88 degrees east 14'j feet horn
the south westerly angle of s.iid I'urk Lot

;

thence north 2 degrees f/est 342 feet ! tiience
north 88 degrees east 9 le;:; tlie'ice i.orth 2
degrees east 367 feet to the southerly limit
of tile marine allowance along the southerly
shore of Colpoys Hay ; thence easterly along
the south limit of said allowance to a point
therein where it is intersected by the line
between said Lot "I" and Lot "O" adjoin-
ing it to the east; thence south following said
limit between Lots "I" and "O" to the north
limit of Frank Street ; thence westerly along
the north limit of Frank Street 5I5 feet more
or less to the place of beginning; TO-
(JKTHER with all the buildings, plant, mach-
inery and fixtures upon the said lands.
A marked cheque payable to the under-

signed Trustee for 10 per cent, of the amount
of the tender must accompany each tender.
On acceptajice of any tender the amount

of the deposit will be applied oti the pur-
chase price and the balance of the purchase
price shall be payable to the Trustee in cash
or by marked cheque within thirty days from
the acceptance of the tender, or partly in
cash and partly on security satisfactory to
the Trustee, and the purchaser shall there-
upon execute a formal Agreement for pur-
chase of the property.
Under the terms of the Trust Deed herein

dated the 15th day of February, 1906, made
by Siemon Uros., Limited, in favor of the
Trustee, Bondholders of the Company any
tender for the Assets and in the event of a
liondholder's tender being accepted such
Bondholder shall be entitled to appropriate
and use towards the payment of the remaind-
er of the purchase money any of the bonds
or coupons held by such Bondholder, reckon-
ing each bond or coupon so appropriated at
such sum as shall be payable thereon out of
the net proceeds of the sale or for such
amount to be credited in respect of such
bonds or coupons as shall be determined
and fixed by the Trustee.
The highest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.
For further particulars apply to the under-

srgned.
Dated at Toronto this 6th day of June, 1919.

THE UNION TRUST CO., LIMITED,
Temple Building, Toronto.

Trustees for the Bondholders of Siemon
Bros., Limited. 12

Showing the Function of the

Middleman
Despatches of recent date from

Washington iildicate that the

"farm-to-the-table" plan of the

Sale of Timber Berths
Tenders will be received by the undersign-

ed up to and including Wednefday, the 16th

day of July next, for the right to cut the

Red and White Pine Timber on the following
Townships, viz. :

DISTRICT OF ALGOMA
Mississaga Forest Reserve
Township "C".

DISTRICT OF SUDBURY
Township of Teffer.

Township of McConnell.
Township of McNish.
Township of McNamara.

DISTRICT OF NIPIS'SING
Township of Kenny,
Township of Sisk,

Township of McCallum,
Township' of McLaren,
Township of Charlton.

Also, tenders will be received bv the un-
dersigned up to and including Wednesday,
the sixteenth day of July next, for the right

to cut various classes of timber on Township
"i;", in the Mississaga Forest Reserve, in the

District of Algoma.
The terms and conditions of the sale con-

taining full particulars, and also maps show-
ing the berths ofTered for sale, may be ob-

tained upon application to the undersigned, or

from Mr. Charles Henderson, Crown Timber
Agent, Sudbury, or from Mr. J. T. McDoug-
all, Crown Timber Agent, North Bay.

G. H. FERGUSON,
Minister of Lands, Forests & Mines.

Toronto, May 14th, 1919.

N.B.—No unauthorized publication of this

notice will be paid for. 11-14

parcel-post system has turned out

a failure ; also, as a corollary, that

what benefit there was did not

reach the class of people for whom
it was mainly and plainly intend-

ed, says the "New .York Lumber
Trade Journal."
Perhaps the most outstanding

thing about it is the fact that the

officials now should think there

exists any necessity for any an-

nouncement on that score what-

ever ; for the result was a fore-

gone conclusion and has been ob-

vious to the public for some time.

And this is in despite of the ob-

vious coddling of the parcel post

at the expense, for example, of

the railway express service, which
latter, by the way, used to be ser-

vice and express, but is now neith-

er any more, and presently per-

haps the most uncertain mode of

transportation.

But let them tell it in their own
way. "There is little indication

that the parcel-post will bring
down war-boosted prices for any
great number of people," the Di-

rector of the Post Office was quot-

ed, at the same time indicating

that the wealthy people were
about the only ones profiting by
the parcel-post short cut. "Al-
though the Department has been
working years to make this sys-

tem general, people seem unwil-
ling to patronize it. It is much
cheaper for the consumer; I know
that by personal experiment. But
people seem to prefer to go to

the corner store for their produce
and pay more, because it's more
handy than ordering days ahead
from the farmer. The farm-to-
table plan has not done what the
Department expected of it."

Naturally. Just what almost
anybody but the Department
would have expected. It is just

the same old fallacy always crop-

])ing up of attem])ting to cut out

the (by implication wicked) mid-
dleman. But it isn't in nature,

so to speak. It can't be done, .^s

for ordering a considerable time
ahead from the farmer, it isn't

merely a case of "handy." It's a

case of can't be done for a major-
ity of buyers. As one man feel-

ingly observed to us once upon
a time : "Where in the world are

you going to store such things in

sufficient quantities in a Harlani
flat? And the majority of con-
sumers of any commodity as far

as warehousing space is concern-
ed dwell, figuratively, in a Har-
1am flat, as it were, and must get
the commodity in smaller quan-
tities as needed. It's the retailer's

job to attend to that.

In this connection and as an-
other illustration, one seems auto-
matically to hark back in his mind
to a certain more or less famous
shoe, selling at one time for $3.50,

during the calf-to-the-foot idea or
experiment of some years ago,
long since in the discard. Bliss-

fully ignoring, though at least

subconsciously aware of the fact

that he was doing a middleman's
distributing service and paying
the usual cost and overhead there-
for, the manufacturer of this par-
ticular shoe said substantially
that no pair of men's shoes in

the world was worth over $3.50,
and even went so far as to indi-

cate that' it never could be. So
he forever fixed the price at his
retail stores at $3.50. However,
increasing costs came along, and
the good old supply of law and de-
mand kept on functioning in the
same old way at the other shoe
stores until even his clerks, when
you went to buy, began by ask-
ing if you wanted $3.50 shoes for

$3.50 or at prices up to $6. You
paid your money and you took
your choice. That was long be-
fore the war, and the experiment
'Hd not save the consumer any-
thing in the end, for the simple
season that it couldn't. Because
the costs of distribution had to be
met. regardless of who the dis-
tributor might be, and the con-
sumer had to pay them.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-

Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in
width, which we can sell at interesting
prices. Send us vour requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. - Toronto, Ont.

TIMBER LANDS
Bought and Sold

Timber and Puip
Wood Estimates

R.R.BRADLEY
Consulting Forester
Globe-Atlantic Bldg.

ST. JOHN . N. B.

Timber

Estimates
JamesW. Sewall
OLD TOWN. MAINE

Manufacturers of

For TYING, BUNDLING
and many other purposes.

NAILS, etc.

LAIDLAW BALE-TIE CO., Ltd.

HAMILTON. ONT.

WIRE

CUT YOUR
SELLING

COSTS

Use MacLean
Daily Reports
and know where

the projects are that offer the most pro-

fitable business. Reduce the percent-

age of wasted time and lost orders by
concentrating on the most likely oppor-
tunities.

Rates and Samples on Request.

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS, Ltd.

345 Adelaide Street West. TORONTO

Coolidge & Carlisle

Forest Engineers

Timber Estimates and Maps

Plans for Logging Operations

Bang^or, Maine

DR. BELL'S
Veterinary Wonder Remedies
10,000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free

to horsemen who eive the Wonder a fair

trial. Guaranteed for Colic, Inflamma-
tion of the Lungs, Bowels, Kidneys,
Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send 25c for
Mailing Package, etc. Agents wanted.
Write your address plainly. DR. BELL.
V.S.. Kingston. Ont.

UNION STOCKYARIS
OP TORONTO, Limitecl

•Canada's Greatest Live Stock Market*
Capital, $<..*;00,000. Two Hundred
Acres. Diindas St. cars to Keele St.,

West Toronto. Auction Sales every
Wednesday. Private Sales Daily.

Correspondence Solicited.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH
Manager Horse Dept.
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Review of Current Trade Conditions

Ontario and the East

The' market situation is lull of interest at the present time and

it looks as if prices are bound to advance ra])idly in the near fu-

ture. There seems to be a prevailing' opinion that if it was not for

the i)resent industrial unrest and- frequent strikes in the ranks of

workers, and provided the normal amount of building was going

Oil, there would be a decided scarcity of material in the forest pro-

ducts line right now. Practically a billion feet of Canadian spruce

pine and fir will be taken out of Canada during the present year,

liaving been purchased by the Imperial Goverimient for reconstruc-

tion purposes in the old land. This is virtually one-fifth of the

total amount of sawn lumber cut in the Dominion. Every block of

timber removed lessens the available quantity on the market and,

as the cut this season will be even smaller than it was last, and

with the demand greatly increased, it does not require much fore-

sight or a superabundance of wisdom to foretell what the inevitable

result will be. The old law of supply and demand governs in every

instance and with a decreased supply and an augmented demand
there is only one logical conclusion and that is an advance in prices

in the near future.

In the interview the other day with a representative salesman of

Pacific Coast stock, after referring to the recent advance of three

or four dollars per thousand on flooring, ceiling, shii)lap, boards

etc., he said that it looked to him as though it would take some
time before the Western salesmen were able to make these ad-

vances stick in the Eastern market. There had been a complete

reversion of conditions as they existed between the Eastern whole-

salers and the Western forest products representatives during the

first few^ months of the year 1919. With the possible exception of

two inch dimension, prices on B. C. stocks during the first few

months of the year were considerably lower than on corresponding

Eastern grades. Now prices are considerably higher for the Western
stufif than for the East. Owing to elimination of the Coast competi-

tion in a large degree and a shortage of stock in the East generally

prices on pine, spruce and hemlock are due for stiflf advancement.

B. C. common boards and shiplap are now $4.00 to $5.00 above

Ontario hemlock, which is their most persistent competitor. Eir

flooring at $49.00 shows rather a wider margin, as Northern Ontario

and Quebec spruce has been coming in at $40.00 to $42.00, and

there have also been considerable quantities of B. C. Mountain

stock offered in the East at about the same prices. However, when
it is considered that building in the East, owing to labor troubles,

prospective and actual, has hardly got well started as yet, and that

the available supply of lumber in Eastern Canada, greatly reduced

by overseas orders, is away below normal, it appears that Canada
is going to be up against a short supply of lumber all around.

A leading Southern pine manufacturer recently said, that it

was altogether unlikely that much southern pine would be available

for the Ontario market this year, and the experience of dealers in

that line bears this out. The recent stiff advances in Western pines

may cause the retail men to see what can be found in the way
of substitutes at lower prices for the next few weeks.

It is thought that matters will readjust themselves in a few

weeks and when this is done the ability of B. C. firms and others

to supply adequate material will be the chief consideration. Tim-
bers are selling at base from $20 to $24, but there have been no

heavy requisitions recently in this line and all dealers arc pretty

well stocked up.

There has not been a great deal of shingle buying at the ad-

vanced prices and for the present some retailers are pushing other

lines of roofing.

One large lumber concern in Toronto has sold during this sea-

son close on to 30,000,000 laths, over half of which have been spruce

laths, and the remainder white pine. The bulk of this consignment

has been sent to the United States. Some Ontario firms are shipping

white pine lumber to the West Indies, South America and other

points. It is very difficult to secure shipping accommodation, but

each week sees a little improvement although there is no material

evidence of a recession in carriage charges. It is predicted that there

will be an application made at an early date by the Canadian rail-

ways for another advance of 20 per cent, in freight rates. Last year

there were increases of 15 and later 25 per cent., and the present

advance will be based on the ground of additional outlay for ma-
terials, shorter hours of labor and higher wages.

Prices in the hardwood market are strengthening rapidly and

in .some instances there has been a decided clevati(jn in quotations.
The general exjjression of opinion in the trade is not along the line
of prices taking a drop or remaining stationary, but rather siieculat-
ing on how heavy will be the advances. (Jf course, the recent indus-
trial unrest and the uncertain outlook has materially halted construc-
tion in a number of lines with the exception i>ossibly of automobiles,
but it is expected that conditions will soon become more stable and
with a clarifying atmosphere the improvement all around should be
very marked. Eurniture factories have been buying quite freely and
.>^o have motor companies. Quarter cut red oak in firsts and seconds,
and No. 1 common is very hard to get, and plain oak in both white
and red, in firsts and seconds and No. 1 common is not any too plen-
tiful at present so far as dry stock is concerned. In 1, 1^/^ and 2 in.

birch in firsts and seconds dry stock is almost as a premium, while
in basswood a shortage is being experienced in 1 and \% in.

thicknesses in both firsts and seconds and No. 1 common.
In fact the paucity of thick stock in birch and maple is quite

pronounced and agricultural implement manufactures, in the absence
of thick maple are turning their attention to thick birch. All the
lumber mills in the Georgian Bay district and on the north shore
are now operating, and report labor conditions as fair. The recent
heavy rains have resulted in lots of water being in the streams and
driving conditions have been the best they have experienced in

years. It is reported that a number of sales of moderate blocks of
white pine have been made at advanced prices by a number of lumber
manufacturers; in fact, it is considered that, with the general trend
prices will go still higher. The figure for spruce and hemlock is

stift' and liable to undergo a change at any time, it is dci larod.

Great Britain
The rising prices, due to the excessive freights, are having one

good effect : they have caused buyers to take more interest in the
national stock. This is now being disposed of quite satisfactorily,

and goods which were rather despised a month ago are now being
])uchased. The Government buyer is, in regard to this stock, acting
as a merchant. He has his prices and sells picked specifications on
his figures; but for odd lines, for unfavorable lengths, and for clear-

lots he is accepting less; he is, in fact, disposing of his stock at mar-
ket values. And the more he sells, the better the position will be-

come. As long as there are large quantities of goods in the hands
of the Government, merchants feel insecure ; but at the present rate

of selling the anxiety will begin to disappear. In forward business,

there is a little doing on c.i.f. terms, but not much f.o.b. purchas-
ing. The demand for planed goods shows signs of improvement, and
the increased interest which the local authorities are showing in the

housing schemes is not without its effect on the market. Coming
events are casting their shadows before. In the hardwood trade, the

demand is good
;
prices are firm and still inclined to rise. The heavy

freights from America, etc., and the small quantity of tonnage avail-

able have convinced merchants that fresh arirvals in large quantities

are not to be expected just yet. All agents are very busy, and are

now getting into touch with their old customers, preparing the way
for future operations.

Eurther evidence was aflforded by the result of last week's public

sales of the steadih- firm position which has been generally maintain-
ed, says the "Timber Trades Journal" in regard to mahogany as well

as other hardwood values since the auctions commenced in February.
As the mahognay that has been submitted at the several auctions

during the last four months has not varied in character to any marked
extent, being Government stocks selected for specific purposes, the

])rices that have been realized for these goods from time to time
can be fairly well contrasted.

It is true that the high level of prices that was realized at the

first two sales held in February has not since been reached, the aver-

age rate that was then secured for Grand Bassam mahogany having
been Is. 9/16 d. per ft., but declining to 112/3 1/2d. per ft. in the

following month, it has since kept very near to this latter figure, the

average for last week's sales reaching Is. per ft.

From Liverpool the advices are that business would be fairly

good if labor conditions ruling the state of trade were a little more
settled. Unfortunately the working man does not seem to have reach-

ed his ambition in regard to his own ideas of remuneration, and
strikes, with the threat of more strikes, is paralyzing industry to such

an extent that employers are very reluctant to engage in new business

enterprise without some definite assurance as to where they stand in
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View of Mills in Samia.

BUY THE BEST
Retailers and woodworking establishments who like to

get A I NORWAY and WHITE PINE LUMBER al-

ways buy their stocks from us because we can ship them

on quick notice. It pays to have the goods, but it pays

better to
*

'deliver'* them.

We also make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to or-

der any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

" Rush Orders Rushed

Cleveland^Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO

B P. Bole, Pres. F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barr£, Gen. Mgr. W. A. Saurwkin, Ass t. Mgr.
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iiiatter of transport charges. The Liverpool dockers' charter is

now beginning to work a little more smoothly, and will doubtless en-
able trade to revive considerably in the future, but as soon as one
section of labor receives its demands, another section immediately
comes out with a fresh proposal for the adjustment of their wages,
consequently business is more or less confined to chaotic conditions,

and while those labor troubles predominate, the question of settling

down to earnest progressive effort is quite impossible. Yesterday it

was the dockers, to-day it is the sawyers, and to-raorrow it will be
the carters or some other faction of the transport fraternity ; so it

goes on, and as long as those disputes continue, the trade of the port
will sufifer accordingly.

It will be a good thing all round when these disputes are settled

satisfactoril}', for as long as an unsettled state of affairs prevail, the
longer it will be before reconstruction problems can be tackled in a
really efficient manner. Many people believe that the Government,
unwittingly, have been the cause of much of the present disturbances

United States
Business in all lines is improving and prices are firm and ad-

vancing. All stocks such as white oak, both plain and quarter cut,

are moving. Ash is in good demand for automobile work and there

is considerable export trade being done in white oak. Hardwood
stocks are going in good shape, and dealers report that a number
of nice orders have been received of late. Surveying the market gen-
erally it may be said that in the last few months there has been a

change from a buyers' to a sellers' market. When the war ended,
and during the winter months, commercial activity in the use of the

products of the lumber mills was at a low ebb. Now, the mills arc

hardly able to supply the insistent demands of customers who care

little about the prices they are asked to pay, but much about whether
they can get their requirements filled. Because of the inactivity of

building operations during the war, many mills were shut down and
many others were only operated to a part of their capacity, excepting
such mills as were filling government orders. These mills piled up
a lot of side-cut luraber and there was some anprehension for a time
that this would glut the market. It was also feared that the govern-
ment would turn loose its accumulated su])plies of unused materials
and cause a slump in prices. Neither fear has been realized. The
side-cuts and the government surplus have been absorbed and build-

ers are crying for more.

Ottawa Lumber Prices are Steadily Going Up

Higher manufacturing j)rices as predicted in the last issue of the

"Canada Lumberman" will, it is almost certain, prevail in the Ottawa
lumber market soon, according to existing operations during the

opening ])eriod of June. On the best of information it can be said

that the advance for this year's saw cut to be asked by the manu-
facturers will be anywhere from ten to twenty-five per cent, over
existing prices. No manufacturers' prices for this season's saw cut

were announced or reported up to June 15th.

The whole market, as to price, generally remained firm, and was
particularly so in the lath and shingle arena. Latest quotations
show advanced prices.

The market since May 26 has steadily increased in strength.

Whatever pessimists there were as to the future have faded away or

consideral)ly modified their previous views. "The lumber market is

coming back into its own" was the well versed opinion expressed
from a leading Ottawa Valley lumberman.

The coming advances from the manufacturers' end to the whole-
salers and the retailers, while it was expected any day, did not seem
ripe to accrue until July or for a^later period in some cases. It was
heard they might not come till the early fall months.

There was a two-fold reason behind the situation. The first was
that the manufacturers knew that their costs had increased. On
domestic stock at present prices some of them may show a loss.

Secondly, on the opening up of export (bottoms becoming freer) the

demand which certain lumbermen have been looking for is almost
certain to arise and consequently prices would naturally jump con-
siderably both for domestic and foreign stocks.

Locally, the trading, while it w^as better than during the closing
period of May, was not altogether satisfactory. The volume of the
building trades, excluding shell box stock, was greater than any year

Northern pine operators have sold their la^t year s cut down close
to the ground. Many items are jjractically out of the market, and
others are extremely short in supply. The new cut is drying rapidly
but none too fast, for the demand is such that much of it must be
used to fill orders. Yard stock is moving freely, and the demand
from industrial sources is consistent. There has been no general ad-
vance in prices, but with the demand constantly growing and insist-
ent buyers are inclined to bid for stock and may force the market to
a new level. Low grade boards are not moving as freely as other
items, but the supply is not at all menacing.

Southern pine manufacturers are adwinrint: their price-^ on a
number of items.

The dislocation of shingle values, setting umc all i>recedtni and
conservatism, has been realized, and a runaway market continues
with buyers so far casting aside all caution in a rush of purchasing
which may ultimately prove unprofitable to all parties concerned.

Trade in hardwood lumber is limited only by the ability of pro-
ducers and wholesalers to fill orders fo'r many of the items of the
various varieties. Shortages are constantly develooing in the dry
stock supply, and the new cut is hardly in condition for use, and
will not be for some weeks.

Southern oak is the hardest to get, and has advanced most rap-
idly in price, but other southern hardwoods are also short. High water
in the Mississipoi river and its tributaries has cut down mill opera-
tions and the mills were pretty well cleaned out of dry material dur-
ing the latter part of last year. Prices are going up so rapidly that
it is not safe for a wholesaler to sell lumber until he has it bought
and on the way.

The demand for ash has increased perceptibly of late. .Automo-
bile manufacturers are in the market for large supplies and other
consuming factories are buj'ing more heavily.

The demand from the furniture trade is good. Furniture manu-
facturers are oversold on their production and have orders to keep
them busy for many weeks. They are buying a large amount of birch
and of other woods used in the manufacture of this commodity.

The sash and door factories are busy up to their present labor
capacity. The supply of skilled woodworkers is short, and the de-
mand for sash and door i)roducts is growing. Countrv building is

taking much in stock sizes, and increased city building is calling for
interior finish.

SPECIAL REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS AT
HOME AND ABROAD

since 1913, but it was only a fraction of the volume of the boom year,

before the war.
The most encouraging aspect of the market was the increase in

demand from the United States retail and wholesale yards, which
indicated that American buyers had become convinced that the price

of lumber was not for the present going lower and were "stocking
up." The demand was for the middle and better grades.

At this time in other years the saw cut of the mills was usually
pretty well bought up, but reports from manufacturing circles indi-

cated that this year a good deal of the stock for the domestic mar-
ket had not been sold and that the manufacturers themselves were
Ayaiting to see what it was going to cost them to produce. Practically

all the stock for export to the English market, particularly white
spruce and pine deals had been purchased.

Labor and industrial unrest in Canada at the present time wis
pointed to by some as being the reason that building activities did

not go ahead as fast in Canada as in the United States.

With the woodworking factories from a labor end the situation

remained pretty much unchanged, but it was expected that the new-

union of factory workers and woodworking employees had put in a

demand for higher wages and an eight-hour day which was to be
met by June 15th. According to information received the operators

of woodworking factories are not inclined toward recognizing the

union, but are willing that each factory should deal with its own
employees separately instead of collectively.

Reports from real estate dealers indicate that there is not going
to be any great building boom this year, unless the Government
housing scheme gets under way, which up to the present it has shown
little or no sign of doing. Houses in Ottawa are scarce, and the

majority of residential buildings under construction are for private

use rather than speculative purposes.

Since the last report a site for a new Bow-les Lunch, on Rideau

Market Correspondence
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STABLE AND STORAGE TENTS
HORSE COVERS-TARPAULINS

Wr APC PCAHY With a Full Stock of River Driver, Cookery
TT El i\I\£i lUJnU 1 and Sleep Tents, Tarps and Straw Ticks

WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
Dept. "D," OTTAWA

Stop Advertising and

You're Forgotten

HOW long do you think your good-will is good

for, if left to itself? The public has a short

memory. Are you willing to risk its forgetful-

ness—even to invite it? Figure it out in dollars and
cents. Can you afford it?"
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street has been i)urchased. This building, which will not be com-
menced until after May 1st. 1920, will cost well over $100,000. A
new Orange Hall on Gloucester street and a new ajjartment hou.se

at the corner of Albert and Metcalfe streets, will mean building oper-
ations for the best part of another $100,000.

Taken all around the tone of the whole market was encouraging,
and if more bottoms can be secured and exj)ort open uj), lumber
prices are liable to show substantial advances. Most of the stock
going to the Old Country at present, according to operators at Otta-
wa is on Government account.

cent. This was supposed to have gone into operation this month,
but the demands for space for food commodities put it out of the
question.

St. John Reports Stocks are Pilinsr Up
The anticipated tonnage for the movement of deals from St.

John and its immediate neighborhood has not as yet materialized,
and there seems to be no certainty that it will, although shippers
are more optimistic than at any time during the last four weeks.
The mills are fast piling up with deals and some accommodations
must be given them or it will necessitate shutting down of the plants.

With the large number of unemployed now floating around all over
the countr}' if there were any additions to the ranks, matters might
become very serious.

Lumbermen at St. John feel that they are not receiving fair

treatment in regard to the movement of materials. They have taken
large risks and have the most expensive logs in the country, being
forced to purchose the major portion of their logs from land owners
either in Maine or New Brunswick. These land owners have their

own scale, as a rule, and if any kicks are made by a lumberman he
loses the chance of buying any futher stumpage. The drives are long
and risky and besides the expense thereof, even at present prices,

he is not making any large profit.

In fact, on the logs cut in Maine present conditions do not show
that there will be anything but a loss to face. The stocks of the fac-

tories at St. John, who are carrying on a woodworking business, are

this year very costly and under present conditions very small, if

any profits are being made. There is but little building being done
and only repairs where necessary are being carried out. The finest

materials, such as pine and Douglas fir, have taken further advances
during the past week. This applies to the large mills from which
the factories are buying, but the factories have not been able to

efYect any advance as, under present conditions, the consuriier will

not pay, feeling that he would r^ither do without than hand over any
more money than present i)rices.

All drives on the St. John are in safe waters and logs are now
being rafted at Fredericton for St. John owners. Laths have stiffened

in price and $3.00 is now being received for them on the wharves of

St. John. Refuse lumber of all kinds is fast accumulating and no
buyers can be found at any price except at a loss to the seller. Spruce
boards are also moving very slowly.

While the consumers and the public in general are crying for

lower prices the cost of raw material was never so high, wages are

steadily going up and efficiency is becoming a lessening factor. The
daily turnout of the mills at St. John was never so low as this year,

and it is costing more to saw per thousand than at any previous

period.

Montreal Trade is Showing More Activity

While local trade in Montreal remains dull, more inquiries and

orders for American account have been received. There is still a

feeling among those who desire to build that prices of construction

are likely to recede ; it is a vain hope, and is partly responsible for

the comparative lack of activity in large building work. The reports

from the province show increased building, and the Montreal per-

mits are satisfactory, but the latter are mainly for repairs and small

jobs. The permits 'for May totalled $1,269,435, which is larger than

all the combined four months of the current year ; it represents a gain

of $610,755 as compared with the corresponding month of 1918. The
total for the five months is $2,156,007, an increase of $414,002 as

against 1918. This looks good, but having regard to the pressing

needs for houses, there is still- an enormous amount of work to be

done if the requirements of the public are to be adequately met.

Prices remain very firm, B. C. stock is exceptionally strong, three

advances having recently been made. A considerable quantity has

been sold for shipment across the border.

Two or three local woodworking firms are very busy, having se-

cured import orders for the panelling, screens, etc., for the new Par-

liament buildings, Ottawa.

A considerable amount of the lumber purchased by the British

Timber Buyer is being shipped ; but comparatively little is being sent

on commercial account. Rates for this class is quoted at $80 per

standard, and very little space is available. Cables received from

London are to the effect that the market for spruce is weaker, but that

pine is firm and in demand. The British Ministry of Shipping prom-

ises to release up to 50 per cent, of the space, an increase of 20 per

Lt.-Col. Sadler Elected Chairman
Lieut.-Col. Walter James Sadler, who was recently elected chair-

man of the Montreal branch of the Canadian Manufacturers' Associ-
ation, has long been actively identified with that body and for a num-
ber of years has been on the Executive at Montreal.' Lieut.-Col. Sad-
ler is well known to the Canadian .saw mill and lumbering industry
through his partnership with Sadler & J-laworth, manufacturers of
leather belting and general leather goods, having developed a wide
tradejn all parts of the Dominion. Mr. Sadler was born in Montreil
in 1878 and was educated in that city, where he h:i< rc-ided all his

Lieut.-Col. W. J. Sadler, Montreal

life. He became a partner in his jjresent business in 1895. He is a
capable and efficient business man. who is well though of and well
spoken of by his associates and large circle of business friends.

Advances in Lumber Relatively Small
A recent despatch from Omaha, Neb., states: The average in-

crease in the cost of lumber for the construction of a residence since
1917 has been but 35 per cent., while the whole increase in the cost
of constructing a house has been 60^1' per cent. These figures were
shown in great detail in Omaha and made public by Arthur P. Guiou,
of the Guiou Lumber Company, in answer to the public criticism
the real estate people and other interests directed against the lumber
people here as holding lumber prices too high.

Mr. Guiou obtained figures regarding the cost of building a
certain house in Omaha which was built by the contractor, Carl Carl-
son, for the Byron Reed Real Estate Company in 1917. It happens
that the company wishes to use the same plans and blue prints and
exactly duplicate that house this season. Here are Contractor Carl-
son's figures on the details for the same house built in 1917 and 1919:

1917 1919
Excavating $ 20.00 $ 30.00
All masonry 200.00 405.00
Millwork 438.00 593.00
All hardware 65.00 141.00
Tin work 41.00 69.00
Plastering 187.00 341.00
Plumbing 250.00 495.00
Wiring 34.00 45.00
Heating plant 136.00 292 00
Carpenter labor 450.00 562.00
Painting 125.00 199.00
Lumber 547.00 738.00

Total $2,493.00 $4,010.00

2.493.00

Increase two years $1,507.00

Anyone can take the item of lumber here and see that the in-
crease in the cost in two years does not reach 35 per cent., while the
total increase in the cost of the house is 60'/< per cent. One of the
greatest increases is that of the cost of plumbing, which is consider-
ably more than 100 per cent. The cost of all masonry increased more
than 100 per cent. also.
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NEW ZEBRA, WOOD, WESTERN UNION, and PRIVATE CODES USED.

Telephones

:

1391 Long Distance

400 Private

Cables

:

^ ^ , _ ^ A " HILLAS," HULL
5 Branch Exchange. _ — « EM

. WOOD BROKERS VK
FOR F.VFRY PI ASS OF TTMRFR ^FOR EVERY CLASS OF TIMBER

Head Office : HULL, England

To the Lumber Companies of Canada

:

You have the Goods. Place your Lists w^ith full

particulars in our hands. We are in daily touch with all the

Buyers in the United Kingdom.

PLEASE NOTE. We pay cash against all documents, and

take the whole of the Delcredere risk on Buyers.

FOR SALE

Four New 120 H.P. Holt "Caterpillar" Tractors

Property of the British Government. Shipment can-

celled on account of armistice.

These tractors were made by the Holt Manufacturing
Company for the British Expeditionary Forces for haul-

ing heavy guns and loads over the world's worst roads.

They will serve you on the farm and in the forest as they
served the British Empire in the field.

For particulars address

BRITISH WAR MISSION
Director of Production 165 Broadway, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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90 St. James Street

SPRUCE (Merchantable) 1918 Cut.
500,000 ft. 1 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in

800,000 ft. 2 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 0, 10 in. ...

500,000 ft. 3 X 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 in.

200,000 ft. 3 X 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 in.

SPRUCE (Mill Cull)
800,000 ft. 1, 2, 2%, and 3 in.

WHITE PINE (Mill Run)
1,200,000 ft. 1, IVi, lyi, 2 and 3 in.

HEMLOCK (Merchantable and Mill Cull)
500,000 ft. 1, 2 and 3 in.

BASSWOOD (Mill Run)
200,000 ft. 1, 1%, 154, and 2 in.

DIRCH (Mill Run)
600,000 ft. 1, VA, I'A, 2, 3, and 4 in.

BROWN ASH (Mill Run)
100,000 ft. 1 X 4 and up in. ... 6/13 ft.

10/16 ft.

10/16 ft.

10/16 ft.

17/26 ft.

Saw Mills at

Mont Laurier, Que.

Ste. Marguerite, Que.

Dressing Mills at

St. Jerome, Que.

Northern Office

:

MIDLAND, ONT.
Southern Office

:

HATTIESBURG, MISS.

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co.
2601 Elston Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Dealers

White PinCf Red Pine
and Yellow PinCf
Lumber and Lath

Excellent Planing Mill Facilities. Prompt Shipments.

LATH
Dressed and in the Rough

Campbell^ MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Ontario Repretentative : F. L. Reed, 139 Glendale Ave., Toronto
Phone Parkdale 4448

SPRUCE
AND

BIRCH
GOOD STOCKS PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTION

C. A. SPENCER, LIMITED
WholMale Dealer* in Rough and Drecsed Lumber, L*tk and Skinglea

Officet-McGUl Building. MONTREAL, Quebec

EDGINGS
Ontario

Fellow & McMeckiii. of Hearst, Out., who arc dealers in lumber, recently
siKstaiucd a loss by fire.

F. M. Wallingforcl intends to erect and equip a new sawmill at Tim-
niins, Ont., in the near future.

Bourke, Lindsay & McCluskey have purchased a property in Timmins
Ont., and intend to erect a sawmill on the site.

It is the intention of the Spanish River Lumber Company to operate their
plant at Spanish Mills this season as well as their mill at Cutler, which will
give the company a large cutting capacity.

Owing to the general unrest, the Ingersoll. Ont., Housing Commission
has abandoned the project to build fifty houses, although land had been
secured and plans drawn for the dwellings.

The Emmett L. Stearns sawmill at L'Orignal. Ont., has been sold, the
mtercsts being taken over by a new company who will operate the plant
under the name of the National Lumber Company, Limited.

The Baptist Church and Bank of Commerce, Sudbury, Ont., both of which
had bought property a .d announced their intention of building this year,
have called of¥ their program, owing to the high cost of labor and material.'

Owing to labor troubles and the general strike in Vancouver, several
representatives of Coast mills in Toronto and Montreal have been advised
that their plants are at present neither able to ship nor manufacture but it is
hoped that this difficulty will soon be overcome.

The Marshay Lumber Co., of Toronto, have bought the William Milne
plant at Milnet, Ont., on the line of the Canadian National Railway, and about
ten million feet of white pine will be sawn at the mill during the present
cutting season.

The stock of lumber consisting principally of white pine, which was
owned by Lauder, Spears and Howland, at Pakesley, Ont., has been bought
by the Union Lumber Company, Limited, of Toronto. The stock consists of
about six million feet.

Toronto is consuming more lumber at the present time than any other
city in the Dominion, according to a statement made by a wholesale lumber
merchant. The building trade is booming in the city very much more than
in any other large centre.

Harold Peters, the 12-year-oId son of A. Peters, foreman of the Fron-
tenac Lumber Company, was drowned in .\nglin's slip at Kingston recently.
With his younger brother the lad was fishing off a lumber pile, and his fish-
ing rod falling into the water, he jumped in after it.

Judge Kelly, of Toronto, dismissed without costs recently the claim of
J. H. .McLaughlin against Grant Davidson, of Ottawa, for a commission of
one dollar per thousand feet on the sale of a large quantity of lumber to
W. C. Edwards and Company, Limited, last September.

As a result of the high water in the Ottawa River upwards of 600 men
were recently temporarily thrown out of employment at the J. R. Booth mill,
Ottawa. They were sawmill hands. The high water is affecting the opera-
tion of several of the plants. Many of the buildings at the E. B. Eddy sul-
phite plant were also submerged in water.

Fire broke out recently in the shavings shed of Wm. Williamson, 401
Woodbine Ave., Toronto, and did damage to the extent of several hundred
dollars. The blaze started on a Saturday afternoon when there were no
employees about the plant. There will be no interruption to the work of
the mill which has a number of contracts on hand.

An e.vtra provincial license has been granted the Grand Rapids Veneer
Works, a corporation created under the laws of Michigan, to manufacture,
buy and sell veneers, panels, lumber and woodwork of all kinds in the pro-
vince of Ontario, and to expend the sum of ten thousand dollars. E. M.
Kettle, of Toronto, has been appointed attorney for the company.

Clarence Hillsmith, of Boston, who is a well-known paper mill engineer,
has been appointed a member fo the Board of the Mattagami Pulp and
Paper Company, of Toronto, and also made managing director of the- firm,

whose sulphite pulp plant at Smooth Rock Falls, Ont., is being enlarged to

turn out one hundred and fifty tons of unbleached sulphite pulp daily.

Fire losses in the Province of Ontario in the first four months of the

year showed a marked decrease compared with the first four months of 1918.

There were 3,034 fires, a decrease of 726. The total loss was $2,674,008, a

decrease of $2,509,213, as compared with the corresponding period last year.

The insurance loss in the first tour months of this year was $2,019,600, as

compared with $4,011,808 in the first four months of 1918.

At the annual meeting of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, which
was held in Toronto on June 10, 11 and 12, an able address was given at the

banquet by George B. Nicholson, M.P., Chairman of the High Cost of Liv-

ing Committee of the Government. Mr. Nicholson is a well-known lumber-

man, being a member of the firm of .Austin and Nicholson, of Chapleau, Ont..

who are extensive manufacturers and dealers in lumber, pulp wood and rail-

way ties.

Eastern Canada
The R. F. Sealc Lumber Co., Ltd., of Quebec, has obtained a charter.

The Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co., Ltd., has removed from 528 to 526

Board of Trade, Montreal.

Delphis Labelle, who owns a saw and grist mill at St. Hippolyte de Kil-

kenny, Que., was recently burned out.

The sawmill of Ernest Marchand, Les Vieilles, Que., has been consider-

ably altered and its capacity increased.

Fire in the lumber piles at the Chaleur Bay Mills, across the river from
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DRY

Spruce, Pine, Birch,Maple

and Winter Cut Basswood

1917 Cut
In All Thicknesses and Widths

"EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

McLennan lumber CO., Limited
21 Dorchester Street W., MONTREAL, CANADA

Campbellton, N.B., destroyed nearly half a million dollars worth of lumber,
the property of the British Government. The mill was saved.

The Fraser Companies' sulphite pulp mill at Edmundston, N.B., is down
for a short time in order to change to the bleach system and to provide
additional sewage facilities. The power development is nearly finished, giv-
ing about 3,000 h.p.

The Huron Steamship Co., Ltd., with a capital stock of $50,000, and head-
quarters in Montreal, has been incorporated to purchase, acquire, charter
and operate tugs, barges and all other kinds of vessels and to construct
wharfs, warehouses, piers, docks, etc.

The Sorel Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co., Ltd., with a capital stock
of $350,000, with headquarters in Sorel, P.Q., has been granted a federal
charter. Among the incorporators are J. N. A. Leclaire, Fred Bridges, A.
Salvail, and L J. W. Messier. The company is authorized to carry on the
business of shipbuilding and shipwrights in all their branches.

The Abitibi Fir & Trading Co., Ltd., have been incorporated with a
capital stock of $49,000 and headquarters in Montreal. Among the incor-
porators of the company are Rene Dubert, Albert Thibaudeau, Henry Dennis
and Lewis C. Boucher, all of Montreal. The company have wide powers,
among which are to deal in lumber and own and operate sawmills.

The new news print machine of the Brompton Pulp and Paper Co., Ltd.,

of East Angus, Que., which is 162 inches wide and will increase the output
of the plant to one hundred and twenty tons a day, doubling the present cap-
acity, was put in operation recently. In regard to pulp wood the company
announce that they have sufficient on hand to run their industries for the
next year and a half.

At a special meeting of the shareholders of North American Pulp recently
held in Montreal, the resolutions passed at the meeting on May 22 were con-
firmed and ratified, and the shareholders approved the incorporation and
organization of the Saguenay Pulp & Power Company, and the issue by it

of $5,500,000 6^ per cent, secured serial bonds for the purpose of bringing
under one control the subsidiaries of the North American Pulp & Paper Co.

The War Moncton, a new vessel built by Grant & Horne, was launched
recently at St. John, N.B. The vessel is a duplicate of the War Fundy, and
is of the same staunch construction. She is a craft of 2,800 tons dead weight,
and is now nearing completion. Seven months elapsed from the laying of
her keel to the day of launching. In addition to the War Moncton, a four-
masted schooner of 650 tons, to be used in trans-atlantic and South American
trade, will be built at the Grant & Horne yards, and will be launched in a

few months.

Giving evidence before the Royal Commission on Industrial Relations,
Mr. Paul Lea, sash and door manufacturer, of Moncton, N.B., stated that

he was not averse to a forty-four hour week, providing it was made inter-

provincial, and he favored also an interprovincial standard of wages in order
to put competing manufacturers on an even footing. He had to pay his car-
penters more than was paid for the same class of work done in St. John
and Amherst. He would strongly favor the appointment of a body to set

the price to be paid for certain classes of work.

A federal charter has been granted the Fraser Pulp & Lumber Co., Ltd.,

with headquarters in Plaster Rock, N.B., and a capital stock of $5,000,000.

The incorporators are D. Fraser, Plaster Rock, A. Fraser and Wm. Matheson,
of Edmundston, A. W. Brebner of Cabano, P.Q., and Thomas Matheson of

Estcourt, P.Q. The company will take over as a going concern the busi-

ness now carried on by the Halifax Lumber Co., Ltd., in the Province of

Nova Scotia, and also the business conducted by the Tuskett Lumber Co.,

Ltd., of Nova Scotia. The Fraser Lumber Company is empowered to con-
trol, operate and carry on pulp, paper and lumber mills, etc.

Messrs. Rutherford, Traversy & Mathieu, manufacturers of finished lum-
ber, interior trim, etc., recently waited on the Board of Directors of the
Association of Montreal Building & Contracting Industries and asked for

their co-operation in securing from the architects more details in working
drawings and suggesting that the architects should furnish the lists of quan-
tities of materials required on the various jobs. It was pointed out that
during the war there might have been some reason for making small scale

drawings without sufficient details, but now that the country is settling down
to peace condiHons and more draftsmen and estimators were available, there
seemed no reason why the drawings should not be as clear and complete as

possible. The co-operation of the Board was promised.

Western Canada

The Bella Coola Logging Company, of Bella Coola, B.C., has been granted
a charter. The capital stock is $125,000.

The Stoltze shingle mill at Cedar Cove has been purchased by J. A.
Edgecumbe and A. Newham and will commence operations shortly. There
are three machines and the output will be principally for the American
market.

A recent despatch from Prince Albert, Sask., says: Rain fell lately and
did a great deal to check the fires that have been raging in northern Sas-
katchewan for the last two weeks, though the problem is not yet solved.

The damage will run into millions in timber destroyed.

New Westminster lumbermen have taken a lease on the property of the

Western Timber Company at Gerrard and have purchased the entire stock
of logs at the mill. Capacity running is expected to be the rule at Gerrard
for some considerable time. The lease is for six years. The capacity is

75,000 feet daily.

Thirty-one sawmills are now in full blast in the city of Prince Rupert
and surrounding district, according to the statement of Mr. W. P. Hinton,
vice-president and general manager of the Grand Trunk Pacific line, on his

recent visit to Vancouver. The operators in the north are highly optimistic

of the output in 1919.

Fire completely destroyed the splendid mill of the Nicola Pine Lum-
ber Co., Ltd. ,at Canford Mill, B.C., recently. The blaze broke out at seven
o'clock in the evening and was fanned by a strong wind down the creek.

By blasting some of the' houses the fire was saved from spreading away from
the actual mill site. In the morning nothing was left except Mr. Meeker's
house, which by a marvellous coincidence through change of wind, it was
possible to save. Millions of feet of finished lumber stacked for drying, was
burned like matchwood, as well as five carloads ready for shipment. Terry
& Gordon, of Toronto, are eastern selling agents of the Nicola Pine Lumber
Company.

Genuine Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Oak andHardwoods
Fir, Pine and Spruce

CHAS H. RUSSELL
211 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Que.

H. BOURGOUIN
Dominion Express Bldg., i4s st. james St., Montreal
WHOLESALE LUMBER AND TIMBER

Dressed and Rough

B. C. FIR TIMBERS
Ship Timbers and Planking, Ship Decking, Tank Stock, Bridge

Timbers, Fir and Spruce Lumber
Also White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Banksian Pine,
Birch, Maple, Rock Elm, 'Oak, Yellow Pine, Railway Ties,

Fence Posts, Poles and Piling.

DIMENSION OAK CUT TO SPECIFICATION
Prompt shipment Satisfactory stock Good service Write or wire for prices

A. F. B. AUSTIN, Manager

"By-Pass" Blower Systems
for green saw dust and wet stringy material

Material that usually clogs the ordinary Blower
is handled easily and continuously by our "By-
Pass" Blowers. No material passes through or
around the fan. That is the big secret of "By-
Pass" success. Slow speed and minimum power
are other strong features. Write for literature
and all details.

We manufacture and install complete systems

Toronto Blower Company
156 Dnk« St., Toronto
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Given Leave to Reorganize Company

Special leave to reorganize the Canadian Puget Sound Lumber

Company by making a sale to the debenture holders, was granted

by Mr. Justice Murphy, of Vancouver. The application was made

by Mr. W. B. Farris, under the special act of the Legislature passed

at the last session.

Mr. Farris stated that debentures to the value of $1,215,000 had

been subscribed by 377 persons who in October, 1914, had appointed

a committee to look after their interests. Since then the Sayward

Mill Co. had filed a vendors' lien for $125,000, and an additional

$92,000 had been obtained on receivers' certificates of which $50,000

had been retired.

Ninety-six per cent, of the debentures holders have signified their

consent to the reorganization, and his lordship accordingly consented

in the ab.sence of news from the others, who are associated in var-

ious portions of Great Britain and the United States.

General Conditions in Canadian Lumbering

Speaking of general lumbering conditions in Canada the last is-

sue of the Labor Gazette of Ottawa, in its monthly review for May,

says

:

Westville reported that the lumber mills and logging camps

were running at full capacity. Charlottetown reported fair activity

in the sawmills to which the operations of the industry were confined.

St. John reported that river-driving and rafting was being carried

on, and that the various saw and shingle mills were in active opera-

tion. Fredericton reported that considerable numbers of men were

engaged in river-driving and that the sawmills had commenced opera-

tions!' Quebec reported that river-driving in the district was in full

swing under ideal conditions, though the sawmills were not yet start-

ed. Sherbrooke reported the sawmills fairly busy. At Peterborough

the industry was active and the sawmills were preparing for the big

cut. Sault Ste. Marie reported atcivity at the sawmills. Fort William

reported that river-driving had commenced, but that as yet no great

call for labor had been made. Prince Albert reported that the Prince

Albert lumber mill was not expected to open up this season, but that

other mills in the district would continue operations, and that many

of the local men had gone to these mills. Calgary reported that

there was still a demand for men in the sawmills and lumber camps.

Fernie reported some improvement in this industry over previous

months, but that the demand for lumber products fell very short of

normal for the season of the year. It was anticipated that there would

be an improvement later on. Vancouver reported that the lumber

camps were slowly- opening up, though not in such numbers as last

year, the demand for spruce having fallen oft. The saw and shingle

mills were fairly busy. New Westminster reported that sawmill work

was not very active although all the mills were running; shingle

mills, however, were running steadily. Nanaimo reported that the

logging camps were still running steadily and that the shortage of

men was disappearing. Saw mills were also running steadily, but

the shingle mills were not doing quite as well. Victoria reported that

the lumbering indu.stry was fairly active with prospects of a good

season ahead.

only in the fire break and yet cover considerable ground. The 400
goats are to be used in that portion of the Angeles Forest Reserve
between the Cajon Pass and Great Bear Lake. By reason of the

benefits to the forest, the goats are accorded free grazing privilege>

by the Government. Besides supplying milk to the families of the

forest rangers, to whose lot it falls to attend the herds, it is expected
that there will be a considerable quantity of milk to be sold to trout

fishermen, campers, and other so-journers within the forest.—Popu-
lar Mechanic.

Saw-milling: Industry in Queensland

During the last four years the output of the saw-milling industry

in Queensland has sown a gradual decline. The quantity of softwoods

cut was 703^ million superficial feet in 1917, as compared with 101

million feet in 1914; the quantity of hardwood cut was 41 million

superficial feet in 1917, as against 66i/^ million in 1914, whilst of

cedar, only 198,000 feet were cut in 1917, as compared with 669,000

in 1914. During the four years the value per 100 .superficial feet for

softwoods has risen from 16s. 7d. to 18s. 3d.; that for hardwoods

has risen from 18s. 5d. 3d., whilst the value of cedar has dropped

from 42s. lOd. to 39s. 4d. The fact that during a period of four years

the output has steadily decreased while prices for most of the produce

have risen suggests that a period of recovery and expansion is due.

At the Interstate Forestry Conference held in Perth in November,

1917, the fact was disclosed that the timber resources of Australia

are very much less than is generally supposed, and that there will

be very grave difficulty in securing even 25 million acres of valuable

reserves for the whole of Australia.

Canadian Lumber for South Africa

In a recent report to the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the

Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, W. J. Egan, of Cape
Town, Canadian Trade Commissioner to South Africa, says: There
are several woods such as teak, jarah, mahogany, hickory, and oak,

for which the figures of import are not given in this report, although
in both hickory and oak figures are fair exports from the United
States. Ash is another line shijjped in very small quantities from
both Canada and the United States.

Pine.—The form of entry for this year's statistics of trade shows
a separate heading this year on pitch-pine. Of this the United States

shipped last year f)87,000 cubic feet, valued at £50,343. This, coupled
with pine shipments of last year, which totalled 685,377 cubic feet,

valued at £59,814, will show\ an increase of trade on pine. The new
method of entry is a decided advantage in making comparisons of

trade with Canada's shipments of pine, although the whole of the

pine entry from the United States is not all Northern pine, as there

are some Southern woods shipped as pine which, as a matter of fact,

do not really come under that heading. Canada's pine shipments
dropped from 794,758 cubic feet in the year 1917 to 665,412 cubic feet

last year, but the value increased from £37,890 to ^52,825.

Poplar.—There is a good demand for poplar lumber in South
Africa for shelving and carriage manufactures. Canada shipped
about 1,000 cubic feet in 1917 and none last year, while the United
States exports increased from 21,952 to 32,986 cubic feet last year,

the value increasing from £3,471 to £7,129.

Spruce.—This is the first year in which spruce imports are .shown

as a separate heading of import. Canada's share of the trade was
325,846 cubic feet, valued at £32,409, and the United States shipped
1,921 cubic feet valued at £240. Canadian spruce is greatly in favor

in South Africa for the making of box shooks, which is a big industry.

Wood, Manufactured.—Now that spruce is a separate entry

there is not much of interest in this item of import, which for Canada
dropped from 267,218 cubic feet \'alued at £16,837 to 1,810 cubic

feet last year, and the imports from the United States dropped from
105,976 cubic feet to 7,819 cubic feet.

Flooring and Ceiling.—This import is usually in very big quan-
tities from Sweden or Norway, as in normal times they ship to

standard grades, and although some of these grades are very poor,

the import under normal shipping conditions is likely to continue
from that source, as the ocean freight is usually very much cheaper
than from the Atlantic or Pacific ports. In this and other better

grades of manufactured lumber, trade could be made to increase

from Canada if there was some system of stocking the wood here, so

that architects who are anxious for the better grades would be in a

position to specify for them.
Other Lumber, Planed and Grooved.—As with flooring and ceil-

ing, the imfKDrts from the United States increased last year over 1917.

The import last year was 37,710 cubic feet, an increase of 11,200 cubic

feet for a value of £8,744. Canada's share of the trade dropped
from 27.480 cubic feet to 15,197 cubic feet, valued at £2,621.

Goats Graze Fire Guard in U. S. Forest Reserve

Four hundred milch goats have been procured by the forest

administration of the Angeles Forest Reserve and are to be used this

summer for lessening the menace of forest fires. This is to be ac-

complished by grazing the animals in the fire breaks, thus eliminating

much of the danger of spreading fires by keeping these barriers clean.

Wires are being strung through the middle of the fire breaks, and to

these the goats will be ring-tethered, so that each animal may graze

The Story of An American Home
The Western Forestry & Conservation Association have drawn

up an interesting "Story of the American Home" which they have
published upon the back covers of the program for their annual con-
ference to be held in San Francisco on October 19th and 20th. The
"Story" is in the form of a series of questions and answers as fol-

lows :

—

What are the best things a nation has? Homes.
W'hat are homes usually built of? Wood.
What furnishes homes? W^ood.
Where is the home center? The fireside.

What burns there, reflected in happy faces? Wood.
Where do wives and children watch it? In wooden chairs.

Where do the little feet patter all day long? On wooden floors.

Of what are household articles mostly made? Wood.
And our books and newspapers, that make us civilized?

Wood pulp.

Where does our food come from? Wooden fenced fields.

Where is it stored? Wooden barns.

How is it packed? In wooden boxes.
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The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited
GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters and

Mortise Chisel

Keep in Close Touch with

Building Conditions
Lumber, being one of the most important con-

struction materials, is closely connected with the build-

ing trades. You can keep in touch with the progress

of construction by reading the "Contract Record and
Engineeri-ng Review." It is published weekly and
gives you the latest developments in the building
world.

Why not become a regular subscriber—only $2.00
a year brings it to you for fifty-two issues? Order
direct from the publishers.

347-9 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Ont

L. N. GODFREY COMPANY
Wholesale Lumber

We buy extensively to be shipped in car and cargfo

lots CANADIAN Lumber of all kinds including—

SPRUCE, PINE, HEMLOCK
ALSO HARDWOODS

Douglas Fir and Cedar

—Lumber

—

Red and White Cedar Shingles, Laths, Etc.

We handle Canadian and New England SPRUCE

in all sizes and grades

We ship from some of the Largest Mills in America

Quantities of

MAPLE, OAK and BIRCH FLOORING
Short and Long Leaf Southern Pine

60 Congress St, BOSTON, MASS.
51 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK CITY, N. Y

Illustrating permanent installation of

Mathews Lumber Conveyor, between
mill and shipping and distributing

platform.

Photo by courtesy of Vancouver Cedar Mills.

Roche Point. B.C.

Illustrating portable unit of Mathews

Conveyor for unloading cars.

Plioto by courtesy of Windsor Lumber Co.,

Ltd., Windsor, Ont.

Write for Catalogue L.

CANADIAN MATHEWS GRAVITY CARRIER COMPANY, LIMITED
PORT HOPE - ONTARIO
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FIRE BRICK
We make five Brands of Elk Fire

Brick in order to supply the many re-

quirements of furnaces, boilers with

stokers, Dutch ovens, refuse burners,

kilns, etc. Our experience of many
years enables us to specify the most

reliable grade of Fire Brick for any

purpose and this service is entirely

free to our customers.

We manufacture the following well-

known brands

:

99

"Eikco Special," "Elk Steel,

"St. Marys," "Keystone" and"Rotex

Write for copy of our catalogue,

"Refractory Efficiency Engineering."

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Ltd.
HIGH GRADE FIRE BRICK and CLAY

Sun Life Bldg., Hamilton, Canada
Representatives for Maritime Provinces:

RHODES, CURRY COMPANY, LTD., Head Office, AMHERST. N. S

Branches at Halifax. Sydney and New Glasgow. N.S

Equipped with

COLLAR PADS

Your Horse will

Do Better Work
and you will profit by it. Tapatco Collar Pads are made to give pro-
per protection to the neck and shoulders of the horse and to pre-
vent bruises, galls and chafes. Fit your horses with TAPATCO
Horse Collar Pads made with our new Patented Hook Attachment.
They eliminate all these unnecessary injuries and keep your horses
on their work steadily. We have been making pads for thirty-seven
years and experience has taught us the correct method of manufac-
ture. Secure TAPATCO Pads for your horses at once. Sold by
dealers everywhere. Ask your jobber.

Serviceable Work
Gloves

Made to suit any requirement and
to give comfort with long wear.

Very reasonably priced.

The American Pad & Textile Co.
Chatham, Ontario, Canada

Gerlach Machinery

PRODUCES THE BEST
as Well as the Cheapest

Tight or Slack Staves,

Headings, Kegs,

Barrels and

Short Box Shooks

100% to 400% profit in Cooperage
Stock today. Be wise and purchase

the best Machinery.

DIXIE PORTABLE GASOUNE DRAG SAW
Present Price $225.00 with 1 BUde

Circular, Drag and Cylinder Saws
made since 1854

The Peter Gerlach Co.
Established 1854

Cleveland, Ohio

"ASBESTOL" Gloves are on
the Honor Roll of Service

—

In the estimation of countless thousands of workers "AS-
BESTOL" gloves are on the Honor Roll for they have
proven their loyalty in service wherever and whenever worn

Lumbermen who appreciate the value of perfect hand protec-

tion always wear "ASBESTOL" gloves.

There are many styles particularly designed for work in the

lumber camp.

EISENDRATH GLOVE CO.
2001 Elston Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
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BELL LOCOMOTIVES
are Built for Economy, Safety

and Greater Tractive Power

Made in sizes from 2 to 25 tons in working order. Tested material

and thorough workmanship enter into every part of Bell Locomotives
and their construction is accessible, simple and compact.

CHEAPEST FUEL—Will operate on Kerosene, fuel oil, distillate

or crude oils.

NO HOT ASHES OR SPARKS can fly out so that fire hazard is

eliminated.

50% GREATER TRACTIVE EFFORT than direct connected

type locomotive of equal weight.

ONE MAN OPERATED -One valve fire control.

STANDARDIZED DESIGN—All parts interchangeable and kept

in stock for immediate delivery.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES TO-DAY.

Bell Locomotive Works Inc.
Founded 1908

11 Pine Street, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Bell Locomotive weighing 12 tons hauls

285 ton logging train at plant of W. C
Edwards Co., Rockland, Ontario, Canada

Low First Cost

Low Fuel Cost

Long Life

The General Supply
Company of Canada

356-360 Sparks St., OTTAWA, Canada
Also at

MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG and VANCOUVER

GREATER BUYING POWER
That is what the trade paper represents to the man who is a
regular and careful reader of it.

In its editorial columns he finds useful ideas that help him
in his business—helps and hints that smooth out many of
the rough spots—plans the other fellow has tried and found
successful.

The advertising pages are also a source of valuable informa-
tion. Here he learns what the manufacturer has to offer

—

how those goods are made—the materials that enter into
their manufacture —when salesmen are on the road— special
opportunities, etc.

He keeps thoroughly posted on the market, because the
trade paper is in close touch with the situation and gives
him accurate knowledge of conditions—when and what to
buy.

Read your trade paper thoroughly each issue and make a re-
ference file of it. You will often have occasion to refer to it.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES—WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Prices in Carload Lots, F.O.B. cars Toronto.

White Pine:
1 X 4/7 Good Strips $59 00 $62 00
I'A and ly, X 4/7 Good Strips.. «3 00 60 00
2 X 4/7 Good Strips 63 00 6« 00
1 X 8 and up Good Sides 75 00 77 00
I'/i and 1J4 x 8 and wider Good

Sides

88

00 90 00
2 X 8 and wider Good Sides ... 90 00 95 OO
1 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 55 00 58 00
5/4 and 6/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 65 00 67 00
2 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 70 00 72 00
1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 47 00 49 00
1x6 Mill Run

48

00 51 00
1 X 7, 9 and 11 Mill Run 47 00 50 00
1x8 Mill Run

50

00 52 00
1 X 10 Mill Run 53 00 55 00
1 X 12 Mill Run

54
00 57 00

5/4 and 6/4 x 4 Mill Run 48 00 50 00
5/4 and 6/4 x 5 Mill Run 48 00 50 00
2x4 Mill Run

48

00 50 00
2 X G Mill Mun

48.00

50 00
2x8 Mill Run

48

00 54 00
2 X 10 Mill Run

52

00 54 00
2 X 12 Mill Run 54 00 58 00
1 in. Mill Run Sliorts 40 00 41 00
1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls . . 40 00
1 X 10 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill

Culls

44

00 46.00
1 X 12 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill

Culls

44

00 40 00
1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 2 Mill

Culls

31

00 32 00
1 X 10 X 12 6/16 No. 2 Mill

Culls

34

00 36 00
1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 3 Mill Culls. . . 22 00

Red Pine:
1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run 43 00 44 00
1x6 Mill Run

42

00 44 00
1x8 Mill Run

45

00 47 00
1 X 10 Mill Run

48

00 50 00
2x4 Mill Run

42

00 43 00
2x6 Mill Run

43

00 44 00
2x8 Mill Run

44

00 45 00
1 in. Clear and Clear Face 53 00 54 00
2 in. Clear and Clear Face 53 00 54 00

Spruce

:

1x4 Mill Run

41

00 43 00
1x6 Mill Run 4{ 00 4^, IM)

1 X S Mill Run 43 00 4.5 (K)

1 X 10 Mill Run

45

00 47 00
1/12 Mill Run Spruce 45 00 47 00
Mill Culls

34

00 36 00
Hemlock, No. 1, in carload lots, f.o.b. Toronto
1x4 and 5 in. x 9 to 16 ft. . . 33 00 34 00
1x6 in. X 9 to 16 ft :iH (X) 40 00
1 X 8 in. X 9 to 16 ft 39 00 40 00
1 X 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16 ft. 40 00 41 00
1 X 7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16 ft. . . 37.00 39.00
2 X 4 to 12, 10 and 16 ft 38 00 39 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 12 and 14 ft. . . 37 00 38 00
2 X to 12 in., 18 ft 39 00 40 00
2 X 4 to 12 in., 20 ft 40 00 41 00
1 in. No. 2, 6 ft. to 10 ft 31 00 33 Ot.>

2-in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in
width, 6 to 16 ft 31 00 33 00

Douglas Fir, delivered in Toronto

:

Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

6x6 and 8, 10x10 and 12, 12x12 $50 00
6x10, 8x10, 10x14, 12x14, 14x14 61 00
6x12, 8x12 B2 00
14x16. 16x16 62 60
6x14, 8x14, 10x16, 12x16 64 00
14x18 64 80
8x16, 10x18, 12x18 68 00
18x18, 20x20 68 60
12x20. 24x24 66 00
Timber in lengths over 32 feet subject to

negotiation.
Fir flooring, 1x3, edge grain.. 64 00
l^ir flooring, 1x4. edge grain.. ti4 00
Fir flooring, 1x4, flat grain.. 4!' 00
No. 1 and 2, l in clear Fir rough 54 50 62 50

(Depending upon widths).
No. 1 and 2, lH tnd 1^ in.,

clear Fir rough 64 00 68 00
No. 1 and 2 2 in. clear Fir rough 54 00 64 00
1 X 5 and 1x6 Fir casing . . 66 00
1 x 8 and 1 x 10 Fir base 68 00
1 x 8 and 1 X 10 X 12 E. G.

stepping 74 00
1% and 1}4 X 8 X 10 X 12 F. G.

stepping 68 00
1-in. clear Fir, d 4 sides . . . . 54 00 62 00
I'A X I'A in. clear Fir, d 4 siles. 55 50 63 50
XX B. C. cedar shingles 4 30
XXX 6 butts to 2 in 5 65
XXXXX 5 butts to 2 in 6 45

TORONTO HARDWOOD PRICES
The prices given below are for carloads,

f.o.b. Toronto, from wholesalers to retailers,

and are based on a good percentage of long
lengths and good widths, without any wide
Aork having been sorted out. War t»x «'

seven and half per cent, on imported woods,
payable by purchasers.

Ash. white, dry weight 8800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 8
Com. Com. Com.
$60.00 .$40.00 $30.00
63.00 45.00 35.00
75.00 45.00
110.00 60.00
115.00 65.00

4/4 .. ..

5/4 & 6/4
8/4 . ..

10/4 & 12/4 110.00
16/4 125.00

ls&2s
.$80.00
85.00
95.00

4/4
6/4
8/4

Ash, Brown
70.00 50.00
75.00 60.00
78.00 05.00

35.00
55.00
60.00

33.00
45.00
45.00

Birch, dry weight 4000 lbs. per M. ft

4/4
5/4 and 6/4 .

8/4
10/4 and 12/4
16/4

Is &2s
%

70 72
72 74
74 76
85 90
95 100

No. 1
Com.
I

52 54
58
59
75
85

No. 2
Com.

I
38 42
45 48
46 49

Basswood, dry weight 2600 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. I So. 8
Is A 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 .. .. $72.00 $55.00 $44.00 $3H.0O
5/4 & 6/4 75.(X» 60.00 5(J.IJ0 40.00
8/4 .. . 78.00 63.(X) 50.00 42.00

Chestnut, dry weight 2800 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 Sound
Is & 2s Com. Wormy

4/4 $7lt.(ll) .^.''jO.DO $45,01)

5/4 & 6/4 . . . . 75.00 54.00 4,S.0O

8/4 78.00 .'55.00 48.00
Elm, soft, dry weight 3100 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 58,00 $45.00 $35.00 $2*(.00
6/4 & 8/4 (i;i,00 50.00 40.00 33.00
12/4 . . . 70.00 60,00 45,00 37.00

Gum, red, dry weight 3300 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 04.00 $.52.(JO

5/4 & 6/4 . . . . 64,<H) 54,(K)

8/4 65.00 55.00

Gum, Sap
Is & 2s No. 1 Com.

4/4 $60.00 $4500
5/4 & 6/4 54.00 47.00
8/4 55,00 47,00

Hickory, dry weight, 4600 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2
Is & 2s Com. Com.

4/4 $76.00 $45.00 $30.00
6/4 100.00 76.00 60.00
8/4 90.00 60.00 36.00

Maple, hard, dry weight 3900 lbs. per M. ft.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 8
Is & 2s Com. Com. Com.

4/4 $65.00 $50.00 $40.00 $30,00
5/4 & 6/4 70.00 55.00 40.00 30.00
8/4 .. . 74.00 58.00 45.00 32.00
12/4. . . 90.00 70.00 50.00
16/4. . . 100.00 90,00 60,00

Soft Maple
The quantity of soft maple produced in

Ontario is small and it is generally sold on
a log run basis, the locality governing the

prices.

Mill run grade. No. 3 and better .... $38.00
No. 2 and better 47.00

White and Red Oak. plain sawed, dry weight
4000 lbs. per M. ft.

Is & 2s No. 1 Cora.

4/4 $S5,00 $65.00
5/4 & 6/4 87.00 07.(Wl

8/4 90,00 67.00
10/4 95.00 70.00
12/4 100.00 80.00
16/4 110,00 90.00

White Oak, quarter cut, dry weight 4000 lbs.

per M. ft.

No. 1
Is & 2s Com.

4/4 $12.5,00 $90.00
5/4 and 6/4 130,00 100.00
8/4 135.00 100.00

Red Oak. quarter cut.

Is & 2s No. 1 Com.
4/4 $95.00 $65.00
5/4 & 6/4 110.00 80.00

8/4 115.00 85.00

55
55

58
60

OTTAWA. ONT.
, Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings: >'

1- in. X 7 in. and up
l^ in. and 1^-in., 8-in. & up
2- in. X 7-in. and up
No. 2 cuts 2 X 8-in. and up..

Pine good strips:
1-in
l'/!-in. and lJ4-in
2in

Pine good shorts

:

1-in. X 7-in. and up 58 00
1- in. X 4-in. to 6-in

lJ4-in. and Ij^-in
2-in

7-in. to 9-in. A sidngs

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings ... 53 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips 48 00
Pine. No. 1 dressing shorts .... 45 00
Pine, 1-in. x 4-in. s.c. strips . . 44 OO
Pine. 1-in. x 5-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1-in. x 6-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine. 1-in. x 7-in. s.c. strips . .

.

Pine, 1 X 8-in. s.c. 12 to 16 ft. 48 00
Pine, 1-in. x 10-in. M.R 51 00
Pine. s.c. sidings, lyi and 2-in. 48 00
Pine, s.c. strips 1-in 45 00
IK, I'A and 2-in . 45 00

Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 to 6 in.

Pine. s.c. and bet., shorts, 1x5
Pine. s.c. and bet., shorts. 1 x 6 46 00
Pine. s.c. shorts, 6' -11' , l"xlO''
Pine box boards:
l"x4" and up, 6 '-11'

I"x3. 12 '16'

Pine, mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. X 4-in. and up, 12-

ft. and up

Mill cull shorts. 1-in. x 4-in.

and up, 6-ft to 11-ft

O. culls r & w p
Red Pine, log run:

mill culls out. 1-in 36 00
mill culls out, l>4-in 36 00
mill culls out, I'A-in 38 00
mill culls out, 2-in. . 40 00
mill culls, white pine, l"x7"
and up

Mill run Spruce:
l"x4 and up, 6 '-11'

I"x4" and up, 12 '-16'

75 00
90 00
95 00
65 00

60.00
68 00
75 00

60 00
52 00
62 00
65.00
45 00

55 00
50 00
47 00
45 00
47 00
47 00
49 00
50.00
52 00
50 OO
47 00
47 00
42 00
40 00
47 00
48 00

38 00
42 00

40 00

38 00

26 00

40 00
40 00
42 00
42 00

40 00

38 00
40 00

l"x9"-10" and up, 12' -10' . . .

l'A"x-" 8 9" and up. 12'-16'..

I'A X 10 and up, 12' 10'

Im" * V la' mmd ap. U' - M
Spruce. 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B)

Hemlock, l in. cull 26 00
Hemlock, 1-in. log run 30 00
Hemlock, 2x4, 6. 8, 10, 12/10' . . 30 00
Tam.rac 24 00
Uasswood, log run. diad culls out 46 00
Basswood, log run, mill culls out 48 00
Itirch, log run 48 00
Soft Elm, common and better, 1,

lyi, 2 in 26 00
Ash, black, log run 32 00
1 X 10 No. 1 barn
1 X 10 No. 2 barn
1 X 8 and 9 No. 2 barn
Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine, I'/j in. x 4 ft.

No. 2 white pine
Mill run white pine
Spruce, mill run Xyi-in
Red pine, mill run
Hemlock, mill run
32 in. lath 2 00
White Cedar Shingles:
xxxx. 18-in

Clear butt, 18-in
18-in. XX

Spruce logs (pulp) 18 00

45 (M)

45 00
48 W)
•s mi

46 00
27 00
36 00
36 00
26 00
4.S 00
60 00
50 00

80 00
40 00
62 00
46 00
42 00

6 00
5 ."itt

5 25
4 OU
4 28
4 00
2 28

5 75
5.25
4 00
16 OU

QUEBEC, QUE.
Cts,

Per Cubic Foot
White Pine

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in.

average, according to lineal. 80 CO
19 in. and up average 90 1(J0 00

Spruce Deals
3 in. unsorted Quebec, 4 in. to Per M. Ft.

6 in. tl'ick $34 00 $37 (X>

3 in. unsorted, Quebec, 7 in. to
S in, thick 38 00 40 00

3 in. unsorted Quebec, 9 in.

thick 40 00 45 00
Cts.

Oak Per Cubic Ft.
According to average and quality
55 ft. cube 90 100

Elm
According to average and quality,

40 to 46 feet, cube 98 1 OS
According to average and quality,

30 to 36 feet 76 88

Birch Planks
1 to 4 in. thick, per M. ft 40 00 48 00

SARNIA, ONT.
Fine, Common and Better

1 X 6 and 8 in. ... $80 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 90 00
154 and lyi in. and up wide 100 00
2 in. and up wide 106 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 76 00
6/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 86 00
8/4 X 8 and up No. 1 and better 87 00

No. 1 Cuts
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 63 00
l^ in.. 8 in. and up wide 72 00

I'A in., 8 in. and up wide 73 00
2 in.. 8 in. and up wide 76 00

2'A and 3. 8 in. and up wide 100 00
4 in., 8 in. and up wide 105 00

No. 1 Barn
1 in.. 10 to 16 ft. long $63 00 $63 00

1}4. lyi and 2 in.. 10/16 ft. ... 68 00 64 00

2J4 to 3 in.. 10/16 ft 73 00

No. 2 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 60 00 66 00

1%, lyi and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 61 00 66 00

2ji in. to 3 in 66 00

No. 3 Barn
1 in., 10 to 16 ft. long 46 00 61 00

I'A, llA and 2 in., 10/16 ft.... 47 00 61 00

Box
1 in., IVi in. & lyi in., 10/16 ft. 42 00 44 00

Mill Culls
Mill Run Culls

1 in., 4 in. and up wide, 6./16 ft... $37 00

154. 1J4 and 2 in 37 00
Lath

No. 1 48 in. White Pine 6.60

No. 2 48 in. White Pine 6 10
No. 3 48 in. White Pine 4 60
32 in. Pine 2 10
48 in. Hemlock 4 60
32 in. Hemlock 2 00

ST. JOHN, N.B.

Spruce

Wholesale to the Retailer

Random Lengths 10 to 36 feet.

2 X 3 D 1 edge and 3 x 3 D 1 edge. . . $38 50
2 X 4 D 1 edge and 3 x 4 D 1 edge. . . 39 00

2x5 Rgh. and 3 X 5 38 00
2x6 Rgh. and 3 X 6 38 00
2x7 Rgh. and 3 X 7 40 00
2x8 Rgh. and 3 X 8 40 00
2x9 Rgh. and 3 X 9 47 00

2 X 10 Rgh. and 3 x 10 47 00

2 X 12 Rgh. and 3 x 12 47.00

Timber at corresponding prices

:

Merch. Spruce Bds., Rgh., Ran. lengths 38 00
1 X 34 8 6 ^

Merch. Spruce boards, 7 and up 45 00
Refuse boards, plank deals 28 00

Per M.
Laths $3 26
Shingles. Extra Cedar 5 50

Clears 5 25
2nd do 4 75
Ex. No. 1 3 25
Spruce 4 00

Pine Lumber
1" Planer Pine Bds., Large $70 00
1" Planer Pine Bds., small «0 UO
Smooth Shipper Pine Boards 00 00
West India Shipper Pine Boards . 52 60
I'A and 2 in. Planer Pine 70 wO
I'A and 2 in. Shipper Plank 85 00
Small Shipper Pine Bds 45 00
Poor 4th Pine Bds 40 00

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
No. 1 Spruce

Dimension S.l.S. and l.E
6 ft. 8 ft. 10 ft.

2x4 $26 60 $29 60 $32 00
2 x 6 28 80 O) 60 iUUO
2 x 8 28 60 30 60 3300
2x 10 2960 31 60 3400
2 X 12 31 60 32 60 36 <Xi

IZ ft. 14 ft. 16 ft.

2 x 4 31 00 31 00 32 00
2 x 6 31 00 31 00 31 00
2 x 8 31 00 31 00 32 U0
2 X 10 32 00 32 00 32 00
;<:xl2 33 00 33 00 33 0C
For 2 inches, rough, add 80 cents.
For SIE only add 60 cents.
For SIS and 2E, S4S or D&M. add $3.00.
For timbers larger than 8x8. add 60c. for

each additional 2 inches each way.
For lengths longer than 20 ft., add $1.00 for

each additional two feet.

For selected common, add $5.00.
For No. 2 Dimension. $3,00 less than No. 1.

For 1 X 2 and 2 x 2. $2 more than 2 x 4 No. 1.

For Tamarac add $3.00.

FIR, HEMLOCK, SPRUCE AND LARCH
Mount'in Stock

No. 1 Dimension and Timbers
2 X 4, 2 X 6. 2 X 8, 8 ft., SISIE $30 00
2 X 4, 2 X 0, 2 X 8, 10 ft., SlSlE 32 00
2 X 4. 2 X 6. 2 X 8. 12/16. SlSlE 31 00
2 X 4. 2 X 6. 2 X 8, 18/22, SlSlE 33 00
2 X 4. 2 X 6, 2 X 8. 24/32, SlSlE 88 00
2 X 10, 8 ft., SlSlE 31 00
2 X 10. 10 ft.. SlSlE 33 00
2 X 10. 12/16, SlSlE 32 00
2 X 10, 18'22. SlSlE 34 00
2 X 10. 24/32. SlSlE 36 00
2 X 12. 8 ft, SlSlE 31 80

BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST FIR.
Dimension SIS and E.
6 and 8 ft 29 60
12 and 14 ft 30 50
10 and 16 ft 31 60
18 and 20 ft 32 50
22 to 32 ft 34 60
12 and 14 ft 31 76
16 ft 32 78

X 4 in.,

X 4 in..

X 4 in.,

X 4 in.,

X 4 in.,

X 10 in.

X 10 in

X 10 in.. 18 and 20 ft 33 75
X 10 in., 22 to 32 ft 35 75

2 X 14 8 to 14 ft 37 76
2 X 14 in., 16 ft 38 75
2 X 14 in.. 18 and 20 ft 39 75
2 X 14 in., 22 to 32 ft 41 75
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in., 8 to 14 ft. 37 75
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in., 16 ft 38 76
3 X 3 and 3 X 4, 18 and 20 ft 39 75
3 X 3 and 3 X 4 in.. 22 to 32 ft 41 75
6 X 6, 6 X 8 and 8 x 8, 6 to 16 ft. .

.

6, 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 18 and 20 ft. ...

6 X 6. 6 X 8, 8 X 8, 22 to 32 ft.

STiingles. XXX B.C. Cedar, straight

cars

6

40 00
40 50
41 60

4 21

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA. N.Y.

White Pine
Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers. 4/4 $116 00
Uppers 8/4 to 8/4 100 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 180 00
Selects 4/4 110 00
Selects 6/4 to 8/4 ^^^9^
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 120 00
Fine common 4/4 80 <X)

Fine common 6/4 8B00
Fine common 6/4 83 00-

Fine common 8/4 88 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 WO*
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 72 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 78 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 76 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 48 00
No. 2 Cuts 6/4 » «
No. 2 Cuts 6/4 60 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 67 00
No. 8 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 8 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 48 00
Dressing 8/4 «2 00
Dressing 6/4 x 10 ( 06
Dressing 6/4 x 12 70 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 71 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 7« 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 73 00
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 84 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 64 00
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 64 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 « 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 83 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 M 06
No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 48 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 M 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 48 00
No. 8 Barn 1 x 10 <• 00
Box 1x6 and up *• •?
Box 1 X 10 «• 55
Box 1 X 12 44 55
Box 1 X 13 and up • . • 48 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buffalo

and "Tonawandh

:

UAPLS
Is ft U No. 1 C*m. N*. S Cam

4,'4 45 - 47 28 - 30 20 - 21
5 '4 to 8/4 57 -59 36 - .^8 22 - 25
10/4 to 16/4 67 - 69 48 - 50 29 - 30

(COBtiaiMd OB PMW 62)
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Books For Sale

Special Prices

"A Manual for Northern Woodsmen," by
Austin Gary. Published in 1018 by The
Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass. 302 pages and illustrations.

Price $2.75.

Baughman's "Buyer & Seller." The hand-
iest labor-saving book for lumbermen
ever devised. Desk size, 300 pages,

$2.50. Pocket edition, 188 pages, $1.25.

"Baughman's Cost Tables" for figuring

cost of any article by the foot, piece,

pound or ton. 127 pages, 5'A in- by 7

in. Price, flexible leather, $1.50; flex-

ible Morocco, $2.50.

Chapin's Lumber Reckoner, valuable in

the saving of time, labor and errors.

Size 4 in. X 7 in., 171 pages. Price,

cloth binding, $2.25, Morocco, $3.25.

"Climax" tally book, bound in sheep, with
hand straps. Size 4% x 8J4, 110 pages.
Price $1.00.

"Lumberman's and Logger's Guide," just

published by the author, Bernard Bre-
reton, size, 6 in x 9 in., 136 pages, deal-

ing with the merits and uses of Doug-
las Fir, California Redwood and the

leading Commercial Woods of the Paci-
fic Coasts. Contains Log Tables and
other useful information. Price $1.00.

"The Kiln Drying of Lumber," a Practical
and Theoretical Treatise, by Harry Dorr
aid Tiemann, M.E., M.F. Just pub-
lished by J. B. Lippincott Co. 318
pages, illustrated. Price $4.

Seasoning of Wood ; A Treatise of the
Natural and Artificial Processes Em-
ployed in the Preparation of Lumber for

Manufacture, with Detailed Explanations
of its Uses, Characteristics and Propei*
ties, by Joseph Wagner. Published by
D. Van Nostrand Co., in 1917. 274
pages, illustrated. Price $3.00.

The Preservation of Structural Timber, bj
Howard F. Weiss. Published in 1915
by McGraw-Hill Book Company, 312
pages, illustrated. Price $3.

Utilization of Wood-Waste (Second Re-
vised Edition), by Ernst Hubbard. Pub-
lished in 1915 by Scott, Greenwood A
Sons. 192 pages, illustrated. Price $1.50.

Vest Pocket Ready Reckoner for Lumber-
men. 11th edition. Published by the
American Lumberman. Price 35 cents.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide Street West TORONTO

Pendry
Balanced

Throttle Valve
for operation of locomotive cranes, log loaders, skidders, and

all hoisting engines.

Gives operator perfect control of his engine, so essential in

loading logs and heavy timbers.

Just the

Thing for

Logging Operators
The Pendry Balanced Throttle

Valve is essentially a quick open-
ing valve, perfectly balanced, but
it can be opened as slowly and
gradually as a screw stem valve
and will remain open at any point
to which it is set.

Furnished with brass body in

sizes from ->4 inch to 2^ inch and
with iron body in sizes from 2 to
5 inches, inclusive.

Prices on Application

Formerly manufactured by the Detroit

Lubricator Company, Detroit, Michigan

Now manufactured by the

Bay City Foundry & Machine Co.
26th and Water Sts. - BAY CITY MICH.

A Boon to Lumbermen
Payette^s Famous Patent Mill Dogs

650 Sets already sold

B
E
C
A
U
S
E

(1) They will dog with perfect ease and safety in any class of, timber.

(2) Will dog just as easily, frozen maple or hardwoods of any description.

(3) Will dog the last board, just as easily as they dogged the first one.

(4) They do not tear the board or stock.

'5) Many other reasons, too numerous to mention here.

Write us for full particulars and booklet on same.

P,

We also manufacture the following High-Grade Saw-Mill Machinery:—New Modern
Saw-Mill Carriages, with either three or two head blocks; P. Payette's New Patent
Saw-Mill Dog, for use in either winter or summer. P. Payette's Grip-Set Works;
Steam Feed Valves, Steam Lifter and Loaders, Valves. Five different classes and styles
of Edgers, for either light or heavy duty. Combined Gang-Circulars and Edgers, or
Independent Gang Circulars.
Steam-Canters, Steam Lifters and Loaders, and a general line of saw-mill machinery.
Detachable Chain-Sprockets, Castings of Gray-Iron, Semi-Cast Steel, and brass cast-
ings for general use.
Descriptive Booklet and prices mailed free upon request.

Payette & Company
Engineers and Machinists

Penetanguishene, Ontario
J. T. PAYETTE, Proprietor
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

RED lilKCIl

4/4 60 - 62 40 - 42 24 • 20
5/4 to 8/4 62 - (i4 42 44 20 - 28

SAP lURCII
4/4 5;! - 55 !2 - ;i4 20 - 22

5/4 and up Ot) - u7 ii4 - .jo 22 - 24

SOFT ELM
4/4 45 - 47 30 • 32 22 - 24

5, 6 & 8/4 47 - 49 32 - 34 22 - 24

BASSWOOn
4/4 49 - 51 39 - 41 27 - 29

Thickcr 51 - 53 41 43 28 - 29

PLAIN OAK
4/4 60 62 36 38 24 26

5/4 to 8/4 (i2 64 40 42 20 28

ASH, WHITE AND BROWN
4/4 60 - 62 35 - 36 25 - 27

5/4 to S/4 70 - 72 40 - 42 26 - 28
10/4 and up 80 - 93 47 55 29 - 31

BOSTON, MASS.

Quotationi g^iven below are (or highest
grades of Michigan and Canadian white pine
and Eastern Canadian Spruce ai required in
the New England market in carloads.
Wiiite pine uppers, s 1 to 2 in. l.'{4 00
While pine upjiers, 2'/i and 3 in. 149 00
VVliite pine uppers, 4 in 160 00
Selects, 1 to 2 in 125 00
.Selects, 2!/^ and 3 in 140 00
Selects, 4 in 155 00
Fine common, 1 in., 30 per cent.

12 in. and up 90.00

Fine common, 1 x 8 to 11 in. 87 00
Fine Common, 1% to 2 in. ... 102 00 105 00
Fine Common, 2>/i and 3 in. . . 125 00 130 00
Fine Common, 4 in 145 00
I in. shaky clear 72 00

to 2 in. shaky clear 75 00
1 in. .Vo. _' diessing 64 00
\'A to 2 in. No. 2 dressing f>S (K)

No. 1 Cuts, 1 in 77 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 J4 to 2 in 87 00 90 00
No. 1 Cuts, 2'A and 3 in 105 00
i\o. 2 Cuts. 1 in ti5 <Mi

No. 2 Cuts, I'/i to 2 in 72 00 73 00

Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 ... 70 (»)

No. 1, 1 X 10 . . . &•< 00
No. 1, 1 X 8 . . . 02 00
No. 2, 1 X 12 . . . «S 00
No. 2, 1 X 10 ... 61 00
No. 2, 1 X 8 . . . r,H 0()

No. 3, 1 X 12 . . . 87 00
No. 3, 1 X 10 . . . 56 00
No. 3, 1 X 8 . . . 55 00

Can. spruce, clear, 1 x 4 to 9 in. 46 SO 48 50
1 X 10 in 50 60
No. 1 1 X 4 to 7 in. 53 50
No. 1 1 X 8 & 9 in. 54 60
No. 1 1 X 10 in. . . 65 50
No. 2 1 X 4 & 5 in. 36 50
No. 2 1 X 6 & 7 in. 43 50
No. 2 1 X 8 & 9 in. 43 50 44 50
No. 2 1 X 10 in. . . 40 50
No. 2 1 X 12 in. . . 50 50

Spruce, 12 in. dimension 48 00
Spruce, 10 in. dimension 47.00
Spruce, 9 in. dimension 46 00
Spruce, 8 in. dimension 45 00
2 X 10 in. random lengths,
8 ft. and up 45 00 46 00

2 X 12 in., random lengths 47 00 49 OO

2 X .'{, 2x4, 2 X 5, 2 X 6, 2 X 7. . .'yi •«» 4<i no
3 X 4 and 4 x 4 in 4.r n. i

2 X 8 in 4.; i"(

Ail other random lenetht. 7-in.
ami umlcr, S. ft. anrl uji .... 38 00

5'inch and up nicrchanialjle
haards, 8 ft. and up, pis.. i2 <)()1x2 40 (jfi1x3 40 IK)

1-H in. spruce lath oo
1-V4 in. Rprucc lath 4 7.")

New llruniwick Cedai ^hinglei
Extras rj olt

Clears 4,'H)

Second Clears 4 fti)

Clear Whites 4
Extra It (Clear whiiei in) .... 2 26
Extra li (Clear whiiei oul) ... 1 90
Red Cedar Extras, IB-in. 6 hum

lo "J in Ti lis 5 1*

Red Cedar Eurekai, ISinch B
butts to 2 in 5.75

Red Cedar Perfectioni, 6 hull*
to 2|,i « O)

Waihington 18-in. 6 butti to 3-

in. extra red cedar 4 80

BOX MAKING MACHINERY
We

Manufacture

Nailing

Machines,

Shook Spli-

cers for

Driving

Corrugated

Fasteners,

Lock Cor-

ner Box

Machines,

Box Board

Matchers,

Box Board

Printers.

No. 12-30" Open Back Cleater, Framer and Bottomer
Motor Direct Connected,

Every manufacturer of boxes; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in
any article, or packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan Machine Company for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Eighteen Replies
were received recently to a small adver-
tisement in the Quick Action Section of
the "Canada Lumberman and Wood-
Worker." At a trifling outlay this ad-
vertiser got in touch with eighteen
interested parties.

Are you making use of the

QUICK ACTION
SECTION ?

Whether a mill, a piece of machinery,
an odd lot of lumber, a timber limit, an
emploj^er or employee, this department
usually gets the right parties, and will

get them for you at a minimum cost.

We will gladly give you full particulars
if you will write us your requirements.

CANADA LUMBERMAN
347 Adelaide St. West - TORONTO

New RAILS Relaying

12 to 80 pounds per yard.

LOGGING CARS

Jno. J. Gartshore
S8 Front St. West, Toronto

Excelsior

Cutting Machinery

Manufactured By

The Elmira Machinery
and Transmission Co.

Elmira, Ont.

Write for Circular and Prices
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Many Fires in Lumber

Mills have been caused

by Hot Boxes
This risk can be eliminated by the use of

Chapman Double Ball Bearings
IN-

Shafting^ Hangers^ Pillow Blocks

Loose Pulleys, etc.

Chapman Double

Ball Bearings
decrease the friction loss 75% and do not generate
heat.

No oil is used, a little Tranco Grease once or twice
a year is the only lubricant required, consequently
dust does not adhere to the outside of the bearing.

There is no spoilage from oil drip, and cleanli-

ness may be easily maintained.

If you realized what these savings mean you
will agree that

You pay for Chapman bearings

whether you buy them or not

Chapman Double Ball Bearing
Co., Ltd.

347 Sorauren Avenue
705 Shaughnessy Bldg.

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Transmission Ball Bearing Co., Inc.

1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.

Link-Belt Means Freedom
From breakdowns

"H" Class Saw Mill Pintle Link-Belt

"H" Class Refuse Link-Belt

jDreakdowns are expen-

sive. They mean ex-

penditures for repairs and

loss of time, labor, and out-

put. The success and profit

of each day's operation de-

pends very largely on the

strength and endurance of

the power transmitting and

material - conveying chain

employed in your mill.

Transfer Link-Belt

LINK-BBLT

"C" Class Link-Belt

"700" Class Link-Belt

Ewart Detachable Link-Belt

Look for this

Mark on Every Link

has long been the recog-

nized standard form of con-

veying and power trans-

mitting equipment through-
out the lumber industry. Its

ability to sucessfully with-

stand undue strains and the

wear and tear of years of

service has earned for it the

undisputable claim on lead-

ership.

We show a few of the va-

rious types ofsaw mill Link-

Belt. Our Book No. 260

shows many more.

Send for a copy.

> <
It is your guarantee
of service and satis-

faction.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT CO. LTD.
y

WELLINGTON 8c PETER STS., TORONTO
Stock also carried at 1195 St. James Street, Montreal
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Jost, P. M 12

Keewatin Lumber Company ... 14

Knox Brothers 3

Laidlaw Bale-Tie Company .... 47

Lake Lumber Company 12

Lamontagne Limited

Leckie, Ltd., John l

Long-Bell Lumber Company .

.

Long Lumber Company 9

Long Manufacturing Co., E. . . . 78

MacLean Daily Reports 47

Main Belting Co
Marsh Engineering Works, Ltd. 64

Mason, Gordon & Co 16

Mason Regulator Company . . .

.

McElroy Lumber Co 18

McKinnon Columbus Chain Co.

McLaren Belting Company, J. C. 80

McLaren, Limited, D. K
McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 55

Miller Company, W. H 22

Montreal Locomotive Works ... 75

Montreal Lumber Company ... 12

Morgan Machine Mfg. Co 62

Moores, Jr., E. J 22

Muir & Kirkpatrick 16

Musgrave & Company

National Steel Car Co 76

New Ontario Colonization Co.. 25

Oliver Lumber Company
Ontario Wind Engine & Pump
Company 1

Pacific Lumber Company 20

Parry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd. 25

Payette Company, P. ...... . 61

Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.. 14

Pennoyer Company, J. C
Petrie, H. W
Philadelphia Textile Machinery
Company 75

Pink Company, Thos. . . 80

Plessisville Foundry Co 77

Powell-Myers Lumber Co 22

Pratt & Whitney 75

Pyrene Mfg. Co

Rankin-Benedict Co
Rat Portage Lumber Company. 22

Reed & Co., Geo. W 18

Renfrew Planing Mills

River Quelle Pulp and Lumber
Company 20

Russell, Chas. H 55

Rutherford & Sons, Wm 4

Service Lumber Co 19

Sessenwein Brothers

Sewall, James W 47

Shafer Hardwood Co., John I.. 25

Shannon Lumber Co., R. P 15

Shearer Company, James
Shimer Cutter Head Company.
Shingle Agency of B. C 18

Shurly-Dietrich, Limited

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd. 26

Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd.. 1

Smith, N 47

Spencer Limited, C. A 54

Stratford Oakum Co., Geo. ... 14

Stearns & Culver Lumber Co.. 20

Summers, James R 12

Syracuse Smelting Works

Taylor, S. K 15

Terry & Gordon 6

Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Co... 15

Timber Importers Limited .... 4

Timberland Lumber Company.. 19

Timms, Phillips & Co 23

Toronto Blower Company ... 55

Turner & Sons, J. J 75

Union Lumber Company 7

Union Stock Yards 47

Vancouver Lumber Company . . 5

Victoria Harbor Lumber Co. . . 14

Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

Waterous Engine Works Com-
pany, Ltd 79

Watson & Todd 14

Webster & Brother, Ltd., James 12

West & Peachey 80

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon .... 22

Woods Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 51

Wright & Sons *

Wuichet, Louis 9

Yates Machine Company, P. B. 67

Does Labor Saving Machinery Pay ?
Last Fall a certain lumber concern in Ontario purciiascd a small 10 H.P. Double

$25, freight, total $575. They operated this small Hoist by a belt from a Gasoline

Drum Belt Driven Hoist from us for handling logs. This machine cost them $550, plus

Engine, the whole making a light, compact, portable outfit, easily moved from place

to place.

They were able to work this outfit in the coldest weather, and found that it did the

work of three or four teams

As it required only one man to operate the Hoist, it is easy to figure the daily saving

effected by the use of this machine. In other words, compare the wages and board

of one man and the cost of a little gasoline with the wages and board of four drivers

and the feed and upkeep of eight horses.

You will readily see that it would not take long to pay for the cost of the machinery

from the savings effected in the cheaper handling of the logs.

Our Booklet "Suggestions for the Lumberman," tells a number of up-to-date methods

of using this labor-saving machinery for moving logs. You may have a copy for the

asking if you have not one already. Just drop us a card.

Loading and Skidding Machinery Does Pay
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited ^'I's!!^'^' Belleville, Ontario

Sales Agents : MUSSENS, LIMITED, MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG AND VANCOUVER
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When You
Overhaul Your Mill

IHERE are wet places in every saw and pulp mill where nothing but the highest class

belting can "make good." It is for these wet places that we recommend what most

mill-men swear by—our

"ACME WATERPROOF" BELT
This belt is especially made for a rough and trying service. It has less stretch than any other

belt by 15 to 25 per cent.

When you are overhauling try a Goodhue "Acme Waterproof" belt. Other Goodhue belts

are "Extra" and "Standard."

Prices and Particulars on Request.

J. L. Goodhue & Company, Limited
DANVILE - QUEBEC

WINNIPEG AGENTS—Bissett & Webb, Ltd., 151 Notre Dame Avenue East, Winnipeg, Man.
VANCOUVER AGENTS—Fleck Bros., Ltd., 1142 Homer Street, Vancouver, B.C.

Standard Machinery & Supplies, Ltd., Bank of Toronto Bldg., St. James St., Montreal. Que., Agents for the Island of Montreal.

Disston's

four
Invincibles

ma u PAT. opr.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
Incorporated

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File IVorks

Philadelphia, U. S. A.
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The Carriage You Are Looking For
Our No. 1 Size

CARRIAGE—Has three head blocks, as shown in cut, usually

set 9 and 6 feet apart, will be placed any distance apart to suit pur-

chaser. Knees open 38 in. from saw, and is fitted with Knight or

Peel dogs, as desired. Taper movement on each knee. 1 15-10 in.

steel set bar with steel pinions and coil spring receder, and friction

lever brake for stopping knees where required. Timbers are 5x6
in., or heavier if desired, well bolted and braced. Diameter of truck

wheel, 12 in. Axles 1^ in. diameter, and extend clear across car-

riage, are furnished with self-oiling bearings. Front block is fitted

with timber rule, placed as desired; 54 feet of V and flat track

furnished with each carriage.

SET WORKS—As shown in cut, is" made up of ratchet wheel
12 in. diameter, 4 in. face, with set lever carrying 7 steel pawls of

varying lengths; also, same number of check pawls set in quadrant.

Both sets of pawls are disengaged from either side of carriage when
required to recede knees. This is a positive set, vyithout lost motion.

FEED WORKS—As shown in cut, consists of 16 x 12 in. drum,
with spur gear keyed to shaft. Pinion or friction shaft in saw frame
engages with this gear. Cable takes two or three turns around
drum, and is passed around end sheaves and attached to carriage.

We also furnish 26 in. drum with internal gear in place of 16 in.

drum when desired.

For Shingle, Lath and Portable Saw Mill Machinery
write the well known manufacturers

The G. Walter Green Co., Limited
Send for Catalogue PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Algoma LIGHT STEEL RAILS
For Mining and Lumbering Purposes

All Complete with Splice Bars

WEIGHT A D C D E F G

Pounds Kilos
PER PER Inches M/M Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M. Inches M/M
Yard Meter

8 3 97 1% 39.09 39 69 'Kg 20.64 11.91 20 64 % 7 144 56 3.969

12 5.95 2 50.80 2 50.80 1 25.40 % U.29 l?6 27.78 '16 8.731 •,<i
4.763

16 7.94 2% 60.33 2^ 60.33 29.77 16.27 l»5<i 34.53 H 9.525 76 5.556
20 9.92 2% 66.68 2% 66.68 1H6 34.13 '56 18.26 1'56 37.31 11 U y* 6.350
25 12.40 2>A 69.85 2H 69.85 m 38.10 19.84 37.70 12.30 '% 7.541
30 14. 8S m 79.38 3H 79.38 42.86 Vi 22.23 1»56 43.66 'J6 13.49 '!6 8 334

35 17.36 84.14 m 84.14 44.45 24.21 1'56 45.24 14.68 '56 9.128
40 19.«4 m 88.90 3H 88.90 m 47.63 l!<i 25.80 47.23 Vi 15.88 '56 9.922
45 22.32 3'% 93.66 3'% 93.66 2 50,80 26 99 l'!6 50.01 'J6 16.67 '36 10 72

Algoma Steel Corporation
Limited

-6-

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
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Yates No. 341

Band Resaw special Lumber
Guide for resavJind

thin stock ^

AS a medium capacity resaw, the Yates No. 341 has proved its super-

iority in the many mills in which it has been installed. It has

been a leader in its line for 10 years—very few changes having

been found necessary since the first machine was built.

The "341" has extraordinary capacity for its size. It is a happy

combination of compactness and durability. All adjustments are conspic-

uous, easily manipulated and accurate. It is equipped with the famous
Yates belt variable speed device, the most perfect feed roll drive for a

band resaw ever developed. Rolls may be tilted for bevel sawing.

Eight feed rates, up to 185 feet per minute, provided.

Send to-day for detailed Circular,

PB.yaiesMachineQoXid.
HAMILTON. ONT. CANADA
U.S. PLANT—BELOIT, WIS.
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ATKINSSSSSAWS
HE'S a logger alright, and he

knows a thing or two about

saws. He says he knew it

was an "ATKINS" without looking

at the Trade Mark. He hasn't

spent years in the woods without

learning to know when its an AT-

KINS Cross-cut he's pulling They

will all tell you that ATKINS Saws

run easier, keep their

edge longer, and cut

faster; in fact, they

are general favorites

among woodsmen.

As a user of Cross-Cut Saws you
owe it to yourself to investigate

the truthfulness of these state-

ments. Give ATKINS CROSS-
CUT SAWS a practical test. Put
them into operation and keep a

careful record of the results as

compared with any other saw
you have been using. Compare,
First, the ease with which
they run; Second, their speed;

Third, the amount of timber
they will cut, and lastly, the

Jength of time they will run
without refiling.

Send for Free Catalogue

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Factory: HAMILTON, ONT. Branch: 109 Powell St., VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Home in Kingston Roofed with Brantford Asphalt Slates

Beauty, Fire-Resistance, Economy

combined in this Roofing

The roofing that is being sold more and more through-

out Canada not only for barns and small buildings, but for

the most expensive homes, churches, golf clubs and public

buildings, is Brantford Asphalt Slates.

Brantford Asphalt Slates are made from a special grade

of long fibred felt which is exceedingly absorbent. This

is thoroughly saturated and coated with Asphalt and sur-

faced with crushed slate, which is imbedded so firmly to

the Asphalt that it cannot even be kicked off with the heel.

This makes a splendid surface of beautiful reddish brown

and dark green—a surface that never fades.

This grade of roofing is sold in three different forms.

Brantford Asphalt Slates, Brantford Asphalt Slab Slates

and Brantford Crystal Roofing.

The Slabs are really 4 slates in one and save time in

roofing a large building

Crystal Roofing is the same material as the Slates, only

in roll form, and is especially adapted for barns and out-

buildings requiring a permanent protective covering.

Asphalt is one of the most water-proof materials known,
and Brantford Asphalt Slates being non-absorbent do not

become water soaked or rot, neither do they crack or fall

off. They possess one great advantage over any other

roofing made, in that they cement together under the heat

of the sun and form a solid, pavement-like surface on the

roof, under which no rain or snow can drive, and no indi-

vidual slates become loose or fall off. Highly recommend-
ed by prominent and experienced builders.

Brantford
Asphalt Slates

will be used extensively in the future, and will play a big

part in the great Period of Reconstruction which is just

beginning.

Lumber dealers will find this a most profitable line to

handle. Customers will buy it when ordering lumber, and

it not only develops into a profitable sideline, but also

brings new customers and helps increase your lumber
sales. At least put in a small stock of this roofing. You'll

need no urging to send a larger repeat order.

Let us send you full information, prices and samples.

Brantford Roofing Caumited

Head Office and Factory: BRANTFORD, ONT.

Branches at Toronto, Montreal, Halifax, Winnipeg:
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Original "Dunbar'^ Machines
We are the original and the only makers of "Dunbar*'
Shingle Machines, Lath Machines, Clapboard Machines,
Steam and Gasoline Logging Engines. Each is the best

for its particular work. Are you using the best ?

Lath Machine
From our many years of experience

we evolved this "Dunbar" Original Lath
Machine. Every improvement that could
be suggested, every time-tested idea for

the betterment of product and for

greater speed, has been incorporated in

this machine. We believe it has no
equal, and there are a great number of
mill men throughout Canada who share
this belief with us. Carefully constructed
of high grade materials and designed to

work steadily under the hardest condi-
tions.

Steam and Gasoline

Logging Engines
Conditions in Canada necessitate an

engine that will stand any amount of
strain and hard work in the lumber in-

dustry. With this idea in mind we have
brought out the "Dunbar" engines per-
haps a little stronger than is really
needed. They do their work easily and
willingly, and stand a great amount of
hard usage. Built entirely in Canada for

the Canadian lumber trade.

Clapboard Machine
You will need no excuse for the qual-

ity of your product if you use the ori-
ginal "Dunbar" Clapboard Machine. Ex-
pert in every detail. This machine will
give you the very best service under
most trying conditions. It will turn out
vvork without delays. It will need prac-
tically no repairs and will increase your
output. We cannot recommend it too
highly because it is giving this very ser-
vice to lumbermen in all parts of this
country.

Send for catalogues of any or all of these machines.

Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
WOODSTOCK, N.B.

ONTARIO
Canada^s Banner Province

Ontario's timber production last year

valued at $26,774,937 or 40% of Canada's

total output.

Pine production, 905,442,000 ft. B.M.

Pulpwood, 246,282 cords.

Railway Ties, 5>704,459-

Ontario's woodworking industries, using 34

different kinds of wood, provide a ready

market for the lumberman. Eighty-two per

cent, of lumber used in Ontario's industries

purchased within the Province.

Ontario's vast resources offer unsurpassed opportunities to the lumberman.

For maps and full information regarding Ontario, apply to

HON. G. HOWARD FERGUSON,
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.
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Ideas and Suggestions

for Interior Trim

Read the series of Illus-

trated articles on the

above subject by W. H.

Shaw now running in the

Canadian Woodworker.
Subscription price of this

publication, loo pages

monthly, One Dollar a

year.

Order from

Woodworker Publishing Co.^ Limited

343 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO

This is an 80-iiich 3-pIy Heart Im jh i i;. w i:i a Ala^sachusetts
paper mill. It began its service in 1911. It carries 1100 horse-
power. The cost of transmitting a horse power a week is $.004ij.

The Test of Adaptability
For some materials there is no substitute. Such, for instance is

leather for belting. Its superiority for all the major requirements
is recognized by transmission experts. The belt shown above, for
instance, was transferred from one drive to another—lengthened
by splicing., and cut down 2 inches in width—an adaptation that
is only possible with leather.

The advantages of leather for transmission are developed to their

maximum in Graton & Knight Standardized Series Leather Belts.

Write for booklet on standardization as applied to belting.

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO.
Oak Leather Tanners and Belt Makers.

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

CANADIAN GRATON & KNIGHT, Limited, Montreal, Canada
Representatives in Canada:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited.

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Vancouver, Victoria

GRATON & KNIGHT
standardized Series

LEATHER BELTING

GATES PATENT
FIRE BOX LINING
Makes your fire box air tight, thus reducing heat losses to f<

minimum. This means raising the temperature of your fire

so that you develop more power using the same amount ol

fuel.

We manufacture all kinds of special shapes of fire brick

embodied with the best grade materials, and burnt by

experts.

When your waste lumber burn-

er requires new lining, consult

us re special shape to replace

fire brick.

We cut down costs of installa-

tion and give longer life to your
lining.

John W. GATES
Limited

Engineering Contractors
Specializing in

Boiler Setting and Furnace Brickwork

382 St. James Street, - MONTREAL

Section thro
dutch oven

ELEVATIOM OF
FIRING DOOR .

.CATE.S
Fl-«T ARCH

GATEe) ARCH FOR. DUTCH QVEIN SETTING
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CANADA LUMBERMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
The following regulations apply to all advertisers:—Eighth page, every issue, three headings;

quarter page, six headings; half page, twelve headings; full page, twenty-four headings.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

AXES
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.

BABBITT METAL
Canada Metal Company.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Syracuse Smelting Works

BALE TIES
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

BALL BEARINGS
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co.

BAND MILLS
Hamilton Company, William.

Watcrous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BAND RESAWS
Mershon & Company, W. B.

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELT DRESSING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.

BELTING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.

Beardmore Belting Company
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.
General Supply Company
Goodhue & Co., J. L.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Company.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co.

D. K. McLaren Limited.
McLaren Belting Company, J. C.

BELTING (Transmission, Elevator,

Conveyor, Rubber)
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.

BLOWERS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

BOILERS
Hamilton Company, William.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

BOILER PRESERVATIVE
Beveridge Paper Company

BOX MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Morgan Machine Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

BOX SHOCKS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

CABLE CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Tenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Waterous Engine Works Company.

CAMP SUPPLIES
Canadian Milk Products Limited.
Davies Company, William.
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co .

Harris Abattoir Company
Johnson, A. H.
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

CANT HOOKS
Canadian Warren Axe & Tool Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Pink Company, Thomas.

CARS—STEEL BODY
Marsh Engineering Work*. Limited

CEDAR
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Muir & Kirkpatrick.
Long Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.
Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

CHAINS
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Pink & Co., Thomas.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

CHINA CLAY
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

CHEMICAL PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean. Ltd.

CLOTHING
Grant, Holden & Graham.
Kitchen Overall & Shirt Company
Woods Mfg. Company

COLLAR PADS
American Pad & Textile Co.

COLLARS (Shaft)
Bond Engineering Works

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier
Company.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

CORDAGE
Consumers Cordage Company.

COTTON GLOVES
American Pad & Textile Co.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Bond Engineering Works

COUPLINGS (Shaft)

Bond Engineering Works
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

CRANES FOR SHIP YARDS
Canadian Link-Belt Company.

CROSS ARMS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company

CUTTER HEADS
Sliimcr Cutter Head Company.

CYPRESS
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon.

DERRICKS AND DERRICK
FITTINGS

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

DOORS
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
Terry & Gordon.

DOUGLAS FIR
AUan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
British American Mills & Timber Co.

Coal Creek Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Grier & Son, G. A.
Heeney, Percy E.

Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Shearer Company, Jas.

Terry & Gordon.
Timberland Lumber Company.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

DRAG sAwS
Gerlach Company, Peter
Pennoyer & Company, J. C.

DRY KILNS
Sheldons Limited.

DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Company.

DUST COLLECTORS
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EDGERS
William Hamilton Company, Ltd.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, G. Walter
Haight, W. L.

Long Mfg. Company, E.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
ELEVATING AND CONVEYING

MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

ENGINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

EXCELSIOR MACHINERY
Elmira Machinery and Transmission
Company.

EXHAUST FANS
Garlnck-Walker Mnchinerv Co.
Reed & Company, Geo. W.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Company.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Reed & Company, Geo. W.
Sheldons Lmiited.
Toronto Blower Company.

FILES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.

FIRE BRICK
Beveridge Paper Company
Elk Fire Brick Company of Canada
FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Pyrene Mfg. Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company

FIR FLOORING
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Rutherford & Sons, Wm.

FLOORING (Oak)
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

GEARS (Cut)
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

GRATE BARS—Revolving
Beveridge Paper Company
GRAVITY LUMBER CARRIER

Can. Matliews Gravity Carrier Co.

GRINDERS (Bench)
Bond Engineering Works
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HARDWOODS
Anderson Lumber Company. C. G.

Atlantic Lumber Co.
Bartram & Ball.

Bennett Lumber Company.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
Cameron & Co.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Fassett Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Co.
Fraser Limited.
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grier & Son, G. A.
Heeney, Percy E.
Knox Brothers.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr., E. J.

Nicholson & Co., E. M.
Pedwell Hardwood Lumber Co.
Powell-Myers Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Stearns & Culver Lumber Co.
Summers, James R.
Taylor Lumber Company, S. K.
Webster & Brother, James.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
MACHINERY

American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

HANGERS CShaft)
Bond Engineering Works

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Grier & .Son, G. A.
L^ong Lumber Company.

HEMLOCK
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin. H.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.

Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Dunfield & Company
Edwards & Company, W. C.

Fesserton Timber Co.
Foss Lumber Company
Grier & Son, G. A.
Hart & McUonagh.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
The Long Lumber Company.

HOISTING AND HAULING
ENGINES

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

HORSES
Union Stock Yards.

HOSE
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

INDUSTRIAL CARS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

INSURANCE
Hardy & Co., E. D.
Rankin Benedict Underwriting Co.

INTERIOR FINISH
Eagle Lumber Company.
Hay & Co.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Terry & Gordon.

KNIVES
Disston & Sons, Henry.
Peter Hay Knife Company.
Simonds Canada Saw Company.
Watcrous Engine Works Company.

LATH
Austin & Nicholson.
Callander Sawmills
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
(Cardinal & Page
Dupuis Limited, J. P.

Eagle Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grier & Son, G. A.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
New Ontario Colonization Company
River Quelle Pulp and Paper Co.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Victoria Harbor Lumber Company.

LATH BOLTERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Green Company, C. Walter.

LOCOMOTIVES
Bell Locomotive Works
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Jeffrey Manufacturiing Company.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Climax Manufacturing Company.
Montreal Locomotive Workks.

LATH TWINE
Consumers' Cordage Company.

LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier

Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-

couver.
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"HamUton "

Steam Tension Band Mill
(Single or Double Cutting)

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THIS BAND MILL
1—Tension on saws maintained by steam—quickest and most sensitive form of ten-

sion yet devised.
2—Top wheel supported both above and below mandrel.
3—Extra large mandrel bearings top and bottom.
4—Top wheel has 12-inch range of adjustment.
5—Unbreakable upper saw guide raised and lowered by steam—first used on our

machine.
6—Both top and bottom wheels instantly aligned by screw adjustment.
7— Operating mechanism is rapid and power driven.
8—Takes saws 12 inches to 14 inches wide.
9—Extra heavy, rigid, strong and accurately built throughout.
10—Built by expert workmen in a plant that has been manufacturing high grade saw-

mill machinery for over sixty years.

A few of the users of

these Machines

Victoria Harbor Lbr.

Co. (2)
Victoria Harbor, Ont.

John B. Smith &
Sons (2)

Callender, Ont.

East Kootenay Lbr.

Co.,

Jaflfray, B.C.

B. C. Mills Timber Co.,

Vancouver, B.C.

Jas. MacLaren & Co.,

Buckingham, P.Q.

Jas. Playfair & Co.,

Midland, Ont.

Colonial Lbr. Co. (2)
Pembroke, Ont.

Keenan Bros., Ltd.,

Owen Sound, Ont.

Jackson & Tindle,

Buft'alo, N.Y.

Upper Eraser Lumber
Co.,

Dome Creek, B.C.

\Vm. Copping, Esq.,

Joliette, P.Q.

Hawkesbury Lbr. Co.,

Hawkesbury, Ont.

Shives Lumber Co.,

Campbellton, N.B.

Beaver Board Co.,

Buffalo, N.Y.

Lauder, Spears &
Howland,

Pakesley, Ont.

Devon Lumber Co.,

Chapleau, Ont.

Wm. Sullivan, Esq.,

Red Bank, N.B.

William Hamilton Co., Limited
Peterboro, Ontario
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LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
Canadian Link-Belt Company. Ltd.

LOGGING ENGINES
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.

Jenckes Machine Company.
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

LOG HAULER
Green Company, G. Walter
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

LOGGING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT

General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

LUMBER TRUCKS
Waterous Engine Works Company.
LUMBERMEN'S CLOTHING

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

METAL REFINERS
Canada Metal Company.
Hoyt Metal Company.
Sessenwein Brothers.

MILLING IN TRANSIT
Renfrew Planing Mills.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
MOLDINGS

Genoa Bay Lumber Co.

Rutherford & Sons, Wm.
MOTOR TRUCKS

Duplex Truck Company
OAK

Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.

OAKUM
Stratford Oakum Co.. Geo.

OIL CLOTHING
Leckie, Limited, John.

OLD IRON AND BRASS
Sessenwein Brothers.

PAPER
Bowater & Sons, W. V.

PACKING
Atlas Asbestos Company, Ltd.
Consumers Cordage Co.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Gutta Percha and Rubber Company.

PAPER MILL MACHINERY
Bowater & Sons. W. V.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Bond Engineering Works

PINE
Anderson Lumber Company, C. G.

Atlantic Lumber Co.
Austin & Nicholson.
Bourgouin, H.
Callander Sawmills
Cameron & Co.
Canadian General Lumber Company
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Chicago Lumber & Coal Company.
Lleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Company.
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Eagle Lumber Company.
Edwards & Co., W. C.

Excelsior Lumber Company.
Fesserton Timber Company
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Fraser Limited.
Gillies Brothers Limited.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Gordon & Co., George.
Gricr & Son, G. A.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Hart & McDonagh.
Hettler Lumber Company, Herman H.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Montreal Lumber Company.
Moores, Jr.. E. J.

Muir & Kirkpatrick.
Parry Sound Lumber Company.
Russell, Chas. H.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Summers, James R.
Terry & Gordon.
Union Lumber Company.
Watson & Todd, Limited.
Williams Lumber Company
Wuichet, Louis.

PLANING MILL EXHAUSTERS
Garlock- Walker Machinery Co.
Reed & Company, Geo. W.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Co.

PLANING MILL MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machinery
Company

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Sheldons Limited.
Toronto Blower Co.
Yates Machine Company. P. B.

PORK PACKERS
Davies Company, William
Harris Abattoir Company

POSTS AND POLES
Auger & Company
Dupuis Limited, J. P.

Eagle Lumber Company
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long-Bell Lumber Company.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
Terry & Gordon.

PULLEYS AND SHAFTING
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Caifada, Ltd.
Green Company, G. Walter
Hamilton Company, William
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd
Hamilton Company, William.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Waterous Engine Works Company

PUMPS
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Hamilton Company, William
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Smart-Turner Machine Company
Waterous Engine Works Company

RAILS
Gartshore. John J.

Sessenwein Bros.

ROOFINGS
Reed & Company, Geo. W.

ROOFINGS
(Rubber, Plastic and Liquid;

Beveridge Paper Company
International Chemical Company

ROPE
Consumers Cordage Co.
Leckie, Limited, John

RUBBER GOODS
Atlas Asbestos Company
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Company

SASH
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Renfrew Planing Mills.

SAWS
Atkins & Company, E. C.

Disston & Sons, Henry
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Gerlach Company, Peter
Green Company, G. Walter
Hoe & Company, R.

Shurly-Dietrich Company
Simonds Canada Saw Company

SAW MILL LINK-BELT
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Van-
couver.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

Dunbar Engine & Foundry Co.
Firstbrook Bros.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Haight, W. L.

Hamilton Company, William
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Company
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Mershon & Company, W. B.

Parry Sound Lumber Compa..:'
Payette Company, P.

Waterous Engine Works Company
Yates Machine Co., P. B.

SHEATHINGS
Beveridge Paper Company
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

SHINGLE MACHINES
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

TO LUMBERMEN
We have large stocks of

HARRIS HEAVY PRESSURE
BABBITT

for AH General Machinery Bearings

IMPERIAL GENUINE BABBITT
for Crank Pins and Heavy Engines

\Ne Guarantee Excellent Service

THE CANADA METAL COMPANY, Limited

Branch Factories—

Head Office, TORONTO
HAMILTON MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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CLIMAX Improved Geared LOCOMOTIVES ^^.^on^rail'^'''*

A 62-ton

Climax

Locomotive

Designed

Especially for

Heavy
Logging Work.

Climax Locomotives are successfully operated on steep grades and sharp curves. Any
weight or gauge. Locomotives in stock for immediate shipment. Get Catalog " H."

CLIMAX MANUFACTURING CO., 313 W. Main Street, CORRY, PA.
VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LTD.. VANCOUVER, B.C.

Peace Year 1919
Finds us optimistic for the future and well

stocked with Horse Blankets, Feed
Bags, Tarpaulins, Oil Clothing

Tents, Flags, Straw Ticks

and Grey Blankets

We Guarantee Prompt Shipment
of Orders Entrusted to us

J. J. Turner& Sons
Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives. We build all types and sizes, also

all kinds of repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give you expert advice as to what partic-

ular type and size of locomotive is best suited to your needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us,

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA.

PRATT & WHITNEY CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

SMAU TOOLS
DrillsTaps — Dies — Reamers — Cutters

MADE IN CANADA

As good as moBey can buy—Guaranteed absolutely

!

Head OMce and Works, DUNDAS, ONT.

MONTREAL
Droamoad Bldt>

SALES OFFICES)

VANCOUVER WINNIPEG
Baak of HkBiltoB Bldt.

99"ABOVE ALL THE OTHERS
That's wliat one user says about his Proctor Dryer compared with three otlier

machines he operates.

Another customer after an experience of five years with his Proctor Dryer writes
"The working of this machine has been entirely satisfactory. It has cost us prac-
tically nothing for repairs."

"Vour Proctor Dryer has dried twice as much per day as the machine that we
discarded," is the report from another user.

'or VENEERS
give a perfectly flat and pliable product without

checks or splits

Made by the oldest and largest builders of dryers.

Ask for Proctor Dryer Catalog for your materials.

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
Builders of Drying Machinery

SEVENTH STREET AND TABOR ROAD, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.
Hamilton, Ont., Canada,—W. J. Westaway, 6 Sun Life Building.
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SAW MANDRELS
Bond Engineering Works

SAW SHARPENERS
Garlock-Wali<er Machinery Co.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SAW SLASHERS
Waterous Engine Works Company

SAWMILL LINK-BELT
Canadian Link-Belt Company

SHEET METALS
Syracuse Smelting Works

SHINGLES
Allan-Stoltze Lumber Co.
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Cardinal & Page
Dominion Lumber & Timber Co.
Eagle Lumber Company
Foss Lumber Company
Fraser Limited.
Genoa Bay Lumber Company
Gillespie, James.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Gricr & Son, G. A.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.

Heeney, Percy E.

Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Miller Company, Ltd., W. H.
Shingle Agency of B. C.

Terry & Gordon.
Timms, Phillips & Co.
Vancouver Lumber Company.
Victoria Lumber and Mfg. Co.

SHINGLE & LATH MACHINERY
Dunbar Engine and Foundry Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Hamilton Company, William.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.

Payette Company, P.

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.

SLEEPING ROBES
Woods Mfg. Company, Limited

SMOKESTACKS
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SNOW PLOWS
Pink Company, Thomas.

SPARK ARRESTORS
Jenckes Machine Company, J^td.

Reed & Company, Geo. W.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

SPRUCE
Bartram & Ball.

Bourgouin, H.
Cane & Co., Jas. G.
Cardinal & Page
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company
Donogh & Co., John.
Dudley, Arthur N.
Dunfield & Company
Exchange Lumber Company.
Foss Lumber Company
i'raser Limited.
Fraser-Bryson Lumber Company.
Gillies Brothers.
Gloucester Lumber Company
Grant & Campbell.
Grier & Son, G. A.
Hart & McUonagh.
Lauder, Spears & Howland.
Long Lumber Company.
Mason, Gordon & Co.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Muir & Kirkpatrick.
New Ontario Colonization Company.
Nicholson & Co.. E. M.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.
Russell, Chas. H.
Shearer Company, Jas.
Snovirball Co., J. B.
Spencer Limited, C. A.
Terry & Gordon.

STEEL CHAIN
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION
Marsh Engineering Works, Limited

STEAM PLANT ACCESSORIES
Waterous Engine Works Company.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.

SWEAT PADS
American Pad & Textile Co.

SULPHITE PULP CHIPS
Davison Lumber & Mfg. Company

TARPAULINS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

TAPS AND DIES
Pratt & Whitney Company.

TENTS
Turner & Sons, J. J.

Woods Mfg. Company

TIES
Auger & Company
Austin & Nicholson.
Harris Tie & Timber Company, Ltd.
Long Lumber Company.
McLennan Lumber Company.
Terry & Gordon.

TIMBER BROKERS
Bradley, R. R.
Cant & Kemp.
Farnworth & Jardine.
Hillas & Co.. W. N.
Hunter, Herbert F.
Smith & Tyrer, Limited

TIMBER CRUISERS AND
ESTIMATORS

Sewall, James W.

TIMBER LANDS
Department of Lands and Forests.

TRACTORS
British War Mission

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Engineering Works
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Ltd.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Waterous Engine Works Company.

TRIMMERS
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Green Company, C. Walter
Waterous Engine Works Company

TUGS
West & Peachey.

TURBINES
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

VALVES
Mason Ragulator & Engineering Co.

VENEERS
Webster & Brother, James.

VENEER DRYERS
Philadelphia Textile Mach. Co.

VENEER MACHINERY
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
Philadelphia Textile Machinery Co.

VETERINARY REMEDIES
Dr. Bell Veterinary Wonder Co.

WATER HEATERS
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.

WATERPROOFING
Beveridge Paper Company

WATER WHEELS
Hamilton Company, William.
Jenckes Machine Company, Ltd.

WIRE
Laidlaw Bale Tie Company.

WOOD DISTILLATION PLANTS
Blair, Campbell & McLean, Ltd.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
American Woodworking Machy. Co.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
Long Manufacturing Company, E.
Mershon & Company, W. B.
Waterous Engine Works Company.
Yates Machine Company, P. B.

WOOD PULP
Austin & Nicholson.
New Ontario Colonization Co.
River Quelle Pulp and Lumber Co.

An Untapped Energy

Always Ready

Superiority of design, con-
struction and dependable ser-

vice has been proven by many
of the largest Canadian manu-
facturers in comparative tests.

Such evidence is conclusive.

National Trucks have stood

up under the strain of hard
usage with a reserve strength,

and untapped energy and an
extra power which few motor
trucks can equal.

NATIONAL TRUCKS
ARE BUILT IN CANADA

For dependable performance under all condi- Built in six models—1 ton, IK ton, 2 ton, 3/^ ton,

tions National Motor Trucks acknowledge no 5 ton trucks and 6 ton tractor. Bodies to suit

superior. your individual needs.

Write for illustrated catalogue and name of the nearest National Dealer

National Steel Car Company, Limited - Hamilton, Canada
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The Home of "CONDOR" Belting

Made of 32 oz. duck and the best

grade of rubber procurable.

Manufactured on giant presses weighing 550,000 pounds each,

giving the greatest friction of any belt on the market.

The General Supply Company of Canada^ Limited
OTTAWA MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Large Stocks Carried in Canada

The
Plessisville

"Poney"

Planer

The machine is well designed, strong and rigid, a staple example of the

high class workmanship and materials embodied in all our machines
We manufacture all kinds of sawmill and woodworking machinery,

engines and boilers.

CONSULT US FIRST SEND FOR SPECIFICATIONS

THE PLESSISVILLE FOUNDRY CO.
PLESSISVILLE, - QUE.
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LUMBERMENS EQUIPMENT

We make mill machinery

of all kinds. Send for

our Catalogue and de-

tailed information of any

machinery you require.

Saw
Carriages

We make all sizes of Saw Carriages for every type of mill.

The Carriage illustrated is our No. 40 three block outfit. Knees recede 40 inches from
the saw line. May be furnished in any number of head blocks or axles, also with steam

set works attached to either our No. 3 or No. 4 set. This is one of the most substantial

carriages ever designed, and is well known for its efficiency throughout the lumber industry

of Canada

The E. Long Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
ORILLIA - - ONTARIO
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Don't tolerate kicking or leaking valves on your Steam Feed. Just
as sure as your valves kick, your cutting capacity is going to take
a drop. The Sawyer "feels" his work through his lever. A kick-

ing valve scares him off his work; a leaking valve won't let him do
his best. Both kinds are money losers for you.

WATEROUS VERTICAL
STEAM FEED VALVES

Will neither kick nor leak

In the first place, the vertical position of this new valve allows perfect drainage into the exhaust

port at the bottom. Should the connection break

the valve drops of its own weight and shuts of?

the steam. That's a safety feature.

Then, the exhaust—mostly water—doesn't pass

through the valve plug, but through the lower

part of the valve chest. That's why tlie valve

cannot kick.

And—most important of all—with the vertical

valve there is no weight on the valve seat and

consequently no wear and no leakage. It's a

real steam conserver.

Further, the Waterous Vertical Valve is bal-

anced to work easy, there is no dead steam be-

tween it and the cylinder. Just as soon as the

sawyer moves his lever he gets the full "punch"

of the live steam on his piston. That makes a

fast, qu'ich-acting, satisfactory

feed.

If yours isn't that kind now, attach

Waterous Vertical Valves and see

what a diflference they will make.

Write for

Information

and

Prices

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited
BRANTFORD, CANADA

Agency—Molson's Bank Building, Vancouver, B. C. Branch—Winnipeg, Man.
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Pink's Lumbering Tools
The Standard Tools in every province of the Dominion, New Zealand, Australia, etc.

We manufacture all kinds of lumber tools. Light and Durable. ,

Long Distance Phone, No. 87
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Sold throughout tho Dominion by all Wholeaal* and Retail Hardwar* Merchants.

MADE IN

CANADA

The Thomas Pink Company, Limited

PEMBROKE

Manufactwrera of Lumber Tool*

It'a a Pink
anyway, yen
take it, and
it'a the beat

ONTARIO L'dV-'

Not altogether what we
say, but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug manu-
factured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-

sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAfS
KNOWN

OUR
ffwm

EXTRA
-EXTRA 5

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

The J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

STANDARD HORIZONTAL RETURN TUBULAR BOILER

BOILERS
We make a specialty of Horizontal Return

Tubular, Vertical Tubular and Locomotive

Type Boilers for Saw Mills and Lumbering

operations.

Send us your inquiries.

Engineering & Machine Works
of Canada, Limited

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
Eastern Sales Office: Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrookc, Que.














